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A Agriculture of Nova Scotia, notice of improvements in Beet, the sugar, notice of, raised by Mr. Prince 134

—

357, 36 1. • method of raising of any shape you wish 242—noti-

A. a good farmer, a statement of his mode of man- AgricdlflirSl'books, for sale by the principal booksel- ces of large ones U5 119.

aging a farm 11. lers in Boston, a list of 198, 206. Bees, a swarm of, which yielded 165 weight of honey

A lover of apples and cider destroys caterpillars by AlbaniSirA". Itis obsej-vations on joining the waters of 87—observations on 110—maybe preserved in win-

gatheriug them in a pail, &c. 412. th«41adson river with those of thn Lakes 96. ter by removing them into a cellar 110—how hives

Abbott Ephraim, his account of a newly invented h&r- Aldeh Isaac, 3d,' statement of his a-.anner of making for should be situated 134—how fed in winter

row 276—remarks on by the editor 278. compost manure 293. 134—how their honey may be taken without de-

Accounts farn.; r"5, importance of keeping them cor- Alkaline solution, a patent obtained for, to render stroying the insects 197—remarks on the best mode
ract. and mode of so doing 153. cloth incombustible, and protect timber from rotting, of feeding 278—remedies against the stings of, 347.

.Vcknowledgnicnts to advisers, taking notice of some &c. 389. Bene plant, from Africa, description of, and its culti-

coniplaints a»ainst the manner of conducting the Allen, Rev. Wilkes, his remarks on preserving cider in vation recommended by Dr. James Smith 397.

New England Farmer 14. bottles 394. Beverage, for a weak constitution 110.

Adams Josiab, Esq. extracts from his address deliver- Almond, remarks on its cultivation in the U. S. 157. Binot, an implement for cultivating land used in Plan-

ed before the society of Middlesex husbandmen, Analysis of soils would be useful to agriculturists 20— ders 121.

and manufacturers 140. modes of 68—of the bucklands in Penn. by R. H. Birds eye maple, recommended as an article for cabi-

Adams Mr. notice of his patent bedsteads 277. Rose, Esq. 20. net furniture 67.

Address, Mr. Lowell's, to the Massachusetts Agricul- Anderson Dr. his remarks on making cheese 342. Bird-shooting, the practice of condemned 301 317.

tural Society 94—delivered before the Grafton, N. H. Apple jelly, process of making 37. Blacking, liquid for boots and shoes, receipt for 134.

Agricultural Society, by Thomas Whipple, jr. Lsq. Apples, notice of several very large 127—how preserv- Black lead, for cleaning stoves best preparation for,

122—extracts from, delivered by Josiah Adams before gj ;„ glazed jars 67. 229.

the Middlesex Society of husbandmen and manu- Aphis, a sort of louse which injures fruit trees, notice Blanchard Wm. Jun. his essay on cultivating hops 52
facturers 140—Isaac C. Bates, Esq. delivered be- of 402. Bleaching linen, improvement in 49.

fore the Hampshire, Franklin, and Hampden Agn- Aqueduct pipes, manufactured in Concord, Mass. no- Blight in pear trees, remarks on 42.

cultural Society 202, 212—of William Barton, Esq. ji^e of 150. Blodget Joseph B. large crop of flax raised by 309.

delivered to the Agricultural Society of Winchester, Arabian colt, imported by Lieut. Parker, notice of 355. Board fence, made crooked, and the posts not inserted

Virginia 156—delivered to the Worcester Agricuitu- Arable lands, how prevented from washing by rains, in the ground, remarks on by a writer in the Ver-

ral Society by Hon. Oliver Fiske 145—extracts from, &c. 314. mont Republican 20—danger of its being overturn-

delivered by Hon. .Mr. Baylies to the Bristol County Ashes leached, valuable as a manure 322, 329. ed by wind, as stated by Mr. Jarvis 190—Sec far-

Agricultural Society 148—by Frederick Howes, Lsq. Aunt Betty, her observations respecting the best food tlicr Fence.

to the Essex Agricultural Society 233—to the feara-
f^^ young turkies, and remedy for gapes in 378. Bog, or Swamp, may be a mine of manure 18.

toga County Agricultural Society, by Earl Stimp- Bog meadow, how improved by Jotham Jacob 197.

son, Esq. 236—to the JTonroe County, N. Y. Ag- 13. Boilers, for nieltins- fat, so constructed as to prevent

ricuUural Society, by James Sperry, Esq. 380, 386. „
, ,^ .•*,• • u- r n offensive effluvia 51.

1 ji „ M.. „„t;^o r,f v,;q ,jnipvarrl 077 B. a bad lamier, notice of his managing his farm 11— „ ... , ,., ,.o\dlum, Mr. notice of his vineyara <;/ /.
... ,u . • . u- i „ i

Boiling, remarks on 141, 148.

Agricola quotation from letters of, respectingthe use of a writer with that signature, h.s remarks on raarle ^^^^ -.^^^^^ ^^; ^^^^ 219.

"lime in Scotland 58-remarks on his letters by the peach rees &c. 281-recommends Geological and
p^^,,^, grass, observations on 341-see further Straw

,., , ,o Agricultural .Surveys 321— inquiries of respecting „ ' = '

editor 142.
i i, j i -loo

r o Bonnets.
\gricolaN. his communication respecting pomage (or leacneaasnes as manure J„.

. u j- • Books, on Agriculture to be found in the principal

"pomace) 51-remarks of, on raising turnips 309-his Bacon and smoaked beefmay be preserved by/l'PP'ng
bookstores in Boston list of 198 266.

remarks on the Borer, and the different stages of its m ley of wood ashes o-may be preserved by pack-
j^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^,^^j ^^^^^^^ ^^^.^ ^^^^^^^ „„ 2^,

I --frt mST *n oats Job. ,^- . ,. o-tj^existence .i71. , r. i rz-^-i j u u. • ^a oao '61—queries respecting 370.

Agricultural Society in Botany Bay, notice of 21-of Balsam of G.lead, how obtained 32...
Botanic Garden, notice of plants presented to, by

o.
. ,- - . . _i3- .1 u.. 1-^ ^f c^.wv^ Rarlpv_ o-rpat rrnn nf. raised hv John VA arson Jun. *zol. „ n r- /^^

(jeorg^e Brown t.sq. 62.

Bolts in horses, cured by drenching the horse in warm
blood 84— said to be prevented by giving horses salt

tice of their celebration 90-of Middlesex, officers of amouniing to w-i uusn.is on a,i aeie ....
291-rereipt fbr, by W. D. Taylor Esq. 315-fish

95, premiums awarded by 219-of Hillsborough, re- Barton, A\m M. Esq. h.s Addres delivered be ore the
^^.^^ recommended"^ for by E. H. Cummins 317.

pok of 91, 100-of Massachusetts, notice of their Agricultural Society of Winchester Virginia 156. >^ ^.^^^^^^ of apples and
premiums 34-notice oftheircelebralion86, 94, 102- Bates Isaac C. Esq. extracts from h.s address to the

reports of Committees of 97, 98, 99, 105, 106, 170-
"=""f

h'';^^' 1™°''''" ^"'^ Hampden Agricultural
^^^^^^^^ j^j,^ ^ ^i^ ^^^.^^ „f ^ di,,^^, ;„ Worses, call-

ofllhndelsland,accountoftheirproceedingsll4, 125 society -0^. -II.
. ri, r-offlr. ed the " Big Head," and the mode of curing that

of Hartford, Conn, account of their cattle show 106, Bathing, cold and warm, a treatise on, by Dr. Coffin
^^.J^^^ gg=_

of their proceedings 260—of Worcester, account of notice ol J4. ,,,.,.,,. . .^oP,- Bridges remarks on the preservation of, by John Ken-
their cattle show 100, reports of 154,165,173,180, Baylies, Hon. Mr. ex racts from his Address to the Bris- brm.^^^^^^ P

181 186, 187—of Berkshire, notice of their exhibi- tol County Agricultural Society 148. 4 -

tionlOl-of Bristol, County 114-of Hancock, Me. Be— .....=.,1.. r, ^f f.,r„.M= thp„

lo4_of Nova Scotia 188—of Rockingham, N. H.

report of the committee of 138—of Cheshire, N. H.
,.,,.„,„t:, ,<.„..>. .v.

premiums of 219—of Rhode Island, report of 225— pepper 344.
, , , . . v,, M, Brookline. communication from respecting lightnin]

of Hartford, Conn, proceedings of 260-of Worces- Bedsteads, improved mode of constructing by Mr. '*™°_^^'^^;
*=

ter County, officers of 323, report of a committee Adams 277.
„,„ „,„jp Brown, notice of his invention forproducingFower284.

of relative to admitting the clergymen of the Coun- Beef, on the preservation of^,153-Mr Cooper s mode~ g, i^ otice of plants presented by, to

ty, c.r o^ici,. as members 323-of Essex, their no- of preserving m summer lo3-and Pork 163, see fur- '^^^^^j^^;^ g^^Vn 62.

tice to farmers respecting viewing farms 406. ther Meat.
„„;„, Brown ;ht be. a singular character, notice of 192.

Agricltural Establishment at Merchant's Row, Bos- Beer, maple receipt for

'"^'^'"f
.2"-|P™^^' ;^"'P'

guddin- fruit trees, remarks on by Mr. C. Harrison

^on, remarks on 334. for 2a7--molasses beer receipt for, 267-hop beer
^"^^^\^^ ^^^^J^ „„j, „f performing 266.

Agricultural institution contemplated at Derby, Conn. receipt for makmg
-J

^^^^^ ^^_ ^.^ communications on grasses 161, 174-h.s

tol County Agriculttiral Society 148.
^. ,r>ri'tol Rl'hifr'emarks on moulding earth round the

cans, transplanting of, forwads them with respect to ", «
^^^.^ ^^^-^ ^^ ^ ^^em

time, but shortens the height of the stem 257. y'V "' .., oqn
ed bugs, killed or driven away by a decoction of red- '^""^ caterpu ars ..u.

=" '„,, Broiling, remarks on 329.
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f'liinaleol'the expcuec aud proliU of cuUivaling an tol County Agricultural Society lU ; in Uaucock, Coffee, C'olumbiun, prepared by Mr Kdmmi 1 H
acre ol" sand loam under two different courses of Me. 124

;
in Northampton 130. ""''C*; of -'59—Mr Jefferson's remarks on 259 *"'

crops 177— his remarks on salt as a manure 254— Cedar, remarks on the durability of, 253. Coffee-plant, growing in Norrideewock in Maiic?!
his notice of the seasons 371—asserts that lime pre- Cellars, and vaults, so constructed in Germany, that a Coffee pot, of a new construction description of Ii8
vents the fly as well as smut in wheat 371—his re- canal or passage is opened from into the principal Coffee shrub, coffee bean and colTee ilrinU r- \.

markson seeds 269. chimney258. on 331. '
"^'^"'^^

Bull called the Admiral, notice of his importation 31— Cement for mending glass & china 262—one which is Coffin Ur. John G. notice of his treatise on bath'
a llerelordshirc and heifer presented to the Mass. Ag- said to be fire proof and water proof 270. 34.

'
'"'=

ricultural Society 402. Champagne, a substitute for,in the juice of unripe goos- Coflin Admiral, Sir Isaac, the thanks of the Maasachu
Hunus famous by Mrs. G., how made 59. berries & sugar 123. setts Agricultural Society voted to, for his present
Burning llie moss of a swamp or bog sometimes expedi- Chandler Seth, his observations relative to the rot ia of a fine bull to said Society 31 likewise for a b II
ent, and how effected, 18. sheep &c. 305. and heifer of the Herefordshire breed, and a heifer

Burnt Earth, lor manure, on the value of and different Cheese, Chopzigar, very fine flavoured, notice of 27. of the short horned breed 402.
modes of preparing, &c. 346, 372. Cheese, directions for making 341, 350—sometimes Cold, receipts for the cure of 245 291.

3urrall, Thomas U. Ksq. notice of his premium Clover rendered poisonous by being covered with lead 349, Combustion, spontaneous of waste wool 27 389.
Seed .Machine, 366. 389. Comets, remarks on, 224.

Surroughs, Kdward, Esq. extracts from his essays on Chemistry, observations on its importance as connect- Conserving Furnace for preparin" fruit noticeof51
practical Husbandry 346. ed with Agriculture 349. Contagion, prevented by gauze veils 3.'

iutcher's meat, market for in Ghent, how kept clean Chester Dr. his Address to the Albany County Agri- Contagious fevers remarks on, and rules for prcvent-
and neat 108. cultural Society 273. ing 29.

Gutter, the best made from the strippings of the cow 81 Chesnut tree bark, contains much of the tanning, Cooper Thomas Esq. his mode of curin" and preserv-—.Mr. Van Emberg's mode of making 124—remarks principle and colouring matter 1 11. ing meats 153.
"

on the making of, in winter 1 50—how to take the Cherry wine, red or black, easy method of making 27. Copper, in halfpence boiled in a vessel with greens
taste of turnips from 259—bad, how cured 325—ob- Children's food, lime water recommended to use with poison caused by 1(14.

servations on the best mode of making and packing while cutting teeth 91. Copper vessels, hints to those who use them for culi-
341—badly made, which would sell for nothing, an- Chimney, how constructed to carry smoke, from Profes- nary purposes 109
ecdote of, 397—directions for making 409. sor Day's Lectures 66—how built to prevent smok- Copeland, Ebenezer, statement of his crop of wheat
utter boxes for transporting butter with ice to market, ing 363. amounting to forty bushels and one half on an acre'
notice of 371. Chickens, hatched by steam in London 304. and 89 rods, 283

'

jtterfield Mr. his remarks on feeding sheep with fish Chill blains, remedy for, 211. Corks, improved ones for preserving liquors 325
and on threshing floors 205. Chrystalization of water, remarks on 224. Corn, how to procure a good crop of 13 175 busheU

Cider, apples for making should be well ripened 66— raised on an acre by Benjamin Bartlett 118 see
C-. should be made in cool weather, and the wind from farther Indian corn

,, ,• r, • J M .- T> the west or North west 66—should not be pressed Corns, Dr Cooper's Recipe for 227
bbages, not.ce oflarge ones, ra.sed on Mr. C. Rus-

f^„„^ the pomace, sooner than 10 or 12 hours after Cottage Economy, a work by William Cobbett, ex-
sel's farm^ New Bedford 127-how to ra.se early m ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^_.^ ^_.^^^^ gg_^_^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^,^ ^ 3^ ^g g^ 1 18

,.
P'''"?."-'- ,.,,,,., . , r l>reserving 73 89—best made from that fruit, which Cotton plant, Mr Pomeroy's remedy for the rot in 338Uco American, not.ce of estabhshment, for manufac- 'j,,^^ j^^»^^, i,^ ^^^^^ ,3_^^^ ^.^^^^ ^1^^ ^p'p,^^ ^^^ Cotton sails recommended 34 1.

^
urmg 3 "

.

. , o- r> the table, the better for 73—apples for, should be Cotton-spinning remarkable improvements in 132
If, an extraordmary one, owned by Simeon Draper

^j,^^^^ ^^^ ^,,^ p^^p^^^ ^^ sweating 73_windfalls Cow, of an excellent quality, belonging to Charles
fi-

'~-
• . u u 11 r o should be made into an inferior kind of 73— mill and Vaughan Esq. exhibited at Brighton Cattle Show!ves,howtomakethem hequiet by balsof flour other implements for, should be perfectly sweet and 102

^

ndg.u 81-topreven their scourmg 81-uncom- clean 73-apples for, should be ground as fine as Cow-keeping, remarks on the profits of 8
lonly large exhibited by Mr. Warmg 119_modeof ^^^^ ,3_l,^^ ^^^t ^^^ last running from the Cows, on the management of by Russel Woodward

"He'd ^aTer's 30^
' ""' '

"'"^ ^ P'"' '^"""^^ "' ^'^^ ^^ "='^"" "3-differelt kinds of 77-should be milked perfectly dry when young, or
*,'>, J "^M '"' V 1 I- 1- r T J fermentation in 73—carbonic acid gas in should be Ihey will soon become dry in succeedine seasons
,al Grand, in New York, notice of, from London ,,„i„,rt as much as possible 73, 81-excessive fir- 77-how to dry those which it is wished ^to fatten
^P"^

w'
• I- x-Q

mentation of, how prevented 7.3—carbonic acid gas 81—may be used instead of oxen for labour 81
ai i^ocKs, improvement in, l(y. expelled by the acetous fermentation of, 89—advan- how to prevent their drying too soon 81— how toa navigation the tread-wheel applied to, 21.

, „f^ ,l„ ,, fermentation in 89-cider spirit may prevent their contracting h«d habits in milking81-dleberry Myrtle, or Bayberry shrub, remarks on Its be mixed with, when fresh from the press, without milch should be well kept 81-may be milked byowtn ana uses o
,
Ui .

^j^^ trouble of stumming with brimstone &c. 89— introducing straws on small tubes into the teats

k°e7wfrm r^medLVa^ains"! olir
quantity of spirit to be mixed with, dependent on 377 but the practice may be dangerous in unskilful

ker worm remedies aga nst, .81 the strength of the must 89; may be strengthened and hands 378
ronJoscphW his remarks on the Moon's mfluence prevented from firmenting to excess by sweet sub- Coxe, on fruit trees quotation from on the plantingvegetation JO I. ,,,.,., stances 89—hops, elder-berries, ginger, spices &c. and cultivation of orchards 67

allffectiTiraTo,,rh?!1r '" '
°' """ ^^^""""^^"d^'i in 89-better made'into Wnegar than Crickets, said to be destroyed by roasted apple and

T„ r,,,, w i,;c r™,,! 1 r . 1- ,
doctored too much 89—vessels for, may be made of white arsenic, powdered, and put into their holes 10JoshuaW. his remarks relative to lice on apple barrel-boards, straight, but tapering 88-beer ver- Crops, successive in the same season, advantage of;

'*° ^' J r J- -J . ., selsbad for, 89—how casks may be cleansed for. and how raised 185
lages, mode of avoiding accidents in getting out 89-raode of stumming casks [ov, 89-a solution of Croup, new method of treating, by Professor Racamier

, u . ^- , .1 , ,
isinglass used" to promote fermentation in, 121— 277

ellesSs
°^'<="='"°"""=P'=^""S' ^y "°"- John belter preserved with cider brandv than with Cog- Cultivator, his remarks on leached ashes as manure

,„-ii«-, u„,t A„ ,. A -.u .1 .1 u ,.
niac Brandy 204—how preserved in bottles, by Rev. 345—on hoeing corn and potatoes 362—on making

rpillars, best destroyed with the thumb and fin- Wilkes Allen 394
'J' *

butter 409

'„?f7.T„"H^^''^ '"""''f ?r'',
^'^,

%..''i°'^
of earth Circulation of sap in vegetables, Mr. Knights theory Cummins E. H. prescribes fish brine for botts in horses

ulded round the top of the trnnk 337—cannot be gfgg
'"o"" mtui^

^^^

t7.livin%"-,^ ^.Y"
'"/'''"/°^ inserting Cleaning silks, woolens & cottons, method ofl3I. Cucumbers, a method of raising early ones 366

,aH 41''
^ ^ ^ ^' "" '^'"^Symen, Report of the committee of the Worcester Curculio, an insect found in apples and other fruit,

,.
"' •• / .1 1 , . „. Agricultural Society relative to their not bein"- ad- description of and remedies against 69

a mairraffr T ,h°i
^/"^ ,"

'""""^^ mitted e.r officHs Members of said Society 303 " Currant wine, receipt for making 22-nolice of its

LTemari o^ fbd'deHn.^ of 109 1 "o^ ,\l'^i'^^
<^"'"^'^' '''"'"^' ""' f™" ^arkes' Chemical Essays manufacture by Messrs Kenricks 30.

(
remarKs on loddenng 01129, 1..0, 131, 137, 3.54—by the Editor 401. Curtis Capt receives the thanks of the Mass. Agr. Soci-

nT^riWn rTp T -10-iinproved Dur- Clinton, Hon. De W^itt, extract from his Address de- ety for his care of some imported cattle presented bynshorthorns,ColPowel's re,»arks on269-Mr. livered before a Literarv Society at Schenectady NY Admiral Coflin 402

onrfr„'r,ed"a d
° 7fi'°T/ "'l f^ 32-his answer to Mr. L«aac Mc Gaw'taddreTs 1 o! Cut Straw, advantage of in fodder 126

I

ones imported and presented by Admiral Coflin Close of the second volume of the New England Far- Cutting instrumenis" how to set in soap and water 51

. Show, at Brighton, premiums offered for 74, ClX'hormadfwa'te^'^roo7"7^r'^-

"

D.

L^'^leTcounrof 94''Ioo''.'a7ric'', 1.',!^' "^"TT ^'°^^'-' '''^^'^' '" ^'he ''cultuVand management of D. a writer with that signature, his observations on the

•Kt H \S^ ^jji '"2; agricultural products 543.
»

best mode of making and packing butter 341.

Iccounfor82 aniaX;^^ Clover-seed Machine, by Thomas D. Burrall Esq. „o- Dandy looms, for weaving cloth very rapidly, notice

tsboT' \ H 84.r1?,'^^^^^^^ rnf ;nn" "^"^ «"'' recommendations of 158, 159.366, 367. of3.

heshirV\"iluurarSorrW In w'f '^'"''; <^°^'' -^'^^overed by the Lehigh Company 115-in Day, Professor, extracts from his lectures relative to

ofWorces^r 100 of Rp^/ l),f"Tf^"'' Worcester Mass. notices of, 189. 197. smoky chimn.es 66.

Con tor .f ,1? Ru^, ,^ . c'"';
"^

"J,"- Cockchaffer, remarks on by Plymotheus 45. Death, appearance of, in a person who recovered 208.

rVc^emenrofDomestk?ndnlfrTl^ ? m '« °" Cock-roaches, destroyed by Hellebore 411. Derby, E. H. Esq. his remarks respecting the growth
fakement of Domestic Industry 114

;
ol the Br.s- Cod-fish, remarkable instance of the voracity of 139. of early potatoes 117.

;l4ii
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, ,• 1 ,t;„n« nn the noison of doff- Female beauty and omameuis m different countries, no- Frying, in cooking, directions concerning 321.

Dixon Joseph, h.3
°^'f^^^'°Z,°:^„^J°ATe^m ana- tice of 80. Fuel, economy ol from Parker's t hemical Essays 3-

wood l-,4—notice ot his newly invenieu sie<iu. jj

j-p.^^le breast, how prevented from gathering 109. Fulton, his remarks on a Gas and feteam Engine 30
ratus 238. Fence, Virginia or crooked with Upright po.sts, proper

Dogwood, observations on the pois9n °'^^^^- mode ol constructing 190—made ol posts and rails, how Lr.

Domestic economy, remarks on 297, 321, -3^9, ->4l.
constructed 270, 334. See also board leuce. Galvanism, remarks on experiments made with on

Drained lands, how cultivated 17, 18. ... , Fevers, contagious how prevented 29. body of John Johnson 299.

Drains, different kinds of 9—should be carried througn
Fi,.e, i„ a house directions for escaping from 291. Gaillard, J. D. his remarks on feeding stock, &c. 76

the lowest part of the soil 9-in swatnps not worth
J,,,,, ,^,od for sheep 205. Gapes, a disease in hens, remedy for 331.

the while to attempt if the soil is very thin,9--manner p^^ke, Hon. Oliver, his Address to the Worcester Agricul-
gj^^,;^^ ^ ^is remarks on preserving vines from

of making 9-mud dug out of, should not be allow- t„ral Society 145-advises farmers to ertdize their
^ powdered 361.

ed to lit in heaps 9-may be made in part wi h an ground with substances which con ainpu rid matter o J l'/^^ ^^^ ^is remarks on the cultivatio.

ox shovel 9-observation3 on, by G. W. Feathers- are in their nature promoters of put elaction 145-is o
,

^ '53
; r Jl t-.„ in Hnms at their outlets recommend- opinion that land which is barren by being exhausted wneac J.

f^ , ^.-ttonhaugh Esq 10-dams at the.^ ou
^^^^ J i,^ nutriment requires food rather than stimulus 145 Gardiner Lyceum, Address of Trustees of 172-

ed in certain cases 10—hollow one, now coi
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ of poverty in land should be ascertain- marks on 182—notice of the classes and studie

17-turf drains, how made 17.
, ^^ 145—that the largest and best potatoes when planted the Institution 371.

Drowning, notice of a mode ol preserving irom
y

j^,^j. ,1,^ ^est crop 145—remarks that the potatoe is Gas, streets in London lighted with 155—may be
placing a silk handkerchief over a hat, Aic, D.

^^^^ .susceptible of vegetation until the season succeeding tained from cotton seed 337.
Drunkenness, cold water a remedy for 37.

its growth 145—that potatoes should be planted early Gases, remarks on the condensation of into liquids S

Duck, manufactory at Salem, notice of 15.
^^^ ^^^ l^l^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ j„g ^^^^ ^.^ of ,i,g i^gst quality Gates, Ebenczer, receives a premium of $20 from

Ducks, directions for fattening with malt, AiC. IB.
145, i46_his remarks on the importance of agriculture Massachusetts Agricultural Society for raising

Durham ox, remarks on 211. 146—on the importance of good roads 146—on select- bushels of rye from 1 acre and 130 rods of groi

Dung that is fresh, to be preferred for potatoes 194.
j^j^ ^^^^^ ^^^ public roads 146, 147—on good fences, j^j

D. VV. jr. his remarks on the management ot fruit ,„j ,|,g necessity of exterminating weeds 147—on the
q^^^^ directions for fattening with malt, &c. 1

trees 259. ^,
, ,„ improper management of children as respects the kind

wild, may be tamed 251.
DyarMr.H.G. notice ofhis rotatory or endless lever 171 ami quantity of their food 147-that the cradle lor

geological and Agricultural Surveys recommen
-his improvements in horology 219. children is unnatural and should not be "sed W on

l_^^. ^^^^^ ciroliua, contemplated by Prole

Dying, description of a process for, with poke-berry the preference to be given of the ox to the horse for
q, j j 3^4

lui?; in a pLpkin 397. .
. . , .

'""'g^. •-'^--- ^™- horse-racing as cruel and de- ^
Ol^'-^^ 324.^

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^

Dysentery, remedy for, by simmering isinglass in wa- _n.oi^alizing m^,
148.^^^^

^^^.^^^__^^^ ^^ ._ ^ ^^^_^^^ „ ^^ ^,^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ p^^p.^^ ^,^^p^ ^^ ^^ ^^
ter, &c. 21.

^ ^ „ J f„„ oQ his Address 289 Good's System of Medicine, extract from, recomme
Dyspepsia, sasafras tea a remedy lor .y.

^.^ remarks on the management of fruit trees 306— ing salt as a remedy for rot in sheep 353, 354

TTi observes that a white wash of lime is not injurious to Gold Thomas, Esq. his description of a good h.

I^- fruit trees 3015—recommends potash, lime and cow ma- rake 394.

„ T, T- . -.1 .1 „t -^oLtro rornmrnenHslime nure for 306. Gout, said to be cured by wearing oiled stockings <

E. B. K. a writer with that ^'S.»^
"'^^'.^"^fX 'kfn !"« observations respecting the English breed of worsted ones 30.

water as an antidote against poison of the skin,
^^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ Grafting, John E. Howard's remarks on 242—all

caused by ivy and dogwood 0.
^,k:,,„ ,,,:„ Flax, on the rotting of 78—statement of Henry Ruick's UmbsV a tree should not be taken off at once

Earle WiUard, notice of his machine lor maKin„ snin
^^^^^^ ^^. ^„,,i^j^,i„g ^^ „i,ich he raised 303 lbs. on one grafting—see further engrafting.

gles 389. half an acre 261—three hundred and twenty-four lbs. Qr-iss seeds, remarks on the sowing of 301—best si

Economy in the use of oil instead of candles JOo. raised on an acre by Joseph B. Blodget 309—remarks j^ j^e sprin- 301^necessary to sow a sufficient qi

E. F. G. his query respecting dairy stock soiling 290. on its cultivation 318. ,j, of 301
Eggs, preserved with lime water 163-on choosing at Flax Hiisbandiy, Essays on by S. W. Pomeroy, Esq. 26, ^^^J^ ^^j^^,;^ ^^^ ^^^^^j ^^ ^ decoction of toba

rilTr^remaJks on thV'^rtucI of 77 Flax'seed, a cask of from Riga, presented to the Massa- ^ ^^'Pl'^^'^ "^ <=oPPer, linseed oil, &c 54.

FntomoW the scence of remarks on its importance chusetts' Agricultural Society by Col.Perkins 267-use- G^^^" ^»/"' P^o^' and economy in the use of 217.
i^ntomology, the science 01, remaiKs uu 113 lujpu.Lauv.

)yi i„ feedin"- cattle 341 Grapes, how preserved on the vines till winter 67.
to the farmer 45.

ncft r\pt< remedied asrainst 347 Grass grounds should be manured in the Fall H
Emery Caleb, his remarks on the cold summer of 1816. ^[-^; -^.'^fr^^, o;^ f^e Ohio notice of 86. should be dressed with compost instead of dung
Engrafting, remarks on 242, .M, 258, 2b5, JlJ.

^^^^^ ^6 ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^.^^^ ^^ ^^^^ -should be scarified, but not rolled 129-shoulc
Erba Medica, a new kind of grass, presented to the

x,„^^ 28. be fed too closely in autumn 129.

Mass. Ag. Society by James Ombrosi, Consul ol the
pimygrs, fragrance of preserves against insects 28. Grasses, table of by Mr. Buel 161—observations

United States at Florence, notice of 11. Fly water, a composition for killing flies 347. Mr. Buel 161, 173—remarks on by Hon. .

Essex Agricultural Society, premiums of 43. Fodder, 00 the advantage of using cut-straw, haykc. 126. Welles 252.

Etanis, his remarks on lice on apple trees 35o. Foddering Cattle, should not commence till really neces- Green, Dr. recommends cool water as a remedy
Ewes, Mangel Wurtzel excellent food for 3—notice of sary 129—the meanest fodder should not be dealt out drunkenness 37.

one that lambed five lambs 379. first 129—cattle which chew the cud should not be fod- Griffith, Thomas W. his remarks on the best timt

Experience remarks of, on preserving cider, 204. dered after each other 130—moveable rack for, how fix- cutting timber, in order to have it grow again 1

Exneriments in perpetuating crops of hay 402. ^^ 130—straw fresh threshed, best for 130—should oc- Gypsum less efficacious than formerly as tnanure
^ casionally be sprinkled with salt 130—cattle should be _remarks on the cause of this effect 348—usefi

.p, well loddcred when young 130—barn yard should be r^e vines from insects 361. See further PI;
A • well provided with water 137—potatoes useful for 137. 'rp

Farm building, remarks on the construction of 76. See farther, potatoes—cattle should be well foddered in

Farmer A, his 'communication Oil plaster of paris 10—on the lore pait of winter 137. H.
the insect which causes blight in pear trees 42—on Forbes, Alpheus, his statement of his manner of cultivat- u ui • ., ^<. „f .!,« «ff .-(• r 1"?^

the cultivation of an orchard 42-on making cider 66 ing an acre of English mowing 293. Habit, remarkable nuance of the effects of 133.

—on manure from swine 178—on Dr. Fiske's Address Fowls, direction lor fattening of by R. Weston IS—die on Hall Frederick, Professor of .Middl' bury College, ni

242 lecommends raising merino sheep 300—remarks board of ships for want of sharp cornered gravel 187— of his pamphlets on Mineralogy, 245.

on swine 337, 3.38—shou'd not attempt to sow or plant gapes in, how cured 3:34. Hall William, his remarks on preserving Cider

more ground than he can accomplish in season, and at- Fox, anecdote, shewing the sagacity of 264. isinglass, 179.

tend to in a proper manner 194—rcmarksof on merino Fragrance of flowers destructive to minute insects 28. Hammait Wm. C. bis statement respecting a etc

sheep, he. 300—his remarks on the season of 1824 355 Fruit, remarks on the stealing of, by John Landmark Kula Bags, 205.

—on the English breed of swine 410. 84--new varieties of, presented to Massachusetts Harrison (^. his remarks on budding fruit trees, 2

Factories, cotton and woolen in the County of Worcester, Agricultural Society by Thos. A. Knight, Esq. 91— H ly Making, remarks 00 390.

notice of 315. how raised by Mr. Vans Mons, a Dutch horticul- Harrow, new construction by lier. Ephraim Abi
Farina of plants, how obtained for microscopical obscrva- turist 108— how preserved without sugar by Thomas 276, remarks on by the Edilor. 278.

•ion 257. SaddingtoQ llo—how preserved with honey and He:il, how produced by friction of a solid and flun

Fainting, remarks on and remedies for 240. spring water 123—most healthy when eaten before Hav, crops of, how perpetuated. 492.
Farmer a Brookhne, his statement of an experiment which dinner 324 He'd»e Fence-, queries respeclnj by James White

shewed that caterpillars cannot be destroyed by sulphur p^^^ ^ „,g advantage of planting on side hills 76— 34"5-expenmenls of.los.ah Quinry on raining ^

deposited in the body ol atiee 37. -his query on gralt- ^^ ^j^^,,;^,^ ^^^^ branches of to force them to produce H»i., wh.le sittmg on eggs should be well led, U
ingd95.

1, „ f.„, ,
fruit 92, 93—mode adopted by Mr. Knight to hasten Mens, a disorder called (he japes in, how cured £

Fanner a Middlesex, his remarks on the culture ol -<voad ,, , '. „ „„ '^
,

"^
, .• °, . ,, ', ••

,

, , \/i 1 Wi.ri^ai
gg-

' the bearing of 93—remarks on heading down, trans- Ilerod 1 hnmas, notice ol slorni!; Mangel " urtzei,

Farmer's and Gardener's Remembrancer, 9, 17, 25, 33,41,
P'anting, kc. 221—when transplanted, the roots Hessian Fly will not allack ihe Lawler wheat, 2!

49 57 65 73 89 113 121 129 should not be broken, nor too much lessened in num- Hitchcoek, Kev. t-dward, notice ol his aiscouisi

Farmer's Calendar,'270,'278, 286,294,301, 310, 318, 326, ber 221—the best kinds of should be cultivated 245 Natural History, delivered before the Berkshire

334 341 350 358 373 382 390.
— "^r. Willis' wash for 277—the setting out of re- diral Iiistilutinn 149.

Fear, remarkable effect of in tuinino- a man's hair white commended 282—remarks on manuring by fastening Hill Leonard, his statement relative to raising In

315. putrescent substances on the bark or limbs of 290— Corn, 285.

Feeding stock, remarks on by J. D. Gaillard 76. on moulding clods of earth round the tops of their Hoeing corn and potnloes, remarks on by Cullim

Female, unjustly executed singular recovery of 16. trunks 200—white wash not injurious to 326, 330. 361— strictures on said remarks, by a writer in



Wimlsar Vermont Journal, auJ Ihe Fditois' ruply lo

to those itricluie?, S'JS.

Hogs, marks ol jooJ oues, 49—none cxc(>|it breeilm'

sows should be licpt over winter -19—ilillerent opini-

ons of Farmers respecting llie keeping them al-

ways shut up, -19—how fattened on potatoes

an. I grain without water 49— sboulil have a

a post to r.,b asainst 50— will not thrive if kept in a

yard, and fed wilh clover cut with a scythe 50

—

ijoilpd or steamed clever will keep through the

winter, 56—great advantage of boiling, steaming or

baking food for, 50— notice of large ones '219—
sooiching the hair from, said lo be better than

scalding, '291.

Hops, on the curing of by Israel Thorndike, Esq. 38

—

an essay on cullivuting and curing of by Wm.
Blanchard, Junr. 52—remarks ou the choice of by

Mr. Cobbelt 118.

Horo ogy, improvements io, by Mr. Dyar 219.

Horse Rdke.adiscnp'ionofby Thomas Gold, Esq. 394

Horse, remarkable instance of malice in, 16— Long-

sevity of, 2'27.

Horses, Mr. Lovett Peters, remarks respecting the

cause of slavers in, 58—see further, salivation, symp-
toms and cure of Glanders, 204—new system of

shoeing 36(5 -how saved from barns on (ire 383

—

disease in called the '-big head," notice of, 388.

Horticultural Society of Lon.jon, notice of their mis-

sion to tliis country 39—of New York, extract Ironi

their minutes, 62— remarks on, 283.

Horse Checker, improved patent, notice of 290.

Horticultural Tour, extract from a Journal of, through

some parts of Flanders, ir. 103.

Horticulture, remarks on 1S5.

Hot-houses and gardens in Hoxlon, Eng. notice of 109.

Housewives, ironical rules for 340
Howard John Y,. his remarks on grafting, 24?.

Howard Thaddeus. statements of his mode of cultivat-

ing a crop of Indian Corn, by which he obtained

one hundred twenty two and a half bushels and
seven quarts to an acre 292.

Howe Frederick, Esq. his address to tiie Esses Agri-

cultural Society, 233, 244 -his remarks on killing

land 233—on mineral manure 238—supposed that

lime for manure would be particularly beneficial in

the county of Essex, Mass. hi, observation on gypsum,
sand clay, At. 234— thinks the want of root crops a

great delect in American Husbandry, 235— that

Farmer's products »hould all be of the best kinds235
—comparison of the advantages enjoyed by English

and American F=^rraers, 244.

Hull William, an account of his raising an extraordi-

nary crop of Indian Corn, 268—his manner of se-

curing it in autumn, 292.

Humphrey, Rev. Heman, extracts from his Address
delivered at his ;iiiauguration to the Presidency of

Amherst Collegiate Institution, 226.

Human life, longer on an average now, than It was
100 years ago, 150.

Hydrocephalus, a remarkable rase of, 91.

Hydrophobia, supposed cure of by introducing water
into the veins of the patient, 189—caustic alkalies

recommended in, 210.

Hyiiros'alic Press remarks on, 29, 139, 158.

I& J.

Ice, manner of its preservation for summer's use 12,5,

126—shavings better than straw for preserving 126

—

directions for preserving 222.

Ice-house, description and plate of, by Mr. J. S. Wil-
liams 125.

Ichabod, his remarks on the price of the farmer's pro-
duce, outgoes, and incomes in 1814 and 1824, 250.

Indian corn, preserved against the wire worm by steep-
ing with salt petre 28— 174 bushels of, raised on an
acre of land by Honjamin Bartlett, Madison County,
N. York—mode of cultivating, and pickle for, used
by Earl Stimpson, Esq. 237—Mr. Fitch Winchester's
mode of cultivating 2C0—Gen. Hull's account of his

mode of cultivating 268—Mr. John Eee's account of
its cultivation 276—Tristram and Henry Little's ac-
count of do. 276—large crop of raised by l^f-onard

Hill and his mode of culture 285—Gen. Hull's state-
ment respecting cutting it up in the milk, and stack-
ing it in the field 292—remarks on the manner in

which it is secured on the island in Winipiseoga
lake in New Hampshire, by John Prince, Esq. 292

—

account of a crop of raised by Thaddeus Howard,

CONTENTi;.

consisting of 122 and an half bushels to an acre 292
—remarks on the cultivation of 326—great yield and
novel mode of planting of by John and Matthew
Pratt 326.

Incubation, incessant, or notice of Turkey cock, which
hatched 58 head of poultry 291.

Infants, frequently suffocated by imprudently covering

their mouths by their nurses 224.

Ink, remarks on from Niles' Register 108—receipt for

making 109—printer's improved by a pigment pro-

duced from hemp seed oil 155—experiments relative

to the manufacture of 297—spots of, how taken out

of linen 301.

Innholder, a successful preacher, anecdote of 32.

Insects, which cause blight in pear trees 28—remarks
on by a A Fanner 42—those called pucorons, aphi-

des or vine-frelters, remedies againt 262—those

which cause black bunches in plum' trees, &r. re-

medies against 282—may be poisoned by a decoction

of walnut leaves 329—those which infest fruit frees,

how destroyed 338, 342.

Intemperance, remarks on, by W. 43—further remartcs

on the expences attending and bad consequences

of 134.

Invention, notice of, for an engine for producing a pow-
er to supersede the use of steam 284—for measuring

persons for clothes on mathematical and mechanical
principles 307.

Iron carriage wheels, invented by Mr. Hoxie, notice

of261.
Iron mountain, in Missouri, notice of 120.

Iron wire bridges at Geneva, notice of 413.

IiTigation, or watering land, remarks on 132, 137, 286,

Isinglass, on its use in fining cider 179.

Itch, or scab in sheep, remarks on by Mr. H. D.
Grove 393.

Ivy, the poison of, remedies for 6, 48, 410./
Jacob Jotham', his statement respecting /he improve-

ment of boggy land 197.

Jarvis, Charles Esq. his remarks on Virginia fence, with

upright posts 190—on sowing land which had been

burnt over with white clover and with millet, oats

and turnips 190.

Jay, Rev. William extract from a sermon of liis on do-

mestic happiness 48.

Jasmine, a fine flowering shrub, anecdote concern-

ing 56.

Jefferson Thomas, his observations on Columbian Cof-

fee, &c. 259.

Jones Archibald, his o'bservations on the slavering of

horses, and the editor's remarks thereon 94.

J. T. his remarks on white washing fruit trees with

lime 336.

Jukes, Mr. notice of his apparatus for extracting poi-

son from the stomach 25 1

.

K.
Kempt, Lieut. Gen. Sir James extracts from his

speech 245.

Kenrick J. Esq. his remarks on the preservation of

bridges 254—notice of excellent cider manufactured

by 302.

Kersey Joseph, his description of, and remedy for glan-

ders in horses 204.

Knight, Thomas Andrew Esq. President of the Horti-

cultural Society, London, his expeiiments and pres-

ent to the Massachusetts Agricultural Society, notice

of 92—his presents of new sorts of fruit trees to do.

93, 94—his letter to John Lowell, Esq. together with

a present of new varieties »f fruit 217.

L. his communication relative to raising beets of any
shape required 242—his remarks respecting the fas-

tening of dead lambs on an apple tree, together with

observations of the editor on the same subject 289,

305—his remarks on sieves or boxes for vines 305.

Ladies' apparel, made of milk weed, notice of 115.

Ladies' hats, directions for curing grass for 135.

Lady, with a double tongue, remarks on 64.

Lambs, remarks on shearing 77—how preserved from

vermin 413.

Lamp lighter, his communication on trimming

lamps 277.

Lamps, noxious exhalations from, how prevented 109

—

more economical than candles 205—of flass remarks

on the best shape of 225—observations on by Lamp
lighter 277.

Lamp-tea-kettle, description of 342.

Landmark John, his remarks on stealing fruit 85.
Landrum .Mr. his remarks on the b( st mode of pre-

venting arable land Irom washing 314.
Larch, the utility of, and statement of the mode of

raising 268.
Laudanum, cautions respecting its use 373.
Lawler wheat, proof against the Hessian fly, and no-

lice of its successful cultivation in Virginia 2, 3.
Leached ashes, inquiries and remarks on, respecting

their utility as a manure 322.—Sec further. Ashes.
Lead pipe manufactory, remarks on the waste of dross

in, by a friend to science and the useful arts, &c. 298.
Leather, tanned in ten days, by Capt. Charles Monroe,

of Northborough 387.
Lees John, his account of raising Indian corn 276.
Lee William, Consul of the United Slates at Bordeaux,

notice of his work on the cultivation of the vine 112.
—Leghorn hats, made of the common red top grass,

notice of 13.

Lead, the acetate of, sometimes used in dressing cheese,
the public cautioned against 389.

Lemon, weighing 14 ounces, raised in Burlington, New
Jersey 22.

Leslie's river-glass, for seeing objects beneath the wa-
ter, notice of 251.

Lightning, means of preservation from, recommended
by Sir Humphrey Davy 54.

Locust trees, insects infesting 281, 282—seeds of, how
prepared for planting 316.

Lightning rods, notice of errors in the construction of
77—communication respecting 94.

Lime, said by some philosophers to be exclusively the
product of animalizalion 22.—its use in raising

wheat 41, 42—queries concerning, with the answer
54—remarks on its effects in Scotland 58—anti-

dote against Ihe worm or grub in potatoes 70—slacked
in a well frees it from foul air 163—remarks on the
mode of preparing and applying to wheat crops 282
on the use of in gardening 225—remarks on by Yeo-
man 244—further remarks on its use 374.

Lime stone, discovered in Bedford, N. H.
Linseed jelly, receipt for making 397.

Linseed oil for fattening cattle, remarks on by John
Prince, Esq. 397.

Linen, improvement in the bleaching of 43.

Literary men, observations on the disorders of 352.

Little Joseph, his statement, relative to raising a large

crop of turnips 292.
Little, Messrs. Ilenry and Tristram, statement of their

premium crop of turnips 171—their statement of

raising a large crop of Indian corn 276.

Lice on apple trees, remarks on by Joshua VV. Carr,

Esq. 345—by E. Perley, Esq. 355—destroyed by aj

persevering use of white wash made of lime 358

—

remarks on by Mr. Preston, 377—may probably be

destroyed by hot water 377—Goose oil recommend-
ed as a remedj' against 382. /

Longevity, remarkable instances of 280—comj^trrisifii

of between New England and South Carolina 411.

Lovelaw Timothy, his humorous remarks on trifling

laws 192.

Lowell, John Esq. his notice of Thomas Andrew
Knight, Esq. and his improvements 92—his observa-

tions on introducing new kinds of petatoes and other

vegetables 92—copy of a letter directed to from

T. A. Knight, Esq. 93—his remarks at the Brighton

Cattle Show 94—his remarks relative to a letter and

present of new varieties of fruit from T. A. Knight,

Esq. 217—his observations respecting a remedy
against the canker worm 281.

Lyceum, in Pitlsfield, Mass. notice of 149—Gardiner,

Maine, address of the Trustees to 176.

Lucerne, its culture recommended 300.

M.

Machine for threshing rice, invented br Tyler and An-
drcws 349.

Machinery, remarks on ihe power of in spinning cot-

Ion 204— for shingles, by VVillard Earle 389.

Maaombi-i I ! arl^s, i'ls slaiement relative to reclaiming

boggy land 218, 228, 236.

Magny, a valuable plant, a native of Mexico, and

raised in Florida, notice of 5.

Malt, remarks on the choice of, by William Cob-

bett 118.



CONTENTS.

Oil, how purified for the watch makers 21—of tansy, Peters Hon. Richard, his remarks on falt'-mn
Mammoth a, discovered in New Jersey 360.

,
. .,,.,. .^ , •

. i irn
Manffel wurtzehon feedingewes with 3, 131; remarkson caution against drinking it by mistake 150

the cultivation and uses of, by Mr. John Hall 53- Oil gas, used in London notice of 262.

manner of storing in England 204-of large growth, Olmstead, Professor of the University of North Caroli-

notice of 227—great crop of 284—mode o( raising na, proposes to commence a series of geological and

284—remarks on by Leonard Phillips, jr. 294, 295— mineralogical observations 325.

an excellent food for stock and raised at a less ex- Ombrosi James, Esq. notice of his present to the Mass.

pense than carrots 134—will not endure frost 204. Agricultural Society of a new kiud of grass, called

Manufacturers' meeting and circular letter for the pur- Krba Medica 11.
^ ,

.• r

po^e of petitioning for increasing the duties on wool- Onions, how to preserve the eyes from the operation ol

engoods, &c. 114. while peeling 227. ,, .,

Manure for grass grounds 129—(See further. Grass Opium, a premium given in England for its manulac-

Grounds)-how best obtained from swine, and com- tnre from poppies raised in that country 15—notice

parative value of, &c. 173—various sorts of ireed in of cultivated in Pennsylvania 144.

Great Britain 194—barn yard manure, not a proper Opodeldoc, receipt for making 219.

application to soils in all cases 196—divided into too Oranges and lemons, how preserved in sand 325.

classes, animal or vegetable and fossil manures 249 Orchard, remarks on the cultivation of 42, 67—trees

—should be spread and ploughed in as soon as cart- in, distance at which they should be planted 67—
- ..... . season for planting 67—ground should be kept loose

about 67—moss on, how remedied 67—remarks on
ed into the field 286—may be applied to land in two

great quantities 286—table of by Mr. Close 286

—

manner of making compost by Isaac Alden, 3d, 292

—how managed when cattle are yarded nights 334

e 243,

Peters Lovett, his communication recommending weai

ley for poison in the skin 58—his remarks on a sort c

grass, which is supposed to cause salivation or slav

ers in horses 58.

Physick Dr. ftrst suggested a mode of extracting poisoi

from the stomach by a pump 254.

Plate, a preparation for cleaning 179—silver, to giv'

lustre to 363.

Pickering Hon. Timothy, his communication respectin;

the most economical mode of building ovens to re

tain heat 345.

Pie, a yard and a half long, &;c. notice of 251.

Pillow cases, woven entire, notice of 160.

Pigs poisoned by potatoes, which had been exposed ti

the'air till they had become green 187.

Pine stumps, a mode of burning them out of the ground
described by R. 125—may be dug up and made into

excellent fence 125,

-summer, how to manage 373—how made by Osgood .Mr. notice of his currant v

the manner of pruning by Mr. Knight 130—but lit- pjants the resemblance of to animals traced 193—some
tie regard paid to, by many farmers 245.

kite

intag 22—his re-

swine 374
Maple bird's eye recommended as an article for cabinet

manufacture 67.

Maple tree sugar, remarks on making 298, 341.

Marie, remarks on its uses and qualities 281.

Marsh meadows, best mode of reclaiming, 395.

Mead, a receipt for making 325.

Mechanics, hints to 211—ought to be supported in the

towns to which they belong 165.

Medical School in Boston, communication respecting 13

Meats, preserved by dipping in a ley made of wood-

ashes, &c. 5.—preservation of 153.—an easy mode
mode of preserving fresh, during winter, and till late

p^
in spring, as practised by the religious society, called

Shakers, in Canterbury New'Hampshire 235—econo- P. his remarks on the mangel wurtzel, and feeding

my in dressing inferior pieces of 321—how preserved ewes on it 3.

in Tunis 307— is best and most wholesome when the Palmer D. his remedies on the disease caused by the

animal has arrived to maturity 329. the poison of ivy, 48.

Meteoric stone, notice of, which fell in Nobleborough, Paring and burning, remarks on 206—to be used

marks on rose bugs and a kind of lice which injure

fruit trees, &c. 402.

Owings Nimrod, his communication respecting botts in

horses 84.

Oxen, notice of a number, very large 47, 151, 211.

Oysters, a bed of found in Connecticut river 111

—

warm milk recommended for when too many are eat-

en 163—shells of, uses of 219.

Oyster shells, possess no medicinal powers superior to

common lime stone or chalk, but lime made of, bet-

calculated for plaistering walls in damp situa-

tions 219.

(iikit

Maine 43.

Mice, made profitable for turning machinery 80—wild

thyme said to be an antidote against 253.

Middleton, a writer with that signature, his remarks on

the grub worm 182.

Milk, that which first comes from a cow more strongly

impregnated with any peculiar flavor than that

which is last drawn 81—the last drawn makes the

most and the best butter 81—remarks on its preser-

vation, and the reason why the last drawn is the

richest 317.

are sensitive and shrink from the touch 193—their

ashes contain besides pot ashcarbonatesof lime, mag-
nesia, &c. 193.

Plaster of Paris, beneficial effects of as a manure, af-

ter having been kept on hand seven years 10—good
effects of on pasture land 10—useful for flax and po-

tatoes 10.

Ploughing, remarks on by the Editor 113— stiff heavy
land should not be ploughed when wet 1 13—dry and
sandy land may be ploughed when considerable moist
113—deep ploughing good as a general rule, but lia-

ble to some exceptions 113—horizontal ploughiui

remarks on 113, 114—on the best manner of laying
the furrow slice 113— the angleof 45° recommended

ij,
f,

by some English writers as the proper inclination ol

the furrow slice 121—dry sandy soils should be turn-
ed completely over and left flat 121.

Ploughing match, remarks on the utility of 86—notice
of at Brighton 86—report of committee on 86.

Pickle for beef and pork recommended by an old
house keeper 163.

hing deep among corn, and other green crops re-

commended 348.

Plum trees, twenty-five different kinds of, owned by
Mr. Uenniston, of Albany, notice of 63.

scribed by Sir John Sinclair 230—remarks on from Plymotheus, his remarks on the cockchaffcr, and on

the Farmer's Assistant 246—Mr. Cobbett's mode entomology 45.

Poetry,Rural Sounds as well as Sights delightful 8-Falls
of the Mohawk 16—Harvest Home 24— Inscription in

where the soil will produce a great quantity of ashes pi,

222—recommended by Sir John Sinclair for subdu-
ing fen and peat soils 222—not proper for a sandy
soil 222—burning without fire described 223—instru-

ments used for in Great Britain 230—modes of as de-

of 246.

Parkes Samuel, Esq. notice of his chemical Essays, and
extracts from the work 354.

Parsley, said to preserve horses from salivation 79.

Milking cows by the introduction of tubes or straws in- Parsnips, contain a portion of sugar which may be
to their teats, notice of 377—the practice may, in made into wine 163.

some cases, be dangerous 378, 406
Millet, remarks on its cultivation by the Hon. Bushrod

Washington 307, 306—by John Hare Powell, Esq.

345, 307—quere concerning by Joel Aldrich 345.

Miner's safely lamp, account of 378.

Mitchell Dr. SamuelJL. his descript

figure, &c. of an enormous fish 88.

Money matters, bad management in 390.

Monroe Captain Charles, notice of his improvement in

tanning leather 387.

Moon, its supposed influence on the seasons, from the

Edinburgh Magazine, 12—remarks on its influence in

vegetation 361.

Morrill, Governour of New Hampshire, extract on the

subject of agriculture, from his message 366.

Morris James, states that botts in horses may be pre-

vented by giving them each a handful of salt once

or twice a week 291.

Mouldiness in paper, books, &c. prevented by oil of

Lavender 3.

Mouse tread mill for spinning cotton 96.

Mustard, every man who has a garden should raise his

own 227.

N.
Nettle, remarks on its uses 229—on" the stings of 413.

Nova Scotia, notice of agricultural improvements
iu 357, 361.

o.
Oats, remarks on the cultivation of 318.

Observer, his prescription for faking the taste of tur-

nips from butter 259.

Pastures, remarks on the management of 334—cattle

should not be turaed into too early in the spring 334
—grazing animals should feed on in succession 334.

Patrick John, his remarks on the cultivation of lu-

cerne 3U0.
of the capture, Peach trees, remarks on 241—secured from worms by

placing ashes about their roots 241—further remarks
on 281—hot water turned on the trunk a little above
the ground, supposed to preserve against the borer

in 281—slacked lime useful to preserve against the
borer in 281—only the best kinds should be cultivat-

ed 281—may be secured from worms by putting a
coat of lime mortar round the body 291—worm in,

distinct from the apple worm, and not a borer 281—
remarks on by a subscriber 338—new varieties in,

presented by Thomas Andrew Knight, Esq. to the
Massachusetts Agricultural Society 93, 94.

Pear trees, insect in, and how to preserve against the
scolytus pyri 28—remarks on an insect in by A Far-
mer 42—remarks on diseases of 324—manuring too
high and trimming too much thought to give them a
disorder called the kibes 324.

Peck Professor, his remarks on certain insects which in-

fest fruit trees 82, 282.

Perkins Col. letter from to the Massachusetts Agricul-
tural Society with a cask of flax seed presented to

said society 267.

Peas, a method of preserving green for winter 78—re-

marks on the cultivation of 302.

a Hermitage 40—Providence 48—Female Felicity 64
—On Poor Cheese 72—On a Quiet Conscience SO

—

The Yeoman 88—To a Country Girl 96—An
Ode, by William C. Bryant, Esq. 104—Jona-
than's Account of the Cattle Show 104— Sum-
mum Bonum 112—Health and Industry 128—Agri-
cultural Ode 120—On the necessity of destroying

some Animals and preserving others for the use of
Man 136—Autumn, by Llewellyn 144—W ater Col-
ours 144—Paramount Punning, or Setting up and
Sitting down 152—Epitaph on a Miser 152—Mind
and Body 160—Jonathan's Visit to the Steam Boat
160—On Death by the Rev. G. Croly 168—The
Cooking Stove 176—Bear and Forbear 176—New
Year's Address of the Farmer's Boy to his Patrons
184—Winter 192—Intemperance 200—Hymn 208

—

Song from Dr. Percival's Poems—216—Stanzas, by
Barnard Barton 224—Greece 232—Night 240—The
Grave 248—The .Mansion of Peace 256—A soft An-
swer tumeth away wrath 264—On a Comet 272

—

On Flattery 280—Signs of Rain 288-The Cloud
296—A Mother's Love 304—Beautiful Ballad 312—
Faded Hours 320—Lines addressed to Gen. La Fay-
ette 328—Deane Swift's receipt to roast Mutton 328
Advice to Yankees 340—A Receipt for stewing Veal
344—The Bachelor's Soliloquy 352—The Rivulet
300—Progress of Life 368—On the loss of the Steam
Boat Etna 376—Caution to Single Ladies 384—Con-
solation 384—Ode for the fourth of July, composed
by a Member of the Corps of Independent Cadets,
Salem, Mass. 400-On a celebrated Ventriloquist 392
—An Epigram 392—Having Food and Raiment, &c.
by T. G. Fessenden 408—

U

Perkins' steam engine, a drawing and description of Poison of the skin by ivy, dog wood, &c. lime water re-

60—notices of 62, 131,363. commended for 6—Dr. Palnier's remedies for 48

—

Perley, E, Esq. his remarks on lice in apple trees 353. —weak lye recommended for by Mr. Lovett Peters 58
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—extracted Irom the slomcich by Ur. Jukes 251—ex
traction from the stomach first suggested by Dr. Phy-

sick i5-l—by ivy, auolhtr remedy lor 411—by arst-

nic, how cured -111.

omage or pomace, may be mixed with leached ashes

and produce good manure 51.

omatum, for the lips, receipt for making 27.

omeroy, S. VV. Esq. his observations on reclaiming

wet and iniproductive meadow land 4—his essay on

flax luisliaiulrv '26, 36—his circular letter respecting

rot iu cotton 339—remarks on said discovery 3 13.

lor Benjamin, liis remarks on the value of leached

ashes for manure 330.

•res of the human body, n6tice of tlicir multitude 408-

irter, Com. D. his letter on the preservation of

food 163.

laloe, essay on, by Dr. Worsham 1—anecdote re-

specting its introduction by Sir Walter Raleigh 1—
prejudices against 1—first made into bread by Par-

mentier 2—esculent properties of 2—dill'erent uses

to which it may be applied 2—potash made from its

leaves 2—spirits made from 2—early may be produc-

ed by re-setting the plants 6—on gathering and se-

g of fij—difference of opinion respecting the

of gathering, whether late or early in the fall

55—a hoe with prongs recommended for digging 65

—should not be dried in the sun 65—should not be

fathered immediately after a soaking rain 65—differ-

rnt inodes of sorting and securing 65—may be pre-

;er\'ed in moist sand, 66—specific varieties of do

ot last ;aore than 14 years 92—some sorts which

^ere common in New England now extinct 92—es-

ay on from the London Horticultural Transactions

16—on the early growth of 117—great crop of by

Ir. Bartlett, N. Y. 119—useful for feeding cattle,

orses and sheep 137, 138—large raised in Fayette-

ille, N. C. 127—grow wild in Chili 116—the
irgest and best should be planted in order to pro-

uce the best crop 145—is not susceptible of vegeta-

on till the season succeeding its growth 146

—

lould be planted early and dug late, as

lose dug latest have the best quality 146

—

hen exposed to the air till they become green are

>isonous 187—how raised early in the season 254
-directions for boiling of 291—remarks on the rais-

g of 310—queries concerning their decay by Mr.

lleston and answer 329—directions relative to

oosing and dressing 341—dilferent modes of cook-

_ 341—mode of renewing from the seed 329—new
3de of planting 350.

toe, sweet, said to be best preserved in moist

nd 66.

ir John, his mode -of preserving bacon and smoak-
beef 5.

el Col. John Hare, his remarks on securing crops of

ass, and the construction of barns for the securing

hay, fro. 141—his remarks on Improved Durham
ort Horns 269—his account of a great crop of

ingel wurtzel, and motle of cultivation 284—ped-

ee of his stock 293—his remarks on the culture of

Uet 345—on reclaiming marsh meadows 396.

liums, given at the Brighton cattle show, list of

>, towns in which they were distributed 126.

irvation of food for sea voyages, remarks on 163.

on Samuel, his remarks on a new mode of casting

erest 83—recommends setting posts for fence with

! top parts down 70—his query relative to the

e and descent of a mill race 298—his observations

ative to potatoes degenerating 329—his remarks

the season 369—his observations relative to lice

apple trees 377—his observations on semi-geome-

409.

e, John Esq. his statement respecting the distri-

tion of premiums paid .at the Brighton cattle show,

the different towns in Massachusetts 126—notice

roots of his raising 134—his remarks on an insect

ch attacks apple trees 241—his statement re-

eling the manner in which Indian corn is prcserv-

on the island of VVinnipisioga lake 292— his re-

-ks on fattening cattle by linseed oil 397.

ir's ink, Improvement in making, by a Russian

mist 153.

3r, Jabez, Esq. his remarks on the season in Ver-

it 402.

r, his remarks on the cultivation of vines 313.

ino Repiiblico, a writer with that signature, bis

arks on the virtues of elder 77.

gnous acid, its use in curing haras 88.
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dresi delivered before the Agricultural Society of
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Queen Bee, mode by which her loss is supplied 267. Rose bug, a destrnclive insect, remarks on 402
Quiiicy Hon. Josiah, his experiments iu making Rose bushes, remarks on the cultivation of 325
hedge fences 412. Rot in sheep, dried juniper berries recommended for 15

1

r» —queries concerning and remarks on 305— said to"• be cuied by salt 353—Mr. Groves remarj(» on 393
R. his remarks on the mode ol burning pine stumps Rotation of crops, propriety of jioinled out by na-

out of the ground 125. ture 194.

Raspberries, manner of forcing in Ghent 108. Ruick Henry, his statement of the mode by which he
Receipt, to prevent mouldiness in books, ink, paste and raised 303 pounds of flax on half an acre of

leather 3— for the prevention of contagion by gauze ground 2G1
veils 3—for preserving bacon and smoked beef 5 Rural economy, remarks on several subjects relating—for poison in the skin 6—strawberry used as a den- to 186, 196, 217, 225.
tifrice 8—to destroy crickets 10—for dysentery 21— Rus in Urbe, remarks of on scorching the hair oQ'

lor purifying oil for watch makers 21—for making hogs 291
currant wine 22—for making cherry wine 27—for po- Rusticus, his remedy for the gapes in hens 331
malum for the lips 27—for the gout 30—for curing Ruta baga, great crop of, raised by Col. John Wilson
warts 43—for setting cutting instruments with soap 160—Mr. statement of raising a crop of 265
and water 54—for making a new green colour 54— Rye, a root with 107 stalks 21—remarks on 25—winter
for making Mrs. G.'s Bunns 59—to preserve grapes should be sown between the middle of .August and
on the vines till winter 67—to preserve apples 67— the middle of September 25—best cultivated on

light soils 25—may be made to ripen a month earlier

by sowing on early land 25—successive crops of may
be raised on the same land 25—great crop of, raised

by Mr. L. Hommedieu 25—time of sowing and quan-
tity of seed 25, 26—may be sown for green fodder
for cattle 25, 26— more "than forty bushels of to the

acre, raised by Ephraim Wood, of Camden, Me. 143

for a mode of preserving grapes 75—for preserving

peas green through the winter 78—a cure for rheu-

matism 79—for making apple jelly 81—for curing

beef and pork hams by pyrolignous acid 83—for

making good writing ink 109-for preparing sour krout

109—for preventing the female breast from gather-

ing 108—for a beverage for a weak constitution 1 10

—to cure wens 112—for preserving apricots, peach-

es, plums, &c. with honey and spring water 123

—
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substitute for while lead 123—substitute for cham- Sabine, Joseph Esq. his observations on the native

pao-nc wine 123—for cleaning silks, woolens and country of the wild potatoe, &c. 116.

cottons, without damage to their texture and colour Saddington Thomas, his directions for presen-ing fruit

131—for a liquid blacking for boots and shoes 134— without sugar 118

several for salting meat 153—for polishing and clean- Safety-drag, applied to stopping carriages when the

• stoves 159—for pickling beef and pork 163—for horse runs away or in descending a steep hill, notice
- .,, , , of 389

Salivation of horses supposed to be produced by mould
grass, and prevented by confining them on newly

preservmg eggs with lime water 163—for free-

in" a well from foul air by slacking lime in it 165

—

for cleaning plate 179—for glanders in horses 204

—

for taking grease spots from clothes 205—for sore

throat from cold 210—for chill-blains 211—for pre-

serving anatomical preparations 219—for making

book binder's paste 219—for making opodeldoc 219

—for the cure of corns 227—for cosmetics 227—for

mown meadows from which the grass has been en-

tirely removed 19—remarks on by Mr. Lovett Peters
50—remarks on by the editor 70, 78—parsley said

to be a preventive of 79—Mr. A. Jones^ commu-
nication respecting, and answer by the editor 94.

the best preparation of black lead for cleaning Salt, on the use of as manure 169—great difference of

stoves, &c. 229—to purify river or any other muddy
—'-'
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water 235—for making sea water fit for washing lin-

en at sea 235—to cure a cold 245—to cure turnepy

butter 259—for making spruce beer 259—for mak-
ing molasses beer 267—of a wash for trees by Mr. J.

Willis 277—for making beer 278—for a cold accom-

panied with a sore throat 291—to take ink spots out

linen 301—of the method of preserving meat in Tu-

nis 307—to make transparent soap 215— for bolts in

horses 315—another, for botts 317—for obtaining oil

or balsam of gilead 323—for making mead 325—for

a composition to be used instead ofyeast 325—for im-

proved corks for preserving wine and chemical li-

quors 325—for the gapes in hens 331—for killing

flies 347—for the stings of bees 347—for Ihe stone

347—tor giving lustre to silver plate 363—for a sore

mouth 379—remedy for sore feet by putting soap in-

;ide of he stockings 392—for bottling cider, by Re

opmion concernmg 169—used in large quantities cau-

ses barrenness 169—Dr. Deane's remarks on, and ex-

periments with 169—Sir John .Sinclair's opinion of
169—thought not to be a remedy for mildew 170

—

Mr. Young's remarks on 18G—should not be sown
after plants have begun to show themselves above
ground 201—Lord Erskine's remarks on 201—Ger-
vase Markham's observations on 209—causes much
seed and but little straw 209—is a good manure for

flax 209—useful for asparagus 209—of no use in a
soil which is destitute of animal or vegetable manure
209—cautions respecting its use 210—furnishes hut

little food for plants 249—a certain proportion of it

useful in all soils 249—Mr. Buel's opinion of as a

manure 25-1—of a superior quality manufactured by

B. Byington at Salina 290—used as a top dressing

for wheat may prove fatal to the crop 340—said by

a writer in the Loudon Farmer's Journal not to be a

manure 340Wilkes Allen 394—for making bread by a mixture of

apples and flour 395—for curing corns 395—for keep- Salting meat, on the different modes of 153

ing off or driving away bed bugs 395—for destroying Sasafras, a tea made of recommended as a remedy for

bed bugs 411—for making linseed jelly 397—for cur- dyspepsa 29

ingpoiscn bj ivy 410—for destroying cock roach- Sour krout, Russian method of makmg 104

es 411 Scab or itch in sheep, remarks on, by H. D. Grove 393

Reed Alexander, his remarks on maple tree sugar 298, Scolytus Pyri, an insect which injures pear trees, no-

341—notes on do. by the editor of the American tice of 28
. - ,

Farmer 298. Scythe, an instrument for sharpenmg of, remarks

Reeling sickness, a disorder in sheep, remarks on by on 43
, , .

Mr. H. D. Grove 393. Sea-coal, remarks on the consequences of workmg it

Rennet, directions for making 341, 342. in a blacksmith's shop 206

Rice, Mr. remarkable gain in a yoke of cattle belong- Season, notice of its products 6—remark3 on by a Rox-

in- 10 26" bury Farmer 355—notices of 358, 369—by J. Buel,

Rice°, upland, accounts of several sorts of, and their Esq. 371—in Maine 401—in Vermont by Jabez

introduction into Virginia, &c. 275. Proctor 402—in Mame 410

Rifles for sharpening scythes, how fitted with the oxide Sea water, how purified for washing 235

of tin 43 Second crops, remarks on raising 108

Roasting meat, observations on 297. Sedgwick, Theodore Esq. ev.racts from his address, de-

Root crSps necessary for breeding and fattening cat- livered before the Berk^hre Agricultural bocie-

lle 194 <y 212, 220

Rose, R. H. Esq. his communication to the Editor of Seeds, remarks on the changes of 85--notnecessai7,

the New England Farmer 20—his remarks on the an- unless for obtaining a better variety 85, 194—on the

alysis of soils 20—notice of by the editor 22—his ad- age of when proper for sowing 225—how to product
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determined 266—best preserved in sugar 265—J. B.'s soil 12

remarks on 269—remarks on ,
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X'"jo's"eph^l>q ^"account of a new kind of wheat Sulphur, sa.d to be a preservauve agamsi mealies xw
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jurious in Great Britain but not so in America 20

Sepulture, on the dangers and duties of 133

rh'eTrn\re nana^^ ; o ,;rthe Pr'esrdent of the manufacture oi^308 316, 322 336, 34.., 34H 356,

Ldcultural Society of Steuben County, New York 364-not.ce ot a large mauulactory ol m Green-
Agricultural aociely -,. ^,

76—bucks should run with the flocks the whole ock J/y

season 77—on so;

the foot rot i

374—accoun
breed of into Saxony 374—have improved

ny since their introduction into that country Irom

Spain 374—remarks on shearing and washing of 382

—an Essay on by H. U. Grove 385-on crossed

breeds 385—on the introduction of a pure breed,

385—pasturage of 386—on the ^disorders of 393.

Shingles, notice of Williard Earle's machine for mak-

ing 389
Short-horns, improved Durham, remarks on by Col.

Powel 269
Sheep pox, remarks on by Mr. H. D. Grove 393

Shotwell William, his remarks on securing peach trees

from the worm by a coating of lime mortar 29

1

Silk waistcoats, remarks on the advantages of 26

1

Silvanus, his remarks on diseases in pear trees 325

Small pox ought not to be suffered to exist in New
England 205

Smith, Ur. James recommends the cultivation of the

Bene plant 397—vaccine catechism by 404
Soap, an easy mode of manufacturing, communicated

by Francis VVinkley 255—how made by a cold pro-

cess 365—transparent, how made 315
Soap suds, recommended for watering plants 383
Soils, remarks of Robert H. Rose, Esq. concerning 20

Turnips large, raised in Meredith N. H. 87—by 11

O. Fiske'llO—by Ebenezer Hobbs Esq. 1 18—by A

John Sargent 119—in Claremounl by Isaac Bas

jun 135—636 bushels of, raised on an acre by .

seph Little, and statement of the mode of cultivat

292—observations on their cultivation 309 35!

may well be sowed earlier in the season than ti

usually are 358—908 bushels raised on an acre,

a second crop by Messrs. Tristram & Henry Lii

171

V.

Vaccine inoculation prejudice against,anecdote c

cerning 203—ought to supersede small pox in N
England 205—carried to a great extent in Rus
216—catechism concerning by D'. James Smit!

Baltimore 406
Swine, remarks on rearing and fattening of 49—Bed- Vaccine Institution in London, notice of 301

ford breed ot recommended by O. 1 iske, Esq. 49— Valentine Col Joseph, statement of his premium c

marks of a good one 49—should not be kept over of Indian corn 170

winter, except breeding sows 49—modes ol feeding Vampire of the ocean, an enormous fish, descriptioi

by farmers in the State of New York 49—how fed in its capture, size, appearance &c. 88
Scotland 49—their food should be seasoned with Van Emberg Gilbert, statement of his mode ofmak
salt 49 ; small ones may well be kept with fatting butter 124

hogs 49 ; may be fattened with raw potatoes and A'an Ness Gov. of Vermont, extract from his spe

... =.lecting the best bucks 132-cure for Swallows found in a torpid state, in a hollow tree 373

n251-imported from Saxony, notice of Swelled paunch, a lisorde'- in sheep, descripuon ol,

nt of the introduction of the Spanish and remedy lor, by Mr. H. ]J. Grove 394

peas without drink 49 ; currying an advantage to

50 ; should have plenty of litter 50 ; their food

should be boiled, steamed or baked 50 ; acorns make
good food for 50 ; carrots better for than potatoes,

and parsnips supposed to be better than either 50 ;

acid food, sour wash, or food slightly fermented re-

commended for 50, 243 ; different opinions respecting

sour wash for 50, 58 ; baked potatoes recommended
for, with directions for baking 58 ; malted or germi-

nated grain recommended for 57 ; rapid growth of

one 150 ; one weighing 1250 pounds raised by Mr.
T. V\ ay 159 ; should be supplied with rotten wood,
charcoal, or carbonated cinders 243 ; remarks on
by a farmer 337, 338 ; English breed recommended
by O. Fiske 369 ; remarks of A Farmer on 410.

107

Van Ransellaer Gen. notice of his having placed 1

dollars in Liverpool to be invested in neat cattli

impro-e the breeds in New York 163

Vegetable milk, notice of a tree producing 251

Vegetation, remarks on 257 265

Vine, notice of a book on the cultivation of, by V
iam Lee 112

Vinegar, made in London from malt and in Frs

from potatoes or wood 267

Vines, on the cultivation of 313—generally planted

thick 313—those of water melons should be 8

apart—muskmelon 4 feet apart, and but one vin

a hill should be suffered to grow to maturity 3]

sieves or boxes for, how constructed 305—presei

from insects by powdered gypsu^i 361

Vineyard, Mr. Adlum's account of277

V

sia 193—none fertile which contain nineteen

the kind of on which experiments are made should -j^jllo™ rancid, how purified 354 ,r ,
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be HfsrrilipH "0 cnnnosed hv "eoloo-ist" to have t, •
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pnncipally composed of san^d, ^clay,^ alumine or Tansy, oil of, caused the death of a man, and remarks \y„.. „ . *eea on its deletrious quality 150
Taylor W. D. Esq. recommends elder juice, linseed oil W, his communication respecting the managemer

"y and alum for botts 315 two farmers. A. and B. 11—his remarks on a
Tea, not so injurious to health as has been supposed
46—recommended as an antidote against imtemper-
ance 46—American, raised in Louisiana 127

parts in twenty of any one of those eartiis 193,

Solanum tuberosum, or common pofatoe, essay o

Dr. Worsham 1

Sore mouth, remedy for 379
Sore throat, a supposed remedy for 210
Sound, remarks on the velocity of, and its use in mca- Thacher Dr. James, his statement of raising' wheat 285

suring distances 139 • -

Spanish Inquisition, some account of 128
Spaniel and school boy, anecdote of 262
Sperry James, President of Monroe, N. Y. Agricultural

Society, his address to said Society 380, 386, 396.

Springs of water, remarks on the strata of earth on
which they are foimd 21

Spruce beer, a receipt for making 259
Squashes, 221 raised from one seed by Captain Sylva-

nus VVatriss 151

Stage owners, hints to respecting the use of pewter
tanks, filled with hot water in stage coaches 188

Steam in hot houses, how used in G. Britain 108
Steam engine, by Mr. Perkins, drawing and descrip- TigeTin'kentJcky, notice of 24

tion of 60-notice of 62 Tilton Dr. his account of the cuicu!

his communication respecting cattei-pillars&c on fruit

trees 370—found by experiment that putting sulfihur

into the body of a fruit tree will not destroy the in-

sects thereon 370—his notice of milking cows by in-

troducing straws or small tubes into their teats 377

—

observes that the practice may be dangerous in un-
skilful hands 378

Thachers Journal Anecdotes from 32 140
Thistle Canada, a mode of destroying 411
Thorndike Israel Esq his remarks on the curing of hops Warming rooms, remarks

38 A\'arts, receipts tor curing 43
Threshing floor, improvement in recommended by Mr. Washington, Hon. Bushrod, liis remarks on the <

Butterfield 205 vation of millet 306
Watch-makers, receipt for purifying oil for the u

69 21

two farmers, A. and B. 11—his remarks
chine for cutting straw &c 150—observes that st

should not be picked from a loamy soil 23—his

marks on intemperance 43—on good husbandry
his remarks on setting out fruit trees 282—his q
respecting the use of lime for wheat 282—re'

mends destroying catterpillars with the thumb
finger 338

Wadsworth James Esq. his letter disapproving of

ing roots for cattle 196—observations thereon b
Editor 198

Walnut leaves, decoction of, poisonous to insects t

War-horses, notice of their manoeuvres at the bati

Waterloo 32
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Timber, on forming plantations of by Thomas W Grif- Water, how best applied to tender and delicate pM. Bradier 21—remarks on its manufacture by the

ancients 354.

Steeps for seeds, remarks on by Payson Williams,
Esq. 28

Steer, supposed to weigh 3000 pounds neat, and 4000
^ross weight 151

Stevens Phinehas, his remarks on the best time for cut-
ting timber 370

fith 11—may be preserved for an indefinite time by
charring 21—on the best time for cutting in order
that it may grow again 1

1—remarks on the best
time of cutting to prevent its rotting, by Mr. Phine-
has Stevens 376

10—barn yards should be furnished with, of a
quality 137—how purified when muddy 235—

v

recommended as a drink for bilious and dysp
persons 235

Water- drinker, anecdote of 16

Top-dressing,remark3 on 129—see further grass grounds Water-proof cloth, how made 275
Touches on Agriculture, a pamphlet so called, remarks Watering land, remarks on 286

„,. - r I
.1 u • jj J ,• . „ on 314 330 Water Hemlock, a poisonous vegetable coUecte
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the Sara- Trees, notice of, uncommonly large 290-on the rais- mistake instead of Angelica, and serious conseq

.^^ ^^^ ^^_^^^.^^ ^^. g^^ ces attending the mistake 388
Trespass, in divers cases, abstract of the law ofMassa- Watson John jun. statement of his mode of raisir

chusetts against 70 bushels and 3 quarts of barley on an acre 261
Tugwell Lewen Esq his observations on the best mode Weeds, supposed {o be useful in protecting the

of building ovens so as to save fuel and retain heat from the rays of the sun 185
345 Weather, rules forjudging of 390

toga County Agricultural Society 236
Stone, disorder of, how cured without cutting 347
Stones, small ones, should not be picked from a loamy

soil 23
Subscriber A. on the introduction and successful culti-

of the Lawler wheat inVirginia 2, 3—his remark:
onlheimportanceofcutstrawandhay,&c. for feed- Turkey, on the breeding and management of, from Weaving, rapid by theV^er looms, by Messrs. I
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We liave much pleasure in presenting to our

eailers the ensuing essay, in which is traced

vilh considerable success, the natural, botanical,

connmical, and medical history of the potatoo.

t is the production of one of our pupils, who was

ed. at our suggestion, to tlie investigation of the

uhject, more particularly with a view of tost-

ng by further experiments, the validity of some

ecent reports by Dr. Latham, of London, rela-

ive to the medicinal powers of an extract from

he leaves of this vegetable. These reports,

ve regret, have not been conlirmed, and can

nly account for the discrepancy in the result,

y supposing, that the potatoe, as so commonly
appens with regard to plants, has undergone a

hange in this country, by whicli its narcotic

rinciple is lost, or impaired, from the influence

f climate, or peculiarity of culture, &c.

1)1 Essay on the Solamtm Ttiberosiij)i. By H. C.

WoRSHAM, U. D.

The solanum tuberosum, according to botan-

;al writers, belongs to the class pentandria, or-

er monogynia, and of the natural family lurida;

f Linnseus, and solana; of Jussieu. It is known
y the following characters.

"Root bearing tubers. Stem herbaceous, not

-raed, segments of the leaves unequal, alter-

ite—pedicles pointed, corolla five—angular.''

The natural history of this plant, seems not

I well settled as its botanical character*. \l-

scovery and native history are, indeed, involv-

1 in doubt and obscurity, and rendered still

ore intricate to trace, from the little attention

ey have received. That the history of this

iportant vegetable, which now forms alike the

7ich man's luxury, and the poor man's bread,"

lould not in common with other subjects of

ss interest, have received the attention of the

ituralist, is a circumstance not readily to be
jplained. It is, however, generally believed

have been indigenous to this country, as far

I can determine, from the few vague and un-

innected remarks to be met with in different

ilhors. \ et there are not wanting others, who
sert the contrary, and consider it to have its

•jgin in South America—among those are Cic-

1, Gomana, and Acosta, who wrote about the

iddle of the sixteenth century, and by whom
e are told, that the inhabitants of Quito and
) vicinity, have beside maize, a tuberous root,

hich they eat and call papas. Clusius suppos-

1 this to be the convolvulus battata, which he
ceived from Flanders in 1598, during his re-

dence at Vienna, under the name of taratoufli,

appellation by which the Italians distinguish

I tuberous roots—and this conjecture appears
be conlirmed by travellers, who have since

sited that country. If this had been the sola-

im tuberosum, how, as Clusius asks, "could
e knowledge of it have been so long in reach-

g us ?" and continues he, "how could they

ive been ignorant of it at Padua, until I sent it

om Frankfort."

In his characters of the kings of England,
olt describes the introduction of this plant into

eland, to Sir John Hawkins, who brought it

from Santa Fe, as early as the year 1565. But
little foundation existed for.^uch an assertion, as

appears from his own description. It is doubt-

less, the convolvulus to whicli he alludes, as we
have no account of the \ irginia potatoe so ear-

ly- as that period. I state this upon the aiilhori-

ty of Miller, as I have not been able to lay my
hands upon the description alluded to—which
may, iiowever, be seen by reference to the

Gentleman's Magazine, for the year 1739.

From the most authentic accounts, it would ap-

pear, that the potatoe now so extensively culti-

vated on the continent of Europe, was carried

thither hy Sir waiter Raleigh on his return (rom
Virginia, in the year 1536. There is some
doubt, however, whether Sir Walter ever car-

ried it, or that it was afterwards sent to him by

Thomas Greenville, or M'Lane, the first gov-

ernor of Virginia. Mr. Thomas Merriot, one of

the colonists who went out with them, v/rotc an

account of the root called openaivk, which he
describes in the following manner. "The roots

are round, some as large as a walnut, others

much larger: they grow in a damp soil, many
hanging together as if fixed on ropes, they are

good food either boiled or roasted."

It is plainly to be seen from this description,

that the root under consideration, is the one to

which he alludes, and that openawk is nothing

more than the Indian name for the potatoe.

The authority, however, for the fact does not

rest with those writers. We are told by Gcr-
arde, that he received roots from Virginia, in

1597, called noremb^ga, which prospered as

vvcll in his garden, as in their own native coun-

try. He called them Virginia potatoes, to dis-

tinguish them iVom the convolvnhis battata,

which was at that time much better known and

called potatoes, from the Spanish name battata.

He thus describes them. "The root is thick,

fat, and tuberous, not much differing in shape,

colour, or taste, from the common potatoe, sav-

ing that the roots are not so great nor long,

some of them round as a ball, some egg fashion,

some longer, others shorter. It grovvetli natur-

ally in America, where it was discovered." Bau-
ken also observes, that the potatoes came from
Virginia into England, thence into France, and

other countries.

Writers are not surticiently agreed, as to the

time when the potatoe was introduced into En
rojje. It was certainly cultivated and used for

food by the Irish, long before its utilty wa:

known in England. It is stated by Mr. Camp-
bell to have been introduced into Ireland about

the year 1610, and by Miller as late as the year

1623. Why they should have assigned so late

a period to its introduction, is not e.isily account-

ed for, when we are informed by Gcrarde, that

he cultivated it in 1597. It is no easy matter to

reconcile the statements of those different au

thors, much less to divest the subject of that ob-

scurity, svith which it seems to be enveloped

The most generally received opinion, and that

which is substantiated by far the greater mass of

evidence, ascribes its introduction to Sir Walter
Raleigh on his return from Virginia, in 1586

Gouge in his edition of Camden's Britannia,

states, that Raleigh planted the potatoe at bis re-

sidence, Youghhall, in the county nf f ork. An
anecdote is also related of his gardener, which,
sheds such addilional light upon the introduc-
tion of the potatoe into Ireland, that I hnpe I

shall be excused the liberty of transcribing il.

On his return he gave ?ome of the potatoes to

his gardener, as a line fruit from .\nierica, aud

ordered them to bo planted in his kitchen gar-

den. In ,\ugust the plants flowered, and in Sep-

tember produced the fruit. But the berries

were so difl'erent from what the gardener ex-

pected, that in an ill humor he carried the po-

tatoe apples to his master, and is tl;is (said he,)

the lino iVnit fVom .Amerira you )]raised so high-

ly ? Sir Walter either was, or pretended to be

ignorant of the maUer, and desired the garde-

ner, since that was the case, to dig up the weed
and throw it awny. The gardener, however,
soon returned willi a fine parcel of potatoes. I

have thus been particular in introducing this

anecdote, because it clearly shows that the pota-

toe could not have been generally known at that

time. It will also be perceived by Sir Walter's

instructions, the high importance in which he
held it, as well as the attention he wished it to

receive, by specifying the spot where it was tc

be planted.

The potatoe from Ireland, gradually made its

way into England, as some say, by the acciden-

tal shipwreck of a vessel on the coast of North
Melos, in flic county of Lancashire, a place even
now famous tor the production of this vegetable

in the gi'oalest perfection. Its cultivation was
for sornc considerable time confined to this sec-

tion of countr}'. Nearl}' half a century elapsed

before it received any attention in the vicinity

of London—and it was considered even then, as

a mere article of luxury, without any concep-

tion of the vast utility that would arise from
bringing it into general use. Such, indeed, was
the little attention it received, that it lingered

m obscurity until the year 1662, when the Roy-
al Society considered it as an article of national

importance, and recommenlid its general culti-

vation. The potatoe did not make its way into

France as early as might have been expected,

from the high recommendations it received in

England. Lister, in his journey to Paris, in

1693, informs tis, that the potatoe at that time

was scarcely to be found in the French markets.

Its fortune there, appears to have been various,

and determined very much by the sudden revo-

lutions which have particularly characterized

that nation. Miller tells us, that it was not

much cultivated till the year 1712—and in 1749,

it fell into contempt—and its cultivation left

wholly to the lower class of people. Its impor-

tance, however, soon began to revive, and claim

a general notice, when, by a sudden fluctuation of

opinion, it again lost its reputation. Yet it was

not doomed to slumber long, for the necessities

of the people had driven them to invention, and

they were willing to seize upon any thing that

would be likely to resist the ingress of famine.

The prejudices against its introduction still,

however, continued, amidst this vaccillation of

opinion, until the production of bread made
from the farina of the potatoe in combination

with wheaten flour. Tiiis at least, gained for
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it a temporary reputation, and seemed to insure

it a durable existence, though there was still

something wanting to fix its character as a whole-

some article of food—which was reserved for

Parmentier, who, in 1778, brought forth a spe-

cimen of bread from the farina of the potatoe

alone, in Germany its fortune was not so pre-

carious. It appears readily to have paved its

way, and to have been cultivated as early as the

year 1601—since, Clusius says, ea plerisque Gcr-

manio: kortis satis vulgurio diiduri facia. In Italy

its fate was nearly allied to that experienced in

Franco : so great, indeed, were the prejudices

which it had to encounter, that, we are told, a

sliip load of the roots having been sent from

England to Naples, to relieve the inhabitants of

that place, who were then the victims of famine

and disease, the mere name of potatoe, as food,

carried with it such dread, that they chose ra-

ther to bear the horrors of their situation, than

purchase the article. But happily for that por-

tion of country, those prejudices gave way to

the magic wand of science, and the potatoe now
supjjlies the food of those wrc;tched vagrants,

who were before doomed to subsist on the wa-
tery gourd.

in Scotland, Sweden, and Burgundy, it had to

contend alike with the obstacles which had so

long opposed it. But it is gratifying to learn,

(hat the potatoe is ultimatety finding its way in-

to the i'emolest corners of the earth, and is now,

nearly every where, cultivated fur the b.enefil

of mankind.

Escitlcnl Properties.

The reputation of the potatoe, as an esculent,

wholesome vegetable, is too well established,

as has been already intimated, to require any

I'urthcr attention from me. Its use for food ap-

})ears to liave been co-existent with its discov-

ery : we can find at least, in its early history,

no trace of its application to any other purpose.
[

Especial objections, however, were formed

against it on account of its place among the so-
j

lana. In Burgundj', we are told, its culture was i

interdicted in consequence of its supposed mis-

1

chievous properties. Among the fancied eflecls

produced by it, were leprosy and dysenterj'.

Those prejudices, no doubt, originated from its

exposure to the sun ami weather, by whicii its!

natural qualities were destroyed, as the means,

of preserving it were, at that time, very little
\

understood. Many accounts of injurious effects
',

are to be met with. But such representations

do not prove the unwholesomeness of the root,

since it has constituted the chief article of food

to vast numbers of people for upwards of a cen-

tury. The dependence of England and Ireland

Tipon it for food, is such, indeed, that it is em-
phatically styled the "bread root" of those coun-

tries. Nor js it much less extensively raised in

the highlands of Scotland, where scarcity or fa-

roine was too frequent an occurrence before its

introduction. It is said that many of the inhab-

itants of Banff, a small district in that country,

in the year 170.5, must have fallen victims to

famine, had not the jiotatoe been stjpplied. In

Wal 'S, its cultivation has become general, as

we are told, that potatoes and barley bread form

•the chief sustenance of the poor—and what at

this time occasions the calamitous situation of

Ireland, save the failure of this ifli[>ortant crop?

Two millions of people are by this circumstance

deprived of the very sustenance of lil'e, and des-

tined to drag out an existence, at best intolera-

ble. Even in the early history of this vegeta-

ble, we find the attachment of the Irish to it

strongly marked, and the fancy of the poet in-

spired to celebrate its praises.

"Leeic to the Welsh—to Dutchmen butter's dear,

Of Irish swains potatoe is the cheer."

The success which now attends the rearing

of this vegetable could not have been anticipat-

ed, even by the most sanguine, from the many
formidable obstacles over which it had to tri-

umph.
Having its origin in a warm climate, it was

supposed to be intolerant of cold, and upon that

account, incapable of cultivation in more north-

ern climes. But experience has shewn the con-

trary, and the potatoe is naturalized almost in

every region. With the lower classes of peo-

ple, it is one of the greatest blessings that the

soil produces, forming -'flour without a mill, and

bread without an oven," and at all seasons of

the year, an agreeable, wholesome dish, unaid-

ed by expensive or injurious condiments. What
resources does the potatoe present to us ? Its

stalk, considered as a texilc |ilant, furnishes in

An tria a sort of flax—when burned it yields

much potash— its apples when ripe and crushed,

ferment and give spirits by distillation— its tu-

bercles made into a pulp, are a substitute for

soap, in bleaching. Cooked by steam, the pota-

toe is most heallhy food. By different manipu-

lations it furnishes two kinds of flour—a gruel

and a parench3ma, wliich may be applied to in-

crease the bulk of bread made from grain.

Treated chemically, it is converted into beer,

vinegar, spirits, &.c.

It will be perceived, that the potatoe is sus-

ceptible of a very wide and diversified applica-

cation, and highly deserving the attention of the

agriculturist. Numerous experiments have al-

ready been commenced, and considerably ex-

tended on the farina of this vegetable, and by

whicli it appears to be equal in nutritions pro-

perties to that of any other article. From some

comparative, experiments by Mr. Whalely, of

Cork, it is plainly shown, that the same quanti-

ty of land cultivated in potatoes, will produce

one half more farina, than the same land n\)p\i-

ed to the ]>ro:luction of larina from wheat. He
also appropriated the farina of this root to the

making of bread, buscuit, and pastry, with dif-

ferent proportions cf i!onr, and found that they

resisteil better the effect of climate, than when
made wholly of whcaten flour. It seems, in-

deed, to have a remarkable power of preserva-

tion, as Mr. Whately states, he has known the

flour to keep good seventeen j'cars. The fari-

na possessing :.ll the nutritious parts of the po-

tatoe, and being perfectly bland and digestible in

its nature, may be supposed to form an excellent

article of diet for the sick. In the shops of Eu-

rope, a composition vended under the title of

sotnolina, and recommended as a nutritious diet

for children and sick persons, is said to be es-

sentially, the farina of potatoes.

It is obvious, from what has been stated above,

that the potatoe does not hold its reputation ex-

clusively, as an article of diet. The potash in

such quantities has been obtained from the com-

bustion of its leaves, that it is supposed from the

facility with which the process is effected, that

France will be released in a great degree from

the heavy sum she pays this country, in the

ptirchase of th.it article. It also appears liy the

experiments of Dr. Anderson, that ardent spirits

in considerable quantity may be obtained from
the distillation of the potatoe. From seventy
pounds of the bruised roots, he obtained one
gallon of pure spirits, considerably above proof
and about a quart below proof The potatoe
has also been made the subject of analysis, hy
several distinguished chemists, among whom is

Vauquelin, who, from a careful investigation,

drew as a conclusion, that the potatoe was com-
posed of starch, of parenchyma, of a peculiar ani

mal matter, and of certain salts. The existence
of these principles does not explain the cause o

the spiritous fermentation which they undergc
when exposed in the ordinary manner to a re
quisile temperature. It became then a deside

ratum to discover the substance which, in the

potatoe, supplies the place of saccharine matter
to which alone this peculiar process is conceiv
ed to be owing. By a well regulated set of ex
periments, made by Dr. Reshier, it is shown tc

contain sugar and gum, in the proportion of sixty-

four grains of mucous sugar, to two hundred am
twenty grains of gum in the pound. It also ap-

pears from the experiments of Vauquelin, tha'

resin and animalized matter are the only sapic

ingredients of the potatoe, and give it the supe-

rior flavour, perceived when the article is eat

en roasted, and which is necessarily lost by boil-

ing.

[The remainder of this article consists of state-

ments of experiments for ascertaining the ''inedi

en/ /lyojicrUrs" of the potatoe plant, which can be

interesting only to physicians. It concludes a;

t'ollows:

"The extract of potalne on the whole, must.

I conceive, be now regarded, if not wholly inert,

at least far inferior to cic<jta, or any other arti-

cle of the same class, retained in the Materir
Medica. \^'hy then should we endeavour tc

store onr Materia Medica with useless lumber,

and add uncertainty to a set of remedies, that

already begin to decline in the confidence o

physicians?"]

We are not able to say v/hether the kind of whea
described in the following; article preserves its reputa-

tion for being impregnable to the attacks of the Fly

The subject, however, is worthy of further inquiry, and
we would thank our fjionds and correspondents lor anj

iaforuiatiou they may be in possession of relating to it

From the National Intelligencer.

BucklanJ, Fa. May 10, 1C17.

The ravages of the Hessian Fly, of which we
have so general accounts this season, are cer-

tainly a subject of melancholy concern. As far

as I have been able to Icain, in all the counties

of \ irginia where (he growth of wheat is sutli-

ciently advanced to produce the discovery of the

visitation of this insect, it has invariably appear-

ed. And I now very much lament that some of

my neighbors, or myself, did not, last j'ear, give

publicity to the facts on the subject, which for

several years have been known to us, and of

which the present year aflords additional evi-

dence.

About five years ago, a kind of wheat was in-

troduced into this neighborhood, which has been

found, by invariable experience, to resist the tly.

It was brought here by James Lawler, in a small

quantity in his saddle bags, from Chester county,

Pennsylvania, where he had been on a visit to

his friends. He stated, that it was there called

Jones's While Wheat, snd h?.d never been in-
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fected with Ihe tly. From tlils circumstance

considerable attentitm wns paid to the propaga-

tion of it. The second year after it had been
cultivated in this neighborhood, I was so fortu-

nate as to get five bushels of it ; i sowed it on

one side of Ihe (ield of about IL'O acres, the bal-

ance of the lield in the golden beard; there was
no difl'ereuce in the soil, and the l.awlor wheat
produced eleven for one, while the other did not

exceed three lor one. The tly that year was
rerv fatal, and the golden beard, which was sow-
ed much more thick than the other, became, af-

ter the conimcncenient of spring, thin and scat-

ering, ami continued to decline in prospect

;

nuch of that \vhich had survived falling till it

:vas harvested, while the Lawler wlieat grew to

fine height, and was without any fly in it.

1 sowed the succeeding j'ear my product of

ifty-five bushels, and twenty more, which I ob-

ained by giving four bushels for one. 1 sowed
hat year '210 bushels of diflbrent kinds, and
nade as much from the seventy-live of Lawler
vheat as from all the rest, for that was also a

atal year to the general crops, from the ravages
f the fly. I afterwards sowed my whole crop
f the Lawler wheat ; but the last fall, being
ulled into a lalse security, from the circumstance
fthe tiy not having made its appearance Ihe

receding season, 1 sowed a portion again of the
earded wheat, in order to divide, for conven-
!nce, the time of Ihe harvest coming in, as the

awler wheat comes later than any, except Ihe
Id yellow bearded wheat generally in use some
ears ago, and is about as late as that. But '.his

ear has again more fatally testified to the val-

e of the Lawler wheat. I have almost wholly
>st my seeding of Ihe golden beard, while the

ther has continued to grow in proportion to

le benignity of Ihe season, and has a perfectly

ealthful appearance, without llie trace of any

y ; while in that adjoining it, of a different kind,

3U may immediately see deposited in the stalk,

X, eight, or ten of the embryo. Among my
Bighbors, as far as I have learned of the stale

'their crops, the same result has occurred.
'he Lawler wheat is invariably exempt from

C, and every other kind is invariably destroyed.
Experiments were, in the first three or I'our

iccessive years after its introduction, made of
i ellicacy, with the most satisfactory success.

will only mention one :—Mr. John i>ro«n, in

e fall ef 1814, sowed equal quantities of the
irple straw and Lawler mixecl ; the tly com-
enced its depredations as usual in the spring,

d by harvest scarcely a straw of the purple
heat was left, while the Lawler remained
one, and apparently uninjured.

Of this valuable wheat much was this year
ound, the anxiety to get of the seed having
bsided, from the favorableness of Ihe last sea-
n. At some other time it may be proper to

sign the reason of this extraordinary exemp-
in, if indeed they can be satisfactorily traced,
f which there is much doubt.) if not,"we must
•ntent ourselves with the utility of knowing
e fact.

To those who cultivate it, my experience
ouid lead to the recommendation of sowing it

icker than usual, although it branches more
an is common, and of plastering it in brond cast
rly in the spring, in preference to any other
>de, both as means of sustaining its maturity,
d enhancing its increase, it being a late wheat
d of tall growth. A SUBSCRIBER.

ON KKEDINd KWKS \VITH iMANtiK.L WURTZKL.
From No. l-lo of the Fainicrs' Journal.

Sonic persons having stated that Mangel Wiirtzel will
grow where they cannot get a crop of Turnips, the
following cstruct is made lor tlieir satisfaction, from
tile farmers' Journal.

It is however considfcrc d by some practical men, as dan-
gerous to give breeding ewes too much of this root
at first, causing thom to sheil their wool. Increas-
ing the quantity is thought the best practice.

Herefordshire, December 12, 1021.
Sir—As I consider it to be the duly of every

individual connected \vi(h the Agricultural in-

terest to communicate to the public the rt!sult cf
satisfactory and beneficial experiments, I will

briefiy answer Ihe several queries of I\f. \\\ in

your .Journal of this week.
From the principal part of my turnip crop

failing in the year ICL'O, I was compelled to

feed my slock on my crop of mangel wuitzel:
the ewes, before lambing, were taken off the
few turnips I had, and put into the fold, where
they were fed with mangel wurtzel, and a very
small quantity of hay, mid icithoiU neater. After
lambing, they wore given the same food, and
from the great flow of milk produced, the lambs
were in very high condition. The whole of my
flock were kept entirely on this food, from the
beginning of January, 1821, to Ihe end of March,
during which period 1 weighed eight wether
sheep, and put them into a barn, when they
were given twenty-five pounds of mangel wurt-
zel, and about five pounds of good hay for each
sheep every twenty-four hours, for five succes-
sive weeks: some of them gained more than
others; but on weighing them out, at the ex-
piration of that time, they had increased, upon
an average, eight pounds per quarter. 1 can
also state that, having killed several of the
sheep, Ihe mutton was particularly mild and
sweet. 1 am fully persuaded that there never
was better food for sheep, or fooi' that will ere
ate so great a flow of milk from the ewes. If

you consider this a sufficiently minute reply to

Ihe queries of your correspondent, 1 think the
soouer it is made known, through the medium
of your valuable Journal, the more satisfactory

it will be to M. W.
1 remain, your well wisher, P.

P. S. It is necessary to observe, that the man-
gel wurtzel must be carefully cleaned, without
washing, and given whole.

Dcruhj Looms.—A hand-loom On a new con-
struction, and which has received the appella-
tion of " Dandy-Loom," has recently been in-

troduced at Blackburn. Its principal advantage
over Ihe common hand-loom consists in its be-
ing much smaller, and in the application of a

crank, by which, as in steam-looms, the number
of picks of weft in an inch is regulated, and the
cloth consequently made more even. We un-
derstand also, that the new hand-loom weaves
the yarn without dressing, which is an expen-
sive process ; whilst by Ihe use of a copper-
shuttle, the necessity of winding the weft is su-

perceded. The loom measures only about 3U
inches in depth, from the cloth to the yarn
beam, and its cost in wood is not more than
35s. or 3Gs. or in iron than .'J2s. Gd, A fair wea-
ver, with tolerable exertion, will weave a piece
of 25 yards in eight or nine hours. By many
manufacturers, we understand the impravcment
is considered ol some importance. Indeed, it is

conceived that it will ultimately supercede Ihe
hand-loom on the old construction ; and, per-
haps on some particular goods, succcs'^fullv con-
test the further progress of power-looms.

I'rom the rrovideiire Journal.

Progress of C'nwmerce (tiid Manufacttirrs in the

ll'esi.—A day or two siucp, a gentleman of Pitts-

burgh, Penn. pa.-srd through this town, on his.

return to the West from a commercial expedi-
tion to Boston. He brought with him tVotn

Pittsburgh, an extensive Invoice of Window
Glass and Gla-iswarc, which he disposed of for n

handsome advance, on original cost, charges
and incidental expenses. The rise and progress
of Pittsburgh is, perhaps, unexampled in the
annals of towns or cities, and the enviable
height to which it has already attained, is high-
ly complimentary to the enterjirize and inilus-

try ot the hardy sons of Pennsylvania. Forty
years since, the scile on which the town slands,
was a howling wilderness, and with the excep-
tion of Ihe marks of civilization discoverable in

Ihe construction of Fort du Quesne, it presented
nothing but a cheerless wild, Ihe abode of Ihe
savage, and Ihe resort of Ihe yelling beasts of
Ihe forest. It now contains from 7 to 10,000 in-

habitants and nearly two thousand houses, manv
ol which are splendid and elegant. As a man-
ufacturing town it is exceeded by but few in the
United States, and from the extent of their
works, it long since acquired, and still main-
tains, Ihe title of the Manchester of Ihe West.
The country adjacent abounds with minerals,
such as iron, lead and copper ; the former of
which has been found in large, and the latter

in smail quantities. Some years since, ship build-

ing was carried on to a considerable extent, but
laiied when our commercial embarrassments
commenced, and is now entirely abandoned.

—

In the year 1C05 a schooner was fitted out from
the jilace, and sailed for Leghorn. On her ar-

rival at that port Ihe master delivered his pa|icrs

at the custom house : the collector looked at

them with astonishment, and protested there
was no such port in the xvorld—you are an im-
postor, said he, and I must confiscate yonr ves-

sel. The trembling captain produced a raa[i

of America, on which he turned his eye np the

Mississippi two thousand miles, then up the
Ohio nine hundred, and at the junction of the

Alleghany and Monongahela river, almost three
thousand miles frem the ocean, showed to Ihe

dissatisfied collector the port where he sailed

from—the flourishing town ot Pittsburgh.

TV) prevent Movlding in Books, Ink, Paste and
Leather.—Collectors of books will not be sorry
to loam that a few drops of Oil of Lavender
will insure their libraries from this pest. A sin-

gle drop of the same oil, will prevent a pint of

ink tVom mouldiness for any length of time.

Paste may be kept from mould entirely by the

same addition ; and leather is also efl'ectually se-

cured from injury by the same agency.

Prevention of Contagion.^Gavize veifs, on the
principle of D.i>vy's safety lamp, have been re-

commended by Mr. Bartlett, as preservatives

from contagion. This is a point of so much
importance to humanity, that we bope the effi-

cacy of the recommendation vvjll be tried by
the most critical experiments.

—

U. S. Gazette,
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From Moubray's Practical Treatise on Domestic Poul-j meal kneaded with milk, and freqnently renew-

ed Willi clear watei, rather than milk, which

often scours them. In case of the chicks ap-

pearing sickly and the feathers ruffled, indicat-

ing a chill from severity or change of weather,

we generally allowed half-ground mall with the

barlov-meal, and hy way of a medicine, powder-

ed carraway or coriander sced«. Also artifi-

cial WORMS, or boiled meat pulled into strings,

in running after which the chicks have a salu-

tary exercise. It is to be noted, that the above

diet is beneficial for every other species of

chicks, equally with the turkey. Superfluous

moisture, whether external or internal, is death

to chickens, therefore all slop victuals should

try.

THE TURKEY,

—

Breeding and Management.

The turkey-cock is sufficient for six hens, and

even more, under the management of some dis-

tricts, where one breeder keeps a cock for his

own, and for the use of his neighbors, who send

Iheir hens, and in that mode avoid the charge

of keeping a cock : but this practice is exposed

to uncertainty, and is scarcely worth following,

although whilst the hen is setting, the absence

of a cock is no loss, as he will sometimes find

the opportunity of tearing the hen from her nest,

and in the struggle, of destroying the eggs.

The hen will cover, according to her size,

from nine to fifteen eggs, and unless attended to,

will perhaps steal a nest abroad, in some im-

proper and insecure place. The turkey hen

lays a considerable number of eggs in the spring,

to the amount of eighteen to twenty-tive and

upwards, and her term of incubation is thirty

days. She is a most steady sitter, and will some-

times continue upon her eggs until almost starv-

ed, rather than quit her nest: hence the neces-

sity of constant attendance with both victuals

and water. She is also a most affectionate mo-

ther ; and that most curious and accurate observ-

er, Butlon, remarks her soft and plaintive cry,

with her different tones and inflections of voice,

expressive of her feelings. These facts, how-

ever, are to be received with a due degree of

circumspection, since I have known unsteady

sitters among turkeys, and however affectionate,

the turkey hen, from her natural heedlessness

and stupidity, is the most careless of mothers,

and being a great traveller herself, will drag

her brood over field, heath, or bog, never cast-

ing a regard behind her to call in her straggling

thicks, nor stopping while she has one left to

follow her. She differs beside, in this particu-

lar, from the industrious common hen ; she never

scratches for her chicks, leaving them entirely

to their own instinct and their own industry.

On these accounts, where turkeys are bred to

any extent, and are permitted to range, it is ne-

cessary to allow them a keeper. The turkey

hen is nevertheless extremely vigilant and quick

in the discovery of any birds of prey in the air

which may endanger her brood, and has the fa-

culty, by a peculiar cry, of communicating her

alarm, on which the chicks immediately seek

shelter, or squat themselves upon the earth :

the geese in gleaning the corn fields, or shack

ing, and the former forage over the woods anc

commons, in the autumnal season, after whicl'

they are put up to be completely fattened. !

have heard of the Norfolk turkies fattened t(

weigh twenty, and even thirty pounds each

and Buffon relates that the wild turkey of Amer
ica, has been known to attain the weight of six

ty pounds; but 1 have never made any heavie

than fifteen pounds, ready for the spit.

Turkies are the most tender and difficult ti

rear of any of our domestic fowls ; but with dui

care and attention, which, rightly considered

in all things, give the least trouble, they ma;

be produced and multiplied with little or n

be rigorously avoided. The utmost cleanunkss loss, and the same may be averred with al

is necessary" and a dry gravelled layer is most truth, of the rest of our domestic fowls, an.

animals in general : the losses and vexations an
IS necessary, and a cry gravelled lay

proper. A fresh turf of short sweet grass dai-

ly cleared from snails and slugs, which will scour

young chicks, is very pleasing and comfortable

to them, and promotes their health. The above

substantial food was always our chief dependence

with this brood, nor did we ever find it necessa-

ry to waste time in collecting ants' eggs or net-

tle seed, or give clover, rue, or wormwood, ac-

cording to the directions of the elder house-

wives. Eggs boiled hard are equally proper

with curd, and generally nearer at hand; the

en-o-s being rotten, is said to be no objection, al-

though we never used such.

Our first preference for ivater instead of milk

for turkey chicks, so much recommended by the

old writers, arose from the observation that

chickens at large, among the troughs of milk-

fed pigs, generally were sickly and scouring,

and rough in their feathers; and more particu-

larly so, when they had access to potatoe wash,

which not only purged them, but glued their

feathers together, keeping them in a comfortless

and unhealthy state.

The weather being remarkably favourable, tract, that the hay seldom paid the labor c

we have usually kooped the hen abroad, about harvesting ; and except in dry summers its valu

two hours in the forenoon, in a moderately warm for pasture was trifling ;— besides, one quarte

nually deplored, arising almost entirely fron

ignorance and carelessness united hand in ham
Turkies as well as geese, under a judicious sys

tem, may be rendered an object of a certain de

gree of consequence to the farmer.

From the Massachusetts Agricultural Repository.

WET UNPRODUCTIVE MEADOW RECLAIMEE
By S. W. Po.MERoY, Esq. Vice President of the Masi

chusetts Agricultural Society.

In compliance with the request of the Boar
of Trustees, I will endeavor to detail the mar
agement, in reclaiming a tract of twenty r.cre

of Woodcock-meadow, or swail, upon my farm

the contrast between its present and former af

pearance having attracted some attention. Th
soil is a light, black, vegetable mould, mixe
with tine white sand, upon thin, alternate strat

of blue, yellow-veined clay, .-uid the same kin

of fine sand. This sub-soil retaiped all the sui

face water, and so level and wet was the whol

sun, whilst the chicks were only three or four

weeks old, great care being taken that they did

not stray far from the koop. Six weeks is their

longest period of confinement within doors, after

which it is more safe to koop the hen for ano-

ther fortnight, that the chicks may acquire

strength abroad sufficient to enable them to fol-

low the dam, they being naturally inclined to

- -, - -^ stray too far, and to weaken themselves by fa-

bult she will not, from her timid'nature, fight for
j

tigue. When lull half-grown and well featlier-

her brood as the common hen will. The do- ed, they become sufficiently hardy, and in a good

mesticated, as well as the wild turkies, run vvitli

considerable speed.

The chicks must be withdrawn from the nest

as soon as hatclied, and kept very warm. It is

a very old and very general custom, to plunge

them instantly into cold water, and then give

them each a whole pepper-corn, with a small tea

spoonful of milk. This baptism is \ised by way

of a prophylactic against catching cold, to which

young chicks are so peculiarly liable ;
but it is a

practice which I have never used, and from

which, in severe weather, 1 should suspect dan-

ger ; however, their being instantly thereafter

wrapped in wool or flannel may secure them.

The turkey, from sitting so close and steadily,

hatches more regular and quickly than the com-

mon hen.

The hen and brood must be housed during a

month or six weeks, dependent upon the state

of the weather. First food, curd and barley,

rann-e will provide themselves throughout (he

day, requiring only to be fed at their out-letting

in the morning, and on their return at even;

the same in spacious farm-yards ; if ccnfined to

the poultry-yard, the food and treatment is sim-

ilar to that of the common cock and hen. Tur-

kies would prefer roosting abroad upon high

trees, in the summer season, could that be per-

mitted with a view to their safe keeping.

To FATTEN.—Sodden barley, or barley and

wheat meal mixed, is the proper food for tur-

keys confined to feeding; generally their food

and treatment are the same with other iowls.

They may be fattened early, or may be caio.n-

izED, a practice not very common, but the bulk

of the turkies are fed for Christmas, or the

months immediately preceding and subsequent,

when the quantities fat, sent from Norfolk alone,

are immensely great; as also are previously the

droves of store turkies. Turkies share with

was occupied by flag ponds and mounds, flu

produced nothing. No part, except four acre

of the upper end had been subdued, in any oti

er way, than by cutting the bushes and floating

the vestiges of a dam for that purpose now re

main—a ditch through the centre five feet widt

carried off, slowly, the wgter from the spring

winter floods of the neighboring high grounds

1 began at first with ten acres, and the nex

year the whole was under the plough—it wa
struck out into lands of from one to two rod

wide, as was found convenient, on account o

roots, mounds, &c. and in a direction to Ihi

ditch ; the lands were back-furrowed, as it i

called, and the water furrows were cleared ou

hy one or two extra bouts—as the tract wa
narrow, the ditch being incumbered with roots

and its sides unequal, it was found necessary ti

plough directly across, by which it was nearb

filled up. The first heavy rain its content

were of the consistence of mortar, and a sto]

was put to all operations. To have cleared

out with shovels would have been a heavy am
expensive job ; a plough was tried with ver

little advantage. A maple sapling, that h.it

been taken up with all its close and horizonta

roots, extending four feet, was cut six feet long

hitched to a strong team, and with a man mount

ed on it, was drawn several times through thi

middle of the ditch, completely scooping out i

passage for the water, throwing the mud or
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ch siile, and filling up the inequalities ; the

ly mnnuni labor necessary, was to clear out

mouths of the water-furrows with a shovel,

nch was soon performed— in the subsequent

erations, the maple was frequently resorted

with similar success. U'lien sufliciontly dry

3 lands were harrowed, in the same direction

;y were ploughed, and then ridged with a

e Dutch plough and two yoke of oxen ; these

Iges were made by turning one furrow nearly

on another, the space being perhaps ten in-

. into which the manure was put, and were
3Ut five feet apart. In the centre of the rid-

I potatoes were planted in hills, from three

four lee', apart—in cultivating, thoy were
ughed between the ridges only, with a yoke
oxen, or two mules tandem, and the earth to

m the hills, taken out of the furrows, so that

ridges remained entire, and the crop secure

ra too much wet. which otherwise would
e destroyed it. As it is not the intention of

communication to state the particulars of

3 -crop, 1 shall only observe, that it was an

;rage cue, with the upland in the neighbour-
id—had the manure been more suitable for

atoes it probably would have exceeded ; but

applying the manure, which was a compost
Jones and hoofs trom the soap and glue boil-

, fermented with leeched ashes and sandy

11, I was governed partly by necessity, and
ing in view, the preparation of the two first

stances for the permanent crop of grass that

to follow, they being of too fiery a nature

be laid down fresh with grass-seeds. The
t season, the lands as first laid out, were
in back-furrowed, ridged, and the same pro-

) pursued as before, with less labour, the

e kind of manure, and the crop rather better,

as soon as it was off, the lands were plough-
n the same manner as before, for the purpose
lying it down ; but they xvere not suflicient-

;onve.'c to take off the water entirely, and

y unequal. Repeated ploughing and harrow-
might have produced the desired effect, but

! would have been wasting, and it became
essary to try the operation called turnpiking.

;raper, made of thin pine plank ibur feet
• and two feet wide, shod with iron, with a

pie of old plough handles fixed by staples

ireniently for a man to hold, and small chains

lected with them from the centre, to which
chain from a yoke of oxen were hitched.

! scraper was then placed in the water fur-

of the first land in such a position as would
: up as much earth as the oxen could draw
work briskly. When he came to the cen-

of the land, which may now be called a

d rUlgc, the men raised the scraper and fol-

2d on to the next, treating each ridge in the

e manner till he had gone over fifteen or

aty, he then came about and returned by the

of his former track, til! he had performed
same operation over the whole—in some
s a second scraping was necessary. As the

per was light the men held it up till he came
le water-furrows, or such places as he want-
take the earth from, and the work was not

ler than to hold a plough in new rough
Hid. As there is no stopping, the oxen may
brm as much in a day as they can harrow
1 a harrow of the same width of the scraper.

r the ridges had been harrowed level, and
water-furrows cleared out, the whole resem-
a£eld of turnpike roads. To each acre

were spread 200 bushels of dry leeched ashes,
and 3 pecks of timothy seed, sown, harrowed,
and rolled—the sowing was from the '20lh Sep-
tember to the 1st November, and on most parts
the seed vegetated before winter. It was my
intention to have kept a particular account of
this cnterprize. but the work, owing to wet
weather, and othes causes, became so blended
with other operations of the farm, that it was
found impracticable. 1 believe, however, that

the potato crops nearly paid the expense, the
two first years; and 1 am convinced that the
whole expense besides the value of the crops,
including the extra expense, compared with
laying down common upland, did not exceed ten
dollars per acre. The crop of grass the follow-

ing season, owing to the plants being so very
young, was light—heads were formed but no
seed produced. The hay resembled rowen,
and was of more value than any crop the land
would have borne had it been sown with the
grass seed in the spring, as is usual. The land

for tour successive years since, without a dres-

sing of any manure, has averaged two tons per
acre—not estimated tons, as taken out of the
field, but weighed out in the winter and spring
in the Boston market, being put in a barn by it-

self, and an exact account kept of the sales.

The last season the crop was lighter, but no wa-
ter remaining even in the water-furrows, it has
become a fine perennial meadow, and with slight

top dressing once in two or three years will for-

ever be productive of the sweetest herbage.
The value of the land, in the estimation of many
who were acquainted with its former state, is

thought to be more than quadruple.
It may be proper to state that I have not suf-

fered the land to be fed with any kind of stock,

but have some seasons taken a second crop.

Extracts from a letter on the geology and procturtions

of Florida, published in the Charleston Courier.

VALU.\ELE PLANT.
The magnij of Mexico, the plant from which is

drawn the liquor called the pulque, of universal
use and celebration in that country, is not a na-

tive of Florida, but thrives as well as if it was.
It forms a plant, when full grown, from five to

eight feet high in the body, and from ten to

eighteen inches in diameter, the leaves of it, if

I may be allowed the term, for they appear
more like huge limbs than leaves, but they must
be called leaves, as they are the only lungs of
the plant, descend from the top to the ground,
and are so thick and heavy that two or three
would make a man's load.

At the age of trom six to eight years it flow-

ers, by shooting up a stamina from ten to sixteen
feet above the plant, gorgeously hung with flow-

ers like a Maypole. Just before it sends forth

this exuberance, the change in the colour of the
plant indicates its near ap[iroach, when a bowl-
forraed cavity is cut in the head of the plant,

and a cane introduced in the side of it to draw
ofi the liquor. Each p'.ant contains from 50 to

150 galls, of liquor, and dies immediately after;

but is succeeded by suckers left in their culture

to keep up a con.stant succession.

This juice carried through a vinous fermen-
tation becomes a liquor resembling cider, but

more spiritous, which is sought with avidity by
all ranks of society : on boiling and clarifying,

it becomes a wiue ; and on distillation, affords a

hnc brandy. The outward coat of leaves vieK.s
a membranous substance used for the manufac-
ture of cordage

; an inner coat gives a finer
.substance tor clothing, and the internal part of
the leal is an artmie of food ; so that this pro-
ductive plant regarded by the Mesirans as one
of the niostboautitul gifts ofiiatuip, affords them
cider, wine, brandy, cordage, clothing, food and
iuel.

From 12 to 15,000 mules are daily employ-
ed ill supplying the city of Mexico, from the
surrounding plantations, with pulqde, which is

the li(|uor in a ciderous state. Great estates
are held in that country in this article of culture
It is in the flowering of this plant, in a degener-
ate state, in colder climates, that we arc de-
ceived by supposing it to be the aloe that flow-
ers once in a century: this flowers in 8 or 10
years in such climates, and perhaps is not of the
aloe tribe; certainly it partakes not of the nau-
seous bitter, nor cathartic qualities of the aloe.s
we are acquainted with.

AMF.RTC.\N CALICOES.
From a Correspondent of the Providence Journal.

An establishment for printing Calicoes will
shortly be put in operation at Taunton, Massa-
chusetts, which, when completed, will be a val-
uable acquisition to cotton manufacturers in that
quarter. At Chelmsford a large establishment
of this description was put in operation this
week. Cotton manufacturing is one of the prin-
cipal branches of domestic industry, in this State,
and at this time requires every attention from
those interested in it. The quantity of cotton
goods now unsold, is very large, and will proba-
bly increase before the fall sales commence

;

consequently at that time, the sales will be very
l.miied. Calicoes can be made in this country,
of a quality superior to most of those made in

and imported from Europe, and can be sold

equally cheap. I should regret very much to

learn, that this State, which has always been
considered a manufacturing State, should be the
last to commence a new branch of manufactur-
ing, that would give a certain market for a vast

amount of cotton goods; I would therefore pro-

pose t^ the cotton manufiicturers to form a com-
pany for printing calicoes and bleaching, which
is a part of the process. The good effects will

be immediately perceived from the increasing

consumption of .American goods.

From the Genius of Liberty.

Mr. Paiton—Please give the following a place

in your next paper, as it is now time to use if.

I have for more than twenty years past, kept

meat hanging up in my smokehouse, through

the summer season, and no fly worm or bug has

injured it.

To prevent such injur}', about this time of

year, I take clear strong ley made of wood ashes.

I commonly boil it to make it stronger than it

generally runs off, then I take my bacon and

smoked beef, having two or three gallons of the

ley in a large iron kettle, I take each piece o£

meat and dip it into the ley, so that it is com-

pletely wetted with it, then I let it dry—then I

hang the meat in its former place. By this pro-

cess I have invariably found that it kept the

meat free from bugs and worms, and no taste of

ley is ever perceived, not even on the outside.

Yours, &c. JOHN POTTER-
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Progress of Science.—A French journal reca-

pitulates, as follows, the advantages derived to

science by the late British voyages of discovery

in the Arctic Seas:— I. That the continent of

America is not so extensive as has been com-
monly supposed, towards the North Pole. 2.

That its northern coasts, though at present inac-

cessible, lie under parallels less elevated than
those ot the Asiatic coasts in general, and ex-
ceed only by a few degrees the latitudes in the

north of Europe. 3. That Baffin's Bay, as it is

called, is not properly a bay, but forms a part of
the Arctic ocean, communicating with it by Lan-
caster streight. 4. That Greenland is not con-
joined with the .Arctic countries of North Ameri-
ca, but forms an Immense island, or rather a sixth

continent (Australasia being the fifth) from the

extremity of the great head land which it pro-

jects, between Europe and America, to New Si-

beria, which appears to be its farthest limits.

5. That admitting this, it must be frozen land,

and not the Hyperborean Ocean, which fills the

80th degree ©f latitude and the North Pole.

6. That combining the result of the Polar expe-
ditions vv'ith Russian discoveries, there is reason
to conclude, that this Arctic continent has been
originally subject to the same geological laws
as the other great divisions of the globe : itscon-
tiguration, it would appear, is similar; its great-

est breadth being in the northern part, as in the
five other continents. One advantage (o navi-
gation has already resulted from certain passages
discovered by Captain Parry: the whale fishe-

ries have ventured as far as Lancaster Slreights,

having returned with rich cargoes.

United States Gazelle.

JVero Mode of Preservationfrom DroTimiiig.—

A

writer in a Liverpool paper recommends thel'ol-

lowing very simjile method of preserving per-
sons in the water from drowning:—Take a silk

handkerchief, and laying it on the ground, place

a hat in the centre, with the crown upwards in

the ordinary position of wearing, and gather up
the corners, giving them a twist to keep them
more securely together. Any one may then
venture into the water, without being in fear of
the drowning person taking hold of him, as the
quantity of air in the hat is sufficient to support
two persons ;—or it might be advisable to place
the corners of the handkerchief in the hands of
the person drowning, who would thus be kept
floating, and easily conveyed to the shore. Ibid_

Potatoes.—The following singular statement
is given as a tact :— Early Potatoes may be pro-
duced in great cpjantities by re-setting the plants,

after taking oft' the ripe and large ones. A gen-
tleman at Dumfries has replanted them six dificr-

ent times this season, without any additional man-
ure ;

and instead of falling off in quantity, he gets
a larger crop of ripe ones at every raising, than
the former ones. His plants have on Ihem three
distinct crops

; and he supposes they may contin-

ue to vegetate and germinate until they are .stop-

ped by the frost. By this means he has a new
crop every eight days, and has had for six weeks
past.

—

London paper.

Canine Sagacity.—The house of a respectable
tradesman in Exeter was lately saved from tire,

by the sagacity of a little terrier dog. .lust as
the family were about to retire to bed, the an-

imal attracted the notice of the mistress of the

house, by its repeated and ultimately successful

attempts to draw her towards a safe in the kit-

chen, where she discovered a quantity of can-

dles in a burning state. It appears the servants

had indolently and incautiously burnt off a can-

dle from a quantity which were hanging by a

string.

From Poulson's American Daily Advertiser.

"kei:p cool."
When every one is complaining of the heat,

this advice will surely be grateful who is con-

fident that he is acquainted with very simple

and certain methods, if not of totally preventing,

at least greatly mitigating, the unpleasant feel-

ings complained of An observance of the fol-

lowing rules, has, by the experience of many,
proved them to be of this character, and as such

are u'armly recommended to be pursued:

—

Dress must be light both in color and weight

;

open and loose in texture as well as in the man-
ners of their making.

Never walk during, the day without an um-
brella, and then do not walk fast, and keep as

much as possible in the shade.

Dwellings will be kept perfectly cool if the

windows be closed so as to exclude the hot rays

of the sun, and not opened until sometime after

the sun has set. In those rooms which are in

constant use the windows should be bowed, in-

dependent of' the exclusion of the hot air; mod-
erate darkness is preferable to glaring light.

The brick and stone pavements should be wet
at least twice every d;iy ; early in the morning
and towards sun-set ; the evaporation will cool

the atmosphere, and temper the heat still retain-

ed by them.
In order (o sleep pleasantly, the windows of

chambers must be kept entirely closed, until af-

ter sun-set ; then let every aperture be free to

the current of the evening air.

Cool yourself perfectly before you go to bed.

—Dr. Franklin says he was in the habit of sit-

ting undresscJ at his window, until he felt pleas-

ant, and did not think a person so doing was li-

able to take cold.

He also recommends, that when the bed-

clothes feel disagreeable, having Imbibed the

moisture of the body, to shake them, or rather

move them up and down, without displacing

them, until the air passing through the satur-

ated filaments make them cool and refreshing.

If you are warm sit quiet. Blost persons in

their violent impatience to lower their temper-

atures increase them by their eiforls.

It is not advisable to check a profuse perspir-

ation by the sudden use of fanning, sitting in

what is called a draught of air or removing too

much of our dress. Also,

Be cautious in partaking of cold refresh-

ments; the sudden alteration thus produced is

in the highest degree dangerous.

Expose yourself no more than is necessary.

—

Use no more exertion than is absolutely requir-

ed ; early in the morning and in the evening
there is time enough for exercise. Avoid ex-

cess in every thing.

Tiiese are homely but excellent direclions.

They insure not only comfort but health; they

do not merely compose the body to a pleasant

state, but settle the mind to its usual and reg-

ular operations. If such be their eflects, and ue
know them to he sncli, they are valuable.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER,
SATUllDAY, AUGUST 2, 1823.

The Farmers' and Gardeners' Remembranc<
is unavoidably omitted this week in consequent

of some unforeseen avocations, and the necessii

of preparing an Index for the first volume. 1

our next, we hope to take up the thread of oi

discourse, under that head, and shall continue

spin as long as our staple lasts, and our nianufa

tures find a good market. In the mean time, u
shall be diligent in collecling and arranging m
terials to form the topics of our future remark
which cannot and ought not to be altogethc

extemporaneous.

The Season is as favorable as the hopes i

the faimer could anticipate. Fruit is not alt

gether so abundant as it was the last summ(
and autumn, but Grass and Grain are, general

speaking, very exuberant. Indian corn, lik

wise, promises fair, and there is a prospect th

every rational expectation of the husbandm:

will be realized. It appears by the last Amei
can Farmer, that the southern section of tl

union partakes with us in the bounties of :

indulgent Providence. A correspondent of M
Skinner, under date of Wheatland, July 13, say

'• Our grain harvest is now nearly completed, at

we are enabled to form a more accurate est

mate of the results than heretofore, and it givi

me great pleasure to inform you that the gc
eral crop far exceeds the expectations of tl

most sanguine calculation. In some instanC'

the crop is as heavy as any I have ever seen-

in most I think it may be estimated at near

an average. Our corn, millet, &c. present tl

most satisfactory promise, and, in fine, th3re

a prospect of the present year being far mo;

prolific in the aggregate of agricultural pr

ducts, than any which has been experienc*

for a long time."

Mr. EDrron,—As you are anxious to conti

bute, not only to the wealth, but the health

farmers, I would suggest the utility of prescri

ing an effectual remedy for the cutaneous diso

der, commonly termed poison of the skin. Th
irritating eruption is extremely prevalent amoc
those now employed in hay-making, and is t

small impediment to their important labors,

is thought to be caused by ivy and dog-wooi

which abound most in meadows. Washes i

brine, fever-bush, &.c. are frequently appliei

with little or no apparent success. I have latf

ly heard that lime-water, employed as a was)

has been found effectual.

Yours, respectfully E. B. K.

FOREIGN.
Iiitelliscncn lins been received from London as la'

as tlic I'Jth, aud IVom the French army in Spain to i\

13th of June. The French appear to be advaiicir

without meeting with much opposition, aided and pp
ceded by bands of Spanish royalists, who should seei

to be active and numerous. The Spanish popniatio

appear not only to acquiesce, but exult in the domin:

tiou ol' the invaders, and the Constitutionalists '.xVil
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cely the appearance of opposition. It may be that

Constitutionalists arc pursuing: that system of poli-

»hich conquers by delay, but appearances at pros-

are ominous to their cause, and almost preclude

hope of their eventual success,

he Cortes continue to act with apparent resolution,

announce th< ir determination to conquer or perish.

ether they will act the same part with the Cortes

'ortu^^al, and make a great show of resistance in

r to cover their dispersion, time only can determine,

he Regency established under French auspices at

Irid, appears to be exercising almost undisputed

lority over a great part of Spain, I'rance, Russia

Prussia, have recognized it as the legitimate s'^y
acnt of the country, while the English minister re-

is with the King and Cortes at Seville.

1 England subscriptions of money and arms have

1 raised to assist the Spanish cause, but the gov-

iient appears to be determined not to depart from

cutral policy.

is to be recollected that the Spanish news is de-

t principally through French channels. Bell's

kly Messenger, a London paper, says " The friends

pain and Portugal cannot be too much on their

d against the devices of the common enemy, by

ie agents every political occurrence beyond the

nees is distorted, if unfavorable to his views, and if

wise grossly exaggerated before the public here

n France are permitted to hear any thing about

Another London editor says that he had been

d a large bribe to yield his columns to the dissein-

5n of interested and deceptive statements. Still

ig due allowances for one-sided statements and
sted misrepresentation, we shall not be able to

any conclusion favorable to the .Spanish cause.

ales Ciipltircd.—The United States' barges Galli-

r and AJusquito, under the command of Lieut's,

on and Inman, have succeeded in capturing near

)ot where Allen fell, a piratical schooner of 70 or

ns. and destroyed or made prisoners nearly or

all her crew, amounting to about 40. When the

s approached the piratical schooner, the crew of

liter leaped overboard, and attempted to swim
?, but were pursued, and about twenty of them
a the water. Of those who reached the shore

were taken by tlie captain of the District, and
led to Matanzas, where they remained in prison

chooner was taken possession of by the barges

ommander, known by the name of Lilth Dcril,

illed in the action.

icy.—Tlie brig Mechanic of New-York, has been
i and burnt by pirates, and all on board murdered,

iratical schooner which committed this atrocious

as taken by two English cruisers, and thirteen of

ates were captured and conducted to prison.

araibo has been retaken from the Patriots by
Morales. The attack was sudden and tinexpect-

d about 200 of the Colombians are said to have
;ilkd and wounded. The remainder made good
el.-eat.

r of Ike United Slates'' brig Enterprise.—On the

t. this vessel was cast away on Little Curacoa.
iicers and crew were all saved, and the rigging,

stores and guns were recovered from the wreck.

DOMESTIC.
Hon. Smith Thompson has been appointed, by
;sident, a .hidge of the Supreme Court of the

States for the second circuit, iji the place of

Livingston, deceased.

Rev. Heman Humphrey, of Pittsfield has been
lously chosen President of the Collegiate Institu-

t Amherst, Mass. vice Rev. Dr. Moore, deceas-

John Meer, of Philadelphia, has discovered a

, by chemical process, of hardening a soft argi-

! stone, of little use or value as it comes from
le, so as to give it anii degree of hardness suita-

sharpening all the different instruments which
a very fijie edge, such as razors, gravers, sur-

instruments, kc.

Fires.—The valuable two story Farm House in

Montpelier, Vt. owned and occupied by C. C. Si A. S.

W ing, was consumed by fire on the 21st inst. The tire

is supposed to have been communicated by sparks from
Ibc thiinney falling on the roof. Most of the furniture

was saved.—The dwelling house, barns and out build-

ings belonging to Capt. Leonard Hodges, of ^\ illislon,

(\'t.) were lately consumed by fire. The fire origin-

ated in an adjoining field, which had been set cm fire,

and thi' family having left the house for the purpose of

extinguishing it, the building took fire in their absence,
and was not discovered till it was too late to efllct any
thing more than the saving of a little furniture, and a

few articles contained in the outbuildings.

The Small Pox is said to be prevailing at Bakcrsfield,

Vt. to an alaming degree. One death has occurred,

and the lives of two or three others are despaireil of.

The infection was communicated by a gentlemen re-

cently returned from Canada, to which a great number
were exposed before the nature of the disease was
known.

A man was lately discovered in Lynn woods, ex-

fended on the ground and perishing with hunger. He
was unable to give any account of himself, had built a

sort of a wigwam, was extremely emaciated, and had
been missing about two months. He was removed to

an alms-house, and it is thought that he may recover.

We hope to do some good by suggesting lo those who
might not otherwise think of it, the danger of suffering

children to eat as freely as they choose of unripe fruits

and vegetables. There is a great deal of this trash that

ca« easily be got at, and while even grown people

sometimes make themselves sick in this way, it should

be recollected that children have more fondness for

these things, and little if any judgement in the use of

them.

—

Ccnn. Mirror.

The Philadelphia Society for the encouragement of

Agriculture, has awarded to Mr. Jonathan Nichols of

this town, a medal and twenty dollars in cash, being we
understand, the highest premium it can bestow, for the

invention of his Spring Carriage Seat.

—

Prov. Jour.

Messrs. Dyers Si Co. have completed their Currant

Vintage. They gathered more than eight hundred
bushels of currants, and have made fifteen thousand

gallons of wine. Four thousand dollars worth of sugar

was melted down in the process, and two hundred dol-

lars paid to children for gathering the fruit, besides

other lai^e expenditures for labor.

—

Ibid.

A very singular fact occurred in Manchester a few

days since. As Mr. Samuel Cheever was at work in

his field, his attention was arrested at the sight of a

number of dung-hill fowls, with heads erect and wings

extended, standing in a circular manner. On going

near to ascertain the cause, he saw a large black Snake

of 5 feet in length, within the circle, and his squamous

head elevated 7 or 8 inches above the surface of the

earth, while his posterior parts remained in a spiral form.

And so complete was the fascination, that Mr. C. was
under the necessity of getting a pole to disperse the

fowls, in order that he might kill the snake, in which he

happily succeeded.

The Serpent, which had power over our mother Eve,

hath power also over the beasts of the field, and the

fowls of the air !

—

Essex Register.

By a recent decision of the Supreme Judicial Court

it has been decided that Banks are liable to pay their

note when one half is presented by the owner, the other

being lost.

Mr. John Prall, Jr. of Prallsville, in this county, says

the Trenton, N. J. American, has this season cut and

gathered, from two and a half acres of meadow, nine

tons of Timnthy ha;/. One of th*? stalks measured

more than five feet in heighth ; and the Whole averag-

ed more than four feet.

Three highwaymen have been arrested in the neigh-

borhood of Albany, having in their possession pistols,

gunpowder, knives, and all the necessary implements

for their foul profession. Two belonged to Philadel-

phia, and the other a lad, only 16 years of age, beloug.-

ed to New York.

As some men were lately digging a cellar in Lyim,
they found a human skileton, apartntly Ihtit of an In-

dian, who must have been buried many years ago. It

was on one side, with the fict and legs drawn up. The
bones were very large, ami hcsi<le them were found
two large clam-shells, probably intended for the d( ceas-

ed to eat his soup, on his journey to the land of spirits.

An insane man named Freeland, entered a boat in

New York on the 2 Itli July, and proceeded to the niiil-

dle of the New York river, where he cut his throat in a
most shocking manner. Every attempt was made to

save him, but proved fruitless.

The amount of capital which may he invested in

Manufacturing Incorporations granted the last session

of the Legislature alone, in this State, hfii'c million of
dollars. The Dover Company employ one million ; the

Nashua Companv, one million; Somersworth, half a

million ; Jaffrey and Chesterfield $300,000.
Kccnc Senlinet.

It is stated in the Kingston (Jamaica) papers, on the

authority of an intelligent gentleman from Cuba, that

in consequence of the continuance of extreme dry wea-
ther for many mouths in Cuba, that the loss in cattle

and in horses is estimated at a million of dollars.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, kc.
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Rural Sounds as -well as Sights ddighiful.

Nor rural sights alone, but rural sounds

Exhilarate the spirit, and restore

The tone of languid Nature. Mighty winds,

That sweeji the skirt of some far-spreading wood

Of ancient growth, make music not unlike

The dash of ocean on its winding shore,

And lull the spirit while they fill the mind,

Unnumber'd branches waving in the blast,

And all their leaves fast flutt'ring all at once.

Nor less composure waits upon tlie roar

Of distant floods, or on the softer voice

Of ncighb'ring fountain, or of rills that slip

Through the cleft rock, and chiming as they fall

Upon loose pebbles, lose themselves at length

In matted grass, that with a livelier green

Betrays the secret of their silent course.

Nature inanimate employs sweet sounds,

But animated nature svreeter still.

To sooth and satisfy the human ear.

Ten thousand warblers cheer the day, and one

The live-long night : nor these alone, whose notes

Nice-fingerM art must emulate in vain,

But cawing rooks, and kites Ihit swim sublime

In still repeated circles, screaming loud,

The jay, the pye, and even the boding owl

That hails the rising moon, have charms for me.

Sounds inharmonious in tliemselves and harsh.

Yet heard in scenes where peace for ever reigns,

And only there, please highly for their sake.

CoWPER.

From the Upper Canada Weekly Regi.-ter.

NATURAL HISTORY.

Sir,— I beg leave to send you the following

account of a very extraonlinary j)hcnomenon

which lately occurred in the waters of Lake

Erie, which you are at liberty lo use iu any way

you think proper. 1 am, &c.

A. H. BURWELL.
Port Talbot, June 20, 1G23.

On or about the 30th of May last, a little af-

ter sunset, lake Erie tvas observed to take a

sudden and extraordinary rise, the weather be-

ing fine and clear, and the lake calm and smooth.

It was principally noticed at the mouths of Ot-

ter and Kettle creeks, which are 20 miles apart.

At Otter Creek it came in without the least pre-

vious intimation, in a.swell of nine feet perpen-

dicular height, as was afterwards ascertained,

flat, and grounded upon a small eminence until

the water subsided. There were three succes-

sive swells as at Otter creek, and the efl'ects up

the creek were the same, with this difference,

the water only rose seven feet. In both cases,

the lake, after the three swells had spent their

force, gradually subsided, and in about twenty

minutes was at its usual height and tranquility.

It was observed at other places along the shore,

but the high steep banks did not admit of the

same observation. In all however, there was a

general correspondence as to the height of the

rise.

Conjecture will doubtless be awake as to the

cause of this most remarkable phenomenon :

hut it must only be conjectured, for it was unat-

tended with any circumstance that could re-

motely hint at a probable cause.—But such was

the fact, and it must furnish its own comment

REINDEER IN GREAT BRITAIN.

Mr. Bullock's attempt to introduce Reindeer

into Great Britain is likely to be completely

successful. A herd of these fine animals is now

in Ireland, on the lands of Sir W. M'Mahon;

and in Scotland, on the hills to the west of Ed-

inburgh, a herd has not only been naturalized

on the soil and food, but the females have pro-

duced their young, and are thriving as well as

if they were in Norway. Some of the Wapiti,

or gigantic stag of the Missouri, have also been

imported into Scotland. These animals are of

the size of horses, and can be broken for har

ness, in which their speed must be prodigious.

[U. ¥. GaEettc.

isi

try, and was we believe adopted. Subsequent

an advertisement appeared in the London pap
inviting candidates for the office of Professor

Mathematics in Woolwich Academy, and si

citing at the same time testimonials of their r

pective claims. Two persons were selected,

the result of the examination, by scientific m
and these two were Dr. Hutton, and the celeb

ted X)r. Maskeline, late Astronomer Royal. 1
umpires, who had scrupulously examined
pretensions of each, declared that there \

very little superiority between these succes'

candidates, but if there was a preference Hut
was entitled to it.—Hutton was totally unfrie

ed, and had not been seen at the time by

examiners.

GARRICK AND FOOTE.

The success of Garrick's Stratford Jubil

which run ninety nights in one season, so m\

annoyed Foote, that he was going to burlest

it by a mock procession. A man dressed 1
"

Garrick was to be introduced as the princi

character, and some one was to address bin

his own Jubilee lines

—

" A nation's taste depends on you,
" Perhaps a nation's virtue too."

To which he was to make answer only by c.

ping his arms like the wings of a cock,

crowing out

—

" Cock-a-doodle doo 1"

Garrick hearing of this, was so much ala

ed, that he got a nobleman to persuade Ft

to abandon his mirth-moving design.

PRACTICAL ADVICE.

Fill up your time so fully with useful employ-

ments, as to have little leisure for pursuits of a

doubtful character. Endeavour further to ac-

quire such a strong sense of duty, such a taste

for contemplations of a higher order, and such

well arranged habits of sacred study and devo-

tion, as may supersede the temptation to devote

to idle, if not injurious amusement, moments

which may be so much more profitably given to

the great concern of preparation for another

world. Keep in mind the claims which your

family, your friends and society, have upon your

hours of retirement ; and the importance of so

employing those hours, be they few or many

rushed violently up the channel, drove a schoon- that both your mind and your body may be re-

er of 3o tons burthen from her moorings, threw freshed for the returning duties of each succcs-

her upon high ground, and rolled over the ordi- sive day. And, lastly, guard against habits of idle

nary beach into the woods, completely inundat- curiosity, and be not ashamed to own that there

iog all the adjacent flats. This was followed by :

«re many things with which neither your time

two others of equal height, which caused the ""r y"'' t^^'e permit you to be acquainted, and

creek to retrogade a mile and a half, and to over- 'east of all with every new tale that happens to

flow its banks where water was never before be the subject of popular conversation.

seen by seven or eight feet. The noise occasion-

ed by its rushing with such rapidity along the

winding channel, was truly astonishing. It was
witnessed by a number of persons.

At Kettle creek several men were drawing a

Anecdote of the late Dr. Hutton, connected n'kh

his extraordinanj hdvancemeitt.—Dr. Hutton was

originally a common workman in a coal mine in

the north of Englasd, and having in the use of

Some of our journals have lately repe;

Tom Sheridan's facetious equivoque to his

ther when he advised him to take a wife-

have no objection. Sir, whose wife shall I tak

An equivalent to, if not the original of wh
we remember to be of some standing in \

wickshire. Sir , a justice of the pe

had frequently had before him, at the sn

the parish, farmer B , whose love of

trigue often brought him into piilernal sera

One day, while his worship sat with my 1

it was announced that the worthy farmer

charge of the constable, attended for a hea

touching one of his usual misdoings. My
was requested to leave the room during the

amination ; and on going away met the cul

" Ah ! John," said she, " why do you me
so with the girls—why don't you get a wit

Poor John scratched his head apologetic:

and replied, " So 1 does, ma lady, sometii

but then their husbands are so dommed mad

The Stran-berry.—It is a fact, though not gene;

known, that the common strawberry is a natural

tifrice; and that its juice, without any previous

paration whatever, dissolves the tartarions incrusti

on the teeth, and makes the breath sweet Jc agree;

fish net in the lake, when suddenly Ihey saw the
j
his pickaxe wounded his arm, he was disabled

water coming upon them in the manner above
j

from pursuing his humble labor. In order to

mentioned; and, letting go their net, they run gain an honest livelihood, he applied himself lo

for their lives. The swell overtook them be- writing and arithmetic, and subsequently set up

fore they could reach the high bank, and swept a little school. Hexam Bridge, by some acci-

them forward with great force ; but, being ex-

pert swimmers, they escaped unhurt. The man
who was in the skitT, pulling iu the sea line, was
drove with it a considerable distance over Ihc

dent fell down, and Dr. Hutton, then an obsture

country schoolmaster, wrote a long paper, re-

commending a model for the new bridge, which

ultractcd gvc;(t attention in that part of the cuun-
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It is supposed tlinf by this liirifi you liavc

iiipleted your haying, and finished the I'ormer

T\ est, and perhaps h;ive leisure and occ^ision

attend to the process of

Druiiiing, or freeing your landfmm svperjltious

wislure.—This is an operation of great i'mpor-

ince in agriculture, though comparativciv
.leaking, it has not so strono- claims to alien-

on in the United Stales, where labor is dear,
nd land is cheap, as in older and more ])opu-

)us coniili-ies, vviiere it is necessary that " cv-
ry rood of ground maintain its man." It is

ot often advisable to neglect, or half cultivate
ar dry lands, for the sake of undertaking ex-
ensive projects of draining bogs and morasses,
ut it sometimes happens that labor, skilfully

reeled, can in no way be so prolilablv bestow-
I as in drawing ol? the superabundant water
om a soil which is rendered unproductive by
1 excess of that elemenl. A piece of ground,
hich is made useless, and unhealthy, by too
uch water, may be situated near a" farmer's
use or barn ; or it may be well for the sake
heallh, safety to his cattle, or for improving
e prospect from his place of residence, to
ain some particular spots, although there
ould be no probability that the proilucts, or
e addiiional value of the soil itself will ever
mpensate for the expense of such draining.
We shall not attempt to give any very elabo-
e remarks on this subject, nor to enter at all

o what may be called the philosophy of drain-

j^ AVe shall say nothing under this head lel I

vc to the different strata or layers of sub-'
nces of which the earth is composed, and

'
; cracks or tissures between them, which form
ipty caves or reservoirs ot water, as the case
:y be. What has already been published res-
cting Mr. Elkington's improvements in drain-
:, in our paper, vol. i, p. 409, will suffice, as
ales to this branch of the subject, tor prac-
al cultivators. Those who wish for a thor-
rh knowledge of the principles of the art of
ining, must not only attend to geology and
leralogj-, study a numt)er of books written on
se topics, but must view the operations of
lire in hilly countries, and trace the .signs ot
ings from mountain to valley, follow under
lund brooks and rivulets by appearances
ive ground, which indicate their course ; and
rn by viewing the shape and materials of the
th"s surface what is the probable structure
its interior.

Drains used in farming are of two kinds, open
' covered. Drains should be of a size and
th proportioned to the extent of the swamp
the probable quantity of water for which

y are designed to be channels. They should
lerally be carried through the lowest and
ttest part of the soil, although it should be
essary, in order to effect that purpose, to
latc from straight lines. Open drains some-
es answer the double purpose of conveying
superrtuous water, and of inclosing lields.
they make a hazardous and inconvenient

:e without the addition of a bank, hedge or
"'-. The Farmers Assistant says, " when

No, 2,

a ditch is made for a fence, it ought to be four
feet wide at the top, one or less at the bottom,
and about two and an half deep; with the earth
all thrown out on one si<io, and banked up as
high as possible." Sir .lohn Sinclair stales that
'^ it is a general rule regarding ojien drains,
with a view of giving sufficient slope and sta-
bility to their sides, that the width at lop should
be three times as much as that which is neces-
sary at the boltom, and in the case of peat
mosses or soft soils, it should be such as to al-

low the water to run off without stagnation, but
not with so rapid a motion as to injure the bot-
tom."

But before you attempt to drain a piece of
land, it will be well not only to calculate the
cost, but to ascertain the nature of the soil

which it is proposed to render fit for cultiva-
tion. If the subsoil or under layer he clav, the
swamp may be worth draining, though "there
should be no more than six inches of black soil

or mud over it, for the clay and the mud mixed
will make a fertile soil. But if the sub-soil or
under stratum be gravel or white sand, it will

not, in common cases, be best to undertake
draining unless the depth of black mud be as

much as from fifteen to eighteen inches deep;
for the soil will settle after draining and be less

deep than it was before. But the situation of
the land to be drained may authorize some va-
riation Irom these general rules.

The manner of draining a swamp is as fol-

lows: Beginning at the outlet, pass a large ditcli

through it, so as mostly to cut the lowest parts.
Then make another ditch quite round it, near
to the border, lo cut off the springs which come
iVom the ujdand, and lo receive the water thai
runs down from the hills upon the surface, in

great rains. These ditches should be larger or
smaller, in some proportion lo the size of tht
swamp, the shape and size of the hills which
surround it, and other circumstances, which
might lend to greater or less quantities of wa-
ter's being occasionally or generally led to the
ditches. If the swamp be large it may be nec-
essary that some smaller cross drains should be
cut in several of the lowest parts. The bottom
of the main dilches, when the soil is not of an
extraordinary depth, must bo lower than the
bottom of the loose soil ; otherwise the soil wiii
never become sufficiently dry and firm."*

It is said by Sir John 'Sinclair (Code of Agri-
culture, page 182) that " in all drain.?, it il a
rule lo begin at the lowest place, and to work
upwards, by which the water will always pass
from the workmen and point out the level.

—

This enables the laborers also lo work in coarse
weather, and prevents their being interrupted
by wet, so early in the season as otherwise
might happen."
The mud and other materials, which are dug

out of a ditch or drain should not be suffered to

lie in heaps or banks by the side of the dilch,
but should be spread as equally as possible over
the surface of the drained land. In this way
the matter taken from the ditches will tend to

level the surface of the swamp, will, perhaps.

* See Deane's Xew England Farmer, Art. Dkain.

serve m some measure tor manure, and will not
present any iinpediinoiit lo tbo passage of the
water to the ditches. In some c.w.^ Ct may he
advisable to traii'^pcrt the earth which ii t.'djen
from the ditches, lo the farm-yard, or the ho^
pen, to form a part of ihat layer, which good
farmers generally spread over those places in
autumn to imbibe liquid manure or make into
compost with dung. In many instances, we are
told, that the earth thus dug out of dilches is
thought to be worth enough to pay for the ex-
pense of digging the dilches.

The American editor of Sir John Sinclair's
Code of Agricultuie, lias the following amon"
other judicious remark* on this imporlant sub°-
ject. " The most expeditious, effectual, and
economical mode of making a <lrain would un-
doubtedly be to use oxen, a~nd a scraper or ox-
shnvcl, as it is sometimes called ; an instrument
well known in this couniry in the making of
roads. In some cases this mode might not an-
swer, as in very miry grounds, and lands just
cleared of timber. But where lands are very
miry, if the process is begun at the outlet of
the water, and there indeed it ought always to
be begun, the next adjoining portion will "gen-
erally be made so dry as to allow being trodden
upon in a proper season ; and in this way a
drain may by degrees be carried on towards
the centre. In nineteen cases out of twenty,
diains m.ay be probably effected in this mode.
Where the ground will admit of it, two men
and a boy, and two yoke of oxen, will accom-
plish more business of this sort in a day, than
half a dozen tnon in the same time with only
-prides ami snovels. Wb.'iever the labor of
caltic can be substituted in this couniry, for hu-
man labor, policy requires it to be done. The
surface of wet and miry lauds is usually full of
inequalities: i{ a scraper is employed in drain-
ing them, the earth taken from "the drain is

easily landed in any hollow spot which needs
to be filled ; and if there are no such hollows,
or they have already been filled, the earth may
be spread over the surface in such a manner as
to do the most good. If the earlh is not wanted
Tor other purposes, it is recommended to drop
and spread it, if practicable, in such a manner
as to leave the general surface of the land slop,

ing towards the drain, that the water may the
more readily incline towards it and pass off. At
some distance below the surface in peat grounds,
there is usually found a hard stratum of earth,
called in the common language of our farmers
hard-pan. The hard-pan, if ploughed into,

scraped out, and spread on the surface, would
greatly improve the texture of such soils. This
furnishes another argument in favor of using a
scraper in draining, for in no other way can
the upper earlh taken out of the drains be so

cheaply removed, and put on the adjoining; nor
in any other way can the hard-pan be so easily

broken up and carried off', nor in any other way,
oftentimes, can suitable earth be so well obtain-

ed for the purpose of spreading it over the sur-

face with a view to improve the texture of the

soil. If the object be to pile the earth from the

drains into heaps with a view to composts, this

[lurpose is completely accomplished by meaus
af the scraper."
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Even in cases wliere no outlet can lie oLtam-

ed, land may be drained to some effect liy dig-

ging a ditch of considerable breadth and depth,

which will serve as a reservoir for the water,

and the earth taken from the ditch will, it' pro-

perly spread, not only make room for the super-

fluous water, but elevate the surlhce of the soil.

In this way the water may be separated from the

land to pretty good purpose. But it is always

best if possible to obtain an outlet, which it is

desirable mav be so low that the water in the

ditches may have some motion, lest its stagna-

tion cause unhealthy exhalations.

The preceding remarks are applicable chief-

ly to draining on a large scale. The tollowing

observations laken from an excellent ^^Essay on

the Principles and Practice of Rural Ecunoiny,"'

by G. VV. Featherstonhauoh, Esq. may perhaps,

more frequently apply to practical purposes,

than those which recommend processes more
laborious and expensive. " In ordinary situa-

tions where there are no obstructions above, and

the declivity easy, the task is not great nor very

expensive; a cut two feet wide made in the

right situation, three feet deep, and narrowed
to a foot at the bottom, is sulficiont to lay the

land dry for a great distance, if it is carefully

cleaned out every fall ; ibr the distant water
will in twelve months make itself small chan-

nels beneath the surface of the cut, which will

be pressed up by continual percolation : by this

simple operation, lands which have never produc-

ed any thing are made to produce heavy crops of

turnips or grain, and become productive here-

after: the expense, even when the labor is to

be paid for, is nothing compared to the benefit.

A laborer may easily make three rods a day,

which at fifteen dollars per month for board and

wages, is about eighteen cents a rod. A cut of

this description, with smaller ones leading to it

if necessary, is amply sufhcient, and will stand to

all effective purposes in the place of those expen-

sive methods practised in Europe. If it be an ex-

tensive bottom and proper for permanent mea-

dow, the cut may be enlarged to any width at

the same expense, by varying the method. The
plough and the scraper should be u^ed instead

of the spade, taking care to finish the banks with

a neat slope to the bottom, by the spade and

rake, and sowing a few grass seeds upon it, at a

proper season to take root before the freshets

come on. If tliis be done in a proper manner,

the grass will grow as well on the slopes and the

bottom as on tiie surface of the niua<low, and be

out with as much ease and advantage. Wide
drains of this description seldom want cleaning-

out; llie sod prevents the soil washing in. A
cut of this description, which I made eight years

ago in a piece of interval of 200 acres, has not

wanted cleaning out to this moment."

An English writer in remarking on this sub-

ject says in substance, that a swamp, which is

covered with moss may be injured by draining

it too much—that his crops were best when the

surface of water in the surrounding ditches was

not more than three feet lower than the mea-
c!ovv—that it will be a great advantage to the

improved moss-ground if the farmer is able to

flood it at proper times, by means of a dam and

gate at the outlet. This will greatly add to

the fertility of the land, which is drained, but

care must be taken not to let the water remain
on the ground too long a time, because, though

there will be no danger of its re-converting the

soil into a bog, so long as th;re are channels to

carry it off, it will be apt to chili and injure the

plants.

If a swamp is overrun with bushes, a dam at

the outlet, by means of which it may be Hood-

ed, will, perhaps, present the best mode of sub-

duing them, which may be effected by flooding in

two or three summers. It will besides atTord a

good method of enriching the soil. The Com-
plete Farmer says " first dram the land, and if

there be any heath or turfon it, burn that off, and
shape the surfice over. Then make a dam at

the lowest part, and a sluice, and work the wa-
ter upon it through the winter. The mud
which comes with the land flood will bring a

fine sward over it in two or three years, and be

afterwards a yearly manure ; so that it will bear
annual cutting, and besides be good pasture tor

cattle after the sward has become strong enough
to bear them.

There are some drained meadows in the

neighborhood of Boston which have dams at

their outlets, by means of which the water may
be made to cover the surface of the meadow, or

stand at such height in the ditches as may be
thought necessary to communicate a proper de-

gree of moisture to the soil. In a hot and dry

season the water is so far purposely obstructed

at the outlet as to stand in the drains within
two or three feet of the surface of the meadow.
The water generally penetrates every part of

the soil in the meadow, as high as the level at

which it stands in the ditch, and some degree of

moisture is drawn by the heat of the sun, (pro-

vided the soil be tolerably open and porous)

quite to the top of the ground. This ascent of

moisture from the wet ground below is eflected

by the same principle which causes oil or tal-

low to rise in the wick of a lighted lamp or

candle. If a soil is naturally too wet, by caus-

ing water to stand in its immediate vicinity with-

in two or three perpendicular feet of its surface,

you will increase the evil more than most ]>co-

ple would be aware of; and if a soil is natural-

ly too dry, or is suffering in consequence of a

dry season, letting water into ditches or chan-

nels two or three or more feet below the top of

the ground will give moisture to the whole mass.

Thus springs which flow under, but near the sur-

face of the ground, may often be traced by the

verdure of the herbage above them; and the

banks of rivulets bear aquatic plants and exhib-

it other marks of moistuie for several feet above
the ordinary level of the water. A knowledge
of this principle may sometimes be of use to gar-

deners, and lead to perhaps the best way of wa-
tering deliclate plants, viz. Instead of applying

water directly to the roots, let it be poured

plentifully into small trenches between or near

the rows of the plants to be watered, and it will

Ijorcolate slowly through the thirsty earth, and

in its passage become warmed, imbued perhaps,

with particles of manure, and thus answer a bet-

ter purpose than cold water from a well and a

watering pot, applied dirertly to the plants, at

ttie risk of displacing some of the soil and de-

ranging the economy of the small and fibrous

roots.

To destroy Crickets.—Mix some roasted apple

with a little white arsenic powdered, and put a

little of this mixture into the holes or cracks in

which the crickets are ; they will eat of it and

perish.

'.'

FOR THE NEW E.N(iI,AND FARMJER.
Mr. EDrroR—If you think the following ac-

count of the effects resulting from experimenU
made with Plaster of Pari-s can be of any use
to the public, you have the liberty of publish
ing it in your useful paper.

About eighteen years ago I purchased half
bushel of Plaster, with a view of trving it or
my land. A part of it I sowed on my mowing
some of it I put on my corn, and a small quan
tity was left which 1 put into a box and sei

away, having \ery little faith in its utility, ant
having some fears lest it would eventually in

jure the land on which if was used.

I could not perceive that it had any effect or

my corn, and very little, if any, on my grass
and of course 1 determined to make use of
morti of it.

In file spring of 1813 I wanted the box it

which my plaster had been kept for seven yean
for another use. 1 thought to myself what shal
I do with my plaster, considering it to be goot
for nothing. 1 thought 1 would put it into lh(

road, but at length tlie thought occurred to m<
it might possibly do some good, and as then
was but a small quantity of it, it could do bu
very little damage. 1 sowed it upon a piece o
dry grass land which had been mowed for man'
years, but which produced so little as to scarce"

ly pay the expense of getting the hay. 1 sow
ed my plaster about ihe first of May, and it wa
but a short time before its effects were clearl

to be seen. When I cut my grass I could se"

exactly where the plaster was sown ; it wa
mostly clover, being thick and very much liki

rowen. I had a second crop almost as large a

the first. The second year the produce wa
about as good as the first, and the third abou
half as good as the first and second years, an
the fourth the same as it was before any plaste

was sowed.

1 now make use of plaster on this piece c

ground with the same effect as at first. It pre

duced this year a fine crop of grass, principall

clover, and now promises fair for a second cro]

The beneficial effects of plaster on pastur

land are very great. 1 have used it in this wa
eight or ten years. 1 sow it on the same piec

of ground every second year. Five or six pock
to an acre 1 think sufficient. My pasturing i

essentially improved and produces nearly doubl

the quantily of feed than it formerly did.

part of my pasture formerly produced little els

than bushes, which 1 frequently cut, but coul

not exterminate them, and the land being s

moist and rocky as to forbid the use of th

plough. This p:irt of iny pasture now has quit

a new appearance. Since 1 have commence'
solving plaster upon it 1 have cut the bushe

twice, and they arc almost entirely gone. Tb
grass, particularly white clover, grows luxur;

antly.

Ill 1817 I sowed a piece of ground with flai

and on two thirds of it I sowed plaster. Th
flax on the third part on which 1 sowed no plas

ter was not so large by one quarter as the ethei

In 1818 I planted a field with potatoes, aD>

manured one half of it, putting a good shove

full of manure in each hill in every second rof

through the field. The other half I put a spoon

ful of plaster in each hill. When I dug my po

tatoes 1 found the produce of the plastered ro*

to be full equal to those that were manured.

In 1819 1 planted a dry gravelly piece of laBi
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mlU potatoes, which had brcome so barren ns

o be consiilereJ almost worthless. I put a spoon-

'ul of plaster in each hill, hoed them once, and

lad an excellent crop of potatoes.

1 have now an acre of potatoes growing which

plastered, whicli look remarkably well and
•^

A FAUMEK.jroniisnig'.

iVorctstcr. August 1, 1823.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Mr. Epitor—The following is founded on

act, and with a little variation, is literally true.

.Mr. A. and Mr. 13. are two farmers livinp; on-

eighty rods distant from each other. Thvir

rm« each contain about one hundred and twen-

acres of land, being of about equal value.

Mr. A manages his larm so as to summer and

nter twenty head of cattle and keep them well,

d always has a ton or two of good hay lefl in

he spring. He raises two hundred bushels of

to work without rum. lie is some in debt, audi The planting of chcsnuts, nud mo3t other

says he cannot brmg both ends of the year to- tree seeds, was as familiar to many, as the

gethcr, yet ho will not deprive himself or his

family ol'tho conveniences ol'life on ihat account.

If himself or his family want any thing which

they have not he will buy it and pay for it when
he can ; so that instead of lessening his debts he

is continually adding therelo, and accorduig to

the course of things ho will sooner or later be

oldiged to sell a part of his farm to satisfy the

demands of his creditors. W.

From the Massacliusctts .igiicuUural Repository.

James Ombrosi, Esq. consul of the Uniteil

States at Florence, has sent to the Massachusetts

.Agricultural Society, through William Little,

Esq. of Boston, a tew pounds of a grass seed,

which he calls Erba Medica, and which he says

is cut in Tuscany live or six times a year, and

is there considered particularly nutritious food

for cows or horses. It is chopped up, or in

orn in a year and about the same quantity of
i

some other way, mixed with hay for cattle. Mr.

nglish gram. He and his two aons, the one

wenty and the other fourteen years of age, per-

arm all the work on the farm, as they hold it

fundamental puinciple not to hire any labor,

niess something special and unforeseen should

ender it absolutely necessary. This work is

Iways done in season, and much time is gained,

hich is spent in building stone wall and mak-
)g oiher valuable improvements on the farm.

le never makes any bluster about his business,

ways keeps a steady course, begiiiniug

arly in the morning and finishing his work in

;ason at night. He says that he chooses te do

is own work rather than to hire it done, lor il

e does it himself it will be done as he wishes

) have it, but if he hires it done he will have
to pay for ; and there is the expense of board-

ig, which is something.

He says he is obliged to study economy that

« may keep along and gain a little. He wili

ot run into debt, unless necessity compels him
) to do, as he thinks it is better for him to d(,

ithout things that would be convenient, but can

2 dispensed with, than to buy them on trust, and

y and by be under the necessity of selling a

oke of oxen, or a piece of land, to pay bis debts.

e and his sons drink no ardent spirit on any

:casion whatever, for they have learned liy ex-

srience that they can perform more work and
3 more robust and hearty without spirit than

ith it, and by abstaining from the use of it they

ve enough at least to pay all their taxes, beside

le hazard of consequences arising from the dan-

3r and force of habit. Thus by prudence and
;onomy he is able to meet all his demands, con-

ibute liberally to the various benevolent ob-

Ombrosi and Mr. Little will be pleased to ac

cept the thanks of the society for their attention.

T.he seed appears to us to be that of some spe-

cies of Trifolium, evidently not the bread leav-

ed clover of Flanders, which is on the whole

considered the best by European cultivators.

The Flanders clover, however, in our seed

stores, is sadly mixed with other -varieties^ and

sometimes other species of clover. The seeds

vi the Trifolium ollicinale, melilot, or yellow

i'rGl'oil, are intermixed to so great an extent,

that some fields which we have sown with red

clover seed, boiiglU ax such in the shops, arc now
of a yellow color from the prevalence of the

melilot. The worst of it is, that it is an increas-

ing evil. Ten years since the melilot, or yel-

low clover, was so uncommon, that we examin-

ed it as a botanical novelty.

From tile American Farmer,

PLANT.iTION OF TIMBER.
Mr. Skinner—Having lost my mother at an

early age, I was sent to feer parents, to receive

that care which a widowed father could not be-

stow on my infancy ; and being in the vicinity

of the Valley Forge, in Chester county, 1 wit-

nessed the destruction of the timber of that es-

late, and of several adjoining ones, by the con-

tinental army hutted there in the winter of

1777. Every tree was cut down, and all the

fence rails taken, to shelter and warm those he-

roes, who, though unable to prevent Sir Wil-

liam Howe from entering Philadelphia, were
willing to brave the inclemency of a winter sea-

son, badly clad and badly fed, to keep him pri-

soner there ; so that the proprietors, unable to

cts of the day, and add something to his perma- 1 enclose their grounds immediately afterwards.

nt fund besides

Mr. 13. conducts business in a very dilTerent

anner. He has as much help of his own as

r. A., yet his work is always driving him so

lat he IS Compelled to hire much extra kibor,

I order to keep business along. He raises no
lore grain nor cuts so much hay, nor gets done
ayiug so soon as Mr. A. He makes no essen-

Lil .inprovemenls on his farm, for he says that

e can make more by working out with his team
lan ha can to build stone wall and subdue his

)ugh bind. He is considered a temperate man,
2t it costs him more lor ardent spirits than it

ies to pay his taxes. He says that he cannot
ork m hot weather, nor does he want his mea

;\nd scarcely able to purchase fuel, considered

ihemselves utterly ruined. The elTect of their

comj)laints remained impressed on my mind, un-

til 1 went to Europe in 1791, and induced me,

while there, to make particular enquiries how
those old countries obtained continual supplies

of an article so indespensable for domestic and

manufacturing purposes.

I learned with astonishment, that there was

not probably one single tree in England oi

France, but had grown from the stump of an

other tree, which had been planted by tlu

hand of man ; or was itself one of those identi

cal monuments of human industry, patience and

foresight in plantin

planting of corn with us; and except the aquat-

ics, which are grown from cuttings mostly, and
the evergreens, whose little seed are put into

beds and transplanted, is preserved very much
in the same way, both objects requiring n pre-

paration and protection well known to farmers.

Of these, however, 1 have given some details

to the Agricultural Society of this State, from
a Iraiislation of a French treatise, and which
they may one day give to the public. The
want of timber will not be so much felt in the

United States, wliilst the increased populatioa

is spreading over the immense forests of the

west, as to require a knowledge of the science,

except as concerns those who are proprietors

of grounds on the borders of fresh water streams

which render the clearing unhealthy ; or oth-

ers, who have cleared, hilly, broken or stony

o-rounds, lit for timber, and tit for nothing else,

liut the science of cutting to grow again, if it

may be called a science, should be known to

every farmer, planter or proprietor, because

the weight and value of the article will not al-

low of much transportation ; and the advantage

of a second growth on the spot is superior to

trees already grown at a distance, if all had

means to spare to procure them. There is no-

thing mysterious, or difficult, or costly, in pro-

curing the second growiii of trees of the com-

mon kind, and in greater quantities than the

first growth, hs the experience of every iron

master in the country has shown ; and indeed,

those very farmers about the Valley Forge, who
had witnessed the cutting of the timber by the

owners of that estate for years, and who were

so much alarmed at their situation and prospects

in 1778, were, on my return in 1799, abundant-

ly supplied by wood of second growth, and as

rich and contented as ever. Patience they found

of necessity ; observation of what bad passed so

completely under their eyes, was all that was

wanted.

What is most essential here now, perhaps, is

a disposition to look to futurity

—

to frovide ik

TIME ; but, I will add, from what 1 learned and

saw abroad,

1. That the felling of trees is confined to the

winter season ; or rather, to that time in which

the sap is under ground.

2. That every tree, young and old, on a cer-

tain space, is cut in the same season, for old

dead stumps do not re-produce.

3. That they are cut as smooth and level

with the ground as possible ; and

4. .That, while young, they are kept from

the browsing of cattle.

Your very obedient servant,

THOMAS W. GRIFFITH.
Baltimore, July, 1823.

Superficial Observers.—There are some per-

sons that never arrive at any deep, solid, or val-

uable knowledge, in any science, or business

of life, because they arc perpetually fluttering

over the surface ol things, in a curious or wan-

dering search of infinite variety; ever hearing,

reading, or asking after something new, but

impatient of any labor to lay up and preserve

the ideas they have gained; their souls may

|je compared to a looking-glass, that whereso-

ever you turn it, it receives tlie images of all

objects, but retains none.
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From the Edinburgh Magazine.

ON THE INFLUF.MCE OF THE MOON UPON
THE SEASONS.

Translated from a pnper vf Olbers, in '' AnnaUs de

Ckimie el de Physique. Fevrier, 1822."

The moon acts upon the earth in a manner
certain and demonstrable ; for it enlightens our

nights, it draws the earth a little from its ellip-

tic orbit, it occasions a small oscillation in the

earth's axis, it produces the flnx and reflux of

the sea, and an analagons but less motion in the

atmosphere. But it has been the treneral opin-

ion of mankind, from time immemorial, that be-

sides these demonstralde ett'ects, the moon accor-

ding to its difl'erent phases, exercises a consider-

able influence upon the health of mankind, upon
animals, upon vegetation, and on chemical ope-

rations. Exjierience alone can throw light up-

on this subject; for it is possible that the moon
maj have an intiuence upon our atmosphere,

produced by the different forces of attraction

which it exercises at dili'erent times—and also

by its light. Long and well conducted ex-

periments have completely refuted such hy-

potheses; they have proved that neither the lu-

nar phases, nor the situation of the moon with

respect to the sun and earth, have scarcely any

influence upon the weather; for no flsed rela-

tion whatever can be discovered between tbein,

notwithstanding the vast number of trials and

observations which have been made for a great

number of years. The res'ilt deduced from one

series of meteorological observation, are always

contradicted by another series : we cite, for ex-

ample, Howard, who believed he had discover-

ed that the barometer rose most irequently in

the quadratures, and thai its fall was most com-
mon in the syzyges. Cotte, on the contrary, to

whom meteorology is so much indebted, and

who commenced in order to confirm the re-

mark of Howard, afterwards found by twenty

years' observation, that the barometer was the

liighest at the time of the nczo moons, and low-

est at the time of the full moons. Lalande and

Lamark have drawn from their observations the

most opposite result, respecting the effects of

the moon in her passage by the plane of the

equator. But a decisive proof of the small in-

fluence of the moon, appears to me to result

from this circumstance, that this influence, by

whatever force it may be produced, known or

unknown, ought to be the greatest possible be-

tween the tropics ; however, m the equatorial

regions, not a trace of it can he found. In these

countries, the heat, the rain, the winds, kc. all

depend on the distance of the sun from the ze-

zith of the place, without any regard to the sit-

uation or tlie phases of the moon. We may be

yet more convinced of the sniallness of this in-

fluence, if we reflect that the most opposite

weather, in different parts, takes place at the

same instant of time, and consequently, under
tlip same lunar phase. This fact is determined,

with the greatest evidence, by the accounts of

the v/eather which we receive from different

places, during the time of an eclipse. M. I3ode,

tor example, has collected the remarks made
during t!ie time of a solar eclipse which happen-
ed on the 18lh Nov. 1816; where we perceive

a strong mixture of good and bad weather, with-

out any respect to order, spread, during this

day, through a groat part of Europe. Profes-

sor Brandos, having compared, with great labor,

but in a very instructive manner, the variation

of the weather, which took place over a great

part of the earth's surface, in 1783, found no

relation between it and the lunar phases; and if

a variation in the weather appeared to coincide

with these phases in any one country, no varia-

tions, or opposite variations, would take place

in other countries. The period of eighteen or

nineteen years makes no discovery of any sen-

sible analogy in the variations of the weather
during the years equally distant from these in-

tervals.

Some have pretended to have remarked sen-

sible effects produced by the rising of the moon,
and by her culmination ; but the phenomena
cited hy them, either do not prove this influ-

ence, or are not accurate. Several of our mar-

iners, also hold, that the full moon, when ris-

ing, dissipates the clouds; but this prejudice

owes its origin to the circumstance, that the

clouds commonly disappear during a tranquil

evening, and consequently at the rising of the

moon, according to a very just remark of M.
Brandes. The pretended observation, that a

storm cannot approach from the zenith, at the

time of the full moon, contradicts itself, for the

electric cloud which is at the horizon of one

place is at the zenith of another place not many
miles distant. But in asserting that the lunar

influence upon the seasons is extremely weak,
and that it is nearly lost among the other causes

which produce a variation in the weather, we
are not certain that the moon does not produce

some little effect. Let us see what the theory

seems to indicate. The moon and the sun pro-

duce, twice in twenty-four hours tiity minutes,

a flux and reflux, both in the ocean and in the

atmosphere ; these motions vary with the pha-

ses of the moon ; they are the strongest in the

new and full moons, and the weakest in (he first

and last quarters. I.,et us suppose, for example,

that the tides of the atmosphere produce a

change of .0354 of an inch in the height of the

barometer, in the syzygiez; it will produce on-

ly half that variation in the quadratures. Now,
though these effects j»re so weak, it is not im-

possible but that the strong tides at the new and

full moon may dispose the atmosphere to receive

considerable motion. We dare not therefore,

declare as absolutely filse, the observations

which some philosophers pretend to have made,

namely : tliat more storms happen at the time

of a new and full moon, than at the quadratures.

It is the same with respect to the passage of the

moon through the equator, and through the per-

igee; at these times it may act as an exciting

cause, although no violent motion be produced
by it in the atmosphere.

The moon may also have an intiuence upon
the variation of the weather, in an indirect man-
ner; that is b}' the motion of the waters of the

ocean, at least upon some coasts. It is true, in

the open sea, the height of the tides never ex-

ceeds three or four feet ; but upon the coasts,

in bays, and narrow channels, the rise of the

tides is much more considerable. At Brest, lor

example, it rises more than twenty feet, and at

Bristol more than fifty. Ought not the motion

of these large masses of water to occasion some
variation in the atmosphere, especially as they

appear to have a small influence on the elec-

tricity of the air? The inhabitants of the sea-

coasts believe it to be a fact, that the changes in

the weather, and the force and direction of the

wind and clouds, depend on the tides. Wc may

here observe, that the tides of the ocean, and
those of the atmosphere, do not happen at the
same period. The air being easily moved,
and not being hindered by any obstacle, instant-
ly obeys the attractive force of the moon ; but
the waters of the ocean are more tardy in obey-
ing this force. On this account, the atmosphe-
ric tides immediately follow the passage of the
moon over the meridian; but high water, in

the open sea, does not take place till three hours
afterwards; and on coasts, and in bays, it hap-
pens still later. It is possible, then, that the
mediate and immediate effects of the moon upon
the atmosphere, in some places mutually tle-

stroy each other; and this is perhaps the cause
why the astronomer Horseley, at Oxford, could
not perceive, in the English observations, any
relation between the weather and the phases of

the moon; while Toaldo, at Padua, believed
that he couhl distinguish the moon's influence in

the observations made during fifty years at Po-
leni. Now, though 1 would not deny but that
the results deduced from observations by Toal
do, might be partly true for the climate of It-

aly, 1 must still observe, that from the great
number of exceptions to this rule, he was him-
self convinced that the lunar influence was
tremehj small. A series of experiments for many
yeais, has convinced me, that in our climate
where the weather is subject to more consider
able and more numerous variations, the rules ol

Toaldo are entirely wrong. For example, on
the 7th Dec. 1813, the full moon coincided
with the perigee, and two days after the moot
had its greatest northern declination, so that
from the principles of Toaldo, the lunar influ

ence ought to have been the greatest possible
but notwithstanding all this, there was not any
sensible change in the weather. I believe
iben, that 1 have demonstrated, that the influ

ence of the moon upon the weather is so smaiL
that it is totally lost among the inlinite num-
ber of other forces and causes which change
the equilibrium of our very moveable atmos-
[ihere. The influence of the moon upon the
weather, and upon the atmosphere, being so in.

sensible, ive are entitled very much to suspect
its pretended influence, either upon men, an-

imals, or plants. In fact, it is all of it due to

illusion and prejudice. It is evident the dura-
tion of the period of some phenomena exhibited
by men in health, agrees only nearly, and never
exactly, with the lunar revolutions; and that

these phenomena show themselves under every
phase of the moon, not only in persons of the
same age, and of the same constitution, but also

in the same individual. This alone is suthcient
to show that the moon has no influence, and all

modern physicians are agreed on this point.

1 have httle faith in the observation of Sane-
forious; namely, that men in health gain one or

two pounds in weight at the commencement of

the month, and that they lose as much towards
the end. In the same manner, observations

made with the greatest care, have induced me to

doubt very much the remark cited by the poet
I..ucilius, and often since repeated : namely, that

lobsters, oysters, and other shell-fish, are fatter

while the moon is on tlie increase, than when
she is decreasing. A very little attention will

convince us of the nullity of this asssertion
; es-

pecially if vvp can but credit the remarks made
by the able physician, Robault. I have great

confidence in the very careful experiments made
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Ihe cclcbrateil agricultnnsts, I.adquiiiteiio,

nlmann, Keichard, aiui llartcntels; ;ilso liy

great naturalists, BinVon, and Reannnir ; who
)ved distinctly, that llic increase or docroase

the moon had no intluence. oJlhor upon the

niinalion ot" seeds, or upon the increase of

nts, or upon the rapidity ot their devchip-

nt, or upon their quality. 1 have also mucli

ficulty in believing, that the light of the moon
luces a particular elTect diliVrent from thai

any other light. The experiments made in

me, in 1783, by Athan, Cavallon, and repeat-

by Bertholon de Saint-Lazare, prove nothing

pecting lunar light augmenting evaporation;

tlie same manner 1 assert, that those of Weilz.

de with potash at Lautenberg, prove noth-

respectnig the lunar rays drawing forth hu-

iity. If, in South America and Batavia, they

;e such a ilread of moon-light, 1 should attri-

e the pretended pernicious effects said to be

luced, more to the humidity of the air, and

the coldness of the nights, than to the eflect

any influence of the moon. Bonitus observ-

the tetanus to take place at Java most t've

nlly during the nighl, in the rainy season;

1 he expressly remarked, that the two terri-

diseases so frequent in the East Indies, name-
the cholera morbus and dysentery, most t're-

nlly took place during Ihe rainy months of

jmer. The celebrated Reil observes, thist

ors have become incapable ofsupporting day-

it IVom having slept exposed to the light ot

moon. 1 have, however, never heard from
sailors any complaint of this kind. M. Rei!

) asserts, that children sleep less tranquilly

en the moon is on the increase. Having had
experience on this subject, 1 cannot speak
idedly as to Ihe truth of it; but, in any case,

would explain itvtilhout having recourse to

iiilhience of the moon. I should be elad to

'W if painters have really remarked h it the

3n has an effect upon their colors, as they
e pretended that it has.* In a word, expe-
ice does not prove any particular influence
he moon's phases upon animal organization;
the theory given by R. Mead is absolutely

e. 1 can positively assert that I have always
n attentue to this subject, with respect to

; persons, during the long time that 1 have
ctised medicine, and that I never perceived
relation between the courses of the moon
my patients, or between their symptoms and
means of eflecting cures. Neither have 1

arked any influence of the lunar phases,
ler on diseases caused by worms, or dropsy,

ours, or even on epileptic diseases; I will

however deny, contrary to so many ancient

jrvations, but that the moon may have some
jence in particular diseases,

imong all (he instruments we can employ, in

er to detect natural agents, otherwise imper-
tible, the most sensible, as Laplace has very
perly observed, are the nerves, the sensibil-

ot which is often increased by disease. It is

means of the nerves that we can discover the
ale electricity produced by the contact of
' metals ; and it can only be owing to the ex-
ne sensibility of the nerves, that some sick

Experiments made at the Royal Observatory at

3, hare proved that the lijht of the moon condens-

y a very powerful lens, had no effect whatever iii

ing chemical products, though very sensibly aud
ly affected hy the light of the sun.

J\~ole by the French Translalvr.

persons are able to perceive the influence of
the moon in particular situations, that influence
being so extremely small.

It may also be this circumstance, perh.Tps,

which has discovered to physician*, that there
is a relation between the lunar phases aud the
access of epilepsy and insanity. 1 dare not de-
cide whether we are to exjilain in this manner
the remarks made by Dickmerbrad; and Remuz-
ziiii, respecting the pestilential fevers, which
raged in the yeni-s UviG, 1692, 1G93, and lti9!.

It could, however, be owing to nothing but ac-

cident, that so many persons aiVected with fever
died, during the time of the lunar eclipse, which
happened on the 'i\ii of January, ICOri. The
intluence of the moon upon Ihe crisis of diseases,

taught by Galen, and defended so long in the
schools of medicine, is contradicted by experi-j
ence, at least in Europe ; and if Ballour be right,

in asserting that there is a connexion between
the tides and the access of endemick fevers in

India, anil that the crisis of fevers happens but
at the moment when the luni solar action be-

gins to decrease, we can only so far agree with
him, that this eli'ect only takes place near Ihe

sea-coast. In general, we must read those au-

ihors, who refer so many things to the elTects

of the moon on diseases, with considerable dis-

trus(. It is here, as in many cases of reverie

—

we only see it when we believe it. A belief in

this intluence can only deceive the observer,

who, otherwise fond of truth, shares this belief

with the sick persons; and thus it is that hope
and fear excite in the imagination effects to

which th.e moon does not in any way contribute.

Thus, also, it was in former times. People in

sreneral iverc atraid of eclipses of the sun and

moon, and believed that these phenomena exer-

cised certain pernicious influences over sick per-

sons, and persons possessed of weak nerves

;

now, absolutely no sick person perceives the ef-

fect, and the physicians pay no attention to it.

Leghorn Hats.—The common redtop grass that

grows in our meadows, is superior in durability

and color, to the Leghorn straw. This is about

the time to gather it. It may be selected by
handfuls by following after the mowers, before

the grass is shaken out. To bleach it requires

a very simple process: .Scald and dry the grass

two or three times, which takes out the green
color—then whiten it still further if you please,

by placing it in a tub or barrel, in s'lch a man-
ner as to expose it to the fumes of brimstone ; or

braid it and then fumigate it, as the milliners do
their leghorn bonnets. When we consider that

it costs the price of six or eight weeks labor of

a girl to purchase a leghorn hat, is it not well

worth the while for farmers to let their boys

select grass for their sisters and others to braid

Even the largest of the grass makes hats of fin-

er quality than gentlemen commonly wear
More than a million of dollars has been paid for

leghorn bonnets within the last year.

Bennington Gazette.

Corn.—To procure a good crop of corn, we
would recommend to the farmer to put a good
coat of plaster, say about \^ bushel to the acre,

on meadow land, soon after mowing, and turn

in the crop of rovven, when grown. In the

spring bush it, so as not to disturb the sod—cross-

furrow, and dung it in the hill. By this method
we believe the worm will be less likely to in-

jure it than when turned over in the spring-
the drowlh will olTecl it less; and the corn will
be earlier;. By this method voii have your an-
nual crops, and the l.md seems lo be re.'Horcd tn
its original stale. This plan was taken by u
neighbor of our-, who has unquestiomibly "the
best corn in the town, if not in the county.— ft,",/.

CO.MMCNIfATEn FOP. TllK NEW Kr.-OI.AND FARMF.n .

MEDICAL S(.:iIOOL AT BOSTON.

The Medical I'aculty of Harvard University
give notice, Ihat their lectures at Ihe Massachu-
setts Medical College in Boston will bcin on
the third Wednesday in November, and be con-
tinued daily until the usual termination of the
course.

It is presumed that the mean*, now possessed
by this school for promoting and facilitating the
acquirement of medical knowledge in all its

branches, are equal to those offered by any A-
merican college, and commensurate with the ad-

vances made by society in the other departments
of useful learning. As auxiliary to the several

courses of medical instruction, the school is am-
ply provided with apparatus, collections, and
opportunities for practical demonstration

; which,
if aided by industry on the part of the student,

are calculated to atlord him the same kind of in-

tbrmation, as that for which the hospitals and
seminaries of Europe are usually visited. These
auxiliary advantages consist in a large and se-

lect medical library ; a cabinet of a thousand
anatomical preparations; an ample and well fur-

nished chemical laboratory ; a collection of spe-

cimens of the materia medica ; a suit of models
and specimens for illustrating the principles and
operations of obstetrics; a course of recent dis-

sect ions, both public by the professor, and pri-

vate by the students themselves; and lastly,

an opporlunity of acquiring practically medical
and surgical knowledge at the Massachusetts
General Hospital.

The following courses of lectures begin and
terminate at the periods which have been spe-

cified.

Anatomy and Surgery, by Dr. Warren, fee g20.
Chemistry, by Dr. Gorham, fee ^15.

Midwifery and Jurisprudence, by Dr. Channing,
fee 1^10.

Materia Medica, by Dr. Bigelow, fee ^\0.
Theory and Practice ot Physic, by Dr. Jackson,

fee gl5.

These constitute the regular course of medi-
cal instruction preparatory to a medical degree.
Students, who choose, have (he additional op-

portunity in the spring season to attend lectures

at Cambridge on Mineralogy, Botany, Natural
Philosophy, and Philosophy applied to Ihe Arts,

as well as on various departments of literature.

As the Massachusetts General Hospital has

not been completed so as to be acessible to med-
ical students until within Ihe two last seasons,

it may be proper give some account of Ihe op-

portunity it aflords for practical instruction to

students during their residence in the city. The
wards of the medical departments have always
furnished a succession of interesting cases, both

acute and chronic, which have been under the

care of the professor of the theory and practice

of physic. Regular clinical lectures during the

winter are given upon these cases, and studenti

are admitted lo the patients so far as to become
experimentally conversant with the symptoms
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of their diseases, the progressive changes which

take place, and the operation and influence of

medicinal agents.

As is common in large establishments of the

kind, manj patients resort to the General Hos-

pital to undergo surgical operation?, rendered

neiffessary by accident or disease. No other

kind of institution affords equal opportunities for

acquiring a practical acquaintance with opera-

tive surgery. Not only the operations tliem-

selves, but the treatment of the cases (ircpara-

tory and consequent to the operation, and the

progress and management of convalescence, may
be here studied and observed. The superior

conveniences which a well arranged hopital af-

fords for the accommodation of tiie sick, renders

this institution a resort, not only of the poorer

class, among whom in a large city, accidents are

of frequent occurrence ; but of other individuals

from a distance, who come with the expectation

of relief from chronic maladies requiring surgi-

cal treatment.

The following is a record of .surgical cases,

and of operations performed in the Massachu-
setts Hospital, by the Professor of Anatomy and
Surgery, during twenty months, from the open-
ing of the building in Sept. 1821, to June 1823.

1821. Sept. 21. Operation for Prolapsus ani.

Oct. 18. Littiotomy.
" 23. Operation for Popliteal Aneurism.
" 25. Operation of Fistula in aiio.

Nov. 10. Fractured It^.

Dec. 9. Dislocation of the hip in the ischi-

atic notch.

1822. Jan. 6. Fracture of the thigh.
" " Compound fracture of the leg.
" 30. Removal of a portion of the tibia.

Feb. 5. Amputation of the leg.
" 19. Operation for phymosis.
" " Removal of diseased toes.

March 9. Fractured leg.

April 22. Compound comminuted fracture of

leg.

" 24. Extirpation of tumour from the

breast.

June 8- Comminuted fracture of the Os hu-
meri.

July 17. Amputation of the breast.

August 2. Compound fracture of both patella.
" 30. Removal of foreign substance from

the globe of the eye.

Sept. 20. Amputation of the breast.

Oct. 12. Extirpation of the parotid gland.
" " Operation for prolapsus ani.
" 23. Operation for Fistula in auo.

Nov. 23. Operation for Cataract.
" 28. Operation for Necrosis.
'' " Removing tumour from the foot.

Dec. 20. Operation for artificial pupil.

1823. Jan. 15. Removing tumour from the side.

Feb. 5. Removing fragments of rib.
'^ 12. Operation for cataract.
" 18. Operation for Inguinal aneurism,

the iliac artery tied.
" " Facial nerve divided for tic dou-

loureux.
" 25. Operation for phymosis.
" " Laying open a fistulous ulcer over

the ribs.

" 26. Inferior maxillary nerve divided for

tic douloureux.
March 6. Fractured leg.
" " Operation for Cataract.

April 4. Oper.ation for Cataract.
" 29. Operation for Cataract.
May 26. Operation for Necrosis.

'• 21. Fracture of the thigh.
" 26. Operation for Cataract.

June 9. Operation for Fistula lachrymalis.
" 11. Operation for Cataract.
" " Operation for Cataract.
" " Operation for Eversion of eyelid.

The fee for attendance on the joint medical

and surgical practice of the hospital is reduced

to ten dollars.

Beside the practice of the hospital, opportu-

nities frequently occur of witnessing the private

practice of physicians, such as the condensed
population of large cities is peculiarly calculat-

ed to aftbrd, where the poorer class is nume-
rous, and many of them the subjects of charita-

ble institutions.

Board in the city may always be obtained at

from three to four dollars per week. The med-
ical class of.the two last years has consisted of

about eighty students.

Boston, June, 1823.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS lO ADVISERS.

Some of our friends, subscribers and others,

have, from time to time, favored us with goodly

advice and gracious admonition, with respect to

the mode of conducting our paper, which de-

serve respectful notice, and our tribute of thanks.

We beg leave, however, to accompany our ac-

knowledgments with the exposition of certain

reasons, why we cannot always altogether com-

ply with the wishes of many, who have been so

obliging as to point out to us what they suppose

to be at once the path of our duty and our high

way to popularity. Tliey say that our jiaper

would be much more acceptable to the public

in general, were it not for the dry, uninterest-

ing, and wire-drawn articles with which column

after column is crowded, to the almost total ex-

clusion of those light and amusing matters which

alone can give a charm to a periodical work.

They cannot endure a " lengthy" piece, espe-

cially if it requires to be read over twice in or-

der to be comprehended. They wish for short

and pithy items, which contain a little of every

thing, like the catalogue of an auctioneer.

—

They would have us tell them all that is de-

serving of the attention of the man of the world,

the merchant, the mechanic, &c. as well as the

complete farmer, in a few words, which shall

be very appropriate, and yet so comprehensive

as to embrace all that ought or can be the sub-

ject of thought, or call for the exercise of the

human faculties. Scientific topics, and details

of processes relating to useful but homely arts,

they expect us to treat in such a manner as to

arrest the attention of all classes of readers like

Sir Walter's novels.

Others of our friendly dictators have taken

the trouble to let us know, in substance, that ii

we intend to render ourselves agreeable to the

more astute and sensible part of the human spe-

cies, we must pay a little more homage to the

ladies of Helicon. They seem to wish us to

give directions for salting beef in " witlj Hudi-

brastics," and tell the motherly house-wi(e how
to save her bacon in galloping anapeestics, like

" 1 saw a man catch a fish with a line that was terribly

tangled," 1

or in ambling iambics and strutting spondi
like

" Stay your rude steps whose throbbing breasts inl

The legion fiends of glory or of gold."

Some well-wishers have given us both (

and written information that they are " al

lutely tired to death" with our endless ess

on the breeds and diseases of cattle, mak
manure, digging ditches, planting potatoes,

&,c. which cause our papers to be as dull ;

merchants' ledger, and disagreeable as a d

of ipecacuanha, before breakfast. Oth
complain that we are apt to be a little too lea

ed, and soar somewhat above the compreh
sion of readers in general. That we sometir

make use of ear-boring and jaw-cracking woi
which are all Greek to farmers— that to addr

our disciples in an unknown tongue is har
orthodox, and cannot be useful.

We shall briefly take notice of some of th

topics of complaint, but have not room, nor
sure, nor inclination to enter at large into i

own vindication. With regard to long articl

we beg leave to observe that our main objf

in the tracts complained of, has been utility :

not amusement. In giving directions relat

to processes and modes of proceeding in till:

and affairs of rural economy, it is generally

cessary to be minute and particular to prcv

mistakes, and make our meaning perfectly

derstood. If we do not tell our readers all,

may as well tell fhera nothing^ at all relating

these things. It will not do to set down a p
and leave the reader to guess at the rest. Pt

[licuity is all important in matters which rel

to useful arts, and it sometimes becomes nee

sary to relate what every body knows, who
the least acquaintance with the subject, in or^

to introduce what is not generally known. Co
Rumford, Dr. Anderson, and many other writ

on topics of rural and domestic economy, hr

been found fault with, and we think unjusi

for writing long articles and dealing too mi

.n details with regard to subjects which tfc

have treated, very much to the benefit of m:

kind. The sententious and aphoristical mc
of writing is very improperly applied to top

where science is made the hand-maid of use

arts. Besides, we would take the liberty to t

these critical gentlefolk that long articles a

now-a-days, very fashionable—all the rage

the Edinburgh, and quite the ton in the Qu!

terly Review. With regard to wit, which soj

of our readers acknowledge to be their chi

object of pursuit, whenever they condescend

read, we must tell them that wit and humor a

but of plice in scientific articles. It is true, »

ometimes attempt something of the kind

subjects of agricultural interest ; but in thus d

ing, are actuated by the same principle whii

would lead us to give a piece of sugar-candy

a wayward child to induce him to learn his le

son. Wc yield a little to the bad laste of soir
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tiers, ant! pursue a gfood entl by means which

are conscious woultl not bear the testofcor-

criticistn.

ks relates to being sometimes too learned for

ly of our readers, we shall borrow the buck-

olMr. Lo\vKLi,, as displayed in the last luim-

ol' the Massachusetts Agricultural Jouniai.

his shield is sullicicotly ca(iacious and im-

ctrable to defend us as well as the con<luc

of that very valuable publication. " We

reproached with introducing articles, which

above the capacity of common farmers. It

e intended as an intimation that we devote

lan^e a proportion of this work to philo-

lical agriculture, we deny the fact ; we al-

ive the preference to home-bred, practi-

cssays and experiments. But we are not

ly to admit that the introduction of rational

scientilic speculations, such as those of Kir-

and Daw, is inexpedient. Massachusetts

scarcely a town, which does not furnish ed-

ed men. Knowledge must be first commu-

ted to them, and from them it will inevita-

reach their less inlormed neighbors." In

ing use of words not of common occurrence,

have commonly introduced other words of

*ame meaning to explain them. Thus, it

ase the word hydrogen, we usually accom-

' it with the words [inflammable air,] or if

vant the word oxygen, we explain it with

1 air] in brackets. After all, we cannot

blv make our meaning always obvious to

; who have no previous knowledge of our

cts of discussion. And we presume that,

we Lave given such words, with their ex-

ilions, several times, that our readers to

Ti they were new, will be so good as to

llect them, and not oblige us to be always

biting " line upon line." With all our care

!apt our writings to every capacity, there

be some articles which every reader can-

ompreheud, although some other articles

scientific and more practical, may be ex-

fitted for his particular use. No reasona-

uest will find fault with an entertainment

jse some of the dishes happen to be too

ly seasoned, or otherwise not agreeable to

aste, if there are other substantial and

esome viands, which correspond with his

FOREIGN.
ITS from Cadiz has been received as late as tlie

June. On the 12th the Cortes, tlien sitting at

informed the King; that circumstances required

noval to Cadiz. Ferdinand replied that his con-

e and love for his people as a kingp, wotlld not

hiin to go ; but that as an individual, he would
any kind of sacrifice. The Cortes immediately
choice of a Regency, by whose orders the king

scorted to Cadiz, followed by the Cortes, the

cy. Sec. On the 14th the king arrived at Cadiz,

;ceived with acclamations, and presented with

y keys. On the 16th the regency was dissolved,

e king restored to his authority,

oou a.i the Cortes and the troO|.s had left Seville,

ople rose en masse, aad for three days cojamitttd

Teat (xcessts on the property of the Conslitiilionalists,

fho had left the place. They w. re, howevt r, dispers-

d by Gen. l.opez Bancs, who Uvinl a contriimtion of

^50,0(10 on the clergy, by way of atoneim iit for the
XCffsei of the populace. The French hail not reachi d

Seville at the date of the last accounts. 'I he Cortesi

were in session at Cadiz, determined to defend that
place to the last^extreniity.

On the l!!th, at Cadiz, the Minister of War nd inlc-

rim, Ifon Stanislaus \'aTichez Salvador, was found di nd,
with his throat cut with a razor. A note written with
his own hand was found in a window of his chamber,
in which he stated his intention of destroying himself;
observing that life was becoming every day more in-

supportable to him—that his conscience tlid not accuse
hiin of ever having committed crime or offence, and
that he mentioned this in order that no other person
may be in any manner accused or implicated.

Al the last session of the British Society for the En-
couragement of .\rts. Manufactures and Commerce, a
premium of thirty guineas was grantid to Messrs. Cow-
ley \: Staines, of W'inslow, Berks, for preparing- one
hundred and forty-three pounds of Opium, from poppies
raised in England.

There are now nineteen count* j in England, into

which the tread mill has been introduced ; and it has
uniformly followed, that those persons who have been
subject to the discipline of that machine, have, at the

expiration of the terms of their imprisonment, shown a
strong disposition to forsake their former dissolute hab-
its, and have returned into society with improved ideas

of rectitude and morality.

—

Portsmoulk Journal.

The daughter of a Greek, called Sparlar, has trav-

ersed the islands in the garb of a warrior, and called

upon the young men to enlist under the banners of their

country. She recruited, by her activity and enthusias-

tick eloquence, sixteen companies of 50 men each, plac-

ed herself at the head, and proceeded with them to

J^apoli di Fomania.

DOMESTIC.
Melancholy.—A trading and hunting party, consisting

of about 75 .'Vmericans, commanded by Gen. Ashley,

left St. Louis last spring for the Rocky Mountains. On
the 2d of June, 2 or 3 hundred miles above the Coun-
cil Bluffs, they were attacked by the Recaras Indians,

who killed 14 of the American party, and wounded 9.

Gen. Ashley then took post, wilh one boat and thirty

men, a few miles below where the attack was made,
and sent his wounded and disaffected men back to the

Council Bluffs. Col. Leavenworth, by order of Gen.
Atkinson, marched from the Council Bluffs on the 22d

of June, with a body of troops and friendly Indians, to

punish the Recaras, who were reported to have taken

post and fortified themselves.

Three daughters of Mr. Marcus Robbins, ofHampton,
Vt. lately spun, in one day, 345 knots of good woollen

yarn, or 115 knots each.

Two young cattle lately died in Pawlet, Vt. in con-

sequence of eating dried black cherry leaves. The
leaves operated as a very powerful poison.

American Dnrk.—We have just examined several

specimens of this article from the manufactory of Mr.

George Johnson, Salem, Mass. This Duck doubtless

possesses, in every respect, the superiority over any of

foreign manufacture—being made of pure flax, every

thread, both warp and filling doubled tind twisted, with-

out the addition of any glutinous or acrid substance

which might expose it to mildew. Of its strength and

durability the highest commendation isfurnished by the

government of the United States, who have contracted

for its exclusive tise in the navy—after testing its utili-

ty by satisfactory experiment. We confidently recom-

mend it to the notice of merchants antl ship owners in

this place.

—

Nantucket Enquirer.

A young man of Mercer, (Pa.) having been to grind

a scythe, on his return, being on horseback, and carry-

ing the scythe crosswavs hi ic' 'am. tii" l/>rse started,

and the heel of the scythe caug.i: a liush, which drew
it across the young man and cut him iu »o shocking a

jiuuiaer »s to cause iiutaut death.

How to curt a irrri.— A getitlemaM of Haltimorc, who
lor II or IB years was plagued with a wen on his head,
for which he could finifno cure, happened a short time
ago in a frolick wilh iv.i/oung Irishman to receive a se-
vere blow directly upon the excrescence, which cntinly
ri moved it. The operater is very willing to try his
skill in any other cases that may offer.

Toio Cloth—There is no article of domislic manu-
facture so much wanted aa stout Tow Cloth. The fil-

ling and the warp should be of equal firmness and size,

and full forty inches wide, as this article is principally
wanted for bailing up Domestic Cotton Goods. It need
not be very fine, but it should be very stout and firm.

Our New Hampshire friends are particularly requ< sted

to attend to these remarks, as the Tow Cloth which
comes from that State is so thin and slcazi/ that no ma-
nufacturer of Cotton Goods will buy it.

—

Centintl.

Jl Great Shark—A Shark, when alive, measuring
from 12 to 13 feet in length, and weighing about lOtiO

pounds, was presented to the Alexandria Museum, by
Capt. Joseph Marbury, of that town. This monster of

the deep was taken by the donor, in the Atlantick

Ocean, and is supposed to be the largest ever preserv-

ed for any intlseum in the United States.

Several buildings were injured by lightning during

the storm last Monday evening.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE,
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From the JVeic York Observer.

FALLS OF THE MOHAWK.
The following lines, written by the celebrated Thom-

as Moore, at the Cohoes, or Falls of the Mohawk river,

contain many beautiful images, derived from river scen-

ery. The language and thoughts are characterized by

that liquidity and exactness for which all Moore's po-

ems are distinguished. The country in the immediate

•vicinity of the Cohoes has a peculiarly wild and dreary

character ; and when the sun is in the right position, a

fine rainbow is painted on the spray, which is continu-

ally rising from below the falls. These circumstances

explain the allusions in the verses. We wish that all

Moore's poetry was as free from an immoral tendency.

From rise of morn till set of sun,

I've seen the mighty Moliawk run ;

And, as I mark the woods of pine

Along his mirror darkly shine,

Like tall and gloomy forms that pass

Before the wizards midnight glass ;

And, as I viewed the hurrying pace

With which he ran his turbid race
;

Rushing, alike, untir'd and wild.

Thro' shades that frown'd and flowers that smil'd.

Flying by every green recess

That woo'd him to its calm caress ;

Yet, something turning with the wind,

As if to leave one look behind :

Oh ! I have thought—and thinking sigh'd

—

How like to thee, thou restless tide !

May be the lot—the life of him

Wlio roams along thy water's brim ;

Through what alternate shades of woe,

And flow'rs of joy, my path may go ;

How many an humble, wild retreat

May rise to court my weary feet,

While still pursuing—still unblest,

I wander on nor dare to rest

;

But urgent as the doom that calls

Thy water to its destin'd falls,

I see the world's bewildering force

Hurry my heart's devoted course

From lapse to lapse, till life be done,

And the lost current cease to run.

Ob ! may my falls be bright as thine :

May Heav'n's forgiving rainbow shine

Upon the mist that circles me.

As soft as now it hangs o'er thee I

only liy licr tears ; she had no evidence to prove

that slie did not put the property in her box
;

and her only answer to the interrogntories was,

that she was innocent. The judges had no sus-

picion of the depravity of the accuser, whose

station was respectable, and they administered

the law in all its rigor ; a rigor undoubtedly e.v-

cessive, which ought to disappear from our code

to srive place to a simple but certain penalty

which leave fewer crimes unpunished. The
innocent girl was condemned to be hanged.

The dreadful office was ineffectually performed,

as it was the first attempt of the son of the great

executioner. A surgeon had purchased the

body for dissection, and it was conveyed to his

house. On that evening, being about to open

her head, he perceived a gentle warmth about

the body. The dissecting knife fell Lorn his

hand, and he placed in his bed her whom he

was about to dissect. His efforts to restore her

to life were effectual ; and at the same time he

sent for a priest, on whose discretion and expe-

rience he could depend, in order to consult with

him on this strange event, as well as to have him

for a witness to his conduct. The moment the

unfortunate girl opened her eyes, she believed

herself in the other world, and perceiving the

figure of the priest, who had a marked and ma-

jestic countenance (for I know him, and it is

from him that I have this fact,) she joined her

hands tremblingly, and exclaimed 'Eternal Fa-

ther, you know my innocence—have pity on

me !' in this manner she continued to invoke the

Ecclesiastic, believing, in her simplicity, that

she beheld her God. They were long in per-

suading her that she was not dead—so much had

the idea of the punishment and of death posses-

sed her imagination. Nothing could be more
touching and more expressive than the cry of

an innocent being, who thus approached towards

him whom she regarded as her Supreme Judge ;

and, independently of her afiecting beauty, this

single spectacle was suflicient to create the most

lively interest in the breast of an observing and

sensible man. What a scene for a painter!

What a moral for a philosopher! What a lesson

for a legislator!

The servant having returned to life, recog-

nised a man in him whom she had adored, and

who directed her prayers towards the only ador-

Siiigular recovery of a Female unjustly executed ! ^^^[^[q Being, quitied the house of the surgeon,

The following account of the case of a poorj who was doubly unquiet on her account and his

girl, who was unjustly executed in 17(>6, is giv

en by a celebrated French author, as an instance

of the injustice which was olten committed by

the equivocal mode of trial used in France.

"About seventeen years since, a young peas-

ant girl, possessed of a very agreeable figure,

was placed at Paris in the service of a man de-

praved by all the vices consequent on the cor-

ruption of great cities. Smitten with her
charms, he tried every method to seduce her;

but she was virtuous, and resisted. The pru-

dence of this girl only irritated the passion of

her master, who, not being able to make her
submit to his desires, determined on the most
black and horrible revenge. He secretly con-

veyed into her box many things belonging to

him, marked with his name. He then exclaim-

ed that he was robbed, called in a commissaire
(a ministerial officer of justice) and made his

deposition. The girl's box was searched, and
the things were discovered. The unhappy ser-

vant was imprisoned. She defended herself

own. She retired to hide herself in a distant

village, feanng to meet the Judge.=, or the Offi-

cers, who, With the dreadful tree, incessantly

haunted her imagination. The villanous accus-

er remained unpunished, because his crime,

though manifested to the eyes of two individual

witnesses, was not so clear to the eyes of the

Magistrates and of the laws. The people sub-

sequently became acquainted with the resuscita-

tion of this girl, and loaded with reproaches the

execrable author of her misery ; but, in this im-

mense city, his offence v/as soon forgotten, and

the morwter perhaps still breathes;—at least,

he has not publicly suffeied the punishment

which he deserves.

Industry.— It is an immutable decree, that the

oil of gladness shall brighten the face of indus-

try alone. For how much virtue and happiness

are not men indebted to that constitution of

things, which imposes upon th.em an obligation

to act and to refrain.

From the Amherst (N. H.) Cabinet of August 2

The following remarkable event occurrcc
Bedford, on Thursday of last week. A yo
girl, of about 14 years of age, was assisting

the taking away of grain in the sheaf upo
scaffold on the great beams of the barn, w
she accidentally fell from the scaffold, a des(

of 7 or 8 feet, on to a stake of the cart wl
had just been unloaded. The stake entered

bodj', passed up the rectum, and ciime oul

the left side near the breast, so tliat she

completely transfixed upon it. The stake

so attached to others by the rave of the car

that it could not be removed until the otl

were broken off, when it was forced from
socket in the cart, and the girl carried ou

the barn before it could be extricated from I

During all which time the girl held on by

top of the stake which had passed through
side sufficient for her to take hold of with I

hands, six or seven inches at least. A
distressing situation cannot easily be imagii

The length of the stake which passed into

body measured full 27 inches; and in circum

ence was 5 inches at the largest, and at lea

inches in the smallest part of it. And wha
equally remarkable, the girl is doing very v

and likely speedily to recover—and has ap

ently undergone less suffering than could pi

biy be conceived of in such a case.

Prom the Providence Gazette.

A remarkable instance of malice in a hi

owned by a person near this town, we h

heard related on good authority. A perso

few years since was in the habit, whenevei

wished to catch his horse, to take a quat

of corn in a measure, when, calling to him,

horse would come up and eat the corn w
the bridle was put over his bead. But

owner having deceived the animal sev

times by calling him when he had no con

the measure, the horse at length began to

pect his design—and coming up one daj

usual, on being called, looked into the ni

ure, and seeing it empty, turned round, xe.

his hind legs, and killed his owner on the s

Webb, the celebrated walker, who was

markable for vigor both of body and m
drank nothing but water. He \vas one day

commending his regimen to a friend who
ed wine, and urged him with great earnest

to quit a course of luxury by which his he

and his intellect would be equally destro;

The gentleman appeared to be convinced,

lold him that he would conform to his cout

though he could not change his course of lif

once, but would leave off strong liquors by

grees. " By degrees!" exclaims Webb, "• if

should unhappily fall into the fire, would
;

caution your servants to pull you out by
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[by the editor.]

DRAINING LAND.—Concluded from p. 10.

In our former observations on this siiliject we
eatec! priucipallv of open Jriiins, and sliall now

lake some remarks on covcreii or holloxv draws,

leir different sorts, modes of construction, &.c.

id conclude with directions respecting; the

ihdning and cultivating of lands, which have

jen drained.

Although covered drains are not so frequent-

called for in this country as in tlie old and

pulous parts of Europe, still there are situa-

uns on this side of the Atlantic in which the}-

II be found convenient if not indispensable,

(ind nothing on the subject of their con-

uction and advantages more concise, pcrspi-

ous and pertinent, than the following from

eane's New F'.nglaud Farmer.

" To make a hollow drain, dig a channel be-

een thirty and thirty-six inches wide at the

p, and six inches, or the breadth of a spade,

the bottom, and three feet deep, giving it

it descent enough to make the water run

skly. Fill it half full or more with small

)nes, thrown in at random, and cover them
th a layer of straw, leaves, or the small

inches of trees with the leaves on them

;

in till it up to a level with the surface with

; earth which is thro^vn out. Such a drain

II not often choke or till up, or need repair-

If the descent should be but just so much
to make the water run slowly, there may be

ne danger of its choking up and ceasing to

I at all. But this danger will be grer.ltr or

3 according to the difference of soils. There
1 be no danger of it in a soil which does not

ily dissolve in water.
' If stones be scarce, long faggots or fascines

llets of wood] laid in the trench, will answer
well, so long as they last, and being secluded

m the air, will not soon rot. Some say they

e known them to answer well for forty

rs, but this must only be in places where
y are always kept wet. In situations expos-

to wet and dryness, they perish in five or

years.
• If a plain piece of ground be too wet to be
ie tit for tillage by ridge ploughing, it should

made drier by hollow drains. If no lower
;e be adjoining where the drains may have
outlet, holes should be dug in some of the

est parts of the plain, to examine what
ta are under the soil. It is likely that a

turn of clay, or of some other earth not

ly penetrate<i by water, is the real cause «f

wetness of the soil. If you find it so, then

through the stratum and below it till yovi

le to loose gravel, sand, or something !ha.

easily imbibe water: till up the hole v.-;th

•es and direct your hollow drains to \i. It

serve for a perpetual outlet, aur", conduce
•.h to the drying of the soil.

The peculiar advantae^s of hollow drains
that they will nol need repairing, as they
r,t fill .,„ . .!,_. ... "^

. , = ,

in any kind of tillage ; and carts and other car-'pense, and may continue; hollow and discharge

riagcs are not obstructed or incommoded by i well for many years. It may be called the turf

them. So that these drains may pass across

roads without detriment when the descent re-

quires it. It i? often found necessary to hollow

drain roads to lay them dry, and found to be of

great advantage."

Drains which are intended to be ultimalel}'

covered, may be dug with a plough, an ox-

shovcl, or scraper, &c. (as directed in our last

No. page 9) and it will sometimes be found ex-

pedient to begin with those implements, and

liiiish with the spade. Care should be taken in

making drains of this kind that the depth be

such as to allow a proper quantity of earth

above the drain, that the materials in the ditch

and the substances which cover it may not be

injured by the pressure of the horses or cattle

in ploughing, &c.

A variety of materials besides stones may be

used for tilling covered drains. We iiave men-

tioned billets of wood, and would now add that

thorns bound in bunches, green bushes, either

taken in the season v.hen they are not in the

leal', or with the leaves stripped off, green wil-

lows bound in bundles, or laid as compact as

possible, and even straw, either twisted into

ropes as thick as a man's leg, or thrown in

loose, may answer in lieu of better materials.

The durability of the substances which are used

for partly tilling covered drain=, is not of so

groat consequence in clayey soils as the proha

bility of having a sufficient opening for the wa-

ter to flow through; for clay generally forms

an arch over such substances, which supports

ihe superincumbent soil, an<l leaves a clear pas-

sage for the water below when they have de-

cayed. Care should be used in covering the

materials which have lodged in the water-course

of the drain, that no earth be allowed to make
its way, so as to obstruct the water. The loose

straw, leaves, branches of trees, dressings of

flax, &;c. which intervene between the earth or

soil which lies on the top of the drain and the

materials which lie in the water-course, should

be placed with a careful hand belore the drains

are tilled up, and the drains should be tilled up

as soon as possible after they are ready for that

operation.

Covered drains are likewise often made hol-

low, and are sometimes arched ; at others regu-

larly built with perpendicular sides, and cover-

ed with tlat ston,es, but are too well known to

need a more particular description. There is

a kind of covered drain, which has been adopt-

ed in F,nglish husbandry, and may be thus des-

crib^^d : A trench is dug of a proper and conve

r-icnt width, not less than three feet deep.—

When it is dug down to within four or five in

ciies of the whole depth designed, shoulders

are left on each side, and a kind of groove or

channel is cut for the water-course at the bot-

tom of the drain, or trench, below those shoul-

ders. On the shoulders sods or turfs are Ian!

in such a manner as to cover the grooves or

water-course which lies below, and at the bot

lot fill up; ti<7.; no soil is wasted, or render-|tom of Ihe trench. The grass side of the turf

useless '^y them; that a plough may pass I is placed down, and the earth is thrown over

''. Vaem to as great a depth as "is necessary 1 the whole. This kind is made at a small ex-

covcred drain, and is not only a very cheap
mode of consfi uctiiig tlrains, but probably new
in this country.

Another mode of making turf covered drains,

still more simple, may be tlius described: Turn
up a deep furrow with a strong plough, clear

the sod from the earth thus turneil u[i, reiluce

it to about three inches in thickness, and then

place it in the furrow from whence it was taken.

The grassy side being placed uppermost there

hollow beneath, sufHciont to discharge a

considerable quantity of surlace-water, which

readily sinks into it. This mode of draining is

used in the sheep farms of the Cheviot hills in

England, and is recommended by Sir John Sin-

clair. It would not answer, however, in lands

exposed to the tread of heavy cattle, as they

would be apt to push their feet through a cov-

ering of turf of no more than three or four in-

ches. Perhaps however in a few years, the

venlure would thicken and the sward strength-

en over dniins of this kind, so that there would

be nothing to apprehend from pasturing the

largest animals in fields drained by this method.

It is almost too obvious to require any remark

that the water ohlainod by draining may be

employed to turn radls, or to irrigate lands, S:c.

We.have now completed our observations on

the different kinds of drains, and the different

modes of making them, and shall dismiss the

subject with some remarks on the cultivation

of drained land.

l! is not necessary to dwell on the fertility

of most drained lands. It is well known that

swamjis, marshes, and other low lands are com-

monly places of deposit for the lighter and more

,'ortile parts of the soil washed from the neigh-

boring hills. IMany marshes are in fact inter-

vale land, naturally too wet for prolitable culti-

vation. Wet lands, which receive the wash of

higher grounds of a tolerable quality, may be

expected to be fruitful and worth going to somo

considerable expense for draining. A bog how-

ever on the top of a hill not overlooked by high

ground, we should suspect of barrenness, and

would not be at great expense for draining U

without examining and analyzing the soil in

various parts, and becoming satisfied of its fer-

tdify. But a drained marsh, which by the help

of a sluice and gate, can be flooded at the option

of the owner, with water which has washed the

neighboring uplands, may be considered as in-

exhaustible, and perhaps had better be appro-

priated to the raising of hemp. That plant re-

quires such strong land to produce it that it

would need all our m:mure to raise it in great

quantities on common upland. II the land is

rich, not very dry, or water can be set back in

the ditches in a dry time to within three or four

feet of the surface, it will be quite an object to

introduce Fowl Meadow (Agrostis stncta.) The

value of this grass is too well known to need

eulogy. Once introduced in land to which it is

adapted, it will remain good for a great length

of time, and generally yields from three to four

lon^ to an acre of the best of hay. And this

great and valuable product is yielded without
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manure. It is said, liovvever, to be diOicult to

cause the seed to grow unless on a surface

which has been burned or ploughed over.

It is frequently best to let drained binds lie

over one summer to ferment and rot, Iiefore

any attempt to cultiyate them. Flooding them
completely in the winter, and drawing the wa-

ter quite otr rather late in the spring, will like-

wise greatly expedite ti>e business of rotting

the sod.

Burning the moss from drained land is a prac-

tice strongly recommended by some writers,

and as strongly re^nobated by otliers. Mr. El-

liot says, " it is common in swamps to find the

moss two or three feet deep—but when the

water is drawn o9" by ditches, the moss will

grow 90 dry that in a hot summer season it will

burn quite down to the ground. To burn this

or any other trash that you would consume up-

on the ground, set fire to it when the weather

is quite clear, the sun hot, and a strong south-

erly wind blows, which makes fire rage more
fiercely and do much more execution than a

northerly or westerly wind. In a northerly

wind the air is thin and light, so that the fire is

not strongly compressed : the most heavy south

wind prevents the dissipation of the fire, and

renders it more compact. Thus we see a smith

swab and wet his coals, by which means the

heat is greatly increased. Whether this reason-

ing be just or not, the fact is certain, and this is

the chief concern of the farmer."

Burning the moss and other vegetable sub-

stances of a swamp or bog may sometimes bo

expedient, but it causes a great waste of matter

which is capable of becoming good manure or

food for plants. If it is possible to subdue the

tract by other means, burning should be avoid-

ed. If a farmer has a small piece of marshy

land, consisting of mud, peat or moss, he may
as well in many instances transport, from time

to time, these substances into his barn yard and

hog pen, to receive the liquid manure of his

cattle, swine, &c. and to form composts with

dung, for which they afford excellent materials.

And while he thus digs out a slough, bog or

morass, he may perhaps be forming an useful

water pond for his cattle. A spot of this kind,

which has for ages received the wash of adja-

cent land, and I'ormed a lodgment for fallen

leaves, &.c. may prove a mine af manure^ very

valuable to the farmer who knows how to ap-

preciate its benefits. Scooping out a part of

such a slough, will, perhaps, so far drain the

rest that foul meadow grass, or some other val-

uable product, may be made to grow on it.

—

Thus the cultivator may at the same time pro-

cure a rich material for compost, form a pond

for watering his cattle, and drain the ground in

its vicinit}'.

We have now completed, for the present, our

remarks on this important branch of husbandry.

We hope we have suggested some useful ideas

which were not before familiar to every farmer

who may have occasion to drain and cultivate

the kind of land of which we have treated.

—

The modes of making Turf-covered Drains in

particular, were new to us, till we began the

investigations preparatory to penning this arti-

cle. We hope that in this part of the essay, at

least, we may have communicated some ideas

which may prove new as well as useful to some

of our readers. To those who complain that

our essays waul novelty, we would reply, that

under the head " Remembrancer," we aspire

to nothing more than to put the rural economist

in mind of what it is presumed he knew before,

but which, in the hurry of business, may have

escaped his attention. We are perfectly sensi-

ble that practical farmers might suggest many
important amendments and improvements to

our observations on this as well as other bran-

ches of the important art to which our paper is

devoted ; and we hope our doing what we can

may induce others more able to perform more

than we can, by way of adding to the public

stock of agricultural knowledge.

FACTS AND OBSERVATIONS RKLATIKG TO

AGRICULTURE & DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARiMER.

ON FATTENING FOWLS, TURKIES, &.C.

R. Weston, Esq. an English writer of reputa-

tion in a work entitled Tracts on Practical Ag-

riculture and Gardening has the following ob-

servations on this subject, which may be worth

the attention of those who wish to find an early,

and of course a profitable market for poultry.

" Boil some rice in water, gently, till it be

plumped up and very tender; add about two
ounces of very brown sugar to every pound of

rice, just before it be boiled enough ; let the

fowls be fed with it throe times every day ; in

ten or twelve days they will be fat, but if they

were in good condition when put up to fatten,

they will be ready in seven or eight days; they

must, by no means, have any water given th?m ;

in summer, too much rice must not be boiled

together, because of its soon turning sour ; nor

is milk so good for that reason, as water only
;

besides, the milk is very liable to make the

rice burn to the pot.

" Frequently olTal-rice is to be bought very

cheap of the grocers, in the city. The rice

causes the flesh to be remarkably white, and to

have a fine delicate flavor."

The Complete Farmer observes, that " if

fowls are fed with buck wheat, or with hemp
seed, it is said they will lay more eggs than

ordinary ; and buck wheat, either whole or

ground, made into a paste, which is the best

way, is a grain that will fatten fowls ©r hogs

very speedily ; but the common food used is

barley raeal, with milk or water ; but wheat

flour moistened is best."

Indian corn boiled or made into paste or

hasty pudding, would, no doubt, answer as good

a purpose as rice or any other food; but, we
believe the addition of something sweet, such

as molasses, or maple sugar, or probably boil-

ing with the grain a portion vi' corn-stalks, red

beets, ripe pumpkins or squashes, or something

which would sweeten the food, mrs,ht quicken

the process of fattening. Boiled or steamed

potatoes are said to make an excellent food lor

poultry.

For fattening ducks and geese, Mr. Westoii

gives the following directions:—''Mix some
ground malt with warm water, or rather skim-

med milk, and feed your geese and ducks with

it three times a day, at the same time let them
have plenty of clean water, as it causes them to

drink freely ; two gallons of malt are in general

more than enough for a young goose, and less

than one is sulficient for a duck ; it has an

amazing quality in fattening them when young,

and causes the flesh to be very delicate ; when

they are old they readily fatten with almost a

food ; but for the flavor it gives the flesh

should always prefer malt before any thing el

Before they have been put up to fatten, I ha

given both ducks and geese plenty of lettuc

which they are exceedingly fond of; they ;

very cheap food for thera, as they need th

have but little corn."

In speaking of fattening turkeys, the sai

author has the following observations :

" The method here proposed, may appear
some persons very odd, and scarcely to be c

dited ; but having frequently practised it, I c

assert the truth of it.

" Pitch on such turkeys as are in loleral

good condition ; to prepare them for being 1.

led about the sixteenth day, give them ev(

morning about the time when they have
j

eaten their corn, a walnut, the bitter husk
which only shall have been first taken off,

(

the shell must not be cracked, lest the rou

edges tear their throats;) pick out the wain
according to the size of the turkey ; on t

second morning give them tvvo ; on the thi

three ; on the fourth, four; on the fifth, fiv

on the sixth, six; on the seventh, seven; ii

continue to give them seven for two days
,

then decrease the quantity, and give them
the ninth day only six; on the tenth, five

;

the eleventh, (our; on the twelfth, three;

the thirteenth, two ; on the fourteenth, oa
thi»n put them up, and after making them fl

tor one day, kill them.
" They are to continue in the yard, with tt

other fowls, all the time ; but about the fouii

or fifth day they will have little relish for ai

corn, but rather choose to retire into sni

warm corner, and there set down ; therefo

•here should be a shed for that purpose oj.

to the south.
" This method takes exactly fifty-six wain

for each turkey, and 1 have scarce ever foi

it necessary to have it altered; but their be

continued to have seven walnuts for two, th

or four days, makes no great difference, an

little experience will soon teach each per
that part of the practice. The reason for

giving them more at first, is to use the stomi

of the fowl to them by degrees. If the wain

be rubbed with a piece of butter or hog's la

they slip down the easier.

" The time 1 have had turkeys fed in t

manner, has been from October to January, ;

they have always succeeded very well

;

eilect the walnuts causeii on the flesh was

make it of a fine silver white color, particula

the fat, and of a remarkably delicate flav

quite superior to its usual taste when fed W'

any other kind of food.

" Were the attempt made to fatten fowls w
walnuts, the shells should be cracked, and o

ibe kernels given thera. The fattening coi

sfiould always be set in a very airy dry pla>

land cleaned every day, else the smell of thi

e^ang will take away their appetite ; vvhenei

ibat should be the case, they should be tat

out of their coops, and sutfered to run about I

poultry yard, to recover their health befi

they are pui up again. If the coops be kept

a dark place, or covered with mats or cloths

exclude the light, tjir: fowls will the soof

fatten, but care must be taicen that there bi

free circulation of air."

We do not pretend to say that it wil'. £•£ V"^'
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le while Ibr our farmers in general, amidsl

le nnilliplicity of more important concerns, to

; at the pain's to fatten lurkies on ivalnuts.—

lit there are some persons who atteiul to rural

;onomv merely for amusement, »vho may as

ell turn their pursuits into that channel as anr

her still less protitahle and not m «. i amusing;,

ssides, something may be learneu from such

•ocesses. even by those who do not adopt them,

r. Weston's beginning to iVed his turkics with

e walnut each the tirsl morning, two the sec-

I, and so on, gradually increasing to a certain

antity, and as gradually decreasing after they

d received a I'ull supply, may teach ns not to

c or surfeit an animal when lirst put up to

ten. In "this way we may bring on a fever,

otherwise injure the health of the poor thing

ich undergoes such operations. Swine, in

rticular, we believe are often injured by a

change from a very meagre to a very

h anil plentiful diet; and when they have be-

ne partly lattened they require a less qnan-

of I'ood, and food is perhaps more prolilably

<towed on the latter stage of fattenmg; or as

setter expressed in a late work by Mr. Cob-

t, called Cottage Economy :
—" \Vhcn you

,-in to tat, do it by degrees, especially in the

e of hogs under a year old. If you feed hijr.

at once, the hog is apt to surfeit, and then a

at lo<s of food takes place. Make him quite

by all means. The last bushel, even if he

as he eats, is the most profitable."' The
e reasoning, if not carried to extremes (for

nals may be made too (at either for pleasure

rotit) m^\y be applied to turkics aud other

is.

e shall conclude our observations on tur-

5, by some further quotations from ftlr. Cob-
's work above mentioned.

The great enemy to young turkies (for old

i are hardy enough) is the wet. In Ameri-
where there is always " a wet spell" in

I,* the farmers' wives take care never to

! a brood come out, until that spell is pass-

In England, where the wet spells come at

lazard, the first thing is to take care that

ig turkies never go out, on any account,

1 in dry weather, till the dew is quite off ike

ml; and this should be adhered to till they

be the size of an old partridge, and have
• backs well covered with feathers. And,
et weather, they should be kept under cov-
1 day long.

' I :\s lo the feeding them, when j'oung, vari-

''luce things are recommended. Hard eggs,

fi^ ped line with crumbs of bread, and a great
other things; but, that which 1 have seen
and always with success, and tor all sorts

oung poultry, is, milk turned into curds.

is the food for young poultry of all sorts.

! should be made fresh every day ; and, if

)e done, and the young turkeys kept warm,
specially front u^'ei, not one out of a score
die. When they get to be strong, they
have meal and grain, but still they always
the curds.

Vhen they get their head feathers they are

/ enough
; and what they then want, is,

to prowl about. It is best to breed them
• a common he-.i ; because she does not ram-
ie a hen-turkey

; and, it is a very curious

:Jl

lis " wet spell"' as frequently visits us i

at least iu the Northern Stales.

I May as

thing, that the turkeys, bred up by a hen of the

common fowl, do not ihcnisehcs ramble mvch when

fhcij get old; and t"or this reason, when they buy

turkeys for stock, in .^n1erica (where (here arc

such large woods and where the distant ram-

bling of turkeys is inconvciiifint,) they always

buv such as have been bred under hens of the

common fowl ; than which a more complete

proof of the great powers of habit is, perhajis,

not to be found. And, ought not tliis to be n

lesson to fathers and mothers of families ?

—

Ought not they to consider, that the habits

which they give their children, are to stick by

those children during their whole lives?

"The hen should be fed exceedingly •lPcH too,

while she is sitting and after she has hatched;

for, though she does not give milk, she gives

beat ; and, let it he observed, that, as no man
ever j'et saw healthy pigs with a poor sow ; so

no man ever saw healthy chickens with a poor

hen. This is a matter much too little thought

of in the rearing of poultry ; but it is a matter

of the greatest consequence. Never let a poor

hen sit; feed the hen well while she is sitting;

and teed her most abundantly when she has

young ones; for then her labour is very great;

she is making exertions of some sort or other

during the whole twenty-lour hours; she has

no rest; is constantly doing something or other

to provide food or safety for her young ones.

"As to fatting turkeys, the best way is, never
to let them be poor. Cramming is a nasty thing,

and quite unnecessary. Barley-meal, mixed
with skim-milk, given to them, fresh and fresh,

will make them fat in a short time, either in a

coop, in a house, or running about. Boiled car-

rots and Swedish turnips will help, and it is a

change of sweet tbod. In franco they some-
times pick turkeys alive to make them tender;

of which 1 shall only say, that the man that can
do this, or order it to be done, ought to be skin-

ned alive himself"

From the American Farmer.

SALIVATION OF HORSES.
Moorfield, (Fa.) July ), 1G23.

Mr. Skinner—Some of your correspondents

have expressed their opinions of the cause of

the salivation of stock during the summer; as

it affects horses in particular. As it seems to

be a question of some considerable difficulty,

and as there are a variety of conflicting senti-

ments upon the subject, I will submit to you
my opinion also; having repeatedly observed
its effects, and as often endeavoured to ascer-

tain the cause.

The supposition that appears to me most pro-
bable, is, that it is produced by the mouhl on
the grass, to which it is extremely subject.

An attentive observer may, about sunrise, fre-

quently perceive streaks of blue mould on the
grass, and by reviewing it more closely with a

magnifying glass, he can distinguish two com-
plete rows of mushrooms, or fungi, one on
each edge of the spear grass. As the sun rises

over the horizon, he discovers these to ripen,

open at the extremity, and expose a small clus-

ter of four or five seeds, afier which they soon
disappear. About this period the blade is de-
stroyed, and it becomes visible by the grass be-

coming dry—the mould is not so easily discov-
ered in clover as in spear grass ; the former
resembling it in color more than the latter. 1

have for some lime been impressed with the
belief, that the salivation of stock is caused by
their feeding upon this mould, or rather llio

grass, after the fungus had matured ; and 1 have
been almost confirmed in my opinion by the re-

sult of a practice we have pursued of conlining

our labouring horses on newly mowed meadows,
from which the old grass is entirely removed.
Bv adopting the above course, the salivation is

eirectually prevented, or at least considerably

abated, in addition to tbe above practical proof,

I have observed that our brood marcs and young-
er horses, which are generally pastured upoii

our most barren lands, where the grass is not

so luxuriant in its growth as to produce the

mould, are scarcely ever affected with the

above mentioned malady.

Respectfully yonr's,

ABEL SEYMOUR.

(jip- This subject really df^mands the fullest

investigation. Is it not an evil of comparatively
modern date ? Is it not aggravated by wet wea-
ther, when vegetation is more luxuriant? Why
is it produced by second crop clover hay, and
not by first? Do not neat cattle and other ru-

minating animals suffer with it, although tbe

effect is not exhibited by salivation, as iu the

case of horses ? We ask this question because
the editor is now in his native Calvert County,
where he has been struck with the extraordin-

ary low condition of neat cattle, both cows and
oxen. He never saw weather more favorable,

or grass more abundant in the pastures, imd yet
the cattle as well as horses, are extremely re-

duced in flesh, while the latter only are slabber-

ing at a degree that one would suppose would
exhaust them unto death.

—

Ed. Jlmer. Farmer.

A burlesque upon Duelling was practised at

Chelmsford one evening last week ; the parties

were a Waster Carpenter and a learned gentle-

man of the Comb, who has recently removed a

Latin inscription from over his door, which
conveyed a meaning too much the reverse of

what he practises, " Alwa3 s at home." A dis-

pute arose, we are informed, between these two
heroes, " which was the best beer—that which
had undergone fermentation, or that which had
not." The frequent tasting of both got the bet-

ter of the senses of the disputants, and from
high words they proceeded to practise high
notions. Nothing short of pistols would suffice

;

they were procured, but the Knight of the Comb
prelering powder to lead, so managed to bribe

the seconds, that the deadly part of the charge
was not introiluced ; whilst the Knight of the

Chisel was not in the secret. To carry on the

joke, the former feigned to lament (what both

may one day regret in earnest) that he had not

taken leave of his wife and family, and urged
the necessity of a few minutes for purposes, kji-

fortunately directly opposite to his intentions,

after which the comlJatants took their ground
in the room. The Carpenter having the privi-

lege of firing first, his opponent fell, when at

the instant, the belter to keep up the farce, the

lights were put out, the Carpenter received a

cooling glass of water in his face, and both

were left in the dark to reflect upon their folly.

The crops in Virginia, North Carolina, and
the middle and eastern states are said to be
unusually good.
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rOK THE KEW ENGLA5D FARMER.

Silver Lake, Susquelianna Co. Pa.

Aug. 4, 1823.

Dear Sir,

I have received and read the first volume of

the N. E. Farmer. If the work shall be contin-

ued with tlu spirit and intelligence with which

it has hitherto been conducted, it will be of

great service to the farmers of the U. States.

It is very gratifying: to see that agriculture is

becoming a fashionable pursuit among those who
desire to mingle pleasure with profit—the /«-

cunda et iiionea ; and that it is taking the rank

in our country, to which .t is entitled by its great

national importance. Agricultural papers are

very i s lul in aiding this, by the detail of well

authenticited facts, to prove the best mode of

culture ; by the publication of scientific essays

on the s ibject; and by making agricultural men
acquainted with eacU other, urging them to per-

severance in their labors, and shewing them the

interest which is taken in the objects of their

pursuit.

I perceive by your poets' corner, that you

have not abandoned the muses.

Quo semel est irabuta recens, strvabit odorem
Testa diu.

A taste which nature has planted deeply, is

not easily lost. Indeed, when we met at our

literary friend D's, many years ago, if 1 had

been told that you would publish a work on Ag-

riculture, I should have expected it to be pure-

ly Virgilian, that you would begin with Quid
faciat Itetas segetes,* and that all your crops

would be measured by dactyls and spondees.

It would give me much pleasure to contribute

to your work, as you desire ; but your pages are

already well filled with original and selected

matter; and you have among your correspon-

dents many who are much belter practical far-

mers than I am ; and experiments, and their re-

sults, are what farmers seek. 1 might, however,

suggest to them, as a very important part of

their communications, the necessity of noticing

\\\e kind nf soil \i\>on which their experiments

are rnade. A scientific farmer can tell, from a

specimen of earth exhibited to view in his stu-

dy, what crops would grow best on it, as easily

as a geologist can say among what particular

kinds of rocks certain metals are to be found;

and a farmer without science, may easily learn

to distinguish the dilferent kinds of soils, which

are designated by the FL'lative proportions of

their component parts. To plant m clay that

which grows best in sand, or vice versa, is an

useless expenditure of labor; and a little atten-

tion to this subject, would frequently prevent

the loss of both time and money.
In No. 17 you have quoted from Judge Coop-

er's notes to VVillich's' Dopjestic Encyclopedia,

that " there are many districts of Pennsylvania,

perhaps tlie best pasture land in it, that do not

contain a particle of lime stone. Such lor in-

stance as a great part of Luzerne, and llie Beech
Country, comprehended between the north east

branch of the Susquehanna, and the south line

of the state of New York and the Delaware
river. There is no finer grass country."

The greater part of the " Beech Country"
mentioned by the judge, constituies now the

county of Susquehanna, and deserves the char-

\VUat makes the harvest pleuliful.

acter which he gives of it as a grass country.

It receives its name from the prevailing timber;

but that is considerably mingled with hemlock

and sugar maple, and in less abundance with

birch, ash, chesnut and cherry. The inhabitants

are principally from the' eastern states. The
settlement has been very rapid. Fifteen years

ago it was a wilderness. It is now tolerably well

settled; but land is still cheap; that which is

unimproved may be had from three to six dol-

lars, and farms are sold at from eight to twelve

dollars per acre. The country is remarkably

healthy and well watered. The soil is a sandy

loam generally about eighteen inches deep, in-

cumbent on a subsoil which is formed of extreme-

ly fine siliceous sand and alumiue, very compact,

and here called " hardpan;" a name, I believe,

of N. England origin, for 1 do not recollect to

have heard it elsewhere. This kind of subsoil

is found in Pennsylvania wherever the beech,

maple and hemlock are the prevailing kinds of

timber, and its power of retaining water, is a

great cause of the kinds of timber which grow
on it, as well as of its fertility as a grass coun-

try.

Sir John Sinclair prefers a porous subsoil, and

considers a retentive one as injurious to the

crops. This opinion is contradicted by the

American Editor of the Code of Agricluture,

who says that the finest grass lands in New
England have only a thin coat of loam on a stiff

clay ; and that, on such soils, there is no loss of

manure byNfiltraticn. Perhaps both parties may
be right in their respective situations; for in

many parts of England and Scotland, for which
Sir John's work is particularly calculated, the

farmer has to guard against excess of moisture,

while in our country we suffer from the want ol

it. Col. Powel mentions (see No. 35 of the N.

E. Farmer,) that " the English farmer wisely

contends with the evils produced by too much
rain, while the American husbandman should as

anxiously guard against his most formidable en-

emy, drought." 1 believe this has not been suf-

ficiently attended to by American I'armers.

In our climate, a soil which is best adapt-

ed to absorb moisture, when resting on subsoil

which prevents its filtration and waste, is the

one best calculated for grass, oats, and broad

leaved crops. It has been observed by one of

the best intbrmed English writers on this sub-

ject, that " in wet climates crops exhaust the

soil less than in dry ones;" and that " the same

quality of soil is more productive in a moist than

in a dry climale." A difference equal to that

between a moist and a dry climate, is made by

the dillerence between a retentive and a porous

subsoil ; especially if he who possesses the for-

mer, shall, according to the advice of Col. Pow-
el, in the tillage of his land, endeavor to protect

the soil from the great exhalations occasioned

by the sun of our climate.

As it would be useful to agriculturists to ob-

tain analyses of different soils, which have been

found to be peculiarly adapted to raising of par-

ticular kinds of vegetables, I send you an anal-

ysis of iHt soil and subsoil of our beech lands;

and perhaps jou may draw others from some ol

your correspondents. It is to be observed, that

the soil and hardpan submitted to the tests were

in the state of nature ; that is, taken from a part

of the land lately cleared of its timl>er, which

had neither been ploughed nor manured. The
soil was takeu a foot below the surl'ace.

Soil or Vegetable mould
Silica, 67,8,
Alumina, 7,8.
Carbonate of lime, l^

Oxide of iron,

Vegetable and auima! matter lost by )

^ calcination,
^

fflagaesia,

7,

8,9.

6,2.

Hardpan
73,6

12,?

4,"?

98,7.

1,3.

100.

It will be seen by the above that the soil i

not quite, as judge Cooper says, " without a pai

tide of limestone;" but that it contains a ver
small portion of lime. The hardpan appears t

contain twice the quantity which is (bund in th

soil ; and as ! have seen carbonate of lime throw
out of a well in this neighborhood, it is prob;
ble that there is limestone to be found deep i

the ground. But this does not affect the vege
tation.

It has been suggested by a friend, and I thin

with much plausibility, judging from the sim
larity of the constitutions of the soil and subsoi

that the former has been made from the latte

by the action of the frost, and extends to th

depth which the frost penetrates in severe vvii

teis. This opinion is strengthened by the cu
torn of masons in laying the foundation of buili

ings here, who never think it necessary to g
deeper than to the hardpan. When the latter hi

been turned up, and exposed to the action

Ihe air and frost for one or two winters, it

found to produce grass very abundantly.

As 1 believe there are some parts of the ea

tern states where the subsoil exists, 1 would 1

glad to be informed, through your paper, of tl

nature of the superincumbent soil, and of tl

crops which are considered best adapted to

1 am, dear sir, your friend and servant.

R. H. ROSE.

From the Vermont Republican.

The usual method of making board-fence,

to put the posts firmly into the ground, and th.

attach the boards to them in a direct line. B
to this species offence there has ever been o

grand and insurmountable objection, viz.—Tl

posts in a short period will rot in the grour

and the fence becomes frail and decays. I ha

recently discovered a kind of board fence whii

completely obviates this material objection, a

must beg leave to recommend it to the comni

nity at targe. Perhaps around your gardens a

near your buildings, where beauty or elegan

is so far an object that you would prefer to bui

a new fence every six or eight years, than

have a crooked one, the ordinary board fen

would better comport with your feelings. B
around your distant lots where you have not

ing but Interest to consult, and where a perma

ent and lasting fence is required, the one 1 ?

about to propose is by far preferable. In til

first place, it is the better way to cut the lu'

i'or your boards and posts in the summer, wh '

the bark will peel, as it is ascertained (bat tii

ber cut at this period, will last much longer th

iliat cut in the winter—and an additional indue'

ment to cut it at this period is the value of
1

1

bark, which, in case of the hemlock particular!

will amply repay you for the trouble of cutti

and peeling. The logs thus cut, after dryi

until the ensuing winter will become light, a

be carried to the miil with much more ease a
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ility. Perhaps six or eight inches would be

e right width for the boards, ami the posts

uld be sawed about (our or live inches square,

ter getting your posts and boards together

ild your fence crooked, or in the manner ot'

.'irginia fence," (so called.) The posts need

t stand more than two. feet each way from a

aight line, allowing your boards to be Ibui-

;n teet long. In this way you will entirely

event the necessity of inserting your posts in

B ground, and yf\iv fence will be abimdantly

m and permanent. Instead of placing the

ds of your posts upon the ground, I would
commend inserting beneath each post a thin

t slone. This will prevent any decay to which

;y might be otherwise exposed, by coming in

itact with the surface of the ground. Fence
this description will undoubtedly endure twen-
five or thirty years—three times the period

it the ordinary board-fence will last, when the

;t3 are put into the ground. It can also be

de I suspect, with less expense of timber than

y mode now prevalent.

m the Somerset Journal, a paper printed at Norridge-
wock, Maine.

Coffee.—There are now growing, in full

•om, in gardens in this town, a number of fine

^FEE PLANTS. The Seeds from which these

uts sprang were raised in this place the last

son, trom a seed which w.as accidentally found

ong some raisins. Seventy kernels were
iduced from one seed last year, perfectly ripe

;

1 we should judge that on a plant in the gar-

> of Mr. Manly, there will be considerably

;r a hundred. The coffee lipens and comes
maturitj' in about the same time that Indian

n does. If one plant will come to maturity

I yield in this manner, why will not any quaa-

From the United States Gazette.

An Agricultural Society has been formed at

Iney (Botany Bay) which promises much ad-

itage to the territory. The interior of New
r Hand will ripen the orange, the lemon, the

I
re, that invaluable grain maize or corn, and

I ilar bounties of nature. Some idea may be
I ned of the increasing number of respectable

I
onists, from the circumstance of eighty gen-

I nen having sat down at the tirst dinner of the
.iety, when upwards of 1500/. were subscrib-

Ito carry into elTect the purposes of the asso-

tion. An advertisement in one of the Syd-
' papers invites masters of vessels to pick or-

es, for their sea stores, from the stores of a

ler, at 6d per dozen. The same pa()er stales

t a house at Sydney is now selling tobacco

y equalling the best American. Those cultiva-

i of the vine, who have selected proper situ-

)ns, have every propect of being amply re-

nerated. A sample of wine made there rs-

red a silver medal from the Society of Arts,

e wool of their sheep is said to be uucom-
nly fine.

ieatfrom Friction of a Solid and Fluid.— It

y be remarked that the rapid rotation of the
le mills, which complete the attenuation ol

liquid mixture for paper before it passes to

tub, produces in it a very sensible heat, not

tU due to the elevation of the temperature of
wheel itself by the friction of its axis, for

annot be perceived by touching that part,

but it is attributable to the blow ol the fans of
the wheels on the mixture, which they strike

with much rapidity and violence. This is the
fust instance knoivn to us, says M. Pictet, editor

of the Iribiiothequc Universclle., of heat [iroduced
by friction of a solid against a liquid.

—

Ibid.

M. Huorne do Pommeuse, member of the
Chamber of Deputies, has published a compari-
son between the British and French Canals, in

which he acknowledges, that his principal ob-

ject in the first half of the published half vol-

ume, dedicated to English labors, is to stimulate
the emulation of his compatriots, and to make
them co-operate with government in the exist-

ing circumstances, where France has much to

create, in this department. The editors of the
Bibliotheque Univcrseltt, in their account of this

work, pleasantly observe, that the author's hope
reminds them of a reply made to them in Tus-
cany, by a minister of state of great experience,
to whom they extolled certain improvements
elsewhere introduced, and which seemed to

them capable of being introduced into his coun-
try : "Alas!" said he, "diseases communicate
from people to people ; but health, you know,
is not contagious."

—

Ibid.

CanalJVaviga'ion.—The tread-wheel has been
applied by M. Van Heythuysen to the propell-
ing barges on canals. The object is to obviate
tlie use of horses. The apparatus is made light

and separable from the barge, and it is found
that two men can propel a barge by it, at the
rate of five miles an hour. The saving of ex-
pense of horses and track-roads promises to m ike

this application of human power very valuable.

—Ibid.

CURE FOa DYSENTERY.

Messrs. Editors—The following receipt is an
infallible reuriedy ler the Cholera Morbus, or
Dysentery

; and I think you would do well to

make it known.
Take six cents worth of Isinglass, and simmer

it down in about hall' a pint of water, on a slow
fire, till it is all dissolved, and when done, add
a little milk and sugar to make it palatable.

Give the patient half a cup full immediately,
and a spoon full every hour afterwards. Many,
1 can assure the public, have found it a sove-
reign remedy and a radical cure. I have never
known it to fail in any one instance.

—

Ibid.

ON SPRINGS OF WATER.

An abundant spring need never be expect-
ed in any country that is covered to a great
depth with sand, without any stratum of clay to

force it upwards, as is the case in the deserts of
Arabia, and immeasurable plains of Lybia. Nei-
ther are we to expect abundant springs in any
soil that consists of an uniform bed of clay from
the surface to a great depth; for, it must al-

ways be in some porous stratum that the water
flows in abundance and it can be made to flow
horizontally in that only, when it is supported
by a stratum of clay, or other substance that is

equally impermeable by water. Hence the ra-

tionale of that rule so universally established in

digging for wells, that if you begin with sand or
srravel, &,c. you need seldom hope to find water,
till you come to clay ; and if you begin with
clay, you can hope for none in abundauce, till

you meet with sand, gravel or rock.

From the liollows Falls Intcllijenccr.

A root of Rye (the product of a Binglo grain)
has been shown to us, which had one hundred
and seven stalks. It was iVom thi- farm of Capl.
Wilson, in Saxton's village. We regret that
Capt. \V. cut the ears from the stalks before if

was exhibited; because it prevents our speak-
ing with certainty either of the quality of quan-
tity of the grain. The stalks are, however,
large ; and this surely denotes that there was
at least, an average result of grain. And it may
not be an unfair inference, to say, that the re-
markable thriftiness of the root indicates a more
than ordinary productiveness.

Timber, by the process of charring, or burn-
ing the surface, may be preserved for an indef-
inite time, even though exposed to damp, or
buried in the earth. The utility of charring
timber used for posts or water works, is so evi-
dent, that we are surprised it is not more gen-
erally attended to. The most wonderful proof
of the indestructibility of charcoal timber is giv-
en in Watson's Chemical Essays, where we are
informed " that the beams of the Theatre of
Herculaneum were covered with charcoal, by
the burning lava which overflowed that city ;

and during the lapse of 1,900 years, they have
remained as entire as if they had been formed
but yesterday. This property was well known
to the ancients, as the famous temple of Eph-
esus was built on piles charred to preserve
them from decay ; and some years ago, piles
were found in the Thames, charred, in a per-
fect state of preservation, in the very spot
were Tacitus relates that the Britons drove in

piles, to prevent the attack of the fleet of Ju-
lius Cajsar."

Steel.—The Society of Encouragement at Par-
is has decreed a gold medal to M. Pradier, who
has brought his steel instruments to the highest
degree of perfection. He has discovered the
valuable art of rendering steel very hard, and
at the same time elastic. His steel blades can
be bent double, and are yet so hard as to cut
iron, without any injury whatever to the edge,
however fine and thin it may be. This experi-
ment was many times repeated by M. Pradier, in
presence of the committee, and always with
success.

Professor Gmelin, is said to have discovered?
in clink-stone lava, ammonia, which is disen-
gaged by distillation.

For Watch Makers.—Oil used for diminishing
friction in delicate machinery, should be free
from all acid and mucilage. The following is

the process for procuring it in its most pure
state. Put into a mattrass or glass flask a por-
tion of any fine oil, with seven or eight times
its weight of alcohol, and heat the mixture al-

most to boiling; decant the clear upper stra-

tum of fluid, and suffer it to cool; a solid por-
tion of fatty matter separates, which is to be
removed, and then the alcoholic solution evap-
orated in a retort or bason, until reduced to

one fifth its bulk. The fluid part of the oil

will be deposited. It should be colourless and
tasteless, almost free from smell, having the
consistence of white olive oil, and not easilj

congealable.
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Althou'li the following receipt has been already pub-

lished in the New England Fanner, vol. i, page 3, we

give it again at tlie request of some friends, to oblige

new subscribers, not in possession of that volume, and

to show our opinion of its utility. We have it from

gfood authority that several persons have succeeded in

making most excellent wine, by following exacfti/ the

prescriptions of this receipt ; and some persons who

have tried a number of different modes of making this

kind of wine, have told us that the method here laid

down is much preferable to any with which they are

acquainted, \^'e presume that the currant wine vin-

tage is not yet passed by in some places within the

limits of the circulation of our paper, and hope this

formula may yet be of use to some of our readers the

present season.

From Carty'^s ^^mtrican J^liisevm.

RECEIPT FOR MAKING Cl'RRANT WINE.

Gather your currants when full ripe ; break

them well in a tub or vat, (some have a mill con-

structed for the ])ur[)ose, consisting' of a hopper,
fixed upon two lignnmvitae rollers) press and
measure your juice, add two thirds water, and
to each gallon ot that mixture, (i. «. juice and'

water) put three pounds of muscovado sugar,

(the cleaner and drier the better ; very coarse

sugar first clarified, will do equally as well,)

stir it well till the sugar is quite dissolved, and
then turn it up. If you can possibly prevent it,

let not your juice stand over night, as it should
not ferment before mixture.

Observe that your casks be sweet and clean,

such as never had either beer or cider in them,
and if new let them be first well seasoned.

Do not fill your casks too full, otherwise
they will work out at the bung, which is by

no means good for the wine ; rather make a

proportionable quantity over and above, that

after drawing off the wine you m.iy have a suf-

ficiency to fill up the casks. Lay the bung
lightly on the hole to prevent the flies &c. from
creeping in. In three weeks or a month after

making, the bung hole may be stopped up, leav-

ing only the vent-hole open till it has fully done
working, which generally is about the latter end
of October. It may then be racked off into oth-

er clean casks if you please ; but experience
seems to favor the letliiig thp wine stand on the
lees till spring, as it thereby attains a stronger
body, and is hy that means in a great measure
divested of that sweet luscious taste, peculiar to

new made wine ; nay, if it is not wanted for

present consumption, it may without any dam-
age stand two years on the lees.

When you draw off the wine, bore a hole, an
inch at least above the tap-hole, a little to the
side of it, that it may run clear off the lees.

—

The lees may either be distilled, which will

yield a line spirit, or filtered through an Hipo-
crates' sleeve and returned again into the cask.

Some put in spirits, but I think it not advis-

able.

Do not suffer yourself to be prevailed on to

add more than one third juice as above pre-
scribed, in hopes th-it the wine may be richer, for

that would render it infallibly hard and unpleas-
ant, Dor yet a greater proportion of sugar, as it

would certainly deprive it of its pure vinous
taste.

By this management you may have wine, let-

ing it have a proper age, equal to Madeira, at

least superior to most wines, commonly import-
ed, and lor much less «ioaey.

In regard to the quantity of wine intended to

be made, take this example, remembering that

twelve pounds of sugar are equal to a gallon of

liquid.

For instance, suppose you intend to make 30
gallons, then there must be,

8 gallons of juice,

16 of water.

24 gallons of mixture,

6 gallons from sugar.

24 gallons of mixture,

3 multiplied by,

12)72
equal to 6 gallons of

liquid.

30 gallons.

I

and so proportionably for any quantity you

I

please to make.
The common cider presses, if thoroughly

clean, will do well in making large tpiantities:

the small hand-screw press is most convenient

for such as make less.

N. B. An extraordinary good spirit for me-
dicinal and other uses, may be distilled from

currant juice by adding a quart of molasses to a

gallon of juice, to give a proper fermentation.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
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MR. ROSE'S COMMUNICATIOX.
We hope our friend will pardcti us for g-iving

his letter (published in this day's paper, p. 20,)

at full length, without his licence, either ex-

pressed or implied. A good patriot may some-

times be allowed to trespass a little on private

property, provided he can thereby benefit the

public ; .-nd by parity of reasoning, a private

letter may be published without the consent of

the writer, if it contain information which may
prove useful to the community. That part

which relates to our own " reminiscences,"

could not well be separated from the rest with-

out injuring the texture of the article. We
therefore concluded to publish the whole in-

stead of " an extract of a letter," &c. according

to immemorial usage, although we are sensible

that we run some risque of being accused of

egotism in thus obtruding upon our readers,

some allusions to a portion of our editorship's

biography, eur propensity to poetizing, and

other things which have no connexion with

what should be the objects of an agricultural

paper.

We perfectly agree with Mr. Rose in the

opinion that llie kind of soil on which agricultu-

ral experiments are made, ought to be specially

noted in giving accounts of such experiments
;

otherwise we shall oftrn derive no benefit from

details of agricultural processes. Every farmer

can give a description of his soil accurate enough

for most purposes, without any knowledge of

chemistry, though he may not be able to state

the exact proportions of clay, sand, lime, &,c. of

which it is composed. W-e intend shortly to

give in our paper the difl'erent modes of ana-

lysing soils recommended by writers on hus-

bandry, which may enable the owner of land to

tell with sufficient exactitude (or all possible

practical purposes, what kuid of land, chemi-

cally considered, his farm, or any part of it, i

composed of He may then adapt his plants li

his soil, instead of attempting to force his soi

to bear plants to which it is not adapted.

We hope that our New England cultivator

will be induced to copy Mr. Rose's example
and send us the results of their analyses of soil

in different parts of the country. Those vvhi

wish for information relative to the mode o

conducting processes of this kind, may find i

method, taken I'rom the writings of Mr. Joht

Young, of Halifax, Nova Scotia, entitled '^ Let

ters of Agricoki,'''' and republished in our firs

volume, page 91. This article we intend tc

publish again for the benefit of new subscriber!

who may not be in possession of our first vol

ume, together with other means for obtaining

the same end (as before intimaced) copied from

other approved authors.

Some philosophers, if we mistake not, have

maintained that lime is exclusively the product

of animalization, and Judge Cooper's assertion

(mentioned by Mr. Rose, and quoted in No. 17.

vol. i, of our paper,) that some fine pasture

lands in Pennsylvania contain not a particle ol

lime would seem to corroborate that theory
;

for if there is no lime in the soil, and the bones

of animals fed upon it contain lime as usual, i(

must follow, we believe, that animal organiza-

tion can change other substances into lime.

—

But Mr. Rose's anal3'sis overturns this theory,

so far as it depends on Judge Cooper's asser-

tion that no lime is to be found in the soil oi

this fine grazing country. We have the high-

est respect for Judge Cooper's authority on sci-

entific topics, but cannot carry our reverence

so far as to suppose him altogether exempted

from error^ especially as regards facts, which

he probably derived from the testimony of less

accurate observers.

We hope that Mr. Rose's communication will

prove what we farmers call an entering xncJge,

ibr other articles from the same source. We
know him to be abundantly able, and hope he

will be no less willing to contribute to the ob-

jects ot our establishment the fruits of a highly

cultivated intellect, united, we believe, with an

acquaintance with the art as well as the science

of agriculture.

COMMUNICATED.
Simeon Draper, Esq. of I'rookfield, has a calf of thi

Holderness breed, which weighed at three months olJ
.'332 pounds, and at four months, .Tuly 14th, 440. Th
"-ill for the last month is over 3 1-2 lbs. per day.

Brookfield, July 19. A Subscriber.

A lemon raised by Mr. Adam Price, at Burlington,

N. J. measuring 12 inclies in circumference and w eigh-

ng 14 ounces, has been shewn in New-York. The tree

from which it was gathered had on it at one time Ihij

season above 100 lemons, many of which were nearly

as large as the above.

The industrious Mr. Osgood, of South Salem, is now
gathering in his currant v.intage. He will make almnt

1000 gallons of wine this season. His wine has ^ome-

Limcs sold at the South for $3 a gallon.

—

Hulem Chis.
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roR TllE ^F^V EXGI.A.VD FAKMER.

Mr. Editor— I think there is an error in a

coiumondation given in your paper of the I'Jth

ilv, -carefully to pick from loamy ''nil all the

ines as far as it couhl he done. The object

ould be directly the reverse.

1 was in the habit of having the stones picked

)m light and loamy soil in this carel'ul "ay,

ider the idea that it was beneficial, and con-

(eriog them as worse than useless and trouble-

>. .\n excellent practical farmer in niy

hborhood, suggested to me that 1 was in an

ror, observing, that he picked no stones from

hi or loamy soil, except such as the roller,

avino- the ground down, would not press

el" with the earth, and that he thought it

nld be well if even these were sunk in the

by labor.

have so practised, and am well convinced

t both utility and economy are promoted by

U stones being covered and intermixed in

1. The following are some of the rea-

s for my opinion.

St. Stones absorb moisture and give it back

he earth in slow degrees, as is most condu-

e to the purposes of vegetation, and when
st wanted.

d. They keep land light and cool, which is

he soil we describe, a great advantage,

d. It is thought that from the calcarious and

ar substances of which they are composed,

y impart, as they are worn upon and ground

in culture, a I'ertility to the soil.

1 fact, stones are of no other disadvantage,

bably, to any soil, than when they incumber

surface, if taken from low soil and situa-

s, you do an injury by sinking the ground

ch would be raised to advantage.

am sensible I dift'er from a member of a

ectable Society in a neighboring state ; but

eak from some experience of my own, and

t is of more consideration, from the judg-

t and opinion of those who have been re-

ed judicious observers.

I am yours, &c. W.
orchcsicr, August, 1823.

FOREIGN.
e last news from Europe is from London to the

and I'aria to the 27th of June, and Gibraltar to

th of July. It fhould seem by these advices that

Vench troops are overrunnii:io; Spain with rapid

s, and almost without meeting with opposition,

entered Port St. Mary's on the 23d ot June, to

uaouut of 4,000 foot and 500 cavalry. St. Mary^s
.rly opposite Cadiz, distance less than three miles,

the nearest points of which Soult threw shell into

.ty in Bonaparte's war with Spain,

-lalusia is occupied by 20,000 men, of whom 5000
ivalry, and 14 pieces of cannon. They formed
ivisions which united at Cordova.

J~

a. Ballasteros, accorfling to French accoanls, had
compelled to evacuate Valencia. His retreat,

•ay, was so precipitate, that he lost a column of

or 2000 men, which had been despatched to

'; only hope now is that Cadiz will be able to

it, and a few months resistance will do every

for Spain, as the French must return across the

ees before December, or submit to undergo a
r campaign.
English paper states that it was reported in the

Iters from Paris that the Spanish Cortes had pro-

to the Duke of Angouleme, to give up the cus-

if th King, provided their personal safety shall

iran'-i >

: Loii li;i Courier states an opinion that Sir Wm.
art, liiitish .Embassador to Spain, has been or-

dered to return home. Follow the King he cannot, for

that would be to sanction the viuknce which has been
ollired in removing him ; accredilnl to the .Madrid

Kigcnry lie cannot be, for that would be a virtual

abandonment of British neutralily.

The Paris papers say that the garrisons of St. ?ebas-
lians and Santona, are reduced to the greatest ditUcul-

lit s, anil must soon surrender, the men Having only six

ounces of bread per day.
A letter from Uayonne states that there are many

reports at Madrid of an approaclmig arrangement ; but
even if the Cortes should agree to such a one it would
remain to be se**n whether Mina, Ballasteros, \'illa-

campa and Morillo would subscribe to it, as it must be

confessed that there are elements sufficient to continue
the war, and that the French will want in that case

an addition of 50,000 men, and large sums of money.

DOMESTIC.
Perkins' SIcam Engine.—1 he New York Statesman

says it is reported that an American gentleman in Lon-
don has bought of Mr. Perkins the right of navigating

the waters of the states of New York, New Jersey and
Pennsylvania, for the sum of forty thousand dollars.

The Sea Serpent has been seen on the 6th and 7th
inst. near Gloucester. At Sandy Bay Harbor he re-

mained for some time visible, within fil'ty yards of the

shore, and w?t3 tired at a number of times with mus-
kets ; two balls were seen to strike him and rebound.
He was seen by as many as fifty people, being perfect-

ly calm, with his head about two feet out of water,

and his body visible only in parts or humps, with a

space of about two feet between each. The inhabi-

tant? of Sandy Bay, who saw this monster, are desirous

of withholding their testimony on the subject, as they
conceive their reputation for veracity has been hereto-

fore too much trifled with.

The country between Darien and Savannah, in Ga.
has been inundated by rain, which commenced falling

on the 22d July, and continued almost without inter-

mission for 27 hours. The mail from Darien to Savan-

nah was transported some distance in a canoe, while

the stage horses swam along side. It is supposed that

not a bridge, large or small, is left between Bryan Co.

and Darien. .\t Baisden's BluiT, a large Academy had
been swept off entirely into a gulf, and nothing but
the roof was visible.

Gen. TVarren^s Sword.—The Belfast, (Maine) paper
says, " we have recently received a number of docu-
ments tending to prove that Capt. Cornelius Dunham,
of this town, purchased of a British officer's servant, at

Halifax, the identical sword which Gen. Warren wore
when he fell. The swoid is now in the care of Win.
Davis, Esq. of Plymouth, Mass."

House of Industry.-^The directors of the House of

Industry, at South Boston, have appointed Mr. Wil-
liam Stone, ofWatertown, Superintendant, with a sala-

ry of $500 per annum. The house having been made
ready for the reception of tenants, forty-one persons
were, on Thursday last, discharged from the Aims-
House, for the purpose of being removed thither, but
twenty-one of the number, thinking that if they must
get a living by industry, they might as well labour on
their own account, took an absolute discharge. The
other twenty were tiansferred to the House in South
Boston, and we are told, have found it a more agreea-
ble residence, and the occupation less irksome than
they expected. They are to be followed, we uiider-

stand, by other tenants of the Alms House, the number
of whom still remaining, is about 280.

—

Daily ^dv.

A man named Joseph Danford, of Boston, while on a
visit to the Navy Yard in Charlestown, on Sunday last,

fell from the deck of a 74, now on the stocks, and was
instantly killed.

Convirlion of a Pirate.—Barbadoes papers have
been received at Baltimore to the L'ith July. A Court
of Vice Admiralty was held at Barbadoes on the 14th,

at which a man of the name of Johnson, was tried for

and convicted of murder and piracy, it appears a Col-
umbian privateer had captured a Spanish brig and put
a crew on board with orders to proceed to Laguira.
Jobosou was one of these, and he and the prize master

murdered at difi'crent times the Mhole of (he crew ex-
cept two. Johnson (lien fastened the prize master to
the deck where he died in two days. On being asked
at Barbadoes where the diflerent persons of the crew
were, he without hesitation answered, " 1 shot them."

The inhabitants of the village of Wooster, Ohio,
were lately gulled by a " raw-boned athletic-made
fellow," who olfered to give them some pleasing exper-
iments of the nature and powers of exhilarating gas.
He collected a pretty nunuious assemblage of bolli

sexes, at the rale of 25 cents a pair. After many of
the company had sucked and tuggi'd away at his gas-
bag till they were exhausted, without any efftct, it all

at once popped into their heads that he was a yanlite ;

and he was accordingly taken before a justice and ex-
amined ; he confessed that he was no chemist, and
had merely got a gas-bag for the purpost; of ^^ raising

the wind." While they were cogitating and planning
some punishment answerable to his ci'ime, he slippeil

through the lingers of the guard, and fled into a neigh-

boring thicket, leaving his '"'• bag and baggage" behind,

and we guess he'll trouble them no more.
Salem Gazette.

0:^The following numbers of the first volume of ihe

N. E. Farmer are wanted at this Olfice, for which a
generous price will be given, viz.—No. 14, 5 copies

—

No. 38, 2 do.—No. 45, 2 do.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &ic.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 cwt. . . .

cargo, No 1, . .

" No 2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. .

" 2d qual. .

small kegs, family,

CHEESE, new milk ....
FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, superfme,

Genessee ....
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1,

LIME,
OIL, Linseed, American
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, Navy Mess ....

Bone Middlings . . .

Cargo, No 1, ...
Cargo, No 2, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass . . •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISIOJ^r MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAL,
LAMB
POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub ...

lump, best . . .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye

Indian,

POTATOES, new, ....
fTDER, liquor,

HAY, best
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HARVEST HOME.
WritUn for RUeifs Vocal Melodies^ by S. Woodtvorlk.

When mellow autumn yields

All her golden treasures,

Then those who dress'd the fields,

Partake of harvest pleasures.

This, lads, is Harvest Home,

Those who labor daily,

Well know 'tis sweet to come,

And pass the evening gaily.

Then let each heart beat light.

Here's no room for sorrow,

Joy holds her court to night.

Care may call to-morrow.

Now Labor wipes his brow.

Rest and plenty wait him,

Barn, cellar, rick and mow,

Are fill'd to recreate him.

Scythe, sickle, rake and hoe.

All are now suspended.

Like trophies in a row, <

For future use intended.

Then let each heart beat light, &c.

Now gay Pomona's store,

Past exertions blesses

;

Rich streams of nectar pour,

Sparkling from her presses.

Full goblets, streaming board.

Crown the farmer's labors ;

These real bliss affor<l.

When shar'd by jovial neighbors.

Then let each heart beat light, &c.

From the New Hampshire Literary Journal.

Messrs. Editors—!n the dry and cold sum-
mer of 1816, in the latter part of June, I was
informed that a well about three or four miles

distant was frozen in such a manner, that no
water could be obtained from it. On tlie fourth

of July, with some others, 1 called to ascertain

the fact; and we found it complelehj frozen over,

and no appearance of water, except perhaps a

quart in a small hole, which had been cut in

the ice. On the l&th of the same month, I cal-

led again to examine it. The ice had now be-

come detached from the stones, and fallen down
to the water, which was lower than when the

ice farmed. The block of ice at this time was
about the size of a common wash tub. On the

25th, I found it had all dissolved. This well is

in the town of Lyman, in the county of Graf-

ton, at the north-east corner of a house belong-

ing to Daniel Moulton, Esq. occupied by Ste-

phen Smith. It is situated on high land, 5 or G

hundred feet above the level of Connecticut

river, and about 3 miles distant. The depth of

the well is from 12 to 15 feet; and from the

surface of the ground to the ice was about 8. It

was perfectly open the whole season, and ex-

posed to the action of the atmosphere.

In the same town, and adjoining Connecticut

river, is a plain, which, in its natural state was
covered with pine and hemlock. This plain is

elevated 80 or 100 feet above the bed of the

river. In the year 1815, about fifteen or twen-

ty acres of this timber was felled, and on the

3d day of July, in the following year it was fir-

ed, and burnt in such a manner that scarcely

any small stuff was left. On the 10th day of the

same month, 1 was passing across said plain,

and the owner of the burnt land, who was at

work thereon, showed me a log which he had

just removed from its bed, and which was fro-

zen down, about 4 feet in length, and 8 or 10

inches in breadth; I saw the ice cut np with

an axe, and it appeared solid as in winter.

There was nothing to shade the spot where

the log lay, there being no standing timber

within 30 rods of it.

These fads, which may tend to show the ex-

treme cold of that season in this vicinity, are

well known to many individuals; and you are

at liberty to notice them in your Collections.

CALEB EMERY.
Lyman, N. H. July, 1823.

A TIGER IN KENTUCKY.
The Lexington, Ky. Gazette of the 17th inst.

contains the following account of a strange ani-

mal which has been recently seen in that state :

—

We learn from Russelville that a gentleman

discovered an animal of alarming appearance, a

{'ew miles from town, and hastened to the nearest

house where he was joined by three men, two

of whom were armed with guns, and attended

by a dog. The strange monster was again dis-

covered, and while bayed by the dog, the two

guns continued to fire on him at the distance of

about fifty yards without forcing him to move
from his stand : a furious look, and aiipalling

brow frightened the two men without guns who
fled to town. Experienced marksmen contin-

ued to fire, and on the twelfth shot the beast put

off at full speed, marking his way by blood flow-

ing from many wounds that it must have receiv-

ed. The dog was too much frighted to continue

the pursuit, and the huntsmen dare not venture,

although one of them was as fearless as Boone
himself, and accustomed to the chase from early

life.

When the news reached Russelville about for-

ty gentlemen repaired to the spot, and had a full

view of the ground. The print which the paws

of this animal made in the earth corresponds

with the account given of his great bulk by

those who had an opportunity of viewing him

at a short distance for several minutes; he was

of a brindle color with a most terrific front—his

eyes are described as the largest ever seen in

any animal. We are well acquainted with the

party engaged in the attack, and give the fullest

credit to the account we have received.

The conclusion drawn is that Uhj animal in

question was a Tiger of the largest order from

Mexico, and that it is like monsters of the deep,

thought proper to wander into distant regions.

There is nothing remarkable in his passing such

a distance unobserved. Wolves have been seen

of late years low down in the northern necks of

Virginia, a distance of nearly 200 miles from

the Blue Ridge, the supposed residence of those

animals: they had to pass through a country of

the thickest population unprotected by large

forests until they arrived on the Potomac river

where cedar and pine thickets shelter them from

all future danger.

The above Tiger was seen a few days after

braving a dozen shots and making its way into the

slate of Tennessee, and there is still a prospect

of its being taken and the people gratified with

a more correct description.

From the Philadelphia Gazette.

We all recollect the story of the Lacedemo-
nian matron, whose joy at ber countrymen's ob-

taining a victory, was so great, that she cot
not lament the lo.ss of her children slain in bi

tie. The following anecdote, extracted frc

Thacher's Military Journal, displays equal p
riotism in conjunction with true paternal afff

tion, and consequently places the American fa<

er above the Spartan mother.
" A venerable old man had five sons in t

field of battle, near Bennington, and being tt

that he had been unfortunate in one of his soi

replied, What, has he misbehaved, did he t

serf his post, or shrink from the charge ? 1

sir, says the informant, worse than that, he
among the slain, he fell contending mightily

the cause. Then I am satisfied, replied t

good old man ; bring him in, that I may behc

him, and survey the darling of my soul. »

which the corpse was brought in and laid I

fore him. He then called for a bowl of wal
and a napkin, and with his own hands wash
the gore and dirt from his son's corpse, a

wiped his gaping wounds, with a complacem
as he himself expressed it, which before he b

never felt or experienced."

The story is simple and touching.

Pleasure, like an over-fed lamp, is estinguij

ed by the excess of its own aliment. But t

lovers of pleasure are not always prudent, ev

upon their own principles; for we are persu
ed that the world would afford much more r

satisfaction than it does, if we did not press,

;

torture, and strain it, to yield what it does i

contain : much good, and much pleasure, it di

liberally bestow; but no labor nor art can (

tract from if that elixir of peace, that divine

sence of content, which it is not in its nature

produce. There is good sense in searching

to every blessing for its hidden properties
;

it is folly to ransack and plunder it for such

the experience of all ages tells us -Are forcigi

if. We exhaust the world of its pleasure, :

then lament that it is empty ; we wring tb

pleasures to the very dregs, and then compi

that the}' are vapid.— Providence American.

Yellow fever.—The following circumsta

IS a remarkable instance of the non-contag

of the Yellow Fever. It is translated from
Revue Encyclopcdique for January last :—A yo
Englishman, who arrived at St. Thomas's ii

a young and beautiful countrywoman whom
had secretly married, was attacked by the

j

low fever. When the disease was at its heij

and symptoms of inevitable death became ap

rent, the young woman, in despair, and detern

ed not to survive the object of her affectit

undressed herself entirely and placed herself

the side of her dying husband in bed, embrac
his body. She remained tor ten hours in I

situation, and was with difficulty removed ai

he had breathed his last. She did not espi

ence the slightest symptom of the disease.

U. a. Ga^elU
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farmer's and Gardener's Rancubnuiccr. \
such that wlieat lias become tl.e more [irevalent

No. 4.

1 crop.
[nv THE EDITOR.]

|
u' Np,.cr,i,eless on light, Fi.n.ly soils rye is

Rye. Tlie farmer, ivho hns it in hi'! pn"'cr
; (,,,jiorallv more prolitiihle than wheat, and the

drive his t)u«iness, instead of being driven by
j i„.ead which is maile from a mixtnre of tlie two

will do well to sow his winter rye some time !^,.;,j„g js here esti'emed more wholesome to

tween the middip of August and the middle
; people in general than that which is made from

Septemlier. If it be sowed so early it will
|

„.],(,;it alone."

less apt to winter-kill, will require less seed,
|

When rye is sown upon light land, it ripens

growth will be stouter, and the produce
|
fn„g|, earlier than on a cold stiff ground, and it

is said by seme writers that by continuing to

sow on such a soil for two or three years, it

will be forwarded so mucli as to ripen a month

that wmter-rye and spring-rye are of the
|

earlier than that which has been raised upon

pecies; and the Farmers' Assistant says
I strong cold ground. For this reason, those who

eater, other things being equal, than if the

wing was deferred till late in autumn.

Some foreign writers on aoriculture assure

there is but one kind of rye ; but this may be

\de wmter-rye or spring-rye, by gradually

'j-.taating it to different times of sowing.

—

Ike winter-rye, for instance, and sow it later

i later each tail, and it may at length be sown

the spring, and become spring-rye. On the

trarv, sow spring-rye very late in the fall at

t, and you may gradually sow it earlier each

r, until it may be sown in May, and used ihe

t season for pasture, or mowing, and then

n to perfection the second year." The
le opinion is likewise expressed in Deane's

w England Farmer.

lye IS capable of being' cultivated on most

Is of land, but the light sandy soils, where
eat will not thrive, are the sorts of soil on

ch it will, generally speaking, he found

it profitable to raise this kind of produce.

John Sinclair ol>serves that " this specic>

•rain is not so extensively cultivated in fc'cut-

I as it ought to be, (for weighty crops oi" i>

ht be raised on soils of the most porous an^'

nature, and upon almost pure sand alon^^

sea shore ;) and the winter sort, withou;

ch the people living on the coasts of th(

ic could hardly be subsisted, is almost un-

wn. A correspondent informs me that he

had 35 bushels of rye per English acre, oi

that would not have produced 20 busheb

ats. Indeed, oats, sown along side of the

upon the same field, and on land as nearly

ould be judged of the same quality, were
eel}' worth the expense of reaping. On
rish land, rye has been found a more cer-

crop than oats. Mr. George Culley re-

»s that rye, like oats, will answer in crude

without lime, or calcarious manures, which

ers that crop peculiarly calculated for waste

3 when first brought into cultivation."

mds which will produce tolerable crops of

at had better be cultivated for the purpose

lising wheat than rye. And, if we may be-

; what English writers tell us relative to

subject, the use of lime for manure will of

o far change the nature of a poor soil pro-

only ("or rye, that wheat may be made its

itutc. Mr. Marshall, in his Rural Economy
yrkshire^ says ' before the use of lime was

alenl much rye was grown on the lighter

, upon the margin of the Vale, and in the

"lands scarcely any other crops than rye

jals were attempted. ?7ow, rye is princi-

contiued to the Moorland-dales ; and even

5 the aileration of soils by lime ha.s been

ow their rye late will do well to provide them-

selves with this early seed.

Dr. Elliot informs, that if rye be sowed suc-

cessively every year upon the same land, both

the crop and the land will be greatly improved,

Some sow their winter-rye at the last hoeing

of Indian corn, and hoe it in ; and this Dr.

Deane observed was a good practice when it is

sown on flat laud, or on a rich or heavy soil,

where grain is apt to suffer by the frost of win-

ter. P"or the plants of r\e will be mostly on

the corn liills, and so escape injury from frost

:

at least they will most commonly escape, or so

many of them as are necessary to give a good

crop. The plants that a-e killed will be those

in the low spaces betwixt the hill-.

Rye is not only a proper crop on land which

is too poor to produce a good crop of wheat,

but it should be sown on a soil which is very

rich, in preference to wheat, because it is less

apt to grow to rank as to lodge, or blast, than

wheat." It is a very suitable crop for drained

bogs, in the first volume of Communication*

to the liritish Board of Agriculture, page 3H,
peaking of the culture of rye in Russia, it

insomuch that some grounds, which would yield is observed that the produce from boggy lands

hut live bushels to the acre at first, have in drained and sowed with rye is upwards of forty

time produced a crop of fifteen bushels, with- bushels to one sovveu, and they generally use a

out the charge of manure, and Dr. Deane ob- much smaller quantity of seed in sowing such

erved that he " had known the same spot pro-

duce twenty crops of this grain in succession,

excepting that it was planted with Indian corn

once or tvvice, to subdue the weeds, and that

the crops yearly increased instead of diminish-

!n<'-." But this, it is said, will not be the case,

unless the soil is naturally of a good quality, and

the stubble be completely turned under imme-

diately after reaping. If the ground is suffered

to remain after harvest without being ploughed

till the stubble is dried and shrivelled so that ii

possesses but little substance, and the seeds of

weeds have had time to ripen, the crops of

grain in each succeeding year will be diminish-

"(I, and the weeds v.'ill take an almost exclusive

possession of the soil.

The Farmers' Assistant is opposed to the

raising of successive crops of rye, unless as

much as twenty-live bushels of this grain can

be yearly had from the acre ; as such an annual

product would probably alTord a clear profit to

ihe acre of half that numfier of bushels; and

such a profit, he observes, in some of the light

cr, and in some of the harder kinds of soils i:

not to be despised. The same writer recom-

mends sowing winter-rye and spnng-rye alter-

nately, in order that the ground might, every

other year, be enriched by the application of

gypsum. " The growing crop of rye," he say^

" receives no benetit iVom the application oi

tJiis manure ; but it quickly covers the ground

with a tine sward of white clover; and as soon

as the ground is thus swarded, it is in good con-

dition for bearing any crop. Let the gyjjsum,

therefore, be sown in the spring, on the grow-

ing crop of winter-rye, and by the middle of'

October following, the ground will be covered

with white clover; turn fliis sward over in the

latter end of the fall, and in the spring sow a

crop of spring-rye ; and, as soon as tliis is taken

ofi, turn the ground over again for a crop of

winter rye ; and in the spring repeat the pro-

cess of manuring with gypsum as before, for a

crop of spring-ryo, and thus proceed with these

crops alternately."

lands. Another proof that rye will bear very

plentiful manuring, may be adduced from a case

reported by Mr. L"IIommedieu, of ISTew York,

who observed, in substance, that a neighbor of

his manured twenty square rods of poor, grav-

elly, dry soil, with four thousand Menhaden fish,

and sowed it with rye, at the rate of about one

bushel to the acre. In the spring it was twice

successively eaten off, close to the ground, by

,-hecp breaking in, after it had acquired a height

of nine inches the first time, and six inches the

latter, 'iiiese croppings, howevpr, nnly served

to make it grow thicker and stronger than be-

fore ; and when harvested it produced sixteen

bushels, or at the rate of one hundred and twen-

ty-eight bushels to the acre; giving to the own-

er, according to the calculation of Mr. L'Hom-

medieu, at the rate of eighty-live dollars to the

acre of clear profit.*

In the Memoirs of the New York Board of

Agriculture, vol. i, page 82, it is said, " Rye

should be sowed the last week in August, or the

first week in September, at the rate of about

thirty-six quarts per acre, some say foity-eight

quarts. But if it is not sowed at that time, it

ought to be delayed until late in November, so

that it may not come up until spring. A. Wor-

thington had a good crop, which he sowed in a.

January snow storm. Rye raised on upland

makes much better flour than that which is

raised on low or damp land."

Rye may be sown in autumn ' to great advan-

tage for green fodder for cattle and sheep, par-

ticularly the latter, in the spring. Ewes and

lambs will derive much benetit from it, at a

lime when little or no other green feed can be

procured. When it is meant for this purpose

it should not only be sowed early in autumn,

but should be sowed thicker than when it is in-

tended to stand for a crop of seed. Some say

* Transactions of the N. York Agricultural Socii-ty,

part 3, pp. 35, 36. Tliis account may seem incredible,

but Mr. L'Horamediuu declared that it was attested to

by many credible wituetsesi
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that it may well be mowed for hay two or three (vast floods of cotton fabrics and yams, at prices

times in the course of the summer, and this i
(nominally) very low, and the imexampied de-

piece of husbandry is recommended for farmers! mand f(ir iireadstuffs and other food, during the

whose lands are mostly dry or unsuitable /'or
j

ijeriod referred to. The effect has been to

grass. place flax farming so far in tlic back ground,

The quantity of seed to be sown on an acre !

as scarcely to attract the attention of agricul-

should vary according to the soil, tlie time of tnral societies, when ena;aQ;ed in promoting im-

sowing, and the purposes for which it is in-

tended. If it be sowed in the latter part of

August, or beginning of September, and is in-

tended to remain for a seed-crop, the quantity

should vary I'rom 32 to 48 quarts, according to

the goodness of soil. Later sowing requires

more seed, and in some cases two bushels to an

acre will not be too great a quantity. Bannis-

ter's Husbandry says, "• when this grain is sown

for sheep-feed, it is proper to allow three bush-

els to the acre, for where the blade, hanm or

stalks form the primary object, a much larger

proportion of seed is requisite, than when the

crop is meant for harvesting."

Although the following able article has been

already pretty extensively published in news-

papers and other periodical publications, we

are induced to transplant it into our columns.

It contains the best insti'.ctions we have seen

on the important topic of which it treats, and

we think should compose a part of every far-

mer's library, and be referred to in every stage

of the culture of a crop which may at no dis-

tant period form one of the most valuable sta-

ples of New England. The machines which

have been lately invented for dressing Flas,

without the trouble and expense of water or

dew rotting, promise to obviate the principal

obstacle to its general culture ; and should the

expectations of those best acquainted with those

iiiacuines tie fully realized, we see nothing to

prevent Flax being as proiitable a staple of the

Northern, as Cotton is of the Southern parts of

the Union.

From the Massachusetts Agiicultiiral R.epo5itory.

ESSAYS ON FLAX HUSBANDRY.
BI S. W. POMEROy, ESll.

•First Vice President of the Massachusetts Society for

Promoting: Agriculture.

No. I.

The great surplus and depressed prices of

our chief agricultural products, render it neces-

sary for the farmer to seek others upon which
he may calculate for more prolitable lettirus,

or at least such as will constitute a division of

his risk ; with this view Flax may be presented

as an item deserving particular consideration.

For twenty years preceding 181G, the annual

export of Fiax Seed from the U. States, aver-

aged but about two hm)dre<l and liity thousand

'

iushels ! When they were British colonies, with

one fifth of the present population, and a terri-

tory under cultivation probably much less in

proportion, there were exported in one year

(1770,) upwards of three hundred and twelve

thousand bushels.* It is very obvious that the

causes of this decrease, which exhibit such a

contrast to the increase of all other products of

the soil, may be attributed to the introduction of

'" Pitkin's Statistical \'iovv.

proved mfthods of cultivation for other crops,

and also, it is f-ared, to curtail household man-
ufactures, the extension of which, it will not be

denied, is eminently conducive to the prosper-

ity of an agricultural people. For although

prudent farmers have usually a small patch, the

object has been so inconsiderable as not to de-

mand any particular care in its management,
and a tolerable crop, which, in Europe, is con-

sidered as certain as any they raise, is supposed

in many districts to be the effect of chance, or,

as it is termed good luck. We will not pretend

that Flax was at any period in this country es-

timated as a profitable, though formerly a ne-

cessary crop. But it is presumed, such has

been the acquisition of knowledge, and improve-
ments in agriculture, and especially those bran-

ches of mechanical science connected with it,

that an entire new view may be taken of flax

husbandry—that it may be made to enter into

the agricultural system of the country much
more extensively than heretofore, and possibly

be ranked as a considerable, and not unprofita-

ble staple. With these impressions I have de-

voted some attention to the subject, and shall

submit such information as I have been enabled

to collect from various authentic sources ; to

gether with some remarks and intimations,

which, should they throw no light on the ques-

tion, may promote inquiry, and induce others,

possessing better qualifications and more expe-

rience, to pursue the investigation.

My attention was drawn to the present ob-

ject, in consequence ot viewing the manufac-
tories of sail cloth in Paterson, near the fails ol

the Passaic in New Jersey, the last autumn

:

where I was informed that six thousand bolts of

Duck had been made for the Navy, the year
preceding, of a quality superior to what 1 »vas

prepared to expect, and which is pronounced,

by those experienced in nautical affairs, to be

worth, for service, from thirty to filty per
cent, more than canvass imported from Russia !

—Indeed the respectable and liberal propri-

etors of those establishments arc entitled to

great credit for the perfection of this article
;

it is presumed they have conformed to the par-

ticular stipnlations of their contracts with the

commissioners of the navy board, who in this

instance, as in others, are conspicuous for their

attention to those minute details so necessary to

insure solidity and permanence to what per-

tains to that department. But the political eco-

nomists, and perhaps some farmers of the U.

States, will be surprised when told, that " the

flax from which this sail cloth was fabricated,

was imported from Ireland and the Baltic ! that

if a s\ifficient quantity of native growth, could

have been procured (which was doubtful) it

does not possess sufficient strength to make such

canvass as the navy board would, or ought to

have been satisfied with !"' The question oc-

curs. What is the cause of this inferiority ? It

will not be pretended, we believe, that there is

any inherent defect in the soil, or that t4ie cli-

mate is uncongenial to its perfection. On the

other hand it will bo. admitted tjiat there is no-

thing so peculiarly favorable, as to require le

attention and care in the cultivation, than is b
stowed in those countries in Europe, where
forms an important agricultural staple, & vvhe
similar management would unquestionably pr
duce the same effects; for, however plausif
the prevalent opinion may be, that the inferic

ity of American fiax is owing solely to the inj

dicious preparation by dew rotting, and we w
grant it is one very prominent cause, still the
are others, which will be noticed in the sequi
and may be considered as having a very po'
erful influence in deteriorating the quality,
well as lessening the product.

The common flax |)lant {Linum Usitatissimm
possesses habits more peculiar than any olh
within the range of our cultivation ; and it m
be useful, in order to reconcile the farmer, a

to impress on his mind the importance of atten

ing to those habits, to trace this plant to its n

five soil, or rather to the country where thi

were acquired by cultivation, for a vast seri

of ages—for it is not improbable, that, like t

small grains, its present appearance is esse

tially different from that in its indigenous stat

but to which it seems to be returning, in sot

parts of our country, by gradations less imp<
ceptil)le, than it may have originally advanci

Linen is mentioned at a very early period
sacred history as the production only of Egy
The most ancient and credible author of pi

fane history* speaks of its remote antiquity I

ing peculiar to that country ; and those writi

who treat of the fabulous ages, ascribe the c

ture of Fiax and invention of spinning and wei

ing to Isis, a queen of Egypt ; the Ceres oft

Greeks, to whom they attribute the discovt

of bread corn. But if there was any quest:

on this point, the habits of the Flax plant

note its most natural soil to have been on

margin of a river annually inundated, subsid

exactly at the period of seed time, leaving

entire new soil, or, by forming new combi
tions, completely renovating the old, which s

liecomes dry, mellow and friable at top— ret;

ing, or having conducted by art, suliicicnt m
lure at bottom, aided by copious dews, to ins

its maturity, but never any am or stormi

beat it down ! Where could this plant have fo

such a location but on the banks of the Nil

It has degenerated when transplanted to ev

other country, probably in proportion to

want of care and attention to assimilate the s

and gratify that impatience of change, to wl
it has been so long habituated. Hence it is i

flax owes the reputation of being the most

hausting of all crops. Let us inquire to w
extent it may be well founded.

Sir Humphrey Davy remarks, in his eig

lecture on agricultural chemistry, that "i
proved by facts staled in his seventh lecti

that plants require different materials from
soil, and that particular vegetables require

collar principles to be supplied to the laat

ivhich they grow." And, " as a most rem*

able instance of the power of vegetables to

haust the soil of certain principles," he st

" that Mushrooms are said never to rise in

successive seasons on the same spot." He mi

have cited Flax, as another instance not less

i

* Herodotus, Euterpe, chap. 37, 105.

t The iDUDdation of the Nile beghis to decrease ti

the 20th of September. The seeds are sowft, an4
crops perfected while the suu is ia the Southern trt
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arkalile ! These t'ac(3 arc t'urlher substnntiatcd

Y the etVect prodiicod on Ihe soil, where old

uit trees have g:ro»vn, in retarding the progress

young- trees of' the same family or species
;

r instance, a yonng cherry tree planted o[i

le 'pot iVom ivhich an old one had heen dug

, will remain nearly stationary tor a length

time Hilli the highest cnltivalion ; remove it

a spot that .. is been occupied by an old pear

ee, and plant a young pear tree in its place,

I hoth will immediately become as flonrish-

; as if no tree had ever been produced on

! land, or this fact 1 have experienced the

est complete demonstration repeatedlj' within

e last twenty years. It is moreover, well

own to many farmers, that an .Xpple Orchard
II not succeed on land that bad before been
cnpied by one, but that cherry or peach trees

11 grow vigorously on such land.

From these premises very potent arguments
gbt be drawn in favor of a regular rotation

crops, and against summer fallows. They
e here introduced to shew, that although a

igle crop of Flax will so exhaust the soil of

;ertain principles," that a repetition cannot
vc plice with any prospect of success, even
th Urge quantities of manure, under a lapse

from four to eight years, according as " those
iterials'' necessary to its growth may be more
less retained or supjilied, yet it does not fol-

V that the soil is exhausted of the food neces-

y to promote the luxuriant growth of other
nts ! Tlie soundness of this position is sup-
pled by the usual practice in Europe and this

mtr^', of sowing clover and grass seeds with
X, which is considered not more exhausting,

I a better protecting crop than Oats or iiar-

; and it is probable the result may be simi-

if we extend the inquiry, but it is unirapor-
t at present, for good husbandr3' will ever
iate that clover or grass should Le the next
iise in rotation to Flax.

Ve necessarily look to Europe for instruc-

is in llax husbandry, and first turn to Ireland,

ere it was introduced, or rather revived in

6, under the patronage of William the 3d,

hi years after he left Holland, to wield the

tish sceptre. " An able and impartial en-
rer* computes that in less than forty years
n that period, the home consumption and
ortation of Linen, amounted annually to one
lion sterling," which, if we allow for the
srence in the value of money, may be
al to ten mllions of dollars at present, " and
from thirty thousand acres of land ; eni-

t'ing, in raising and manufacture, one hun-
i and seventy thousand persons." When
trade was in its infancy, the Dublin Society
instituted for its promotion, and some years
r published several tnxts on the culture of

< ; from which, and from the tour of Arthur
ing, in that country, we derive some impor-
tacts, yet upon the whole, less information

Dtained that is applicable to the management
his country, than we were led to expect,
ng to the minute subdivision of the land
>ng the cultivators (a cotter seldom occupy-
more than a quarter of an acre) the very
it difference of climate, and, above all, the
3mmon fertility, which Sir H. Davy, in his
lecture, attributes to the proximity of the

:y strata to the soil, in that moist climate.

jee Campbell'E Political Survey.

But ftlr. Curwen, long a distinguished statesman
in the I>ritisli parliament, and who, as an agri-

culturist, ranks with Mr. Coke and Sir .lohn

^-^inrlair, made a tour throughout Ireland in

Uilo "with views directed to its agriculture
and rural population," and to investigate the

cause of the misery and degradation of that no-
ble spirited, generous, but mismanaged people,
remarks that " he does not think the causes as-

signed by Sir II. Davy for the superior fertil-

ity are nt all satisfactory, that those demi-tints,

which in England dislinguish lands that are ex-

hausted, are in Ireland almost unknown ; the

verdure is everlasting and luxuriant, arising, as

he should suppose, from some inherent quality

of the soil, which keeps it in a proper state to

admit the salutary influence of the atmosphere
;

that the richness of the surface resists all the

etVoits of man to sterilize it," and he gives the

Irish credit for being very persevering in their

endeavors for that porpose.*

Notwithstanding this extreme fertility, Mr.
Curwen says, that the Flax seed raised in Ire-

land was supposed to produce inferior plants,

and that the Linen board of the Dublin society

took charge of the importation of foreign Flax-

seed for the su|)ply of those who could not

otherwise obtain it. This information relates

to one of the most important features in fiax

farming—Change of Seed, which will he con-

sidered in our next essay.

* Observations on the state of Ireland, by J. C. Cur-
wen, Esq. M. P.

From the Charleston (S. C.) Gazette.

Chopzigur Cheese.—The high flavor and fine

color of this Cheese, which is a great delicacy,

when grated and eaten with bread and butter,

are derived from the plant metitot, a species of

trefoil, which by the assiduity of Dr. iirown,
(the brother of the Senator from Louisiana) has
been introduced into our western country. We
therefore have a fair jirospect of our soon eat-

ing this relishing and economical food, ol native

produce.

CO" The melilot mentioned in the ahove ar-

ticle, is the TriJ'oliuin Officinale of LinnaEUS.

—

In its general appearance it resembles the com-
mon red clover. It grows two feet or upwards
in height, with smooth stem and leaves, the
stem furrowed. The flowers are small, yellow,
in axillary and terminal spikes, on foot stalks;

the tlowers mostly inclined to one side. In

drying it exhales an agreeable scent, and horses
and cattle are very fond of it. We have never
seen it in this vicinity, except in the northerly

part of Leicester, where it grows, apparently
indigenous, but may have been introduced. We
recommend it to the notice of farmers, especi-

ally to those who keep dairies, and hope, that

in the course of the next season, a fair trial

may be made of it, believing that the cultiva-

tion of it may yet be of great advantage to our
country.— Worcester Spy.

Easy metliod of making excellent red or black

Cherry Wine.

Bruise twenty-four pounds of the finest ripe

cherries, either red or black, first taking away
the stalks and separating them from any rotten

or unripe fruit. After pressing out the juice
and even breaking the stones and crushing the

kernels, let the \vhole ferment together for 12

hours. Then run the liquid through a large
flannel bag, into a vessel beneath, coulainiug a
pound of fine (jowdered loaf or Havana sugar;
Ibrcing also, with a ladle or the hands, as much
oi' the juice as possible from the mass. When
the sugar is thoroughly dissolved, put the liquor
up in bottles, tilling each aliove half up the
neck, or within nearly an inch of the cork.—

•

This quantity of good cherries will generally
make six quart bottles of a most pleasant and
salubrious wine, without dregs ; of a fine deep
red color, more or less bright, according to the
kind of cherries used ; and will keep considera-

bly well, if put in a cool place, more than a
year. This wine will be fit to drink in two or

three months. When the juice is first pressed

out, the mass should be wrung as dry as possi-

ble in a napkin, before the stones are attenipteil

to be broken and the kernels bruised ; which
being done with the mallet or otherwise, the

whole is to be returned into the juice, that it

may ferment together. The same rule should
be observexl in making all other kinds of wine
from stoned fruits, where the flavor of the ker-

nel IS desirable.

—

English publication.

From the Berkshire Star of August 14.

The Crops.—All the crops fit for harvest, in

this vicinity, are abundant ; and although we
have had, of late, much of what the farmers
term catching weather, they have been saved in

good order. The crops now upon the ground
are very fine, particularly corn and potatoes,

and bid fair to yield a greater product than we
have had for a number of years past.

The ravages of the Hessian fly, in former
years, among the wheat have discouraged many
of our best farmers from attempting to cultivate

this crop; but this difficulty may be easily obvi-

ated by a proper preparation of the seed before
sown. The few tields of wheat grown in this

town, we are told, will produce from 20 to 30
bushels to the acre. If this be the fact, (and
we do not doubt it,) we hope our farmers will

give more of their attention to the cultivatiou

of this valuable crop, and thereby retain in the

county many hundred dollars, which now go tu

a neighboring state for the purchase of flour.

Manufacturers Beware.

A lot of waste wool was discovered to be on
fire at the Merino Factory, in Dudley, Mass. on
Thursday the 7th inst. On removing it frem
the place where it had laid in a heap for a

length of time, near the picker, and exposing it

to the air out of door, it was all of a blaze in

less than ten minutes. The Factory belongs to

John Brown, £/• Co. who were present and saw
the waste on tire. As it has never been posi-

tively known whether wool waste would take

(ire (by being in a heap for any length of time

or not) the Co. consider it a duty to give this

information to Manufacturers, who are liable

every day to be exposed to fire by their waste

wool. It is very probable that it would have
caught the Factory on fire in less than 24 hours.

Dudley, August 12. [fVorcester JEgis.

Pomatum for ihe Lips.—Mix an ounce of

the oil of bitter almonds and a little powdered
cochineal ; melt all together, strain it through

a cloth in a little rose water, and rub the lips at

Dight.
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rOR THE NF.n- ENGl.AJiD FARMER.

Mr. Editor—With much pleasure and inter-

est I perused an article in your paper No. 48,

taken from the Massachusetts Agricultural Re-

pository for June, 1823, on " Steeps for seeds

previous to sowing." The writer of that article

(very properly I conceive) questions their pos-

sessing any fructifi/ing properly, yet as he has

placed little or no merit to their credit, and as

I have made use of some of them for several

years past to advantage, I am induced to detail

some facts respecting their utility as an antidote

rather than an aliment.

The present season, before planting my corn,

the seed was soaked in a strong salt petre pickle

(the same my hams were cured in) for ahoul

three days. I have made IhiS my practice for

several years past, as a safeguard against the

attacks of the wire imorm, wli.ch, as every far-

mer knows, are mvjre deadly than any other of

th.- worm tribe, on corn, as they sap the very

inundation, by directly eating into the germ or

chit of the seed. It so happened that immedi-

ately after plantmg, a heavy rain of twenty-four

hours laid many parts of the field under water

for several days. When the ground became

sufficiently dry to pulverize, 1 prepared to re-

plant, when to my astonishment I discovered

the sprouts forcing their way through the crust

now formed over them. Had not the seed been

soaked in brine, putrefaction would have com-

menced before vegetation could have ensued.

The last mentioned circumstance I consider of

sufficient importance to urge the use of the

brine, both with corn and wheat before sowing.

Although the field was literally full of the wire

worm, yet in no instance did I detect their rav-

ages on the seed.*

My experience in the use of steeps for seed

wheat before sowing, has also impressed the

belief in their (lye from wood ashes or lime

water) value as an antidote against the smut.

Several years since I sowed my wheat with no

other precaution,— the ai)pearance of the seed

being excellent—than a slight washing with

water; the result at harvest, although an ex-

cellent year for wheat in Massachusetts, was,

almost seven-eighths of the crop smutty ; of

course of no use but for very bad fodder, whilst

my neighbors, who sowed the same kind of

wheat, but took the precaution of liming, had

fine crops.t

Since the beforementioned year, I have made

use of lime or lye, and in no iu'^tance suffered

by smut, except the JVielk, (or blast) of the

French, which appears to be a disease taken in

with the food of the plant, as the car on burst-

ing from its prison, exhibits a jet-black appear-

ance, composed of a dust not very unlike that

contained in the kernel of the smutty wheat.

On inspecting the roots of many of the dis-

eased plants, 1 discovered in I'J-L'Oths of their

number, pieces of charcoal adhering to the

feeders, or lateral roots. I found none at the

roots of the healthy stalks. If this, on furtlier

trial, should prove to be the source of the dis-

* The copper hend I nearly extirpate by ploughing

deep, just as winter is setting in, which however has

little or uo eflV ct on the wire worm.

t The testimony of M. 1 illet, M. Du Hamel, Mr.

Tull, Arthur Young, and an able writer in the Massa-

chusetts Repository tor .'uly, 18115, over the signature

of Seuex, may be considered as almost conclusive on
this subject.

ease, the only advantage to he derived from the 1

discovery, will be to desist from the use of ash-

es, unless sifted, on our wheat lands. How far

the dust blown from the blasted heads on those

thit are healthy, will tend to propagate the

smut for the next years sowing, 1 shall at pres-

ent leave to the investigation of persons of more

leisure and ability than your humble servant,

PAYSON WILLIAMS.
Fitchburgh, August, 1823.

From the Northampton Gazette.

PEAR TREES.

During the months of June and July last, the

ends of the branches of pear trees in this town

were observed to turn brown and perish sud-

denly. Many trees are nearly ruined, others

have but one or two limbs alfectod, and some

are uninjured. The mischief has been attribut-

ed by some to lightning, blasting winds, &.c. but

there can be but little doubt that the cause of

the injury is the insect described by Professor

Peck, in the Massachusetts Agricultural Journal

for January, 1817. On examining the inner

part of the wood of the withered branches, a

small insect has been discovered in a (ew limbs.

Alore would probably have been found if the

examination had been made earlier. Professor

P. calls the insect which destroys the branches

of the pear tree, Scohjtus Pijri, ;md gives a par

ticular description of it, with a plate. It is one

tenth of an inch long, and one twenty-fifth of

an inch in diameter. It deposits its eggs be-

tween the bud and stem before the month of

August is passed. After the egg is hatched the

grub eats its way through the cup into the har-

dest part of the wood, and passes through its

chrysalis state before the next summer. Pro-

fessor P. says the mischievous effects of this mi-

nute insect are observed in June and July; and

that the dead part of the branches should be

cut olT and burnt without delay, as the insects

have not then left them. We are informed

that the limbs of some quince trees have per-

ished, apparently from the same cause.

FRAGRANCE OF FLOWERS.
" It has been stated that the fragrance of

flowers depends u|)on the volatile oils they con-

tain ; and these oils, by their constant evapor-

ation, surround the flower with a kind of odor-

ous atmosphere; which, at the same time that

it entices larger insects, may probably preserve

the [larts of fructification from the ravage of the

smaller ones. Volatile oils, or odorous sub-

stances, seem particularly destructive to these

minute insects and animalcules which feed on

the substance of vegetables ;
thousands of aph-

iiles may be usually seen in the stalk and leaves

of the rose ; but none of them are ever observ-

ed on the flower. Camphor is used to preserve

the collections of naturalists. The woods that

contain aromatic oils are remarked for their in-

destructibility ; aud for their exemption from
the attack of aisects ; this is particularly the

case with the cedar, rose-wood aud cypress.

The gates of Constantinople, which were madr
of this last wood, stood entire from the time of

Coustantine, their founder, to that of Pope Eu-

gene IV. a period of 1100 years." daw.

" The flour of hard wheat is genoraly supe-

rior -to that made from soft ; and there is uo

difference in the process of making them into

bread; but the fiour from hard wheat will im-

bibe and retain more water in making into

bread ; and will consequently produce more
weight of bread: it is the practice here, anc

which, 1 am persuaded, it would be advisabk

to adopt, to make bread with flour of hard anc

soft wheat, which, by being mixed, will mak«
the bread much better." daw.

From the New York Statesman.

The following extract of a letter is from a Tcrj

respectable gentleman residing near Trenton
and if you think it merits a place in your pa^

per, you are at liberty to publish it.

" For some years past. Col. Clark, of Pbilai

delphia, has been engaged in preparing a boa

and ajiparatus, and making experiments to ef

feet a navigation against the rapids in the Dela

ware, opposite to this place, as a cheap sub

stitute lor locks and canals, and contrary to tin

prevailing opinion of our citizens, he has final

ly succeeded. I had the curiosity yesterday U

visit the vicinity of his operations with a vicv

to witness the passage of a Durham boat on hi

plan against the current, and on expressing ;

wish, although an entire stranger to Mr. Ciark

he politely took me on board, and I had the sal

ist'action of passing the rapids by means of hi

novel, ingenious, and yet simple contrivance

and al«o of seeing a river boat containing con

jsiderable freight towed up hy it with great ap

parent ease. The power I have no doubt wa

fullv competent to have taken up 10 or 15 ton

additional. If such however was not the case

the principles on which the apparatus are con

structed and applied, admit of increasing tbi

power to any required extent.

The machinery consists of a pair of wate

wheels supported by a shaft placed across thi

boat : there is also another short shaft ; the;

are both furnished with a drum, over which ;

rope is passed by several convolutions and fas

tened by one end to an anchor at the head o

the ra|)ids, while the other is secured to a buo;

drag at their foot, and is kept constantly on i

strain by the action of the current. The wate:

wheels are turned by the running water, am
when the apparatus is placed in geer, the ropi

winds on the drums in the ascending direction

and oft' in the other, and occasions the boat t(

a-!cend at the rate of three miles per hour

The plan is exceeding simple, and no doubt i

will be adopted on all our large rivers, anc

prove a great public benefit.

The channel of the Delaware at this place i(

very crooked, shallow and rocky ; it howevei

admits of a suitable improvement for this kind

of navigation at a comparatively small expense,

and the same may be said of all the rapids oo

this river for n considerable distance up. It

should be recollected that three boatmen are

necessary to take an empty boat up the Dela-

ware, and for them it often proves a dillicult

undertaking:—when freisfht is taken up, addi-

tional hands arc employed ; but so little accouni

is made of this mode of transportation, oiving

to the attendant difficulties, risk, and expense,

that most of the supplies for the upper coun-

try are conveyed over land, either from yout

city or Philadelphia. Coal is taken down in

boats which do not return, and which occasions

a very great expeuse,
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unless yon may think proper to give it to a
Constant Ke;uler."

rrom the Boston Dnily Advertiser. I and Certain market for an article so easily raised (
place in your paper, you are at liberty to pub-

L Hydrostatic press has recently been erect- as hay, he will be induced to use plHster and lish them—without, however, f^ivin^ my name,

in Gardiner, (Me.) for the purpose of- pre!=s.[ntlicr"artiricial manures, l)y wliich ho may cer- —''--= •'— •'-:-'- --- - ~ '
'-

hav for market. It was constructed by Mr. Itainly double his crop
;
and while Iherelore he

j<lail; and his forcing pump, which is of bell
I

sells" a portion of his crop, he will still retain

lal, was cast by Mr. \Vino:, both of Gardiner,
j

more to be consumed on his farm, than he

K. had no other information rrspectio,^ the , would have had but for the stimulus given to

per construction, but what was obtained his exertion by the foreign demand."

w Rees" Cyclopedia. But his ingenuity has

bled him not only to construct so nice a

:hine, but to improve and greatly to simplify

The operation and advantages of the press

thus described in the Hallowell Gazette.

The size of the press when the \y\y is first

From the American I'armer.

DYSPKPSIA.
Mr. Skinner— I observe in number 12, of

your 5th vol. " A Constant Reader"' " requests

(hat von will inquire of some of your many
into it is 27 inches wide, by 12 inches, and

j

(.|^j.pps.,3i3^ents, and publish in the .\merican

feet high. In this the hay is tirst trodden jr^^mer, directions for the treatment and cure

reply to the

he result of mv
m by loot, as close as possible ; the follower '„(• Dyspepsia." Having seen o

tien forced down 3 feet 3 inches by a pow-
j

|.pq„pi;(, I am induced to ofTer (li

j1 lever, moved by a double pully, and is'

ily secured ; the piston is then raised by the

ing pimip 8 feet 2 inches, which reduces

capacity of the box containing the hay to

ut 20 cubic feet. The hay is then bound

1 iron bands, made of nail rods; and is driv-

lut of the press by a perpetual lever, vvork-

with a coggle joint, and moved by the wa-

wheel. Wooden hoops, of the best quality,

e tried at t5rst for binding the hay, instead

ail rods; but they instantly broke. Only a

bundles have yet been pre-sed. They
weighed from 613 to 851 lbs. acconling

le kind of hay that was used. An attempt

made to re-press one bundle in order to

it more compact, but as soon as the piston

lowered, it burst the iron bands, and prov-

hat it was pressed sufficiently for practxal

loses. If pressed more it would require

ih stronger bands ; the expense of whicli

id more than counteibalauce the advantage

ed by the greater compactness of the hay.

hen the bundles are taken out of the press,

own experience; without entering into any in-

investio-ation of the cause oi {h\i fashionahU dis-

ease either remote or proximate. A rigid at-

tention to diet, both as to quantitij and quality is

indisi'onsable ; I do not mean that sort of ab-

stinence where the patient eats small quantities

at a time, but by eating frequently, consumes

ore than people usually do who only eat at
{

other disorders.

From the New F.nglaiid Galaxy.

PREVENTION OF CONTAGIOUS I'FVF.UP.

It has often been remarked, in my hearin"',

that physicians, seldom, if ever, caught (eveVe
from their patients, however sick they mio-ht
be, or however tilthy the places might be in

which they resided. The reasons offered for

the physicians thus escaping, are, that they
know what to take as a prevention of this spe-

cific contagion, or infection. This is a very seri-

ous charge against the faculty, and rather in-

consistent, for if any one of them could certain-

ly know of any certain method of preventing

the contagion or infection of fevers, by publish-

ing the same, he would be sure of an indepen-

dent fortune.

The following rules as stated by the celebra-

ted Doctor John Haygarth are the best, and in

fact, the only ones, at present known, for the
prevention of contagious fevers, and several

the ordinary and regular meals : beef, mutton

or chicken, roasted or boiled, will be found as

innocent, perhaps as any other food. H^gh sea-

soned dishes shoufd be particularly avoided, as

beina: not only pernicious in themselves, but bv

provokin? the appetite to take more than suffi-

cient; and for this last reason, spirits, wine, or

strong beer should not be indulged in until af-

ter eating, and then sparingly. Coffee was found

to disagree with my stomach, being seiierally

thrown up by eructation soon after drinking it

in a morning, if exercise was used immediately

after. Tea and milk produced nearly the same

result ; which led me to seek for a succedan-

The Doctor says, " It may be proper previous-
ly to observe, that an infectious fever, in a small,

close, and dirty room, is caught by a very
great proportion of mankind ; not less than by
twenty-two out of twenty-three, or a still high-

er proportion
; but in a large, airy, clean a-

partment, even putrid fevers are seldom or ne-

ver infectious. Where the poisonous vapour is

much diluted with fresh air, it is not noxious^-

From a larire collection, and an attentive con-

sideration of facts relative to this distemper,

have been formed the following Rules.

1st. As safety from danger entirely depends
on cleanliness and iVesh air, the room-door of a

some warm beverage having become by patient ill of an infectious fever, especially in

gradually expand and stretch the bands, so habit, not only comfortable, but almost a neces- the habitations of the poor, should never be
the next day, they will measure from 23 to

ubick I'eet according to the dryness and el-

ity of the hay. From several experiments

found, that the white pine timber of this

(try, partly seasoned, weighs about 23^ lbs.

4e cubic foot. The heaviest bundle ot hay

I in the press weighed 42| lbs. to the cubx
or 50 per cent heavier than pine tim-

and when expanded, 31 lbs. to the cubic

or 25 per cent heavier than pine timber.

safety valve has yet been loaded, so as

to give purchase of 225 tons, which is not

thirds of the power of the press. It is

:iore apparent how much closer hay might

ed, if it would pay the additional expense.

le expense of the press, including the barn

lich it is placed, has exceeded |^300t>. The
of which great quantities were necessary

able the press to resist the enormous pres-

forms the principal item in the expense.

J

a country, so peculiarly favourable to the

ig of grass, hay must become a great article

:port, when it can be cumpressed, so as

iletely to load a vessal without the necessity

ing ballast; and when it is not liable to

y from exposure to the weather. borne

ins have supposed, that the exportation of

vould injure the country, by depriving it of

lanure, which would have been made, hai

ay been consumed at home; but the farmci

likely to injure his firm by raising and

g grain as hay ; and vvken he tinds a good

sary. Accident led me several years past, when I shut ; a window in it during the day ought to

riding, to chew the leaves, and sometimes the
j

be frequently opened. In bad cases, a current

buds ot the sassafras to allay the intolerable heat
|
of air, between a window and door both wide

and pain produced by the highly concentrated: open, may be proper: if the air be very cold

acid on the stomach; the eftect of which cau- or damp, the curtains* of the patient's bed may
sed me to think of sassafras tea, which, in a few be drawn close during this ventilation, should

weeks, produced the most happy effect ; the I peculiar circumstances require such caution,

ymptoms having been entirely removed, and no These regidalions would be highly useful, both

return having been as yet experienced, although

live months have passed over. There are two

pecies of sassafras, the one having a red, the

other a white root—the white is much the most

pleasant, and should not be made very strong.

Sugar and cream may be used as with other tea.

A little experience will teach the most agree-

able method of preparing it. Candor induces

me to mention a fact in my own case, which

possibly, may cause medical gentlemen to doubt

the efficacy of my nostrum. About six or eight

weeks after cnrrimencing the use of the sassa-

fras tea, the first joint of the great toe on ray

right foot was for the first ttme inflamed, and

very painlui for three or four days ; and in a

day or two after that, the outside of my left

foot was so tender as to prevent me from bear-

ins: my weight on it. I should, myself, have

believed that those attacks in the feet had pro-

duced the relief to the stomach, if that viscus

had not been relieved, liao weeks previously.

More miijht be added, but you will, no doubt,

think that 1 nave already trespassed sutficieotly.

If you think these observations worthy of a

to the patient and nurses ; but are particularly

important previous to the arrival of any visiter.

2. The bed-curtams should never be drawa

round the patient, but only on the side next the

light, so as to shade the face ; except while

there is a current of air between a window and

door.

3. Dirty clothes, utensils, Stc. should be fre-

quently changed, immediately immersed in cold

water, and washed clean.

4. All discharges from the patient should ba

instantly removed. The floor near the patient's

bed should be rubbed clean every day with a

mop, or cloth wet with cold vinegar and water.

5. The air in a sick room has a more infec-

tious quality in spme parts tlian in others. Vis-

iters and attendants should avoid the current of

the patient's breath ; the air which ascends from

his body, es)>ecially if the bed-curtains be clos-

ed, and the vapor arising fruin all evacuations.

When medical or other duties require a visi-

* Curtains never ought to be allowed to any bed, oc-

cupied by any person, whether sicli or vfell.
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ter 10 pe placed in these situations of danger,

infection may be frequently prevented by a

temporary suspe^ision of breath, or respiration.

6. Visiters should not go into an infectious

chamber with an empty itomach ; and, in doubt-

ful circumstances, on coming out, they should

blow from the nose, and spit irom the mouth any

infectious poison, which may have been drawn

in by the breath, and may adhere to those

passages.

7. Paupers from jails and other infected plac
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Extracts from a work lately published by William
CoBBETT, entitlfd " Collage Economy,'''' with occa-

sional remarks on some of the statements of the au-

thor.

This work of 207 pages, small 12 mo. was

published in London in 1822. It contains " In-

formation relative to the brewing of Beer, mak-

ing of Bread, keeping of Cows, Pigs, Bees,

es ought "not to be brought before magistrates
|
j,^^^ Goats, Poultry and Rabbits, and relative

without clean hands, face, and hair, and m their
j ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^_^^,^^, .^ ,,^^ ^^^^,^^,.

Sunday clothes. There is considerable danger

of infection by the near approach of peoiile cov-

ered with contagious dirt in a close and small

room."
Remark.—These rules of prevention will

preserve all the neighbors from contagious fe-

Ter, and, in most cases, the remainder of the

family, after one of them has been attacked.

They will enable medical, clerical, and other

Tisiters to perform their important duties with

safety to themselves.

It ma», with propriety, be added, that fre-

quent washing of the body in cold water, either

salt or fresh, during the warm season, is another

powerful preventive of contagious diseases, and

productive of general good health and comfort.

The Doctor remarks, that by these rules of

prevention, Chester has been preserved from

Typhus for thirty-six years.

At Manchester, the number of patients ill of

fever during twenty-four months in 1793 and

1796, was 1056. By the establishment of a

liouse of recovery, and by observing these rules

of prevention, in two months the number of pa-

tients was reduced to 25.

The annual number of deaths by fever in

London during the last century was 3188. P.nt

by thoroughly cleansing from contagious dirt,

the houses of patients admitted into fever hos-

pitals established in 1802, and by strictly ob-

serving these rules of prevention, the annual

deaths in the metropolis were gradually redu-

ced, and in 1811 were only 906. These facts

are recorded by the Bishop of Durham, Mr,

Vansittart, and Sir Thomas Bernard.

The typhous contagion remains in the body in

a latent state from about the 10th to the 72d day,

reckoning between the time of exposure to the

poison and the commencement of the fever.

—

This law of Nature was discovered by Dr. II. in

1781, from observations on 72 cases. It was

fully confirmed by Dr. Bancroft, in 1809, from

observations on 99 cases. He observed that the

latent period of typhus varied from the 13th to

to the 68th c'ty. Hence it is manifest that an

infected person may travel, in perfect health,

from and to the remotest parts of Ireland and

Britain.

CURE FOR THE GOUT.

A gouty gentleman who has resided in the

south of Prance for some years, informs us that

Le has remained free from gout four years, in

consequence of wearing oiled stockings over

fine worsted one^, day and night. Previously

to their use he had been subjected to a parox-

ysm every six months. This practice, he says,

is common in the south of Prance, and through-

out Italy.

—

London paper.

ing of the afl'airs of a Laborer's Family." Al-

though it is more especially calculated for the

use of the laboring classes of Great Britain, it

presents us many things which may be highly

useful to all classes in all countries. It is tinc-

tured with some of Mr. Cobbett's peculiarities

and prejuices of a moral, religious and political

nature ; which circumstance, together with that

of a considerable part of the book's not being

adapted to our government, climate, manners,

and state of society, will, probably, prevent its

being republished in this country. We wish,

however, to put our readers in possession of

many excellent things which it contains, as well

as to convey the opinions of other writers on

some of the same topics, together with some

facts and observations which oppose and others

which corroborate Mr. Cobbett's assertions and

reasonings.

In the introduction to the work, we have the

following strong sentiments, expressed in a style

all nerve and intellect.

" The word Economy, like a great many
others, has, in its application, been very much
abused. It is generally used as if it meaned
parsimony, stinginess, or niggardliness; and, at

best, merely the refraining from expending

money. Hence misers and close-fisted men
disguise their propensity and conduct under the

name of Economy; whereas the most liberal

disposition, a disposition precisely the contrary

of that ol the miser, is perfectly consistent witli

economy.
" Economy means, management, and nothing

more ; and it is generally applied to the affairs

of a house and family, which aSairs are an ob-

ject of the greatest importance, whether as re-

lating to individuals or to a nation. A nation is

made powerful and honoured in the world not

so much by the number of its people as by the

ability and character of that people; and the

ability and character of a people depend, in a

great measure, upon the economy of the several

families which, all taken together, make up the

nation. There never yet was, and never will

be, a nation permanently great, Consisting, for

the greater part, of wretched and miserable

familes.

"In every view of the matter, therefore, it

is desirable, that the families of which a nation

consists should be happily off; and, as this de-

pends, in a great degree, upon the management

of their concerns, the present work is intended

to convey to the families of the Labouring dos-

ses in particular, such information as 1 think

may be useful with regard to that management.

" I lay it down as a maxim, that, for a fa

ily to be happy, they must be well suppli

with food and raiment. It is a sorry eflbrt tl

people make to persuade others, or to persua

themselves, that they can be happy in a st;

of want of the necessaries of life. The d.

trines, which fanaticism preaches, and wh:
teach men to be content with poverty, have
very jiernicious tendency, and are t'llculated

favor tyrants by giving them passive slaves.
'

live well, to enjoy all things that make life ph
sant, IS the right of every man who coristan

uses his strength judiciously and lawfully. I i

spise the man that is poor and contented; f

such content is a certain proof of a base dis]

sition, a disposition which is the enemy of

industry, all exertion, all love of independem
" Let it be understoood, however, that

poverty I mean real want, a real insufficiency

the food and raiment and lodging necessary

health and decency ; and not that iniagina

poverty of which some persons complain. T
man, who, by his own and his family's labo

can provide a sufficiency of food and raimt

and a comfortable dwelling place, is not a p(

man. There must be different ranks and (

grees in every civil society, and, indeed, so

is even amongst the savage tribes. The
must be different degrees of wealth; some m
have more than others; and the richest mi

be a great deal richer than the least rich. B
it is necessary to the very existence of a pi

I'le, that nine out of ten should live wholly

(he sweat of their brow ; and, is it not liogi

(ling to human nature, that all the nine teiil

should be called poor; and, what is still won
call themselves poor, and be contented'in that (

graded state ?"

There is much good sense in these remar

We may add that there can be no real ratioi

freedom enjoyed by a man who is j^oor, in R

Cobbett's sense of the word. Such a man i:

slave to his creditors, a slave to his circumst;

ces ; the elements tyrannize over him. A ni

may be a citizen of a free government, but c

he be a freeman, while under the dommion

wa7it, the most cruel of masters.

(to be continued.)

CURRANT WINE.

We learn that the Messrs. Kenricks, ne

Brighton, have manufactured about 1700 gal

of Currant Wine the present season. From tl

general approbation expressed by skilful co

noisseurs, they indulge a hope of having broiig

the manufacture of this article to so great pe

fection, as not only to be admired, but entitli

to a decided preference over much of the fo

eign wine in general use.

Mr. Murdock, Grocer, in Dock Square, wi

show samples of this Wine, or Columbian Gr

seille, sufKciently matured by age, and well r

lined, and supply any quantity that may be wan

cd, by the quarter-cask, demijohn, or singi

gallon, on moderate terms.

The duties paid by the Auctioneers in th

city, under the late law of the Comraonwealti

for the quarter ending July Slst, amounted

$7187 99.
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ilmiral Sir Isaac Coffix, raember of the British

nl, having; Irom a rt'jard to his native State,

with a -wish to promote its Agriculture, purchased

frcat expense, a Bull of the first breed in Great

;iin, and sent hira as a present to the Trustees of

Massachusetts Society for promoting Agriculture

—

micliiii; of Ihc Trusters held this '2lst dai/ of ^ii-
gusl, 1 s;\!3 :

OTED, That the thanks of this Board be presented

the Corresponding Secretary to Admiral Coffin,
his very valuable present, and that he express to

their sense of his patriotism, and attachment to

native soil, which neither time nor distance had
competent to weaken,

hat tlie animal presented by him, is a noble one,

afibrds in his own person, proof of his descent from
st approved stocks, independent of the historical

igrve which accompanies him.
hat for the present season, he be placed at the farm
0)/in Prince, Ksq. of Roxbury, and that he will be
nilted to be used by any farmers at the moderate
e of five dollars for each cow. In future years he
1 be removed, from time to time, to various parts

le Commonwealth, at the discretion of the Trus-
and in no case shall an higher premium be re-

ed than is above stated, it biiug the wish of this

d to improve the stock of the country as rapidly

Dssibie ; and as the Trustees receive no emolument
him, should there be any, it will go to support
reat interest of Agriculture. If a lower sum should
emanded, farmers might be careless of his progeny ;

higher, they might not choose to incur so great
xpt use, at so much risk ; his cost in England, was
64; the expenses of his transportation, kc. $113,
nts ; whole amount $C94 90. His pedigree, as

i-s :—got by Mr. WetherelPs North Star ; dam by
t ; grandam by Wellington

;
great grandam by

iby.

irlh Star was by Comet ; dam by Baronet ; gran-
by Cripple

; g. grandam by Irishman
; g. g. gran-

by Hubback.
itice will be given seasonably, every spring, in

county, and town, this Bull will be placed, to

ntent of affording to all parts of the State the ad-
ages which may be derived from a Stock, which
irst agriculturists of Europe have deemed the most
ct, in regard to disposition for fattening, and apti-

for the dairy. This improved breed is not the
t of accident, but of great care, and attention, to

such crosses of the breed of horned cattle as

d combine the most valuable qualities. The
:ees have every reason to believe, that the Dull
uted by Admiral Coffin, (which arrived in fine

) combines all these qualities, judging from his

•ree and appearance.
nen the Trustees speak of the price of five dollars

ich cow, being moderate, they have no reference
Unary prices, but to the value affixed to bulls of
»pproved race, in England and America. Bull
s, of sLx months old, have been sold as high as 50
as, or $23.j. in England, and in this country, at

)l!ars. If the price were diminished, the best
would not be sent to the animal, and it is the

; of the Trustees that only the best cows should
at. Breeds of cattle can never be improved, un-'
re be sufficient encouragement offered for their

iction, and high prices alone can elfect this desir-

end.

miral Coffin was elected an Honorary Member of
oeiety, and a vote passed to present him the Soci-

Gold Medal, and the numbers of their Journal.
A copy from the record,

BENJ. GUILD, Msl. Rec. Secretary.

FOREIGN,
e last advices from Paris are to July 2. By these
uld seem that the French are proceeding in a tri-

lant manner to settle the political concerns of
in such a mode bs best comports with the high

t of tht- victors. The hand of opposition is weak
aralylic, and is hardly elevated against the Gal-
gulators, who now perform pretty nearly their

pleasure throughout a country whose inhabi-
can no more turn freedom to a good accoHut than

could a stupid animal of some ferocious species, that
had been accustomed to a cage. The marches of the
in\:iders appear more like peaceful processions than
military movements in a hostile country. Instead ot

fighliug battles, they are pursuing fugitives, and Ihey
lell us they are almost everywhere welcomed wilh
enthusiasm by the great mass of the Spanish popula-
tion. It is said, in one of their despatches, that " Ca-
diz, as well as the island of Leon, are destitute of sub-
sistence ; that the greatest contusion prevails among
the wrecks of the revolutionary army, which have fled
thither, to the number of 70(J0 or IIOOO men ; and that
they have not prepared any means of defence." Se-
ville made some resistance, but was laid under a heavy
contribution. At Alcira was some fighting, but the
fight soou became a chace, in which the French were
the winners, for th( y say " several hundred soldiers

were taken in the retreat, and many presented them-
selves as deserters." If we make all possible allovj--

ances for certain figures of rhetoric, usually abounding
in French Bulletins, called hyperboles, alias gascon-
ades, it is impossible not to conclude that Spanish lib-

erty-is suspended for a season, if not absolutely expa-
triated, or annihilated.

The Regency at Madrid, got up under French aus-
pices, has issued a decree for sequestering the property
of the Cortes, together with the members of the regen-
cy of Seville, and others who have rendered themselves
obnoxious to the party now dominant. They proclaim
that the members of the Cortes, who have adhered to

the dethronement of the King, shall, for that art alone,
be declared guilty of high treason, and the punishment
adjudged l;y the law on those guilty of this crime shall

be inflicted on thera by the Courts of law on the sim-
ple recognition of their identity.

Tht Greets have established a Genera! Government
for the whole nation. The first meeting of (heir Na-
tional Congress, under the new constitution, closed on
the 30th of April last. The thanks of that Congrts=
have been voted to the armies through whose valor, ir,

the course of sixteen months, more than 90,000 of theii

enemies had been destroyed. The High .Admiral of tb.

Turkish fleet had been ordered to comm"nce the im-
mediate attack of the Grecian Islands, and to prosi -

cute the war with the utmost vigor. The same ordtr,-

had been issued to the Pachas in Thessaly, Lividia, &c.
and accounts from Larissa to the 2d May stated, thai

the Pacha of Sceutoria had embodied 30,000 men, and
that columns were traversing that quarter. On thi

other hand, it is said that the Greeks are making great
preparations to repel the enemy—they are fully awari
of the dangers which menace them, but notwithstand-
ing, are full of energy and confidence.

DOMESTIC.
Public sale of Laiuh—T he President has issued a

proclamation for a public sale of lands at New Orleans
on the first Monday of February next. These lands
are situate southwest from the city of New Orleans,
and lie on the Delta, from three to ten and twelve feet

above high-water mark. There ar' above l.'OO lots,

containing for the most part 160 acres each, and hav-
ing generally a front of four acres on the water with a
depth of forty acres. They are well adapted for sugar
plantations.

Fire.—The Virginia State Penitentiary was destroy-

ed by fire on the 9th inst. It is supposed that the fire

commenced in a shoe maker's shop, where sometimes
20 or 25 worked at once. It is suspected that the fire

was the work of design. There were 244 convicts in

the building, all of whom were saved. Loss to the

Commonwealth supposed to be $200,000.

Daring Rohhery.—The rooms of a number of the

boarders at .Mr. Bunker's Mansion House, Broadway.
New Vork, were lately entered between 1 and 5 o'clk.

in the morning, by some villain unknown, and robbed
of cash and other property to a large amount.

Hail Stnrm.—On the 4th inst. a destructive storm
of hail visited Quakertown, in Penn. For the width
of three miles were to be seen hailstones several hours
after the storm had abated ; some of which measured
7 1-2 and inches in circumference. Fences were
prostrated, trees torn up bj thejoots, promising crops

^_^^_^ 31

oflndian corn and buck-wheat were cut topiec(s by
the hail, and blown in every direction. In that village
alone upwards of VM) panes of glass were broken, and
much other serious damage sustained in that place and
its neighborhood.

Extraordinary Hailstone.—The Hartford Mirror says
that a hailstone, or rather mass of ice fell during j.

thunder storm, in the presence of several persons, iu
Monson, Mass. of the following very extraordinary di-
mensions : Extremes 4 ft. long, 3 do. wide, 2 do. thick.
The appearaiice is said to have been that of a compact
body of hail stones, as firmly united as hail usually is.

After removing the rough parts of the body there re-
mained a solid block 2 feet 3 inches long, 1 foot 6 in-
tJ.es wide, and 1 foot 3 inches thick.

One Johnson (reported to be the famous " T'/nmiffr-
bolt," the companion and tutor of Martin) has been
pursued from Portland to Canada, and ai rested for

running away with a horse and chaise, and been safe-
ly caged in Portland. He is represented as a powerlul
man ; has exhibited the marks which Martin says he
had on him ; and is said to have cleared himself from
lour or five of his pursuers, but found a match in a
brother Hibernian, who knocked up his career by
knocking him down.

—

Ctniinel.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

ASHE.S, pot, 1st sort, . .

pearl do. . . .

BEANS, white, ....
liEEF, mess, 200 cwt. . .

cargo. No 1, . . .

" No 2, . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual.
" 2d qual.

small kegs, family,
CHEESE, new milk . . .

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, superfine,

Genessee . . .

Rye, best . . .

GRAIN, Rye ....
Corn ....
Barley ....
Oats ....

HOGS' LARD, Ist sort

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 182:

LIME,
OIL, Linseed, American
FLAISTER PARIS . . .

PORK, Navy Mess . . .

Bone Middlings . .

Cargo, No 1, . .

Cargo, No 2, . .

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822,
Clover ....

WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed
do do unwa
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION fihlRKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAL,
LAMB,
POULTRY, . . .

RUTTER, keg & tub
lump, best

FlTGS,
MEAL, Rye, . . .

Indian, . .

POTATOES, new, .

CIDER, liquor, . .

HAY, best, . . ,
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ANECUOl'ES—Selected from 'lliachiji's Journal.

When the Count D'Esfaing's fleet appeared

near the British batteries, in the harbor of

Rhode Island, a severe cannonade was commen-
ced, and several shot pa«sed through the houses

in town, and occasioned greal consternation a-

mong the inhabitants. A shot passed through

the door of Mrs. Mason's liotise, just above the

floor. The family were alarmed, not knowing
where to flee for safety. A negro man ran and

sat himself down very composedly, with his

back against the shot hole in the door, and be-

ing asked by young Mr. Mason why he choje

that situation, he replied, " Massa, you never

nnow two bullet go in one place."

A criminal was executed who had been guil

ly of forging a number of discharges, by which

he and more than a hundred soldiers had left

the army. He appeared to be penitent, and

behaved with uncommon fortitude and resolu

tion. He addressed the soldiers, desired them
to be faithful to their country and obedient to

their ofiicers, and advised the officers to be

punctual in all their engagements to the sol

diers, and give them no cause to desert. H<:

examined the halter, and told the hangman tin

knot was not made right, and tliat the rope wa;

not strong enough, as he was a heavy man
Having adjusted the knot and tixed it round his

neck, he was swung off instantly. The roi)e

broke, and he fell to the ground, by which he
was very much bruised. He calmly reascended
the ladder and said, " I told you the rope was
not strong enough, do get a stronger one." An-
other being procured, he was launched into

eternity. —
At an attack on Charleston, Sir Peter Parker,

Commodore in the British fleet, had a material

part of his breeches torn awaj', and was other
wise wounded. In a southern newspaper were
inserted the following lines on Sir Peter's dis

aster

:

" If honor in the breech is lodg'd,

As Hudibras tiath shown.
It may from hence be fairly judg'd

Sir Peter's honor's gone."

We were invited to visit a curiosity. Thi:

is a monster in the human tbrm. He is twenty
seven years of age, his face from the upper part

of his forehead to the end of his chin, measure
twenty inches, his eyes and nose are remark
ably large and prominent, chin large and poin-
ted. His features are coarse, irregular and dis-

gusting, and his voice is rough and sonorous.
His body is only twenty-sevep inches in length,

his limbs are small, and much deformed, and he
has the use of one hand only. He has never
been able to stand, or sit u|(, as he cannot sup-
port the enormous weight of his head ; but lies

constantly in a large cradle, with liis head sup-
ported on pillows. He is visited by great num-
bers of people, and is peculiarly fond of the com-
pany of clergymen, always inquiring for them
among his visiters, and taking great pleasure in

receiving religions instruction. General Wash-
ington made him a vt, ;(, and asked, "whether
he was a whig or tory ?" He replied, that >- he
had never taken an active part on either siile."

WAR HORSES.
At the battle of Germanton, General Wayne

rode his gallant voan, and in charging the en-

emy, his horse received a wound in his head,

and fell, as was supposed, dead. Two days

after, the roan returned to the American camp,

not materially injured, and was again fit for

service.

During the battle of Waterloo, some of the

horses, as they lay on the ground, having re-

covered from the first agony of their wounds,

fell to eating the grass about them, thus sur-

rounding themselves with a circle of bare

ground, the limited extent of which, showed

their weakness; others of these interesting an-

imals were observed quietly grazing in the mid-

dle of the tield, between the two hostile lines,

their riders having been shot ofl' their backs;

and the balls that flew over their heads, and

the roaring behind and before, caused no res-

pite of the usual instinct of their nature.

—

When a charge of cavalry went past, near to

any of these stray horses, the trained animals

would set oft', form themselves in the rear of

their mounted companions, and though without

riders, gallop strenuously along with the rest,

not stopping or flinching when the fatal shock

with the enemy took jilace.

The Address of the Hon. Dewitt Clinton, re-

cently delivered before a literary Society at

Schenectady, New York, is warmly commended
in the New York papers, as a choice specimen
of learning, eloquence and patriotism. Mr. C.

closed his address with the lollowing noble and
eloquent peroration :

—

" Finally, whatever may be our thoughts, our

words, our writings, or our actions, let them ali

be subservient to the promotion of science ami
the prosperity of our country. Pleasure is a

shadow, wealth is vanity, and power a pageam
—but knowledge is extatick in enjoyment, pe-

rennial in fame, unlimited in space and intinitt

in duration. In the performance of its sacreil

ollices, it fears no danger, spares no expense,
omits no exertion. It scales the mountains, look>

into the volcano, dives into the ocean, perforate.^

the earth, wings its flight into the skies, encircles

the globe, explores sea and land, contemplates
the distant, examines the minute, comprehends
the great, and ascends to the sublime. No place

too remote for its grasp—no heavens too exalted

for its reach. " lis seat is the bosom of God, its

voice the harmony of the world. All things in

heaven and earth do it homage, the very least as

feeling its care and the greatest as not exempt
iVom its jiower. Both angels and men, creatures,

of wlwl condition soever, though each in different

sort and manner,yet all with uniform consent ad-

miring it as the parent of peace and happiness."

is growing very intemperate. I know tl

said Mr. A. but he is a good fellow to work, :

when he has cleared up land, and made all*

betterments he can, I mean to take the fa

back again. Soon alter this B. came in as us
for his grog. The Innholder related the c

versation, which bad passed between him
Mr. A. This proved a powerful scrmo7i. B.
tened with attention, received the mug wit
trembling hand, and said, this is the last sp
I will ever drink. He has reformed, paid
debts, and is now living in the rational enj

ment of the good things of this life and in

bosom of a happy famil}'. Ye, who are lab

ing hard to pay for your land, be entreated

learn from this incident aa important lessor

instruction.

English Fogs.—The fogs of England hav(

all times been the complaint of foreigners

Gondomar, the Spanish Ambassador, when so

one who was going to Spain, waited on hifft

ask whether he had any commands, repli

" Only my compliments to the Sun, whoi
have not seen since I came to England." C

accioli, the Neapolitan minister to the Eng
Court, used to say that the only ripe fruit

had seen in England, were roasted apples,

in conversation with George 11. he took

liberty of preferring the Moon of Naples,

the Sun of England.

A Windsor chair manufacturer of New Y^c

a few days since received a letter from an

acquaintance residing in the interior (an ecc

trie kind of a gentleman, perhaps not actuall

Johnson in literature) who among other corr

tions of dialect, had imbibed that of pronounc
he word chair as if written with double e

CHEER. The old gentleman's daughter was
!>earer of this epistle, which informed his (

friend of her recent marriage, on which acco

she called on him " for twelve cheers." T

receiver of the letter perused it attentive

and was not a little surprised that his Irii

should request so rough and boisterous a felic

iion, on so lender and delicate a theme,
knowing his correspondent's eccentricity,

thought it best to humor his whim, and accc

ingly saluted the astonished lady with a do;

huzzas, with such tremendous vociferation, t

she shrieked with terror, tied from the sb

and has not since been heard of.

An elegant writer has said, " that the per

of our courtship is the happiest of our I

If this position be true, it is impossible not

admire the prudence of a couple lately marri

who protracted this period of felicity for

years. That they should at last think it nec

sary to unite in the bands of wedlock, is a str

ing proof that all human felicity must soi

time or other have an end.

An Innholder a S'uccessful preacher.

Mr. A was a speculator in lands, and
sold a farm to Mr. B , who was an active

industrious young man, but in the habit of mak-
ing too free use of ardent spirits. He seltleil

upon the land and was much engaged in getting
out lumber to pay for it. Wiiile on Ids way
with his team from the lot to the wharf, he
would never forget to stop at Mr. C's tavern,

and take what he would call a good drink of
ijrog. The habit of excessive drinking grew
upon him until he was frequently seen intoxi-

cated. At length Mr. A had occasion to call

the same inn. The landlord observed to „,^Us, and m the same proportiou for a
him B. will never pay you for your land j he 'number.
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1
eroiind is sjencrally reconiMKinded tor seeds

;

[nv THE EDITOR.

J

|^^^j w hcit, ' bc ipg li:ible5>to be smntty, is cora-

ON THE fULTIV.ATlON OF WHEAT.
\ monly i)rei)ared by steepini? in brine or lime,

'o raise good wheat is considered both inland in consequence of the steep, vegetation

;rica and Europe as an object of prime con-! cnrnmeuces, ^nd if the seed in this state is phic-

lonce to the cultivator, anil agricultural wri- ed in earth, which is, and continues for any

have of course been very voluminous on (jme dry, vegetatioii is checked by the drought,

subject. We shall select and condense some
j

which kills, or greatly injures the seed

heir remarks, which appear to us of the

ilest importance, and add what our own ob

alion and experience has sunfifcsted.

Early sowing requires less seed than late,

because the plants have more time, and are

more apt to spread, and throw out a good num
" heat is thought to be the most useful of i

|jer of stalks. Jlore seed i,s required for poor

farinaceous plants, and as the bounty ol

vidence has generally decreed that those

gs vvhich are most useful *hall be most

mon, wheat accordingly will grow in al-

|t any part of the globe. It thrives not only

hmperate, but in very hot, and in very cold

in Alrica and Siberia, as well as in the

ed States and Great Britain. It requires a

loamy soil, not too light, nor too heavy.

Memoirs of the New York Board of Agri-

ire, volume ii, page 28, state that " wheat

s best on land which contains just as much
as can be combined with it without sub-

ng the wheat to be frozen out."' And the

3r of that article, Mr. Amos Eaton, observes

;e it is the clay which absorbs and retains

of the water injurious in wheat soils, 1

ed a rule for the consideration of farmers,

ed on that principle, and conlirmed by all

bservations 1 have been enabled to make.

—Wash a little of the soil in a tumbler ol

•, and observe the time required (or it to

ne clear. If the time required exceeds

hours, it may be considered as liable to

ured by frost." W. Van Dusen, a farmer

nsellaer county, N. Y. says, " that if wheat

•ved the last week in August, on clay soil.

generally resist the efl'ect of frost in the

r, and of insects in the spring." "A cla^

ccording to the same work, " having ab-

1 a large proportion of water, becomes
ir as the water freezes, or rises up in va-

protoberances, so that the roots of the

plant become disengaged from their bold

soil. It is very manifest that if wheat be

SD early that each plant may have lime

3nd its roots into the soil, its chance for

ng its hold will be belter." We believe

ot only clay, but lime, chalk, marl, or

calcarious substance is necessary to bring

to perfection, and the grounds of our be-

i shall exhibit hereafter.

Complete Farmer says, that " the best

jr sowing wheat is about the beginning

tcmber. But if the earth be very dry,

better be deferred till some shower*
Tioistened the soil. Mr. Mortimer says

known wheat to be so mustied and spoil-

laying long in the ground before ram
that it never came up at all. To which
s that he has seen very good crops of

from seeds sown in July." Vv'e should

end, however, that it would be necessa-

2ed wheat, sown so early, in order to

t its going to seed the first year, or get-

D far advanced in its growth to resist the

than for rich lands, and rich land early sowed

requires the least of any. Bordley's Husband-

ry says " the climate and soil of America may
be believed to dilTer greatly from those of Eng-

land, respecting the growth of some particular

plants. Wheat sown there two to three bush-

els on an acre, yields great crops. Two bush-

els an acre sown in Maryland or Pennsylvania,

would yield straw without grain. In Maryland

three pecks are commonly sown. 1 never had

better crops than from half a bushel of seed

wheat to an acre, in a few instances. In these

instances the ground was perfectly clean and

tine, after many ploughings or horse-hoeings of

maize, [Indian corn,] on which the wheat was

sown in September, whilst the maize was rip-

ening. It was a clay loam highly jjulverized.

But because of the loss of plants at other times,

I preferred to sow three pecks an acre."

—

•' Grain, which is thin sown, says the Complete

Farmer, is less apt to lodge. Every one must

have observed that in places where foot paths

are made through wheat fields, by the side ol'

the paths, where the corn is thin, and has been

trodden down in winter and spring, the plants

have stood erect, when most of the corn in the

same field has been laid flat on the ground, an

advantage proceeding from the circumstance ol

the stalks having more room."

The Farmer's Assistant asserts that " the

time for sowins wheat probably depends much
on previous habit. Thus if it were sown
number of successive years by the middle ot

August, and then the time of sowing were chan-

ged at once, to October, the crop would proba-

bly be much lighter on that account; yet, where
wheat has become habituated to be sown late,

it will do tolerably well. The later it is sown,

however, the more seed is requisite. Wheu
early sown, a bushel to the acre is believed to

be sufTicient ; but when sown later, a bushel

and an half, or more, may be necessary." The
estimate of seed, however, should be formed

not so much from the capacity of any particular

measure, as from the number of grains, which

that measure contains. The larger and fuller

the seed is, the greater quantity by measure,

will be required; tbe smaller, the less quantity.

.Much, therefore, must be left to the discretion

of the farmer, who must take into consideration

the time of sowing, the quality and preparation

of the soil, as well as the plumpness or the

shrivelled state of the seed wheat
If naked summer tallows are used at all thev

pond, for one season, the raiding of crops of any

sort oil land uhicii is exhausted or greatly in-

fested with weeds ; ;,nil during the summer and
autumn plough and harrow it several times, and

thus thoroughly subdue it. When such a pro-

cess is adopted, wheat is generally the succeed-

ing crop. The custom of nakcul fiilouing how-
ever, is not much approved of in modern hus-

bandry, and that mode of prejiaring for wheat
is rarely adopted by scientilic cultivators. Sir

John Sinclair says, " the raising clean, smoth-

ering, green crops, and feeding stock with them
upon the land, is not only much more profitable,

as far as relates to the value of the crop sub-

stituted in lieu of a fallow, but is also a more
eftectual method of procuring large crops of

wheat, or any other crop, which may succeed

the green crop." There is a disadvantage

sometimes attending fallows, which we appre-

hend may be more detrimental in our climate

than in that of Great Britain. Land which is

kept in a light and pulverized state, is liable to

be washed away by violent rains, and the show-

ers of our summer season are usually more
plentiful, and fall with more impetuosity than

those of England, although the mean moisture

is less, and there is less rain falls in the course

of the year on this than the other side of the

Atlantic.

In modern tillage wheat more usually follows

clover than any other crop ; and Bordlfy's Hus-

bandry says " clover is the best preparative for

a crop of wheat." In such case, English farra-

ersj and indeed all others wlio work it right,

give but one ploughing, and harrow in the seed

by passing the harrow twice in a place the same
way with the furrows. Mr. Bordley directs that

the operations of ploughing, harrowing and sow-

ing should immediately follow each other. Mr.

Macro, <in eminent English farmer says, " from

upwards of twenty years experience I am of

opinion, that the best way of sowing clover

lands with wheat is to plough the land 10 or 14

days before you sow it, that the land may have

time to get dry, and after rain to make it dress

well. 1 am at a loss to account for the wheat

thriving hetlcr on lands which have been ploughed

sometime, than it does on fresh pluuglied lands,

which dress as well or b^ter, but 1 have often

tried both ways on the same lands, and always

loiind tbe former answer best." Mr. Bordley

in attem[iting to account for this efl'ect says,

" 1 conjecture that the clover plants being buried

and the wheat sown at the same time, they both

f'erment and run into heat in the same period :

(he germ then shoots and the root is extremely

nelicate and tender tor some days; during which

the buried herbage obtains its highest degree of

heat ; which added to the internal heat of the

germ, may, though only slightly, check and a

little injure the delicate shoots of the wheat.

—

In s[irouting barley for making malt, a little ex-

cess of heat in the bed checks, and a little more

totally slops the sprouting or growth of the

roots. Both modes give crops superior to what

are produced on fallow. Farmers may well try

both methods for determining which to prefer
;

may as well be made preparatory to a crop of that is, as well immediate sowing, on ploughing

wheat. It may sometimes be expedient to sus-lin the clover, as the method of sowing not till
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10 or 14 dHVS alter having ploughed in the

clover; suppose an half each w.\y.

We believe that wheat would flourish better

ifit were buried deeper than it generally is in

broad-cast sowing. Our opinion is tounded on

the following tacts relating to the phys.ology o

the wheat plant. " A gra,n of wheat, when put

L the ground at the depth o three inche.

undergoes the following transformations As

soon as the farinaceous matter which envelopes

the frame of the young plant contained with n

it is softened into a milky state, a germ is pusl-

[BY THE EDITOR.] ( mean of preserving and reslo.vng health.

^77 J Tf/ RnthSr,^ with re- every town, and oven village, there is a put

'-<^rks on he effects of dnaU^tM^^^ .^^^^^^ attached to their own hou.

Warm Weather. By John &. Coffin, M. ^J; L >^^^^ ^,^^hs, thev prevent or drspel rheu,

A useful Treatise with the above title has
^.^^^^ ^^^.^yr\^^^ and such cutaneous d.sorden

been for some time before the public, ami nas,!
^^ produced hy want of perspiration. T

we believe, met with attention in some degree i^^
^.|^^^| ^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ circulate with freed(

corresponding to its merits. What induces "sl
^^ ^^^^^^ j,,^^^ acquires a suppleness and lig

to suppose that this little work has not "eenl
^^^ ^^^^ the" spirits gain a vivacity and H^

permitted to pass without "ot'ce from the read-
1^^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ experienced in an equal deg

and reflecting part of the public, is the cir-
^^^ ^^^

stance that many of its maxims have from »>
i

.^^, ,,,,„ii„ess. The

in an equal deg

so much attention

:,t many of its maxims have "'om i ^j
—- ^|-^-.^^^^ Y\,^ women are part:

1 , '^n?l\rt"he bouom'of 'that 'germ "small
\

,ime to time appeared in our
"f "'^f

P^^^^^' °"'
iarly lond of these baths, an.l frequent then

edout, ""'^/;, *;•'
''"''r,,ots are gathering times with, but often without acknowledging J ,^^^ ,;,,^,^ ^„j ^,^,1,

'rtth° wS the germ by the afd of the the source from whence they ;--
'^"fht 1

w .ch they use are passed through the sw
strength whdt the germ y

^^^^ ^^,^^^ ^^^.^^^ .^ ^ ^_.^^^ ^^^ ^H , b^ " /h*. I

„ ^^. ^^_^ ^^^^^ ^,. ^^,^^^ ^,,,^ ^^,^^ ,p,
m, ky lluid

'*^^f
"°\'"^ "Pjvjir

.

and possession of every iaraily, and to be consul ed
^^^ ^. ,^^ ^^^^ ^^^ f-^^,,^^,

c^llS fn u hmen? or The planl 'tVom -d its precepts attended to by every uidivd.^^^ P[
^,^ Egyptian women ; and ou this o.

«Site^f TIsranalogous to the wean- who wishes to enjoy the choicest oi heaven s
^j^,,^,;,

=-
eat attention to the ornam<

e soil itsell. I lUS IS .Ulrt.uo ______ ,,.....„. „ o„„„.l m nrl in :i SOUud body. , ., . ', "^ A __ ....n ..„ ,„ ,U^ .-lonr,li,.oa.

are

the soil it:5cii. a — -- o

ins of the young of animals, which are not

abandoned by the mother till they can provide

for themselves ; but the care ot nature does

blessino-s, a sound mind in a sound body.
_

It is true that bathing is not quite so indis-

pensable to animal existence as breathing, but
.. .L 1 „=. . Vint (lip rare 01 nature noes nensaoie lu aiimmi cai^..v-..v,^— .^.

.

sion they pay "great attention to the ornam

of their dress, as well as to the cleanlines;

their persons.*

In Russia, the bath forms so essential a

of the system ol living, that it is used by pe

of every age, and in all circumstances, by

etically sealed by a coal- ^^ Ivino-.in women, in almost all s

,d other noisome matter,
:; 1,p(V,r/ and after a iourney, after ITr"°n,,rdXch search a I the superficial ing of perspirable, and other "oisome matter, ";

,efore%nd after a journey, after 1

of the 1^°""'^:^/'"^
'^f^rime acl^^^ as the life cau be but little better than a lo'>g

'^'f

^se "« ' j,.^^,^ ^^ ^^ J^.essary of lif.

'''wtits s"ac the low"^^ and that and if a person thus encumbered -
J'"^''^

-^^ rndispensabk that ,

"
, Hhe Mrrvhich eplrates the two sets symptoms of cheerfulness they must be

^
^er

^ ^^^ .^ ^^ ^,.,^^ ^^ .^^^^ ^,„ „, i,,^

^rlo t is'now b c ..r^. channel, through Lkcted or artiticial, P-,<''^-„''.^y"""^\:; without any particular occasion, once a w
01 roots IS iiuiy ^^^

_,_.,, ..,:iU r-..i — tV,o vt mn n« O strOUff drlUlv. 1 hUS you
] „, R,,„o:„,^ V.-.tKo arp- orpnpr;
without any particular occasion, once a w

at least. The Russian baths are, gener;

what are denominated " sweating baths." T

are vapor baths, not water, nor yet dry sw

in<' baths; differing in this respect from all

ha'tlis of antiquity, as well as from those of

modern Orientals ; and in this consists thei

sential excellence, that they are beneficial

variety of cases, where hot water baths w

. ii„ Tn^m )ViP atmosDhere, or aruiii;niii_y <i^ i uuu ui ^v^...v- j^
,

- „(„„,„, i "
i
he useless if not pernicious. All the inven

naturally from the a mosphere
j-^fher Lered it a duty to -reiuse to be comtorte,! ^^H

^,,^ ^^^i^^ly ^^,;
manuie to the surface, ana se

...,,^^J.,. ^,„(,,^j themselves in sackloth and ashes,
,

._^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^,^^^^^ ^^j ,he,e is n,

,1 made uncleanliness auxiliary to the melan-i . . „ _ „„.,..,,.„

^^.- r th^ l^r '^'^ujpli'^hriir::^;;P rt^=i;s c:?.rong drink. Th.. yo..

S:tu;5lm::uhe;tJ^LlL.d.^ WhatanLiI find^ Uiat

f;^^^:^:^^^
admirable contrivance to secure the prosperity melancholy. ^ " bea.ds,

^^^^ ^^J^

ground, and to collect nourishment from every stupid y The a"C'ent we e
1^^ ^^^^^_

fi-^r^J-e i;i-^^"Sj-u'^r: :;r!;r:^ j^^
;;aturally from the atmosphere, or artihcially as tjon "^

.^^"^Y^^'^jVcVe'.^e to l/e comtorte,!,"

the drill system in grain, may ^ue
p^ ^^^^

y i^^^^

^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^j ^, exercise n be
, ^^^_^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ bath-room into an adjoi

open air, and who wash themselves "'th lie
,

^.^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^1^^^^^^,^^^ ^^^^^,j i^ jj^^ (-^.t i

dews of their own perspiration, stand in ^ks.j
^^_^^^ ^^ .^ ^^^.^ by medical men, acquai

ceived in this explanation; tor in broad cast

sowing, the seeds lay very near to the surface

and in this situation it is not only more exposed

to accidents arising from birds, insects and the

weather, but the two sets of roots are necessa-

rily crowded together, so as almost to become

indistinct; the plant is less firm,__and has fewer

purveyors collecting food for it. *
^ ^, , .

Dr. Deane observed, that "wheat that is

«owed in autumn, a clover ley excepted, should,

•instead of harrowing, be covered with a sha -

low furrow, and the surf^ice left rough. It wui

be less in danger of being killed by the frost m

perspi - ,

need of habitual bathing than those who lea.

sedentary lives.

" Behold the laborer of the glebe, who tolls

In dust, in rain, in cold, and sultry skies ;

Pave but the grain from mildew and the flood,

Nought anxious he what sickly stars ascend,

lie knows no laws by Esculapius given,

He studies none."

In plain prose, a man who uses much corpo-
_ ^^^^^^^ ^_ _

real exercise, in open air, may be uncleanly lu
,^.,^,g lamented, and certainly not vvithout c

his person without apiiarent injury to his health,
^^^, ^^^ practice of bathing has fallen mt^

with the subject, that the Russians owe

longevity, their robust state of health,

little disposition to certain mottal diseases,

their happy and cheerful temper, principal

these baths, though climate, aliment, and h

of living likewise contribute their share.

"The great lord Chancellor Bacon, and (

sao-acious^'observers of nature, and of man

be harrowed and should be rolled. Some hus

bandraen advise, when wheal is sown on a clo-

ver ley, to plough in the clover with a deep

furrow, then plough in the seed wheat with a

shallow furrow, and if the next crop in the ro-

tation requires a level bottom, it will be neces-

sary to harrow and roll the field as smooth as

possible, after having ploughed in the seed.

*Mr. Featherslonhaugh's Essay on the Principle

and Practice of Rural Kconomy.

the cure of diseases

- In ancient times, when Rome with Athens vied

For polishM luxury and useful arts

;

All hot and reeking from Ih' Olympic strile,

\nd warm ralestra, in the tepid bath,
.^

Th' athletic youth relaxM their wearied lim.s.'

I Among the Turks bathing forms a part ot

I diet and'of religion as well as of luxury and a

DUl oniy uauis, .n'" >"•' -- - j

of nations cure almost all their maladies a

by baths, we cannot avoid regarding the d

sion of them as the epocha of a grand t<

tion which has been wrought in the pti

slate of the human race, in one quarter i

» See Savary'a Travels.
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Id. The natural perspiration, the most im-

ant of all excretions, must nalurnll.v go on

er in a boilv kept constantly soli by bathing.

IV impurities that privily lay in us the train

sdious and dangerous distempers, are remo-

in lime, before they poison the blood and

es."*

\'e. think nofhin": more need be said to prove

utility of balhing. Kut this, like nil ctiier

d tbiiiffs, is liable to abuse. Cold or warm

110;?, excessively or improperly used, is in-

cus. Every body knows, who is in the least

ree conversant with ancient history, that

xander had nearly lost his life by plungins:,

le heated and exhausted, into the river

Inus, The cold bath was succt^^fully ii'od

iie recovery of the Emperor Augustus IVom

jerous sickness, but the same application

'supposed to have proved fatal to his heir

arent, Maicclliis. Like other powerful re-

lies, it ought not to be (although it too fre-

ntly is) tampered with. With good advice,

efore, go into water, whether warm or i old.

had better not bathe at all, than not b.ithe

ule. .i^rmstrong, celebrated both a? a phy-

n .uid a poet, touches on this subject in the

wing lines

:

t tliose who from the frozen Arctos reach

I'd -Mauritania, or the «ultry West,

e wide flood througli rich ladostan roll'd,

jt, thtice a day, and in the tepid wave
i5t their stubtjorn pores ; that full and free

vaporation through the soi'ten'd skin

Liiar proportion to the swelling blood
;

ill they ^scape the fever''s rapid llamcs.

us.t the man of no complaint deniaads

varm ablution, .just enough to char

] luices of the skin, enough to keep
)ody sacred from indecent soil."

t the languor, which the preceding heat
|

nances were languid, their whole appearance

has induced. Another is that bathing |)reparos [
dejected, and their eyes had a dull red suiTusinn.

us to meet the approaching cold of winter with- ; These men were carefully separated from the

out inconvenience and without danger; so that
J

rest of the corps, and immediately subjected to

we neither suffer frcun a sense of cold, nor fall
' the cold affusion of water, always repeated once

sick from the gradual changes of the seasons
i

and sometimes twice a day. In fifteen of the

from summer and autumn to winter. Bathing
j

number (be disease was exlinguishod
;
two only

too, is one of the greatest preventives of an- > went through the lever. On the same day the

tumnal fevers; forVroof of this lake the fol-i commanding officer, at my desire. Issued an or-

lowin? facts from Dr. Currie.
I
<ler for the wliole remaining part of the rcgi-

" In the vear n'J'2, a regiment of troops was ! ment to bathe in the sea; and for sometime

stationed in Liverpool, England. Their gen- j Ihey were regularly mustered, and marched

eral guard-room bad been previously used as a :
down at high water, to plunge into the tide.

—

place of conlinement for deserters. It was ex- {These means were successful in arresting the

tremely close and dirtv, and under it was a eel- endemic. After the L3lh of June no persoo

lar, which in the winter had been full of water, was attacked by it. Fifty-eight had the disease

This water was now half evaporated, and from 1 —thirty-two went through its regular courses,

the surface issued olfensive e\halations. In a i
and in twenty-six the fever seemed to be cut

dark, narrow ami nnventilated cell, it was usual ' short by the cold affusion. Two only died, and

lese directions, however, are rather poeti-

lan practical, ami tend more to amuse tlie

than to enlighten the understanding.

—

,'ithstanding the great importance of bath-

s a mean of preservinti; health, or healing

ses, nothing definite, nothing scientific has,

itliin a few years, been published on the

ct. As Dr. CotKn well observes in the

rtisement to the Treatise which is the

ct of this notice, "The principles of bath-

ave been but little studied, or the practice

ratioDally adopted in the United States
;

ndeed than our general advancement in

zation, or the present improvement in the

;e of preventing and curing diseases would
ine to expect or desire.'' A number of

rate publications on this topic, have in-

appeared in Euro|)e, but they are not only

linous, but inaccessible to the great body

3 community. Such a work as the one

! us, was, therefore, very much wanted,

jght to be read bj' every person capable

iding and reflection, to whom health as

s cleanliness are objects worth attention,

the benefits of bathing in autumn we shall

some remarks, furnished by a medical

, whose science, judgment, and experi-

nay be relied on.

ime persons think that so soon as the hot

r abates, bathing may be discontinued

It loss. But this is so far from being true,

lere are some peculiar advantages to be

d from continuing the practice in that

"M. One is that the bath enables us to sur-
tlie f,

,«*fcs' Cyclopedia.
Jreat Britain.

to contine such men as were sent to the guard

for misbehavior, and about the 20th of May,

several men had been shut up in this place on

account of drunkenness, and suffered to remain

here twenty-four hours, under the debility that

succeeds intoxication. The typhus, or jail fe-

ver, made its appearance in two of these men,

about the first of June, and spread with great

ra[)idity.

'• Ten of the soldiers laboring under this en-

demic, were received into the Liverpool In-

firmary, and the wards allotted to fever could

admit no more. The infection continuing its

progress, a temporary hospital was titled up at

the tort, and I was requested to give my assist-

ance. In two rooms, each about 15 feet square,

were fourteen patients laboring under fever.

—

The symptoms of the disease were, more or

less of cough, with mucous expectoration. In

all those vvho had sustaiued the disease eight

days or more, there were petcchiae* on the

skin , in several there were occasional bleed-

ings from the nostrils, and streaks of blood in

the expectoration. Debility was considerable

from the first; the pulse varied from 100 to

130 strokes in the minute ; heat from 101 to

103 degrees. Great pain in the head, with

stupor, pervaded the whole, and in several in-

stances a low delirium. Our first care was to

ventilate and clean the room; our second, to

wash and clean the patients themselves. Our
third object was to stop the progress of the in-

fection. We first attempted to purify the guard

room, but this was found to be impracticable.

The weather being wet and cold, the men on

guard could not be prevailed on to remain in

the open air ; and from passing the nights in

the infected guard room, several privates of

the successive reliefs caught the inlbction, and

fell ill on the 10th, 11th and 12th of the month.

In several of these the fever ran through its

course ; and in others it was immediately ar-

rested by the affusion of sea water over the

body.
" The infected guard room was shut up, and

a temporary shed erected in its stead. Still the

infection proceeded ; on the 13th, three more
having been added to the sick list. On this day

therefore the whole regiment were drawn up

at my request, and the men examined in their

ranks; seventeen were found with symptoms
of fever; it was not difficult to distinguish these

as they stood by their fellows. Their counte-

' Red or purple spots resembling flea-bites

both of these had been enfeebled by a West

India climate, and by other causes.

" Several instances have come to my knowl-

edge, of individuals who had during a number

of years usually sutTercd from autumnal fever

and rheumatism, but who, after a regul.ir course

of sea, or other cold bathing, have escaped these

complaints. In these cases there has been a

sensible increase of strength, diminished ten-

derness in regard to the sensation of cold, and

less liability to catarrh from the ordinary at-

mospheric changes of the season. In this way
the preventive operation of bathing can be

readily understood."

Having already protracted this article to an

extent beyond our intended limits, we must

omit giving quotations from the work of Dr.

Coinn, which we would wish to recommend,

rather than attempt to criticize or review.

—

Perhaps wo may again advert to it, ])articularly

that part which is entitled " Remarks on the ef-

fects of drinking cold water in warm weather."

We would, however, before we dismiss the sub-

ject of batliing, recommend to the consideration

of innkeepers, whether it would not be pleas-

ant, profitable and salubrious, to establish cold

and warm baths, especially the latter, at their

houses of entertainment ? The weary and way-

worn traveller may frequently derive more re-

freshment from five minutes bathing in a warm
bath, than from as many hours spent in altera])t-

in"' to repose on a bed of down. Warm bath-

ing dispels fatigue, as it were, by magic, and

gives a predisposition to enjoy the benefits ol

•' tired nature's sweet restorer, balmy sleep,"

which are often sought in vain by those to

whom violent and long continued exercise have

rendered them peculiarly necessary.

We will now close our recommendation of

bathing, and the treatise which directs when

and how the bath is to be used, which gave oc-

casion to these remarks, with one other quota-

tion from a favorite poet, whose maxims are

well calculated to lessen the miseries of human

life.

" Still to be pure, e'en did it not conduce

(As much it does) to health, were greatly worth

Your daily pains. 'Tis this adorns the rich ;

The want of this is poverty's worst woe ;

With this external virtue, age maintains

A decent grace ; without it, youth and charms

Are loathsome. This should maidens know.

As doubtless do your wives ; for married sires

As well as lovers, still pretend to taste ;

Nor is it less, (all prndeni wives can tell)

To lose a husband's than a lover's b*art."
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BY S. W. rOMKROY, ES(i.
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Promoting Agriculture.

No. II.

Notwithstanding- it is an opinion well estab-

lished among experienced Flax growers in this

country, that a change of seed is advantageous,

it is a|)prehended that they are not aware of the

extent of the benefit to be derived liy selectuig-

seed from a soil or climate essentially dilferent;

and it may be owing to a want of attention in

this particular that the llax crops are so un-

certain and the qualily inferior, however per-

fect in other respects the system may be con-

ducted. Mr. Young observes that foreign llax

seed was universally used in Ireland, when it

eould be obtained, otherwise they were careful

to procure seed which grew upon soil of an op-

posite quality from that which was to be sown,

that Anvrican seed was to be preferred, and

produced finer llax than any other. Baltic seed

produced more but of a coarser quality. It is

\vell known that American seed always bears the

highest price in the Irish market.

We next look to Flanders, where tlax was
cultivated at a period as early as the com-
mencement of the christian era.''' Fortunately

we are furnished with " directions for cultiva-

ting flax after the Flanders method" published

by commissioners and trustees appointed by the

British government to promote the linen trade

in Scotland, at the head of whom was the cele-

brated Lord Kaims ; from this high authority

we learn Ihnt it was the practice " to sow seed

imported from Riga, if it could he obtained,

otherwise the produce of Riga seed sown in

Holland, and if that could not be had, thai

^vhich Riga seed had produced in their own
country, being careful to choose that which
had giown on soil of a dilferent texture and

quality. What is the practice in Germany,
where the cultivation is very extensive ? By a

respectable British [)ub!ication, now before me,f
in which an account is given of the trade ol

Stettin, a city of Prussian Pomcrania, situated

near the mouth of the river Oder, it appears

that the extent of the linen trade is estimated

by the quantity of Flax-seed ini[)orled; and it

is stated that on an average of ten years pre-

ceding 1796, twenty-one thousand, six hundred
and forty-five tons of Flax-seed were annually

imported into that port, to be sent up the Oder
and the waters connected with it, winch, at for-

ty bushels to the ton, amounted to upwards of

eight hundred thousand bushels ! suliicient for

half a million of acres at the rate it is sown in

this country ! and it is not iinprot)able that large

quantities are im[)or(ed into other ports connec-

ted with the German rivers.

Foreign Flaxseed was sought after even in

the remote vallies of Switzerland, as appears

by the following extract from a treatise on the

culture of Flax by Mr. Tschiffeli, president of

the economical society of Berne. " In general

the best llax-seed is produced on strong soils,

and in cold climates. Experience has long con-

vinced us that what is brought from Livonia"
(Riga seed) " is to be prelerred to all others,

* Pliny's Natural History, book 19.

t Commercial Agricultural Magazine, vol. iii. 1800.

but when this cannot be procured, we must
make use of that which grows on our own
mountains, for instance Gessenai, Jura," &,c.

A Flemish colony first settled the island of

Fayal, and introduced Flax. They have be-|

come amalgamated with the Portuguese, but!

the culture, and manuiacture of linen in fam-

,

ilies, has continued to an extent nearly equal to

the clothing and general consumption of a

very dense population. The soil is mostly in
[

tillage, and from its elevation admits of a vari-j

ety of aspect and temperature, and a great

care is bestowed on the culture of tlax. 1 have 1

been informed by ]>lr. Dabney, the United
[

States consul for tlie Azores, who has resided I

fifteen years at Fayal, that American seed, ob-

tained from ships bound to Ireland, arriving in I

distress, has been sown ; and the product, in I

tlax and seed, has been fifty per cent, more I

than from that of native growth by the side of|

it! We have no information to this point from
Russia or Italy ; but it is believed that exam-
ples enough have been cited to shew the im-

portance attached to this branch of the system
111 Europe, and to justify the conclusion that in

this country a continued, judicious change of
seed will be indispensable to the successful pro-

secution o.'' tlax husbandry
; and a further infer-

ence may be drawn, that experiments on vari-

ous soils with seed the growth of different cli-

mates, are requisite to direct the farmer to the

quarter from whence his best seed may be ob-

tained. Here opens a legitimate field for our
numerous agricultural societies to labor in ; on
their exertions the farmer must depend in the

outset ; but let it once be ascertained thai Riga
seed is best in one section, Dutch or German
in others, and mercantile interest, if not patri-

otism, will soon distribute them.
Should it be objected to importing seed on

account of the expense, we reply, that large

quantities of linseed oil are constantly impor-
ted, and the difference of price between our

own seed and that imported, will not much ex-

ceed what is now [laid for good clean seed for

sowing or export, and that which is suld for

crushing; but if it is tifty cents per bushel, or

more, it can be no object, compared with the

advantages that may be reasonably expected
to result, and the farmer need not be told, that
" in all his operations, parsimony is never so ill

judged, as when exercised in the selection of
his seed." It is not pretended, however, but

that, from the great variety of soil and climate
in the United States, the object in view might
be obtained without im|)ortations

;
j'et, it may

be important to have a good stock to begin with,

when trials could be instituted with its pro-

duce ; at any rate it cannot be expected that

individuals will embark in such a course of ex-

periments, oilher with foreign or domestic seed,

unless encouraged by agricultural societies or

other public bodies.

SOILS.

The subject presents a character of such na-

tional importance, that a wider range must be
taken than views of mere local interests re-

()iiire ; we shall therefore first examine, under
the present head, Ihe dift'eront sections of our

country. New soils .we found most favorable

to the growth of the tlax plant ; and it is

scarcely necessary to mention the vast fertile

Iracls on ihe western waters, as capable of pro-

ducing imiUCQSC quantities.

The State of Maine has a soil and climal
that appears highly congenial to flax cultui

The extensive tracts ol strong carbonaceo
soils, particularly those denominated " bla
lands," and the almost total absence of drougi
will enable that state to possess a staple in tl

article, not inferior in value to any, exce
grazing, whenever the energies of her popu
tion shall be directed to it. The rest of Ne
England, that part of New York not included
the first description, and New Jersey, ha
bodies of land suitable for flax, quite sufl^cic

to be einbr.Tced in the system of agricultu
best adapted to their situation. Pennsylvat
probably grows more flax than all the off
states in the union.* The Atlantic sections
the slates, south of the Delaware to the cott
latitude, possess considerable tracts of alluv
soiN, hordenng on the numerous rivers, b;

and inlet", with which they are intersected-
portion o!' them, besides swamps, may be i

claimed wit.hout great exjiense; they have
so bodies of strong clays. Should these be t

much exhausted by severe cropping, they m
soon be restored by the admirable clover s-

tern adopted by Col. Taylor of \'irginia, a

made to produce good fiax ; as it is probab
from the early period .the ground may be sov
that the cro|> would be seldom injured by t

droughts to which the climale is subject.

'Fhe soils which rank first in this counl
are the flat bottom^, that are covered by ('

fall and spring floods wlitch subside early i

ough in the season to get in a crop ; those r

er fl.its on the second banks, that have a de|

of strong alluvial soil ; Ihe reclaimed marsi
and swamps with a black unctuous soil, not
peaty, with as much clay in the composition
will permit its being rendered soon dry i

mellow, and not retain water on or near '

surlace ; if it stands two feet below, so rai

Ihe better, but must be well guarded by ditc
I

and dykes against sudden freshets. Such is

soil of the province of Zealand, where m
flax is raised and of better qualily, than in

other part of Holland. The next in estimat

are the strong black loams on clay, or hard [ i

that will retain moisture. Yellow loams, w

a holding subsoil, may be rendered suitable

flax by proper cultivation ; and since the
covery that plaster of' Paris is an excellent i

nure for it, a crop may be obtained with m<

more certainty on lighter land than formerlj

Perliaps the characleristic of best garden mc
may be applied to a flax soil, viz. retainin;

ficient moisture, and all that falls, without »
being saturated ; but on any soils the surt

should be completely pulverized, and nil

worked when wet.

.MANURES. 1

No dung should be ap[ilied to the land W)'

the llax is sown, but may be put on bounlift

with the previous crop. The objection is,'<.

iliing forces the growth so rajiidly that the [M
draw weak, have a thin harle, and are if

liable to lodge. Lime, marie, shells, leac

aslies, &c. do not produce such effects.
'

dressings, soon after Ihe plant-i appear, of

ter, ashes, soot, &c. are highly beneficii

* liy the returns of the JTarshals in lolO, thei
manufaclnrcil in the United States $&,' .000 wJ
l.inseed Oil; $500,000 of which was mnde inj

sylvania, and $200,000 iu New England.—Sei

Ulalement,
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e_v not only encourane llie sfrovvth, but ai-e a

olection asftiinst worms, which sometimps nt-

ck the yoiiiisj- plants, and may be considered

e only enemy they have, cxcepi weeds.

Salt has been mentioned by the late Dr. V'.l-

ot, of Connecticut, as an excellent manure to

ou;::h in with flax at the rate of live bushels

the acre ;* probablv more would be better,

ister is now much used in T')(ichrss county,

I best cultivated district in New York, as a

anure for flax, on which its good cflects are

parent as on corn.

The late chancellor Livingston viewed a

ece of flax on the 20th of May, 1791, belony;-

to a poor tenant, very injudiciously sown
a dry sandy declivity, it looked so extreme-
^!ckly that the tenant thou^-ht of ploughing
up; the chancellor gave h m three bushels

Plaster, which was sown the next mormng
ire the dew was otT, and had the satisfaciion

seeing his tenant gather nmre flax from his

If acre in an uncommon dry se;ison, than was
oduced from any acre in the nc.ghborhood.T

PRErARATION OF THE LAVD.

It is not unfrequent in Ireland to obtain crops

flax from green sward, on which they put

e, shells, limestone, gravel, &c. and break

in the tail, cross ploughing and harrowing

; in the sjiring; but it most commonly suc-

eds a crop of potatoes which receive the in.i-

In Flanders, Hemp was formerly more
ed as a preparation for flax than since the in-

)duclion of potatoes. In Italy it commonly
ecedes llax, and althougli the land gets no til-

e, as the hemp is well manured it grows
jng, and is then a powerful destrayer of

eds. In England, on some ol'the fen soils ol

QColnshire, the usual course is hcinp 2 or 3

ars in succession, well manured, then ilax

thout manure ; a crop of turiii[>s is often ta-

n the same season after the flax, and hemp
xeedi again. In Russia it is said that exten-

e crops uf flax are drawn from m-w cleared

ids after burning them over, an ' li.irrowing

the seed with ashes. The Ik-; preparatory

)ps in this country, at present, appear to be

tatoes, corn and roots ;
they will most gen-

illy repay the extra ma'iure, and if well man-
ad check the production of weeds.

The following rotations may serve as an ont-

«, subject to be varied, and hemp or other

tps introduced as circumstances require, viz:

Ao. I. Low, cold or'rcctaimcd Soils.

1st year Potatoes.

2d do. Flax with seed.

}d do. Herds grass and red top or tall meado'e

grass, to continue three years or more, and
: course repeated.

•Vo. //. Strong Uplands.

1st year Potatoes or Corn.

2d do. Corn or Roots.

id do. Flax with seed.
'

tth do. Clover.

ith do. Orchard grass or Herds grass, to con-

ue three years or more.

JVfi. ///. Light Lands.
1st year Potatoes or Corn.

2d do. Corn or Roots.

Jd do. Flax with seed.

Ith do. Clover, to be mowD once, the after

See Eliot's Essays on Field Husbandry.

Transactions of Agricultural Socisty, New York.

;rowth to be turned in and Rye sown, thick on

the furrow, which may be soiled or fed in the

spring by sheep or milch cows, and ploughed
in ; for

6lh year Coni.

t3th do. Spring Jl'hcat or Barlcif.

7th do. Clover, and the course to be pursued
as before, when flax will occupy the land every
seventh year. In all cases, except when liomp
is substituted, the tillage crops should receive
the dung.

If the land is ploughed into licds, or convex
ridges like turnpike roads about a rod wide, es-

pecially if low and level, the crop will be much
more secure from injury by heavy rains, and
the grass crops will be better if it remains in

that form. On any soils, fall ploughing in nar-

row ridges will (arilitate its early working in

spring, and should not be dispensed with.

CHOICE OF SEEP.

That of the last year's growth should be ob-

tained if possible. The usual marks of good

seed are, that it be plump, oily and heavy, of

a bright brown colour, sinking readily in wa-
ter, and when thrown into the fire to crackle

and blaze quick. A very simple method of tri-

al is to sprinkle it thin between two pieces of

wet paper, which plunge in a hot bed or dung-

hill, and in less than twentj'-four hours the pro-

portion that will vegetate can be discerned,

which should be ascertained in order to regu.

late the QUANTITY TO BE sow.\.

On this head no particular directions can be

given, as it depends on the various qualities ol

soil, goodness of seed, &c. The rule for seed-

ing small grains is reversed; flax requiring to

be sown thickest on rich soil, as not more than

one stock is wanted from a plant. In England

and Scotland, never less than two, or more than

three bushels to the acre are sown. Two and

a half is the most usual portion. In Flanders

and Ireland seldom le.«s than three bushels are

sown, except when seed is an object. Thick
sowing is to obtain tine flax. In this country it

will be important, at present, to sow at such a

rate as will insure good crops of each ; and ex-

perience only can determine the exact point.

If sown very thin, too many lateral branches

will be thrown out, each producing a boll or

pod affording more seed, but shorter and infe-

rior flax. If sown too thick, the plants will

draw up weiik, with a single boll on a plant,

and, subject as our climate is to heavy showers

and thunder gusts, very liable to lodge—one of

the greatest dangers a flax crop has to encoun-

ter. The commissions for promoting flax cul-

ture in Scotland, considered it as practicable,

and strongly recommended that the system

should be so conducted, as to obtain good flax

and good seed at the same time. It is so viewed
ir. Ireland, among the more extensive cultiva-

tors, except when wanted for tine linen, cam-
bric, lawn, &c. Dr. Deane, in the " New-Eng-
land Farmer," a work of great merit, published

*iime thirty years since, when flax culture was

more attended to than at present, recommends
from six to seven pecks. It is probable that six

pecks is the least, and two bushels the extent

that should be sown to obtain the most profitable

results, till the demand for seed is considerably

lessened.*

* The demand for Linseed Oil must increase with

the population for soms time to come, as there appear

Mahogany.—The difliculty of procuring ma-
hogany, and other costly woods, and the cnnse-
qiient exorbitant prices demanded for the ordi-
nary articles of family convenience, has ocasion-
ed the art of the chemist lo be applied to a sul

-

joct peculiarly calculated lo promote domestic
embellishment at a t.nfling expense. It has been
contrived to render any species of wood of a

close grain so nearly to resemble mahogany in

the texture, density, and polish, that the most
accurate judges are incapable of distinguishing
between this happy imitation and the native
produce. The lirst operation, as now practised
in France, is to plane the surface, so as to ren-
der it perfectly smooth ; the wood is then to be
rubbed with a solution of nitrous acid, which
prepares it for the materials subsequently to be
applied. Afterwards, one ounce and an halfot
dragon's blood, dissolved in a pint of spiriis of
wine, and one third of that quantity of carbonate
of soda, are to be mixed together and filtered,

and the liquid in this thin slate is to be rubbed,
or rather laid on the wood with a soft brush.

—

This process is repeated with very little altera-

tion, and, in a short interval afterwards, the
wood possesses the external appearance we have
descrilied. When this application has been
properly made, the surface will resemble an
artilicial mirror ; but if the polish becomes less

brilliant, by the use of a little cold-drawn lin-

seed oil, the wood will be restored to its former
brilliancy. .x,.v

It is not known, perhaps, so generally as it

ought to be, that apples make an exellent jelly.

The process is as follows :—They are to be

pared, quartered, the core completely removed,
and [Hit into a pot without water, closely cov-

ered, and placed in an oven over a tire. When
pretty well stewed, the juice is to be squeezed
out through a cloth, to which a little white of

egg is added, and then the sugar. Skim it pre-

vious to boiling, then reduce it to a proper con-

sistence, and an excellent jelly will be the pro-

duct.— U. S. Gazette.

riR. GREEX'S CURE FOR DRUNKENNESS.
Whenever you feel an inclination to drink

spiritous liquor, (Grog) drink cool—fresh water.

This is an efiectual cure : and, in a very short

time, you will make a sober man—out of the

greatest drunkard.

Drunkenness (the Doctor says,) is a disease

of the stomach, and cool water is the remedy.

For the goodness of Providence has placed by

the side of every disease, it? appropriate rem-

edy ; and by the side of every evil, its appro-

priate good. Let us be thankful.

In an answer o( the Doctor to a letter I sent

him, relative to ray sickness, and drinking spir-

itous liqour, it contained in substance, what I

now write ; and thank Providence, it has per-

fectly cured me of that dreadful disease, called

drunkenness.

1 can now attend to my business, and can say,

that a sober life is a good life—a saving of ma-

ny things
—

'tis a saving of cash— 'tis a saving

of the constitution
—

'tis a saving of a man's

credit.

—

Massachusetts Spy.

no indications thai the people will forsake their house-

hold dcilies, Clapboards and rami, 'till the soil i«

much more denuded of its timber ; even in those dis-

tricts where the roads and fields are iucumhtred with

suitable materials for permanent, cktaptr, and moie

elegant buildings.
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FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE CURING
OF HOPS.

Beverly, 4«/i July. 1823.
Gorham Parsons, Fsq.

Dear <S'iV— 1 did not keep a copy of the letter I

wrote yoii respecting the culture and ciirina: of

hops, and I do not recollect pnrticularlv the fur-

ther inl'orination you requested of me, hut I be-
lieve it was principal!}- respecting the kiln.

A kiln for the purpose of drying hops shoidd
he at the side of a hill or rising ground, so that

the top shoidd be about nine I'eet from tlie bot-

tom, twelve feet square at the top, tapering on
all sides to about three and a half feet at the
hottom in the clear, built up tapering, wilh stone
laid in lime mortar, and plastered with clay
from top to bottom with an aperture at the bot-

tom about the size of the month of a common
oven, for the convenience of putting in the
coal, firing it, and regulating it afterwards.
Upon the stones at the top, is placed a sill of

four pieces of timber of about eight inches
square, and of course about twelvefeet long,
that being the size of the kiln at the top. upon
which you place strips of boards, half inch thick
and two inches wide, and within three and a
half to lour inches of each other, over which
you stretch tow or coarse linen cloth, for a bed
to place the hops upon, for the purpose of dry-
ing, and under which, at the bottom of the kiln,
is made a charcoal tire, regulated at the discre-
tion of the man who attends the drying. It will
of course be necessary to have a board round the
kiln at the top, of about one foot high, to con-
fine the hops on the bed. 1 think it would be
a further improvement to have a covered roof,
and open at the sides, to protect the hops in
case of rain, while they are drying.

It will be necessary to stir them constantly
with a rake, while they are drying, and you
may with convenience dry about lifty pounds
each time. I believe you may calculate about
one pound to a hill, or 800 lbs. to the acre, for
the second and third year, after planting, if the
land is in good order. It will be well to renew
your fields once in three or four years, because
the vine degenerates.

I am, dear Sir, with great respect,
Your friend and obedient servant,^ 11^'^^^ THOR.\DIKE.

newIknglandfarmer.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 30, 1823.

QZj- Several communications were received too late
for this day's paper. They will be given next week.

The Trustees of the MansachuseHs Agricultu-
ral Society cannot omit the opportunity of ten-
dering, publicly, their thanks to Captain Jack-
sou, of the Ship Herald, for the great care and
attention bestowed by him on their fine import-
ed bull. Admiral, presented to the Society by
Sir Isaac Cotlin, without which care he must
probably have perishod during his long and
hoisterous passage. This example is worthy
of imitation, as upon the patriotic assiduity of
Ship-masters often depends the acquisition of
plants and animals, which may prove of impor-
tance to their country.

la behidf of the Trustees,
JOHN LOWELL, President.

Roxhury, August 23, 1023.

Extracts from a work lately published by William
CoBnETT, entitled " Collasre Economy,'''' with occa-
sional remarks on some of the statements of the au-
thor.

[Continued from page 30.]

" If the laborer have his fair wages ; if there

be no false weights and measures, whether of

money or of goods, by which he is defrauded
;

if the laws be equal in their effect on all men;
if he be called upon tor no more than his due
share of the expenses necessary to support the

government and defend the countrv, he ha? no
reason to comfduin. If the largeness of his fam-
ily demand extraordinary labor and care, these
are duo from him to if. He is the cause of the

existence of that family ; and, therefore, he is

not, except in cases of accidental calamity, to

throw upon others the buithen of supporting it.

Besides, " little children arc as arrows in the
hands of the giant, and blessed is t!io man

into some course of desperation he falls ; ant
the end is but too often not only wretched bui
ignominious.

" Understand me clearly here, however; for,
it is the duty of parents to give, if they are able
book learning to their children, having /,j; ta
ken care to make them capable of earning theii
living by budily labor. When that object has
once been secured, the other may, if the aliijiiy

remain, be attended to. But, I am wholly
against children wasting their time in the idle-
ness of what is called education ; and particular-
ly in schools over which the parents have nc
contrniil, and where nothing is taught but the
rudiments of servility, pauperism and slavery.

" The education that I have in view is, there-
fore, of a very different kind. You should boai
constantly in mind, that nine tenths of us are.
from the very nature and necessities of the

that hath his quiver full of them." That is to i

'^°'''''' '^'""" '° S:'!!" our livelihood by the sweat

say children, ifthey bring their c«rcs, bring also!
°'''"'' ""'"^- What reason have we, thir.. tc

presume, that our children are not to do the
same ? If they be, as now and then one will be,
endued wilh extraordinary powers oi mind;

their p/t'osMrcs and solid advantages. They be
come, very soon, so many assistants and props
to the parents, who when old age comes on, are
amply repaid for all the toil and all the cares
that children have occasioned in their infancy.

To be without sure and safe friends in the world
makes life not worth having; and whom can
we be so sure of as our children. Brothers and
sisters are a mutual support. We see them, in

almost every case, grow up into prosperity,

when they act the part that the impulses of na-
ture prescribe. When cordially united, a father
and sons, or a family of brothers and sisters,

may, in almost any state of life, set what is cal-

led misfortune at defiance.
" These considerations are much more than

enough to sweeten the toils and cares of parents,
and to make them regard every additional child

those powers may have an opportunity of tb\el.
oping themselves; and, if they never have thai
opportunity, the harm is not very great to us oi
to them. Nor does it hence follow, that the
descendants of laborers are idn-ays to be la! orers.
The path upwards is steep and long, to be sure.
Industry, care, skill, excellence in the present
parent lays the foundation of a rise, und<>r more
favoralde circumstances, for his children. The
children of these fake another rise ; and, by and
by, the descendants of the present laborer be-
come gentlemen.

" This is the natural progress. It is by at-

tempting to reach the top at a single leap that so
much misery is produced in the world ; and the

as an additional blessing. But, that children j

Propensity to make such attempts has been cher-

may be a blessing and not a curse, care must be
j 'f^^^''

""'' encouraged by the strange projects

taken of their education. This word has, of late I

^"^^ "^ ^'^'"^ witnessed of late years lor making
years, been so perverted, so corrupted, soabus-' "^*^ hiborers virtuous and happy by giving tben
ed, in its application, that 1 am almost afraid to

"'''^' '^ called education. The education which
Hse it here. Yet i must not suffer it to be usur- ' speak of consists in bringing children up to

ped by cant and tyranny. 1 must use it; but, not
' ^^^°^ "''^ steadiness, with cure, and with shill;

witho"ut clearly saying what I mean. !

'° ^'^°'y ''^^m how to do as many useful things

" Education means breeding up, bringing up, \
^^ P" s'sible

;
to teach them to do them all in the

or rearing up ; and nothing more. This includes ' manner ;
to set them an example in indus-

e\CTy thing with regard to the mind as well as i

'''•>'' sobriety, cleanliness and neatness
; to make

the6o%ot"the child; but of late vears, it has
' "'' ^'"^^'^ habitual to them, so that they never

been so used as to have no sense applied to ith''-^"
^'^ liable to fall info the contrary ; to let

but that oi' book learnina, with which, nine times -

1^*^"" a'^ays see a good living proceeding from
out of ten, it has nothing at all to do. It is, __

deed, proper, and it is the duty, of every parent,
to teach, or c>iuse to be taught, their children
as much as they can of books, after, and not be-
fore, all the measures are safely taken for ena-
bling them to get their living by lat-or, or, for
providing them a living n-ilhout labor, and thai
loo, out of the means obtained and secured by
the parents out of their own income. The taste
of the times unhappily, is to give to children
something of book-learning with a view of pla-
cing them to live, in some way or other, upon
the labor of other people. Very seldom, compar-
atively speaking, has this succeeded, even dur-
ing the wasteful public expenditure of the last

thirty years
; and, in the times that are approach-

ing, it cannot, 1 thank God, succeed at all. When
the project has f;tiled, what disappointment,
mortification and misery, to both parent and
child! The latter is spoiled as a laborer ; his

labor, and thus to remove from them the temp-
tation to get at the goods of others by violent
or fraudulent means, and to keep tar from their

minds all the inducements to hypocrisy and de-

ceit.

'• And, hear in mind, that, if the state of the
laborer has its disadvantages when compared
with other callings and conditions of life, it has
also its advantages. It is free from the torments
of ambition, and from a great part of the cause}
of ill-health, for which not all the riches in the
world and all the circumstances of high rank
are a compensation. The able and prudent li^

borer is always safe, at the least, and that ft

what few men are who are lifted above hiirt^—They have losses and crosses to fear, thii

very thought of which never enters his mind, »i

he act well his part towards himself, his i'amiljr

and his neighbor."

The foregoing sentiments are perfectly cor-

book-learning has only made him conceited ;' rect and happily expressed. The following,
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iinslatcd iVom Kossean, is to the saiDe purpose,

nd ar.xy serve to corroborate Mr. Cob[)ett''s

leas on a very important subject. " In the

ducation of your children you seem to trust to

le stale of society's continuing the same when

ley are grown up, witliout considering that it

i subject to revolutions which it is impossible

ir you to foresee or prevent, but which may

Tect your children. The great become little,

le rich poor, the king a subject, and the sub-

let a king. Agriculture is the first employ-

lent of man ; it is tiie most honest, the most

leful, and consequently the most noble. If,

ifead of, or in addition to, superior menial

;quirements, you could, in time of necessity,

nploy your hands, all your difficulties would

mish, nor would you want the interest of the

•eat, or be tempted to become servile and

ise for the purpose of gaining a precarious

bsislence."

(to be continued.)

HORTICULTURE.
The London Horticultural Society have lately sent

t to this country Mr. Daniel Douglas, an eminent
anist, for the purpose of collecting specimens of rare

.nts, vegetables, fruits, i:c. in the United States and
nada. Mr. Douglas has directions to call on Dr.
sack, of New York, and Mr. Clinton, at Albany,
their advice and aid in the objects of his agency,
ese gentlemen are honorary members of the Horti-
tural Society of London, and have contributed to

objects. Dr. Hosack has sent to the Society all the
ieties of maize which are found in (he U. States, &c.
Q'has been presented with an elegant medal. Mr.
mglas proposes to visit Philadelphia and its environs,
ether with New Jersey, with a view to the objects
lis tour—to return to New York, explore the gar-
is, &c. in the vicinity of that city—to advise with
. Clinton with respect to his route to Niagara thro'
Western counties of the State of N. Y'ork, and then
ceed to Upper Canada. The New York Statesman
m which paper this article is abridged,) says " the
ructions of Air. Sabine, the Secretary of the London
iety, who is understood to be a gentleman eminent
his scientific attainments, breathe a spirit of liber-

y and good I'eeling towards this country, and some
Is distinguished citizens, which have not on all oc-
ons characterised the intercourse of foreigners. We
gratified to learn that measures have been taken
opening a correspondence between the Horticultu-
Societies of London and of New Y'ork. The insti-

on in this city is yet in its infancy, while that in

idon has been- long established, and has become
of the most respectable and valuable associations
ngland. Its transactions, the last two numbers of
ch have just been received by Dr. Hosack, are
lish>:d in a very superior style with plates, and con-
a great variety of interesting matter."
Ve hope that these examples will excite our New
land cultivators to honorable and profitable emula-
. Mr. Lowell, in the last and several of the pre-
ng numbers of the .Massachusetts .\gricultural Re-
tory, has so well exhibited the advantages which

• be anticipated from a due attention to this im-
ant branch of Husbandry, that any suggestions
1 us relating to the same subject might be deemed
;rfluou5.* We shall therefore merely remark that
soil and climate afford greater facilities for the pur-
3 of horticulture than those of Great Britain. Our
ters are colder, but our summer-sun is much more
erful, and we can cultivate in New England many
its, including maize, melons, &c. in the open air
irdinary means, which m Great Britain require ar-
ial heat and other means to counteract the mois-
and coldness of an atmosphere, iingenial to some
lable productions both of the field and the garden.
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FOREIGN.
An arrival at N. York on the 25th inst. has brought

Cadiz papers to the lOlhofJuly. Cadiz was, at that
time, well supplied with provisions, and no tears were
entertained of a scarcity should the blockade continue
for several months, l^rovisions were likewise cheap
and plentiful at Algesiras, San Fernando and St. Se-
bastian. The French blockading squadron are unable
to prevent small vessels and boats from entering the
port of Cadiz, laden with provisions.

'I'he Cortes, it is said, are zealously and industrious-
ly engaged in measures for the defence of the country.
'I hey have authorized the commanding generals in

places besieged, and those whose commanders cannot
conveniently communicate with the government at

Cadiz, to establish special tribunals for the trial and
punishment of crimes, and likewise to banish suspicious
foreigners.

An English brig, laden with provisions, attempting
to go into Cadiz, was boarded from the blockading
squadron, most of her cargo thrown overboard, and
the residue destroyed with salt water. A brig belong-
ing to Wm. Gray, of Boston, had been orderi d off and
proceeded to Malaga. A Sardinian merchantman,
with 500 quintals of cod lish, bound from Gibrallar to

Lisbon, was detained three leagues from Cadiz, and
her cargo thrown overboard.

Cadiz articles affirm that MoriUo goes on organizing
his army, which he has put on a brilliant footing
The French who had arrived near Astorga, suddenly
retired to Palencia—That several private letters re-

ceived from Corunna, state that a French division of
GOOD men had made a precipitate retreat across the
Pyrenees. This, however, is not believed. General
Zayas, commander of the third army of operations,
gives favorable intelligence relative to the troops un-
der his command.
Gen. Ballasteros sent a despatch to Cadiz, stating

in detail, some occurrences connected with his late

retreat from Alcira. He says that on the Royac road
the French cavalry charged his infantry, but were re-

pulsed in a contest hand to hand, and several French
oflScers killed. He likewise asserts that Alicante and
Carthagena were sufficiently garrisoned, and that his

army will not be destroyed while he remains at its head
—but he laments the effects of a wound which he re-

ceived from a cannon ball at the battle of Murviedo.
It is also reported that the garrison of Santona, in a

sortie, had captured 250 prisoners, and 45,000 dollars

ill specie. ^

DOMESTIC.
Rf treat for the Insane.—An act of the Legislature

of Connecticut was passed in May, 1822, for constitut-

ing certain persons a corporation by the name of " The
President and Directors of the Retreat for the Insane,"
and the Governor authorized and requested to grant a
Brief, annually, lor five years, soliciting contributions
for the benefit of this institution. A Proclamation by
Gov. Wolcott has been issued accordingly, and Direc-
tors appointed, who have made a purchase of a site

for the Retreat, erected a building, and there is a pros-
pect of their proceeding with a degree of success pro-
portioned to the utility of the object.

Globe Faclor/j.—Messrs. Wilsons, of Albany, have
established a manufactory for making globes, and the
Albany Daily Advertiser says, that "these native and
self-taught artizans have brought their business to such
perfection that they can turn out Globes, in all res-

pects equal, and in some points superior, to any that
are manufactured abroad, and brought into this mar-
ket. It is with pleasure that we learn, an eminent
bookseller in Philadelphia has come to the determina-
tion not to import any more from abroad, having given
a decided preference to those made by the Wilsons."
This is said to be the only establishment of the kind in

America, and globes can there he obtainid at a cheap-
er rate than they can be afforded from foreign coun-
tries.

The new and elegant steam-boat, Jnmea Kent., ply-
ing between N. York and An,any, is of such power as
to make each trip up and down the river during the
day time, which gives passengers an opportunity of
viewing the scenery of the Hudson, through its whole
extent.
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^Inntha- Hunting Party attached In/ Indians An
article published at St. Louis, informs that a party of
hunters were iiassing a narrow defile in the mountains,
when a small parly of Indians attacked them in front
and rear, while the rest llirew down stones from the
mountains. The two leaders, Messrs. Robert .lonia
and Imniell, were shot down first. The men, finding
themselves left without a commander, took to flight,
and were cut to pieces by the Indians.

Indian War.—The Cincinnati papers state, that
there was a report in town, " from St Louis, lliat Maj.
Ill uiy's. parly spoken of by Gen. Ashley, in his letter
of the 4th of June, on their passage from \'<:llow Stone
river had been attacked by a large party of Indians
and totally defeated, with a loss of thirty killed. We
cannot vouch for the truth of this report, but from tho
hostile disposition lately manifested by the Indians in

Ihal quarter, and the small military force stationed at
the posts up the Missouri, we have serious apprehen-
sions of its truth."

On Saturday last the command of the Charhstown
Naval Station was transferred by Com. Hull to Com.
Bainbridge, in pursuance of orders from the Navy De-
partment.

A barn in Fepperell, belonging to Mr. James Law-
rence, Jr. was burnt by lightning on Thursday last.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every P riday.]

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BP:EF, mess, 200 cwt. . . .

cargo. No 1, . . . .

" No2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. .

" 2d qual. .

small kegs, family,

CHEESE, new milk ....
FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, superfine,

Genessce ....
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1822
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, American . .

PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, Navy Mess ....

Bone Middlings . . .

Cargo, No 1, . . .

Cargo, No 2, ...
SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full bIood,wa5hed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION M^iRKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAL,
LAMB,
POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, best . . .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye,

Indian,

POTATOES, new, . . . .

CIDER, liquor,

HAY, best,
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INSCRIPTION IN A HERMITAGE.

Beneath this stony roof recliiiM,

I sooth to peace my pensive mind

:

And while, to shade my lowly cave,

Embow'ring elms their umbrage wave ;

And while the maple dish is mine,

The beechen cup, unstain'd with wine ;

1 scorn the gay licentious crowd,

Nor heed the toys that deck the proud.

Within my limits lone and still.

The blackbird pipes in artless trill

;

Fast by my couch, congenial guest,

The wren has wove her mossy nest

;

From busy scenes and brighter skies.

To lurk with innocence, she flies;

Here hopes in safe repose to dwell,

Nor aught suspects the sylvan cell.

At morn I take my custom'd round.

To mark how buds yon shrubby mound ;

And ev'ry opening primrose count

That trimly paints my blooming mount:

Or o'er the sculptures, quaint and rude,

That grace my gloomy solitude,

I teach in winding wreaths to stray

Fantastic ivy's gadding spray.

At. eve Tvithin yon studious nook,

I ope my brass embossed book,

Pourtray'd with many a holy deed

Of martyrs, crown'd with heavenly meed :

Then, as ray taper waxes dim.

Chant, ere I sleep, my measur'd hymn ;

And, at the close, the gleams behold

Of parting wings bedropt with gold.

While such pure joys my bliss create,

Who but would smile at guilty state ?

Who but would wish his holy lot

In calm Oblivion's humble grot ?

Who but would cast his pomp away.

To take ray staff and amice gray ;

And to the world's tumultuous stage

Prefer the blameless hermitage !

From the Providence Journal.

B.ATTLE OF BENNINGTON.
The following account of the bMttte of Ben-

nington, is extiMCted from Tlincher's Journal.

As the battle was one of the most sanguinary and

decisive that was fought during our revolution,

the narrative of it must be interesting to every

description of readers. The account is not,

however, so precise and distinct as could be

wished, but it has the happy effect of introducing

the reader to a knowledge of the slate of our

soldiery, at that eventful period.
^

" It was a providential circumstance that Gen.

Stark, was at or near Bennington, with about

eight hundred New England militia, part of

whom being from the New Hampshire grants,

were called Green Mountain boys. He ad-

vanced towards the enemy to reconnoitre their

position, and some skirmishing ensued, in which
thirty of them, with two Indian chiefs wore
killed and wounded, with little loss on our side.

Col. Baum, alarmed at his situation, despatched

a messenger to Burgoyne for a reinforcement.

The 15th being a very rainy day, there was only

some skirmishing in small parties. On the 16th

Genera! Stark, assisted by Col. Warner, ma-
tured his arrangements for battle—he divided

Jiis troops into three divisions, and ordered

Colonel Nichols, with two hundred and fifty

men, to gain the rear of the left wing of the

enemy, and Col. Hendrick, the rear of their

right wing, with three huntlred men, while he

attacked their front.—The Indians alarmed at

ihe appearance of being surrounded endeavored

to make their escape in a single tile between

the two parties, with their horrid yells and jing-

ling of cow-bells. The flanking parties ap-

proaching each other in their rear, and Gen.

Stark, making a bold and furious onset in front,

a general and close conflict ensued, and con-

tinued with more or less severity for about two

hours. Though Col. Baum had nearly twice

their numbers, and was defended by breast

works, the force opposed them proved irresisti-

ble, forcing their breast works at the muzzle of

their guns, and obliging them to ground their

arms and surrender at discretion, so that the yic-

tory on our part was complete. We took two

pieces of brass cannon, and a number of priso-

ners, baggage, &,c. This was no sooner accom-

plished than Col. Breyman, with one thousand

German troops, arrived with two field pieces,

to reinforce Col. Baum, who had just been de-

feated. Gen. Stark's troops were now scatter-

ed, some attending the wounded, some guarding

the prisoners, and still more in pursuit of plun-

der—and all exhausted by extreme hunger and

fatigue. At this critical moment Col. Warners
regiment arrived and the other troops being

rallied the whole was ordered to advance.—

A tield piece had been taken from Baum in the

forenoon and Stark ordered it to be drawn to

the scene ef action, but his men having never

seen a cannon knew not how to load it, the Gen
eral dismounted and taught them by loading it

himself. An action soon commenced, and prov

ed warm and desperate, in which both sides dis

played the most daring bravery, till night ap-

proached when the enemy yielded a second time

in one day to their yankee conquerors. The
German troops being totally routed, availed

themselves" of the darkness to effect their re-

treat. The whole number of killed, wounded
and prisoners, was nine hundred and thirty-four,

including one hundred and fifty-seven tories

—

of this number, six hundred aud fifty-four are

prisoners. Col. Baum rece.ved a mortal wound,

of which he died. Besides the above, one thou-

sand stand of arms, four brass field pieces, two

hundred and fifty dragoon swords, eight loads of

baggage, and twenty horses fell into our hands.

The loss on our side, was not more than one
' hundred in the whole."

ANECDOTE—Selected from Thacher's Journal.

" General Washington seldom smiles; I never
saw him laugh but once; it was after the pre-

i

liminarics of peace were signed, and at a Yankee
story told by Dr. Thomas. There is not, per-

haps, another man who can boast of exciting

laughter in general Washington."
This is a mistake. Another gentleman who

was often near his person during the revolu-

tionary war, in important public functions, and

who was then and is, one of the greatest wits of

the age, excited him to laughter, almost at will,

and that by original pleasantry much superior

to the aiicienl story of Dr. Thomas.
The adieu between General Washington and

the principal officers of the army, who met
at a tavern, to take a final leave of him after the

war, exhibits him in a mood that exalts his char-

acter as much as the grave e(|uanimity which

he displayed in battle and in the midst of th'

most complicated difficulties and dangers.
" Filling a glass ; he turned to the officers an

said— • With a heart full of love and gratitude

I now take leave of you. I most devoutly vvis

that your latter days may be as prosperous an

happy as your former ones have been glorioii

and honorable.' Having drank he added—

'

cannot go to each of you to take my leave, bt

shall be obliged to you if each of you, wi
come and take me by the hand,'—Genera
Knox being nearest, turned to him. Incapahl

of utterance, Washington, in tears, grasped h

hand, embraced and kissed him. In the sam
affectionate manner, he took leave of each su(

ceeding officer. In every eye was the tear (

sensibility, and not a word was articulated to it

terrupt the tenderness of the scene."

PATRICK HENRY.
When Patrick ffenry, who gave the first inr

pulse to the ball of the American revolution, ii

troduced his celebrated resolution on the stam

act into the House of Burgesses of Virgini

(May 1705,) he exclaimed, when descanting o

the tyranny of the obnoxious act, " Cesar ha

his Brutus; Charles the First his Cromwell
and George the III"—("Treason!" cried tb

speaker; "treason, treason!" echoed froi

every part of the house.)— It was one of thos

trying moments which are decisive of chara(

ter. Henry faultered not for an instant; bt

fixing on the speaker an eye flashing with fir

continued, '•• may profit by their example. If th)

be treason make the most of it."

Percy Anecdotes.

A man without money is a body without a soi

—a walking death—a spectre that frighlet

every one. His countenance is sorrowful, an

his conversation languishing and tedious. If b

calls upon an acquaintance he never fimls hii

at home, and if he opens his mouth to speak, h

is interrupted every moment, so that he m.iy ni

have a chance to finish his discourse; which,

is feared, will end with his asking for mone;

He is avoided like a person infected with dii

ease, and is regarded as an incumbrance to th

earth. Want wakes him up in the morning, an

misery accompanies him to his bed at night.-

The ladies discover that he is an awkward boob;

— landlords believe that he lives upon air, am

if he wants any thing of a tradesman, he is ask

ed for cash before delivery.

A Repartee.—While Napoleon was yet a sub

allern in the array, a Russian officer with mud
sell-sufficiency remarked, " that his countlj

fought for glory, and the French for gain.'V
" You are perfectly right," answered N.ipol*

on, " for every one fights for that which hi

does not possess."
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come responsible for the payment, will be entitled to

copy gratis, and in the same proportion for a I^rj'

number.
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fanner's and OarJcnci's Heireiubniiiccr.

[by thk kditor.]

ON THK CUM'IVATION OK WIIKAT.
(Concluded I'toin p:i».' 31.)

riio o^renlcsl care sliould be exercised with

A correspondent of llie New i:iis:Um<l Farmer, sow whant next in rct:ilio„ j,fitr clover as has
(ivho IS, we lielieve. a pracHcul and scientific , been recoriimended. "

'

ao-riciiiturisl, and whose slatemei.ts are worihyj It is Well known that our I;inds where th<.
nt implicit confidence) with the si-nalure Bcrk-\^o\l is at ail snitaMe, will prodnce' irood creos
.ohirc, m giviii- directions i.u- preparing s;^cd

, of wh'eat when tjrst cleared f,„m their intivc
rd to the kind, quality and preparation of »v heat observes, " the only siiccesshil course is ! growth of wood

; hut ai'ler haviuy been tiled
i wlieat. There are many varieties of wheal, '" I""'^!''"''' '"'P -^t^e'' -'''f"" ten days before sow- (or some years, they ffenerallv '

w nter wheat, in the United States, is ^en- iny lime. This is done by .splectins; clean and '' "
~" "' - • ^

Iv distinguished by only two appellations, ' P'""np seed, passinsf it tliro'jgh water in a tub.

wheat, an. I white wheat," of which the latter "'""' h-'" a bushel at a time, and wa>]iinj it

leid in highest estimation. |

and skimming olT the matter that (loats
; then

a preparing your seed wheat the first thin^f , ''"'P'.v '' '"'" <' li^^^l^et to drain, then lay it on a

attended to is to clear it perfectly from j

'^'''''" '''""' '•"'^ rake in two cjiiarls of slacked
linie and one quart of ])laister to the bushel,
and if too dry sprinkle on water and continue
to stir it until all is covered with the lime and
plaister. In this way you may proceed until

you have prepared your whole seed. Let it

remain in a heap one day, then spread it and
move it daily, until it becomes perfectly dry

;

it is then tit to sow, and you may sow it if the
land should happen to lie quite wet."
We shall now speak of the liability of wheat

to become winter killed. The author of Let-
ters of Agricola states as an objection to the
cultivation of wheat in Nova Scotia, "its lia-

bil ty to be thrown out in the spring, and thus
suljecting the farmer to serious inconveniences,
and often disappointment of a crop. Grasses
ate not exempt from the same Jiazard ; and the
hopes of the year are thus blasted. by a cause,
which, in many cases, will adniit.pf^' remedy, in
all of alleviation. I am not saie but sowing the
wheat seed under furrow at least four or five

nches deep in September, in order that it may
t-xtend its roots and take a firm hold of the soil

before the aj.proach of winter, and rolling it in

Uie spring with the box heavily loaded would
obviate the evils of our climate, and enable us
to cullivale that grain according to the improv-
ed modes of England. It ought to recollected
''*'"' ^^'*'" ''•'^'e) about sixty years ago, winter

1- and lime. 2 Boiling water and lime. 3. 'vheat was not of general cultivation, and the
r imures'nated with salt d nnno ..i-iiu iieaving of the soil was accounted a powerl'ul

obstacle toils success. In Scotland, too, during
the same period, spring wheat almost univer-
-;.illy prevailed ; and her northern and bleak
position was thought to be incapable of anv
change to the betler, and utterly unfriendly to

autumnal semination. The zeal and industry ol

Lirltish farmers, combined with their skill, have
"aflled all those gloomy predictions, and taoghi
us at once to copy the example of our sires,

and not to desp.ur in the race of improvement."
A method, according to the same author,

made use of in Norfolk, Eng. to guard wheat
against ihe changes and inclemency of winter
• aid spring, is to adopt the following rotation.
• After a lurnip crop, they sow barley the sec-
ond year with cbiver seeds; the third year
hey cut hay, and plough down the ley, and
' vv their winter wheat on the malted "sod.

—

i'he roots of the grass bind the soil, and pre-
vent It fri.m heaving, which is much akin to
the same effect jiroduced by the tangled and
iioiind surface of' our new and cleared lands."
This tact may suggest another inducement to

ry injurious foreign substance. " One error
e may mar our whole system, and render
skill productive of as much evil as good,
poor and worn out land the evil of sowinsj
:xtiire of impure seed, with grain or grass

1, would be great— but where the ground is

igh Older, the crop is more injured ; the
.oils plauts take firmer hoM, ami are more
cult to be eradicated."* Indeed, it wonid
bi'tier for a farmer to pick over his seed
at by single handfiils, and make a riddle of
ingiTs, than to sow cockle, darnel, tares.
turn.p seeds, and other vegetable nuis-

s, which are as intrusive as unwelcome, as
cioiis of life as they are unworthy of ex-
ce. The fust jireparation therefore should
) screen, winnow and riddle the grain till

:cliy ireed trora these ,ino other improper
;d:eni.s. When this i*i thoroughly accom-
ed, washing and steejtinaf, for the purpose
eventing sin.it, should meet attention. The
step in the processes to be instituted againsi

,
as recommended by Sir John .Sinclair, is

rim the gran very gently through a riddle,
1 not only the smut balls, but the imperfec
3 and the seeds of weeds will float, and
be skimmed oft' at pleasure." The sain.-

T enumerates as modes by which snun
be prevented, 1. The use" of pure col i

• and lime. 2 Boiling water and lime. 3.

r impregnated with salt. 4. Urine pickle.

y of wood_ ashes. 6. A solution of arsenic.
iolutioD of blue vitriol. It seems that ai-
any acnd, corrosive or poisonous applica-
lill secure a clean crop, if properly used
at purpose.

Arthur Young sowed fourteen beds with
line wheat seed, which was black with
The lirst bed was sown with this wheal

ut washing and had 377 smutty kernels,
sowed with seed washed in clean water
ced 3-zb smutty kernels—Washed in lini'

43 do.—Washed in a lie of wood ashe«—Washed in arsenic and salt mixture 2'^

iteeped in lime water four hours 2 do.—
d in lie tour hours 3 do.—Steeped in ar
four hours 1 do. Again, that which was
d in lie, as before mentioned, twelvt
had none

; and that which was steepei!
same kind of lie twenty-four hours, hati
that also which was steeped twenty-four
in lime water, bad none ; that steeped in

; twenty-four hours had 5.

a communicalioij by O. Fiske, Esq. New Eng
rmfr. vol. i, paje 222. * See New England Farmer, vol. i, page 275.

., .,. ,
yieid wheat

With diflficulty, aiiT! it is oficn found .mpos>.il,le
to raise it by any of the modes comm<ailv adopt-
ed for wheat culture. In most pans of Massa-
chusetts, and in some parts of New Hampshire
and Vermi nl, the (armrrs scarcely everallempt
to raise wheat, and still more rarely succeed
when they do attempt it. Yet, we Iielieve
wheat was a common and profitable crop m
those places in the early period of their si-itle-

menf. In process of ti.me, however, the Ir.nd
became exhausted of its whenl-beanng faculty,
and our farmers were forced nearly to forego
its cultivation. The same variations and ap-
pearances have likewise been observed in Eu-
rope. Wheat countries, by contmuei, cultiva-
tion, have become almost incapable of yielding
wheat. The cause and remedy of this partial
barrenness, this falling ofl', wil'h regard to par-
ticular plants, was alike involved in oliscnritj-.
till modern discoveries in chemistrv threw hght
on thesubject. It has been found'lhat the tex-
ture of every soil is defective unless there is a
mixture of three kinds of earth, viz. clay, sand,
and liriie ; and that lime, in some of ils combi-
nations, exists in wheat both in ihe straw and
kernel. In some soils, fertile in other respects,
lime may either have no existence, or be foumi
in very minute portions, and be soon exhausted.
If lime be a necessary constituent of wheat, and
IS not in the soil where we altempt to raise
wheat, it must be sujiplied by art, or wheat
will not grow. Or if native lime exists in the
soil, in small quantities, the land may bear
wheat till the lane is exhausted, and then be-
come incapable of producing that plant, till a
Iresh supply of lime, niarle, pulverized bones,
or some other calcarious substance is added.

—

Mr. Young says, (Letters of Agricola, p. 299,)
" it cannot be denied, that since the plentiful
use of lime has been adopted, lands in Europe
will produce wheat which otherwise were in-
ca|iable of bearing it, and quotes several in-

tances in proof of this assertion. Dr. Anderson
likewise gives an account of a field, which had
a top dre.ssing of lime for the purpose of rais-

ing ^^heat, but the lime, by accident, was not
applied to a small patch of the field, and in that

patch there was no crop, while every part of
the field to which the lime was applied pro-
duced wheat luxuriantly. It would be easy to

adduce many more instances to prove that lime
in Great Britain is considered not only useful
but indispensable for the production of wheat.
\ British farmer, we believe, rarely undertakes
to raise wheat without the use of lime, and an
American farmer as rarely undertakes to raise

it iii</t the use of that substance for manure.
If the foregoing premises are correct if would

seem not impossible, and indeed scarcely im-
probable, that by the judicious use of lime, or
other calcarious substances, wheat iiOTiy be as

well raised in New England as in the Western
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states. The subject is certainly of very great I course the lime sooner becomes mild. Besides,

importance, and deserves repeated exiJerlracnts. there is a great ditTerence in the strength of

lime, and that of the United States miiy be, gen-

erally speaking, stronger than 'ho English lime.

In short, we should advise every farmer to u<e

It will be oljJGcted against the u-e of lime,

1st, that it is too dear to be used for manure,

and 2dly, that our farmers do not know how to

apply it, and as it is a powerful substance it

may <lo mure hurt than good, unless in the

haiids ot a chemist, or one practically acquaint-

ed with its operation. With regard to the dear-

ness of lime, we are informed that there is no

want of lime-stone in almost every part of the

United Slates ; and probably, by proper search,

many more lime-stone quarries might be dis-

covered in New England than are at present

known. And the price of lime would doubtless

be dimin shed by increasing the demand, be-

cause if great quantitie'* were wanted for agri-

cultural purpose's, ii greater n'lmbcr of persons

would tind their account in making a business

of manufacturing it; improvements would be

introduced in the processes connected with its

nianulaclure, and of course it would be alTorded

cheaper. Besides, small quantities would alone

be needed for the ])urpose of furnishing that

calcarious matter which nature inclines (o in-

corporate into the substance of wheat, clover,

&c. and probably a top dressing of two or three

bushels to the acre would be of essential bene-

fit, though doubtless more would, generally, be

preferable. Mr. Young says a small quantity

of quick lime scattered on the surface of lands

newl}' cleared, will prove highly beneficial dur-

ing the whole length of time they remain un-

tilled. Thirty bushels of shells [lime fresh

from the kiln] to the acre, slacked into a tine

powder, will produce Ib.e most sur|)rising ef-

fects, if not on the first crop of wheat, at all

events on the verdure, luxuriance, and quality

of the future pasture."* A writer ip the Mu-
seum Rusticum^ an English work, says " that he

sows his wheat without laying on any manure,

but early in the spring gives a top dressing ol

twenty bushels of lime, pulverized, and mixed
intimately ivith forty bushels of sand, and if the

weather be dry, he doubles the quantity of

sand." We are disposed (o believe that at

least lime enough for light top dressings might

be easily procured by almost every cultivator

in the Union. And such light dressings, if our

theory is correct, would be all that is imUspcn-

taih to the production of wheat.

With regard to the mode of applying lime,

nothing can be more simple. It should be

evenly spread, after being water slacked, on

the surface of the soil, and not jdoughed in, or

if ploughed in it should be with a very shallow

furrow, because its tendency is to sink below
the reach of cultivation. If used in a quick or

buin.ng state it will be safest to mix it with
about double its quantity of sand, loam, clay, or

some other material. The additional material

may be made to correspond with the wants of

the soil to which it is applied. Thus, if the

soil has too much clay, mix sand with your lime.

If too much sand mix finely pulverized clay, &,c.

It is said that British farmers apply lime in

great quantities directly from the kiln in its

most caustic state, even to land which is replete

with putrescent or vegetable manure, and run
the risque of consuming or wasting the manure
by its corrosive qualities. But the soil of G.
Britain is geoerally wetter than ours, and of

quick lime as manure, in small quantities at

first, mixed with a large proportion of earth,

or some othi?r sub'.!:uice to dilute it, and thus

take care not to burn his seed, his fingers, or

his growing vegetables. And with these pre-

cautions we would niike use of it for wheat as

a top dressing in siiriiig. We would likewise

try it mixed with w(jod ashes, together with

earth, for we have been told by a practical far-

mer that ashes and l:ine form a union much
more valuable than either separate.

We will now close our remarks with but one

further observation. The only use of burning

lime at all for manure is to make it easier to

reduce it to a very tine powder. It supplies

no food for vegetables while in its quick or

caustic state. Pounded lime-stones, the plaster

of old walls, &c. if made tine enough, are quite

as efficacious as fresh lime, in proportion to

the carbonate of lime, or limy substance they

contain.

Letters of Aa-ricola.

rOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

BLIGHT ON PEAR TREES,

With a notice of an article on the same subject in

the JVorthainijton Gazette.

For twenty years past pear trees throughout

the United States have been subject, in mid-

summer, to a disease of a very extraordinary

nature. Somef-Mes one limb, sometimes nearly

the whole tree, has appeared, with all its fruit

standing, to 'perish in forty-eight hours without

any apparent cause. Gardeners called it " fire

blight,"' and attributed it to lightning, but as no

violence appeared upon the tree, as none of

these terrilic effects were perceived, which al-

ways accompany that powerful and destructive,

though probably highly useful insirument of

nature, I was led to doubt whether electricity

had any share in the mischief 1 was pleased

to see that some gentleman in Northampton
had ado[)ted Professor Peck's solution, because

it [iroved, that scientific researches, though not

iminediatehj noticed, are ultimately useful.

As the pear tree is very valuable, and in all

its varieties fuiTiishes most delicious fruit from
.luly to May, I think it a duty to state the his-

tory of the discovery made by Professur Peck,

and the certainty of success which must follow

the adoption of his, I will not call it theory,

but discovery. My neighbors had long been

afflicted by this scourge. I had been fortunately

exempt from it. .^t last one of my mo-it healthy

and valuable trees was attacked—nearly half

the tree perished in a night. 1 could |)erceive

no violence, no symptom of electric force. I

was convinced that it was the effect of some
internal enemy. I instantly sawed off all the

limbs aflected, and proceeded to examine them.

I found at last the enemy, not at the point where
death ensued, but some inches below it. The
insect was very small, apparently incapable of

such extensive mischief, but the effect was cer-

tain, and the manner of producing that effect

was obvious. It had eaten a complete circle of

the alburnum or sap-wood not exceeding the

size of a knitting needle, so as compl.'teiy to

intercept the passage of the sap. I found the

insect iu three different limbs, and not in th

larva but the perfect state. It w'as not howev
er prepared in point of strength to issue forit

and by its eggs to deposit the means of nei

depredations. I carried it over to Professc

Peck, and hence arose his account of the insec

which proved to be of the race of wood eaten
though a new and undescribed one. The moi
important jQ/ci however is, and it is hy fac\

alone that gardeners and farmers must be goi

erned, that by steadily pursuing the system (

cutting off the limb many inches below the a)

parent injury and burning it, I have extirpate

it from my estate. A FARMER.
Roxbui-y, Sept. 102.3.

lOR THE NKW ENGLAND FARMER.

Mr. Editor—Within a few years 1 have di

voted some time and attention to the cultiv;

tion of an orchard, if I am correct in my vie

of the subject, a good orchard is the most vali

able part of a farm, and the f^rrmer who ne|

lecls to cultivate one may with [iropriety b

said to neglect an important brunch of goc

husbandry.

Five years ago I selected a piece of land i

be devoted exclusively to an orchard. It hi

naturally a good soil, and descends a little I

the east. It was somewhat rocky ; many of Ii

rocks being so large and heavy as to render

necessary to blow them in order to reinoi

them. I cleared the rocks all off so that n

one was to be seen on the piece above the su

face of the ground. I enclosed this piece

ground with a substantial stone wall, and th(

ploughed and planted it with potatoes. Al'li

digging the potatoes, 1 again ploughed and ha

ro-.ved it, then marked out the rows for tl

trees, being very careful to have them exact

straight each way. I then dug the holes l'

the trees, m.iking them four feet in diametf

and 12 or 15 inches in depth, taking care

lay the top and bottom of what I took out eai

by itself. About the first of Novemlier I s

out my trees, being careful in taking them i

to injure the roots as little as possible. In

each hole, after jilacing the roots of the tree,

put three pecks of compost manure next tl

!

earth taken from the lop of the holes, leavii

that which was taken from the bottom to I

placed on the lop. On this piece of grouni

set one hundred and thirty trees, having the

exactly tweuly feet distant from each otRe

The spring ai'ter sotting the trees I planted ll

ground with corn, and the next spring sowed

with wheat, seeded it down to grass, and gfai

ed the trees. The grafts grew rapidly tlietn

first Tears after they were put in. 1 thenp

half a bushel ot manure around each tree, ai

tliev still continue to flourish, the largest

them being six inches in circumference. 1 hai

lately ploughed the ground, and intend tf

spring to plant it with potatoes in order toll'

ten their growth.

The probability now is that in the conrtBt

five years more, my orchard will be quitej

dilctive, should it continue to fiourish.

farmer who has not a young orchard comiO

would do well immediately to choose a

of ground, and after thoroughly preparing

it out with apple trees.

No one ought to be afraid of devotin^l'

much (iiii? or attention to an orchard, for

rightly mau.iged it will, after a few years, W

ii
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repay all the trouble and expense. An or-

i-a sot in niound th:it li;is once been plough-

will not tiounsh unless it be ploughed every

, or three venrs. Perhaps it is the better

^ to keep it"in lillnge the whole time, as the

^s will cerlainlv ijiow much fiister. and pro-

e more and belter fruit. Beauty and order

desirable in an orchard as well as in other

,,o-,. How much more pleasing^ it is to see

land in regular order, the trees being set in

vs perl'ectiv straight each way, than to see

:m stand liere and there in a promiscuous

nner like tlie trees of a forest.

Much care should be taken during the tirst

,rs of an orchard to give the trees a regular

1 proper shape. This must be done princi-

llv by pruning. Branches should not be per-

tfed'tocome out I'rom the body of the tree

a less distance than five or six feet from the

)und. Cattle, sheep nor hogs shonUl never

turned into a young orchard, as they will

atlv iniure the trees by rubbing against and

nvsing Ihcm.
^

A FARMER.

lYorcuter, August, 1820.

fully convinced of the utility of it. They loo,

have demonstrated, by fair experiment, that

more work can be perl'ormod without rum than

with it. If our farmers generally would adopt

this melhod, there can he but very little doubt

that they would be convinced that it is fiir pre-

ferable io the prevailing custom of the time.

W.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Wr. Editor—It is well known that Intem-

•ance has become a great and growing evil

jur country, and it highly concerns every

ml of hum:inity and social happiness to make

;rv exertion in his power to arrest its pro-

is'. Many of our citizens have ruined them-

es and their families and become a burden

ociety by a constant and too free use of ar-

t spirit. "Many others are pursuins: the same

irse, and will meet the same fate. The

iDkard does not become such all at once ;
he

irst a temperate man, then drinks pretty

:ly, and before he is aware becomes a toper.

t is very easy to get into the way of using

ng drink, and every person ought to be cau-

s how he indulges in habits of this kind, lest

ventually be earned down with the current,

.has become a practice with most of our

lers to make a constant use of ardent spirit,

icularly during the season of getting hay

grain. Many seem to imagine that it is as
j

jssary, at this time, as their daily food. 1

1

lerlv pursued this course, and considered it
[

eaily needful to drink rum three times in a I

as to take food at the stated seasons. But^

ve learned iVom actual experience that this
[

•.tice is not only unnecessary, but altogether!

se than useless. For four years I have en-

ly dispensed with this habit. I feel much

Igor, and can endure the heat and labor of

day ijetter than tbrmerly. When 1 used to

my morning dram and go out to mowing,

t enlivened tor a little while, but soon my
igth began to fail, and before breakfast

: 1 became quite exhausted. The same

e produced the same effect at other times

lie day. Now my practice is to drink a

of milk and water in the morning before I

o mowing, and 1 stand it well an hour and

.1. If or two hours, then 1 can eat my hreak-

1" t« with a good appetite, and work till noon

lOut being much fatigued. After dinner 1

k till live o'clock, then I take supper in-

;i of a glass of toddy, and can work the re-

ider of the day, and sleep well during the

it.

I'wo of my neighbors, who occupy large

|i3j have adopted the same course, and are

TO THK FARMKRS OF ESSKX.

The Trustees of (he Essex Agricultural _
Snciet;/

offer the follozving Prcmimns. to be paid in the

avlumii cj 102't :

For the management of a farm in its tillage,

mowing, orcharding and pasturage ;
the quantity

of lamf appropriated to each—the means and

the manner of making, increasing, preserving

and applying manures— their quantities—the re-

s(.ective crops and products—the quantity and

management of the live stock—and the quantity

of labor employed, to be detailed.

For the best, thirty dollars.

For the 2d best, twentij five dollars.

For the 3d best, fji'cnty dollars.

For the 4th best, //'ec" dollars.
^

In addition to the above, the Trustees of the

Massachusetts Agricultural Society have offered

a premium of thirty dollars, to be paid to the

successful claimant of the tirst premium for the

best management of a farm offered by any Coun-

ty Society : so that the first premium oftered

for the best management of a farm in this coun-

ty, is now sixty dollars.

Persons intending to claim these premiums,

will take notice that all claims for them must be

entered with the Secretary of the Society on or

before the seventh day of May, 1021.

I

The Committee of examination will view

each of the farms that may be entered for pro-

I

miuni, in the fourth week in June, and the tir-it

week in September ;
commencing this service

i on Monday each week. They will require each

' claimant to furnish them with a statement of the
|

S

produce of his farm in 1823, as particular as

may be practicable; and also an accurate state-

' ment of the produce of his farm in 1821. These

i

written statements of produce, mode of cultiva-

j
tion, &.C. together with satisfactory evidence of

their correctness, must be handed to the Secre-

tary of the Society, on or bet'ore the 20th of

November, 1824, at which time they will be ex-

amined and the premiums will be awarded.

For further information respecting premiums

otTered and subjects for premiums, the Trustees

refer lo their pamphlet publislied in January,

1823 ; and they would remark generally, that

all the premiums there offered, for wh.ch no

particular time of pavment is mentioned, will be

paid in 1824, if claims sulRciently meritorious

shall be presented.

Published by order of the Trustees.

J. VY. PROCTOR, Sec'y.

September 2d, 1823.

I

the white Oxyde of Tin, commonly called Flour

of Putty. An ounce of it may be had at the

driiggisVs for a small sum ; and it is believed to

be the best substance for scythes that lias yel

1
been discovered.

It is frequently made from the dross of a mix-

ture of block tin and lead, and may generally

be had of the pt-wterers. It has been used in

some parts of the country, 40 or 50 years, for

similar purposes ; but the fact is not generally

known.

BLEACHING UNE>f.

We understand that a very great improve-

ment in the method of bleaching linen and yarn

has lately been made by Mr. Crookshank, of

Dublin. As far as we have been able to ascer-

tain its chief merit consists in the disengaging

the chlorine from the osy-muriate of lime—by
which ingenious process it is enabled to act

witji Its lull force on the cloth and yarn. Inde-

pendently of a considerable saving in the quan-

tity of the bleaching liquor, by which the pos-

sibility of injuring the linen is prevented, this

proce.ss combines some other very important

advantages. It has already been tried on a

considerable scale, and has met with the fullest

approbation of a gentleman of chemical celeb-

rity. We are informed that Mr. Crookshank

has submitted his discovery to the Linen Board,

and proposed to exhibit its advantages by a

course of experiments.

—

Dublin paper.

From the Maine Intelligencer.

METEORIC STONE.

Mr. Dorr—As some account of a Meteoric

Stone wh.ch lately fell in Nobleboro", may be

interesting to many of your readers, I send you

the follttsving, as related by, Mr. Asa Dinsmore,

a very intelligent farmer by whom it was found.

As he was at work in his field, between 4 and

6 o'clock, P. M. on the 7th of August, his atten-

tion was arrested by an unusual noise in the sky

directly over his head, like the firing of many

o-uns in repeated succesion, and as loud as the

report of a musket at the distance of 20 rods.

This noise continued four or five minutes, the

succession of the reports growing more rapid un-

til the whole sounded like the roll of a drum.

About five minutes after this sound had ceas- '

ed, he heard something like the noise produced

by' the wind among the trees, and looking up to

discover the cause", saw what he thought a cloud

in quick motion, and at that instant heard some-

thing strike the ground near him. He proceed-

ed lo the spot, and found that about six rods

from where he had been standing a stone had

entered the earth to the depth of six inches,

when striking another stone it broke in pieces.

He thinks the stone would have weighed as

much as four pounds. The stone is of an ashy

gray color, covered with a coat of black resem-

bling oxide of iron. Its granular texture resem-

bles coarse sand-stone.

The following information (says the N. Haven

Herald) may not be uninierestiug to the farmer.

It is customary, in many places, to use a thin

piece of board with a short handle— the blade

covered with sand, or some other substance, for

the purpose of sharpening scythes in the tield.

It is commonly called a riHe. Take your ritle,

if you have oiip, and scrape off the sand—grease

it well, and then rub on it a small quantity ol

Receipts to cure Warts.—T:^ke the inner rind

of a lemon, steep it four-and-twenty hours in

distilled vinegar, and apply it to the warts. It

must not be let't on the part above three hours

,t a time, and is to be applied afresh every day.

Or divide a red onion, and rub the warts well

with it, or anoint them with the milky juice ot

the herb mercury several times, and they will

gradually waste away.
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SOAVING.

The SPied should be got in as early as it is

possible to prepare the gronml. Dr. Deane ob-

serves that a slight frost after the plants are up

will not injure them. For no crop is it more
important that (he seed should be equally dis-

tributed. Fortunately what has long been a de-

sideratum is now attained. A machine for sow-

ing small segds broad cast, with perfect regular-

ity, great expedition, and in any desired quan-

tity, has lately been invented, and performs to

great satisfaction.*

WEEPIN'G.

V/eeding is considered m Europe, and by good
husbandmen in this country, as necessary to se-

cure a good crop of flax, which is a very tender

plant when young, and more easily checked in

its progress by weeds than any other. It is not

sup|)0sed to be injured by the clover and grass

sown with it : on the contrary the Flemish farm-

ers think them beneficial, by protecting the ten-

der roots from drought, and keeping the weeds
under. It should he carefully wed when the

plants are three or (our inches high : thev are

not then injured by the laborer going barefooted

over them.

PULLING.

This should he perlbrmed as soon as the
leaves begin to fall, and the stalks shew a bright

yellow color, and when the bolls are turned a

little brown. The seed will continue to ripen
afterwards. When the flax is lodged it shoulrl

be pulled immediately, in any stage of its

growth, or it will be entirely lost
;
great care

is requisite in sorting the difl'erent lengths, an^'

keeping them separate till after the flax is hack-
led, or much waste will ensue in that process.

SAVING SEED.

As soon as the flax is dry enough to put under
cover, the bolls should be rippled, as it is termed.
A comb resembling the head of a rake, but with
teeth longer and nearer together, made of liick-

ory or oak, is fastened upon a block, and the
flax, taken in parcels no larger than the hands
can tirmly grasp, is <lrawn through, and the bolls

rippled off; attention to sorting at the same
time should be continued. The bolls are to be
riddled ;uid winnowed immediately ; spread thin

on a clean floor, or on sheets, in the sun, and
when sufficiently dr3', and beginning to open,
threshed. By this method the foul seeds arc

completely separated wilh little trouble, and
good, clean seed is ready for an early market,
often the best, without the use of expensive ma-
chinery to make it so. Here the operations of

the farmer ought to end I The process or pre-

paration being foreign to, and unconnected wilh
h s other pursuits ; and vvhich has been the

greatest objection to extensive flax culture.

—

* Bennctt^s machine for sowing broad cast, a des-
scription and drawing- of which are given in the Me-
Eiohb of the Philadelphia Agricultural Society, vol. 4,
vi!'i anple testimony of its usefulness. It is pushed
fo.-ward by a man, like a wheelbarrow, and will sow
irrire than one acre in an hour, uuiinpedcd by wind or

light rain.

Can there be any reason why the farmer is to

prp|)are his flax more than the h.des of his cat-

tle which he sends to the tanner ? They are

both chemical processes ; and to dis'nhe the

glutinous or resinous sulstances by which the

fibres are attached to the stem, wilhoul impair-

ing their strength, is perhaps as critical, and

requ:res as m'lch care and judgment, as to ex-

tract the animal juices from the hides, and fill

the (>ores with tannin ! In short, the flax grower
and flax preparer and dres«er, should be distinct

i
professions. They are said to be so in Flanders

j

and Holland, and were extensively so in Scot-

j

land, where the farmer sold his flax on the

ground, or in sheaves at his barn or rick.

The preparation of flax by steeping is very
general in the great flax growing countries in

Europe, but it is not quite finished in the water.

It remains spread some days on the grass, which
is necessary to render it soft and give that sil-

very appearance so desirable. The destructive

process of dew rotting, is most commonly prac-

tised in this country, and when water is resorted

to, it is at an improper season, and the process

imperfect ; which is the cause of its being so

harsh and brittle. Pt^rhaps no part of the system

requires such an allowance for difierence of cli-

mate. In the humid atmosphere of Ireland, it

is not very material when it is spread ; but in

this climate, when exposed to a July or .\ugiist

sun, every drop after a shower, becomes a burn-

ing-glass, and literally scorches the fibres ; be-

sides, such a highly putrid fermentation as will

Ihen take place in the water, though it separ-

ates the harle more speedily, not only injures

it, but communicates a stain that renders the

process of bleaching- much more tedious and
expensive.

The flax should not be put into the water
till about the first of October, and remain from
ten to tburteen days, according to the tempera-
ture of the weather, and should be taken out

before the fibres will separate freely, spread

on the grass, when the frost will very much
assist the operation, and the flax exhibits a

gloss and soilness that it is impossible to give

it otherwise.

The following method of preparing hemp,
will apply with great force to the point under
discussion. During the late war, an experi-

enced ship-master in Connecticut, and who was
also a good firmer, raised a crop of Hemp. As
soon as it was dry enough to be stowed away,
it was put under cover, and remained till Octo-

ber ; was then put into clear, soft water, till

the fibres would separate wilh some difficulty,

when it was spread on the grass ; the frost

completed the operation, and when dry it was
immediately secured. There was no putrid

fermentation to deteriorate the harle, nor was
it mililevved by being exposed to the weather,
and when dressed, exhibited that fine silver

green hue by which the best Russian hemp is

distinguished ;* and when worked up, was pro-

nounced by the rope-makers to be ecpial to any

hemp ever imported 1 Here is a lesson for our

western brethren that is worth more to them
than real mines of silver. Clear, soft, stagnant

water is preferred in Europe. A canal, forty

feel long, six broad, and four deep, is said to

* The best Riga Hemp, supplied for the British

Navy, is prepared by steepij'.g. during which it is shilt-

cd three times.

be suflicient for the purpose of an acre of flaj

at one t;m3. It should be tbrmed on a clav, o
some holding soil, where the water from a sprm 1i

or brook can be conducted in with convenience
the expense would not be great, and on moi
i'arms suitable sites may be had. May not boj si

ing or steaming be found the most advantageor
process of preparing flax ? The very superio
sample of thread exhibited at Brighton, in 18H
for vvhich Mrs. Crowninshield, of Danvers, n »

ceived a premium, was spun from flax prepare
by boiling! It appears by the " transactions c

the Swedish Academy," that a method was pra< i

tised in Sweden of preparing flax to resembi
cotton, by boiling it ten hours in salt watei
spreading on the grass, and frequently watei
ing, by which it becomes soft and bleachec
Boiling or steaming will not appear very foi

midable or expensive when we examine th)

sufiject. A box twenty feet long, six feet wide
and four deep, well constructed with stout planM
a boiler, from which a large tube extends inti

'

and communicates with the water in the hoi
will boil the produce of a quarter of an acre ii

a day, that is, if we allow double the room fl

boil in that is required I'or sleeping. A steam
pipe, instead of the tube, and having the top o

the box well secured, would permit the procea
of steaming to go on. It is probable that

either method, grassing will be necessary
obtain soft flax. The yarns of which the saii

cloth is made at Piterson, are all steamed.—
The navy board expressly forbid their bei

boiled in alkaline lye, as is usual in-ra()st mam
faclures of linen. It is from this precauti
that their canvass has the pliable, oilv fee

which so much recommends it. Il should ni

be lost sight of, that by boiling or steaming mu
time and expense ivill be saved in bloachin_
We arrive at the final process, Dressing, ai

in this our climate gives a decided advantf
over Irelanil, Flanders, or the north of El

rope, where the flax is dried on hurdles, ov
a peat fire, in ovens, or kilns, requiring grei

care in regulating the heat, to prevent injiii;

.411 ihis trouble and hazard is obviated bv ot

dry atmosphere and keen north-west wiiids.-r

Dr. Deane estimated the expense of dressii

flax by hand at one third the product. 1 h
lieve the present price does not much val

from his estimate. A respectable gentlems
from Duchess county, New York, informed mi

that mills or machines, impelled by water, hai

been erected there, that break and cnmplelel
dress the flax for a toll of one tenth ! It is sai

that one or more of them are in operation il

the western part of this state. These mil

were invented in Scotland, and are now said

be brought to great perfection. They a

erected in alt directions in the principal fli

districts in Ireland, and notvvithstanding the Ic

price and limited demand for labor, are resol

cd to by the poorer classes of people, the dn
smg by hand being mostly abandoned. Thdi
are machines in England thai; dress the flax il#

mediately from the field, without any prepar*
tion whatever. An account of them may

'"

found in the 5th vol. of the Massachusetts
ricultnral Journal. It appears, by the rep^

of a committee of the House of Commons, tblt

in 1817 ihey were in successful oi)eralion. Jk

man and three children impelled the machine
and dressed sixty pounds a day. We have n»

information of any further improvemenls."*

i
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vatiT or steurn power, in anv Heu^ree pro
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in Ilio present incjniry, we place tliP'se m.\

es, however desirable, entirely out of tlu

li siion.

ra;>nrCT.

not uncommon in Great Britain ami Ire-

obtain eight hundred pounds of tlax

1 an acre! Six hundred pounds is estimated,

uie districts, as an averaa:e ; but it shoul'l

ibserved, that little, if any, seed is obtained,

averasfe crop in New F.nglanil, as far as

llinformation extends, cannot be estimated al

e than two hundred pounds, and six or eight

els of seed. (We do not include the rich

inis on tlie Connecticut, and some other

s.) Dr. Deane was of opin on that four

Ired pounds might be calculated on with

er management.

e think that four hundred pounds of good

tlax, and eight or ten bushels of seed,

fairlv be assumed as a medium crop on fa-

de soils, where the culture becomes such

ject as to make other (arming operations

rvient to it, and due attention is paid to

hanse of seed.

ose who grow flax to any extent are of

3n, that ihe seed, at the price it has been I

me years past, pays for all the labor be-

d cii the crop to the time the flax is ready

prepared or rotted.

ve are correctly informed, flax of a fairj

y cannot be imported from Ireland for

lan fourteen cents per pound. And the

of the best of Russia flax delivered on

card at St. Petersburg, is ten and a half

[jer pound. The quality called •' twelve

J" costs nine and an half cents on board

! quality of t]ax raised in this country va-

ore than any other product ; and of course

ice, which is from six to eighteen cents:

ledium about ten cents per pound,

ust be acknowle<lged, that no great exer-

an be expected in the pursuits of any peo-

I
"• the prospect of reward sweetens their

And 1 anticipate the question that some
i disposed to ask, before they have tin-

le perusal of these essays, " where is the

to tind a market, if flax is extensively

'ed ?" We will ask whore could the plan-

s found a market tor his cotton if nia-

jlfrjni had not been invented for spinning it ?

imlfll w could he have supplied it, if the labor

thousand bands had been required to

of the seeds, that is now performed by

ton Gin invented b}' Whitney ? W'e have
hat the expense oi dressing flax has been

tVom one third to one tenth of its value,*

a fact well established, that there are

Ihe country, machines for spinning flax,

rtbrin as well, and more expeditiously,

or the finer thread*^, than those for spin-

ton ! The Paterson sail cloth is I'ahrcca-

j jj,e reiy from yarns spun and twisted by ma-
j((e assisted by as htile manual labor as cot-

'•
UjiH hines. In those m.inutactories-are six

, ,|j1i spindles. In the state of New iork
'enuiylvania about three hundred inor"

loyed for sewiug thread, sheeting, bed-

oe thread, twuie, &,c. The expense i-:

ter the flax is hackled, in attending a

ipetilii

[incifjl
'

ji«5lli''

[,
)fe t?

,le,lk»

vi Tt'

We tor I sual toll for ginning Cotton in Alabama, we
ed, is one twdtlh.

nnohine of twenty-tour spindles lor spinning

I'ominon shoe thread, is thirly-three cents per

day, spinning on an average twenty-four pounds

a day, or one pound a day for each spindle !

qual, as it is said, to the production of a cotton

spin He for live or six days !

Can any thing be wanting but the application

of power looms for weaving linen, to place the

manufacture nearly upon an equality with cot-

Ion ? .\nd is there any doubt but they can be so

applied ?

The perfection of cotton spinning machinery,

.ind the invention of power looms, with such

improvements as are exhibited at Waltham, it

IS well known are about to produce an entire

revolution in the India trade ! If they can stop

the spindle and the shuttle of the Ilnuloo, who
,s supjiurted upon a handtui of rice a day in a

climate where little is required for clothing or

shelter, what must be the elTcct of correspond-

ing machines in the linen manufitclure, upon

the Russian and the German ? There is prob-

ably at this moment, a million tons of American
shipping clothed with Russian canvass ! What,

but the raw material of good quality, is required

to elicit Capital, to manufacture in a few years

even to compete with European nations in the

linen market ?

The exportation ot linen from Germany to

North and South America has been and is at

present, of vast amount ! The single province of

Silesia has sent in one year to Hamburgh and

other ports, linens to the v.ilue of nearly five

m.lhons of d(dlars to be shipped by the circui-

tous route of Cadiz, to the Spanish colonies.

These customers are at our doors. The United

Slates possess the '•' Golden Gates of this Com-
merce," and with exertions well directed to

her aijricullure, Europe will be obliged to sur-

render the keys.

From the Old Colony Memorial.

No branch of science, perhaps, more deeply

interests the practical farmer and fruiterer, than

Entomology. It is an object of the first impor-

tance to investigate the natural history of those

insects which are peculiarly injurious to us in

anv way ; and perhaps no country on the earlh

more al>ounds with such insects than our own
;

yet their history has hitherto excited but liltio

attention. The last year was remarkable in

this place, (and more or less thro'' the county)

for the devastation made by the grub-worm on

almost every green thing. The fact was no-

ticed in your paper at the time, and the patri-

otism of the Roxbury Farmer, "ever trem-

bliiiglv alive" to the interests of our agricul-

ture, impelled him to invite information " of

the kind of insect capable of making such ex-

tensive devastation." A description of the grub

worm was given, so far as facts could then sup-

port it, with a pledge to observe its progress,

its habitudes of life, and if practicable ils meta-

morphosis, which was then assumed as a matter

of course.

With these views, on the approach of cold

weather, viz. on the 18th of October, 1 put six

of them into a box wiih earth, and had them
placed in the cellar secure from frost. On the

.iOlh October, on examining those in the fields,

1 found they had buried themselves deeper in

• he earth, say four or live inclll^s. On the l'2th

November, and again the 21st December, in

ploughing those fields which had beiore been

eaten by them, many were turned iq) by the
plough, at live or six inches deej) ; and in other
places they are said In be fonnd in all depths,

from six inches to three feet. The greatest

depth at which I have at any time found any,

was about 18 inches, in (lijging a hole to set ;»

post; from these, and many other inspections,

1 could never find any I hat bad asv\imed the
chrysalis state, but were found at all sizes, from
half an inch, to one and half inch long in the

grub.

Those I put into the cellar, I occasionally

watered to keep them from perishing, and in

April had them brought into the open air, and

on examinalioii could observe no visible change.

They were then placed in the garden, and the

box covered with a sod to ailord them food,,

and were inspected weekly, without perceiving

any alteration, except wasting, until the 15th

of July, whiMi finding two of the number dead,

I gave liberty to the others. Thus my antici-

pation of observing their metamorphosis was
disappointed.

In connexion with the subject I will state an-

other observalion made in July. Having occa-

sion to move some manure from the barn to

prepare a piece of ground for ra.sing the round

or English turnii>, I found an unusual number of

the large white worm, (such as are generally

found in similar siluat.ons, and are considered

harmless.) I was induced to subject several of

Ihein to an examiuaiion through the micros-

cope, and found them perfectly similar to this

grub, in all points, the number of the incisors

and spiracles the same, the position and number
of the legs and antennse corresponding, and no

perceptible dilference except they might possi-

bly be a.litsle larger, or certainly of the largest

size, and were also infested with a parasitical

aniinalcula, in appearance through the micros-

cope resembling the turnip fly, but invisible to

the naked eye. Now these from theit situa-

tions must be a progeny ol annual growth, for

the manure, in which they were recumbent,

I was the collection of the preceding winter and

spring.

j

The larva of the cock-chaffer, so analogous

I to Ihe giub-worm under consideration, is ascer-

tained to continue in its larva state four years,

!
before it assumes the chrysalis ; and on the fifth

it becomes metamorphosed into the imago or

parent. This is the fillh year since the ravages

by this insect where noticed here, and its re-

semblance to the larva of the cock-chaffer being

so striking, ils habits and ravages so correspon-

dent, it was assumed to be the same ;
hence the

anticipation, that on selecting some of those

that where full grown, and preserving them

throu'^lh the winter, of witnessing their trans-

formation into the imago, the beetle probably,

from their crustaceous head.

Perha|)s it may not be irrelevant to the sub-

ject, to conjecture, that the devastation of the

tiiree or four lasl years may be inlimately con-

nected with the character of the seasons, which

be.ng peculiarly arid, may have driven them to

the necessity of seeiung moisture from the veg-

etable creation, to preserve their o\vn existence.

The present is a wet season, and ullhough the

worms are found to be as numerous in Ihe ground

as heretotore, they are perfectly innoxious ; no

vegetable appearing to be injureil iroui their

presence, allho' 18 or 20 are taken iu digginj

one hill of^iotatoes.
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Altho' these facts can tliroiv little or no liglit

on the nattinil history ; the hrtbitiides ot" lil'e
;

the charucter, the chrtns^e, the metamorphosis,

of this insect, I can't but hope thev will draw
the attention of some one better quali.'ieil to pur-

sue the research than Flvmotheus.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
SATUllDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 1823..

Extracts from a work lately published by William
CoBBETT, entitled " Cottage Economy,^'' with occa-
sional remarks on some of the statements of the au-
thor.

[Continued from page 39.]

" The man, wl:o is doing well," savs Mr. C.

" who is in good health, who has a blooming
and dutiful and cheerful and happy family about

liim, and v\ho passes his day of rest among
them, is not to be made to believe that he was
born to be miserable, and that poverty, the cer-

tain reward of laziness, is to secure him a crown
of glory. Far be it from me to recommend a

disregard of even the outward observances of

the ceremonies of religion ; but can it be reli-

gion to believe that God has made us to be
wretched and dejected, and to regard as marks
of his grace the poverty' and misery that inva-

riably attend our neglect to use the means of

obtaining a competence in worldly things ? Can
it be religion to regard as blessings those things,

those very things, which God expres«ly num-
bers amongst his curses? Poverty never finds a

place amongst the blessings promised by God.
His blessings are of a directly opposite descrip-

tion; Hocks, herds, corn, wine and oil; a smil-

ing land ; a rejoicing people ; abundance lor

the body, and gladness of the heart ; these are

blessings which God promises to the industrious,

the sober, the careful, and the upright. Lot no
man, then, believe, (hat to be poor and wretch-
ed is a mark of God's ("avor ; and let no man
remain in that state, if he, by any honest means
can rescue himself from it.

"• Poverty leads to all sorts of evil conse-

quences. I'/anl, horrid want, is the great par-

ent of crime. To liave a dutiful family, thn

father's principle of rule must be love and not

fear. His sway must he gentle, or he will have
an unwilling and short-lived obedience. But it

is given to lew men to be gentle and good hu-

mored amidst the various torments attendant on
pinching poverty. A competence is, therelore,

thi! lirst thing to be thought of; it is the foun-

dation of all good in the laborer's dwelling;
without it little but misery can be expected.
" Healthy peace and competences^'' one of the

wisest of men regards as the only things needful

to men ; but the two tbrmer are scarcely to be

had without the latter. Cuinpetcnec is the foun-

dation of happiness and of exertion. Beset
with wants, having a mind continually harassed
with (ears of starvation, who can act with encr-

gry, who can calmly thinli. '! To |irnvide a good
living \he.rehrv^ lor himself and family, is the

tery Jirst dvlij of every man. "Two things,"

says Agur, " have 1 asked ; deny mo them not

before 1 die : remove far from me vanity and
lies; give mo neither poverty nor riches; feed

me with i'ood convenient for ino : lest 1 be lull

and deny thee; or le.st I be poor and steal."

This is an excellent discourse, and worthy

the attention of the siaicsiaun as well as the

moralist. Poverty causes a people not only to

be wretched, bnt to be wicked. Extreme pov-

erty is not only the mother of misery but the

nurse of crime. A man in very straitened cir-

cumstances must be almost more than human if

he does not become a misanthrope, a man-hater,

" fit for treason, stratagem and spoils." He
vents his spleen on every sensible object around

him, and every living thing that is so unfortu-

nate as to be dependent on him, or within reach

of his annoyance, is sure to feel the effect of

his savage disposition. Like the arch enemy

of mankind he seeks for some alleviation of his

own sufferings in causing others to suffer. Pov-

erly is no doubt the chief fomenter of the re-

bellions and atrocities of the lower orders of

the Irish. They feel misery, and wish to in-

llict what they feel ; .according to the vulgar

bnt correct adage " misery loves company."

—

If you see a man beating his horse unreasona-

bly and unmercifullj', you may generally con-

clude that his poverty has at least a share in

causing his cruelty. Poverty too is an enemy
to economy and a friend to extravagance. The
poor man buys dear and sells cheap. He gen-

erally buys on trust, and must pay well for the

risque the seller runs in trusting him. The
poor man sells cheap, because he must raise

money to supply his immediate and urgent ne-

cessities. He is often extravagant because he

is desperate. He sees no prospect of obtaining

a comfortable livelihood and maintaining a res-

pectable standing in society, and therefore if

he obtains a little money, he throws it away on

transient, and perhaps criminal gratifications.

—

" A dollar or two," he says, " will make no ma-

terial change for the better in my situation or'.'

communicates no strength to the body ; it do
not, in any degree, assist in aflbrding what labi

demands. It is, then, of no use."'

Mr. Cobbett's precepts are frequently bett

than his practical applications of them ; ai

much that he says against tea we think qui

erroneous, and much more not applicable

any class of people above the condition of strc

ling beggars, and paupers supported by tl

charily of the public. Tea, being a (avori

beverage of oui"s, we shall take arms in its b

half, even against so formidable a champion
Mr. Cobbett. We are sure to have the ladi

on oiir side, as well as the more sedate, jm
clous and temperate part of our own ses.

An English work of high authority says " V

have heard much of the bad effects of tea, b

we have never felt nor observed them. If t

were so pernicious as it has been represent

by some, its effects must certainly be evident

China, where it is drank by all ranks
;
yet

far from being thought hurtful in that counti

it is held in high estimation. We are told

those who have written the history of Chii

that inflammatory diseases are less freqm

there than in many other countries, which
ascribed solely to the liberal use of tea." J

let lis hear Mr. Cobbett further on this subjj

" It must be evident to every one that
j

practice of tea-drinking must render the fr*

feeble, and unfit to encounter hard labor oij

vere weather, while, as I have shown, it dedH
from the means of replenishing the belly I

covering of the back. Hence succeeds softni

an effeminacy, a seeking after the lire sid(

lurking in the bed, and, in short, all the chai

teristics of idleness, for which, in this case, i;

want ofstrenglh furnishes an apology. Teai
, , ,^ , ,, , . ms A"* '"^ public lionsc. makes the IrequcB

prospe<:ls, and therefore I may as well spend it
j
^( jj habitual, corrupts boys as soon as Ihej

and take the comfort of it." Such is the sug-
j able to move from home, and does little le|

gestion of poverty, not always expressed in 'the girls to whom the gossip of the tea tan

words, but often pfresent in the minds of many "» bad preparatory school for the hrothel.|

who are poor, because they are extravagant,

and exti:\v;igant because they are poor. Judi-

cious precepts and suggestions on rural econo-i requires strength and activity. When th
my may save persons of this description from from home, they know how to do nothing tl

the very least, it leaches them idleness,

everlasting dawdling about with the slops

tea tackle gives them a relish for nothing/

the gulf which awaits them if they proceed in

their present courses, and may prove highly

useful to the rich as well as the poor, by pro-

moting comfort and accommodation, as well as

lessening expense.

Mr. Cobbett commences the body of his work
with an essay on " Brewing Beer." It seems

(hat family-brewing is not so much practised in

Great Britain as formerly, and he tells us that

" the drink, which has come to supjily the place

of beer has, in general, been tea. It is notori-

ous," says Mr. C. " that tea has no useful strength

in it ; that it contains nothing nutritious ; thai

it, besides being goorf for nodiing, has badness in

it, because it is well known to produce want of

sleep in many cases, and, in all cases, to sliake

and weaken the nerves. It is, in fact, a weaker
kind uf laudanum, which enlivens fur the mo-
nicut and deadens afterwards. At any rate it

useful. To brew, to bake, to make butt

milk, to roar poultry ; to do any earthly

of any use they are wholly unqualified."

Wc do not perceive how a girPs km

how to make tea must prevent her from 1{

ing how " to brew, to bake, to make bulW

&.C. But we will now introduce some othSI

tagonists of Mr. Cobbett.
^'

An able writer in the Encyclopedia Bl

nica observes that " it must be observed

that tea is an antidote against inteinpera7icm '

that he who relishes the one will seldom

the other. Raynal says that tea has conti

more to the sobriety of this nation than the

laws, the most eloquent harangues of CAWs/l

ators, or thr. best treatises of morality. Wi

no doubt but it may be hiirifnl to somi

cular constitutions in particular circumi

!k
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we sti-spect that the nervous disorder?, so

n ntlributcH to tea, are rather owing lo

editarv diseases, to ivant of exercise, and to

'gularity in food or sleep, than to tea."

)r. Leake, an English physician of celebrity,

rts that '• weak lea, drank too hot will ou-

ile, and if too strong may prove equally

nicious by afiecting the head and stomach.

when it is drunk in moderation, and not too

m, with a large addition of milk, 1 believe

ill seldom prove hurtful, but on the contra-

;ilulary. After study or Axtigue it is a most

eshing and grateful repast ; it quenches

-t and cheers the spirits, without heating

blood ; and the pleasing socitly in zi-hich we

'jf/i partake of it is no inconsiderable cidjition

rulue ; for tckalcvcr affords rational plcas-

o the uiiiiJ will always contribute to bodily

h"
addition to the foregoing testimonies in fa-

of tea, we can, and perhaps ma^' hereafter,

the opinions of other eminent men, incluil-

Drs. Rush and Cooper. We have time and

at present only to say that if tea, as the

Raynal observes, has any eflect lo coun-

t a propensity to the inonlinate use of in-

ating liquors, it is very patriotic to encour-

ts consumption in the United States, esp<^.-

if it be true, (as we believe it is) that

?n plant may be successfully cultivated in

wn territories.

(to be CONTr.VUF.D.)

kioikf!

lews.

niilkiif

iMkipr

PRODIGIOUS OX !

ondon paper of July 19, advertises lh.it there is

een in tliat city the " Lincolnshire Ox, fed

[light Hon. Lord Yarborough," &c. The live

of this animal is no Uss than 464 stone, which,

?. a stone is 3712 pounds! ! This ox was a de-

nt from the famous Bull Comet, and the Cow
Countess, of the improved Short Horns. He is

same breed with the Bull Admiral^ belonging

Massachusetts Agricultural Society, and of Z>™-
I Ccehhs, the former owned by Stephen Williams,

Northborough, and the latter by Col. Jaques,

lestown, Mass. The London paper says that

.incolnshire Ox was allowed by the best judges

ear 40 stone heavier than the famous Durham
d is considered the largest, and to have the

t proportion of meat ujion the least bone, of any

submitted to the public."

stWt

to ».i

FOREIGN.
We are apprehensive that Spanish Freedom

lobbting " on its last legs," as the phrase is

part we can only say that we wish it may re-

but have nearly given it over. We expect no
m to its funeral, but feel inclined to drop a tear
lemory of what it might have been. Ignorance
erstition, the plagues of nations as well as of
lals, have, we fear, smothered in its cradle this
r Promise, the Desire of Nations, and the Oar-
etery man, who is not a brute. But there is

solation left to the friends of humanity, to wit,
laniards do not acquire freedom, it must be be-
ley are not worthy of it. They have the pow-

Si' m'^
^^'^ ""^ "'"' '" ^^"^"'""^ '*^ Idessings to them-

'» '•nd their posti-rily. We are tired of and dis-

cirtlff^rith details of the treachery of Spanish lead-

trs, and the marches of French invaders, over a pros-
trate and passive population, who appear to have taken
a share of the primitive curse denounced against the
serpent " upon thy belly shalt thou go, and dust shall
thou eat all the days of thy life." If (hey should ever
raise their heads as high as a bl.ack snake in pursuit of
its jirey, we will take further notice of them ; till then
—let them go.

Porlusal has settled down under her resuscitated
ilcspotism as quietly as a setting-hen, and dares not
even t xercise the privilege of a goose to hiss at those
who annoy her. A Lisbon article of .July 20th, says
" thi- monarchy is settled on the most lasting l>asis.

The heroic queen is adored, and Gen. Amaranthe and
his division idolized," &c. The court has no doubt
become a very Pantheon of goddesses, gods, i:c. Di-
vinities will swarm, and prove as profitable to those
nvi r whom they preside as were the frogs on a certain
memorable occasion to the inhabitants of Kgypt. So
be it—we shall not waste our paragraphs on trumpery
oi that description.

Bad neips from Africa— A brig lately arrived at

this port brings information tliat the American colo-
nists at Monrnbia, in Africa, wt re nearly all sick of
fever. Dr. Ayres, who went out to assume the srov-

ernment, was taken sick a few days after his arrival,

and left very ill when the Oswego sailed. The Rev.
y\r. Ashmun had partially recovered from his late ill-

ness. A fort erected by Capt. Spence had disappeared
in a tornado.

DOMESTIC.
We have very little domestic intelligence this week

worth relating, a circumstance we do not regret, for

we have as little room as news.

The annual Callle Shmn for Worcester Connty is an-
nounced in the Worcester papers for the 8th of October
next. The Committee of Arrangements, appointed by
he Trustees of the Agricultural Society, consists of
ihe following gentlemen: Levi Lincoln, Theophilu;
''heeler, Thomas Chamberlain, .'onathan Davis, Na-
than Howe, John W. Lincoln, and Edward D. Bangs

T.ongerilti.—There are now living in (be vicinity of
Matanzas, Cuba, a couple of natives of that place, who
have lived in wedlock more than one hundred years.
The husband is one hundred and Iwenty-eisrhf. and the
wife one hundred and lwentt/-six i/ears. They both en-
joy great bodily health, but their mental faculties are
impaired. —

—

Mr. George B. English, of Boston, who was several
years in the service of the Pacha of Egypt, has return-
ed to Europe, with a view of taking part in the Penin-
sula war.

It is estimated in the Arkansas paper, that the dam-
age sustained by the planters on the Mississippi in con-
sequence of the late inundation, is not less than three
millions of dollars.

Cnunterfeils—Four Dollar Bills of New Hampshire
Union Bank, are in circulation pretty well executed,
except that the paper is rather darker, and the impres-
sion bri»hter than the genuine. A close inspection
will readily detect them.

One of our late English papers mentions as a fact,

that a poor woman, with an infant at hi r breast, em-
ployed in the grounds of F'-r. Pailey, of Swanscombe,
Kent, in podding peas, previous to her daily labors.
suckled the child, and l-ft it in a h"dge near where
she was at work. On her rrturn some time aft> r to
look lor her child, she wa« struck with horror at f nd-
ing it dead. With the wretched mother's consent,
the child wae opened by a surgeon, and a snal'e found
in its stomach. It is surpos;-d. that soon after the
mother had suckled the infant, the snake, attracted by
the milk remainir? on thechi'd's lips, had entered the
mouth and suffocated it.^Gfr»f/'e.

To Correspondenls—We have received a communi-
cation on the cultivating and curing of Hops, which
we believe lo be valuable, and will with pleasure give
it a place in our next.

The note signed " A Subscriber," is also received,
and we will give all the hiforniadon in our power to
afford, relative to the subjects of his inquiry, probably
in our next number.

(t5"Subscribers who have not paid for the first vol.
of the Farmer, are requested to forward us the amount
due immediately ; and those who wish to save 50 cents
must pay for the second vol. by the Ut of October.

0:5=The following nrtmbrrs of the first volume of the

N. E. Farmer arc v.-^nted at this Office, for which a

generous price w'l '^e given, viz.—No. 14, 5 copies

—

No. 38, 2 do No. -ij, 2 do.

NOTICE.
f¥^ HE subscribers being about making different ar-A rangemenls in their business, feel under the ne-
cessity of calling on those indebted to them lo make
payment. All those indebted by Notes previous to

the first of July, 1(123, are respectfully requested to

pay them ; and all indebt(;d by Book Account are de-
sired to settle and close their accounts by notes or oth-

erwise without delay.

(til/" Those whose debts have been of some lime
standing must consider this as all the notice necessary
previous to collection in the course of law.

STEARNS .t CREHORE.
Wallham, Sept. 3, 1G23.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE,
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Almighty Cause .' 'tis thy 2)i'estrving' care

That keeps thy works forever iVtsh and fair

;

The sun, from thy superior radiance bright,

Eternal sheds his delegated light

;

Lends to bis sister orb inferior day.

And paints the silver moon's alternate ray ;

Thy hand the waste of hoary time renews
;

Thou ahedd'st the tepid morning's balmy dews ;

When raging winds the blacken'd deep deform.

Thy spirit rides commission'd in the storm ;

Bi Is at thy will the slackening tempest cease.

And lulls the angry elements to p' ace.

When lightning streams tremendous from the skies,

And pestilence the htaling art defies,

Thy hand directs, thy word the blow suspends.

In strict accordance to omniscient ends.

See how associate round their central sun

Their faithful rounds the circling planets run ;

Still equi-distant, rooslantly career,

Exactly tracing their appointed sphere.

Mark how the moon our flying orb pursues,

While from the sun her monthly light renews ;

Breathes her wide inllnence o'er the world below.

And bids the tides alternate ebb and flow.

See how in course the shifting seasons rise,

And shed- their potency o'er earth and skies ;

^4K'n takes its progress and its change from Thee,
All mark the presence of the Deity !

From Thee all human actions take their springs.

The rise of empires, and the fall of kings !

See the vast theatre of time display'd,

W'hat has existed by Almighty aid,

—

With pomp the shining images succeed,

What leaders triumph ! and what thousands bleed I

Perform their parts by Providence assign'd,

Their pride, their passions, to thy ends inclin'd :

Awhile they glitter in the face of day.

Then at thy nod the phantoms pass away ;

No traces left of all the busy scene.

But that Remembrance says

—

the things have been .'

From the Poultney (Vermont) Gazette.

Alessrs. Editors— I oliserved in your paper an
inquiry relative to the proper method o< Ireat-

iug the disease occasioned liy the poison of
ground ivy. The subject is important from the

great niinnlier of persons allacked annually by
this aff.^ction, which usually occasions a protrac-
ted coii.liiicment and disability; and in some in-

stances incurable ulcers and even raorlilication

of the loiver nxlremities.

It is a curious fact that something' like one
half of'lhe persons who are exposed to the cause

of this disease are unsusceptible of its influence.

1 take the liberty to call the attention of your
readers to Ihe subject, chiclly willi a view to

state a single fact which I have on the rtuthnrily

of a very intelligent gentleman in this vicinity.

He informs me, tlrit for thirty years, lie has

known th it fliis disease may be prevented, cr

r.ither cnr«d, in an early stage, siin[dy by tlid

ap|)lication ol lieai. llis method is when he or

any of !>is laborers have been eiTiptoyi>d in hay-

making where the ivy abounds ; and when in a

day or two :tftcr their feet and ancles begin to

exhibit marks of the disease, such as sweliaig,

redness, iteat and pain ; to place them before

tlie tire in a situation as hot as can possibly be

borne without burning. This is to be done
several times sncccssively, and he assures me,
that every vestige ol the disease uniformly dis-

appears in a lew hours. This treatmeni, how-

ever, is exclnsivoly adapted to the forming

stage of the disease ; and to h.ive its full efl'ect,

should be applied dnnng the first 24 hours.

—

It should be stated, that although the authority

for the above facts is unquestionable, yet they

receive additional support from the analoffy

familiar to most surgeons that specific inilamma-

tions are generally cured in Ihe incipient stages

by the application of stimidants. lu the second

slage of poisoned legs, when small ulcers oi the

skin and subjacent parts begin lo appear, and

when the inflammation and swelling are consid-

erable, 1 have seen the most decided benelit

from ihe apjd. cation of soft soap and cold water.

The limb should be placed in a position as high

or higher than the body, and covered with soft

soap every t>vo or three hours. Cold water

should then be applied in a constant stream, or

riotbs dipped in cold water and changed every

few minutes tor 18 or 20 hours. This treat-

ment, occasionally aided by bleed.ng and piirg-

iiij; in cases where feverish symptoms make
tbeir appearance, rarely fails lo remove the

disease. D. PALMER.
Poultney, Aug. 25, 1823.

0:5= A correspondent of the New England Farmer,

vol. ii, page 6, asserts that lime water is the best reme-

dy lor poison by ground i^y.

Extract from a Sermon on " Domestic Happiness," by
the Rev. William Jay.

Oh! what so refreshing, so soothing, so sat-

isfying, as the [dacid joys of home !

Seethe traveller— does duty call him for a

season to leave his beloved circle ? The image

of his earthly happiness continues vividly in his

remembrance : it quickens him to diligence : it

makes him hail llie hour which sees bis pur-

pose accomplished, and his fice turned towards

home ; it communes with him as he journies,

and he hears the promise which causes him to

hope. " Thou shall know also that thy taber-

nacle shall be in peace ; and thou shall visit

thy tabernacle and not sin.'" O the joyful re-

union of a d.vided i'amily—the pleasures of re-

newed interview and conversation after days of

absence

!

Behold the man of science—He drops the la-

bor and painfiilness of research—closes his vol-

ume—smooths his wrinkled brows— leaves his

study—and unbending himself stoops to the ca-

pacities, yields lo the wishes, and mingles with

the d versions of his children.

" He will not blush that has a father's heart,

To take in chiblish play a childish part ;

But bends his sturdy neck to play the toy

That youth takes pleasure in, to please his boy."

Take the man of trade— \\ hat reconciles him
to the toil of business? What enables him to

endure the fastidiousness and impertinence of

customers ?—What rewards him for so man}'

hours of Icdious contiiiemcut ? Bye-and-bye the

season of intercourse will arrive ; he wdl be-

hold the desire of his eyes and Ihe children of

ins love for whom he resigns his ease ; and .n

their welfare and smiles he will tind his re-

cotnpence.

Yonder comes tiie laborer—He has borne the

burden am! heat of the day : the descending sun

has released him from his toil: and he is haste-

ning home to enjoy repose. Half way dovvn

Ihe lane, by the side of wliicli stands his cottage,

his children run to meet him. One he carries

in

anil one lie b aS. Tiie ci mpanion of h;s hii

hie life is ready to furnish him with his plain

past. See— his toil-worn countenance a.ssiin

an air of cheerfulness ! his hardships are for;

ten ; fatigue vanishes ; he eats, and is satisti.

The evening fair, he walks with uncovered hi

around his garden— enters again, and retire

rest ; and "• Ihe rest of a lalioring man is swe
whether he eat little or much." Inhabitant

this lowly dwelling ! who can be indiiTerent

thy comfort ? Peace be lo this house ?

" Let not ambition mock their useful toil,

'Ih- ir homely joys and destiny obscure
;

Nor grandeur hear with a disdainful smile
The short and simple annals of the poor.- j

" They marry and are given in marriage."

In looking over our budget of newspapi
some hundreds of marriaafe notices come
our eye, evidenc:ng thai the fabled blind lioj

not less busy in our regions than he iva

old antideluvian cLmes. What a world of
[.

ant thoughts tbef;e notxes bring to minil

sunny days of hope, and evening courlships,

lo\e ditties, and songs, and stolen kisses, an
wnole train of bright attendants on Ihe yrii

dreaming days of but half enjoyed affect i

With the little shades of jealousy and disappt i

ment which come lo mellow the scene and
ten the ripening harvest. Then the trom
pnin.se— ihe cautious conrealmeni, and
careful and gradual disclosure— Ihe

invitations—the smoking table, loaded wilhi

kies and ducks and pound cake— the roun
parson—and the half blush.ng half smilinff b|

Who thinks herself vera weel off,

To be woo'd an mariied and a'.

The printer has but jioor picking out o(

dish, it IS true, unless, like ourselves, he
most sensitive fancy, and can feast on

ideal dainties till his stomach is satisfied,

have sometimes thought that Ihe printer

to be united lo the wedding supper, but

as it might involve the matter of politics,,

haps it IS best its it is.-- Emporium.

Jl pleasant climate.—The following is th

endarof a Siberian or Lapland year:

—

Jni

snow melts; July I, snow gone; July 9,'

qnite green ; July 17, plants full growlh ;1

25, plants in flower; August 18, snow, col

ing from August 18 to June 23. following.)

The lord of the village being at dinn^

lowed one of its tenants to stand, while he

versed with him. " What news, my fri^

said the squire—" None that I know ofj

plied the firmer, "except lh;it a sow of

lias had a litter of thirteen pigs, and shl

only twelve teats." " What wiFl the thirC

do?" asked the lord. " J)o as 1 do," rew

Hodge, " It will stand and look on whij

others eat.'

TERMS OF THE FARMER.
0:5= Published every Saturday, at Thbke

per annum, payable at the end of the year—bi

who paywithin sixty diii/s from the time of siibsffi'

will he entitled to a dtduction of fiFTT C'f.;.ts.

0;5= No paper will be discontinued (unless »l

discretion of the Publisher) until arrearages

(t^ Agents who procure seven subscriberi

come responsible (cr the payment, will be cntil

copy gratis, and in the same proportion for

jiiiniber.

isaHk
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N REARING AND FATTENING SWINE.

otwilhstamling their evil proponsities, lillhy

niscliicvous habits, and insatiable voracity,

e are very prolitable animals to a farmer.

(1, e^ery lamily, in uhicli (here is an^'

ng ilono. shoiiUI keep at least one hog,

s ciinriiied in a proper pen, in order to

2 the washing of pots, dishes, refuse

&c.

much depends on the breed ot swine as of

omestic animal, as relates to the protit o)

ng. The old fashioned, thin, long-legged,

nosed, guant-bodied hogs are now, we be-

hirdly tolerated in New England, and

ecomiiig as scarce as they are ugly and

litable. We are but little acquainted with

(ferent breeds of their successors, and shall

herelbre assume the responsibility of re-

ending any particular race. O. Fiske,

of Worcester, an able, enlightened, and

tic ciiitivator, says, '• my hogs are of the

id brecti, so called in England ; and expe-

B has proved, to my satisfaction, that this

IS far the best that has been introduced

ur country. They are quiet in their na-

tal easy and with little expense or trouble.

i had some weigh, at twelve months old,

310 pounds, and a consideradle number of

jen months old, 400 pound*."*

he marks of a good hog are a moderate

, in proportion to the size of the body ;

ise short; the cheek plump a'ld fuH ; neck
and short; quarters full; carcass thick

II ; hair line and thin ; with a symmetry
•d to the breed to which it belongs. A-

all it is essential that it be of a kindly dis-

5a to fatten early. -'t

2 sow should be selected with great care,

and straight-backed ; wide hips ; a greai

teats ; short legs, and Hire bone. It is

lat the sow will produce the stronger and
litter, if not allowed to breed till a year

id the boar should not be younger than

je when put to sows. Sows may be al-

to breed till they are six years old, and

till live ; and both be made good pork

his period, by methods which do not re-

descnplion. One male, according to the

ete Grazier, should not be permitted to

iccess to more than ten females in a year,

will, usually, have pigs twice a year, and

be put to the males at such times a^ will

one litter in Apnl, and another early ni

Bber.

hose sows are accounted the best breed;

;ays the Farmers' Assistant, " which have

ten or twelve paps. They should be kepi

and well littered ; but should not ha'e toi'

litter at the time of piging, lest they over-

ir pigs in it. At the end of a week or

ys, they should be let out of thoi" sties

e yard, for three or four hours eacn daj

.

2 several sows are farrowing aboit the

w England Farmer, vol. i, p. 107,

mers' Assistant.

No. 7.

same time,' they must be I(^hMKitt|t)rnte apart-

1

inf'nls in ihe sly lest they il^vSRir the pigs of

each other. Young sows will sometimes cat

their own offspring, which may be prevented

by washing Ihe backs of the pigs in an infusion

of aloes'; and. for this pnrjiose, the so<ss 'must

be walched. It is said that supplying them with

[ilentv of water, at this time, vvill prevent any

ini-;i:iiier taking place of this kind."

]\Ir. Featherslonhangh says, ' Farmers differ

much in their plans of raising holding stock for

pork; some permitting (heir shoals to run at

large eighteen months, till they arc penned up
to fatten; this is the must troublesome and least

prolitable way ; others give them a range in

clover pastures, and begin to lalen them earlier.

I appr<diend there is a much more prolitable

way, and attended with loss trouble for those

who have the right breed. According to the

<juantity of pork wanted should be the number
of breeding sows kept over, and thisre should

be no other hogs on the farm [that is kept over

winter] but the breeding sows. These, when
they pig the latter end of March, should be fed

in the most attentive mai' ler, with swill and

shorts. The pigs from a full grown sow, will

generally he twelve in number; these sbould

be thinned down to ei.ght, and as soon as they

begin to feed freely out of the trough should be

weaned, and afterwards led regularly with green

lares, clover, boiled potatoes, ground peas, un-

merchantable corn, or any other nonri.'^iiing

food; turning them out every day into.a snMI
vard, where there is a shallow pond for them
to lie in. A remarkable breed of pigs, which
iiad been treated pretty much in this manner,

were exhibited at Diianesburgh Fair ; when
eiglit months old, one of them was slaughtered,

and weighed exactly three hundred and eleven

pounds; they all attracted universal attention,

:ind I never saw such animals before. This

method, as it is attended with little trouble, and

leaves so small a quantity ot' stock on hand to

winter over, appears to me to be more econom-
ical in every point of view, than an}' other

which is ])ractised.'"* In the county of Pien-

sellaer, N. Y. some farmers assert that " ]\Iarch

pigs, killed about Christmas, are the moat pro-

fitable for pork." Others say, " Pigs ought

iiover to come until June ; for the cost of ear-

lier pigs exceeds the profit." And further we
learn that " the methods proposed for fattening

hogs by the different farmers in that county are

very various. Gen. H. Slofht, H. Flatt, Esq.

Col. Worthmgton, Messrs. J. Phillips, A. Bush,

aiul some others, recommend keeping hogs in

pastures with some slops from the dairy, Lc.

till near the last of August—some say a little

later. -MI agree that near this time they maui-

lest a disrelish for grass. Small patches of

peas, or even of corn, will then be convenient

to turn them into for a few weeks. About the

lirst of September begin with boiled potatoes

and pumpkins, mashed together with a little

Indian meal, ground oats and peas, or other

grain, stirred into the nii.Kture after it cools.

—

* Memoirs of the New York Koaid of .\gricu!turf,

vol. i, p. 2'J2.

From twO'.to four weeks before killing time,
tlio food should be dry Indian corn, and clean
cold wafer. Mr. Y'onghans fattens his hogs in

a large, yaj-d or licld. with a shelter in it to

which thoy may r-Mirc to sleep. But F.lder

Turnpi; says iiojs should never know what lib.-

erty. ik) hut should be kept close all their lives,

ami as inactive as possiiile. That with this me-
thod double the quantity of pork can be pro-

duced with the same expen.u! of feed."*

The practice in Scotland is to rear swine

chiefly on raw potatoes, and to faltcn them on

these roots boiled or ()re|;ared l»y steam, with

a mixlure oi' oafs, barley, or bean and pease

meal. .Their troughs should be often replen-

ished with a small quantity "of food at a time,

and kept always clean and seasoned occasion-

ally with salt.t The Farmers' Magazine says,

" The oufeide leaves of cabbages salted and let

siantl a month, and then mixed witli butter-

milk, will fill a hog in three weeks," Mr. Mar-
shall says (.Midland Counties v, p. -153) "young
|)igs require la-arin meat to make them grow.

Corn and cold water will make them healthy
;

but warm beverage is considered as requisite

to a quiclt ;;rowlh." The same writer men-
lions anoifhi r practice, which perh.ips il may
be thought proj;er to imitate in this country,

because ij saves labor and care. Some English

farmers, lie sa\s " keep two or three little store

pigs ijl tlie l',:tii!ig stye, \Vhilc the fatting hogs

are taiiing iheir repast, the little ones wait be-

hind tbein ; and as. soon as their butters are

s(>rved, licl. out the troughs.

" It>>*idf the advantage of having by this

expedient no waste, nor foul troughs, ti;ere is

another. The large pigs rise alertly to their

food, lest the small ones should forestall them
;

and fill themselves the fuller, knowing that they

have it not again to go to.

"The disadvantage of this practice is, I un-

derstand, the large ones are apt to lord it too

much over the little ones ; especially in a con-

fined stye. If, however, they had a separate

apartment assigned them, with an entrance too

small for the fatting swine to follow them, this

disadvantage woulil be in a great measure re-

medied."

If one wishes to fatten hogs, and cither from

indolence or loo much occupation does not ex-

pect to give them a constant and regular atten-

tion, perhaps he may adopt to advantage the

following mode pointed out by an F^nglish wri-

ter. " Mr. John Adams, of Cherrington, near

Newport, Shropshire, has fattened eight pigs

in the lollu'.ving cheap and easy manner :—he

places two troughs in the sly, one he fills with

raw potatoes, the other with peas, and gives no

water ;
when the pigs are dry they eat the po-

tatoes. The eight pigs were fattened so as to

weiah from 10 to 20 score each, and ate no

more than 30 bushels of peas, and about 200

bushels of potatoes." No doubt dry Indian corn

and potatoes might be fed out in this way with

as good an effect as peas and potatoes.

* Memoirs of the New York Board of Agriculture,

vol. ii, pp- 39,40.

l Refort of Agriculture in .Scotland,
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Rubbing' and cnrryin!? the liities of falling

hogf>, is of great adviiiitagc to them. It is not

only very grateful to them, but conducive to

their health. It will be well, likewise, in cv-

«»ry stye to place a strong post for the animals

to rub against. During the lime of their fat-

ting they should have plenty of litter, which

will be a double advantage, providing for the

comfort of the animal, and increasing the quan-

tity of manure.

Boiled or steamed clover hay will, it is said,

keep store hogs in the winter, but the addition

of boiled or steamed potatoes or carrots will

much increase the value of the wash. ]\lr.

Young ilirects to soil or feed swine in a yard

on clover, cut nj> with a scythe, in preference

to pasturing them in the field. But Judg^e Pe-

ters, of Pennsylvania, says, "in summer my
hogs chiefly run on clover. Swine feeding on

clover in ihe fields will thrive wonderfully
;

when those (confined or not) fed on cut clover

will fall away." hi Indian harvest, the unripe

ears of corn should be picked out and given to

the hogs as tast as they can eat llicm. Sot't corn

(as it is called) will do them much moK good

in a green than in a dried slate, and it is very

diificult to dry it without its turning mouldy.

There is a great advantage in boiling, steam-

ing or baking almost all sorts of food given to

swine. The last American edition of the Do-
mestic Encyclopedia, informs that Mr. Timothy
Kirk, of Yorktown, Fenn. led one pig with bod-

ed potatoes and Indian corn, and another with

the same articles unboiled. The two animals

were weighed every week, and the diflcrence

between them was as G to 9. The experiment

was continued several weeks, and the animals

alternately fed upon boiled and unboiled food,

with an uniformity of result, which Sufficiently

showed the very great profit arismg from boil-

ed food." Steaming will answer as good a pur-

jiose as boiling, and with a proper apparatus,

may be more easily and chcai>ly effected.* Po-

tatoes, meal, and a little linseed boiled togeth-

er, make a rich and excellent wash. Boiled

linseed, it is said, has a tendency to make pork
soft and oily, and should thi reforc he but little

if at all used towards the close of the time in

which hogs are fattening. Grains of distilleries,

and the refuse of starch-factories are excellent

for fatting swine. Sweet apples are very goud
-food for them, and a change of diet pretty often

promotes their health and quickens the process

of fattening. Their meals should frc'pienlly be

seasoned with a tittle salt. The Complete Far-

mer says that '• moist sedgy grounds are good

for swine, the roots which grow in such sods

they will eat ; likewise brakes, fround nuis,

acorns, chesnuts," &.c. Dr. A'ldc'i'son said that

the hogs that are fed upon the acorns that they

gather in the woods of G.-;raany and Poland
arc reckoned to yield the finest bacon of any in

Europe ; and it is to this that most people as-

cribe the superior excellence of VVeslphalia

hams. It might be well to try acorns sle.imed

or lioiled, in order to correct their crudenfss

and bitterness; and it has been recommended
to moisten them, and keep them on hand till

they begm to sproul, when they will be more
sweet and nutritious than in their original state.

The Complete Farmer asserts that " when h"gs
are fatted entirehj on acorns, chesnuts, and other

Sec N. E. Farmer, vol. i, p. 23

productions of the forest, the (lesh will eat I

much better and sweeter than if fatted in a

stye. Some indeed say their fat will not be so

solid, nor so protllaWc, and therefore they com-
monly shut thetn up a week or ten days, and

feed them with (|i^ peas; but this is a mistake,

experience having shown that hogs, J'aitcd with

acorns only, have (heir fat as solid as those J'aitcd

ivith peas.'''' If this he correct, the value of

acorns as food for swine is not generally known
in those parts of the United States with which
we have been acquainted. We have seen pla-

ces in the neighborhood of fanners' dwellings,

where bushels might lie had for stooping, but

wore as much negl<>cted as if they had been
pebble stones. The acorns recommended are,

we believe, those of the white oak ; and wheth-
er the acorns of the numerous other kinds of

oak are of any value as food for swine we can-

not say. It might be well to try them not only

raw, but boiled or steamed, and likewise ground

into meal and given with, as well as without

other mixtures. We suspect that acorns alone

would prove astringent, and if so, they might

be qualified with a trough full of raw potatoes.

Carrots, according to Mr. Young", are better

I htm potatoes, and some other writers assure us

ihat parsni|)s are better than either for feeding

hogs. An English writer says " they fatten all

iheir pork in the island of Jersey with parsnips.

They are much more saccharme than carrots,

and it is v/ell known that nothing fattens a hog
faster, or makes finer pork than the sugar cane :"

Hid we are told that parsnips suffered to re-

mam in the ground whore they grew through

the winter, and drawn in the spring and boiled

tops and bottoms made most excellent food for

swine, when other food was scarce.

Acid or fermented food for swine has been

highly recommended. Mr. Arthur Young,
whose authority amongst husliandmen is al-

most equal to that of the Pope v/ith Roman
Catholics, says " that the most [irofitablo meth-

od of converting corn of any kind into food for

hogs is to grind it into meal, and mi.\ this with

water in cisterns in the proportion of five bush-

els of meal to one hundred gallons of water,

stirring it well several times a dn}' for three

weeks in cold weather, or a fortnight in a war-

mer season, by which it will have fermented
well and become acid, till which it is not ready

(o give. The mixture should always be stirred

immediately before feeding, and two or three

cisterns should be kept fermenting in succes-

sion, that no necessity may occur of giving it

not duly prepared." Judge Petci-s, of Penn.

whose authority is, in our opinion, not inferior

to that of any man who ever wrote on agricul-

tural topics, siiys, in substance, that "sour food

is niiist grateful and alimentary to swine. One
gallon of sour wash goes farther than two ol

sweet." But

An English work entitled " I'"armers' Calen-

dar," (author's name not given) declares that

" much has been said, and little understood,

about piirposelij souring food for hogs. It is not

that acidity can possibly tend to pinguefaction

[making fat] but it is found that pigs will read-

ily fatten upon aciil, or rather acescent food, a

sweetish tasie and glutinous quality succeeding

fermentation ; and that thetj zi-ill do so sfill more

readily tipon such as has never reached liic acid

state I kno-jo, and have seen in hundreds of instan-

ces, is a proof wanted ? How much mote, rea-

dily do the country hogs feed upon sweet ,

unlcrmented food than those of the starch-ho'f*^

upon the fermented and sub-acid wash, howe
rich ? I say sub-acid, for did not starch-mak
run otf a great part of that which is really sc

they would kill instead of fatten their hogs.'
In order to reconcile these writers it will o
be necessary to advert to the different stage,
ordinary fermentation, and the products of ei

stage. The first stage of fermentation proda
sugar, and is called the saccharine fermentatl
The second stage developes alcohol, or
of wine, and is called the vinous fermentatijiS

The third do. produces vinegar, and is cat
the acid fermentation ; and the founii and
stage converts the matter fermenting int<

substance which is not only offensive but p
sonous, and is called the putrid fermenfati
Thus if you soak wheat or other farinacet

substance in water of a proper temperature
will tirst become sweet, and begin to sprout!
vegetate ; it will next afl'ord spirit or alcoJi ^

continue the process the wash turns sour,

first slightly, and then more strongly acid
at last Ihe whole becomes putrid. It proba
contains most nourishment when it is sweet i'

but is valuable till very sour, when it is w«
little or nothing; and when the putrid fer_

tation has rommcnced it is worse than noth
as food for any animal. The farmer then sh(^>(

give his wash to his pigs while it is yet sw
or but beginning to turn sour.

rn

thi

(tj" ^be following will corroborate what has t

to:ort' brcii piibiishi-il in the pamphlet entitled "

marks on (lie Dangers and Duties of Sepulture,"

I

vir wed in our paper, vol. i, p. 394,) relative to

I

viTy virulent nature of the poison which is piodiK

j

by dead bodies in some stages of putrefaction,

( serve as a caution against unnecessarily tampi

j

with substances whicli are as injurious to our hi

jas they are offensive to our senses.

]
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Saint Pierre, in his Studies of JVatare, vi

p. 211, first American Edition, in combai
some of the infidel philosophers on the su

of equivocal generation, says : " It is not
certain that corruption produces no one li

I

body, but is fatal to all, especially to ll

which have blood, and chiefly to man.

j

"No air is unwholesome, but where the
' corruption, which, so far from conferring

I

generates tubercles, inflames the eyes, dissoj

Ihe blood, and produces -.".n infinite numliel'i

diseases in most animals, which respire its e«

anations.

"O;' all corruptions, Ihat of the human fle

is mon noxious. Of this a very singular instant

IS related by Garcilaso de la Vega,"in his h slor

of tilt civil wars of the Spaniards in the Imlie

Vol. I, part 2, Chap. 4,3. He observrs, fits

that the Indians of the Islands of Burlovenlf

poison their arrows, by plunging the poinW (I

them into dt'ad bodies
; and then ad'i.s, " fsinl

relate what I myself saw hippen in the ca

one of the quarters of the dead body of Ca^
jal, which was exposed on the gr.>at roaif (

Collosigu, to Ihe south of Cusco. We set oil4

walkirg one Tuesday, ten or twel-e schoolfel|

lows of us, all mongrels, that is, the progeny
Spanish men by Indian women, the oldest iioij

above twelve years of age. Having obser»('i

as we went aiong in the open coynlry, one ''1

i
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qiiarlers of Carvajnl's body, we took a fancy

•o and look at it, and having come up, we
d it was one of his thighs, the fat of which

dropped to the ground. The tlesh was

nish, and entirely corrupted. While we
examining this mournful spectacle, a for-

boy chanced to say, I could wager no one

dares to touch it : another replied, he

Id. At la>t the stoutest of all, whose name
li'irtholiimew Monedero, imagining he was

e; to perform an act of courage, plunged

humb of his right hand inio this putrid

which it easily penetrated. This bold

n astonished every one to such a degree,

we all run away from him, for fenr of in-

on, calling o>it. Oh ! abominable ! Carvajal

make yOu pay deir for this nshness. He
, hosreveri instantly to the brook, which

lose by the spot, washed his hand several

, rubbing it over with cla^', and so return-

ome. Next day he returned to school,

e he shewed us his thumi), which was

en prodigiously ; but towards evening the

e hand had become inllamed up to the

; and next day, which was Thursday, the

bad swelled up to the elbow, so that he
educed to the necessity of disclosing the

to his father. Professional men were im-

itely called in, who had the arm tightly

iged above the swelling, and applied eve-

medy which art and experience could sug-

as a counter-poison. After all, notwilh-

ng, it nearly cost the patient his life ; and

covered not without suffering intolerable

after having been for four months so en-

jd as to be incapable of holding the pen."

this anecdote it may be concluded how
rous the putrid emanations from ourchurcji

must be to the inhabitants of cities. Par-

lurches, in which so many corpses are in-

, become impregnated with an air so cor-

d, especially in spring, when the ground
s to grow warm, that I consider this as

f the chief sources of the small pox, and
• putrid fevers which are prevalent at that

1. An unsavory smell then issues frori if

1 makes the stomach rise. I have felt this

insnflerable degree in some of the princi-

lurches of Paris. This smell is extremely
snt from that produced by a crowd of liv-

•eople, lor we are atTected with no such

ion in the churches of convents, where
nly are interred."''
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. Editor—I have been always disgusted

2 huge heaps of pomage (or pomace, as it

imonly called) which are Ibund adjacent to

der house, and as they contain much veg-

: matter mixed with the malic and acetous

I thought that if those acids could be neu-

id at a small expense, a ne-jo article might

led to our inayiurcs, and a disgusting object

,'ed out of sight. I accordingly spread on

Dmage a quantity of leached ashes, to the

it of one quarter the bulk ; this was hea-

p and lay all summer to give the alkali a

e to work on the acid. In the fall I liaul-

out on to my grass land and in April spread

tty thick, say 14'or 15 ox cart loads to the

The effect exceeded my most sanguine
;tations, and the grass was doubled. It

g been suggested to me that the efiect was

probably produced by the leached ashes, I

took as great, or greater (piantity, of leached
ashes and spread on the ground adjoining. Thf
effect was trivial in comparison to the other,

but some allowance must be tnade for its being

applied a month later. This is barely one ex-

periment— it might not succeed on a different

soil or under different circumstances. The land

on which I spread it had been exhausted by fre-

quent mowing. L'n/fi(c/ici/ ashes would (indoulit-

edly answer better than leached, and perhap-<

lime the best of all. The cxpefiment h easily

made. I wish others would try it and puldisli

the result. Yours, &c. N. AGKICOLA.
Minotf Maijie. Sept. 1823.

j4ft Example xcorlhy of Imitation.

A Committee has been appointed by the S.

Carolina Agricultural Society, to consider what

beneficial effects would result to the agricultu-

ral interests of the State, by importing Foreign

Seeds, Plants, and Implements of Husbandry.

This Committee have submitted to the Society

I

by w hjch they were chosen, several resolutions

!
from which we have made the following ex-

i tracts :

" 1. That the sura of two hundred dollars be

annually appropriated to the purchase and im-

portation of foreign seeds and plants.

" 2. That a Committee to consist of three

merhber«, be appointed ; to be denominated the

Importing Committee : whosO business it shall be

to import such seeds and plants as may be de-

signated by the Society, or, for want of such di-

rection, as they may deem calculated to im-

prove the Agricultural interests of the Slate :

and that, for this purpose, they shall correspond
with the Consuls of the United States, and such

other persons as they may think proper, m
countries not differing in a considerable degree

in climate and situation from our own, where
valuable articles are the product Of the soil.

And, as your Committee have observed, with

pleasure and with pride, that the officers of our

Navy, not confining their patriotic exertions, to

elevating the glory of our couniry and protect-

ing its commerce and its coasts, have, with in-

telligent zeal added to its Agricultural prosperi-

ty, hy the introduction of various valuable ani-

mals and plants; it is recommended, that the

importing Committee, should, through the

proper channel, communicate to the Naval De-
partment, the views of the Society ; ri'spectful-

ly soliciting their aid in carrying them into ef-

fect. It is likewise recommended that the Com-
mittee shall select from the publications con-

taining them, or obtain elsewhere, the best

mode of packing and preserving tlie Seed, a copy
whereof shall accompany the orders foi* their

importation ; directing, in general, that they

shall be forwarded so as to arrive in this coun-

try, and be sown, within a twelvemonth from
the time when they were gathered ; but where
this cannot be effected, advising the most etli-

cient mode to be adopted ibr their preservation,

particubu'ly in guarding them against the influ-

ence of the atmosphere.
"• It is also important, that, with the Seeds or

Plants which they may obtain, the Committee
should endeavor to procure accounts of the

mode of culture and soil best adapted to them,
and information of the time they occupy in com-

ing to maturity. And, as we cannot rely on an
exemption of more than eight months from frost,

it is deemed advisable that no annuals liable to

be injured thereby, should be imported, provi-
ded it re(|uircs more than that period to arrive
at maturity.

" 3. That the seed, when imported, shall bo
distributed gratis to the members of the Society,
and portions of it presented to our sister Socie-
ties in the State, and to any other iiuliviilual to

ivhose skill and intelligence the Society mav
wish to intrust them ; requesting, in all cases,

that the result of their trial shall be communica-
ted to the Society."

Thfc Commitlee consists of the following gen-

tlemen: Thomas Pinckney, John D. Legarde,

Elias Horry, Nathaniel Heyward, and Charles

E. Rovvand.

From the American FarnitT.

Domestic Economy.-—Every housewile ought to

be informed, that a very useful and economical
utensil has been lately introduced liere froiii

Philadelphia, which may be called a conserving

furnace^ by means of which great saving is at-

tained in the cost of fuel, and the person using

it, instead of stooping frequently bel'ore a large

wood lire, places it on a table in her kitchen or

breakfast room, and ivith a cent's worth of char-

coal prepares a large dish of fruit. These fur-

naces are of different sizes and of the shape of

the common copper skillfft. To have an idea

of its construction, the lair reader may imagine

a stone milk |ian, werewith we suppose them to

be familiar—with sides nearly straight, and with

two bottoms. »o to say, with an hollow space be-

tween them, of about two inches—the upper

liottom on which the charcoal is placed, is per-

Ibrated with s.iveral holes, the size of a jiista-

reen ; or rather the holes are left in the clay,

when the furnace is baked to the consistence of

rough stone. There is then a little aperture,

or door, left through the outside of the furnace,

to admit the air between the tivo bottoms, by

means of which the charcoal is made to burn
;

should the fire become loo brisk, and the stew-

ing' of the fruit proceed too rapidly, this aper-

ture below is closed, which immediately checks

it. We are told by ladies who have used them,
that the idea of this furnace must have been
conceived, hke the Frenchman's new fashioned

hoe, in "a moment of enthusiasm," and that it

is in short regarded, in their department, as one
of the grandest inventions of modern days. It

is easy to see that it saves the jicrson from dis-

tressing ex|:osure to heat, and is far more clean-

ly and economical, than the old way of conserv-

ing fruits.

The Durham Chronicle states the complete
success of an ingenjous plan of constructing boil-

ers for riielting lat, kitchen stuff, &c. so as whol-
ly to remove that offensive elHiJvia so much
complained of by those in the neighborhood of
tallow-chandlers' melting-houses. The tube or
chimney is constructed in such a way as to make
the foul vapour of the boiler pass through the

fire, where it is wholly consumed. The fire,

which IS equally applied to the boiler all round

the exterior, is si.ppiied with atmosjiheric air

from above, the ash|at being completely closed.

There is also a ccnisiderable sating of fuel and

of time in the process.
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Thomas O. Fessenden, Esq.

Sir—The cultivation ol" Hops is becoming an im-

portant branch of Agriculture with our farmers, both

as an article for exportation and domestic consumption.

The quantity now raised in this country, annually,

does not vary much from a million of pounds. Great

improvements have been made, within a few years, in

the cultivation aud management of this article ; and

with such success, that we have had several lots which

would compare (wilhout prejudice to their reputation)

with the best Eng-lish hops. In consequence of which,

our Hops are gaining a fair reputation abroad ; and

our home consumption is rapidly increasing;—a pros-

pect highly gratifying to every friend to society, to see

the wholesome liquor made from this article introduc-

ed, and supplying the place of ardent spirits.

If, Sir, you deem the following observations on the

culture and management of Hops, worthy a pl.ace in

your paper, you are at liberty to publish them.

Yours respectfully, &c.

WILLIAM BLANCHARD, Jr.

Wilmingtoii.^ Jlugust 26, 1S23.

The Hop is a native plant. It is found grow-
insf spontaneously on the banks and intervales

of many of our large rivers. There are several

distinct species, all bearing' a near affinity to

each other; (I have noticed five.) At present

they are cultivated together, promiscuously
;

no preference having been given to any parti-

cular one of them by the brewer. But 1 am oi

the opinion that there is an essential dilierence

in their qualities— that one may be the best for

pale ale; another for strong beer; and a third

for porter; and I presume, ere long, particular

attention nil! be paid to ascertain their ditTer-

cnt qualities.

The soil best calculated for the production
of Hops, 1 consider to bo a sandy loam, rather
low and moist. I am led to this conclusion,

partly from my own ebservation, and further,

(considering Nature an infallible instructor,)

from finding the lands which produce them nat-

urally (intervales and the hanks of large rivers)

to be of this kind. Yet, 1 must observe, 1 have
seen veiy line crops raised on very different

soils.

I should recommend the following mode of

preparing the land and managing the crop. In

the fall (October) plough the land deep—nine

or ten inches. In the spring following, pass a

heavy, sharp iron toothed harrow over the land

in the same direction it was ploughed ; after

which, spread your manure eveiily over the

same, sixteen cords per aero, and more if the

land be much reduced ; then cross-plough the

land nearly the same deptli, and furrow it as

for planting corn—the furrows to be at least

four feet apart.

It is customary to plant corn or potatoes with
the Hops, (I should jircfer potatoes.) Plant

every other hill in every other row with hops,

thus placing the hop hills at least eight feet

apart. Put. four cuttings, from the running

roots, about eight inches in length, into each
hill, and cover them the common depth of po-

tatoes.

Many yards have been much injured by being

planted too closely. It is of great importance

to have the hills so far distant irom each other

as to admit a free current cf air to pass through

the yard.

.Ml the .itieiition requisite the first season,

after the Hops are piiuted, is to keep them
clean from weeds, which is easily done when
hoeing the crop planted amongst them. In the

tall, (October) to prevent their being injured

by the hard frosts of winter, carry on, and lay

out of your cart, one shovel full of compost
manure on the top of each hill ;—manure from
the hog-stye I should pref r.

In each following spring, i>efore the hops are

opened, as it is termed, sprea<l evenly over the

yard about eight cords of manure per acre,

—

(coarse, strawy manure, I should prefer, as it

will have a tendency to keep the land loose ;)

and plough the field both ways at the first hoe-

ing. They require but three hoeings in a sea-

son, unless necessary to subdue the weeds; the

last of which should be performed when the

hops are in full blossom, (about the beginning

of August.)

After the first crop, it is necessary to open
the hops, every spring, by the middle ol I\lay

;

which is perl'ormed by making four furrows

between the rows, turning the furrows from

the hillr., and running the plough as near to the

same as possible without injuring the main
roots. Then the earth is removed from the

roots with a hoe— all the running roots cut in,

with a sharp knife, within two inches of the

main roots—the tops of the main roots must

also be cut in—and then the hills covered with

earth about two inches deep.

The next thing, necessary to be done, is to

set the poles. This should be done as soon as

the hop-vines begin to make their appearance.
By so coing, much time and labor will be saved

in tying up the vines to the poles, as many of

the vines will naturally take to the poles.

—

There should not be to exceed two vines to

one pole, nor to exceed two poles to one hill,

nor anj' pole to exceed sixteen feet in height.

Many yards have been very much injured by

letting a greater number of vines grow on one
pole ; and almost destroyed by over-poling.

Very much depends on paying due attention,

in the spring, to select the mo>t thrifty vines,

and trainmg them to the poles, which is done
by fastening them to the poles with a piece of

yarn, slightly twisted together with the thumb
and finger.

It will be necessary to inspect your hop yard
frequently, until the hops begin to blossom, and
" lie up the vines," as it is termed, as they are

subject to be blown off the poles by every high
wind.

As soon as the hops tire ripe, which is about

the begiiming of September, they must be im-
mediately gathered, or the crop is lost. The
quality of the hojis depends considerably on

their being picked clean from leaves and stems.

The labor of picking or gathering the hops,

may be well performed by women and children,

having one man to a bin to handle the poles,

and to inspect the pickers. The bin is a wood-
en box, aljout nine feet long, three feet wide,

and two and a half feet h;gh, made of thin pine

boards, that it may be easily moved over the

yard, across which the poles are laid, and into

which the hops are picked by hand. Care
should bo taken, when gathering the hops, to

cut the vines two feet from the ground, that the

roots may not be injured by bleeding.

The most important part in the management
of hops, is the curing or drying of them. Here

I

I would note, that hops always grow tirat soi
and that all second sort and refuse bops,
made so by unfortunate or unskilful manrtgiG!

ment. i;

Much depends on having a well construct
kiln. For the convenience of putting the he
on the kiln, the side of an hill is generally cl>i

en for its situation. Care should be taken It

it be a dry situation. The kiln should be d
out the same bigness at the bottom as at t

top
; the side walls laid up perpeudiculari

and tilled in solid with stone to give it a tunj
form. Twelve feet square at the top, two
square at the bottom, and at least eight
deep, is deemed a convenient size. On the
of the walls sills are laid, having joists let

them in like manner as for laying a floor-

which laths, about H inches wide, are nailf

leaving open spaces between them J of an iru

over which a thin linen cloth is spread, ^
nailed at the edges to the sills. A hoard abo
12 inches wide is sot up on each side of t

kiln, on the innei- edge of the sill, to form
bin to receive the hops The larger the stop

made use of in the construction of the k

better ; as it will give a more steady and den
heat. The inside of the kiln should he yu
plaistered with mortar, to make it comple
air tight. Charcoal (that made from yellj)

birch or maple 1 should prefer.) is the only fr

proper to be used in drying hops. The
should be well heated before any hops are

on, and carefully attended to keep a steady

regular heat.

Fifty jiounds of hops, when dried, is the 1;

est quantity that should be dried, at one ti

on a kiln of this size ; and unless absolu

necessary to put on that quantity, a less w
dry better. The green hops should be sp

as evenly and as light as possible over the

The fire at first should be moderate, but it

be increased as the hops dry and the steati

evaporated.

Ilops should not remain long in the bin

bag after they are picked, as they will vft

soon heat and become insipid. The hops shal

not be stirred on the kiln until they are c

pletely and fully dried. Then they should

i

removed from the kiln into a dry room and 111

in a heap, and there remain, unmoved and

stirred, until bagged, vvhicii is done wit

screw, having a box made of plank the size

bag is wished, into which the cloth is laid,

the hops screwed info the box, which is so c

structed that the sides may be removed,
the bag sewed together while in the prcs«. 4

The hops, after laying a few days, will gi i

er a partial moisture, called a sweat.
~

sweat will jirobably begin to subside in ah^
eight days, at which time, and before the swi

is olT, they ought to be bagged in clear i I

weather. As the exact time when the hi

will begin to sweat, and when the sweat

begin to subside or dry olT, (the proper tirai

bag them) will vary with the state of the

mosphere, it will be necessary to examine
hops from day to day, which is easily donel

taking some of them from the centre of

heap with your hand. If on examination

iind the liojis to be very damp, and their c

altering,— which will be the case if they vvi

not completelj' dried on the kiln, and not othjj

wise—you must overhalc them and dry f'

in the air.
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Tlio most convenient size for n h»g of hops

hiuiillo and tr;insport, is nl)out live feet in

gtl), anil to cotilaiii about 250 ponmls. The
St ba^ptinp; is coarse stronsj tow clotli of onr

meslic manufacturing; next to that, Russia

mp hagufing. The East India sugar, and gui-

bags, so called, ought never to be used,

le sugar bags ar* of an unreasonable weiglil,

liolh they and the gurney bags are of no

ue to the brewer; whereas the other bags

worlh prime cost.

It is now common for those who have enter-

considerably into the cultivation of hops, to

Id bouses over their kilns, wh.ch, in wet
ithor, are very convenient ; otherwise, a

n in the open air, would, in my opinion, be

fer.ible. It is necessary to have these build-

well ventilated with doors and windoivs
;

to have th.^m kept open night and day, ex-

t in wet weather, and then shut those only

icb are necessary to keep out the rain. If

entilator was put in the roof of the building,

ectly over the centre of the kiln, about six

|uare, built like those in breweries and
illenes, I am of the opinion they would be
nd very ailvanlageous. I have seen many
ol hops much injured, both in color and
or, by being dried in close buildings.

Vhere the houses over the kilns are built

for the purpose of storing the hops as

y are dried,—which is a great saving of la-

,—a close partition should be made between
kilns and the room in whxh the hops are
ed, to prevent the damp steam from the
s coming to them, as it will color them and
ire their llavor and quality very much.

xjiect that many of our larmers will object
he mode of manuring hops which I have
immended, their common practice being to

the manure in the hills when they plant
hop'5, and afterwards to apply the manure
he hills at the first and second hoeing:-. I

the hop-roots are very liable to be injured
verm's, and to decay. My opinion is, that

manure in the hill has a tendency to pro-
5 the worms, and its fermentation at their
s to cause their decay ; and that the crop
5t more, if as abundant, as when manured
le inanner I have recommended. And fur-

, that a hop yard manured in this manner,
continue in a healthy state for many years,

also expect the quantity of' manure 1 have
mmended, will be objected to by many, it

g the common received opinion' that hops
liavc little or no manure. I lind it a

complaint amongst the larmers where
;ve been cultivated many years, that the
• raised per acre does not exceed the

half raised by their ancestors, on the same
; infering that the " hops are running out,"
is termed, and cannot now be cultivated to

niage. Hops, I believe, in common with
orts of gra.n and vegetables, lluur^sh best
jrnduce the linest crojis, when cultivated ou
lands which require little or no manure

—

such were the lands which their ancestors
vated. The same complaint I presume
Id be made against all sorts of grain and
tables, if raised wath little or no manure,
;nds that have long been cultivated,

om my own observation- I am confident
DO crop can be more imj^roved and mcicas-
y high cultivalioa than tops.

i'roin tlie llallowill (,'azcttc.

vvixTKii \\iii;A'r.

Messrs. Printcis— Having been for several
yoaiN successfully engaged in the cultivation »!'

winter wheat, 1 think it may be interesting to

some of your readers to know the result of my
experiments.

I was led to its cultivation, by observing it to

be one ol'the slajilc commodities of the middle
States, where the winter is unequal and varia-

ble, and where the g-round is occasionally fro-

zen to as great a depth, as in Maine, without
any covering of snow to protect it ; and where
severe cold and sudden thaws sometimes alter-

nate through the winter. I was also informed
by a gentleman residing on the .St. Lawrence,
in the Slate of New York, that winter wheat
was successfully cultivated in bis neighborhood,
in a climate similar to that of Maine, although a

prejudice h.ul existed there, as it iloes here,
that it would not bear the severity of our win-
ters.

My first experiment was made five years
since, with seed brought from New Orleans.
Having been informed in the middle Stales that
wheat sown late was not so liable to be injured
by the Hessian Fly, as when sown early, 1 did

not sow mine till October. It was sown on
light soil, and in the spring looked well. It was
however struck with rust before it was ripe

;

and the crop was very much injured. As the
winter had not injured my wheat, 1 was not dis-

couraged, but have every year since sown
wheat at ditTerent periods, between the last of
August and tenth of October. All that I have
sown on light soil, h:is looked well in the spring

;

but what was sown late, that is, after the middle
of September, has been invariably struck with
rust before it was ripe; while what was sown
early has as invariably given a good crop.
Most of my experiments have been made on

j

green-sward. After haying, I have selected a
'

piece of ground, which required ploughing, and
|

generally of a light loam. I have ploughed it!

once, and harrowed it twice or thrice, putting
on between the harrowings from 15 to 20 loads
of manure to the acre, and sowing the seed be-

'

fore the last harrowing. I have alwavs fed it

in the autumn, believing that it would be less I

likely during the winter to mould or die, if eat-

j

enclose, than if left long on the ground. Ij

have found that the lighter the soil, the less li-'

able was the wheat to be destroyed by the win-!

ter; but this is of less importance than at first

might be supposed ; for each remaining root,

sending up from 10 to 20 heads in the spring,

will supply the places of a great many killed in

the winter. One piece tliat I raised this season,
on rather heavier soil than I had been accus-
tomed to cultivate with wheat, appeared in Slay
to be two thirds dead, but when I reaped it in

July the ground was nearly covered with grain;
and it has yielded probably 20 bushels to the
acre. I have never accurately measured my
ground and crop but once : which was last year,
when I raised 40 bushels of excellent wheat
upon one acre 125 rods of land, being 21 bush-
els 29 quarts to the acre. This wheat weighed
last autumn from G5 to 66 lbs. the bushel; one
bushel last week weighed 6.3 lbs. having prob-
ably become lighter by drying. A bushel of
the same wheat gave 50 lbs. 10 ounces of Hour,
the toll having previously been taken out
Tbe cultivation of winter wheat is preferable
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to that of summer wheat on a great variety of
accounts. It is sown, and the ground prepared,
at a season of much greater leisure. One of
the greatest disadvantages of our northern cli-
mate is the extreme shortness of our spring, .so

that it is ditTicult for our farmers to complete
the work, which is absolutely neco'isary to be
doiie, after the frost is out oi' the ground, anil
before the season of planting is over. If there-
fore any work, as the sowing of wheat, can be
advantageously postponed till the autumn, it is

of great importance. The winter wheat is less
liable to injury from insects than the summer

;

mine has never suffered from them. It aflcrds
good fall feed, and the larger (|uaiility of root*
and stubble to be jiloughed in make the land in

a better state for the next crop. The grain is

heavier, and the same number of pounds will
yield a larger quantify of (lour, and of a much
superior quality. For these reasons, it cannot
be too strongly urged upon the attention of our
farmers. From my experience I should recom-
mend that winter wheat should not be sowed
later than the middle of Septem1>er, that the
soil, on which it is sowed, should be a light
loam, and that about five pecks of seed be sown
to the acre. 1 have also found the use of plas-
ter on wheat advantageous, as also rolling the
wheat after it was well up. Winter wheat might
probably do better ai"ter peas and beans than on
green-sward. 1 intend trying it after both and
also after a summer fallow, but have not hither-
to done it. R. H. GARDINER.

0.4KL.\NDS, Gardiner, July 30, 1023.

From the Glasgow Journal, (Scotland.)

MANGEL WURZEL.
Mr. John Hall, of Little Marshall, Ide, near

Exeter, recommends the cultivation of Mangel
Wurzel. The land is dressed, drilled, and ma-
nured in the same way as turnips arc cultivated
in Scotland. The seed is covered not more
th;in an inch deep

; when u|>, and having six
leaves, let the plants be hoed out to one foot
distance in the rows, which, (the rows,) if two
feet apart, will give upwards of 20,000 plants
an acre ; and should these average 10 lbs. each,
(I had rn.iny last season upwards of 18 lbs. al-

thougli an unfavorable time prevailed,) the pro-
duce would be between 80 and 100 tons of food.

Keep the intervals horse-hoed as often as con-
venient, and as long as the luxuriant growth of
the leaves will permit. The seed-time for this

plant is best between the 20lh of April, and the
1st of May, by which last named period those
who are desirous of a superior crop will do well
to have their sowing liaishcd.

The same care that is bestowed on potatoes
for their goodly preservation is requisite for

well keeping mangel wurzel ; and it is of par-

ticular consequence that the roots be housed in

dry weather, and before frost sets in, as, if

hnused wet, they are a|)t to get woolly and bad
lasted, (not, therefore, so suitable for milch
kine for whom they arc, when good, peculiarly

desirable ;) and, if frosted, they become slimy

and rotten, or what is provincially termed here,
"• they slope away." When taken care of, by
caving or housing in a dry situation, they will

remain good till May or June. If these roots

are given carelessly to cattle when first takea

up, or, to speak generally, any time before

Ciiristmas, they, containing as they then do so

much moisture, are apt to blast and .scour them ;
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and I huve seen iiitoxic;ilion produced by them,

given fresh-g-alhered, and in too great quantity
;

and had not bleeding been had recourse to,

death would have ensued. All that is necessary

to be observed in the early season, is, that the

supply of roots be moderate at a time, and hay,

straw, or chaff, given bctiveen the servinsfs

with mangel wui-zel ;
as the season advances,

the quantity of roots may be increased, and the

dry food diminished. Milk and butler from

mangel wurzel are peculiarly sweet and line
;

and beef, produced (rem feeding with this root,

is excessively ji'icy and rich flavored.

The root will not require such BTicessive deep

land as many have imagined, its chief growth

being out of the ground ; and though much ben-

eliled by frequent hoeing, it is by no me, mis light

to earth it up, as by that plan the growth is re-

tarded till fresh fibrous roots arc thrown out in

Search of nourishment near the new made sur-

face of the surrounding cr.rth.

Nor let the grower of mangel vvurzel shrink

from giving his field an ample supply of good

rich manure, as his well fattened land will re-

turn him five-fold profit if he gives it with an

unsparing hand.

And now, though last, not least, for the culti-

vator's consideration, mangel wurzel is not sub-

ject to the depredations of the turnip beetle.

—

Neither will that farmer be troubled with smut

in his corn who sfee|)s his seed wheal in a solu-

tion oi sulphate of copper.

On setting Cutting Instruments.—The thanks

of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts,

Manufactures and Commerce, were voted to

George Peverley, Esq. of Queen-Square, Lon-

don, tor a communication on the use of soap

instead of oil in setting culling instruments on

a hone. It sets quicker, gives a good edge, re-

moves notches with great tacilily. and is a much
more cleanly material than oil. The operation

is pertbrmed as follows :

Having first cleaned your hone with a sponge,

soap and water, wipe it dry ; then dip the soap

in clean soft water, and wetting also the hone,

rub the soap lightly over it, until the surface is

lightly covered all over; then proceed to set

in the usual way, keeping the soap sufBcienlly

moist, and ad<ling from lime to time a little

more soap and water, if it should be found nec-

essary. Observe that the soap is clean and free

from dust before you rub it on the hone ; if it

is not so it is easily washed clean. Strap the

razor after setting, and also again when you put

it by, and sponge the hone when you have done
with it.— TillocK's Philosophical Magazine,

JVcK) Green Color.—Mr. Charles M. VVillich,

of London, in a letter to Dr. Tilloch, says
" I formed a strong decoction of tobacco by boil-

ing it for some time in pure water; then added
solution of sulphate of copper, [copperas] and
precipitated with 'ub-carbonate of potassa [pot-

ash of commerce.] The precipitate, when dry,

is of a light green color. Mixed with linseed

oil it became darker and brighter, and very like

n rich grass green. Dissolved in nitric aCid it

forms H green solution. It also tinges sulphuric
ftcid of a green color. 1 do not find that it is

acted upon either by water, alcohol or ether.

Mr. Tilloch adds that he had been favored
with specimens of this new green, both dry and

mised up with linseed oil— that it is a most

beautiful color, and will probably prove highly

useful in the arts.

Preservation from Lightning.—Sir Humphrey
Davy, in his fourth lecture at the Royal Institu-

tion, recommeads the follon'ing means of escap-

ing the electric fluid during a thunder storm.

He observed that in countries where thunder

storms are frequent and violent, a walking-cane

might be fitted with a steel or iron rod to draw

out at each end, one of which might be stuck in

the ground, and the other end elevated eight or

nine feet above the surface. The person, who
apprehends danger, should fix the cane and lie

down a few yards from it, By this simple ap-

paratus, the lightning descends down the cane

into the earth, and secures him from injury.
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0:^Siibsciibers who have not paid for the frst vol.

of the Farmer, are requested to forward us the amount
due immediately ; and those who wish to save 50 cents

must pay for the second vol. by the 1st of October.

COMMUNICATION.
Mr. Editor—Much has been said in your

valuable paper in regard to the use of Lime as

a manure. You will greatly oblige nie by stat-

ir.ij in your next paper whether Lime mixed

with common sea ooze, or mud, will make a

manure for top dressing, and if so, in what man-

ner it should be done ?

Is Lime alone a good fop dressing ibr grass

seed ? and if so, in ivhat quantities and at what
seasons of the rear should it be applied ?

Yours, A SUBSCRIBER.
ANSWER.

Sir John Sinclair informs us in his Code of Agricul-

ture, page 24, of the Appendix, that " Sea Sleech [sea

ooze] is of a most enriching nature, and adds to the

staple of the soil. It is used as a top-dressing in spring,

for crops both of grain and grass, more especially for

the latter. It is an excellent material for composts,

particularly for thin soils." Sea sand is likewise re-

commended by the same and other writers as a good

ingredient in composts, and quick lime is always con-

sidered as the most important ingredient in composts,

especially when Sny kind of earth composes another of

its ingredients. If the compost is intended for a sandy

soil, sea ooze Would be best ; if for a clay soil or stitf

I loam, sea sand should be preferred. We believe that

I
sea ooze would make a good top-dressing without

i

lime, but would generally be better with lime. Try

j
it both ways. Quick lime applied as a top-dressing

to grass, without any mixture, would scorch it, and so

would lime water, according to Sir H. Davy. There-

!ipre quick lime alone should not be spread on grass

!
land with a view to an immediate increase of the crop

1 of grass. Mr. Arthur Young, in his prize essay on nia-

j

nures, says, " lime should be spread on a layer [of

gL'uss] one full year before ploughing, that it may have

1 time to fix itself firmly on the sward. If ploughed too

I

soon it falls to the bottom of the furrow, and will be

the sooner lost ; for it continually sinks. The same

observation has been made in Perthshire ; they do not

plough till it has taken a firm gripe of the ground.—

The same was the result in Lancashire. Three years

before breaking up a ley [a piece of grass ground] part

was limed with three hundred bushels an acre ; and

another part only one year before ; the former produc-

ed ten for one of the seed ; the latter six for one."

Indeed it is obvious to common sense as well as t

sound philosophy, that you should not apply quick (

scorching lime to any green and groioing pLants unle

you wish to destroy them. Quick lime made into

compost with several times its bulk of earth, well mi:

ed, and suffered to remain a few days that its acrimor

may be blunted, will be a safe and beneficial applic

tion to wheat ;* and no doubt would be of service

grass. Before using quick lime as manure let the cm

tivator ask himself this question : Would red hot er

bers be injurious if used in the way I am about to u

my hot lime ? If so, let him cool his hot lime by mixii

it with some substance proper for that purpose, or i

posing it to air, or water, or both. lie may scatt

hot cinders on a naked fallow, and so he may hot iim

but he should recollect that it will take longer to cc

the latter than the former. And he may spread h

cinders over moss, peat, brakes, or other useless or p(

nicious vegetation ; or he may use hot lime for t

same purpose, but the hot lime will be the most effic

cious as a burning substance, because it will give o

a more lasting heat.

We would wish those who use lime as a manure i

to despair of its efficacy because it produces no imn

Hate beneficial effect. It must become perfectly m
before it will be serviceable as a manure. Quick lin

by a long exposure to the atmosphere, imbibes an (

cess of carbonic acid [fixed air] and becomes what cl

mists call a hyper-carbonate. " It unites with t

carbonic acid floating in the air, and whti. there i

scarcity of aliment in the soil, it seizes and secures I

food in the atmosphere, and afterwards dispenses it

;

cordin" to the calls and necessities of vegetation."

Sec JV. E. Farmer, vol. , ,42.

^fn Enemy to the Agricultural Interest.—A frienc

the Editor inlbrms that many of his potatoes have, 1

season, been devoured by a large white worm, w-

a red head, that eats into potatoes, particularly in

land, and leaves many of them completely hoU.

with scarcely any integument except the pellicle

paring. The worm, he says, is commonly called

muck worm, and is often found in door yards un

half rotted chips, &c. If any of our friends or cor

pondents would give us further information relativ

this insect, and point out some means of destroyin

or guarding against its ravages, they might benefit

public, as well as oblige the Editor.

FOREIGN.
Spain.—The last accounts from Spain would Icai

to believe that the Spaniards do not mean to yield t

right of self-government to tbreign intermeddlers w
out at least achieving something worthy of the Cc

in which they are engaged. On the 16th of J

they made a sally from Cadiz, which the Spanish G

eral has thus officially described :
" 1 he entrenchmi

and parapets of the first line of the besiegers were

ciipied by main force by our soldiers, and the i-e

ance of the enemy, which was fruitless, cost him d

Our troops drove the French before them, and conJili

uod to advance, trampling on the French dead, ui

the object of our sally being accomplished, I cai

the return to be sounded. It was not expedient

give the enemy time to bring up his cavalry, a kin

torre which we want. Our gun-boats rendered

most important assistance by the skilful fire which t

kept up. All the troops maintained the best order

discipline, and displayed the greatest bravery. I

Cassano, who was severely wounded and taken by

enemy, <vas treated with a ferocious barbarity

»ives the lie to the pretensions to generosity and no !j

noss of conduct, which the Frendi advance in 1i n^

mendacious bulletins."

An extra gazette, published by the Spaniards, stt

that " the French acknowledge their loss in the

gagemcnt to be 500 men, while, however, they re
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t ours to amount to thousanv-ls pursuant to tluiriavct-

.te tactics of falsehood. To conceal tlicir defeat

y liail illuminated last nijfhl at fort St. .Mary's."

V IjiviTpool paper of July 2lf, gives accounts from

runna to the l!)tli of .Uily. They state that on tliu

|h and 16th there were severe contests. The French
I driven iu the garrison and approached the works,

en they were received with a tremendous c.^nuon-

which did Ihem much injury ; and befoie they

Id recovi r tlunn.'ielves, the garrison made a despe-

sally, headed by Gen. Robert Wilson and suite,

n some severe fighting ensued, in which the French
6i)U men. Other attacks were made by the French

17th and 18th but without success, the iuhabi-

3 defending the place with enthusiasm, and direct-

th" guns with skill. Sir Robirt had liis horse kill-

and was himself wounded, but not dangerously.

iii1ep!)i.lence of SoiUli America.— \ preliminary

ly between the state of Buenos .\yres and the gov-
neut of Spain was signed on the 4th of July. It

ides that after 60 days from the ratification of the

ty all hostilities shall cease for l!ij term of IS

ths, &c.

le Colombians successful The New York Com-
ial .\dvertiser announces the termination of the
in Colombia. Morales has surrendered to the Re-
ican arms. This intelligence was brought by Capt.

from Rio de la Hache. Gen. Moralas capitu-
i on the 4th of .\ugnst, giving up every thing. He
to proceed to Cuba with seven or eight hundred
troops, bring all that remained of his army who
natives of old Spain, and had engaged never

Q to take arms against Colombia. Great rejoic-

and illuminations had taken place at Rio de la

le, and all the places where the news had been
I'ed. The Independence of Colombia is thus es-

heri after a most arduous struggle of twelve years.

ent which will not fail to give the highest satis-

m to every man who is a friend to mankind.

4 news from Africa conlradicled.—Intelligence re-

d by a \aU arrival from Liberia, the American
y in Vfrica, contradicts the dismal story about th

ess and death of a number of the settlers, the loss

: fort. fcc. Mr. Aslinun writes under date o
20th, that " the colony has at length obtained a

ootiog; an asylum is prepareel for the degradee
ppressed sons of \frica. An opening is made fii

flfectual introduction of the go^pe! among the

. A principal objection to the emancipation oi

, in America is obviated. The annihilation of the
trade along an extensive line of coast ever fa

for this guilty traffic is secured."

DOMESTIC.
•.ling of /he Essex A^ricullural Society.—^Xt liave
-equested to give notice that there will be a meet-
the Members of the Essex Agricultural Societv
Hotel in Topsfield, on the 6th of October next,
o'clock, A. M. when an Address will be delivered.

Hillsborough, N. H. Cattle Show and Fair will
ended at Francestown, on the 24th and 2&th of
lonth.

watermelon, weighing 30 pounds, and meas'iring
'eet, has been exhibited at Providence, and said
he largest ever raised in that state.

apple erceedinif one pound and sir tuntps in

: was lately pulled from the garden of Mr. Vates,
neighborhood of Alexandria.

clion of the Atlantic and Pacific The N. York
3rcial Adv rtiser states that the old proposition
ting the waters of the two great oceans which
he Isthmus of Darien, has been revived. A pro-
las been made to the Colombian government to
.his by a canal from the river Atrato, which
nto the Atlantic, with the Sun Juan, which
s into the Pacific. The projector calculates the
e at 200,000 dollars.

•nal Commerce.—k New York paper lately an-
d the arrival in the Hudson of a Sloop 'from
It, laden with wheat and pot ashes. She h in-

as a regular trader between New York aud St.

'J"i: National Intelligencer mentions that the Presi-
dcnl IS at present upon his farm in London Cnunly,
Va. Mr. Secretary Crawford is on a visit to his friends
and conmr.tious in the upper part of Virginia. Com.
.tohu Kadgers is appointed to perform the duties of the
Secretary of the Navy, till the further pleasure of the
President is known upon the subject.

A J'illain Caught—Ira Sargent, a stage <lriver in

the State ofNew York, who some time since absconded
with an unsealed letter, containing about $700, has
been apprehended in \'erraont. He had concealed
himself in a log house, surrounded by woods, a mile
from any road, and had prepared himself to give battle
to any who might attack him, by equipping himself
with 2 guns, 4 pistols, an axe, a scythe, a pitchfork, 4
cudgels, and a large pile of stones, with two men and
his wife to aid him. He was attacked by 12 men, and
after much resistance surrendered.

Oi-ij;inal Portrait of Columbus.—We are highly grat-
ified to state, that by the last arrival from Spain, our
country is put in possesion of an original and celebrated
likeness of Columbus.

Its more particular history has been forwarded to
Washington, where the picture is destined to add to

those already in the Capitol. By a certificate from the
President of the National Museum of Seville, verified

at the office of the Political Chief of that city and which
is attached to the. canvas, we observed that it is iden-
tified in all its parts as an original, and by the same
master who produced the full length likeness of Colum-
bus which is still in Seville. The certificate further
states, that this is the same that was in the Cartuja.

It is presented to the nation by George G. Barrel!,

Fsq. U. S. Consul at Malaga, who secured the posses-
sion of it at Seville, by the aid of the Prior of the Car-
tuja, when that Institution suffered suppression.
The painting itself manifests the hand of a master,

and is well preserved ; but its chief value consists in

its being an original and true likeness of Columbus; as
such to Am.ricans it must be deemed a valuable ac-
'liusition—and to the votaries of painting a triumph of
their art which possesses thus a far:ilty to rob from the
grave that portion of its terrors which it derives from
oblivion.

—

Daily Adv.

PATENT CAST STEEL HOES, &c.

RECEIVED by the Emerald from Liverpool, and
for sale at the Agricultural Establishment,

No. 20, Merchants' Row, a further supply of

English Cast Steel Hoes, of a superior quality.

On /land, a large supply of
Steel spring-tempered Potatoe Hoes,
liest warranted Bush Scythes,
Patent Scythes Snaths fitted to the same,
A few very superior ivory handled Budding Knives,
Steel and Iron Bull Rings,
Copper Fumigators,

with a large and general assortment of

.AGRICULTURAL & GARDENING IMPLEMENTS.
September 13.

NOTICE.
THE subscribers being about making different ar-

rangements in their business, feel under the ne-
cessity of calling on those indebted to them to make
payment. All those indebted by Notes previous to
the first of July, 1823, are respectfully requested to

pay them ; and all indebted by Book Account are de-
sired to settle and close their accounts by notes or oth-
erwis" without delay.

0:^ Those whose debts have been of some time
landing must consider this as all the notice necessary
previous to collection in the course of law.

STEARNS & CREHORE.
Waltham, Sept. 3, 1823.

Oislresstng I'lres in Mrnnc.—Li.Uvrs from Maine
announce, that a lire which had been kindled in the
woods in Woolwicii, fed by :, parched vegetation occa-
sioned by a severe drought, and driven by a .stron-
N. W. wind had occasioned great destruction in that
town, Alna, \\ iscasset, Hath, He. 'I'hc calamity began
on Wednesday, and continued until'l hursday evening,
when the wind subsiding, its progress was checked :

but at the last dates the danger was not over. It is

said, the destruction extended over sI-< miles of cullivn -

ted country, destroying from 70 to 00 building., atnoi'i-
them a mill and tannery, a number of tattle, aud a
great quantity of produce. A female is also said to
have fallen a victim to the flames ; which were so rap-
id and suffocating as to occasion the women, children
and infirm to fly before them in the utmost dismav. It.

is calculated, that nearly 40 buildings were burnt iu
Alma alone, and Messrs. A\ est, Hodges, and Cheney
were among the sufi'orers. Many of the poor and indus-
trious farmers have peen stripped of their all, and theii;

situation calls loudly for public commisseration. It

was feared that the extent of the loss of human lives
had not been ascertained. .Nearly the whole popula-
tion of the towns mentioned had been engaged two days
in succouring the sufferers, and in attempts to prescribe
limits to the destruction. Many persons escaped from
their houses with only a small part of their clothing.

Cenlincl.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &:c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

ASHES,-pot, 1st sort, ,. . .

ptarl do
BEANS, while,
BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. . . .

cargo, No 1, . . . .

" No2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. .

2d qual. .

small kegs, family,
CHEESE, new milk ....
FLAX
FLAX SEED . . . ; . . .

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee ....
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection on,']22
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, American . .

PLAISTKR PARIS ....
PORK, Navy Mess ....

Bone Middlings . . .

Cargo, No 1, ...
Cargo, No 2, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full hIood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native . "... do
Fulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROriSIOK MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces . . . .

PORK, fresh

VEAI
LAMB,
POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, best . . .

FGGS,
MEAL, Rye,

Indian,

POTATOES, new, . . . .

CIDl'.Pi, liquor, new ....
'hay, best

flush

bbl.

bush
lb

FROM
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DRAMATIC ANEC0OTE.—From the Itiniirant.

MRS. JORDON.

The late Mrs. Jordon pos.sessed a heart sus-

ceptible of the most tender and humane emo-

tions, and tliese were called into instant action

hy the least approach of misery and distress.

Durinif her short stay at Chester, where she

had been perfo/'minar, her waslier woman, with

three small children, was, by a merciless credi-

tor, thrown into prison. A small debt of forty

shillings had been worked up, in a short time,

by law expenses, into a bill of eight pounds.

As soon as Mrs. Jordon heard of the circum-

stance, she sent for the attorney, paid his de-

mand, and with as much severity as her good

natured countenance could assum^, said, "you
lawyers are certainly infernal spirits sent on

earth (o make poor mortals miserable." The
attorney, however, pocketed the afl'ront, and

with a low how, made his exit.

On the afternoon of the same daj' the poor
woman was liberated. As Mrs. Jordon, with

her servant was taking her usual walk on the

Chester walls, the widow with her children fol-

lowed her; and just as she had taken her shel-

ter from a shower of rain in a kind of porch,

dropped on her knees, and, with much grateful

emotion, exclaimed, " God forever bless you,
madam ! yon have saved me and my family

from ruin." The children beholding their

mother's tears, added, by their cries, to the af-

fecting scene ; which a sensible mind could not

behold without strong feelings of sympathy.
The natural liveliness of Mrs. Jordon's dispo-

sition was not easily damped by sorrowful
scenes ; however, though she strove to hide it,

the tears of feeling stole down her cheek, and
stooping to kiss the children, she slipped a

pound note into the mothers hand, and in her
usual playt'ul manner, rcfl-ed, " There, there,

now it's all over
;
go, good woman. God bless

you—don't say another word." The grateful

creature would have replied, but this good fe-

male Samaritan insisted on her silence and de-

parture.

It so happened that another person had taken
shelter under the porch, and witnessed the
whole of this interesting scene, who as soon as

Mrs. Jordon observed him, came forward, and
holding out his band, he exclaimed with a deep
sigh, "• Lady, pardon the freedom of a stranger,

but would to the Lord the world were all hke
thee I" The figure of this man bespoke bis

calling; his countenance was pale, and a suit of
sable black rather the worse for wear, covered
his tall and spare person. The penetrating eye
of Thalia's favorite votary soon developed his

character and profession, and with her wonted
good humor, retreating a few paces, she replied,
" JVo, I won't shake hands with you !"' "• Whv ?"

"• Because you are a meliiodist preacher, and
when you know who I am, you'll send me to the
devil ?" " The Lord forbid ! 1 am, as you say,

a preacher of the gospel, which tells us to clothe
the naked, feed the hungry, and relieve the
distressed

; and do you think 1 can behold a
sister chcerlully obeying the commands of my
great Master, without feeling tiiat spiritual at-

tachment that leads me to break through world-
ly customs, and offer you the hand of Iriendshjp
and brotherly love ?" " Well, well, you are a
good old soul 1 dare say, but—a— I don't like
fanatics

; and you'll not like mc when 1 tell you
who 1 o/u," " 1 hope I shall." " Well then, I

tell you I am a player ;", the preacher sighed
;

" yes I am a player
; you musi have heard of me

—Mrs. Jordon, is my name." After a short

pause, ho again extended bis hand, and with a

complacent countenance, he replied, " the Lon'
Idess thee, whoever thou art ; he has bestowed
upon thee a large portion of his spirit ; and as

to thy callinij, if thy soul ubpraid thee not, the

Loril forbid that I should."

Thus reconciled, and the rain having abated,

they left the porch together; the oiTer of his

arm was accepted, and the female Roscius of

comedy, and the melancholy disciple of John
Wesley, proceeded arm in arm, to the door of

Mrs. Jordon's dwelling. At parting, the preach-

er shook hands with her, saying, " Fare thee

well sister ; 1 know not what the principles of

thy calling may be, thnu art the first I ever
conversed with ; but if their benevolent practice

equals thine, 1 hope and trust, at the great day,

the Lord will say to each :
—" Thy sins are for-

given thee.''''

Focal Music.—Considering iriyself as having
a tolerable voice, and in my stfJe, something of

a knack at singing, you must not be surprised

that 1 should most religously believe that I can

spend my Sundays to no bettes advantage than

attending meeting, and assisting in the psalmody.

Cut 1 would be glad to drop a word to you on

my troubles. The young blades of our society

have grown so much wiser and more learned
than their fathers, that they clean out-run me.
They have learned what they call their new
city mode of soloing, trilling, //(rfo-i'/ig, and qua-

vering, that when I attempt to sing I am quite

at odds with them.

This they call the new fashions— and our
minister says he cannot preach against it for

fear of giving offence. They must be indulged
because they have learned it from their new
city masters. After all, I really think, that

when my wife and I, and Deacon Snigger's

daughter Patience do not help them, especially

on rainy days, their singing, as aunt Lucy says,

" is s.ndly out at elbows."
I must tell you how we got served the other

Sunday. Our good mmister chanced to read
one of our favorite psalms, beginning

Willi reverence let the saints appc.'ir.

And bow before the Lord
;

When instead of singing the good old tune of
Mear, and giving it the truly sonorous twang of

New England, with which we used to sing at

Tan-toil, our young blades galloped ofi in a new
city tune, slurring away in a most delectable

quaver;

With reverence let the sa—a—aiiits appear,
And bow—wow—wow—before the Lord !

This was unlucky slurring; for our minister'

little whiflet pug happening to calch the note,!

sung out his treble pipes, started the squire's
j

old towzer's full bass, and in an instant the
j

whcde posse of dogs set up such a chorus, that

our meeting would have been deafened by the
'

general yell, had not our worthy sexton by his I

cane changed their notes to another key, and
sent their quavering out of the door. Deacon
Goodspccd, who happened at that time to be

comfortably dozing in his seat, rolled up the

peeled onions of Ills eyes, and our good minister

ivas obliged to hide his head and smother a

smile.

—

O.nford Gazette,

t rom a London paper.

Jasmine.—We are told that a Duke of Tua
cany was the first possessor of this pretty shrul

in i^urope, and he was so jealously fearful Ics

others should enjoy what he alone wished t

possess, that strict injunctions were given t

his gardener not to give a sli|)—not so much ri

a single (lower, to any person. To this cotE

mand the gardener would have been faith fu

had not love wounded him by the sparkling ove
of a fair but portionless peasant, whose na I c

a little dowry and his poverty alone kept ihei

from the hymeneal altar. On the birth fl:iv c

his mistress, he presented her with a no'^'-i^^.iy

and to render the banquet more accepln'le, oi

namented it with a branch of jcsmiue. Th
Pnvera Figlia.i wishing to preserve the blooi

of this new dower, [)ut it into frish earth, an

the branch remained green all the year. In th

Ibllovving spring it grew, and was covered wit

(lowers : it Hotirished and multiplied so nric

under the fair nymph's cultivation, that she \vi

able to amass a little lortuue from the s do i

the precious gift which love had madn her

when with a sprig of jasmine in her breisi sli

bestowed her hand and wealth on the h ijip

gardener of lier heart. And the Tuscan gnls I

this day preserve the remembrance of this ai

venture by invariably wearing a nosegay cfja

mine on their wedding day ; and they have
proverb, which says^ a youug girl worthy

;

wearing a nosegay is rich enough to make tji

fortune of a good husband.

The Ducliess of Devonshire.—As the beautil

Duchess of Devonshire was one day stepping

of her carriage, a dustinan, who was accident^

standing by, and was about to regale him^
with his accustomed whiff of tobacco, cans

glance of her countenance, and mstantly exc|
med, " Lord love you my lady, let me light

I

pipe, in your eyes !" The Duchess was so i

lighted with the compliment, that she frequeq

al'tervvards checked the strains of adulatj

which were so constantly offered to her chari
by saying, " Oh ! after the dustman's cora|

ment, all others are insipid."

The manner in which the eagle will soj

times attack oxen in Heligoland, is very siti

lar. It plunges itself into the waves, and a|

being completely drenched, rolls itself onf
shore, till its wings are quite covered with sal

it then rises into the air and hovers over its

tim. When close to it, it shakes its wings
j

throws stones and sand into the eyes of the!

while it com|detes the terror of the animal
blows with its powerful wings. The lil'mlefl

runs aliout quite raving, and at length falls da

wholly exhausted, or dashes himself ta deattf

falling from some cliff. The eagle then

gles undisturbed the fruits of his victory.

TERMS OF THE FARMER.

(fcj" Published every Saturday, at Thkee Doj.
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who pay witiiin sixty days from the time of subscn

will bo entitled to a deduction of t'lFTv Cents. •
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discretion of the I'ublisher) until arrearages are
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Or^Ag^ents who procure seven subscribers, an
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)1TI0NAL REMARKS ON FOOD FOR SWLXK.

1 our last paper (pp. 1*^, .">0,) we went some-

it at large into tiio consideration of llio liif-

;nt kinds" ot' food for swine, and the dilTer-

tnodes of preparing such food, without an

ntion of conlinuinsj or soon resuming- tho

ect. But some further information, con-

linc: these topics, liavina; since occurred to

which may lead to practical results of some

tj', we proceed to place it before our read-

n Enstlish farmer, whose observations arc

ed with approbation in Monk's Au:ricullural

"onary, says '• from an accurate experiment

e last year, I dare venture to recommend
d potatoes as an excellent food for hogs,

pork, produced by this food, was equal to

of barley and beans ; but at present I can-

exactly ascertain the comparative experi-

t with regard to expense ; however, I ani

pinion that roasted or baked potatoes, con-

the improvement of the hogs, is as

p a food, if not cheaper than can be given

1 roast my potatoes on a kiln similar to

is used by oat-meal sheilers for drying

oats. The action of the tire, by dissipat-

he crude juices that are contained in raw

oes, reduces them to a state highly whole-

and nutritious. Boiling does this in pari,

ot so efl'ectually. A potatoc roasted inllie

ler thus described par{..kes much of the

e of a chesnut, and perhaps is not greatly

,or to it."'

he 4th Vol. of Communications to the

i of Agriculture, p. 996, contains a long

on '• Baking Potatoes"' together vvilh a

ing of an oven for that purpose, by Mr. VV.

epont. Mr. P. says '' Potatoes cured by

g are not so apt to turn sour, or scour the

; are more dry, so that the animal fed

them drinks a deal more, and they become
hard when cold, so as to be llung to the

with more convenience than when steam-

They were used chiefly, in fattening neat

and sheep. But pigs were likewise fat-

wilh baked potatoes, and the pigs were
lavored, particularly the iat. The i)igs

jwards the latter end a few whole peas af-

ch meal." The oven for baking the po-

, used by Mr. Pierrepont, was of cast iron

a brick furnace in such a maimer as to be

1~iced by the fJame at the bottom and three

sides. The potatoes were placed in ves

ailed digesters: which digesters '• must
• in contact with the tire, and even when
' on cast iron must have legs so that they

t touch the cast iron. These ve.'-sels

have lids, steam tight, with valves, and
icker the potatoes are doue in reason the

riter in the Bath papers, vol. iii, p. 296,

volume from which this is extracted (as referred

) nnay be found in the Library of the Aiassa-

Agricultural Society, and may be profitably

ed by any person who contemplates feeding-

T other animals w-lh potatoes ou a larje scale.

savs " Potatoes should be dressed in an iron [)ot

over a slow fire, xa'iihoiit nni/ tcater titan xi'liat

tlic fire zvitl gradiiiilbj extract from ihc root iisclf.

r>V this mode they are far more dry, mellow
and rich than when any other water is added to

them." We should suppose that this mode of

cooking potatoes would be about equivalent to

baking or roasting. Indeed we do not perceive

why potatoes placed in an iron pot over a toler-

able brisk lire without water, should notbe bak-

ed instead of boiled ; but, perhaps if the top of

the pot is covered so as to confine the steam
rising from the potatoes, and the tire is quite

moderate, they might be boiled in their own
liiiuor. Experiments on this subject may be
very easily made, and there can be no doubt

but the dri/est modes by which potatoes can be
cooked, will be the best, provided the expense
of cooking them is not enhanced by such modes,
and we can avoid the risque of scorching or

burning the potatoes.

Ii" your object is merely profit in fattingyour

bogs you must take time for the process, and
thus make them thoroughly i'at. A farmer stat-

ing the result of some experiments in the Bath
Society papers, vol. vi, p. 3G2, says, " 1 invaria-

bly found that the quantities of food consumed
[by fatting hogs] increased every week, till the

animal became three parts fat ; after this peri-

od they aie but little ; and almost all they ate

turned to fit. It is, Ihercl'ore, good policy to

make them completely fat: and that can only

be done by giving time." Very fat meat, how-
ever, is less p;»latable, and less wlioleeon.e for

common family consumption than that which is

less fat; but it will, we believe, commonly
command a higher price in market, and is to be

preferred (or many uses.

Vv^e have alluded ([). 60) to some apparent

differences of opinion amongst agricultural wri-

ters on the subject of making food sour lor fat-

tening swine; and expressed our apprehension

that the wash might be injured by making it

too sour. We have, since that was written, pe-

rused a communication addressed to the lion.

Richard Peters, President of the Pennsylvania

Agricultural Society, written by J. P. De Gru-

chy, who appears to have been well acquainted

both with the theory and practice of this branch

of rural economy. This gentleman says " 1

differ with you, with respect to sour wash being

the most grateful and alimentary to swiue. In

England I know such an opinion prevails ; but in

this climate I am certain, mine eat inosi. anci

thrhe best while it is sit'fer." To this Judge Pe-

ters replies, " My experience has uniformly

been favorable to the sour wash both for health

and economy ; much less grain or meal vvill sul-

(icc ; and its fermentation with water lixes the

saccharine quality so essential to nutrition."

The lirst or saccharine slate of fermentation

in grain or mealy substances, generates sugar, or

converts the starch in the form.enting substance

into sugar ; but if the process of fermentation

proceeds ra[iidly, it is probable that all the su

gar will not be developed before the wash be-

gins to turn acid, aTid therefore there will be

most svgar (which is the substance \vanted) in

the wash, at the time the acetous fcrrasntution

cn7nmcnce:i. This period will, therolbrc be ihc
proper lime to use the v.a^h for feeding hogs or
other animals. This position may bo illustrat-

ed by v\ hat some writers call the fonic ferment-
ation, or that process of nature, by which dough
is fermented .so as to become most suitable for

making bread. The precise time when bread
should be put in the oven is when it has under-
gone such a degree of fermentation as to correct
the heaviness itnd insipidity of the flour, or has
arrived at the lirst degree of acidification. And
if the dough was intended to feed swine, it

should be' given (hern in that stale of its fer-

mentation when it would make the best bread.
If it becomes decidedly acid it has lost a part
of its nutriment, and has begun to be dissolved

into its origin:il elements. .'\n analogous period
in the fermentation of a wash should, we think,
be chosen for feeding swine with it. And this

period will be while it is yet full of fixed air,

sweet, palatable, but slightly acid, or beginning
to be sour.

But the question whether sTxect or sour wa.sh
is most grateful to swine would be more cor-
rectly decided by pigs than by philosophers.

—

Place before your swine several washes in dif-

ferent vessels, but the messes made of the same
materials, s;iy Indian meal with mashed pota-
toes and w-ater. Let wash No. 1 be pcrfectlv
fresh ; IVo. 12 in the saccharine stage of fermen-
tation ; No. 3 slightly acid: and No. •! com-
pletely soured, and leave it to the Iiogs to settle

the 'Jisptite so far as respects what kind of wash
is invJt ' grafet'ul" to the taste of those ani-
.mals; and u'e believe the kind which they pie-
fer will prove mo.=t "alimentary." or nourish-
ing and wholesome, as well aa mid (nolhsome.
It is said to be foolish to dispute about the tastes

of human beings (^de gustibus non est dispulandum')

and it is surely much greater folly to dispute

about the taste of a hog, when the animal is

ready to decide for himself. Perha])S, howev-
er, a change of diet, as regards sweet or sour

food, may prove useful, and if hogs are found

to prefer the former, yet now and then an acid

mess may give an edge to their ajipetites ; or

if food a little sour is best for their general

consumption, now and then a sweet mess may
l:e gi\en lor the sake of variety.

There is a species ot fermentation of grain

liighly recommended by some tbreign agricul-

turists, as useful in preparing food for swine,

which may perhaps in some instances be adopt-

ed by the A.merican farmer. We allude to

mc'ltii'g grain, which is often done in England,

to feed pigs and poultry. We do not believe

that farmers in general, (even if we should re-

commend it) will be at the trouble and expense
of sending their grain to a maltster for the pur-

pose above mentioned, but perhaps some per-

sons may be induced to adopt that part cf the

process of malting which increases the nutri-

ment of the grain. They may soak their pease,

Indian corn, &.c. till it begins to sprout, by which
means saccharine matter will be developed, and

either give it to their hogs while moist, dry it

in a kiln, or spread it thin and expose it to the

sun till perfectly dry, when it may be kept iu

the granary, and used when wanted.
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11 is saicJ that hogs thrive best when there

are but tiiree or four in the same apnrtment of

a pen. Thoy ;"•<' fomi of society, hut jire apt

to degenerate into a " swinish miillitude,'" and

•become exceedingly riotous if congregated in a

large assembly. As they knoiv no law, and ac-

knowledge no right but the right of the strong-

est, they sometimes condemn a weaker brother

in a popular assembly, as the Athenians did

Socrates, and proceed to execute him without

iudge or jury. The stye, therefore, should

have a number of apartments separated by close

partitions, and there may be a general feeding

trough, to which each division of animals may
have separate access.

The experienced farmer need not be told

that fatting hogs should have now and then a

dose of brimstone and antimony given with their

food, in order to preserve their health and in-

crease their appetite. But there may be some

who never knew, or do not remember, that

rotlea wood thrown lo thein occasionally will be

devoured with avidity, and serve as an absorb-

ent of acrid juices, which might othei'wise oc-

casion a disorder which, in human subjects, is

tailed dyspepsia, or indigestion. It is likewise

said that to throw them now and then a few

pieces of charcoal will answer the same pur-

pose. At any rate, those substances can do no

harm, and if the sivine have an appetite for

them they will doubtless prove bcnelicial.

FOR THE NEW k;v(,i.axd faemkr.

Mr. Editor— A writer in your paper, vol. 2,

p. 6, states that he has heard of a cure for poi-

son on the skin, but does not know it to be ef-

fectual. I will state to you one which 1 discov-

ered by accident, and which 1 have practised

for myself and work people, fur year.^, when
poisoned, and with the be?t .-^ucce.ss. It is to

wash the parts affected with weak lye
; if this is

not at hand I have oomctimcs dissolved a little

p....i<i.-):i in cold water, and had it produce the

sanoe beneScial effects. I always make the ap-

plication as soon as the poison makes its ajipear-

ance. How this treatment would do in an ad-

vanced stage of the disease, I am unable to say,

having never had occasion to try it.

LOVETT PETER.S.
Wettborougk, Sept. 1, 1023.

Fon THE Nr.W EJGI.AND K.ARIVIKU.

Mr. Editor—Having, within a few years,

seen stated in the public prints, several opinions

respecting the salivation or slavers of horses

and none of them being sati'sfactory to me, 1

Mill submit to you some particulars that have
fallen under my observation. For some years

past I have been convinced that the slavers ol'

horses is caused by their eating a kind of grass

of second growth, making its appearance in the

fore part of July, much resembling oats, which
come up in fall allcr the crop has been taken

off the ground, but has rather more of a brown-
ish cast, and retains its green very late in the

fall. When chewed it causes a flow of water
in the mouth more than any other vegetable

that 1 have ever seen. If it has such an effect

on man, why should it not have on horses ?

There is another kind of grass that can
scarcely be distinguished from it otherwise than

by tasting.

It is, I think, but about 20 or 25 years since

there was anv such diiord9r among the hordes

in this part of the country. Mine escaped

for some years after it had become common in

the vicinity. The first 1 saw in my own horses,

was in a horse that was turned into a small pas-

ture, where one had seMnm been before. In

another pasture, on the same hill, about 10 rods

distant, separated by a natural English mowing,
there was no such effect produced. From this

circumstance 1 was led to seek for the cause of

the slavers. Some had supposed it to be Lo-

belia or Indian Tobacco; on examination, it ap-

peared, that in the small pasture there was no

Lobelia, in the other there was much of it ; and

in no instance have I been able to tind a plant

of Lobelia that appears to have been bitten off

by cattle of any kind. This satisfied me that it

was not the Lobelia.

After a few years it was the same with all

my pastures that had never been ploughed, and

at night when my cows were brought to the

yard for milking, streams of water ran almost

continually from their mouths. Some few years

since, being short of English hay, but having

plenty of rowen, instead of hay I ha<l my hor-

ses fed with rowen. In a short time they had

the slavers as bad as they had ever h id them
in the summer. Remembering where this row-

en was grown, the next season, upon examina-

tion, 1 found there was a great quantity of

Ihe grass above described. This summer my
horses were not afflicted with this disorder so

early as formerly. Previous to their being af-

fected with the disease, I could find none of

(his grass ; since that time I have discovered

some, though the quantity is small compared
with former years.

From the above mentioned circumstances and

Tacts, 1 am led to conclude, that the grass which
I have described is the true cause of slavers in

liorses. 1 leave it for the examination of oth-

ers, and to those more acquainted with diseases

than 1 am, to prescribe a remedy.
LOVETT PETERS.

tVestborovgh, Sept. 15, 1823.

From Letters of Ajricola.

In the year 1S06, 1 was one afternoon leaning

over the grave of Burns, and reading the plain

inscription on his tomb-stone erected in the

church-yard of Dumfries. This town was the

concluding scone of the Scottish Bard; and
here terminated his follies and his crimes, the

last breathings of his muse and of his life. I

was indulging in one of those moods, in which
[>ain and pleasure are so equally blended, that

the mind is thrown into a sort of delightful

melancholy : for while I retraced many gay and
lively recollections, 1 was forced by present ob-

jects to check the rising emotions, and embitter

them with grief. His enchanting and splendid

\erscs were contrasted, in the eye of fancy,

with the dark shades of his character; the

strength an<l manly independence of his intellect

with the silly and inconsistent waverings of his

moral perceptions ; the bright and propiising

morning of his lite with the ominous and black

cloud, which settled on the evening of his days.

I was riveted to the spot; tears filled my eyes
;

my whole soul was absorbed in contemplation;

it was a moment of rich enjoyment. A slow

.md (altering step struck my ear, and turning

round I discovered an emaciated, but venerable

figure approaching', in the last decrepitude of

old age.

"Stranger, said he, you are paying the la

tribute of respect to the memory of our poe:
and I must beg pardon for this abrupt intrusion
There was such an air of good nature in It

old man, heightened by the sense of his hel
lessness, that I additssed him frankly in repi
and showed no reluctance to engao-e in co
versalion. He sketched lo me, with all the 1

quacity characteristic of his years, the habii
the faults, the drunken broils of the man, whi
at the same time he appeared an ardent admi
er of the faithful coloring, the playful wit tl

winning sprightliness of the writer.
" Come, said he, along with me to the hilloi

where Burns alternately brutified his senses,
exalted them by the varied inspirations of ^

lyre." I accomjianied him, and we ascendi
together the mound of earth, on the top
which is the seat— once the favorite haunt
this immortal and extraordinary genius ; a
alike remarkable for witnessing his fits of into

ication, and in favored intervals, his effusions
poetic rapture, it is still shown to the curioi
lies within the precincts of the town, and coi

mands a fine prospect of the surrounding coii

try. We sealed ourselves on the grassy tUi

anil grown familiar by an interchange of sen
menl, we conversed on the most intimate fod

ing. From Burns we soon passed to other t^i

ics, possessing novelty or interest.

" The country, said I, in every direc
around, and wherever 1 have travelled, is mi
ly arable, and highly cultivated. The red
white wheats prevail universally, and are Si

soLMuingly by the farmers in equal quantities,
" \es; replied the old man, there is a '

dorful change in this district, since I was of
age ; for I can recollect the time, when t

ivei!e neither enclosures nor wheat in all

country."
" Is it possible, I answered, that all these i

(irovements are of so recent a date, as to be wij

in the reach of your remembrance ? i shot
like, if you would relate to me the ancfc '

stale of the country, the condition of the U f
ants, and the progress of agriculture."

That 1 shall do with all my heart, rejoin

my acquaintance, his eyes brightenino- as

s|)oke ; lor like myself he seemed fond of'

subject.

I was born, continued he, in 1719, inLocIi
ben, and am now 87 years of age. The oli

thing I recollect, is the great riot which
place, throughout the whole of this shira

1724, in consequence of the landed j)roprie

beginning to enclose their estates on purpoi

stock them with black cattle. The sm:ill

ants were turned out, to make way for thiSj

provemont : and the ground was fenced
sunk ditch and wall, called then park-d
Great distress was felt in the country on aco

of this alteration ; and the tenantry rose t
mob, and with pitchforks, spades, and matli

proceeded to level all tliese enclosures, i

the one end of the country to the other,

lather was unfortunately concerned in that'

turbance; and alter it was quelled by the I

of two troops ot dragoons brought t'rom B,

burgh, he was banished to the American puj

lalions for his crime. I lived afterwards,*!

was brought up with my uncle in NightAl

about 20 miles hence, who rented there a >
farm of about 100 acres, and assisted hij'

ivorking it. The general produce of allit
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jntrv was grey o.its; although the gentlemen

their crol't or best land raised rtlso a little

*r or bigfir, and snme nhite oats
;
yet the soil

s by ail men believed incapable of raising

leat ; and accordingly it »vas never tried. Our

inmon tbod consisted of these grey oats parrli-

,
or burnt ont of the ear and ground in a hol-

V stone by the hand; of milk; of *kail ; of

;; with nevermore than one ewe killed

.Alartinmns for the family. The houses were

nerally built of mud and covered with thatch;

:1 the clo.ithing nas of flaiding—a coarse

illed stulf manuf.ir lured at home, from the

ick and white wool mixed together. Hats

j shoes were only worn by the gentry; ami

en they often appeared at court with a coat

their wives' making. Potatoes were not in-

duced till 17-5, and at lirst were cultivated

Ih much care, and in small patches. They
re carried to the great towns on horses backs,

i retailed at an high price by poimds and

iices. It was about the year 1733. when they

Tie into common use, and before that period,

;re was oltcn great scarcity of food, some-

les bordering on famine in this fine country.

lich was then accounted incapable of raising

;ad for its scanty population. Dumfries ;!t

jsent contains more inhabitants than were
;n in the whole county : and 20 acres are

w more productive than 200 in those days,

ch was the low stale of husbandry, that the

ncipal supply came from Cumberland, on the

ler side of the Esk ; and 1 myself have wit-

;sed on the Wednesdays, which from time

nemorial liave been our market days, s.ui

nes of real distress occasioned by the swel-

g of the river, which prevented the carriers

icn bringing forward the meal ; as the want

bridges often interrupted all communication.

( have seen, proceeded the oM man wiih

^ater animation, and pointing with the staff

his hand, all that country before us covered

d overgrown with twhins and broom, and not

ingle vestige of these hedges and stone walls

;ich cross and intersect the whole landscape,

few sheep and black cattle picked the scanty

rbage ; and they were prevented from eating

! growing corn, either by a herd-boy who
ided them, or by a temporary fence erected

sry year. The common people very often coi-

led nettles in the tield, of which they made
:ind of coarse soup thickened with oatraeal,

i enriched, on great days, by a piece of bnt-

as a luxury. The state of Scotland from my
th up to 17 5 was miserable in the extreme

;

; lower classes were ill fed, ill clothed, and
loiiijed ; and there was no revival in iheir

cumstances till the introduction of potatoes

j lime.

Df potatoes and lime, repeated I ; 1 can per-

ve some reason, why the tirsl should im-

")ve their condition, but what connexion hijd

• last with it ?

Lime, continued my instructer, operated with

icli more success on the prosperity of the

mtry than potatoes ; and i look upon it as the

<t Irieud we ever saw.
Rxplain yourself, said I ; for all this seems
sterious, and 1 cannot conceive, bow lime
lid h>\e wrought such enchantment.
To your satislaction, then, I shall account for

* A «]>ecic5 of gfrecns used in Scotland for broth, and
led Coltworl. I I'urzc,

it; and mv present views have not been alter-

ed for the last 20 years of my life. .Seventy

years ago, in ITofi, there was no lime u«od for

building in Dumfries, except a little made of

cockle sh(dl«, burnt at Cnlvend, and brought on

horses backs a disliince of twenty two mile.
.\ll the houses were either composed of mud-
walls, strengthened by nprinht posts and these

bounil and connected tcgelber by wattled twigs;

or they were built of stone laid, not in mortar,

but in clay or moisl lo;im. The whole town
was a collection of dirty, mean, and frail hovels,

never exceeding one story ; because the mate-

rials had not strength or tirmness to bear more.

These buildings were so perishable, and stood

in need of such constant propping, that people

never thought of exi)endlng time, labor, and

money on the comforts of a habitation, which
was to fall into ruins during the course of their

lifetime. Old Provost Bell's house, which was
I'ounded ir. 1710, is the only one now remaining

of the ancient town : and although the under
stor\' was built with clay, the two upper were
laid in lime which is the cause of its longstand-

ing. Between the j'ears of 1750 and 1760, the

old mud walls gave place to those of stone laid

in mortar; and from that period, there has been
a visible and rapid improvement. Houses ac-

(piired permanence, descended from tather to

son, and the labors of one generation were en-

jo3ed by the next. To lime, then, we owe
these stately edifices, with all the comforts and

conveniences they confer: and it hence cootrib-

uled, in a remarkable degree, to the refinement

and polish of private life.

If to this fossil, continued the old man, we
are indebted for the stability of our towns, we
are under jreater obligations for its unprece-

dented effects on the powers of the earth.

Wheal and clover would not thrive in the couii-

t}' of Dumfries, or in the Stewartry of Kirkcud-
bright, till lime was plentifully incorporated

with the soil : and after its introduction, the far-

mers became rich, land advanced in value, the

produce was multiplied tenfold, population in-

creased, and these counties quickly rose to their

present unexamided prosperity. In my young-

er days, it cost much toil to raise on my uncle's

farm 2 or 2\ bolls of grey oats per acre, and af-

ter taking one or two crops, the ground lay for

four or five years in natural grass, which was
coarse and unpalatable to the cattle. The rent

— only 2s. Cd. per acre—we found great diffi-

culty in scraping together, and we fell on a

thousand shifts to accomplish it. Now, the

same farm is rented 'at £3 10 per acre, is kept

under constant cropping, rears excellent wheat,

is wholly drained and enclosed, supports a gen-

teel fimily in all the comforts of life, and one

year's rent of it is double the sum, which could

have purchased it altogether 65 years ago.

—

it is lime, that has warmed and meliorated the

soil, that has endowed it with produciive pow-
ers, and that supports all the plenty and pros-

perity you have been admiring, as you trav-

elled through the district. He paused ; I look-

ed in his face, and a glow of animation had

overspread the paleness of age. His right hand

was extended in an impressive posture, and his

left rested on his staff. The pencil of Titian

could not have done him half justice. I rose

and bowed ; we came down together, and I re-

tired to my apartment in the inn, to note down
the particulars of this interesting conversation.

From the Claremont (N. H.) Ppeclator.

J\'ezi) Threshing Mill.—On Friday last a num-
ber of gentlemen of this town, and Windsor, Vt.

witnessed the operations of a Threshing Mill,

invented by Messrs. Tylers and Andrews of thi«

town ; and the result of several experimenli*

satisfied all present that it would thresh and
clean fifteen bushels of wheat in an hour. The
labor of threshing and cleaning is performed in

the most perfect manner—not a kernel of wheat
could be found in the heads, after passing

jthrouijh the Mill. Every particle of dust anil

chafl is septirated from the grain and blown
away, and the straw is cut into pieces about

[four inches in length. This Mill has been used

I

with eipial success, in threshing Clover-seed,

Rice, and Cofl'ee. The machine is kept in mo-
tion by two horses, and re(iuires a driver and

four men to tend it Messrs. Tylers have been

engaged for three or four years past^ in perfec-

ting their design ; and while we congratulate

them on their success, we hope their ingenuity

and perseverance will be liberally rewarded,

for having made so valuable an acquisition to

the useful inventions of our country.

Since the above was in type, we have learnt

that Messr?. Tylers and Andrews made anolher

trial of their Threshing Mill, on Monday last ;

when they threshed and cleaned four bushels ot

wheat in nine minutes ; which is at the rate ol

twenty-six bushels and two thirds in an hour,

The cause of this diftorence in the two experi-

ments, we understand arose from a difference

in the horses ; one of those employed in the

first instance, being a bad one. VVater or steam

power may be applied with increased advantage.

From the Baltimore Republican.

The crops.—In Virginia and Maryland, the re-

cent crops have been unusually abundant—and

thanks to a beneficent Providence, the growing

one promises to be peculiarly so. At Richmond

on the 26tli ultimo, corn, which a fortnight pre-

vious was selling at three dollars a bari.d, had

fallen to 1,90 a 2— meal was 75 cents a bushel,

and a strong probability of its being still lower.

The rains of the present month have had the

happiest efiect, and brightened the prospects of

the planter. To the south, finer crops of corn

have seldom been seen. In the two Carolinas,

Georgia and Alabama, the earth is loaded with

her productions.- -Corn sells at 25 and 30 cents

a bushel, in Georgia.— In Maryland the crops

have been unusually prolific. Rye, Oats, Flax,

Hay, Wheat and Corn bid fair to exceed the

most sanguine expectations of the farmers in

many parts of our state. While contemplating

these cheermg agricultural prospects, our hearts

dilate with gratitude, to the " Giver of every

good and perfect gift."

Mrs. G.'i Famous Banns.—One pound and a

half of flour, (a quarter pound loft to sift in last)

and a half pound of butter cut up fine together
;

then add four egs' beat to a high froth, four

tea cups of milk, half a wine glass of brandy,

wine, and rose water each, and one wine glass

of yeast ; stir it all together with a knife, and

add half a pound of sugar, then sift in the quar-

ter of a pound of flour, and when the lumps

are all beaten fine, set them to rise in the pans

they are to be baked m. This quantity will

make four square pans full.



OF MR. PERKINS' STEAJM ENGINE, AND
From the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal.

We have already communicated to our read-

ers in the two last numbers of this Journal, all

the authentic information which we could ob-

tain respecting Mt.Perkins'' new Steam Engine
;

and we have used the utmost diligence to obtain

such further ini'ormation as may, in some meas-
ure, gratify that curiosity which these imper-
fect notices have excited. There h:is never
been in our day an invention which has created
Such a sensation in the scientific and in tlie man-
ufacturing world. The steam engine of Mr.
Watt had been so long considered as ihe gre.it-

est triumph of art and science, that it was deem-
ed a sort of heresy to regard it as capable of

improvement ; and notwithstanding all that has

been done by Mr. Woolfe, and other eminent
engineers, the undoubted merit o.' their engines
has scarcely yet been admitted by the public.

Under such circumstances, Mr. Perkins' claims

%vere likely to meet with various kinds ofoppo-
.sition. In-tead of Laiiing it as an invention

which was to tie honor to the age in which ive

live, and to add a new and powerful arm to Bril-

ish industry, imjjerfect experiments and confined

views were urged against the principle of its

construction, the jealousies of rival traders were
arrayed against it, imaginary ap[irehensions ol'

danger were excited, and short-sighted politi-

cians sounded the alarm, that such an invention
would precipitate our country from its lofty pre-

eminence among the manufacturing nations of

(he world.

Most of these grounds of opposition have
been now removed by direct experiment. Mr,

DESCRIPTION
OF THE APPLICATION OF HIS INVENTION TO
Perkins' engine is actually at work. Its opera-

tions have been witnessed, and minutely exam-
ined by engineers and philosophers of all kinds

;

and the most unreasonable sceptics have been
compelled to acknoivledge the justness of its

principles, as well as the energyof its operations.

The active and inventive mind of Mr. Perkins,

however, did not remain satisfied with this ex-

periment. He has discovered a method, which

we consider equal in value to his new engine,

by which he can convey the benefit of his orig-

inal principle to steam engines of the old con-

struction ; and this has been recently succeeded,

wc are told, by a most extraordinary discovery,

that the same heat may be made to perform its

part more than once, in the active operations of

the engine.

In order to convey to our readers some idea

of these great inventions, we have obtained a

drawing, made by M. Montgolfier, Jr. which
though it does not represent the actual machine,

yet contains such a view of its parts as is neces-

sary fur understanding its prmciple.

The generator, which supplies the place of

the boiler in ordinary steam engines, is a cylin-

der A B C D, made of gun metal, which is more
tenacious, and less liable to oxidation, than any

other. The metal is about three inches thick
;

and the vessel, containing eight gallons of water,

is closed at both ends, with the exception of (he

five openings for tubes, shown in the figure.

The generator is placed vertically in a cylin-

drical furnace E F, whose chimney is G, the

heat being sustained by a pair of bellows H,

wrought by the engine, and conveying its blast

ENGINES OF THE OLD CONSTRUCTION,
in the direction 1 K to F. A heat from 10(1 t< j

450 degrees of Fahrenheit is thus applied t(

the generator which is entirely filled wilh \va

ter. The valves in the lubes m, n, which an

steel cylinders working in hojjow steel pipes

are loaded, the one with 37, and the other witfc

35 atmospheres : so that none of them can rise

till the heat creates a force greater than tbM

least of these weights. )

Let us now suppose, that, by means of th4^

compressing pump L, whose handle M is wrought

by the engine, water is forced into the genera^

tor ; this opens the valve above n, loaded witfc

35'atmospheres, and instantly a portion of the

heated and compressed water flashes out in th*

t'orin of steam of high elasticity, and of a tein*

per.iture of 420 deg. and communicating by tli«

steam pipe 2, 2, 2, with the valve box V, it en«

tcrs the cylinder P P, lying horizontally, aai

gives motion to its piston PQ which perfurml

200 strokes in a minute, and drives a crank R,

which gives a rolatory motion to a fly-wheel, sif

seen in the figure.* When the eduction valv^

is opened, the steam, after having produced it^

stroke, is carried by the eduction pipe 3, 3, 3f

into the condenser S T X U, where it is condettt

sed into water at a temperature of about 32(J

deg. and under a pressure of five atmosphere^

from thence, by the jiipe 6, 6, 6, it is drawn in*

to the pump L, whence it is forced along thtt

* The parallel motion represented at P Q, is not tli»

correct one used by Mr. Perkins. The piston-rod is ron>

nected by a flexible joint, with a sort of caiTiagf with

f.nir wheels at each end, and workinjr iu a strong hop

izoiilal box of steel.
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i, I, 4, to tlie generator, thus performing

)nii>lete circuit.

lie forcing pump acts with a pressure oxcceil-

almosplicres ; coii<eqnently, wlien the

pr received in it from the condenser is uryei!

tlio generator, it nv.ist expel a portion equal

elfin volume : tliis portion, as above de-

bed. Hashes instantly into highly elastic

The forcing pump, too, is so contriveii

act with a steady force, and, consequently.

expelled water must be driven from the

erator in a steady current, and thus steam oi

nstant elasticity is supplied to produce the

er.

ome philosophers are of opinion that the

t of the portion of water which escapes is Oi

If sutBcient to maintain tlve steam at that

1 degree of heat and elasticity with which it

lies the piston ; and consequently that this

ne is nothing more than a High Pressure

ine. Other persons, however, have suppo-

and ne confess we are among that number,

the portion of water which escapes mu«l

essarily carry ofl" a quantity of heat fiom the

lining stratum (the temperature of which
be thus reduced below the freezing point.)

it is more likely, that, in virtue of some
law of the transmission of heat under

combined conditions of elevated temperature
high pressure, while the water, also, is

ed to remain in contact with the red hot

jrator ; the whole water in the boiler may
lid under requisition to furnish the discharg-

fluid with its necessary supply of caloric

t-]

is almost unnecessary to stale, that the mo-
of the engine is produced by the difTerence

;lasticily between the steam pressing on

side of the piston and that pressing on the

r. In the first case, the steam recently pro-

id, acts with a force, say of 500 pounds, on
square inch, while that on the weak side, or

communicating witli the condenser, acts

only 70 ; the ditTerence, or 430 pounds,

g the true power gained,

hen there is a surplus of water in the gen-
or, occasioned either by working the fore-

amp too violently, or by too veliement a

, the water will escape by the tuiie m with
live above, loaded with 37 atmospheres,
will pass by the pipe 5, 5, 5, into the con-
er ST X U.
order to explain the ingenious manner in

;h the pipe 4, 4, 4, supplies the generator
vv;iler, we must observe that this pipe

municatps with the pump L, which is

ight by the engine.

his pump draws the water by the pipe 6, 6,

oni the condenser S T X U, and returns it

le pipe 4, 4, 4 ; that is to say, when the
le M is drawn up, the water ruslies into

;ylinder of the forcing pump, through a

e in the pipe 6, 6, 6, opening into that cyl-

r. This valve, of course, instantly closes

n the downward stroke of the pump is made,
the water uow escapes through a valve ope-
oulxxards along 4, 4, 4 ; thus etfectually

ng off all direct or uninterrupted communi-
in between the generator and condenser,
der to keep the water in the condenser at

essure of tive atmospheres, the blast of the

iws H goes round the condenser S T X U
;

when it is not suflicient for this purjiose,

water is introduced from the reservoir L,

by means of the pipe 7, 7, 7, loaded with five

atmospheres.

l''ioin the high elasticitj' of the steam employ-
ed in this engine, it has been suppose<l to be
very liable to exjilosion. 'i'his liowever is a

vul'^ar error. Since there is no reservoir ot'

steam exposing a large surface to its expansive
torce, as in the common high pressure ensfines,

the steam being generated only in suflicient

quantity to pro.luce each succeeding stroke of

the piston, the ordinary source of danger is en-

tirely removed. iJut, in order to take away all

a^qirehensions on that subject, the induction

pipe 2, 2, 2, in which the steam is actually gen-
erated, is made so strong as to sustain an inter-

nal force of 4000 pounds on the square inch,

which is eight times more powerful than the

actual pressure, viz. 500 pounds on the square
inch, with which the engine works. This en-

ormous superabundance of strength is still fur-

ther secured by means of the safety pipe, 8, 8,

8, provided with a tliin copper " safety bulb," a

b, which is made so as to burst at a pressure of

1000 pounds on the square inch, in order to

s.itisly his friends on this very important point,

Mr. I^erkins has repeatedly urged the power of

the steam to such a degree as to burst the cop-

per bulb in their presence. This tube merely
rends, or is torn asunder like a piece of paper,

and occasions no injury either to the spectators,

or to the a[)paratus ; so that we have no hesi-

tation in considering this engine, notwithstanding

its tremendous energies, as much more safe in

its operations than even the common low pres-

sure engine.

The safety tube, 8, 8, 8, communicates also

with the indication c d, having a dial-plate c e,

and an index e f, which by means of a suitable

contrivance at v v, indicates the pressure or

number of atmospheres with whicli the engine
IS working.

The cylinder and piston P P Q, have been
separated from the rest of the engine, for the

sake of distinctness. Their proper position,

however, will be understood by supposing the

two lines 99 ; 99 to coincide, as well as the

tubes 2, 3 ; 2, 3.

This engine which we have now described,

is at present performing actual work in Mr.
Perkins's manufactory. It is calculated as

equal to a fen horse power, though the cylinder
is no more than 2 inches in diameter, and 18

inches long, with a stroke of only 12 inches.

Although the space occupied by the engine is

not more than G feet by 8, yet Jlr. Perkins con-
siders that the apparatus, (with the exception
of working cylinder P P, and piston P Q_) is

perfectly sufficient for a thirty horse engine.
When the engine performs full work, it con-
sumes only too bushels of coal in one day.

On tlie application of Mr. Perkins'' principle to

Steam Engines of the old construction.

Great as the invention is which we have now
described, yet we are disposed to think that the

application of the principle to old steam engines
is not less important. The old engines, with
their boilers, are retained unaltered. The fur-

naces alone are removed. BIr. Perkins con-

structs a generator consisting of three horizon-

tal tubes of gun metal, connected together, fill-

ed with water, and supplied with water from a

forcing pump, as in his own engine. This gen-

erator is exposed to beat in an analogous man-

-1*

ner, so that by means of a loaded valve, which
opens and shuts, the red hot fluid may be con-
strained fill forced out of the generato'r info the
wafer in the boilers of Rolton & Watt. By this
means, as much low pressure steam of four
pounds on the square inch may be generated
by one bushel of coals, as could be produced in
the old engine by nine bushels. This most im-
portant result was obtained by actual experi-
ment.

Since these great improvements have been
effected, Mr. Perkins has made a discovery that
seems, in its practical importance, to surpass
them all. He now entirely dispenses with the
u«c of the condenser, and works the engine
against the atmosphere alone ; and, by methods
with which we are not acquainted, and which
indeed it would not be prudent for him to dis-

close at present, he is enabled to arrest the heat

ufler it has performed its mechanical function:-,
and actiiaUij pump it back to the generator, to

unite with a fresh portion of water, and renew its

usful labors. In an operation like this, a con-
siderable |)ortiou of the heat must still be lost;

but the wonder is that any should be saved
;

and we venture to say, that the most sanguine
speculator on the omnipotence of the steam en-
gine, never dared even to imagine the possibi-

lity of such an invention.

We are well aware, that, in announcing this

discovery, we are exposing ourselves to the
criticisms of those whose belief is naturally
enough limited by their own experience ; but
it is satisfactory to know that Capt. Basil Hall,
(whose account of Mr. Perkins' discoveries and
inventions, as delivered before the Royal Soci-

ety of Edinburgh, gave such universal satisfac-

tion) has been entrusted with Mr. Perkins' dis-

covery, and that he speaks confidently of the
soundness of its principles, as well as the prac-
ticability of its application.

We cannot quit this subject without congratu-
lating the country on the brilliant prospects with
which these inventions promise to invest all our
national concerns. At any period of the histo-

ry of British industrj', they must have existed

in the highest reputation ; but originating as

they have done, when our commerce, our man-
ufactures, and our agriculture, the three stars a[
our national prosfierity, have just passed the

lowest point of their orbit, and quitted, we
trust, for long, the scene of their disturbing for-

ces, we cannot but hail them with the liveliest

enthusiasm, and regard them as contributing to

ensure the preeminence of our industry, to aug-

ment the wealth and resources of the nation,

and, by giving emploj'ment to idle hands, and di-

rection to idle minds, to secure the integrity

and permanency of our national institutions.

The London Journal of Arts, for July 1823,

has been received. It contains several articles

on the subject of Perkins'' Steam Engine. It ap-

pears that our countryman had made application

for three patents on the subject of his improve-

ments and discoveries. The first passed the

seal in Dec. 1822, the second was to be specifi-

ed in November, and the specification of the

third patent to be enrolled in Decemljer, 1823-

The Journal adds,

" An engine (ofwe believe eighty horse pow-

er) upon these improved principles, is in consid-

erable forwardness, intended for the purpose of

navigation ; and there is great reason to believe
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that before llie close of (he present summer, if

will be in operation beween Loudon and Mar-

gate.
" The mode of generating steam is now fair-

ly before the public, and from the unreserved

frankness with which Mr. Peiikins has received

many liundreds of visiters, there can be no wish

on his part to shrink from philosophical investi-

gation ; the advantages proposed are no longer

a speculative hypothesis, but a subject, the mer-
its of which can be ascertained b_y experiment
beyond all doubt.*'

NEW ENGLAND FARiMER.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBI'.R 20, 1823.

O^^Subscribers who have not paid for the JirsI vol.

of the Farmer, are requested to forward u? the amount
due immediately ; and those who wish to save 50 cents
nrust pay for the second vol. by the 1st of October.

Extracts from a work lately published by William
CoEBETT, entitled " C'olto^^e Economy," with occa-
sional remarks on some of the statements of the au-
thor.

IConlinued fTom page 47.]

Mr. Cobbett diverges from the main branch of his

subject, in his chapter on " Brewing," to prove the

superiority of Beer, as a beverage, to Tea. lie says,

in substance, that fifteen bushels of malt will go as far,

cost much less, and supply mugh more nourishment

than eighteen pounds of tea. He asserts that " the

tea-drinking has done a great deal in bringing the

British nation into the state of misery in which it now
is," 'Sic. and closes his anathema against the " wretch-

ed tea-kettle" and its abominable appurtenances, with

the following appeal to an arbitrator, who would, no

doubt, give the cause to Mr. C. provided he had legal

jurisdiction. " It is impossible," says Mr, Cobbett,
" for any one to deny the truth of this statement. Put

it to the test with a lean hog; give him the fifteen

bushels of malt, and he will repay you in ten score of

bacon, or thereabouts. But give him the 730 tea

messes, or rather begin to give tliem to him, and give

him nothing else, and he is dead with hunger, and be-

queaths you his skeleton at the end of about seven

days." Mr. Cobbett is a sprightly as well as intelli-

Imman diet, is not always in direct proportion to the

nutriment which a given quantity of such substance

contains. If it were so, a pint of ^raiVi oi7 would be of

more value for food than all the condiments of an Al-

derman's feast, because a Laplander would support

bis existence longer on train oil than upon spices, &c.

But enough of this. We thought a few words might

not be amiss to show that men of strong minds and un-

doubted talents will sometimes "miss the matter,"

when zealously engaged in the support of a favorite

hyj)othesis.

We mentioned in a former number of our paper, p.

47, that we could cite the opinions of some eminent

scientific characters, among our countrymen, in addi-

tion to the testimony of celebrated Europeans, in favor

of tt^a. We now proceed to give the sentiments of Dr.

Rush and Dr. Cooper; and we take it Mr. Cobbett

himself will acknowledge that we have some weight

of authority, if not of argument, on our side of the

question.

Dr. Rush says in his lectures, " ColTec and tea ex-

cite the understanding in a most agreeeble manner.

The former was the mental stimulus of Voltaire, The

latter was used so constantly for the same purpose by

the celebrated Dr. Johnson, that the water in his tea

kettle, it is said, was seldom cold. Happily for the

interests of science and literature, those two pleasant

infusions have been the cordial of studious men, and

thereby rescued them from the baneful effects of intox-

icating liquors."

Dr. Cooper, in the American edition of Willich's

Domestic Cyclopedia, observes that *' much has been

said and written on the medicinal properties of tea

Good lea, drank in moderate quantities, with sufficient

milk and sugar, invigorates the system, and produces

a temporary exhilaration, and clearness of ideas. But

when taken too strong and copiously, it is apt to oc-

casion slight tremor and symptoms similar in a degree

10 those arising from narcotic plants ; but as it contains

gallic acid and tannin in moderate proportions, I re-

gard it on the whole as a most wholesome, grateful,

and economical bererage, affording the safest and pUas-

autest refreshment after great bodily faligut, or mental

exertion; at the same time tending to support and

promote that perspiration, which must otherwise be

impeded."

.tlthough we are friendly to lea, we are by no meansgent writer, and has a fund of humor, by which he
gives an interest to subjects, which, treated in an or-

1 i,osiile io'beer, as we hope' to show hereafter. But as

Mr. Cobbett's authority is conaidered paramount on
(iinary manner, would be as dry as a Hebrew Gram-
mar. We are therefore, in reading his works, most

commonly inclined to laugh icilh him, but in this case

we found it impossible not to laugh al him. His con-

clusions have nothing to do with his premises. Be-

cause fifteen bushels of malt would furnish more nour-

ishment to a " lean hog" than eighteen pounds of tea

it does not follow that tea is to he excluded from a

place among those articles which minister to the com-

forls and enjoymenls, though th( y might be struck out

of a list of the necessities of mankind. Besides, Mr.

Cobbett has not fairly submitted his case to his swin-

ish umpire. The case is Beer vs. Tea, in decoction,

and not Milt vs. the Tea-j}lanl. If a hog would die

in seven days if he had ndthing to live on but " tea

messes,'''' we believe he could not well be fattened upon
Bothing but beer. 1 he beer does not contain all thi

nourishment which the malt contained, for a great pari

of the nutritious matter goes with the brewer's grains.

Moreover, the beer looses part of its nutriment by fer-

mentation, which converts some of its sugar into alco-

bol. If Mr. C.'s reasoning were correct, polaloe whis-

key would be a very nourishing kind of liquor, becaiiti-

it is made of potatoes, which contain much nourish-

tSeat. The value of any substance, as an article of

subjects of rural economy by many who are interested

in the correctness of his statements, we think it highly

proper to point out what appears to us to be erroneous

in his writings, which, though able, are not infallible

Mr. Perlrnj'' Steam Engine.—We are happy to have

it in our power to give our readers a drawing and de-

scription of this wonderful invention. It was well said

'uy a writer in the Encyclopedia Britlauica, that, the

steam engine as it came from the hands of Mr. Watt
'was the most valuable present that the arts of life

have ever received from the philosopher, and the most

'urious oliject, which human ingenuity has yet otferfd

1 his contemplation. Every improvement which it has

' cceived has been the efiect of philosophical study. It

!ias now become almost as necessary to the very exist-

nce of many important manufactures, as air to animal

iie. The steam engine presents us a mo.st indefatii:;;^-

'>U- drudge, whose strength knows no bounds, and !.

the utility of whose labors no limits can be assigned.

If such was the steam engine, what shall be said of it a>

it is in the hands of Mr. Perkins, with its powers tin

i'lKled, and its utility increaseil in as great a pro)>o:

tion ? It presents a subject above the reach of rtcom-

mendation, and a simple description of the machin«
its most appropriate eulogy. Vi'c are glad to percri W
that our brethren, on the other side of the Atlantic, j

il"

disposed to acknowledge the souree from whence tl
"

derive this " valuable present," arvd that the E^ J

burgh Philosophical Journal informs us that " the a ;,i

of jealousy against America has happily gone by,"B el;

peaks of the " scientific renown of our great descd "'

ants."
J

j'

From the Centmil of Wednesday. 1 ,

BOTAMC GARDEN. .1

*

At a meeting of the board of visiters of the Jlfoj

chusetts Piofessorship of A'alura! History, Septem
13, 11)23—

The Curator of the Botanic Garden stated, t

George Brown, 1 sq. of Beverly, had presented to

Garden, a very interesting and extensive coUectioi
seeds, and three largi I oxes of living plants, obtai
by him from the roy-ril garden at Rio Janeiro—am
which, were the Artccarpus, or bread fruit ; the

namon ; the Camphor Tree, (I aurus Camphora)
;

Clove, the black I'epper, (piper nigrim) ; Crinuna
new yam from Angola ; two new varieties of Oiai
from China; a seedless variety of the Orange, li

and well flavored ; the Lime Tree; seveial specie

Epidendrum, and Tillanrlsia ; together wi!h
bulbs, not yet known. The whole of them very di

able, and most of thtm not before hi the gardi n

Brown also offered to obtain for the garden, any 1

zilian plants which were requested.

Voted, That the thanks of this board be give]

George Brown, fisq. oi Beverly, lor his valuaM':
p

ent of a fine collection of plants, collect i d and purtl

ed by iiim at Rio Janerio, which plant? are \t ry r

and arrived in fine order at the Botanic Ganlen,
Cambridge, and that the Corresponding fecietar'

phased to express to Mr. Brown their further ths

for his offer to add to his past benefits, such plantj

he may hereafter have an opportunity of procur

Copy from the Record.
EEN'JAiViIN GUILD, Secrttar

'°l

From the JV". Y. J^'atioD.al Jtirccate

Horticultural Society.— It will be seen by the foil

ing extract from minutes of the proceedings at a

ing of the New-York Horticultural Society, that

Douglas, the eminent botanist, of whom we spoke a

days since as having been sent to this country by
London Horticultural Society, has returned from

ladelphia, and is prepared to commence bis exai

tions and collections in this vicinity, aided by the ci

sel and assistance of a committee of the ^'ew

Society, selected from among its most scientific am
ficient members.

At the monthly meeting of the JTew York Horti

tural Society, held at the Broadway-house on Tue:

evening, Aug. i'Clh, letters and other conimunicai

from the Loudon Horticultural Society were recei

with offers " to establish a reciprocal communical

on the science to which both societies are devoted.*
'1 he same being taken into consideration, on nio(tli

of Dr. Hosack, Resolved, That a committee of fivi

appointed to confer with Mr. Douglas, the represei

five of the Horticultural Society of 1 ondnn. now
this city, and afford him every aid in effecting the ok'

jects of his mission. Whereupon, the President, VlM

President, Secretary, IJr. Hosack and Thomas Hogj!

were appointed to compose said committee.

A committee of three was appointed to inspect sOBi:

Spanish tobacco raised from Havana seed by Dr. Bv'

ton.

Fine melons were exhibited by Mr. Wilson andllt

Codie; a number of fine peaches and grapes by Kr-

ShaM- ; two very large peppers of a new sort from flt

ha. we-e presented by Mr. White, one of wh
cMi, ^tven inches round ; a very large leaf oi loblf'

"1 ' ro uced from seed obtained from the South Sy
was } i' sented ; also specimens of ( ohea Scandenft

'jeautiful running plant from Mexico, by Mr. Cw
Extract from tlie minutes.

MICHAEL FLOY, Secretary,

William Almy, Esq. has presented the editor of 11*

' Vnviilerce' .'oiirnal with two apj^les, not fully groWi

one of which is 12, the other 13 inches in girth
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Ai.v.

—

We have, williiii this week past, received

from Spain ol all kimls and qiialilies, some re-

calculated to invigorate hope, aiul others lo cre-

ispondeiice in the I'riends to trt cdo.n and to Spain,

balance, how.ver, is at present greatly against

ish indt pcudence. Tht- Couslittitiniialists fighi

:ly, but the mass of the population are not hearty

cates of their own cause. 'I h.y semi to couri

chains, and have a l>ind of alfeelion for their

iles, which has been g< nerated by habits of sub-

on to despotic authority.

le last accounts from the seat of French and Span-
ostilities were received by the ships Topaz and
ica, which arrived at this port on the l.'jth inst.

lose it appears that the Duke d'Angouleme ha I

ladrid, and was on his way to Seville. The sUg
una is continued. Gen. Quiroga, at the last

vas in London, about to embark for Cadiz. Ijai-

has been defi ated by Molilor. Gen. Wilson
at \'i;^o, and had opened a correspondence with
Moriilo, which had for its object a termination ol

ities, but terminated in nothing;. The sit-»e nt

was pressed with vifjor, and the place as vi»oi-

detended. Gen. -Moriilo was overrunning; Gali-

ilhout meeting much opposition. A new corps

nch soldiers, under Gen. LtanristoD, had entered

, with a lar^e train of battering artillery, and had
ed the siti-ge of l^t. Sebastian.

n. Moriilo, Count of Carthagena, by a decree of

vanish Cortes, has been declared a traitor, and
ed of his rank, title and dignities.

niaris Successful.—Papers received since the
was written, give a more favorable aspect to

iflairs. Thi y state that in the battle between
.terbs and Molitor both sides claimed the victo-

le battle had been terrible, both parties kept the
d and the action would be renewed under cir-

ances highly unfavorable to the French. Pallas-
however, had taken the French artillery- Moril-
ni-ither recognize the Cortes nor the regency ; his

have denou;iced him and he has tied. Quiroga
sumed the command of the troops, who are in

pirits, 'MM strong. The garrisons of St. Sebas-
iJ Poinneluna have madt; succissful sorties, and

1 the J'reneh to abandon their camps. Provi-
re cheap in Cadiz, the prices falling, and there
orospect of the speedy surrender of that place,
alonia " there is no end to fighting, and the
:rds always successful."

DOMESTIC.
Iford CaUle Show.— The Cattle Show and Fair
Hartford County Agricultural Society will take

in that city on the 8th of October.

it Trees.—Mr. Denniston, of Albany, has culti-
plum-trees in his fine gardens near that city, to
erl'ection. He has twenty-five different kinds,
produce such an abundance beyond the supply
amlly and friends, as to enable him to dispose
) worth in the public market in one season.

Fruit—A New York paper says, " We under-
that .Mr. Shaw presented to the Horticultural
•, at their last meeting, some elegant specimens
:, amongst which were two new species of the
Jbe Marie Antorrictte, imported from France,

? Unique which originated in Mr. Shaw's ground,
d tW-„pleasure of viewing the fruit ; it is of sin-

tai^iJi and exquisite flavor, and is a desirable
tion to our present stock."

n .Molasses.—We are informed that molasses of
quality has been made the present season, in

Carolina, from the juice of water melons boiled

1 Sporl—On Friday last, as Mr. James Jackson,
, (L. I.) who had been out with a party of gen-
hunting Deer, was returning home, he fell in
den of Rattle Snakes, and actually shot and
fourteen, whirh he exhibited in the evening to
ther sportsmen. How many got away, (says
-kson in his letter to us) I cannot say, a's it was
icket of wood where there was a great deal of
ij-ush."—JV*. Y. Evening Posl.

F.xtract of a letter from an officer on board the U. S.
frigate Congress, dated Gibraltar, July 27, liU3. We
have been off Cadiz for the purpose of landing Mr.
Nelson, our Minister to the court of Spain, but we
were not permitted to pass the tVench squadron which
is blockading the place. '1 he King is closely pent up
there, by land and sea. The French are ovi rrunning
all Spain, and meet with no manly resistance from the
jianiards. Indeed, the latter seem rather inclined to
sell their country for gold, than to defend it with arms.

Thiercs.—This section of the slate has recently been
visited by a horde of wretches, who have plundered
propc rty to a considerable amount. Four or five hor-
ses, fifteen hundred dollars in cash, and several articles
of less value, have been stolen in this and the adjoin-
ing towns within a few days. It belioves every inhab-
itant to guard against similar depredations, tind to be
on the alert to detect these villai?is. The societies in
Milton, Ballston, Galway and (inenfield, for tlve de-
lection of horse theives, have proved very beneficial,
•^ince their formation, scarcely a horse thief, who has
lared to infest those towns, has escaped ; and we are
glad to perceive that a similar society is about bein"
formed in this town.

—

Saratoga Sentinel.

The Belfast (Maine) paper of the 10th inst. says.
The weather has been for a long time past and con-
tinues to be extremely dry. The woods all around us
are on fire, and this village literally enveloped in
smoke. Several alarms have been given, when build-
ings were supposed lo be in danger, and the engine-
men and other inhabitants turned out with promptness
and alacrity. V\ e have heard of no buildings being
burnt in this town or its immediate vicinity.

Fire in Maine.—Thp fire in and near Wiscasset was
very distressing. One aged female was burnt to death
in aftemting to escape from the flames. Another sav-
ed herself by descending a well, into which she had
previously thrown a chest and bed. " It was indeed,"
says one of the papers, " an appeal to the most obdu-
rate heart to see the frantic moiljer with her affright-
ed children, running to and fro, through a burning for-
est, without a prospect of retreat or a hope of refuge.
Such was this fire, which in the short space of two
hours, levelled with the ground, buildings, trees and
fences to the extent of seven miles in length and three
in breadth. It might well be termed a flaming whirl-
wind, spreading dismay and despair, and leaving noth-
ing but the last consolation of the wretched, thie safety
of their lives."

An end of blue cloth, 11 1-2 yards, being part of a
piece manufactured by Mr. Wi'lliam Hirst, of York-
shire, Eng. was sold yesterday, at auction, by Messrs.
Boggs, Thompson, & Co. for $17 75 per yard. It is

understood that the Emperor of Russia, the King of
England, and the President of the U. States have each
had a coat from the same piece.

—

\'. Y. paper.

Pyrolignous acid—The Statesman informs us, that
the body of Mr. Senator Boardman, who died in Ohio,
has been brought from that state in a perfect and un-
altered condition, by being preserved in pyrolignous
acid, a chemical preparation now in general use for
preserving animal substance. We have for some time
been of opinion, that pyrolignous acid far excels the
Egyptian gums and spices used by the ancients for em-
balming the dead ; and bodies thus preserved will last
for ages unaltered in their features, and but slightly in
complexion.—.AT. Y. Jldvocate.

Industry is the fountain of Independence.—We are
informed by a gentleman of veracity, that there is a
boy living in Newton township, in this county, who,
during the last winter, spun from tow, and with five
needles knit himself a pair of pantaloons with suspen-
ders and stockings complete. The whole was done in

nights by firelight, for he is obliged (though but thir-
teen years of age) to work in the day time for the sup-
port of his aged parents. His name is William Pickle.
He has it in contemplation to construct another pair
out of wool. The independence of his mind, for one
of his age, is truly astonishing. On being offered a
present of sufficient wool to make his intended gar-
;nent, he refused, saying he could "am It himself.

Zanesciile (Ohio) Messeni^r.r.

PATENT CAST STEEL HOES, &c.

RECEIVED by the Emerald from Liverpool, and
for sale at the AtiRieui.ruuAi, Estaiii.isument,

No. iiO, Merchants' Row, a further supply of

English Cast Steel Hots, of a superior quality.

On hand, a lart^e supply of
Steel spring-tempered Potatoe Hoes,
Best warranted Bush Scythes,
Patent Scythes Snaths fitted to th.e same,
A few very superior ivory handled Budding Knives,
Steel and Iron Bull Rings,
Copper Fumigators,

with a large and general assortment of

AGRICULTURAL & GARDENING IMPLEMENTS.
S( ptember 13.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. . . .

cargo. No 1, . . . .

" No 2
BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. .

'> 2d qual. .

small kegs, family,
CHEESE, new milk ....
FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee, new.
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1822
LIME, . ;

OIL, Linseed, American . .

PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, Navy Mess ....

Bone Middlings . . .

Cargo, No 1, ...
Cargo, No 2, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISIOX MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAL
MUTTON and LAME, . . .

POULTRY
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, best
EGGS,
MEAL, Rye,

Indian,

POTATOES, new, ....
CI11ER, liquor, new ....
HAY, best,

bush
bbl

hush
bbl.

hush

lb.

bbl.

ton.

FROM
D. C.
135 0(i

135 0(1

9t

9 0(1

7 75

6 7
11

15

8

65

7 76
7 50
3 76

60
55

68

II

12

1 00
60

2 75
12 00
14 50

12 00

2 00

12

14

li:

12

70
68
37

1 5'

1« 66

D. C.
137 50

1 00
9 50
8 00
7 00

12

11

14

9
9

70

4 00
63
60
70
00
12
13

1 12

65
3 00

15 00

12
10
10
10
14
16

20
14
7S
70
43

2 00
17 5»
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FEMALK FELICITY.

Wliat happiness the rural maid attends,

In cheerful labor while each day she spends I

She gratefi:lly receives what Heaven has sent,

And rich in competence enjoys content

;

(Such happiness, and such umblemish'd fame

Ne'er glad the bosom of the courtly dame ;)

She never feels the spleen's imagin'd pains,

No melancholy stagnates in her veins ;

She never wastes her life in thoughtless ease,

Nor on the velvet couch invites disease.

Her home-spun dress adorns her person more

Than all the gew gaws grandeur ever wore.

In reputation (which is all her boast)

She stands superior to each reigning toast,

For malice never meddles with her name,

Nor envy dares her purity defame.

No midnight masquerade her beauty wears,

No paint her waning loveliness repairs
;

No home-bred jars her quiet state control.

No watchful jealousy torments her soul.

If love's soft passion in her bosom reign.

An equal passion thrills her happy swain ;

—

Soon Hymen joins assenting hearts and hand?.

The parson twines and sanctifies the bands.

At length with joy she sees her little race

Hang on her bosom, and her cottage grace ;

The fleecy ball their busy fingers cull.

Or from the spindle draw the length'ning wool ;

Thus flow her hours with constant peace of mind.

Till age the latest thread of life unwind.

From the Providence Journal.

We have in fresh recollection, an incident,

which led to the separation of man and wife,

which in the original was the most trilling ; but

in the ser|uel was disastrous and distressing, A
gentleman received one morning, when at the

breakfast table, a cup of coflee from the hand of

his wife, which contained the oil of a small

piece of butter which had accidentally fallen in-

to the cup. Louisa, said the husband good hu-

inoredly, I'll thank you to give me a cup of cof-

fee that is pure and unadulterated. Henry, re-

plied the wife, do you think it is poisoned ? No,
certainly not, but 1 should prefer having another

cup. Indeed you shall, replied Louisa, but per-

mit me to drink that which you complain of

No, madam, you shall not, replied tlie husband

sternly, and instantly threw the contents of the

cup into the bosom of Louisa, She rose hastily

from the table, looked wistfully towards Heniy,
and wildly gazed on all around her. With lin-

gering steps she moved from the apartment, and

for the last time looked a farewell to Henry,
An uninterrupted silence ensued, but when the

consternation of the persons present subsided,

the distracted husband, in a paroxysm of despair,

rushed into the street, and followed the footsteps

of crazed Louisa, In vain he sought her in ev-

ery nook and corner of tlie city, for she was
' not to be found, and the frantick husband retur-

ned hopeless and hapless to his desolated inan-

sion, where he indulged in excessive sorrow and
despair. Scarce two hours had ehipsod before

Mrs, A. was returned to her hus'.iaml, not glow-
ing m youth and beauty, but a lifeless corpse.

The treatment she received from him she loved

crazed her, and in the moment of distraction

she committed suicide, Mr, A. survived the

shock a few months, when he expired, and in

Lis last moments lisped the name of Louisa, and
jirayed fur her ibrgiveness.

From the Old Colony Memorial.

Various as (he inclinations of men, are the

occupations of life. Labor for support, was in

the beginning, the appointment of Heaven. It

has ever been, as it were, a condition of human
existence. He v;ho is too gooil^ or rather ^oo

indolent, to make exertion, is too good, or rath-

ea too indolent, to live.

But in no employment, can so much profit be

combined with so much pleasure, as in that of

Agriculture. Although the farmer is not dis-

tinguished with the same honors that a grateful

country bestows on her warriors, be it remem-
bered, the wreath of the victor, the price of

' garments rolled in blood" is to be obtained

only at the risque of life and fortune. Al-

though he does not share with the seaman, in

the charms of novelty, the delight of gazing

at the wonders of distant cities, yet winds and

waves and lawless men perhaps must be encoun-

tered, before these charms of novelty, these dis-

tant cities can be brought to view. The cup of

the farmer is not thus mixed with doubt and un-

certainty. Raised not above the common level

of maidiind, he is equally free from the wants

thai creep around the cottages of the poor, and

the plagues that haunt the door of the wealthy.

Not depending upon other men for his food and

clothing,he possesses and can use them at his will.

To labor in the season for laboring, is no more
than he expects; and when the frosts and snows

of winter have bound him to his cottage, he

enjoys the fruit of his labors. In such enjoy-

ment, there is more satisfaction than the splen-

did retinues and luxurious feasts of Emperors
can afford.

" Thus in some deep retirement, would I pass

The winter glooms, with friends of pliant soul,

Or blithe, or solemn, as the theme inspired."

" Two pence for my cresses," cried a little

boy in the streets of Philadelphia one day—he

is now an eminent merchant and worth millions

of pence—" La ! pa, how mean it looks to see

that little boy crj'ing cresses for two pence,"

said a little gentleman whom he passed one day

—that person died a poor creature in gaol.

Learn this lesson. Two pence is but the begin-

ning of shillings—shillmgs of fortune— fortune

of ease and luxury. Look well to your two

pences and fear not. But neglect them and

they will neglect you—they come not like the

physician in the hour of adversity, but when
the sun is up and the day of health lasts.

Romantic Lover.— .\ romantic story is related

of an Englishman, who sought the hand of a

very charming lady, with whom he was passion-

ately in love, but who constantly refused him.

As he had reason to believe she loved him, he

entreated to know the reason why she refused

her consent to their union. Tiie lady, subdued

by his constancy, told him that her only motive

for refusing him was, that havibg^by an accident

lost a leg, it had been replaced by a wooden
one ; and she feared that sooner or later this

circumstance would cliiH his alTection for hei'.

This she declared to be her only motive. The
lover protested that this would never make him

change his love ; but sho persisted in rci'using

to inar.'-y him. Fired with love, and determin-

ed that iiotiiing should obstruct his design, he,

under the [irctext of going a distant voyage.

I:

left the lady and hastened to Paris, where
had one of his own legs amputated. When
had recovered, he returned to London, wen^
the lady, and told her that there was now no
stacle to their union, for that he was equa
mutilated with herself The lady, conquejj n

by such a proof ot affection, at last consenfe(

marry him.

—

Atheneum.

Douhh-tongued Lady.—The Brighton (E
lish) paper mentions, that there is at pres

residing in Brighton, a lady of great beauty
accomplishments, possessed of a quality w
puts out of all distance the fame of the cele

ted Mc. Doublelungs. This extraordinary

singular faculty arises from a peculiar formal

of the tongue, which is separated to the rooi

a longitudinal direction, and actually for

double tongue. Not the slightest inconveni

is felt from the exuberant gift of nature. V
this desirable and admirable addition to the

gan of domestic comfort, this lady is enablei

afford entertainment to her friends, beyond
power of any ventriloquist, or indeed com
tion. From the personal charms she possei

as well as a highly endowed mind, she has

many suitors, some of whom have retired

paying homage, owing to the effects of the

tra clapper hung in this enchanted bell

possesses two voices : one exceedingly cl

sweet, and harmonious, allowing her to

with great effect : the other so esquis:

thrilling, that it must have been bestowe

her for no other purpose than to lisp the

small voice of love. With this voice

tales exactly the notes of many birds, pi;

like a bultinch, singing as a canary. Whi
remarkable, her mother was deaf and duml

Suit at fas'.—Two suitors at court bein|

conciled to each other after a very tedious

expensive suit, applied to an artist to paint ai

vice in commemoration of their returning a|

and peace. The artist accordingly paintet

in his shirt and the other stark naked.

I will admit that it is impossible for any I

not to have some enemies. But this truth :"

long experience, I assert that he who has i

most friends, and the fewest enemies, isj

strongest; will rise the highest with the

envy; and fall, if he does fall, the gentlest!

the most pitied. This is surely an object w
pLTSuing. 1 will add one observation

and then conclude. There is no one creti

so obscure, so low, or so poor, who may noj

the strange and unaccountable changes

issitudes of human affairs, somehow or other

come an useful friend, or a troublesome enfl

to the greatest and the richest.— Clieslcrjieli

There are people, ivho, like new songsJ

in vogue only lor a time.

TKRMS OF THK FARMER.
(tj' rublislied every Saturday, at Three Del

per annum, payable at the end of the year—buf
wl-.o pay within iixty diit;s from th-' time of subs'"

will be entitled to a deduction of FiFTV Ckkts

Q:^ No paper will be discontinued (unless

discretion of the Publisher) until arrearages are

0::J» Agents who procure seven subscribers, a

—

come responsible for the payment, will be entitled lili

copy gratis, and in the same proportion for a 1'"

uuuiber.
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rHERIXG AND SECURING rOTATOE
. must acknowledge thul the topic ot'our

nt discoui-se is somewhat thread-bare, and

kclv to he very lerlile in entertaining mat-

Biit, though we may state what many "!'

caders knew before, onr observations may

w to some ; and will, we hope, he thonglit

jslinit, because it may be lor some peo-

intercst to attend to them.

th rcsard to the time in which potatoes

i be dng, we find some difference of opm-

mongst practical larmors with whom we

conversed, it is acknowledired by all tiiat

should not be taken from the gronnd till

are fully ripe. This may be known by

ipearance of the tops, which will begin to

assoon as the roots have arrived at ma-

. Al'ler that period, we are told by some

ators, it is important that the potatoes

1 be gathered and housed as soon as possi-

l)ut others say that they will keep as well

ter in their native beds till frost comes,

n any other situation. Some say that the

will actually increase in size as well as

ve in quality, after the tops begin to de-

d therefore digging potatoes ought to be

it work, which the farmer perl'orm? in

n helore the ground freezes. And a nri

the American Farmer, vol. i, p. 154, sjys

Dtiitoes should be dug as soon as ripe to

t a secund gro-jL'th. But we do not tin

is danger in our climate of potatoes grow-

ice in one season. Vie cannot say, how-

which of the opinions relative to early or

^ging is most correct, but till better in-

d should feel disposed to gather pota-

i soon as convenient after the tops are

d, either by ripeness or by frost. At

ve should not put oflf the digging of them

ery late in autumn lest cold weather

destroy or lock them in the ground till

most expeditious way of gathering a po-

rop is, tirst to run furrows on each side

rows, and then a deep one in the middle,

turns up most of the roots to the surface

purpose of picking up by hand. In this

however, we should apprehend some

and should not advise it except when po-

were very plenty and labor scarce. A
vith four prongs, with the addition of

nay be called a fulcrum, fastened by

ot to the back part of the handle

: used for raising potatoes without the

a plough. This is recommended by (he

•s' Assistant, but we believe that a hoe

rongs, (such as are sold at the Agricultu

re House of R]r. J. K. Newell, No. 20,

mt's Row, Boston) would be a still better

lent for the purpose of gathering this

old fashioned mode of harvesting pota-

vhich is now very justly rejected by all

ened husbandmen) was to dry them in

as much as you would grass, intended

. ThU was formerly and for ought we

know to the contrary, is slill the practice in ' about of sand and roots till all are laivl in, giving

Great Britain. Rees' Cyclopedia, (Art. Pota- the whole, on every side a roof like ?(Iopo ; llieu

toe,) savs "As soon as potatoes are gathered cover this hea;( or ri ifgo all over with about

they should he allowed to remain sniiie days ^) twoinchesof sand, overwhi(h lay a good coat

i/n/, brfure thftj are stnred.'''' This is exactly of drawn straw up and down as if thalchin,; ;»

wrong^ and in our climate, an exposure of tivo
i
house, in order to Carry olT wot and prevent its

or three days to a cloudless sun in Se|)leml)er or
; entering to the roots; then dig a wide trench

October, would cause potatoi^s to turn green, round the heap, and cover the .straw \vith the

stronsr, and become in some degree, poisonous, ' earth so dug up, to a depth sufficient to preserve

It is now said by practical farmers that the less
|
the roots efl'ectually from the frost. Au opening

the roots are exposed either to sun or air after! may be made on the south side of this heaj), aijd

bein"- taken from the ground the better, and tliat i coini)letelv covered with bun<lles of straw so a:

it is well to permit some part of the soil in

uhich the}' grow to adhere to audio mixed

wilh them, when they are deposited in their

winter rjuarlers. It is recommended, however,

not to dig and house (lotatoes imincdiaidtj after

a soiikiii" rain, but to let them remain a few

days in the hills, to get rid of their sui-perffuous

moisture, which, according to some rural phi-

losophers, will in due time, be ex|'.elled by the

lii'inciple of vegetation, or vital energies of the

root, unless the ground is very wet.

In some parts of Great Britain the farmers

are very careful to sort and separate their pota-

toes in the field, when they g.ither them, put-

ting those which are small, diseased or cut wilh

the hoe by themselves, to be used in autumn, or

the fore part ot the winter for the feeding of

stock, &.C. This is, no doubt, a very correct

mode of procedure, and those who are not too

much in a hurry to do their work well, will find

an advantage in adopting it. Others assort their

potatoeswhen they store them, by lotting them

run down an inclined plane of net work made

of strong wire, with meshes which will pcrmil

the small potatoes only to pass through them.

There are various modes of securing pota-

toes for winter and spring use. Almost any

method will answer by which you can kceii

them from wafer and frost. \Ve will however

describe or advert to some directions given by

different writers relating to this subject, which

may perhaps be of use to some, though they

suggest nothing new to some othw-s of our rea(i-

crs. Dr. Deane says " there is no difficulty in

kee])ing potatoes through the winter in a cellar

that is free from frost. Caves, dug in a drv

soil, preserve them very well. They should

be covered with two feet of earth over them.

If they are in danger of frost in a cool cellar,

they should he covered with a little salt hay

[probably straw or fresh hay will answer.] In

cellars they are more forward to sprout in the

spring than in caves." In Lancashire and somv

parts of Scotland, it is a common practice to

dig pits in the potatoe field, where the soil is

light and dry, and putting in potatoes to the

depth of three or four feet to lay a litter of dry

straw over them, and then cover them up with

earth so deep that no frosts can affect them.

Mr. M'Mahon gives the following directions for

preserving turnips, carrots, parsnips, &c. which

we presume would answer as \vell lor potatoes

as for either of those roots. " On the surface

of a very dry spot of ground, in a well slielter-

ed situation, lay a stratum ot sand two inches

thick, and on this a layer of roots, covering

them with a layer of sand, and so continue layer

to have access to the roots at all times, when
wanted either for sale or use.

"• Some people lay straw, or hay, between

the layers of roots, and immediately on the top

of them ; this I do not approve of, as the strav,-

or hay will become damp and mouldy, and very

often occasion the roots to rot, while the sand

would preserve them sweet and sound." We
think that this method of preserving such roots

as would probably be wanted in the winter

would be found preferable to putting them in

caves, or pits, which it might be <liilicnlt to

open and close alter severe frost has commenc-
ed. They might, no doubt, be preserved ia

the manner pointed out by Jesse Buel, Esq. (in

the first volume of this paper, page 106,) for

securing ruta baga ; but as tlvey would be more

liable to be injured by frost than that root, they

would of ^irse require a thicker coat of earth

or other WTterial for a covering.* Care should

be taken H'.. to lay them in too large masses lest

they heat -.'.nC. spoil. !f yon have great quanti-

ties to preserve you may either make a propor-

tionate number of pits or heaps, or place them

in a trench or rciw, which may he longer or

shorter as the case may require. They should

have a light covering when first buried as they

will swcal, and be apt to rot if placed in too

warm a situation; and as winter approaches

more earth may be placed over them, till they

*On reflection we believe it -Kill not be amiss tn

"ive, in this place, Mr. Buel's directions on this sub-

Ji'Ct, in order to accommodHte such of our readers ciji

may not be in possession of our first volume. "•To

preserve the roots dig about one foot deep on the side

of a hill, leaving; the bottom inclining, and siiflicitntly

IjioaJ each way to be able to pile iu the space, in the

form of a' cone [or sugar loaf,] 100 bushels. Place the

roots in it, and bring the top to a point as far as piac-

ticable. Cover with straw and then dirt. 1 hey will

bear considerable frost without injury ;
[potatoes are

more liable to injury from frost.] 'lake care to dig a

trench round the mound to turn olf the water."

A writer with the signature " A Farmer," whose

communication was published in our paper, vol. i, p.

354 gives the following mode of securing potatoes,

which we believe very judicious, and republish for the

nasons above mentioned. "When the potatoes are

ripe in the fall, that is when the vities are dead, 1 dig

them and jyit. them into a pit, dug on a knoll with a

trench two feet deep, leading from the pit out, in

which 1 place a common pump log, wilh (he ei;:l to

the edge of. the hole. After placing boards over the

hole, cover the whole with a thickness of earth suffi-

cient to prevent the frost from reaching them. In this

way any quantity can be put together without any

dan-er of their heating. Care should be taken to pre-

vent the mice from getting to the hole thro' the log,

by nailing a piece of tin with holes punched in Jl at:

the outer end."
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are perfectly secure from the severest frost.

—

We have mentioned before that it was once

thought necessary to expose potatoes to several

ilays of sunshine before they vvorc housed; an

error which is now pretty generally exploded.

But there is another practice which we believe

is not correct, although it is, [lerhaps, often

adhered to. Potatoes <iesigned (or the table are

often packed away in sand, and inav be very

well preserved in tliat manner. It was former-

ly thought necessary that the sand in which

thev were placed should be perfccthj dnj. But

we have been told by good pracl.cal larrTiers not

only that potatoes should n<it tie dr.ed in tiie

sun, when dug, but tiiat they are best preserv-

ed in moist sand. Some say it is as ivell to dig',

gatbr^r and house |io1atoes in rainy as in fair

w atlier, much better to choose a cloudy, cool

an I d im;3 than a clear, dry and warm day tor

that purpose, and even " wet sand'' is most el-

jtrlble to preserve them in. The Farmers' As

Sistant assures ns (hat " A planter of North Car-

olina sent soaie potatoes to the West Indies for

market; a part of which were dried ii the sun,

in the usual way, and a part were laid away in

nnoist or wet sand as fast as they were dug ;
and

when exposed lor sale he obtained iirec times

the amount, per bushel, for those laid in sand,

that he got /or the others. We mc/ion this

circumstance, in order to observe that such po-

tatoes as arc designed for the table slioald be

laid away in k'C* sand as fast as they aro taken

from the earth." We perceive nothing unrea-

sonable, or unphilosophical in the stipposition

that potatoes, as well as other roots, may require

moisture lo preserve their life, their lital, or

Tegetable principle. There is ndWanger of

their growing, or sprouting, uidess to moisture

be added ixannlh and air. Seeds of plants, we
are toid by good authority, are best preserved
•^ by causing them to be packed cither in husks,

pods, &c. in absorbent paper with raisins, or

brown moist sugar." And if so, is it not prob-

able that mojst sand may answer ("or preserving

roots, fruits, &•;? .The d^^rse of moisture prop-

er for sand intended (or such uses, we can say

nothing about, except «e have preserved pars-

nips and carro.'s through the winter and S[)ring

till June, bv packing them in sand, taken tVoin a

bank, and used immediately, without any atton-

tiou to drying it. The sand Wris, we believe,

a little damp but not very xvet, nnd that is the

slate in which we shoidd (as at present infurm-

ed) recommend using it. It m.ght be well,

however, to try a few roots packed in sand lol-

ly or nearly saturated with water, and note the

result of the experiment I'er the benelit of your

future management of this important branch of

household economy. Perhaps the sweet potatoc

which many have attempted lu vain to preserve

in dry sand, might be well kept in moist sand
;

and if so the must serious obstacle to the culti-

vation of that important root in tlic northern

part of the union will be removed.

FOR THE NEW T.lVGl.AND FARMER.

CIDER.
Good cider is probably as pleasant and whole-

some a drmk as any that is or can be made use

of Yet a ver}' large proportion of the cider

that is made is both unpalatalde and unfit to be

<isid. We not unfrequently hear people com-

pla ning that their cider is bad, and wonder. n^^-

what the cause of it is. Some people might Oe

informed that it is neither mysterious nor unac-

countable why they do not have good cider.

—

If there be proper care and attention in making
and managing cider, there is very little doubt
but that it will be pleasant and good ; while on

the other hand, if suitable care and attention

be wanting, it is as certain to be unpleasant and

bad. There are a few things, the observance

of which are necessary in order to have g"od
cider. It does not depend altogether, nor prin-

cipally, upon the kind of apples, ibr there are

liut few sorts but what will make good cider if

rightly managed.
Apples should be thoroughly ripened, and

gathered when perfectly diy and put into the

cider house, uh^re they should be kept until

surticieiilly mellow to be ground, which should

be done before (bey become rotten and musty.

Cider should always be made in cool weather,

the wind blowing from the W. or N. VV. If it

lie made when the wind Idows from the South

it IS almost certain that it will be hard and un-

pleasant. Cider should not be pressed out of

the pomace sooner than ten or twelve hours

after the apples are ground, as the flavor will

be better by ihus remaining. After it is press-

ed out it should be strained through sand, which
will take out all the sediment, and thereby pre-

vent its working or fermenting too much. Th:<:

operation is simple and eaiy, and attended witli

very little labor or expense. Sand of a coarsf

kind should be procured from a river or pon.l

and put into a cistern suitable tor the purpose,

tirst placing a layer of straw at the bottom to

prevent its washing througli. Having thus pre-

pared for straining, put in water sufficient to

wet the sand and thoroughly rinse out all the

dust or tine dirt, which will be done as soon as

the water runs clear. The cider should now
be put into the cistern as it runs from the press,

and as fast as it runs through the sand put into

suitable casks and placed in a tight cool cellar,

anti after the fermentation is over be bunged
tight, and (bus remain until wanted for use.

Neatness and cleanliness are essential and

indispensably necessary in order to have good
cider. Tb.e cider mill, and every thing con-

nected with it, should at all times be kept per-

tectly svveet. Pomace should not be permitted

to remain on the press at'ier the cider has done

running tVom it, as it will immediately become
sour, should the weather be warm. Straw and

j

litter of every kind should be kept entirely

I

away, excejii what is necessary to be used.—
'; The manure of the horse should be cleaned

away as soon as it is dropped. In fact, the

cider house, the mdl, and every thing apper-

taining thereto, should be kept as free from

dirt and tilth of every kind even as the kitchen

or parlor.

I know of one distinguished farmer who dur-

ing the winter shelters his sheep and calves in

his cider house. Another within my knowledge

m ikes use of it as a slau^iter house. He butch-

ers his hogs therein, scalds them in his cider

tub, and dresses them on the press. 1 have

been at some cider mills where the straw and

pomace, the horse dro[)pings and other tilth,

rendered it almost impossible to stir about.

As long as habits ol' this description are per-

i.sied in, so long «e most expect lo hear peo-

ple complaining about their cider.

A FARMER.
Worcester, Sept. 1823.

To the Editor of the JVew England Farmer,

Dear Sir— If the following Notes from P^

fessor Day's Lectures, describing the best m(

of constructing chimneys, can till up a con
of your valuable paper with advantage, v

are at liberty to make use of them.

CHIMNIES.
A common opinion concerning the ascenl

smoke is, that it is draznn up ; but the trull

the smoke is pressed up by the cold air whicj
coming to the fire place from the room. "J

warm air rises upon the principle of sped
gravity and carries the smoke up with it. Smj
IS not lighter than air of the same temperatai
hilt it rises principally because it is in the c

rent of heated air. Dr. Franklin by a ve

simple experiment jvith a tobacco pipe liasi

monstrated this fact to every ones satisduclli)

The great art then of making the chimney e

ry smoke consists in producing this current
; i

removing as much as possible every obstriicli

to its passage. The funnel should be made
smootit as possible. It should be plaisteredl

kept clear as may be of soot and should

large enough to admit the v^hole of the hea
air.

1. The funnel should be made as long asd
venient. For the force of the current is

j
portioned lo the difference between the \vc\

of the air in the chimney and Ihe weight o

column of the same height without it. T
the reason that rooms in the upper lofti

more liable to smoke than those in the I

unless they be made proportionably sm;

\:\ imperfect draught may often be rem
morely by raising the top of the chimne
very common defect in the chimnies in^

country is that the funnels are niuch too

It requires a good fire to heat so conside:

a body of air. To make the funnel bend
no advantage to the draught, but rather impi

it. But it is of u-^e to prevent the fall of

and snow, and obstruct ihe progress of s

putTs of wind. The turn should be gradu

2. The tire place should be constructs

such a manner, that all the air which passe

to the funnel should be heated as it passe;

the fire. Count Rumlbrd (bund only one;

out of live hun.irod where the smoking ol

chimney was owing to any other cause thar

improper dimension of the throat and lire |i

The throat need not be more than four i

.n depth in almoslall cases. The mantle

is often too high. This construction haj

advantage of throwing more heat into the

and if there is no danger of smoke the

the mantle piece, the better. The fire

must not be made very deep. Almost all

ing chimnies may probably be remedied b

ermg the mantle peice. The tire place si

never be wider than is sulhcient to receivl

wood. But supposing that the chimney is]

structed in the best manner possible, it il

certain that it will carry Ihe smoke well.

thing is farther necessary—the constant si

of tresh air from the room. Rooms in ai

house are apt to be tilled with smoke bei

they are too tight. Move the door bac"

lorth until you tlud the least opening whici

clear the room of smoke. Calculate ihcj

ber of square inches in this ;—and an o|M

in any part of the room may be made
saiue emcut. ^Hil
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From C'oxe on Fruit Trees.

THE PLANTING AND CULTIVATION OF
ORCHARDS.

he first thing to be iletcrniiiied upon iu

ting of an orchard, is the [iropor distance

e trees : if a mere Cruit plantation be the

cl, the distance may be !-mall— it" tlie culti-

)u of grain and grass be in view, (he space

ecn the trees must be >\ ider : at thirty feet

t, an aero will contain foitv-eiglil trees ; at

ly-live feet, tiiirlv-live trees ; at forty feet,

"tj-sevcn trees; and at lil'ty feet, alioiit eigh-

to the acre—these are the usual distances.

ly own plantations, 1 have adopted the vari-

dislanccs according to the deptli and char-

r olllie soil ; about two thinis of the ground.

rizing about one hundred acres, arc planl-

U 00 feet ; on the remaining (il'ly acres, i

: tried 30, 3o, and iO feet ; and as far as

i be conveniently done, 1 have planted the

3 of smallest growth on the lightest soil
;

igeverv circumstance into consideration, it

probably be found, that forty feet is the

eligible distance for a farm orchard. It

admit sufficient sun and air, in our dry and

11 climate ; and until the trees shall be fully

vn^ will allow of a protilable application oil

jround to the culiivation of grain and grns-

uch trouble will be saved, and much accara-
j

I planting will he insured, by marking the

of trees by stakes previous to digging the}

s. In shallow soil.*, I would recommend
1

ing the holes of the depth of two spits ol

I, scattering the low er spit at some distance
;

supplying its place by an equal quantity ol

leighboring surface earth— the depth of the

must depend on that of the sub-soil,

1 eligible mode, which I have practised

success in a large portion oi my orchards,

18 lighter soils, is to supply the place of the

um of poor earth, by one or two loads of

low mud, ditch banks, or good surface soil,

round each tree after planting
;
ploughing

ground for a fallow crop the next spring,

a the mud has become completely pnlver-

by the frost : the size of the hole should

ufficiently large to admit a spade handle,

n laid horizontally in the bottom ; affording

le space for the expansion of the roots in

: rich earth. Well digested compost is use-

ound newly planted trees, in still" or cold

—both Imie, and fresh stable manure, I

found prejudicial in the dry and hot weath-

summer ; the latter substance is also fre-

tly a cover tor moles and held mice, which
extremely injurious in winter, to trees of

SIX or eight years old in light soils. 1 have
great benetit tVom the application of eve-

ind of manure on the surface, and mixing it

ually by cultivation of the soil, as the best

rity against drought in summer, and ver-

in the winter.

he proper season for planting, will be found

;pcnd on a variety of circumstances—in

soils, the winter settles the earth round
roots, and best secures them against the

;ht of the following season— it is a time of

re to the farmer, and affords an early se-

ni of trees from the nursery. In stiff or

soils, 1 should give a preference to spring

ing, other circumstances being equal—

1

planted at both seasons, and have generally

i that care and attention ensured a corres-

pondent success in the growth of my trees. In

whatever season an orchard may be planted, too

much attention cannot be given to extend the

root.sin every direction; to cut oil all wounded
parts, and more especially, not to plant too

deep ; this 1 believe is the common error of

inc\|)ericnced planters : lis a general rule, I

would recommend that the tree be placed in

the orchard with about ibiee inches of earth

over the upper tier of routs, which will make it

about two inches deeper than it stood in the

nursery ; that the tree, after being partially

covered, should be well shaken, to admit the

liner particles of (he earth among the librons

roots, and that it be well settled, by treading

the earth around it—with these precautions, I

have never found the necessity of stakes. The
tops of young trees should never he shortened,

lest it should produce a growth of suckers : I

would recommend in preference, that they be

thinned, if I'ound loo heavy: if the trees have
been long out of the ground and the roots have

become shrivelled at the lime of planting, the

labor of pouring a pail full of water round each

tree, will be amply repaid in the success it will

ensure in their growth.

The looser the ground is kept for the first,

and tor several succeeding years, the more cer-

tain and more vigorous will be the growth of

the orchard— in the luxuriance and color of the

foliage of contiguous plantations, 1 have found

every stage of culiivation strongly marked :

those orchards which have been two years un-

der cultivation, exhibit a striking superiority

over those which have been but one year under

llie plough ; while these, in their turn, surpass

the fields in clover or in grain, both in the

quantity and size of the fruit : when clover is

sown in young orchards, 1 have been in the

habit ol digging the earth lor about three feet,

at the root of each tree : a man will dig round

one hundred trees in a day ; the trilling loss of

grass and labor, will be liilly remunerated by the

improved vigor of the tree. When the ground

can be spared from cropping, four or five fur-

rows on each side of a row, will be found a

most eligible mode of promoting the growth of

a young orchard.

All fallow crops are most favorable to the

growth of orchards, at every early stage of their

cuhivalion— Indian corn, potatoes and vines,

are preferable to oats or barley ; and these

again are more favorable than winter grain :

Buck-wheat is among the most beneficial crops

for the promotion of the autumnal growth of

trees—Clover is by many farmers believed to

be injurious to young trees ; its tendency to

check the growth of trees will be ibund, 1 be-

lieve, to be in proportion to the air and moisture

which its greater or less vigorous growth may
keep from the roots ; light and heat, appear as

necessary to the iV)ots as to the branches of

trees— clover, whi\e it occupies the ground,

must prevent cultivation ; so i'ar I apprehend it

will be found pernicious, but probably not in a

greater degree 'than any other luxuriant and

deeply rooted species of grass, absorbing the

moisture, and exhausting the strength of the

soil, which covers the roots of small trees. In

the arrangement of an orchard, both conveni-

ence and heauty will result from jilanting each
kind in distinct contiguous rows, tiome cultiva-

tors pay particular attention to continue in llie

orchard the aspect the tree maiulained in the

1 nursery : I have sometimes irdopted the piactice

I

with-^ut much confidence in its efficacy; nor

I

can I think it probable, that trees gro\v ing in

close rows, not much exposed, in the nursery,
I can by any habit so limited in its duration, Ir.

I

affected by any permanent contraction or rigidi-

I

(y of tiie bark, or sap vessels, which arc the
I only efl'ects 1 have ever heard ascribed to (he

inlluence of aspect, on tiie stems of young trees.

The prevalent winds of our climate, are from
the north west: in light soils, their violence

will soinetimes give an inclination to newly
planted trees to the south-east: this may easily

be remedied by setting up the trees while

young; and when they have attained a large

growth, it may be overcome in a great degree,

by cutting off the leaning branches, and by free-

ly pruning the leeward side of the tree.

Moss is a plant produced by poverty and neg-

lect ; it is very prejudicial to trees, and shnujit

be carefully removed : this can be readily done,

by rubbing the trees in damp weather v.ilh a

bone, or the back of a knife
;
good cnltivatiou

will generally prevent tlio growth of moss—

•

white-washing the stem, not only cleanses the

tree of moss, hut destroys many kinds of lice

very injurious to fruit trees ; it is followed by a

cleanliness in the bark after it has been dissolv-

ed by rain, and promotes the lieallh and vigor

of the tree whenever applied.

To preserve Grapes on die rines till zi-inlcr.—
About September, when grapes are nearly ripe,

procure some bags made either of crape, mus-
lin or white paper.

Select some of the best bunches, and with a

[lair of sharp narrow-pointed scissars, cut off

all small unripe, rotten, mouldy, or imperfect

grapes, especially those eaten by llies or wasps.

Inclose each bunch in a bag, and lie the bag

fast with a string, so that no insect can get into

it. In the miildie of a fine day in October, gath-

er them, wilh a p>iece of the shoot to them, and

hang them up in a dry warm room.

Dip the end of the shoots in melted rosin or

seal.ng-vvax. Examine them frequently, lest

they should get mouldy or rotten.

To preserve Apples.—Dry a glazed jar perfect-

ly well, put a feiv pebbles in the bottom; fill

the jar with apples, and cover it wiih a bit of

wood made to fit exacliy ; and over that, put a

little i'resh mortar. The pebbles attract the

damp of the a[>[dcs. The mortar draws the

air tVom the jar, and leaves the apples free

iVom its pressure, which, together with the

jirinciple of putrefactiou wbicli the air contains,

are the causes of decay. Apples, kept thus,

have besn found quite sound, lair, and juicy, in

Birds Eye Maple.—Perhaps it is not general-

ly known to our farmers in this section of our

country, that this beautiful wood is becoming a

very valuable article oi' Cabinet furniture. The
superb cabins of the New York Packet ships

are finished with th.s wood and m.ihogany, and

for richness and elegance are not to be surpas-

sed.

A passenger on board of one of these ships

was informed l)y the captain that it was wilii

difficulty he procured sufficient in the city of

New York to npish his cabn. and of a price es

cecding that of mahogany.

—

Hallu-wdl Ga:.
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A.NALYSIS OF SOILS.

In our paper, vol. ii, p. 22, we intimated an in-

tention to give the dilferent modes of analysing soils,

recommended by writers on husbandry, and now pro-

ceed to fulfil our prjimise. We would premise, how-

ever, that there is a process for this purpose, reeom-

mended by Sir Humphrey Davy, in his Lectures on Ag-

ricultural Chemistry, which is probably more accurate,

but much more complicated than either of the modes

which we here place before our readers. Sir Humphrey
Davy's method requires a knowledge of chemistry

which very few practical farmers have attained, and re-

quires instruments of analysis which not many of our

readers would be able or willing to procure. Besides,

those gentlemen who have a wish to make use of his

proceses haVe, generally, it is to be presumed, his trea-

tise in possession. We therefore give a description of

other processes, which are more simple, and we believe

'Sufficiently accurate for all the common purposes of

husbandry.

In the field to be examined, take earth a

little below the surface, from four separate

piaces, about 1-4 \h. avoirdupois frnra each.

Expose it to the sun, or before the fire, till it is

completely dry ; and turn it over frequently

that it may be well mixed togedior. From the

lieap take exactly four ounces, and pass this

throug^h a fine sieve, ivhich will allow all the

particles of sand and gravel (o escape, but which
will hold back stones, small (il)rous roots, and
decayed wood. Weigh the two parts separate-!

ly, and take a note of each. The stones and
other bulky materials are then to be examined

|

apart from the roots and wood. If they are
'

hard and rough to the touch, and scratch glass

easily, they are silicious or llinly ; if they are,

without much difliculty broken to pieces by the

fingers, and can be scraped by a knife to powder,
they are aluminous or clayey ; or if, when jiut

in a wine glass and common vinegar poured
upon them, small air bubbles ascend (o the top

of the liquid, they are calcarious. The finely

divided matter, which ran through the sieve,

must next undergo the test of experiment. Af-

ter being weighed, agitate the whole in water,
till the earth be taken up from the bottom and
mechanically suspended, adding water till this

effect be jiroduced. Allow the mass then to

settle for two or three minutes ; and in that

time the sandy particles shall have all sunk to

the bottom. Pour off the water, which will then
contain the clay in suspension, and the insoluble

earth arising from animal and vegetable decom-
jiosition. The sand should first be attended to,

and if from inspection it be thought either sili-

cious or calcarious in its nature, the requisite

tests niiiy be instantly applied.—By this time
the mixture will have dcjiosited at the bottom
of the vessel the clay, ;md other earths, with
the insoluble minimal and vegetable matter. .Af-

ter pouring off the water, dry the sediment,
and aiqdy a strong heat by placing it on the
bottom of a pot ignited to redness, and the ani-

mal and vegetable matter will burn and fly otf

in aeriform products. The remainder lying in

the bottom will be found to consist of clav, mag-
nesia, or lime. To obtain accuracy, another 1-4

Jb. of earth should bo taken from the same
heap, and (he whole process gone over a sec-

ond, a third, or even a fourth lime, that the op-'

erator may rectify any blunders he had previ-
ously committed, and be satisfied as to the re-

-sults of his experiment, lie should provide-

himself with a pair of fine scales and a set of

weights divided at least into ounces and drachms.
Although vinegar will detect l.mo by elTerves-

ccnce, it does not dissolve it so effectually as

the nitric or muriatic acid ; small quantities of
which may be procured from the druggists at

no great expense.

—

Letters of Jlgricola.

Process for analysing soils, given in Memoirs of
the J\I'c-lV York Board of Agriculture, vol. i, p.

7, of the Appendix.

1st. A quantity of the soil, includin? gravelly
pelibles of the smallest kind, was pulverised in

Wedge wood's mortar.

1A. Parcels of tvvo hundred grains each, were
separately weighed : three of tliem, if it was in-

tended to ascertain the proportion of iron ; two,
if not.

3. One of the parcels was put into a crucible

and heated gradually, constantly stiriug it with
a dry pine stick, until the stick become a little

brownish from the heat, on pressing it against

the bottom of the crucible.

4th. The above was then carefully poured
into the scales and again weighed. What was
deficient of the 200 grains, was set down as

Xi:ater.

5th. The parcel was then returned into the

crucible, and heated to a high red heat. It

was frequently stirred with a glass rod, and the
heat was continued until the mass presented no
shining particles. After allowing it to cool a

little, it was returned into the scales again, and
what it wanted ot its last weight af'er being
dried, was set down ibr the (nu'ma/ and vcs^ctahle

matter. Part of this is nndoubtediv water, but

probably it is not more than should always be
considered as attached to this part. It may here
be added, that there will be no blackness in the
appearance of the soil, if it is sufficiently heat-

ed.

6th. Let it now be poured in an assay glass,

and add half a pint of pure water to it. After
repeated stirring for ten minutes, let it stand

for about three minutes, to allow the silicious

matter to settle. Then pour off all which
stands over the silicious part into another glass,

j

Dry this sediment in a high red heat, weigh it,

and set it down for the silex.

7lh. Let the part which was transferred to

another glass, stand until it settles, leaving the
liquid part clear. Pour oiT the liquid into an-
other glass, dry this sediment with a high red
heat, weigh it, and set it down for the alumina
ous part.

8th. The remaining liquid was then evapo-
rated in a glass evaporating dish. The solid

residuum wus scraped ofi", and weighed for the
solutle salts.

V.lU. The other parcel of two hundred grains

was put into a Florence flask, in which half a

gill of equal portions of muriatic acid and wa-
ter had previously been poured, and which had
also been balanced by weights in the scale. Af-

ter allowing it to stand about three hours, it was
ascertained how much less than 20U grains was
to be added to the weight, in order to balance
the llask. This was considered as the weight
of the carbonic acid that had been expelled.

Then by the table of component parts, as 15 is

to 35, so is this weight to the weight of the
base. The carbonate of lime in the soil was
thus ascertained. The lime, however, must
DOW be subtracted from the silex, atid llje

weight of the carbonic acid must be dedu<|ili

t'rom the animal and vegetable matter ; si

Ihe heat that burnt out the animal and veget-.^i

matter, also expelled the carbonic acid, and
the lime with the silex.

We are aware that part of the quick-l!

may remain with the soluble salts, and pari
Ihe carbonic acid may still remain with its b

and the silex. The error, however, will bi »

no consequence in agriculture.*

Particular attention was paid to the time'
quired for the alumine to settle. It was '

served, that in soils which are adhesive, and
tain water a length of time, the time necei
ry for the alumine to settle, was in the sii
proportion. It was also found to be a muchl n

ter criterion for determining the measui4rt
this quality, than the actual proportion of )

mine.

Though the above method of analysis is

sufficiently minute for the speculative chemi
yet it does not differ materially even from
most accurate method. Similar portions of srfil

•taken from the river alluvion of William 8)

Esq. of Hethlehem, were analysed accordingi
that of Sir Humphrey Davy, given in Hetil
Chemistry. The results ivere as follow

By the preceding formula.
Siltx per cent
Alumine,
Carbonate of lime,

Soluble salts,

Animal and vegetable matteV,
Water,

By Davy's Method.
Silex

Alumine,
C'nrbonato of lime,

Oxyd of iron,

Miniate of lime,

Sulphate of magnesia,
Animal and vegetable matter, . . .

\Vater,

Loss,

AMOS EATOIsr,
T. ROMEYN BECK,

The following mode of analysing soils is fn
•' Treatise on Agriculture,'''' first publisher

the Albany Argus.

" 1st. Take a small quantity of earth fit

different parts of the field, the soil of whi
you wish to ascertain, mix them well togetll

and weigh them
;
put them in an oven, heal

for baking bread, and after they are dri<

weigh them again, the difference, will show t

absorbent poxzer of the earth. When the los*,

weight in 400 grains, amounts to 50, this poi

is great, and indicates the presence of much,!
imal or vegetable matter ; but when it

'

not exceed twenty, the absorbent povve]

small, and the vegetable matter deficient.!

2d. Put the dried mass into a vase with
fourth of its own weight of clear water;
them well together

;
pour off the dirty wi

into a second vase and pour on as much c\

* It may, perhaps, be satisfactory to state, that]

above formula was mentioned to I'rofessor M'i\ere|
New York, who is now engaged in a very minute
ysis of soils in that vicinity ; and that he gave
his opinion, that the above method of analysis

the best adapted to the purpose fo;: which tbt iu«

gations were made.
t Se^ Davy's ek»E»ts.



tcr;)s before ; stir the contents, and continue

process until the water poured off, is a*

ir as that [)ourO(l on the earth. What re-

in« in the first cmploj'ed vase is sand silicious

cakdiiotis.

3d. The dirty water, collected in the sccnmi

e, will form a deposit, which (after poiirini;

the w.iter) m'i~t be dried, ii'eighcil and cai

i. On weighing it after this process, tlu>

intity lost, will shew the portion of animal

1 vegetable mould continned m the soil : and,

1th. This calcined matter must then be carc-

ly pulverised and weighed, as also the lirsl

)osit of sand, but without mixing them. To
se apply, separately, sulphuric acid, and

at they respectively loose in weight, in the

tion of calcarious or ahiminoiis earilts contain-

Iheni. These last may be separated

the mass of soap lye, which dissolves

^e^e is the light wfe wanted. In knowing
disease, we lind the cure. Clay and san<l

lily each other; either of these will correct

excess of lime, and magncsian earth, when
jrated with carbonic acid, becomes fertile."

ON THE CURCULIO.—B* IIr. Tit.Ton.

'urcullo, a genus of insects belonging to the

eoptera, or Beetle order. The species are

I to be very numerous. The immense dam-
done, by an insect of this tribe, to the fruits

bis Country, of which there is no similar ac-

Ot in Europe, has given rise to a conjecture

1 some naturalists that we have a peculiar

very destructive species in America,
'he manner in which this insect injures and
roys our fruits, is, by its mode of propaga-

Early in the spring, about the time when
fruit trees are in blossom, the Citrcidiones

;nd in swarms from the earth, crawl up the

s, and as the several fruits advance, they

cture the rind or skin, with their pointed

ra, and deposit their embryos in the wounds
inl^icted. The maggot thus bedded in the

[, preys upon its pulp and juices, until in

t instances, the t'ruil perishes, falls lo the

md, and the insect escaping from so unsafe

sidence, makes a sure retreat into the earth :

re, like other beetles, it remains in the

n of a grub or worm, during the winter,

(ly to be metamorphosed into a bug or beetle,

ne spring advances. Thus every tree i'ur-

es its own enemy ; for although these bugs
J manifestly the capacity of flying, they ap-
• very reluctant in the use of their wings

;

perhaps never employ them but when ne-

ty compels them to migrate. It is a fact,

two trees of the same kind may stand in

icarest possible neighborlinod, not to touch
I other, the one liave its fruit destroyed by
'"urculio, and the other be uninjured, mere-
ura contingent circumstances, which [irevent

insects Irom crawling up the one while
are uninterrupted from climbing the other.

Vhy not tie a rope dipt in tar round the tree,

t the lime when these insects begin to ap-

? The tar can be renewed. We strongly

mmend the treatise on fruit trees, by Mr.
Burlington, New-Jersey.—T. C]

lie Curculio delights most ia the smooth-

'his method of analysing soils, is that described
r. Bose, a member of Uib institute of France, &c.
;coflHiieoded to FreacU agriculturist?.
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stone fruits, such as noclnrines, plums, apricots,

Hic. when they abotmd on a farm : they never-
theless attack the rough-skinned peach, the ap-

ple, pear and quince. The instinctive sagacity

of these creatuins directs (hem especially to the

fruits most adapted to their purposes. The
ilone fruits mote certainly perish by the wounds
made by these insects, so as to fall in due time
to the ground, and afforrl an opportunity to the
young maggot to hide itself in the earth. Al-

though multitudes of seed fruits fall, yet many
recover from (heir wounds, which heal up with
deeply indented scars. This probably discon-

certs the Curculio, in its intended course to the
earth. Be this as it may, certain it is, that

pears are less liable to fall, and are less injured
by this insect than apples. Nectarines, pinms,
i:c. in most districts of our country, where the
Curculio has gained an establishment, are utter-

ly destroyed, unless special means are employed
lor their preservation. Cherries escape better,

on account of their rapid progress to maturity,

and their abundant crops : the Curculio can on-

ly puncture a small part oi' them, during the

short time they hang upon the tree. These de-

structive insects continue their depredations
from the tirst of May until autumn. Our fruits,

collectively estimated, must thereby be depre-
ciated more than half their value.

it is supposed the Curculio is not only injuri-

ous above ground, but also in its retreat, below
the surt'ace of the earth, by preying on the roots

of our fruit trees. We know that beetles have,
in some instances, abounded in such a manner
as to endanger whole forests. Our fruit trees

ot'len die from manitest injuries done to the roots

by insects, and b3' no insect more probably than

the Curculio. In districts where this insect

abounds, cherry-trees and apple-trees »>hich

disconcert it most above, appear to be the

special objects of its vengeance below the sur-

face of the earth.

We are unacquainted with any tribe of insects

able to destroj' the Curculio. All the domestic
animals, however, if well directed, contribute

to this purpose. Hogs, in a special manner,
are qualitied for the work of extermination.

This voracious animal, if sufiered to go at large

in orchards, and among fruit trees, devours all

the fruit that falls, and among others the curcu-

liones in the maggot state, which may be con-

tained in them. Being thus generally destroyed

in the embryo state, there will be few or no bug's

to ascend from the earth in the spring, to injure

the fruit.

The ordinary fowls of a farm yard are great

devourers of beetles. Poultry in general are

regarded as carnivorous in summer, and there-
fore cooped sometime before they are eaten.

Every body knows with what avidity ducks
seize on the tumble-bug, {Scarabeeus cam'fex,)
and it is probable the Curculio is regarded by
all the fowls as an equally delicious morsel.

Therefore it is, that the smooth stone fruits

particularly, succeed much better in lanes and
yards, where the poultry run without restraint,

than in gardens and other enclosures, where the

Ibwis are excluded.

Even horned cattle, and all sorts of stock, may
be made to contribute to the preservation of

our valuable fruits. By running among the

trees, they not only trample to death multitudes

of these insects ; but by hardening the ground,

as in lanes, it becomes very unfit to receive or
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admit such tender maggots as craitl tVom the'

I

fallen fruits. Besides, the Curculio is very
,

timid, and when frightened by the cattle rubbing
against the tree, or olhevwisp, ilioir manner is

to fold themselves up in a littl,- ball, and (all to
jthe ground; where they may bo tramjiled and
Idevoftired by the stock, pnnltry, &.c. Col. T.
Forrest, ot' Germantown, having a fine plum

I

tree near his ])nmp, tied a rope from the free

j

to his pum() handle, so that the tree was gently

I

agitated every timi; there was occasion to^pnnip

I

water. The consequence was, that the fruit oa
j

this tree was preserved in the greatest perfec-
1 tion.

1
All the terebinthinale substances, with cam-

j

phor and some others, arc said to be very offen-
sive to insects generally. Upon this principle,

j

General T. Robinson, of Naarnan's Creek, sus-

!

pends annually little bits of board, about the
size of a case knife, dipped in tar, on each of
his plum trees. From three to five of these
striiTis are deemed enough, according to the
size of the tree. The General commences his
operations about the time or soon after the trees
are in full bloom, and renews the application of
the tar frequently, while the fruit hangs on the
tree. To this expedient he attributes his nev-
er failing success. Other gentlemen alledge,
that common turpentine would be still better

;

being equally pungent, and more permanent in
its etTecls. Some have sown offensive articles,

such as buckwheat, celery, &,c. at the root of
the tree, and have thought that great advantages
followed.

Mlaqueation, or digging round the trees, and
making bare their roots in winter, is an old ex-
pedient of gardeners for killing insects, and may
answer well enough for a solitary tree, a year
or iwo : but the Curculio will soon recover
from a disturbance of tiiis sort, and stock the
tree again.

There is no surer protection against the Cur*
culio than a pavement. This, however, is on*

I
ly applicable to a few trees. It may serve in
town ; but will not answer in the country. Flat

stones may however bo placed round the tree,

and where lime is at hand, they may be cement-
ed.

Man^' other expedients, such as smoking,
brushing, watering, &c. may be successfully em-
ployed, tor the protection of a favorite tree or
two ; but it is manifest, from the preceding his-

tory, that a right disposition of stock, especial-

ly hogs, among the fruit trees, can only be re-

lied upon by a farmer, with orchards of consid-

erable extent. And that the stock, poultry, &c.

may perform the task assigned them, it is evi-

dent that a [iroper disposition of fruit trees i& es-

sentially necessary.

As the smooth stone fruits are the grand nur-

series of the Curculio, special care should be
taken to have these effectually protected. Un-
li?ss this can be done, a farmer should not suffer

ihem to grow on his plantation. He will de-

rive no benefit from them; ami they will fur-

nish a destructive vermin that will ruin his oth-

er fruits. Cherry-trees, nect.irines, plums, ap-

ricots, he. should thercibre be planted in /uhcs.

and liprd beaten yards, or paved yards, the cont-

mon highways of all the stock of the farm, and

not beyond the range of the ordinary domestic

fowl*. Orchards of apple trees, pear trees^

peach trees, &,c. should all be in one enclosure.

The pear trees and peach trees may occupy
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corners of the whole design, so as occasionally I

to be fenced off. In lara^e orchiivds, care should

be taken that the slock of hogs is sufficient to]

eat up all the early fruit which falls, from May
until Aug-u^t. This precaution will he more es-

pecially necessary in larg:e peach orchards ;
for,

otherwise, when the hotrs heconvj cloyed with

the pulp of the [leach, th'^y will let it fall out

of their mouths, and contrnt themselves with

the kernel, which they like the hetter :
and

thus the Curculio, escaping from their jaws, may
hide under ground, until next spring. Solitary

trees of one fruit or another, remote I'rom the

orchard, should be regarded as nurseries of the

Curculio, and ought to be cut down or remov-

ed to the common enclosure. A young orchard

should not be planted in the place of, or adja-

cent to, an old one, that it may not be immedi-

ately infested with the Curculio.

It is also apparent, from what has been said,

that great advantages might result from an as-

sociation or combination of the whole neighbor-

hoods ag.iinst this common enemy. Allhougl

an intelligent farmer may accomplish much,
by due attention, within his own territory, the

total extermination of the Curculio can hardly

be expected, hut by the concurrent efforts of

whole districts.

SATURDAY, SEPTl'.MBER 27, 18i3.

Q::^ Subscribers to the N. E. Farmer are rLcjHested

hot to pa/ any money to Ti-ayelliug; Agents, on account

of ttie paper, as .4sjents of tliis description are not au-

thorised to receive money on our account. Sept. 27.

(^:^l7='Subscribers who liave not paid for the Jir.'it vol.

of the Farmer, are requested to forward us the amount
due immediately ; and those who wish to save 50 cents

must pay for tlie second vol. by (he lit of October,'

REMARKS
On the Frothing; or Foaming of Horses at the Mouth,

in the fall of the year, called " Sahtalion of Horses^'''

" Salivari/ Defiuiinns of Horses,^'' or " Slavers of
Morses*''''

Every farmer is acquainted with this disorder, and

therefore a description of its symptoms is not necessary.

Of its causes and cure very little is known, perhaps

nothing that can be relied on. Some have thought it

was caused by the Webs of spiders, some that it was a

poisonous plant called Lohtliti^ or Indian tobacco, and

a writer for the American Farmer, (Mr. Abel Seymour,

whose communication we republished, p. 19, vol. ii,)

thinks it is produced by " streaks of blue mould on the

grass." Mr. Lovett Peters (wdiose communication on

the subject is given p. 58) is of opinion that " the sla-

vers of horses is caused by their eating a kind of grass

of second growth, making its appearance in the fore

part of July, much resembling oats, which come up in

the fall after the crop has been taken ofl' the ground,

but has rather more of a brownish cast, and retains it;

green veiy late in the fall."

The acknowledged importance of the subject has in-

duced us to give it such attention as our leisure and op-

portunities would admit of, and the result of our in-

quiry is an opinion that Mr. Peters is correct. In the

2d vol. of Memoirs of the Philadelphia Agricultural

Society, (page 3o0 to page o58) are published .two

CO nuunications " Ou the Salivary Defluxions in Hors-

es, written by the request of Mr. William Younjf, and

by him forwarded to the Society." Jlr. Abraham Pcr-

lee was the author of one of these communications, and

Mr. William Baldwin of the other. Mr. Perlee attri-

b'Jt-jj the di.orJor to a plaut called " spotted spirck,

Euphorbia Maculata of Lianeus." He says " the fre-

quent occurrence of a profuse discharge of saliva from

horses, and its rapid production of great debility and

emaciation in that useful animal, had not only excited

the attention and surprise of many of the faamers, but

had also given rise to many conjectures as to the cause

of it. Many opinions were founded on no substantial

data, but originating only from conjecture ; by many

it was imputed to a peculiar quality inherent in the

second growth of clover,—its generally appearing first

when horses were put to pasture on the second crop,

and being almost exclusively produced by pasturing in

clover fields, were considered as corroborating eviden-

ces of the correctness of the hypothesis ; but its not

having occurred for many years after clover had been

extensivel.y cultivated, and not occurring at all in ma-

ny places, where horses are pastured almost altogeth-

er on clover, sufficiently proved that opinion to be er-

roneous. It was also imputed to the effects of gypsum

or plaistcr so frequently used to promote the growth of

clover, but the occurrence of it on many farms where

no plaister had been used, as well as its not occurring

on many where it had been used very copiously, prov-

ed this opinion equally incorrect with the former.

" My friend. Dr. William Baldwin, of Wilmington,

informed me that a member of the Linnean Society of

Philadelphia had supposed, that the ptyalism, (saliva-

tion) was caused by a species of Euphorbia, [spurge.]

He also politely favored me with a specimen of the

species to which it was imputed, and gave me some

information on the Euphorbia Americana in general,

which extensive knowledge in Botany enabled him to

do. For the purpose of ascertaining the fact, I procur-

ed a small quantity of the Euphorbia maculata, and

gave it to my horse enveloped in a small quantity ot

clover, carefully gathering stem by stem, and perfectly

free from all other vegetable or any extraneous matter

whatever. A preternatural discharge of saliva took

place in less than half an hour. This experiment was

frequently repeated, and invariably with the same re-

sult. To prove that clover did not contribute towards

it, in some cases other grass was used as an envelope

with the same effect. And when the horse was per-

fectly free from ptyalism, a considerable quantity of

clover carefully gathered without the Euphorbia was

given to him, and no such elTect was produced.

" These experiments I considered sufficient to prove

that the Euphorbia maculala could produce salivatiou.

And I am induced to think, for reasons that I shall

hereafter mention, that it is the general, if not the only

cause of it." [To be continued.]

\i

Lime btlicred lo be an antidote against the If'orm or

drub, which destroys potatoes.

We p iblished in vol. ii, page 54, some remarks on a

"large white worm with a red head," which attacks

and devours potatoes in the hill, and requested inform-

ation from our agricultural friends relative to the insect,

and the means of guarding against its ravages. Since

the publication of that article we have learnt that Mr.

Young, in AnnaU of Agriculture, has the following pas-

sago :

'• I planted an acre with kidney potatoes, and two

days after ordered two bushels of fresh lime to be

thrown over the surface of the ground, leaving two

rows unlimed, to see if the experiment would have any

visible eflect on the crop.

"The latter end of August following, I was surpris-

ed to find the rows which were left unlimed very much
grub eaten ; and the remainder a fine, clear and per-

fectly sound crop. I planted four acres in 178*, dres-

sing the whole with lime, and my crop was quite clear

1 from the grub; fourteen acri-s iu 1703 with the same

success, when a land, net top dressed with lime, sutler

much, almost every plant being damaged."
It will be perci:ived that the amount of the top d

sing in the iirst experiment mentioned was only abi

two bushels of lime to an acre, and if quick lime is

antidote against the grab that devours potatoes, it

probable that it may be eqnally effectual against

cut worm, wire worm, and other insects which so offe

destroy the hopes of the husbandman.

AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
Oir The Cattle Show, Exhibition of Manufactur

Ploughing Match, and sale of Animals and Maniifs
tures, will be at Brighton, on the 15th and 16th Oi

No labor nor expense has been spared to increa
interest and extend the usefulness of this Farmers' a
Mechanics' Festival. Much is anticipated, but we
lieve expectation will not transctnd reality. At
o'clock, A.M. of Wednesday the 15th, the Membi
of the Massachusetts Society for promoting Agricultt
will meet in their Hall for the admission of membf^
&c. At half past 9, a procession will be formed by t

Marshals, and proceed to the Meeting House, wh.
Prayers will be offered by Rev. Dr. Foster, and I

President will announce the arrangements, name:
the several Committees on Premiums, &c.

The Worcester Cattle Sliow, k.c. as we have alrei

stated, will take place on the 8th of next month,
would nov/ add that the Ploughing Match will C(

mence at 9 o'clock, A. M. and immediately afterwaj

a procession will be formed and proceed to the Soi

Meeting House, where Prayers will be offered by
Chaplain of the day, and an Address will be deliver

by a member of the Board of Trustees. The arrai),

ments of this exhibition, as published in the Worcesi
papers, promise all that can be expected or desired

amuse, interest, gratify and improve.

The Berks/lire Agricultural Society will hold t

Cattle Show and F"air on the 1st and 2d of Octoi

at Pillsfield. An Address will be delivered by a Mi
ber of the Society.

The Middlesex Cattle Show and Exhibition of Mai
faCiures will be held at Concord on '1 hursday nej

I'rayers will be offered by the Chaplain, and an
dress delivered by Josiah Adams, Esq. of Framingh

Pli/motith County.—The Exhibition will be at

Bridgewater, the 7th of October. Address by Hi

Kilborn \S'hitnian.

The annual Show and Fair of the Hampshire, Fn
lin arid Huinfdnn Agricultural Society, will be on
22d and 23d of October, at Northampton. We un
stand an Address will be delivered by I. C. Bates,

Cheshire Agricultural Society will meet at Wi
moreland, N. H. on the 1st day of October. Addi

by Mr. John Lancaster, of Acworth.

COMMUNICATIONS.
Mr. EoiTon— If you or some of your corr

pendents would give some information, throii

the E'armpr, relative to the best manner of

tivating the Currant bush, a favor would be cd

ferred on one, and probably on several of yt

subscribers. —

—

Mr. Eoitor—If you have not published it;

your paper, 1 will thank you to publish an i

strnct of a law of this State, passed 12th Jul

1818, against " Trespasses in divers cases,"j

stealing fruit. Sic. from farms. A Subscribb

By the Act alluded to it is enacted, Sect. 1. Iha
any person shall enter upon any grass land, orchaii

o-arden, without permission of the owner thereof,

'

intent to cut, destroy, take, or carry away, any

hay, fruit, or vegetables, with the intent lo iujur^

defraud such owner ; each person so offendii

r.irfi it and pay, for eveiy such offence, a sum not '

ihan two dollars nor more than ten dollars, lo the j

111' the Commonwealth, to be rtcovered on complj

lefore any Justice of the Peace of the county in

the offence shall be committed ; and the personjl

•offending shall also be liable hi damages to the pa

injured.

Sect. 2. That if any person, having entered uji'«

Ii
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grass land, oichanl or garden, shall take Ihirn-

, without permission ol" tlie owner Ihcrcot*, and

the intent to injiirr or dtlraud such owner, any

, hay, fruit, ve»itabUs, or shrub, cultivated there-

for ornament or use ; such person so oll'endin.'j.

forfeit and pay for each offence, to the use of the

nonweallh, not less than live, nor more than fifty

ars, to be recovered by indictment, or information,

>re the Circuit Court of Common Pleas, in the Coun-
ehere such oticnce shall be comii-.Uted, or the Mu-
pal Court of the town of Koston, if such oflence be

tted in the county of Suflblk ; and the person so

idinj shall be liable to the party injured, in a sum
1 to three times the value of such grass, hay, fruit,

Kine I'ock Inoculation.—Measures have been taltcn

to inoculate, by subscription, the inhabitants of New
lii dford and lairhavcn, and about eight hundred hav
already been vaccinated.

The Rutland (VI.) Herald says that " the widow
Ml liitahlc Hoyt, spun and reeled, on the Ut inst. for

Philip Green, of Clarendon, 203 knots of good woollen
yarn in one day."

Singular Rencontre.—On Sunday, the 20th of July
Isat, as a Miss Sopbronia Williams was returning home
from church in the afternoon in the township of Eaton,
a bear was discovered following her, of which she was
not aware until alarmed by the cries of Mr. Ansell Mit-

table or shrub, to be recovered by action on the
i
chcU, Mr. A. Williams, Mr. Daglay and others. Miss

in any court of competent jurisdiction.
j

Williams ran and succeeded in gc'lting to her father''s

That any person, who having entered upon house without any injury, except being very much
lauil, field or orchard, shall, without permis-

| frightened. The above mentioned persons pursued the
of the owner thereof, and with intent to injure

j bear with one gun and one ax*, and having con\e up
break, bruise, cut, mutilate, injure, or destroy,

j

wilh him, fired at him, and by the blood that followed
nit tree, tree for ornament or shade, or shrub cul-

j

their shot, imagined they had inflieted a mortal wound.
d thereon, for ornament or use, and which shall

j
but the bear making off they c-inlinued their pursuit

;

anding or growing thereon, such person so offend-
; their gun had lost its'lock, and was therefore useh s-.

hall pay to the use of the Commonwealth, a sum ,".!r. Mitchell s< ized the axe out of another persons
ess than ten dollars, nor more than one hundred hand, and being swifter than the rest pursued him
irs, to be recovered by indictment or information,

,
alone. He was advised not to attack him (being a he

auneras is provided in the second section of this
, bear) until the rest came up, but Mr. M. not fearing

any danger, was soon out of their sight, and coming up
ct. 4. That if any person shall commit any of the : with him in the act of going over a log struck him on
asses mentioned in this act, on the l.ord's day, or

' the rnmp with the head of the axe. 'I'he bear not re-

e night time, that is to say, betw. en sun setting
j
c< iving any particular injury threw himself over the

un rising, he shall be liable to double the penal-
i log. Mr. M. followed and struck him again on

1 forfeitures, the same to be pros.ciited lor, and ! the head with the axe head which brought him
,-ered, in manner as before provided ; and all pros- ' down, but when Mr. M. was about to repeat tht blow,

for breaches of this act shall be commenced
j
he rose and seized him near the left shoulder with one

in one year from the ti.ne (he oifence shall be com-
j paw. seized bis hand with his mouth, began biting and

d. or the penalties or forfeitures shall have accru- [tearing his arm, and throwing himself on his back, at-

nd not afterwards. Passed June 12, 1818 tempted to pull Air. M. down upon him, but he seein

his object, jumped with all his force past the beards

head, and as he prepared for another gripe, twitched
his arm out of his mouth which tore off part of the

to the 21sf fl,.5h; he then jumped over the log, in the act of do-

ing which the bear made a blow at him with his paw
which only tore his trowsers. The bearthrn retreated,

FOREIGN.
test from England.— London papi

jiverpool to the 22d have been received by lat

lis. By these it should seem that Ra!l;stfros Itai

tod the constitutional ca'jse, and capitulated with |a„rl Mr. M. awaited the arrival of the rest of the par-
The troops of the former, however, ate said

i ty, when they concluded to pursue him no farthti (ill

nain firm. They amount to 7000, and are com- I „ext morning, as it was then nearly dark. Tht '.lext

Ld by Zayas and Riego. The French are said to morning a party went in search of, and succeeded in

been attacked and defeated in an obstinate battle
, killing him, after having put seven shots in his bo.ly.

Manresa. which lasted two days. Their loss is He measund nearlv six feet in length, and full nine
1 to he 3000 prisoners, and a great number killed inches across his head from ear to ear. We are happy
rounded. Corunna still remained in the hands of to state that Mr. Mitchell is in a fair way to recover.

"

onstitutionalists. It was reported that the Duke Stansteud Br. Col.

?llinglon and Lord f. Somerset are about to pro-

on a mission to '^adiz. On the whole it appears
lothing decisive has been effected, and the Span-
have every thing to hope for from a protracted

DOMli.STlC.
iuel L. Southard, of New Jersey, has been ap-

d, by the President, to lie Secretary of the Navy
. United States, vice S. Thompson, resigned.

—

outhard has arrived in Washington, and entered

performance of the duti?s of his office, which
been temporarily discharged by Com. Rodgevs.

i-M Cora—Mr. Daniel Brow,>. of Springfield, Vt.

ithered as the product of a single kernel, Iwclre

f corn, the average length of which is nearly

and an half inches.

—

Bellows Falls paper.

.—Two barns owned by Ehenezer Locke, Esq.
N. E. part of Rockingham, Vt. were set on fire

ii?ii'ig on the night of the l!(th inst. and entirely

ned. Several hundred bushels of grain, much
.nd other property was also destroyed.

—

ibid.

s b>/ Fire in Maine.—It appears by a statement
by committees appointed by the towns of VVis-

and Alna. in Maine, that the value of property
ye 1, consisting of houses, barns, and other build-
=tock, &c. in Wiscasset, was $50,650; and in

52.',000; besides the total destrucliou of an ex-

t growth of wood, for whirh the place defended
ure supplies of fuel, shin timber, &c. which taken
lie estimate it is thought will swell the whole
li to more than $200,000.

NEW ENGLAND MUSEUM,
76, COURT STREET, BOSTOJV,

CONTAINING ni'ich more numerous Collections

and greater vari ty of entertainments than any
other Establishment in America, continues steadily to

increase, and is open for the reception of visiters

EVERY DAY AND EVENING.
It win be constantly in the best possible condition,

and every exertion made to render the visits of its pat-

rons agreeable.

This Establishment now contains FIVE former Mu-
seums united in ONE, together with very great and
numerous additions (the whole receipts being faithfully

laid out to increase it.)

JUST JIDDED,
The celobrafed Race Horse Eclipse,

A heaiitiful Cosmoramic View of London,

A liir^e and beautiful live Rattlesnake,

The Arabian Bottle, made of the slomach of a

Camel—holds about a barrel—used to carry water
across the desart.

Tlie Invalid's Chair—very ingenious—invented

by Professor Peck,

A very laro;'e and elesfant Sword Fish, npwards
of 14 feet long, with a sword 4 1-2 feet long.

There is al=o now residin?r in the Museum, Mr. Jo-

seph M. STF,vr..'«s, the most remnrkable Dwarf ever

witnessed in the U. States. He is handsome, cheerful,

and gentlemanly in his dc portment ; in his 20th year ;

37 1-2 inch .' hi;h, and w ighs 34 lbs.

{f7= The Museum is well lighted, and a Rand of

Music performs every evcnii^g. Admittance 25 cents.

.Kewhj Invented Threshing Jl/ar/nne.—Mr. Josiah
Jaquith, of Brunswick, Maine, has invented a ThrtsK-
ing Machine which is thought by good judges to be in
some respects superior to any hitherto submitted to the
public. The grain, with tiii^ machine, is threshed bv
a number of /«//.!, which are put in motion by turning
a crauk, to which may be aj plied horse power, orihe
power of wiiid or water, or It may be turned liy hand,
as found most convciient. Among its adv;M)la''es niav
be numbered that of its separating the grain from the
-straw J'tri/ /!f)/cc//y, and preserving the straw entire.
It can likewi.se be afforded much cheaper than ma-
chines heretofore used for a similar purpose. 1 his ma-
chine may be seen, and its operations inspected at the
Agricultural Warehouse of Mr. J. R. Newell, No. 20,
Merchants" Row, Boston. Earmers and others who feel

an interest in the success of Agriculture, are invited to

call and examine this implement, which we are confi-

dent will realize their most' sanguine expectations.

Mr. John Dicknall, of Ruckfield, Maine^has invent-
ed a Grist Mill, adapted to hand or horse power ; by
which all kinds of grain may be ground by families at
home, in such a manner, and at such times as may
suit their own convenience. It is calculated to grind,
sift or bolt, if desired, at one operation.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE,
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ON I'OOR CHEESE.
Hence 'VVoburn dairy-wives run mad for cream,

And leave their millc with nothing; but its name ;

Its name derision and reproach pursue,

And strangers tell of " three times skimmM sky-blue."

To cheese converted what can be its boast ?

What but the common virtues of a post

!

If drought o'ertake it faster than the knife,

Most fair it bids for stubborn length of life,

And like the oaken shelf whereon 'lis laid,

Mocks the weak efforts of the bending- blade
;

Or in the hog-trough rests in perfect spite.

Too big to swallow, and too bard to bite.

Inglorious victory ! ye Cheshire meads.

Or Severns flow'ry dales, where plenty treads.

Was your rich milk to suffer wrongs like thest ?

Farewell your pride 1 farewell renowned cheese !

The skimmer dread, whose ravages aloue

Thus turns the mead's sweet nectar into stone.

Bloomfield.

From tlie Bath Society Papers.

The Popbain family were lords of Bnrnhnm,
in -Somersetshire, Eng. in the last century, and
we have a tradition amongst us, that an ances-

tor of this family', when a young nnivorsify

blood, in company with two jovial companions,
made too free with a gentleman's purse on the

road. Soon after Popham repented, and his

Companions thought nothing less than a discov-

ery would follow, which in order to prevent
they led him into a wood, fastened his hands
behind him, fixed one end of a halter round his

neck, the other end to a limb of a tree, and in

this situation left him seated upon his horse.

Popham was under dreadful apprehensions ol

his approaching late, and so much the more as

the grass grew short on which the horse had
for a time quietly fed ; but he now began to

Stretch the rope by extending his circuit, and
Popham, who had been humoring him with a

jockey whistle, began to cry out in great agony
of soul, llo '. Ball : Ho Ball ! but at the very
instant he was about to swing olT, he was re-

lieved by one of his companions, who had di-

vided from the other and had returned back
for that purpose. It happened that in a series

of years Popham became a judge, before whom
his companion who had saved his life was con-

victed for a capital offence, and being asked
why judgment of death should not pass, he mim-
icked the judge's former tone of voice, and cried

out Ho ! Ball ! Ho Bait ! The judge, who now
recollected his face, told the Court that the

prisoner appeared to be insane, and that he
would respite sentence till next assizes, before

which he found means to get the culprit par-

doned and provided for.

•fidvaniagcs of an Empti/ Purse.—People may
laljj as they please about independence. Your
opiy real independent man is he of the empty
purse. What is the rise or fall of stocks to

him? What cares he for commercial failures ?

What for high or low prices ? What for ta.va-

lio.n or national debt? What for commotions,
revolutions, the decline and fall of empires ?

JN^othiog. lie smiles at the robber by night and
the tax gatherer by day, and regards the ex-
ciseman and pickpocket with equal indifference.

He is your free philosopher, worthy of the eye
of Jove—one, who stands

" Uiiiljurt anyd the war of elejne.nt
j,

IJieyreek afinalte^'and tl?e crush of worlds.'.'

The following curious passage occurs in

Capt Franklin's Journey to the Polar Sea.

The Quarterly Reviewer says that he " recol-

lects a case stated by Humboldt, in South Amer^
ica, perfectly well authenticated, and almost

precisely similar to it."

" A young Chipewyan, had separated from

the rest of his band for the purpose of trenching

heaver, when his wife, who was his sole com-

|)anion, and in her first pregnancy, was seized

with pains of labor. She died on the third day

after she had given birth to a boy. The hus-

band was inconsolable, and vowed in his anguish

never to take another woman to wile, but his

grief was soon in some degree absorbed in anx-

iety lor the fate of his infant son. To preserve

its life he d(.'scended to the office of nurse, so

degrading in the eyes of a Chipewyan, as par-"

taking of the duties of a woman. He swaddled

it in soft moss, fed it with broth from the flesh

of the deer, and to still its cries applied it to

his breast, praying earnestly to the great Master

of life to assist his endeavours. The force of

the powerful passion by which he was actuated,

produced the same effect in his case, as it has

done in some others which are recorded, a flow

of milk actually took place from his breast.

Me succeeded in rearing his child, taught him
to be a hunter, and when he attained manhood,

chose him a wife from the tribe. The old man
kept his vow in never taking a second wife him-

self, but he delighted in lending his son's child-

ren, and when his daughter-in-law used to inter-

fere, saying that it was not the occupation of a

man, he was wont to reply, that he had promis-

ed to the great Master of life, if his child was
spared never to be proud, like the other Indians.

He used to mention too, as a certain proof of

ihe approbation of Providence, that although he

was always obliged to carry his child on his

back while hunting, yet that it never roused a

moose by its cries, being always particularly

still at those times. Our informant added that

he had often seen this Indian in his old age, and

that his left breast, even then, retained Ihe un-

usual size it had acquired in his occupation of

nurse."

From a Manchester (F.ng.-) paper of May 6.

On Thursday last, Mr. Francis Wooton, the

person who has contracted to remove the ball

and cross of St. Mary's spire, by means of ladders

only, arrived in this town, accompanied by his

son and an assistant, in order to take advantage
of the first favorable weather to carry his won-
derful project into effect.

After making the necessary preparations he
commenced the erection of his chain of ladders

against the spire on Friday morning, and bel'ore

the close of that day he had succeeded in reach-

ing within a few yards of the ball, in a manner
the expedition and ingenuit}' of which were in

llie highest degree admirable. The method by

which he contrived to erect ladder upon ladder,

in a way sufficiently secure, was as follows :—
.\fler having placed one of the longest against

the base of the spire, he fastened the top of it

to the masonry by new clamps ; then by means
ol'a block and pulleys, attached to the upper
pari of this ladder. Ills assistants below were
enabled to raise another one, whilst Mr. Wooton
followed and guided it in the proper direction :

thus making it appear to the spectators below
us if he were pushing the ladder before him,

'lA

witii the mere force of his arms. Wh
ladder was elevated to the requisite height, hi

proceeded, by means of cords, to secure th(

bottom part of it firmly to the lop part of tl)

lower one, and then ascended the one last rai
ed, and fastened the end of it also by means
clamps— thus proceeded, by alternately rem
ing the pulleys, a ladder higher each time.

he ascended, and his situation became con
quently more perilous, the anxiety evinced
the crowds of spectators collected below beca
intense, being careful to avoid makin
noise for fear the sound should distract his attel

tion, and endanger him to be precipitated he
long.

On Saturday morning, we arrived in

church-yard as Mr. W. was raising the last li

der, by far the most perilous of the whole,
had an opportunity of surveying him throng
powerful telescope, and to see the composuti
and confidence he proceeded with his \\

when the least slip would have hurled hir

destruction, was truly astonishing. When
had fastened the bottom of this ladder, wh;
was placed against the ball in a nearly perpel
dicular direction, he had to ascend it lliougl

unfastened at the top; and in this dangeroj
situation he contrived to throw a rope tvv

round the spire, and succeeded at last in

ing il perfectly secure ; after which he moiii

ed to the top, stood on the very pinnacle of il

spire, and pulling off his hat, gave three cheej

which were heartily echoed from the cro
below, who had for a long time been loo

up with breathless astonishment and fear

his descent, he was again hailed by the ch
and congratulations of the bystanders. Du
the remainder of that day he was not abli

proceed much farther in his undertakins
consequence of the wind being too high to

der it practicable. By means of a hook fasti

ed to his belt, he was enabled to attach hinti

to the ladder when at work, but this not b^

visible to the spectators, his situation at ti

seemed hazardous in the extreme, when bi

his hands were engaged, and there appeared-
other slay between him and destruction tHli

the uncertain footing of the ladder.

Of the undertaker and his project we
scarcely speak in terms loo high ; and we
lieve it equals, if not exceeds, any thing i

records of human daring and enterprise,

the time of our paper going to press, the

ther had continued too unfavorable to rcni

further proceeding in the nudertaking, upll

that period, practicable.

-

i

Counsellor Lamb, an old man, when the pill

cut Lord Erskine was in the heighlh of repal

tion, was a man of limid manners, and nervl
disposition, and usually prefaced hispleadinc'

wiih an apology to that effect, and on one occ;

sion, when op|<osed in some cause to Erskine,h

happened to remark ihat '' he felt himself grO»

ing more and more timid as be grew older

" No wonder," replied Ihe witty but relenlle:

barrister, "..every one knows Ihe older a Im
grows Ihe more shecjjuh he becomes."

TERMS OF THE FAUMER.
Q:^ Published every Saturday, at Three Dol

per annum, payable at Hie end of the year—but!

who pay within sixly days from the time of subscrS

will be entitled to a deduction of FifT* CfiJiTS.
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OX MAKING AND PRESERVING CIDER.

Allhoiiirh so much has been [niliiisheil on this

ijoct lh;(t every farmer ulio derive? nny part
liis kuoivleds^e ot' ag;iicultiire t'rom reading:,

I5t be sujiposed to be acquainted with such of
letails as can be derived from the press of
printer; vet we hope that a recapilniation

well known rules on a topic of such interest

y prove useful. If we fail to communicate
or/g-i/ia/ ideas, we may be ot service by put-
some people in mind cfzi-hut tlici/ knezo before,

mia;ht overlook in the hurry of business.

The tirst step towards making good cider
procure good fruit. This fruit should be

of one kind, or the juice of each kind should
ressed and preserved by itself. " The value

ruits, for the manufacture of cider may be
ed of from the specific gravity of their ex-
sed juices. The best cider and perry are
e from those apples and pears that afford

lensest juices; and a comparison between
rent fruits may be made with tolerable ac-

y, by plunging them together in a siUural-

olution of salt, or a strong solution of sugar:
that sink deepest will aflbrd the richest
"* The Complete Farmer's Dictionary
" The worse the apple is for the table,

letter it is in general tor cider. The more
he apple is in ils rind, the fitter it is for '-i-

that is is to say, il it is at all tit ; for I have
an apple of a very deep red, which was
h nothing for that purpose. A sweet apple
a tough rind will alwaysyield a good vinous
r. The more yellow the llesh of the iVuit,

ettor and liner colored the cider will be."
The apples which are intended to make
of the best quality should be perfectly

I, ripe, and clean. None should be ground
her but such as are of about an equal de-

of ripeness. They should not be allowed
nain in a heap till the life or spirit of their
i is lost, and they become insipid and mealy

;

s a general rule they may be said to be in

}st state for making into cider, when they
" that degree of ri[ieness which makes them
pleasing to the palate ; or, as the Com
Farmer's Dictionary says, " the fruil

1 be ground when it is in the greatest per-
Q for eating."

The apples should be spread on a floor,

cover, and protected from the weather,
e purpose ofsweating. When the weather
r and warm they should be permitted to

n in this situation four or five days; but il

eather is wet and cool, they should lie a

•two longer.! They should then be pick-
er, wiped and dried m the sun, aud those

vy's Agricultural C'hfmistry.
says the Fartatr'^a Assisianl. Willich's Dames-
yclopedia says,

"
'Ihe duration of the time of

i» may be deteimined by the flavor ot tlit

as different kinds require various lengths of
namely, from eight or ten days to six weeks,
rsher and more crude the apples are, the longer
:es9aiy that thty sdould remain in a sweating

which are rotten or otherwise defective, thrown
j

lish practice in general, but our farmers mo>t
away.

|

usually dispense with vats, or vessels merely
4. Apples which drop early, commonly c.illed , for the purpose of containing the must while

wind falls, or those which are not ripe, or of in- ' fermenting. They put it directly into the bar-
ferior quality, may be matle into an inferior

[

rels or casks in which it is intended to remain
kind of cider, which is sometimes submitted to ' at least till racked olV some time in the winter
the still, by which cider-spirit is obtained for

|

or spring. It is then deposited in a cool cellar,
mixing with store cider, and other purposes. [and thebungs are nsuailv left out of the barrels

b. The cooler the weather in which your ci-! till tiie fermetil:ition begins to subside. Th«
der is made, provided it does not freeze your

j

bungs are then driven in tight, leaving a small
lingers nor your pomace, the belter ; aud it is spiggot vent a while longer if necessary, when
recommended to choose a time when the wind

j

at length the spiggot hole is closed and the ves-
" '

'

ggj f^,„jg perfectly ajj. (jjrhf.from the west or north. Cidei intended tor

spring and summer use should be made the lat-

ter part of Octolier, or still later if the season
will permit.

G. The cider-mill, press, grinding mill, trough,
and other implements should be perfectly sweet
and clean. Some farmers tell us that cider will

work itself clear, and therefore a little want of
cleanliness in making it does no harm. But the
truth is that cider receives any offensive, un-

pleasant, or unhealthy taint, and communicates
it as soon as any liquor. The pomace should
he laid on the press in clean straw, without us-

ing any ivater.

7. The finer apples are ground the more ci-

der they will yield. If the mill is well fitted it

crushes the seed, and gives a peculiar and pleas-

ant aromatic bitter to the must which becomes
the more perceptible as (he cider acquires age.

C. The trough to hold the pomace should be
large enough to contain a whole cheese at once.
The [)omace may stand from six to twenty-four
hours, according as you wish to give a higlier

or paler color to your cider. But it should be
stirred frequently if the. weather is warm to

prevent fermentation. Joseph Cooper, Esq. of
New Jersey, says, " the longer a cheese lies

after having been ground, before pressing, the

lielfer for the cider, provided it escapes fermen-
tation before the pressing is completed."

9. The first running from the press, if you
would have your cider of the first quality,

should be put by itself. Some have gone so far

as to keep separate that which is obtained with-

out pressing. An English farmer says " as fast

as the fruit is ground (I need not say I use the

ripest first) the pulp is put into the cheese; at

the bottom of the vat is a tap through which a

considerable quantity of vinous juice will run
luitkout pressing. This is the best cider, and 1

barrel it separately." The Farmer's Assistant,

however, says "• the first and last running of a

cheese should be put by itself, as it is not so

good as the rest."

10. " When the pressing of (he apples is fin-

ished the most careful makers of cider strain il

through a hair sieve, a coarse cloth, or sand, to

^^parate it from the coarsest dregs. It must
Ihen be left to itself till it has gone through the

necessary fermentation; for this purpose some
put it into hogsheads, and others into great tub^

or vats, wide at top and narrower at bottom,

containing from five to twenty hogsheads. In

these vessels the heaviest lees subside, and the

lighter lees form a crust, which, when it begins

to crack and sink gives notice of the time to

draw oflT and barrel the cider. This is the Eng-

11. There art: three fermentations of which
cider is capable, viz. the vinous, which produces
the alcohol, that gives the liquor its stimulating
and exhilaraliifg (pialities ; the acid, which turns
the cider to vinegar, and the putrid, which to-

tally destroys its spirit and texture and reduces
it to a nauseous and poisonous liquid. The
principal object in making good cider is to stop
(he working of the cider as soon as the vinous
fermentation is completed. There are several
modes by which this may be effected. The
first mode is to have the vinous fermentation
conducted in vessels air tight, or as nearly so as

possible; thus preventing the escape of carbon-
ic acid or fixed air, which gives it life, and
causes i!s briskness. Cider cannot become vine-

gar unless it can give out carbonic acid gas, [fixed

air] and receive oxygone gas [vital air](wh!ch
is the principle of acidity) from the atmosphere.
If (he fermeiitalion proceeds slowlj', es[iecially

in air tight ..-ssels, the liquor is impregnated
with carbonic acid, wiiich under different cir-

cumstances would make its way into the open
air. It has been a practice to pour a tumbler
of oil into (he bung hole of every cider cask.

This entirely excludes the oxygcne of the at-

mosphere from access to the liquor to turn it

sour, and in part confines the carbonic acid

which gives it life, and makes it brisk and spark-

ling. Another practice is to confine, by main
force, the carbonic acid to the fermenting ci-

der. Dr. Darwin says he was told by a gen-

tleman who made a considerable quantity of

cider on his estate that he procured vessels of

stronger construction than usual, and directed

the apple juice, as soon as it was settled, to be

bunged up close, and that though he had one

vessel or two burst by the expansion of the fer-

menting liquor, yet this rarely occurred,

and (hat his cider never failed to be of the most

excellent quality and was sold at the highest

price. New cider may likewise be stopped in

vessels of no more than common strength and

buried pretty deeply in the ground, or immers-
ed in spring water, in which situation we are

told that it may be kept for years, and be very

fine when taken up.

12. It is likewise said that a handful of pow-
dered clay, or a quarter of a pound of salt pe-

(re, or the same quantity of alum put into a bar-

rel of cider when fresh from the press, or be-

fore the fermentation has begun will so check
and regulate that process that the barrel may be

stopped tight immediately, and then will retain

all its £xed air.

TO BE CONXraUED.
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BRIGHTON CATTLE SHOW.

Although we have ah-eady published, vol. i, p. 273,
j

an officiar account of the premiums offered to the com-

petitors at this exhibition, we think it cannot be amiss

to give the following from the Columbian Centmel,

which is judiciously abridged, and may accommodate

some ofour subscribers, who are not in possession of

our first volume.

The Cattle Show, Exhibition of Manufactures,

Plou"-hing Match, and the Puhlic Sale ol Ani-

mali^and Manufactures, at Brighton, under the

direction of the Trustees of the Massachusetts

Societv for the promotion of Agriculture, encovi-

ra"-ed hv the patronasre of the Legislature, will

be" on Wednesday and Thursday, the 15th and

16th of the present month of October, to com-

mence on each day at 9 o'clock, A. M. Some

months since, the Trustees circulated through-

out the State, a full sheet of their Premiums

and Regulations, many of which it is not neces-

sary now to repeat, as experiments for competi-

tion have been made. We therefore need only

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

ame terms, and for the like superior qualities,

460; next best do. do. glO —To the person who

shall import into this State, from Europe, a

Male and Female Goat, of the pure Cashmere

breed, ^100.

The persons claiming these premiums to en-

gage to keep the imported animals within the

State. .

No animal, for which to any owner one pre- bkins.

in 1C27 ; and for the best Live Hedge^ made e

ther of White or Cockspur Thorn, planted
'

1820.
FOR DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES.

Ten premiums of from five to twenty do

lars, for best specimens of tine Broadcloth, bes

superfine and second best Cassimere and Sal

nets, best Sole Leather, and best dressed Ci

mium shall have been awarded, shall be consul

cred a subject for any future premium of the

Society, except it be for an entirely distinct pre-

mium, and for qualities different from those tor

which the former premium was awarded.

Any of the above Stock, when raised and still

owned at the time of the exhibition, by the

person who raised them, will entitle the claim-

ant to an allowance of ten per cent, in addition

Cut Sheep, to be entitled to any of the above piece

FOR HOUSEHOLD MANUFACTURES.
Thirty-one premiums, of from 3 to 20 dolli

each, for Woollen Cloth, double and milled K
sey. Coating, Flannel, Carpeting, Stair Carp

ing, Blankets, Woollen Knit Hose, WorsI

Hose, and Half Hose, Woollen Gloves, Lin
i j]

Diaper, Table Linen, Sewing Silk, Lin

Cloth, and lor the best specimen of any CotI

fabrics in private families, not less than i

premiums, must be raised by the person enter

= "g them.

Here follow thirty-nine premiums of from

tion have oeen maue. .vc- u.c-.c.u.. ..... ....,
, l^ve to thirty dollars each,

('[)^^|"V;' ^'"\7"py"

ffive a selection of some, and a summary ot oth- to g697,) tor various AGRIC LLi UK.-M. r.A-

Ir Prfmiums, which it is believed are the most PERIMENTS, for raising Indian Corn, g';<-:>«'-^st

"-' ' ' . . .. .1 o, .- :... -r \7 ...i.:„„ \vk„ot R-.iIpv Millet.
liberal offered in this, or any other State

PREMIUMS FOR STOCK

For the best Bull, raised in Massachusetts,

above one year old, $30 ; next best do. do. $20 ;

next best do. do. $10.—For the best Bull Calf,

from 5 to 12 months old, $15 ; next best do. do.

$10; next best do. do. $5.—For the best Cow,

not less than 3 years old, $30 next best do. do.

$20 ; next best do. do. $10.—For the best Heifer,

from 1 to 3 years old, wither without calf, $15;

next best do. do. $10; next best do. do. $7.

—

For the best Ox, titled for slaughter, regard to

be had to the mode and expense of I'atting, $30 ;

next best do. do. $25 ; next best do. do. $15.

—

All the above Manufactures (except wli
( j

of cotton) must be of the growth and manul'
( |i

tore of this Commonwealth. Animals, Ma
| j

factures, or Articles, may be offered for pre 5,

um at Brighton, notwithstanding they may hi j

received a premium fiom a County Agricullt ;

Society. Persons who prefer medals to moi
J ||

mav have their option; and the Trustees i I
[

award either one ot the Society's gold or sill j.
(

medals in lieu of pecuniary premiums. 1 ifi

lie;- lurning in <areen v^iupr. .v.. ............ — premiums to be paid within 10 days, and tit w

certaining tire best season for laying down land not demanded within six months will be deen HI

,. V. .• „ _,:__ T^„., r>n.,o onri Rf.tin« .itid aci Imvinn- Iippn ii-raluitouslv ffiven in aid ftl

quantity of Vegetables, Wheat, Barley, Millet,

Carrots, Potatoes, Beets, Parsnips, Mangel

Wurlzel, Ruta Baga, Turnips, Onions, and Cab-

bao-es. Also, for experiments on " Soiling Cat-
""

turning in Green Crops for manure; as

^,. ^ ..._ best season for laying down lam

for Gr.ass; for raising Dry Peas and Beans, am

Flax, for taking up good Honey; and the best

management of Bees; for the best Cheese and

Butter, the best Cider and Currant Wine, and

to ascertain the utility and comparative value

of the Cobs of Indian Corn, when used with or

without grain itself, grounder broken.

next best do. clo. «'.o ; next oesi ao. no. y,.o.-. The Regulations require, in addition to oth-

For the be "pair of Working 0.xen, $30 ; next ers, that in relation to all vegetables, except Po-

bestcS do $25; next best 'do. do. $20 ; next tatoes. Onions and common Turnips the h.ir

bes do do. $15 next best do. do. |iO.-For average weight ol at least twenty bushels must

ihe bes Spayed Heifers, not less than one year be attested; and if there be hay scales in the

Z d.05 _For the best Spayed Sows, not less town in which raised, not less than three ave-

' >P' '
. I '1 -i 1.-- .L.._ r,.... rage cart loads must be weighed.

The claims under this head, together with the

evidences of the actual product, must be deliv-

ered, free of expense, to Benjamin Glild, Esq.

of Boston, Assistant Recording Secretary, of

this Society, on or before the first day of De-

cember next—the Trustees not intending to de-

cide upon claims under the head of Agricultu-

ral Experiments, until their meeting in Deccm

than four in number, and not less than five

months old, $20.

[The claimant to be entitled to either of these

two last premiums, must state, in writing, the

mode of operation and treatment, in a manner

satisfactory to the Trustees.]

For the"^ best Merino Wethers, not less than

six in number, having respect to form and fleece,

$15 ; next best do. do. do. $0.—For the best Na-
^

tive Wethers, not less than six in number, do.
j

ber.

SSIO : next best do. do. do. $.5.—For the best Me- /OP- INVENT O^S.

rino Ram, do. $15 ; next best do. $10.-For the Premiums from 20 to 30 dollars arc offered to

best Merino Ewes, not less than five in number, the I'^
''.son who shall have most succe.sstully us-

do $20;noxtbestdo.do.do. $10.-Forthebest ed the Drill Plough ; or who shall haveinvent-

Boar, not exceeding two years old, $12; next ed the best Machine Jar Puken.ing Pla.Ur;

best do. do. $8 ; next best do. do. $5.-For the and to any one who shall produce any Agricul-

bpst Sow, i\2 ; next best do. $8 ; next best do. t'iral Implement, 0/ /us otevi /,Mfnao«, and which

d!5 —For the best Pigs, not less than two in nmn- 1
m the opinion ol the Trustees shall be deserv-

ber, nor less than four months old, nor more !
'ng of a premium. Persons who have taker

than eight, $10 ; next host do. do. $5.

[None of the above animals will be entitled to

premiums, unless they are wholly bred in the

State of Massachusetts.]

For the best Ram which shall be imported in-

to this State, after this advertisement, and before

the 15th day of October next, of the improved

Leicester breed of long woolled sheep, $75, or

a gold medal of that value, at the option of the

importer ; next best do. do. $50.— For the best

Ewe, of the same breed, imported uader the

out Patents for their inventions are not thereby

excluded from competition.

FOR FOREST TREES.

These premiums are one of $100, and three

of $50 each, for the best plantation of fVhiic

Oak Trees, to be raised from the acorn, not less

than 1000 trees per acre; the best do. of While

Jlsh and Larch Trees, raised from the seeds, not

less than 1000 per acre ; the best Orchard of

Apple Trees, not less than 100 in Dumber, plaul-

ed since the spring of 1815, and to be inspected

as b.tving been gratuitously given to aid §(

I'unds of the Society.

PLOUGHING MATCH.
On THURSDAY, the 16th, Premiums

be g.ien to the owners and ploughmen of

three Ploughs, drawn by one yoke of

which shall be adjudged, by a com[ietent
'

miltee, to have performed the best isiork^

least expense of labor, not exceeding half an ar

to each jilough Notice has been given, (!>

a piece of ground has been provided for twf

ly ploughs— ten double and ten single team^

and that entries may be made of the names

the competitors until the morning of the I6II

Preference will be given to those who e|l<

tlrsl ; but if, on counting the list at the houl^[

pointed, precisely, those first named do notij

pear, the next in order will be preferre.

There will be two Committees, of three p«i

sens each—one to be the judges of the plongl

ing by the double teams, the other of the plong:

ing by the single teams—the latter to haves-

•signed to them a part of the field distinct ftc:

that of the double teams.

Premiums as follows, (being the same f'

the double and single teams.)

Frst Plough $15, Ploughman 8, Driver

<

Second Plough $10, Ploughman 5, Driver;

Third Plough $6, Ploughman 3, Driver 2,

In each case, if there be no Driver, W
sums to be awarded to the Ploughman.

The persons intending to contend for thP

Prizes, must give notice, in writing, toS.*

Pomerov, or Gorham Parsons, Esq'rs. of Brif

Ion. The competitors will also be consider*

as agreeing to follow such rules and rogulalioi

as may he adopted by the Committee, on ll

subject. The Ploughs to be ready to start al

o'clock, A. M.
The result of the last Ploughing Matches

Brighton, and the satisfaction expressed by <

nvinv of their agricultural brethren, will indu'

the Society to continue these premiums anDi:
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, in connexion u'llii the Cattle Show, as an cf-

acious means of exciting cniulution and iin-

ovcment in tiic use ami construction of tlie

ist inijiortant insintmcitl of agriculture.

Persons inteniling to olTer iiny species of Stock

premiums, are requested to give notice

reof, either by letter (post paid) slating tlio

jcle, or to make personal application to Mi.

nalhan Winship, at Brighton, on or before the

li d.iv of October, and requesting him to nn-

h notice or application, so that tickel-

y be ready at 9 o'clock on the 16th. j\o

son will be considered as a competitor, who
II have not given such notice, or made such

lic.Ttion for entry, on or before the time

Dve specified.

\11 articles of manufactures and inventions.

t be entered and deposited in the Society's

oms, on Monday, tiie Ijth of October, ami

II be examined by the Committees on Tues-

. the Mth, the day before the Cattle Show
;

no person but the Trustees shall be admil-

lo examine them before the Show. The
cles so exhibited, must be left till after the

iw, for the gratiticalion of the public.

The applicants will be held to a rigid compli-

e with this rule relative to entries, as well as

he other rules prescribed.

The examination of slock, (except working

o) will take place on the Ijlh, anil the tri;il

Working Oxen, examination of Inventions,

Ploughing Match, on the IGth of October.

The Trustees also propose to appropriate, on

second day of the Cattle Show, their Pens

the public sale of any Animals, that have

n offered for premium, and also of any others,

t are considered by them, as possessing tine

lities; and their Halls for the public sale oi

lufactures. Both sales to take place at hall

, eleven o'clock, precisely. And for all An-

ts or Manufactures, that are intended to be

I, notice must be given to the Secretary, bc-

; 10 o'clock of the IGth. Auctioneers will be

vided bv the Trustees- By order of the

nstees,
" R. SULLIVAN,)

.1. PRINCE, f ^
G. PARSONS, I

Co>:nnutcc.

E. H. DERBY, )

es and Regulations, to be ohserved at tlie Cattle

how. Exhibition of .Manufactures, Ploughing

latch, and Public Sale of .Animals and A'lanti-

ictures, at Brighton, on Wednesday tlie Ibtit

nd Thursday the \Glh of October, IK^j.

—At 9 o clock, A. M. of Wednesday the 13th,

Members of the Blassachusetts Society for

noting Agriculture, will meet in their Hall

the admission of members, &:c. At half past

procession will be formed by the Marshals,

proceed to the Meeting House, where

vers will be ofi'ered by Rev. Dr. Foster, and

President will announce the arrangements,

es of the several Committees on premiums.

Immediate/y after they will proceed to

r several duties.

.—All Stock entered tor Premium, must be

in the Pens at C, A. M. according to the

ibers on their Tickets, as furnished t)y the

retary, and under the direction of the Mar-

I.—Gentlemen who have Fine Animals, not

nded for Premiums, will gratify the Society

jxhibiting them in their Field, where Pens

1 be allotted to them, subject to the same

s with those who contend for premiums.

i\'.—No Animal can be removed I'rom the

Pens, but by permission of a Rl.irshal or Trustee.
\

.

—The avenue between the ranges of Pens,
is intended exclusively for the Trustees, Commit-
tees, .Members of the Society, and invited persons;

it is therefore requested and cxpectcil, that no
other person enter the same, but at the invita-

tion of one of the Trustees; but the Field will

be free to all

VI.— All Articles, under the head of"Z)ojnM-
'ic anil Iloiiseliold nio»i»/'oc,'iircv," it must be
carefully noticed, are to be de|)nsiied in the

Society's Rooms, on Monday the LUh, to be ex-

amined by the committee on Tuesday the llth,

being the day before the Cattle Shozi'. Persons
oflering them, will hand to the Secretary, the

necessary Corlilicatos of the growth of the Wool
and Flax, and of the Manufacture, being within

the State of Massachusetts, as they are not per-

mitted themselves to be present at the examina-
tion l)y the Committee ; but they are expected
afterwards to sec to their own goods, which are

not allowed to be removed from the Hall until

after the public sale on the 16th.

\'II.—All persons offering Articles under the

head of '' Inrentions,'^ will place them in the

Lower Hall, on the U est Side, as directed by

the person who >vill be there to receive them,
on Monday the \3th , and on Tuesday the Mth, at

9 A. .M. they will attend the Committee, furnish-

ed with evidence ol tli^iir useluliiess, &,c. agree-

ably to the ])remium list.

VIII.— All persons offering Butter, Cheese, Ci-

der, and Currant n"i)ie,must have them at the Hall

on IMonday the 13lh or before 10 A. M. of Tues-
day the 14th, all having a private mark, and a

sealed paper, giving a full statement of the Cider
and Wine making. The best barrel of Cider
and gallon of Currant Wine, which obtain the

first premium, will be made use of at the Socie-

ty's Dinner, on Wednesday the l.jlh.

IX.—Those persons ottering Working Oxen
(having regularly entered them) will arrange

them in the Society's Field, under the direction

of a Marshal, and must thereafter be under

the direction of the Committee for that purpose.

X.—Those persons who have F.niered pluuglis

for the .Matches as well as those who intend so to

do before 9 A. M. of the IGlh, will please ob-

serve the new regulations on that head in the

premium lists, and have their ploughs on the

ground before 9 o'clock, as precisely at that

hour the lists will be called over.

XI.—The following Gentlemen being appoin-

ted Marshals, Col. Lusher Gay, Maj.Wheeler, G.

W. Bcale, Esq. Col. S. Jaques, and Capt. Isaac

Cook, it is expected that every person having

business at the Shoii.; will follo\v their directions,

as also those of the Trustees of the Society, so

that proper order and regularity may be suppor-

ted.

XII.—As the Chairman of eachCommittee will

prepare their own Rules and Regulations, it is

expected and required, that all persons having

bu.siness with either Committee will govern

themselves accordingly.

XIII.—The Premiums will be awarded on

the IGth, at 4. P. M. in the Meeting House, and

the Treasurer will imediately after, in the Soci-

ety's Hall, pay all premiums, those the most

distant from home first. It must be remember-

ed that any premiums which are not claimed in

Six Months, are considered as generously given

to aid the funds of the Society.

XIV.—The examination of all Animals will

take place on Wednesday the l.'jth ; the trial of
Working O.rcn and Ploughing Matches on Thurs-
day the lC(h; ami the "Public Sedes of Animals
and Manufactures on Thursday the IGlh.

XV.— All Fat ..'Iniiuals must be weighed before
entering the Pens, at the expense oft heir owners.

XVI.—Animals to be sold at Public Auction
on the 2d day of the Show (agreeably to notice
in the Hand Bill for premiums.) must he enter-
ed, and a description of the same given the
Secretary on the l.'ith, to enable them to enter
ihe projier Pens on the morning of Ibi' IGlii,

the sale whereof will commence in regular or-

der at half after 11 o'clock precisely. An .\uc-

tioneer will attend to the sale, free of charge to

the owners, who must be responsible fur (Iir

delivery of their owu animals, in conformity

to the conditions of the sale. 1'he sale ol Man-
ufactures will commence in the Hall at 12

o'clock. Proprietors oi Goods will'have a list

prepared to hand to the Auctioneer ; they are
also expected to collect their own monies : .it

being fully understood, that the .Auctioneer is

only to bid iff [he same, free of any expense;
and the sale will commence with the first entry,

and proceed on regularly.

XV II.—;\ny members of the Society who have
not received their Certificates, will find Mr.
Kuhn attending for that purpose, at their Office

in the Agricultural Hall, who will deliver them,
on paymeut of Five Dollars, the sum agreed
upon instead of all annual assessments. The
same person will also on application in season,

furnish Tickets for the Dinner at the old Bull's

Head Tavern.
XVIil.—The Hall will be opened on Wednes-

day the 151h, between the hours of 9 and 12,

for the solo purpose of giving Ladies an oppor-

tunity of viewing the Manufactures, and some of

the i'rustees will be there to wail upon them ;

and the otenn-s of goods are expected, on lioth

public days oi' Sliow and Sale, to attend to and ex-

bihit their oivn articles. The Trustees can devise

no better mode to prevent loss and damage
to goods, and at the same time give the jiublic

an opportunity to view them.

XIX.—No person whatever will he adiiitlted

into the Halls only on Wednesday the 15th, and

Thursday the IGth, except those liaving busi-

ness there.

GORHAM PARSONS, ^ ,,

.TOHN PRINCE, 7 '^'""7""

P. C. BROOKS, I . y
S. G. PERKINS, )

Arrangements.

&[j/ember, 1823.

.Method of preserving Grapes.—Take a cask or

barrel, inaccessible to the external air, and put

into it a layer of bran, dried in an oven, or of

ashes well dried and sifted. 1)1011 this, place a

layer of gra[)es well cleaned, and gathered in

the afternoon of a dry day, before they are

perfectly ripe. Proceed thus with alternate

inyeis of bran and grapes, till the barrel is full,

taking care that the grapes do not touch each

other, and to let the last layer be of bran
; then

close the barrel, so that the air may not be able

to penetrate, which is an essential point.

Grapes, thus packed, will keep nine or even

twelve months. To restore them to theirfresh-

ness, cut the end of the stalk of each bunch of

grapes, and put that of white grapes into white

wine, and that of black grapes into red wine,

as you would put flowers into water, to revive

or keep them fresh.
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The tollowing is quoted with approbation in a w^

published the present year, in Edinburgh and Lond
^ - . . .X .. -ural Tour throvgkl^irnm gtiUm

some parts of Flanders, Holland,

France. />'// a Depulatlon ofthe Caledonian HorlicuUu-

val Socieli/." We had before observed, that orchards

commonly flourished remarkably, and were unusually

orki room in which the tire 13, ami the outward air ;

and consequently much cold air is prevenle

into the house. 2d. 11 is jood
entitled, -Journal of a -f^-'-'l'"™/^

^;y ,1;^, '^t
plan t" have the Haircasc between the upper and

,
lower rooms tighlly eaclosed : by this means the

(torrent of cold air that comes down from our

i chambers to our lower rooms, would in a gjrea!

' measure be prevented. Those who have made
f,.unful on the sides of hills, and other uneven ground^,

,

^^^ ^^ ^ ^^.^^ ^^^^^.^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^

but had formed no conjecture respecting the cause

Ihis singular effect, which, we think is satisfactorily ex-

plained by what is here presented. Editor.

On the Advantages- fjf
planting Fruit Trees on De-

clivities, in a letterfrom the liev. John Walker

to Lord Karnes, dated Moffat, Feb. 18, 1773.

Dodart first observed that trees pushe<l their

branches in a direction parallel to the surface of

the earth. If a tree stands on a steep, it pushes

both towards the hill, and towards the declivity
;

but on both sides it still preserves its branches

parallel to the surface. As there is an attrac-

tion between the upper surface of leaves and

light, I am also persuaded, though not equally

certain of it from experiment, that there is an

attraction of the same nature betiveen the under

surface of leaves and the surface of the earth.

This 1 consider as the cause of the phenomenon.

1 had lon^ observed, that the most fruitful

orchards, and the most fertile trees, are those

planted o:i a declivity, and the steeper it is,"

though not quite a precipice, the more fertile

will they prove. But 1 was never satisfied is to

the cause of it, till I called to mind the above

observation of Dodart; which occurred to me
vfhen I was in the town of Jedburgh. Tiiere

is more fruit about that place, and more fruit-

bearing wood upon the trees, than 1 have seen 1

in any other part of Scotland : but its orchards

and fruit-gardens are mostly situated in very

steep places.
]

It is well known that the spreading ol trees

always renders them fruitful. On a plain, how-

ever, they incline to shoot upwards ; and there-

fore art is called in by skilful gardeners, and ap-

plied in various ways to check their perpendic-

ular, and to promote their lateral growth. But

this point, which can only be gained upon a

plain by art, is obtained upon a declivity by na-

ture. There a tree loses its tendency to shoot

upwards, and in order to preserve lis branches

parallel with the surface, J« constrained to put

them in a lateral direction.

Hence an important rule in the choice of

orchards and gardens.

oughly acquainted with the comforts of it, will

seldom be persuaded to part with it at scarce

Thomson's, James' and ConnePs

2-ood patterns. The Lenox stove,
any price.

stoves are a

so called, from being cast at Lenox, Mass. hav-

ing the oven underneath, is much liked. The

Putney stove is good except for large rooms;

it consumes a good deal of fuel : if it had some

pipe to it, I should like it better, but those who

have them admire them for cooking. For

those farmers who make economy a great ob-

ject, it is an excellent |)lan to have the pipe of

the kitchen stove go through the sitting room.

OF THE WORK SHOP.

It is of very great importance to a farmer to

have a shop in which he can work in rainy

weather and in the winter season. Every far-

mer should be something of a mechanic : a ve-

ry little experience vvill enable him to use the

most common carpenter's and joiner's tools. A

small farmer who sends for a mechanic to do

every little job, must expect to die poor: few

are so improvident. But 1 would not stop here

—

1 am convinced that most of our farmers would

make more money if they made a point o( car-

ruing on some mechanical business in the noinier.

New England farmers, as a class of people,

j

are perhaps the most ingenious in the known

world ; but from the fall to the spring litlle

I
comparatively is to be done in agriculture, and

consequently, they do but little. What they get

in the summer they too often spend in the win-

ter by contracting a habit of lounging in stores

and taverns. " When people have nothing to do

the Devil sets them to zj-or/c." To improve our

short summers to advantage, most farmers in the

winter should be mechanics, and most of our

mechanics in the summer months should be tar-

mers :—This would have a wonderful effect to

preserve their constitutions. Our shoes, hats,

clothes, ploughs, carts, sleds, and indeed all our

implements of agriculture and most kinds of

household furniture should be made in winter.

From the Brattleborough MessengtT.

•Observations on the construction of Farm Bui

ings, Gardens, ^c.

It is not the design of the writer to give a

general plan of all the buildings necessary for

a farmer to carry on his occupation to advan-

tage ; but merely to give a few hints which

strike him as worth noticing.

OF THE HOUSE.
It is very desirable, in our cold climate, to

construct our houses .so as to guard as much as

possible against the inclemency of the winter,

•with the least possible degree of fuel. 1st. Our
kitchens and sitting rooms ought never to have a

door open directly from the open air. By having

a small entry on the ineide of the house, or a

porch without, an atmosphere is created of a

medium temperature between the air of the

FEEDING STOCKS.

As a further improvement in the feeding of

II Ic.iitlo, I would recommend that the shucks

[busks] be well wet wilh brine, as they arc stow-

ed away in the fall. This was recommended to

me the last winter, and was done in this way :

as many shucks were thrown in the house at a

time, as would raise it six inches, after being

well trod down ; as soon as they were sufhcient-

ly trod, the surface was well sprinkled wilh

brine ; as many more were then put in, and the

same process observed, until the whole were

put away. In this way one bushel and a half of

salt were applied to the shucks taken tVom a

hundred bushels of corn, and the consequence

was, my shucks were heartily eaten by my cat-

tle, and until last winter, they never would eat

them, as long as they could get pea vines. This

is not all the advantage resulting from salting

them; it was very evident that they were ren-

dered much more nourishing, as the dry cattl^

which were fed on the shucks alone, were im

nearly as good onler as (hose which were fed oin

ihe vines. To do this properly, they should not

be made so wet as to heat and mould. The eX'J

pense need not be conntrd at all, as cattle, whila

these shucks are given them will require no oth-

er salting.

As there is so little economy observed in fat<

ting hogs in this part of the country, I beg "'

leave to notice this subject, and point out a bet

ter and cheaper mode. The common practice

is lo put them in a large pen and throw the

corn on the ground ; in a wet season, they are

soon up to their knees in mire, and not a drj

spot to lay on. In this situation there must bi

much corn wasted, and they cannot possibljj

thrive but very slowly. My practice has been

to make two square pens aiijoiniug; they ar^

both floored with rails, and one of them is si

covered as to turn the rain, and is well litterej

with leaves or straw, and fresh litter added a

least once a week. In the other pen a trougl

is placed in which they are fed from twice i

three limes a day. One meal they are fed oi

peas, and the other two on corn ; it is sometinii

boiled and well sailed, and al other times rav

This has been my practice for three winters'

and my hogs have always fatteneil very fast ani

ate much less than those fed in the uncomfort*

ble manner above described.
,

Last winter, after killing off half of my fai

tening hogs, the others were fed altogether
q

fine corn meal, and although the weather ha

got much more severe, they fattened much fas

er than they had done before, and ate still lei

Last winter, when my fields were cut, I con|

nienced feeding my. little stock of out hogs a

corn ; their allowance was six quarts ; but wh«
the weather became severe, they fell away (afi

on this allowance. 1 then laid the corn asidi

and had four quarts of corn meal boiled ever

(lay, in ten gallons of water, until it boile

clown to about eight; in this half a pint (

salt was occasionally thrown while boiling

when done it was taken up into a large tub, an

given them the next day, and in one week froi

Ihe day Ihis practice was adopted, they looke

much better, and from that lime increased i

llesh. When the spring opened, they were fe

only three times a week, in the same mannc
and in the month of May, reduced to twice

week, and by the middle of June it was di:

continued. Had I persisted in giving them tl:

six quarts of raw corn, I am satislicd more tha

half would not have seen the spring.

1 have also adopted the practice of grimlii:

all my horse corn in fine meal, and find lliat

save a third after paying the toll.

J. D. GALLARD.

From Memoirs of the New York Board of Agrir ulliin

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF SHEIU'.

Bj/ the President of the Jlgricullural Society of .SVci

,

ben County. \

I am very much pleased with the prospect <

another agricultural volume, and wish to coi

tribute to it whatever lies in my power. Hai

ing turned my attention, for a ten years past 1

the raising of sheep, I think my experience bt

enabled me 1o make some observations, whic

may be of service to my brother farmers.

There are two subjects, connected wilh Ih

raising of sheep, to which I beg leave to direc
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atlriilion. Tlio one i«, the most proper

of ll)e venr to turn the liiicks into tin-

k— llie otlior is, tlie slienr.nsj of liiml's. On
former suliject in\ |.f,icticp difters from most

icrs. I iiin :in a<lvociite for raising early

lis. The practice of kcepins: the bucks

y till the fore part of Noveml>cr, I believe

nicioiF, and one cause why so many Hocks

eiicrate. It is unnaturnl. Trovidcnce has

ited out the best season for animals to breed
;

hat lime the females are in season, and 1

lot bclirve we shall gain any thing by alter-

thc course of nature. We sufl'er every oth-

anininl to take its own course. My argu-

ts in I'avor of the practice of suffering the

ks to lie with the flock during the whole

on. are the following:—When the bucks are

leH into a tJock late in the season, so many

a are in season at the same time, that the

pring are feeble. The cold winds and fre-

nt storms of the spring, together with tlu

culty of keeping sheep confined at that time

he year, I have found more destructive to

bs than the cold nights of winter. It is also

e difficult to keep late lambs over the next

ter. Early lambs are also apt to have lambs

first year. My practice is to keep sheep

tered from rain by open sheds, and shut up

sheep and lambs about one week in a warm
le ; and when they are a month old, they

eat hay with the flock. But the sheep

;t be continually kept up with corn and suc-

nt vegetables, or they will neither give

k ior their lambs, or bear fine wool.

'here is one more benefit which arises from

practice of raising early lambs, which is,

opportunity it gives for shearing them in

summer.

up their milk so early in the f;ill, that they were

not profitable, while others, with the same keep-

ing, gave milk in jilenly until late in the season.

I likewise have often heard my neighbors ob-

serve, thdt some of their cows, though very

good in the fore part of the season, dried up of

their milk so early, that tliey were un|>rofita-

ble, and they should have to put them »lV; 1 ac-

cordingly found it expedient to find out the

cause, if possible : and when I brought to ininil

the ways that some of my young cows had been

kept and milked, I attributed the cause to the

milking of them the first season they gave

milk ; and by many experiments since, I have
found that young cows, the first year they give

milk, may be made, with careful milking and

good keeping, to give milk almost any length

of time required, say from the lirsl of May lo

the first of February following, and will give

milk late always after, with cnreful milkmg.

Hut if they are left to dry up oi' their milk ear-

ly in the fall, they will be sure to dry up of their

milk each proceeding year, if they have a calf

near the same season of the year ; and noth, ng
but extraordinary keeping will prevent it, and

that but for a short time. I have had them dri-

ed up of their milk in August, and could not by

any means make them give milk much past thai

lime in any proceeding year. In 1820, I had

two heifers, which had calves in April, anti aftei

getting them gentle, I set a boy lo milk them
for the season, (which is often done the firs;

season, on account of their having small teats :)

he was careless, and dried them both off in Au-

gust. Although 1 felt satisfied 1 should lose tb-

greater part of the profit of them afterwards,

yet 1 look it upon me the following year t<

milk them myself, and give them good feed, but

have had two years' experience in that
|

to no purpose. I could not make them give

ctice, and am much pleased with it. My milk much past the time they dried the year !«

)l Bveraged, when washed perfectly clean, fore. I have two cows now that were milkei;

nty ounces to the hunb, and sold for fifty the first year they had calves, until near tin-

ts a pound. The fleeces of the yearlings,
j
time of their calving again, and have continuei

been well washed on the sheep's back,

raged about two pounds and a half The
)l was the best 1 ever sheared. It was of

rt staple, but even, and exceedingly fine and

It is well known to growers of fine wool,
'. the fleeces of yearling sheep are not good,

ause the outer ends of the wool arc coarse

dead. Hence it is necessary to clip such

to give milk as late ever since, if we will milk

them.

From the Boston Recorder.

LIGHTNING RODS.

Mn. Wii.Lis— I see in the Recorder frequent

accounts of damage done to buildings, and lives

ces, before they can be manufactured into lost, by lightning; and also frequent recom-

cloth. This evil is wholly remedied by mendations to the people to secure their biiild-

aring the lambs. ings by proper conductors. All this is very

Che time lor shearing lambs is generally sup- well; but people will never be persuaded to

ed to be about the first of August ; but if

lbs are allowed to fall in the winter, I think

t aimo-.f a month too late. They ought to

sheared as early as possible, that the suc-

ding fleece, may have more time to grow,
I that the lamb may be eased of his " cum-

load," before the hot weather is in a

asure jiast.

submit these remarks with diffidence, as 1

not much accustomed to writing; and espe-

Uy as my ideas, in one particular, differ from
se of most of my brethren in the profession.

From the same.

ON THE MA.NAGEMENT OF COWS.
By R,nssELi. Woodward, of Suffolk.

Having formerly kept a lir?e number of

,vs, 1 observed njany acooogst them that dried.

erect Lightning Rods, till they are in some
measure convinced of their utility. The pop-

ular opinion is, that a conductor for lightning,

instead of security against, only .serves lo invite

the bolt ; and that there are more buildings in-

jured by lightning that have conductors, than

Ihere are that have not, in proportion to the

whole : and this opinion is probably not alto-

gether ill founded.

1 have for several years been in the habit

of examining all the conductors I conveniently

could, and 1 find the greater part of them very
defic'eut in one way or another.

Thf greatest deficiency 1 have noticed is in

the want of a free communication with moist

earth. When a rod is in all other respects per-

fect, and deficiert in th.s, so far fi'vri Ueia^ a

^ilejiiard, it only increases the danger it was
inleuded to avert.

1 have known, and by good authority have,

heard of several buildings, having conductors,
but which did hardly touch the earth, being
damaged by lightning. Among the many i.s the
meeting house in Heading, Mass. In the course
of the present Slimmer the ligbfningcaine down
the rod, and went ofl'near Ihc bottom into, and
danipged the house. This was undoubtedly be-

cause, by reason of the rod not going more
than two inches into the ground, the electrical

fluid could not pass ofl' as fast as it was received,
an<l the rod became overcharged.

Lightning rods are generally made and put
up by persons wholly unacquainted with the

|)rinciples of electricity, and what is necessary

to constitute a safe conductor.

I shall, therefore, endeavor to give some di-

rections tor the information of those who are

unacquainted with the subject, and who have
not the means of information.

The rod should be made of round, smooth
iron, at least three quarters of an inch in diam-
eter, and when it can conveniently be done, in-

stead of linking, should be smoothly welded to-

gether; but when by reason of ils length or

otherwise it is inconvenient to weld the whole
rod, let it be smoothly connected, by screwing
the end of one part into the end of another.

There should be five or more points, one in the

centre, perpendicular, and the other oblique,

rhey should be filed to a sharp, slender point,

and tipped with silver. The points should be

elevated at least five or six feet above the

highest part of ihe building. The bottom of

be rod should go into Ibe earth six or se\en

eel, and terminate in a bed of two or three

ushels of wet charcoal. The wet coal cover-

id with earth will probably retain dampness
iona;er than any other substance.

A conducior constructed and p«t up agreea-
bly to the above directions, will perfectly se-

cure a building for twenty feet on every side.

When a building is more than forty feet long,

for pp,rl"ect security, there should be two or

more rods, calculating one rod for every forty

feel.

The whole exp(inse of one rod for a two sto-

ry building, iniluding the silvering the pointe

will not exceed j^50.

From the National Intelligencer.

ELDER.

[Sanilniciis, Linn.']

Tlie virtues of this shrub, which is found in

abundance in our fields, and is now in full bloom,
are not sufficiently known among us. In conti-

nental Europe it is valued and is used with suc-

cess in many diseases. Chaptal, Parmeniier
and others, in their admirable Dictionar\ of
natural history, applied to the arls and to do-

mestic economy, say, that from Hippocrates
down to . the present day it has been employ-
ed in medicine, and its virtues and ^iroperties

unequivocaJlj confirmed by time and experi-
ence.

Its flowers are resolutive, anodyne, and emol-
lient. Infused and drank like tea, they provoke
and est.iblish pei-spiration in certain fevers,

colds, and catarrhs ; fried with eggs they are an
agreeable purge ; applied as a lomentation in

ca^es of erysipelas, they reduce the heat and
irritation, and prove excellent in all disorders of

the skin. Warmed and applied to the forehead
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and temples Ihey c>ire the megrira. They arc

iiseil in vapor balh lor sivollen le;i;s, particular-

ly in the dropsVi '" which disorder the berries,

inner bark, and roots of this plant are used with

great eflcct as a diuretic and purgative. From
the berries a rob or thick juice is extracted,

which is given vvitii success in bowel complaints,

and in the dysentery.

The (lowers give a fine perfume to vinegar,

and to wine the Havor of muscat ; apples, when
laid on a bed of these flowers when dried, and

there conDned from the air, acquire an exquis-

ite taste. A decoction of its berries dyes linen

when passed through alum water, of a green
brown color ; and excellent brandy can be dis-

tilled from them. An English farmer in the

county of Devonshire, in a season when the

whole of the vegetation in his neighborhood
had been destroyed by caterpillars, grasshop-

pers, and othei' insects, observed that the Elder
remained untouched in full health and vigor

;

this induced him to make an experiment which
was attended with j)erfect success. With
boughs oi'the Elder tied together he went over
his grounds, whijiping and brushing gently his

cabbage plants, turnips, and even wheat, which
drove oil' all the insects, and they never return-
ed. He then tried the same operation on his

fruit trees wi!h equal effect. Since this discov-

ery has been made known, some boil the bran-
ches and leaves of this plant in water, and then
sprinkle this decoction over young pbmts,
which is said to preserve them effectually from
destruction by insects. A particular account ol'

this experiment was communicated man}' year.s

ago to the Royal Society, by Christopher Gul-
let.

The leaves and flowers of this plant when
sprinkled with molasses and laid in places infes-

ted by cockroaches and anis, will <lrive them
0(1". PRO BONO PUBLICO.

As the season has now arrived for retting

Flax, 1 thought the most modern mode of water

or pond retting, would be acceptable to some
of thy readers.

Having formed a pond or vat, of the size

suited to the crop raised, let the flax be placed

therein in bundles, with sutlicient water lo cov-

er the whole three or four inches. On the liax

lay some refuse boards, which are to be covered
with sods, so as to exclude the sun and air.

Should the weather prove warm, in four dnvs

, it will be found retted, which is readily ascer-

tained by drymg a lew stalks and trying them in

the usual manner. Should it not prove sufhc-

iently retted, it must be tried daily until it be

80 found, which seldom exceeds the fifth day

unless the water is extremely cold in which it

is immersed. When it is in a proper stale, re-

move the sods and boards and take your bundles

to a new mown sward and spread them, and
when perfectly dry, house it and it is ready for

breaking. In forming the j)ond or vat, care
must be taken to prevent the escape of the wa-
ter therefrom and to exclude the entrance of

any, at'ter ihe retting has conmiencod.
This mode has several advantages over dew

retting. 1. Expedition. 2. No danger of losing

the crop. 3. It will yield 10 to 15 per cent.

more flax, and will sell for one cent per pound
more at market, and likewise the facilities m
bleaching it will be considerably increased. If

several farmers would join in forming the pond

or vat, the expense to each would be found

trivial.

Method for preserving Peas green for v/in(cr.—
Put into a kettle of hot water any quantity of

fresh shelled green Peas; and alter just letting

(hem boil up, pour tbem into a colander. When
the liquor has drained off, pour them into a large

thick cloth, cover them with anolher, make
them quite dry, and set them once or twice in a

cool oven to harden a little, after which, put

them into paper bags, and hang them up in the

kichen for use. To prepare them when wan-

ted, they are to be first soaked well for an hour

or more, and then put into warm water and

boiled with a little butter.

NEW ENGLAND 1^ARMER7
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RE.MAHKS
On the Frotliins: or Foaming of Horses at the Mouth,

in tlie fall of the year, called " Salivation of Horses,"
" Salivary Defiuxions of Horses^" or " Slavers of
Horses.''''

[Concluded from page 70.]

Mr. Abrahnm Perlee, whose communication on the

subject of this article, was adverted to iu our last, gives

tlie following account of the plant, which he supposes

lo be the cause of Salivary Dejluxions i7i Horses.

" There are three species of Euphorbia common in our

fields : the maculata, caniscens, and corolata., of Lin-

neus. Tliere are more species of euphorbia natives,

and some exotic species now flourish in our country,

but their peculiar habitudes confine them to certain

districts. Of the three species above mentioned, either

would probably cause salivation if masticated : but the

peculiarities of the maciilata [spotted kind] render it

the only one likely to be eaten by horses. None of

them will be eaten if not so situated or presented, as

to be taken into the animal's mouth along with some

agreeable grass, as clover. The corolata is a large

plant, towering above the grasses, and therefore easily

avoided. The caniscens is an humble plant, attach-

ing itself close to the ground without elevating any of

its branches ; and seldom flourishing among the grass-

es, but generally confined to open grounds, or corn-

fields, road-sides, fcc. on these accounts it is seldom

eaten. The niaculata delighting in the well cultivated

clovir ground, and when closely surrounded by the

clover, attaining to about the same height, and sending

off many slender spreading branches, is very likely to

be taken in with the clover by the larger mouthed
animals. It comes forward, flowers and ripens its seeds

about the same time with the second crop of clover.

And as clover seed is generally gathered from the sec-

ond crop, it must be very liable to have some of the

euphorbia maculala gathered with it, if any of it had
grown among the clover ; and in this way may be ex-

tensively diffused through the country.

" As but few of the grasses, except timothy, were

propagated by seed to any considerable extent in this

country before the introduction of clover, and as the

low flat grounds on which timothy grows, and the close

soil it forms about its roots are unfavorable to the eu-

phorbia niaculata, it is not singular, that, before the

cultivation of clover, it should have been confined to

the margin of fields and open uncultivated grounds, its

native place. As this plant is not furnished with any
of those astonishingly curious apparatus for dispersing

its seeds that many are, and not eaten liy any animal

except by accident, it has not the advantages pf any

7i

"

means of emigrating from its native location, previojt
to its connexion with its friendly associate, r^orer

" All the plants of the genus euphorbia contai:

extremely acrid juice ;—many of them stand at

head of the catalogue of vegetable poisons, many*
them, when rubbed on the skin will produce excdil "

tion ; and the least acrid, when taken into the raou:

act as powerful masticatories. The euphorbia nia^

lata possesses its greatest acrimony when in flow

a little before ; and at that time the salivation has bi

observed to be most prevalent. Most plants when t:

oughly dried in the sun lose much of their virtue. Tl

is also the case with the euphorbia niaculata, for

reason hay containing it, thoroughly dried in the s*

will not be near so productive of salivation, as who
has been slowly dried in cloudy weather. Th,

cumstance I think worth attending to in gathering
containing it."

Jlr. Perlee observed that horses and hogs were 1^.

only animals, which he had taken notice of that

subject to salivation. But the Editor of the Memf
»f the Philadelphia Agriculturhl Society says,

al members of the Society have remarked cattle, shJI"

and swine as well as horses, to be affected by the

ond crop of clover as well as other grasses." Mr. ifl

lee thinks that there are other plants besides the euph
I

bia that will act as masticatories, but believes there

but few of them flourishing in our fields, which are

able to be eaten by animals feeding on grass ; and
serves in conclusion, " I am perfectly satisfied that

euphorbia niaculata will produce it ; and I have
ways observed it to abound in the fields where pt

ism was prevalent."

Dr. William B.aldwin, of Wilmington, Uelawan
a letter to the author of the above extracts, publ:

in the Memoirs of the Philadelphia Agricultural Soi

ty, vol. ii, p. 336, says, "a memoir was read a

years ago, before the Linnean Society of Ihiladel

on the ptyalism of horses, in which the author
the Euphorbia niaculata to be the cause," but cbse|

that he had not seen the memoir ; and adds, '

Barton intbrmtd me that he believed several ve

bles had a similar effect with the E. maculata in

ducing the slabbers ; and that he had known this

greeable disease to be produced by dry clover, whicl

supposed to be in a diseased state."

There are a great many species of Euphorbia,

neus made, we believe, 150 different soits, and Wi.

now no less than 300. Probably they may not alli i

found in America, and perhaps we may have sol ki

kinds which are not known to the botanists of Euroj (i

As it is the spotted kind, however, to which the d k

chief in this case is attributed, we shall give such if

scriptions of that plant as we find in botanical woij'

of acknowledged authority.

" Euphorbia MacdlatA. L. Spotted Spvrge
" Leaves serrate, oblong, hairy ; flowers axillary,

tary ; branches spreading.
" A flat plant. Stems spreading close to the groi

Leaves oblong, obtuse, obscurely serrulate on th

part, edged with hairs, and frequently with a dark
in the centre. Flowers very small, capsule h:

Found in sandy soils. June, July. Annual." B{
low^s Florula Bostoncnsis., p. 115.

" The leaves are oblong, toothed, spotted and h
the flowers stand singly in their bosoms.
" This is an annual, native of North America; !

plant which scarcely rises from the ground, but g
about five or six inches long. The stalk is brown

;

leaves are of a dusky color, with white hairs and bli

spots ; the flowers are yellowish."

—

HilW Vegeli
System, vol. x, p. 579.

If our conjectures are right respecting the cai

of the slavers, the remedy is obvious. Extir|

the weed by tillage, and be careful not to in!
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e it ill your grass seed, or any other seed which you

use ill your course of crops. Some excellent ob-

ations on the '•• evil of sowing a mixture of impure

witli grain or grass seed," by O. Piskc, Esq. may

Ecn ill our first volume, p. 2^i-. We would add

following from " Notices to a Young Farmer," a

able tract by Judge Peters, of Pcnusylvania.

Be cari'l'ul to eradicate all poisonoun jilimls, in

pas'uresaud fields. Vou will iind in boolcs, what
want in experience, proofs of tiie necessity of this

ition ; and you will learn the dangers to which
are liable in this regard. Some plants are pois-

to some beasts ; though safe and salutary to

A reasonable knowledge of the useful parts of

ny, without burthcniiig yourself with its endles«
nclature ; would enable you to distinguish plants

thuir properties. A pocket Magtiifying Glm-s
Id always be at hand ; as not only highly usetul

tiiiguishing plants and the eneniirs infesting them ;

oy it you eonld e.xaminc the particles composing
; and ascei"tain their qualities and uses. This
afford entertainment, whilst it promoted your in-

Nothing is more necessary in the inspection of

whether of grain or grasses : You can discover,

lass, unsoundness or malady in the one ; and
res of worthless and injurious seeds in the other.

rson should trust the naked eye, when purchas-
rass seeds particularly ; wherein poisonous or

rous seeds are frequently mixed ; and many art

ute, .as to be invisible to unassisted sight. "j

From the American Farmer,

SALIVATION OF HORSES.
Skinner,

seen in your paper of the 8th instant some
ks on the salivation of horses, it put me in mind
mark of a young Irishman who resides in this

jorhood, " that if parsley seeds were sown with
over seeds, horses would not be liable to saliva-

Tlie experiment is worth the trial, as no ex-
ill be incurred thereby. I also recollect that

d years ago, I saw a publication recommending
wing parsley as a pasture for sheep, the writer

Ig cured bis flock of the rot by its use.

Yours, &:c.

•4 friend to Agricultural Improvement.
cigh, Aug. 15, 1823.

FOREIGN,
last accounts from England are to the evening
27th August. They are disastrous to the Span-
ise, and indicate tliat the Spaniards had nearly
I to oppose the will of their invaders. Corunna
ing to one report, was suffering on the IGlh of

t the horrors of a severe bombardment, and the

ivas on fire in several places. Another rumor
3 that Corunna and Algesiras had both capitu-

Dn the 14th of August. It was asserted and be-

at Paris that an arrangement between the Duke
jouleme and the Cortes was nearly concluded.
;w3 of the defection of Ballastcros is confirmed,

fa has fled from his command. Manso, and one
) other oificers of note have deserted to the
1. Mna, however, remained firm, and said he
sooner set fire to all the towns in Spain than sur-

, Sir R. Wilson escaped from Vigo, and fled to

, where he was refused permission to land. The
sion of Zayas is talked of. The French regen-
rladrid, and the Uuke of Angouleme are said to

^c. The Regency endeavored to procure of the

1 modification of his decree against their aiithor-

mprison the Constitutionalists. But the decree
It in execution, and upwards of 600 men releas-

n priso.T at Madrid.
Greeks are prosperous. Letters have been re-
fro n Marseilles, stating that the whole of the
h fleet have been destroyed by the Greeks, with
sccption of ten sail, and these escaped in a

•d cori-1 ition—The Greeks have also been suc-
hevond their hopes in Candia. By stratagem
idiiced the Turks to make a sally in great num-
im Ritimo, where their retreat was cut ofl'. In

MO Turks have lately beea destroyed in that

Island. In Thessaly, Macedonia, and the Peloponessus
the Greeks are also said to have been victorious.

DO.MESTIC.
lilnckstone Canal—We learn that this cnterprize is

in prosecutioD with !is much despatch as is consistent
with giving an opportunity to all those who are incli-

ned to patroaise it to become interested in the concern.
One route was surveyed some time since, and the esti-

mates of expense reported. A second route is now un-
der survey from the Blackstonc Factory in Mendou to

Providence, entirely distinct from the first, and every
person owning land on this last mentioned route has
signed a release to the Canal corporation of all claims
lor damages in consequence of the construction of the
canal.

Curious Inrenlion.—Mr. T. George, a clock maker
of St. George's in the East, London, has lately invent-

ed an apparatus, which, by the sole agency of a clock,

wakes the workmen and lights a candle at any desired

time of night or morning. Tliis is almost equal to a
yankee patent-machine which we have heard of,

which," says the story, '^ when properly wound up,

and set in motion, will chase a hog over a ten acre lot,

catch him, and yoke and ring him, with the utmost
neatness, precision and celerity."

Mineral Spring.—The Connecticnt Mirror informs
that a mineral spring of highly medicinal virtue, and
as one account says, combining all the properties of

the different springs in the State, has lately been dis-

covered near Sag Harbor, 1,. I. Its waters possess all

the qualities of yeast in making bread, causing it to be
uncommonly light and spongy. Of course the spring
contains a great quantity of fixed air, or carbonic acid

Manufacturing Companies in Xew York There are
in the State of Sew York, 206 incorporated Mauufac-
tnriiig Companies, the aggregate of whose capital is

520,330,500. Of these 62 are for manufacturing cot-

ton and woollen goods, 36 for cot-ton goods, 12 for cot-

ton, woollen and linen cloths, and 10 for glass.

Rlieumalism.—We are requested to slate that the

following is an effectual recipe for the cure of rheuma-
tism :—Take cucumbers when full grown and put
them into a pot with a little salt ; then put the pot

over a slow fire, where it should remain for about an
hour, then take the cucumbers and press them, the

juice of wiilch must be put into bottles corked up
tight and placed in the cellar and remain for about a

week ; then wet a flannel rag with the liquid and ap-
ply it to the part afflicted.—jV. Y. Spec.

FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TREES
FOR sale, as usual, at the Kf.srick place, near

Brighton. The Nurseries have been much en-
larged, and contain a variety of Pears, Apples, Cher-
ries, Plums, Apricots, &c.—Also, the finest Nursery of
budded Peach-Trees known in America ; consisting of
a choice collection of about 30 of the most approved
kinds in our best gardens, or seen in the Markets. The
trees are from 5 to 8 feet high, and sold at the Nursery
at the moderate price of 33 1-3 cents each.

Of good sized ornamental trees ; the Flowering
Horse-Chesnut ; Flowering Catalpa ; European Moun-
tain- Ash; Weeping Willow ; the evergreen Silver Fir,

and the Larch. English Walnuts and Butternuts, both
of which are justly admired for their fruit. The latter

is a hardy, handsome tree, and its bark valuable in

dyes and medicine.

Currant bushes of the large prolific red kind, of all

sizes, by the dozen, hundred, or thousand, on mod-
erate terms : Also the Black, White, and Champaign
do. Red and White Roses; Lilacs; English Grapes

;

Gooseberries, &c. k,c.

Orders addressed to .John, or William Kenriek, and
sent to the Erighton Post-office, or the Office of Mr.
Samuel Uana, Broker, in Congress-street, Boston, will

be duly attended to.

N. B. Trees will be packed in clay and mats, for

shipping, and conveyed to Boston when ordered : but
gentlemen at a distance should employ some agent to

receive and pay for them.
Oct. 4.

Impuritji of the air in vaults.—A vault was opened
a few days since, in the ni ighborhood of New York,
for the purpose of interring the body of a deceased
child. The colored man, who descended into the
tomb with the coffin, after having placed it in the
proper place, overcome by the noxious air, fill down
and was lifeless before he could be taken out.

A single stalk of Millet, raised at Lebanon, N. J. the
present season, produced 110 tresses, containing 6,700
seeds.

ydluw fever among cattle.—The cattle on the island

of Bermuda, have of late suffered much by a disease,

which the physicians have denominated the yellow fe-
ver.

.fiTew Process in Tanning.—We have heard tanners

of intelligence as well as experience, speak highly of

the mode of tanning leather, advertised by Mr. Charles
Monroe, of Northborough. It is said that leather may
be tanned by his process, in ten or twelve days, as well

as it is in the more tedious method now practised. A\'e

understand some specimens of It ather, tanned in this

w.iy, will be exhibited ne.xt Wednesday.
Mass. Yeoman.

PRICES OE COUNTRY PRODUCE, k.c.

[Revisid and corrected every Friday.]

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. . . .

cargo. No 1, . . . .

" No 2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. new
" 2d qual.

small l<egs, family,

CHEESE, new milk ....
FLA.X
ri.AK cET:t>

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Gcnessee, new.
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1822
LI.ME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAIST?:R PARIS ....
PORK, Navy Mess ....

Bone Middlings . . .

Cargo, No 1, ...
Cargo, No 2, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover

WOOL, Merino, full bIood,wa5hed
do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VE.AI,
MUTTON and LAMB, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, best . .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye,

Indian,

POTATOES, new, ....
CIDER, liquor, new ....
HAY, best, ......
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ON A QUIET CONSCIENCE.

Close thine eyes and sleep secure

;

Thy soul is safe, thy body sure ;

Tie that guards thee, he that keeps,

:Never slumbers, never sleeps.

A quiet conscience in the breast.

Has only peace, has only rest:

The music and the mirth of kings

Are out of tunc, unless she sings.

Then close thine eyes in p^ace, and sleep secure,

No sleep so sweet as thine, no rest so sure.

majesty. In some countries, the mother hre^Men^
.^^^^^^^^ ^j^^ ^ f„, ^^^ g or os

the noses of their children, and n others press n h^^^
^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^_ ^^^ g^„„^„

The one who received ihe pr
" erries missing, and hi(

From Silliman's Journal of Science and Arts

ON THE CUTTING OF STEEL BY SOFT IRON.

Fxiraci of a Lrller lo Ihc Kditorjrom fht -R"-. Her-

ZnDas^et, principal of the Foreign Muuon School

at ConmalL Conn.

Cornwall, Feb. 3, 1823.

Dear Sh\ , ,

1 take the liberty to commnnicate to you a

fact, which has lately come to my knovy edge,

and which, I judge, may be of considerable use

in mechanics, and perhaps in philosophy. U

mav not, however, be new to yon.

Mr. Barnes, (a cabinet maker of this place)

had occasion to repair a cross-cut saw, (a saw to

be used by two persons) of a very hard plate,

which would require considerable labor, in the

usual way of tiling. He recollected having

heard that the Shakers sometimes made use ol

what he called a buzz, to cut iron. Ho there-

fore made a circular plate of sheet iron, (a piece

of stove pipe,) fixed an axis to it, and put it in

his lathe, which gave it a very powerlul rotary

motion. While in motion, he applied to it a

common tile to make it perlectly round and

smooth ; but the file was cut in two by it, while

it received itself no impression. He then ap-

plied a piece of rock-crystal, which had the

desired effect. He then brought under it, the

saw-plate which, in a few minutes was neatly

and completely cut through longitudinally.—

When he stopped the buzz, he found it had re-

ceived no wear from the operation, and that he

could immediately apply his fingers to it, with-

out perceiving much sensible heat. During the

operation, there appeared a band of intense

fire round the buzz, continually emitting sparks

with great violence. He afterwards marked

the saw, for teeth, and in a short time cut them

out, by the same means. It seemed evident,

that the buzz, m effecting the division never
|

came in actual contact with the plate. Was
|

this fire the electric fluid ? If so, might it not

be obtained, in greater quantity, and be made

more effective lor chemical purposes, by some

such machine, than in any other way ?

FEMALE BEAUTY AND ORNAMENTS.

The Ladies in Japan gild their teeth ;
arid

those of the Indies paint them red. The black-

est teeth are esteemed the most beautilul in

Guzurat, and in some parts of America. In

Greenland, the women color their taces with

blue and yellow. However fresh the complex-

ion of a Muscovite may be, she would think her-

self verv ugly, if she was not plastered oyer

with paint. The Chinese must have their teet

as diminutive as those of the she goats; and, to

tender them thus, their youth is passed m tor-

tures. In Ancient Persia, an aquiline nose was

often thought worthy of the crown; and il

there was any competition between two princes

- -
^-^"dren, and "

^/Jf
^;'

P-'bT. him, s^;* h.m back for more. The gentle»

the head between two boards, tha it may be t^
^^^^^^, ^^ ^i,i, ,he num,

come square. The modern Pers.an^ have a nor._^
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^he boy pla:

strong aversion to red hair, ^he 1 urks on n
^^^^^ ^. ^^^ ^^^^^^ delivering only p

contrary, are warm admirers of Uiese disgust ngne^^^^
^^ received. This procured him

locks. The Indian beauty is ^.^••^^'^
. "^'"V; Uc""'' scolding. Whereupon the In.han

with bear's fat. But the female Hotten tot re ec"^
his knees, and kissed the paper, a

ceives from the hand of her '"^"' ""'
^''f'.^ , ,7 1 found out, the first time, that this ,>«,

wreaths of flowers but warm in est.ne and

^^
^ut now he has p,

reeking tripe, to dress hcrscll with enviable w
^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ .upernatural, indeed:;

ornaments.
,., , z ,u^ „\ru\ c-.xu^f^ he leUs that -^Inch he did not see ;

In China, small eyes are liked ;
and the S'^ T' '"^*

, .,„ ,„ Uiesc last berries, lor

are continually plucking 'heir eye brow^ th -
, ^^^ .^_^.^,^ , ,„.,,, ,„,,,/,,

they mav be small and long. The Turkish wo
^^J^ ^^^^ .^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^„^„ „hat

they may be small and long. The Tu 'v>sb m^ -- r
^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^at

men dip a gold brush in the tincture ot a ^dack

"rug, which they pass over their eye-brows 1
pa.in,.

i« too visible by day, but looks shining by night. I

Thev tino-e their nails with a rose color.

'
Au ornliment for the nose appears to us per-

The following handsome compliment t<3

institutions ot our country is from Bell s {.

<>X=:s:a;;^ T^Fe=n;: however, ,-y weekly Messenger,

hmk otherwise ; and they hang on it a weigh-
^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^,y i,„p, ,„ ,ive to see the

tvrin-,the thickness of which is proportioned 1^^^^ ^^^ European continent will becort

bv the ranks of their husbands. The custom oi
^^ ^j^^ u,„,g^ 8,^,^, „! .\merica are a

"y '"
. _ i_ i:„„ J„ ihoir pars. IS verv . ...... ti. r,t-inimnfl sneakinar as 1

Ills

' re I

present instant. Thinking and speaking as

lishmen, it is amazing to us, that the com

sense of the continental nations should so

borin- it, as our ladies do their ears, is very

comnTon in several nations. Through the per-

foration arc hung various materials, sucu a.
^^^^ ^i i.,e v,u>,........- - ^

..reen crystal, gold, stones, a single and some-
^^^^ j ^1 the ignorance and absufl

Tim a great number of gold rings. This is
.,,^^ ,.^„j^, i,„,, . «nd should K.ve irn^

rXr troublesome to them in blowmg tbeirK,^,
^j,„ ^^^^j^^e to imagine, that suci

,.e8- and the fact is, some have inlormed us,|j,^^
^^^ ^^^^^ institutions, such a mob of n,

,nt the Indian ladies never perform this very
.^^^, ^^.^j^ ^^^^^^ of privileged classes,

!.. . „„„...M„n /',.,.« .nr.h nrinces, such diets, and such cth

useful operation. ... „
The female head-dress is carried in some

s to sinsular extravagance, ihe uni-

nese fair carries on her head the figure of a cer-

tain bird ; this bird is composed ot copper or ol

gold, according to the quality of the person ;

the wings spread out, fall over the Iront ot he

head-dress, and conceal the temples. Ihe^ tail

Ion- and open forms a beautiful tuft of feather^.

The beak covers the top of the nose; the ner.k

is fastened to the body of the artificial animal

by a spring, that it may the more freely play,

and tremble at the slightest motion.

The extravagance of the Myantese is far

more ridiculous than the above ;
they carry on

their heads a slight board, rather longer than a

foot, and about si.k inches broad ;
with this they

cover their hair, and seal it with wax. The-

counts, such princes, such diets, and such cB

l,erlains and courts, in an infinite number, sM

be necessary to manage the concerns ol iiati

or should be enabled to manage them bettej

wiser, than councils and presidents sel^

more immediately among ourselves.

" The mischief of this folly, as we havci

had occasion to say, is not that it promoK

occasions any actual tyranny, but that by

means of taxation it takes two parts out ol

three of every man's subsistence, and inipr

ishes whole nations for the benefit of the

Almost the whole pobce service in Ameri.

performed by an unpaid militia, instead ot

Ing those vast standing armies, which Au!

Prussia, and Russia are compelled to keep l

order to control the people. Who can re

upon the recent events in Portugal,^lore.

their nair-oress eiiirtug.cu ... ..—

ever they comb their hair, they pass an hour
.^, Mice.—.\ person in Scotland is

by the fire m melting the wax ;
b«t their comb-

^^ [if^'J^^^J^^^^^ , ,Jm machine for spini

ing is only performed once «•
'*^'f /'/^^''•t.,, Uiread, which is kept in motion by a rota

To this curious account ex racted from Du- hr'
,

, '
. ,,, which one or two msce are k

haldee, we must join that ol the inhabitants ol

the land of Natal; they wear caps or bonnets,

from six to ten inches high, composed o he

fat of oxen; they then gradually anoint the

head with a purer grease, which, mixing with

the hair, fastens these bonnets for their lives.

inreau, winui. -^ "-r- - ^„ .

wire cage, in which one or two msce are k

and cause the g\ rations. One person states

profits on two mice at 5d. per day ;
and ano^

proposes to have an establishment in wl

1U,0U0 mice shall be employed. T he little

mal in the labor or amusement of a day, in

Tre'ad Mill, travels about len miles and a^

If some profit can be made in this way I

Mice, bow much more could be made from

and Squirrels?

From the Washington County Post.

Anecdote of a Young WiuH.—An English gen-

tleman and his friends, travellmg through a piece

of woods, in one of the western stales, took

with him an Indian lad as a guide. In the

rn.irsp of the day, they separated ; and one ot per annum, payable anne ei.u u. ...^
'""f'y.lc

rrfinllmg soi/e^urio'us Lrries, sent them to ^ ay wi^^^^^^^

his companion by the lad with a note specifying ^lUbe entitled to a

TERMS OF THE FARMER.

A-7> Published every Saturday, at Three Boi

nerimnum, payable at the end of the y^ar-but
per aimu , t- j

^^ ^^^^^,
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FACTS AMI OBSF.UVATIOXS RFI.ATING TO

UCULTURE & DOMESTIC ECONOMY

[by thf. editor.]

CVLVF.S.

o make calves lie quiet ; more efpeciaily

ng a temporary scarcity of Jlilk ; uiiich will

jtimes take place.

this case balls made ef nlieat tlour, and a

ent quantity offfin to form it into a paste,

vcn tliem ; three balls about tlie size o(

uts being: sjiven about a quarter of an hour

re each meal. 'I'he etVect is, that instead

asling themselves by incessant '• bauling,"

ie quiet ; sleeping a principal part of their

Bv a little custom, the calves get fond of

paste balls; eating them freely out of the

a proof ot their being acceptable to their

-ichs. As an expedient, they are evidently

Ie ; and may be of service to a restless

ven when milk is plentil'ul.

—

MarshaWs
nd Coimtics, vol. i. p. 350.

haps balls of Indian or rye meal, mixed
th gin, whiskey, or other cheap spirit.

niswer a good purpose, if used as above
bed, where wheat flour could not be easily

red. We should not advise, however, to

diet calves in that manner unless they

intended for the butcher
; tor we should

prehensive that feeding them wilii such
Besses, would render them too delicate

caly-mouthed to become hardy and pro.'^ia-

ttle.

CALVES SCOURING.

e pondered chalk and wheat meal, work-
a bail with gin.— Young's Annals, vol.

437.

RY cows WHtCH YOU IKTEKD TO FATTEN.

:e an ounce of powdered alum ; boil it fn

nartsofmilk till it turns to whey ; then
large handful of sage, and boil it in the

till you reduce it to one quart; rub her
with a little of it, and give her the rest by
"drink; milk her clean before you give
BV; and as you see need requires, repeat
aw a little milk from her every second
'dday; lest her udder be overcharged.

—

Agricultural Dictionary, vol.i, p. 228. .

cows FOR LABOR.

have never heard of cows being put to

ke in this country, but it does not inevita-
low that the practice may not in some
e attended with convenience if not with
Mr. Young asserts, that "Mr. Bakewell
draw with oxen, but now draws all with
He finds them as handy as oxen, and
•aw just as well as oxen of the same size.

:ps them chiefly on straw till three years
len they go to bull and work till nearly
ears old." In Spain, likewise, we are
iws bear their proportion of the labors
ield. These hints may be ofuse to some
i on new settlements, or those who live

II farms, and wish to make the most of a
ock.

CHoici- OF Cons.

Much depends on the clioire of cows, and the

care taken to mend their breed and increase their

milk. Cows of a red and black color are to be
preferred to while. Heifcra intended for breed-
ing should not go to the bull till the fourth

year. The third, fourth, and fifth calves are.

best to breed from.

Cows to breed from should have eight or ten

white teeth in their jaw, the breast broad, the
tail long, the veins oi' the body distin^'uishable,

the brace of the navel large, a broad forehead,
large black eyes, wide nostrils and ears.

—

Bath
Papers, vol. i, p. 212.

PROPER THIE FOR CATTLE TO BREED.

The most proper age at which cattle should
be allowed to become productive is a point of
much importance, but which requires more ex-
periments than have yet been instituted to fully

ascertain it. Much may perhaps depend upon
climate, situation, and the manner in which thev
have been reared and kept. Where the situa-

tion is favorable, and their food rich and good,
ihey may he employed in this way earlier than
when they have been much exposed and poorly
kept.

This is supported by the observation of Mr.
Marshall, that in Yorkshire, while the lands
were in the state of commonage, the heifers
•' were frequently kept iVom the bull till they
'vere three years old : now, in the state of en-
closure and improvement, and at the present
high rents, they are iVequently suffered to fake
bull when yearlings, bringing calves at two
years old. The arguments for bringing heifers

in at two years old are, that they come sooner
to profit, and that farmers cannot alTord, at the

present rate of rents, to let tliem run unprofila-

bly, until they be three years old. On the other
hand, the argument in favor of bringing them in

at three years old is, that not being stinted in

their growth, they make larger and finer cows
than those which are suflfeied to bear calves at

a more early age."

It may in general bo remembered, that the
milk whicli comes first from the cow when milk-
ed is much more strongly impregnated with an\
peculiar flavor than what comes last; and a-

that which is the first drawn is the thinnest and
least valuable part of the milk, it may be taker
away and applied to any iut'crior domestic use,

without diminishing in any sensible degree the
products of the dairy.

By thus separating the first from the last

drawn milk, the quality of the butter will at all

times be much improved, and the quantity hard-
ly diminished in any sensible degree. For I

have found, by experiment, that a small quanti-
ty of milk, which comes last from the cow, con-
tains about sixteen times more cream than any
equal quantity that comes the first at once milk-
ing, and that the cream is also of a much richer
qualify

; the color of the one being of a deep
orange, while that of the other is as white as

paper.

No method of rearing can be so beneficial

for a dairy, as that usually practised in the
Highlands of .Scotland, where it is the universal
cuslum to allow the calf to suck its mother for
some lime, take it iiway, and milk what remains
in the cow's udder.

—

Hunter's Gcorgical Essays,
vol. vi, p. 1G9.

ON cows GOINi; DRY TOO SOO.V.

If at auy time a good milch cow should go
dry before her milk is gone, get a young calf,

and put it too her, in order lo preserve her mill;

against another year; for it is well known, if a
cow goes dry one year nature will lose its pow-
er of acting in future.

—

Bath Papers, vol. 2,
page 294.

TO PREVENT COWS FROM CONTRACTLVG BAD HABirS
WHEN YOUNG.

Cows should always be treated with great
gentleness, and soothed by mild usage, especial-
ly when young and ticklish, or wlien the paps
are tender, in which case the udder ought to be
fomented with warm water before milking, an^l

touched with the greatest gentleness, other-
wise the cow will be in danger of contracting
liad habits, becoming stubborn and unruly, and
retaining her milk ever after. A cow never
gives down her milk pleasantly to the person
she dreads or dislikes. The udder and paps
should always be washed with clean water be-

fore milking ; but care should be taken that

none of that wa erbe admitted into the milking
pail.

MILCH cows SHOULD BE WELL KEPT.

The keeping of con^s in such manner as to

make them give the greatest quantity of milk,
and with the greatest clear profit, is an essential

point of economy. Give a cow half a bushel of
turnips, carrots, or other good roots per day,
during the six winter months, besides her hay

;

and if her summer feed be such' as it should be,

^he will give nearly double the quantity of milk
she would afford if only kept during winter in

the usual manner, and the milk will be richer

and of better quality.

The carrots, or other roots at nineteen cents

per bushel, amount to about eighteen dollars.

The addition of milk, allowing it to be only

three quarts a day for three hundred days, at

three cents per quart, amounts to twenty-seven
dollars. It should be remen>bered too, that,

ivhen cows are thus fed with rootis, they con-

-ume less hay, and are less liable to several dis-

eases, which are usually the effects of poof
keeping.

—

Farmer^s Assistant.

PROFITS OF cow KEEPING.

Cows are certainly very profitable. Allows

ing one to give only six quarts a day for forty

weeks in each year, and this is not a large al-

lowance, her milk, at two cents per quart will

amount to upwards of thirty three dollars;

which is probably sufficient to purchase her, and

pay for a years keeping.

—

ibid.

Apple Jelly for preserving Sweetmeats.—Pare,

ipiarter, and core, winter pippins, or almost any

other kind of ujiples, and put them info a stew-
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pan with wuer barely suiHcient to cover them.

When the fruit is boiled to a pap, add a quart of

water, boil it half an hour longer, run it hot

tiirough a flannel b;>g, put it up in a jar, and

keep it covered for use. A little lemon peel

boiled with the apples, and a pound of powder-

ed loaf sugar added to each pint of the pulp and

boiled up, will make a very good apple jelly

for the table, or to eat with cream.

From the Concord Obsei-ver of the ith inst.

MIDDLESEX CATTLE SHOW.

On Thursday last the Society of Middlesex

Husbandmen and Manufacturers held their Anni-

versary in this town. The day was highly pro-

pitious and brought together a larger concourse

of citizens than on any former occasion. At

eleven o'clock a large procession was formed

and proceeded to the meeting house, where

prayers were offered by Rev. Dr. Ripley, in a

manner well suited to the occasion.—An address

was delivered by Josiah Adams, E-sq. which

displayed a correct knowledge of agriculture

and manulactures, and abounded with useful

hints to the practical farmer. It was a well

written essay and gave great satisfaction.—The
choir of singers in their performances gave a

specimen of correct and good taste in singing.

<—The exhibition of live stock in q"ality and

numbers exceeded that in every former year.

Thi.s proves the attention of our farmers to

making improvements in their breeds and we
are happy to witness the lively interest they

take in this subject so important and so useful

to themselves and the whole community. Ma-
ny animals were exhibited which would do

great credit to any show in this country ;
and

some which in the opinion of good judges, could

not be rivalled. Tfie shows of domestic man-

ufactures and implements of husbandry was very

creditable. We should have been more graliii-

ed to have witnessed a larger number. But

the workmanship of the dilferent articles exhib-

ited did great credit to the owners, and evinces

a spirit of improvement in this department,

winch cannot tail to be of service to the people.

The ploughing match excited a deep interest,

and it was truly gratifying to witness the scene

—the great number af sjiectators it called to

the field, and (be attention and order with which

it was conducted, the neatness and regularity of

the work, all conspired to render it a great

addition to the day.

In addition to the above sever.il naighbors

in Lincolti, united and brought upon the licld a

very handsome team of working oxen which
for excellence in their form and appearance
did great credit to their respective oivners.

Another team was also produced by a few indi-

viduals in the southerly part of this town, coi-.i-

posed of excellent cattle. These added much
to the exhibition of the day, and gave evidenci"

what our farmers can do, and what they can

show— without any thing more than their com-
mon attention to raising good oxen.

After the several committees had performed
their services, the ineniiiGrs of the Society ami
others repaired to the hatlof Mr. Allen and par-

took of an excellent dinner prepared for the oc-

casion, after the cloth was removed the follmv-

ing sentiments were drank with good clieer,

viz :

1. The President of tlieU. Stales and tlie Governor of

this Commonwealth—They both assisted in first brealj-

ing the soil of freedom, and are now reaping a rich

harvest.

2. The best soil is that which has no lordlings,

but permits every man to become t:je builder of his

own family and the architect of his own/ftme.

3."The Union of the Slates—A f/m/H too strongly

welded to be broken by all the Bit/Mcs of the North,

the South, the East and the West.

4. The Farmers' and Manufacturers' Holiday—

A

day rich in/rui/ andgoorf icorA"*.

5. The plough share—A better share than that of

Banks and Turnpikes.

6. The next Presidential Ploughing Match— the

people are a team who will go steady to the work and

will not be diverted by the buzzing of flies, the cobble

stones of interest, or the roots of intrigues.

7. The daughters of our Land—May they be stayed

with domestic economy ;
girdled with good works )

and remember that a good wife is a price far above ru-

bies. .
I

After dinner the members of the Society ami

citizens met at the Court-llouse, when the pre-

miums awarded by the several committees were

announced as follows, viz :

ON CATTLE.
To David Perham, of Chelmsford, for the best

Bull, - $'^

To do. do. do. for next best do. 8

To Daniel Clark, of Concord, for the best pair of

Working Oxen, '"

To Stephen Patch, of Lincoln, for the next best, 6

To Joseph Valentine, of Hopkiuton, for the best

Heifer, *

To Paul Adams, of Concord, for the next best, 4

To Stephen Patch of Lincoln, for the best Bull

Calf, 4

To Nathaniel Smith, of Hopkintou, for the next

best,
.

'^

To Stephen Patch, of Lincoln, for the best Heiler

Calf, ^

To Amos Davis, of Groton, for the best fatted Ox, 10

To Silas Conant, of Concord, for the next best, 7

In the competition for the second premium

on fatted cattle, there were two oxen, one ex-

hibited by Maj. James Barrett, and one by Capt.

William Brown, which were tine and well fat-

ted animals, and nearly equal to the one which

obtained the premium.

To the Rev. John B. Wright, of East Sudbury,

for the best milch Cow, 10

To Timothy Prescolt, of Littleton, for the next

best,
'

ON DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES.
To Benjamin Wheeler & Co. of Framingham, for

the best piece of Broadcloth,

To Rock Bottom Manufacturing Company, for

Cassiniere,

To George M. Barrett, of Concord, for the best

piece plain Cloth,

To S. H. Rockwood, of Groton, fqr the next best,

To Mrs. Sarah Rogers, of Tewksbury, for the best

Carpeting,

To F.phraim Cnburn, of Dracut, for the next best.

To Mrs. Ann Beniis, of Walertown, for the best

Hearth Rug,
To Misses Mary and Betsey Munroe, of Lincoln,

for '2 Hearth Rugs,
To Joel Whitcomb, ofRoxboro', for the best Wool-

len Coverlet,

To Ezekiel Byam, of Chelmsford, for the next

best.

To Mrs. Meriam, of Concord, for 3 pair Half
Hose,

To Miss Lydia Hosmer, of Concord, for one pair

Woollen" Blankets,
To Kphraim Coburn, of Dracut, for the best piece

Linen Diaper,

To Miss Betsey Benjamin, of Concord, for the next

best,

ON LE.\THER.
To John Vose, of Concord, for the best Sole

Le»thi.r.

To Isaac Hobbs, of Weston, for the best Calf
Skius^

ON BOOTS AND SHOES. i

To Abel Moore, of Concord, for the best pair |

Boots,

for the best Men's Shoes, ^

for the best pair Women's do.

ON HOGSHEADS.

To John Pushee, of Littleton, for the best Hogs.

heads.

To Daniel McClenning, of Littleton, for the next
best,

ON LEGHORN ANT) STRAW BONNETS
To Miss Meriam R. Haven, of Hopkinton, for,

the best Straw Bonnet,

To Miss Dalryinple, of Marlboro', for the next beat

To Miss Olivia Stanley, for an elegant Lace Bon.

net, ingeniously trimmed with straw.

To Miss Meriam R. Haven, for a curiousl;

wrought Straw Calash,

ON INVENTIONS, IMPROVEMENTS, &c
To Miss Hannah Fletcher, of Chelmsford, for an

Indispensable made of native grass,

To John Thoreau & Co. of Concord, for a speci-

men of excellent Lead Pencils, Manufactured
from .American Plumbago,

To Robert Chaffin, Jr. of Acton, for a cooper's

Howell, on an improved plan.

To Alvan Pratt, of Concord, for a double barrel

Rifle Gun of great ingenuity & superior work-
manship.

To Col. Daniel Brooks, for a specimen of Carolir

na Potatoes raised by him.

To Tilley Merrick, of Concord, for another sped
men.

To Comfort Foster & Co. for the best Hats,

To Mr. Danforth, for the next best,

MERINO SHEEP.

To Nathan Barrett, of Concord, for the best Meri

no Ram,
To George M. Barrett for the next best,

To George M. Barrett, for the best Merino Ewi

The Committee on the Ploiighing

having attended that service, ask leave to

port

—

The whole number of Ploughs ofiferedl

premium were six, to which, the ground
pared by the committee of arrangement!

tributed by lot. Lot No. 1 was drawn by

Nehemiah Flint and was performed in 27

40 sec.— 18 furrows 6 inches in depth. Lol

2 drawn by Josiah Haywood and not fini

until the committee lelt the ground. Loi

3 drawn by Liab Lee, and work pcrformi

27 min. 20 sec. 22 I'urrows 4 1-2 inch

depth. Lot No. 4 drawn by Nathan W
work performed in 32 min. 27 sec. 22 furro

4 inches in depth. Lot No. b drawn by Heo

Wheeler, work performed in 35 min. 10 set.

18 I'urrows 4 inches in depth. Lot No. 6 dtl>

by Daniel Clark, work performed in 22 nii^

sec.— 18 furrows 5 inches in depth. TheCbi

mittee after visiting the ground were unajii

ously of the opinion, that the first prf-miiio

awarded to Mr. Daniel Clark, the second

Captain Nehemiah Flint, and the third toK

Liab Lee. The Committee ask leave

state that they were upon the whole, Dii

gratified with the pert'ormances, that tt'

generally did honor to those who contemlwl

the prizes. But they however beg leave

recommend to those who should in future eo'

the list at the ploughing matches to ciunmeii

With less rapidity, and to make less use ofi-

whip.
Per order

lOHN BUTTRICK, Chainm
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lURTlORIl, (con.) OCT. 7.

CATTLE SHOW.

'e flatter ourselves tliat the approaching an-

rsary of the Cattle Show will attract no or-

ry interest among our citizens. In a few

s we hope to see this celebration take place,

1 the other holidays, with the exception of

(Jav which gave birth to our Indepcntlenco,

plulness and interest to the feelings no other

r festive days can he compared to it. Al-

V has it excited emulation among the far-

Ihe ciTects of which are visible in exten-

improvcments, not surpassed by any section

e country, nor even, as we believe, by the

ers in Pennsylvania. Ccnnecticut has for

vears been distinguished for her beef and

, "the staples of our sta;e. The laudable

J and competition called forth by this annual

tion of stock, is not a little calculated to

tain the ascendency which we have over

^ of our neighbors in the market. These,

he exhibition of works of art and taste at

tatc-house, have uniformly called together

r numbers of people than we have seen on

ither occasion. All piesent seem highly

tied with the scene, and the entertainmeni

th innocent and imjiroving. It is greatly

tie interest of this coanty, to cherish thi

: of these annual meetings. The profit*

ig from the premiums bestowed on sucli

ions, should be deemed a tri;l:ng object in

arisen with the general bpi.efit which will

t from the opportunities fur iniitatioo and

ovement afi'orJed liy them. Many public

ed citizens, have, from a sense of duty,

)ut any private interest, been induced to

forward and subscribe liberally to encour-

Ihe Cattle Show. All the return that is

H or expected, is that those who have any

uction from their farms, or of mechanical

Miity, should exhibit it for public inspection.

lative patronage will eventually be exten-

o these societies, in case the people evince

ame spirit of emulation as in some of our

states, which have appropriated liberal

for the object. There is, by the late regu-

1, but one day devoted to the Cattle Show

;

t will be necessary, that those who exhibit,

d be early on the ground, as there will be

Be to be lost, in order to go through the

IS of the day. In the county of Worcester,

ler exertions are using for their ensuing Cat-

now, than on any former occasion—and we
not to be outdone by this enterprising coun-
tho state of Massachusetts. Coiirant.

d Bristol County.—The first Cattle Show
e Bristol County Agricultural Society will

jld at Taunton, the 2Ist and 22d instant.

;an say with confidence, that if the Aa:ri-

ral improvements in this county, are in any
Drtion to its improvements in manufactures,
ings, roads, and commerce, this Show will

veil worth seeing; affording evidence of
increased wealth, prosperity, and enter-

! of this ancient county; and that though
o exhibit, she is not least in her ability to

> a Show. Boston Centinel.

To the Editor of the JWw England Farmer.

hen will it be convenient to insert plates or
actrical figures? 1 am impatient to be pub-
ig some of the rudiments of roy new and

useful science, called Semi-Geometry, to per-

form arithmetical calculations by Projection,

with a scale of equal parts, and a pair of dividers.

I wish to show how to project the contents of a

cask of cider, and a few of the principal pro-

blems, in order to induce others more in the

prime of life to pursue and improve my discove-

ries in a science so very uselul in mechanical
liusiness.

At present I may give some account of the

mpro\ed mode of calculating interest. The
late learned James Ferguson invented and pub-

lished a table, showing the interest of any num-
ber of pounds from one to a million, for any giv-

en time or rate per cent, to the hundredth part

of a farthing. His precepts are,

1. INlultiply the sum by the number of days.

2. Multiply that product by the rate per cent,

and cut ofl' the two figures to the right hand.

3. Then enter the table, as in the following ex-

ample.

What is the interest of£l00for365 days at

five per cent.?

Nunilier of days 365
Multiply by 100

Multiply by 5 per cent.

36500

By (he fable

against

1825,00

£ s. d. qr.

lOOOis 2 14 9 2 14

800 2 3 10 n
I

20 1 1 60
5 3 1 15

1825 £5 00 00 Inter, rcq.

And the same rule and tables sho;v the true

interest lor any number of pounds or days. 1

calculated a continuance of his tables to include

sliiltings and pence.

As the United States' currency is dollars and

cents, Ferguson's tables would not answer; and
as there is but nine numbers in nature, and any
thing more or less is repetition to the left hand
or right. I invented and calculated nine pro-

portional Ingarithms that will show the interest

of any sum from one cent to a million of dol-

lars, tor any rate of days or rate jier cent, to

the thousandth part of a cent, to be wrought by

the same precepts as Ferguson's tables. To il-

lustrate this I give the following example.

What is the interest of $200 for 365 days at 7

per cent. ?

Number of days 365
Multiply by gioo 200

Multiply by 7 per cent.

By the table,

73000
7

5110,00

Aarainst

]

5000is 13,69,8630
100 27,3973
10 2,7397

14,00,0000

The whole of these logarithms and precepts

could be printed on one page of a pocket alma-

nack. SAMUEL PRESTON.
Stockport, Pa. Sept. 13, 1823.

We are ever hap|)y to receive communica-
tions from Mr. Preston relating to any subjccf,

which may come within the professed object of
our paper. But we apprehend some difficulty

in giving correct plates to illustrate his " new
and useful science called Semi-Geometry,"
unless the author, or some other person, con-

versant with the subject, should be present to

give directions to the artist while engraving the

plates, and to inspect the press while the work
was [irinting. Besides, our patronage is not at

present sufficient to enable ns to give numerous
and expensive engravings. We hope those ob-

jections may be obviated, and in such case we
should be glad to be instrumental in making
public any of Mr. Preston's discoveries, calcu-

lations, or elucidations of " Semi-Geometry," or

any olher useful art or science. In the mean
lime, we hope he will continue to present us

with such observations as his good sense, com-

combined with much experience and observa-

tion shall suggest, as worthy of his own reputa-

tion, and beneficial to the community.

A new and valuable discovery for the curing of

Beef and Pork Hams.
Pyrolignous acid or essence of smoke.

This essence contains all the properties which

are necessary for the curing of beef and pork

hams without the common method of smoking,

and is not attended with half the expense as is

requisite in the usual manner of making bacon.

We do not give a description of this essence to

raise its merit or deceive the j)ublic, but simply

to mention some of its qualities, which can be

known only by applying its antiseptic virtues

to the curing of beef and pork hams and pre-

serving fresh meat a longer time from detriment,

from flies and hot weather.

One quart of this essence will cure two

hundred pounds of hams put down close in a

barrel, with salt and water sufficiently strong to

bear up an egg. Put one ounce of pulverized

salt pelre and a handful of salt to each fresh

ham and half a pound of brown sugar or molas-

ses in proportion.— Put one quart of essence in-

to the barrel with the hams and pickle, let them

remain three weeks, and hang them up to dry.

If you choose, you can let them remain in the

pickle till wanted for use, which will preserve

them from shrinkage, flies, or any other detri-

ment. Those who prefer the ordinary pickle

may add one quart of the essence to the barrel.

Hams cured in this manner, retain all the flavor

of the best haras smoked in the usual way

—

Brooklyn Observ.

Grand Canal.—The London papers notice the

progress of the Grand Canal of thi.s state, in

terms highly flattering to our citizens. After re-

marking that it is the longest canal in existence,

measuring 353 miles in length, and that its cost,

when finished, would be about five millions of

dollars, the British Traveller says, " It is a work

worth a thousand Escurials and Versailles, be-

cause it creates wealth, while these only con-

sume it : and it is a monument of public spirit

and national prosperity, while these are only

monuments of idle magnificence, vain glory,

and despotic oppression. When shall we see

the inhabitants of a small province of any of the

torpid and priest-ridden monarchies of continen-

tal Europe execute such a work by their own

spontaneous act, and with their unassisted re-

sources?"—A". F. Evening Post.
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From the Amherst Cabinet.

CATTLE SHOW, &c.

On Wednesday and Thursday last tlie Hillsbo-

rough Agricultural Society held its annual Cattle

Show and Fair at Francistown. The large con-

course of people which assembled on the occa-

sion manifested the deep and increasing inter-

est which they feel in these exhibitions. There

were even th^se present who have been loud

in decrying them as useless.

On the first day, the pens appropriated for

the cattle were early filled with rare specimens

of improved breeds in all the branches of com-

petition for which premiums were offered by the

Society. The stock in general was excellent

in kind, and if not superior to that exhibited

last year, yet was such as to do honor to the

occasion, and credit to our farmers for their

continued enterprise and exertions to improve

their stock. The exhibition of Domestic Man-

ufactures was also a handsome display of the

ingenuity and persevering industry of our yeo-

manry, their faithful wives and worthy daugh-

ters ; being chiefly specimens of household in-

dustry, comprising many articles of excellent

fabric. And of the Butter and the Cheese, ev-

ery one had the indubitable evidence of gus-

tation, and if we can judge any thing from

the gesticulations of the participators and the

quantity consumed, they were both good. 01

these things, however, a more minute account

will be given hereafter.

On Wednesday, after the usual preparatory
measures, the awarding committees proceeded
to examine the stock and manufactures, and to

make up the reports of their decision to be laid

before the Society. At 5 o'clock the Society

met for the choice of otTicers for the ensuing
year, and other business of the annual meeting.
After discussing the measures proposed, and
appointing committees to report thereon, an ad-

journment took place to eight o'clock next
morning, when the business was completed.
At 11 o'clock the Society formed in procession,

and proceeded to the ground appropriated tor

the Plough Match. Thirteen yoke of Oxen
were entered for this interesting competition.

The scene was a very animating one, and thous-

ands testified their deep interest in it, and ex-
pressed their joy by loud and reiterated accla-

mations. A description of this match and the
trial of strength of the oxen in drawing a dead
weight on the drag, will be given by the appro-
priate committee. After the ploughing match,
the Society returned in procession to the area
formed by the square of pens, where a table
was covered with the premium butter &, cheese,
a plenty of good bread, made of the finest of
the wheat that grows on our hills, and the best
of old orchard, on which they fared sumptuously.
Here they were honored with the company, as
guests, of His Excellency the Governor, wi'th a
great concourse of ladies, whose beauty, smiles
and appearance added brilliancy and animation
to the show. All together and with one ac-
cord demonstrated that thev were lovers of
bread and cheese and one another. After din-
ner the Society repaired to the meeting-house,
where an appropriate discourse was delivered
by the Presidei>t, the Reports of the awarding
committees presented and read, and the premi-
ums paid to the successful competitors.

From the American Farmer.

BOTTS IN HORSES.
Dear Sin,

I have read in the American Farmer, of the

15th instant, a communication on the subject of

botts in the stomach of horses, addressed " to

Mr. Lunday," referring to an extract from a

Lexington paper, purporting to be an eftectual

remedy for the botts, (that prescription 1 have

not seen, having mislaid that number,) signed

" A Subscriber"— I have made similar attempts

to destroy them, after dissecting the maw or

stomach of horses which have been killed by

bolts, but have discovered nothing will kill the

botts (which 1 tried) that would not kill the horse,

if given to destroy the botts while in the horse.

I have concluded the only way to save or cure

horses, when attacked by botts, is to extract or

make the horse discharge them— I have found

them troublesome to horses before they had ea-

ten into, or fastened on the maw or stomach
;

ndeed 1 have seen the botts collected in the

throat of the horse, in such lumps or quantities,

as to choke and kill the horse instantly ; which

will always be the case if relief is not given,

by inserting into the throat a mop, or the hand

of the groom to dislodge them, returning them

into the stomach, when they so collect in the

throat. The best and most effectual cure 1

have yet discovered, is to dislodge and bring

aieay the botts, which 1 have done, by drench-

ing the horse affected, with warm blood, say

one or two quarts, or more if it can be con-

veniently obtained, as there is no danger in

giving any quantity injuring the horse. As soon

as the dose thus given, reaches the botts in the

stomach, they will let go the maw or stomach

to feed on the Ulood thus given— which gives

the horse ins'ant relief, but of short continu-

ance if they are not speedily removed, which
must be done by cathartics,—Say Linseed Oil,

1 quart, or such quantity judiciously given as

will purge freely; keeping food, (except drinks,

or bran tea warm) from the horse until the op-

eration is over, during which gentle exercise

is advisable, when it will be found the botts will

be freely discharged in so healthy a state, that

aqua-fortis will be found scarcely sufficient to

kill them— I have daring the month when soft

corn (roasting ears) were to be had, given the

horse of them to eat plentifully in preference

to oil—they [lurge freel^', and the slime brings

the worm away forcibly. I have often tried

tiiis remedy after all efforts were suspended, and

have rarely known it fail, and never when first

used, or belore the bolt had eaten through the

stom-.ich. 1 was led to the experiment of giv-

ing blood, from the reflection that it was the

food of the bott, which they were in pursuit

of— to obtain it I always have recourse to one

or more of my healthy strong horses, as the

quantity desired may be. Though 1 have bled

in the neck, and used the blood of the horse af-

fected, (when no other horse was convenient)
without any hesitation, and I believe it will not

be found injurious to bleed horses occasionally

when in health, but rather beneficial to most
horses.

I have known horses relieved when attacked
by botts in some instances, by killing the dung-
hill fowl and taking the entrails while warm
and cramming them into the stomach of the

horse, though I have not myself confidence in

its curing or relieving, where the botts have

taken fast hold—to prevent botts, burn hickoi

wood into ashes and keep on hand tor use, gi'

ing once a week about one pint to each ho:

in his food ; if oats, wet and sprinkle the oati

the horse will eat them without objection, ant

1 think it, perhaps, the means of keeping hor
ses in health, where they would, without th(

ashes fed, have been diseased from other caus(

which your own investigation will, no doU
inform you they are subject to.

I give you the trouble of reading this relu \^
tanlly, leaving it for gentlemen of more leisu

and experience to attempt instruction or edi c

cation. NIMROD OWiNGS
Fountain-Rock, Aug. 26, 1823.

Our distant readers are warned that they mwif^
have conlidence in what they see from the pi

of our correspondent above, in relation to t

noble animal, the horse. Mr. O. is known
possess a stock of horses, and to be one of t!

Iiest judges and masters of that useful animal

this country.

—

Edit. Am. Fa7:

Fi'om the Old Colony Memorial.

Sir- -I am by occupation a husbandman,
have always worked hard for a living. I pi

sess but few acres of land, endeavoring to ii

prove it to as much advantage as possible

on »vhich is a beautiful apple orchard, excei

ingly productive. I have also cherry, pes

peach and i)lum trees, which it has ever be(

my pleasure to cultivate, sparing no pains

labor about them. My garden too is the soul

of much profit, pleasure and satisfaction, pi

ducing me a great variety of fruits and rod
Watermelons and muskmeions 1 generally rai

in great profusion ; and 1 will venture to

no one takes more pleasure in feasting

friends and neighbors with those bounties 9!

Providence than 1 do, although they are procur-

ed not without much tug, and toil, and sweat 0;

the brow. Bui, notwithstanding I never ilenv

fruit to any one, who condescends to ask for it,

yet I am continually haunted and harassed b)

night plunderers and fruit stealers. And it has

become so serious a matter that 1 have Imil

thoughts sometimes of pulling up stakes, as wo

farmers say, though some call it a military term,

and removing to some distant country, where I

can be free from such molestations. Some, whl)

are strongly suspected of joining in this dis-

graceful business, have the re[)Utalion of rfr

spectable young gentlemen ; but, Sir, let me tell

them, that he, who skulks at midnight, lilce a

prowling wolf, through gardens and orchards,

iilching and destroying what the hand of indus-

try has labored hard both late and early to

bring to perfection, is, without any qualil'yiDg

epithet, a barbarian, a thief, and a robber ! Yeti

as much a robber as Michael Martin or ThuB-

derbolt

!

One favorite pear tree [ have of inestimable

value; a true St. Germain, which was loadid

with fruit this season.— It was but the other

day, my wife being in the garden and castiDg

her eyes upon this beautiful tree, expressed her

astonishment at its wonderful productiveness.

" We must gather them carefully," said she,

" that they may keep the better. Our friends

in Boston must have some, and we must not for-

get our worthy parson, you know." " Aoi,

mamma," cried little William, " if the thieves
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carry ll>em off, von will send some (ucoii-i

Vancv", you know?"' "Yes, child, cousin

;cv shallalso be remembered. Tlie thieves
]

not take Ibem now, because they sire too
j

to be eaten, and we shall endeavor to ^ath-j

em in season.'' These were our Ibnd an-

1

ations anil pleasing hopes, but they were

disregarded by the barbarous destroyer,

lie ncxl'^morning 1 looked at my pear tree

beheld it was as barren as llie I'lg tree of

am/! My feelings and indignation 1 cannot

Iress. The interesting scene which my wife

child in the garden but a few hours before

e to my mind, and I confess 1 tiecame a child

elf, and sorely wept. Call it weakness, or

you will, I care not. This pear tree is

favorite Eclipse. Suppose the famous horse

hat name should be stolen by some Cuiadi-

harper, what would be the ado, the bustle,

complaining and execrations ! and yet, sir,

teem my pear tree of more worth than a

ired such horses !

his evil is not confined to a single individu-

it is very well known to be general

ughout the country. What then can be

Is there no remedy against such shame-

nd abominable vilhmy ? And is it generally

uted to thiit to rob an orchard or garden is

rime ; and that a watermelon frolic, as it is

monly calleil, is but a piece of innocent

t? Must an unfortunate debtor be harassed

persecuted, and confined to the cells of a

n ior being vnable to pay his debts, while

midnight marauder and fruit robber by

mon consent goes free and unmolested ?

t says the law on this subject ? It imposes

malty of not less than live, nor more than

dollars on any person, who shall enter the

isure of another without leave, with intent

jure, SiC. and take therefrom any grass, hay,

, vegetable or shrub, cultivated thereon for

or ornament ; besides a forfeiture of treble

iges. Thus we see that the legislature

: done all that is necessary ; and it remains

he good people of the Commonwealth to

.he law m execution. 1 then call on the

nunity at large, whose interest it surely is,

tend to this 3ne thing needful. In every

,
where there is a discovery, suffer no vil-

to go unpunished. No matter who he is,

hat he is ; let him be made an example of

.\ particularly on all, who are engaged

.riculture, horticulture, and the culture of

sty, industry, good morals and a good neigh-

ood to make it their business to discounte

e and put down this shameful and diabolical

Let there be clubs and societies formed
he prevention of these crimes, as well as

rs. If it were consistent with the regula-

and designs of our agricultural societies to

premiums to those, who should detect

ers of fruit, as well as to those who should

vate it, I have no doubt they might in

way greatly promote the interest of agricul-

and be of still more essential benefit to

yublic. Now, Sir, of him who is disposed

II this a trifling matter, let me ask ; who
rise early and work late, and tug, and
t, to set out and cultivate, and nurse, and
e an orchard— to till, and toil, and plant

leld and gardens all for the sport and depre-
us of a set of scoundrel pilferers ?

Yours, &c.

JOHN LANDMARK.

From the Farmer's Magazine. '

ON THE NECESSITY OF CHANGING SEED.

" Have you found it of service to change the seed

of plants, from one soil or climate to another, and
wily ;—From the most universal adoption of the prac-

t ire, it seems that experience has fully justified it. In

tlif. case of exotics, that do not arrive at perfection in

an alien climate, it docs not seem wondi rful ; but in

the case of naturalized vegetables, I cannot explain it."

Balh Socitly Papers.

Sir—Not having access to a complete set of

your useful work, I am not aware of what dis-

cussions it "as furnished on the subject of the

necessity of a change of seed in the cultivation

of corn ; but, as an endeavor, however humble,

to fix the principles of that necessity, may at

the approaching season not be uninteresting to

farmers, I have taken the liberty of submitting

what has occurred to me from an impeifect

consideration of it.

I understand a belief in an abstract necessity

for an occasional change of seed, to be very

generally entertained, and to be founded on a

supposed repugnance between the soil of a farm

an<l a succession of plants descended from a par-

ticular stock of seed. This antipathy is said to

be a secret principle in the economy of plants;

and those with whom I have conversed, unable

to account for it, consider it sutlicient to say,

the soil tires of the plants, or the plants of the

soil. In this, it ajipears to rae, there is much de-

lusion ; for I hold that, abstractedly, there is no

efficacy in, and therefore no necessity for, a

change of seed. The grounds of this opinion I

shall endeavor to explain.

Without going into the never-to-be-determin-

ed question. What is the food of plants ? 1 take
'

it for granted, that each species of vegetable

has its peculiar pabulum ; and that this peculiar

matter must exist in the soil in which the seed

of that plant is sown, otherwise it will not be

produced in a perfect state. If any particular

species of vegetable be repeatedly cultivated in

the same field, it may so exhaust its food in that

soil, that the latter will become unfit to produce

the plant in perfection ; and other circumstan-

ces, such as the application of certain manures,

may incapacitate a piece of land from carrying

a particular species of plant to maturity. Cut,

in this case, a mere change of seed will not

prove a remedy. Something must be done to

restore to the land the pabulum of the plant

sought to be cultivated in it, otherwise a change
of seed will prove of no avail. Again, I con-

ceive that a plant, after being deteriorated, by

unfitness of soil, inadequacy of climate, or faul-

ty cultivation, may be restored, by being trans-

ferred to better soil, or a more genial climate,

or by being more carefully cultivated. But this

is no proof of an abstract efficacy in a change of

seed. Here there is a concomitant change of

circumstances, which plainly accounts for the

improvement: for we are entitled to hold, that

corn, once degenerated, cannot be reproduced
in a more vigorous state, unless it is transferred

to land diflFerent in the circumstances either of

climate, soil, or mode of cultivation. Still fur-

ther, corn crops may degenerate by the gradual

operation of an unfavorable climate, or by the

natural barrenness of the soil in which they are

raised. In such a case, the farmer finds an ad-

vantage in having recourse to fresh seed, the

produce of a more genial climate or better

land, or even of a neighboring farm under the

same circumstances of soil and climate as liis

own, if the corn produced on that farm, from
being more nearly related to a good stock of
seed, happens to be less degenerated. Thii=,

however, does not furnish evidence of an ab-
stract efficacy in a change of sood ; for it is clear,

that the farmer would not have bettered his

circumstances had he not obtained seed of a
quality superior to what was produced on his

own farm. Again, we know that crops may be-

come deteriorated, by the adoption of" the
too general practice of sowing corn nearly as

it grows, using little pains to separate the good
seeds from weak and imperfect ones; or bv

many other circumstances of mismanagement.
In such a case, it may be a temporary imj>rove-

ment to obtain a fresh supply of seed. But
this does not establish the abstract efficacy of a

change. In short, in every supposable case of

change of seed, any improvement that takes

place must be the cfTect of some concomitanl

change of obvious circumstances ; and the ne-

cessity of the change seems to have no relation

to the Jc nc sais ijuoi, that mysterious antipathy

between the soil and a particular race of plants,

which is said to be excited liy their long famil-

iarity. This is the abstract necessity for ' chang-

ing the seed of plants from one soil of climate

to another,' unless in the case of degeneracy of"

crops, from some of the obvious causes 1 have

alluded to ; and in such a case, an improvement
can be effected only by obtaining a supply of

better seed. This, too, is the only case in which

there can be any ejjicacij in a change, except the

object be to obtain a better variety of a particu-

lar plant than what is already possessed. With

this view, it may be justifiable to sow seed,

though even inl'erior, as a sample, to what is al-

ready produced on the farm, if superiority of

soil, clim;:te or cultivation, aflbrd a reasonable

prospect of improving the quality of the nevy

variety.

1 am quite aware of the nicety of this ques-

tion, and sensiiile of my own incompetency to

the discussion of it ; hut I shall think 1 have

done enough, if some of your enlightened

correspondents should be induced, from what I

have said, to edify us with their sentiments.

Stonehaven, Jan. 3, 1G20. Xn.

From the New York Advocate.

DANDY HATS.

Our city has been much amused with a low
tripod-kind of a hat, made of fine beaver, and

worn by our Bang-ups. Some call them the

Touch, others the Gape and Stare, the real name
is the Bolingbrokc. It is about sis inches in

crown, and four in rim, shaped like an inverted

cone, it is a real tippy. We yesterd.-iy saw

one of the fancy, dressed quite unique, blue

iVock, black silk Welhngtori cravat, buff waist-

coat, Cossack pantaloons, high heel boots, black

ribbon and eye glass, bushy hair frizzed, and

surmounted with one of these little tipjiy hats.

He looked like an hour glass, and minced his

steps along Broadway in the real Jemmy Jumps
style. The ladies were highly amused, and

more glasses were directed towards hijn, than

would be to the Emperor Iturbide. had he ju.«t

landed; while our blood, insensible to all this

curiosity danced up the street, humming the fa-

vorite air of, " Look dear ma'am, I'm quite the

thing ; natius hay, tippity ho !"
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A warning to thoughtless Jesters.—There is

now in the New Bedlam, London, a man who
was driven mad by being suddenly startled :

" As

he was one morning crossing his father's fields,

on his way to his usual labors, cheerful and

guardless, an intimate rustic acquaintance saw

him coming, knew his simplicity, stepped aside,

and concealed himself behind a bush until the

other came up, when he suddenly rushed upon

him with a loud shout. He was so astonished

by the shock, that he was struck almost sense-

less ; he staggered, fell, and fainted away. The
current of his blond seemed for some time ar-

rested, and his pulsation ceased. He was taken

up and conveyed home ; delirium ensued and

madness followed, which has ever since contin-

ued without abatement, to a degree not only

pitiable, but dangerous to all who approach

him."
Floating Grist Mills.—This kind of mills is

used in abundance on the river Ohio. The
mill is supported by two boats, and tlio wheel,

which is the principal part of the machinery,

moves between them. The boats move in ev-

ery direction on the river, and when employ-

ment can be obtained, they are generally placed

near the edge of it, in the strongest current, and
the mill is then set in motion. These mills will

grind a bushel of corn nearly as quick as those

propelled by water. It is by this means that

many neighborhoods, and even (owns are suppli-

ed with their corn meal.
O^rfen's Letters from the Jf^est.

Wine.—A Danish chemist has demonstrated
that apple juice mixed with a great quantity of

sugar produces a drink which more resembles
wine than any other substitute. Cherries and
currants, he says, arc not so proper for wine as

the apple.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
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produce not only the Flowers of Friendship, but the

Fruits of Useful Knowledge ; and that every minute of

time spent at the Cattle Show, will leave behind it the

stamp of improvement. We hope that at the close of

the exhibition every individual will be able to say, " I

have not only been amused but benefited by the Far-

mer's Festival and Artist's Anniversary." In order to

induce this very desirable consummation, let every av-

enue of useful knowledge be opened by its possessor.

In other words, let every person tell what he knows,

and learn what he can, respecting the great objects of

the association. Let us drink deeper at the fountains

of knowledge than at the bar of the landlord. The

pleasures of the anniversary will then leave no sting,

but survive in agreeable reminiscences. Anticipation

will not only be crowned by fruition, but consecrated

by recollection ; and we shall all be able to say, that «

rfay spent at l/it Brighton Cattle Show is better than

many spent elsewhere.

BRIGHTON CATTLE i~HOW.
So far as we have been able to observe, appearance

indicate that the exhibition at Brighton of the 15th

and 16th inst. will command not merely a renovated,

but an increased interest. Expectation is broad awake,

and Attention all alive to the anticipated proceedings

and displays of the Husbandman's Holiday. The com-

petitors for the Premiums, the Champions of the

Ploughing Match seem eager for the friendly contest

—emulous to engage in that amicable strife, in which

the Cherub ofPeace will twine the laurel of the Con-

queror, and the shouts of the victor will not be mingled

with the groans of the vanquished. The pleasures of

such a day are as pure as they are exquisite ; the

means are amusement, the end utility ; and the mind is

improved by the same objects which gratify the senses.

We hope that none amongst the multitude, which i:

is wislied and expected may assemble on this occasion,

will consider themselves as lookers-on nurelt/., who con-

vene for no other purpose than to while away an idl'

hour, and feast on the fat of the land. We hope that

those who view themselves as spectators, and have nn

parts assigned, will not be contented with merely swell-

ing the procession, or tilling chairs at the festive board.

All have something to communicate or something to

learn, or both, which may help to supply the necessi-

ties, add to the comforts, or enhance the innocent en-

joyments of the great /ami li) of man. We hope that

social intercourse will be so correctly cultivated as to

The following article was marked for insertion in

our last paper, but omitted by mistake. This lircum-

stance we regret, as we consider the Plodghuvg

Match as the Cap Sheaf of a Cattle Show : and as

necessary to give a.finish to the customary preceedings

on .'such occasions as a dessert to a feast, or a glass of

cider to a farmer's dinner. Sir John Sinclair, the first

agriculturist in Europe, has expressed some opinions on

this subject, with which we believe every considerate

cultivator will fully coincide. The passage we allude

to was doubtless dictated by experience, and is so much
to the purpose of the contemplated match at Brighton,

that we are certain we cannot do better than to give it

at full length.

" Ploughing Matches.—From the great importance
of good ploughing, every means should be thought of

to extend a practical knowledge of the art ; and no
plan has been found more elfectual for that purpose,
than that of fj/afj/ii/iing a competition among plough-
men^ and rewarding those who excel. At such meetings,
farmers have been instructed, when they only came to

be amused; their prejudices have worn away; and
they have been induced to try new instruments of hus-
bandry, and new modes of culture. Were it possible

to impress upon the minds of our farmers in general,
the great importance of good ploughing, more sspecial-

ly the advantage of using ploughs with two liorses [or

oxen] without a driver, and to make them sensible of

the benefits of deep ploii^hiug ; several millions per
annum would be added to the valueof the united king-

dom."

Among other motives for improvement in the struc-

ture and management of the plough, we would suggest

one, which perhaps is not generally adverted to. " The

merciful man is merciful to his beast." Our oxen and

our horses should have good tools to labor with, as well

as their masters. By facilitating the labors of the poor

quadrupeds, who afford their all important aid to the

husbandman, we obey as well the dictates of humani-
ty as of self interest. Even the cattle of our pastures

and stalls, " had they our reason," and powers of

speech, would therefore manifest their approbation of

I'l.ouGHi.NG Matches.

PLOUGHING MATCH AT BRIGHTON.
The Committee of Arrangements for the

Cattle Show in Brighton, have been furnished
;^as on several former occasions) with a suitable

|)iece of ground for the Ploughing Match, by
Mr. Francis Winship—it is north of his house,
on the road loading from Cambridge to Brigh-
ton Meeting-honse, a few rods from the ground
used for the same purpose last year; is laid out
m lots by a carelul surveyor, viz :—eleven lots

of oue eighth of an acre each, to be ploughed

with one yoke of oxen, and nine lots of o
quarter of an acre each, to be ploughed wi
two yoke of oxen. The soil in quality is

near alike as can be expected in a level plat
the reqasite size, with a margin for the acco
modation of spectators. The following extr;

is from the jiremium list published in Janua
last, and distributed through the Stale—" (

t' e second day of the Cattle Show, viz. the 16
day of October, premium-: will be awarded
the owners and ploughmen of the three ploug
drawn by one yoke of oxen which shall be a

judged by the Committee to have perfornn
the best work with the least expense of tin

and labor, not exceeding an eighth of an ac;

to each plough, and to the three ploughs whii
shall have ploughed one quarter of an ac;

with two yoke of oxen that shall be adjudgi

to have performed the best work nith the lea

expense of labor. There will be two Ci mmi
tees of three persons each, the one to be judji

es of the ploughing by one yoke of cattle, til

other of the ploughing by two yoke of cnttll
^

Notice to be given, at least, fourteen days b

fore the aforesaid 16th of October, that ll

ground is prepared and may be examined
|

those disposed to compete for the premiunj
which are as lollows (being the same for dd
ble as single teams);

—

First Plough, $\b
Ploughman, 8

Driver, 4

Second Plough, gU)
Ploughman 5

Driver, ,'5

Third Plough, p
Ploughman, 3
Driver, 2

$\\
The sum assigned for driver to be award^

ploughman in each case of no driver. T|
person intending to compete lor these priz

must give notice to Gorliam Parsons, or

Francis Winship, of Brighton, by letter, pj
paid, or by personal application, on or before

15th of October, the day previous to the Ploud
ing Match. The competitors will be considi

ed as agreeing to follow such ! ules and regit

lions as may be adopted by the Committee. Tf
satisfaction expressed by the agriculturists wll

have attended the Ploughing Matches for sevft

al years past,will induce the Society to continif

their premiums annually in connexion with th

Cattle Show, believing it an efficacious iiiean

of exciting emulation and improvement m tb

use and construction of the most important ip.

strument of agriculture. I

GOKHAM PARSONS, Per OrderJl

Brighton^ Hcpt. '27, 1823. *

N. B. It must be understood by the cofti

petitors that the turrows must not exceed l(t

inches in width. -j

(

The Middlesex Cattle i/«;i<> of which we have giv-

en an oflicial account, in the preceding pages, is spok

en of in terms of higli approbation by well qualifieii

judges who were present. V\ e have only to regret thil

indispensable avocations (caused in part, by the ab-

sence, on a journey of the Proprietor of tliis papw)

kept the Editor, as it were, tethered in Boston. Not-

withstanding our wish to greet our Concord friends, ffl-

joy their society, witness and applaud their improW-

ments, partake of thiir festivity, and see and heu

the fat, fair, fine, facetious, ingenious, useful, seati-
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jtal and patriotic things which they hail to olTcr on

occasion, imperious necessity kept us chained to

dull pursuits of a printing office and Kditorial clos-

\Ve beg leave, however, to assure the Societv uf

KjllULESEX HrSBAMHIEN A>D MaM' FACTIRKHS,

't
, whether personally present or absent our best

les aJiniyj attend them, and our best exertions are

at their service.

.ockinghara Agricultural Society (N. H.) will hold

r Show ou the loth and 16th day of the prescut

ith.

'onlribuliorufor tht sufferers by Jire iti Maine have

11 liberal—honorable to our countrymen and to hu-

lity. In the several churches in this city, according

he Cenlinel, ou Sunday last, they amounted to

44 53. Iti Salem $841 67. In Ueverly, $133 98.

fewburyport «514 36.

FOREIGN.
'here have been no arrivals from Europe since our

and there is but little to be gleaned from Euro-
n papers worth recording, which is no't altogether

of date. The King of Spain has been happily de-
red before the Cortes, of a long patriotic speech,
r'iwch, il siiutrily is a prominent feature we^ery
:li uiistake the matter. In this speech the " French
iders"are execrated, most cordially, as " hypocrites,
lards" and other hard things, and said to place
e reliance on " corrupting gold than their own val-

' The Coiles are eulogized in due proportion to

anathema bestowed on the French—But the whole
it worth a potatoe top and is therefore omitted.

—

have likewise some French and Spanish bulletins
ch arc as fairly at war with cacli other as their au-
s, a real matter of fact is not to be had for a pre-
•n a;iicjiig such dealers in tough stories. We must
t for tio>^' to teach us what the mad caps and hair
us of Kurope are about, and t'ess our stars that we
e nothing to do with titcm nor their quarrels.

DOMESTIC.
jarge Water Melon—A water melon was served up
;he table of the Cincinnati Hotel on the 8th ult.

ghing sirly one pounds, being 2 feet 8 inches in

jlh, and 3 feet and 1 inch in circumference.
JV. Y. Coin. Advertiser.

I great Turnip.—Taken frori the garden of Mr.
in B. Swasey in Meredith on the 15th inst. a Tur-

, the circumference of which was 3 feet 2 inches,

J;thofroot 2 feet 3 inches, and weighed 42 and a
If pounds. Weighed and measured by Rev. Parker

J and Maj. Daniel Hilton.—.V. H. Pal.

swarm of Bees, taken up by Richard Bradley,

in this town last week, yielded in weight of hon-
land comb, one hundred and sixty-five pounds.

—

ib.

Maine Canal.—A Canal is about to be opened in

ine, and will be completed in June next, connecting
' waters of Pushaw Lake with Penobscot River, by
iting with the Kenduskeag. six miles above its con-
ence with the Penobscot, at Bangor, affording several

luable mill privileges, and through which the town
Bangor will receive an immense quantity of lumber
d other property, which heretofore, in consequence
the difficulty of getting it to market, has been of lit-

valne.

Culture of the Grape.— 4 vineyard of A. Eichelber-
r, in York, Penn. contains 10 acres, covered with
i°s of Lisbon, white, and other grapes. He will

ike 40 barrels of wine this season, and he intends to

tend his vineyard to 20 acres next year-

Two persons suffocated in a irell.—At Barre, Vt. a
d d scended into a deep well for the purpose of

'

1,7 up a drill, hut after descending to the bottom
•thi-ig c>uM hr heard from him. Mr. » maziah Peck,
old gcatleaiaa aged 80 years, descended iu hopes to

save the lad, but piirished in the attempt. After e

bodies wore taken from the well alighted candle wa
let down, but would not burn withui a considerable
distance of the bottom.

.I'^ricullaral Diplomas.—An atiyertisenient lately

handed in, induced us to look at a copj' of an engrav
ing by .Mr. Balch, formerly of Albany, for the Diplo
mas of Agricultural Societies. The design and !he ex-
ecution are very beautiful, and we presume that when
seen, copies will be readily purchased by the proper
agents of these institutions throughout the State.

Con. Mirror.

Child burnt to death.—Lstil Tuesday afternoon, a
child of five years old, daughter of Mr. .loseph Miller.
of P^ast Hartford was left for a minute or two near a
fire which caught her clothes, and she was burned to
death. We do not mention this to gratify that taste
for the horrid which is so common among newspaper
readers, for it is worse than useless to tell every tale of
sutferiug, when no practical good can result from it,

but whenever an accident occurs to which others, if

not cautioned are liable—such occurrences should be
stated. The clothes of the child were of cotton, and
we all know how easily such stuffs burn. Woollen is

as cheap and as durable—and now as the season ap-
proaches when fire is needed, let us suggest to those
who have children to clothe, that it would be advisa-
ble to dress them in woollen.—Ibid.

A late arrival at Norfolk from Thompson's Island
brings melancholy news from that quarter. Captain
Watson, Lieutenants Hammersly and Carter, Sailing
Master Bainbridge, Midshipmen Benbridge and Tay-
lor, Chaplain Adams of New Hampshire ; and about
forty seamen have fallen victims to fever. Aboul sixty
other cases are said to be existing. Commodore Porter
was much better.

A letter from Glbralter, dated September 3d, states,

that the French had been repulsed at Tari/fa, with the
loss, it was reported, of 800 men. The writer adds,
Malaga is in a dreadful state at present ; the com-

mander has made a requisition of 100,000 dollars of the
merchants—several who refused to pay, have been sent
lo prison, amnngr ihem iho Imeri^an Consul, and Seve-
ral have been shot, 'i'he English frigate Tribune 19 lu
proceed from here to bring the English merchants from
that place."

—

Boston Gazette.

Accounts from St. Louis state, that some of the

Scotch and Swiss emigrants planted by Lord Selkirk on
the Red River of Hudson's Bay, are making their way
to the United States, finding the severe climate of that

latitude unbearable.

By way of St. Louis we learn, also, from St. Antho-
ny, that an engagement had recently taken place be-

tween the Sac and Sioux Indians, in which the former

had 7 killed and 12 or 15 wounded, and the flatter, 11

killed and 12 wounded.

—

Jbid.

Burlington, Vt. Oct. 3.—Passed this place on Fri-

day last, the Canal Boat Gleaner, Capt. Burton, on her

return to St. Albans from New York city. The Canal
Boat Vermont, Capt. Lyon, arrived here on Wednes-
day last from Troy. Both boats were richly laden with
merchandise.

—

Ibid.

The Secretary of the Navy has directed a special

mission to be sent to Key West (Thompson's Island) for

the purpose of examining into the causes of the disease

existing there ; with authority to discontinue the naval

station there, should it be found necessary. Commo-
dore Rodgers has volunteered his services for the occa-
sion, and is to have with him four of the oldest naval
surgeons- U is expected they will begone four or five

weeks.

Snotr.—There was a considerable fall of snow at an^

around Belt3.5t, Maine., on the night of the 29th ul

I

In some of the back towns it fell to the depth of fivi

inches.

Agricultural noTelly.—Some, blossoms from a -r.-i

tree were yesterday shown us, which we undersU'"'

bore fruit a we';ii since, and is now in full ' loi> n

Sone of the fruit is yet rcmniiiing on the tree, ad p'
-

sents a striking contrast to the numerous blossoms bv

which it IS surrounded. 'I he pear is of French origin,
called tc Hon-Clurtnn. A circumstance of this sort is
sup( rstitiously regarded as the precursor of the death
of the tree the following year ; but the tree referred to,
was, we are told, visited by a similar occurrence about
ten years ago.

—

Ccntincl.

ALDERNEY BULL FOR SALE.
rjlIIE very fine full blood ALDERNEY BULL,
JL which was presented to the Massachusetts So-

ciety for promoting Agriculture by John Hubbard,
Esq. This breed is considered in England, as superior
lor the richness of their milk, making considerable
more butter from the same quantity of milk, than any
other breed. He is now two years and three months
old, is in fine health, and a gentle animal, and may be
seen at the farm of John Prince, Esq. Jamaica Plain,
Roxbury. For terms of sale, which will be very liber-

al, apply to JOHN LOWELL, Esq. or said Prince, in
Roxbury.

If the above animal is not previously disposed of, he
will be at the Public Show at Brighton, on THURS-
DAY 16th October, at 12 o'clock.

Roxbury SOth Sept. 1823.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. . . .

cargo. No 1, . . . .

'' No 2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. new
" 2d qual. .

small kegs, family,
CHEESE, new milk ....
FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Oenessee, new,
Rye, best ....

TJRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley

,Oats
HOGS' LAKu, ,0. ._.. : :

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1822
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, Navy Mess ....

Bone Middlings . . .

Cargo, No 1, ...
Cargo, No 2, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover

WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed
do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAL,
MUTTON and LAMB, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, best . . .

EGGS,

bush
bbl

bush
bbl

MEAL, Rye, . . .

Indian, . .

POTATOES, new, .

CIDER, liquor, new .

HAY, best, . . .

cask

al.

ton.

bbl.

do,-

bush

FROM
D. C.
140 00
135 00

90
8 50
7 00
6 00

VI

II

66
8 2.

8 00
3 75

CO
50
68

?!-

I.'-

1 00
CO

2

12 00
14 50

12 00

2 00
7
60

40
45
40
33
60

137 50
1 GO

55
70

00
18

1 12

70
3 00

15 00

12
17
20
17
^70

19
37
75

JOB PRlN'iL\'0
At short notice and fair prices, at Ui^ Farmrr Qfiirf.
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THE YEOMAN.

Happy the roan, who courts a country life,

And holds no stake in mad ambition's strife,

Where every rogue would fain supplant his brother.

And men seem born to worry one another ;

And women too—but pray, Miss Muse ! stop there

—

We ne'er permit you to abuse the Fair.—
The man is blest who shuns each buitling mart
The proud emporium of each ui?eless art,

Whom Nature's simplest lineaments can please.

Whose days are spent in exercife and ease.

Without those cares, which pride and wealth annoy.
And dash with poison Grandeur's cup of Joy.

He gathers Health from herbs the forest yields,

And culls his physic from the flowery fields.

Thus lires a stranger to each deadly ill.

Whose ne plus ultra is the Doctor's bill.

His heart is large, although his means are small,

His door still open to the needy's call
;

But in his dealings so correct and square.

Lawyers and sheriffs have no business there.

No duns put off with "please to call again,"
And Charity ne'er asks his boon in vain.

This man enjoys more real bliss below
Than kings possess or nobles ever know.

From the President of the Ncxe-York Lycnim of
.Yatural Historii, to the Members, dated A'ew-
York, Sept. U, 1023.

THE VAMPIRE OF THE OCEAN.
On the 9th day of September, 1823, rptiirn-

ed from a cruize off Deliiware Bay, the tjshin^
smuck Una. She had sailed about throe weekt
before from New York, for the expross pur-
pose of catching an enormous fish, which had
been reported to frequent the ocean a few
leagues beyond Cape May and Cape Henlopon.
The adventurers in this bokl enterprize have
been successful. They have brought for the

?Ml?J[&.'^'"ent of science and the e;ratii^''<''Jon of

ill' "" """ ^-'...ouant of the deep,
wliicti has never been seen on' the land before
Ihe creature is one of the huge individual*

ot the family of Raja ; or perhaps may be
erected, from its novelty and peculiarity, into a
new genus, between thai, the Sqmlus, and the
.'Icipencer. Its strength was such that after the
body had been penetrated by two strong and
well formed gigs of the best tempered iron, the
shank of one of them was broken oil", and the
other singularly bent. The boat, containin-' the
three intrepid men, John Patchen, Theop'hilus
Beebe, and William Totter, was connected, af-
ter the deadly instrument had taken hold, with
the wounded inhabitant of the deep, by a stron-
warp or line. The celerity with which h^
swam, could only be compared to that of the
harpooned whale, dragging the boat after it
witii such speed as to cause a wave to rise on
each side ol the fuirow in which he moved,
several feet higher than the boat itself

Tne weight of the fish after death was such
hat three pair of oxen, one horse, and twenty-
two men, all pulling together, with the surge
of Ihe .Atlantic wave to help, could not convey
i far to the dry beach. It was estimated from
th.s, and a probable estimate, to equal four tons
and a half, or perhaps five tons.
The size was enormous; for the distance

from the extremity of one wing or pectoral fin

to the other, expanded like f.'ne wing of an ea-
gle, measures, ....... 18 feet.

Over the convexity of the back, and
on the right line r.j 'the belly, . . IG feet.
The distance, from the snout to the

end of thct,,i|, ]4 fggf
Lpn^Vn of the tail, 4 feet.

Vv'idth of the mouth, .... 2 ft. 9 in.

The operation of combat and killing lasted

nine hours. It was a heroic achievement, and
was witnessed by crowds of citizens on the
shores of New-Jersey and Delaware, and by
persons on board the flotilla of vessels in the
bay and offing.

During the scuffle, the wings, side flaps or
vast alated fins of the monster, lashed the sea
with such vehemence that the spray rose to the
height of thirty feet, and rained round to the
distance of fifty feet. It was a tremendous en-
counter. Ou shore all was awe and expecta-
tion.

Mr. Patchen, whose taste and zeal in zoolo-

gy are well known, has attended very much to

the manners of the Vuwpire of the Ocean, to

the preservation of the skin and external parts,

to the osteology and skeleton, the internal or-
ganizations

; and in short, to every circumstance
that was practicable during such a hazardous
business and the tempestuous vveatiier which
distressed them almost from the beginning to the
end . f their voyage.

I merely mention, before I lay down my pen,
that this animal is viviparous, and of course
connects fishes with mammif'erous animals; and
that the respiratory, motory, and generative
and sensitive organs, present an extraordinary
amount of rare and interesting particulars. In-

comprehensible as well as wonderful are thy
works, (.) Creator ! in consummate sagacity thou
hast expcnto-i tkom „ii!

This is but an outline ; I intend to finish this
sketch;^ and prepare it as well as I can for the
Society's formal notice.

While I express full approbation of our
triends, whom neither difficulty nor danger
could discourage, I utter a further sentiment
that they may be well repaid by their intended
exhibition. SAMUEL L. MITCHELL

Ingenious and vseful invention.—Amongst the
new Parisan inventions is a coffee pot construct-
ed ot three pieces : the first is a plain boiler,
over that is a double filtcrer, and at the top is
an inverted coffee pot, which fits on exactly
Cold water is placed in the first vessel, and the
coffee in the filtering pot. Under the whole is

pint lamp, which in the course of five or six
minutes causes the water to boil, the vapor aris-
ing from which completely saturates the coffee.
Hnen the water boils, which is ascertained by
• he discharge of the vapor from the spout of Ihe
inverted coffee pot, the whole machine is lifted
irom the lamp, and completely inverted so that
the pot, which was uppermost, is at the bottom,
and the boiling water, which hadsaturaled the
cohee, flows through the filterer, clear, into
what was f)efore the inverted coflee pot, where,
in the space of two minutes, it is ready for use.
This mode of preparing coffee is a saving of at
least 25 per cent, and it secures the fine flavor
of the berry. In another part of the service is
a codee roaster of glass, over another lamp of

three minutes, and even so small a quI^Ut^L
an ounce may be thus prepared "^

York (Eng.) Musical Festival— It is compJ
that the necessary expenditure in fhis org
undertaking, which has the patronage of,
dukes and lords for aiding the respective fui
of the four general infirmaries in this counl
will not be less than 7000/. 183 inslrumeni
performers are already engaged and 264 voJ
VIZ. 72 cantos, 60 counters, 60 tenors, 72 ba|
Charity being the object of the performaD|
and the period fixed upon immediately af
Donchcster races, the promoters calculate u(
the largest assemblage of company that e\
took place on a similar occasion.

FRUIT&'ORNAMEOTALTRE]
"TIOR sale, as usual, at the Kenrick plack, n

'
J_ lirighlon. The iNurseries have been much ei
larged, and contain a variety of Pears, Apples, Cher
nes Hums, Apricots, &c.—Also, the finest Nursery
budded Peach-Trees known in America; consisting
a choice collection of about 30 of the most appro
kinds in our best gardens, or seen in the Markets. 1
trees are from 5 to G feet high, and sold at the Nursi
at the moderate price of 33 1-3 cents each.

Of good sized ornamental trees ; the Floweri
Horse-Chesnut

; Flowering Catalpa ; European Moi
tain-Ash

;
Weeping Willow ; the evergreen Silver

"

and the Larch. English Walnuts and Butternuts,"
of which are justly admired for their fruit. Th" la
is a hardy, handsome tree, and its bark valuable
dyes and medicine.

Curraut bushes of the large prolific red kind, of
sizes, by the dozen, hundred, or thousand, on ml
erate terms : Also the Black, White, and Champa:
do. Red and White Roses; Lilacs; English Gra
Gooseberrieu, ,tc. &c.

Orders addressee to John, or William Kenrick,
sent to the Brighton Post-om.T.p q,. jjje Office of
Samuel Dana, Broker, in Congress-.tvoct, Boston,
be duly attended to.

N. B. Trees will be packed in clny and mats,
hipping, and conveyed to Boston when ordered :'

rcntlemen at a distance should employ some ageni
eceive and pay for them.
Oct. 4.

a long wide flame. The roaslino- require" about ^A^7''^^f
^^"^"^""^ '^

""

"a '*-^lui'C5 uuoui
I Music performs every even

NEW ENGLAND MUSEUM, I

76, COURT STREET, BOSTO.Y, t;

CONTAINING much more numerous Collectiom
and greater variety of entertainments than an*

other Establishment in America, continues steadily ft
increase, and is open for the reception of visiters

EVERY DAY AND EVENING.
It will be constantly in the best possible condili,

and every exertion made to render the visits of its p
rons agreeable.

This Establishment now contains FIVE former i.,

seums united in ONE, together with very great a
numerous additions (the whole receipts being faithfu
laid out to increase it.)

JUST ADDED,
The celebrated Race Horse Eclipse,
.'V beautiful Cosmoramic View of London,
A large and beautiful live Rattlesnake,
The Arabian Bottle, made of the stomach of |

Camel—holds about a barrel—used to carry wati
across the desert.

The Invalid's Chair—very ingenious—invenfe_
by Professor Peck.

A very large and elegant Sword Fish, upwards
of 14 feet long, with a sword 4 J-2 feet long.

There is also now residing in the Museum, Mr. .To-

SKPH M. Stevens, the most remarkable Dwarf ever
witnessed in the U. States. He is handsome, ch'eeiAil,
and gentlemanly in his deportment; in his 20th year;
37 l-i> inches high, and weighs 34 lbs.

fti7=The Museum is well lighted, and a Hand of

Admittance 2o cent*

ll
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Fanner's and Ganlnier's Remembrancer.
j

Hut the spirit so mixeil iinhtens the vinous fcr-

[BY t«p: F.D.TOK.] I

mentation, »vlu<:l., ;w before observed, is the

„„ 1 oB.'u fermeiitaticn winch can be suHercu 111 nuik-
|3N MAK.N« AND PRESERVING CIOER.

j

^^^V';/^
^.^^^ ,^.,,^ ,,,^„,,„, ,^ •„ ,,,^,k the tur-

[Concluded from p. t3.]
|
i,„|p„gg ^j- the formentins: licjnor, bv combining

. It is often the case that those wlio under-
1 ,vjth the cnrlionic acid gas, vvliich causes the

to be very philosophical in the process ol d-ening and fnming as well as g;ives the life of

ulacliiring cider, make a troublesome and tde liquor. Thus Nicholson's Fourcroy (Art.

?nsive job of it, and at'ter all, spoil their
, WqqI-^q]) fmys, '' alcoJu'l. dissolves the carbonic aciil

3r. They cause it to undergo so many fer-
, pas^ whicli, it c.07ulense.s and liquefies more than in

tations, while exposed to the open iiir, that jlic proportion of a volnmc equal to its oxn."

ses all its carbonic acid gas, or fixed air,
j ]5. We learn that the Religious Society,

perhaps, a |iart of its alcohol, or vinous
j mentioned above, malio use of cider-spirit, dis-

t. If the whole feimentation, which is nUed from the lees of cider, to regulate the

ssarv to change the raw apple juice into
, fermentation of their new cider and tit it for

d and rich cider could be conducted in e/os-|ihe table. Thev do rot, however, make use of

ssels, according to Dr. Darwin's theory, as their cider-spirit till they have racked off their

cider, about the iirst of January. They then

iHd t'rom one to three gallons of the spirit to a

barrel of cider, and "bung it down air tight,

and let it stand till it becomes of mature age.'"*

This ajipears to have been the principal im-

provement, which has rendered the cider maii-

;!iacturod by the Society so famous, and caused

•.I to command an extraordinary price in market.

A i;- °'id of ours, however, has a mode ol' using

!h cider-spirit in refining his cider still less

!ronblesome, and we believe nt least equally cf-

licacious. This gentleman mixes from one to

. wo gallons of cider brandy with his cider, when
fresh from the press, and immediately closes the
I arret perfecti}' air tight. In about a month's

.rne, iiv-tha ordinary temperature of a common

H

in paragraph 11, page 73. the products ot

fermentation, which are alcohol, and car-

1; acid gas, would be preserved, become in-

orated with tb." liquor, and cause it to be

iiid lively, without being harsh and heady,

xposing new cider in open vessels, fill the

us fermentation has produced its results,

irbonic acid gas is ex])el!ed, i)ut a part of

icohoi is retained. Hence i inegar willin-

ate, if drank in suliicient cMiaolity. But

arbonic acid gas, retained in cider, proper-

inufactured, exhiiurates, without inebriat-

stimn! ites and enlivens, instead of opcrat-

ke an 0[date, and causing those who drink

lecome at once wild and stupid, it is tl c

of iindersfandingfbeseprinciples wh.ch lesa,

ny would-be philosophical geniusses to doc-

f their cider, and punish themseUes by

"o 1^ '''^ ''*'"'' ''9"'"'- TliPy r^ick and rack,

nd super-fine their cider till it becomes as

as d.sh water, and as sour as lemon juice,

something which tastes like a compound ol

hose articles. It is much better to pro-

according to a common practice of New
nd cider-making, viz. Take the must, or

ider directly from the press. Strsin it

'h straw or a coarse sieve into clean and

casks, give it no more vftnt during fcr-

tion than is necessary to prevent the bursf-

the vessels, and not draw off till it is

for use. It is necessary, however, during

rmenfation to keep the casks full that the

which rises may be thrown out of the

It was well observed by 5Ir. Winkley, in

Timunicafion respecting the mode ot mak-

:ler, adopted by the religious society, cali-

ikers, (republished from the Masscchu-

.gricultural Repository, in our our paper,

No. 43, p. 377) that "the slower cider

jrmenting, the better it will be." The
|is are these— If cider ferments slowly, it

|illy stops working at the end of the vinous

jntation, and does not pass to the acetous

itation, which would convert it into vine-

Andifthe fermentation proceeds slowly

ed air has time to combine, and become
orated with the liquor instead of escaping

16 atmosphere. By mixing a proper quan-

alcidiol (.spirit of anj' kind) with cider

rom the press, you may stop the acetous,

course prevent the putrid fermentation.

Bill V

cellar in the latter part of autumn, his cider

perfectly fermented, and purified, so as to be in

Its best state for the table, without the tj-ouble

of i^ii/nHiui^' his casks with brimstone, and haz-

ard of their bursting, or any necessity of racking

off his liquor.

IG. The quantity of spirit to be thus mixed

with cider, we conclude should be in some pro-

^jortion to the strength of the must. If that

contains a good deal of spirit it will ferment

quietly and quickly, otherwise it will be turbu-

lent, and must have vent, or it will endanger the

vessel which contains it, and soon become flat

and sour. The same thing will take place with

malt liquor. Ale, or strong beer, which con-

tains considerable alcohol, can be bottled with-

out difficulty; but small beer, which has but lit-

tle alcohol, is apt to burst the bottles. And in

bottling cider a spoonful or two of brandy, or

other spirit mixed with the cider in the bottles

will prevent that violent effervescence, which

might otherwise burst the bottles. Some wri-

ters say, that sugar, honey, molasses, or olher

sweet substances mixed with new cider, will

strengthen it, and prevent its fermenting to ex-

cess. This IS probable, for any sweet substance

mixed with a due quantity of water, or other

mild li(|uid will generate alcohol, and the latter

will combine with the fixed air, and thus put a

stop to its turbulence. But, doubtless, to fine

cider with saccharine matter would require a

longer time than with alcohol, and we doubt

whether it would be so safe or so effectual to

use the former as the latter in close vessels.

' See N. E. Farmer, vol. i. p. 377.

17. An Kiiglitli writer say>, that an inlu-sicn

of liops la useful in cider to give it a flavor, and
an agrce.'ib'c bitter. Auoiber recommend'^
grinJiug eliler l.orries with the IViiit, which
gives the cider a line color as well a^ flavor.

Jiye whiskey is likewise recommended as a
good substitute for cider-spirit to mix with new
cider. Ginger, cinnamon, spices, raisins, fcc.

have their advocates who assure us they are

very good ingredients in cider. But we believer

genuine cider-drinkers prefer the clear apple

juice. Some advise to make use of bullock's

Idood, calf'i? feet jelly, isinglass, &c. Sic. which

may be well it' the cider needs doctorivg, but

we believe it best to make vinesrar of cider

which requires to be medicated with such mate-

rial.-) to render it palatable and wholesome.

10. The Complete Farmer's Dictionary says,

that" the best shaped vessels lor keeping cider in

are those in which the barrel boards are straight,

the vessel broader at one end than the other, antf

standing oq the lesser end with the bung hole

in the top. The advantage ol" this form is that

in drawing off the cider, though but slowly, the

skin or cream, contracted by its fermentation

descends and covers the liquor by moans of the

tapering of tlie vessel, and thereby preserves to

the last the spirits of the cider, which would

otherwise evaporate and waste." A sensible

writer, whose essay was republished from the

" Farmers Wcckbj Messenger.'''' in our vol. i, p.

155, hi? ma 'e it apparent that white oak iron

bound bcgsii-'.d.s, made of heart stuff, well painl-

eil, and of a size to ijold about three barrels and

a half, and smeared over with some kind oi

refuse oil, with a little Spanish brown and

lamp black, once in three years will prove more
convenient and economical than such barrels as

are commonly used. Besides cider ferments

more kindly, and keeps better in largo than in

small vessels. Beer vessels are said to be bad

for cider. They spoil cider, and cider spoils

beer. New vessels made of seasoned oak do

well ; but those which have been used do bet-

ter The Religious Society mentioned above,

clean casks by taking them from the cellar as

soon as convenient after the cider is out, (re-

serving the lees for stilling) and rinse each

clean, first with a pail full of scalding water,

then with cold, leaving the casks with the bungs

down I'ur a day or two. They are then bunged

tight and returned to the cellar, or some con-

venient place, proper for their reception. Pre-

vious to filling the casks for the season they are

scalded and rinsed as above mentioned.

19. Mr. J.Hommedieu, ofNew York, directs,

when casks have more or less of a sour or mus-

ty smell, to take at the rate of about a pint of

unslacked lime for a barrel, put it in and pour

in three or four gallons of hot water, or more

lor a larger cask; shake it well, giving it some

vent; let it stand till cooled, and then rinse it

with cold water. This operation to be repeat-

ed till the cask smells perfectly sweet. Stiim-

miw casks, or fumigating them, together with

the cider may be advisable, especially when

snirit is not incorporated with the cider when

fresh from the press. Stumming is thus per-

I formed. Take a strip of canvas cloth, about
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twelve inches long and two broad ;
let it be dip-

ped into melted brimstone ; when the match is

dry let it bo lighted and suspended ironi the

buno- of a cask (in which there are a few gal-

lons^fcider^ until it be burnt out. The cask

must remain stopped for an hour or more and

then rolled to and fro, to incorporate the lumes

oflhe m.tch with the cider; alter which the

cask may be filled. If the stumming be design-

ed only to suppress improper fermentation, the

brimstone match is sufficient ;
but if it be re-

quired to give any additional llavorto the cider,

some powdered ginger, cloves, or cinnamon,

&c. may be strewed on the match when it is

made.

[From tUe Sew Htimpshire Sentinel.]

CHESHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The annual Cattle Show and Exhibition of

Manufactures for the County of Cheshire, was

held at Westmoreland on Wednesday the hrst

instant.

An assemblage of a large number ot our

wealthy, intelligent and eKperienccd farmers af-

forded'tiie gratifying assurance that an undimin-

ished interest is still felt in the concerns oflhe

Agricultural Society.—The i)rcvious arrange-

ments for the day were carried fully into eilect.

The awaiding'commitlees, previously appoin-

ted, attended and discharged their duties prompt-

ly and judiciously.

In the morning the hours from 8 to 111 o'clock

were devoted by the Society to the transaction

ot business.— .Vbout twenty new members were

admitted.- -The following" olilcers were elected

for the ensuing year :

—

Samuel Findlay, of Acworth, Prcs. ; Ste-

phen Johnson, Walpole, 1st Vice Pres. ; Elijah

Belding, Swanzev, '24 Vice Pres. ; Thomas M
Edwards, Keenc, Secretary ; Daniel Bradlord,

do. Treasurer; Martin IJullerlield, jr. Walpole,

Librarian ; Thomas C. Drew, of Walpole, Aa-

ron Hodskins, do. Simeon Cobb, Westmoreland,

Salma Hale, Keene, Ephraim K. Frost, Swan-

7,ey, Elijah Alexander, Winchester, Excciuivc

Committee.

At 12 o'clock, as is usual the Society formed in

procession, and under the direction of Captains

Greene and Wheeler, proceeded to the meeting

house. After appropriate Services of prayer

and music, an address suitable to the occasion

was delivered, and the reports of the several

awarding committees were read.—The address

by Mr. John Lancaster was an ingenious and

sensible performance— full of suggestions rela-

ting to almost every branch of husbandry.

The Society returned and partook of an ex-

cellent dinner prepared by Samuel Winchester.

The exhibition was highly respectable. In

Stock it perhaps cannot be said to have been .iu-

perior to some which have preceded it. The
number of animals presented was hardly as

large as on some former occasions, though ma-

ny of them were of the very tirst class—The
working oxen and young stock were particular-

ly good. The value of the former was tested

by actual trial. The drawing match alTorded a

fine display of activity and strength.

In the other branch of the exhibition there

was a decided superiority.

The specimens of woollen and linen Cloths,

and flannels, were honorable to the competitors,

and displayed ;i peri'ection in household manu-

lactures which until within a few years was

wholly unknown in our County. The grass

bonnet, presented by Miss Parker, was a suc-

cessful imitation of the finest quality of the

tasoful and expensive Leghorn, and very justly

much admired.

The following reports of the awarding com-

mittees render any furtlier particulars unneces-

r^' ON WORKIXG OXEN AND STEERS.

The Committee, consisting of Aaron Hods-

skins, of Walpole, Jotham Lord, jr. Westmore-

land, Elijah Parker, Keene, and Leonard Thay-

er, of Acworth, having examined all the Oxen

olVercd for premiums, and observed their

strength and skill in drawing, award

—

To Jesseiiiah Kittrcdgc, of Walpole, the first premium

on a pair of C years old working oxen, $10

To Samuel Wadsworth, of Roxbury, the second

premium on a pair of 6 years old working oxen, 7

To Samuel Lincoln, of Westmoreland, on a pair of

2 years old steers, the first premium, 8

To Samuel Lincoln, on a pair of 3 years old steers,

the 3d premium, ^

The committee would observe that many oth-

er fine pairs of oxen were exhibiteil. That

they noticed a number of line teams which

were brought on to the ground, though not en-

tered for premium-. And that from the exami-

! nation of the whole and of many line steers

which were presented, they are convinced that

there has been among our ftirmcrs, within a few

years, a very apparent improvement in the

stock and breed of cattle.

AARON HODSKINS,
Chairman, for the Committee.

ON COWS AND HEIFERS.

The Committee, consisting of James iM. War-

ner, of Acworth, Chairman; Samuel Grant, oi

W-.dpoIe, Moses Chamberlain, of Winchester,

and Isaac Hubbard, of Claremont, award

—

To Seth Morion, of Langdon—the first premium on

Cows from 4 to years old, §1

To Phinehas Hodges, of Westmoreland, the 'M do. (

To Nathaniel Holland, of Walpole, for the best

Heifer from 1 to 4 years old, the first premium

on Heifers, '

To James Gilchrist, of Charlestown, for the next

best 2d premium.

Several other fine cows and heifers were ex-

hibited ; a cow by Benjamin Dooliltle, of Win-

chester. A heifer by Dr. Twitchell, of Keene,

e by \Villiam Bulfum, of Walpole, and one by

James Gilchrist, of Charlestown, and one by

Nathaniel Holland, ot Walpole, were among

tlie best. Between the heifer presented by

William Ruiuim and the one. to which the sec-

ond premium was awarded, the Committee

found much difficulty in deciding.

JAMES M. WARNER.
for the Committee.

ON P,ULLS, SHEEP AND SWINE.

The Committpe, consisting of David Parker,

of Charlestown, Daniel Robinson, ol Acworth,

and Ezra Parker, of Winchester, having attend-

ed to their duty award

—

To James Dickey, of .\cworth, for the best bull, being

3 years old, of the Yorkshire breed, having been

kept in the County months, the first premiums on

bulls, $12

To Jotham Lord, jr. of Westmoreland, for next

best do. 19 months old and of the Yorkshire

breed, the 2d premium, 8

To William Jennison, of Walpole, for the best Me-

rino Buck, kept in the County one year, Ist pre-

mium, ^

To William Jennison, of Walpole, for the next

best do. 2d premium.

To Aaron Hodskins, of W'alpole, for the two best

pigs, the 1st premium on pigs not over 9 months.

To Aaron Hodskins, of Walpole, for the 2 next

best, do. the 2d premium.

Four very fine pigs were offered by Zepha

iah Witherell, of Westmoreland.
DAVID PARKER,

for the Committee.

ON LEATHER.

The committee, consisting of Thomas
Ames, of Keene, Chairman, Lemuel Line

John Carlisle, Nathan Vilas, Samuel V

Chester, award

—

To Jonathan H. Chase, of Walpole, for the best

ufactured 2 sides of upper leather.

To Edward Withington, of Chesterfield, for the

best manufactured C calf skins.

To Daniel Heed, of FitzwiUiam, for the next six

best do.

THOMAS F. AMES,
for the Committei

ON LINEN MANUFACTURES, HATS & 130NNE1

The committee, consisting of Thorn

Drew, of Walpole, Chairman, Larkin Bat

Westmoreland, and Vryling Lovell, of Char]

town, award

—

To Jane Rob, of Acworth, the first premium on li

diaper.

To John Lancaster, of Acworth the 2d do.

To Elizabeth Pinkerton, of Acv/orth, the first pre-

.

inium on linen cloth, ;

To Peggy M'Clure, of Acworth, for the best Cot- J

ton ciouaterpane, i

To Mrs. Josiah Bellows, 2d of Walpole, for thej

next best, do. 1
To Selina Parker, of FitzwiUiam, for the best grass J

bonnet, i

To lietsey Ruggles, of Walpole, for the two best 1

straw bonnets, t

To Dexter Anderson, of Walpole, for the six best
|

manufactured fur hats.

The Committee examined a number of pice

of linen and diaper but little inferior in quali

to those to which they have awarded preiniun

X piece of linen diaper by Miss P. M'Cliireir

very finely manufactured. The exhibition

linens was much superior to that oflhe pre«

ingyear. The grass bonnets by Miss Parke

deserve particular notice. The finest is at lea

equal to No. 50, of the Leghorns. Some all

cles were exhibited upon which the CommiHf

are not authorized to award premiums : of thesi

they can only express their opinion. A vai

dike was presented by Ursilla Gallield, >

Charlestown, which evinced much taste ai

skill in Ihe manufacturer. .V quantity of shii

ing from the Factory at Chesterfield was goo

,\ cotton and woollen Counterpane, by Mr-

Jennison, was ingeniously made, a quantity i

linen thread, by Miss M'Clure and Miss V\n)fti

ton was equal to the best imported.

THOMAS C. DREW,
for the CommittU.

ON WOOLLEN MANUFACTURES.
The Committee, consisting of Jimna Walkei

of Westmoreland, Gawen Gilmore, of Acworlt

and Martin Butterfield, jun. of Drewsville, J

ward

To Josiah White, of Charlestown, for the best pieff'

dressed woollen cloth, the first premium, 4'

To Samuel Findlay, of Acworth, for the next best

do. 2d premium, '

To Josiah White, ofCharlestown, for the best piec&

of Kerseymere,

To Josiah White, for the best piece of flannel.

rh

lit
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Mary Chase, of Lt;nipster, for the next besl, 4

Saiuiiel Fiiidlav, of Acworth, for llic best pair

f woollen blankets, 'I

.lliiuhvell Campbell, for the next do. 3

i^amllel Kindlay, of Acworth, for the best ncol-

n coverlet, 4

Mrs. .losiah Bellows, 2d, ofWalpole, for the best

c of carpeting, length v!;> yards, width, 1 yd. 10

L'hc Conimillee, in awarilins: the itbove pre-

ms. believe (liey should do injustice to man^
he Competitors to pass I hem unnoticed. A
iilier ol" pieces of woollen cloth were pre-

eil, of very excellent stock and well mauu-
ured. .\ piece by Samuel IJiiisniooi', was

V nice, umiuestionaldy the third best piece

ibilcd. The woollen manufactures, general-

wilh the cxcepiion of the woollen shawls,

e ofsuperior quality. The shawls were or-

ry. and not thought deserving of a premi-

Tlic Committee, in withhohling this pre-

iiu, would express the hope that more alien-

will be paid to tlie manufacture of this arli-

for n succeeding exhibition.

?hev would also notice a number of hearlh

one by Mrs. Joseph Dorr, of Keene ; 2

Mrs. Abel Bellows, of Walpole; 1 by Mrs.

Dunbar, of Keene. The preference was
|

en to Mrs. Dorr's; although all were much
j

lired. They would also mention (wo pair oil

)llcn hose, by Mary Carlisle, of Wcslmore-
JIMNA Vv'ALKER,

j

for the Committee.

[From the Xew Hampshire Patriot.]

HILLSBOROUGH CATTLE SHOW.
REPORT

Of lilt CommilUi on Working Cattle.

'he committee, appointed to examine (he

ils of \Vorking Cattie, and (o adjudge the

rds, have attended to the duties of their of-

I
and beg leave to report,

.greeably to their inslruclions, (hey have ta-

in(o consideration not only the (doughing,

the goodness of the cattle, time, Sic. What,

low much was intended by the k.c. yourcora-

ee were unable to determine ; but (hey pre-

ed that it embraced, or might embrace the

ipline of cattle, and they have brought it in-

he estimate in making their decision. That
j

lie, destined for labor, should be well broken

tie yoke, and submit to tlic authority of the

nster, is universally admitted, and generally

:tised. But it is ofgreat importance that they

earned to exercise the plough without a dri-

This is easily eflected ; and it is a great

ng of expense in the cultivation of fields.

>5t of our plou^diing can be done by one yoke

»xen ; and with little attention they will

Ebrm as much labor on the plough without, as

n a driver. Even two yoke may easily be

fht to do the same. By using the most active

highest spii-ited pair for leaders, there will

iltic or no difficulty attending the practice.

save the expense of a man, or even a boy

1 be no small additions to the interest of a

Tier. It is equally important to reduce the

ense of cultivation, as it is (o increase the

intity and value ol" crops.

Vhile we make our observations upon cattle,

would not pass by the teamster with neglect.

cannot forbear to remark on tlie excessive

of the whip, though there is not so much
ise of complaint as there was the last year,

en that are well disciplined, will do all they

ht to do, and they will do all they can do

without severe whipping. That the Ox, that

most usclul animal, that most faithful servant ol

man, diRtinguislied for his patience and indu!*(ry,

|ire-eininent among the herd of the stall, whose
tongue was never dcliled by an indecent, or pro-

fane word, whose breath was never polluted by

the lumcs of intoxication, and before whom the

F.gyptians bowed doivn in devout adoration, that

Iho ox, ] say, .should l)e the object of the unmer-
ciful scourge is an outrage upon thai law, which
has given to man dominion over the beasts of

the field.

After trying the oxen presented, on the drag
and on the plough, the committees have come to

Iho following decision, and they make the fol-

lowing awards.

To Mark Morse, the committee award the iirsl

premium on WorkingCattle. Taking into view
the age, iVinii, size, strength and activity of his

cattle, tliey came to this result.

To Moses Greene is awarded the second pre-

mium. His cattle are live years old, measure 7

feet, 3 inches ; they are remarkable for their

strength ; and they work w ilh a good degree of

activity. They are in a high state for beef,

though they have done the necessary work on

his farm, the past season.

To David Danfonli is given the third premi-
um. His cattle are five years old, of large size,

good form and discipline, great activity, and pro-

mise to be very usei'ul. These points led to the

decision.

Tiie fourlh premium is awarded to John John-
sen. His cattle are large, fleshy, strong, and

[lerformed his work Tery well.

Other cattle richly deserved premium ; and
it was with some diflicully a selection was marie.

The coniniitlee, though past ihe meridian of

life, decided as if they believed that advanced
age w<is derogatory to character, or promising
usefulness. Mr. B. Parker, and Mr. Joseph Kings-

bury, presented no statements respecting then-

cattle, agreeably to the regulations prescribed.

The jdoughing match demands a few remarks.

It was cause of regret that a more suitable |)iecc

of ground could not have been selected for the

purjiose. The land was laid out into plats of

about one eighth of an acre each. Ti.ere was

a little difference in their size, a little difference

in the quality of the work, a little difl'erencc in

goodness and breadth of the ploughs, and a little

diflercnce in the time of performing the work.

The average time was i'rom 10 to 11 minutes,

exceeding in shortness of time what has ever

been done before in this Society.

I'^ourteen yoke of cattle were entered for i)re-

miums, and thirteen entered the list for compe-
tition. They all excelled in some points; but

as only four premiums were offered the expec-

tations of some must, of course, be disappointed.

The general character of the W'orking Cattle

was excellent; and though some of them could

not draw a premium (hey could draw as much
upon a drag, as the most highly favored oxen.

rhe progress, which is making in this de-

partment of stock is highly pleasing; and en-

courages the farmer to persevere in his exer-

tions for improvement. It is hoped that all will

give a hand to the work, in which they are all

equally interested.

Respectfully submitted by your committee.

HUMPHREY MOOR,
in behall of the committee.

Franccstoii.'n^,Scpt.9.b.f 1823.

(irafton County Cattle Sltoiv.— One of our Ag-
ricultural friends jn the County of Graflon
writes to us,—" Our Agricultutal Society held
their annual Exhibition and Fair, at Lyme tn
Wednesday the 1st inst. The slock in general,
Ihough not numerous, was of the best quality,
and the same may be said of the Domn.stic
iMimufacturos. The large concourse of iiidc-

pendonl and practical farmers assembled on the
occasion manifesled great delight with Ihe vari-
ous exhibitions ol' the day, and pailicularly with
Ihe very able, scientific, and practical address
Iro.Ti Prof. Dana.

I underftand the Society have re(|ne5ted a
copy for jiulilitation, and 1 sincerely hnjie the
public will speedily be gratified with its perusal.

V regular account of the Society's proceedings
will soon be communicated for the Patriot."

Ibid.

ChHilren''s Food.—A lady of Yorksliire ob-

serves in a letter dated May 2, that, in conse-
quence ol' her losing first three children, one du-

ring teething,and two of inflammation in the bow-
els she gave her fourth child a little lime water
every article of food adding a dessert, and
sometimes only a tea spoonliil of lime water lo

every article whether liquid or thick. It suc-

ceeded in kee|>ing up healthy digestion, and a

regular stale of the bowels
; the child, instead

of being feverish, flatulent, and fretful, as her
preceding children had been, continued cool

and cheerful, free from any symp(om of indiges-

tion, an<l cut its teeth without any constitutional

disturbance. She has continued this practice

with two more children with the same good ef-

fects. V)c have known this simple addition to

Ibe food ofchildren prove very ethcacious in in-

cipient cases nf rickets and of irritable bowels,
attended with looseness, 5cc. ; but if the child he
disposed to costiveness on account of its asu in-

dent quality a little magnesia should be occasion-

ally added to it.— Gazette of Health.

An extraordinary case of hydrocephalus, or

water of the brain, is just now exciting the in-

terest of the medical gentlemen of Salisbury.

The head of an infant, before any operation

was performed at the age of six (now only sev-

en) months, was of the following extraordinary

dimensions :— Round the forehead, and back

[lart of the head 30 inches, and from carlo ear,

across the -vertex 24 inches; which measure-

ments will be better understood by stating, that

Ihe larger circumference of Ihe adult head

averages but 22 inches and from ear to car but

12 ; and of a healthy child of six months old

the largest circumference averages 16, and frotiar

ear to ear 9 inches. The infant belonging to

respectable parents, is under the immediate

treatment oT one of our surgeons, and is submit-

ted to a novel practice, viz. the removal of the

water by degrees, through means of operation,

and at the same time the employment of )ires-

sure. The infant has undergone the opetation

live times, and 110 ounces (nearly seven pints)

of water, have been removed. The present

stale of Ihe infant and the elTects of the opera-

tions and treatment are such as afl'ord well-groun-

ded hopes that for this disease, considered hith-

erto hopeless, a remedy has at length been

found.

—

iiulisbutij Journal.
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From the iVlassachusetts Agricultural Repository lor

June ]ai3.

Some notice of Thomas Andrew Knight, Esq.

Presiihnt of the Horticultural Societii of L>ii-

don. His experiments and present to this So-

ciety.

EV THE CORRESPONDING SECRETARY.

If any apology could be necessary for (he

brief and imperfect notice which we are about to

take of one of the most distinguished cultivators

of the age, of a man ivho has done as much to

enlarge the boundaries of theoretical agricul-

culture, and horticulture, as any man living,

while he has at the same time done more than

any man with whom we are acquainted to ad-

vance that science practically, it will be found

in the kind expressions of his regard for our

country, and his generous exertions to make us

partakers of the improvements he has actually

effected in his oten. To those who may be dis-

posed to consider liorticulture as loss interest-

ing and less within the province of this society,

wa would observe (at the hazard of repeating

and reinforcing the remarks we made in our tirst

article) that it is precisely the branch of agri-

cultural industry wliich in our country needs the

most attention. It is the one in which we are

most deplorably deficient. So long as we were

surrounded with Indian neigiihors, and our crops

were so precarious that our only anxiety was to

procure bread corn sufficient for subsistence, it

was natural that we should be inditTerent to the

rich profusions of vegetables and fruit=, which

nature has provided for our luxurious enjoy-

ment. In this particular, we can without blush-

ing, compare ourselves with the European na-

tions at a period not far distant ; and when we
learn that the water-cress was the only salad

for the royal table in the reign of Queen Eliz-

abeth we miiy "" ''= surpri.ied at tlie scanty

supply of our own tables, fifty years sihce. Bui

we are past that age, and we see no reason,

why we should not have the finest melons ol

Persia which we can grow in the open air,

while a Russian Prince -joill enjoy them in spile

of nature, by expensive hot-houses heated by

steam. We feel only a sentiment of hum;lia-

tion, when we reflect, that countries which the

sun never heats, produce the most luxurious

fruits, while our %\m wastes it powers in m.my
parts of our coimlry on a rich and productive

soil, which is applied, in most cases, to the rais-

ing of the coarse vegetables, which our Indian

predecessors bequeathed to us. lu this remark
we refer only to vegetables for the table, not

to our iBvaluahle staple aiticles.

Much has undoubtedly been done in the vi-

cinity of our great towns, and horticulture lias

within our memory made a progress equal to

our gro^vth and improvement, but much re-

mains to be done even here, and the inhabitants

of the country at large m:iy be considered as to

horticulture, in a state of nature, excepting
always some liberal, and spirited individuals

who have made horticulture their study. After

the provision for the support of life, come our
comforts and rational luxuries, and if these can

be obtained, without neglecting the more sub-

stantial and important articles, it is our interest

to procure them. This is our apology for in-

troducing the character, discoveries, and exer-
tions of Mr. Knight. He has devoted his life

to the investigation of the physiology of plants.

and it has been his rare merit, to submit his|

theories to the best <es(, that of experience. He
|

no sooner settled a principle than he undertook!

to shew its truth by actual experiment, and to

prove its importance, by applying it to the

[iractical amelioration of horticulture. He ear-

ly announced, that individual varieties of plants

have their limited age ; that although by cul-

ture, and in favorable circumstances, they may
survive that age, they generally after that pe-

riod decline ami become weak, and of course

unprofitable. With respect to the potatoe, he

ascertained with as much precision as the na-

ture of the subject will admit, that the specific

varieties do not last in perfection more than

fourteen years. No observing man in any

country could doubt, as to the temporary dura-

tion of the varieties of this vegetable, howev-

er he might question the accuracy of the pre-

cise limits assigned btj Mr. Knight. There is not

a single variety of the potatoe now cultivated

with us with which we were familiar thirty

years since ; and within twenty years, we have

known several sorts which were invaluable,

gradually run out ; and this too, not from any

want of attention, but from the impossibility of

raising them. We will mention two sorts, as

examples, the round cranberry potatoe, better

than any now in market, a great bearer, excel-

lent in the spring after other potatoes become
flaccid and watery. We continued to raise them
till they would not produce double the amount

of the seed put in. They are now extinct. An-

other was a blue potatoe, with white spots—

a

delicious variety, lirought from England direct,

and also from Connecticut. For the last lour

years, it has become extinct. Some persons

are deceived by appearances. We have always

a;hitc potatoes, and they think them the same,

!)ut the varieties arc intinite, and are const.mtly

changing. The long reds, called the Kiver
Plate potatoes, have essentially changed their

character, and ten years hence we shall no lon-

ger see that very valuable variety. So far our

experience fully supports the theory of Mr.
Knight.

Mr. Knight, if not the first to sug'gcst the

mode in which the sap circulates in vegetables,

was, we arc persuaded, the first who proved it

to the satisfaction not only of men of science,

but of the most incredulous and ignorant. Some
of his early experiments vverc made on plants

whose parts are transparent. He look, we be-

lieve, the Balsamine, or "Touch me not."' He
watered it with a colored Huid. He saw that

the fluid passed up in the central parts of the

pl.int, made its way into the leaves and having
colored them, it returned by the hark which
was the last afiected. l<"or the information of

those who have not attended to the structure of

[ilants, it may be remarked, that they consist ol

an external covering which is generally very

thin, called the Cortex ; of a softer substance,

which is usually confounded with the other,

called Liber; of a while portion, called by bot-

anists. Alburnum, and commonly known as " sap

wood ;" and the Heart-wood, which in more
durable trees is usually much the more dense

and solid. Mr. Knight maintained that the sap

ascended in the Alburnum and descended in

the bark, or between the bark and Alburnum,
where it made its deposit of new wood. This
theory was not without its practical value. It

exphuned the reasons of the fact of the destruc-

tion of trees by decortication or a too great

movat of the bark, if accompanies! with
wounds in the Alburnum as to prevent the fori,

tion of new bark. It was known bforc that y
might cut off half the lop and hall the roots

a tree and it would still flourish, but if yt

should make a wound of one inch wide throuj_

the bark, and into the Alburnum, the tree ine'

ilably perished. His theory led to various ei l>"

periments, founded upon its undoubted trutl I
'"

Mr. Williams, of Great Britain, applied it to tl \

»"

early maturation or ripening of grapes, by tai I

*'

ing ufT the bark to the extent of a quarter of i i

*"

inch in width; it was found that the sap w i

'''

impeded in its descent, the parts above beca

larger, Ihe fruit swelled and ripened earlier at I

'''

was more large and fine. This experiment wi I
"i

repealed in this country by the writer of tW I

article, and its success was so perfect, thi

)

nothing could be said against the theory by tho^K

who were eye witnesses of its most exlraordinfri ''

ry effects. Another consequence followed frotti

this discovery of Mr. Knight. If fruits can Dfi

hastened to maturity, and enlarged and improi

ed by partial and prudent and judicious decorl

cation, why, it was asked, may it not be a|ipj

ed to the bringing trees earlier into bcarid
than by the ordinary process of nature ? Tlij

it was said would necessarily be the eft'ect (

iletaining the sap prelernaturally in the brancKil

es, and thus forcino- (he plant to produce blossomr

buds instead o( leaf or branch buds. It was be-

fore well known to gardeners, that any thing ^[

which checked the growth of a fruit tree, haa
"

tened the production of fruit. It was reserve!

for iMr. Knight to shew the causes, and to sui

mil the whole process to rules as certain as an
known in any otlier branch of natural scienc^k

In alt, vve are stopped at certain points, wb^t
ive rashly venture to penetrate the great i^
crels of nature, but this is no reason why ive

t^hould not search as far as we can find intelligi-

ble explanations and facts.

Perhaps it would be satisfactory to our read-

ers to have experiments «( home stated to them,

in support of Mr. Knight's theories, and we
trust that due credit will be given to our slate*

ment of actual experiments, especially as nolHi

ing would give us more pleasure than to afford'

any cultivator the most perfect satisfaction a? to

the accuracy of these statements, if he will do

us the honor to call and examine the subject!

of our experiments.

On two orange-trees from St. Michael's,

which had never borne fruit, though we had

them many years, we practised decortication,

taking olT a ring of the bark of half an inch ill

width. In the following spring, this year, th#

gardener expressed to me his surprise, tliaf

those limbs were literally covered with blos.

soms. He had not been in the secret. We
pointed out to him the decortication or ringing,

or as we say, the " girdling," and it was found,

that while every other part of the tree was

witliout blossoms, those which were operated

upon v/erefar too greatly covered with then).

In this case we committed a mistake. The or-

ange-tree puts forth only once in a year ordina-

rily in our climate, or under favorable circum-

stances, twice. Flinging or girdling should only

be executed when the sap is in the greatest pos-

sible degree of action. These limbs are not

healthy, and we fear will not hold their fruit,

but the experiments shewed the principle in it!
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est light. The general rule is, to gird'.''

I the tree is in its most rapid stale ol

th, to make the ilecoiticulioii nr rinu- lar-

or smaller according to the vigor of the

, but so little in all cases as to enable the

to close the wound during the same sea-

We made a similar experiment on a tlow-

plant, the beautit'ul Passillora Alata, nnd

ireiv it by this process into flower, at a

n m which it never flowers in the ordina-

jurse ol" nature, that is, in the month of

ist. Its usual time of flowering with us, is

.icr and April,

t we proceed to experiments out of the

I house, within the reach of all cultivators.

(; tried this plan on 20 young pear trees,

le, two and three branches—trees, whicli

been grafted from 10 to 12 years, without

^ t'ruit. The spectacle on so extensive an

iment, is really interesting and instructive,

wing the power of human art over na-

A single branch in a tree is at this hour,

we are writing, absolutely snowy white

owers, while every other branch on the

ree is as barren and unprolilic, as it had

everv preceding spring, when it had

ed our hopes. We sported very much in

perinicnts. On some, trees we girdled

iid on others 2 to b branches, hut the ex-

ent is so jierfect, that before you reach

e, you can decide precisely which were
rdled. The same experiment was made
ms, with equal success,

us here, however, check any disposition

may have been excited in lavor of this

of hastening early bearing, by saying,

r. Knight, from whose theory the oxperi-

have been derived, is opposed to it on a

' scale. He thinks it will shorten the lon-

of the trees subjected to it ; that it is

to the course of nature, and is only justi-

>vhen you wish to be certain, whether the

fou have bought or grafted are really:

ou supposed ihcy u'cre, or when you have
edling fruits, to enable you to ascertain

ears earlier their qualities, in order to

whether you should reject them or not.

t carry my apprehensions so far (1 say it

eat diflidence) as this learned cultivator,

ifect of judicious girdling is nearly the

ith grafting ; that produces a similar in-

lon of Ibe sap, a callous is formed belvr-ecn

Tinal stock and the graft, and yet we see

nches continue productive, and enjoy ex-

health. No doubt great discretion and

:e should be exercised in the application

Mr. Knight has adopted other modes of

ng the early production of fruit on

Jlrees. Some he raises in pots and boxes,

I I he fiends down either to a horizontal,

Ji to an anti-perpeadicidar forte, if we may
4 wed a novel expression. The sap is

peded in its course, and Mr. Knight has

that the principle of gravitation is as

ve in the fluids of vegetable life, as in

The effects are nearly the same as

girdling, producing earlier beating.

: iiese are but a part ot Mr. Knight's labors

I'kes. Following up the Linnaean theory
:exual system of plants, (or to speak in

e better adapted lo all classes of read-
•oceediiig upon the well established fact,

tain parts of the dower, called Anthers,
a dust called Pollen, which is indispea-

sabie to ihe fertilization of the germ or fruit, n

let known to he true, before LinnaMis existed,

I'ut whicii never received perfect contidencc,
ill he demonstrated it. Mr. Knight has devot-
;>d 36 years of his life to the jiractical ap|ilica-

liou of this theory, which lie has net only de-
monstrated by hundreds of experiments, but he
m:iy be said to have created many now ani val-

uable varieties of fruits hitherto unknown, lie

has obtained new varieties of the pear, the ap-

ple, the grape, the plum, and the stiawberry.
He has demonstrated, that we can correct the
detects of one variety of fruit by another, by
introducing the farina of a pear tor example,
wiiich lias too m!,ich austerity or acidity, into

the flour of anuthtir pear, which has too much
sweetness, too insipid a sweet, you may give to

tlie new product a taste and flavor, winch may
be perlectly agreeable. So it has been ascer-

tain-ed by Mr. Knight, that by the same process,

a tVuit which is defective in vigor, which bears

with great reluctance in a cold climate, may, by

intermixing it, or coupling it with another tree

of the same species of a hardy character, ac-

quire the vigorous constitution of one of its pa-

rents, and still retain the excellent qualities of

ihe other parent. There is, indeed, no end to

the changes which have been produced by Mr.

Knight and others, not in fruits, hut in flowers,

by this process. We are aware, that this state-

ment, to those who are ignorant of his exertions

and success, may seem to be extravagant ; bu!

we can alfiriti, that he has done more lo improve
horticulture than any person of whom we, in

this western world have any knowledge.

These remarks were intended as an introduc-

tion to a notice of the elforts which Mr. Knighi

has generously made to commuuicHte to Ameri-
ca some of his im[)rove(l fruits. In 1822, 1 bad

occasion to write to Mr. Knight to procure the

last numbers of the Horticultural Transactions,

for the College; he replied to my letter in the

most friendly manner, appeared to be highly

gratified with opening an intercourse with our

country, expressed his strong attachment to it,

his disgust at the libels on our country in some
of the presses of Great Britain, and his inten-

tion to send to us the best new fruits which the

late improvements had introduced ; declaring at

the same lime, that though he should confide

them to my care, it was under the full belief

and expectation, that 1 should disseminate them
as extensively as possible. 1 need not say, that

he could not have given me a charge more a-

groeable ; and that without the smallest regard

for personal interest, 1 shall circulate as rapidly

as possible, by buds and scions, every variety of

fruit he may send. I shall consider myself stew-

ard for the public—but 1 ought to remark, that

as he sends but one individual specimen, the

progress must be slow, and that I must exercise

a discretion in giving scions and buds to such

persons as will be most likely to take good care

of them ; but I shall do it in all cases on express

condition, that the same freedom of circulation

shall be practised by all.

I shall close this article by inserting Mr.

Knight's last letter to me, accompanying certain

fruit trees sent this spring

—

" Downton Castle, Feb. 15, 1823.

" JoHK Lowell, Es(^.

" Dear Sir— 1 have this day sent to Messrs.

Thoroely, of Liverpool, to be forwarded to

you, a box containing trees and grnfta of ten
next) varieties of pears, which here ripen in suc»
cession from October to May, and which 1 con-
clude in your waimor summer climate will ri-

pen in succession—
I could bave sent a larger

number of varieties, but those sent are the liest

,ind most productive, and inferior varieties that
wouUI ripen at the same seasons,! did not think
worth sending. Each tree has a label and is al-

so numbered besides, and 1 will now give you a
concise description of each variety. 1 bave also
sent grafts of each variety from benrivg trees,

that you may certainly have each variety.

No. 1. Cassiomont— a large pear, yellow op-
en one side and red upon the other, ripens in

October.

No. 2. Tillington—This is described in the
Horticultural Transactions. It is perfectly
melting or rather perfectly heurn'e, and very
rich, sprang I'rom a seed of the autumn berga-
mot,—and the pollen of the Jargonelle, and its

form is precisely such as you would expect
from such a mixture. It is ripe in November."

[N. B. by the Corresponding Secretary.]

—

(This example will sbew our cultivators the
process of Mr. Knight and the great changes
produced by it. He removed from the flowers
of the autumn Bergamot all the anthers. He
impregnated Ihe germ with the pollen of the
Jargonelle. He took the seeds of the fruit

thus obtained, sowed them, and produced a new
pear, having a mixed form, between that of the
Jargonelle, which is long and eminently pear
shaped—and that of the autumn Bergamot,
whicli is flattened, and rather apple shaped

—

and it ripens nearly two months /o(cr than either
of its parents. Being a new seedling, it will

have strength and vigor andeixlure manv years.
Mr. Knight computes the longevity of a new
variety of pear at more than 150 years. We
may then I'orm some judgment of the value of
such an acquisition, when we know and have
perceived lor many years the gradual deterio-

ration of the St. Germain, St. Michaels, Chau-
montelle, &c.)

" No. 3. Urbaniste—A large and nearly glob-

ular pear—coloryellowish green—the flavor of
rose water. Season, November.

" No 4. Beurree Knox—Large, pear shaped,

yellow. Season, November and December, an
excellent pear.

''No. 5. Marie Louise—Middle size<l—color,

pale yellow. Season, November and December,
a most excellent variety.

•'• No 6. Napoleon—Somewhat smaller than

the Marie Louise, exceedingly melting and jui-

cy. Season, November and December.

No. 7. Florelle—Middle size and pear shap-

ed, color, bright red, nearly scarlet, with minute

dark points, a most beautiful and excellent vari-

ety. Season, November.
" No. 8. Colmar d'Hyver—Shape varying

from nearly globular to pear shaped, color, yel-

lowish green. Season, January—a melting pear

of first rate excellence and very productive.

" No. 9. Passe Colmar—Large and pear shap-

ed, but very broad towards the eye. An es-

ceedingly fine melting pear, which by being

kept in different temperatures, may here be

brought to table in perfection from the beginnmar

of January to the middle or end of April. Thi»

variety is productive to a fault. 1 inii gi-ucr.aiif

obliged to take ofl' 9-Wtlis of Ihe fiuit.
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"No. K Hardenpont tie Friiitoros*—

A

Inrce pale green pear with rather a rough skin.

It ripens here (in England) in the end otAprii or

beginning of May—and its t^.esh at that period

nearly resembles that of the Brown Bcurrre in

Autumn. It is a very productive variely, and

in your climate will 1 believe prove the roost

valuable variety of all.

" No. 11. Gilliflower apple

—

Grafts or.hj sent

—Form angular, flesh pcrfuroed and remarkably

yellow. It is in perfection in icinlcr and spring.

It would afford in a warmer climate a most ex-

cellent cider.

"No. 12. Sweeney Nonpareil Apfile—Avery

large variety of the Nonpareil, very excellent

ripened on a south wall, or in a very warm
season, and good situation, but too late for our

climate. I believe it would suit yours. It is en-

tirely new.

"No. 13. Black Eagle Cherry.
" No. 14. Elton Cherry.

"No. 15. Waterloo Cherry.

All these cherries are new varieties produced

by Mr. Knight—they have been described in

the horticultural transactions and colored plates

of them given— they have all of them valuable

properties.

It should be recollected, that Mr. Knight often

fails in his numerous experiments, nrul it is only

the excellent new variations which he presents

to the public.

"No. It). Downton Cherry— It is a white or

pale red cherry with white flesh, and it is be-

lieved will prove an excellent variely.

No. 17. Cooes Golden drop plum— .\ fine

variety from the original stock.

No. 18. A very large new plum of a green

color, which promises well.

Mr. Knight added also two hundred Downton
Strawberry plants ; a new variety, but they per-

ished in the passage.

The trees were admirably packed, and al-

though they started more than could have heen

desired on the passage, yet there is no doubt we
shall save every variely except perhaps one or

two of the cherries— but had they all perished,

our feelings towards Mr. Knight would not have

been affected. His good intentions— his kind-

ness towi'.rds our country, his philanthropy,

would not have been the less. Unsolicited

lias be.'^towed upon us, what is of no small value,

independent of the excellent intention. One
new, and excellent variety of iVuit is a great

gain. How have the St. Germain and St. Mich-

aels Pear contributed to the pleasures of our ta-

bles ? Who would not be pleased lo have ten

iiexa and excellent varieties of pears, in the prime
of youth, to supply the place of those, which
we must soon lose ? We trust we shall (ind

some apologists I'or the zeal with which liiis ar-

ticle is written. There is somelliing so kind, in

this intercommunication between cultivators of

dilTerent countries ; it seems lo be such a for-

getti:ig of the old circumstances of separation,

that one cannot but be pleased with it.

* So named 1 have observed from Wonsr. Ilarctcnpnnt

of .Vlons in Urabant, who raised it as a seedling. It is

cherishoil by the French Gardeners Betnre Ranee, but
the English cultivatoii give credit to ils creator, or r-ii-

ser.—Cuy. .•Su.

To the Editor of the Xtir Kn'^lnnil Farmer.

Sir.,— In your [>ap(>r of the 4lh inst. you have

the subject of l,ightning Hods, in whicn it is

stated, " The whole expense of one rod, for a

two story building, including the silvering the

points, will not exceed ^•W-" I would inform

the public, and especially my brother I'armers,

that 1 have lately erected a lightning rod on

my house, which is two stories high, and the

whole cost was as follows, viz.

raid for 65 lbs. rod at 8 cents, ."i 20
u " silvering; four points, 1 ^3
" " putting up rod, 1 25

Yours, &,c.

Oct. 10, 1C23.

BROOKLINE.

TO THF. KDITOR OF THE KEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Franhfort, {Me.) Oct. 6, 1823.

Sir,

I notice that you are writing on the " Slaver-

ing of Horses."' It has been a dry season here,

and we have had no slavering among the horses.

If horses here were aftlicted with it, I would put

two into a stable, and keep them there until

they became both dry and hungry. I would

then let one drink all the water he would, and

turn both into luxuriant feed, where there was

no water. I think they would not slaver in the

same proportion. It is my opinion that the sla-

ver is no more than the running off from the

stomach of redundant water, where horses feed

on very succulent grass. Let a horse, if he sla-

vers, eat dry hay, if he will, and not drink. 1

presume it 'will stop the slavers, by taking up

the redundant water.

1 am, Sir, yours, very respectfully,

Abciiibald Jones.

horse was perfectly free from ptyalism, [sk ,,

ers] a considerable quantity of clover carefm
j

gathered without the Euphorbia was given}
„

him, and uo such effect wa« produced."
likewise appears by the same statement ths^

small quantity of clover or any other grass,
jj

j

en with Enphorbia, invariably produced slavi

Now if the plant, mentioned by Mr. Pe^i

would salivate a man, it would probably n
duce a similar effect on a horse ; and if a 4
siderahle quantity of clover without Eiiphcn

would not produce salivation, but a " small q
tity" zjith Euphorbia never failed to produce
complaint, we have good reason for belie

that Euphorbia was the cause of the misc

Perhaps " succulent grass"' alone in great q\

tity, may produce a running of water from
stomach of a horse, but if so, it does not pri

that the slavers is nothing more than such fl

of water. Warm water taken by a human 8i

ject, in sufljcient quantity will be rejectee

the stomach, yet we do not consider water ti

an emetic. Besides, we have seen horses afl

ed with slavers in a dry season and in short •

tures. We are not, however, positive that

are right or tenacious of our opinion. T^
is our only object, and we should ever he ml
obliged to Mr. Jones or any other gentlen*

who may suppose us lo be in an error, for!

attempt to point out our mistakes, and anyi

hibition of the reasons on which his dissei

I'uunded

NEW ENGLAND FARM]

REMARKS EV THE EDITOR.

We are under great obligations to BIr. Jones

for the above communication, but do not per-

fectly coincide with him in the opinion that

" the slaver is nothing more than the running off

from the stomach of redundant water, when
horses are fed with succulent grass." Although

that cause may, perhaps, occasionally produce
|

dress was omitted, for the reasons assigned by thi

running of water at the mouth, we are conh-j ident, Mr. Lowull, who introduced the proceedii

succtilcnt grass" is not the only, nor

S.iTURDAY, OCTOBER 18, lSi23.

BRIGHTON FAIR, &c.

Massachusetts Agricultural Society's Aj
Cattle Show and Exhibition of Manufao
at Brighton on the 15th and IGth inst.

The Show was, on the whole, as good, and inl

respects, better than any preceding one. As to|

and bull calves, it was decidedly superior, and

tides o( snbslanliat, and fancij home made manufA

t was far before any former exhibition. The us

dent that

the common cause of the slavers.

is founded on the following facts :

—

Mr. Peters, a very respectable practical far-

mer, of Westborough, Mass. in his communica-

tion, publislicd p. 53, of the 2d vol. of the

New England Farmer, expressly attributes the

slavers to " a kind of grass of second growth,

making its appearance the fore part of July,

much resembling oats." He likewise says, this

grass, " when chewed, causes a flow of water

iin the mouth more than any other vegetable

that I have ever seen." And it appears from

Mr. Peters' statement that the disorder was not

known on his farm or in his neighborhood, 20

or 25 years ago, hrfurc that kind of grass, to

iMck he attributes the slavers, had made its appear-

ance.

Dr. Abraham Perlee, of Wilmington, Dela-

ware, produces what appears to us conclusive

evidence, that a certain plant which is called

Spurge (Euphorbia Maculata) will cause this dis-

order. His testimony is giveii, p. 70, of the 2d

vol. nf the New England Farmer, and we shall

the day, upon his first takiog the chair, with thel

Our opinion
I lowing remarks :—

" In first entering upon she piihlic performance of;

duties of this arduous and highly responsible olE

which has been successively held by Russell, Stroi

Adams, Dexter, and my lamented Parent, it wouUi

indeed, strange, if I did not feel more than ord

aiotion, and a deep sense of my own inferiority

predecessors. The only assurance I can give to tl

merous members of this ancient and important si

is, that I shall endeavor by zeal and 'activity il

degree to supply my deficiencies in knowled;

ability.

" The address upon some agricnltural topic

has been for several years past delivered on this

sion having been found to interfere with the col

ly increasing duties and labors of the trustees,

the respectable citizens, who have liberally affoi

then- aid in the distribution of our premiums, th

tees have deemed it expedient to omit it for the pi

There is indeed less occasion for them now than

early periods of this annual exhibition. Count;

tics have sprung up in almost all parts of the stal

copied an article Irom the Boston Kecordci^ on ''epe^t but one short sentence. " Wbea the men of talents and learning, in every quarter
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» tlu-mselves to the dissemination of a^ricuUiiral

lation. Several journals arc no w pu!iii.-iiid ni

IS parts of the United Stales, placing llils hitherto

cted science and art in some degree on a tooting

its sister arts. Newspapers are now supported in

land, New York and Massachusetts, exclusively

ed to the interests of agriculture, and our citizens

to feel that it is as interesting, though painful in-

euce to learn that a night frost has cut off one

lu dollars worth of crops in Maryland, or that a

has overwhelmed one hundred thousand dollars

• merchant's hopes, or a fire has consumed a like

nt of the labors and property cllhe manufacturer,

"hose who wish to read, therefore, may resort to

gricultural journals and newspapers, and we may
sively devote ihis day to the business, in which,

opes, the pride, the just and laudable anil.ition of

icultural friends are principally concerned,

arrangement will be much more convenient to

permitting them more time to attend to the ob-

hey have patriotically exhibited. Though we shall

the .:J(M«w, we would by no means neglect the

\ble custom of our pious ancestors, of invoking

ssings of the Almighty Ruler of the Universe

oceedings, our country, and our cllects to

I the means of agricultural improvement,

on any occasion, of o churacltr not purely reli-

sueh supplications, to the Supreme Being are

surely they will be admitted to be so, when at

ent of harvest we are assembled to exhibit the

of divine bounty from the orchard and from

Id, from the fold and from the stall.

om him alone we must be on such an occasion pe-

y sensible, that all these blessings directly Jloxi\

lat to him, ire owe, that intelligence which

us to improve what his bounty gave—and

ivil privileges, and institutions, which permit us

. Iheni in greater security, than any people on

have ever done since the expulsion of our

rents from the garden of Eden, to this day of

npled li2:hl and kncwledge—may we never, how-

get, that the original contiition upt)n which these

fs were bestowed, was, that wc should use our

deavors to extend and improrc them."

11 account of this show, of its awards, and the

of the several committees will be published in

:t number.—The committees had not time to

heir reports for publication and the sentiments

t the festival were not duly arranged and we
•d to delay the publication of them till wc could

red that they are perfectly correct.

CO.M.MUN!C.\TION.

LTURAL PRODUCTS E.\I11BITED AT BRIGHTON,

•al articles were sent to the Agricultural Hall
gratification of the curious in the uncommon
ions of nature. A Sicilian squash, raised on
n of Mr. Isaac Cook, of BrooUlinc, measuiing
an three feet in length. Several of the Sugar
f very large size, very productive and most val-

)r stock, from the farm of John I'rince, Esq. ;

—

er of the .Mangel W'urtzel from Mr. Prince and
jmner—one from Gen. Sumner, raised in a sec-

|.p of the seed planted the first day of July,
1 n 1-4 pounds, and measured 23 inches in cir-

nce ; a few very large pippins. A pear from
t weighing 23 1-4 ounces. A basket of pears,
ree brought to America by Gov. Endicott. Ma-
e and full ears of the very productive corn of
', raised by Mr. Prince, the largest ear exceed-
irteen inches in length. A most productive
of a grape vine, with the fruit on it, from the
Mr. Cook, of Brookline. A variety of the

fa fin" size, very productive, and of an excel-
\ mild quality, raised hy Mr. Prince, from
am Tripoli. Four trees, bearing large apples oo

them from the nursery of Deacon Leland, of Slierburne.

The wines for exhibition and premium, were valuable,

>s the luxury of imported wines is one of great cost.

I lu- wine from Mr. I'rince, of three ycais old, made of

:urrauts, was in imitation of the llavor and taste of a
favorite French wini', and may become valuable as a

substitute. The wines from the Messrs. Kenricks, of

Newton, made also of the currant. Wine more like a

rich cordial, which many esteem a jileasaut liquor.

Wine also from the elder berry, from Mr. Spencer, of

Beverly, was sweet and pleasant, and reputed very

wholesome. This attention of gentlemen in sending
rare productions from their farms and gardens, serves

the double purpose of exciting emulation by good ex-

ple when the production is of a common kind, hut
of uncommon excellence, and that of saving labor to

be better bestowed when the production is of an un-
common kiud, but not of an uncommon excellence, and
may both serve as an attraction to the show, and a
gratification to the observing and the curious. i3.

Q^^ Information respecting the culture (if the. (irapr

Vine.—k friend to our establishment requests informa-

tion through the medium of the New England Farmer^

relative to the cultivation of the Grape Vine., both na-

tive and foreign ; and particularly the best means of

preserving the latter through the winter, in our climate

Any communication on this subject from an experien-

ced and scientific cultivator, would be thankfully re

ceived by the Editor, and would doubtless prove bene-

ficial to the public.

Oflicers of the Middlesex ^i^ricullural Society.

The following gentlemen were chosen ofiicers of the

Middlesex Jlgricultural Society, at their last meeting,
for the year ensuing :—Col. Joseph \'alentine, of Hop-
kinton. President; Rufus Homer, Esq. of Stow, Vice
President; Benjamin Dix, Esq. of Littleton, 2d Vice
President ; Nathan Brooks, Esq. of Concord, Record-
ing Secretary; Josiah Adams, Esq. of p'raniingham.
Corresponding Secretary ; Col. Daniel Shattuck, of

Concord, Treasurer.

—

Middlesex Observer.

A letter from an officer of the Constitution, dated
Gibralter Bay, Aug. 26th, says, " The events of Spain
have lately been of the most unpromising kind. An
universal defection has been spread through .all classes

ofmilUtary and civil society in that devoted country.
French gold has superceded the necessity of French
arms.''

Latest from Key West.—The U. S. schooner Allen,

Legare, arrived at Savannah on the 1st inst. in 11 days
from Key West, bound to Washington. Commodore
Porter was nearly well, and had left that place in the

Sea Gull for Norfolk. The squadron' except a guard
of marines, had all been ordered to sea, in conseqence
of increasing sickness. Several additional deaths had
occurred, but no names are mentioned.

The treaty between the Florida Indians and the U-
nited States was signed at the encanjpmeut near St.

Augustine, on the Sth ult. The particular object of

the treaty is not stated in the St. Augustine paper. We
understand, however, that the Indians have agreed to

abandon those fine sections of country on the Micasoo-
kie, Talahoosie, and Alacua, which they now occupy,
and locate themselves between Tampa Bay and Char-
lotte Harbor. These lands are said to be among the

most valuable in the territory—the soil being equally
adapted to the culture of Sugar Cane, Corn or Sea
Island Cotton, and as it is expected that the se-at of
government will he located in their vicinity, it afibrds

a fine opening to an industrious population.

Savannah Rep

y.'i

Jlgricnltural Report for Sepltmber—District of Que-
bec—The Weather this month has been dry, with the
exception of some he:ivy rains about the middle of the
month. On the night of i\n- 21 si. there was
which continued every night thiMughout tlie i^
completely desi roved all liuder vegetables, and cover-
ed the forests wilh the brilliant tints of autumn, earlier
than usual.

—

(!o--etlc.

a frost.

?e"^
AU)KKNEY iJULL FUR s,ALr,.

THE very fine full blood AL)m;kM:Y HUI.l.,
which was presented to the iMassiichusetls So-

ciety for promoting Agriculture by John Hubbard,
F.sq. This breed is considered in England, as superior
for the richness of their milk, making considerable
more butter from the same quantity of milk, than any
other breed. He is now two years and three months
old, is in fine health, and a gentle animal, and m;iy he
seen at the farm of John Prince, Esq. Jamaica Plain,

lioxbury. For terms of sale, which will be very liber-

al, apply loJOH.N' LOWELL, Esq. or said, Prnite, in

Roxbury.
If the above animal is not previously disponed of, he

will be at the Public Show at Brighton, on THURS-
OAY IGlh October, at 12 o'clock.
Roxlmry-Mth Sept. U(2;3.

I'KICES OF COUJSiTRY PKOJJUCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

Fire.—During a smart shower of rain last evening
accompanied with high wind and very violent thundei
and lightning, the bells gave the alarm of fire, which
for a few minutes assumed a threatening appearance.
It proved to be the bam of Mr. John B. Lord, Belle-

ville. We understand it was struck by lightning, and
containing a considerable quantity of hay and other
combustibles, was in an instant wrapt in flames, and
with its -contejits burnt to the ground.

A'etvburypurt Herald, 4lh inst.

\SHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .
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The foUowin' liaes from the Albany Plough Boy, rival

the sweetest strains of Shenstone or of Akonside.

Like those writers, all Mr. Sonthwick's effusions

breathe the same openness of heart, the same abhor-

rence of duplicity and exalted love of virtue.

—

Ro-

chester Telegraph.

TO A COUNTRY GIRL,

tVHO EXPRESSED A WISH TO LEAD A TOWN LIFE.

BY S. SOUTHWlCK.

Sweet Mary, sigh not for the town,

Where vice and folly reign

—

/ Spurn not the humble homespun gown

That suits the rural plain.

In ev'ry street the city's glare

Doth simple hearts betray,

And simple hearts who wander there

Are sure to lose their way.

The tradesman plays his wily part.

To take the stranger in

—

The profligate dispUys his art,

The modest maid to win

—

He lures her to perdition's brink

By every treach'rous scheme,

Then leaves the hapless wretch to siok

In pleasure's guilty stream !

The flaunting crowd, that seem so gay,

May please you for a while

—

But joy with these doth rarely stay,

Or sweet contentment's smile.

The splendid dome that proudly rears

Its gilded roof on high,

Full oft conceals pale envy's tears

And disappointment's sigh.

There foul ambition loves to dwell,

False pride and lust of fame

—

There malice and revenge rebel

Against the good man's name-

Ah ! little do you know, sweet maid

What are the city spoils.

Where villains ply the canting trade,

And fraud is drest in smiles.

Then Mary sigh no more to rove.

Or change your native fields.

The rural walk, the verdant grove,

For all the city yields.

And when some swain, of soul sincere,

Sliall seek your love to gain.

Trust to his faith nor never fear

That you shall trust iti vain.

So shall your rustic life be spent,

With every blessing crowned

—

Within your doors shall sweet content

And faithful love be found.

And when your infant offspring rise,

A mother's smile to greet,

The joy that sparkles in their eyes,

Shall your own bliss complete 1

Your tide of life, thus even flowing

Win ebb at last, "tis true-
When calm with hope your bosom glowing

You'll bid the world adieu !

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

[From the A:ijany Daily Advertiser.]

Tlie grand epoch of minglinn: Ihe waters,
(lestined by naliii-o, to swell the volume of llu

most miV2;uilicent river o( the north, with thos(

ofthe Hudson, is aiiiioiinced for llie 8lh instani,

and some interest is excited (o devise an appro-
priate mode oCcelehralin^ that anspicious event
The river gods, the naiades, and the nym|.hs

of the lieathen mythology, whose exhanstlos'

urns and sylvan sports erewhile animaled the

pageants of Europe, afford abundant resources

for display on this memorable occasion—but

they are iiot perfectly congenial with the gen-

eral habits, turns of thinking, and tastes, preva-

lent in this )ura world; and the American clas-

sic ground is certainly of a formation too recent,

to be tilled by imaginary, incomprehensible

beings, of a grade superior in intellect and pow-

ers to humanity, emerging from a dense looming

medium, tinged with Ihe ignorance and credulity

of the dark ages— for the origin ol the corigre-

gated Americans of Eurnpean extraction, is lu-

minous as the glare of day.

Our Aborigines have their presiding genii

maniloes and spirits, hovermg over every foun-

tain, ri\er and lake, of their country, whose

malignity they deprecate, but whose benefi-

cence they never implore ; and from this, by a

combination ofcomparatively, ancients and mod-

erns, indigenous and local, perhaps a sufficient

numiier ot dramatic personages migbi be ush-

ered on the stage, with an unique, but certainly

a novel effect.

For example. Skipper Hcndrick Hudson, an

an!;lo-Dulchman, in his four-fold hosen and

doublet, on the quarter deck ofthe sloop Half-

Jllooii, Ihe Dutch flag, with the admonitory mot-

to, Ecndraght inacht macht, waving over her

head, a telescope in one hand, the other suj)-

porling a speaking trumpet, vociferating deti-

aiice to all intruders on his peculj.ir domain, to

contaminate his ever-moving water with those

stagnated in reservoirs, with which he never

formed a wish to be connected.

The spirits ofthe Seneca, Cayuga, Onondaga
and Skaneatelas lakes, personified by Indiiui

Chieis, as hunters, in their gala costumes, pain-

ted, crested with the heads, beaks, or plumage
of native birds, armed with spears, war clubs,

bows, arrows and quivers, smoking the calumet

and shaking their rattle traps, in bark canoes,

laden with furs, j)eltries, skins, and beaver and
Buffalo robes.

Citizens of the western regions, in canal boats,

freighted with hemp, tlax, wool, cordage, sail-

cloth, woollen and linen fabrics, plaster, salt,

fossil, coal, wheat, rye, corn, barley, oats, flour,

meal, smoked, pickled and dried fish, beef and
pork, pot ashes, lumlier. co|iper, iron, hardware,
marble, mill and grind-stones, and innumerous
other productions of their wide-spread country,

all uniting in request to Skipper Hcndrick to be

admitted a free intercourse with his great arm
of the ocean, to pass to the markets of the

world, and to contribute to the lucrative trade

of the commercial emporium of his favorite

river, accom[)anied with the assurance, that the

inhabitants on the great inland seas and the riv-

ers flowing into then, are prepared to follow in

their track, with the cotton, nee, indigo, to-

bacco, oil and sugar, and other valuable pro-

ductions of the south.

The venerated Columbus, conspicuously sta-

tioned on another sloop, lirm and erect, bearing
a chain wrapped round his left arm, (a memorial
ofthe gratitude of princes,) holding a map of

Mie ample territories which his intelligence

and perseverance have bestowed on-civilizcd

men—an astrolabe sounding-line, entwined
with sea-weeds, conipass and his highly cele-

l)ratcd cask at his feet, his right band pointing
to the canal and ejaculating

—

this is in the scope

"f ""J
°'^'"- crcotion—on the forecastle, Amerigo

Vespucci, in the garb of a petty officer, dopl

ingthe success of his injustice, in usurping

honor of imposing his name on this distinguS

ed portion of the globe, so appropriately ij
^

to the greatest human benefactor of his rai|<

t/i.e great Cohimbus.

In this effort, more than one ofthe unities

the drama must be grossly violated— but

snatch a grace beyond Ihe reach of art, and h

monize every discordance, an assemblage

American belles, in a galley, with a band pi;

ing some of our most admired national melodi,

under a standard inscribed Virtue ourfriend, t

Providence our guide, would eclipse the m
tricions or factitious splendors of either the

cient or modern brirk of Cleopatra.

A dramatic writer may extract pagoarij

from such materials, as fascinating as if

whole olympian group aided the witcherjl'.

the exhibition. AN ALBANIA'^*''

MOUSE TREAD-MILL.

To the Editor ofthe Edinburgh Star.

Sir.—Having seen a paragraph In yourpaf
some time ago staling that a gentleman in K
kalilv has trained two mice, and invented i

chinery for enabling them to spin cotton yj

making 5d per day profit. 1 take the liberll

inffrmmg you that a Mr. Hatton of t!iis id

has bad two mice constantly employed inj

m.iking of sowing thread for upwards of]

months ; and ib.at tiie curious may be ciil-ra

ed 'lib a fiiir stateiprni of facts, 1 hope

will give place io ihe following dcscr.pi

wliicii is by no means exaggerated, I liorou;

iiin!erstand the amusing operation.—The mi

tread-mill is so constructed, that the com
house mouse is enabled io make atoii,imcn

society for past offences, by twisting, twin

and reeling from 100 to 120 threi«is per]

(Sunday not excepted,) of the same length'

quality with the enclosed hank, which 1 se

a specimen of their work for the Jnspectii

the curious. To complete their task the

pedestrian has to run ten miles and a

An ordinary mouse weighs only half an ooSit

A half-penny worth of oat meal, at 15d

peck, serves one of these tread wheel culpjf'

This journey it ])erfoims with ease every d

for the long period of five weeks. In tlint tin|

makes (1 10 threads per day, being Ihe averal

3,850 threads of 25 inches, which is very «
ly nine lengths of the standard reel. .\ pef

is paid here to women for every cut made
the ordinary way. At this rate a mouse e^

9d every rive weeks, which is just one fart

per day, or 7s 8d per annum. Take 9d of

board, and allow it for machinery there

arise 6s. of profit from every mouse yci

The last time 1 was in company with the m^

employer, he told me that he was goin|

make application to the heritors lor a Icai

an old empty house here, the dimensio:

which are 100 feet by 50, and 50 in h

which at a moderate calculation, will hoi

thousand mouse mills, sufficient room bein]

for keepers and some iiundrod spectators

lowing 2001. lor rent and task masters, and

for the interest of 10,0001. to eiect machij|l)

there will be a balance of 2,3001. per aMBf

This, Sir, you will say, is projecting' willl

vengeance, but it would surely be prel'erabljl

the old South Sea speculation. ! remain

obedient servant, A CONSTANT IlEA
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PORTS of the Committees of the Massacliu-\ rior exertions, and to encourage tliose who
•»i .Igricullural Society, as to the preiniums\ have come a little sliort of the prize, this jear,
n-arded at the Cattle Shoxv and exhibillon of\ to make their utmost eft'orts to excel in anolli-

lanufncliires,hcld at lirighfon, on Wednesday \cr. It cannot ho too often repeated, tliat tiie

nd Thursday, the ^btli and 16ih of Oc<o- task of juds^ing is i\s 'delicate, as it is lahorioiis

;r, 1823. i and unthaniil'ul. It is unthankful, because tiie

irst Committee, on Fat Oxen. Bulls, and bnl! ,

'''"''rpoioied much outnumber the suceestfnl can-
hdates. It is also uiitlianldul, because tlie com-
mittees may occasionally (though not often)
difier from thejniLUc opinion—yet an intelligent

and impartial [lubiic, and a fair and generous

es. The Presiilent, assisted by Hezeidah
js, Esq. of Marlborough, and Perry,

5 Chairman of tlie Committee on certain de- .,,,•,
tions of Live Stock, I am about to report '^°"'l'«"'°'' "'"

f*^'"''
"'« ''^'•'°"* difficuiti

decisions of that Committee, and to award '"/'"= "'":' ^'1'^. 'M?,
remiums to the successful competitors.

fore doing it, however, I hope I may be
ged with some prefatory remarks. They
be as short as 1 can make them, because 1

the impatience of those who hope to tind

they are among \he' fortunate, and I hav
he vanity to believe, that 1 have the pow
ther to instruct or entertain 30U—what

11 sa\ , will be directed solely to the object

conciling those who may be disappointed,

nly in the awards of this Committee, iijt

)se of all my brethren, and tlieir assistant

vould not do to compare this exhibition to

:m/, for that woidd implv the absence ol

ill, and judgment, and anxiety to do right
;

in this case, every expedient has been

2d to secure competent skill, to exercise

undcst judgment, and with the deepest r!->.

> give a just and inipiirlial deciifion. We
the most experienced judges ofanimals

—

above temptation, or bias. They under-

his laborious and unthankful ofRce, uith-

e hope, or the wish, of any other reward,

he promotion of the public good. We
'. the best farmers as judges of working
and ploughing. We seek out the abiesi

lost fkili'ul mechanicians, (need 1 name
len as Mr. Moody, of Wallham, aud Mr.

of South Boston ?) to judge of new in-

ns—we invite experienced importers or

3 of manufactured goods, to examine the

s aud constantly increasing articles, which
genuity and taste of a country, prcemi-

distinguished for its inventive powers in

of science and taste, the country of I"ul-

d of a greater name, of Perkins, are con-

addmg to the common stock.

Duld seem, then, that we have done eve-

in our power to secure intelligent and

;al awards—yet it must be seen and felt

ry one, that in one respect, and in one re-

nly, a cattle show resembles a lottery

—

int of resemblance is, that as in a lottery,

lese exhibitions, there are many blanks,

fezu prizes—and would anj' fair man,
nterested friend to agriculture and man-

es wish it to be otherwise? Would it be

e, that cdl should draw [irizes ? There
je an end at once to all competition

—

yould be no reward to those, who by pa-

ire, and cultivated ingenuity, had rcar-

rior animals, or produced a fabric of su-

leaiity and durability. The very intent of

iovis is lo discriminate and reward snjie-

t is scarcely possible, thai,

ill men will think alike as to the beauty of an
animal, any more than they agree in the rela-

tive beauty of their wives and children,—nci-

iher wiil they be more likely to agree in Ibe
other qualities of the animals, their aptitude
for labor, their disposition to fatten—and still

less, can unilbrmity of opinion be expected in

the varied and ever changing forms, so arbitra-

ry as infancy articles of manufacture. -

Having made these general femarks, applica-
ble to all my friends and associates,— I will add
one or two peculiarly adapted to my own branch
of inquiry and decision.

As to fat cattle, there can be little diflerencc
of opinion. The animal has then run through
his course— has performed his destined, and
tailhl"ul and invaluable labors, to man, and by a

hard, but inevitable i'-Mc, he is to be submitted to

the knife, and the sinews and muscles which
turned the sod, are to be converted into the sus-

tenance of man. He is, -li'heii so fatted, in his

most perfect state, and skilful men (such as 1

have had the pleasure to be associated with, can
then decide, which animal is, ou the txholc, the

best. They can do this with so much accuracy,

that they can lay the ox (as the phrase is) with-

in a score of pounds of his actual weight, and
they can even decide in most cases the quantiiy

of I'al, or tallow, which will be Ibuud in parts

concealed from the eye.

Not so as to the bull. In judging of a bull,

manji properties, or qualities, are (o betaken in-

to the estimate—his carriage, whether erect or

groveling— bis temper, whether ferocious or

tractable— his eye, whether full or sunken—his

oeck and head, whether thin and delicate, or

thick and lleshy— his coat, whether coarse, like

that of a bufialo, or tine like that of a full

blooded racer— his limbs, whether stubbed and
iliick, like those of an elephant, or delicate, de-

noting- activity and power, like those of an an-

telopo—his forehead and chest, whether deep
and powerful, indicating that he will )>roduce a

progeny calculated to tear up the slilVest soil,

and to remove the heaviest rocks—and a hind

quarter, fitted with muscles, which, when prop-

erly loaded with fat, will furnish an abundance
of delicious food. There are many minor
properties, such as the straitness, and breadth
of the back, and the elevated insertion of the

tail, known to good judges, which I forbear to

notice.

But my enumeration will satisfy any reasona-
ble mind, that it is not size (done which can de-

termine the preference, and that it is no light

or trilling task to decide upon the properties

of that noble animal, the bull—the parent, and
the most important parent, of our mt si valuable
domestic animal. I woiihl not be mi.^vnderslovd
when I call him the most iw[)ov\:\ui parent, I
mean it simply in this sense

—

\vliile 0, e cow-
can only transmit either her good or bad
qualities to eight or fen individuals, a good or
bad bull, may convey his good or bad proper-
ties, to some hundreds.

The remarks I have made as to bulls, are
equally applicable to bull cnlvcs, with one ex-
ception, which I beg every Intelligent farmer
to weigh. Lull calves arc imperfect animals in
a slate of growth, often prelernalural growth

—

as in man, we tind children, often disproportion-
ed, when growing, and at mature age of the
most perfect proportions; so bull calves of lit-

tle promise, often become perfect specimens of
Iheirspecies, and the most perfect calves, when
young, not tinfreqnently prove distorted, or
coarse or ordinary, when arrived at maturity.
1 entreat your patience for these details, which
seemed to me, however, necessary.
We award tlie first premium for a fat ox, to Asa

Pond, of i\tci-sliara—weiglit 2597 pounds, $30
The second prLiiiium for a lat ox, to Samuel Eo-w-

en, of Adams, in Eerksliire, 25
The third premium for a fat ox, to Amos Davis, of
Groton—weight 2200,

'

35
The first premium for bulls, to Col. Jaqnes, of

Charlestown, for his rf d bull, called Middlesex,
out of Coelebs, owned ly liiin, 30

The second premium to S-'amuel Keir, of CharUon,
for his tall out of Hiddnncss, owned by fior-
bam Par^rns, Ftq. oi' fcriglifr.n, u<^A nn.r-i, vi.
proved in th.-it part of Worcester, 20

The third prcaiium to Col. Jaques, ofChavlestov^n,
for his bull out of Calebs, called " Yatiltee," 10

Tlie first premium for bull calvts, -we a-\iard to
Jacob L-awyer, of Westminster, ibr a native bull
ca//of a breed that has often gained our premi-
ums, weighing at 7 months old, 725 pounds, 15

The second premium for bull calves is awarded (o
.lohn lirown, of Uudh y, for a bull calf of the
Holderness breed, 10

The third premium for bull calves is awarded to
.Silas Stoae, of Sherburne, Middlesex, for a calf
out of Fill-pail's progeny, owned by Mr. Abner
Wheeler— Note, Fill-pail was presented to the
Society by Col. Thnrndike, and imported from
the iSeiher'ands. Ilis progeny in the third de-
gree inherit fully his qualities, 5

There were several ofher fine bull calves,

among which I am requested by the committee
fo notice that of Nathan Nichols, of Maiden,
out of Ccelebs ; that of William Dodge, and
Ihat of Daniel Ste];hens, of Marlborough.
Among many excellent bidls not included in

the premiums, were a bull from Denton, by the

Hon. Mr. Welles ; Jnpiler, a white bull, of Col.

Jaques—The bull of Henry Rice, Esq. of the

same breed, and a native bull, exhibited by Da-
vid Perham

It will be seen by this enumeration, Ihat even
the second and third crosses, from the imported
bulls, have carried the premiums, and yet it

was not in any degree owing to anj' influence

which I, as a trustee, exerted over two very re-

spectable citizers from the interior— I am only

the organ to communicate their opinion, care-

fully formed, and cautiouslv expressed. It will,

however, be seen, that some native bull calves,

of a superior stock, carried the two first premi-
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um^— ;\ proni that we need selection and care

onlv, to make our own breed equal to any we

could import. Yet we must rejoice at the op-

portunity wo have had to cross our breed with

the most improved of foreign countries. If no

other elTect should be produced, than that of ex-

citing attention to the improvement of our na-

tive stock, all the care and expense hitherto be-

stowed would be only as the chalV is to the

plump and healthy grain.

JOHN LOWELL, Chairman.

N. B. There wiis a cow exhibited, owned by

Charles Vaughan, Esq of Hallowell, which for

several accounts, did not come within the list of

our premiums.--Yct it would be improper not to

notice her—she was from an imported breed, ol

great value, and she was without question one

of the most perfect animals ever exhibited in

Brighton.

REPORT No. II.

The Committee on Milch Cows, Heifers, Sheep

and Swine, consisting of E. Hersy Derby,

Esq. Wiliard Gay, Esq. of Dedh.im, and Ab-

ner Wheeler, Esq. of Eramingham, report:

That there were three premiums oQVred for

milch cows, for which thore were twelve can-

didates, and after long deliberation ihoy have

awarded the premiums in the following manner

—The 1st premium of ^30 to the Rev. .)ohu B.

White of East Sudbury— 2d do }j;20 to the Re/.

Samuel Capen, of South Boston—3d dn. 13 dis.

to Henry Rice, of Boston, for the Duchess of

Marlboro'.

Mr. White who received the tirst premium,

furnishes the following statement under oath.

His is a native cow, raised by Mr. Noah Smith

of Sudbury, is nine years old, and came into his

possession in the sprin? of 11121. She calveil

on the 28th of May, the calf was killed the 11 th

of July. She has furnished 15G lbs. 9 oz. of but-

ter, besides furnishing the family with a supply

of milk. Woigiit of one quart of her milk 2^

lbs. Weight of milk given m a day when the

calf was a week old, besides what he would take,

35 lb. 8| oz. Weight of milk when the calf was

three weeks old 32 lbs. 13 oz. Weiglit of milk

. given on the day after the calf was killed 60 lbs.

On the 27th of Sept. weight of milk ^'iven in

one day, 38 lbs. 12 oz. 15 qts. 1 pt. On the lllh

of Oct. 36 lb. 11 qts. 3 1-5 gills.—From this it

appears that the mean weight of milk given by

the cow from the time when the calf was killed

to the present is 48 lbs. a day. It also appears

that when the calf was killed she gave milk at

the rate of a barrel of 32 gallons beer moasnre

in 5 1-3 days, and that she now gives milk at

the rate of a barrel in 8 days and 8-9 of a day.

Mr. Capen who received the second premium,

stated uniler oath that his cow was raised by

himself, is from a superior native cow and a bull

of the Hon. John Wclles's slock— ;s eight years

old, calved the 2d May, since which she has fur-

nished 202 lbs. of butter; her greatest quantity

of milk has been about 16 quarts per day, of

very rich quality.

Mr. Rice staled that his cow by Denton was
three years old last February, she calved July

27 ; she has given from the 9th of August, to the

13th Oct. 65 days, 2181 lbs. milk, averaging 38
1-5 lbs. per day.

The Committee noticed with much pleasure

two other very line cows, one belonging to the

Hon. John Welles, the other to Mr. Luke Fiske.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

There were twenty four Heifers entered for

premiums, and your Committee had only three

premiums to award. Among so many very fine

animals, they found it extremely diflicult to de-

cide, and regretted that no distinction had been

made in the premiums between those which

had calved and those which had not. But tak-

ing into view every circumstance, they have

been induced to award the tirst premium of gl5

to Mr. Samuel Jaqnes of Charlcstown, for his

full blooded short horned heifer of 16 months.

The 2d premium of 10 dIs. to Maj. Benjamin

Wheeler of Framingham, for his part blooded

heifer of 11 months old.

The 3d premium of 7 dIs. to Col. Joseph Val-

entine of Hoplunton, for his native heifer of 17

months old.

The Committee were highly pleased with

several other heifers, and regret that they could

not award more premiums. They feel desirous

of noticing in a particular manner the live heif-

ers by Denton, owned by his Honor Levi Lin-

coln, oi Worcester, also five heil'ers offered by

the Hon. John Welles of Dorchester, 1 by John

Pierce Esq. of Rosbury ; 2 by Jacob Enapp Esq.

of the same town ; 1 by George L. Stearns, ol

Medford ; 1 by Samuel Brooks of Brighton ; 1

by the Rev. Lemuel Capen, of South iioston ; 1

by Dr. Codman, of Dorchester, and two full

blooded young heifers by Col. Samuel Jaques of

Charleatown.

In deciding the premiums on .Merino Siieep.

they have been governed more by the fineness

of the fleece on every part of the same, than

by the size and a^'^pearance of the animal, ami

have therefore awarded

To Samuel Hcnsliaw, of Boston, the first premium
for the best Merino Ram, $15

To Samuel Jaques, ofCharlestown, the 2(1 do.

To Samuel Henshaw, of Boston, the first premium
for Merino Ewes, 20

To Samuel Jaques, of Charlestown, the 2d do. 10

There were several other lots of Merinoes,

all of which the Committee thought very high-

ly of, several of which were very much superi-

or in size and appearance to the ones to which

they have awarded the premium^, but the quali-

ty of their wool was not of such exquisite fine-

ness throughout. There were no Merino or

native wethers ofVered for premiums—They
were much graliiied by the appearance of four

long woolled sheep from the iNctherlands, im-

[lorted by Col. Jaques, who has made great ex-

ertions to introduce line breeds of sheep into

the country, but as the Society have not offered

a premium for sheep of that kind, they could

not award any.

Tlie committee award for the best Boar, the 1st

premium to Gorham ParsoHS, Esq. for his Cob-
bet and Wellington boar, $12

I"or the 'id best to Silas Dudley, of Sutton o

for the 3d, to Francis Moore, of IJrig:hton 5

For the liest Sow, to Silas IJudley, of Sutton 12

For the 2d best, to Gorham Parsons, Esq. for his

Leicester Sow 8

For the 3d, to S. W Pomeroy, Esq. of Brighton 5

For the best store Pigs, to josiah P. Kenney, of

Raxbury, the 1st premium 10

For the 2d best, to Luke Fiske, of Waltham 5

For the best spayed Sows, four in number, to T.

P. Mariam, of Concord 20
[Your committee were much pleased with the appear-

ance of these animals. Mr. M. furnished them witli a

description in writing of his mode of operation-

Mr. Parsons desires the committee to state

that he relinquishes the premiums awarded to

him for his swine, having intended to enter

them for exhibition only. i

All which is respectfully submitted. ;

E. HERSY DERBY, Chairmn,,. i

REPORT No. III.

Br.uiiiTON, Oct. 16, lo2.J. ;

The Committee on Agricultural Inventions

Report: (

That among the articles presented of tliisde f

scription, Safford's Straw Cutter, is, in iheii

opinion entitled to the Society's premium, f'rOB

Its great simplicity as well as its elTectual o|«-

ration. The motion is communicated to l|c

feeders directly by a double threaded iron screw,

without bands or any complicated machinerj

The knives are flat ami oblong, and aliixed ti

the radius of an iron wheel, and fixed and ud

fixed, and regulated with the greatest east

The whole expense of the machine is fifteti

dollars. It is said that it will cut a bushel c

straw in a minute; and the testimonials in I;

favor are of the most decisive character, giver

by persons well acquainted with the use ot'suci

mai:hines, who certily that " it exceeds ar

other they have ever seen, for cheannoss, sim

plicity, despatch and durability." Your Comniil

tee therefore award to Mr. SaS'ord the Societv:

p.'cmium of $20. '

A machine, called Jaquith's Threshing Jj
chine, was presented for jiremium by trie 4-

veiiior. It is chiefly characterized by its bek
the application of the same wheels to the sc-

tion of flails, which are fed by gecr, or baQl'

riie operation of the machine is very sin«e

and effectual, and in the opinion of your Cjj:^

mitteo is the best, ivhich has yet been presi

c(], for mowed grain. Its expense is tliirty-fi^

dollars, when prepared for the hand, and sevtm
ly five dollars when prepared for the hop*!

power. Your Committee deem it entitled, am'

accordingly award a premium of $20— the pre

prietor adducing certificates, to the satisfacliti

tion of the Chairman, that the machine haslMw
used and approved by some practical farmefc '

Walter .lanes presented for premium, a C l^

Shelling Machine, the principal compoi
parts of which were a fluted cast iron cylii 4/

luiug under the segment of another fluted ^
iron inverted cylinder. Without atlemp ^
further to particularize its conformation,

J
ifi

Committee deem it sufficient to state that itjfer-i

formed its operations well, and is in their opiV

ion an useful machine. Your Committee ili f
not however, deem it so decidedly, if at alllW
[lerior to machines, for a similar purpose tietf

in this vicinity, as to justify them in awa
any premium ; although they deem it

adapted for its purpose. ^

A Shearing Machine, presented by Johi

Cambridge, of Springfield, V^ermont, the o[

lion of which is chiefly characterized byl

horizontal motion and sliding action of

knife, by which it differs from similar mach»<!

in common use in our manufactories. It is a IB'

chine extremely nandsome in its structure, W>

performs its work %vell—but not coming liniiti

the head of agricultural implements, is uOlti"

braced within the sphere of the premiums, «

the authority of the Society.

The same remark applies to a machineW'
nomiualed " Jencks's Alleviator." This y*""

Committee apprehend to be a very excellM'

#
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on, and is very powerfully reCotnincnde*!

IiJr. U'arreo, of Boston, and others, ioT the

sing of persons, whose limbs aie fractured,

lile in bed, »vith gt-eatease and safety. While

ur Committee consider it a machine of great

actical utility in hospitals and sick chanibor'',

sy deem it not within the objects or power of

s Society to award to it a premium.
Various as^ricultural machines were presented

exhibition only—among tiiose your Commit-
particularly notice Ml', i'ope^s llireshing

ichine, which on a former year oblnilied the

iety's premium. It has been since improv-
and now can thresh, m it is slated, with a

I power and the assistance of three men,
m eight to ten bushels of grain per hour

—

enlarged, to the application of a horse pow-
will thresh per hour, from ten to liftcen

hels of wheat, and iVom tilleen to twenty of

or oats.

Messrs. Lincoln Fearing &, Co. also present^

lor exhibition a variety of agricultural im-
ments, consisting of forks, ploughs, Eastman's
w cutter, from Baltimore, and Curtis's churn,

m Connecticut ; all of tlipm to be found in

ir excellent and extensive collection of ag-

jltural implements in Boston, and all ma-
nes of dilTerent degrees of merit, the partic-

of which your Committee did not deem
mselves called upon to estimate. They can-

fail, however, to express their gratilicaticin

he particular exertions of Messrs. Lincoln

iring &, Co. as well as at the general evi-

ce of the incre-asing attention of the commu-
to implements tending to improve and to

iten the labors of agriculture.

JOSIAH QUINGY,
CYRUS ALGER,
PAUL MOODY.

REPORT No. IV.

Brighton, Oct. 16, 1S23.

'he Committee on Manufactures award

James Sliepherd &: Co. of Northampton, for tile

:st specimen of Broatlclotb, §20
-later & Howard, of Oxford, for the next lirst ^5
Thomas Dedman, of Templeton, for the best

ecimen of WooUea Cloth, of household manu-
;ture, 12
.Jeorge M. Barrett, of Concord, for the next

James Shepherd & Co. of Northampton, for

e best specimen of Cassimerc,

he VVolcott Woollen Manufacturing Company,
the next best,

lincoln Burr, of Hingham, for a piece of Ker-

y, 2d premium,
ilessrs. Pomroy k. Clapp, of Pittsfield, for the

st sp(c'imen of Sattinet,

eth Beniis & Co. of W atertown, for the next
st,

Jrs. Stephen Fay, of New Braintree, for the

st specimen of household Flannel,

ouathan Wilder, of Sterling, for the next best,

^phraim Coburu, of Dracut, for the best speci-

>n of Linen Diaper,

Jideon Delano, of New Braiiitree, for a piece
Linen Cloth,

ohn Hunter, of New Braintree, for the best

ecimen of Floor Carpeting,
Joshua Melville, of Concord, for the next

U
Jenjamin Poor, of Nt wbnryport, for the best
pce of Stair Carpeting,
Theodosia Converse, for a specimen of fine

ankets,

inna Buckman, of Tewksbury, for a specimen
Linen Diaper Table Cloths, Worsted Stock-

ji and Work Basket (as a gratuity)

Also to Polly Leiand for a piece of Cotton Diaper, 6
'to P. Sanford and brother, of Medway, for a spe*

cinieu of fine Cotton Thread, 5
1 o Klizabeth Cowan, of Boston, for a specimen of

1 bread Lace, 3
To Ann llealh, of Roxbury, for 13 pair of Cotton

Stockings, 5
To Mary Ann Plimi>lon, of Medfield, for a Straw

Bonnet, <1

To Oliva Stanley, of Dracut, for do. J
To Eunice Danforth, of Norton, for two extra Fine
Straw Bonnets, 5

To Martha Hapgood, of Shrewsbury, for a Bonnet, 2
To l.avina Sweel, of Foxboro,' for a Bonnet made

frorii the hnsks of corn, 3
To M. W. K. of Boston, for a Cotton Counterpane Ct

'I'o Misses Baxters, of (^uincy, for a Hearth Rug, 3
To Sarah Cushing, of Doichesler, for a Rug, 3
To Jane Coburn, of Dracut, for do. 2
To Betsey and Mary MiuirOe, of Lincoln, for two

Hearth nugs, each, 2
To Caroline Cutting, of E. Sudbury, for do. 2
To Mehitable Dean, of MansfieUl, for do. 2
To Louisa Clark, of Boston, for fin. 'j

'Co SuSSnnah Whiting, of Cambridge, for do. 2
To Anna Bemis, of Wntertown, for do. 3
To Mary B. Converse, of New Braintree, for do. 2
To Mrs. F.iljah Warren, of Leicester, for do. 2
To Catharine Picrson, for 3 pair of fine Worsted

I^se, 2
To Hannah Hawks, of Sterling, for do. 2
To Frances-, Nancy, Elizabeth and Abiel Wheeler,

of Worcester, for a specimen of Artificial Flow-
ers, exhibited as the work of young children,
each, 2

To John Thoreau k Co. for a specimen of Lead
Pencils, manufactured frota Plumbago, native of
this country, 5

To Marian R. Haven, of Ilopbinton, for 2 Straw
Bonnets and Calash of Straw .]

To Sarah Pollock, of Canton, for a Grass Bonnet, 4
To Susan Whitney, of Dedham, for do. 2
To Abigail Goodale, of West Boylston, for wrought

Buttons and Frogs, 2
To Nancy Wheeler, of Worcester, for Tippets of
Tuikoy Down, 2

A Bonnet from Plymouth, made of white pa-
per, was considered by the Committee a curious
Hhd ingenious article, but they dolibted whether
it could fe sufliciently serviceable to merit en-
couragement.
The number and r.monut of premiums on

Factory Goods having been diminished since
the last year, in favor of housfehold fabrics, fac-

tory Flannels were not a subject of premium
the present year.

The best of the specimens sent for exhibition,
from the Arnesbury Flannel manufactory, were
very fine and of excellent materials, and in all

respects well finished. There were pieces o(

dilTerent qualities, but all creditable to the Com-
pany.

The Committee can say no less of the six

pieces exhibited by Mr. James Ho worth from
his Factory at Andover.
The four pieces from the Salisbury AVoollen

Manufactory were substantial goods, but not in a
finished style.

Many of the specimens of Household Industry,
exhibiting a commendable taste, ingenuity and
skill, are not rew.-irded by gratuities, not because
they were undeserving this distinction for any
deficiency in the qualities mentioned, but be-
cause it was necessary to put a limit somew here
to this kind of reward— the Committee have
therefore conferred it on some of the most tjse-

ful articles only. Much praise, however, is due
to Miss RIerrill, of Salisbury, for a parcel of
fine Linen Thread—to Hannah Edson, of Hard-
wick, for Worsted Socks—to a Lady, of I'ly-

mouth, for a Paper Bonnet—to T. P, Meriara, of
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Concord, for a specimen of Slocking Yarn and ii

pair of Socks— to Mrs. Robinson, of Worcester,
for Stockings and Socks, and to Mary Adams,
tor a specimen of good Carpeting.
The pieces of Calico from the Charloslown

Blcachery (a recent establishment) were
thought by the Conimillee to be excellent
goods, and far preferable fur durability to Eng-
lish calicoes of the same description.

A very fine Beaver Hat was exhibited 1>v
Mrssi-s. Dikcman SiSliepard, 6f Northampton.
The committee cotild conceive ol no improve-
ment beyond it.

The case of Hals, from the Boston 3Ianufac-
tiiriiig Company, were of (he fir-^t quality of
gentleman's hats. This Company have in for*

mer years deserved an<l received the commen-
dation of the Committee on Mannl'actures,
whose favorable judgment has been conilrmed
by the [iuhlic. It is understood that the imjior-
tation of men's hats, even of the best qualities,
is now very small.

The two parcels of S il Cloth, one by Mr.
George B, Chase, of Salem, the other by Mr.
George Johnson, of Cambridgcporl, were pro-
nounced by competent judges to be without
lault, and these gentlemen have therefore se-
cured to themselves a good prospect ot the pub-
lic patronage.

Four p.eces of black rroadcloth, oiTered foi-

exhibition only by the Wolcott Woollen Manu-
lacturing Company, were very creditable to
the makers, and with a little more skill in the
finishing would have approached very nearly
to those which obtained the first premium.
The best of the Broadcloths, Cassimeres, and

Sattinets, were much superior, in all respects,
to the same quality of goods exhibited at Brigh-
ton in any previous year.

RICHARD SULLIVAN, Chairman.
EDWARD TUCKERMAN,
JOHN LEMIST.

Important Disccvcry.—A man by the name ot

Danitl Hawley, who has been a school teacher
in Carmel, N. Y. and its vicinity tor about six-

teen years past, and established a good charac-
ter, has lately invented a new construction of
materials, which with the loadstone, will attract

and draw steel, and which \vill not continue,
but is immediately repelled the contrary way
and jiasses the load stone. Such an operation
by the magnet has always, by the great, been
considered to be impossible, which now may be
thought to be no more of a miracle than fiction.

As the operation has the ai)|)earance of a real
perpetual moving wheel, which, when finished,

it is thought can be applied eft'ectually to boats
on canal.s, and lor raising water, and to many
other advantageous machineries. Having seen
the operation on water, and not knowing why
it has not heretofore been carried into execution,
we are led to suspect that necessary means has
in a great degree, prevented the inventor from
accomplishing his design 'n this great philosoph-
>al and important discovery ; and were this

to be the case, we think that immediate assist-

ance should be rendered him, as we understand
that his earnings for many years past, have de-
frayed the expenses up to the present time. It

may be here observed, that he has invented some-
thitig that will flop the force of attraction, which
surpasses the knowledge of all j)hilosjphicaJ

discoveries.

—

A''. Y. Spectator.
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iLiui^ooOiiOUUil CATl'LE SHOW.

Report on Flannrls, Blankets, Coverlets, Shaicls,

Hose, Bonnets, S,'C,

(Concluded from page 01.)

The commiltee appointed to awiinl the pre-

miums on Fliinnels, Coverlets, Shawls, Hose,

Bonnets, &c. have attended to the duty assigned

th;?ra, and after careful examination and com-

parison of the various articles, have awarded

the premiums as follows, viz.

On Flannels.—No. 35, presented by Samnel
Fol-iom of Deerinp:, tlie first premium, of go;

and to No. lOo, piescnted by Mark Morse o(

Francestown, the second premium, of j^2. Both

pieces were of a very superior fabric, and for

fineness of thread and delicacy of touch, could

hardly be surpassed ; but Mr. Folsom's was the

finest and received the first premium. A number
of other pieces were presented which the com-
niittou consider entitled to great praise, partic-

ularly, No. 107, presented by Mr. Morse which
was so nearly equal to his other piece that it

was ditficuit to decide to which the premium
alioiild be awarded.—No. 64, presented by Kirn-

ball Emerson, and No. 63, presented by Tlioma--

Eaton, and No. 51, presented by Joseph I'hil-

brick, were of very superior manufacture, am!

the committee would have awarded ])rcmium-

to them had it been in their power. The com-
mittee are happy to observe the great improve-

ment which has hoen made in the iiianufactun-

of this necessary article, and do not hesitate to

say that a number of the aliove pieces were su

perior to any usually imported.

On Coverlets.—The first premium of g.3 to No.

53, presented by Mrs. Sabra Bailey of Weare,
and the second premium of ^2 to No. 52, pre-

.sented by Joseph Philbrick of Wearc. Several

other handsome Coverlets were presented, par-

licularlv one by Maria C. Ballard, of Henniker,

all of which did credit to the ladies who manu-

factured them.

Fewer pieces of Linen were presented this

vear than the last. The committee presumed

this must arise from a want of suliicient induce-

ment to present, rather than decrease of the

manul'acture. The first premium, of g4, wa«
awarded to No. 55, presented by i\Irs. Mary F.

Darling, of Henniker. The second premium of

three dollars, to No. 67, and the third, of two
dollars, to No. 68, both presented by Samuel

Chandler of Bedford. These were of the kind

called table linen, of very fine even thread,

and evinced a perfection in the manufacture ol

this article highly creditable to the county.

The fourth premium, of one dollar was awarded

to No. 22, presented by Simeon ^Valke^. This

was also table linen, and though not so fine

and nice as the other pieces, was two yards

wide.

The first premium, of two dollars for the best

pair of knit Hose, was awarded to Mrs. Mary P.

Darling of Henniker; they were of a fine linen

thread and wrought in a very superior manner.

The second premium, of one dollar, to Polly

Starrett of Francestown—and the third to Hum-
phrey Moore of Miltord.

The first premium, of 4 dollars, on Grass

Bonnets, was awarded to No. 77, manufactured

by Miss Lticy Kimball, of Merrimack ; and the

second, of 3-dollars, to No. 78, manufactured by

Miss Sarah Kimball, of Merrimack ; of these ar-

ticles the committee can hardly speak in terms

of too high commendation. No one can doubt

the importance of this manufacture to the coun-

try, when it is considered that the article is now
almost universally worn, and that large sums of

money are annually sent to Europe for the pur-

chase of it. If Bonnets as good or superior, can

be manufactured in this country, the manufac-

ture should be encouraged, and the committee do

not hesitate to say that these Bonnets are as good,

if not superior to any imported ; and he who does

not prefer American Grass Bonnets, wrought by

the industrious hands of our fair country-wnmen,

to Leghorn Straw, has no legitimate claim to

the name of yankee, and should be sent to Leg-

horn for a wife as well as bonnet.

The first premium, of 2 dollars, on Straw

Bonnets, was awarded to Miss Susan l.ord, ol

Francestown ; and the second, of 1 dollar, to

Miss Lucy-Ann Fuller of Amherst. These Bon-

nets were neatly manufactured, and would dis-

credit neither the fair hands nor the fair faces

of the fairest of the fair, neither in making or

.Tearing.

A number of articles were presented and re-

ferred to this committee, for which no premi-

ums were olTercd. Many of these the committee
iiave examined with much pleasure, and being

illowed to appropriate a sum in discretionary

premiums, have awarded it as follows :

To No. 91, being a hearth Rug, presented

'ly Lucinda Gould, of Henniker, 2 dollars. To
!Vo. 12, a hearth liug, presented by Benjamin
Pettengill, of SalisbuVy, 1 dollar. To No. 85,

a hearth Kug, firesented by Humphrey Moore,
of Milford, 1 dollar. To No. 20, a hearth Rug,
presented by Peter Woodbury, of I'^rancestown,

50 cents. To No. 74, a hearth Rug, presented

by Sarah Kimball of Merrimack, 50 cents. To
No. 98, a fine Cotton Handkerchief, presented

by Sally Felt of Temple, 50 cents. To No. 31,

an Indispensable, presented by Polly Starrett

of Francestown, and made ol" small Glass Beads,

50 cents. To a Straw Indispensable, presented

by Sarah Kimball of Jlerrimack, 50 cents. To
No. 28, a Cape or Vandyke, wrought on Silk,

with the down of Milkweed, presented by Sa-

rah W. Livermore, of Wilton, 50 cents. To
No. 13, being 5 Vest patterns, presented by

Benjamin Pettengill, of Salisbury, 1 dollar. To
No. 26, a Counterpane, presented by Mehitable

Beede, of Wilton, 2 dollars. To No. 18, a

woollen Coverlet, presented by Peter Wood-
bury, of Francestown, 1 dollar. And to No. 05,

a |);iir of liose Blankets, presented by Samuel
Chandler, of Bedford, 2 dollars. Also a number
of pairs of Blankets, which were of a superior

quality, particularly No. 66, presented by Sam-
uel Chandler, of Bedford.

The conijiiiltee would have been happy, had
it been in their power, to have awarded pre-

miums to each of the above, and other articles

presented, and they can only regret that the

industry and skill of the Society, in creating

lunds with which to reward, does not keep pace

with the industry and skill of the Ladies in man-
ufacturing.

All which is respectfully submitted,

JOSHUA DARLING,
1SA.\C SPALDING,
JOHN DALTON,

for the Committee.

[From ttie Worcester Papers.]

On the 8th instant, the Worcester Counts
Agriciltural Society held their Fifth Annua
Cattle Show, Plotighinp; Match, and Exhibition o,

Manufactures. Our account of the proceedliio';

of the day must be condensed
; and indeed ?

minute detail is unnecessary. The repntatior
of these interesting anniversaries is now so gen-

erally difi'nsed, and so firmly established, thai

they do not need any eulogiums to recommenc
them to public attention. It is enough to saj

that the present e.\hibition was decidedly supe
rior to any that preceded it and realized ever]
expectation however sanguine.

The examination of Manufactures took placi

on Tuesday. The specimens offered for iiy

spection occupied the convenient rooms will

which the Society were accommodated by thf

kindness of Nathaniel Maccarty, Esq. The va*

riety of articles, particularly of household man*
ufacture, was greater than usual, and an ii

provement was visible both in the materials ai

the workmanship. We are happy to obser?i(

this increasing attention to so interesting a paij(

of the exhibition, and we assure our enterpri|l

ing Jlanufacfurers and Mechanics, and our ii^

duslrious housewives, that the members of tli^

Society, and their fellow citizens at large, w!
ness their exertions with the highest gratifici

tion, and most cordially wish them success. "I
The concourse of people assembled was verj

'

great, including many from a distance. Hi;

Excellency and suite gave additional interest ti-

the proceedings of the day. The number ol

pens for animals was eighty-eight, all of whxli
were well tilled; and as many as fifty posts ir

'

addition were occupied by working oxen anr
'

steers. The number of animals was 37 1, ol

which 215 were neat cattle, and 159 sheep and

swine. There were beside these a team oi' six-

ty yokes from Shrewsbury. All the arrange
inents of the day were regularly executed.
Twelve teams started in the Ploughing

Match. The soil was less favorable than had

been anticipated. The ploughing was well

<lone considering some unfavorable circumstan-
ces attending it, but might have been better

done had it been less hurried.

The procession moved at 11 o'clock to the

South Meeting-house. The -prayer by the Rev. '

Mr. Osgood, of Sterling, was solemn, pertinent,

and impressive. The Address, by the lion.

Oliver Fiske, one of the board of trustees, w.is,

in all respects worthy of the reputation of the i;

author, and contained many useful lessons for

the Farmer, the result of study and experience.
It will soon be published under the direction of

the trustees.

There was but one opinion expressed by the

spectators, that a finer show had never been
witnessed in this Commonwealth. A large por-

tion of the young stock was of the Denton
breed.

The following toasts were drank at the en-

tertainment.

Our great Farm—the Commonwealth—The venera-
ble Foreman employed in its oversight—and all able 'I

and faithful laborers who arc engaged in its manage- T
mt nt on account and for the sole profit of its Legitimate «
Proprietors—the People. ~

^

Tlie Ytomanrij of Massachusetts, a good Stock in the

main—bad husbandry shows where it wants crossing.

The Interest of Mnnufuclures, and tin skill of the

.Manufacturer—may the one be justli/ appreciated, and
the other wisely protected.
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*A.f .^I tss ichust^ffs Societi/for promoltn^ ^'}i;ricultun

it luis uol the crcuit ol giviiigp the first example of

louiiliing .^lalch, to the otlur Societies of the Com-
iwe;ilth, yet to Iheni it has hecome, what i<'i(/i Ihc

ugh, the heavy oxen at the heam are to the steers

the chain— the strength and steadiness which rej:-

es the team, and carries out the furrow, to the end

wurl:.

he only path which can be made through the Ocean
e path of glory, which our enemies have found

h bealeu.

land J\'atngation—while it grains us new neighbors,

shall not forget the claims of our own household,

y Gen. H. A. S. Dearborn. May the patronage of

Legislature cause the Connecticut to flow through

ester, and make Boston her best neighbor,

'he Middling Inlcrcsl—As it respects animals may it

onfined to Cities and Seaports. The Fanner con-

the i:enerr.i interest by preferring his best stock.

ur jXcrl CatlU Show—^lay it find us with good

)S in our fields, good Hocks in our folds, good prin-

s in our hearts, good help-mates io our houses.

y the Governor.
'he Town, and Count;/ of Worcester— whose iraprove-

ts in Agriculture and the Usel'ul Arts refiect honor
he compact centre of the real strength of the state.

V Mr. Wells, Delegate Irom the Massachusetts So-

he ambitious purposes of our Agriculturists—May
subdue the earth, not by war and desolation, but
multiplication of the means of subsistence and

lomforts ofnian.

r Mr. Derby, Delegate from the Massachusetts So-

y.

le Worcester Agricullvral Society—Their interest-

xhibition this day evinces what can be eflected by
ons emulous of improvement.
.• Col. Eustis, of the U. S. Army.
12 Worcester Exhibition of the noblest animal,
—which cannot be improved by crossing the breed
any foreign importation.

ommoclore Bainbridge, Adjulant General
incr. aiii! Mr. Silsby, Prcsiilent of the Senate,

\\c roinplimentar}' (oasis to the Society

liio ENllibltionS of the duy : aud the Sher-

f the County gave a coraplimentary toast to

distingfuished guests present.

1 addition to the Governor and suite, there

e present Com. Bainbridge, Hon. Mr. Sils-

President of the Senate of Massachusetts,

I. Mr. Crowninshield, of Salem, Gen. Dear-

1, of Ro.tbury, Gen. Sumner, Messrs. Wells

Derby, Delegates from the State Society,

Col. Eustis, of the Army.

PUEMICMS AWARDED BY THE COMMITTEES.

'II A'eat Cattle.—For the best Bull, Samuel
of Charlton, $15, next best, John W. Hub-

I], of W^orcester, and Jacob W. Watson, of

icetoD, 10. Best Bull Calf, John Brown,
lley, 6 ; next best, Alpheus Smith, Leicester,

Best Milch Cow, from a stock of five cows,

luel Mixter, New-Braintrce, 15 ; next best,

three cows, Andrew Smith, Rutland, 10;

t best, Henry Rogers, Worcester, 8. Best

fer. Job Rainger, New Braintree, 6 ; next

, Salem Toivne, jun. Charlton, 5. Best

fer Calf, Alpheus Smith, Leicester, 5; next

, Asa Waters, Millbury, 4. Best four years

Steers, Simeon Phelps, Sutton, 10. Best

;e years, Luther Whiting, do. 8 ; next best,

Ciimmings, jr. do. 5. Best two years old

jrs, Stephen Marsh, jr. do. 7 ; next best, Roy-
Marble, do. 4. Best Yearlings, Daniel

iney, do. 5. Best fat Ox, Asa Pond, Peters-

1, 15; next best, Seth Wyman, Shrewsbury,

)n Working Oxen.— 1st, Isaac Hathaway, Sut

pb. 2d, Frcegrace Marble, do. 12. 3d
n Sherman, 2d, do. 10. 4th. Seth Wyman
ewsbury, 3.

On Sheep.—Best Mermo Ram, Bezaleel Taft,

jr. Uxbriilge, 10 ; next best, Joseph Thayer, do.

5. Best Merino Ewes, Aaron Tufts, Dudley, 10;
next best, Salem Towne, jr. Charlton, .'>. Best
Merino Wethers, BezalccI Tul'l, jr. Uxbridgc,
4. Best lot mixed Merino Siioep, Rejoice New-
Ion, Worcester, 5. Native do. Asa Rice, do. 1.

Best Native Kr.rn, Holton Maynard, Norlliboro',

5.

0(1 Swine.—Best Boar, Samuel Harrington,
Worcester, 10. Best breeding' Sow, Jonatlian

Knight, do. 6. Best weaned Pigs, Ward and
Rice, do. 4.

Articles manufactured nf Cotton, JVool, Flax
and SUk.—Best Broadcloth, Slater and Howard,
Oxford, gl5. Best Cassimere, Wolcott Manu-
facturing Co. 10. Best Carpeting, Hannah Blair,

Worcester, 15; next best, John Hiniter, Nciv
Braintree, 10. Best Woollen Cloth, household
manufacture, Samuel Dadman, Templcton, 8

;

2d do. do. Lovett Meters, Westborougb, 5 ; 3d do.

do. Levi Saivyer, Bolton, 3. Best Flannel, Jona-

than Wilder, Lancaster, 10; next best Jerome
Gardner, Harvard, 5. Best Linen Siieeting,

Betsy Delano, New Braintree, 5. Best do. Shirt-

ing, Priscilla Putnam, Grafton, 3. Best Woollen
Coverlid, Jonathan Moore, Holden, 4. Best

Linen Table Diaper, Patty Leiand. Grafton, 8.

next best, Polly Leiand, do. 5. Best half Stock-

ings, Hannah Edson, 2. Sewing Silk, Lemuel
Healy, Dudley, 5.

On all other Manufactured articles.—Best But-

ter, Levi Goodale,West Boylslon, '^1 ; next best,

Ebenezcr Dunbar, Leicester, 5.—Best Cheese,
William Tufts, New Braintree 10; next best,

Elisha Mathews, do. 5. Set of Machine Cards,

C'heney Patch, Leicester, 20. Best dressed

Cali'skins, William Slocumb, Northboro', 10.

Best hole Leather, Phnieas Davis, do. 5. Best

Morocco, Joseph Griggs and Co. Millbury, 3.

Best Ox Yoke, Simeon Hathaway, jun. Sutton,

G ; next best, Andrew Buxton, do. 5.

An extra Premium of ;^2 was recommended by

the Company, and awarded by the Trustees to

be paid to Ebenezcr Mower, of Worcester, for

Butter in cakes of superior neatness and flavor.

On ploughing.— 1st, Freegracc Marble, Plough

10, Ploughman 5, Driver 3. 2d VN'illiam Eaton,

jun. Plough 8, Ploughman 4, no driver. 3d,

Nathan Heard, jun. Plough 6, Ploughman 3,

Driver 1. 4th, Silas Dudley, Plough 4, Plough-

man 2.

BERKSHIRE CATTLE SHOW.
This Exhibition was held on the 1st and 2d

inst. The exhibition of .\nimals was very fine,

including various breeds and cross-breeds, from
different sections of the country. The quantity

of Household Manufactures was small compared
with that of former exhibitions, which was im-

puted to accident. The Ploughing Match, on

the morning, was of much interest. The spec-

tators were more numerous than had been be-

fore known. A numerous procession was es-

corted to the Meeting-house, (which was pre-

viously in part filled with an assembly of the

fair and the fashionable) by the company of

Berkshire Greys, under Capt. Clapp. The
Prayer by the Rev. Dr. Shepard was peculiarly

fervent and appropriate. The Address, by

Theodore Sedgwick, Esq. of Stockbridge, was
distinguished for good sense and good humor,

and was well adapted to subserve the interest

of the practical agriculturist. Th^s address will
be published for (be use of the Society. After
the Address an cloo:ant Ode, written hv William
C. Bryant, Esq. of Great Barringlon (publi^hed
on (he last page of (bis d.iy's pap^r.) and set to
music by Thomas Hastings, Esq. of Albany, was
received with enthusiasm, heightened by the
rellection that it was wholly .'Vmcrican.

Elkanah Walson, Esq. of All)any, whose ser-
vices in the formation of the Society were
gratefully recollected, delivered some brief and
pertinent remarks, accompanied by the present
of a small treatise on Salt, &,c. as a manure.
On the evening of the first day a Concert of

V^ocal Music was given under the direction of
the Messrs. Hastings, of Albany, which was
highly spoken of.

The Freiniums were <!eclarGd bj' the Presi-
dent, the Hon. H. W. Divight, and were as

follows :

Seth Wilcox, of Stockbridge, for (he best two
acres of Winter Wheat, p. The Committee
observed that they had no doubt but this was
the best crop of winter wheat raised within the
Commonweallh this season. Oliver P. Dickin-
son, of Pittsficid, lor the second best piece of
Winter Wheat, %Q. Richard Cooman, of Pitts-

field, for the best two acres of Spring Wheat,
g9. John Chamberlain, of Dalton, for the 2d
best do. j^6. David C. Hull, of Stockbridge, for

the best 3 acres of Winter Rye, $8 ; Silas

Smith, of Lanesborough, for the 2d best do. g6 ;

David Chapin, of Richmond, for the 3d best do.

^5 ; Eraslus Rowley, of Richmond, for the 4th
best do. gl. Enos Smith, of Stockbridge, for a

piece of Barley, j|4. Joseph Merrick, of Pitts-

field, for the best 2 acres of Pease, <55 ; James
B. Ward, of Pittsfield, for the 2d best do. gl.

—

Uliver P. Dickinson, of Pittsfield, for the best

acre of Flax, $8 ; Caleb Snow, of West Stock-
bridge, for the 2d best do. g6 ; Erastiis Rowley,
of Richmond, for the 3d best do. jpl. Azariah
Root, of Sheffield, for the best 3 acres of Oats,

;?,6 ; Timothy Wainwright, of Groat Barringlon,
forthe 2d best do. %\. Jacob Loudon, of Wind-
sor, for the best 2 acres of Indian Corn, ^8 ;

Chester Goodale, of Egremont, for the 2d best

do, g6 ; Samuel Kellogg, of Williamstown, tor

the 3d best do. g5 ; William Whitney, of Stock-
bridge, for the 4th best do. f,i.

The Committee observed, " that in conse-

quence of the severe drought in the early part

of the season, the crops of Summer Wheat and
Flax were much injured; yet, as the Society

have tliought proper to give liberal encourage-
ment for raising these important crops, your
committee did not tliink themselves at liberty

to withhold the premiums on these cro|>s, more
especially on wheat As it is a fact that by es-

timition more than 4.000 dollars is annually

paid to the citizens of a neighboring state, bj

the inhabitants of one of our towns, for the ar-

ticle of wheat flour ; a fact that calls loudly

on the society for the encouragement of the cul-

tivation of wheat." They likewise state, that

" a crop ofWinter Wheat, raised by Major Gen.
Whiting, sowed after a corn crop would give at

least 20 bushels ; and on land that has been un-

der cultivation f.">r many years ; which aliords

good evidence that wheat may be cultivatfiij

with profit on our old improved lands."

The Premium for the best cultivated farm

was awarded to Samuel Kellogg, of Williams-

town, g20.
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For Domestic Animals the awards were asiS.i do. to Mrs. Anna Cooman, PmsfielJ, 4-—

ibllows. viz. To Isaac Reese, oi West Slock- While Flannel, Bliss Sophronia Tracy, Jiich^

brid-e,' for the l.est Bull, glO; Abel Clark, of' mond, 6 ; 2d best, Mrs. Esther Plummer, do. 5.

Richmond, 2d best do. g8 ; Abishai Lewis, of Linen Shirting, Miss Lucy Phelps, Pittsfield 8 j

West Slockbrid-e, 3d best do. ^6; Arvin Mil- 2d best, Mrs. Laura Chapin, Richmond, & Lin-

]er. of-— , 4lh best do, gl. Levi Hinsdale, of

Hinsdale, for the best yoke of Working Oxen,

glO ; Levi Goodrich, of Pittsfield, 2d best, $S ;
Ah'

ron Roberts, of Dalton, 3d best do. ^G ;
Curtis

Powell, of Pittsfield, 4lh best do. $i. Henry W.

Dwighl, of Stockbridgc, for the two best Cows,

^10; Erastus .'Jacket, of Pittsfield, 2d best do.

i^C ; Charles Kello?s"i ''•' Dall'^n, 3d best do. $G
;

John Chamberlain, of Dalton, 4th best do. !^4.

Luther Sears, of Lenox, for the two best three

years old Steers, broke to labor, §10; Henry

C. Brown, of Pittsfield, 2d best do' $8 ;
Heze-

kiah Porter, of Dalton, 3d best do. 5. Jona-

than Y. Clark, of Pittsfield, for two best two

tears old Steers, 8 ; Erastus Sacket, of Pitts-

iield, 2d best do. 6 ; Joseph Woodbridge, of

Stockbridge, 3d be'l do. 4. Henry W. Dwight,

of Stockbridge, for the two best two years old

Heifers, 8 ; Abishai Lewis, of West Stock-

bridge, 3d best do. 4. Thomas B. Strong, of

Filtstield, for the best IMerino Ram, 8. Caleb

Hyde, of Lcnojc, 2d best do. 5. SamM D. Colt,

of Pittsfield, for the five best Blerino Ewes, G
;

Jonalban Allen, of do. 2d best do. 5 ; Elijah

Robhins, of de. for the ten best eommon Ewes,

6. Levi Hinsdale, of Hinsdale, for the three

best Swine, ; Richard Cooman, of l^ittsfield,

2d, best do. 4. Samuel M. McK.iy, of Pittsfield,

for the best Boar 6 ; Moses Tiacy, of Rich-

monil, 2d best do. 4. Obadiah Ward, of West
Stockbridge, for the best Stud Horse 2.

A Bull of the short horned Durham breed,

belonging to Stephen Williams, Es'q. olJ^orth-

borough, not exhibited, was noticed by Hie

committee as a line animal. Two premiums

av/arded to the President of the Society, a-

mounting to eighteen dnllars, were relinquished

by him for the purpose of being awarded to

the person who shall exhibit the best Stock of

Cattle at the anniversary of 1824.

The committee regret that so little attention

is paid to improve our breed of horses, believ-

ing the farmer cannot lind a greater source ol

profit than would arise from raising those fine

and useful animals. They likewise observed

that the animals exliil>ited were, in genefal,

superior in size and beauty, to those shown at

any former period.

Sijt ox teams and one horse team were en-

tered at the Ploughing .Match. The premiums
were as follows : To James Nichols, of Pitts-

field, the 1st premium 10 dls.—Curtis Powel,

2d do, 8—Levi Goodrich, 3d do. G—David
Goodrich, 4th do. 4. Theie was no competi-

tion in liorse teams. Abraham Bow alone en-

tered, who did his work in a very skilful and

expeditious manner, finishing his quarter of an

acre in twenty-eight minutes, and receiving the

first premium on horses of G dolls.

lloiiseliulil Manufuctures.—The committee
speak highly of this branch of the exhibition,

observing, in substance, that alihongh not au-

thorised to say that so lu.rge a quantity of goods

have been exhibited as at some former exhibi-

tions, they excelled in point of value and man-
ufacture those on former occasions. The pre-

miums were as follows : Woollen fulled Cloth,

to Mrs. Wealthy Goodrich, of Pittslield, 3 dolls.

-2d best to Mrs. Lc?i Hinsdale, of Hinsdale, 3;

n Diaper, Mrs. Almira Nichols, do. G ;
2d best

Mrs. Louisa Bliss, Stockbridge, 4. Carpeting,

Mrs. Nancy Williams, do. 8. For the largest

quantity of useful articles manufactured by one

family, and by females since the last anniver-

(W

ilili

revolting in them, and we feel a natural repugnai *

to this concerted bandying of mutual praise, as i

meaning as it Is oifensive to delicate minds.

*^ But we too, With our cold rtstrve as to perso\

praise^ have our faults, and they arc scarcely less i

jurioHS to the public welfare. We have been ace

tomcd to make the sentiments, given at our soc

meetings, the vehicles of our party, personal and
]

litical feelings. One cannot hope at once to corn

thi.« habit so deeply rooted, hat we may be permitt fo'

sarv &c. to Miss Catharine Pierson, Richmond, to say, that on occasions like the present (and woi

tf 1(3 • 2d lar'^est quantity, Mrs. Sarah Peikins, to God they were more frequent) in which there ii

Becket 8 dolls. union (if but for a day) of mtn o[ all fiolilical a.nd rt

Reserved Premiums.^—One. piece of Imitation igjous opinions, all sentiments -nhich might give t

Caroline Plaid, Miss Lucy Phelps, Pitistjeld, 6. [slightest pain to any individual present ought to

One Grass Hat, in imitation of Leghorn, Mrs. Suppressed. AVe are met to celebrate the triumphs

Elizabeth Beard, Washington, 5. Three pairs cultivated minds, in the agricultural and ruecha'ilili'

Worsted Stockings, Miss Catharine Pierson, |a,.t5. These triumphs are confined to no sect-

Richmond, 4. One piece Worsted Plaid, Mrs.

Olive Tracy, Richmond, 3. One piece Linen

Diaper, Mrs. Clarissa Dickinson, Pittslield, 3.

Cassimere Shawl, Mrs. Phebe Nichols, Rich-

mond, 2. One Rose Blanket, Mrs. Eunice Row-

Icy, Richmond 2.

The following gentlemen were elected Offi-

cers, for the ensuing year: Henry W. Dwight,

President, Samuel M. McKay, 1st V. President,

John Wells, 2d V. President, Ezekiel R. Colt,

Cor. and Rec. Secretary, Samuel D. Colt, Trea-

surer; Thomas Melvill, Jr. Oliver P. Dickin-

son and Levi Goodrich, Committee on Agricul-

ture ; Phinelias Allen, Jonathan Allen, 2d. and

Curtiss T. Fenn, Committee on Manufaclures ;

Thomas B. Strong, Richard Cooman and Jona-

than Y. Clark, Committee on Animals.
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BRIGHTON FAIR AND CATTLE SHOW.
Our last contained a brief outline of this exhibition

and the Reports of the Committees will better com

plete the picture than could any of our sketches. AVe I or'show—hav7define*d"to

shall merely add that the Festival was honored by th.

presence of his Excellency the Governor, His Honor

the Lieut. Governor, and many other gentlemen of

the highest standing and first character in the Com-

monwealth. The Public Dinner, on the first day, pre-

sented a feast of sentiment, as well as of Ihe best fruits

of the soil and the season. Previous to the entertain-

ment, and after the guests were sealed, Mr. LowEi.i.,

ft-esidcut of the Society, addressed the company as

follows

:

" We are the only nation (we believe) on earth,

which has been accustomed to introduce sentiments in

our convivial meetings and solemn festivals. In the

country from which wo descended, the usage has been

and still is to give toasts in honor of individuals, and

often oi ptrsons present 4 The delicacy of our republi-

can feeling has forbidden the introduction of this cus-

tom, at least, in these Northern Slates. Perhaps the

origin of this delicacy may be traced to the peculiar

character of our ancestors, who despised worldly dis-

tinctions, and sought for their reward only the testi-

mony of an approving conscience, and of that Almigh-

ty Being, to whom they felt a solemn accountability.

In the countries in which this species of persona/ adu-

lation prevails, it is necessarily followed by formal

speeches, in which the person praised endeavors to

show that he deserved it, and in his turn, compliments

in exaggerated terms, as well the person who offered

the compliment, as those who applauded it. To minds

not accustomed to these usages, there is something

party—to no particular portion of our con.mun countf-''

they are the common estate, and pride of us all.

few sentiments only will be announced from the chatjni,

in t^hich it is hoped we may all cordially unite."

Sentiments were then announced, after which ot lai

ers followed as volunteers by his Excellency Goverti

Eustis, His Honor Lieut. Gov. Lincoln, by memb«

of the EsecutJTe Council, by the respectable Dele|

tion from the Society at Worcester, by Judge Si

Judge Davis, the Hon. Mr. Webster, Professor E
ett. Col. Thorndike, Mr. Winthrop, and many othi

Although these were fraught with sound sense

ine v/it, perfect good humor, and a happy adapta

to the occasion, we shall omit all but the two folli

ing volunteer sentiments, for the reasons assigmd

Mr. Lowell, in which we beg leave to expre

perfect concurrence. Those which we htio pub!

are retained because the former may be useful

bating a prejudice injurious to agricultural impn

ment, and 'be latter is a vehicle of morality

patriotifm.

By Lieut. Gov. Lincoln. " Gentlemen Farm:
A tepm heretofore, in comnie>n acet-ptation, o( er^ui

significance, but which the latest and most appr
authorities—crops, improvement, ai d a Btightcu

an a cass of dinnti

ed, intelligent, successful, " thorc ugh going," j'lact

cal agrieulturisls.

A basket erf fine Pears, called "Bon Chr

[good christians] having been presented, from a tr(

planted by Gov. Endicott. in 1630, and now in a fni

bearing state, on the farm of his lineal descendrrnt, th

Hon. Judge Davis paid Ihe following neat compliinCD

to the Pilgrims.

Governor Endicott, and the " Bon Chretiens"' Iha

accompanied him

—

Good fruit, and /ojig lived.

A FINE COW.
In a note attached to the Report of the first Com-

mittee on Stock, exhibited at the late Brighton C'atlli

Show, of which Mr. Lowell was chairman, notice is

taken of a Cow exhibited, owned by Charles Vaughan.

Esq, of Hallowell, " from an imported breed, of ,

value, and without question one of the most perl

animals ever exhibited at Brighton." This cow,
j

learn, has since been slaughtered, and her wci

as follows

:

9 lbs.

greit

'11
itlft

Hide
Tallow Hli

16)!
(i

190) „,
.„„ > 2 fore quarters

! hind quarters.

908 whole weight.

This fine animal, we are assured, has been at grtW

all the season, and had no provender till within a fen
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ks. This l"ac(, consiiU-red in addition to her bcau-

liiriu must place her hi»h in the estimation ol'

d judges of Neat Cattle. It proves her to have

n one ol' those animals which possess a great apti-

to fatten, a quality held in hijli esliinatiou by

icious and calculating graziers.

'allle Slioips are pouring in upon us from various

rtcrs in such abundance that we apprehend a scar-

of room in our columns, \^'e fear we shall not be

within a pretty protracted period to give place to

official accounts of all these exhiliitions, or to pub-

uiany before they get to be old nffnirs. They will

of course not be adapted to the curiosity of some

iers, who are always all agog for novelty, and can

cely endure a terrible earthquake, or a shocking

der, which is more than a week old, although they

very fond of such articles when fresh from the

We shall, however, proceed, as fast as possible

ut full accounts of each Husbandman's Holiday on

rd, that the agricultural Ladies and Gentlc-

who do us the honor, to take the New
land Farmer, may compare the exhibitions of

present year with those of the last and future

We must therefore beg Messrs. A. B. and

1 to the end of the alphabet, to have patience

we will ti.Il them all—unless we omit a part by

rtence. Should such omission happen we will

inch obliged to any of our friends who will forward

the omitted statement, and it shall appear as soon

e can possibly find room for it.

FOREIGN.
le la=t advices from the seat of war in Europe are

ter than about the first of September. It appears

il llial time preparations were luakiug not only

c 'i.iniliardnint of Cadiz, but for a dtscent on the

i: l.ion of a large and select body of troops, in-

ng the royal guards, to be supported by a power-

aval force. Events of much interest appear to be

^aching in that quarter of Spain. The french
soon accomplish tli;ir objects, or return home,

le Spaniards will let them) and digest their disap-

.meut as they can. A winter residence in Spain,

inhabitants continue hostile, would be very un-

ortable, and somewhat dangerous for the French

It is true that the climate is not so " frightful"

it of Russia, but the country must by this time be

y well exhausted of provisions, and cold lodgings,

y stomachs and a bad cause will be apt to quel!

rdor of the most fiery spirits that ever shouldered

sket, or charged with a bayonet.

If Greeks.—An article dated Zante, July 16th,

3 that the Creeks had gained an important victo-

er the Turks near Megara. " After two hours

fi^btinr the Turks were rtpnla-rd, and sought

safety in Uight, leaving behind them 2000 killed

300 prisoners ; their wounded amounted to 3000."

whnle of the Turkish artillery, ammunition, pi-o-

3s, &c. fell into the hands of the conquerors.

Walter Scott, says an English paper, is fitting up
Dus'j at Abbotsford with gas light. The bells are

by the pr.-ssure of air through a brass tube, in

: of wire now in use.

Ursbur^h. June 30.—A sad accident happened to

ronarch, during his journey to \A"arsaw. Hh Maj-
it is well known, is accustomed to travel in a

I manner. WHiile passing a bridge near the city

rchaws, the bridge broke through, and His Majes-

-arriage fell into the river. The horses alarmed,
deavoring to release themselves from the carriage,

urned it, and the Emperor seated in his open cal-

, received so severe a blow on the back of the head
lost much blood from the wound and fainted,

inately the city of Porc'haws was not far off ; the

.^ror was carried there, and visited by the best sur-

s of the city, who pronounced that the wound
d not be followed by serious consequences. The

Emperor ordered into bis presence the two iuspeclors

general of the roads, and having repioached them
with their carelessness, banished them to Sibtiia.

DOMF.STIC.
Tobacco.—Some accounts from the South inform that

Tobacco, to the amount of one half the crop, hav been
destroyed by a frost on the 29th of September. But
the Petersburg, (Virginia) Intelligencer, of the 10th
inst. states that in that section of the country, and
all south of it, there is reason to believe the dam-
age sustained by the tobacco crops is comparatively

but slight, and that the quantity brought to market
will not be lessened materially.

Thanksi^ifingt.—His Excellency Gov. Eustis has ap-
pointed the 20th of November next, to be observed as

a day of Public Thanksgiving and Prayer throughout
this Commonwealth. T he Governor of New York has
appointed the 18th December to be observed as a day
of Public Prayer and Thanksgiving. The SOth of No-
vember, in New Hampshire, and the 27lh in Connecti-

cut are appointed for the same purpose in those states.

Dill/ of Thanksgiving and Prayer throughout the

bounds of the Presbyterian Church in the U. States.—
The General Assembly at Philadelphia, in May, set

apart the first Thursday in November to be thus ob-

served. As this denomination of Christians is confined

principally to the middle and southern States, the

slate governments of which are not generally accus-

tomed to appoint this religious anniversary, it seemed
necessary for the Church to do it.

Stramonium.—k Long Island paper mentions that

several children have been poisoned and barely escap-

ed death by eating the seeds of Stramoniujii, (thorn

apjAe or stink seed.) This plant is now in seed, and
grows in almost every village.

5noM>.—On Tuesday last, Sept. 30, the hills in this

and the adjacent towns were covered with snow. W'e

are informed that on the height of land in Washing-
ton, the snow was from three to four inches deep

; pre-

senting the appearance of winter.

MontpeUer Watchman.

Sixty pounds of cloves have been gathered from a

single tree in Hayti the past season, a specimen ol

which has been sent to Dr. Mitchell, of New York—
The person who sent it expressed a belief that the cli-

mate of Florida is capable of producing this spice.

There are in the state of Vermont 27 cotton and
woollen factories— 13 paper mills—2S6 fulling mills

—

250 carding machine?—380 grain mills—380 physi-

cians—224 lawyers— 235 churches— 1575 school hous-

es, and about 150 distillerit s.

The Grist, Chocolate, and Carding Mills, of Major
Foster, at Danvers, were unfortunately consumed by
fire, on Tuesday evening. Loss estimated at $25,000.

Half Century Sermon.—The Rev. Nathan Perkins,

D. D. of West Hartford, recently preached a sermon at

the close of the 50th year of his ministry.

Andrew Jackson has been elected a Senator of the

United States from the State of Tennessee, to succeed
John Williams, whose term of service expired on the 3d
day of March last

ALDERNEY BULL FOR SALE.

THE very fine full blood ALDERNEY BULL,
which was presented to the Alassachusetts So-

ciety for promoting Agriculture by John Hubbard,
Esq. This breed is considered in England, as superior

for the richness of their milk, making considerable

more butter from the same quantity of milk, than any
other breed. He is now two years and three months
old, is in fine health, and a gentle animal, and mny be

seen at the farm of John Prince, Esq. Jamaica Plain,

Roxbury. For terms of sale, which will be very liber-

al, apply to JOH.N' LOWELL, Esq. or said Prince, in

Roxhnry.
Roxbury 30th Setil. 1883,
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NEW ENGLAND MUSEUM,
76, COURT STREET, BOSTDJ^,

CONTAINING much more numerous Collections
and greater varii ty of entertainments than any

other Establishment in America, continues steadily lr>

increase, and is open lor the nception of visiters

EVERY DAY AND EVENLNG.
It will be constantly in the best possible condition,

and every exertion made to render the visits of its pat-
rons agreeable.

This Establishment now contains FIVE former Mu-
seums united in ONE, together with very gnat and
numerous additions (the whole receipts being faithfully

laid out tfi increase it.)

JUST JIDDED,
The celebrated Rnce Horse Eclipse,

A beautirul Cosmoramic View of London,
A large and beanlifiil live Raltlcsnake,

The Arabian Bottle, made of tbe stomacli of a

Camel—holds about a barrel— u;<ed to tarry water
across the desert.

The Invalid's Chair—very ingenious— invented
by Professor Peck.

A very large and elegant Sword Fish, upwards
of 14 feet long, with a sword 4 1-2 feet long.

0:5=-The Museum is well lighted, and a Band of

Music performs every evening. Admittance 25 cents.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new, .

cargo. No I, . . . .

" No2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. new
" 2d qual.

small kegs, family,

f'HFESF, new milk ....
FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, IJaltimore, Howard St.

Gcncssee,
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Rarley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of IG23
LIME
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern

PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, Navy Mess ....

Bone Middlings new, .

Cargo, No J, . . .

Cargo, No 2, ...
SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVJSIOJV MARKET.
BFF.F, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAI
MUTTON afld LAME, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg fe tub, family.,

lump, best . . .

F.GGS,
MEAL, Rye,

Indian,

POTATOES, ....
nPER, liquor, new . . . .

IL^Y, best,

lb.

;ask

jal.

ton.

bbl.

FROM
D. C,
140

137 50
9b

8 OC

6 6()

5 50

v:

8 00
3 75

61

b'

a;

II

18

1 Of

60
2 75
12 CO
14 00
12 00
11 00
2 00

60
4

4
40
33
50

140

1 00

65
70
37
00
25

1 1:2

70
3 00

15 00
12 50

25

70
50
50
45
35
00
50

icr. J 10 C(

40
i 75
50 -Of
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IcoDlributors (scattered throughout the state) 1 generally by ignorant cooks, to give their ve

OF THE BERKSHIRE should be informed of the causes of delay in et.bles the green color, which so many pe
FOR THE ANNUAL CELEBRATION

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETy, 1823.

BY WILLIAM C. BRYANT, ESQ.

Far back in the ages

The plough with wreaths was crown'd,

The hands of kings and sages

Entwin'd the chaplet round •,

'Till men of spoil

Disdain'd the toil

By which the world was nourish'd,

And blood and pillage were the soil

In which their laurels flourish'd.

—Now the world her fault repairs,

The guilt that stains her story.

And weeps her crimes amid the cares

That form'd her earliest glory.

The proud throne shall crumble.

The diadem shall wane,

The tribes of earth shall humble

The pride of those who reign ;

And war shall lay

His pomp away ;

The fame that heroes cherish,

The glory earuM in deadly fray,

Shall fade, decay and perish.

—Honor waits, o'er all the earth.

Through endless generations,

The art that calls the harvests forth,

And feeds the expectant nations.

From the N. H. Patriot.

Jonathan's account of the cattle show.

Did y'ever to the Cattle Show go ?

What kicking, and pushing and goring

—

Cattle in pens—the pens in a row

—

And tarnal great hogs, there, a snoring.

—

There's sheep too ; ewes and weathers and lambs

—

Some Bucks ; (some are'nt in pens far's I know)

There's sheep of the Dons—some Uncle Sam's

—

Some Natives—some " real Merino."

There's a tug too, or trial of strength.

With hawing and geeing and scolding.

Just to twitch a great stone a foot's length

—

Haw ! haw buck '.—why don't ye !—gee golding '.

Then for ploughing they give a reward.

And, cute as a squirrel that burrows,

Off start the ploughs, cut through the green sward,

A turning the slickest of furrows.

And then, sir, in a room that they've got,

There's an " ocean of notions" display'd,

There's blankets, and stockings and—what not

—

That the folks in their houses have made.

There's bonnets, both of straw and of grass.

And cloth too, of woollen and linen.

And there's yarn, and there's thread, smooth as

glass

Thatgai* for themselves have been spinning.

There's hats, and there's shoes, and there's leather,

And there's— I can't tell half now, I fear

—

Got a prize—gee ho ! altogether !

And I'd go to the show twice a year. JOCK.

From the liostou Daily Advertiser.

WASHINGTON MONUMENT ASSOCIATION.

Several years having elapsed, since the sub-

scri[)tions were paid in, several gentlemen have
suggested, that it would be proper that the

carrying the project into execution, of the pre

sent state of the property, and our future ex-

pectations, and have requested me to state

them.
The Committee appointed to procure the

Statue wrote to ovr distinguished artists, the

late venerable Benjamin West, President of the

Royal Academy of Painting, and to Washington

Alston, Esq. both resident in London, and au-

thorized them to select the sculptor in their

I

opinion best qiiulified to execute the work m any

part of Europe, and to contract with the person

so selected, as the Committee were entirely

unable to judge of the value of such services.

They selected Mr. Chantry, of Pimlico, near

London, whose reputation is well known, and

contracted with him for a marble statue, of

colossal dimensions, but simply pedestrian, the

fund not being adequate to the purchase of an

equestrian statue.

Mr. Chantry frankly told Mr. Alston that he

had works of art already engaged, which would

occupy him for/o»r years, which have expired.

Col. Thomas H. Perkins having kindly offered

his services on his late voyage to Europe, to as-

certain the progress of the work and to urge its

completion, 1 gave him a letter to Mr. Chantry.

His report is, that a marble block of beautiful

qualily had been obtained, and that it is the ex-

pectation of Mr. Chantry to complete it and

send it out within the next year.

The funds are under the care of the Treasu-

rer, the }lon P. C. Brooks, and I have the plea-

sure to state, that by his attention they amount-

ed to gl4.T39 on the lirst of October instant—

so that there will probably be ample funds to

complete the pedestal and other appendages.

We may hope, in a short time, to see this too

long delayed tribute to our greatest benefactor

completed. -TOHN LOWELL,
Chairman of the Committee for procurmg

Washington's Statue.

Roxbunj, Oct. 13, 1823.

sons foolishly consider as a recommendati

and a test of their excellence. We understai

that all the sufferers are now perfectly reco

ered.— London Paper.

Some days since, in the family of Mr. Moore,

a gentleman residing near Shacklewell, at a

lamilv dinner, that gentleman, and four others,

who sat down to the table, were all taken sud-

denly ill, with violent pains in the throat ane

stomach. A doctor was immediately sent for.

when powerful emetics were administered, and

iiftcr each of those affected had sustaiue<l dread

ful illness, they were saved from the dreadful

consequences, which there was reason to be-

lieve the poison would otherwise have produc-

ed. There was afterwards considerable diffi-

culty in ascertaining in what way the poison

had been taken. The wine was tried but it

was found to be of an innocent quality. One of

the sufferers stated that he felt a " coppery"

taste in bis mouth, and this led to an esamina

(ion of the French beans, which had been ea-

ten at dinner, and which were found to be high-

ly impregnated with copper. It ultimately

turned out that the cook, who had not been

long in the situation, had put a dozen of halt-

pence in the [lan in which she boiled those veg-

etables, and by that means gave them that tine

green which they possessed. This she had al-

ways been accustomed td do, and there is

great reason to believe that this highly repre-

hensible and dangerous practice is pursued verj

In the centre of the Museum in Dublin,

suspended the skeleton of a grampus, fil'teen

twenty feet in length. The preparations

this museum are numerous and valuable : amoi

those are two rare and celebrated specimei

One of these is the skeleton of one Clark,

native of Cork, who it is said was a young mi

of surprising strength and agility ; but havil

once laid all night in a field after indulging

great dissipation, the left part of his body b

gan to ossify, and the process continued by slo

degrees, until every part grew into a bony sutP'

stance, excepting his skin, eyes and entraii it.

His joints became stiffened, so that he could ni

ther bend his body, lie down nor rise withot

assistance : when placed upright, like a stati* .'^

he could stand ; but move no more than if deal

'

His loeth were joined, and formed into one c«*

tre bone, so that it became necessary to brealii
i*

hole through them to convey liquid substanii *

to preserve a miserable life. His tongue 1^

its use, and his sight left him sometime befJi^

ho expired. This preparation shows the pi
"

gress of this singular instance of a disease'

parallel to which is not perhaps to be found

any other collection

—

Griscom^s '• Year in 1

rope.'^ -

Marble Ponds in Persia.—This natural cu

osity consists of certain ponds, or plasH

whose indolent waters, by a slow and regil

process, stagnate, concrete, and petrify, prodi

ing that beautiful transparent stone, common
caTled Tabris marble, much used in the biirii II

places of Persia, and in their best edificcs.-

These ponds are contained within the circoi

ference of half a mile, and their position is di

tinguished by heaps of^ stene which have acci

mulatedas the excavations have increased. Tl

petrifactive process may be traced tVom its coB

mencement to its termination ; in one part tb

water is clear ; in a second, it appears thicke

and stagnant ; in a third, quite black ;
and inil

last stage, it is white like a hoar frost. Wheri

the operation is complete, a stone thrown onil

surface, makes no impression, and a man ma;

walk ovei' it without welting his shoes. Sucl

is the constant tendency of this water to become

stone, that when it exudes from the ground Bl

bubbles, the petrifiiction assumes a globuill

shape, as if the bubbles of a spring, by a stroke

of magic, had been arrested in their play, anc

metamorphosed into stone.

TERMS OK THE FARMER.

{V;^ Published every Saturday, at Thrk.e DoliAB!

per annum, payable at the end of the year—but Ihosf

who pav within sixly days from the time of subscribing

will be entitled to a deduction of Fiptv Cemts.

00" No paper will be discontinued (unless at tht

discietion of the Pu'disher) until arieara.ges are paid.

(\-^^ Agents who procure seven subscribers, and bt'

coir'e responsible for the payment, will be entitled tft!

copy gratis, and in the same proportion for a largei

number.

iV-T" Subscribers to the N. E. Farmer are requested

At to pay any money to Travelling Ag. nts, on accounl

, the paper, as Agents of this description are not aU'

thorised to receive money on our account. Sept. 27.
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RIGHTON CATTLE SHOW
REPORT No. \\

BnioiiTON. Oct.

REFOItT No. VI.

Buir.nTOiV, Oct. IG, 18'^

Tlie Committee on the Ploughinsr Malcli of

he Committee appointed to award premi-
1 '"'^'^ /"'"• ""^ "'^'^^ '°

J''""-.''
°"° qu^Ttor of an

on the I'lou-hin- by single teams, or !

"^'^,'^?""- ""p*^ •^" '" ^'l'^"
='s <;ha'™^"'an<'

voUo of osen,'haveatten.lcd to the duty as- 1

'"^'"'^ iilcomh and 1 a«l I pton, leg leave to

Id then, and report as follow?, viz:-that ''^l!?,''' "l^''' "P'"'"" ^""' "i""^'' °'" ?'•«'"!"

persons entered as competitors, and drew I Vf J"" \ " .^' "'^'^entered to

premiums
con-

threlev~euYo'ts"laid"o7t'b7theConrmhtee
I

•'="'' '°''
'^^. "\''^^« premiums; that the plough-

Irranoemenls as follows

:

I "'Z " °^ c,
'" '^''"°"^

'

JNo. 1—John Micrman, ot button, with (douoh
and wheel on the end of the beam, made by
J. Hall, of Sutton—said Sherman

3. 9—.'osepli Otidlcy, of Suttou,

Himself, Ploci»hman,

, Driver.

performed in 26 minutcf— 12 furrows turned.

). 10—Lincoln Fcaiiiij, of Boston,
F.. Gushing, riougliman,
Giles Woodman, Driver,

performed in 29 1-2 minutes— 10 furrows turned,

'o. 11—Silas Dudley, of Sutton,

Himself, Ploughman,
Isaac Hathaway, Driver,

performed in 31 minutes— 13 furrows turned.

12—Leonard Stone, of W.itertown,
Solomon Sargent, Ploughman,
Jonas Smith, Driver,

performed in 28 1-2 minutes— 13 furrows turned.

13—Isaac Cook, of Brookline,

Isaac Cook, jr. Ploughman,
Isaac Cook, jr. Driver,

performed in 35 minutes— 13 farrows turned.

o. 14—Stephen Marsh, of Sutton,

Simeon Phelps, Ploughman,
Stephen Marsh, Driver,

performed in 27 minutes— 12 furrows turned.

15—Aaron Davis Williams, of Koxbury,
Lewis Barker, Ploughman,
Lewis Bliss, Driver,

performed in 32 1-2 minutes— 1-1 furrows turned.

o. 16—Joseph Miles, of Concord,
Silas Lee, Ploughman,
Joseph Miles, Driver,

performed in 25 minutes— 11 furrows turned.

iir committee feel it a duly to report, that

2 work was well performed, and did great

to the performers ; but having only three

ums to bestow, after due deliberation,

examined the worli carefully award as

ac Cook, of Brookline, the first premium,
Isaac Cook, jr. as Ploughman,
Isaac Cook, jr. haviiig no driver,

$n

$27
iron Davis Williams, of Roxbury, the second
lemium, glO
Lewis Barker, Ploughman, 5
Lewis Bliss, Driver, 3

5S Dudley, of Sutton, the third premium,
Silas Dudley, as Ploughman,
Isaac Hathaway, Driver,

$18

$6
3

$11

committee found some difficuily in

ling the premiums, and regretted that they
ot at least one more to bestow, but have
ivored to award in the best manner the

2 of the subject would permit. All which
pectfully submitted. (Signed)

GORHAM PARSONS, Chairman.
ICHABOD NICHOLS,
FRANCIS WINSHIP.

himself
ploughman, and .\ustin Sherman, driver.

Ks. 2—Stedman ^Villiams, of Roxbnry, plongl:

made by Jesse VVari"on, of Dedham, witlj wheel
on the beam—said Williams, ploughman, and
Samuel Prime, driver.

No. 3—Joseph Curtis, of Roxbury, plough
made by Jesse Warren, of Dedham, with wheel
and cutter—Amos Wyman ploughman, and Aa-
ron Stone, driver.

No. 4—Aaron Davis Williams, of Roxbury,
[ilough made by Jesse W'arren, of Dedham,
with wheel and cutter—Thomas Howe, plougli-
man, and David Howe, driver.

Tlie rules and regulations were explicitly

slated to the ploughmen, particularly that gfjil-

ncss of zeork. the state ef the cattle when linish-

rd, and time, would be taken as criterions in de-

ciding the premiums—and that the Committee
did not wish the cattle to be hurried, as good
work coidd net be well done, when over driven.
Tl.'ey have great satisfaction in staling that the
work was all exceedingly well performed, and
the cattle came out in good order and could all

of them, with ease, have proceeded to double
the work if required. The only difficulty the

committee experience is in deciding, and they
trust, from the pains they took, that the unsuc-

cessful competitor will not feel dissatistieJ, al-

though he was the only one that could not ob-

tain a premium ; they much wish they had a

fourth to give him.

No. 1 finished their task in 48 minutes 20
sec. with 28 furrows in 24 feet width, making
10 1-.3 inches per furrow—the cattle 3 and 4
years old.

No. 2 finished in 44 minutes 20 sec. with 26
furrows in 24 feet, making 1 1 inches per fur-

row—cattle 3 and 8 years old.

No. 3 finished in 49 minutes 30 sec. with 2G
furrows in 24 feet, making 11 inches per fur-

row—cattle 7 and 8 years old.

No 1 finished in 49 minutes, with 28 furrows
in 24 feet, making 10 1-3 inches per furrow

—

cattle C years old.

The chairman having stated his wish to the
Committee that they should agree on the pre-
miums, if not, ho would be called to the un-
pleasant task of deciding—which he is happy to

inform the Trustees he was not required to do,

the committee agreeing in opinion to avvard as

follows :—The first premium to

Stedraan Williams—plough $15
Himself, ploughman, 8
Samuel Prime, driver, 4

27

2a p em.—Jnhn ''lierman—j^luugh
Iiim--Lli; ploughman,
Austin Sherman, driver.

3d prem.—Aaron D. Williams—plough
Thomas Howe, ploughman,
David Howe, driver,

No. 14.

$10

3

Stl!)

$11
They feel themselves in duty bound to slate,

that llie goodness and well training of the 3 and
4 years old cattle of Mr. Sherman would have
given him a fair claim for the first premium,
had he not made two or three baulks in his
work. They would also state, that the work
of Mr. Curtis's plough was very line, but rather
shallower than their rule, or of any other
plough.

The Committee feel satisfied that all engag-
ed eterted themselves to their utmost, in doing
good work, and they only regret, that there had
not been more competitors, that they should
not have had th.» unpleasant feelings of leaving
a solitary, faithful and deserving one.

JOH>^ PRINCE,
JOSIAH TITCOMB,
PAUL UPTON.

No. VII.—ON WORKING CATTLE.
The Committee of the Massachusetts Society

for the Promolion of Agricullure, consisting of
IViessrs. John Welles, Silas Gates, Elijah Perry,
and Nathaniel Tucker, having been appointed
to consider iLie several claims for prom;.,-,... to

the Working Oxen, duly entered at the Cattle

Show at Brighton, on the 16th of October, 1823,

have attended to that duty, and Report : That
they are enabled to congratulate the Society up-

on the good efi'ects of the encouragement given

by them to the rearing, training and improving

of the Ox Team, of the importance and utility

of which they have a strong sense.

Ten yoke of Cattle were entered to contend

for the premiums, and they did honor to the

farmers who owned them.

The committee proceeded to compare them
in reference to their age, strength, si:e,for'm,

and beauty, equality of match, and other general

circumstances ; and, after a minute examination,

and such test of their power and training as

could well be had, they award as follows :

—

To John Sherman, of Sutton, his twin cattle, 4
years old, 1st premium, $30

To .lohn Pcammel, of Bellingham, hii cattle, four

years old, 2d premium, 23
To Isaac Hathaway, of Sutton, his cattle, four

years old, 3d premium, 20
To Stephen Marsh, of Sutton, his cattle, 5 years

old, 4th premium, 15

To Isaac Stone, of Wafertown, his cattle, 5 years

old, half of 5th premium, 7 50
To Siairon Phelps, of Sjjtton, his cattle, 4 years

old, half of 5th premium, 7 50

The committee have a full conviction of the

motives of the " Society for the Promotion of

Agriculture," in extending to the simple opera-

tions of labor, by the best selected and judi-

ciously trained cattle, in five several gradations,

the most liberal encouragement and reward.

The admirable fitness of this power, in cultiva-
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tion, lor our soil,— its chesipnebs of support,—

the ease with which it is reared,— its certain

and regular increase in worth, and it^ intrinsic

value in case of accident, should be sufficient

inducement to its universal use, and preclude

the necessity of persuasion.

But the fact is not to be disguised ! The

Horse is too often substituted for the Ox, and

when maintained beyond necessity, becomes a

source of consuming expenditure. The great

increase of this animal has, in several parts oi

Europe, been thought the mean of public in-

eonvenience and distress.

Is it not then a dictate of sound consideration

with the Farmer, not to multiply the Horse (the

greatest consumer of all animals of the means ot

support to man) beyond his convenience and

necessity ; whose valoe depends on so many

casualties, and ceases with his breath, in pref-

erence to the Ox, whose utility has been tested

by long tried, and well founded experience ?

who when he ceases to improve is made to add

to our means of support, and to enlarge the in-

terests of the community ; every effort to ad-

rance which, should be zealously supported by

the Agriculturists of Massachusetts.—All which

is submitted by JOHN WELLES,
SILAS GATES,
ELIJAH PERRY,
NATHL. TUCKER.

REPORT No. VIH.

BnwHToN, Oct. 1G, 1823.

The C(ynmittee on Agricultural Experiments,

io whom whs also committed the inspection of

sundry articles of manufacture, for which pre-

miums were offered, reiort :

That six parcels of Cheese, of more than a

year old ; and lifteen parcels of new Cheese,

were uCfeicd tor the Society's premiums ; much
of it, in the opinion of your committee, superi-

or to any hitherto exhibited; marking, most

evidently, improvement in the cpjality of this

article. All the Cheese exhibited was I'rom the

town of New Braintree, in the County of Wor

Mr. Gideon Delano, of New Braintree, offer-

ed specimens of Butler, and Cheese, which are

of a good quality, made between the 16th day

of May and the first day of October, from ten

cowJ, fed exclusively upon grass—the entire

quantity of Cheese being 2741 lbs. and of But-

ter ni lbs. Your Committee recommend that

the premium of twenty dollars be gi-anted to tion.

said Delano.
~

Mr. Samuel Hobbs, of Weston, is entitled to

the premium of ten dollars, for the best dress-

ed Calf Skins—and Mr. H. H. Hide, of Fram-

ingham, to the premium of five dollars, for the

next best.

Five sides of Sole Leather were entered by

Messrs. Benjamin Myrlck &. Co. of Roxbury,

but your Committee did not consider them suf-

ficiently well manufactured to be entitled to

the Society's premium—the leather not being

of an uncommon good quality.

Four specimens of Currant Wine were en-

tered for the Society's premium ; that offered

by John Prince, Esq. was considered to be the

best, and is entitled to the premium often dol-

lars—John Kenrick, Esq. of Newton, is entitled

to the premium of five dollars, fur the next

best.

A specimen of Wine made from the Elder-

berry, by Thomas Spencer, of Beverly, was

exhibited; it appeared to be a pleasant, and is

said to be a wholesome liquor, but one on

which no premium was offered by the Society;

your Committee recommend that a gratuity of

three dollars be paid by the Treasurer to said

Spencer.

Some canisters of Mustard, manufactured by

Messrs. Bickford &. Kellog, of Boston, were en-

tered for exhibition, and were found on trial Io

be equal, it not superior to any imported—no

premium was offered by the Society for this

article.

By order of the Committee.

THOMAS L. VVINTHROP, Chairman.

The further claitin for premiums on Agricul-

tural Experiments, will not be decided upon un

ter of great importance that the be«t bre

should be generally introduced. Farmers,

others, therefore, who possess the best brei

would undoubtedly find it to their advantagi

exhibit them. The Cinvs wore commended
number and quality, and th?. long team of

yokes, mostly of red oxen, excited great ati
S

imfP

;!'•

Dnincstic Manufactures.—The specimens ipt

blue Broadcloths were good; some of them»
respect to fineness of fabric, dressing and co

ere highly creditable to the skill of the nc

ulacturor. The Flannels were nearly dou

in quinlily to what had been offered bef<

and some pieces of superior quality. '' We
t.ccd 111 particular, for its fine quality, a pi j„

filled With cotton, and offered by Mr. Ira M! y,

ler, but on which no premium could be gi?'

because it was not entirely of wool."

Of Lmen Diapers there was a fine displ

One piece in particular was said to exceed.
„!(

consisted of 20 yards of real Damask Ta
.fl'

Linen ; the figures, those of birds. It was*
(Ij.

fered hy Miss Mary L. Porter, oi Farmingtofl fr

>n

lOil

cester; excepting one parcel of four Cheeses,
til the Trustees' meeting in December next

entered by Mr. Jacob Osgood, of Andover, in

the County of Essex, which was well made and

of good quality. Of the old Cheese, that from

the dairy of Mr. Job Rainger, was consider-

ed to he the richest and best made, and is enti-

tled to the premium of ten dollars—that from

the dairy of Mr. Elisha Mathews, the next best,

and is entitled to the premium of five dollars.

Of the new Cheese, that from the dairy of Mr.

Joseph Green, was adjudged to be the best, and

is entitled to the premium of ten dollars—that

from the dairy of iVlr. Alpheus Gilbert, the next

best, and is entitled to the premium of five

dollars.

Ten specimens of Butter were entered for

premium, most of which is of an excellent

quality— that from the dairy of Mr. Jonathan

Upham, of Newton, was considered to be the

best, and is entitled to the premium of fifteen

dollars—that from the dairy of Stephen Hast-

ings, of Sterling, the next best, and is entitled

to the premium of ten dollars—that from the

dairy of Mr. Jepthah Parker, of Chelmsford,

the next best, and is entitled to the premium of

seven dollars—and that from the dairy of the

Rev. Lemuel Capen, of South Boston, being in

lumps, and made in June last, the next best, and

is entitled to the premium of five dollars.

affording time for the competitors to exhibit the

evidence required ; soon thereafter the Com-
mittee will make and publish an additional Re-

port.

HARTFORD CATTLE SHOW.
On Wednesday the 8th of October, the Hart-

ford County Agricultural Society held their Gtli

anniversary Cattle Show and Fair, in the city

of Hartford.

An official Report of this Exhibition was pre-

pared by Dr. Comstock, the Corresponding Sec-

retary of the Society, from which we have
made the following abstract and selections:

The exhibition of the present y^ear, compar-

ed with those of former years, in some respects

by far exceeded any former Show. The ani-

mals were more than double in number, and

superior in quality; particularly the H'orkiiig

O.cen, Three years old Steers, and Bulls. The
Slieep were few in number, compared with

what might have been exhibited, did the far-

mers pay proper attention to this kind of slock.

The Swine were many of them of the first qua-

lity, but the number less than was expected.

Dr. Comstock remarks that " this being an ani-

mal which almost every house-keeper in the

countrv fats for his own use, it becomes a mat-

Of Flannel Blankets there was a deficiei

which it is hoped the next Fair will remedj

Of Coverlets and Counterpanes there v

handsome display. " On these two articlei

Society have heretofore offered no premi

it is however hoped they will be includei

next year."

Carpets.—" A very beautiful piece offerei

Mr. Lemuel Howlet, of Hartford, could nol

ceive the premium because it was partly

of tow or cotton. We hope the next yearj

custom will be changed, lor there is cert;

more merit in making an equally good ca

of tow and wool than of wool alone."

Siockinifs.—These were woollen, worij

linen, cotton and silk. "Some of the speci

were of the finest quality. The linen andj

ton pairs which took the premiums were
"

tiful specimens of the art of knitting."

" Bonnets.— In this article, it is believei

Shows have generally exceeded in beaut

fineness, any other in this country. This

we are sorry to see so little competition

article so costly, and so generally in use.

truth is our ladies ought to make their

Leghorns. Experiment has shown lhat_

possess within the country, both materials,j|

ingenuity to fabricate as beautiful hats as'

be made any where. The saving of ca^

the county would be rr.any thousand da

yearlv, if this was done. Among the bonK

we noticed one made of straw, which waspj

nounced by competent judges superior in bp

ly and fineness to any specimen ever seej

our shows."

Hearth Ri'gs, Butter and Cheese are take!

lice of, but offer nothing remarkable

Among the miscellaneous specimens ol

were a collection of Coins from the cahini

the Rev. Mr. llobbins, of East Windsor, tn

sisting of 342 pieces, viz. 210 of copper,

silver, and 20 alloy. The dates are cbii

within 200 years, and many of them rare

valuable.
" As a specimen of Domestic Manufacluti

nothing ever exhibited at our shows can k

compared with a Cloak m.iuufacfured and offf

ed by Mi.ss Sarah H. Hubbard, of VViiitnnhui,

The colors, in imitation of the Scotch I'laiJ

were on the whole more beautifully and (aslt

i
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arrangerl, than in any specimen of that

e we remember to have seen. The faliric

tcocdingly line ami soft cassimore. The
lined with the skin of moles, find the

e [irescntuia; a very superb article of ap-

Mi^s H. also presented a long Shax<:l of

mere, with a beautiful border, worked by

If The Society awarded Miss II. 'i,t>, an

premium for the cloak."

Fiiill of the full blood Devonshire Stock,

d bv Mr. Hurlbut, of Winchester, was said

the most perfect animal o[' the Ox kind

seen at our Shows, or perhnjis in the coun-

,n I})fa)it\ Cap, of fine Lace, done in a

iar manner by Miss Alice Cogsfswell, of

who is deaf and dumb, was one of

lost curious and intercstinsr s[iecimens ol

( we have ever seen. INo description

2:ive the reader an idea of tliis article."

// Combs, by Mr. Piatt and Mr. Rug-
-yVater Proof Fvr I^ats by Mr. Hoadley
tiessrs. VVildman & Hamilton

—

Bed Posts

ligcnous wood—Two eleicant Chaises,

lade at the Factory of Mr. Wing, and the

at thatof Mr. Gaines, all of Hartford, are

e Sspoken of in terms of approbation,

le Szi'ect Potatoes, raised by Mr. Martin

y, of Hartford, attracted particular no

consists of about 120 acres. Tiie atten-

the committee was more immediately

to fiftj-one acres, lyinfi; in oblong, be-

the main road and the river.

; tract of land has been in the possession

Phelpf, but a lew years, and when it

nto his hands, the whole of it with the

ion of a few acres, was altogether un-

ale. Two separate patches, of a lij^ht

ioil, were worn out, by a yearly^ ropeli-

uation of this tract is such, tliHt it is subject to

occasional inundations. To rescue a part from
the elTect of freshets, and to render it subservient
lo the various purposes of tillage, an embank-
ment is thrown up, in a very workmanlike man-
ner, answering, at once, the purpose of a fence,
a ditch, and a dike.—Mr. Ooodman's attention,

has by no means been confined to tliis part of
liis farm, but the whole exhibits traces of care,

labor, and ingenuity. The orchards are thrifty,

and ol choice fruit, and the I'ences well built

;

tills farm, deserves notice ; and the dairy, though
not large, is a source of very handsome profit.

The cominil tee also viewed, in West-Hartford,
tlie farm of Mr. liussell St. .(ohn, containing
about fifty acres. Although natur.iity feasible,

some parts of this farm had been allowed to run
waste

; and though originally not destitute of
fertility' the rest had become nearly so, by an
injudicious and improvident course of cultivation.

Tlie attention of Mr. St. .John seems to have
been directed to ever}' part of his fariji, and the

crojis taken from it, [irove that labor has not

been spent in vain. The fencing on this farm
is defective, being made of weak and perisha-
ble materials : but a course of farming is pursu-
ed, which has eventuated in an increased amount
of produce, and we cannot but admire that a

young man, with limited resources, and almost
A piece of Linen Diujier, from Mrs. P.at^^ntircly by his own hands, has caused this farm,

r Norfolk, was considered not interior to In so short a time, lo assume such a n^ at and
tide of the kind ever seen at our Shows, tidy appearance.
! I'icxsing Coijimittee reported— That The committee were gratified, in being asrain

r official capacity, they have been called called upon to witness the agricnltural operations

o view five farms. of Mr. Oakcs, on his farm in West Hartford.

—

farm of Mr. JetTercy O. Phelps, of Sini"!- This farm has now become well known, by the

Reports of the Reviewing Committee, the two
I. lit years, and l)y having been visited Ijy many
:iite!l;geut and scientilic farmers, from ditieieiil

{arts of the count}'. The zeal and intelligence

wh;ch Mr. Oakes has heretofore displayed, have
not in the least abated:— but on the contrary,

his success seems to have increased his ardor,

and his experience to have added to his skill.

When it is considered what this farm issas, but

three years since, it will be admitted that too

much credit cannot be given lo the enlightened

proprietor, who originated, and who with the

application of moderate means, has brought to

perfection improvements so extensive and diver-

sified.

Tne farm of Mr. Fontienne Raphel, in the

south part of Hartford, was viewed by the Com-
mittee last year, and the improvements made
upon it, were noticed in their Report. It will

be sufficient to remark that the neatness, order

and regularity, observable then, are still the

prominent traits in the farming operations of

Mr. Raphel. His quickness in perceiving what
is desirable, combined with a readiness to apply

the most direct and etEcient means to accomplish

the end proposed, is a faculty which few of our

farmers possess, and which can be acquired only

by long experience, severe thought, and the

habit of reflection.

We would add, as a fact of primary impor-

tance, that in all their operations the owners of

the several farms which we have visited, ap-

pear to have adhered to principles of strict

economy. The beneficial changes which w»
have noticed, have been made with compara-
tively small expense ; and the several improve-

re miry parts rendered firm, by frequent,
]
ments have been efiected, by means, within the

a dressings of sand and gravel. The sit- 1 reach of almost every farmer in the. country.

the same crops— a large frog pond ha<l

illowed to extend itself, in the form of a

—and the remainder was overgrown with

/hile-bush, hard-hack, and laurel. In the

jeriod of three years, most of this has

y been reclaimed, but rendered highly

live. The low lands have been ellectu-

lined; the decomposed vegetable matter,

rom the drains, has been applied, with

uccess, to the parts, which were exhanst-

illage;—the bi , hes have been eradicat-

the frog pond and marsh have been con-

inlo an unusually beautiful and produc-
jvving lot.

Moses Goodman's farm in West-Hartford,

s aboui one hundred acres, and presents

valuable improvements. That which is

e most productive part of this farm is a

f low land, of about twenty acres. This
as so drenched, by a small stream, which
o it, and spread itself over it ; and so

by springs, issuing from the base of the

land, by which the Hat is surrounded, as

holly unfit for any agricultural purpose.

as been drained in a cheap, but effectual

the growth of bushes removed;—and

The examples which have fallen under the ob-

servation of the Viewing Committee in this,

and the preceding years, evince, that nothing
but li'ell directed induilfii js wanting, to give
livery free-holder competent wealth, and to

cause every part of our country to blossom as

the rose.

The Committee award to Mr. Frederick
Oakes, the premium of 30 Dollars for the best

cultivated Farm.

To Mr. Fontienne Raphel, the premium of
?0 Dollars for the second best cultivated Farm.

To Mr. Jeffcry O. Phelps, the premium of

20 Dollars for the third best cultivated I'arm.

By order of the Viewing Committee,

SAMUEL S. STEPBINS, Chairman.

Extracts front the Speech of Gov. Van JVess to the

Legislature of Fcrmont.

Agriculture is our leading employment and
principal support, and deserves every attention

and encouragement that can in any manner tend

lo the advancement of its permanent prosperi-

ty. It is the most ancient and most useful of

all employments. And the general diffusion of

this sentiment, and the cultivation of an habit-

ual regard for it, will be sure to conduce to the

welfare of the state.

Considerable improvements have been made,
within a few years, as it respects the tillage of

the soil, and the breed and treatment of domes-
tic animals. These have proceeded, in a great

measure, from the spirit of emulation and en-

(juiiy excited by the establishment ol agricultu-

ral societies. To the same source may be trac-

ed an improvement in that commendable indus-

try in families, which is directed to the manu-
facture of articles of clothing, from materials

produced on their own farms. These societies

do not generally continue to be supported with

the same zeal that organized them, though the

same good effects thus far produced by them,

will no doubt be lasting. If it should be con-

sidered of much consequence to have them
kept up, and their exertions continue to advan-

tage, it would be expedient to afford them some

aid, by which they may be belter able to dis-

tribute premiums, that being one of the most ef-

fcctual means of their usefulness.*****
On the success of our manufacturing industry

depends essentially the prosperity of agricul-

ture; ashy the establishment of manufactories

is created a market for the articles necessary

for m'lnuficluring and for subsistence. And

there appears good reason to justify the opinion,

that by cherishing the resources of our own coun-

try, and protecting the industry of our own cit-

izens, we might soon be able without going

abroad, to obtain a ready supply of our wants,

and to find a profitable and steady market for

our produce. But if, on the other hand, we
should persevere in the course we have beea

pursuing, if no barrier is erected to the vast

importations of foreign merchandize, by which

the exertions of our manufacturers have been

systematically paralyzed, and the debts as well as

the habits of extravagance of our citizens con-

stantly increased, it would seem that a period

cannot be far distant, which will overwhelm us

with dilhculties of a most serious and alarming

nature.
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Txtracts from a " Joi roal of a Horticultural Tour

through some parts of Flanders, Holland, and the

North of France, by a Deputation of the Caledonian

Horticultural Society."

STEAM IN II0T-H0r?E5.
" For increasing' and keopintr steady the tem-

perature in several of his hot-houses, Mr. An-

drews has of late etn|>loyed sleam, in aid of the

ordinary dues convovins;' smoke and heated air.

The steam is carried through the house hy

moans of metal j>ipes, which are laid along the

top of the hrick flues. The pipes are of cop-

per, on account of its expanding less than lead.

They are of a square form, and are set on cd2;e,

so that any condensed vapor trickling' to (he

bottom may occupy hut litth^ roiim, or present

only a small surface. As in the common steam
ensjine, the holler is made to regulate itself by
a siuiple coutrivance : it is furnished with a

float, which descending in profjortion as the

witer is dissipated in steam, in due time raises

a valve and admits a new supply of water.

—

The superfluous condensed vapor also returns
to the holler, there being no other provision
for disijo^ing of it. It is scarcely necessary to

add, that hy merely opening a valve, the house
can at pleasure be xlenuic:!, i. e. tilled with
steam, than which nothing can he more con-
ducive to the heallh and vi<i:or of plants contiu-

pd in a hot-hou*e We were assured that seven
bushels of coal go as far in keeping up the

steam-heat, as ten bushels do in maiut-iining an

equal temperature the other way. When the

aid of steain is resorted to, the temperature is

found to be more easily regulated, continuing
equable for a considerable length of time. Mr.
Andrews Junior, mentioned, that the furnace
being duly charge<l, and the boiler prepared,
he couM w.th confidence leave the hot-house
for eight or even ten hours together, being
satisfied that the temperature would continue
to be maintained for that length of time."

MARKET FOR EUTCHEr's MEAT.
" The market for butcher's meat in Ghent is

kept extremely neat and clean ; no oflTensivc

streams of blood are to be seen, every thing of
that sort being confined to the shambles. E^ich
dealer in meat keeps a carpenter's plane, with
which he daily shaves the surface of the table
«f his stall; so that a stranger would he apt to
think that all the tables were new."

MAWER OF FORCING RASPBERRIES.
"Raspberries are forced at Haarlem. The

bushes are planted on the North and SoiKli
sides of a pit tilled with tanner's bark, leaves
or stable-litter. The shoots of last year were
at this time laid down to a horizontal trillis

{structure of wood or iron] where they liad •

yielded^ fruit in the vernal month'. All means
•of artificial heat were now (the 29th August)
of course removed. The shoots of this year
were allowed to spring upright; and these will
in their turn be lai<l down to the trellis at the
approach of winter, when the others will be
cut away. The gardener told us that raspber-
ry plants thus treated yield large crops; nnd
doubtless they are better adapted to this mode
of forcing than vines."

ON RAISING NEW VARIETIES OF FRUIT.
"The experience of Mr. Vans .Alons (a fa-

mous Dutch horticulturist) confirms what has

been observed by British horticulturists,—that

(he fruit produced by a seedling tree in the

first year of hearing, affords by no means a fair

criterion of its future merit. If a pear or an

apple possess promising qualities, a white and

heavy pnip, with juice of rather pungent acidi-

ty, it may he expected in the second, third and

subsequent years greatly to improve, in size

and flavor
;

particularly if the buds, leaves,

bark and wood possess the characteristics of

approved bearing trees. Mr. Van Mons added

a remark which vve do not recollect to have
met with in horticultural writings—That by

sowing the seeds of new varieties of fruits, we
may ex[)ect with much greater probability to

obtain other new kinds of good quality, than

by employing the seeds even of the best old

established sorts. He likewise gave it as his

opinion that if the kernels of old varieties were
to be sown it would be better to employ those

of other countries similar in climate."

NOTICES OF ENGLISH GARDENS AND IIOT-HOl'SES.

" Mr. Grange, of Hoxton, in the neighbor-

hood of London, has fil'ty-seven acres under the

spade. It is about seventeen years since he
took possession of his grounds, and all the erec-

tions on them, connected with his establish-

ment, which are very considerable, have been
done at his own expense. It appears from a_

sketclir",vhlch I took, that the hot-houses he had
erected might be about 580 feet in extent ; a

great part of which were double roof.'d houses,

projecting at right angles from a range of about

20U feet. At the back of these, sheds extend
the whole length, suitably fitted up for the ac-

commodation of his servants and other pur-

poses. It forms the largest establishment oi

the kind that ever fell under our notice. He
has introduced steam into two of his houses, in

which he forces early strawberries, grapes and
French beans to a great extent. In these houses
stages are erected pretty near the glass for sup-

porting the pots. He had about 15,000 pots of

the Roseberry-strawberry plant ready for forc-

ing, and said he had not been without ripe
strawberries for 13 months past. V.'lien I\Ir.

Grange shall have finished (he extensive suit

of hot-houses he is now erecting, and which is

to be heated by steam, he intends to force pea
ches, grapes, cherries, figs, pine apples, jargo-
nelle-pears and ajiricots. He has also a large
ice-house, chiefly above ground, and entirely
built of wood. It is divided into three parts,

and its roof has much the figure of a large
Dutch barn, approaching to the ground, and
thatched five or six l"ect thick. When the ice

in the first division is consumed, he opens ;

door into the second, and works through it inti

the third division. He keeps this for the sup-

ply of his elegant fruit-shop in Westminster
with ice."

At Bruges, in Flanders, on the 12th of Au-
gust, the Committee observe :

" In Ihe course
of our evening walk, we were attracted by a

novel ap[)earance in husbandry, the labors of'

the seed time and harvest seeming here to be
united and contemporaneous. We entered a

fine field of luxuriant rye, part of which re-
mained nncut, but a large proportion h id been
cut down this morning, (August 12.) The crop
had been carried aside; well rotted dung had
been pretty liberally laid on the stublde; l!ie

Flemish plough was now at work ; and to com-

plete (his picture of industry and expediti

man was actually engaged in sowing turnif

the same portions of (he ploughed fields,

which the rye crop had been reaped in

morning."*
" We must not orail fo take notice of a

large sort of hoe used for cleaning the gi

walks in the Duke of Aremberg's garden
is worked by tvvo men, and is furnished

wheels, which greatly facilitate its mnvemi
one man pulls forward, while the other

laics the hoe, according to the nature and

dance of Ihe weeds to be extirpated. The
ptitch thus afforded is great ; two men ,1

able eftectually, and without interfering

the olhcr garden operations, to do the

ivhich formf^rly occupied six men, fo the

lect of the ordinary business of the garde
Ihe time. It is best suited to the cleanii

lifi;ht sandy walks, but a similar impic
might, in many places, where there are e

sive gravel walks, be advantageously em
ed." A similar hoe is likewise in use

gardens near Paris.

* The last number of the Mas.^achusetts Agricr
Repository contains the followino; remark on Ihi

sajr :
" This example ought not to be lost on us.

SUM is much more powerful, and our vegetation
rapid than i i Flanders. We know that some f;

do raise second crops with us ; hut may we not
the system much farther ? We certainly can do
limiting the extent of our cultivated grounds, ai

stowing greater labor on the quantity we do culti'

Fur a remarkahlr example of raising turnips as
ond crop, we would refar to the statement of
Biie], Fsq. published in the first vol. of this paj
]:J1. It appears by that article that Mr. Buel
Inrnips at the rate of 760 bushels to an acre, on g^
wliich had previous!)', the same year, produced
of clover, rye, wheat, flax and peas.

A hint to Stage or^iicrs.—The inconven
and misery of cold feet, while riding in s

in the winter, is obviated in the IN'or

France, by means of pewter tanks (made
the manner of water plates) being fitted ti

bottom of the stages, and filled with hot m
•at each stopping j)(ace, which impart no(i

warmth (o (he feet in the coldest weathe
a pleasant glow of heat through the y

«tage, similar to that experienced in a

room. ==
GOOD INK.—From Nilcs' Register.

The following notice, copied from the il

mond " inquirer," and aildressed to the
of courts of justice" in Virginia, involves a<i

ler of great importance to the public ; an(H

every one may possess l.imself of ink (hatjiii

rable, I republish, from the 17ih vol. o^
•• Register," the following receipt, whicW
furnished to me by the lale Joseph Jiunesk

who was remarkable for his attention toi

ters of this nature, and withal a good chfll

and exceedingly fond of useful experii^
The character of (he ink, made accorditti ill

his directions, is this— it is very strong aiA A

rable, yet flows freely from the pen : it |
commonly black, yet dries very quickly. •

1 repeat, once more, it to be importaj

ihe highest degree, that records, (which ( w

endure for ages,) be written with strong; e

ble ink : and it is much to he regreded Ih «r

former mild and friendly admonif.ous to a *
on (his siibjcci, have had little or no efTeoS 111

evil seems indeed to be progressive and gaii s
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oiuul, as ihere has been hitely bioujjht to ni'"

icral records from ilillerent sections of tin-

itc, so obscure as scnrcel)' to be lea^ibie, even

those wliose eyesight remains unimpaired I

clerks, who made use of pale ink, for rc-

nls, were impeached and deprived of their

;r!cships, for misbehavior in ollice, a few ex-

iplcs might have a salutary elTect, and be

uoticial to the community at large.

WILLIAM I'LEJIING,
President of tlie Court of Appeals.

Hoimrville, Sept. 1, 1823.

FROM TIIK EEOISTER, VOL 17, r.\GE 64.

Improved Composition of Black Writing Ink.—
die a gallon of soft water, and boil in it one

und of chips of los^wood, for about half an

ur, then take the decoction from the firo,

pour it from off the chips, while boil-

hot, on a pound of best Alleppo galls, re-

coil to a fine powder, and two ounces of pom-
ranale peels, put into a proper vessel. After

ving stirred Ihem well together, with a wood-

spaluhi, .for some time, place them in t'le

ri«hine, in summer, or within the warmth of

lire, if in winter, for three or four days,

rring the mixture as often as may be conven-

it. -Vi the end of that time, add a half a

und of green vitriol, powdered, and let the

xture reui.iin for four or five days more, slir-

:; it tVequcntly, and then add further four oun-

s gum Arabic, dissolved in a quart of boiling

Iter, and after giving the ink some time to

lie, strain it off from the dregs, and keep it

di stopped for use.

If the ink be desired to shine more, the pro-
rlinn of the pomegranate peel must be in-

cased ; and, in the country where the lo<f-

'O.i cr.inot be so easily obtained, a pound of
le lu'ivetbarries may be substituted for it.

In order to secure this ink from growing
luldy, a quarter of a pint or more, of spirits

wine may be added; but to prevent its con-

ning any acid, which may injure the ink, a

[le salt of tartar, or pearl ashes, should be
ded previously, and the spirit poured oiTfrom

which will render it innocent with regard io

I color of the ink.

PREP.iRATION OF SAUR-KRAUT.

Every Russian family, from that of the boor

the nobleman, lays in its stock of cabbage to

ike Saur-Kraut, about the month of October,

foie the setting in of the winter frost. It is

epared in the following manner : They take

large strong wooden vessel, or cask, with

licb every family is furnished, resembling

^ salt beef cask of the Scotch farmers, and

[lable of containing as much as is sufficient

• the winter's consumption of the family.

—

ley then gradually break down or chop the

bbagc (deprived entirely of the loose outside

een loaves) into very small pieces, beginning

th one or iwo cabbages at the bottom of the

-k, and adding others at interv;ils, pressing

d rubbing them by means of a wooden spade,

ainst the sides of the cask, until the vessel is

arly full. They then place a heavy weight

on the top of it, and allow it to stand near to

J peach stove, or any other warm place, for

\T or live days. By this time it will have
dergone fermentation, and be ready for use.

hilst the oabbage is pas^in? through the pro-

3S of fermentation, a very disagreeably fetid.

acid smell is exhaled from if ; and this is strong-

ly perceptible to the olfactory nerveS of a per-
son pa-sm^' near the house, in which the pre-

par.ilion of the Saur-Kraut is going on. They
now remove the cask to a cool situation, and
keep it always covered up. Aniseeds which
are strewed amongst the layers of the cabbage
during its preparation, communicate a peculiar
flavor to the Saur-Kraut at an after period.

In the boiling of the Saur-Kraut, and prepar-
ation of it for the table, two hours are the
least period which they allow it to be on the
fire. It forms an excellent, nutritious, and anti-

scorbutic food for winter use. For the greater
part of the year, this article, in one form or
another, supplies a daily dish to the table of
fhe Russian pea^nnt. It may be made use of as

a separate disii Ijy itself, made into soup, or it

may be eaten with boiled animal food.

.Necessary hints to those k'Ao vse Copper Fcsscls

for Culinarij purposes.

In domestic economy the necessity of kecp-

]

ing copper vessels always clean is generally

j
acknowledged ; but it may not perhaps be so

;

generally known, that fat, and other substances,

I

and vegetalile acids, do not attack copper while
\hot: and, therefore, that if no liquid be ever
I
suffered to grow cold in copper vessels, those

I

utensils may bo used for every calinary pur-

|)ose, with perfect safety.

Dr. Johnstone relates fhe shocking case of

three mm who died, after excruciating suffer-

ings, in consequence of eating some victuals

prepared in an unclean copper on board the

{Cyclops frigate. Thirty-three other men be-

i

came ill, and were put upon the Sick-list, at the

!
same time, and from the same cause.

j
Dr. Percival gives an account of a young la-

dy who amused herself, while her hair was

I

dressing, with eating samphire pickle impre

j

nated wilh copper. She soon complained of

I
pain in the stomach, and in five days vomiting

!
commenced, ivhich was incessant for two days,

j

After this her stomach became prodigiously dis-

tended ; and in nine d.iys after eating the pic-

kle, death relieved her from her sufferings.

To prevent Lampsfrom being pernicious to Asth-

nialic Persons, or others., liable to Complaints

of the Chest.

Let a sponge, three or four inches in diame-
ter, be moistened with pure water, and in that

state be suspended by a string or wire, exactly

over the tiame of the lamp, at the distance of a

few inches ; this substance will absorb all the

smoke emitted during the evening, or night,

after which it should be rinsed in warm water,
by which means it will be again rendered til

for use.

From the American Farmer.

TO PREVENT THE FEMALE BREAST FRO.M
GATHERING.

[Communicated by a Mother.^

Sir—You ;ire a husband and a father, and 1

greatly mistake your character, if it would not

give you particular satisfaction, to communicate
in the Farmer, any means of mitigating the suf-

ferings winch Mothers experience, in endeavor-
ing to give to their infaiils from their ozvn

breasts, thcir most congenial and healthful sus-

tenauce. There is perhaps in the catalogue
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nf human pains, none more acute than those
which are experienced from the gathering of
the female breast, in time pf giving suck—pains
which too often drive the devoted mother, with
heartfelt r.duclance, to consign to .1 strange bo-
som, the beloved offsi)ring of h,-r dearest atfcc-
tions. therein rclin.nusbing the most interesting
of all her tnalernal cares and duties, and losing
the etTect of the most endearing associations',
provided by nature, between mother and child.
But the faithful wife and the fonder mother, only
can undersfanil, for she alone can feel the name-
less pleasure of imjiarting to her child in help-
less infancy, its chief pleasure, its only nourish-,
ment.

None else therefore can estimate the priva-
tion. It is tor them and their benefit 1 send you
a remedy which I know by experience to be ef-

fectual.

To prevent ihcfemale breast from gathering or to

cure them after they have gatlicred.

To the yellow of one egg add one table spoon-
ful of br.jwn sugar, one of honey, and one of
rum, a small tea spoonful of powdered alum,
,md as much of rosin, this mixture should bo
put in a pewter vessel, and m.xed well together,
then put over a slow fire, and stirred all the
time with the finger*, until it comes to a con-
sistence (hat will spread easily.!

A plaster of this spread over the breast before
the child is put to them, will prevent their
.rathering, or should a fever at any time fall in

ihem, a plaster of Ibis salve should immediately
be applied, and it will certainly prevent gather-
ing—should matter be formed before the appli-

cation of the salve, the breast should be kept
covered with a thick brown paper made wet
with rum, and the salve over the diseased part
only; when it breaks, there should be a tent
kept in it, and the salve spread on lint, the salve
side next the ulcer- -the child should be taken
from the lireast as soon as matter is discovered,
which may be done without the least danger of
losing the use of the breast, (which is too often
the case by the skin cleaving to the bones.)
after the cure is made the child may bo allowed
to suck, the milk will soon return.

* It must never be made too hot to bear your iin»-ei

in.

t On lint in order to keep the salve alive.

From the American Farmer.

To the Editor of the American Farmer, or to any
person tcAo has any information on the subject.

A dreadful malady has appeared among the
catlle in Talbot on two dilJerent farms. The
animals are seized with a muscular or nervous
catching, that resembles hiccoughs, when the
complaint seizes ihem in the head, which it

cbicfiy does ; but some have been affected be-

hind, some in one leg, some in the chest, and
some across the loins— fhe catching increases

—

the part affected is hot and appears to itch so

violently, that they soon rub all the hair off, and
lacerate the fle'h—they appear to have high
fever ; take to the water ; and can be with diffi-

culty kept out of the creeks. They appear cos-

tive, and die in 24 or 36 hours—bleeding, pur-

ging, medicine and Antispasmodic balls haye
been tried without any success.

The Editor solicits the immediate attention

of his correspondents to the above, and r, ill host-
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self investigate the subject, by all the means in

his power. In the mean time he sends to the

gentleman, whose losses itictateH the paragraph,

the latest treatise on the disorders of cattle, and

which he begs him to accept.

The symptoms as here described, seem to in-

dicate a disease arising from some incidental, or

local, rather than general or epidemic influence.

It is probable, in other words, that some poison-

ous seeds, or other vegetation arc developed at

this season, in peculiar places, or by the pecu-

liar weather, to cause such elTects ;
which are

in this instance, more conformable to the symp-

toms of poisonous diet, than those of infected at-

mosphere. This view is taken from a compar-

ison of the general aspect of symptoms, as de-

scribed by authors in those two conditions of

disease, arising from the one or tlio other of

those sources. The remedy in this case would

be, to shut up the cattle, and to treat those

aflected, by evacuating the stomach and bowels,

as quickly as posible, and drenching copiously

with mild diluents, as flax seed anrl melon seed

tea—hor;e radish added, would probaply coun-

teract the efl'ect of poisons, in producing cramps,

as they usually do, in the stomach and limbs.

Any one attentive to these subjects, could read-

ily perceive why a poison taken into the stomach

should act dill'erently on the system, from one

taken by breathing or infection :— the former
disturbing the digestive organs first, and causing

some other local affections by their peculiar in-

fluence on parliciilar organs—the latter, more
generally, causing coldness and fever, debility,

thirst, costiveness, &lc. before the stomach and
brain are much disturbed, being the dilTereiice

between atmospheric exhalations and poisonous
food. If they proceed, even in th^ present in-

stance, from the former cause, the shutting them
up would exclude them from the mi>re direct in-

fluence of the cause, morbid exhalation, and be-

sides, would tend to obviate its inliuence by a

more tonic or bracing diet. In either case, the

itching and heat of the skin, would indicate a

want of transpiration at the surface—or morbid

humor thrown there, which the free internal

wse of sulphur, say one ounce, three or four

times a day, would counteract in a warm [dace,

with the Hax seed oic. a? stated above, especial-

ly after the passages were evacuated. The
malady is indeed a serious one, as will appear
by the following extract to the Editor:—" Since

Thursday week, I have lost eight of my grown,
and most valuable cattle—my pet cow Europa
—5 working oxen and another one of the finest

spirited animals that ever bowed his neck to

the yoke, is now sick !"

Edit. Jimerican Farmer.
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0^ The subscriber having disposed of the

establishment of the New Englarid Farmer to

Mr. William Nichols, requests all persons in-

debted for the first volume to make immediate

payment. Payments for the second volume

will be made to Mr. Nichols.

Thomas W. Shf.pard.

CO" William Nichols respectfully informs the

public that be has purchased the establishment

of the New England Farmer, and that it will

hereafter be puhlished by him, at the same

place, and on the same terms as heretofore by

Mr. T. VV. Shepard. The paper will be edited

as usual by Mr. Fessenden, and no exertion

onntted to merit the continuance of that public

patronage, which will excite to renewed and

unremitted exertion to render it useful to the

agricultural community.

OBSERVATIONS ON BEES.

A friend of tlie Editor states tliat we may " oblige

liim and perliaps some otliers by g^ivin^ an essay on the

best management of bees, with the best mode of ex-

tracting; tlie wax, &c." But we cannot, at pre-

sent, without omitting some other articles in part or

wholly prepared for the paper, which may perhaps

prove of equal utility, enter larp^ely into the discussion

of this topic, which has occupied the pens of many

able and voluminous writers. We will, however, from

time to time, otTer some intimations on the subject,

which we hope will be found little if any less useful

than a formal and elaborate treatise.

An article written for the Edinburgh Philosophical

.toiirnal, by the Rev. Andrew .lameson, states the fol-

lowing mode of constructing Bee-hives, so as to resist

the cold of the severest wintef. " Let us suppose a

hive made of wood, of whatever shape, is 12 inches

diameter ; then let another hive of the same material

be made two, or two and an half inches larger; place

the one within the other, and fill the space left liy the

difference of size with powdered charcoal, hard ram-

med down ; nail a tillet of wood at the bottom to con-

nect the two hives, and to prevent the charcoal from

falling out, or damp ascending through the coating,

which would destroy in some measure its non-conduct-

ing power. 7'he bee door edges must be secured in

the same manner. Should charcoal not be to be had,

any other non-conductor of heat may be used, as dry

saw dust, chopped straw, feathers, &c. but the char-

coal is to be preferred, not only as better suited fror»

its most powerfully resisting the transmission of heat,

but as less liablt to absorb moisture and destroy that

power.

" As the coating prevents the transmission of the

internal heat Of the insects in summer, this will tend

to raise the temperature too high for the health of the

bees. Tills inconvenience may be obviated bj a small

perforation made through the entire hive at one of the

corners, immediately under the projecting part of the

roof. To prevent any of the charcoal being moved a
quality. The particular mode of cultivation I tube must be iuserti^d as long as the thickness of the

Great yield.—Capt. Peter L. Boynton, of Shel-

bnrn, in Vermont, raised, the past season, upon
three acres and one tenth of an acre of land,

t'joo hundred and ffteen bushels of winter wheat.

A considerable portion of this crop has been
sold for seed at jjl,50 per bushel, averaging
from sixty-one and a half to sixty-tour pound
per bushel, which is pretly good evidence of it

outside of the hive a piece of black cloth. Perhaj

two such ventilating holes may be required ; but ej

perience must determine this."

" The out-side hives may be used merely as cases {•

the hives which may be in use ; removing the cove'

or ca:»^3 when any operation is to be performed on tl

hives."

The Complete Farmer^s Dictionary gives the follon i

ing method of preserving bees in winter, which it a| f'

pears had been partially tried in England, and ma '

deserve a trial in this country.

" At the usual time of the approach of winter, tb

hives arc removed i«to a dark vault or cellar ; whe< |j'

the bees being kept cold and dark, soon fall into Jf

torpid state, and so continue throughout the wintei

and till the flowers they feed upon begin to be d|

closed. They are then removed to their summer siliiii

ation, and enter upon their labors TV'ith great vigor ai

activity, and having a good stock left of the last yea^ a

provision, and in no danger of starving, or sufTerim »l

much by a backward or unfavorable spring, by whioi *

other bees are often greatly injured.

" The bees thus removed, are not in much dan,

from an excess of cold, as that may be moderated

the same manner as is done for preserving wine lod

in vaults in severe winters. The great difficulty see)

to be to prevent the bees being too warm in mild wi

ters, which might make them very uneasy and res

less, as they are known to be when too much txpos(

to heat in the summer. Some have proposed as a

medy for this, to place the hives in ice-houses ;

this could be of service in a very few places only,

cannot be of general use, if such a degree of cold

necessary, which probably it is not, as //if Inals vh

have been hilhvrlo made of this method of disposii

bees lane succeeded ; all their lives, and all their h

also, or much the greater part of it, have been sav

" Fliould this method be found effectual upon ft

experiment, it seems likely to he of more general

than any other hitherto proposed ; as it will with

doubt be a means of greatly incitasiug the qnantit;

wax and honey when it shall be judiciously practisei

Mistake corrected.—We are informed by agenllen

(to whom we are much indebted for his kindness) tfl

the Pear mentioned in our paper of the 18th ult. pagin

9.S, as " a pear from A'eiqwrt, weighing 23 1-4 oz.*'

was brought from Kcu-burjiport to Brighton, by Mr.

Benjamin Poor. It was raised in the garden of Mt.

Joseph George, of Newburypnrt, and the same tree

bore a number of pears this year which weighed II

ounces and upwards.

we have not learnt ; but as Mr. fJoynton is

among the number of our best t'arniers, presume
^ pnisues the correct one, namely, to use no

- land than he can cultivate xi-ctl.
*

Burlington Sent.

entire hire, a plug made to fit it of the same length ;

and when the ventilation is used, care must be taken

that no light is perceptible by the insects, which may
be eOected either by partially wiihdrawing the plug,

or hanging over the hole at a little distance from the

Mammoth Turnip.—At the late Cattle Show,

an English turnip, raised by the Hon. Oliver

Fiske, of this town, was exhibited which weigh'

ed with the tops 13 lbs. 4 oz. without the topi

9 lbs. 2 oz. circumference 32i inches, width 11

inches, thickness 4 inches. It may be seen ai

Capt. Thomas's bar.— Worcester Spy.

An admirable Beverage for a Weak ConstilVi'

tion.—Boil as much pearl, or Scotch barley, in

pure water,- as will make about three pints,

then, straining it off, and, having in the meal

time, dissolveil an ounce of gum arable in a lit-

tle wafer, mix them, and just boil the whole

up together. The barley water need not be

thick, as the gum will give it sufhcient coD"

sistence. When used, take it milk warm{
the good effect will soon appear. It must be I

substituted as a common beverage in place ef

beer, ale, &.c. at meals.
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the arrival of the bri- IViKicnt, Ellis, on the 28th
at this port, in 37 days Ironi Malaga, we learn that

'reiich left that place in the nig;ht ahotit the 17Mi
plember, and that it was not known where they
gone. Nothing; was known at Malaga respecting;

s all commnnication between those two place,-

ut off. Capt. K. states that he was in the vicini-

'f Cadiz several d:iys in light foggy weather, and
a continual firing of cannon. Just helbre the

lit left .Maaga, the .Vmerican Consul gave to

Ellis a paper, of which the following is a copy,

iws has just reached us that liiego after giving the
ha complete beating in the very streets of.)aen,

; 700 of them dtad hesi Ics wounded, proceeded
march and was in a village called La Carolina,

lly marching towards Madrid ; and was in expec-
of joining with .Martin, the Empecinado ; and

ttle doubt remains that he is at this moment with-

I'wo men, named Andrew ction in New,ler?iy ha:, just tenJnluis Dai'^rr, have been committed lor trial to Mon-
j

nated. The contest has been for those who „, i I it

'

roe county .Tail, Indiana, charged with having murder-
i

tinning legal interest th^r-a slvenntr cent -^ MlT"ed Isaac Edwards, of Lawrence county, in the state of
j
who aie for reducing it to six The '^ix Per' C, nt i":\ew\ork. Edwards was pursued by his murderers ty are said to have been «uccesalul

"
'-"-"i p^r-

from a wedding at which they had all been guests
Ferguson and Dagger threatencnl to flog Edwards, and The Rev. Dr. Humphrey was on the 1 -, in.t im.M,
the latier drew a knife m self defence. 1 he murder- ! nrated as I'resident of the Amherst Collr'.'i itc' ln«'iiin'
<rs ilun armed thainselves, one with an axe, and the tion. A sermon was preached on the „cr-,".in„ hv I

'

other with a club. Ferguson struck the deceased with I Rev Dr. Storrs, of Braintree, and an inau-'uri id In",an axe, which penetrated his heart, and, not satisfied
|

was delivered by the President. U is said tiiat the«u
discourses are lo be publi;-hid.

NEW ENGLAND FAK.MEU.

FOR sale by WELLS & LILLY, No. 98, Court St.
the Nf.w England Farmer, or Geoigical Dictiona-

wilh this. Dagger struck him twice with the club.-
His death was almost instantaneous.

Co7iiiels alJ^ew Orleans.— A desperate attempt was
lately made by the convicts in jail in that city to make
their escape. As one of the turnkeys was in the act
of opening the inner door of the passage that leads in-

_ to the yard, a rush was made upon him, and attemps

w leagues of the capital of Spain. ThVauthoii- !'"=*''•' '° "'''^''' "i<^ key of the outer door, which the

this place spread a report two days since, that !

t"''nk«y prevented by throwing it into the st

captured but it was merely to deceive the iguo-

and keep alive the hopes of the Serviles, more
ly called the Banditti of Spain,

he government of Cadiz remain firm a very short

longer, the lace of affairs in this unhappy country
wear a different aspect, and Europe may have to

Spain for saving all the continent from despotism
than death.

conduct of Riego while in this place has been
ed in the Gibraltar Chronicle iu a base and
ful light, and false in every respect. He acted

aut soldier and a firm and unshaken Patriot,

g all the (Generals in Spain, he has proved
If capable of acting for his unfortunate country in

ue style of the old Romans."

il from Ihn nuighborkood of Cadi:.—Verbal ac-
from St. Lucar, 12 miles north of Cadiz, to the

f .Sept. have been received at Portland, by th(

lo, Capt. Hall. IS'o attack on Cadiz had tak-
:e to that time ; but requisitions had been

on St. Lurar for beds, bedding, bandages and
.>r the use of those expected to be wounded in

'bich preparations were making. On
reported at St. Lucar, that negocia-

ir the surrender of Cadiz »vere renewed, but thi

was not credited by the Constitutionalists. It

50 reported that the French were repulsed in an
na the Trocadcro the 25th of August, and had
1000 men killed and wounded, but succeeded
30th. That the French troops forded the river,

1 hand, and drove the Spaniards from the batte-

that the former lost 200, and the latter 100 men
At it w.as hinted that |70,000 helped the surren-
t was further reported, that the French had
in attack on St. Petrie, and had three gun boats
frigate materially injured, and had lost a num-

lives.

•unts from Vera Cruz, received at N. York, and
iept. 2'!, assert th^ all vessels in that port had
•dered to leave it.^nd were getting under way.
itish sloop Tyne and Bellette were among them,
.ies between the town and the Castle St. .luan

omently expected to ensue. Preparations were
on both sides ; and the Spaniards were flying

Juan, the populace having set up the cry of
.he Europeans.^

DOMESTIC.
Porter arrived at Savannah on the 8th nit.

loring under the elTicts of the severe illness

hich he ha? been afflicted. The other officers

w enjoy good health. The Steam Galliot in

Z)om. Porter sailed, left Savannah on the 0th
the Chesapeake.

Providence .lournal state?, that at the late Cat-
in R,hode Island, " IV. Benjamin Dyer, of

nee appeared clad in a complete suit of silk, of

quality, manufactured in his own family, even
le culture of the trees to the growing of the
jroduciug the material."

TS.— \a extensive bed of oysters, said to be of
kably fine flavor, has bctn discovered lately,

ecticut river, about five miles above the mouth.

alarm was given, the city guard, a portion of the sev
eral volunteer companir s, and a large number of citi-

zens immediately assembled, and he prisoners makinj_
several attempts to escape, were fired upon—one of
the leaders, by the name of Williams, was kilhd, and
another wounded. It is supposed mortally—one other
was stabbed iu the back, and two slightly wounded.

Gov. Clinton, Benjamin Wright, Esq. and some oth-
er scientific gentlemen, are now in New Jersey, travel-
ling and examining the route of the contemplated ca-
nal, which is to connect the waters of the Delaware
with the Hudson.

Canals.—It is ascertained that the collected waters
of the Great Miami, and Scioto rivers will not afford a
sufficient supply in a dry season, for the purpose of the
Ohio Canal. All proceedings are therefore suspended.

Two steam boats, from 1000 to 1200 tons, are build-
ing on the St. Lawrence. They are to proceed to
England, with cargoes of Umber, there to be fitted
with Perkins' engines.

^irmt/ monmnnts—We learn from St. Louis, that
the six companies of Infantry under the command of
Col. Chambers, which arrived at St. Louis from B.aton
llouge, moved towards the Council Bluffs on the 12th
ultimo, officers and men in fine health. The object of

this movement was to sustain Col. Levenworth in his

march against the Rickaree Indians. The intelligence

of this conflict with the Kickarees reached St. Louis
just after the detachment moved off, and caused a sus-

pension of its march, and it was expected that the de-
tachment would take its winter quarters at Belle Fon-
taine, where arrangemints were making for its accom-
modation

—

National InttlUgencer.

The late John McLean, Esa. of this city, has be-
queathed one hundred thousand dollars to the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital.

The Poultney Gazette mentions, that a merchant in

that village, received in one day 18,8S8 lbs. of Cheese,
in another, 10,000; and that about 10,000 more were
expected on the third, making 38,883 lbs. or nearly
eighteen Ions.'

It is stated in the French Annates de f Industrie,

thAt Ihe C'liesnut tree ba.rk contains twice as much of

the tanning principle as that of oak, and nearly twice
as much coloring matter as logwood. With iron it

forms an intensely black and durable ink. Its color-

ing matter has a stronger aflinity than Sumach for wool,
and is not affected by air or light.

A lady was lately near being killed by a sportsman
in England. She was passing on horseback, while he
was in the field, and seeing only the feathers of her
bonnet above the wall, took her for a bird, and fired.

The Collector of the port of Buffalo, N. Y. seized

near that place on the 18(h inst. sundry British goods,
value about $1200, which had been smuggled from
Canada, ^nd were proceeding eastward nnlhout an
owner, in charge of a teamster. The owners had bet-

ter have been honest and paid the duties.

ry, containing a compendious account of the Vv ays and
-Methods in which the important art of Husbandry, in
all ils various branches is, or may be pursued to the
greatest advantage in this country. By Samuei,
Dka,\e, D. D. &c. Third edition, corrected, im-
proved, greatly enlarged, and adapted to the present
state of Agiicultoi-e. Price, neatly bound and letter-
ed, Ttro Dollars. November 1.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo, No 1, . . . .

" No2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. new
" 2d qual.

small kegs, family,

CHEESE, new milk ....
FLAX
FLA.\ SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee,
Bye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oals

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, Navy Mess ....

Bone Middlings new, .

Cargo, No 1, ...
Cargo, No 2, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAL, .

MUTTON and LAME, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, best . . .

EGGS,,
MEAL, Rye,

Indian, .....
POTATOES, ....
CIDEIi, liquor, new ....
HAY, best

bush
bbl.

lb.

cask

al.

ton.

bbl.

bush
lb.

u. c.|d,
140

137 50
90

8 00
6 50
5 50

12

p

14

doz.

hush

II

18

1 00
60

2
12 00
14 50
12 00
11 00
2 00

68
37
42

C.

140

1 00
8 50
6 75
5 75

13

11

16

9

9

2
10 6(

65
70
40
00

1 12

70
3 00

15 00

11 25

8
70
40
45
37
3.5

40
2 50

20 00

JO;J PRINTING
At short notice and tair jirices, at the Fartner O&ce.
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9UMMUM BONUM OR MAN'S GREATEST GOOD.

The GREATEST GOOD 13 cvery mortars aim,

The means are various, but the end the same

—

Some seek seclusion, some in crowds to shine,

Some pant for offige, others court the nine ;

Some place their liiippintFS in plansive breath,

And glory wrested from the jaws of death

—

Hush to the cannon's mouth to have it said

That hero nobly died in honor's bed !

And some in quest of bliss thrid pleasure's maze,

The body pamper till the mind decays

;

They gratify each gross and grovelling sense

In riot rude or stupid indolence,

As if they meant ingloriously to vie

With the brute habitants of stall and stye ;—

And clog at last their animal machine

With goat, dyspepsia, lethargy or spleen.

Some place their greatest happiness in wealth.

To Mammon sacrifice their ease and health ;

—

Conscience, humanity and peace of mind

To hoard up heaps of glitterii^g dust resign'd.

They gain to recompense their toils and cares

Enough to spoil their dissipated heirs

—

All these, a wild, miscalculating train,

Seek happiness, but misery obtain.

What then is happiness ? aye, what indeed !

No moral doctors have in that agreed,

Ahd metaphysics, with its turns and twists

Ne'er told in what true happiness consists

—

Though true it is that Pope said long ago,

" Virtue alone is happiness below,"

Some will believe his definition vain,

When virtue's boon is poverty and pain
;

And innocence itself, as one would guess,

Is not quite happy under sore distress.

Virtue, though all important is not all

Which makes what we true happiness should call

;

But pure felicity, to all intents.

Is virtue*,' freedom, peace, health, competence,

„ Frlndship and love—these must kind Heaven bestow.

To constitute man's greatest good below.

time it may be necessary to continue the appli-l my pockets, and exliibitiug ttie contents of n

cation ; as in some cases, it has required three] portmanteau, to shew that I was ahsolutel\' df

or four months, though in the last only thirty •
•

• •
•..

-.
^

days ; but in all without pain or inconvenience

of any kind, or any previous notice of the dis-

charge, till it actually took place.

Chisholme, E>,g. VVM. CHISHOLME.

From the New York Statesman.

CULTIVATION OF THE VINE.

A friend has handed us proposals for publish-

ing, by subscription, a work entitled the vine-

yard ; or, the art of cultivating the vine and of

making wine ; by rf'iHwm 7^ec, for several years

titute of coin—he, with much apparent relu*

ance, agreed to take the note. He then we
out, leaving it in my hands, and "^horliy relurne

to my astonishment, bearing a pair ofsteelyan

He took the note, compared the figures there

with the 5 on the steelvards, laughed, shook r

hand with great satisl.iction, and cried che-l

nc.h !—(good
—

'tis right.)

—

Prov. Journal.

Two gentlemen riding in the country one

them observed a handsome seat delightfu

situated, and inquired of his companion wh(

Consuffor the United States at Bordeaux. This it was? who informed him it belonged to

EASY AND EFFECTUAL CURE FOR WENS.
Having had a wen of the slcntomatous kind, of

large size and long standing upon the. side of

my face, immediately before and below my right

ear, I was informed, by different people, that if!

I would apply salt and water to it, ! should get]
rid of it. In August, 1799, 1 put a qiJantity of
salt and water into a sauce pan, and boiled it

for four minutes ; with which 1 bathed the sur-

face frequently, while it continued warm as also

^after it became cold so often as ten or twelve
times daily ; always stirring up the salt deposi-
ted at the bottom of the basin, and incorporating
it again with the water before I applied it On
the Uth day from the first application, while
shaving, I observed a small discharge, which,
assisted by a gentle- pressure, the whole contents
were soon emptied without the smallest pain
and without blood.

Being informed of some others who had been
benefitted in like manner from the same appli-
cation, and knowing myself of some late instan-
ce*, under my own immediate direction, 1 feel

it a duly thus to make it public; being convin-
ced it can prodtice no bad effect, and every per-
son having it in their power to make the trial.

At the same time, 1 beg leave to caution, that no
eiic should be disheartened at the length of

work will be comprised in one volume, of 300

or 350 octavo pages, and contain the history of

the vine from the earliest ages— the natural

history, and the varieties most generally culti-

vated—the climate, soil and exposure of the

best vineyards in Europe—the choice of plants,

manner of planting, and of cultivating the vine

—diseases of the vine, accidents, and the man-

ner of preventing both, and of renewing the

plants—and the whole process of preserving

the fruit, and making wine and vinegar. The
whole will form a complete system for conduct-

ing a vineyard.

Within the last year, we have had an oppor-

tunity of tasting the most delicious wines, made

in different parts of the United States; and in

the- course of the present season, we have seen

in two gardens, one at Brooklyn, and the other

at West-Point, the strongest proofs that in our

climate the grape may be cultivated in the

greatest profusion, and of an excellent quality,

and with very little labor and expense. There
is a single stock growing at Brooklyn, which at

this moment bears g500 worth of grapes, while

it has cost the proprietor scarcely as many cents

for the cultivation, and at the same time furnish-

ed a most delightful arbor during the heat of

summer. The vine is from North-Carolina, and

so far from degenerating, it appears to be im-

proved by being transplanted to a more north-

ern latitude.

From the Boston Palladium.

Messrs. Editors— 1 saw in the Palladium, some
time since, an account of the Perennial Cabbage,

taken from an English paper. Cabbages nriay

be produced from our common Cabbage, in this

way. Cut off the stalk near tlie ground, late in

the Fall—sprouts will shoot up early in the

Spring—if they start from above the surface,

they are seed sprouts—take them away until

others appear from below the surface—leave

one, and it will produce an early head. These
plants are more likely to withstand the brown
worm, than the slender plant i'rom the seed.

and are much earlier. W. N.
R , Sept. 1823.

;i i 1 II UJ 1 ,1 m
Indian sffgacity.—Travelling a few years since

through that portion of our country held and oc-

cupied by the Chickasaw tribe of Indians, 1 was
constrained to halt a few days, to recruit myself

and horse at an half breed's hut. When about

to depart I sought tny host, but he was out hunt-

ing. I therefore called upon an old Indian (an

inmate of the hut,) for my bill. Five dollars

was the demand. 1 presented a bank note for

the amount. He refused itj but on my turning

cardmaker. Upoti my life said the gentlera:

one would imagine all that man's cards turn

up trumps

Com. Decator in concluding a late treaty

peace with the Dey of Algiers, was urged

the Dey to pay him some kind of tribute, e^

if nothing more than a quantity of powder an)

ally. The Commodore observed, that he

not doubt his government would have any obj

tion to pay him in powder, but he would h;

to take balls with it.

Guess work.—When I see a young man pos5

no more honor than to be dunned, 1 guess

will never make a man of respectability. Wl
I see a man quit work because he has three

four hired men to oversee, I guess he will h

Ic go to jail to pay them. When I see a i

suiter a simple wife to run in debt at the stc

for whatsoever she fancies, I guess he will s

wish he had never been married.

When 1 pass a house and see the jard cove

with stumps, old hoops, and broken earthe

guess the man is a horse-jockey, and the woi

a spinner of street yarn. When 1 pass a hi

and see the windows broken, a bundle of:

in one, and a hat in another, I guess the mist

is a slut and the master loves hum. AVhen I

a country merchant hire two clerks to ienc

store while he sets by the stove, drinking w
I guess he will soon have to take the benef

the Insolvent Act, or take a tour to Vermon

A traveller having put up at a country

ern, where a number of neighboring faro

iiad collected, and hearing them tell a nun

of ' tough stories' about their cattle, sheep,

he begged leave to offer a short story,

neighbor of his having a sickly sheep, tul

him out to pasture with perfect indifference

brought him in at the fall, fed him atlepti'

for a while—" and how much tallow do

think the sheep had ?" " Ten pounds,"

one ;
" fourteen," says another ;

" twen

'a3S a third— till they had all become impat

to know the weight of tallow in the exlrat

nary sheep—when one asked, " how much
low did he have ?" " I don't know," replied

stranger, " but / guess tiut miic/i."

TERMS OF THE FARMER. I

0:^ Published every Saturday, at Three Doli
'

per annum, payable at the end of the year—but '.

who pay within sixty dai/s from the time of subscn

will be entitled to a deduction of Fifty Cents.

();5= No paper will be discontinued (unless at

discretion of the Publisher) until arrearages are jji
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REM.^RKS ON PLOUGHING.

Althoiiirli we have in tlie first volume of this

rk, pases 60, 27C, 30.3, trented nn this suhject,

ne further observations on the most impor-

it operation of agriculture may, perhaps,

ive heneficial, to practical farmers, by tur-

hinst hint«, and sng-ges^ting ideas which may

d lo a train of investigation tertuinaling in

lilts of importance.

n all stiff, heavy and adhesive soils, that are

ch disposed to moisture, it should be a com-

n rule not to plough them nhilc wet in any

isiderahle degree, especially if there is much

y in their composition. When such land is

u?hed wet, the particles of which it is corn-

ed are apt to cake, or run together into

d lumps, which require much trouble and

otir to reduce to a tine state. Besides, much

TV is produced by the treading of the teanr,

reater power is necessary in perl'ormin;;'

o[)eralion. But, on the other hand, such

are ploughed with much diiliculty, when

y dry ; unless before the plousjhma: they

in a state o( tillage, and not baked or

nd down very hard. To breali up grass

und composed of a strong lo;ini, or a soil in

ch there is clay in any consKltralii*' quantity

n in a dry state, is n-ixt to inipo>>iilile. Yoi.

ht almost as well Rltemfit to plough up a

k pavement, or slate rock. Green svypi-d

encral, can hardly be ploughed too wet, ifi

e not miry. Marshy, moory, and peaty or

3y descriptions of soil, should in general,

n already reduced to a state of tillage, be

ighed vvhen the season is dry.

dry, sandy, and perhaps, in some of the

e mellow kinds of loamy soils, the business

loughing may be pertormed when the earth

a state of considerable moisture. But ve-

rv sandy land, whenever the weather is hot

drv, should merely be stirred in such a way

lay be necessary to prevent the growth ol

d« ; otherwise the great exhalation of mois-

in such seasons may render them too dry

the viiforous vegetation of the seeds or

ts, which may be sown or growing upon

a. The cultivators of this kind of soil have,

etore, nraiiy advantages over others who
engaged in the more stiff and heavy sorts ol

,, in being able to pertbrm the various ope-

ODS of arable husbandry with much less

igth and expense of team, and by being

h less interrupted by the wetness ot the

ins. St.fl" clayey soils, which are already

T the plough, may be beneficially ploughed

y weather, and it is said that stirring such

in a dry season, causes them to imbibe mois-

, but in sandy soils the opposite result is

liiced by the same means,

is very fashionable, and as a general rule,

correct to recommend deep ploughing,

ihis rule has a great many exceptions, and

cultivator, who should be governed by it

lOut regard to the nature of the soil, and the

•rsed crops, would only labour hard to in-

I

his land,, and reduce his products. We

have already in vol. i. page 60, given " Maxims
respecting the proper depth of ploughing,"' and

"Advantages of deep ploughing." It may not

be amiss to attend to what some writers have
observed respecting the dangers and disadvan-

tages, which attend plciighins: deep without re-

gard to the nature of the soil and other circum-

stances. It is observed in Dickson's Agriculture

that " though dee[) ploughing has been recom-

mended by some modern writers upon (larticti-

lar kinds ol' land, where the bottom and top

were of two opposite qualities, and .neither of

them perfectly good, that a mixture may some-
liincs be very beneficial, and the experiment of

s;oing below the common deptii sometimes an-

swer, liut that when the top and bottom for

eighteen or twenty inches depth consists of the

same soil, it is not believed it is ever (vorth while

to exchange the upper part, which has been
enriched lor centuries back, for a part less tich,

merely because it is more fresh. On retentive

soils, where the practice of loosening them to

ome depth by other implements is omitted,

deep ploughing is, however, extremely neces-

sary."

In an " Essay on the best Means of convert-

ing Grass Lanils into Tillage, by James Roper
Head, Esq." published in Communications to the

Board of Jgriatlttire, vol. iii. page 346, it is ob-

served that " it seems reasonable to prefer lighi

to heavy ploughing, because, all things being

equal, it must be preferable to have a small

depth of soil to cultivate and inqirove, and in-

asmuch as the fibres of grass in general arc fei!

from the upper surface of the earth alone, il

ihey find sullicient pabulum ; all that lie under-

neath their nourishment, and has been with

much labour moved by t!ie [)lougli, is like a

stock in trade, which requires an extra capital,

unproductive of interest.

' I have endeavoured by all means to search

into the nature of sainfoin, clover, and lucern.

and the result of my opinion has been that the

long penetrating tap roots of these grasses pierce

the earth in search o< moisture only; that the

tap root is the mere syphon and duct ; that the

branches of the crown of the plant arc fed alone

by the upper surface of the soil ; and that the

luxuriancy of their produce depends not upoi

the congeniality of the bed or nidus [nest] oi'

the tap root itself; but on the congeniality oi

the soil of the upper surface, which alone feeds

and furnishes it vegetation."

An article in " Communications to the Boarri

of Agriculture" vol. iv. page 147, written by

John M. Mardo, Esq. contains the following

statement. " We have witnessed instances where
old pasture lands, composed of a gravelly loam

were broken up in the spring lor barley by

trench ploughing. The old sward was turneil

into the bottom of the furrow, and a dry subsoil

brought to the surface from a considerable

depth. The crop.' failed entirely, and there ap-

peared two very obvious reasons for the failure ;

first, the subsoil brought to the surface to form

the seed bed had long been deprived of the or-

dinary influence of the atmosphere, and the

rams ; consequently must have been cold and

infertile. Secondly, the dry tenacious sward

having been placed half broken nmier the seed
bed, the natural moisture of the ij'riiund, as well
as that which filh in rain, was speedily and ha^
bitually evaporated; unless in a season of un-
common moisture, a crop under such prepara-
tion could not prosper."

A writer in ihe General Hepprt of Scotland,

Mr. James Browtihill, says " Old Leas, j Grass-
grounds] in my opinion should be ploughed if

possible not above 4~ inches deep by 8^^ or 9
inches broad. If the old lea be a dry soil, it

will plough very well with those dimensions;
if it be ploughed deejier it must also he plough-
ed broader, as the furrows will not ply close'

to one another, unless you have breadth in

[iioporlion to Ihe deplh."
Sir John .Sinclair speaks highly of the advan-

tages of deep ploughing in some circumstances
and for some crops, but says " it is a generat
rule never to plough so deep as to penetrate
lielow the soil that was fonnerly manured and
cultivated excepting upon fallow, and then only,
when you have plenty of lime or dung to add
to, and improve the new soil." The farmers
of Flanders, which is said to be the best cnlti-
ited part of Europe, gradually deepen their

soil by ploiiijhing or digging up fiesh earth,
as their manure increases. Mr. Arthur Youn"
likewise observes that in poor hungry soils
some proportion eight to be observed betiveen
the deptli of a ploughing and the quantity of
manure annually spread. The same writer in-
forms us that Ihe depth of ploughing in various
towns o»' England, on an avarnge in sandy soils
was four inches ; in loamy soibiv.>.. .....1,^1

quarters, and in clayey soils three inches and a

half. But a note in Sir John Sinclair's " Code
of Agriculture" informs that " Mr. Parker of

iMundcn, prefers nine inches for the depth of

|)loughing, arid he has practised that system foi'

many years, or\ good loamy land in Huntingdon-
-hire, as well as in the clays and flints of Hert-

t'ordshire. He nuver lost a crop by it, but has

met with unvaried success; and he is clearly of

opinion, that the propriety of deep ploughing

ought not to bo made a question, but received

is an admitted truth. The farming gardeners

near London, act upon the same system with

great success. They plough to the depth of

irom ten to twelve inches, for cabbages and

other crops, with implements made on purpose,

and with from six to eight powerful horses.

.^Ir. i\lnrshall has known a succession ot shallow

[ilouijhing farmers beggared on a stiff land farm ;

and their successors by deeper tillage, make a

farmer's fortune upon it."

We have heretofore, vol. i. page 278, given

some remarks on the advantages of Fall Plough-

;ng, and showed wherein it was in general to

be preferred to ploughing in the spring. We
shall add nothing at this time, to that part of

our subject, but hope our agricultural readers

will attend to Horizontal Ptmighing. In page

14, of our first volume we have given an arti-

cle on the subject of drawing horizontal or per-

fectly level furrows on hilly lands, and given a

cut of the rafter level ; or implement introduc-

ed into Virginia by Col, Randolph, son in law t»

Mr. Jefferson.
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Whether thn rafter level has yet been intro-

duced in this part of the United States, we can-

not say, altliniish we are informed that it is a ve-

ry common im|>lcment of agriculture in Virginia.

Those u ho do not like to try a newlhin?, may

parhaps, derive some advaritage from the lo!-

lowing- observations on horizontal ploughing-

c )pied from Deane''s JVctt) England Farmer.

" Regard should be had to the shape of the

land in ploughing. They who plough a steep

hill up anil down injure their cattle, and miss of

ploughing their land to advantage. The furrow

that is drawn uphill must he excessively shoal

;

or the team mi.ch stronger than common. For

this reason a hill should be ploughed horizon-

tally, with roivs as nearly parallel to the base

as possible. This may be easily done when

all the sides of a hill are to be ploughed at once.

The r.nins will carry much of (he finest of the

soil to the bottom of the hill if the furrows are

made up and down. But ploughed the other

ivav the furrows will be sufficient drains
;
and

the" water will move so slowly in them that

none of the soil will Ije washed away. But

when a hill is very steep, no turning of a fur-

row upwards should be attempted. And if only

one side of a steep hill is to be ploughed, the

furrows should be all cut the same way, the

team returning light after each furrow."

(to be CO.NTIM'KD.)

CATTLE SHOWS.
The fourth Annual Cattle Show, and Exhibition of

the Rhode Island Society for the Encouragement of Do-

mestic Industry was holden at Pawtnxet, on the 15th

and 16th of October, 1!!23. The Committee for the

examination of Live Stock, and awarding premiums

thereon (Hon. Tristram Burgess, Chairman,) made a

report, from which the following is extracted :

.. M-i.c general appearance of the stock was
liighly satisfactory, and strongly inJicated the
progress of improvement. The committee
know how much all the success of farming de-
pends on the animals propagated and reared for
agricultural purposes. They are in a manner
associated with us in the toils of the lields, and
contribute greatly to all our household comforts—the skilful farmer realizes the strength oflhe
ox and accommodates himself with the speed of
the horse; and the other animals raised by his
care and skill, and fed from his hand, reward
him with food and clothing, and give to his hab-
itation some of its best ornaments and most com-
modious luxuries. It is not needful lor us to re-
mind such a man how much of all this depends
on the care and skill with which he makes his

selections among the various breeds of domes-
tic animals which have been oO'ered to his choice
by a bountiful Providence. Much indeed de-
pends on feeding, but more perhaps, on the an-
imal chosen for that purpose ; and we can some-
times almost realize the dream of the Egyptian
monarch in reviewing the cattle of two dilfer-

ent farmers. It is a principle in the branch of
agricultural economy, that those animals should
be sought after by the farmer which will give
him the most in return for the least received of
him. In awarding the premiums otTered by
the society, the committee have been governed
by this principle. They are gratified with the
emulation of all their (arming brethren who
have entered into this competition so highly

beneficial to the best interests of the commu-
nity."

Then follows a list of the premiums, which is

too long for insertion.

The committee on Shop Manvfactvres observ-

ed that " they were much pleased with a model
of a newly invented Spinning Machine, called

tlie " Balance Flyer Throstle," presented by

Mr. E. Fuller, of Cranston. This Machine has

the appearance of being a valuable and impor-
tant improvement in spinning cotton, particular-

ly of slack twisted yarns. They have award-
ed him the Society's certificate of approbation

and withheld the premium, there being no com-
petition."

Among the Household Manufactures for which
premiums were awarded were Imitation Leg-
horn Bonnets, Straw Bonnets, Carpeting, Hose,
Flannels, Counterpanes, a Sampler, Map of the

United States by Anne Calden, of Providence,
Fancy Shell iiaskets. Picture Drawing— one
Trunk, containing Fancy Articles by the Young
Ladies' Academy, Providence, Net Curtains,

&,c. &.C.

" The Committee were highly grjititiod at

seeing Dr. Benjamin Dyer, of Providence, clad

in a complete suit of silk of a superior c|uality,

manufactured in his own family, even from the
cul'ure of the trees to the growing of the worms,
producing the material. Such exertions to in-

dependence in our manufactures, in this article,

by this spirited individual, not only deserves
tbe praise and approbation of the committee,
but merils the applause of the p'lblic."

Premiums were likewise awarded on Mill Man-
ufactures and on Ploughing. A pair of three
years old steers, owned and driven by Mr. Nich-
olas Waterman, of Johnston, " ploughed one
eighth of an acre of ground, well, in the short
space of 15 minutes and 50 seconds." The ex-
hibition of draught oxen was highly commend-
ed by the Committee.

—

Abridged from the Far-
mers'' and .yunitfactiirers'' Journal.

The Bristol County Jigricultural Socictij held
its first annual Exhibition in Taunton, Oct. 21
and 22, 1823. A variety of articles, in the de-
partment of manufactures, wrought in families
and in manufacturing establishments was exhib-
ited, together v\'ith live animals, and the pro-
ducts of the soil and the dairy and excited the
surprise and delight of the most sanguine well-
wishers of the Society. At 12 o'clock, an ap-
propriate prayer by the Uev. Mr. Hamilton, an
elegant and instructive address, by the Hon.
Francis Baylies, and very excellent music form-
ed the exercises at the Meeting House of theFirst
Congregational Society. After the address the
Society formed a procession, which repaired to

Mr. Atwood's Hotel, where, with invited guests
they partook of an excellent dinner. In the af-

ternoon the several Committees on Manufac-
tures, Agricultural Products and Animals, pre-
pared their Reports, which were announced on
the following day in the Meeting House. On
the second day, in the afternoon, the Ploughing
Match took place near the Academy, witnessed
by a vast number of delighted spectators.

—

Three teams, of one yoke each, entered the
field, and ploughed one eighth of an acre each,
in as short a time, considering the hardness of
the sward through which the plough passed, as

the annals of ploughing matches in this coun-
try have ever reached—and the neatness of the

work, as well as the experfness of the perfort

ance, gained the warmest applause of the coi

mittee and many experienced farmers prese;

Immediately after the ploughing match the

was an auction of some animals, in the Hall

tbe Society. Among the Domestic Manvfactvr
which received premiums were the fbllowi

articles :—Cotton Sheeting, Cotton Shirting, Si

inet. Carpeting, Hearth Rugs, Cotton and Woi
len Flannel, an Imitation Leghorn Bonnet, Strs

Bonnets, Boots, Calf skins, a Beaver Hat,

Plough, an Axe, Rose Blankets, Sewing Cottc

a Bit-Stock and Bit, Shovels and Weavers' Shi

ties, Linen Sheeting and Shirting.

The following articles were recommend
as entitled to Certificates of E.xcellence ; a ben

tiful f|uilted Counterpane, fine specimens ofci

ton and linen Diaper, a beautiful shell wo
Basket, Hearth Rugs and Calf skin Roots. T
Agricultural Products were mostly of the usi

kinds excepting fine specimens of peach a

apple trees, produced by inoculation the pi

sent season, by Jacob Dean, of Mansfield, a

Potatoes produced from the seed of the prese

season, some of them as large as hen's eggs,

James P. Lyon. The time in which t

Ploughing was completed was as follows; A
ner Thayer one eighth of an acre in twenty-o
minutes, Samuel Crocker, twenty-three mi
iitcs, and Samuel Robertson, twenty-three mi
utes.

Officers of the Bristol County Agricultural So
ety for the ensuing year.

Hon. Samuel Crocker, Taunton, Presider

Hon. Oliver Starkweather, Seekonk, Rev. P
Clark, Norton, Rev. Otis Thompson, Rehoboi
and Thomas Aliny, Esq. Dartmouth, Vice Pre
dents ; Dea. Peter Thacher, Attleboroug
Treasurer; Horatio Leonard, Esq. Raynha
Recording Secretary ; Hon. James L. Hodg
Taunton, Corresponding Secretary.

Committee on Agriculture.—Roland Howai
Esq. Elision ; Lemuel May, Esq. Attleboroug
Mr. Enos Williams, Raynham ; Capt. She.

Weaver, Troy ; Mr. Jesse Smilh, Taunton.
Committee on Domestic Animals.—George 1

Peck, Esq. Rehohoth ; Mr. George W. Walkt
Seekonk; Mr. Pardon Cornell, Darlmouth ; M
Dan Wilmarth, Taunton

; Mr, William Rea
Somerset.

Committee on Domestic Mamfaciures.—Jose|

E. Read, Esq. Troy ; Nath'l Wheeler, Esq. W<
lington ; Solomon Pratt, Esq. Mansfield ; Abiath
Richardson, Esq. Attleliorough ; Mr. Hen
Washburn, Taunton.

Committee of Publication.—Hon. Francis Ba
lies, Hon. James L. Hodges, David G. W. Cob
Esq. all of Taunton.

From the Boston Commercial Gazette.

CIRCULAR.
SIR.—On the 19th of October last (the secw

day of the annual Fair in this vicinity) a mec
ing was held of the Manufacturers of Woollens
Massachusetts, to consider the subject of pet

tioning Congress lo increase the duties on woe
lens. At this meeting, Hon. JESSE PUTNAi
presided, and Mr. J. B. Brown was Secretar
The subject was discussed, and a vote passei

that it was the opinion of the meeting that a

application ought to bo made to the nation;

legislature, to revise the Tarift", and to increas

the duties on foreign woollen goods. A commi.



e of live persons was thereupon chosen to re-

ort a petition. In the course of the evening a

atilion was reporteil, read, discussed, and ac-

ppted by an unanimous vote. Tliis petition.

;ned by the Chairman, and attested by the

cretary. will be forwarded to Congress by one

the representatives of this state. At the same

eeting, a Committee was appointed to corres-

nd with manufacturers in dilTerenl parts of the

nioii, in order to induce their co-operation in

measure deemed so highly important to them

»d to the general interests of the country. In

arsuance of this vote, the Committee beg leave

present to you their views of the subject.

The Manufacturers of this state disclaim all

•etensions to exclusive privileges, and desire

ilv a reasonable participation in the prosperi-

of their fellow-cilizens. They would advance

aims no farther than they are in harmony with

e general welfare, and tend to promote the

•e*ent and I'uture well being of the country.

he idle clamor of interested persons may con-

lue, but the unfounded jealousies of other great

terests have, it is believed, abated, and the

ue sentiment of the indentity of the agricultu-

1 and manufacturing classes, generally pre-

ils. The depressed condition of the woollen
j

inufactories of this country, at the present

me, is well known. Several have been com-

lled to suspend or change their operations
;

hers are apprehensive of a similar fate ; and

are pursuaded that a moderate increase of

ipost on foreign manufactures of wool, will re-

ve and sustain their establishments. While

titioning for such relief, it is our bounden

ity to show the necessity and reasonableness

our request.

The following axioms may be considered as

tablished by the concurrent voice of a large

ijority of the citizens of this country :—The
opie, possessing, by the bounty of heaven,

equate capital, -necessary materials, and re-

isite skill, are destined to become a manufac-

rriag, as well as a commercial and agricultu-

H nation; employment in this occupation is

Higenial with the morals, health, intelligence

«d accumulation of property, of the citizens
;

rate of Duties on foreign merchandises should

increased in proportion to the growing abil-

of this country to supply its internal con-

mption ; a Tariff should be framed to protect

anufacturers, as well as to provide for a re-

tnue ; existing manufacturing establishments

to be sustained to render us independent of

reign nations, and they can be protected only

' government.

Prolec(io)!, then is all manufacturers ask; and

e believe a moderate increase of duties ade-

late to this purpose, without prohibiting the

iportation of woollen goods. We concede

at duties amounting to a prohibition would be

inecessary and unsafe. A sudden and unnatu-

I increase of manufactories « ould ensue ; a

•eat bounty would thus be given to this branch

national industry, eventually detrimental to

e recipients of it, and the demands of the coun-

y could not be immcdi,ately supplied by them.

placed upon equal footing with foreign com-

titors, we doubt not the enlightened people of

lis country will give a preference to the fabrics

"their own countrymen.

Owing to various causes, we are unable to

ape with foreign nations in supplying our mar-

t with woollen goods. Their machinery is
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more perfect, the wages of labor are less, and

wool is more abundant and is cheaper. British

cloths are selling at a profit, while American
cloths yield little, if any, to the manufacturer.
It is the policy and intention of foreign govern-
ments further to cripple, and if practicable, to

paralize the manufacturing establishments of

this country. Their eminent Statesmen have
o()enly and strenuously recommended making
great sacrifices to attain this object. It is itoxv

coiitcinj'lated, in England, to alloTt) a clra^chack on

inanvfaclarci nfforeign u'oo/, xeliich will be ciptiva-

lent to l-j^ebie and a halfper centum on coarse fab-
rics.

liaising- the duties on foreign woollen goods
will tend to increase the growth of wool in this

country. An early adoption of this salutary

measure would have prevented the destruction

of valuable sheep. Efficient interposition, at

this time, by Congress, will stimulate the agri-

cultural interest to improve and increase their

flocks, in which this nation is greatly deficient.

While in England the native wool composes a

large share of the quantity manufactured, the

United States depends upon a foreign country

fur a great proportion of its supplj'.

We contend that an increase of duties will

not be injurious to the great body of the people

by manufacturers exacting exorbitant prices tor

their goods. We believe the permanent inte-

rests of all classes of the community are pro-

moted by such moderate gains as will insure in-

dustrv, prudence and perseverance, and are ful-

ly convinced that "the internal competition

which takes place soon does away every thing

like monopoly, and reduces by degrees the

price to the minimum of a reasonable profit on

the capital employed." The experience ol

tliis country establishes the truth of this posi-

tion. Notwithstanding the TarilT of 1316 im-

posed prohibitory duties on low cottons, they

are now sold at half their former prices, con-

siderina: the relative value of the fabrics ; and

it is not doubted but the fostering care of gov-

ernment over manufactories of woollens would

tend to improve their quality, while it would

eventually reduce their price. Gorernmenl has

incurred an obligation to cherish the manufac-

turing interests of the country, as during the

late war, when great inconvenience was expe-

rienced by want of necessary supplies of cloth-

ing for the army, strong inducements were held

out to their constituents to render the nation in-

dei)endont of foreign countries lor clothing.

—

Extensive and numerous cslablisliments were
made, in the confident expectation that they

would not bo sufiered to languish for want of

the continued protection of government.

W'e contend, also, that the increase of duties

will not impair the rcvenne of the U. States.

—

It was predicted by the opposers of the prohib-

itory Tarill of 181C, that the importations of

India cottons, would lessen the resources of

the Treasury to an alarming amount. These
predictions have not been fulfilled. The in-

crease of our population, the artificial wants of

the inhabitants, and the greater ability to pur-

chase, will, it is presumed, ever continue a de-

mand ior the fabrics of other nations ; the wise

govei-nments of the old world will lend their

powerful aid, as hitherto, in enabling their sub-

jects to rival the youthful establishments of (his

country ; and it cannot be denied that " the in-

terests of the revenue are promoted by whatev-
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er promotes an increase of national industry and
wealth."

In the petition referred to we have request-

ed an addition of licclve and a half per ccti(, on

all manufiictures of i'oreigu wool, together >vlth

a further countervailing duly, should the con-

templated drawback on British manufactures be

granted b}' the government of that country, or

any increase of impost be deemed e.fpedicnt

on the importations of wool into the I'nitcd

Slates.

AVe have thus expressed, at length, our ideas on

this important subject, and the co-operation of

Manufacturers, in bringing the subject before

Congress, and presenting it in a candid liglit to

the consideration of our fellow citizens eng.-'ged

in other pursuits, is earnestly lecommciuled.

I have the honor to be, respectfully,

Your obedient servant, '

JOSHUA CLAPF.
Chairman af Committee of Correipondence.

Ladies'' Apparel.— Last evening wo had the

pleasure of examining some of the most beautiful

specimens of the industry and taste of our fair

countrywomen that we have ever seen.—Two
bonnets and two Vandykes, one of each wrought
by Mrs. Keyes, and the others by Miss Collar,

both of Sangerfield, Oneida county, were sent

to our office for inspection, and for exhibition

and sale at the Mount Vernon Fair. They arc

made of tbe finest down of the milk raced, in

fashionable form, lined with white silk, and are

as rich flowing and elegant as if composed of

floss silk. We have no doubt they will attract

the particular attention of the ladies, and we
shall be disappointed if there is not considerable

competition atncrg patriotic husbands in bid<iing

at the auction for these beautii'ul articles of

dress for their wives, as well as by way of re-

warding tbe ladies who have wrought them
with so much skill, aud sent them hither in tfie

hope of fair compensation and encouragement

to renewed efforts. The Fair in this coumy is

considered the most important in the state, and

the show of manufactures, particularly house-

hold productions, is the best and most various,

with the exception, perhaps, of Brighten Fair,

of any in this countrj'. We hope the sale cf the

articles exhibited will stimulate to further im-

provement, [.v. F. Statesman.

A little girl who vfA% matched to walk 30

miles in eight hiurs and a half, accomplished

her task on monday week, in a quarter of a mile

circle, on Pennenden Heath. She performed

the distance, with apparent ease in 7 hours 57

minutes having 33 minutes to spare. The
weather was particularly unfavorable for her, it

raining heavily a great part of the time. Her
name is Emma Matilda Freeman ; she resides at

Strond, and is scarcely eight years of age.

f^^g- Paper.

Beet.—A correspondent in Belchertown, in-

forms us that Mr. John Robbins of that town,

made him a present, the last spring of a blood

beet, which be raised the year before, and

which weighed 25 pounds 8 oz. He says—"Let
Middlefield gardens try again." —Hamp. Gaz.

Coal discovered.—The Lehigh Company of Philadel-

phia has discovered a large body of Coal wHbia a Tnite

and an half of the river;—the coal now brought to

market has to be traossoited nine miles by land.
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Fro.n the Land on Horticultural Transactions.

On the Native Country of the Wild Potatoc, with
an account of its Culture in the Garden of l,\c

Horticultural Societi/ ; and Observations on the

Importance of obtaining improved Varieties nf
the Cultivated Plant. By Joseph Sabine, Esq
F. R. S. &c.

^

The possession of the pirtnts of the A'atlve

Wild Potutoe, has been long a desideratum, and
from the great importance and extensive use
of the cultivated root, the subject of course bo-

came an object of attention to the Horticultural
Society. In my comrannications with the So-
ciety's correspondents on the other side of the
Atlantic, this was pointed out as one of the

most interesting- oljjecls to which their attention

Could be directed ; and it is with no small satis-

faction that I am able to state that our inqui-

ries have been successful.

Great doubts have existed as to what parts of
the new world the natural habitat of the Sola-

rium tuberosum or Potatoe should be assigned
;

and the question is even now a matter of discus-

sion among Botanists of the greatest eminence.
The vegetable, in its cultivated state, was (irst

known in this country as the Potatoe of \'irgin-

ia ; I conceive, however, there can be little

doubt that the plants which Sir Walter llaleigh

found in that colony, and transferred to Ireland,

liad been previously introduced there from some
of the Spanish territories, in the more southern

j>arts of that quarter of the globe ; for had the

yotatoe been a native of any district, now form-

ing part of the United Stales, it would before

this time have been found and recognised b> the

botanical collectors who have traversed and ex-

amined those countries.

From the Baron de Humboldt's observations

on the potatoe in Mexico, it seems certain that

it is not wild in the southwestern part of North
America ; nor is it known otherwise than as a

garden plant in any of the West India islands.

—

Its existence, therefore, remains to be fixed in

South America, and it seems now satisfactorily

proved, that it is to be found both in elevated
places in the tropical regions, and in the more
temperate districts on the western coasts of the
southern piirt of that division of the new world.

According to Molina, it grows wild abundantly
in the fields of Chili, and in its natural state is

called by the natives AIa;rlia. producing, when
uncultivated, small and brtter tubers. The Ba-
ron de Humboldt asserts, that it is not indigen-

ous in Peru, nor in any part of the Cordilleras

situated under the tropics. But this statement

is contradicted by M. Lambert, on the authority

of Don Francisco Zea ; the former of whom
says, that he and his companions Bombay and
Ruiz, had not only gathered the Solannm tube-
rosum wild in Cliili, but also in Peru, in the

environs of Lima ; and the latter has assured

Mr. Limbert, that he had found it growing in

the forests near Santa Fe de Bogota. The
above account of Pavon is further conlirmed by
the evidence of a specimen gathered by him in

Peru, and now forming a part of the herbarium
of Mr. Lambert, with the name of" Palatas del

Peru."

Mr. Lambert, in his communications to the
Journal of Science and the Arts, supposes that

the wild potatoe is to be found in the eastern,

as well as the western and northern sides of
•South America. His opinion oa this point ap-

pears to have been founded on the following cir-
cumstances :

Among the specimens in the Herbarium form-
ed by Commerson, when he accompanied
Bouganville in his voyage round the world, is

one of a Solanum, gathered near Monte Video.
In the Supplement to the Encijclopedle, this speci-
men was described, on the authority of M. Du-
nal, of Montpelier, as belonging to a species
distinct from SoLnum tuberosum, under the name
of Solanum Commorsonii, and it was subse-
quently published by M. Dnnal, with the same
name in the Supplement to his Solonarum Synop-
sis. Mr. Lambert, however, conjectured this
specimen to be that of the type of the cultivat-
ed potatoe, and was induced to do so by inform-
ation received from Mr. Baldwin, an American
botanist, that he had found the Solanum tube-
rosum wild, both at Monte, and in the vicinity
of Maldonado, as well as from Captain Bowles,
who had resideil a considerable time at Buenos
.\yres, and who had told him that this plant was
a common weed in the gardens and neighbor-
hood of Monte Video.
The above statements certainly confirm the

existence of a plant in suflicient abundance near
the shores of the Rio de la Plata, which Mr.
Lambert identities with Commerson's specimen

;

but the proof that it is the Solanum tubero&um,
in opposition to the decision of M. Dunal, rests
only on the opinion of Dr. Baldwin, and Ca|)t.

Bowles, without the usual satisfactory evidence
ol specimens, which have not been supplied by
cither of these gentlemen.

In order to elucidate the question as much as
possible, I a[iplied to M. Desfontaines, Director
01 the Museum of Natural History in the Jardin
du Roi at Paris, for permission to have a drawing
made of Commerson's original specimen, which
was deposited in the Herbarium under his charge.
Vv'ith a liberality and kindness which I cannot
too highly compliment, the entire specimen was,
without delay transmitted to me. It has much
the appearance of being in a dwarf or stunted
state. The label affixed to it is thus described :

•' Hispanis Tomates—flores sunt palliduli—de
la plage du pied du morne de Monte \'ideo en
Mai, 1797." The size of the blo'som is evident-
ly larger than that of the S. tuberosum, under
similar circumstances; the depths of the divi-
sions of the flowers, and tlie large proportional
size of the terminal leaf, present striking differ-

ences from correspondent parts of the common
potatoe. Very little hairiness is perceptible on
the specimen, which if it had been taken from
a plant of S. lubcrnsom, would probably have
been much more hairy, as it usually is when
stunted. It is also somewhat singular that Com
merson, who could not but know the S. tu!>er-

osum and its various names, should have atiixed
that of "Tomates" to his specimen; this makes
it almost certain that he did not consider it to

be the potatoe. On these grounds I have ven-
tured to hesitate in concuring in the o|)!nion of
-H. Lambert, that wc have sullicient evidence
of the growth of the wild potatoe in the neigh-
borhood of the Rio de La Plata. It possibly may
be found there, but its existence in that part of
America is not proved, since it seems tolerably
certain that Commerson's plant is not it, and M.
Lambert does not suppose that the plants seen
by his correspondent and friend were different

from Commerson's.
Early iu the spring of the present year Mr.

Caldcleugh, who had been some time reside
at Kio .Janeiro, in the situation of secretary
the i'.ritish Minister at that Court, where"' !

had been indefatigable in his exei-iions to fc

ward the objects of the Horticultural Societ
returned to England, having previously taken
journey across the cumry, and visited the -^ri

cipal places on the western coast of South
menca. Among many articles of curiosi
which lie brought with him, were two tubers
the wild potatoe, which he sent to me with ti

following letter :

Montague Place, Portman Square,
February 24, 1823.

Mv Dear Sir—It is with no small degree
pleasure that I am enabled to send you sort
specimens of the Solanum tuberosum, or N;
five Wild Potatoe of South America.

It is found growing in considerable quantitit
in ravines in the immediate neighborhood <

Valparaiso on the western side of South Ame:
ica, in lat. 34, 30, S. The leaves and flowei
of the plant are similar in every respect t

those cultivated in England, and elsewhere.
1

begins to flower in the month of October, th
spring of that climate, and is not very prolific

The roots are small and of a bitterish tastt

some with red and others with yellowish skim
lam inclined to think that the plant grows o
a large extent of the coast, for in the south c

Chili it is found and called by the natives .170"

Ha, but I cannot discover that it is employed t

any purpose.

I am indebted for these specimens to an ofli

cer of His M.ijesty's ship Owen Glendower, whi
left the country some time after me.

ALEXANDER CALDCLEUGH.
Tlie two tubers were exhibited to the Socie

ty, and a drawing made of them before the
were planted. Had there been a third, I shouli

,

have been tempted to have satisfied myself a. l

to the real flavor, which Mr. Caldcleugh, as wel
as Molina, describes as bitter. Tliey wen
planted separately in small pots, and speedilj
vegetated

;
and grew rapidly, and were subse-

i

quently turned out into a border about two feei

distance from each other, when they became
very strong and luxuriant. The blos.soms al

first were but sparingly produced, but as the
plants were earthed up they increased in vigor,
and then bore flowers abundantly

; but those
were not succeeded by fruit. The fiower was
white, and differed in no respect from those va-
rieties of the common potatoe which have
while blossoms. The leaves were compared
with several varieties of the cultivated potatoe,
which generally were rather of a more rugose &
uneven surface above, and with the veins stron-.

ger and more conspicuous below, but in other,
respects there was noditlerence between them..
Tile piunnlu; which grew on the sides of ihe^
petiole, between the pinna; of the leaves, werei
lew, not near so numerous as in some varieties
of the cultivated potatoe; but in specimens of-

other varieties that were examined, their
leaves were destitute ofpinnulas, so that the ex-
istence of these appendages does not appear to

be so essential a characteristic as has been sup-
posed, and as it is stated in the Supplement to-

the Encyclopedic.
(

The earth with which the plan's had been
moulded up had been applied in consideritde
quantity, so as to iorm a ridg", tiie sides of
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r.h >vori' lull two feet lii;;ii ; and ytiuiii lii''

,th of August, runner-! from the roots and

Is of ibe covered sipins protinded them-

es towards <lie surlV.ce ol ihe ridi;o in ^real

ibers, and when they reached ihi- I'glit, Ibrm-

considerahle stems hearinfj leaves and

soms, so that at lens;lh the two |>l.ints he-

e one mass of many appareiitlv different

ts issuiiiij iVom all sides of the ridy;o. The
^atance ol' these runnors in such (luantities

peed a douht as to the identity of the (ilani

our common pcitatoe, which douhl was iu-

sed when it was ascertainiMJ, th tl so late as

month of August no tubers had been I'orm-

V the roots. The runners were, however,

therwise difl'eront from what are Ibrmed by

cultivated potatoe under ground, except

they were more vigorous, as well as more
srous.

he plants have recently been taken up, and

loubt respecting them is now removed

;

are undoubtedly the Solanum tuberosum.

principal stems when exien'led, measured

than seven feet in length; the produce

most abundant, above six hundred tubers

gathered fium two plants; they are of

us sizes, a few as large, or larger than

eon's cao:, others as small as the original

rather arip;ular, but more globular than ob-

some are white, others marked with

les of pale red or white. The flavor of

when boiled, was exactly that of a young
oe.

c compost used in moulding up the plants,

ery m:ich saturated with manure, and to

ircumslance I attribute the excessive lus-

;e of the growth of the stems; had com-
:ard(-ii ninuld been employed, they would
wa probably groivn so strong, and I sup-

hat while the plants were thus rapidly

jg stems and leaves, the formation of the

i was delayed, for the production of these

2en work of the latter part of the season
;

;annot be called fully ripe, nor have they

ed the size which they probably might

done if they had been formed earlier,

sy will, however, answer perfectly for

urpose of reproduction (or seed, as it is

cally called,) and they are in sufficient

• to be subjected to treatment similar to a

on crop of polatoe. The result of anoth-

ir's experience is necessary to enable us

observe on the merits and value of this

itroduclion ; but the following changes al-

appear to have attended its subjection to

ition ;—the produce is most abundant, the

have lost all the bitterness of flavor

is attributed to them in the natural state,

eir size is increased remarkably; from all

circumstances 1 am disposed to infer, that

iginal cultivators of thii; vegetable did

ercise either much art or patience in the

,tion of their garden potatoes.

: increased growth of the potatoe, not on-

hese kingdoms, but in almost every civil-

art of the globe, has so added to its im-

ce, that any information respecting it has

e valuable; the subject of this commu-
n may therefore not be without interest,

he exception of wheat and rice, it is now
ily the vegetable most employed as the

f roan ; and it is probable that the period
2;reat distance, wheo its extensive use

?ea place it before those vrhicli have

li iliorto neen considered the chief staple? ol

life. The elTect of the unlimited extent to

vhich its cultivation may be carried, on the hu-

man race, mirst b<; a subject of deep interest to

Ihe political economist. The extension of pop-

ulation will be ns unbounded as Ihe production
of food, which is capable of being produced in

very small space, and witJi great facility ; and
the increased number of inhabitants of the

earth will necessarily induce changes, not only

in the political systems, but in all the artilicial

relations of civilized lite. How far such chan-

ges may conduce to, or increase the happiness
of mankind, is very problematical ; more espe-

cially when it is consiilcred, that since the po-

tatoe, when in cultivalion, is very liable to in-

jury from casualties oi season, and that it is not

at present known how to keep it in store for

use beyond a few months, a general failure ot

the year's crop, whenever it shall have become
the chief or sole support of a country, must in-

evitably lead to all the misery of famine, more
dreadl'ul in proportion to the numbers exposed
to its ravages.

Under such circumstances, and with such a

prospect, it is surely a paramount duty of those

who have the m^eans and power o( attending to

the subject, to exert themselves in selecting and

obtaining varieties of potatoes, not only with

superior qualities in flavor and productiveness,

but which shall be less subject to injury by

changes of weather when ingrowth, and which
may possess the quality of keeping for a length

of time, either in their natural state, or under

the operation of artificial treatment. This is

one of the objects to which the care and ener-

gies of the Horticultural Society ought to be di-

rected. Under its auspices, and by its means,

some new kinds have been brought into notice,

but a wide field of exertion is still before it.

—

With the potatoes cultivated in South America
at the present time, we are very little acquaint-

ed ; there is one especially which has been
heard of, but which has not yet reached us,

known at Lima as the yellow or golden pota-

toe, and which is reported to be far superior in

flavor to any now grown in Europe.
On the subject of the potatoe there is also a

point of much curiosity and much interest open to

those who have leisure and opportunity of con-

ducting the investigation. Several accounts of

its introduction into Europe, and especially into

Great Britain and Ireland, are belore the public,

differing from each other, and none exactly cor-

rect ; the entire truth is probably lo bo extract-

ed from the whole, and ought to he supported

by references lo the original authorities for the

different facts. To these in order to render the

history of the potatoe complete, an account of

its original discovery, and the observations made
on it by the first and early visitors to the shores

of South America, should be obtained; and this

research would probably lead to a detection of

the circumstances attending its first introduction

into Virginia, which is at present involved in

obscurity.

ON THE GROWTH OF EARLY POTATOES.
BY E. H. DERBY.

Observing the produce of a few potatoes,

which I transplanted the last year, to be very
good, I was induced ihvs season to try the expei'-

im^nt upon a soirewhat larger scale. About
the first of April 1 took some late white potetoes

after cutting them placed them in a hot bed, a^
close as they could lay, and roveied them with
earlh. On the 2tlh of April, the plants being
in fine order, some of llicm twelve inches high,
I took them up and separating all the shools
but one from Ihe parent potaioo. 1 niade drilk
about three feet apart with a hoe, ami filling

Ihe same with well digested manure
; I lrans|)lant-

ed as I should cabbage plants, the wlude of the
shoots about nine inches apart in the drills. On
the 3d of May there was a very sharp <rosl,

which injured the tops of the plants very con-
siderably

; they in a few days recovered and
grew very rapidly, scarcely one ofthem failing.

The rows were twice hoed. On the 30lh of
June 1 commenced using new potatoes, the size

large, and very fine, equal lo any taken up in

October: finished digging them on the 10th of
August; the laud measured 90 by 52 links of
the chain, on which stood one pear and plum
tree, and produced at the rate of 293f bushels
per acre. The rows might have been much
nearer, consequently the produce would have
been greater. I could not perceive any differ-

ence in the yielding of the plants, between those
which were separated, and the ones which ad-
hered to the potatoe. Should I try the experi-
ment again, I should take all the plants from
the potatoe, and replant it as it appeared as

fresh and sound as the day it was first put into

the ground.

Vidcs, ut ulta stut nive candidum
Swacte ! nee jam sustlneaut onu3
Sylvse laboiantes.

Look ! how white with snow stands mount
Wo ; and bow the groves labor with the burden.
RcmarkciUc zccallicr.—The snow began to de-

scend in broad, moist flakes, on Saturday morn-
ing, at about 8 o'clock, and continued its thick,

fast and feathery fall, till about sun-set. About
12 o'clock it was heard to thunder, and again a-

bout 2. Notwithstanding a great part of (he
snow melted as it fell, it had covered the ground
at night to the depth of at least four inches.

It threw on the leaves and branches of the tail,

slim poplars ia our streets, so heavy a load as

in a considerable degree to strip them of their

honors; and in the afternoon there was scarcely
a moment in which you could not hear the grnaa
of some of those vegetable dandies, as they were
divested, one after another, of their trim attire.

The moral of the scene was impressive ; and the
diy was calculated to inspire a sheltered itnd

ruminating man, with a musing and quiet awe.
The maples, the elms and chesnuts sustained the

weight of the falling heavens without injury, lor

their branches had sprung from a good stock
;

their growth had been slow and solid, and their

strength, in the hour of need did not fail, liut

the precocious and exotx poplars, brought from
the warmer regions of the south, graceful, but

frail, could not bear the brunt of our northern

skies, and yielding the gay vesture to the storm,

lost all when they lost their bi.'aH.y.

Thus may we find *• tongues in the trees ;* and if

our young men and maidens will listen to what
those tougues teach, they will I'orm for them-
selves characters that will sustain them in ad-

versity and command respect in prosperity ; the

s,->cial afl'ections, like singing birds, shall raak-e

nests in their branches, and the solid truuk a[
good principles shall sustain their honors.

[Troi/ Sentinel, Oct 23 '
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For the followins;, together with some other valuable

receipts and a " History of the Potatoe" we are in-

debted to " A Subscriber," who will please to ac-

cept our thanks for his Tahiable communications.

TO PRESERVE FRUIT WITHOUT SUGAR.

Reported to the. Society of Arts, {Englaiul) by

Thomas Sadtlington.

Take gooseberry boltles, or the widest neck-

Ril, common porter bottles ;
clean them ; have

the fruit picked but let it not be too ripe. Fill

them as full as they will hold, to admit the cork

(o be put in ; frequently shaking the fruit while

filling. When done, fit the corks to each bottle,

and sticking them in so lightly that they may
be easily taken out when the fruit is scalded,

which may be done either in a kettle, copper or

sauce pan over the lire ; first putting a coarse

cloth at the bottom, to prevent the heat of the

fire from cracking the bottles. Then fill the

copper, or' kettle with cold water sufficiently

high for the bottles to be nearly up to the top

in it. Put them in sideways to expel the air

from the cavity under the bottom of the bottles.

Take care that the bottles do not touch the bot-

tom, or sides of the vessel which will endanger

their bursting. Increase the heat, gradually

160° or 170° by a brewing thermometer, which

will require about three fourths of an'.jour. If

a thermometer cannot be had, the heat may be

judged by the finger— the water being very

hot, but not so as to scald it. If too hot add a

little cold water, or slack the fire. When at

this degree of heat, it may be kept so for half

an hour longer, which will at all times be

quite enough, as a longer time, or a greater

heat will crack the fruit. During the time that

bottles are increasing in heat, a tea-kettle full

of water must be got ready to boil as soon as

the fruit is done. If one fire only is used, the

kettle containing the bottles must be half re-

moved from the fire as soon as it attains the

proper heat, so as to make room for boiling the

water in the tea-kettle. As soon as the fruit is

properly scalded, and the water boiling, take

the bottles out of the water, one at a lime and

fill them within an inch of the cork, with the

boiling water out of the tea-kettle. Cork them
down immediately, doing it gently, but very

tight, by squeezing the curk in, but you must not

shake them by drixing the corl;, as that will en-

danger bursting the bottles, with the hot ivatcr.

When corked, l.iy them on tlicir sides, as this

keeps the cork swelled, and prevents the air

from escaping. Let them lie till cold, and then

remove them to any convenient place of keep-

ing, always laying them on the side till used.

For the first month or two turn the bottles a lit-

tle round, once or twice a week, to preserve

(he fermentation which will raise a scmnonlhe
fruit, from forming a crust, by which attention

the fruit will be kept moist with the water and

no mould will ever take place. It will be pro-

per to turn the bottles a little round once or

twice a month afterwards. The wide mouthed

bottles will be best for convetiience of getting

iruit out lor use. When used the first liquor

poured olT answers for pies, tarls, puddings, &:c. in

place of water as iv is strongly impregnated

with the virtues of the fruit. The last poured

off, boiled up with sugar, makes a very rich

and agieeable syrup.

Twenty four bottles were sent to the Society

containing Apricots, Gooseberries, Currants,

Raspberries, Cherries, Plums, Orleans Plums,

Egg-Plums, Damsons, Siberian Crabbs, and

Green Gages. Apples and Pears may be done

for shipping, &c. The Society voted a premium

of five guineas for the communication. If heat

greater—say 190 degrees is used, the fruit is

reduced nearly to a pulp.

Ninety bottles of fruit thus presi-rved, cost

the preserver, in London, £\, 9, 5j ; in the

summer ; and in the winter, making allowance

for breakage and other accidents, would sell at

a profit of nearly 200 per cent.
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Extracts from a work lately published by William
CoBBETT, entitled " Cottage Economy,'''^ with occa-

sional remarks on some of the statements of the au-

thor.

[Centinued from page 02.]

The following directions from Mr. Cobbett's work,

above mentioned, relative to the choice of Malt and

Hops may be of use.

" Malt varies very much in quality, indeed it must
with the quality of the barley. When good, it is full of

Hour, and in biting a grain asunder, you find it bite ea-

sily, and sec the shell Ihin and filled up well with flour.

If it bile liard and steely the malt is b.ad. There is

jiale malt and brown malt ; but the ditference in the

two arises merely from the different degrees of heat

cmjiloyed in their drying. The main thing to attend

to is the quantity offlour. If the barley was bad,

thill or steely, whether from unripeness or blight, or any
other cause, it will not malt so well ; that is to say, it

will not send out its roots in due time, and a part of it

will still be barley."

In order to ascertain whether the barley has been
well malted, Mr. Cobbett directs to " take a handful of

the unground ma.\l, and put it into cold water. Mis it

about with the water a little ; that is let every grain

be wet all over ; and whatever part of them sink

not ^ood. If you have your malt ground there is not

that I know of, any means of detection.
" If the barley be all uell malted there is still a va-

riety in the quality of the malt ; that is to saj-, a bush-

el of malt from fme, plump, heavy barley, will be bet-

ter than the same quantity from thin and light barley

In this case, as in the case of wheat, the xeeight is the

criterion of the quality. Only bear in mind that as a

bushel of wheat, weighing sixty-two pounds, is better

worth six shillings than a bushel weighing fifty-two is

worth /our shillings, so a bushel of malt weighing/or(^

fire pounds is better worth nine shillings, than a bushel

weighing thirty-fire is worth six shillings. In malt
therefore a? in every thing else, the word eheap is a de-

ception, unless the quality be taken into view.
"• There are tv/o things to be observed in hops : the

pcire'T of prcserring beer, and that of giving it a pleas-

antflaror. Hops may be strong, ::nd yet not good.—
'J'hcy should be bright, have no leaves orbits of branch-

es amongst them. The hop is the husk, or seed pod, of

the hop-vine, as the coM is that of the fir-tree ; and
the seeds themselves are deposited, like those of the fir,

round -a little soft stalk, enveloped by the several folds

of this pod, or cone. If, in the gathering, leaves of the

vine or hits of the branches, are mixed with the hops,

these not only help to make up the iceif/i?, but they

give a bad taste to the beer; and, indeed, if they a-

bound much, they spoil the beer. Great attention is,

therefore, necessary in this respect. '] here are, too,

numerous sorts of hops, varying in size, form, and qual-

ity, quite as much as a/</j/f-j. However, whenever they

are in a state to be used in brewing, the marks of

goodness are, an absence of brown eolur, (for that indi-

cates perished hops ;) a color between green and. yellow ,-

'A great ejuantity of the yellow faririn ; seeds not too

luYge or hard ; a clammy feel when rubbed between the

finyvrs ; and a /a-f/;iy pleasant smell. As to the off of

hops, they retain for twenty years, probably, theirpc?''-

er of pre^-trx'ingbeer ; but not of giving it a pleasant

flavor. I havTe^ised tbeni at ten years old, and should

have no fear of using them at tweaty. 1 bey lose none

of their bitterness ; none of their power of preser'

beer ; but, they lose the other quality ; and, there,

in the making of fme ale or beer, new hops are ti

preferred. As to the quantity of hops, it is clear, i

what has been said, that that must, in some deg
depend upon their ^ua/i/j/; but, supposing them t

good in quality, a pound of hops to a bushel of ma
about the quantity. A good deal, however, dcpi

upon the length of time the beer is intended to be k
and upon the season of the year in which it is brei

Beer intended to be kept a long while should have

full pound, also beer brewed in warmer weather, the

for present use. Half the quantity may do undei

opposite state of circumstances.
" The Water should be soft by all means. Tha

brooks, or rivers, is best. That of a pond, fed I

rivulet, or spring, will do very well. Rain-Watf
just fallen, may do; but stale rain-water, or stagi

pond-water, makes the beer flat and difficult to ke
and hard water, from wells, is very bad : it does

get the sweetness out of the malt nor the bitternesa

of the hops, like soft water ; and the wort of it

not ferment well, which is a certain proof of its u

ness for the purpose."

i4 Superlative Turnip.—Ebenezer Hobbs, Esq

Weston, Mass. has raised this year, a turnip wl

weiglis eleven pounds and a half Vi-ithout the top.

is somewhat superior to the Worcester and Leict

turnips, and deserves of course a higher stani

among the vegetable prodigies of this prolific seaso

FOREIGN.
By late arrivals, Liverpool papers hare been red

ed to the 27th September.

The Citadel and town of Pampeluna have sifr

dered to the French, and the garrison sent into I vi

A disease had broken out among the Kii-nch trooji

St. Sebastian.—Marshall Lanriston had nia;ched

12,000 men to reinforce Monccy's corps in Lower i

alonia.—The prisoners taken at the Trocaderos ami

to 1100 men, who have been sent to Xercs.—A pri

letter from Madrid of Sept. 17th, says in a poEt!(

the corps of Riego had been completely ro-jted by

French Preparations continued to be made for

siege of Cadiz.—A letter from Valencia dated the

September, states that a victory had tien obia

.Milans over the French army, consisting of 10

men, commanded by Moncey in person. 'J he cng;

ment took place on the 28th of August, at Antafi

some leagues N. E. of Tarragona. It was maints

with extraordinary ohstiuac)' on both sides, and
determined by a decisive attack with the bayonei

long the whole line on the part of the Spanish infai

who broke the enemy and drove them off the iii

the cavalry of Milans pursuing them for several n

and in various directions. Milans makes the Frt

loss amount to near 1,700 men, of whom 170 were]

oners ; that of the Spaniards to something more t

600. An article, dated Madrid, Sept. 9th says, "

cial advices from St. Mary's announce that the Dep

Don Miguel Alava, arrived there the 4th inst. ivil

Hag of truce, bearing a letter from the king d >^\'M

the Duke D'Angouleme, and it was assertnl (hat

Duke will agree to no other condition but the en

liberation of the king"—Cadiz letters assert that

capture of the Trocadero had entirely changed

face of affairs there ; and that there were eontin

qilarrels between the militia and troops of the line.

The Boston Centinel of the 5th inst. asserts that

negociation for a cessation of hostilities appe;iredto

certainly in train at Cadiz and vicinity. Informal

of it had been dispatched by the British Mini)

A'Court from Gibraltar. It had received the

mediate attention of the British Ministry, and the

swtr thereto had been despatched by Mr. Canning,

a King's messenger, and an officer ; and a sloop ol

'

had been ordered to convey the answer of the Bril

Court with all speed to Spain. The Courier of I

18lh says, " the news is of great moment." 1

French Ministerial papers asserted positively that I

Duke would not agree to any other basis than the

storation of the King to liberty, and the surrendfi

Cadiz to the royal Spaniards. This basis eslaHijli'

it is said the guarantee of England of other conditii

would be admitted.
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iU laterfrom F.uropt.— Tlio ship Montano, airivod

(ew^Vork from Havre, lias brouglit fans jiapers to

'4tl> of September. A Monite^ir of the C3d con-

an ollicial letter announcing the capture of Geu.
three leagues from Carolina. The Krcncli flotilla,

)ii(ii at the entr.xnce of the River St. I'eter, near
iu the month of August, took, sunk or burnt 56

Is of various sizes, most of them laden with flour,

thcr provisions for Cadiz.
rreniiir of Cadiz.—The brig Mary and Eliza, Capt.
left Gibraltar on the 4th ult., arrived at this

>n the 6th inst. and informs that the city of Cadiz
ndered to the French forces on the 29th of Sep-

, aud thaMhe King and Rqyal Family, on the
ty, passed over to the French Head Quarters at

St. Marv.

DOxMtSTlC.
Yurk CallU Show and h\iir, is highly spoken of
have not yet received the details of this exhi-
The premiums, we leani were paid in sitrer

and books as well as in money, and many ladies

ed them in person together with the acclamations
ilause from the spectators. The first premium
or black broad cloth, which brought iJlO, 25 per
and the second $9, 75. A Gipsy Leghorn Imi-
by .Miss Harrison was bought by Mr. .John Leon-
$100; and another by Miss Babcock brought
The Hon. \V. P. Van .\ess presided at the din-
loug the guests were the flon. De Witt •Clinton,
lleu^, Minister to Chili, Col. Gibbs, Sic.

nyshire Calth Show.—The annual Cattle Show,
the Hampshire, Franklin, and Hamden Agricul-
ocitty was hild at Northampton, on the 22d and
October. " The exhibition of Household Manu-
s was far superior to that of any preceding year
nu.'uber, variety and excellence of the articles."

Neat Stock was decidedly inferior to the exhibi-
f former years."' The Swine were good and
I considerable improvement. The fine wooUed
vere not numerous, but some of them vei-j supe-

the Address of Mr. Bates," says the Hampshire
we shall only express (he sentimentiof the
aut!i"iice, by expressing our own admira-

It was a practical address,—appropriate to the
s represented on the occasion, and '.he truth
idom of his remarks and advice were well set ofl'

taste and fancy of the writer, and his graceful
oressive delivery. We understand the address
published." The performances nf Mr. Lucas,
choir of singers, on the evening of the first day
"attle Show are spoken of in terms of approba-
•Ve prepose to give further notice of this exhihi-
len we have received the detailed and official

-s which are expected,

Fown of Ealon against the world., for corn and
•' ' '—At the late Show and Fair, says the

I county (N. Y.) Observer, Benjamin Bartlett
d " s.atisfactory proof," that he raised one hun-
d seventy-four bushels of corn upon an acre of
«d also that he raised three hundred and five

»alf bushels of Potatoes, upon one half acre of
r which he received the first premiums. To
rs of Johnycake, and to the sons ofswatelre-

a\\-t be cheering news. Those who are un-
ted with thf; fertility of our soil may he dispos-
ubt the above. But every doubt will be re-

3y referring to Mr. Bartlett, who is an experi-
jriculturalist. and who will explain the process
mode of culture by which these enormous crops
iduced.

—

American Mercury.

'-I-—There was late'y exhibited in Bridge-
Jersey, a beet raised by Samuel Seeley,

that place, which weighed nineteen pounds.—
the species called beta vulgaris, containing
charine matter than the .Mangel Wurtzel, and
;avier in proportion to its size. Larger beets
in raised in New England, and there was one
I Ohio, (of which notice was taken in our 1st

44,) which we are told weighed thirli/ pounds .'

ly prodigious beet was from the seed ofBuon-
Siigar Beet.

er Mammoth Turnip.—Mr. .lohn Sargent of
rhas this year raised an English Turnip, which

weighed without the top, U lbs. lloz. and measures
22 indies in circumference, and 4 3-4 inches in thick-
ness, although it has been some time exposed in a situ-

ation in which it would be likely to shrink.

It was raised in a con. field in a part uo richer than
the common soil of the field, and had no particular care
bestowed in its cultivation

—

Com. Jot the Mass. Spy.

Singular Phenomenon.—On the 11th ult. about
twelve miles from Madison, in JelTerson county, on the
road to Verona, two explosions took place in quick suc-
cession, in the bottom of a branch near the house of
Mr. liadgeley, which cracked the rock for a considera-
ble lengtli, and threw up a quantity of mineral, inter-

miiigled with white spar. It is yet unknown what
kind of metal it is. The report was so loud that it

was heard at the distance of four miles, and those liv-

ing in the immediate vicinity were very much alarmed.
This is a singular occurrence, and such an one as we
do not recollect to have heard of before, unless ac-
companied by an earthquake. One of the editors has
been on the ground since the explosion, and examined

I

the creek and the mineral which was thrown up by
the explosion. Some of the rocks that were broken ap-
pear to be very large sheets, and the cfl'ect produced
upon them hiuch greater in extent than would be pro-

duced by a blast from powder.— Western [^Ohio') Cent.

Distressing Occurrence.—On the 1 1th of October the
house of Mr. Augustus Todd of Bertil, County, N. C.
was destroyed by fire and two of his children were
burnt to death ; the house having taken fite, by acci-

dent while the father and mother were absent at a
neighbour's house. A negro man, who was at work,
at some distance from the house, seeing the fire ran to

save the house but arrived to late, 'i'he unfortunate
tather had three children, two of whom were in the
yard at play when the fire broke out ; but the eldest

son on discovering the fire raii to the rescue of the child
from the danger, aud fell a victim to the flames.

Duelling—The Grand Jury of Charleston, S. C.
have presented duelling to the Legislature as one of the
grtatest crimes against the peace and w( Ifare of so-

ciety, and recommended that provision be made to dis-

qualify the principals and seconds engaged in duels
from holding places of honor and profit.

Ji Warning to (Quacks One Dr. Miller, iu the inte-

rior of New-York, has had Judgment rendered against
him for £600 for mal-practice in undertaking to set the
arm of a young woman, which had been dislocated at

the elbow, and which had been rendered entirely use-

less by his negligence or ignorance.

A writer in the National Intelligencer, with the sig-

nature of "• A Farmer," laments the destruction oftim-

ber in the best cultivated parts of the United States,

and advises the planting forest trees, extensively, for

fuel and lumber.
House of Industry.—The Agricultural experiments

made at this Institution have succeeded beyond expec-
tation. A lot from which a fine crop of hay was cut in

July, has since produced several hundred bushels of

excellent turnips.—We have seen some of them, which
measured twenty two inches in circumference, fair,

round, smooth, and finely flavored.

—

Boston Cenlinel.

Mammoth Calves.—A yearling calf, was exhibited

at the Saratoga Cattle Show, which weighed 1325 lbs.
;

and a calf ten months old, which weighed 672 lbs.

both raised by Mr. Gilbert Waring.

Early Snow.—On the 25th ult. snow fell in Cher-
ry Valley, N. Y. to the depth of 12 inches or more. At
Lansinghurgh, in the same day, a violent snow storm
accompanied with thunder and lightning, was experi-
enced which left the snow a foot deep.

»3 veryfine Grass Hat.—Miss Betsey Belcher, of Al-
bany, at the late Agricultural Fair in that city, exhib-
ited a grass hat, which was purchased by the Presi-

dent of the Society at auction at $50.

Capt. Joseph Edwards, an enterprising and industri-
ous mechanic, of this town, lately removed the Asylum
House in Carpenter-street, with the chimneys, furni-

ture, and fixtures, over thirtyfeely by means of a slide.

Hf)

The family were within, attending to their concerns,
while the house was moving. We undtrstHnd thul.

neither the walls, nor the brick work in the chimneys,
received the slightest injury by the process of removal.

l^Sukm Ubicntr.

To Correspondents.—We have received scverri'

communications from respected carrespoudents, ivhich
shall meet with all possible attention ; but sonic lime
must be allowed us to comply with their requests and
intimations. \S e have a plan for an Ice House in the
bauds of the Engraver, which we hope to insert in our
next. For the hint we are indebted to a corvcspeiident.

who takes the letter " K." for his signature, and whosC;

valuable communication respecting the best mode of
clearing laud from puie slumps, &r. shall soon be pub-
lished.

The request of the gentlemen who wishes for a list ol

the most " approved agricultural works" shall be com-
plied with as soon as we can command time sufficient

to make some inquiries connected with the subject.

We wish not only to give the required list, but to state

where the books may be obtained ; and this information

we hope to furnifh ; but personal interviews with some
of our friends who have agricultural books for sale will

be necessary in order to make the article as complete
as we hope to be able to render it.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pear! do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo. No 1, . . . .

" No2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. new
" 2d qual. .

small kegs, family,

CHEK$E, new inilk ....
FLAX
FLAX SEEO
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee,
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Kye .....
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 15J23

LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern

PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, Navy Mess ....

Bone Middlings new, .

Cargo, No 1, ...
Cargo, No 2, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover

WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed
do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, Is-t sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAL
MUTTON and LAME, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, best

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye,

Indian,

POTATOES, ....
CIDER, liquor, new ....
HAY, best,
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From the Providence Journal.

AGRICULTURAL ODE FOR THE YEAR 1823.

Awske your joyful minstrelsy :

But not the clamorous note of war,

To tell the deeds of chivalry,

For Independence done.

Nor yet recount, how soared the star

Of Freedom, o'er the ocean wave,

When, late, in combat met the brave.

And victory was won.

The warrior's trophy, stained and toru.

No pleasure can on us bestow ;

'Tis purchased with the widow's moan,
The orphan's sigh of wo.

Awake the note of mirth and glee.

For bloodless triumphs, all our own
;

Fit subject, these, for minstretsy,

And pleasure's genial glow.

In hope we ploughed the stubborn soil

:

In confidence the seed was sown :

The harvest blessed our patient toil.

And plenty crowns the year.

The Artists's trophies, too, are won :

The Loom its well wrought web unfolds,

To shield us from the searching colds

Of winter's blasts severe.

Gur commerce sweeps, with swelling s

Fearless, o'er ocean's wide domain.
Borne onward by his favoring gales

;

Nor tempts his storms in vain.

Returning from far distant shores.

With teeming wealth her honest gain.

Upon our happy lands she pours

The treasures of the Main.

These triumphs, Industrx/, are thine
;

And long may Peace, protract thy rei°

Such blessings may we ne'er resign,

A name in war to gain.

The warrior's meed is but a name :

Glory's an empty phantasy :

Her brightest hallow is a flame

Of splendid misery.

ails.

MISCELLANY.

Iron Mwiiilain in Mis.imtri.—This place is in

Wiifhin^ton County m tliis Slate, and is the mosl
extraordinary store lliat has yet heen ili.«cover-

ed in any country. It vvouUI not proliably be
transcending the limits ot" trtUn to say, that it

wonUl supply the world with this useful miner-
al for a long period of time. In appearance it

bears a strong resemblance to native iron, and
would yield, on fusion, 80 or perhaps 90 per
cent.

There are other places that have been denom-
inated iron mountains^ such as that of TraberR
in Poland, and two, the names of which we do
not recollect that have been discovered in Lap-
land

; but none of these can be compared with
the mountains ot Missouri, neither m point ot
magnitude, nor in quality of ore.

It is a matter of astonishment that no foundry
has yet been established convenient to this place

;

in its neighborhood are many valuable mills,
and there is evidently no want of water power
for the applicatioQ of machinery, even of the
largest construction. As there arc few individ-
uals who could command the capital necessary

to be employed in this bu.siness, it would per-

haps, require a company to carry into effecttial

execution, an enterprise of so much importance,

and which could aot fail in being amply produc-

tive. Of the success that would attend it there

cannot exist a doubt, and it is thought, by many
intelligent persons, that iron, castings, &,c. might

be exported advantageously even to places

where they are now manufactured.

The peculiar quality of the ore of which this

section of country is the rich depository, is also

worthy of attention. At a Bloomertj, erected by

Messrs. Perry and Ruggles, iron is produced of

a quality greatly superior to any Ihat can be im-

ported, and is preferred by smiths, because it is

worked wilh greater facility, and is found to

possess, in a very high degree, the properties

of steel. Axes, plough-irons, and other imple-

ments of husbandry, made of this iron, without

any addition of steel, is found nearly equal to

those formed in the ordinary way.

The iron mountain is frequently visited bj the

curious traveller, and by those who have con-

templated drawing on its vast store of wealth
;

and at length it is stated, a foundry and other

works, calculated to bring into operation the

mineral resources of this district, are about to

be erected. We do not vouch for the truth of

this statement, but a better prospect for the in-

vestment of capital is but seldom presented, and

(here can be no doubt, that, if not immediately
it will soon, be embraced.

—

St. Louis Inquirer.

Lieut. Kolzebue has discovered in the wes-

lorn part of the gulf to the north of Beering's

Streights a mountain covered with verdure (moss
,ind grass) composed entirely of solid ice. On
arriving at a place where the shore rises per-

pendicularly from the sea to the heighth of 1000
feet, and continues afterward to extend wilh a

gradual inclination, they observed masses of the

purest ice 100 feet high, preserved under the

above vegetable carpet.—The portion exposed
to the sun was melting, and sending much water
into the sea. Ao undoubted proof of the ice

lieing primitive (i. e. not formed by any causes

now in action) was afforded by the great num-
ber of bones and teeth of the mammoths which
make their appearance when it is meited. The
soil of these mountains w hisli, to a certain height,

.re covered with abundant herbage, is only half

a foot thick ; it is composed of a mixture of clay,

earth, sand, and mould : the ice melts gradually

beneath it, the carpet tails downwarel, and con-

iinues 10 thrive —The latitude is GO deg. 15

mm. 3G sec. N.

Belzoni., the Travcller.—This enterprising travel-

ler is now on an ejfploratory journey in northern
Africa. A letter has been received from him,
dated Fez. He had had the honor of being pre-

sented to the Emperor of Morocco, and obtained

his Majesty's permission to join the caravan,

wliicli would set out for Timliueto in one month
after tlie date of the letter, '-ll nothing," writes

this enterprising man, if " nothing should happen,
and if promises are kept, I shall from this place

cross the mountains of Atlas to Tallet, where
we shall join other parties from various quarters,

and from thence, with the help of God, we shall

enter the Great Sahara to Tirabucto. Should I

succeed in my attempt, I shall add another rornc
tablet, to the temple of Eortune ; and if, on the

contrary, ray project should tail, one more n

will be added to the many others which I

fallen into the river of oblivion." We ur,

stand that his design is first to reach Timb;
and from thence continue his route through

heart of Africa to Sennaar. He will then

through Nubia, arrive once more in the lat

Egypt, the scene ol his memorable diacove

A Foetus Disinterestedness.— Mr. Pope n

(Mattered any body for his money in the co

of his writings. Alderman Barber had a
;:

inclination to have a stroke in hiscommenili

inserted in some part of Mr. Pope's works.

did not want money, and he wanted lame,

would probably have given four or five t

sand pounds to have been gratified in thi:

sire ; and gave Mr. I^ope to understand as n:

Mr. Pope would not comply with such a I

ness ; and when the .Vlderman died he left

only a legacy of a hundred pounds, which n

have been some thoii.sands if he had obi

him with only a couplet.

—

Spctice''s Anecdot

Enovgh is as good as Sujierahvndance.—

V

Mr. Pope's nephew that had been used t»

sea, refused a very handsome settlement

was oftered him in the West Indies, and
that fifty pounds a year was all he wanied
would make him happy, Mr. Pope, in.ste;

using any arguments to persuade him not 1

fuse so advantageous a proposal, immediate
fered to .settle the yearly sum upon him v

he said would make him happy.

—

Ibid.

The Tendency of Uriting.—No writii

g"od that does not tend to benefit manki
some way or other. Mr. Waller has saitl

' he wished every thing of his burnt th;

not impress some moral."

—

Ibid.

Poetry n-cll paidfor, and yst a good bargi

the Purchaser.—A little after JJr. Young
published his Universal Passion, the Du
VVbarton made him a present of ^COOl. for

When a friend of the Duke's, who was su

ed at the largeness of the piesent, criei

" What ! two thousand pounds for a poem?
Duke smiled, and said it was the best ha

he ever made in his hfe, for it was iairly \

lour thousand.

—

Ibid.

Contentment.—There are two sorts of
tentment; one is connected with exertion

other with habits of indolence : the first

virtue, the second a vice. You may soniel

see a man in sound health submitting day
day, to evils which a few hours labor n

remedy; and you are prov<jked to hear
say; "It will do well enough forme. T
it do for my father before me ? I can ma
shift with things for my time—any ho»
contented." No man ought to be conlj

with any evils which he can remedy by h3
industry and exertion.

—

Miss Edgerec
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REMARKS ON PLOUGHING.
[Concluded Irotn pajc 114.]

lisputcs have arisen among farmers in this

nlrv and in Europe relative to the best man-

ol' laying- the furrow slice. Some contend

turning the furrow slice completely over,

laying it quite flat ; but others allegpe thai

most advantageous to place each slice in

ti a manner that its outer edge may extend

ttle over the inner edge of the furrow which

1 drawn next before it. " In several districts

ilngland it is usual to lay the furrow slice

e liat, and this is particularly the case where

re are no ridges ; but in Northumberland,

in Scotland, a contrary system is adopted.

founded on this idea, that as two of the prin-

1 objects in i)loughing are, to expose as

h as possible to the influence of the atmos-

re, and to lay the land, so that the harrows

, in the most eflectual manner, raise mould

Dver the seed ; these objects are most efiec

in the fall or summer preceding the sowing or] These ])ractices greatly contribute to the im-

planting of the seed, and cross ploughing in the provement of such soils, not only by the dung

sprin^ls made use of, preparatory to put. ing and urine thu-. deposited, but by the cunsohda-

in the seed, we are inclined to think that the (I'oJi and firmness if tcxlnre which the treading

"•feather edged ploughing" as it is som^'times ! of sheep occasions.'"*^'

called, (in w'hich the furrow slices are not laid
}

On the whole, although it would not be pos-

so flat as to exclude the air from between, and i sible to give general rules not liable to many

from the lower part of the furrow slices) is to exceptions, on the slinpo and position of the fur-

be preierred. " Ploughing previous to wmter

seliino- in is of great use to clajs, or stiff lands,

exposing the surface to the frost, which mel-

lows and reduces it in a manner infinitely supe-

rior to what could be accomplished by all the

operations of man."* If, then exposing the sur-

face of stiff soils to the fiost is of great advan-

tage, the more surface there is exposed the

greater the advantage; and if the furrow slices

are set partly or entirely on their edges there

will be, as before intimated, more surface ex-

posed than there would be if they were laid per-

fectly flat. And if they were turned in such

a manner as to form an angle of 45 degrees, the

outer edge of one furrow resting on the inner

edge of that which immediately preceded it,

y accomplished, by ploughing land ol' every I there would be but little chance for the weed
ription, with a furrow slice about seven

es deep, and which, if about ten inches and

If broad, raises the I'urrow slice, with a pro-

•houlder, forming the angle 45, the point

h ought to be referred to, when deiermin-

lelvveen the merits of different specimens

oiighing. For that purpose, the depth of

tirroiv, should, in genera!, bear a due pro-

on to the breadth, that is, about two thirds,

six inches deep is to nine broad. This is

general, if not the universal opinion of the

h farmers."* The angle 45 is strongly re-

lended in Bayley's Essay on the Construc-

if the Plough, in his Durham Report and

H -own's Treatise on Rural Affairs. In the

am counties of England, however, they

ally prefer to turn the furrow quite flat,

rizontal ; and allege as a reason for that

ce that the weeds, grass, &c. ploughed un

moot well be smothered or withered un-

16 roots are turned completely bottom up-

, and the turf covered so closely as to have
Timunicalion with the atmosphere.

^landers land is frequently cultivated by an

ment called the PAnot, which is highly es-

d. By this instrument the land is not

I over, as by the plough, and the weeds
I; but the soil is elevated and pressed in-

II ridges, and thus is better exposed to the

;ial influence of the winter frosts, and be-

much sooner dry in spring than when
id is turned over perfectly flat. When
slices are set up edgeways by a plough

ecome small thin ridges, are more easily

ed by frost, and are in a situation to at-

lore of the lertilizing influences of the

here than when they are turned over so

e in a horizontal position. Perhaps this

f ploughing land may be advantageous in

ird soils, where several ploughings are

iiry to prepare for the reception of the

If land of this description is broken up

|e »fAgriculture.

or grass to grow up between the furrows, which

may be the case, when the slices are set per-

pendicularly, or nearly so, on their edges. There

will likewise always be a cavity under the edg-

es of the furrow slices, containing stagnant, and

sometimes putrescent air, which will enrich the

soil. Moreover if ridge-ploughing is at all ad-

vantageous, we cannot see why a mode of

ploughing, which makes a ridge of every fur-

row slice, or at most a ridge by turning the edge

of one furrow slice on the edge of its immediate

predecessor should not be likewise of advantage.

Besides, by these modes of ploughing you form

a covered or open drain or hollow place, be-

tween the furrows, which by carrying off super-

fluous water will render the soil fit for tillage

earlier in the spring than would be possible il

every furrow slice was laid flat as it was turned

upside down. The harrow will also more rea-

dily take hold of a soil, where the furrow slices

form little ridges or protuberances, and thus a

proper mould will be procured for the covering

the seed*, or earthing up plants in a growing

crop. And if there is danger of the lands lying

too loose and hollow, repeated harrowing, and

rolling it with a heavy roller after sowing will

furnish a remedy.

Dry sandv soils, such as ought not to be plough-

ed in ridge's should be turned over completely,

and be laid and kept level as possible. Such

soils, if rendered loose, and laid light by cultiva-

tion will be robbed of their fertilizing particles

as well by rain ashy sunshine. In other words

they are liable to suffer by washing, by scorch-

ing, and by too much draining. They do not

need to be made any lighter, by " feather edg-

ed ploughing" or setting the furrow slices edge-

ways, being too light under ordinary cultivation,

it is therefore " a great advantage to such soils

to fold sheep, or to consume the crops of tur-

nips upon the ground where they are raised.

row slice, which should be cut and disposed of

according to the views of the cultivator, the

nature of the ground, the proposed crop, &e.

we are inciined to believe that Sir John Sin-

clairs maxim will apply to most of our New-
England uplands. That eminent agriculturist

Says that "• thf point which ought to be referred

to, when determining between the merits of dif-

ferent specimens of ploughing is the angle of

45 degrees." That is, other things being equal,

the nearer the furrow slice comes to forming an

angle of 45 degrees with the horizon, the more

perfect the specimen of ploughing. But ano-

ther maxim of the same writer is equally wor-

thy of attention. " Dry soils being deficient in

moisture ovght to be tilled flat, as any sort of

drainings which the furrows might afford would

be prejudicial rather than advantageous. In

Kent, dry land is left as level as if it were dug

with a spade. The moisture is thus equally

diffused and retained under the surface of the

earth.-'
* Code of ..Igricwll lire.

* See Husbandry of Scotland, rol. i. p. 229, and vol.

xi. Appendix, p. 26.

HIAKTNG CIDr.R. .

Although we have heretofore, with the aid

of our correspondents, given pretty copious dis-

sertations on the subject of manufacturing cider,

we confess that the following article, copied

from the Portsmouth Journal of the 11th ult.

has furnished a new idea on this subject which

we believe may be useful.

" Cider.—Your casks must be clean and in

every respect well prepared <o receive the li-

quor. On the evening of the day you make
your cider, place it in your cellar. Take one

quarter of a pound of isinglass, (made of hake

sounds) and put it in two quarts of cider—place

it by the fire, and let it simmer and dissolve.

Then put it into your hogshead of cider, -well

secured from air, except a small vent hole, and

your cider will be perfectly clear and remain

sii'eet and goodfor years. For a barrel, let there

be used two ounces."

The following remarks in Sir Humphrey Da-

vy's Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry will

explain the reason on which this process may

be founded.
"• Fabroni has shewn that the gluten in must is

essential to fermentation ; and that chemist bat

made saccharine matter ferment by adding to

its solution in water, common vegetable gluten

and tartaric acid." The acid is supplied by the

fruit, but the gluten may be obtained perhaps

to most advantage from the isinglass. Thomas

Cooper, M. D. of New Jersey has recommend-

ed the use of calves feet Jelly as a substitute for

isinglass. If, however, gluten is used either in

the shape of isinglass or calves feet jelly, n'

should think it might be best to omit the ar
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cation of the alcohol as recommended in page

89, vol. ii. of the New England Farmer; or at

least not to adil the alcohol or spirit of any kind,

till alter the cider had done workinsf, or the vi-

nous fermentation was completed. Gluten is not

soluble in alcohol, and we apprehend that its

addition in any considerable quantity to must or

new cider which holds gluten in solution would

cause the latter to fall down, or he precipitated

as chemists espre«s it, before it had produced

its desired eifoct in promoting the vinous fer-

inentation. Of this, however, we are nut cer-

tain, (as the alcohol would bear but a small

proportion to the quantity of the liquid) and, per-

haps experiments alone cm decide the question.

AN ADDRESS
Delivered before the Grafton (jV. //.) Agricultural

Society, at their Jiamial Meeting, October, 18:22.

By Thomas Whipple, Jr. Esq.

Mr. President,

Gentlemen of the Society, and Fellow Citizens,

In my attempt to addiess you on this rccasion,

I teel no inconsiderable degree of ditfidence

and want of confidence in ravself, to do justice

to a subject which is in itself highly important

to the well being of ourcommiiuity ; but every
member of the commuiiily ought to exert him-

self to aid the whole, and however defective

may be his labors, yet he ought to submit them,
subject to the belter judgment of tho^e who
may have more time or leisure to contribute

to the fund of general knowledge.
Agriculture in its general sense, compre-

liends a knowledge of the nature of the soils,

with which we meet, on and near the surface of

the earth ; the methods of correcting those

which are unfavorable to the production of use-

ful vegetables; the improvement of such as arc

deteriorated by our cropping ; such imp!ement~

as are fittest for facilitating the operations of

the husbandman ; the means and powers best

adapted to such purposes ; the cattle and live

stock most prolitable to mm whether for labor or

more immediate use as food ; the grasses, grains,

roots and pulse most beneficial to him, and the

minor subjects connected with this important

science. The objects of agriculture, must then

be, of primary imfiort to man, and his condition

will be found more or less meliorated, accord-

ing to his greater or less progress in the science

of husbandry

.

One of the greatest concerns, of every wise

people, an<l enlightened government, must then

be, the iminovemcnt and perfection of the hus-

bandry of the country, which they inhabit, or

over wliich it may exercise control.

Of all the arts, (says the learned Vattel)

tillage or agriculture is doubtless the most use-

ful and necessary, as being the source, whence
the nation derives its subsistence. The cultiva-

tion of the soil, causes it to produce an infinite

increase
; it forms the surest lesource and the

most solid fund of rithes and commerce, for a

nation that enjoys a happy climate. This object

then deserves the utmost attention of the gov-
ernment and people. The sovereign ought to

neglect no means of rendering the land under
his jurisdiction as well cultivated as possible.

it would be useless to multiply arguments
and authorities, to satisfy ourselves, of what has
bpon adinill'MJ by the reflecting of almost all

"otries and ages of the world.

If improvement in agricultural science, is

important and necessary to the well being and
happiness of other nations, it is peculiarly in-

teresting to the people of the United States.

The American farmer pursues his occupa-
tion under circumstances of [leculiar felicity.

His tenures being allodial or fee simple, he is en-

abled to enjoy the utmost avails of his labor, to

provide for his ease and comfort, and to trans-

rait to his posterity, free from any prejudicial

restraints, whatever of his property may remain
at his decease.

Nor are the agriculturalists of the United
Slates, (more especially those of New-England)
considered as a degraded class of society ; but

the manners and habits of thinking in the Uni-
ted Slates, have remedied the abuse, of which
Vattel so justly complains, as injurious to agri-

culture, at the period in which he wrote.

"Another abuse(says he) injurious to agriculture,

is the contempt cast upon the husbandman.
The tradesman in cities, even the most servile

mechanics, the idle citizen, consider him that

cultivates the earth, with a disdainful eye ; they
humble and discourage him. They dare de-

spise a profession that feeds the humiin race,

the natural employment of man. A little insig-

nificant haberdasher, a tailor, pl.ices tar beneath
him, the beloved employment of the first consuls

and dictators of Rome."
If at the present day, a vestige of feeling re-

mains, in any class of community, were it to be
r-xpressed, he who should utter the sentiment,

ivould rather be considered as a suitable inmale
for a lunatic asylum, than fit for rational socio-

'y-

An art so necessary, useful and beneficial.

as is that of agriculture, it should seem, that all

would wish and conspire to improve. But how
shall the husbandmen, effect their desirable ob-

ject ? It may be replied, that in this, as in ev-

ery other department of knowledge, system will

be found to be, an indespensable auxili.iry.

Aristron Metron, method is the best, was the
saying of one of the seven wise men of Greece

;

and it will be (ound as applicable to any attemjits,

to improve agricultural knowledge, as, to all

the other arts and sciences. So long as the

larmer shall be confined to his own limited ex-

perience, and possess himself of no other male-
rials for knowledge in his art, than the detach-

ed and scattered facts, which he may casually

derive, from the experience ol his more imme-
diate neighbors, so long, he will make but little

progress, in improving himself in the art of hus-

bandry. Measures should be adopted by the

agricultural community, to embody the ex[)eri-

ence and improvements, of other nations, inhab-

iting countries similar to our own, ifi soil and
cbmale; to collect and preserve the valuable
tacts, observations and discoveries in agricultu-

ral knowledge, which are scattered over the
siirfiice of our extensive territory, and which
are to be found in documents not accessible to

the great mass of our farmers, to acquire cor-

rect topographical knowledge of the counties
within our own state; the state of property
therein, farm buildings, mode of occupation, im-
plements, fences, arable land, grass, orchanls,
plantations, draining and other improvements,
live stock, rural economy, the defects which ex-
ist in the present system of management, and
the most probable and least expensive means of
remedying them.

Our soils should receive particular atlentii

It must occur to every one, that different
rieties of soils, must require diffeient treatmi
and culture.

The division of soils into clayey, loan
calcareous, sandy, gravelly, peaty or mossy ;

vegetable earthy .«oils, as they are found in i

tare, lays the foundation for improving each,
very different principles.

By different combinations of these subsfanc
all the intermediate kinds of soils are form'
and upon a pro|ipr mixture of them, in cert;

proportions, depends the success of the farm
industry. But if the cultivator, understand
the nature and properties of the soil subjeclei

his culture, how will he be able to make thi

admixtures, which may improve it?

li calcareous, argilaceous or silicious m
ter, predominate in any given soil, so as to r

der vegetation feeble, an addition of grea
quantities of either of these kinds of eai
would increase the cause of unproductiveni
A more intimate and scientific knowledge of
nature of our soils, must then be necessary, t

successful cultivation of ihem.

1 am aware, that long settled habits ofthii

ing, on agricultural subjects, will lead many
the conclusion, th.il common observation v

supply every defect, and remedy every err

in the culture of our soils. But, does not cc

moil observation evince, thai no inconsidera

portion of our farmers are rather declining

their circumstances, and becoming less and 1

able to produce sufficient supplies of agric

tural pi .'.bluets, to afford ease and plenty, in i

domestic circle ? Hence, frequent einigrati

in quest of a better country : or what is woi
in.my are tliscouraged by bad crops, ceasS
^rtion, and sit down in despair, consoling thf

selves With the fallacious saying, that "the h
laborer, fares no better than the idler." Si

would do well to substitute the saying of an i

incut writer on agriculture, " it is not the qu
tity of labor, but the skilful application ol

which produces plenty."

There has heretofore been less necessity

a scientific investigation of the constilu

principles of our soils, because, when our la

were first reduced from a state ol nature, tl

were covered with the rich vegetable moi
produced by the successive layers of leaves ;

other vegetable matter, annually <lecompo
upon their surface : but successive cropping,
exhausted this rich source of supply lo the I

mer, and brought him in contact with the prii

live ingredients of the soil which he is to en

vate, and from which, he must not only der
his food, but his wealth.

This impoverished state of our soils is i

great source of disquietude, and the promotel
the spirit of emigration. But, does it beco
an enlightened people, like the hordes of k

north of Europe, first to exhaust their means i(

subsistence, and then migrate in quest of oil

provinces, that they may devour also, the proil

lions of the earth, destined by the benefic

Creator for the support of other families

mankind ?

It is important (says Seybert in his sta

tics) to consider what will be the effects of i

migrations on the agriculture of the Allan

Slates. Many valuable farms originally prod

tive have been ab.uidoned after they were i

hausted and made barren from constant cultii
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)n and no appiicntion of the means to re«:tore

eir lost fertility. If migration be continued

der these circumstances some districts will

reafler exhibit all the features and poverty

a desert, and extensive tracts of valuable land

II be a waste to the injury of our agriculture,

inulactures and commerce.
If our country is not to be loft waste, and in-

[mMk of sustainino^ a rapidly increasing popu-

ion, means must be adopted to restore our

ds to their origfinal productiveness.

I have made these general observations «p-

the nature and objects of agriculture, its im-

-tance to mankind, its tendency to improve

condition of society, the propriety and neces-

of placing it in the most respectable and

orable place among the arts, of aiding it by

ans ol scientitic knowledge, and the fallacy

onie of the prevailing ideas respecting it,

t we might estimate the importance of zeal-

ystcmatic efforts to improve it.

Mtliough individual exertions may do much,

he improvement of agriculiural knowledge,

neither individual exertions, however well

lied, or well directed, have been found sufii-

t, to advance the interests ofhusbandry with

ainty and etTect.

V cursory view, of the agricultural history

^reat Britain, will convince us of this fact.

we are induced to wonder, that among a

pie, and under a government, where the arts

sciences have been patronized with amuni-

it liberality, creditable to the government,

frequency oppressive to the people, no reg-

system, for the improvement of the agri-

ire of the country, should have been adopt-

mtil as late as 1793.

ccordiug to their best historians, the art

rriculture was at a low ebb until the 14lh

jry, at which time, it began to be j)ractised

e middle and northern parts of England,

ems however, not to have been cultivated

cience, until the latter end of the 16lh

iry ; at which time, Fitz Herbert publish-

s tirst woik, entitled ' the book of husban-
' from this period, to the tmieof the com-
vealth under Cromwell, small advances

made; when Sir Hugh Piatt, discovered

rought into use a variety of manures, tor

jrtilizing and recovery of exhausted soils,

e time of the restoration, agriculture ap-

; to have been much neglected, until Eve-
and Tull, excited the attention of the na-

o its importance and utility. After their

up to the year 1790, many valuable im-
;ments, were made in the practice, and

al eminent writers, rendered important

ces, by enlightening the minds of their

rymen and inducing emulation among them.

30ut the year 1790, Sir John Sinclair, who
listinguished for his genuine patriotic phi-

ropy, conceived the idea of a national board

ricullure ; and in the year 1793, after the

s of its utility were removed, and the dif-

y Si delay attending all novel attempts at im-

ments were fivercome, the charter of this

ble institution was granted. To thissocie-

ys Dr. Gregory, we are indebted for 80 vol-

of the most useful agricultural knowledge,
rk comprising so many important objects

; science of agriculture, cannot fail of pro-

g national beoeiits, greater perhaps than

been derived from any other political in-

on of modern times. By pursuing such a

plan for a few years, and publishing to the world

such communications, under some systematic

arrangement, we may expect, that agriculture

will become the best understood and the most

accessible of any art, in the whole circle of hu-

man acquirement. We have in this short epi-

tome of the agricultural history of England much
to excite surprise, much to avoid, and much to

imitate.

We are surprised, that among a people whose
words antedate the christian era, who soon after

that epoch, had intercourse with the liomans,

the most civilized and most advanced in arts and
sciences of any people of the earth; who passed

ihrough many revolutions in the state of their

society, and had intercourse with so many neigh-

boring nations, who excelled in the spirit ofchiv-

alry and retained an ardent desire tor freedom,
and who I'reqnenlly sufiered extreme distress

from famine, and almost continual difficulties

Irom short crops, should have neglected their

agricultural interests, until as late as the 14th

century, and alter that period should have left

them to be advanced by individual exertion

alone, until the year 1792.

We ought to avoid the apathy which seems to

have prevailed among this people respecting

agriculture ; but we ought to admire and imitate

tbe zeal with which when once the powerful
machinery of the national board of agriculture

was put iu motion, they seconded every revolu-

tion and accelerated its velocity, until several

million acres of land which had before been
waste and considered unproductive were reduc-

ed to a state of high imjirovement and almost

every field in the kingdom grew green and luxu-

riant under its influence, as if new and fertiliz-

ing dews had been sent down from heaven to

bless and cheer the efforts of the husbandman.

The history of onr own agriculture will equally

convince us that individual exertion is incapable

of producing that improvement in agricultural

knowledge which its importance demands.
It will be unnecessary however to enter info

details where a subject is so well known and
time will permit the mention of a few facts only.

Prior to the introduction of systematic eflort'', by

means of agricultural societies, to improve our
husbandry, the whole agricultural products of

the United Slates, were estimated at only about

$200,000,000. In 1817, a short time after the

system for improvement was introduced and

before it had time to extend and perfect itself

and to produce the beneficial results which may
hereafter be expected from it if persevered in,

our agricultural products, were estimated at

gl62,634,000. He who has travelled in those

sections of our country where these institutions

have overcome the difficulties incident to their

tirst formation and are now in the full tide of suc-

cessful experiment, will ask no other or better

evidence of the superiority of united, over indi-

vidual exertions for the improvement of the ag-

riculture of a people—his conviction is involun-

tary and perfect.

The several agricultural societies within this

state have been recently united by the inter-

vention of a board of agriculture and the foun-

dation laid for a systematic plan of improve-
ment. By the agency of this board, the farmer
will be enabled to receive a compend of' useful

information respecting the art of husbandry,

and will be relieved from the labor necessarily

required to make him acquainted with the more

voluminous and less condensed wi)rks on th<i

subject of agriculture.

The County Societies will annually contrib-

ute to increase the fund of knowledge and has-

ten the work and excite (he spirit of inqirove-

ment and emulation.

We have to lament that the difficulties and
obstacles incident toj the formation and suc-

cessful operations of such institutions have not
been entirely overcome. It was in hnve been
expected that upon the first advances of the

government in the grant of the charter and a

fund for premiums to excite emulation, every
respectable farmer wilhin the county would
have hailed the event with joy and readily

tendered his exertions (o accelerate the progress

of agricultural improvement.
With a population of 8653 engaged in agri-

culture according to the last census, we regret

to find only the number of 139 enrolled as mem-
bers of tbe Grafton Agricultural Society of

>vhich number 2o are professional men and a

number of others engaged principally in trade.

Doubt seems to have supplanted confidence and
exertion and by many indications, we have rea-

son to apprehend that too many of our legisla-

tors have drank deeply at this destructive foun-

tain.

We cannot, however, sutler ourselves fo in-

dulge the belief, that the representatives of an
enlightened community, jealous of their liber-

ties and lynx eyed with respect to their inte-

rests, will be ])ermiltcd (if they should be so

disposed) to abandon one of the most important

interests of Ihe stale, and suffer the exertions to

improve our agriculture, to droop and expire for

want of judicious aud timely aid. They cannot

be permitted nor is it to be believed, that they

will be disposed to forget or neglect that true,

just saying of \'altel, '• The sovereign ought to

neglect no means to render the land under his
'

jurisdiction as well cultivated as possible."

But I have already taxed your [latience too

long and must rely upon your candor to palliate

errors. It is not unfrequently more judicious to

call into action the powers and means already

possessed, than to win theories which may
prove of no practical importance.

Curious and simjde manner of keeping Apricots,

Peaches, Plums, Refresh all the year. By M.
Lemery.

Beat well up together equal quantities of ho-
ney and spring water; pour it into an earthen
vessel, put in the fruits all freshly gathered and
cover them up quite close. When the fruit is

taken out, wash it in cold water, and it is lit for

immediate use.

FROM A CORRESPONDENT.

Substitute for IFAUc Lcarf-Take the best Rhode .

Island lime, and slake with the smallest possible

quantity of water : as soon as it is cool, add to it

buttermilk (strained so as to free it from the
butter,) in such proportion as will make it as

thick as common white-wash be careful that it

is free from lumps.—To he applied with a
white-wash brush.

Substitute for Champaigne Wine.—A very ex-
cellent substitute for Champaigne wine is .taid

to be made from the juice of vnripe gooseber-
ries with a (large) quantity of sugar, sufficient

to render it sweet.
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HANCOCK CATTLE SHOW.

Belfast, October 29, 1823.—The, first annual

Cattle Show, and Agricultural and Manut'acturinif

Exhibition of the Society, for the County of

Hancock, was held at Bucksport on Wednesday
the 22d instant.

The several Committees, owinw to the want

of time, reported verbally. Official reports will

be made hereafter, and published, if they should

be found on examination to vary essentially

from the statement which follows —
The day being rainy, particularly in the

morning, was very inauspicious to the Exhibi-

tion. Our section of the country having suffer-

ed mnch the pa^t season by an unprecedented

drought, great expectations were not indulged

with regard to vegetable productions or agri-

cultural experiments. The premiums offered

by the Society were neither large or numerous.

The show being a novelty in this county, many
preferred being spectators at the meeting, rath-

er than competitors for the premiums. Besides

the prejudices of practical Farmers, and their

attachment to ancient customs, are great obsta-

cles to improvement in the science of Agricul-

ture. Taking these difKcullies and other local

disadvantages into view, the Exhibition was as

well attended and the Show was as respectable

as its most sanguine friends ever anticipated.

In the morning the following Committees
were chosen, and performed during the day the

duties assigned them res|)ectively, viz.

Coinmittee on Stock.—Samuel M. Pond, Josiah

Hook, Jr. and Daniel SpafTord.

On zuorking Cattle.—Leonard Jarvis, Joseph
Lee and John Lee.

0(1 Horses.—John N. Swazey, Benjamin Hook
and Solomon Skinner.

On Vegetable Productions.—Hezekiah Rowell,

Edward S. Jarvis and Thomas Adams.
On Discretionary Premiums.—Caleb B. Hall,

Leonard Jarvis and Samuel Little.

M. S. Judkins was chosen Treasurer pro tern.

The following Premiums iverc awarded by the

Committees, and approved by the Trustees, i)i>.

To Col. John Black, of EUbWortli, for the best

Bull, the Society's full prealium. $10
To John Pierce, of Prospect, for a pair of Work-

ing Cattle, a premium of 5

To Sewall Lake, of Bucksport, for ditto, 3

To Henry Little and others for the best Stud Horse,

(the Rising Sun) the full premium, 15

To Daniel Edwards, of Brooks, for the next best

(The Young Kentuckian) 5

To Enoch Page, of Bucksport, for a specimen of

Italian Summer Rye, 2

To Benjamin Smith, of Surry, and William Page,

of Frankfort, jointly, for the greatest quantity of

wheat raised on an acre—to each, a premium
of five dollars, 10

To Leonard Jarvis, of Ellsworth, for a specimen

of cheese' exhibited by him, 3

[This premium with one fourth of the sum awarded
to the " Rising Sun" was returned by Mr. Jarvis to

the Society.]

To Gilbert Van Emberg, of Barncoat-Island, for

the best Butter $5

We will proceed to hazard a few remarks on

the animals and other articles exhibited. Col.

Black's Sidl was a very fine animal—large, ex-

ceedingly well formed, and of perfect points.

—

Tiie owner not being present, we have been un-

able to obtain any accurate account of him.

His pedigree, &c. will be furnished hereafter,

and published.

The Horse Rising Sun, owned by Col. Little

and others, is a valuable acquisition to this coun

ty—not much noticed heretolore, for an excel-

lent breed of horses. Lightfoot would not have
been an unappropriate name for this fine horse

— his gait and general appearance oblamed
great applause.

The young Kentuckian is a remarkably fine

animal, only three years old—he possesses most
of the points of a good horse.

An iron grey Horse, from Ligonia, in the

county of Kennebec, was offered for exhibition.

We were very much pleased with his appear-

ance. It is a favorite color among connoisseurs

both for the carriage and the saddle. We un-

derstand this horse is to be kept a part of the

time next season in this county.

In the trial of strength between the working
cattle owned by Mr. Pierce and Mr. Lake, very
considerable interest was excited. Against Mr.
Lake's cattle there was at first no competition,

and as the former were entered irregularly,

discretionary premiums only were awarded to

both claimants. The trial was made by drawing
a swamp pine mast, cut last winter, which has

remained with its bark on. The stick was fifty-

five feet long, and seventeen inches mean diam-

eter. It was drawn over uneven ground, with a

chain attached to the top end. It was moved by

both teams but the greatest distance by Mr.
Pierce's oxen. It is to be observed however,
that his cattle were shod while the others were
not—besides the bark was considerably rubbed
off by the first trial—both yoke exhibited great

docility and were well trained. Those owned
by Mr. Pierce were in the best order for work-
ing cattle, and their form more perfect than the

others. We would recommend a Ploughing
Match for another year.

Some swine of an improved breed were ex-

hibited by the Rev. Mr. Blood and Mr. Lake.
That of Mr. Blood's was a cross of the Chinese
and Newbury ^vhite9 This kind fatten very
easily. It has been much approved by Gen.
Dearborn and others.

The specimen of Italian Summer Rye, culti-

vated and exhibited by Mr. Enoch Page, bids

fair to be a valuable acquisition to our farmers.

Our first object should be to render ourselves in-

dependent in the article of bread stuffs—and
while it occurs to us, we will suggest, that In the

cultivation of zvheat, except in virgin soils, or

crops from new lands, the use of Lime in con-

siderable quantity, ploughed in as manure, will,

we think, be found indispensible, particularly in

stitt" clayey soils. This Italian rye is much larg-

er and whiter than the ordinary rye of the

country—sixteen quarts of it were distributed

by sale for cultivation. A further account of

this article may be expected next year.

Some yearling native Bulls were exhibited

by John Thurston of Sedgwick, and Benj. Doane
of Bucksport.

The !5uller exhibited by Mr. Van Eraberg
was very fine, and sold at auction for thirty one

cents per pound. It will be seen by his account,

which is herewith submitted, that his process

for making it is essentially different from the

common mode.—Having used this butter lor

some time, and knowing it to be of a superior

quality, we can with confidence recommend
his process to our dairy women—they will to be

sure find it attended with some extra trouble,

but the butter thus made will also be of enhanced
value.

For the best managed Farm in the County,

and for experiments on Burnt Clay, Lime, an

Plaister of Paris for manures, as also of varioi

other articles, there were thisyear no apptican
t'or the Society's premium. It is to be hope
in future our good f;irmers ''will volunteer in

cause where failure is no disgrace, but the higl

est honor attends success. The encouragemei
fif rural industry, by rewarding distinguished ii

stances of agricultural experiments and improvi
ments with a premium, is well worthy of attei

tion, and although difficulties may exist with r<

gard to its execution, the ol'ject should not b

reliiiqiiisbed without some energetic aftemp
to accomplish it. Ttie field of improvement
large, and the laborers are few—we have tak(

the first step— the step of all others the mo
difficult—our confidence of success is increase

and our zeal is unabated. It will be recollect*

that our funds depend entirely upon annual su

scriptions, and we hope this suggestion alon

will induce the great body of yeomanry of tl

county to enrol their names among the list

members. Wherever agricultural societies hai

been formed on liberal principles, great improv
ments in that science have been the invariabj

result. By them a spirit of emulation is enki)

died, which added to a love of gain, produc

the greatest exertion. So far as it has bei

practicable to ascertain the views of the membe
of the Hancock Society, no spirit of desponde

cy prevails, but on the contrary, a unanimo
design to continue the annual shows in son I

part of the county. It has been suggested th I

the town of Belfast, would be a suitable at

convenient place for the next exhibition.

It is desirable on many accounts that thoi

who excel in Domestic and Household Manufa I

tures should exhibit the fruits of industry and i I

genuity at these Annual Shows—they serve i

models to others; excite a spirit of emulatio

and add considerably, by their variety, to tl

pleasures of the day. The manufacturer of sa

tinetts, cassimere, and woollen cloth—the m
ker of^ carpeting, flannel, cotton and woollf i

hose, gloves, straw bonnets, hearth rugs, & I

would find their own interest consulted by seni
|

ing these articles forward, as after the exhibitio

should they fail of obtaining a premium, the

can be offered for sale at auction, free of e:

pense, when they would generally comman
high prices in Ca^h. We particularly entrei

our fair friends in this way to encourage oi

humble efforts another year.
(

The Address delivered by Samuel M. Pont

Esq. was a sensible and judicious performanc

—abounding with useful remarks to the pract

cal Farmer. We can only regret that the usi

al limits of an address of this kind did not pei

mit him to touch upon a greater variety of <o/

ics, which doubtless occurred to his view whil

writing it. We understand the address is to b-

published, and it is to be hoped will be read kjl

every practical Farmer in the county.

Mr. Van Emberg^s direction for making PrenaX

um Butter. J

The first object of the dairy woman is to kee|'

every article used in the manufacture of Butte •

perfectly sweet and clean. Tin is to be pre(

i'erred for pails and pans. These are to be scald II

cd daily, and dried in the sun or by the fire.- 1'

In milking great caution is to be observed thii

no foreign ingredient gets into the pail.—Taki

the milk from the cows over night, after straio'i
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keep it perfectly cool, so that in ihf warm- ri<l himself of these intruders at the least ex- j sufficient room for a private family—to enlaigc
pense. The common method of jrettinq; them

j

it, would he drawin;^ too largely from the ice

up has been to dig round, cut olT the large which might occasion it to melt more rapidly,

roiits, then hitch four or live yokes of oxen and If it should he r('(piiri_'d of larger dimensions,

draw them up by main lorce, ivbich is attended
i
(particnlaily for butchers to vvboni it will be in-

with an expense that the commonally of far- 1 valuable,) 1 would advise that the house be en-

mers can ill aftbrd. There have, however,
j

larged in pro[)ortion. The pit is dug about three
lieen machines constructed which extract themiCeet wider at top than bottom, the bouse being
at much less cost than digging, but which can-

1 built perpendicular, (of logs or plank, mine is

not be done short of ten or twelve dollars per the former.) will leave acavily eighteen inches

acre. These objections to clearing land from wide at top, round the house, in which straw is

palhiT it mav not sour. On lh'> morning

, add the morning m:lk ti) that of the

eding night, without any additional heat

—

tantl.ng awhile, as soon as the milk ap-

rs to begin to cluiitgc, churn it. lii summer
change gonerilly takes place about ten

ock ; in cold weather it requires to be kept

r lor th.s purpose, say in spring ami an-

, the milk of tlie lirst mess may be kept till

ly following, and then it roquires the ad-

)n of warm water to the milk, to bring it to

roper temperalure for churning. But in

ase is the milk to be heated except in the

ner before described. Where the cows

ot dally come to the salt water, a quantity

own or line salt is to be added to the milk

re churning. The precise time tor churn-

is lo be carefully watched, and at the tirst

ation of change [or sourness] let it be im-

itely churned in the usual mode. The churn

Id be furnished with a plug at the bottom,

when the butter is well come, the butter

is to be drawn off by taking out the plug

—

water of about half the original quantity of

is to be poured into the churn, and the

ning resumed and continued until the but-

s entirely separated from the milk, which

stumps, are in a measure obviated by the fol

lowing simple mode of preparing and burning :

That is, have the stumps in the spring of the

vear dug round to the depth of six or eight

inches with a common stub hoe, or what is bet-

ter, an old adze, such as carpenters use
;
(a

man in one day can dig two acres.) Let them
remain to dry till a convenient time al'ter hay-

in?; then split otT a little of the outside of the

stumps and kindle fires under the principal roots

and carefully cover them with earth. In this

way the fire will work under the body of the

stump, and burn out a cavity. If it does not

completely consume the stump, it is left in a

condition for drying more speedily. Firing

should be repealed as often as convenience and

dry weather will permit, and in two, or at

be easily learnt by practice and observa-
j most, three years the stumps will be completc-

The butler is then to be taken out with

loden ladle, and line blown salt worked into

th the ladle— let it stand an hour, then

ed over again in the same manner—this

ition is to be repeated at the interval of an

, two or three times, always with the use of

adie, until the salt is thoroughly combined
the butter. It is then in a suitable state

loulJiiig, or to be put down in stone pots

h kegs.

he pots or kegs being well scalded, a strong

le is then to be made of salt and saltpetre,

le.ing well strained the pots or kegs are to

et on the sides therewith, and fine clean

prinkled on as much as it will adhere

—

lutter is then to be well packed down and

)letely filled up by pouring on the top the

ue of the pickle. The salt upon the side

8 vessel prevents the butter from adhering

and permits the pickle freely to pass to

lottom. The butter-milk thus made is of

ased quantity and value from that of the

ary mode, both for use in the family of the

Br, and the residue for feeding swine.

GILBERT VAN^EMBERG.
trncoat Island, Oct. 1823.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

I. Editor— If you thmk the following, or

ipart of it, worth publishing, you have it at

Dsal.

well known that a great portion of the

in New England, and especially that which
ot been cleared many years, is more or

ibstructed with stumps, which are great

cles to cultivating and improving it, be-

a considerable waste of land. It is true

most kinds of hard wood stumps will in a

. time decay ; it may, therefore, be more
iie farmer's ioteresl to let them perish of

own accord ; but pine, that has arrived at

rily before beiner chopped, will remain

1 and unimpaired fbr twenty years, and, in

• instances, have been known to last fifty,

erefore, stands the cultivator in Jhand to

ly pxtirminated at less than one fourth the cosi

laid out in the ordinary way of clearing.

It may. however, be better policy, on some
farms destitute of fencing stuff, to dig up the

stumps in preference to burning stumps, as it is

exceeded by no other wooden fence, for Ions

standing and durability, when put to that use
;

and it is peculiarly adapted to slopping sheej.

without the addition of poling, which is neces-

sary either on log fence or stone wall. R.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.

ICE HOUSES WITH ICE CL0SF.TS ATTACHED.

Htgkland, 2rf October, 1820.

Dear Sir—I herewith hand you a sketch of

my ice closet attached to my ice house, which

I recently described to you cursorily, and of

which you requested a more minute descrip-

tion. Having tested its value, I can with truth

declare it to be a most valuable appendage.

—

The citizen and farmer may both enjoy its com-
forts—the latter more particularly, will soon

know its value, where he is deprived of the

benefits of a good spring. The greatest im-

portance, however, attached to its use, I con-

ceive to be the preservation of fresh meals,

which I have kept for three weeks, as sound

and wholesome, as the day it was placed in the

closet, being entirely free from the musty anJ

clammy flavour which it is apt to partake of,

when confined in the customary way on t1ie top

of the ice. The only danger I apprehended,

was the fear of losing my ice sooner in the sea-

son, from the closet drawing its quantum of cold

atmosphere from the ice ; I am happy to find,

however, that my house still contains a body of

ice, although it was little more than half filled,

and (from my absence,) very imperfectly ram-

med. The size of my house is twelve feet

square, and in depth to the floor, there being a

space of one foot underneath, sloped to the

centre where there is a well of two feet, to re-

ceive any water which may pass from the ice.

The closet is four feet in width, which affords

to be closely crammed ; this, with a layer ot

straw at bottom and straw mats laid over the top

of the ice, will be quite sulficient for its preser-

vation. The partition is made of the same ma-

terials the house is built of, observing not to

join it loo close, leaving the slightest opening so

as to admit the escape of cold atmosphere into

the closet, the top of which to be tightly closed

up. The communication to the closet must be

by a descent from one end of it to a door, to

be cut immediately under the plate of the house,

and from thence by a small flight of steps to

ihe bottom of the closet, which is to be on a

line with the bottom of the ice room, the top

of the steps on the side to be secured by a slop-

ing door; the lower door of the closet to be

made only large enough to admit one person at

I time, both tight, and to be opened as seldom

as possible. The roof ought to project wide

'noUgh over the pit to secure it from the weath-

or ; where the ground is tenacious, 1 conceive

,t unnecessary to wall up the pit, but when this

s not the case it will be the most prudent to

lo so.— 1 have been, I think, unnecessarily par-

cular in the description, and if you agree with

.ue, you can make use of such parts of it as maj
>e thought requisite.

I have added also a ground and elevated view

of the interior of the house, as it may serve t«

elucidate some parts of this hasty sketch.

I am yours,

Very respectfully,

J. S. WILLIAMS.

Ground Viers.

I
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FOR THE NEW ENULAND FARMER.

Mr. Editor,—As your paper is almost exclu-

sively devoted to the subject of agriculture, I

beg leave to submit, through the medium of

it, a few observations upon a subject which
though long since introduced, and by some few

claimed some small share of attention, is, per-

haps, susceptible of as much improvement as

any one branch of agriculture.— I allude to the

subject of cutting hay, straw, &c. for fodder and

other uses.

In the first place it is evident beyond a doubt

that a great saving may be made by cutting hay
•—as by this means it is more generally mi.ied

together— i. e. the best locks with the poorest

—the heads, seed, leaves, stalks, &.c. become a

general mixture— so, that the animal cannot se-

lect the best locks, and tread the remainder un-

der foot ; as is frequently the case ; especially

when you would keep them full of feed and in

high rtesli. And as no farmer can avoid having
different qualities of ha}-, he can cut a small

quantity of good, with some of his poorer, indif-

ferent quality, and thus mixed it will be as rea-

dily eaten as the best without cutting— or even
take washed hay with a trifle of brine sprinkled

upon it, or when it is to be had a small quanti-

ty of salt hay cut with it; and it is equal to,

and will go as far as the average quality of hay
fed in the common wa\'. And if hay is scarce,

as is often the case, add a portion of cut straw

with the best quality of hay and when well mix-
ed together it will go much farther by the ad-

dition of the straw.

I think that no one of any experience or ob-

servation, in feeding stock will attempt to deny
these facts and that these alone would at least

warrant the expense of the experiment. But
notwithstanding the evident importance of what
has been said respecting hay, it is still more evi-

dent that with the article of straw still greater
savings and improvements may be made. In

the first place it is universally admitted that cut

straw mixed with meal or provender is an ex-

cellent substitute for hay, and in many cases su-

persedes the use of hay to those who have their

fodder to buy, because the same expended
for grain and straw (as the prices of hay and
grain usually are) will go farther than it would
if expended for hay—and jirove better to those

that raise their fodder, because more can be
raised with the same expense.

But besides the utility of using it for fodder,

it may be used with much more profit for ma-
nure by cutting it than it can without—for

instead of throwing it, in large quantities, into

the yard, as is usually the case, to undergo a

decomposition by being exposed to the wet and
dry weather through the summer season thereby
losing one half or mere of its real worth, which
is carried away in the atmosphere to enrich the
distant hills and mountains. I say instead of
this, cut the Straw fine and strew it liberally in-

to your stables— it affords a soft and agreeable
bed for your cattle which is very necessary in

cold weather; il also absorbs and retains all the
valuable moisture of stall and dro[)pings of the
cattle and prevents it from freezing in large and
troublesome heaps to the fioor, and is easily
shovelled out and mixed with the stable manure
and no doubt adds to the value of the manure
exclusive of the addition of the straw and is

much more fit lor use in the spring by reason of
its fineness and capaMe of being more equally

spread and mixed with the soil, besides being

doubled in quantity and quality by the addition

of straw ; or if more is raised than can be dis-

posed of in this way supply your hog-styes with

it ; or even if (brown into the yard, it abundant-

ly pays the expense of cutting ; for by sprin-

kling a small quantity of brine upon it, your cat-

lie will eat more of it, than they would if it

were whole ; and the surplus is ready in the

spring to be applied as manure ; but if thrown

out whole it is almost impossible to take it from

the yard or spread it upon the land on account

of its tough and entangled state.

It may also be used with great advantage by

sovving it at broad casts over the fields either in

grass or ploughing lands, the latter of which is

preferable. It has a valuable effect, as by spread-

ing it even and bj' ploughing it in, it mixes
evenly with the soil and renders it light and fer-

tile.

It furnishes an excellent manure for potatoes;

—put a half peck, or more, of cut straw to a hill

and your crop will be greatly increased and the

land improved for the next crop in consequence

of it.

That straw is worth five or ten times more
for manure by being applied before rotted is evi-

dent beyond a doubt from the fact that stubble

when tuincd in immediately after reaping, will

not only support a long succession of crops, but

will actually improve the soil. But when it is

suffered to remain standing six or eight weeks,
it is well known that it is much lessened in va-

lue and that a short course of such practice will

unfit the land for cultivation unless sustained

from other sources.

Oats in the sheaf may also be cut to great ad-

vantage as it is cheaper than threshing and
makes more consistent food than oats alone.

The foregoing observations are made with a

view to excite a greater attention to this sub-

ject. If they have this effect upon the farmer,
I shall feel myself amply rewarded for my trou-

ble :—satisfied, as I am, that when he has made
a fair and thorough experiment he will no lon-

ger adhere to the course pursued, in this respect,

by his father and grandfather. A Suescribt.r.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1823.

THE PRESERVATION OF ICE.

In a prpcecling page of this liay's paper we have giv-

en an article, (copied from the American Farmer) on

the construction of Ice Houses, which we believe will

be found worthy the attention of all who wish to pre-

serve that article, especially in cases where a closet for

the preservation of fresh meat is wished to be attached

to the premises. We would suggest in addition the

convenience and utility of making use of carpenler^s

or joiner''s shavings instead of slraw for the preservation

of the ice. We are assured by gentlemen of the first

intelligence and respectability, who have repeatedly

tried the experiment, that shavings are much superior

to straw for the purpose of surrounding and covering

the ice which you wish to preserve. Ten or twelve

tons of ice preserved in shavings have been found to

go farther and last longer than three times that quanti-

ty, when straw v,fas made use of. It is hardly necessa-

ry to add that shavings generally cost nothing but the

trouble of their removal, and application, but straw

costs something, and is worth something for other pur-

poses.

Those persons who may wish to preserve ice, and ;fc

unable or unwilling to be at the expense of constru

ing icehouses, may, perhaps, derive some advants

from the following extract from an " Address to

Essex Agricultural Society, by Andrew Nichols, Esi

which'states a mode of keeping ice in a common <

lar ; and which we republish from our first volut

p. 1)4, for the benefit of those among our subscribe

who may not be in possession of that volume.
" In the middle or one corner of the cellar may

built a bin. Throw down some boards, and cover t

bottom with straw ; or what is better, the spent b»

of tanneries, generally known by the name of tan,

sufficient quantity to leave it a foot in thickness un«

the common pressure. In the mouth of February

March, go to the most convenient pond of fresh wall

and obtain a sufficient quantity of ice, cutting or sa\

ing it up in blocks as large as can be convenienf

handled, and pile it up as compactly as possible

the bin, leaving a space of one foot or more all arou;

it ; fill this space, aud cover the whole with tan

straw, [or shavings] and the ice, unless the cellar!

uncommonly open will keep the -whole summer. Ti'

men, and one pair of oxen, will perform all the 1;

necessary to lay in such a store of ice in one day.

round this ice let the pans of milk be set, and place

pots of cream and butter upon it. Place two or thr<|

pounds of ice in each box when the butter is sent

market." v«/<^

Mr. Fessendek—Having prepared for the Trusts

of the Massachusetts Agricultural Society a list of tl

Touns in this state which received premiums at our la

Brighton Show, I was directed by them to publish

in your next "Farmer"— it will prove to our roiuit

friends, that although omtfunds are derived whol

from subscriptions in Boston and its immediate vicinit

yet a very trifling part of the premiums are awardi

near our " Head Quarters" but are ditfused very ge

erally through the stale.— It is also lobe recolkcli

that a large additional sum is yet to be awarded in I)

ceniber for .Agricultural Experiments and Crops, whi<

will principally go to the interior townf.

Those persons to whom premiums were awarded
the late sliow and have not received them, are reque;

ed to call on the Treasurer for the same and to be:

in mind that if not called for within six months, (lu y v
be forfeited aud abandoned to the use of our Society.

JOHN PRINCE, T cyiir'er

of Ike Massachustlls Jlgricullural ,'<ociel.

LIST OF T0WK3 WHICH R ECEIVED PHEMll'MS.

Sutton,
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FOREIGN.
iplure of Cadis.—The report of the capture of Ca-
coiilirined. Capt. Davis arrived at New York on

Ilh inst. from Gibraltar, which last mentioiu-d pliico

ft on the 5th October. He st.ites that tht rtjoic-

contiiiued for two days alongf the coast, and that

>ench vessels at Gibraltar tired and displayed the

ch and Spanish tla»s in union.

le Greeks—Great efforts are makings to induce the

h nation to interfere in behalf of the Greeks in

arduous strngf^le against Turkish oppression, and
said that the prospect is promising;—that the

il will not be ineffectual. A deputation sent by
ondon Greek Committee to the Morea, had re-

d, and made a most favorable report, and mea-
were in train to excite powerful and g:enerous

ions on the part of the British in behalf of the no-
forts of a renowned nation struggling to be eman
d from the most merciless despotism that cvei

ed the human race.

im I'era Cruz.—This place has been bombarded
rvaJs since the 25th ult. Trom 12 to 15.000 shot

aells have been thrown in the castle from the

many houses injured, some torn to pieces, and
100 persons killed. The fire was returned from

ivith shot, shells and grape. The city is a-

ned, and the governor of the castle has confiued
Spanish merchants.

It Peru.—Former accounts left the Spanish
ts in possissienof Lima, but they remained only
lays in that place, and evacuated it on the ap-
of the independent allied army. The .Spanish

Is, Caiitenac and I^aserne, retreated into Upper
•ith about 14,000 men having previously levied
bution of $300,000 on the city, burnt the Mint
e other edifices. Generals Santa Cruz, and Su-
th 12,000 men were about to follow. Bolivar,
.d arrived at Guayaquil, was occupied in send-
aforcements to the independent army.

si from Europe.—The ship Galatea, Captain
i-ait. arrived at this port on the 12th inst. and

t English papers to the 11th Oct. giving an offi-

;ount of occurrences at Cadiz, during some or

days of the siege. .4t the last meeting of thi

Sept. 29, no more than Ave Deputies uould be
:d, and they, after imploring the clemency of the
?clared that he was re-tstahlUhed inllie mli/-
lis roi/tl powers. The fate of Cadiz is not known.
:o entered Madrid as a prisoner, on the 2J Oct.
the hisses of the populace. Spain has at length
zed the Independence of her colonies in South

BOMESTIC.
'on County Cattle Shou'.—One of our agricultn-
nds in the County of Grafton writes to us,

—

.gricultural Society held their annual Kxhibi-
II Fair, at Lyme, on Wednesday the l«l inst.

—

ck in general, though not numerous, was of the
tlity, and the same may be said of the Domes-
mfaciures. The large concourse of independ-
praclical farmers assembled on the occasion
:ed great delight with the various exhibitions
ay, and particularly with the very able scl-

mcl practical address from Professor Dana,
rsfand the society have requested a copy for

ion, and I sincerely hope the public will speed-
atified with its perusal. A regular account of
ety's proceedings will soon be communicated
Patriot.—jV. U. Patriot.

Potatoe.—The Fayetteville, N. C. Observer
jotatoe was raised the past season in a garden
town, which was one foot in length, 17 inches
mference, and weighed seven pounds and tight

Beet—\ Blood Beet, raised in Mr. Seymour's
in Salem, N. Y. weighed 11 lbs. 12 oz. and
d 2S inches in length, and 22 inches in cir-

ace.

Apples— An apple was lately picked from a
Wr. Walling's farm in Hartford, N. Y. which

wi ighed 20 1-2 ounces, and measured M 1-2 inches in
circumferince. Mr. Joseph lng;ilsby of the same
town, picked one from a tree in his garden weighing 22
ounces. The Troy Sentinel says that " an apple was
brought to our office last week measuring l5 1-1 inches
round, and now weighs 21 ounces ; when taken from
the tree about three weeks since, it weighed 2;! ounces.
It was raised on a farm situate a few miles from this
city, the property of one of our neighbors."

Indian Corn.—Fall Ploughing for Indian Corn is re-
commended by the President of the Pennsylvania A^-
ricullural Society, as a sure preventative against the
Grub or Cut Worm—and he has published several
facts corroborating the same.

Lime Stone.—A large bed of lime stone has been re-
cently discovered in Ijtdford, N'. H. It is believed by
those who have examined it, that it will answer all
the purposes as cement for building or for manure.

[jYew England Galaxy.

A'ew kind of Manufacture— A Miss Brengle lately
exhibited at Georgetown, N. C. proofs of wonderful
skill in the use of Scissors. In a piece of paper an
inch square, she cut out the letters that compose the
Lord's prayer in a style of elegant typography. Every
letter was accurately formed.

The New York Post stales upon the faith of inform-
ation recently received from England, that Mr. Perkins
calculates making a trip to the United States, in /en or
ticelvf- dai/s, in the new steam ship which he is con-
structing. This will be a most astonishing step in the
science of Navigation—so astonishing from the rapidi-
ty of the advance, that a century would seem necessa-
ry to make il. The achievement would immortalize
the name of Perkins. It would be more famous than
the expedition of .fason and the Argonauts. It would
be hringmg as it were the two conlinents fifteen hun-
dred miles nearer together. It would communicate in-
telligence of distant events with a velocity which no
man twenty years aj-o could even have dreamed wilhii'
the range of possibility. It will form a new era in thi

world—as great as the discovery of the mariner's com
pass. The consequences it would produce would KaP
all calculation. Should it succeed, it will bind a n w
and never fading wreath, round the brow of our owi.
country.

—

Richmond Compiler.

The whole amount of premiums awarded by the
Tfampshire, Franklin, and Hampden Agricultural So-
ciety at their late exhibition, is $704—$78. of which,
were awarded to persons living within the hounds of
Franklin county—$141, to persons living in Hampden
co'inty—$485, to persons living in Hampshire county.

[Greenfield Gazette.

Cusualtj/.—On Monday of last week, Mr. Willard
M. Bridges, of Sunderland, having been at work at unappmg machine, carried by water, was in the act of
hanguig up the band to it, ,vhen his foot was caught
ni the band, and he was drawn over the drum and ear-
ned round with it several times, before he could be lib-
erated, which so bruised his head and body that he
expired in about three hours.—Man also knoweth not
his time

—

Grtenjield Gazette, 'ith inst.

Fire .'—On the night of the 23d ult. a Woollen Fac-
tory, in Cnmmington, belonging to Darius Ford, of
Cummington, Mass was destroyed by fire. The dam-
age sustained is estimated at about $3,000

Salt Works.—In a few years upwards of a million
of bushels of Salt will be manufactured in the county
of Onondaga, N. Y. the duties on which at 12 1-2 ctt.
per bushel, will amount to $125,000 annually, which,
with the tolls of the canal, are forever appropriated lei

the canal debt, and will soon liquidate the whole sum.
The gross income in a few years, may be about
$300,000.

—

many Argus.

A i?ee/ -raised by D. Stinson, Esq. of Bath, Maine,
measured 27 inches in length, was 27 inches round, and
weighed without the top nine and a half pounds.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODJCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

tnterican Tea.—Mr. Mallet, of Louisiana, has suc-
ceeded in raising Hyson Tea from the seed ; and has
now an extensive bed of the shrubs.

Cabbages.—On Mr. C. Russell's farm. New Bedford.
1900 Cabbages, five of which weighed 122 lbs. were
produced on 60 rods of ground. They were planted
three feet apart.

Industry.—The following statement of the work he-
stowed on the Gipsey Bonnet which sold at the late
New York fair for $100, is from Miss Julia Harrison—
the maker:

—

Eleven days in preparing and -cutting the straw—48
days in braiding the same^34 day? in sewing the same
—120 yards of braid in the hat—288,000 times turned
or handed in braiding—286,000 separate stitches in

sewing, which is 2400 stitches in e.ach yard—65 rows
around the front—7 inches in the front—fl 2-7 braids
to the inch— 13 straws in the braid—2 1-2 yards is a
day's *ork at braiding—4 yards is a days work at

Longevity.—On Monday last, (says the Claramont,
N. H. Spectator) Mrs. Elizabeth Parker entered her
100th year. On this occasion the Rev. Mr. Nye
reached a sermon to a crowded audience. Mrs. Par-
ker was born inCheshire, Conn, has been twice married,
and has had twelve children, only two of wlijom are
living.

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo. No 1, . . . .

" No 2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. Ist qual. rew
' 2d qual. .

small kegs, family,
. TIEESE, new milk ....
rLAX
IT.AX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Geiiussee,

Uye, best ....
GRAIN, Rye

Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTKR PARIS ....
PORK, Na-,yMes3 ....

Bone Middlings new, .

Cargo, No 1, ...
Cargo, No 2, ...

SEEDS, Her'd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PR riSIO.V MARKE T.

BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAL,
MUTTON and LAME, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, best

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye,

Indian,

POTATOES, ....
CIDER, liquor, new ....
HAY, according to quality.

bush
bbl.

bush
bbl.

lb.

cask

gal.

ion.

bbl.

bush
lb.

FROM
D. C.
140

137 5(

9(

8 00
6 50
5 5<

1'.

14

8

3 75

61

2G

1 00
60

3 00
12 00
14 50
12 00
11 oo]

2 00
7

P. c.
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HEALTH AND INDUSTRY.

Ah ! what avail the largest gifts of Heaven

When drooping health and spirits go amiss ?

How tasteless then whatever can be given !

Health is the vital principle of bliss,

And exercise of health ! In proof of this,

Behold the wretch, who slugs his life away,

Soon swallow'd in disease's dark abyss;

While he whom toil has brac'd, or manly play.

Has light as air each limb, each thought as clear as day

O who can speak the vigorous joys of health ?

Unclogg'd the body, unobscur'd the mind ;

The morning rises gay ; with pleasing stealth.

The temperate evening falls serene and kmd.

In health the wiser brutes true gladness, find ;

See ! how the younglings fiisk along the meads,

As May comes on, and wakes the balmy wind ;

Rampant with life, tlieir joy all joy exceeds ?

Yet what but high strung health this dancing plea-

saunce breeds ?

tt was not by vile loitering in ease

That Greece obtaiu'd the brightest palm of art,

That soft yet ardent Athens learnt to please,

To point the wit, and to sublime the heart

!

In all supreme I complete in every part

!

It was not thence majestic Rome arose,

And o'ef the nations shook her conquering dart,

For sluggard's brow the laurel never grows !

Renown is not the child of indolent repose.

Had listless mortals paid regard to nought

But in loose joy their time to wear away ;

Had they alone the lap of dalliance sought,

Pleas'd on her pillow their dull heads to lay.

Rude nature's state had been our state to day ;

No cities e'er their towery fronts had rais'd,

No arts had made us opulent and gay ;

With brother brutes, the human race had grazed.

None e'er had soared to fame, none honor'd been, none

praised.

MISCELLANY.

SPANISH INQUISITION.

This horrid tribunal was first instituted by

Pope Innocent 111, about the year I'iOO.— Its lirst

efforts were directed against the All)i;enses m
Ihe south ofFrance ; and in no long lime it found

its way into almost every country in Europe

(Great Britain excepted,) where popery was

the dominant religion. The most active and

celebrated of these tribunals was the Sfanisti

Inqlisition, which by an unaccountable perver-

sion of language has been termed the Holy Office.

It was first introduced into Spain about the year

1231, and was sutficicnlly active and intolerant

in that country until 1481, when Ferdinand V,

and Pope Sixlus IV, established what is called

the modern Inquisition, under the direction of In-

quisitors General, with a host of subordinate

officers. The history of this detestable court,

has been written by various authors ;
but the

most authentic, is that of the late M. Florente,

in four thick octavo volumes dru-wn from the ur-

chicTies of the Inqnisilion., of Ti-hichhe had been Sec-

TtiaTij. This work has very recently been abridg-

ed by M. Gallois, from whom we have trans-

lated the following general totals of the number

of the victims of the Inquisilion in Spain, under

45 Inquisitors General, between the years 1481

and 1820.
Burnt alive J4,658

Burnt in effigy 18,019

Condemned to the gallows or impris-

onment 288,214

The sum total, therefore, of the victims of

the Inquisition in Spain, between 1481 and

1820, amounts to three hundred and forty thou-

sand eight hundred and ninety-one exclusive of a

considerable number of persons who have been

imprisoned, condemned to the gallies, or exil-

ed from Spain, under the reign of Ferdinand

Vll, the present imbecile sovereign of that un-

happy country. What cruelties may not be ex-

pected, should despotism ultimately be re-es-

tablished there ? For it should never be forgot-

ten, that tortures of the most horrid kind form a

part of the regular system of the Holy Office.

If to the condemnations which have taken

place in the peninsula, during the period above

noticed, we add those of other countries sub-

ject to the Spanish Inquisition, as Sicily, Sardi-

nia, Flanders, the Canary Islands, South Ameri-

ca, the Indies, the number of victims condemn-

ed by this tribunal would be truly appalling.—

Not only has the Inquisition decimated the

population of Spain by its autos-du-fe (or acts of

faith,) but it has also considerably reduced that

"population by the civil wars and commotions

which it has provoked, and especially by pro-

curing the expulsion of the Jews and Moors

from that country. More than five millions of

inhabitants have disappeared from Spain since

the Holy Office has exercised its terrible minis-

try. Verily, " the tender mercies of the wick-

ed are CRUEL !" =
Qualificutions for Congress.—-"-^hy do you not

present yourself as a candidate for Congress ?
"

said a lady the other day to her husband, who

wa= confined to his chair by the gout, "Why
should 1, my dear?" replied he ;

" 1 am not

qualified for the station." "Nay, but 1 think

you are," returned the wife ;
" your language

and actions are truly parliamentary." When

hills are presented, for instance, you either or-

der them to be laid on the table, or you make

a motion to rise ; though often out of order, you

are still supported by the chair ; and you often

poke your nose into measures which are calcu-

[
lated to destroy the constitution ?

muneration. Assistance should you need it,

not be withheld, if it is known that your car

personal expenses is correct.

—

» * * Do not esteem the name of Ec<

my a trifle. Do not account the practice c

mean. Generous, free, call it what you will,

terms which do not apply, unless it is liter

and truly your own money which you are spi

ing ; nor then if you sport more than your r| 51

and circumstances prudently warrant.

—

Tayl

fir

War costs more than it comes to.—Archbisj

Fenelon, when most in favour with Louis

Fourteenth, used to say, " I would rather
^^^

the King lose half his dominions, than occas
j,,

a battle in which the lives of many citia -

would be thrown away."

Manners make the Man.—Good manners 111

often made the fortune of many who have nt

ino- else to recommend them : III manners hi

jas^often marred the hopesof those who hade

ry thing else to recommend them.

n

'I

The old adage that " the eye- is often bigger

than the belly" is verified by the ridiculous va-

nity of those who wish to make an appearance

above their fbrtune—nothing can be more ruin-

ous of real comfort than the too common custom

of setting out a table, with a parade and a pro-

fusion, unsuiled not only to the circumstances

of the Host, but to the number of the guests;—

or more fatal to true hospitality than the multi-

plicity of dishes which luxury has made fashion-

able at the table of the great, the wealthy—and

the ostentatious,—who are often neither great

nor wealthy.

Economy—A useful hint to young men.—tor

your own comfort," for your friends' solace, for

the sake of your eventual prosperity, cultivate a

strict and manly habit of Economy. It is impos-

sible to raise a good character without it. And

this one single article, connected with a mode-

rate talent, will recommend you to all with

whom you are to have any transaction from

whom you may obtain confidence, or expect re-

Act for and speak of every body as if tl

were present and you will have nothing to''

prebend from the tale bearer.

Golden Rules for Men of Business.—Do e

thing at the proper time. Keep every thii

its proper place. Use every thing fnr its
_

per purpose. Never think any part of your

siness too trifling to be well done.

A foolish fellow, when addressed by a maij

rank, used to answer, 'thank God and yi i

lordship.'— ' How many children have you i

nest man ?' said a Grandee to him : ' Four th»
]

God and your lordship.'

Poverty.—Resolve not to be poor: whaler

you have spend less. Poverty is a great cnei

to human happiness; it certainly destroys libi

ty, and makes some virtues impracticable,

»

others extremely difficult.

A " high flown'''' Writer.—It was well said Oi

certain learned but obscure Author that his pi

ductions were
" Like stars, when of too great a height

" They give us neither heat nor light."

We are informed that, a few days since. Mi

ly Miles, a colored woman, one hundred ai

four years of age walked to Kennebunk, a i

tance of about 30 miles !

—

Portstnouth, A. H.\

Generating Steam.—A plan " for applying Eli

tricity. Galvanism, or burning glasses, to the!

neration of Steam," has been announced bj

Mr. Slack, in the Rhode Island American. 1

thinks burning glasses would be a cheap n

tor Farmers to do their boiling and cookii

and says that the expense of the appara

would be comparatively trifling.

TERMS^«" THE FARMER.

{V;H= Published every Saturday, at Three DoM;

per annum, payable at the end of the year-but tl

who pay within «>/!/ days from the time of subscrit

will be entitled to a deduction of Fifty Cekts.

0^ No paper will be discontinued (unless at

tiiscretion of the publisher,) until arrearages are p
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MANURE YOUR GRASS GROUNDS,

intellisent and scientific cultivator, who

a number of valuable arliclp«, which arc

orated into Messrs. Wells Si Lilly's edition

Jeane's Georgkal Dictionari/,''' has given

illowiniT remarks on this subject, under

>ad "• Top-Drcssiiig,'''' in that work,

here is scarcely any question, on whicb

rs are more divided (ban as to the policy of

ing manure as a top dressing to grass lands,

spring or lall. The reasoning seems to

favour of spring dressing, and it is sup-

^ bv many excellent names. But it ought

known, that intelligent farmers, near (he

polls, most generally dress their lands in

in. Besides the reason stated above, that

lands are less injured by carting over them

fall ; it may be added", that it is a season

ater leisure; and although it is confident-

Tied, that the manure is wasted by rains

lows, yet much ought to be allowed on ihe

side, for the protection afforded by the

essing to the tender roots ot the i^dants

»vinter, and ought we not to add some-

for the low temperature of the atmos-

in winter, which prevents ev;iporaiion ?

;er principles of fertility exist in manure,

winter carried down into the soil. We
ly convinced that a scorching sun, and

air, are more pernicious to manure

field of grass ground, is to manure not the soil
j

time to" pluck up stakes and be ofl' to the Ohio !'"

but the atmosphere; and is justly condemned as i
Unless you l;avo plenty of manure, you ha.1

the most injudicious plan that can be devised in !
better not apply any dung to your high, gravelly

an arable district.'"* Ifdung not made into com- 1 or sandy soils, but dress tbom with plaisler of

post nor mixed with earth or any substance Paris. Uneven grass grounds will not admit of

which will attract and imbibe its gas, effluvia, ' top dressing to any advantage, on account of the

e products, or (to be more plain) that
j

manure's being liable to be wa=bed away.

causes it to smell unpleasantly, be appli- Previous to manuring your grass lands it
•

whichcausesTt to smeU unpleasantly, be appli- 1 Previous ta~manuringyour grass lands it wrtt-

cd to a field of plough land, it ought to be spread be well to harrow or scarify them. "Rolhng

evenly and ploughed, or at least harrowed in im-

mediately. If a farmer's chief dependence is in

grazing land, and he ba? dung, or putrescent ma-

nure not made into comi'ost, lo apply, we would

suc?est it for his consideration whether it might

nol'be well, first to spread his dung as evenly

as possible over his field, and then spread over

the whole at least an ecpial quantity of good

earth or loam. By such means a compost is

made in the field after the putrescent manure

is applied, and the earth or loam spread over

Ihe dung, will not only absorb its gaseous pro-

ducts but in a great measure protect it from be-

was formerly considered to be indispensahle in

the management of grass lands, tending l»

smooth and consolidate the surface ;—to pre-

vent the formation of ant-hills ;—and to render

the effects oi'drought less pernicious. But sca-

rifying the turf with a plough, consisting only

of coulters or harrow teeth, so that the vshole

surface may be cut or torn is to be recommend-

ed when the pastures [or mowing land] are

hide bound. That tenacious state, rolling tend*

to increase ; whereas by scarifying, the surface

is loosened, and the roots acquire new means

of improved vegetation. This operation seems

particularly useful, when it precedes the manur-
r „•',,,• ic II ;i:_J »lino- dried by the air or scorched by the sun, till particularly usetui, when it precedes ine manur-

••s"" fertilizing qualities are dissipated. This.me- ing of grass lands; tor if well scarified, the

thod of managing with top dressing for grass

land, however, we should suggest merely as an

expedient for the saving of labour in cases,

where farmers have much dung, hut little plough

land in proportion, and with whom Ihe saving

of labour is a very gretit object. As a general

rule, the following maxim of Sir John Sinclair

will apply as well in this country as in Great

Britain. '•'• There are strong objections to the

thinly over the surface than any drench- ;,ppiic;,tion of dung to grass lands, (much of its

IS can be, unless on declivities where top!4.",.englh beingevaporated, from its being expor

"round is so opened, that any manure sjiread

upon it gets at once to the roots, consequently

a small quantity thus applied, goes as far as a

larger one laid on in the old mode, and without

suc1i an operation. Thus the force of the ob-

jections to the applicalion of putrescent ma-

nure to grass lands is, in some degree obviat-

ed."* After such process it may be well to

sow gra.ss seeds, to produce a new set of plants,

and supersede the necessity of breaking up the

soil to ',revrnt its being '•bound out" as the

gs are unquestionably of less value thai

d grounds. The fact that farmers who
,ch by supplying the great towns with

nerally adopt the practice of fall dress-

.ir grass lands deserves weight "

dressings should not be used in the fall

er grain, because they would be apt to

ae young plants come forward too fast

w so rank that they would be liable to

er killed. Top dressing for wheat, rye,

lid be applied to the growing crop in

ng or early in the summer, when it is

id that the land is not rich enough to

full crop to perfection.

regard to the materials for dressing

ass grounds, aftei your garden is suppli-

manure, you may as well cart on to

wing land all that you can collect from

r I -n yards, yourstercoraries or dung heaps,

s, compost beds, night soil, &,c. &c. &.C

of dung, however, before being appli-

ass land should be well mixed with loam.

jome kind of earth which will imbibe

'f sl or effluvia of the dung or putresceni

We have said before, in substance, thai

> of putrescent manure, (that is, those

r vegetable substances which are lia-

itrily, mould, and be wasted when ex-

the sun and air) are in a great measure
iway, if applied to the surface of the

re being made into compost * "Spread-
iscent substances upon the surface of a

WEngland Farmer, vol- i. p- 321.

ed 'o atmospheric influence,) tom;)os(s are ifccot- phrase is

/i/ lo be preferred. They may be applied, at the

rate of from 30 to 40 cubic yards per acre. To
keep grass land in good condition, a dressing to

this amount is required every four years. The
application of unmixed putrescent manure will

thus be rendered unnecessary."

The mode in which some farmers manage

with regard to manuring their grass lands is not

only absurd but ruinous. Early in the fall they

cart their dung from their barn yards and styes,

which perhaps had been a year or more accu-

mulating, and of course is finely pulverized and

ready to take the wings of every breeze. They
place it on a tough sward in little heaps about

the size of a two bushel basket. The sun, high

It is a bad practice to feed your mowing land

very closely in the fall. There should be enough

of the after grass left to protect the roots of the

grass against the frosts of winter. VVe have

known good farmers who would not suffer their

mowing land to be pastured at any time of the

year. But if the soil lie well dressed with ma-

nure it can do but little or any injury to pasture

it in the fore part of autumn, taking care not to

let cattle run upon it when wet, and so soft that

Ihey would make much impression on it with

their feet.
* Code of Jlgricvllure.

FODDERING CATTLE.

We should take care not to begin to fodder
winds, rain, and drying atmosphere,^all^conspi^re

^.^^ .^-
-
-^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ _ g^^^,,^- ^^,„^ ,^^^

.,• • ,. I 1 1 ,.i 'i . j„.,j are foddered, will not graze so diligently. When
tthzing qualities and leave little ':"t a dead

|

^"^rejo^^^
, ^ ^^^ |^^^^ „ill expect it, and it

to rob these little heaps of nearly all their

mass of matter as '• dry as a husk" Late in the

spring, and generally during, or just before a

drv time, Mr. Cultivator spreads these little

heaps, (reduced by exposure to wind and wea-

ther to about the size of a half bushel measure)

over the sward. If the season proves dry, the

manure particularly that part which was collect-

ed from the stye has scarcely any other effect

than to assist the sun in scorching the grass. In

the meantime the arable land, being left desti-

tute of manure for the sake of dunging Ihe grass

ground yields not halfa crop. The poor farmer

believes his land worn out, and thinks it high

* Code ofAgricuUure.

must be continued. When we first begin, we
should fodder early in the morning only

;
for at

that time of the day frost is usually on the grass

so that the cattle will not graze. They should

not yet be housed [that is in the beginning ofNo-

vember, or when the cold is not quite severe]

horses excepted ; But in wet weather the whole

stock should be housed ; for they bear the cold

better than welness, or if not put into the barn,

they should have a shed in the yard, under which

they may shelter themselves."

The meanest fodder should not be dealt out

first of all. Husks and stalks are suitable for

this season. The straw and worst hay should

^
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be reserved to give them in the coltlest weather ;

for it is then that they have the keenest appe-

tites.'"

All sorts of cattle that chew the cud, as sheep,

cows, &c. do not like either to graze after each

other nor to eat one another's leavings in the

foddering yard. But cattle that do not chew the

cud will eat after those *hich io,Tim] vice, versa.

Moveable racks, if made so strong as not to

be easily overturned are fiest for foddering from,

because they can be easily lifted up as the dung

or snoiv rises. It is best, however, to place

such racks under sheds as well to shelter the

Cuttle as to preserve the manure from the wea-

ther, which will be droppcfl in tte largest quan-

tities near the places where the cattle are fed.

" There is a reraarkalde difference in cattle's

eating straw when fresh threshed, and when it

has been threshed several days, especially if

the straw is but indifferent fodder."* We be-

lieve, however,if t'resh threshed straw is cut with

hay of a pretty good quality, the whole sprin-

kled a little with a pretty strong brine, or tine

fait and permiHed to lie in a heap fbrseveial
days it will improve in quality.

Much chaff and straw that is often thrown
away, may with a little pains be made good fod-

der for cattle, by being mixed with green corn

stalks or good hay, the greener the better, cut

with a machine, sprinkled with tine salt, or

brine, if the mixture will bear wetting. The
sweetness of th'e stalks and hay are imbibed by

the chaff and str.iw and the whole will make a

compound very agreeable to cattle. They should

not, however, be conlined wholly to salted food

but have fresh messes a part of the time.

When young animals are pinched for food at

an early period of their growth, or fed with

such as is not of a sufficiently good quality, they

never thrive so well afterwards, nor make s<'

good stock. Young's Farmer's Ca^el3li'e^ says,

"In the winter, the yearlings should be fed with

hay and roots, either turnips, carrots or pota-

toes, mangel wurtzel or ruta baga, and they

should be thoroughly well i'ei\, and kept per-

fectly clean by means of litter. At this age it is

matter of great consequence to keep such young
cattle as well as possible; for the contrary

practice will stop their growth, which cannot

be recovered by the best summer food. It' hay

is not to be had good straw must be substituted,

but then the roots must be given in greater

plenty, and with more attention. To steers and

heifers two years old, the proper food is hay, if

cheap, or straw, with baits of turnips, cabbages,

potatoes, &c. It is not right to keep yearling

calves and two years old together, because in ge-

neral the younger cattle are, the belter they

should be fed."

* LisWi Husbandry.

(to ee continued.)

[From Koiglit on the Apple and Pear.]

ON PRUNING ORCHARDS.
The apple tree, being naturally very full of

branches, frequently requires the operation ol

pruning ; and when properly executed, great

advantages will be found to arise from it. But

as it is generally performed in Herefordshiri!,

the injury the tree sustains is much greater

than the benefit it receives. The ignorant pru-

ner gets into the middle of it, and lays about

him te right and left, till be leaves only small

tufls of branches at the extremities of the large

boughs. These branches, now receiving the

whole nourishment of the tree, of course in-

crease rapidly, and soon become, when loaded

with fruit or snow, too heavy for the long naked

boughs to support, which are of necessity full of

dead knots from the former labors of the pruner.

Many hundred trees annually perish from this

cause. The present system of pruning ought

to be precisely reversed ; and the pruner should

confine himself almost entirely to the extremi-

ties of the bearing branches, which are always

too full of wood, and leave the internal part of

the tree nearly as he finds it.

In pruning the apple tree, and all other stan-

dard trees, the points of the external branches

should be every where rendered thin and per-

vious to the light; so that the internal parts of

the tree may not be wholly shaded by the ex-

ternal parts : the light should penetrate deeply

into the tree, on every side ; but not any where
through it. When the pruner has judiciously

e\ecute(l his work, every part of the tree, in-

ternal, as well as external, will be productive

ofl'ruit;and the internal part, in unfavorable

seasons, as I shall have occasion to remark when
speaking of blights, will rather receive protec-

tion, than injury, from the external. A tree,

thus pruned, will not only produce much more

fruit, but will also be able to support a much
heavier load of it, without danger of being bro-

ken ; for any given weight will depress the

branch, not simply in proportion to its quantity,

but in the compound proportion of its quantity

and of its horizontal distance from the point of

suspension ; by a mode of action similar to thai

of the weight on the beam of the steel-yard ;

and hence a hundred and fifty pounds, sus|iend-

ed at one foot distance from the trunk, will dis-

tress the branch which supports it, no more
than ten pounds at fifteen feet distance woull^

do. Every tree will therefore support a la. ger

weight of fruit, without danger of being bro-

ken, in proportion as the parts of such

weight are made to approach nearer to its cen-

tre.

Each variety of the apple tree has its own
peculiar form or growth ; and this it will ulti-

mately assume, in a considerable degree, in

defiance of the art of the pruner. Something

may nevertheless be done to correct whatever

IS defective. When the growth of any variety

is weak and reclining, the principal stem should

be trained to a considerable height, before it

be allowed to produce branches ; and if any of

these take an horizontal, or pendent direction,

they should be regularly taken off. One princi-

jial leading stem should be encouraged almost

to the summit of the tree, to prevent a sudden

division into two large boughs, of nearly equal

strength; for the fork which these form, is apt

to divide and break, when the branches are

loaded with fruit. All efforts to give the heads

of young trees a round and regularly spreading

form, whilst in the nursery, will be found injuri-

ous in the future stages of their growth.

Large branches should rarely, or never be am-
putated.

1 would not be understood to disapprove ot

judicious pruning; on the contrary 1 think it

ought very frequently to be done; but the free

ought always ;o retain, internally at least, much
of the close branchy growth, which its nature

always gives it. The pruning knife may, \

ever, be used with some degree of freedor

young treers, for the branches of these sooi

pair any breaches which may be made in th

but if an old tree, or one which has cease

grow larger, be so thinned as to admit a

current of air through it, it is ruined fore

It has been supposed that the fruit, which st

exposed to the sun and air on the outside ol

branches, is alone capable of making fine cii

but experience by no means justifies this coi

sion. When a tree has been pruned accor

to the preceding directions, the fruit, on e-

part of it, will be fiund to possess very ne

the same degree of excellence.

CATTLE SHOWS.
JVorthainpton Cattle Show.—We have aire

page 119, given a brief sketch of the late

tie Show, &c. held at Northampton, undei

auspices of the Hampshire, Franklin, and Hi

den Agricultural Society. The premiun
warded on that occasion were as follows ;-

ON ANIMALS.
To Isaac C. Bates, of Northampton, 1st premiui

for Bulls,

To Erastus Graves, of Sunderland, 2d do.

To Noah Shearer, of Palmer, 1st premium for a bu
calf.

To Moses Warner, of Hatfield, 1st premium fc

milch cons,
To Joel Smith, of Hadley, 2d do.

To Theodore Bridgman, of Bclchertown, 1st pre
|

miiim for two years old heifers,

To .^'^ahel Strong, of Northampton, 2d do.
]

i'o Theodore Bridgman, of Belchertown, 1st pr
i

miiim for one year old heifers,
|

I'o James Shepherd, of Northampton, 2d do. 1

i'o Isaac Graves, of Sunderland, for workiiio; ox

I o Samuel Buffington, of VVorthington, for do.

To Fzekiel Gomer, of Worthington, for do.

rro Kbenezer Stebbins, of Deeriield, for cattle f

ted for the stall.

To Henry Hitchcock, of Hatfield, 2d do.

To Henry Hitclirock, of Hatfield, 3d do.

To Samuel Bufliiigton, of VVorthington, 4th do.

To Edwin Clark, of Northampton, 5th do.

To Theodore Clap, of Northampton, 6th do.
,.

To Jedediah Taylor, of VVcstfield, 7th do. „

To John Field, of Conway, 8th do.

To Moses Nash, of WiUiamsburgh, 1st premiu,

three years old steers,

To Elisha Strong, of Northampton, 2d do.

To Stephen Tower, of Cummington, Ist pre;

for two years old steeis.

To Austin Smith, of Sunderland, 2d do.

To Roland Burliank, of West Springfield, 3d

To Theodore Bridgman, of Belchertown, 4th d(

To Asahfl Pomeroy, of Northampton, 5th do,

To Lewis Hubbard, of Hadley, 1st premiun^
one year old steers.

To Cephas Clark, of Northampton, 2d do

To Noah Shearer, of Palmer, 1st premium for

best steer calf,

To Noah Shearer, of Palmer, 2d do.

To Nathan Tyler, of Chesterfield, Ist premiu:

heifer calf.

To Nathan Tyler, of Chesterfield, 2d do.

To Isaac C. Bates, of Northampton, for merinol^i

To James Shepherd, of Northampton, 2d do.

To Isaac C. Bates, of Northampton, lor five m
ewes.

To John A. Judd, of Westhampton, 2d do. 7
To Asahel Pomeroy, of Northampton, premioUti

native ram, >«

To the same for five native ewes.

To Parley V\ ilson, of Northampton, for a bo»||jj;lji|

To James Shepherd, of do. for do. ^,

To Oliver Smith of Hadley, for sows, jlljjj

To Thomas Lyman, of Northampton, for do. "il»

To Frederick Hunt, of do. for the best litter
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ON MANUFACTURES,
ibrose Stone, of Goshen, for blue woollen cloth, $5
jSL-ph Williams, of Williamsburgb, for do. 3

1 for do. 3d premium, 2

Irs. Sally Starkweather, of Chesterfield, for

th, other than blue, 5

mbrose Stone, of Goshen, for do. 4

!th Bardwell, of W hatelcy, for do. 3

Lmbrosc Stone, of Goshen, for do. 2

liza .\rnis, of Conway, for do. 1

)l>hia Coe, of Greenfield, for Scotch plaid, 4

Irs. .\nna Meach, of Worthington, f.>r do. 3

.chsa Strongs, of Norwich, for do. 2

rs. Esther Olds, of West Springfield, for flan-

for fulling, 5

rs. Sally Starkweather, of Chesterfield, for do. 2
rs. Esther Olds, of West Springfield, for dres-

flanncl, 5

irpha Starkweather, of Chesterfield, for do. 4
|iebe Strong, of Norwich, do. 3

. Achsa Strong, of Norwich, for do. 2

. Hannah Lyman, of Goshen, for do. 1

. William IJickerson, of Hatfield, for floor

oet, 6

becca Moscley, of South Hadley, do. 5

loe Preston, do. do. 4

. Theodore Clap, of Northampton, do. 3

Nancy Simmons, of Goshen, do. 2

. Sally White, of Soirth Hadley, do. 1

pha Starkweather, ofChesterfield, for a stair

)et, 3
Harriet Fowler, of Westfield, for a hearth

4
pha Starkweather, of Chesterfield, do. 3

Harmony Taylor, of Westfield, do. 2

rble White, of South Hadley, do. 1

ire A. Butler, of Williamsburgh,for a cotton

terpane, 3

lith White, of VVhateley, do. 2

. Sarah H. Wells, Northampton, do. 1

lice Robinson, of Chesterfield, for a wool-
ounterpane, - 3
Mary \VeIls, of Whateley, do. 2
Thankful Robinson, of Chesterfield, do. 1

y Parsons, of Northampton, for ladies worst-

ockings, 2

;retia Lyman, of Hadley, do. 1

a Chapin, of Chickopee, woollen socks, 3

ha Starkweather, of Chesterfield, woollen

. Polly Clark, of Northampton, do.

. Mercy Wright, of Deerfield, for linen sheet-

cesHanners, of Charlemont, do.

antha White, of Siuth Hadley, do.

Y C. Graves, of Hatfield, do.

Euphemia Bardwell, of Whateley, for lin-

irting,

. Euphemia Bardwell, of Whateley, do.

a Clark, of Westharapton, do.

Wary Dwight, of Northampton, do.

Abigail Morton, of Hatfield, do.

William Clark, of Northampton, do.

Anna Edwards, of Southampton, for linen

Esther Olds, of West Springfield, do.

Sophia Smith, of Hadley, do.

I

Joseph Smith, of Hatfield, do.

Anna March, of Worthington, do.

I

Esther Olds, of West Springfield, linen di-

1-8 wide,
|:es Hanners, of Charlemont, do.

Bardwell, of Whateley, do.

iPamela Smith, of Hadley, do.

Harriet Noble, of Northampton, for a cas-

shawl,

I
Rhoda Parsons, of Northampton, do.

1 a Starkweather, of Chesterfield, for a
lanket,

[starkweather, of Chesterfield, do.
l;na Bates, West Hampton, do.
lan Wait, of Whateley, for butter,

J.Iary Warner, of Hatfield, do.
l-usan Pomeroy, of Northampton, do.
Pabitha Field, of Conway, for cheese,
|)emis Stebbins, do. do.

Rjouis Stebbins, do, do.

To Benjamin Ueane, of Hatfield, for corn brooms, 2
To Alansnn Deals, of Hadley, do. 1

To Rufus Booth, of Hatfield, for corn brushes.
To .\lanson Dickinson, of Hadley do.

To Clarinda Bardwell, of Belchertown, for a bon-
net, imitation of Leghorn,

To Elizabeth Kellogg, of Hadley, do.

To Nancy Reed of t'umminglon, do.

To Samuel and Elisha Dickinson, of Hadley, for

harness leather.

To (he same for do.

To David Edwards, of Northampton, for do.

To the same for sole leather,

To Samuel Barber, of Ashfield, do. 2
To David Edwards, of Northampton, for calf skins, 3
To Samuel and Elisha Dickinson, of Hadley, do. 'J

To George H. Sylvester, of Chesterfield, do. 1

To Ira Atkins, of Northampton, for harness work, S

To John W. Graves, of Easthampton, for boots, 2
To the same for best shoes, 2
To Uikeman and Sjiepherd, of Northampton, for

fur hats, 3
To the same, 2d premium, for do. 2

To the same, 3d premium, for do. I

GRATUITOUS PREMIUMS.
To ApoUos Williams of Ashfield, for refined maple

sugar, 2
To Caleb Hannam, of Norwich, for steelyards and

axes, 5

To Quartus Kingsley, of Northampton, for Carpen-
ter's tools, 2

To Charles Smith, do. for cabinet tool, 1

To Justus Wright, jr. do. for surgeon's instru-

ments, &c. 2
To Nathan Storrs, do. for silver ware, 2
To Mrs. Mary Montague, aged 90 years, of Gran-

by, for stockings, 1

To Sila Thorp, of Southampton, for mittens, ]

To Mrs. Cynthia Thayer, of Greenfield, for com-
mon hose, ]

ON PLOUGHING.
To Elisha Strong, of Northampton, first premium, $10
To Theodore Bridgman, of Belchertown, 2d do. D

To Francis Pratt, of Northampton, 3d do. {!

To William Gaylord, of Amherst, 4th do. T

ON BARNS.
To Darius Nichols, of Brimfield, 1st premium, $100
To Robert Starkweather, of Chesterfield, 2d do. 75
To James Shepherd, of Northampton, 3d do. 50

From the London Farmer's Journal.

ON FEEDING WITH MANGEL WURTZEL.
Kilton, Dec. 28, 1821.

Sir—I perfectly agree with your correspond-
ent P.* in his answer to M. W. in your last Jour-
nal, as to the value of Mangel Wurtzel .ns food

not only for sheep, but also for bullocks, pigs,

&c ; but experience has taught me that if should
be used with caution at the commencement of
feeding, that is, a small quantity only should be
given ; I therefore offer M. W. the result of my
experience in the use of it.—The frost and
snow of the winter 1820, depriving me of my
other succulent food for my breeding ewes, 1

was obliged to make us'e of the store of Mangel
Wurtzel, which was placed in troughs ; hay was
also allowed. Not having given any to ewes
before, I was induced (in consequence of the
Holkham cows being palsied a few years since,

and having witnessed similar effects in my own)
to notice particularly the effect : some of them
fed voraciously ; these, in a short time sickened,
and in a few days began to lose their v»ool, and
a part became quite naked ; those were also the
first that weaned their lambs in the spring. I

would therefore recommend lo M. \V. to give
his ewes near the time of lambing, and those
recently lambed, but a small quantity, increasing
it as the lambs increase in size, as experience
has convinced me, that to create, hy any sucu-

lent food, the greatest possible flow of milk in

the ewe, when the lamb is young and not able
to draw tlie whole quantity iVoin the udder is a

bad practice of sheph'crdiiig.

As Mangel Wurtzel standi, in my opinion, pre-
eminent of all cattle crops, and hnvino- been'a
cultivator of it several yc.irs. and havrig tried

several modes of cultivation, 1 intend the iirst

opportunity, to detail for }'our service, the mode
1 (bund most successful. I am. Sir, Yours's tru-

ly. C. ADDAMS.

Method of Cleaning Silks, Woollens, and Cottons
xeithout damage to their Texture and Colour.

Grate raw potatoes to a fine pulp in clean wa-
ter, and pass the liquid matter, through a co.irso

sieve, into another vessel of water ; let the mix-
ture stand still till the fine white particles of the
potatoes arc precipitated; then pour the muci-
laginous liquor from the fecula, and preserve
the liquor for use. The article to be cleaned
should then be laid upon a linen cloth on a ta-

ble, and having provided a clean sponge, dip it

into the potatoe liquor and apply it to the arti-

cle to be cleaned, till the dirt is perfectly sepa-
rated ; then wash it in clean water several times.

Two middle sized potatoes will be sufficient for

a pint of water.

Observations. The coarse pulp, which does
not pass through the sieve, is of great use in

cleaning worsted curtains, tapestry, carpets, and
other coarse goods. The mucilaginous liquor

will clean all sorts of silk, cotton, or woollen
goods, ivithout hurting or spoiling the colour

;

it may be used in cleaning oil paintings, or fur-

niture 11^ issoiled. Dirtied painted wainscots
may be; cleaned by wetting a sponge in the li-

quor ; then dipping it in a little fine clean sand,

and afterwards rubbing the wainscot with it,

[American Farmer.

PERKIN'S STEAM ENGINE IMPROVEMENT.
A bill has passed the Legislature of New-.Ter-

sey to extend a Steam Mill charier, with a viewr

that the company may avail themselves of the

late improvement of Mr. 1'erkins in the steam
engine.

A letter has recently been published, said lo

have been written in London, containing the
following remarks :

—" Mr. P. is still in London
engaged with his new steam idea.—They think
here it will not answer.

—

Perkins, however, I

understand, still entertains hopes.'''' We have
just conversed with a gentleman very recently
Irom England, who is inlimateiy acquainted
with, and frequently visited Mr. P. who assures

us, that he has perl'ect confidence in the success

of hi.s improvement; and has received a note

from the most scientific man in the kingdom
who has carefully examined it, exprei-sive of
his approbation of the principle, and confidence

of its success in saving of luel.—Our informant

was assured that Mr. P. had already contracted

with a person for the use of his engine, when
completed, for a branch of the Ganges, for

20,0001. sterling. The amount of the saving of
fuel had not been ascertained, but the most in-

credulous were satisfied that it would exceed
one half, while others believed it would be

three quarters. Mr. P. was very h^ppy and

well-satisfied with his prospects, and the aiitn-

tioiis which bad been paid him by all the science

and rank of the kingdom.

—

Boslvn Centinei
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From the Massachusetts Yeoman.

IRRIGATIOX.

We have in our possession a manuscript principally re-

lating to the subject of Irrigation, from the pen of a

practical farmtr, whose whole energies are devoted to

the cultiva'ion of the soil. It is much toe prolix tor

publication entire, and seems rather (o have been de-

signed for a registry of the writirr's observations, re-

flections, and experiments, than for an essay for the

press. It contains, however, many remarks which

will be interesting, perhaps when it is iindersteod

that they proceed from a man who has little inter-

course with the world, but confines his attention

to the cultivation and improvement of his own small

domain. The quaintness of its style may rather in-

duce than discourage the perusal. We give, below,

some extracts, and may, perhaps, give others as we

have leisure to examine it.

Of what Is called manure, the quantity in run-

ning wafer is small, although raised to a large

swell or freshet. Consequently a l.irge quanti-

ty of water is requisite to be drifted over grass

land, before a sufficient quantity of manure will

be lodged among the roots, "r be imbibed.

Many pieces of mowed ground, called swails,

arc drenched often, by large quantities of water,

and where the quantity is ample and the opera-

tion frequent, the husbandman receives large

crops without any occasion for manuring.

Those who have applied water without ma-

nure, and vvater with manure, may object to

the efficacy of water alone, excepting where

the soil is Jcf/) and mois/. In answer to this

—

hard or even dry land may be kept moiit^ if the

stream be sizeable and durable, especially till a

luxuriant growth shall help to defend from

drought ; and, if the soil be good, two feet deep,

or four, the nutriment for which I plead, carri-

ed in water, is what constitutes said soil ; and, if

water deposits such masses so congenial to grass,

why may it not nourish where arlificiallij direc-

ted, and in process of time, make a soil having

ihe same constituent agents? Exclude the water

from deep and moist soil but two years, and

there will be but half a usual crop—direct it

upon hard, shallow, and dry ground, (having

water in plenty and judiciously managed,) and

there, will be double in the same time. This

manifests that the crop depends more upon

water than upon good soil.

Now for the signal contrast between him that

has three tons of hay per acre, by water, and

him that has it by water with manure. The
former observes the natural or accidental wash-

ings that the most productive sj)ot of swail re-

ceives—the quantity of water— length of time

and number of times in a year—and that it was

showered when the water was overflowing its

banks, carrying more than ordinary manure. To
imitate this process, he digs his trench or canal

twice as capacious as a man inexperienced would

judge necessary to take the whole brook at its

greatest swell—observing that, when there is a

copious flood, it is richly impregnated, and should

be all applied. At such seasons if the natural

banks are too near or too shallow to contain the

whole fluid, it linils room enough on the sides
;

and his canal has, generally, less fall or descent

than the natural channel, and will not take so

much water in the same time and space. He
shovels away the snow when an early flood re-

quires his help, and improves all high water,

through the year, e.ifceptiag near or at the time

of miking hay. When water is turned out of its

natural course around a hill or across plain or

level land, it is generally to be liltered over slop-

ing ground
; and whether sloping or level, he

does not spread water over the largest part of

the ground within its sweep, at one and the

same time ; but directs a flood in one place for a

short time, then shifts it to another, and so on.

His outlets, or places of turning the water out of

the canal through the bank, aie as broad as his

canal, having g.ites or barriers to shut or open

at his option—and the same, or like them, across

the canal a little below the outlet ; so that when
open the other may be shut.

IMuch more might be added ; but it is time to

observe the process of him who manures and

watery the ground at the same time.

He digs a small trench, takes no water when
impregnated with food tor plants ; but clean,

stale water is let on all the ground at the same
time, enough to wet the manure.* He has a

good crop of hay when his trenches are kept

open and well tended; but he "'grudges digging

up such grass as grows in water-courses, and

suffers loss. He permits Providential bounty to

pass by to the ocean, lest he should deviate

iroiii ancient and modern good husbandry, or

lest he should drown land at a time of much
rain, when his ground is too wet for any kind

of plants. He drives twenty or thirty loads of

manure where he might raise three tons of hay

per acre without it, and is one that will not

change his husbandry nor his opinion.

*' "Pure water forms a meagre diet for plants." IK.

E. Farmer, Fol.}. p. 190.

From the Bennington (Ver.) Gazette.

SHEEP.

Now is the time to select choice, good Bucks.

It is in vain for people to expect that they can

have fine wool, without Merino Bucks. Twen-
ty years since our wool was all of the coarse

kind ; and our manufacturers were ignorant ol

dressing cloth; and yet, at that time, sheep

were considered a profitable slock, and the far-

mers who liave worn their homespun, are now
most of them rich and independent. Many are

the mortifications which they and their children

have suffered in consequence of the coarseness

of their dress : but the time has now come when
every farmer can vie with the prince on his

throne, in the texture of his coat, by a proper
attention to his flocks.

On this subject, a writer in Pennsylvania says

—

" The farmers ought to grow more wool: lot

them bear in mind that all the wool we grow,

we manufacture—that we import and manufac-

ture millions of pounds of raw wool every year,

besides the millions of dollars worth of woollen

cloths, blankets, &,c. &.c. which we annually im-

port and consume. The f.irmer will bear in

mind, that Wool is in demand ; that the demand
is increasing: that it fetches a good price, that

the growth is not only a duty they owe their

family, but their country: and that, therefore,

interest, duty, and patriotism cry aloud to our far-

mers, "Grow more wool." 1 beg again tore-

commend the importation and improvement of

the breed ofsheep.

Cotton Spinning.—The unjiarallelcd rapidity

of improvements in the art of Cotton Spinning

has of late years, been a subject of astoaishmeut

to the most sanguine : still this beautiful and I

eficial process is capable of attaining a big

degree of perfection ; and as it is the bra

of nianufacfuring which evidently will be of

greatest impcrtance to this country, no pain

exertions should tie wanting to bring it to the h

est state oi improvenient, and keep us on an ei

footing with our great competitors iii Kngl

An improvement has been made by the invei

of the present mode of drawing cotton no\

general use, i. e. with double heads and tl

rows of rollers, by which he proposes to perf

that operation in a more perfect manner, \

less labor, on simplified and less expensi\e

chinery, the principles of which he will

plain, and put tlie machines in operation

the manufacturers in Philadelphia and its vi

ity who may wish it. Phil. Ga.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMEK.

Mr. Editor.—The following remarks, relativ

Farming, Good Husbandry, &c. are at yourdispos

Yon are at liberty to publish them in your useful

per or reject them, as you may think proper.

Farming is an occupation that requires

least, a common share of talent and underst

ing in him that follows it, to make it profit

and advantageous. The old idea that he
is fit for nothing else will do well enough f

larmer, is now well nigh exploded, and a

era has already commenced with regard t(

riculture, one by which, we trust, that art

he delivered from the shackles ol tradition,

the stale notions of our ancestors which
been handed down from one generation t(

other. The farmer, in many instances, ha

long followed in the steps of those who
e;one before him—too long has he adher

the general practice ofcommon course pre
ing. The old spot, in many instances, has

ailed long enough ; it is now time to bre;

the fallow ground and make the rough p
iinooth, that they may become fertile and

ductive.
I

Agriculture is an art or science that wi
mit of continued application and constant s

without being perfected or brought to a •

Let it be pursued without deviation, let ei

great improvements be made, let experii

be tried, still boundless fields open to our:

the end is beyond our sight.

Although perfection may be unattainable

farmer ought to be making exertions

provement, and continually seeking out \\w

in which he can manage his business and

vate his farm to the greatest advantage an(i

fit. Economy is a necessary qualification^

possessed by a farmer, as without it he it

like a ship without a helm, be constantly'

to be driven upon Ihe sand or dashed o^

rocks. He may make large calculation!

pend much time and mone\', and in the e^

tain nothing great or valuable unless he bt

nomical and frugal. It must be his endeai

make as great improvements and accompi
much business in as short a time and with.

tie labor and expense as possible. E\ery
must be attended to in season, or loss iiH

sustained, for by carelessness and inattenl)

things, or neglecting a piece of work tott

double the expense is frequently incurred,

siness should always be so airsinged lh(

thing may not interleris with aiiOUier, and I

J.
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cause perplexity and confusion, which ot!i-

e misrht lie avoided.

t ivotild be advi-;;il)le for the farmer to adni

ticular rules and regulations respecting I'ii-

tt ss, the mnnajjement of family concerns,

li' of living, ci:c. as such rules and rcsjul ii'( n-.

liey he salutary and tjood, and strictly adher-

00, will tend to promote order, despatch in

« mess, and a savinsf m various ways^. He
lid so make his c.ilculations that li^s income
I exceed his expenditures, that he may au-

lly have a surplus to add to his capital stock.

;ii erecting huiUlings and fences Ihure

lid he a particular retjard to convenience,

ihility and taste. The dwcllino; house

lid be situated oq rising grouud, there lieing

1 it a regular descent each way, and a free

ulalion of air, as this will greatly conduce
ealth and cointort. In front of the house

e should be sul]icient room for a convenient

1, which should be made perfectly level and

oth, and enclosed with a suitable fence,

k of the dwelling should he the garden, and
eco of ground enclosed for fruit trees of

ous kinds. Wood and chips, and other in-

ibrance? necessarily attached to the house,)

lid not be permitted to remain in a scattering]

slovenly manner. If dirt or litter of any '

i should necessarily or accidentally be left

r the house, it should be immediately clean-

ip and taken awav.
1 the house every thing should be kept neat

clean, and every apartment frequently

pt and thoroughly cleansed, not even neg-
ing the back room garret. The cellar

jid not be forgotten or neglected—this too,

111 1.1 he kept as clean and as well regulated
uy other part of the dwelling,

'he barn should be situated not far distant

1 the house, and on a level spot of ground
ossible, the yard being dishing or lowest in

middle in order to receive the drainings ot

manure, which, il permitted to run off,

ht be entirely lost. Every thing about the

1, either within or without, should be well

jlated, bearing the impress of neatness and

The hay and grain, the corn stalks and

ks, should each be stowed away in their pro-

place, and in regular order ; the mow and

fold also being handsomely raked down.
)uring the season of feeding cattle, much
i and attention is necessary. They should

;onstantly attended by the same hand, as the

ler can be dealt out to better advantage by

than by difl'erent (lersons, and the cattle

! undoubtedly do much belter. The apart-

its in which the cattle are confined during

night, together with the cribs, should be

t clean and in good order. Scatterings of

w and hay should not be permitted to lie

ut in the way, and as often as the cattle are

the litter should be cleaned up, and every

g [irojierly regulated. Cattle should not be

wed to ramble over the fields or in thehigh-

during the season they are fed from the

:i, as much would thereby be Ics', not only
he urticle of manure,but also in their keeping,
they undoubtedly require more fodder than

y would were they kept closely confined in

yard. Water should always be brought into

yard by an aqueduct if jiossible, as this

thod of watering cattle in the winter is un-

islionably preferable to any other.

ID erecting fences, care and attention is ne-

cessary in order to have them durable and last-

i>vr. Stone wall is, uiidoiibledly, th;; best kind
ol' I'enre that can be built, where rocks are plen-

!y and of .a suitable size, and is, on the whole,
probably the cheapest. If a trench be diiu: in

c.^nimoii soils twelve or fifteen inches in depth,
ind ihroe or four feet in width, and (lllod even
iriili ihe lop of the ground with small stones

\ui\ a wall built thereon, it will last an age. Eve-
rv farm ousrhl to be well fenced, and the farmer
shoiilil see to it, that his fences are consiantiv

kept in good order; for if they are bad and oul

of n^pair, his crops are liable to be destroyed,

ind his cattle will most certainly become disor-

derly and troublesome.

Every farmer at the present day has weighty
and powerful motives placed before him to in-

duce him to be industrious and enterprizing, and
to make every exertion in his power to excel

in the art of husbandry.

It should be the ambition of the husband-

man to make great and valuable improvements
on his farm, for thereby he will enhance the

value of his property, and merit the applause

of those around him.

Almost every farm of any considerable extent,

has more or less rough or broken land, which
remaining in its natural and unsubdued state, is

of very little value. Much of this land were it

subdued and cultivated, would turn out to be

the most valuable part of the farm that contains

it, and it only wants the hand of the skilful ag-

riculturist a])plied to it, to render it productive

and profitable. A gentleman within my know-
ledge,who by the way is an enterprizing, practi-

cal farmer, a few years since bought a piece ol

land, the greater part of which was considered

to be almost ivorthless. On one part of it was
a large boggy piece of ground, which had been

cleared many years, but produced nothing but

brush and rubbish, and was thought to be alto-

gelher unimprovable. He has completely sub-

dued, and converted it into an excellent piece ot

mowing land. On the same lot was a small

brushy pond of water, this has been drained and

is become a beautiful and fertile spot. The
same gentleman has near his dwelling a piece

of ground, which but a few years ago was lite-

rally a ([uag, but by draining and skilful man-

agement, he has caused it to become a valuable

piece of ground, producing two crops in a sea-

son, w.

FOR THK NEW ENOl.AND TARIHER.

Some time since a gentleman of Boston sent a copy

of the pamphlet " On the Dulies and Dangers ofSepul-

lurc," &€. to an eminent physician in Halifax, Nova

Scotia, from whose reply the following is an extract.

'' Halifax, 20tli Oct. 1823.

" I delayed answering your last favour of the

lOfh September, till 1 should have had an oppor-

tunity to peruse the pamphlet you so kindly sent

me; for which 1 feel much indebted, and tender

my most cordial thanks.— 1 have now given it an

attentive reading, and also shown it to some of

my medical friends, and feel much pleasure in

being authorized to assure you and the author

that it has their j3e;/ec( approbation as well as

mine.— It is somewhat remarkable that the ve-

ry evening before the book arrived, the subject

of it had been under discussion at my house.

The conversation originated from one of" the

company's observing ' thatil was an abominable

thing to have the most public burying ground op-

posite to Government house, (a fact) and that it

was his opinion it ought to be abandoned, and ai
soon as possible appropriated to some public use.'
Another of the party expressed a degree of hor-
ror at the idea of converting it to any other pur-
|mse than that for which it wa= originally in-

tended, i answered that so fjir from entertaining
the delicate scruples of my friends, I was so
thoroughly convinced of the danger as well as
absurdity of having grave-yards within the pre-
cincts of any town, that, notwilhslanding I had
numerous relations buried in Ihe ground under
consideralion, I would without hesitation give
my vote for removing every monument erected
over them, completely covering them over,

pl.inting ornamental trees on the borders of Ihe

spot, and establishing il as an open square for a

public walk, but not to be encroached en for any
other purpose.—The opinion of the majority

was in my favor."

From the Boston Medical Intelligencer.

HABIT.
Dr. Plott, in his history of Straffordshire,

tells us of an idiot that lived within the sound

of a clock, who was always amusing himself

when it struck. The clock being spoiled, the

idiot continiieil to strike and count the time

without it, in the same manner he did bcWore.

A lady of this city has contracted the habit of

counting the panes of glass in a house, the mo-

ment she casts her eye upon the window. - She
has repeatedly assured her friends it is impossi-

ble to cure herself of the habit, and that the

sense of weariness and pam from associating the

number of panes wilh the idea of a house or

window, is a hundred times worse than the labor

of supwriiiteodina: the concerns of her family.

A boy in Vermont, accustomed to working a-

lone, was so prone to whistling, that as soon as

he was by himself, he unconsciously commenc-
ed. AVhen asleep, the muscles of the mouth,

chest, and lungs wereso complelely concatenat-

ed in this association, that he whistled with as-

tonishingshrillness. A pale countenance, loss

of appetite, and almost total prosiration of

strength, convinced his mother it would end in

death, if not speedily overcome ; which was ac-

complished by placing him in the society of an-

other boy, who had orders to give him a blow

as often as he began to whistle.

An attorney insensibly contracted a habit of

numbering his steps, when walking, and when
in his ollice, of thinking how many paces dis-

tant were certain places in the neighborhood.

He found it nearly impossible to meditate on any

other subject. He fancies a cure was effected

by walking over the stream, on a pole, where

he was in imminent danger of being drowned.

A trunk maker, in the country, could never

refrain from biting his nails, at a moment of

leisure. In 1816, every appearance of a nail

on the left fingers and right thumb was oblite-

rated.

A child, in New Hampshire, who was usually

seated in the meeting house, on the Sabiiath,

opposite an old gentleman who labored under

chorea sancti viti, contracted the habit of imi-

tating his distorted features, to such a degree,

that "its face was continually in a grimace.

—

The child was cured by working at needle

work, before a mirror.

A pious woman in theeaslcrn section of Near
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Hampshire, who drew large quantities of water
|

from a deep well, with a pole, was repeatedly

observed, at her evening devotions, bclorf

the bible, unconsciously moving her arm all

the while, as in drawing the bucket from the

well.

Mr. C. who committed suicide two years

since, was constantly pinching his lelt cheek

if his lelt hand was not otherwise employed.

The consequence was, a hard callus, ot the

eize of a dollar, formed over the buccinator mus-

cle, that materially injured his speech ;
he could

not blow out a candle, nor bring his tips to the

blowing hole of a flute, on which he was for-

merly a good player.

NoTitmher.—Now begin your preparations

for winter. See that your windows are repair-

ed, loose boards and shingles fastened ;
your

carts, ploughs, hoes, &:c. safely sheltered.

—

School now demands particular attention. Be

cautious whom you obtain for a teacher. No
man should be employed without a strict exam-

ination. Beside sustaining a fair moral charac-

ter, it would be desirable if every teacher ol

children were a christian : almost every thing,

in future life, depends upon early impressions

and habits. Some teachers are certainly worse

than none—they are gross!}- ignorant of what

they attempt to teach, having no regard for the

mental or moral improvement of their pupils.

Be not so anxious for a cheap master, as for a

good one.

—

Christian Almanack.

Fifty millions of dollars, (says a writer) it is

calculated, will be spent this year in the Unit-

ed States for ardent spirits—that will be about

J5 for each individual on the average; while

our national tax is about §2 !
" But," »ays u

writer, "Fifty millions of dollars lost is a tri-

fle, a point of vanity compared with the moral

influence of intemperance. This immense sum
has poured down the throats of about 4,000,000

of men 75,000,000 gallons of liquid fire. A
quantity sufficient to supply a constant stream

" of 8000 gallons an hour—a quantity which, it

collected, and put into a reservoir, would form

a small ocean, on whose bosom might be an-

chored a line of war ship half a mile in length,

or, if gathered into a canal, would till one four

feet deep, fourteen feet wide, and thirty miles

long.

—

Connecticut Herald.

From the American Farmer.

" Ardent spirits are not only eminently de-

structive to the body, but are the most powerful
incentives to vice of every kind ; drunkenness
engenders all other crimes. Does the robber
pause in his trade ? Does the murderer hesi-

tate ? They are presently wound up at th^ gin

shop. Has the seducer tried his arts in vain?
The brothel is more indebted to this source,

than to all the other lures to seduction. '^

—

Frotn
Hints for the Preservation of Heallh.—Callow,

1813, 12 mo. p. 2.

Good Liquid Blackingfor Boots i,- Shoes.—Mix
a quarter of a pound of ivory black with a table
spoonful of sweet oil, dissolve a penny-worth of
copperas, and Stable spoonfuls of molasses, in a

quart of vinegar, afterwards adding two penny-
worth of vitr.ol, then mixing the whole well to-

geliier, it forms a good liquid blacking for

f^o.es, kc.
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BEES.

Mr. Hui»h a celebrated writer on bees, Fellow of the

University of Arts and Sciences of Gottiugen, &c. &c.

s.iys tliat " in southern countries the aspect of the bee-

house should always be to the east, to give the bees the

first light of dawn. In the northern countries, the as-

pect should be between south and east, to enjoy the

morning dawn, under a shelter from the north winds.

The hives should always stand upon a right line, in a

single row ; that rows one above the other do well, but

seldom when double on the same shelf—as they are

more exposed to robbery from each other. The bee in

his flight from the hive, generally takes an elevation of

45 degrees from the horizon, therefore, the hives should

stand low, say two feet from the ground. This eleva-

tion will guard the bees against the moisture of the

ground, the toads, mice, ants, &c. and prevent their

gaining such an ascent in their flight, when they swarm,

as to prevent their lighting, and thus occasion their

loss to the proprietor. The board on which they stand,

should be carefully secured against warping, as the

wasps, &c. will rob the hives at such openings, under

the bottoms of the hives, and every shrub, plant or

weed should be cleared away from the apiary, that can

obstruct the flight of the bees, or give the mouse, the

ant, Sic. access to the hive ; and great cleanliness should

be observed in and about the apiary generally. The

neighbourhood of large towns, and large rivers are un-

favourable situations for bees ; the first on account of

the smoke,the swallows, particularly the chimney swal

lows, and the last from being exposed in their flight

to high winds."

Mr. Deane says, " A bee house should be situated at

a good uisiance from places where cattle are kept, es-

pecially from hog sties, hen and dove houses, and re-

mote from the filth of dung hills. It should be defend-

ed from high winds on all sides, so far as may be con-

sistently with admitting the heat of the sun . The house

should be open to the South, or South West, and the

back side should be very tight ; with a tight roof pro-

jecting, that driving rains may not injure the bees.

—

If snow lodges on or about the house it should be brush-

ed off without delay. The bench on which the hive

stands should be a little canting outwards, that if wet

should fall on it, it may run off without enteringthe

hives. .411 seams are to be stopped, which would admit

insects, from which the house is often to be brushed.

" If the house should be in danger of beiug too hot,

when thus inclosed, it may be occasionally shaded with

boughs of trees. As winter approaches all the seams

of the house are plastered with clay. In very cold

climates the house should be filled with straw, to keep

the bees warm, watching against mice, and removing

the straw in the spring."

A writer in Rees' Cyclopedia obsei-ves that " it may
be necessary to feed bees towards the close ofautumn, in

the winter, or in the spring, when they have consumed

their winter stock. This should be done, especially in

cloudy, misty weather, when they go abroad but little,

and when several days of bad weather immediately

follow their swarming. Mr. Thorley directs that no

hive be kept that does not weigh twenty pounds ; and

that the supply be given in quantities of honey, which

is their proper food, not less than a pound and a half

or two pounds at a time. The honey should be first

diluted with water, or small beer and then poured into

an empty comb. In the evening when the bees are

quiet, th<- hive sliould be gently raised on oae side, and

the comb put under it ; the contents of which willd Uf f'"

conveyed away the next day into their several mag '"'
,

zines."

Mr. Huish<lirects not to feed bees profusely, but

give them about two pounds a month, and to admin:

ter their food either in the morning early before ti

bees leave the hive, or in the evening after sunse

when the entrance of the hive need not be closed

ter given the honey, but the vessel containing it shoui

be removed before the next morning to prevent robber

The feeding should not be delayed till the old store

exhausted, lest the bees become feeble, and if the

survive will be less able to labour the next season.-

He says that neither sugar nor clear honey should Ij

given. Sugar is improper food, and often exposes bei

to the dysentery, and recommends that honey be mij

ed with good old white wine, in the proportion of si

pounds of honey to one of wine ; it should then \
placed on a slow fire, and stirred till the honey is i>

dissolved ; then let it be poured out into a jar or otb» ^

vessel for use. It has been advised to add a little si

to their food, especially when they are threatened (

afllicted with dysentery. j Us

iiK.H

ibirti

:ta»l

sa^

4)
FINE ROOTS.

John Prince, Esq. of Roxbury, has sent us some spMg«o[

cimens of his root crops of the present season, whidl "'

cannot fail to impress a favorable idea of the improve^

system of husbandry pursued by that gentleman, ai

some other cultivators in the neighbourhood of Bosti

who have " turned over a new leaf" in American farnt)

ing. We have received from Mr. Prince a root o! Sm
gar Beet, raised by him, in field cultivation, of the tr^

kind, the seed imported by Mr. Princefrom Paris. T^
sort is sometimes distinguished by the name of the £^ »

naparte Beet, being the same kind, which Buonaparfll ''

employed in the manufacture of sugnr. It is oneloftU|

varieties of the Seta irulgaris, or common garden bei

The skin is of a reddish colour, and Iheflesh white.

contains more sugar, according to experiments of EuwifJ

pean chemists than any other plant cultivated in Em
rope, and exceeds what is called the red beet, or bloiM

beet, in that respect. It undoubtedly contains nourialli

ment in proportion to its saccharine matter. '^

We have likewise received from Mr. Prince a root o|

the true Mangel Wurtzel, the seed imported from Etf

rope. He has raised seed of both kinds (the Mangel

Wortzel and Sugar Beet) this year ; has disposed of att

the seed of the Sugar Beet, but has 20 or 30 lbs. of th^

Mangel Wurtzel seed to spare. That gentleman ob-

serves that he intends to raise largely of the seed

next season, having selected a quantity of fine roots for

the purpose, and adds, "• I think most highly of both

sorts of these roots for all kinds of stock.—They are

raised at very much less expense than carrots, and I

kept them till June the past season in fine order." Mr.

Prince is not a mere speculative farmer, who farms ia

his closet, but practices himself what he recommends to

others, and gives the public the results of his own cxp6»

rience. The seeds which he raises are not liable to b»

adulterated by tbe mixture of sorts which should t)ft

.listinct, as he sets his seed plants which might be dele-

liorattd in that way, at such distance from each other^.

as to preclude any injury from that cause.*

Mr. Prince haslikewise sent us a common English tur-

nip, which after being closely trimmed, and quite dry,

weighs 8 1-2 lbs. This together with the specimens of

the Sugar Beet, and the iMangel Wurtzel may be seen

at the ofiice of theXew England Farmer.

* See remarltt on raising and coUectivg seeds, .V. F-

Farmer, vcl i. page 405.
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The Claremoat Spectator, after quoting from the

ircester Spy, the account of Ur. Fiske's turnip,

s, ' An English Turnip raised the past season, in the

den of Hon. Samuel Fiske, of this village, beats the

re nil hollow !—weighing li! pounds, and measuring
inches in circurnlerence, and in thickness 7 inches

—

outer edge being of nearly equal thickness with the
tre."

i<r NE PLUS ULTR.\.
saac Basset, jr. has left at our oflice, for the inspec-
of the curious, an English Turnip, which exceeds
ze, any we have seen or heard of; measuring 3
;r r> i.vcHKS in circumference ; largest diameter 14
inches ; thickness 7 inches—and weighing with-
the top, 20 Poc.vDS, and 1 oumces.— IVorcesler Spy.

In the summer of this year, fmding the ice still fixed
to the shores, in such a manner as precluded all hopes
01 any turther progress in the neighborhood in which
he was, Capt. Parry thought it advisable to give up the
attempt and return to England.
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FOREIGN.
panish Affairs.—The King of Spain immediately
lis arrival at the French head quarters, issued a
:Iamation of" fire and fury" in which he complains
• the most criminal treason, the most disgraceful
Miess, the most horrible offences against my roya 1

»n,"' &c. and ;ays, the " tyrannical constitution"
" ac.iJ-^ null in its origin, illegal in its formation,
unjust in its principle ;" and " replaced upon the
ne of St. Ferdinand, by thd just and wise hand of
•idence, as well as by the generous efforts of my
le allies and the valiant enterprise of my cousin,

Duke d'.ingouleme and his brave army, desirous
pplying a remedy to the most pressing necessities of

people, &c. 1 have authorised the following Decree."
ST. 1. Ail the acts of the government called cou-
itional (of whatever kind and description they
he,) a system which oppressed my people from the
of Marcli, 18'20, until the 21st of October, 18,'3,

ieclarcd n ill and void, declaring, as 1 now de-
i, thai during the whole of that period I have been
ived of my liberty, obliged to sinction laws and
orize ord-'rs, decrees, and regulations, which thi.

government framed and executed against my will.

ar. 2. I approve of every thing which has been
eed and ordered by the Provisional J'Jnta Oov-
•nt, an J by the Reg'-ucy, the one created at Oy-
I, ipril 9, the other May 26, in the present year,
;ig meanwhile, until suffici -ntly informed as to the

ts of my people, I may he able to bestow those

, and adopt those measures, which will be best
ulated to secure their n h1 prosperity and welfaie,
;onstant object of all my wishes,
lis decree, however, is modified by a Proclama-
,
(if not a forgery as some have suspected) which

-ared in the Gibraltar Chronicle of the 4th of Oct.
hich he promises on ihe. faith of his royal word to

, ifnecesssary, the existing political institutions,

that he will adopt a government which shall se-

the freedom and prosperity of the nation, and
his subjects shall not be molested for their po-

al principles or conduct—recognizes national debts
obligations contracted under the present system,
introduces much other conciliatory matter, which
s royal promise can be relied on, may lighten thi

! and soften the fetters of his Majesty's happy, con-
'.d and loyal subjects.

'orthern ExpedUien.—Capt. Parry, commander of

Discovery ships which sailed in quest of a North
't passage, arrived at the Admiralty on the If'.lh el

)ber. He had not been able to eflcct the North West
L'. In 1821, the expedition explored Repulse

,
Sir Thomas Roe's Welcome, Middleton's Frozen

it, and that neighbourhood, and finding no passage
le northward and westward, wintered in the South-
Bay of an Island called Winter Island, in lat. 66,
83.

1822, they pursued their attempt to the north-
d, and examined all the inlets towards the west,
hey arrived at a Strait, which separates the North
st of America from what Capt. Parry considers to
lusters of Islands extending northward towards the
e of his former voyage.
he great object of ascertaining the northern limit of
;ontinent being thus accomplished, Capt. Parry pe-
ated two degrees to the westward, with considera-
expectation of final success ; but in a narrower part
le strait, they found the ice fixed in that peculiar
ner which indicates that it is perpetual, and not se-
>tediii any season, or under any circu>nsta7in-s. The
-ditioQ was theiefere, in lat. 69 20, loag. 81 50.

Directionsfor curini; theUrassfor Ladies'IIat.<:.~This
grass, known by the name of " Spear Grass " was

!

cut on the 18th of June, while in a green sta'te the
blow just dropping ofl—put in scalding water five'min-
utes

; laid in the sun one day ; scalded again in the
same manner ; laid in the sun and dew till it becomes
perlectly dry, time about one week, taking care that

I

no rain falls upon it ; then trim it ; for in this instance
only the top joint was used ; scald in it pearl ash water

I

and soap suds five minutes ; then smoked in brim^one
till nearly dry ; taken out and laid in the sun till per-

j

lectly dry, when it is fit for use—Boston Cent.

I

Counterfeit dollars, Look Out .'—It is believed that
.large quantities of Spanish Milled Dollars, in imitation
jof lerdinand VII, 1820, have been manufactured in
Europe, and introduced into the U. S. through the late
emigrants to Canada. I'he Montreal pape°rs say they
may easily be detected by sounding them on a table.
We understand a gentleman from Rockingham a few

days ago eichanged paper, lor |300, and gave a pre-
miumto a stranger passing through town, and, too late
discovered they were all base coin, of the above de-
scription.

—

Keene paper.

. Counterfeit Five Dollar Bills of the Keene Bank,
new plate, are in circulation. Several have been pre-
sented to a Broker's otfice, in this city, the present
week.—JV. Y. Com. Adr.

J^ew Inventions and discore ries.—A machine has been
submitted to the French Government, for throwin"-
water into an enemy's ship during action, so as to pre°
vent the vessel being worked. I'his machine, which
can be worked by ten men, will throw, at every stroke,
npwardsof two tons of water a distance of more than
forty yards, if required, and thereby prevent the possi-
bility of working the opposing ship.—jV. Y. Ei-e. Jfost.

Connecticut yet.—A hog 2G months old, owned and
fattened by Mr. Thomas \\ ay, ofNew-London—weigh-
ing /!<>e(P£ /i««rfrcd aiidjifiy lbs—girth six feet /uur
inches, and length nine feet, was on Monday last ship-
ped for New-Orleans.—JVe!c-Lo;irfo)i Advocate.

At the Schohara Show, N. Y. a married woman pre-
sented three infant daughters of one birth. As no pre-
mium had been offered for this most valuable product,
the batchelors present agreed to present the prolific
lady with $5 each, making in the whole a very hand-
some purse.

Wheat Market, in Troy—A Troy paper of the 28th
ult. informs that " during the last week our millers
have purchased rising 5000 bushels of wheat at 10s.
8d. to lis.

The State Prison of Vermont is stated to have yield-
ed a net profit to the State, after defraying expenses, of
horn 800 to 1000 dollars the past year.

A pig was raised by Mr. William Gardner, of New-
port, and killed on monday last, (when he was eight
months and three days old,) which weighed, exclusive
of rough fat, 355 pounds. Beat it who can ?

—

Repub.

JACK FOR SALE.
T>ARBAROSSA, a Jack, bred by the suscriber, from

Vm'',. '1 ^^T';\
''""•^' =""' -»i>-ed by an import-

ed Maltese Jack of the pure On«i,'ro stock, is offered for
sale. He is now two years and four months old,
measures 14, and will, when at his full growth, un-
douotedly exceed 15 hands in height-uniting the bone
and power of the large Spanish breed, with the spirit,
activity and vigor of the Maltese. At the late exhibi-
tion at Brighton, he was pronounced, by several gen-
tlemen of respecfibility, who have examined this spe-
cies of stock in Spain, the Islands in the Mtditeranean,
and in South America, to be superior to any they
ever saw.
Barbarossa is perfectly docile and kind, was kept

with a Filly immediately after weaning, and has pro-
pensilies, seldom found in imported Jacks, which must
enhance his value in the estimation of those accustom-
ed to breeding mules. A full warranty of his powers
will accompany tlie bill of sale— and the subscriber has
no hesitation in asserting that he is equal to the cele-
brated Jack, Compovnd, bred by Gen. Washington

;

(being of the same grade) and that he is superior to
any now in the United States or that can be imported.

If not applied for speedily he -will be shipped to the
Island of Cuba, where a much higher price can be ob-
tained than is now asked. S. W. POMEROY.

Brighton, yov. 21, 1823.

PRIG ES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
FOR sale by WELLS & LILLY, No. 98, Court St.

the New England Farmer, or Georgical Dictiona-
ry, containing a compendious account of the Ways and
Methods in which the important art of Husbandry, in
all its various branches is, or may be pursued to the
greatest advantage in this country. By Samuel
Dea.\e, D. D. &c. Third edition, corrected, im-
proved, greatly enlarged, a.id adapted to the present
state of Agriculture. Price, neatly bonnd and letter-
ed. Two Dollars. November 1.

F
FARftlER'S ALMANAC, FOR 1824.

OR sale at this Office, the Farmer's Almanac for

1824. Nov. 24.

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,
BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,

cargo, No 1, . . . .

" No 2, ... .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. new
" 2d qual.

small kegs, family,
CHEESE, new milk ....
FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

^Gtnessee, . . .

Ky, best ....
GRAIN, Rye

Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort , .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, Bone Middlings new, .

Cargo, No 1, ...
Cargo, No 2, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover .....
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, Ist sort

PROVISION- MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAL,
MUTTON and LAME, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lamp, best . . .

EGGS, .

MEAL, Rye,
Indian,

POTATOES, ....
CIDER, liquor, new ....
il.'VY, according to quality,

cask
al

ton

bush

lb.

doz.

bush

FROM
I). C.
140

137 50
90

8 00
6 50

83

7 75
7 7:

3 7;

60

65

67

10

26
1 00
60

3 00

14 50
12 00
11 00
2 00

7

58
3'

4'

3:

32
50

40

30

17 CoJ

D. C.
142 50
140

1 00
8 25

40

30
1 17

70
3 25

15 00

8
70
40
45
37
35
00
42

37
2 60

20 Qg^
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On the necessili/ of destroying some animals and pre-

serving others for the use of man.

Whate'er of earth is formM to earth returns,

Or takes the shape of matter decomposM

To pristine particle" unorganiz'd,

Which constitute the principles of things

—

Plants, animals, and all the mighty mass

Which forms the Universe are shifting still

In ceaseless change. All but the soul o{ man.

That particle divine will be the same

Amid the crash of worlds and wreck of matter.

Hence, great the distance, which exists between

The brutes, which perish, and immortal man.

The lower order of created things

Were made for man, subservient to his will,

Plac'd under him by that almighty power,

Whose word omuiiic gave creation birth.

The brute inhabitants ofearth, sea, air.

Though subject all to Man's supreme control.

Still claim the rights contained in Mercy's code

—

And he who gives them needless pain deserves

To feel the pain his cruelty inflicts.

But still the noxious and the useless tribes

Of animals are rightly doom'd to slaughter ;

And some must bleed to pay the just demands

Of man who nourish'd them, without whose care

And toil incessant, they had never been.

Should he not kill (as erst Pythagoras

Taught his disciples, and as Indian Bramins

Vainly contend) the fierce and ravenous brutes

Would soon make earth a desart fill'd with nought

But beasts and birds of prey—should not his care

Improve his growing stock, their kinds would fail

:

Man then on roots and acorns must subsist,

And dwell in caves and hollow trees forlorn,

Quite destitute of every solace dear.

Connubial bliss, the ties of friendship—all

Which gives to life its polish and its zest.

MISCELLANY.

From the Connecticut Mirror.

Mr. Printer— I have been absent on a voy-
age to sea, for about sis months; when I lel'l

home, my daug'hters, fonr yoiinij women, from
fifteen (o twcntj-two, were plain dressed, neat,
industrious ^irls, who weekly, in rotation, man-
aged domestic afiairs, and were a srreat reliefto
their mother. By weekly superintending (he
business of the family, every thin<j went on in

perfect order and regularity ; we had very little

occasion for hired help, except on washing
days. When 1 left home, I considered mv famt
ily as happy and economical as I could desire.
The girls would anticipate my wishes, and
those of their mother; and I may say without
vanity, our house was kept as neat and in as
good order as any other. I confess 1 took a
pride in the neatness and simplicity of mv
daughters' dress, especially in the manner in
which they dressed their heads. But on my re-
turn, I was not only astonished, hut absolutely
mortihed at the change which had taken place
under my roof! On entering the door, I was
met by a servant girl, with a bowl, containing a
rag and brick dust, to scour the knocker, (for it
seenis m my absence they had hired a maid to
do that which they used to do themselves ) I

concluded if »vas some hired woman ibr the day,
and passed on. On entering the room, I was as-

from their pates me/Jied up like prepared a:addi

(or afowling piece! The girls were mortified ao
was angry ; I sat down to my dinner, with
loss of appetite, severely cursing curls and t

wanton destruction of valuable papers.

BOB STRAIGHT HAIR.

Words in Languages.—By a reckoning m*
tor the best dictionary tor each of the folio

ing languages there are about 20,000 words
the Spanish, 22,000 in the English, 25,000'

the Latin, 30,000 in the French, 45,000
the Italian, 50,000 in the Greek, and 80,000
the German.
Of the 22,000 words in the English languag,

there are about 15,000 that a man understa^

who is before master of Latin, French and Ite

ian, the other 7,000 are probably old Edi

lish.

—

Spence''s Anecdotes.

White Teeth.—The famous Saunderson,

though completely blind and who occupied,

so distinguished a manner the chair of matHi

matics in the University of Cambridge, beiil

one day in a large compan}', remarked of

lady who iiad left the room, but whom ho hi

never before met, nor even heard of, that al

had very white teeth. The com[)any were (k

tremely anxious to learn hovv« he had discov<'

ed this ; for it happened to be true. "1 li.ive
i

reason," said the professor, " to believe tl ;it il

ladv is a fool, and 1 can think of no other riR>lii

for her laughing incessantly, as she did for

whole hour together.

Mourning Dresses.-^A writer in (he Foslj

Recorder, condemns (he practice of wcarii

mourning at funerals as unnecessary, btcau;

by no means indicative of true grief, and as I

ing an oppressive burthen to the poor. Her
cently deviated from this custom in the c;ise ol

deceased individual of his family, and transm
led 10 dollars to the American Education Soci

ty, as a part of the sum saved.

Effects of Gambling.—Henry Brewer, a ms
of education, was arraigned lately in New YoA
before the Court of Sessions, charged with hai

ing forged endorsements on two notes amouo
ing to about gloOO. To which 'he plead't

guilty, and was sentenced to 7 years impnso
ment for each forgery in the State Prison. H
was a foreigner, had a family consisting of

wife, three children and his wife's sister, all (

me some dinner. She said as soon as she had I

a strange land. The prisoner had been Ifr

KJjusted her curls, (which had become a little '" the commission of these crimes by (he prat

discomposed by the previous scene) she would 1 ''ce of gambling. Having received froB

direct the sercant maid to prepare it. 1 left (he abroad a considerable sum of money, he undej

room \ihile dinner was prejiaring. But wheth-
er through impatience at the strange looks of
my daughters, or from being sharp set for my
dinner, I cannot say, but it appeared to me they
were a long time getting it ready. 1 returned,

j

gaining his lost money,
and after taking a zarlcomc glass, I thought 1

I

^i— i.»i n—ij
would kill the time, which hung heavy bel'ore

dinner, by adjusting my papers—when to my
great surprise, 1 found two of the most valuable
papers missing. 1 enquired what had become of
them? At length 1 found, while I was out (he
girls had taken Ihcm to do up (heir curls. Af-
ter making some ado at (he loss of my papers,
of which 1 had no copies, they untwisted them

tonished, at beholding four young ladies, seated

round the fire, with each a novel in her hand,

and heads so be-curled and be-Jrizzled, with large

flaunting ribbons " nailed on the fore top,'''' that 1

verily thought I had made a mistake, and got

into the wrong house. I made a respectful

bow, begged pardon and hastily withdrew. In

the entry I met my wife ; she looked very much

(good old soul) as she did when I left home. I

asked her what company was in the other room.

1 knew it could not be what they called a bee,

as neither of them had any work, and conclud-

ed it must be a reading Society, as I had under-

stood such societies existed. My wife laughed

very heartily, and said she was not aware that

any company was there except our own daugh-

ters. 1 rejilied she must be mistaken, for when

I entered the room I did not know either of

(hem ; and I was sure they were not the same

faces 1 left at home. Here 1 was called out for

a moment to see about my things (he drayman

had just drove up to the door. My wife pass-

ed into the room where (he girls were, when

they all rose and exclaimed at once, what is the

matter with Papa? He entered the room, star-

ed, made an a7i4ra'ard bow, and suddenly with-

drew, as if he did not know us ! We thought he

was crazy, and were ao confounded ourselves,

that we could not speak to him! On ray wife's

staling to them that 1 was perfectly well, they

were somewhat pacified, though they felt hurt,

and began to cry. At this instant I returned,

they ail spoke to me and were rejoiced (o see

me ; and by (heir voices 1 knew I was wi(h my
awv. family. The incident gave us all much
pain for (he moment; but we soon recovered

from the panic, and I am now happy with my
wife and children around me. Though I must
say, for the life on me, 1 did not at first know
my own children, so much was (heir original

heauly obscured by Curls and Ribbons. 1 ral-

lied the girls on their strange appearance, but

(hey repelled every argument, by saying it was
now all (he fashion. Theirgood natured moth-

er interposed in the girls' behalf, and was going
to justify their ridiculous deformKy on the

score of fashion—when, not being exactly pre-

pared for a long discourse, ^'^ short blessings and
long pudding.!,'''' as we sailors say, I deemed it

necessary to " luff and bear a'way,'''' remarking
by way of " stern chaser.'''' that I hoped the

fashion would not again change so as to create a

similar embarrassment on my return from the

next voyage. I then placed my ship's papers
in the draw of the table under (he looking
glass, and requested my eldest daughter to get

took to try his fortune at gambling, and in oqi

night lost upwards of g500. After (his, in ord«
to replenish his pockels, he cemmided tbi

ibove forgery, probably with the hope of l»

TERMS OF THE FARMER.
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FODPEKING CATTLE.
[Concluded from page 130.]

t is of verv great importance Unit your barn

d bo proviiled with pure and wholesome na-
epecially it the winter food of yourcattle

i^^- chiftly.nr altogether of hay, straw,or olb-

rv tood. It has been ascertained that a bnllocti,

o has water at command will drink of it eight

ics a day.* Dr. Anilerson says, in substance,

particular attention should be paid, not on-

that c;^ltle have water mi plenty, but that it

of a good quality and that he knew a man,
o bec.ime very rich by being great in such

« niitters ; or, in other words, by attending,

eiul'.y, to things, which matdiind in general

Ider of too little consequence to command
ch attention. This man always made it a

to see ihat his cattle, particularly his

ch-cows, should have a constant supply ol

purest water, and he would not suffer any
nal to put a foot into it, or even let it be

ted by their breath. Cattle, which are

ged to wander away to some distance from
yard for water, through deep snows, and
pery paths, exposed to be harrassed by dogs,

gored by each other, or by neighboring cat-

SutTer more than is generally imaginefT.

i? this all, rather than adventure on such
ilgrimage, they generally stay about the

I, and loiter along the highway, eating snow
a livelihood, which chills them, causes them
ave the horn distemper, (a disease brought

y pour keeping) ami other i:;ji:rics then and

e does (as the lawyers would phrase it)

list the peace and dignity of ther owner,
likewise lose a great part of their manure,
eil as their thrift; and you must either

somebody, or go yourself', and escort your
t to water, or you must leave your barn
bars down, or gate open, tliat the poor ani-

may wait on themselves to their watering
!. Then, in addition to the inconveniences,

osses above mentioned, your yard is throng-

ith your neighbors' colts, and other halt-

ed ill bred quadrupeds, who pav no regard

e rights oi nieuin and (»ih«, but steal all the

'i r the^ can lay their mouths on. Then
Jlrive the said four footed plunderers to the

Jcl ; and thence cometh lawsuits, quarrelling

"\% neighbors, povert3', profane language,
ther evils natural and moral, too numerous
ecapitulation. Therefore, Mr. Cultivator,

id of taking your cattle to water, please to

ivater to your cattle, yea, even in a ihim-
n egg-shell, or, the crown of your hat, if

;an tind nothing bigger or better, or we
put you down a bad husbandman !

have heretofore, in a number of instances,

imended the use of roots for feeding ami
ng cattle, &c. But as the majority of
England farmers do not raise any roots,

t the potatoe, in any considerable quanti-

ve shall here mention some uses to which
ery important root may be applied, as

or horses, neat cattle, sheep, S;c.

« of ^ricuUure.

PoTATOl.S FOR CoWS, AND OTHER NKAT CATTLE.
— Ill Mr. Arthur Young's .Vnnals of .Agriculture,

vol. XV. is a detailed account of potatoes being
used for feeding cows, together with cut straw,

which concludes as follows :

'•The result of these experiments was that

potatoes occasioned the milk at lirst to diminish,

[in cows which have not been used to them,]

w hich may be supposed to arise from the change
of food, for it required nearly eight days to ac-

custom the beast to that food, which afterwards

augmented their milk about a quart. I also

made some observations on the quality of the

uiilk ; but it will take ii|) too much time to give
my observations on that he::d in detail. It will

be sufficient to oliserve that the tirst day, the
milk appeared to have less cream, and gave
about one seventh less butter than before, and
kept ill this state about five or six days ; after

which the milk became thicker, and the cream
upon it was in greater quantity. Without be-

coming 3'ellow, the butter was less white, and
nian3' people, who tasted of it thought it more
pleasant, but that ditierence was not apparent
to me." The quantity given to those cows, was
thirty pounds raw potatoes, and twelve pounds
of cut straw to each per diem.*

Mr. Marshall, an eminent English agricultu-
rist says, " Potatoes are more nutritious ; and in

tlje opinion of those, who have used them, fat

cattle much quicker than either turnips or
cablagcs, and if properly laid ii[), are a food,
I'Jiieh may be continued without inconvenience,
uutir^hG cattle are tinisbe.i or the grass has ac-

quired the requisite growth for finishing them in

the field."

PoTATOK.s FOR IIoRSES.—A Correspondent nf

Mr. Young [see Young's Annals, vol. i. page 21.]
says, " 1 had a peck of potatoes, boiled every
day, alter dinner >vas cooked in my kitchen,
and given to m3 saddle horses, a quarter of a

peck each daily, on which they did their work
well as long as they lasted, that is upwards ol'

two month-, instead of oats; only a trifling quan-
tity of which were now and then given. If

they were roasted on kilns, as 1 understand is

the practice in some parts of England, and mix-
ed with ground oats, it would, 1 imagine, be a

great saving in oats and a more hearty food."

Another correspondent of Mr. Young [see
Young"sAnnals, vol i. p. 285.] says, "Nothav-
ing any potatoes of my own, 1 bought some ol a

neighbor, to try them in horse feeding, and from
the result prefer them to carrots. They were
ijiven raw, but washed, to saddle horses, each
liaving a peck a day, and no oats whatever.

—

The horses were worked moderately, the same

I

as on oats, did their work well and were in good
'order. At lirst they scoured, but it soon went

I

otf, and the potatoes did no more than keep
their bodies gently open."

Another writer in the same work afiirms
" that potutpps are far sujierior to turnips, in

\

feeding, to the amount of one third, both beinf
used in equal time. 1 never had horses in so

I good condition as when led upon potatoes. Thev
!
are a certain remedy for a horse with swoln

]

legs, or out of condition in other cases, and dis-

I
orders inwardly, one peck a day. They arc

i
accounted good for hunters, giving them the day
after they have had a severe run, eight or ten
large potatoes. Likewise a writer in the IGth
volume of Young's Annals, states, in substance,
that a gentleman feeds his horses in the follow-
ing manner. Half a bushel of boiled potatoes
is mixed with a bushel of chaff, (and more if
it abounds;) the roots are boiled in a basket,
which is let in and drawn out by a pulley. One
woman washes and boils 25 "bushels a day.
With this food horses have no oats. He has
men that keep horses at work for him, who buy
potatoes in preference to oats. The old horses,
that used to go down [lose flesh] in winter,
do better on potatoes than even in summer.

Potatoes for Sheep.—"'Gen. Murray use.s

potHtoes for fattening sheep, as well as for lean
stock. He has now 196 fat weathers, that e.nf

very near 11 bushels of potatoes and 100
weight of hay per diem : it may be reckoned 14
bushels for 200 sheep. If they iiave as many
potatoes as they nil] <x,i, u.cy ,lo not reqime
more than halfa pound of hay eacD per aiein.

—

y'oung^ Annuls, vol. ii. p. 285.

It will be proper in feeding cattle with pota-
toes, or other roots to give them but a small
quantity at first, increa.sing it by degrees as they
become accustomed to that sort of food. It will

be Letter to give a little every day than a large
mess, once in three or four days or a week.

Mr. Deane observed that " When a farmer
thinks that he has too mucn stock for his fodder
aswill>ometimes be the case,it isnnt best to pinch
them in their allowance as much in the fore

part of winter as in the latter part. For the cat-

tle are more liable to be pinched with cold, in

December and January, than afterwards. And
no man knows how favorable the latter part of
winter may be. Advantage also may be made
of browsing in the latter part more than in the

fore part of winter, as the buds then begin to

swell and the ttVigs have mere sap in them than
before."

* It may be well, however, to state in tliis place that
the Farmer's Assistant is opposed to usin^ potatoes for
the purpose of feeding rnilch cows. That writer says.
•• We never should advise to feed milch cows with po-
tatoes, either boiled or raw ; as we have frequently
linown cows to be greatly lessened in their quantity
of milk, by being fed on this root," It is probable,
however, that in the instances to which the Farmer's
Assistant alludes, the cows were not fed with potatoes
loDg enough to become accustomed to them. Mr.
Young says that potatoes caused the milk al first to di-
minish, but after eight days its ijuaatity was increased.

From the Massachusetts Yeoman.

IRRIGATICN.
Further Extracts, by the Editor, from, the Manuscript of

a practical Farmer.

I have irrigated hard land seven years—and
soft, four years. The hard has nearly doubled
',n crop, once in every three years—the soi't in

two. Ifl had been supjilied with a plenty of
water, I cannot doubt 1 should have realized

twice the quantity of the hard land's crop in two
years ; but at the tinie when most needed, my
brook was generally almost dry.
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He that begins wrong need not expect to end

well. I have informed some people that at the

harvest I reap across and bind relurning, and

sliock all before qnitting work. This has been

imitated and attended with considerable loss,

occasioned by beginning icrong. According to

tradition, or custom, thej enclosed large quan-

tities in long bands, drawn strenuously close by

a severe pull, excluding the circulation of air

from the enclosed grain. They found that this

husbandry would not answer—mouldy straw and

musty grain was the consequence. My sheaves

are small, and bands so loose that those who
have not left their strenuous pnll, judge it would

all spill out —Now he that begins wrong to ir-

rigate, finds the land will not produce well with-

out manure. In one case, the sheaves are too

large—in the other, thi trenches are too smeilt.

We need not much fear drifting too much wa-

ter on either dry or wet land.— But, as some

farmers must wait till the dew is gone before

they will allow hay to be opened, so they must

wait till the fiood is gone before they will have

the water.*****
Water shoidd pos.t over, and not remain on, irri-

gated laad. This 1 find to 1)6 essentially neces-

sary, both for soft and hard meadow. Where
soft meadows have a narrow outlet, it often hap-

pens that half or a whole acre, according to its

strait, is ponded near the outlet, in time of a

tlood. On this, we may suppose more sediment

is deposited than on the oxbow bend. Yet here

grass will not be so large nor so good as on tlie

bend. Farmers will generally recognize this.

difficulty exists not much in Ihe power to produce

great crops, as in so grossly erroneous opinion, with

a large portion of the community, as to the ex-

pediency and vtility of that system oi cultivation

necessary to etlect that object.

The first great and common objection is,

that it is expensive and unproftable to the tarmer.

This deserves a moments consideration, and for

those who do not take assertions often repeated

for proof, it can require no more. We entreat

those who make this objection, to examine the

subject, and with all the certainly of mathemat-

ical demonstration to undeceive themselves.

Your committee have satisfactory evidence be-

fore them, that the land on which the largest

wheat crop was raised, may be fairly valued at

about filty dollars the acre.

A years interest of which sum at 6 per cent is $3
Cost of two ploujhings, one in fall and one iu

spring, 3
Harrowing, 2

'two and a half bushels of seed at 9s. 3 75

Harvesting, 3

Thrashing and cleaning, 4 50

Whole cost of crop and use of land, $19 25

Value thirty-nine bushels and one peck wheat
at 9s. per bushel, |58 87 1-2

19 25

From the Portsmouth (N. H.) Journ.il.

ROCKINGH.\M /VORICULTUR.M, SOCIETY.
T.ne oommltlee appointed to examine the

claims for premiums upon Crops—Jveport :

That they recommend premiums to ue award-

ed as follows, viz :

—

First premium on Wheat $8 to Mr, John Gordon of

Exeter. I'h : quaulity was 39 busneis and one peck
upon one acre and jU rous ol land.

First premiuai on Cora, :pl:.i to ihomas Jenness, Est).

ofDeertield. 'I'he quanuty was luu busiaels and uuii;

uarts upon oaj acre of laud.

Second premium on Corn, $8 to Mr. John Gordon,
of Exeter. 'Ihe quantity was 7tJ l-il busliels upon oui

acre and ten rods of land.

The premium on Carrots, |6 to Mr. Bradbury Rob
inson, of Greeulaud. The quantity was i91 1-2 bush-

els upon one quarter of an acre of land.

The premium on White Beans, 'jb to Simon Magoon,
Esq. of Kast ivingstou. The quantity was 11 buslieis

3 1-2 pecks upon hall an acre of laud.

Of the sum of nearly one hundred dollars ap-

propriated by the .society lor premiums upon
the did'erent crops, the above sums of much less

than one half the amount lor want ol competi-
tors, are all that your cotninittee can recommend
to be aivarded. Tue evidence ot ilie claimants
and their statements of the uianuer of cultiva-

tion, &.C. were conlormaole to the regulations

of the Society and are transmitted Herewith for

their consideration.

Your committee would here present to the
society their own views of the difl'erent modes
of cultivation pursued by the several competi-
tors, with such remarks as occurred to them
from the examination of the evidence in rela-

tion to their claims, if they did not leel discour-

aged from aucii labor, by a conviction, that a

Net profit on the above crop, $39 62 1-2

One acre of corn land, valued $50 per acre,

interest on which for one year at 6 per

cent, $3
Ploughing in fall, 2

Ploughing in spring and planting, 5 50

Seed corn, 75

Hoc ing three times, 4 60

Cutting stalks, harvesting, husking, 4
i^xpence of manure, SO

$39 75
By value of one hundred bnshels corn, at 67

cents, $67
By stocks and butts, 10

$77
39 75

Net profit on one acre of corn, $37 25

But it is said the system of confining cultiva-

tion so as to secure great crops, is not actually

unprofitable, still it is not the best.

First, because the same expense on more
ground will yield a better income.

Again let us refer to fads and calculations.

The dilference between a crop, such as the

one to which the premium is awarded, and the

more common one of from 30 to 50 bushels per

acre, is occasioned principally by applying to

one acre the quantity of manure usually distrib-

uted to three acres, with also a little more at-

tention in ploughing.

Suppose then 3 acres of land to be planted, va-

lued at $50 per acre, the inter( st is $9
All the other expenses will amount as much

per acre as for the best crop (except the ma-
nure) and amount as by former estimate to $50 15

Manure, 20

Allow an average crop of 40 bushels per acre,

at 67 cts. 120 bushels,

V;ilue of stocks and butts,

Net profit of 2 acres corn.

80 43
12

$92 40
79 15

A certain quantity of any crop raised is in

payment tor the labor and expense. It is

amount beyond that only, that is profit—and t

great object then surely should be to incre

that part of the quantity which is the pro
For instance, if 50 bushels of corn only pay t

expense of cultivation , he who raises 60 bush

with the same labor as he who raises 55, mal
double the profit, though his quantity is incre

ed only five bushels.

Your committee would feel bound to apo

gize for detaining you with calculations so pi;

and apparent to all who have an acquaintar

with the first rudiment>i of arithmetic, w
not the objections we have stated still ev

day urged, and had it not been heard in our h

of legislation.

A second objection urged to limiting the qti

tity of tillage is, that the grass lands dema
frequent ploughing and, if neglected, they sr

are bound out. They do become so upon I

.system of running over them without dies

the plough of itself, in grass land, does ve

little but produce a temporary efl'ect upon t

soil, which scarcely is perceived in a secc

season, and the same argument that should

duce us to cultivate in a manner to prodt

the greatest crop of corn, or grain, proves i

utility of the system in relation to crops tl

are to succeed.

A premium is offered by the society for t

largest tpiantity of any vegetable, protitabie

feeding cattle, for which no claim is ma.

while the keeping of slock for beef and fori

dairy is so great a part of the business of eT«

farmer in this section of the country. Y<

committee cannot but consider the fact, that

claim is made for this premium as a strik

proof of a want of attention to the great obj,

of economy in the mode of supporting call

through our long and expensive winters. J|

pensive they surely are, when a stock of cai

is supported entirely upon hay. Two tons

hay is justly esteemed a very liberal crop fr>

an acre of mowing, and suppose the expensf

it to be but half that of growing an acre ofpt

toes ; Ihe san>e land will yield from 3 to

bushels, which cannot be denied to be equa
three times that quantity of hay. While I

bushels of carrots may be produced Irora

acre of land, by labor which may be perforn

in a manner and at times, much more conve

ent than is usually required for making hi

To those who have made such roots a part

the food for their cattle, through the wii

monllis, it need not be said, that it is much
ter as it is cheaper, than keeping them enti

upon hay. No claim is made for a pre
on Barley, a crop, which if not great, is al

here more certain than most other grain, ai

always a cash article in the market.

Your committee cannot believe, that it

want of suitable crops of potatoes, tha]

claim is this year made for a premium in

highly valuable root. While our farmers

every day learning to appreciate its value, iC

already become an extensive article of sale ts

who convey it to m.irket. Gentlemen of

accurate calculation, and who have mean!

ascertaining, have estimated, ihat no less

^40,000 was paid Ihe last year for polati

the market of Fortsmoulh alone.

From Ihe apparent inattention of farmers

the invilalions ol the Society, and from ihe to

of complaint, which perhaps prevails too
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the statement ofvour commilteo, they may

e asked if they ciespair of the society and tlie

)je(t of its institnlion ? We answer at once

y 110 means. \\c look npon tlie art ofai^ricul-

ire, as the first employment of the human race

their state of primeval innocence. Their

ccupation in the garden of paradise was " to

11 and to dress it.'" We look upon it as that

ursuit otall others hest adapted lo our country

government. If the estmiales, which we
ive made upon the best evidence, are not eii-

relv erroneous, we have shewn it to be an

mployment, that yields its most liberal reward,

farmers do not accumulate such fortunes as

e money letter, by his 10, 12 or 20 per cent,

av jew out of his unfortunate nois:hl)ors, it is

tit liecause his per cent, is not as great— hut be-

tuse the usurer has acquired that habit of econ-

my in fractious and fragments, which makes
e estate.

Still your committee believe the science of

riculture, while it is pleasant and profitable,

be one ot the most complicated and least un-

erstood of any to which the attention of man
as been directed.

In this country particularly, there has been

3 occasion for its study. In our new lands,

\e fire opened our fields, the husbandman was

illed upon for little, save the seed—and took

s crop asking no questions why or where-

e.

While every other, the simplest art or trade

ns its instructors, every profe.«sion its tutors

id lecturers, neither our schools, academics,

colleges, have ever placed a book on this

ience upon tlie long catalogue of their studies.

he consequence is, agriculture is pursued by

iherance to customs and to traditions handed

)wn from a period in our country and a state

societv, which makes them in many respects

ifited to the present time.

Your committee are no advocates cl specula-

te innovations, merely for their 'lovelty, but

ey would not with the obstinacy <if the Scotch-

an continue to go to mill with their corn in

lie end of the bag, balanced by a rock in the

her, merely because it was the practice of

leir ancestors. And it is with pleasure your

immittee can state, thai a spirit of rational

iprovement isgraduall.t, although slowly mak-

g progress in the community. Our literary

stitutions, many of them seem to have discov-

ed that the great " art of all arts"' is not un-

lorthy of their attention. Gentlemen of learn-

\g and scientific research have " taken hold of

le plough," with a resolution that will not eas-

f be turned back. The nature of our different

Jils—their adaptation to different crops— the

roperties of manures, and the comparative ad-

antages of different modes of cultivation, be-

in to be understood, and their importance to

3 felt. Let these considerations then cheer us

mid the partial discouragements that at present

irround us. Our own interest— the interests

four fellow men— of our country, demand a

erseverance in our efforts. They will ulti-

lately be crowned with success.

ICHABOD BARTLETT,
BENJAMIN PILSBURY,

Oct. 15, 1823. JOSEPH W. MARCH.

LONDON, Oct. lb.— Velocity of Sound

deasure of Distances.—The Philosophical Ti-ui^-

ctions of the present year contain an able paper

as a

rans

Irom J. Goldinham, Esq. F. R. S. on the velocity

with which sound travels under various circum-
stances. The paper is far too voluminous (or

our columns; and we shall merely stair, that the

observations wore made by noticing the inter-

vals between ihcfla.ih and the report of two
twenty four pounders, at known distances from
the observer, who was stationed at the Madras
Observatory. The results of his numerous ex-

periments confirm those of previous observers,

that the mean velocity of sound is about 1142

feet per second.

We have long been of opinion that the veloc-

ity of sound might he rendered available for

measuring distances for a variety of purposes,

such as estimating the distance between ships,

or any given objects at sea ; and with stjU great-

er accuracy for measuring distances on land,

which might be accomplished in the following

manner :—Suppose it be desirable to deter-

mine the distance of a ship from a battery, or

other station on shore provided with cannon.

With a fort, where a mo. .ling and evening

gun are fired, the object can be attained with-

out any concert with the shore, by an obser-

ver on board the ship being provided with a

tolerably good seconds' watch, and noticing

(he interval between the flash of the gun and

the report. This may be done to the fraction

of a second, by counting the beats of a watch

during the interval. Now as the ordinary

seconds' watch makes about 25 beats in 10

seconds, the distance may be very nearly esti-

mated by allowing 45G 8 or 457 feet for the

beat of a watch. Thus 40 beats, or 16 seconds,

would give a distance or 6091 3'ards; or about

60 yards short of 2^ miles. Althoiigh the

flash of a gun is not visible at any considera-

ble distance by day light, yet on a clear day
the smoke issuing from a large piece of ord-

nance is almost as instantaneous as that of the

tiash, and by attentive observation it would
give almost equally accurate results.

In the department of Military Engineering,

this method of determining distances would lie

extremely valuable; as it might be applied in

many instances where actual measurement
would be quite impractible ; such as across a

river or ravine, or in case of the occupation
of the intermediate ground by an enemy.

In Civil Engineering and Land Surveying, it

might also be applied with considerable advan-

tages, in the following manner :—Two persons

being stationed on elevated ground within sight

of each, one being provided with a strong
fowling piece, (or rather a blunderbuss for

greater edect) and the other with an ordinary
seconds' watch.—The interval between the

flash and the report, as before mentioned, is to

be carefully noted by the observer; who for

the sake o( greater accuracy, might be assisled

by a third person, in order to mark the instant

of the discharge. It might also be preferaole
to choose the dawn of day for the operations in

order to render the flash from the fire arms
more distinctly visible. By repeating the ex-
periment a few times, and taking the mean of

the observations, a fuilicient degree of accuracy
would be attainable by this method for any of

the ordinary purposes of land surveying. It

is proper to remark that, should the wind set

towards the observer, at the time, from five to

ten feet per second should be added to the es-

timated distance. If, oa the contrary the wind
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blows from the observer, the same amount is

to be subtracted from the distance, as estimated
at the rate of 1112 feet per second.
The distance ot a thunder cloud from an

observer might also l)c very nearly cslitna-

ted, by noticing the interval between the elec-

tric discharge and tlic thunder. This, how-
ever, would be a meic point of curiosity,
while in the former cases (and others which
might be named) this mode of measuring dis-

tances would be at once economical, and suf-

ficiently accurate for general purposes.

From the Boston Evening: Intellig-encer.

Ih/drostatic Press.—We have seen a machine
of tliis description, made in this city l)y Mr.
Eben A. Lester, which, as far as we can judge, is

quite perfect in its mechanical construction. We
are not aware that the Il^'drostatic Press has of-

ten been manufactured in this country ; but we
are confident from the information we have ob-

tained that none superior to this has often been
received from G. Britain. The power of the

machine extends to a pressure of 150 tons ; it is

generally employed, at from 63 to 100 Ions,

which is sufficient for all common purposes. The
use of these presses, we believe, has generally
superseded that of the improved screw press,

in England ; and upon the slightest inspection,

it is evident they possess the most manifest ad-

vantages over all others. A screw is one of the

mechanical powers most impeded in its opera-

tion by friction ; but in the Hydraulic [Ili/dros-

tatic] Press the eflect of the screw is jiroduced

by forcing water, with a forcing pump, under a
metalic cylinder, confined in a cylindrical tube

of great strength, by which it is raised, against a

fixed iron pl.uio above
; and the power of pres-

sure which may be given is only limited bv the
strength of the machinery ilsoir. It iaz-loaV (hat
in such a machine there can be but little friction

;

hence one source of the advantage it possesses

over the screw press. A person with a mode-

rale exertion of his own strength applied to the

handle of the forcing pnin[i, can produce a pres-

sure of 100 tons by merely injecting a small

quantity equal to a common tuml)ler within the

hollow iron cylinder below. The Hydraulic

[Hydrostatic] Press exhibits one of the most in-

teresting instances of curious experiments appli-

ed to the common purposes of life, that can be

found among the multiplied examples of ingen-

ious machinery.

From the Duuifries Courier.

Voracity of the Cod Fish.—A short time ago

a cod-fish, of the rock species, was caught in the

bay of Luce, and dissected by a correspond-

ent, on whose accuracy we can rely. In the

stomach of this aquatic glutton there were found

no fewer than seven lobsters, besides fragments

of smaller fish. One of the lobsters weighed
15 ounces, and three of them, which were tak-

en out alive, looked as fresh and fair as if they

had never" crossed the craig" of the voracious

cod. The gastric juice of the cod must of

course be extremely powerful ; but ifthe largest

lobster had used his fore finger and thunib to

as good purpose as vrehave seen divers of his kind

do, he might have easily, we think have sprung a

leak under the lower fin of his devourer, and, by

a trifling exertion of muscular power, piloted

bis way back to father Ocean.
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Extracts from an Address delivered before the ^'So-

ciety of Middlesex Hnsbandinen and Manufac-
turers,''^ on their anniversary at Concord, Mass.

October 2, 1823. By Jos, ah Ad.ims, Esq.

" Permit me, my brethren of the Society, to

congr;itiilate yon that, in our meetings here

from year to yenr, we ar^ cheered witli the

smiles of the public.—All classes seem to have
united in patronizing the first, and the noblest

of the arts. The learned, and the unlearned,

have combined for mutual benefit, and those

jealousies, which, m other concerns, arrest the

progress of improvement, are not known among
us—scientific speculations, adapted to practical

purposes, are read with avidity, and weighed
with candor. The great change, in this re-

spect, which has taken place in the public

mind, must be particularly refreshing to the ear-

ly members of this Society, who beg'an and con-

tinued their useful exertions, against the blasts

of ridicule, and the tide of popular prejudice.
" In regard to the propriety and utility of

Cattle Shows, there wns formerly much differ-

ence of opinion. The objects of them were
not understood, and they were opposed, even by

men of good sense, as causing a waste of mo-
ney, and as having no tendency whatever to ad-

vance the agricultural interest. They were
considered an addition to the number of idle ho-

lidays, and great vice and immorality were [)re-

dicted as their certain attendants. And though

Derry Fair and Concord Courts were going fast

out of fashion, a Cattle Show was worst of all !

—and the poor, innocent liltie town of Brigh-

ton, was viewed like the great city of Nineveh,
in which were ^'four score thousand souls, thai

knc-jn not their right handfrom their left, and also

much cuttle ;" and whoso refused to preach against

it, was devoured by the great land m/in/e ol pub-

lic opinion. In short, men would strain at u

d.oVGHiNG MATCH, and sxcuHoos a horse race !

" But such prejudices are now extremely rare.

Great decorum has prevailed ; authority has

been given by law to preserve order, and, on

these occasions, we have the satisfaction of

meeting our most useful and respectable citi-

zens—our most considerate and in<lustrious far-

mers. Indeed it seems now to be generally ad-

mitted, that to those meetings, and to the ex-

ertions connected with them, we are principal-

ly indebted for the wonderful improvements
which have been made in husbandry. A com-
parison and interchange of opinions and views
have been effected—a unity of feeling and ac-

tion—a spirit of emulation and a just self-re-

spect have been created, which have greatly

improved the situation, and multiplied the en-

joyments of the farmer—have given him new
views of his condition new motives to exertion,

and opened upon him bright prospects of com-
fort and usefulness, which he had supposed coii-

fined to other classes of society.
" The power of habit, and the charm of here-

ditary custom, have been gradually subdued.
Men have learned to think, as well as to labor—and not only lo think, but to listen to the sug-
gestions and speculations of others. Men of
leisure, of property, and of talents, have aspired
to become acquainted with the principles of
good husbandry, and, by their valuable specu-
lations and exi>eriments. have very much assist-

etl practical men in their efforts to improve.*

* Tlie pecuniary means of most men are inadequate

It is much to the honor of the yeomanry of

iVew-England, that it is growing less and less

fashionable to undervalue philosophical disqui-

sitions and experiments. Men read and think

on the philosophy of agriculture, as they do on
all other subjects. The farmer, whose educa-

tion does not always enable him to see the con-

nexion between cause and effect, does not feel

bound, by the fashion of the times, to disbelieve

the existence of such connexion; and this is but

applying that common sense to the management
of his farm, which he is accuslomed to use on

all other occasions. Most men are necessarily

ignorant of the process of the astronomer in cal-

culating an eclipse—in determining the moment
of the sun's rising and setting—and the exact

limes in which the planets perf rm their revo-

lutions; but they do not therefore question the

truth of his predictions ; and the man, who
should avow a disbelief of the Almanac, would
be accounted the greatest of all infulels ! Im-

pllci( faith is not, and indeed should not, be yield-

ed to every theory, which finds its way lo the

public through the press—some caution is un-

doubtedly necessary in adopting new methods of

cultivation— particularly those, vvhicli have not

been fully proved by experiment; and even
those methods, which have been found profita-

ble under certain circumstances, may be useless,

and perhaps very detrimental, in all other ca»es.

A great variety of things are to be considered—
the difference of climate and of soil--lhe facili-

ty of obtaining manure~lhe price of labor—the

distance from the market—and a muliitiide of

other incidents, which will readily occur to a

thinking and discreet mind. A man of such a

mind will not be deterred from making improve-
ment, by any seeming difiiculty in determining
what may be profilable. He will see that hus-
bamlry is indeed an art of a very superior order.

Not like some of the mechanical arls, which
are little else than mere haliit-', which, being
once acquired, are jjursued with little or no men-
tal exertion. He will perceive that his pro-

gress depends not so much on the labor of his

hands, as in assigning to those hands their proper
employment. And, by thus dividing his task be-

tween the body and the mind, he lessens his toil

—increases his gains—and procures a new
source of mental enjoyment.

"The attention which is paid in New Eng-
land to the subject of Education, has given to all

classes a source of happiness, which is enjoyed

in no other country ; and some, at least, of our

practical farmers are capafle of considering ag-

ricullure in its connexion with the sciences. Its

dependence on the science of chemistry in par-

ticular has given to our subject an interest and

imjxjrtance among the learned, wiiich has

proved of great public utility. Chemistry

leaches the simple substances of which the ma-

t'Jrial world is composed—the different com-

pour>J? which nature is continually forming in

the anim;;l, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms,

and the decoT!>Dositions, which consequently

take place ; togethv'!' with the manner of pro-

ducing the same effects, by the assistance of art.

And, by showing what simple substances are

necessary to the formation of certain com-
pounds, it informs us what kinds of soil, and

to the (rial of uncertain experiments.—The community
are thenlore mucli indebted to thosa who have so

readily met the necessary expenses.

what manures, and other substances, are to bi

united, to bring forth the various products of th<

farm. It teaches us that two substances, whici
singly are of no value, if united in certain pro
portions, will forma valuable soil ; and that th<

adilition of a third, which may be, in itself, per
fectly harmless, may render the comjiound use

less and barren. We ascertain, for instance

the proportions in which clay and sand shouh
be mixed, and when, and in what proportions

lime, ash.es, ot vegetable substances should b«

added to the composition, and this, with as

much certainty as attend experiments in othei

branches of science. Agricultural chemistry ii

essential lo good husbandry, and every farmer
should he acquainted with its general principles.

" There is no idea more unfounded," says

Sir Humphrey Davy, in the introduction to hif

lectures on agricultural chemistry, " than thai

a great devotion of time, and minute know
ledge of general chemistry are necessary foii

pursuing experiments on the nature of soil, on
the properties of manures. Nothing can ba
more easy, than to discover whether a soil eP
fervesccs, or changes color, by the action of an-

acid—or whether it burns when heated, ot<

wiiat weight it loses by heat. And yet thesw
simple indications may be of great importancd"
in a system of cultivation. The expense, con*

nected with chemical enquiries, is very trifling!

A small closet is sufficient for containing all the

materials that are required. The most impor- '"

tant experiments may be made by means of a*
small portable apparatus—A few phials, a few"
acids, a lamp, and crucible are all that are ne- ^.

cessary."
" Next in importance to the great busincM? of

preparing lor a better world, is to know hovv to

live comfortably in this ; and the goodness of

the CURATOR appears in nothing more conspicu- '

ous, than in having made the support of our-
'

selves am! families an essential part of religiom
[ duty. " Remember the sabbath doy to keep it ho-

ly,''' is an iiuunction of no greater authority,
[

and BO more intended to form our moral and re- I

ligious character, than the command, ''six dayi
.••halt thou labor and do all thy work f and, since
" he that provideth not for his ozan house is Zi'urse

than an infidel,'' it is therefore a religious duty
to improve ourselves, and each other, in a
knowledge of the arts, by which |)roporly i»

acquired—and as no one of inese can rank in

importance with tl«r'art of agriculture, wd
have reason to feel much satisfaction in iin.din"'-

ourselves again assembled, lor such exccllen'^
and noble purposes. And, to strengthen our ex-'

ertions, allow me to conclude with a pas-riin-e

from the author before cited
" Many of the sciences are ardently pursued,

and considered proper objects of stiidy fui all

refined minds, merely on account of the intel-

lectual pleasure ttiey afl'ord ; merely because
they enlarge our views of nature, and enable us
to think more correctly with respect to the be-
ings and objects which surround us. How much
more then is this department of enquiry wor^
thy of our attention, in which the pleasure re-

sulting from the love of truth and knoivlcdge, is

as great as in any other branch of philosophy,
and, in which it is likewise connected with much
greater benefits and advantages"

—

J'\'"ihil est me'
lius, nihil ubcrius, nihil hoinine libera di<rnius.

" Discoveries made in the cultivation of the-

[earth are not merely for the time, and country,
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ich th(\v are ilevelopcil— ')iit ihey may \->c

' lereil as extendina^ to future a<>-e<i, and as

' itely teiidina: to henofit the whole human
•' as atrordins: subsistence to generations yet
' (10; as nmlti[dying life, and providing for

I'* joyment."

From the American Farmer.

Povi'elton, Philad. County, Julii 1, 18^3.
.R Sir.—Your profitable manag-ement.
more, than the hiarh state of cultivation,
ich the officers of the society found yonr
ends me to desire, not merely a statement
system, you pursue, in the preparation of
oil— the arrantjement of your field*—the
n of your crops—hut the mode of spcur-
iur fodder— feedinsf your cattle—and the
ition of their manure. I was struck, by
pearance of your stock, and s:ratitied, at

, that our opinions, and practice perfect-
icide, in the preparation of hay. and dis-

OB of it in hay houses, .nslead of huge

re thouT;Iit, the parade of Pennsylvania
about as pro.'itable as the decoration of
e blue wasr^ons, or the musical bells at-

to cur teams. The insceninus mode
J to deprive our tjrasses, of their most
e, and nutritious parts, is so abi^urd, that
since \vould have been abandoned, I

hope, had not our prejudices in favor of
ages, which srenerally keep practical

right, in this instance put us all

lod weather, most crops of Ej'rasses, can be
I vvithout being shaken from the svvartb.
form practice for many years has been to

ly grass to remain nearly two days, un-
i, to gather it by an horse rake, cock i!

iot part of the day, salt it, and place it in

house, which admits a free circulation

My clover like yours, retains much o(

)r of its blossoms, and leaves. The ad-
of pitching hay, from the carriage into

; iHirn," does not counterbalance, the
of labor in preparing, the loss of nu-

n drying, and the great danger of fire

:ating, as well as from the escape of mais-
hich so often in this climate, attracts

J, to the utter destruction of the building.
the hopes of the farm,

convenience of leeding, has also been
to aid the arguments, in favor of a

ennsylvania barn. "We owe much of our
to the industry, care, and skill, of our e.^-

Gernian population, but I think, it mav
tioned, whether the expense they incur,
trrangement of their farm buildings, is

f often mischievous, not merely useless,
ng tender their cattle, and "diseasing

f bad hay. It is scarcely possible in

e, where the changes of climate, are
and severe, to guard farm stock, from
s; when they are made warm throughout
»t, and necessarily, left exposed to the
of storms, during part of the day. 1 am
ed, that milch cows, and very young
require protection from cold—nil otheT-
f guarded from wet, and currents of
ed with more appetite, digest with more
3rk with more vigor, and encounter ac-
exposure, with less danger of harm,
they be confined witMa'^ thick stoue
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walls, inhaling an impure atmosphere, from
which by the instinct of nature, if not thwarted
'>y the ill judged contrivance of man thev would
lly.

I would suggest, that the position for the farm
yard be seleclt^d as usual at the foot of a small
'ill, of which the southern side, should be cut in
such manner, as to admit the erection of a barn
sufl'iciently large for all its usual purposes, ex-
•ept that of holding hay, and feeding cattle.
Roofs pitching to the South, and sufficiently ca-
pacious to protect all the hay, straw, fodder,
ami stock of the firm should be extended at
hoth gable ends. For the support of the fodder
lofts, and roofs, pillars of brick, or stone, should
be erected at proper intervals; for the security
of the bank, and the road at its edge—a wail
somewhat higher, than it, should be built—

a

space of two feet, should be left, between the
northern side of the loft and the wall. Racks
should be placed perpendicularly, with their
outer ed'j^es, exactly corresponding, and paral-
lel with the wall, and side of the loft. Thus a
''pace, oflwo feet vvould remain between them
and the wall, to be filled with hay. .\ long shut-
ter, sufficiently wide, may be secured by hinges,
•iltached to (losts, on the outer side of the wall
-;-in order that when the rack shall have been
filled, by pitching from above, it may be closed,
at a proper ana:le to exclude rain or cold air.

Stalls for cattle, pens for sheep, and calves,
should be at fit distances placed beneath the
bay—palings, and gales, might secure them on
the southern, or outer side. The hay being ex-
posed on two of its sides, would rcrjuire infinite-
ly less dryino-, than if pressed closely, in a great
nass, within the thick walls of abarn. It is

scarcely to be belioved, by those, who have
not seen the exponmant, how little drying.
,n-ass requires, when it is to be salted, and
thrown lightly, into an open hay house. By be-
ginning :.t one end of a long loft, and discharging
the loads, so as to not more than half fill it, un-
til tile hay be extended to the other, by the
time, that the end at which the farmer began,
-^hall be quite filled, his hay, in despite of the
state, in which it has been hauled, will be suf-
ficiently dry. The advantages, I propose, are
the say ng of labor in making the hay, of money,
in building the barn, of nutrition in not exhaust-
ing the gra«:s by unnecessary exposure, to the
rays of the sun

; and to practical farmers, what
to them, is of consequence, a return to their
pockets, in profit on cattle, which after being
exposed from January to July upon hay, and
grass alone, may be exposed on Philadelphia
shambles with credit to the feeder, as yours
have been shown. I am your's, &c.

JOHiST HARE POWEL,
Corresponding Sec'ry, Penn.

j
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From the Cook's Oracle.

EOILIIVG.

This most simple of Culinary processes is

not often performed in perfection,— it does not
require quite so much nicety and attendance, as
Roasting. To skim your pot well, and keep it

really boiling (the slower the better) alJ the
while,—to know how long is required for doing
I he joint, &c. and to take it up, at the critical
moment when it is done enough,—comprehends
almost the whole art and mystery. This, how-

I

ever, demands a patient and perpetual vigilance,
of which few jiersons are cajiable.
The Cook must take especial care that the -fa-

lter really boils all the -.chite she is cooking, or she
-.cill be deceived in the time ,- and make lip a suf-
ficient fire (a frugal Cook will manage with
much less fire for Boiling than she uses tbr roast-
ing) at first, to last all the time, without much
mending or stirring.

Il'hen the Pot is coming to a boil, there will
always, from the cleanest Meat and clearest
Water, rise a Scum to the top of it : proceeding
partly from the foulness of the moat, and partly
from the water,—this must be carefully taken olV
as soon as it rises.

On this, depends the good appearance of all

boiled things.

When you have scummed \yell, put in some
cold water, which will throw up the rest of the
icum.

The oftener it is scummed, and the cleaner
the top of the Water is kept, the cleaner will
be the Meat.

[f let alone, it soon boils down and sticks to
the Meat ;* which instead of looking delicate-
ly white and nice,— will have that coarse and
filthy appearance we have too often to com-
plain of, and the Butcher and Poulterer be
blamed for the carelessness of the Cook in not
scumming her pot.

Many put in Milk, to make what they boil
look white

; but this does more harm than o-ood :—others wrap it up in a cloth ;— but thes% are
leedless precautions, if the scum be attentively
removed, Meat will have a much more delicate
color and finer flavor than it has when muffled
lip. This may give rather more trouble—but
Those who wish, to excel in their Art must only
consider how the processes of it can be'most perfectlii
performed;—a Cook vyho has a proper pride
and pleasure in her business, will make this her
maxim on all occasions.

Put your Meat in cold] water,— in the pro-
portion of about a quart of Water to a pound of
Meat :— it should be covered with water diirino-
the whole of the process of Boiling—but nol
drowned in. it— the less water provided the meat
be covered with it,—the more Savoury will
be the Meat, and the better will be the Broth.

The xi'ater should be heated gradually—accnTd-
ing to the thickness, &c. of the arlicle boiled—
lor instance, a Log of Mutton of 10 pou.nds
weight, (No. 1,) should be placed oyer a mod-
erate fire, which will gradually make the water
hot, without causing it to boil for aboutforty min-
utes— if the water, boils much sooner, the meat
will be hardened, and shrink up as if it was
scorched—by keeping the water a certain time
heating without boiling, its fibres are dilated,
and it yields a quantity of scum, which must be'
taken off as soon as it rises.

" If a vessel containing water be placed over
a steady fire, the water will grow continually
hotter till it reaches the limit of boiling, after
which the regular accessions of heat, are whol-
ly spent in converting it into Steam—the Water

* if, unfortunately, this should happen, the cook
must carefully take it off when she dishes up, either
with a clean Sponge or a Paste-brush.

t Cooks, however, as well as Doctors, disagree ; for
me say, that " all sorts of fresh meat should be' put
when the water boils." I prefer the ahove method,

for the reason given—gentle stcwin? ,L-h:!.(' Meat, &c.
tender, and stiH learss it sajna uud culriiive.
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remains at the same pitch of temperature, how-

ever fiercely it boils. The only dilTerence is,

that with a strong fire it sooner comes to boil,

and more quickly boils away, and is converted

into ^leam."
The Editor placed a Thermometer in water

in that state which Cooks call gciitlc simmering^

—the heat was 212°— i. e. the same deefrce as

the strongest boiling. Two Mutton Chops were

covered with cold water,—and one boiled a

gullnp—and the other siitimered gently for three

quarters of an hour ; the Flavor of the Chop
which was simmered was decidedly superior to

that which was boiled; the Lii;f»or which boiled

fast, was in like proportion more savory, and,

when cold, had much more fat on its surface :

this explains why quick boiling renders meat

hard, S;c. because its juices are extracted in a

greater degree.

Reckon the Time from its Jirst coming to a

boil.

The old rule of 15 minutes to a pound of

meat, we think rather too little; the slower it

boils, the tenderer, the plumper, and whiter it

will be. (_To be continued.)

Montreal, Kov. 11.—A strange accident took

place in a chemist's shop a few days since. A
person having put a gallon or two of alcohol up-

on a stove in a tin vessel, the liquid took fire and

exploded with a violent shock. The whole

room was filled with smoke ; a person endeavor-

ing to escape by the shop door, had opened it

partly, and merely put his head out, when the

sudden expansion of the air in the room closed

the door, caught him by the head, and held him

for several seconds, until the confiagration ceas

ed. No other injury than the loss of the liquor,

and the fright sulTe red by the persons present,

was sustained. ==
It is computed that 55,000 barrels of Pot and

Pearl Ashes, will have been shipped during the

season from the Port of Quebec. This exceeds

by nearly twenty thousand the number shipped

last year, which was about SG.OOO

sufficient abundance to answer half the domestic con- 1 naming some of the subjects treated of, which,

sumption. Oat meal and pot barley were regular ar- we assure our readers that they are very ably dis<

licles of import from Britain, and the latter article was will better recommend the work than the most

also brought largely from the United States. Indian rate eulogy.

NEW E^GLAND FARMER.
S,\TURUAY, NOVEMBER 29, l!i23.

Letters of.'lgricola on the Principles of Vegetation

and Tillage.

We have frequently, in the course of our editorial

labours, availed ourselves of the information contained

in an excellent work on husbandry, entitled " Letters

of wSgrico/a," &c. written in Nova Scotia, by John

YonNG, Esq, we believe a native of Scotland. Having

learned that a few copies of that treatise are for sale, in

this city, by Messrs. Wells & Lilly, we are induced to

attempt some sketches of its character and merits, with

a hope to be instrumental in recommending it to the at-

tention of Ni'w England Agriculturists.

If the merits of a literary or scientific work may be

correctly estimated by the effects it has produced—the

value of the tree judged of by its fruit— the " Letters

of Agricola" may claim a very high standing among the

productions of the best writers of the age who have de-

voted thiir powers and faculties to the most useful and

important of human pursuits. Before this publication,

rural labour in Nova Scotia was held in great contempt,

and to handle a spade, or direct a plough, was deemed

an employment of the meanest and most degrading

kind. "Tillage was so much neglected that neither

oati, barlt y, rye, Indian corn, nor wheat, were raised in

meal, rye and wheaten flour were landed by thousands

of barrels from Boston and New-York not only to sup-

ply the inhabitants of the sea ports, but also the farmers

in the country." The publication of the " Letters of

Agricola" (whose patriotic and scientific exertions re-

ceived every encouragement from the Governor, Chief

Magistrates, and other men of high standing, influence

and reputation in the Province) had an effect, which

can scarcely be parralleled in the history of arts, or the

annals of human improvement. " In the history of no

country has there ever been recorded a more radical

and instantaneous change, than has been witnessed in

Nova Scotia. Improvement has proceeded with such

gigantic strides, that already the point is out of sight

from which we started ; and although the whole has

been effected in little more than three years, it is with

difficulty that we can bring ourselves to the belief that

the provincial husbandry was in such a state of barba-

rism at its commencement." Agricultural societies

were established, cattle shows instituted, new imple-

ments and improvementsof every kind, introduced, and

Nova Scotia, instead of being dependent on other coun-

tries for bread corn, and other articles necessary to feed

its inhabitants, was enabled not only to supply her wants

from her own resources, but to export wheat,and other

surplus products of her soil, in considerable quantities.

This great and beneficial change of public opinion,

the knowledge of rural economy, and the const quent

amelioration of the state of society, and condition ol

the country was effected by the publication of the

" Letters of Agricola." Other causes were, no doubt,

auxiliary bul those " Letters'''' were the cause of

those causes. The writings of Mr. Young, (first

published in the Acadian Recorder, and circulated

throughout the Province,) furnished the spark, and

kindled the flame which pervaded the country. As

the author expresses it, " while I thus continued to

write, and he [Lord Ualhousie, then Governor of Nova

Scotia] to approve, the first characters for rank in the

Metropolis did not long stand as idle spectators but

touched by the lambent flame of patriotism, they has-

tened within their respective spheres of influence to

scatter and propagate that sacred fire, which soon bu

out with irrepressible and inextinguishable brightness."

The workis written in an easy but at the same tiinean

elevated style. The author uses some hard words, but

a farmer with a common country school education may
understand most of them, and those which he does not

comprehend, it may be well for him to ascertain the

meaning of by methods which are at the command of

every farmer in New England, who is in what we call

comfortable circumstances.

" Cotting's Introduction to Chemistry," Conrersa-

tieins on Chemistry., and other cheap elementary works

on that science will furnish an explanation of all the

terms made use of by the writer, which are not siilli-

ciently explained as they are introduced. Perspicuity

is one of the greatest merits of the book, but some parts

of it will need to be studied, and not rapidly hurried

over as if it were a novel or romance, calculated mere-

ly to amuse. It has the merit of being better adapted

to the climate and soil of New England than any Euro-

pean writings upon agriculture. Every page evinces

that the writer is not a mere theorist, but has a practi-

cal knowledge of the art as well as the science of hus-

bandry. The reputation of the Icok, hcwtvir, is to

well established to require our testimony in its favour.

We shall therefore, conclude tliis article by merely

IIAfter describing the low state of Agriculture

Province, the author recommends the establishn

agricultural societies, and gives a brief sketch of

should be their constitution and objects— descri

physical causes which influence and affect ch

shews that the cultivation of a territory moderat

rigorof its climate,and contrasts the present with 1

cient state of Europe as delineated by classical

He devotes two chapters to proving that a gradi

provement has taken place in the climate of No^

tia since the first settlement of that country, to c

the prevailing prejudice which existed against t

mate of Nova Scotia ; and to show from the nal

ts vegetable productions, that it will ripen all ths

corns. This part of the book is replete with C(

tion to our cultivators, who reside in the northeri

of New England, and entertain an opinion th

country is too cold for them to obtain a livelihoo

of course they must either starve or emigrate to tb

or Mississippi countries. The author then takes

topic " of soil as the bed of vegetation, and lay:

the simpler elements of agricultural chemistry ;"-

"• some hints on the food of plants"—'^ Enurn

the uses which the soil serves in vegetation"—

"

trates the physical properties of the four earths

chiefly constitute soils, and expresses the advai

of chemically analysing the latter"— '• Leirrili

formatioB of soils as resulting from the disinl' c^ral

the primary and secondary rocks"— " F.nuni. rat

purposes in agriculture served by the difiVu nt i

ments of tillage"—" Treats on ploughs, and ( xpi

on the benefit which would be gained by tb( intl

lion of the drill machinery"— ^* Treats on the h

and roller, threshing mills, fans, the reaping ma
the patent sward cutter, the cultirator or gj ulib

"• Dilates on the nature of the animal and vtgeta

putrescent manures"—" Shews how water and

retain the gaseous and soluble principles of the p

cent manures"—" Discusses the doctrine of fern

tion, and explains the nature of composts"—" Sets

the nature and uses of peat, and its conversion int

nure"—" Illustrates the character of fossil man

lime, the mode of burning it, the manner in wh

should be applied, its effects on vegetation, tests 01

sum, pho?phate of lime, magnesia, burnt clay, &(

—" Enters on the natural obstructions in the so

"The trees of the forest"—" The inequalities o

surface of the earth, which are preventive of til

stones, rocks, wetness, principles of draining"—"1

a view of the cultivation ofland as affecting theil

dual—society—and natioual wealth," and " cond

with considering land in relation to its employof

capital."

Such are the topics of this work, and as we said In

they are discussed very ably. Some things in tW'

are local, and not particularly interesting toanylx

the inhabitants of Nova Scotia. But, on the whol'

know of no foreign work of its price, (which b

$2,50 in boards) which can claim any competitiffl'

the " Letters ofJlgricola,'''' as a treatise adapted t»

use of New England Farmers.

Fire.—In Dorchester, on the 26th inst. a large*

en house was consumed by fire. This building'

tained the Printing Office of Mr. R. Bannister, pri

and publisher of a religious paper, entitled " Tht'

m'/or." All the printing iipparatus, &c. fell a pn

the devouring element.
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FOKKIGN.
-The war in that country appears to be near-

nd. The Krench troops are embarking for

at the date of the last accounts, and llieir corn-

was expected to arrive at Pari* n the begin-

December. The Krench havi celebrated their

hs over the liberty and national imlependenreby

s and merry m<etinj5. A I'aris article of the

ct. states that a general amnesty or act of obli-

r past offences has been passed, from which only

the i?paniardsare excepted. The last intelli-

froiu Gibraltar has been received by the way of

d, and comes down to the fith of October. At

the English Embassador, !^ir William A'Court,

ont to proceed to Ferdinaud''s Court to resume

ctions.

sh America.—Accounts from Campeachy re-

Guatimala as in a stale of anarchy. 'The

ixture of white Europeans, Creoles of all shades,

, free blacks and slaves, each jealous of the oth-

all desirous ;o be superior, must produce very

lary scenes, should a civil war succeed to anai-

In the centre of this territory, the British have

jectable and flourishing establishment of Hondu-

havfc conciliated the affection of the neighbor-

lians of what is called the Mosquito Share.—
:iiig has been educated in England, is a (Jhris-

d a great friend to the British nation, and to

ary establishments. He can command nearly

arriors, and in the event of a civil war, would
place himself and nation under the protection

Brilish.

V is in force in Holland which forbids school-

receiving as pupils, childrci who have not had

,11 po.-c, or been vaccinated.

estingto the Proprietors of Sleam PncA'e^j, ic-

—

lerstaiid that Sir Humphrey Davy has, within

month, discovered that the application of a

gas, fifteen times heavier than the atmosphere,

lethanism of a steam engine, will produce a

ully equal to that which now results from the

tion of steam. The great obstacle which stands

way of the general and immediate introduction

of this gas is the difHculty of confining it. The
constructing convenient vessels, sufticifntly

for that purpose, Sir Humphrey proposes as

m, the solution of which must be attended with

able benefits to this country.

. G. T. Scobell, R. N. has recently submitted to

c.rd of Admiralty, a plan for applying impelling

in periods of calm and smooth water, to the

the British Navy. It is applicable to every

men of war, from the largest to the smallest,

wheels may be worked by hand winches or the

,, and are so constructed that they may be dis-

with facility, and taken on board in seven or

nntes. The principle is available to stfam ves-

H would materially alter their character, extend

!S, and increase their safety.

DOMESTIC.
ilous Accident.—On the 23d ult. two young wo-
tempting to ford the Ousatonic river in Snuth-

n. the horse took a wrong direction, and stum-
^ecp water, one of them was drowned, and the

caped by her clothes catching on the saddle, by
leans she was dragged ashore.

''hineas .Tohnson Taged 43) was drowned on
f, the 18th inst. while attempting to cross the

ticut river on the ice, about a mile north of this

The next day bis hat was seen under the ice
;

was the first intimation given, of his condition.

ly was found on Thursday, and on Suturday it

ried.

—

Bellows Falls Intell.

—On the 3d instant, nearly 12 o'clock at night,

flour mill owned by Mr. Ormshy, r'mrinnati.

as cnnsimed by fire, and but a small part of its

J were saved. The cause of the combustion.
not seen stated. Loss estimated at $100,000.

edn-sday n-vrning last, the large tavern of Mr.

, in 'J--lfast. M^. was consumed by fire, and sad

, his amiable daughter, aged 16 years, perished

in the flames. The fire communicated to the dwelling

house of (icorge Watson, Esq. formerly of this city, to

the stores of John Angier, Esq. and .Mr. .S. li. Merrill,

and five or six barns, all of which, wilh a part of their

contents, were destroyed, notwithstanding the spirited

exertions of the citizens to save thf:m. 'I'he Editors of

the Belfast Gazette aud Patriot, add. —"Mr. .Angler's

store is adjacent to our office, and we are now printing

this while our triends are anxiously protecting us fVoni

the flames. A short time since it was thought a large

portion of our village could not be saved from the de-

vouring element j but we hope the danger is subsided.

We have neither lime nor heart to add more particu-

lars."

The Carding, Fulling, and Dying Factory of Capt.

Goodwin, of Bangor, Me. with all the machinery, was
d( stroyed by fire the 27lh ult. Loss estimated at

9,500 dollars.

—

Boston Ccntinelof the 22<i inst.

Fatal Accident.—A yoting man by the name of Lew-
is K. Upham, of Bennington, Vt. was killed, by the ac-

cidental discharge of a gun, while on a hunting parly.

He survived the wound about 38 or 40 minutes after

the ball passed through his body.

Miss Eliza Parsons, of North Yarmouth, Maine, has

wrought a bonnet of native grass, said to have been

equal to any exhibited in Massachusetts or Connecti-

cut ; a lady of Portland purchased the boiinet at $30.

Exiraordinnry Crop.—Ephraim Wood, Esq. of Cam-
den, sowed 5 bushels and 3 pecks of rye in September,

1822, on about b acres of ground newly cleared of the

wood, which produced 240 Bushels—over 40 bushels to

(he bushel sowing, and about 48 to the acre. Its be-

ing sown early and on good ground occasioned a large

number of shoots to spring from one root—in one bunch
was 140 stalks containing 4379 kernels, the production

of one single grain ! Would not our crops of winter rye

generally be much better if the seed were sown much
earlier than usual ?

A Warning to the Intemperate .'—Mr. Silas Graves,

of Hatfield, Mass. of great properly but no family, com-

mitted suicide in that town last week. He had lately

Income intemperate, aud his mind had been haunted
wjtti continual fears of poverty, which are supposed to

have occasioned the melancholy act.

Extensive Fraud.—We learn that money to the a-

mounl oi ei^Jtt thousand dollars has been drawn out of

the Branch Bank of Pennsylvania, at Lancaster, by
means of checks forged in the name of Mr. .lacobs, iron

master, Lancaster county.—The last of these checks
was presented for payment about a month ago, but it

was not till this week that the fraud was discovered.

[Phil. Gazette.

Murder.—A man was found mangled in a shocking

manner this morning, in V^'ater street. A rope was fas-

tened round his neck, and it is supposed the perpetrator

of the deed was dragginghis victim towards the water,

hut was interrupted.

—

Ntio York Statesman.

J.\CK I'OK S.\LE.

BARBAROSSA, a .lack, bred by the subscriber, from
a large Spanish Jennet, and sired by an import-

ed Maltese Jack of the pure Onai^ra stock, is ofl'cred for

sale. He is now two years and four months oldj

measures 14, and v;ill, when at his full growth, un-
doubtedly exceed 1;') hands in height— uniting the bonr
and power of the large Sjianish breed, with the spirit,

activity and vigor of the Maltese. At the late exhibi-

tion at Brighton, he was pronounced, by several gen-
tlemen of respectiliility, who have examined this spe-

cies of stock in Spain, the Islands in the Meditcranean,
and in South America, to be superior to any they
ever saw.
Barearossa is perfetlly docile and kind, was kept

with a Filly immediately after weaning, and has pro-

pensities., seldom found in imported Jacks, which must
enhance his value in the estimation of those accustom-

ed to breeding mules. A full warranty of his powers
will accompany the bill of sale—and the subscriber has

no hesitation in asserting that he is equal to the cele-

brated i^ck, Compound., bred by Gen. Washington;
(being of the same grade) and that he is superior to

any now in the United States or that can be imported.

If not applied tor speedily he will be shipped to the

Island of Cuba, where a much higher price can be ob-

tained than is now asked. S. W. POMElvOY.
i?/)s7!/o«, J\'o!-. 21, 1823.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUC E, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white
BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,

cargo, iS'o 1, .

" No 2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. new
" 2d qual.

small kegs, family,

CHEESE, new milk ....
skimed milk,

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee,
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823

LIME,

0^ NOTICE.
SUBSCRIBERS indebted for the first volume of the

Farmer, are earnestly requested to make immediate
payment at this office. The sum due from each is

small, but the aggregate amounts to a large sum, and
unless received soon, the subscriber will suffer very se-

rious inconvenience in consequence.
J^ov. 29, 1823. THOMAS W. SHEFARD.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
FOR sale by WELLS & LILLY, No. 98, Court St.

the New England Farmer, or Georgical Dictiona-
ry, containing a compendious account of the Ways and
Methods in which the important art of Husbandry^ in

all its various branches is, or may be pursued to the

greatest advantage in this country. By Samuel
Deane, D. D. &c. Third edition^ corrected, im-
proved, greatly enlarged, and adapted to the present
state of Agriculture. Price, neatly bound and letter-

ed. Two Dollars. Nnvember 1.

P\RMr.R'S ALMANAC, FOR 1824.

FOR sale at this Office, the Farmer's Almanac for

1824. Nov. 24.

OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern

PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, Bone Middlings new, .

Cargo, No 1, ...
Cargo, No 2, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover

WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed
do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEFF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAL
MUTTON and LAME, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, best

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye,

Indian,

POTATOES, ....
CIDER, liquor, new ....
HAY, according to quality,
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From the New England Galaxy.

AUTUMN.

How deal- to roam along the sunny hills,

When Autumn spreads her bounties on the plain ;

When Industry his garner'd treasure fills

With richest stores fiom fields of ripen'd gi-ain ;

When slow across the fields the ponderous wain,

Deep laden with the yellow ears, is drawn,

Lie scattered thick and lar along the level lawn.

The winding rill along the sunny vale

Sings its sweet song to cheer the reaper's heart

;

And oft its voice the pensive autumn gale

Will join, and cause the rustli:ig leaves to start ;

While scores of screaming blackbirds bear their part,

With varied notes, yet full of melody;

And troops of noisy boys, with dog and cart,

Are hasting to the hills with youthful glee,

To shake the clustering nuts from the tall walnut tree.

But soon this beauteous pageantry shall fail,

And every mellow tint of Autumn fade ;

A melancholy murmur fills the gale.

And sorrow saddens o'er the yellowing glade
;

Through thickening clouds the suns of autumn wade.

And beauty 'its upon the hills no more ;

The verdure of the wood is prostrate laid,

And soon the autumn rains begin to pour.

And down the craggy rocks the swelling torrents roar.

Such is the fortune of majestic man !

The leaves of fragrance round his forehead flow,

The laureate wreath, that gales of fortune fan,

Kor which he climbed so high or stooped so low ;

But soon approach the tempest-clouds of wo.

To mar the beauty of his brightest deed ;

Yet while he mourns his fortune's overthrow.

He looks to heaven for some more glorious mead ;

—

Thus to the antumn winds I tune my Dorick reed.

LLEWELLYN.

WATER COLORS.
'•' Your cottons, "says Flavia, " are cheating vile trash !

See ! the colors all gone, though you said they would

wash !"

" Yeg, madam," the shopkeeper answer'd, " no doubt,

I said they would wash—but I meant they'd wAsn

OUT."

MISCELLANY.

market, Lord bless us 1 how the beaux scamper,
" Hound-like,

In f-dll cry to catch her !'"

If there is any shame in this state of things,

if sacrificing feelings, that should have their

source in the most generous and elevated con-

siderations to '' beavty nnd booty,'''' is worthy of

abhorrence; then, melhinks, the present gene-

ration deserves an unenviable share of ^^ blush-

ing honors."

It is not very likely I shall have much cash to

give with my daughters; and in fact, 1 don't

want any to give. God grant tliey may have

good sense, a wholesome appearance, unsus-

pected virtue, affectionate hearts, industrious

habits, and then—why, if nobody wants to mar-

ry them, they shall help to conitort me in my
old age, and help to bear up my spirit when
about to " return to Him who gave it."

1 am an old fashioned felloiv, it is true ; but 1

recollect, when 1 got married, I made no ac-

count of money ; and if I was going to raarry

again, I would look for a poor girl rather than

a rich one. If I have a wife, ;> good one is es-

sential to my happiness, and ricLos are not. The
Athenian General was right :

"• 1 had rather

marry my daughter to a man, without an estate,

than to an estate, without a man." L^ibak.

From the New York American.

An interesting, but care-worn mendicant, in

vacant mood and mind, entered the store of a

wealthy merchant in this city, and as he paced

along, his eyes rostcd upon an unusual quantity ol

silver and gold coin, which the clerks were bu-

sied in counting. His heart sunk within him as

he felt the chili of November, which reminded
him of the poverty of his lot and the misery o

his family, and turning away in despair, he
ejaculated to himself, " how happy some of

that money would make me !" •' What is thai

you say, my friend?" interrogated the mer-

chant. The confused mendicant begged to be

excused:— he was not conscious of uttering

any thing at the moment ; at any rate, his

thought was not meant for his ear. But the

kind hearted merchant would not take denial,

and the poor man repeated what before had in-

voluntarily broken from his lips. " And how
much my dear fellow, would it take to make
you happy ?" O, I dont know ! the winter is

coming on apace, and I have no wood ; my wife

and children are but poorly clad, for 1 have
been sick. Our wants are limited, however,
and fifteen dollars would dissipate the gloom vl

vTinter." "John count this man 15 dollars." The
ingenuous heart canfcel like the grateful stran-

ger, the nobleness of such bounty, and exult ("or

human nature that meek eyed charity should

lind such kindred abode. At evening the clerk

enquired, what entry he should make of the

money ? " O say, by making a man happy, ^1

'

From the New York American.

Choice of a Wife.—There is one apology, in

the increasing extravagance of the modern fair,

for the ridiculous rage that exists among the

gentlemen, after rich sweethearts ; and maid-

ens have a not less tenable excuse for making
sure of a full purse, since an empty head is ve-

ry likely to accompany it.

The really prudent, and somewhat homebred . . , ,

man, feels obliged to relinqui.^h the idea of mar- answered the no less eccentric, than humane

riage altogether, or deter it to a late period, be

The female peasants on the River Loi
France, have a mode of spinning, which|5
blcs them to perform the operation as

walk along the streets and roads. The d
having a long handle, is held under the "

arm ; the spool terminates at one end in an
pin [lointed and made rough, so that wit!

thumb and linger of the right hand, a

twirl is easily given it, ivhich draws out

twists the thread ; The spool hanging loo

it runs round. The thread is then woum
and another twirl is given in the same
They spin hemp in this manner with facill

they watch their goats, sheep or cows, gr^

in the fields."

—

Griscom''s " Year in Eurom

Premium Silk Handkerchiefs.—We were I

gratified to observe among the great varie

articles of domestic manufacture exhibitf

the Fair of the Mechanic and Scientific

tution, the silk handkerchiefs which olitjf

the premium presented by the manufaca
Mr. Wm. Bryan ; as also, the specimens oil

same description of goods wove at the extt

of Mr. Bryan, by Benjamin Yatc;, an ingeli

miinufacturer of this ciiy. The elegraicc

Viiriefy of patterns, and the brilliancy ;:iid I

i_\ of (he colors do much credit to the at

.\li the specimens were printed Ly fi^r

:\n, H tiose esiablibbment has obtained a dei

:i celebrity.— .V. Y. Statesman.

We mention it as a circumstance higlilv <

ill!'' to the character of our city thai, iiotH

-tandingits immense population, comprising

pie from almost all quarters of the wiuld,

grand jury of tlie Court of Oyei' aad Term
which wasoiJoned at tlie City Hall '. • sle

with an approj'riate charge tiom judge idw;

was only cut of Court lifteen minu!. .-, v

they returned, stating thai no bsisiness i

laid belore them, and they knew of iir

m the sphere of their duties—wberei
were discharged.

—

Ibid.

cause it is justly considered a hazardous adven-

ture to marry, on the score of supporting the

expenses of a modern living. But this idea

shall have a separate chapter.

The first inquiry that our young men make
now, when a woman is proposed for a wife is,

" is she rich ?" And for variety, or a .ilvo, " is

she handsome ?" Let a husband die and le^ve

a rich widow ; or a rich heiress, drop iuto the

merchant

A gentleman of Liverpool, scorning the vul-

gar method of getting a wife by advertising for

one in the newspapers, has adopted the new sys-

tem of issuing cards of which the following is a

copy :
" Notice is hereby given, that a young

man of 23 years of arje, in the sea-faring line,

dark complexion, and rather low, is in want oi a

wife; an 18 year damsel will meet with a favor-

able reception."

I I

Important improvement in Tanning.— ^Ir. I

bon Spillsbury of Walsale, Sladordsbiri , we

dersland, has succeeded in reducing the hith

tedious process of tanning to a very slioit
f

od. Skins are prepared by his process in t

davs, requiring by the old six wei k'^ or

months. Moderately thick hides u-8ih i

thick in six weeks : these take commonly fi

nine to twelve months. The leather is ine

ry respect equal in strength and toughness,,

will be superior to any hitherto prodac

There is no difference in the substances

(

ployed, but only in the method of applying Ihi

The principle is pressure. Tins importiiol

vention has been secured by patents for

three kingdoms.

—

Lon. Lit. Gaz.

A'alive Opium.—Messrs. Cowley and Stain

Pennsylvania, have commenced the cultiMli

of Pojipies tor Opium. They made 60 lb8.li

yca». The opium is obtained from incieit

Oil is gut from the seeds, and cattle are fedwi

the cake.
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BOSTON, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6, UJ23. No. la
I'ln oiirsclws truly Cortniiatf in luiviiig; :in

unity to present to our readers the folloHing- ve-

uablf proLluction. It coiiiuiunicates the results of

t scit iicc, sound sense, and much experience,

• which is plain, perspicuous, and happily

ed to the subjects it discusses,

author's medical experience has given him the

to interweave with his agricultural observations

useful remarks respecting the care of children ;

le means of preventing, some of their common
rous diseases,

hope that the length of the Address will deter

r the Cultivator nor his Consort from reading it

h and through, again and again, till its maxims
easiired in the store house of memory, ready

produced, whenever occasion may call for their

ation.

ADDRESS
era) before the " Worcester Jlgricnlturul So-

i/," Octrber 8, 18'J3, being their Anniversary
tie Shox» and Exhibition of Manvfactures.
Hon. Oliver Fiske.

ere is no instance in (he natural world,
; the benevolence of (he Deitv is more
ent, than in his accomodalinsr the tempera-
nd fertility of every climate tc the orig-i-

cessitie? of i(s inhabitants. Nor is his

ess less conspicuous, in his forming; man
ocal pre indices and terrilnrial attachment';.

'. plant him a garden of Edf n, as prolific

wants in the dreary wilds of Kanischalka,
he mild and Jalubrious regions of a (em-
cliroe. The Iloitenlot, in the indulgence
peculiar rites and customs of his country,
;rateful to his bounteous JM'nefactor fi i

ittinguifhing favors ; and. in tlie fervor a(

titude, commiserates the lot of man ii;

ed life. Although civilization does not es-

ly alter this innate principle <>f man.
litates the means of his subsistence, ant;

s him to supply the wants that multiply
advances from a state of nature. In Ag-
rire, his first and simplest employment, as

imore complicated business, science is the
' art.

: earth is emphatically our mother. From
9 first originated; and from her we de-
ur support. The science of Agriculture
s us to obtain this support with the least

ent to this our parent, and with the least

to ourselves. With this view, the priraa-
;ct with every Farmer should be, to as-

1 what is the most proper food for plants,

B best method of obtaining it. The tirst

«D seems to be settled. Philosophy and
e may shew the analogy between the
re of plants, and the animal frame ; nnd
stry may unfold the elements of food es-

to both : but, with all their investigations,
sts and Philosophers may not make the
rmers. Common sense, with experience,
scover the tacts most important to the
iidman

; and he need not trouble himsell
linute enquiries respecting the cause that
ed them, and the laws by which they exist.
ncy in knowledge is not imputable to the
rso much as his remissness in npplyin"it.
dicious farmer will fertilize his ground

witii substances which either actually contain
putrid matter, or which are in tlieir nature pro-
moters of i)utrefiction. In whatever manner
these can be most pcjfectly and in due quantity
mixed with the soil, the greatest crops may be
expected. When the vego'ative or made earth

lis exhausted by cultivation, it must be restored
[by again adding the substances that first made it

productive. A farmer, deprived ol' his food,
may with as much reason exjiect that his body

lipiay be renovated by ardent spirit or sleep, as
that his land will acipiire new fertility by fal-

lowing, rest, or stimulants. Land, naturally bar-

ren, may be benefitted by stimulants, which ex-
cite to fermenthlion, and, of course, to a putre-
faction of the various substances contained in it;

but that which is liairen by being exhausted of
its nutriment, requires food rather than stimulus.
Lime, ashes, marl, and gypsum, in such a case,
are improper. They are not food but serve on-
ly as digestives. They "render land more fer
lile, not by adding vegetative matter, but by
prejiaring and digesting what it already contains.
When all is digested, the land must be exhaust-
ed. A minute pulverizing and mixing of the
soil. It must be remembered, is the agent of its

fertility.

By attending to the cause of the poverty of
land, the farmer can judge with certainty in

ivhat -ases stimulants are to be used, and when
manure is required. The mere poverty of (he
soil is not a criterion : he must consider what
has ma<le if poor. The conclusion to be drawn
from this theory is, that there is a certain lim-
it in the fertility of the earth, both as to dura-
lion and degree ; but, that there are no means
of keeping it in any profitable productive state,

without the constant and liberal use of manure.
Stimulating dressings may conduce to large
crops, tor a time ; but the more they increase
the ferlility, the sooner will they exhaust the
soil— \fhile the regular and plentiful manuring
it, will constantly keep it productive.* The
means of procuring manure are generally in

proportion to the quantity of land the farmer
keeps imdergood cullivalion. The reciprocity
of benefits between his farm and his slock.

* Some of the foregoing sentiments on fertilizing land,
and the use of gypsum, &c. I have taken from a manu-
script on the subject, prepared nearly twenty years
since. Whether they were then borrowed, or were
the result of my own reflections, I have not now the
means of ascertaining. Should the reader find them
elsewhere, he will have the candor to exonerate me
from the charge of intentional plagiarism.

I am not insensible that more modern theory has as-
cribed to gypsum and its kindred substances a dlfTerenl
agency; still I apprehend that the manner of their
causing fertility is not conclusively settled. Until it

be, a prudent farmer will keep the body of his soil in
vigor by more certain means, and leave it to philoso-
phers to determine whether these substances, which he
will do well to add, increase its fertility, by preparing
nourishment for the plant, to be imbibed from the earth
by its rooU, or from the atmosphere by its leaves or
both.

'

Some farmers have abandoned the nse of gypsum,
from its having ceased to conduce to fertility. The
reason of this probably is, that they have relied too
much on this substance, and neglected other means ol
keeping their land in good condition.

will) the addition of every thing he can collect,
which can be decomposed and is valuable forno
other use, if well preserved and judiciou?l3 ^^-
pended, will be au abundant sup|ily. Our mod-
ern theories ct-mport so well with philosophy,
and are so readily confirmed by experience, that
we are led to wonder that the science of hus-
bandry should not liave made a more visible
progress. The re.-.son, however, is obvious.

—

Agriculture, from ils nature, has peculiar ob-
stacles to encounter. So v;irious and so compli-
cated are our pur.-uil<, that the time allotted to

man, since the antediluvian age, is scarcely suffi-

cient to enable him lo make any considerable
proficiency in any art or science. This remark
applies with peculiar force to Husbandry. One
year of our scanty number is necessary for an
experiment ; and many years are sometimes re-

quired to test its utility. Another difficulty

arises from the mediocrity in the circumstances
of the generality of our farmers. From tliia

cause, they are induced to prefer the moral ctr-

taivty of success, in their accustomed mode of
cultivation, to the prccariovs chance of an untri-

ed ex]>eriment—especially as it requires more
knowledge in the philosophy of nature than
they usually possess, to trace the connexion be-
tween cause and effect, by which their faith in

any new theory m'ght bo established. A fur-

ther and more formidable embarrassment at-

tends It. .\s individuals, so sanguine are we in

Ihe infallibilily of onr favorite theories, and so
vain of our fancied merit in having investigat-

ed thorn, that wilhout Ihe sanction efsome con-
stituted body which has tested them, the public
are often deceived and injured, and farmers are
discouraged from making innovations on their
modes of practice. The want ui' accuracy in ex-
periments is often a? fatal to the result as the
proceeding upon false data. To what other
cause can we impute the various and contradic-

tory opinions derived from our experiments?

—

Take the Potatoe and Indian Corn as illustra-

tions. Some have asserted that the Potatoe will

yield best by planting only the sprov.ts ; some,
that the eyes, with a small portion of (he sub-

stance, yield most; seme, that th^ :-inall and re-

I'use are equally productive ; v\hile others very
rationally and truly contend that the largest

and bes( produce the greatest crop. There is,

also, the same diversitj' of opinion respecting

the soil and season, and the manner of their

cultivation. And all this, we arc confidently

fold, is tlie result of expeiinient. There is the

same discordance of sentiment respecting the

culture of Indian Corn. While on the .subject

of (he Potatoe, it may be worthy of remark,
that it possesses one peculiarity distinct from
any olber germinating vegetable. It is not svs-

ceptibte of vegetation vntil the season sticcecding

its gnnelh. From this fact it seems obvious, that

nature has not accomplished its maturation at

the period when the vines decay, and the far-

mer believes it to be ripe. It seems probable

(bat the earth, by some unknown process, per-

fects its qualities, after it has attained its growth.

That potatoes, \vhich have remained the whole
senson in the earth, are more farinaceous and
pleasant has been ascertained. A fainier, in this
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town, who was in the practice of planting a

l:irge quantity, took bis family supply from a

spacious fiehl, early in Autumn. As the re-idue

were intenilpil for his stock, he deferred har-

vesting them until a late and more convenient

period. During their consumption, his table,

by mistake, was furnished with some which had

been destined for the barn. The quality was

so obviously superior, as to lead to an investi-

gation of the cause. From that time, the two

parcels received an exclianfre of destination.

—

Another fact, illustrative of this position, was

stated to me by an eminent farmer m the vicin-

ity of Boston. A distin^uisbed agriculturist,

from Scotlanil, who had dined at the best tables

in the city and its neighl)orhood, remarked, at

the hospitable board ol' my informant, that he

had not seen, in this country, what, in Scotland,

would bo considered a Sfood potaloe. He impu-

ted their difference to theditferent mode of cul-

tivation. There, they plant Ciirly, and dig

late. Surely the science of Agriculture must

be in its infmcy, when the cullivation of our

most cotnmoD and staple vegetables is in dis-

pute.

Under such an aspect of the embarrassments

of Agriculture, and its tarcl}' progress in this

Commonweallh, the Massachusetts Agricultural

Society was founded. We are indebted to our
metropolis, and its vicinity, for most of the be-

nevolent societies which have been established.

This institution is pre-enimently the most disin-

terested and patriotic. Merchants associate for

the benefit of trade

—

Mechanics, for the perfec-

tion of their art

—

Professional men, for the inte-

rest of their callings; but here they all com-
bine to dignify, meliorate, ajid keep the record

of an occupation for the interest of a distinct

portion of the community. The fruits of their

beneficence are as niimilest as are those of the

bounteous earth which they have conciliated,

and as ditTusive as the sun which warms and in-

vigorates it. Without such a stimulus, Agricul-

ture might have plodded on its cheerless track

lor half a century, without reaching its present

eminence. The diffusion of knowledge, and
the reward of successful enterprize, are not

the chief benefits of this Association. The per-

sonal respectability and intiucnce of its founders,

and the members »vho now compose if, have
raiseil this degraded calling to its legitimate

standing. Wealth, science, and dignity have
become its tributaries ; and there is scarcely a

man m the CommoBwealth, who has an acre ol'

land, and values his standing, who has not ambi-
tion enough to be thought a farmer. The ben-
efits of this alliance of wealth and talents are

immense to the farmer of limited resources.

—

Instead of wasting his time and bis money in ob-

taining uncertain results, he has now but to con-
sult the documents of science, furnished by op-
ulence, as liis guide.

Since the bu.iness of farming has become
thus honorable, and unites in its service more of
mental energij v/ah bodily labor, may we not hope,
that by its lascinating blandishments, or solid

charms, it will allure votaries from those who
seem in danger of mistaking the calling for

which nature designed them? Lawyers and
Physicians might, perhaps, decimate their num-
ber, and im,>rove their breed : and may not
some others be added who substitute the labor
of the lungs for the labor of the hands—not be-
cause It is easier work, but iVoin an impression

that a stock of piety would deteriorate on a
farm? •

In the rapid progress of our country in im-

provements, the science of Husbandry now
holds a prominent rank. Under our improved
management, each acre of cultivated land has
doubled its produce to the farmer, with a dimi-

nution of his lal)or. While this adds wealth,

it adds also resource to our country. This sur-

I)lus produce enables her to increase her popu-
lation, and to support her valuable and increas-

ing manufactures, a prime agent of her prosper-

ity and independence, without extending her
possessions ; lor her land will be better cultiva-

ted in proportion to the number it subsists.

But the policy of our government seems like

that of him who purchiised more land to pre-

vent others from bounding on him. Our vast

extension of territory may have been wise and
politic but it is at least questionable whether
the wealth and phjsical strength of the country

would not have been greater, if the wild beasts

and savages, the native occupants, had kejit

possession until a more dense population should

render emigration necessary. A wise farmer,

though abounding in land, will cultivate no

more than he can superintend and prolitablv

manage : but our nation seems to have adopted

the policy of those who spend their scanty ma-

nure and labor on a large surface, and get little

in return.

It is remarked, that in all countries where
Agriculture is the chief business of the people,

are found the greatest simplicity of manners,

more purity of morals, and the best display of

the social virtues. By an attachment to the

soil, the natural result of its culture, they be-

come the host soldiers, and the firmest patriots.

The mere .Merchant, Mechanic and ProJ'tssioniil

Gentleman may be a good citizen, and cherish

the ties which are natural to the country which
gave him birth, and gives him bread ; but, as

he cultivates no land, he cannot feel that attach-

ment to the soil peculiar to those who reap the

fruits of their own labor. As he can quit his

country, when in danger, with more facility, he
will not be likely to cherish that deep solici-

tude for its welfare which the farmer feels,

who considers his all at stake. Our statutes

seem to recognize this fact. To be eligible to

any important office in the Commonweulth, a

freehold is the first requisite.

To possess a rugged soil, and to cultivate it

with sedulous labor, as man is now constituted,

is productive of happiness rather than misery

to his race. In proof of this position, we need
but advert to the condition of those countries

where the soil and climate furnish the necessa-

ries and luxuries of life, with little labor of the

inhabitants. We there find profligacy, eifemin-

ac}', and dissipation abounding in the same ratio

with the facility of acquiring subsistence.

Without intending any invidious distinction, let

me ask whether we need look beyond our 0(vn

country for evidence tf the eftect of soil and
climate upon the moral habits of a people ?

Was it not from a consideration of this influence,

that the discreet Washington selected his confi-

lential soldiers in war, and his domestics in

peace, from the most rugged portion of the

States ? Instead of arrogating to ourselves any
superior merit, Irjm the operation of a physic-

al cause, we have only to be grateful, that our

lot has fallen where u salutary check is imposed

upon the propensities common to our r
As Agriculture in an extensive sense embr

all the remote concerns of the Farmer, the
ject ofpublic roads m;\y not be thought unap
priate. Under this head our improvem
have been aslonishingly great. In the e

state of our country, while the inhabitants

igrated merely for subsistence, it was nal

that they should locate themselves with a t

only to profit and convenience. The biisii

of intersecting a wilderness in squares ani

gles, with the skill and regularity of a garde
was reserved for the modern display of we;

speculation and taste. Our new towns have
spect to accommodation in the future

and extension of our country ; ivhile the old

carry the lineaments which marked the

ships of their origin. From a spirit of irnpri

ment and enterprize, these traces are wei

away as fast as the public convenience can

quire. New roads are laid out in direct cou

through our principal towns ; and while

traveller finds his journey shortened, he
finds it easy and pleasant, from their excellei

To an agricultural country, no improvera
can be more important ; for, if the vicinit

a jilace is to be computed by the distanci

be travelled, and the time and labor reqoi

in reaching it, the farmer finds himself at

one quarter part nearer a market than (orme

If, for this important s.-.ving, there has been

exciting cause, other than the general spiri

enter()rize, to what can it be more justlj

crihed than to the introduction of Turnpik
So far from their having caused the decaj

old roads, as was predicted in our Senate

an objection to the grant of a charter for

first Massachusetts Turnpike, they have it

duced such improvement, and excited soc

spirit of rivalship, that our old roads are not

frequently the best.

A new market for the farmer, and new fi

ities for reaching it are in contemplation,!:

Canal from this town to Providence. It is

lidently believed that a ])resent profit ai

vast future advantage will accrue to the pro

etors and to the community, by the complel

of such an enterprize ; and it cannot be doul

that public spirit will unite with private inter

in so noble and useful an undertaking.

The goodness of a road is the first consldf

tion with the traveller ; but its ornaments
in some measure, serve to lessen a tcdioiB

tance. Trees, judiciously chosen, and taSlel

ly arranged, not only delight the senses bjr III

beauty and their soothing shade, but excf

pleasing reflection that they may becomi

substantially useful in some future eme
Who that has noticed the extensive

rows, which ornament a pleasant villaL

place of my nativity and youth, has not fi!

force of this sentiment ? And who thi

seen them would believe, that within 4>

years these gigantic elms were saplings rfl

forest, taken from the earth, and transphlll

by two boys? 1 trust it will not be impolrf

mere idle vanity, should 1 add, that, tbM

life, I have contemplated, with great sali

tion, my agency in this early act—not ofpm
iag " two blades of g.ass," but in addingJI

substantial beauty and value to my conlfij

and in the consideration, that future generalM'

in contemplating their grandeur, in the enj".

ment of their shade, will bless the uakao"
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(hat planted them. It gfives me pleasure

ofd, that two younsf geiUlcmen have evin-

like public spirit by adding, in like man-

;o the comfort and ornament of Worcester.

we not hope tills spirit will be cultivated

iTused, until the higlnvsy through our

country shall appear one beautiful and

sive mall ?

electing trees for public roads, their use

II as beauty should be considered. In this

the mnzard cherry, the ash, the maple,

e elm "ill be preferred. In cultivating

(vhether for fruit or shade, the farmer is too

to abandon his busmess at its commence-
Having begun a good work, he ought

rv it on to perfection. To replace ihe

ed, to cure the diseased, to prune the too

3US, and to protect the whole, is a dtity

imperative from the pledge bestowed in

bor of lir-t planting ihcm. The gro:t:t!i

trees will avail us little, should this be

ered our principal concern. They hare

cs from without as well as from within :

ost formidable is the caterpillar, which,

veral years past has made great deprc-

and seems now to enjoy an unmolested

Does it not argue great imperfection in

aracter as farmers, that reptiles so loath-

and injurious, and so easily destroyed in

early stage, should be suflered to hold,

year to year, such quiet possession of

ost valuable trees ? A foreigner, in pas-

arough our country, and noticing their

tions, which remain inviolate from our

owed touch, would be led to imagine

e had adopted the idolatry of Egypt, and

nstead of the ichneumon and crocodile,

ad substituted the caterpillar. Even
hey harmless, it would be a reproach to

ler to sufi'er the beauty ol his trees to

RS defaced.

«d fences upon the highways are not oniy

irity, but add an ornament to the country.

nt of our inclosures, as well as on the

1 of our tields and mowing grounds, bushes

leeds should not be suflered to mar the

of our roads, or injure the produce of

ms. But how common is it, to see liclds

jhways laden with a crop, and left to

late on the soil, or washed upon the adja-

ind ? If dock and other noxious weeds

«ot suflfered to ripen, they would soon be

Hted. The chaff from our barns would

fford pure seed for our fields and pastures,

ittle expense for the purchase.

aware, that the ardor with which we
rsuing the improvement of our farms and

cks has entrenche<l not a little upon our

ry, and our domestic regards. A friend

imble through our enclosure'', to witness

iwth of our Ruta Baga or Mangel VVurtzel,

it the tenants of our barns and sties be-

I can be admitted to our parlors, to en-

interview with our wi\ :s and children

< in the purview of the concerns of the

,
the health and management ol' his chil-

e embraced, inasmuch as his business re-

more of the immediate and uninterrupted

)n of a robu't family—I avail myself of

casion to oiler a few remarks upon a

of ; ur general duty.

ispecting the bills of mortality, it is found

great proportion of our race are cut off

icy and childhood. Is this the necessary

state of our existence ? Has our wise Creator
left the noblest of his work to perish, before

the intellect, which is his image, has expanded
to contemplnte his goodness, and to adore his

perfections? Has he bestowed on the brule

creation better organs and powers for existence,

and rendered inslinct superior to reason in rear-

ing their young? The supposition is both im-

pious and absurd.

Man is the enemy of his rare. He is the only

created being endoued with reason and the

power of reflection, and he alone violates the rlic-

tates of nature in 'ho management of hisolTspring.

Tiie wants of the infnnt, at its introduction

into life, like those of the brute creation, are

merely aninutl.—NouvislimenI and rest comprise
the lirst demands of nature. To the indiscreet

management of children, as respects the kind

and (|uantity of their food, is, in a great meas-
ure, to be ascribed their sickly frames, and pre-

mature death. In early infancy they are com-
monly gorged to repletion. It' kind nature in-

terleres to throw oil the oiTending surplus, it is

interpreted into an indication tliat too much ac-

id of the stomach has contaminated the food.

Instead of more caution, and a little abstirgnce,

recourse is had to medicine to correct and rem-
edy what does not exist. By the repetition of
his error, and the means to counteract it, the

tender organs of the stomach are deranged.
By debility, the necessary consequences of dis-

tension, it soon becomes irritable, and unfit to

retain and digest what, otherwise, would con-

duce to health and growth. Acrimony is now in

fact generated : the first passages are disorder-

ed and cholera morbus or dysentery ensues. If

the child survives infancy, the same indiscreet

course awaits it. Instead of a simple and nu-

tritious diet, in restricted measure, it surfeits on
every thing it can see, which a vitiated appe-

tite can crave. Its restlessness and flushes are

ascribed to teething'; and its cries and starts, to

worms. Some injudicious application is made.:

it dies in fits, or a fever terminates ils life.

By rest, the other primary requirement of na-

ture, 1 mean still and quiet repose. The cradle

has so long been considered such an essential,

if not the first requisite in house-keeping, that

i may be thought to have entered my second

childhood, by denouncing it. But I venture to

assert that its use is unnatural, and that it is not

found a labour saving machine. Nature requires

total, unbroken rest.—That use is second nature,

is very strikingly exemplified by the introduction

of this ap])endage to the nursery. The infant

is not only learned to sleep by uimatural motion,

but, in process of time, will not sleep without
;

and instead ofstillness, may be made to require a

serenade in the vociferous lullaby of the nurse.

It must now be incessantly watched. If it stirs,

it is the business of some one to "give the cra-

dle a jog." By the ordinary noise and business

of the family, its nap is rendered short and unin-

terrupted: it awakes fretful : it must be caress-

ed and nursed until it again falls asleep; when,
on tiptoe, it is again deposited in the cradle, to

be watched and jogged. This is trouble enough,
but it is only the beginning of it. The ciiild

has been so accustomed to rocking and singing,

that the mother must spend a restless night, in

bed, applying some substitute, or enduring its

cries. I say nothing of the luckless father, who,
fatigued by the labour of the day, isurg,ed from
his perturbed slumber by his row impatient

mate
;
and, in groping for a candle or a cradle,

comes in contact with some anglcor projection
of this ever protruding furniture; and, in his
agony, execrates the cradle and all its concerns,
and is half tempted to wish himself thezuorst ot
all -.visiles, that be had remained a baichki.ok !

'

Having banished the cradle, the Ladies will
require me to furnish a substitute. A pillow,
securely placod in a darkened room— or a bed,'
is all that is reipiired. Begin early with (he'

business. Let not the infinil be hushed to rest
in the nurse's arms. At the lit scas( n for sleep,
deposit it in the yb.t-.e i)rcpai'ed, and Io:ivc it

lo itself,—should it cry, as it may at first, let

not maternal fondness lead you to its side. The
struggle. I know, will be hard lo a fond mother

;

but her discretion will induce her lo persevere.
A few repelilionsof the (ask, and it will become
as pleas;vnt as any olher endearing service. One
week's discipline of mother ami child, will les-

sen, by at least one hall', the trouble of rearing
our offspring. I have witnessed this process
and ils eU'ect in two families, by the most ten-
der, but resolute mothers. Their children in

infancy, were of little more trouble to them,
than at an advanced period. When they ceas-
ed to require sleep in ihe day-time, they were
conveyed to their remote apartment, by day-
light or in the dark, to them no matter which,
and laid by for the night. By Ibis course, the
period as well as the cares ol infancy and child-
hood are abridged, and Ihe energies and mental
powers of youth and manhood are more early
developed.

But 1 am admonished that more interesting
services await us.

It is a sniijcct of gratulation, Gentlemen, that
since our Inst anniversary, the Legislatiue, with
a foresight and liberality which evince their
care lor the best interests of the Conmionwealth,
have extended their bounty for the encourage-
ment of Agriculture and Manufactures, to ano-
ther period ef five years. This patronage, we
trust, is in approbation of the measures we have
taken lor the imi)rovement of these branches of
national prosperity and independence, as well as

in aid of our further exertions. The specimens
of skill, industry, and enterprize, which our Ma-
nufacturers exhibit—the produce of the dairy

—

and the noble animals from our farms— tiut,

more than all, the congregation of so many of
our most respectable and substantial yeomanrv,
whose deportment gives credit and character lo

the (lay, afford a demonstration that our zeal

has not declined.

Amid the variety of aHJmals exhibited, if will

be noticed that the noblest is excluded. The
Trustees have been governed bv the considera-

tion that the breed of Horses common in New-
England, taking into the account the expense of

rearing and keeping, and llie qualities for la-

bour on our rugged soil, is the best that can be
introduced. In addition to this, it is believed

that the interest of the farmer is promoted by
subslituting the Ox for the Korse, for most pur-

poses, as he is fed with less expense, is more
patient of labour, and more valuable when this

service is ended.

If wc^'g- is essentia! to the improvement of

bis bleed, we may congratulate ourselves that

this noble animal has no part assigned in our ex-

hibition, if the cruel service imposed ;• for Ihe

mere purpose of specni:itioa and amusement, we
may be more grateful that we have no feelings
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which would accord with Ids unnecessary siiii'er-

ino;. The moral sense is improved or vitiated

bv degrees. Those who are deliafhted with

this sport, m:iy soon altnin a relish for more

cruel amusement. A late horse-race, at Long-

Island, was succeeded by a biill-hait, in New-
Yoik.—Some editors, who crowded their co-

lumns with animated descriptions of the one,

ivere scandalized al the toleration of the other.

In regard to amusement, it may not be so re-

fill, d and fashionable ; but, in point of benefit,

there is no difference. A mere race-horse is,

in himself, a useless animal : he has no quality

that can he advantai^eou-ily transferred. A bull-

bait may, with as much jiropriety, be patroniz-

ed, under the imposing plea of benefitting the

race of cows; or cock-fighting, for increasing

the size of liens, as horse-racing for the improve-

ment of the breed of horses. As to cruelty,

what matters it to the bleeding anim-il, whether
his sutl.^rings -ire indicted by the lash and spur

of a Pardy. or the Icelh of a bull-dog?

The exhibitions we have assembled to wit-

ness and patronize, have no demoralizing ten-

dency ; but are productive of rational pleasure

and [iractical good. Our trial of speed and bot-

,

to:n calls forth the power of strength and skill

to perform the indispensaiiie labours of life.

The pittance ol a premium for excelling, is not

given or received as a rezeard of viclonj ; but

as a badge of honor lo him. who. in the cause we
patronize, adds most lo the benefit of his coun-
try. Our display of the i:nproved productions

of Ihe earth, and of man, and of \he JirslUiigs of
ourflocks, is not made, we trust in the sj.irit of
ostentation— init as a gTateful offering to our
bountiful benefactor, who has given us itie good
laud »ve possess, and the blessings we enjoy.

From thf Cook's Oracle.

BOILING.
[Conchidid from page 142.]

For those who rhoose their Food thoroughly

cooked, which all will who have any regard for

their Stomachs, twenty minutes to a pound will

not be found too much for gentle simmering by

the side of the fire ; allowing more or less time,

according to the thickness ot the Joint, and the

coldness of the Weather ; always remembering
the slo-xer it boils the belter.

Without some practice it is difficult to teach
any art; and Cooks seem to suppose, they must
be right, if they put meat into a pot, and set it

over the fire tor a certain time,—making no al-

lowance, whether it simmers without a bubble,

or boils a gallop.

Fresh-killed Meat will take much longer time
boiling than that which has been kept till it

is what the butchers call ripe,—and longer in

coW than in zearm weather ; if it he frozen ii

must be thawed before boiling as before roast-

ing ;

—

if it be fresh killed it zcill be tough and
hard, if you ste-jnitcvcrso long, and ever so gent-

ly. In cold weather, the night beiore the day
you dress it, bring it into a place of which the
temperature is not less than 45 degrees of Fah-
renheit's thermometer.

The size of the Buiu.vu Pots should be adapt-
ed to what they arc to contain : the larger the
Saucepan, the more room it takes up on the
fire, and a larger (juantity of Water requires
proportionate increase of Fire to boil it.

lu Small Families, we recominead BLOCK

TIN saucepans, &.c. as lightest and safest;—if

proper care is taken of them, and they are well

dried and properly dried alter they are cleaned,

they are by far the cheapest ; the purchase of a

new Tin saucepan being little more than the

expense of tinning a Copper one.

Take care that tbe Covers of your boiling

pots fits close, not only to prevent unnecessary

evaporation of the water, but that the smoke
may not insinuate itself under the edge of the

lid, and give the meat a bad taste.

If you let meat or poultry remain in the wa-
ter after it is done enough, it will become sod-

den and lose its flavor.

Beef and Mutton a little «nt?er-done (especi-

ally very large joints, which will make the bet-

ter Hash or Broil,) is not a great fault ; by

some people it is preferred ; but Lamb, Pork,

and Veal, are uneatable if not thoioughly boil-

ed—but do not firer-do them.

A Trivet, or Fish drainer put on the bottom
of the boiling Pot, raising the contents about an

inch and a half from the bottom, will prevent

that side ol the meat which comes next the

bottom from being done too much,—and the low-

er |)ai ; of the meat will be as delicately done as

the other part; and this will enable you to take

out the contents of the Pot without sticking a fork

&.C. into it. Ifyou have not a trivet, use four Skew-
ers, or a Soup plate laid the wrong side upwards.

Take care of Ihe Liquor you have boiled Poul-

try or Meat in ; in Five Minutes you may make
it into excellent Soup.

The good Housewife never boils a Joint

without converting the Broth into some sort ot

Soup. If Ihe Liquor be too salt, only use hall

the quantity, and the rest water ; wash Salted

meat well with cold water before you put il

into the boiler.

From the New-York Statesman.

NATIONAL INDUSTRY.
The following correspondence between Mr.

M'Gaw. agent ot the large printing and dyin;-

estalilishment of Messrs. Barrets, Tileston &.C(i.

at Stalen Island, and Mr. Clinton, was hand
ed to us this morning, and we take pleasure in

laying it beiore our readers. This establish-

ment is yet in its infancy ; but promises lo be
of great importance to the country. Already,
immense quantities of silk, damaged in exporta-
tion, and formerly useless to the merchant, are
now readily restored lo their original colours,

and manufactured into handkerchiefs for home
consumption or foreign exportation:

Hon. De Wrrr Clinto.n—
Permit me. Sir, in behalf of Ihe " New-York

Dying and Printing Establishment," to testify

Ibeir respect and gratitude for your successful

exerlions in internal improvement, and the warm
interest you feel in American manufactures, by
presenting to you a few vest patterns, printed
at their Establishment, and for which the pre-
mium was awarded at Ihe late annual fair in

Ibis citv. It is from distinguished statesmen like

yourself, who correctly appreciate whalevor
contributes to the glory and independence of a

nation, that native genius and native skill ex-
pect encouragement and protection.

To Mrs. Clinton they beg leave lo present a

few yards of printed muslin, exclusively of A-
merican manufacture, printed al Ihe same place,

and lor which the premium was also atyarded,

and which is the first piece of that style of wo
ever executed in America.
These s()ecimens are not presented for th

intrinsic value, but merely as a tribute from c

department of our home manufactures, to a i

tin2:ui«heil citizen, who has done so much to i

tronize domestic industry, in connexion w
the other leading interests of our state and i

lion. With sentiments of the highest respect,

1 am. Sir, Your Ob't Serv't,

ISAAC M'GAW.
mTi'-York, JVov. 13, 1823.

(copy of the answer.)

Sm—The elegant fabrics of American mw
lacture presented by the New-York Dying t

Printing e«tablishni<'nl, through you, have bf

highly gratifying to me, as evidence of the

genuity of our manufacturers, and of Ihe gf

opinion of the members of an excellent insti

linn, which has greatly contributed lo elev

the character and extend the usefulness of

imjiortanrbranch of productive industry.

I have always considered it the incumbi

duty of our citizens and our government to i

courage our own manufactures—which musi

all tunes be deemed a great interest that reC

rocates the benefits it receives, and acts w
the most propitious influence on the other

p
mary sources of national prosperity, using i

enhancing the products of the soil, and at I

same time creating Ihe means, aiminisleri

the demands, and exciting tlie energies of co i

merce ; 1 feel pleased, Iherelbre, to understa

ihal you duly appreciate my views on this s

jpct ; and 1 pray you lo present my respect

acknowledgments lo the respectal)le associatii i

ivhich you represent, and lo accept my sinci i

'hanks for Ihe kind and courteous manner
'vhich you have expressed yourself in my
half. 1 am, Sir, with great respect,

,,

Your most obedient servant,

DE WITT CLINTOK
Isaac M'Gaw, Esq.

From the Free Press.

AVe have been politely furnished by the Hon. i

Baylies, with the following extracts from his Addi

before the Bristol County Agricultural Society, wll

we take great pleasure in presenting to our reader

" It is now but little more than two hun4jj

years since our soil was first imprinted by|
footsteps of a white man.

" Some of the trees which formed a part ol

primeval forest are still remaining; their

limbs are still defying the blasts of winter,

the storms of autumn; still lovvering

pride of their strength, uninjured by the

saults of time, and surviving the destructi-

nations.

" The wild race which once sheltered in

shades have disappeared, Ihe places which
knew them, now know them no more.
I'oslerily of Ihe bumble and wandering pilgi

who succeeded them have swelled into a.

lion, and yet, Ihe trees remain ; human I;

and human customs, language, government,
iosophy and the arts may, and do change,
nature continues her certain though silent

gress, for her laws are eternal and In.mutaljl

" In Ihe year 1G2I, Edw.ird Winslow Iran
ed this region on his first journey to the anvnf

chief, who ruled this then savage domain, ^
the seat of whose dominion was at Moait«|
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ow Rrislol) from Tiltiqnet to S«';insev he (lis-(inp; tlie most pcil'ecf of every hrocii can be at-

vered but tno nations, and no spltlements.— tained. To rlVect this, the institution o(" socic-

tlioii?h the arround was cleared on each baidc ties like ours is iiecniiarly favorable,

vender river, yet the melancholy silence ol
|

" Whenever our funds arp sutTicieut to author-

"desolalion \vas uninterrupted save by the
j

ize tlie expense of tlio iniportation, every vari-

es ol wild beasts, who were prowlinp: lor ely o{ valuable foreig^n aiiimaU, ought to be in-

ey ihrousjii the horrid solitude ot'this wilder- 1 Irnduced here, particularly of 6cc/ caltlc. I

The wolf made bs den within sisjbt ofl will venture to assert that our boundless em-

is house. The startled deer swept alonp: llio pire contains no soil and no climate more con-

mmon, and wild Turkins winged their tlighl i i^enial to the production of tine beef than the

ere the Temples of the true God are now
vating tlieir spires to the heavens.

.-\ lew scattering savages served to tell that

1 was here, and a few patches of maize serv-

to show the amount of his labors.

A tribe of savages in number less than three

nusand occupied n part of Uhode Island and

whole ancient colony of Plymouth, gather-

a wretched subsistence, and frequently per-

ing, the miserable victims of famine, where,

re than 150,000 civilized beings are now
iportcd in ease and in plenty.

' It is the skilful application of labor to the

I, it is the science of Agriculture, it is supe-

r knowledge in the art of cultivating the

necks of Swansey and Somerset, that part ol'

Troy wliich lies on the river, the parts of Dart-

mouth and VVestport which are situated on the

sea, and the adjoining part of the state of Rhode
Island, iucluding all the islands in Narraghansett

Bay.
" It is in your power to exhibit beef unequal-

led in Leadenhall market, and surpassing the

Jlagnus and Maximus of Coniiecticiil river.

" 1 trust you ^vill excuse me, if 1 brielJy advert

to a circumstance which in some places has

threatened to destroy the harmony which ought

to exist between two great national interests,

for whose equal encouragement our society was
instituted. An attempt has been made toexcit

rth, which has thus multiplied its capabili-la jealousy between the manufacturers and the

I

farmers by reprei^enting their interests as hos-

By constant watches against the depreda- 1 tile and incompatible, and that the prosperity

ns of wild beasts, the aborigines strove to i of the one was necessarily injurious to the other,

tivate in small quantities a single species of "A position more false than this could not have

lash and pumpkin ; kidney beans and maize , been assumed. Before the extension of the ma-

Indian com. On the borders of the fresh ' iiutactunng system, agriciiifure flourished from

ter streams grew a species ol coarse grass,

ore worthless species covered some of the

:est plains, and in the vicinity of salt water.

the operations of commerce, but the world vva

in a situation novel and peculiar, there was a ge-

neral war amonsrst ihi' nations (with the excep-

marsh grass, then, as now, grew in rank lux-
j

tiim of ours) a war which required vast armies

ttnce. Wild cherries, raspberries, wild grapes,

iiwberries, boxbernes, blackberries, and

ortlebeiries were the only native fruits.

' The hog, the sheep, the horse and all the

sis of draught were unknown. All olber

ins, grass, vegetables, roots, plants and all

er domestic animals have been introduced in-

his, from olher countries.

The original species offorest wood still re-

ns, but few exotics have been introduced,

some of those might have been spared.

The agricultural riches of ilitTerent regions

e been diffused and made common by the

rations of war, commerce and emigration.

—

s love of the agricultural art has difiused its

rovements, and its curiosities, rather than

more important objects of its culture.

The fen rioBS soldiers, and bigoted fanat-

of Spain have given to the world a treasure

ler than the philosopher's stone or the elixir

immortality, by transferring the wild pota-

Irom the region of the River La Plata and
mountains of Chili to Europe. By this the

Id has been saved forever from the desola-

s of famine. The goodness of God is man-
ted in every thing. The same hands which
Iroyed human life without measure, and
bout mercy, have given to countless millions

means of living; and by introducing the

cious bark of Peru into medicine have driv-

rom the earth a desolating scourge which
royed more victims than the plague, oryel-
fever.

It IS not by partial introduction of fine animals

n other countries, a solitary bull, or horse,

iheep, or swine of a single species, but from
introduction of all the valuable breeds from
ry country, that the great objects of obtaio-

To supply them the agricultural productions of

America were sought because America being

neutral could carry sal'ely, and sell cheap.

The military tbrce of the West Indies also

drew the.r siipplies from the states. The war
having terminated, this lucrative commerce is

at an end. Every European nation can supply

more of the productions of agriculture than are

necessary for the subs.sience of their population,

and of course there must every where be a sur-

plus which cannot be used. Great Britain who
is possessed of more colonies than any other

nation, by some late regulations has endeavored
to supply the wants of one colony with the

productions of another. Wheat, rye and pota-

toes have been imported into this country from

others, and it is now an undeniable fact, that

the surplus productions of New-England cannot

be sold in foreign markets without loss.

" But if a certain and convenient domestic
market can be created, the farmer loses nothing

by the failure of foreign market*, which would
be necessarily uncertain and tluctualing, but do-

mestic markets, would be stead}', and the de-

mand would be constant.

"The benefits of the domestic market may be
familiarly illustrated. A family is withdrawn
from agriculture, and employed in manufactur-

ing, which family must be fed and supported.

A farmer in the neighborhood, can raise a suffi-

ciency from his farm to supply his own family,

and surplus enough to support the other. The
family employed in the steady labor of a manu-
factory cannot cullivale the earth, and their

wants are supplied with the surplus of him who
does, which otherwise might have been unsold,

and both are benetitted.

"If one hundred families are employed in a

manufactory, one hundred farmers af-e sure of a
market.

"A manularluring population rear up cities and
villages, lands of course become more valuable,

more saleable, and more productive. A manu-
facturing pnpulaliou must be fed by agricultural

population ; of course agricultural labour be-

comes more productive. The laud is better

cultivated, its bidden ca[)acities are developed,
and the manufacturing village is soon surround-

ed by a continuous garden. Both classes are dai-

ly adding to their own wealth, as well as to the
aggregate wealth of the nation.

" Examine the history of the world and you
will invariably find that the progress of agricul-

ture has been by far the most rapid in those na-

tions which have fostered the other great

branches of national industry. Therefore let

no unworthy jealousies exist between the farmer

and the manufacturer. They are mutual aids

to each other. It is for the interest of both

classes that both should flourish."

From tlie Kcw York Statesman.

Nalnral History.—We are indebted to a cor-

respondent and friend for a copy of a Discourse

on the Utility of JVatural Histori/.—delivered be-

fore the Berkshire Medical Institution at the or-

a:anization of the Lyceum in Pittsfield, Massa-

chusetts, on the lOth of September last : by
the Rev. Edward Hitchcock, of Conway. The
author of this pamphlet has brought much tal-

ent, much learning, and much good sense to

the illustration of his subject. He appears to

be well versed not only in his own professioti,

but in that of medicine, aud in the several

branches of natural history. From his view
and citations, it is evident he is a gentleman

of extensive reading. To the question so of-

ten asked—of what use are the pursuits of
natural science ? he has given very full and
salisf'actory answers. This address is arranged

under three general divisions : first, the utility

of natural history in relation to the common
and social interests- of man: secondly, its util-

ity in relation to intellectual improvement:
and thirdly, its religious influence on the

mind. Under these several heads, he has ad-

duced a great variety of arguments and en-

forced them with no ordinary share of eloquence,

combined with taste and piety. His speculay

tions on the various geological theories are both

learned and rational, defending the Mosaic ac-

count of the creation and of the deluge.

At the conclusion of the discourse, sever"

al gentlemen from Berkshire and the ad-

joining counties, formed a society under the

name of the Lyceum of Natural History of the

Berkshire Medical Institution, and adopted a con-

stitution. At a subsequent meeting of the mem-
bers, Chester Dewey, A. A. S. was elected

President; D. Hunt, M. D. Rev. Edward Hitch-

cock, and J. P. Batchelder, M. D. Vice Presi-

dents; Henry H. Cbilds, M. D. and Dr. O.

Wright, Curators ; Henry K. Strong, Secretary,

and Samuel M. McKay, Treasurer.

The Lyceum have already received several

boxes of minerals, shells, Indian implements,

and animals, from difierent parts of the country,

and a respectable cabinet is collected in the in-

fancy of the association. Considerable additioris

are expected from a class of about eighty medi-

cal students, now attending a coarse of lectures
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at the institution with which the Lyceum was

connected. The members respectfully solicit

the aid ofsrentlemen in increasing their cabinet

of curiosities. This society appears to have

commenced under lavorable auspices, and

will doubtless become eiitensivcly uselid in the

cultivation and diffusion of natural science.

Human Li/e.—According to accurate tables

kept in London, it appears that the mean dura-

tion of the life of Man is several years longer

than it was 100 years ago. It was said by an em-

inent physician "ol our country, that according to

the principles of longevity in other animals,

men ought to live 100 years; and that the

abridgement ot that period was owing to

their unnatural and luxurious manner of living.

—The English calculators attribute the increas-

ed longevity of the moderns to better food,

warmer clolbing, and more comfortable dwel-

lings. No doubt the extermination of the

small pox, the amelioration of several other

diseases, and the increased skill in the healing

art, have also had an etlect to produce the grat-

ifying result.

Method of PoliMng or Cleaning a Stove.—
Take 1-4 lb. Black Lead, mix it with water,

then put it on the Stove with a paint brush,

and after it is perfectly dry, take a stitT brush

to it, which in a few minutes will produce a

handsome polish. The aliove is recommended
by our lirst rate Stove Polishers.— i>o£(o;i Gn^.

Caution.— It will be seen by our record of

deaths, that a man died recently in Massachu-

setts, in consequence of drinking oil of tansy,

through mistake. Within a few weeks the

lives of two ladies, one in this town and the

other in East-Greenwich, were endangered, by

their incautiously taking with tansy water

some portion of the deleterious oil which floats

upon the surface.

—

Rhode Island American.

The Rabway (N. J.) Advocate mentions, as

a great day's work, that Mr. Isaac Thornall husk-

ed, for a bet, between sunrise, and sunset, one

hundred and thirty and a half bushels of corn.
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Winter Butter.—If milch cows were fed with roots

butter might be made during the winter. Some dairy

women, however, complain that it is almost impossible

to churn their cream into butter in cold weather. Mr.

VanEmberg [See N. E. Farmer, vol. ii. p. l'-'4, 125.]

directs to keep the milk till it begins to change, and

then to churn it. lie advises to mix the night's milk

with that of the next morning, and " in summer thig

change generally takes place about ten o'clock; in

cold weather it requires to be kept longer for this pur-

pose, say in spring and autumn, the milk of the first

mess may be kept till the day following, and then re-

quires the addition of icarm renter to the viilk to bring

jt to the right temperature for churning." Others ad-

vise in cold wcatht r to pour as much boiling water into

the cream as will bring it to about the temperature ofmilk

just from the cow. It is said that cream managed in

that way will require but very little churning, and is

attended with no disadvantage except that the butter

will be white a day or two.

it is said in Huntar's Ceorgical Essays that good but-

ter may be made from cows fed on turnips as fol-

" Let the vessels which receive the milk be kept con-

stantly clean, and well scalded with boiling water.

When the milk is brought from the dairy, with every

eight quarts mix one quart of boiling water, and then

put it up to stand for cream." This it is asserted will

destroy the taste of the turnip, and perhaps may facil-

itate the process of churning.

lir. Ueane's N. England Farmer states that "a

strong rancid flavor will be given to the butter if we

churn so near the fire as to heal the wood in the winter

season. In churning for butter always have an orifice

sufficient for the air to have access to the cream. Butter

is produced by the union of oxygene with the cream,

and more butter will be produced, and of a finer flavor,

if the churn is sufficiently open.

It is recommended by some writers to shorten the op-

eration of churning hy mixing a little distilled vinegar

with the cream in the churn. A table spoonful or two

to a gallon of cream is advised, and the acid may be

carried off by washing the butter in two or three chan-

ges of v/ater.

In Scotland dairy women give their butter a fine yel-

low color by grating some orange carrots, straining the

juice and mixing it with the cream previous to churn-

ing. Butter thus made acquires not only a beautiful

yellow color, but a flavor which adds greatly to its

value. The quantity of carrot juice to be used must

be ascertained by experiment and the judgment of the

manufacturer.

Although the following mode of curing butter has

been published in newspapers and agricultural works,

it may he new to some of our readers.

" Take two parts of the best common_salt, one part

of sugar, and one part of salt petre, beat them up to-

gether so as to blend the whole completely: take one

ounce of this composition for every sixteen ounces of

butter. Mix it thoroughly with tlie butter, as soon as

it has been freed from the milk (which should be done

etfectually,) and put it without loss of time into the ves'

sels prepared to receive it, pressing it so close as to

have no air holes, or any kind of cavities within it ;

—

smooth the surface, and if you expect it will be more

than two days before you add more, cover it close up

with a piece of clean linen that has been dipped in

melted butter, that is exactly fitted to the edges of the

vessel all round, so as to exclude the air as much as

possible, without the assistance of watery brine.

—

When more butter is to be added, remove the

covering, and let the butter be applied close above

the former, pressing it down, aiad smoothing it

as before, and so on till the vessel is full. When
full, let the two covers be spread over it with

the greatest care, and let a little melted butter be

poured round the edges, so as to fill up every cranny,

and cfl'ectually exclude the air. A little straw may
then be strewed over the whole, and the cover firmly

fixed down, to remain closely shut till opened for use.

" Butter cured in this manner, does not taste well till

it has stood at least a fortnight after being salted : af-

ter that period has elapsed, it eats with a rich marrowy

taste that no other butter ever acquires. Butter thus

cured will go well to the East or West Indies."

ous sizes, and we are informed are afforded at a cheap^

rate than those of a similar quality manufactured i^

Great Britain. Pipe of a diameter sufficient for supplyt

mg water for a common family, including what would b{

necessary for a barn yard, well stocked with cattle,
j

furnished, and placed in the ground, (after the ditch
i

dug) for $1, 25 a rod, which is cheaper, we are toM

than wooden pipes can be bored and laid. The dur

tion of these pipes has no assignable limits, as they a

not liable to rnst or decay in the ground ; and are wai

ranted to withstand the pressure of the earth and wf

ter.

Specimens of this pipe, of different diameters, wil

the different prices marked on them, are left at the Ajj

ricultural Warehouse of Lincoln, Fearing & Co., Nq

20, Merchants' Row, Boston ; where they may be inj

spected by any persons who may wish for further infor-

mation ou this subject.

Rapid Growth of a Swine.—A friend writes to us that

he "sold a pig last spring, which was slaughtired se-

ven months after the sale, and had gained oyie pound

and one third a day, without making any allowance for

his being weighed, in the first instance, when alive, and

killed and dressed when he was weighed last."

rOR THE NEW EKGLAND FAKMER.

Mr. EriiTOR,

Sir— I noticed in your paper of the 15th inst. a com-

munication from "»4 A'tffcsf ' (fcer," ou the subject of cut-

ting hay and straw. As the communication ap];enrs lo

be made from disinterested motives, 1 hope it will rx-

cite the attention, which it merits, not only fjnni our

wealthy farmers, but from those to whom it would be

of the utmost consequence in point of tconomy. I li:ne

been long in the habit of cutting not only straw, but

common hay and cornstalks, and have expc rienccd

the good effects in the appearance of my slock ; and

have provtd beyond a doubt that the greatest saiing

may be made in this mode of expending fodder. The
present season is a lavorable time for those unacquaint-

ed with the profit and advantage to be derived fioin

this mode of feeding. Although hay may not be

scarce, nor uncommonly dear, yet it is not so abundant

as we frequently have had it for seasons past. From

this circumstance, 1 think many farmers may be induc-

ed to try the experiment, which if fairly tested would

never be abandoned.

One great and principal reason, which I have oftea

heard assigned by many of my neighbors for not adopt-

in » this practice is the hard labor it occasions, and the

want of a suitable machine for the purpose, 'i'o re-

move these objections, I will take the liberty to recom-

mend a new and useful machine, now manufactured,

and for sale at the Agricultural Establishment, (so cal-

led,) in Merchant's Row. This machine appears 10

comtiine every qualification necessary to rfmovi-the

objectionable points. It does not require haid labor,

is not an expensive machine, is simple and plain in its

construction, easy in its operation, and every way well

calculated for hand labor. W.

Jlmerican Manufactured Leaden Pipes for Aque-

ducts,—We have before us some specimens of leaden

pipes, manufactured by Mr. David Loring, of Concord,

Massachusetts, which are neatly wrought, and have

every appearance of being fully equal to any leaden

pipe imported from England. These pipes are of vari-

FOREIGN.
Spain.—The last accounts from that unhappy coun-

try are, as usual, confused and contradictory. Some

reports represent the country as still in a state of agita-

tion ; and that the constitutional leaders still keep the

field. A private letter from Bayonne of the 14th uJt"

states that " the impulse has been given by Ballastt rot,

who is with a respectable force in the ncighbourinj

mountains. The cry in all that country is ' the Con-

stitution or death,' and Ibey wear the green ribband.

,Iaen is not tranquil. The desertion is considerable,

and the prisoners of Riego's corps escape as if by a mi-

racle from prison." It is also .'aid that the proclama-

tion of the King, declaring all the acts of the ConslitO-

tional Government null and void including all (helrans

made by that government, continues to create much

excitement among the capitalists, who have been deal-

in" in Spanish Bonds. It is rumoured that France,

Spain and Portugal intend to join their efforts torcstM*
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Spanish colonies of 8onth America to the sway ol

aijther country. These, however, with many othfr

iUr reports are entitled to little credit. The fact,

bpclicve, is that the war is substantially finislied, and

Trench armies are on their way to I'rance, having

loinplished what were slated to have been their ob-

ts, viz. to set Ferdinand at liberty, and enable hlin

bestow on his kingdom such h constitution as to his

'al clemency may seem meet. It appears to he tlie

lical creed of these regenerators of Spanish despot-

that the people of Spain are not only the King's

ijects, but hispToperly, and can enjoy neither rights

privileges excepting what he pleases to favour them

h. That the people were created for the sole use of

King ; and that all riglit as well as power has its

ill in the crown, of which the people are vassals.

is we farmers would call '' putting the cart before

se." It is like setting a building on its ridge

e, " tlie pinnacle for its fouudatiiin." The fountain

jower is or should be, the will of the people, not of a

d and effeminate individual. We hope, howt^ver,

t King Log will not turn to a.tcoi'/i/on, but that Fer-

and, although a despotic, may not prov'e a cruel and
dictive monarch.

\'euli/ constructed Mnsl.—An Fnglish paper says, the

roa, 74, Capt. Sir Thomas Livingston, is ordered to

nediately to try the newly constructed mast,

ich consists of a much greater number of pieces than
etnfore. A considerable saving is contemplated by
, not only in the original purchase of the timber,

in the event of the mast sustaining injury, the sound
Ls will be easily convertible.

DOMESTIC.
lage Accirltnts.—On the ICth nit. the driver of the
1 stage left his seat to open the gate of the toll

?, at Schenectady, N. Y. and the horses, being
ed at the violence wilh which the gate opened,

denly wheeled round and overset the stage. Mr.
wster, of Herkim'T, one of the passengers, was tak-
ip as dead, and his life is said to be in great j eopar-
Major S. Clark, of Utica, also received a very dao-

>us wouiid on the head.

n the 21 5t «lt. as the Boston Mail Stage was cross-

thc Hudson, mar Albany, the scow m which the
e was, had got on the opposite side, and was fasfen-

"lli a chain, while the driver was in the act of

: on shore, which the two leading horses had gain-
Ihe chain by which the scow was fastened suddcn-
ave way and precipitated the horses back into the
r, and the two wheel horses were drowned. Two

ers were in the stage at the time, one of whom
oed ashore, and the other was saved by getting in-

skiff. The mail was thoroughly soaked, and it be-
e necessary to dry it before it could be sent to its

e of destination.

ocfang Accident,—A young man, by the name of

K)h Rogers, lately fell from the fore yard of the sch.

ner lying at a wharf in Nantucket, struck his

I on the railing, and immediately expired, his brains

Igf literally dashed out ! The poor fellow was
d to exclaim " save me." He left a wife and

7)-ge Steer.—On the 28th of last month Mr. 3.

t, of Clarke County, drove a steer through Paris.

. on his way to Cincinnati, which was raised by him,
is said to be the largest in America, or pei'haps in

.vorld. He is 8 years old, is judged to be seventeen
Is high, to measure from 11 to 12 feet from the end
le nose to the root of tail, and, and to weigh 3000
, or 4000 gross.— Ifestern paper.
lis steer somewhat surpasses the '' Prodigous Lin-
hi'e Ox," one of John Bull's Phenomena, whose
weight was 3712 lbs. See N. E. Far. v. ii. p. 47.

luse of the Greeks.—A late No. of the N'ew York
:sman informs that a considerable sum has been
1 in that city to aid " the patriot spirits, who are

illantly fighting to recover the long lost liberties

reece, and we have th; pleasure to state that U-
lan Robert M'Queen has this morning presented to

ireek nation a superior 42 pound gun, cast at his

fouudcry."

The JVealhcr.—On comparing the observations for

publication in this paper, the present year, with those
of the last, we find that the mean temperature of the
moulh of October last year was 50 1-2", and the pre-
si:nt year 48°. The mean temperature of the month
of November 1822, was 44", and that of the same
month in 1823, 35 1-2°. From this comparison it ap-
pears that the average heat of the month of October
has been 2 1-2 degrees less than that of October last

yiar, and the average heat of November, 8 1-2 degrees
less than that of the same month last year.

Daili/ Advertiser.

Yellow Fever existed in New Orleans at the date of
the last accounts from that quarter. A Watches paper,
dated Oct. 27lh, says, " the last mail brought intelli-

gence of several late deaths, and of others recently
I taken down with the disease."

Baron de Scheck.^ a distinguished Botanist, has arriv-

I
ed at Norfolk from the West Indies, on his way to

the northern cities. We understand from the Nor-
folk Deacon that he is desirous of making the Horti- ,

culturists of the United States acquainted with the '

properties of the vegetable called the »4rr«foc/(«, and
the manner of cultivating this excellent vegetable.

From the terms of commendation bestowed on it as an
esculent, we should be gratified to learn that an ex-

periment was about to be made, to test its adaptation

to our soil and climate.

—

Bos. Gas.

An interesting volume, under the titlf of "Vermont
State Papers,^'* compiled by authority, has been lately

published, containing an account of the ctmtroversies

in which that state was engaged from the year 1779,
daring a period of twenty-five years. VN'e wish that

works of this description were published in every stale

in the Union, under the inspection of the government.
They would furnish a mass ofauthentic materials, which
would be invaluable to future historians of our country,

and render their histories invaluable to the world.

Con. Journal.

We learn from Montpelier, that the following gentle-

men have been elected by the legislature, trustees of the

university of Vermont.
Jonas Galusha, Robert Pierpout, Charles Adams,

Rev. Mr. Hoyt, Joseph U. Farnsworth, Pam'l Prentiss.

Isaac Fletcher, Horace Everett, Hon. Samuel C- Allen,

of Mass. and Salma Hale of N. H.
The prospects of this institution are flattering, and it

seems to be rising in the scale of importance and use-

fulness. From a catalogue, just published it appears
there are 53 Students belonging to the four classes, and
55 Medical students. In February, 1822, there were
but 20 students attached to the University.

Domestic Manufactures.—The New-Jersey Legisla-

ture has incorporattd the Messrs. Haights and others

of New York, for the purpose of manufacturing ingrain

carpeting, and other goods, at the Little Falls, with a
capital of $200,000.

Mot in Sheep.—Dried JunipiT Berries are the best

antidote against this destructive epidemic. As soon as

the slightest symptoms of it appear in a flock, a hand-
ful of these berries should be given for every two sheep
per day, and to be continued until all apprehension is

removed.
Summer Squashes.—There was raised, in the year

1822. by Capt. Sylvanus Watriss, of this village, two
hundred and twenty one Summer Squashes, from one
seed. Each Squash, by actual count, contained, on an
average, 170 seeds. Producing, 37,570 fold.— We
place this to the credit of the fertile banks of Con-
necticut river. Who among us would wish to exchange
them for Mississipian swamps, issuing forth snakes, al-

ligators, pestilence and death.— Windsor Vt. Journal.

NOIICK.
SUBSCRIBERS indebted for the first volume of the

Farmer, are earnestly requested to make immerliate

paynifnt at this office. The sum due from each is

small, but the aggregate amounts to a large sum, and
unless receiv'd soon, the subscriber will suffer very se-

rious inconvenience in consequence.
JVot). 29, 1823. I'HOMAS W. SHEPARD.

F
F\RMER'S ALMANAC, FOR 1824.

OR sale at this Office, the Farmer's Almanac for

1824. Nov. 24.

J.\CK FOFl SALi;.

BARBAROSSA, a Jack, bred by the snb=rriher, from
a large Spanish Jennet, and sired by an icnport-

ed .Maltese Jack of the pure Onagra stock, is ollVrrd for

sale. He is now two years and four months old,

measures 14, and will, when at bis full growth, un-
doubtedly exceed 15 hands in height—uniting the botic

and power of the laige Spanish breed, with th, spiril,

activity and vigor of the Maltese. At the lale (xhihi-
tion al Brighton, he was pronounced, by several gen-
tlemen of respectibility, who have examined thi-> spe-

cies of stock in Spain, the Islands in the Heditiraiitan,
and in South America, to be superior to any they
ever saw.
BarcArossa is perfectly docile and kind, was kept

with a Filly imnu.diately after weaning, and has ;jro-

pensities, seldom found in imported Jacks, which raust

enhance his value in the estimation of those accustom-
ed to breeding mules. A full warranty of his powers
will accompany the bill of sale— and the subscriber has
no hesitation in asserting that he is equal to the cele-

brated Jack, Compound., bred by Gen. Washington ;

(being of the same grade) and that he is superior to

any now in the United States or that can be imported.
If not applied for speedily he will be shipped to the

Island of Cuba, where a much higher price can be ob-

tained than is now asked. S. W. POMEROY.
Brighton, J^ov. 21, 1823.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo, No 1, . . .

" No 2
BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. new

" 2d qual. .

small kegs, family,
CHEESE, new milk ....

skimed milk, . . ,

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee, . . .

Kye, best ....
GRAIN, Rye

Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, Bone Middlings new, .

Cargo, No 1, ...
Cargo, No 2, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full b]ood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAL,
MUTTON and LAME, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, best . .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye,

,

Inrlian,

POTATOES, ....
niDER, liquor, new ....
HAY, according to quality,
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PARAMOUNT PUNNING;—OR SETTING UP,

AND SITTING DOWN.

A chap once told St. Patrick's Dean,

While rising from his seat, " I mean

To set up for a wit."

" Ah •" quoth the Dean, " If that be true,

The very best thing j-ou can do

Is down again to sil.'''

Too many, like that would-be wit,

Set up for what they are not fit.

And always lose their aim ;

—

Set up for wisdom, wealth, renown,

But end the farce by sHti7)g rfoi(7J,

With poverty and shame.

A middling farmer thinks he can

Set up to be a gentleman

And Ihen sit dou-n content

;

But after many a turn and twist

Is set down on the pauper list,

A fool, not worth a cent I

When farmers' wItcs and daughters fair

Set up with silks and Leghorns rare.

To look most wondrous winning,

They set upon a slippery stand.

Till indigence, with iron hand,

Upsets their underpinning.

Seine city ladies too, whose geer.

Has made them to their husbands dear.

Set up to lead the ton ;

Though they sit high on fashion's seat.

Age, death or poverty, albeit

Will set them down, anon.

Some fools set up to live by law.

And though they are " all overjau;^'

Soon fail for lack of brains

;

But had the boobies only just

Known wher e they ought to sil at first,

They'd sav'd a world of pains.

A quack sets up the doctor's trade.

But could he use the Sexton's spade

No better than his pills.

The man might moil from morn to night

And find his match with all his might

To bury half he kills.

Yd'i may set up for what you choose

As easily as wear old shoes.

If e'er so low at present

;

But when you have set up in vain,

And find you m-ust sit down again,

'Tis terribly unpleasant.

Thoae lines inserted, the stanza would read as follows

:

How dear to rqam along the sunny hills.

When autumn spreads her bounties o'er the plain
;

When industry his garner'd treasure fills

With richest stores from fields of ripen'd grain.

When slow across the glebe the ponderous wain,

Deep laden with the yellow ears is drawn ;

While from wide trees that overhang the lane.

The ripe red apples, shaken down at dawn,

Lie scatter'd thick and far along the level lawn.

Though we plead guilty to the accusation of having

mutilated this passage, we can assure the author

there was no malice prepense in the matter, and we

s:hould be hapfry to atone for our error by printing eor-

rcctty some future productions of his muse.

MISCELLANY.

EPITAPH ON A MISER.

Here crumbling lies, benealh this mouldy

A man, whose sole delight was gold ;

Contentment never was his guest.

Though thrice ten thousand fiU'd his chest;

For he, poor man, with all his store.

Died in great want—the want of more.

Mistake Corrected.—In our last paper, page 144, we

reprinted from the N. K. (Jalaxy, an elegant piece of

poetry, entitled ^* AutiimTi." But the two following

lines which should have pi'eceded the last line of the

first verse, were omitted by inadvertence.

" \A hile from wide trees that overhang the lane,

" The ripe red apples, shaken down nt da»\n."

ANECDOTES.
Original Anecdote.—A peculiarity generally

attributed to the yankees, is thai of answering a

question by asking another ; and numerous anec-

dotes are related to prove that it exclusively

belongs to them. But whoever has travelled

south must have noticed that it is quite as com-
mon among our southern brethren—whom by

the way Europeans call yaokees—as it is at home
in New England. That this peculiarity is there,

indeed, happily blended with some others, the

following anecdote will illustrate.

A gentleman passing through one of our

southern states, and wishing to know the dis-

tance to a neighboring house, enquired of a

I'lanter, who was leisurely at work by the road

side, how far it was to Pierce''s. " From up
country, / reckon .^" " Yes," sain the gentleman.
" Well, how goes cotton ?" " Rather dull, 1 be-

lieve." '^ Mighty ba<} roads, friend." "But,"
says the traveller, " how far do you call it to

Pierce's?" " Bound to S. , / reckon.'''

" Exactly," answered Ihe traveller, and rode

on— when the planter, having completed his

enquiries, proceeded to reply, " Well, now I

don't jestly know exactly, how far, but 1 reckon

you'll find it something of a piece before you
get there !

—

Portland Advertiser.

The Hard Case.—A physician of Dublin being
summoned to a vestry, in order to reprimand
the sexton for blunders he had committed thro'

drunkenness, dwelt so much on the poor fellow's

misconduct as to raise bis anger, and dravv from
him a retort :

" Upon my shoul, sir, this is ill-na-

tured ; and that you should be so eager to lay

open all my blunders, when I have so often, so

very often, covered yours, is hard, very hard, Mas-
ter Doctor, that's all."

Advantage of Wealth.—A rich upstart, who
had obtained a great fortune by means not al-

ways consonant with the rules of honor or of
honesty, asked a poor but shrewd Irishman if

he had any idea of the advantages arising from
riches. "I believe," re[:lied the wit, "they
often give a rogue an advantage over an honest

JVfti' Anecdote.—A tin pedlar culled upon a

spindle shanked old gentleman, in small clothes,

and tight silk stockings, and inquired " do you
want any tin ware?" It was dog dajs and the
tlii's bad taken a peculiar liking to the old gen-
tleman's legs, calling for the constant employ-
ment of his hands to brush them away. '• if

you have a pair of tin boots, I should like thein.j

said he pettishly, " O yes," said the pedlar, ai

running to his cart, returning with a [lair

candle moulds, " those sir, will exactly fit you
\Albany Argus,

Taking Advice.—An avaricious, hypocondri
cal gentleman fancied himself to he very mu(
out of health, but being too penurious to paj
doctor's ice, thought he would steal an opinit

concerning his case. Accordingly, one day, bi

ing in familiar conversation with one of the f

cully, he asked him what he should tiil<e fi

such a complaint. "I'll tell you," said tlie do

tor, "you should take advice."

PRUDENTIAL MAXIMS.
The eye of a master will do more work th;

his hands; and not to oversee workmen is

leave your purse open.

Trusting too much to other men's care is tl

ruin of many ; for in the affairs of this wot

men are saved, not by faith but the want of i

If you would have a faithful servant, and a
that you like, serve yourself.

A little neglect may breed great misciiie

for want of a shoe a horse was lost, and leu h;i

of a horse the rider was lest; being overtaki

and slain by the enemy, all for want of

about a horse shoe nail.

If you would be wealthy, think of saving

well as of getting. The mines of Soiuh Am
rica could not make Spain rich, because heroi

goes were greater than her incomes.

It often costs more to maintain one vice tl)

to bring up two children.

If goods are sold ever so cheap, and youi

not need them, they are too dear fur you to pi

chase ; for if j'ou buy what you do not net

you may soon have need to sell your noces
ries.

Sir Edward Hume, has recently made somei
teresting enquiries, by way of comjiarison, I

tween the auncidar organs of man and qiiadi

peds. The result of his researches seems
prove that shrill tones, or the upper notes

an instrument, have comparatively little effect

exciting the attention of animals whilst the fi

lower tones stimulate them almost to fury.

Evcrard observes, " that the efl'ect of Ihe hij

notes of the piano-forte upon the great lioo

Exeter Change, only called his attention, whli

was considerable, though he remained sile

and motionless. But no sooner were the Hat

lower notes sounded, than he sprung up, lasbi

his tail, and yelled violently, and endcavon

to break loose ; and became altogether so furio

as to alarm the spectators present. This viok

excitement ceased with the discontinuanct

the music. The deep tones of the French horni

so produced a similar effect with the lower foil'

of the piano-forte, on the elephant, and othertl

mals, on which the experiment was made."

TERMS OF THE FARMER.
*

0:5= Published every Saturday, at Three Dolia

per annual, payable at the end of the year—but th

who pay within siaty days from the time of tiili- 'ii

will be entitled to a deduction of FiiTV C j

Q:^^o paper will be discontinued (vt-i- n!

discretion of the publisher,) until aiitaiages are
|
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FARMERS' ACCOl'.NT?.
erhaps there is nothing of equal impor-
;e, which comes within the whole compass
fiirmei's concerns, more commonly neo--
ed than the keeping: of regular account book's,
tradesman, or shopkeeper was to be equally
!less, in that respect, he would be thought
.ty far advanced on the road to ruin. An
nent agriculturist gives some maxims on this
cct, which are in substance as /bllows:
General Account of Stock.—Everv farmer
desires to know correctly to what profit he

1 business, should provide himself with a
:, which he m.ay call his General Slock Book,
in this book, some time in December, he
Id register the result of a general survey of
;ondilion and worth of his whole stock and
erty, of his debts and credits. Having such
Dk to refer to at all times and on all occa-
will aflord much satisfaction to his mind.
e first place he should order in all his
•smen's bills, and in the mean time he may '

an examination and account of all his house-
foods, horses, cattle, poultry, corn, grain,
aw or threshed, hay or other fodder, wood,
ire, wagons, carts, ploughs and implements'
1 kinds—the state of his fences, gates,
•s, &c. and make an estimate of the neces-
ifepairs. Minutes being made on waste pa-
l^he particulars may be afterwards'en<p-fd
'he Stock Book, ifilh such a degree of mi-
ess as may be judged necessary. After
eneral register a Dr. andCr. account may
awn out, the balance of which will exact-
iw the present worth of his estate.

i 'he form of the account may be as fol-

Itock Dr. Contra Cr.

n the Dr. side should be entered all the
r owes, and on the Cr. side all he pos-
, and all that is owing to him. He must
Ivery thing at what he judges to be the
resent worth, was it then sold ; manure,
lage performed must be valued at the
on rate of the country.
a farmer wishes to be very correct in his

atloBS of the profit and loss, upon a lot of
oxen for instance, or the crop of any par-
field, his readiest method is to make an

it for either the one or the other in his
of Dr. and Cr. On the Dr. side let him

the cost, including every minute particu-
d on the Cr. side the returns. On the
the articles, the account is closed, and

lance demonstrates the profit and loss."

SALTLNG MEAT,
i is a very important subject to the coun-
onomist. Rusty pork and beef, none the
for keeping, are about as common as ca-
irs on apple trees, or weeds among corn,
not pretend to much experience as re-
he preservation ofmeat ; and shall, there-
nothing more than quote from good au-

;s such directions as appear mdst likely to
lencial in practice.

Dr. Deane observed that " the com.mon
method of preserving pork, reserving the lc;ai

parts for use in the cold season, and applying a
large quantity of salt to the fat, is perhaps as
good as any can be. But beef is greatly injur-
ed, and rendered unwhnle.some by severe salt-
ing. A good method of preserving beet; which
I have known practised for several years past
is as follows : for a barrel of common size, re-
duce to powder in a mortar four quarts of com-
mon salt

;
then eight ounces of salt petre, and

tive pounds of brown sugar. Let the salt be
well rubbed into the pieces, pack them close in
(he barrel, and sprinkle the salt petre and sugar
evenly over each layer. No water at all is to
be applied. The juices of the me.at, if well
packed, will form a sutTicient quantity of brine

;

and the beef will keepsiveet and good through
the following summer, supposing it killed and
packed in the beginning of winter or late in
autumn

; and will not be too salt to be palata-
ble. Draining ofi' the brine and purifying it by
boiling and scumming, with the addition ol a Jit-

tle salt will be a real improvement.*
I

An English publication gives the following
as the Russian mode of salting meat :—" Boil
over a gentle lire six pounds of common salt,
two pounds of powdered loaf sugar, three
ounces of salt petre, and three gallons of spring
water. Carefully scum it while boiling; and
when quite cold, pour it over the meat, everv
part of which must be covered with the brine.
In this pickle, it is said the meat will not on-
ly keep for many months, but the hardest an</
toughest beef will thus be rendered as mellow
and tender as the flesh of a young fowl ; while
either beef, pork, or even mutton will have a
tine flavor imparted by it. In warm weather,
however, the blood must be expressed from
the meat, and the whole well rubbed over with
fine salt, before it is immersed in the liquor.

—

Young pork should not be left longer than three
or four days in this pickle, as it will then be
quite sufficiently softened ; but hams, intended
for drying, may remain a fortnight before they
are hung up ; when they should be rubbed with
pollard, and closely covered with paper bags
to prevent their being fly blown."
An American writer on this subject, whose

remarks, we believe, were first published, some
years since in the Connecticut Courant, gives
the following directions

On Keeping Meat.—" There are two points
to be considered with respect to meat. The
longer it is kept without salt, the tenderer it

becomes. If it receive salt in this state it be-
comes correspondingly tender, and the smaller
the quantity of salt, used in its preservation, the
looser, sweeter and more palatable will be the
meat.

No. 20.

If in this mode of salting beef, there should not be
a sufficiency of brine produced by the juices to cover
the beef within five or six weeks, which will sometime^
happen, it will be well to make a quantity of brine
sufficient for that purpose, and pour it into the barrel

;

and care should be taken to keep any kind of salted
meat, especially in warm weather aiway* below the
surface of the briHe, by a large stone, or some other
weight.

Bm.-._Let It he m a cool place, without
freezing, about a week

; use eight ounces pul-
verised salt potre, and six quarts of fine salt to
a barrel— put water to these in a convenient
vessel; roll the pieces of beef separately in

I

this; patch them in the cask lightly, and in two
lor three days till it up with water. You need
not be alarmed if it become a little slippery in
the spring, provided it is not tainted. The
plate pieces of a fat beef are .about as good as

I

tongue, and keep as well as pork.

I " Ham.—For the same reason, hams improve
by being a week or eight days, if the season
admits of It without freezing. For an average
for one ham use one ounce of salt petre

; or"if
large two ounces

; pulverize it, and with fine
salt and water, wet the hams ar.d lay them into
a ban-el. Prepare immediately a weak pickle
to Ihe taste as salt as the ham is wanted, and
after two days cover the ham with it. Six or
eigSt pieces may be smoked in a week, in a
common oven. Lay them on sticks of wood ;—

.

place some walnut or maple chips within the
lid; raise this a little and put some coals to
th«in. The smoke thus produced is much be',
tei flian the smoke of a common chimney."

rfie following recipes for preserving meats
are recommended by Thomas Cooper, Esq. Pro-
fessor of Chemistry and Mineralogy.
For meat intended for family use, and to be

used in two or three months, take " water, one
gallfi-i.- salt, nineteen ounces; salt petre^ one
ounce and i half- siio-ar. half a pound.
" The Russians are fond of me iiavur ,»>

juniper berries, and add a pound of bruised ju-
niper to a gallon of pickle.

"A tea-spoonful or two of Cayenne pepper to
the gallon, greatly increases the pre.serving
power of the pickle.

" To cure gammons, first sprinkle tbem as
soon as they are cut and trimmed with a little

(Liverpool) salt. Let them lie together for
twelve hours : take them out of the tub, drain
and wipe them ; then rub them separately with
a mixture of 12 parts common salt and one part
salt petre, well dryed and then ground fine.

Rub in this mixture well ; lay them in the pick-
ling tub, and the next day rub them again with
a similar mixture. The day after fill up the
tub with a brine made in the proportion of 18
oz. salt, 1 lb. molasses, and 1 oz. salt petre, to
the gallon of water. In this pickle they may
stay for a fortnight. Then take them out,
drain, wipe and smoke them.
" If they ttre suffered to make their own

brine by mea|is ofdry salt and salt petre, entire-
ly, they will lose too much of the juices of the
meat, and become hard and dry.

" I have successfully cured beef in summer
thus : 1 killed an ox in the middle of August,
at 9 o'clock in the evening; it was cut up at 3
o'clock in the morning. The pieces were
quickly rubbed with a mixture of ten parts of
salt and one part of salt petre, and put into a
barrel. In the mean time a brine composed of
1 1-2 lbs. salt, 2 oz. of salt petre and half an
ounce of common pepper, to the gallon of wa-

j
ter, was ready over the tire, and when the beef
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was all packefl in the barrel, it was poured on

boiling hot. This prevented and destroyed all

flyblows. In a week the pieces were taken

out, dried and wiped; the pickle was boiled

over again, scummed, and again poured boiling

hot on the meat when repacked. The process

answered the purpose perfectly."*

In Banister's Synopsis of Husbandry we find

the following directions for preserving pork,

which we believe nearly accords with the prac-

tice of the best Economists in this country.

" The fat or prime pork is to be cut into

pieces of a size proportioned to the circumle-

MHce of the powdering tub [or barrel inwlxh

the pork is salted] and every piece is to be rub-

bed on each side, and on every part with com-

mon salt having on hand some powdered salt

petre to sprinkle on each. Let the bottom of

the tub be covered with salt, and when the pork

is sufficiently powdered the pieces are to be

laid m, with the rind upwards, and every piece

to be pressed downwards with all the strength

that can be used, and wedged in so very close

as to leave no apparent chasms. Over this lay-

er is to be spread a covering of salt w^ilh a

sprinklmg of salt petre. To a hog of twelve

score will be required nearly a bushel ot salt,

and two pounds of salt petre, and so in prooor-

tionfor those of larger dimensions. In about a

month or live weeks the brine will begin to rse,

and in a short time afterwards will cover he

whole surface of the tub : but if from dcfec in

the salt, it should fail to produce the brine in

that period it will be necessary to make a qnan-

tity of brine and pour over the pork ;
for unless

the whole be covered with brine the pork uill

undoubtedly be rusty. But there is this incon-

venience attending the latter method, namely,

that it i= npi to looocn tVic porU, and cause it to'

swim, a circumstance which would likewise oc-

casion rust. If, therefore, it should be necessa-

ry to pursue this mode of making brine, let a

large clean stone be laid on the top of the pork,

in order to press it down and prevent it from

swimming."

There is no danger of using too much salt in

preserving fat pork. The meal will absorb no

more than will prove useful, and the remainder

will answer for saltiug a fresh parcel on any

future occasion.

* Although Mr. Cooper's observations on this subject

were published in the first voUune of the New England

Farmer, page 37, we thought it best to republish it

here to render this article more complete, and accom-

modate those of our readers who may not be in pos-

session of the first volume.

figure, and the substance of this description is

copied from a work, printed in Edinburgh, in

1823, entitled '' Journcft of a Horticultural Tour,

through some parts of Flanders. Holland, and the

A'orth of France. By a Deputation of the Cale-

donian Horticultural Society.''''

THE WHEEL HOE.

The following is a representation of an imple-

ment which is used in the neighborhood of Pa-

ris, Brussels, and some other parts' of continent-

al Europe. Its principal use is to clean gravel

walks in gardens, but it may be applied to

scraping the surface, and cutting up and eradi-

cating weeds, &c. from any other smooth soil,

where the weeds are not large and strongly

rooted, it is worked by two men. One man
pnlls forward, while the other regulates the hoe,

according to the nature and abundance of the

weeds to be extirpated. The dispatch thus af-

forded is great, two men being able to do as

tnuch work with this machine as six men could

perform in the same time with hand hoes. The

FOR THE NEW F.NC.I.AND FARMER.

Mr. Editor—Permit me through the medium

of your paper, to otfer to the public a few ob-

servations on the Piscidia or Dog Wood. This

tree so well known to almost every farmer, is a

genus of the Decandria order, belonging to the

diadelphia class of plants. There are several

species,—but that we shall notice is the

Erythrina, or common Dog Wood. This grows

spontaneously in our woods, whore it rises to

the height of 25 feet or more. The body is

covered with a light colored smooth bark, and

it sends out several small branches at the top in

an irregular manner, with long oval leaves.

—

This tree emits a peculiar and very di'^agreea-

ble smell, of an active and poisonous nature.

—

It is this quality which we shall more minutely

describe, since it is so pestiferous to most of the

humavi family, by corroding or poisoning the

skin. This effluvia readily turns paper stained

with syrup or violets, green, a sure indication

of its alkaline nature. The expressed juice ot

the bark is strongly astringent, precipitating

iron from its solution of a black color; but as

this astringent property is not pernicious to the

animal system, we must conclude the poisonous

quality of this tree is in a great measure owing

to the alkali which is so very subtile as to in-

sinuate itself into the pores of the skin, and

act upon the organized fibre, decomposing the

parts atTected,and causing innumerable small ves-

sicles to appear, accompanied with insupportable

itching. Having described the tree and its ef-

fects as a poison, I shall now prescribe an anti-

dote which from my own experience I know to

be invaluable ; and which also holds good in

theory. Acids should be used to counteract the

effects of alkalies. Let the person afflicted

wash the alTected parts in a solution of *sul-

phate of iron in water, one ounce of the former

to one gill of the latter, as often as 12 or IG

times in the course of a day and a cure will be

effected in two days. I would caution the pub-

lic against using an alkali as a remedy,— for I

have seen pearl ash administered more than sev-

en years since, and its application was attended

with disagreeable consequences.

1 am, Sir, the public's friend and servant,

Lynn, Dec. 8, 1823. JOSEPH DIXON.
* Cefperas,

Reports of the several Committees of the Worcest

Agricultural Society.

REPORT No. T.

Committee on Ntat Stock other than Working 0.rei

Rejoice Newton, of Worcester, Chairman ; Joseph )

tabrook, of Royalslon ; Levi Bartlelt, of Rutlan

Daniel Tenny, of Sutton ; Joshua W. Leland,

Grafton.

The Committee on JVeat Stock other tS

Working Oxen, congratulate the Society ai

the County, an<l indeed the country generaljj

upon the unusual exhibition of Stock which h

this day come under their inspection. Thi

can safely say that the Show has never bei

equalled in this County, either in number '

quality. It proves, in the most unqueslionab

manner, the influence of Agricultural Societi

upon the best interests of the community ; ai

defeats the predictions of many, that the spii

of enterprize, that was manifested at the ear

exhibitions of this Society, could not be kepti

without great individual exertions and sacrilicf

Your Committee are now fully persuaded, tli

the good sense of the yeomanry of this Coun

will never suffer an institution to lag or lab(

which is so directly calculated to promote tin

individual ha[)pioess as well as the prosper!

of our common country.

All who have witnessed the exhibition oft!

day, must be sensible of the labors and diliici

ties which the Committee have been obliged

encounter. The examination of 171 aiiiini

h.is fallen within the prescribed limits

their duties— most of them entered for pren

ums. Among so many, where a number of M
eral of the different classes were nearly balffl

ed in their claims for premiums, and onlj

shade of diflerence, it was, in some cases di

cult for the Committee to give a preference;

and were another Committee to make the sal

examination, they might, probably, in a fevr

stances, vary in their decisions. But til

have acted independently, as was their duty,a

have awarded according to the best opink

they could form in the short time allotted the

They found no difficulty in determining

the first premium for Fat Oxen—that of J

Asa Pond, of Pelersham, weighing 2,604 lbs.

decidedly the best, and they have awarded

him the premium of gl5—his size, make a

flesh, all entitle him to it. To Col. Seth W

man, of Shrewsbury, they award the second pi

mium of glO, for his red ox, weighing 2,3

lbs. Mr. ArtcmasDike, of Sutton, exhibited

fine pair, one of which would have receivec

premium on almost any other occasion, becau

there has hardly been any exhibition ofthisS

ciety where he would have met such powerl

competitors.

They award for the best Bull a premiuB

gl5, to Mr. Samuel Keyes, of Charlton :
beii

most beautiful animal from the Holderness bii

owned by Gorham Parsons, Esq. and the Cei

mitlee had no hesitation in giving him a d«!

ed preference : he is eighteen months old,

»

weighs 1,390 lbs. The second premium of ^1

was for some time suspended between the bi

of Col. Jacob W. AVatson, of Princeton, *

that of John W. Hubbard, Esq. of Worce«le

both of the Durham short horns, andjj

fine animals. In consequence of the <Wr

which the Committee had, they have conclW

to divide the premium between them. The
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re several other bulls, which, a few years

ce, would have been vieweil as objects ot'cii-

ity, particulnrly that of Mr. Taft, jr. ofUx-
Ige, of the SuttoD breed, so celebrated for

rking oxen.

The show of Bull Calvef, thous;h not large,

not been surpassed in any former year.

—

ose of iMaj. Brown, of Dudley, Mr. Alpheus

th. of Leicester, Mr. Dunbar, and Mr. Ba-

Q'^ Charlton, and Simeon Draper, Esq. of

olilield, all ot the llolderness breed, arc of

erior size and make. The Committee a-

d the first premium of
J!6, to Major John

wn, his calf weighing 92 I lbs. at ten months
twenty-two da\s old; and the second of ^l,

Ir. Alpheus Smith. These two are so e(|ual-

ntided, that a prel'erence of eilher must be

dered as much the result of fancy as of

ect judgment.
ivcnty-si.>ven J\Iilch Cows were exhibited,

nty-one of them for premiums. The cow
yol. Samuel Mixler, of New Braintree, was
lout question the best— the Committee have
rded to him the first premium of ^15. Sev-

others, and among them, those of Daniel

oy, Esq. of Sutton, Col. .\ndrew Smith, of

and, >Iessrs. Thaddous Chapin, and Asa

;, of Worcester, S. Draper, Esq. ot Brook-

Mr. Roswell Comers, of New Brainlree,

John Peirce, of Millbury, and Maj. John
ivn, of Dudley, were nearly equal in those

ts which constitute a good cow. The Coni-

ee have awarded the second premium of

(o that of Col. Andrew Smith. The cow
laj. Tenny would have received more of

itteotion of the Committee had he not been
ember of it; but under this circumstance
thought proper not to consider hira a com-
or. The first premium for Cows is confin-

) those taken from a lot of not less than five

together, and the second to those taken
' a lot of not less than three. The third is

out regard to the number kept by the own-
The only doubt which the Committee had
(varding this, was between the Cows of Mr.
. Henshaw and Mr. Henry Rogers, both of

tester, either of which would have stood

on the list had they not been single Cows.
Committee award the third premium of

<o Mr. Rogers. Two Cows with their calves

bited by Mr. Boylslon, of Princeton, stood

minent among the whole collection. Jlr.

ton is entitled to great credit for the inte-

iwhich he has taken in the success of our
Is, and for the trouble and expense which
3S so repeatedly incurred to advance the

ovement of the Stock of the County.

fty-two Heifers were examined by your
mittee, many of them of great promise,
for tlie dairy and for breeding stock. But
premiums could be given. The first pre-

I of g6, they have awarded to Mr. Job
jer, of New Braintree, for one of the de-
lanls of Denton. The second, of g5, (hey
awarded to Salem Town, jr. Esq. for one
e descendants of Holderness. Many oth-
re entitled to notice—but they are so nu-
us that it would be difficult to distinguish,

r Heifer Calves of one year old and un-
he Committee award the first premium of
3 Alpheus Smith, of Leicester; and the
d of $4 to Asa Waters, Esq. of Millbsiry.

Calf of Mr. Paul Goodale, jr. of Worces-
vas a rival to that of Mr Waters; but tak-

ing all points into consideration the Committee
gave a preference to that of Mr. Waters.

For four years old Steers the Committee can
give but one premium, of glO, which they a-

ward to Mr. Simeon Phelps, of Sutton, for a ve-
ry superior pair. Could they have given a se-

cond, as in all other classes of slock, it would
have gone to Mr. Jabez Brigliam, of Worces-
ter ; but as they could not, they hope his libe-

ral feelings will be sufficiently gratified by the
rellection that be has added much to the inte-

rest of the exhibition.

Tor three years old Steers the Committee
award the first premium, of ^8 to Mr. Luther
Whiting, of Sutton—but not without hesitation

between his and those of Mr. Asa Cummings,
jun. ot Sutton, to whom the second j>remium,
of ^0, is awarded. Those of Mr. Freegrace
Marble, of Sutton, ought lo be mentioned, as

Steers of much promise.

For two years old Steers the Committee award
the first premium of;j7, to Mr.Stcphen Marsh, jr.

of Sutton, a'nd the second, of g t, to Mr. Royal T.
Marble, of the same town. Both pairs are twins.

Others of a superior quality were offered.

For yearling Steers the Committee award
only one premium, ofg.5, lo Daniel Tenny, Esq.
nf Sutton : his were the only ones offered ; and
Ibe others of the Committee have no hesitation

in pronouncing them worthy of a premium,
which they award him on the ground that it

does not interfere with any other competitor.
Much of the stock offered merely for exhibi-

tion attracted the particular attention of the Com-
mittee. The two rival (amilies of Denton and
Holderness present high claims for honorable
distinction. Of the former, the sire has, for sev-
eral years, stood the first in the show : his des-
cendants have become numerous, and are among
the first of hinds. The males and females ex-
hibited on this occa.«ion are too many (o receive
particular notice at a time when every thing
must be done in haste, and nothing can be done
except what is absolutely necessary.—The Com-
mittee cannot, however, pass over in silence,
his beautil'ul connexions, Arabella and Tuberon,
which have been imported, as they are told at

an expense of about sixty guineas eacli, and
which combine great beauty and promise ; they
were exhibited by Stephen Williams, Esq. of
Northborough, to whom this Society has ever
been much indebted for its prosperity, and to
whose liberality, in this instance, must be attrib-
uted a good share of our gratification.

j

The rivals ol Denton's family stand high in
the celebrity of their youthful appearance and
the promise which they offer to the farmer :

but lew have yet arrived lo sufficient age to I

redeem the promise which their early years
afford. It is believed, however, that they can-
not fail of proving a great benefit lo the stock of
our country.

The Committee are fully satisfied, that what-
ever may prove to be the qualities of the dif-

ferent breeds of imported stock now among us,
their introduction will indirectly improve all

the slock of the country. The frequent exam-
inations which they occasion make men better
judges

; they induce a more careful selection of
breeders; and the improved manner of keeping
and taking care of young stock is perceptible in
every barn-yard in this County.
Many other animals, the Committee would be

glad to rcrommend to the atlenlion of the Soci-

ety—but their time has been so much occupied
in examination, that they have none to spari^

for further comment. Bv order.

REJOICE NEWTON, aiaimwn.

The length of streets in London, now lighted

with gas extends over 215 miles: the main
pipes belonging to the four companies reaching
to this distance ; and Ironi these a branch ol

smaller pipes, conveying the light lo shops, pri-

vate dwellings, &.C. which may Le calculated at

a distance greater than the length of the tnain«.

The quantity of coal used for supplying g.>.i a-

mounts yearly to between 00 and 40,000 chal-

drons.— Christ. Ob. ti

A circumstance scarcely credible has trans-

spired before the Comniiss loners of govern-
ment respecting Ireland, which casts great
light on the state of that unhappy country, and
proves that education and literature are not
among the causes of it.s maladies ;— if is that in

1 1 counties thtre is not a bookscllcr''s shop '.—
Those who argue that education tends to excite
discontent and insubordination among the poor,
will find it somewhat difficult to apply their the-

ory to the actual state of Ireland, The friends

of education, on the contrary, will feel them-
selves encouraged lo renewed zeal and exer-
tion in diffusing this invaluable boon, from eve-
ry new proof either of the evils which result

from its absence, or of the blessings which,
when rightly directed, it invariably confers.

—

ib.

Discovery in Chemistry.—A Prussian chemist,
(a Mr. Salverte,) in making experiments to im-
prove printer's ink, has discovered a process
of producing from hempseed oil a new species
of black pigment, which for brilliancy and in-

tensity of color, far exceeds any black known
heretofore, and promises to render Pru.ssian

black as distinguished a- color as Prussian blue
is at present. The inventor has not only ap-
plied it lo im[)rove printer's ink, but, also to

other uset'dl purposes, particularly as a supe-
rior blacking for tanned leather.

JS''ew-Haven and A"orlhampton Canal.—The
Engineers employed by the Farmington Canal
Company, have nearly completed a minute sur-

vey of the route. The difScullies to be en-
countered are found on examination to be
much fewer and less considerable than were
anticipated, and it is believed that the expense
will fall short of the calculations of the most
sanguine among its friends. Some time must
necessarily elapse, after the survey is complet-
ed before the calculations can be made, with the
accuracy which is desired.— C'oh. Herald.

Another caiitien against clothing Children in
cotton.—We are informed that about two weeks
since a woman in Haddam, returning home met
her child, a girl seven years old running towards
her, naked, and almost charred. The whole
form was burnt black. The child died soon af-

terwards. The clothes, which were of cotton,

had taken fire in the absence of the mother.= [Ibid.

Running Accounts.—Those in taverns ar-e most
rapid in their progress, and always come lo an
untimely end—the creditor loses, and the debt-

or generally becomes an object of distress.
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from the WiiichestL-r Republican.
I

vveli as llie substantial benefits ol' this institution.

To such we ngain extend the hand of fellowship
;

Address of Wm. TH. Barton Esq. delivered befoie
, ^^g invite them to participate in the laudable

the Agricultural Society of Winchester, Virginia, at undertaking to enhance the blessings and com-
their late cattle Show and Fai

[PiMished at the request of the Societj/.]

GentUmen nf the Society :

It would be regarded as a poor affectation of

modesty, did 1 express any regret that the of-

fice of addressing you to day has devolved upon

me. A subject ofsuch interest and magnitude as

that which now invites your attention— one, too,

which has long employed the best wishes of

patriotism, and the ablest efforts of genius

—

should certainly be approached with reserve

and embarrassment : but on the importance of

the theme, and the ardor which most of you

have manifested in its behalf, 1 rest my claims

to your kindness and indulgence. While I am
conscious that I shall in vain attempt to clothe

creation with new beauties, or impart to nature

the charms of novelty and variety ; I am sus-

tained and encouraged by the reflection that

creation is already furnished with flowers and

beauties enough to beguile you, and that Nature's

simple livery presents to honest and ingenuous

minds more fascinations than all the tawdry or-

naments with which foreign art can clothe her.

On this occasion, it will be much more expedi-

ent to detail to you the short and simple annals

of our infant institution, and to suggest to you

some means by which we may effectually in-

sure its future advancement and prosperity.

Three years ago a call was made upon the

liberality and public spirit of our farmers, to aid

in establishing an agricultural society in this

section of Virginia ; and although this invitation

was proclaimed throughout the valley, so few-

were affected by the appeal, that but for the in-

creased ardor and exertions of three or four in-

dividuals, aided by the scientific attainments

and personal influence of one who now stands

foremost in our ranks, our efforts would have

been fruitlessly expended—the plan would have
been ultimately abandoned—and the favored few,

who have obtained knowledge from observation

and experiment, would have been suffered

to carry it secretly to their graves, leaving

their less fortunate neighbors to continue and

hand down to posterity the same rude and im-

perfect system of cultivation which they have
followed and too generally received from their

forefathers.

After having finally surmounted the opposition

of those fond of continuing in what is termed
•' the good old way," and opposed to improve-
ment solely because it wears the aspect of inno-

vation, we succeeded in organizing this institu-

tion and establishing it on its present basis. As
soon as the tocsin of success and triumph was
sounded, multitudes flocked to our standard, and

we now behold among the active and devoted
friends of agriculture, the science, the wealth,

and the respectability of the valley.

Much yet however remains to be accomplish-

ed. Although our prosperity exceeds our most
sanguine expectations, and we may be proud to

enumerate, among the votaries of our profes-

sion, names which are honored and revered
for private virtues and for public services,

—

there are hundreds of our most useful and valu-

able citizens who stand aloof, silent and uncon-

cerned spectators of our exertions, and who vol-

untarily exclude themsehes from the honors as

forts of rural life, and more extensively to dif-

fuse the profits and advantages of successful ag-

riculture. That such is the certain effect of in-

stitutions like this, must be obvious on the least

reflection. Without appreciating the influence

of that zeal and activity which emulation never

fails to excite in behalf of any object to which

it is directed, agricultural societies, considered

merely as depositories of new truths and origi-

nal information, are well worthy of support and

encouragement.
Throughout a farming country you invariably

find scattered here and there individuals, who,

though sowing and reaping at the same time

with their neighbors, and cultivating perhaps

inferior land, seem to be peculiarly favored by

nature, and reap an abundant harvest in seasons

of general scarcity. These things, I am well

assured, are not the freaks and caprices of

chance or fortune. Every effect must have

some cause adequate to its production ;
and the

o-reat end, both of experiment and speculation;

is, from a series of effects, attentively observed

and examined to deduce some rational inference

as to the efticienf causes. The object of agri-

cultural associations is to excite a spirit of re-

search and observation—to create a fountain to

which the ignorant may resort for useful infor-

mation—to furnish a medium through which

the knowledge and experience of the few may
be communicated to the many; and whether

you convey through its channels the record of

your success or failure, you confer the same

benefit on the community ; for to say to us what

we ouu;bt not to do better enables us to deter-

mine what we ought to do. To point out the

wrong road, is at least one step towards showing

us the right.

Until within the few last years the cultivation

of the sail, though ever regarded by the man of

sense and candor as the key-stone to the grand

arch of national wealth and prosperity, was

viewed as an humble and degrading occupation.

And in truth it must be acknowledged, that in

the dull and monotonous routine of annual labor,

and the ignoble drudging of sowing and reaping,

there is little to captivate or elicit admiration.

To exalt anrf ennoble art, you must convert it in-

to science, and render it an object of intellectual

effort. The arm of Roman industry was para-

lyzed, and her fields were devoted to barrenness

until the inspired champion of agriculture led

forth the rude and simple goddess, decked with

the flowers of poetry, and clothed with the ma-

jesty of science. In former days to become a

cultivator of the soil, was to renounce the labors

of intellect and the charms of literature ; to rel-

ish the enjoyments of a rustic life, was to aban-

don forever the comforts and pleasures of pol-

ished society. That these evils and privations

are not necessarily incident to the employments

of the field, has been of late years rendered

abundantly manifest. With pride and pleasure

we may now proclaim, that from no earthly

source docs social love aud happiness flow in

greater profusion than from the bounty of rural

cultivation ; from no soil does virtue spring

with more vigor and luxuriance than from the

soil on which we tread ; in no atmosphere does

geaius soar with laore buoyant wings than on

the pure and elastic air which farmers breath

in no arm is the nerve of patriotism more fin

and athletic—in no bosom does its fires glo'

more intensely—than in that arm which is elevi

ted with nature's own energies—and that boso!

over whose sanctuary she presides.

To those who live under a free governmen
and who are blessed with an equal administratio

of justice, the labors of husbandry are peculiar!

adapted. Our laws look upon every depaw
ment of labor and every rank in society wit

the same just and impartial eye. With us i

monopoly of interest or of influence is countt

nanced or fostered. The mechanic—the far*

er—the professional man—are all considered I

necessary appendages to the same grand an

magnificent .system, and as such are equally th

objects of legislative favor and protectio

There can be no collision of interest or fonndi

tion for envy among the several classes of me
whose exertions are equally essential to fh

general welfare of a nation. Each class is

part necessary to the perfection of the whol
Together, we constitute one vast chain i

mutual dependencies : from this chain
|

" Whatever link you strike,

Tenth, or ten thousandth, breaks the chain alike."

Agricultural prosperity is far from wagin
war with the commercial or manufacturing ii

terest. The farmer, the manufacturer, the me
chant, the physician, the lawyer, are all cm
stituent members of the great family, and eat

contributes some portion to the general wes
This division of labor is demanded by the coi

stitution of man and the economy of nature.-

Were we all farmers, who then would pu

chase the surplus produce of the earth, an

without a demand, who would raise it? Wil
,

only the excitement to lalior of providing

supply for domestic consumption, who would t

cape from the imbecility of sloth or the reiii

of idleness ? Can we all be manufacturers,-

who then would provide the raw material, (

sustain the laborer? Nor can we all he devott

to the learned professions. Neither can n
all be rich. In making some poor, God bl

moral purposes to answer : indeed, wealth a
relative term, expressing a more than ordinaf

amount of property', and can no more becoa
universal than the whole earth can become
mountain or a valley.

Farmers, you have abundant reason to be Ml

isfied with your own condition, and little ca«|

to envy the honors or profits of others. Wili

the real and substantial comforts of life you ar

blessed perhaps beyond your due proporti»

and in the race of honor and ambition yo»

speed is equal.

It becomes us, then, to .silence those univ(»

thy prejudices which we are too frequently dk

posed to cherish towards men of other vofll

tions. Remember that, after all, the true crilfr

rion of honor is usefulness ; and that he wk
serves his generation best, whatever his empltif

ment may be, will be most respected while In

ing, and will leave the strongest claim to poll

humous renown. While you are sinking undti

the proud man's contumely, let this reflectiot

sustain you—that he who, because elevated b)

wealth and fortune, looks down with disdain a
honest industry, however humble, is a maaifl

weak intellect or a bad heart. Supremely ridi
i

culous and pitiable would be that upstart nobil!

ty vbich in this country, where ourgi^eatest m
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men rise ol'len from poverty, and (Vcqiieiit-

roin the laboring classes of society, would

ise the rank from which it had jiist risen,

to which, as the wheel of time rolls on, it

5t soon return. Whose hlood, in this land of

dom and industry, lias not flowed through

veins of a farmer or mechanic, and who
not exult in his honorable and athletic an-

ry ? The man who is ashamed of it is a

Vhen I look around me, and discover many
have thrown g:ray in the cultivation of the

and some, too, who are known as practical

successful tillers ; I can but with diffidence

mend many alterations in our system of

ming. Though willing to admit that the

ng are fond of novelty, yet 1 believe it is

ally true that the old are too averse to inno-

on ; they are either too tenacious of ancient

oms, or look with too much suspicion and

ousy on the eflorts of the rising generation,

rand and prominent error in tlie agricul-

1 system of Virginia—one which unfortu-

ly bears the sanction of time and the au-

ity of general adoption- -is the practice of

vating extensive farms. I am perfectly

fied that if correct accounts of profit and

were kept, it would he found that the j)ro-

tors of those unweildy and unmanageable

is live less comfortably and realize intinite-

ss than tliose who concentrate the same l.i-

nnd attenti'-in in one fourth of the quantity

ound. You who are candid and who have

regular accounts of your profits on farms

;e or six hundred acres, will acknowledge
your clear "jain raiely exceeds five hun-

dollars per annum. Now if you have in

three fourths of such a .sized farm, and

the remaining fourth make annually one

:and dollars, which I am sure ought to be

is it not the best argument that can be of-

in favor of such a curtailment ? If you

t the practicability of realizing so much
so small a quantity, I can only ask of you
jpend your opinions until proofs the most

^ctory can be produced of much larger

being realized from a smaller quantity of

id. In Saratoga county, New-York, there

a Mr. Stimson, who made in the summer
21 two thousand bushels of merchantable

from twenty acres of land, being an ave-

of one hundred bushels per acre. Among
memoranda which were taken during an

sion to the north, (with the hope that this

y could have gleaned from them some in-

tlon worthy of notice) but two were pre-

d—the one noticing the extraordinary crop

rn raised by the Messrs. Pratt, of New-
which is already in possession of the sec-

,', and the other an imperfect sketch of the

of Judge Buel, near the city of Albany.

—

the one last mentioned, 1 collect the facts

letailed. The farm of Mr. Biiel contains

^ acres: the soil is principally silicious,

/ resembling the poor lands bordering our

/aters; the timber, a stinted pine, with

undergrowth ; the flat land, a wet cold

1 the hands of nature, barren and unpro-
For the last five years the average

if corn on this farm has been fifteen bar-

er acre ; the average of wheat twenty-
ashels; of potatoes four hundred bushels;

a baga, or Swedish turnip, five hundred
's; of maDgel wurtzel, upwards of six

i hundred bushels; and of common Am'^rican

I

turnips, two hundred bushels. Mr. "Buel sold
{the produce of forty acres of this jioor land, in
'the summer of 1821, for 1500 (billars. Al-
Jhougli wo must acknowledge that Mr. Stimson
and Mr. Buel arc among the best practical and

;

most zealous and successful farmers of New-
I'iork; yet when we are informed th;it the last

imi^ntioned gentleman cultivates land not .superi-

or in its natural condition to the poor pine hills

1

of Frederick, from wl.icli he produces crops in-
' finitely superior to those on our best lands ; we
j

are compelled to draw an inference most unfa-

1

vorahle to our sysem of farming and general
management.
From some rough calculations which I have

made, 1 suppose that on a large portion of the
lands forming our eastern states, there are com-
fortably supported on each square mile, or six

hundred and forty acres of land, from twelve to

til'teen families. How frequently do we find

that a single family subsists on the same quanti-

ty of land in Virgin'a with much difficulty.

—

We can ascribe this difference to nothing more
rationally than to superior skill in agricultiire.

Although, gentlemen of the society, I have
already trespassed on your patience much long-

er than [ intended, I cannot refrain from em-
ployinar the present opportunity to recommend
to you, in the strongest terms, the application

of 2:reen crops as an enricher oJ your lands.

—

The cost of applying a crop of oats in this way
will rarely exceed, under the most unfavorable
circumstances, fifty cents per acre. It is impos-
sible, without the fullest experiments, to say

what the gain may be ; but in all hunan proba-
bility it will exceed ten times the costs. No
one can for a moment appri^hend the least inju-

ry to the soil from such an application. 1 trust,

then, that none will, for the sake of saving a

trifling expenditure, remain longer in doubt on
so important a subject.

Let me also recommend the substitution, in

some measure, at least, of roots for corn, par-

ticularly as a food fur milch cows, sheep and
hogs. There is no crop which we cultivate in

this country so injurious to our lands; there is

none which requires a more constant and unin-

terrupted attention; and, in fine, there is none
which returns so small a profit to the farmer, as

the corn crop. By a little superior cultivation,

the product in roots of one acre will go as far

as the corn gathered from ten In the vicinity

of Boston resides a Mr. IngersoU, who has de-

voted his attention almost exclusively to a pig-

gery, which he has established on a farm con-
taining in all but eighteen acres ; on one third

of this, which is the most he ever has in culti-

vation at one time, he cultivates roots of vari-

ous kinds, the mangel wurtzel, however, being
his favorite. From the produce of this six

acres he raises and kills annually one hundred
and sixty hogs, which have never averaged him
less than two hundred and fifty vveight each,

making the enormous quantity of forty thousand

pounds of pork annually. This pork is harden-

ed with corn previous to killing, which he al-

ways obtains by the sale of his surplus manure.
Then is Mr. IngersoU realizing more by pru-

dent management from eighteen acres of land,

than is made by, with a few exceptions, any far-

mer in the county of Frederick.

Permit me once more, fellow-citizens, to in-

Tite and entreat you to join with us and aid in

nccomplisliing what we have so auspiciously
commenced. Hest assured that, whatever your
occupation may be, the surest guarantee toyour
success is the prosperity of the husbandman.

—

Although in your various careers of honor and
usefulness, ynu may prefer to tread the laby-
rinth of state—and ymi to hold converse with
other worlds, and to expatiate among the won-
ders of creation—and you to minister relief
to bodily diseases—and you cleanse the corrup-
tion of the lieart, and shed the light of immor-
tality o'er the gloom of the grave— and youio
hold the scales of justice, or to wrest from de-
struction the violated law ;—and in all these di-

versified employments, your chief dependence
is upon agricultural enterprise. Come, then, and
walk into the field with me, and contemplate
Nature robed in her own loveliness ; abandon for

a time the haunts of idleness and dissipation ;—
relinquish the vain and unsatisfying enjoyments
of crowded life ; come into the country, inhale

the pure atmosphere of rural peace and quiet,

and taste the genuine sweets of rural philosophy.

From the Delawar- Gazette.

ON THE ALMOND.
The soft shelled almond, that fruit so remark-

able for its nourishing power and pleasant taste,

has, by supposition, (for by no other way can I

account for it) been thought to belong to temper-
ate and warm climates alone, and that we of a

middle latitude must be exempt and dependent
on them for a supply. But, if agriculturists will

make the trial, they will find the fallacy of this

opinion. They will discover that, like the vine
of temperate Europe, their almond may be suc-

cessfully cultivated. Nor does it require tender
care or constant watching due to the vine to

make it succeed ; but, like the peach, it springs

up from the stone, one of the most handsome,
and by far the earliest tree in your garden.

This circumstance requires that they should

stand on the north side of the house, or north-

ern slope of a hill, yet where a sufliciency of

sun may reach the nut or ripen it ; but not

where the warm days of March and April may
open its buds. Although to have success ia

bearing, a northern aspect must be chosen, yet

they should be planted in a warm sandy loam|

in a sunny place. The time in Sussex to cover

them in the ground, is about the first of April,

in the Upper counties, perhaps the middle

would be more proper.

Some five or six years ago, being in Philadel-

phia, I procured six fresh nuts from a vessel

from Frnnce, and when I returned home, I plant-

ed them, and in two or three weeks I perceiv-

ed them looking above the ground ; but I had

no expectation of their surviving the winter.

However, they did ; and this year, being their

first bearing, I collected from every tree from

twenty to seventy nuts. No person can say but

that the climate has expended its strength on

them. Witness the cold and cutting winter of

1820, and the late frost in April, 1821, which,

indeed, nipt the Spring buds, and perhaps would

have destroyed the hope of fruit that year had

they borne. But such frosts happen early, and

like other productions of nature, the almond, of

course, must sometimes fail : yet I must recom.-

mend to farmers, gardeners and others, the cul-

tivation of the nut, which surpasses the most of

those of American culture.

A Farmer of Sussex.
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HydTBstatic Frtss.—V^'e have seen at the shop of P.

Dow, No. 21 1-2, Marlboro'-street, a Hydrostatic Press,

made by said Uovv, which was designed for a Prinl-

tT's Slajiding Press, and which, we learn, has been

put'up at the office of the North American Review.

This Press, by an easy proceFS, is capable of giving a

pressure of 150 tons. The principle on which it ope-

rates, is similar to that which effects what is called the

Hi/droslatic Parado.r, by which a man by the power of

his breath only, blowing into a bellows, through a small

pipe, can raise the weight of his body. AVater is forc-

ed by the pressure of a piston, in a pump, through a

small eduction pipe, into a cylindrical vessel, contain-

ing a larger piston, which is elevated by a power pro-

portioned to the difference between the square of the

diameter of the piston in the forcing pump, and the

square of the diameter of the ])iston which gives the

pressure, multiplied by the power of lever obtained by

the pump handle. This power can be increased toauy

amount which can be required, with no other difficulty

than the intutficiency of the strongest materials to meet

the pressure which may be thus obtained. This diffi-

culty, however, may be obviated by safety valves ; and
as this power can be ascertained and applied to a frac-

tion of a pound, it is, of course, easily so managed that

the machine may give exactly the pressure which may
be required.

This machine may be applied to various uses, among
which may be numbered packing of goods in a bleache-

ry, compressing cotton, hay, tobacco, linseed oil, cider

from pomage, paper making, &c. &c. We consider it

as one of the first inventions of the age, and believe it

will supersede all other presses, where a powerful and

regular pressure is a desideratum.

Premium Clover Seed Machine.—In our advertising

department, in this day's paper, will be found a con-

cise account of a Machine invented by Thomas D. Bnr-

rall, Ksq. of Geneva, in the state of iS'ew-York. We
have not seen the Machine, and are not personally ac-

quainted with the inventor. But from the respectability

of the characters of the gentlemen, who have recom-

mended it, we can have no doubt of its utility. We
hope that the attention of our New England agricultu-

rists will be directed to this invention, and would re-

commend it to Mr. Burrall to forward one or more of

his mac'-iines to the Agricultural Establishmtnt, No.

20, Merchants' Row, Boston, preparatory to its islio-

ductiou in this vicinity.

FOREIGN.
T/ie Grerh appear to be advancing on the highway

to ultimate success. Accounts from Jpsara of August
23, inform that "The same spirit of enthusiasm conti-

nues to prevail here in favor of independence and rela-

tively to any attack which might be made onJhe island
by the Turkish fleet, the inhabitants arc perfectly easy,
and have persuaded themselves that the island is im-
pregnalile. Fourteen brigs have sailed from this island
to join the Greek flotillas assembled at Hydra, as had
been agreed on. But since their departure, an Envoy
from Hydra has arrived here, and has excited new ar-
dor, by speaking like one inspired, of glorious prospects
on the eve of being realized and asking for fresh assist-

ance to achieve the most brilliant success at sea. In
consequence six or eight vessels are fitting out with all

speed to be sent to Hydra !"

A later article, dated Smyrna, 8ept. 5, informs that
" The Hydriotes, Spt zziotes and Ipsariots have left Hy-
dra with a fleet of 7j sail iu pursuit of the Capt. Pacha."

Spain.—An article, dated at Madrid, Oct. 7, states, I

" Riego has been tried and condemned to death. He
will be transferred one of these days to the Town Prison.

Cavia was his judge, the nephew of the Bishop of Os-

ma, one of the Regents, and the crime in the act of ac-

cusation is the having voted as a deputy of the Cortes

for the deposition of the King during his translation to

C'adiz, and the no.nination of a Regency. It is impossible

to form an idea of the horrible treatment to which this

unfortunate man has been subjected. By a refinement

in cruelty worthy of the serviles, the custody of his per-

son was confided to Luthea one of the chiefs of the re-

bellion of the 7th of .luly, who took a pleasure in tor-

menting the prisoners in every possible manner. The
populace were permitted, on the first day, to approach

the dungeon in which Ricgo was confined, and to load

him with insults."

Dreadful ralaslroph'e at Whilehaven.—A most mel-

ancholy accident happened last Monday evening, in the

Wm. Pitt (colliery) near Whitehaven, occasioned by
an explosion of fire-damp, in consequence of which
thirty-two persons were unfortunately killed, namely,
fourteen men, 16 boys, and two girls. Seventeen hors-

es were also killed. It is impossible to ascertain the

particulars of this terrible catastrophe. That the ex-

plosion was occasioned by an accumulation of fire-damp,

is almost all that is certainly known. The colliei

were strictly enjoined to use the Uavy safety-lamp

but, ates I familiarity with danger commonly engen-

ders a contempt for it ; and it now appears that some in-

dividual had disregarded the injunctions which were re-

peatedly issued for the general benefit. The unfortu-

nate sufferers had nearly completed their day's work,
and in less than half-an-honr would heve left the pit

!

It is by no means unlikely that some one of the suf-

ferers for his own convenience or indulgence, removed
the safety cylinder of his lamp, or otherwise subjected it

to improper treatment, and, by so doing ignited the nox
ious vapor. It is already observed that a number of

horses are killed ; and it may here be added, that some
of their drivers escaped in a manner almost miraculous

Carlisle {Eng.) Palriol.

DOMESTIC.
Meetir)g of Congress and the Presidents ^fpssagc.—

Monday Dec. 1st both houses assembled, and the usual
appointments were made in the Senate. Henry Clay
was chosen Speaker of the House without opposition,

Mr. Taylor, of New York, having declined being a can-
didate. Mr. Clay, on taking the chair, addressed the
House iu an eloquent and pertinent speech.

On the 2d Dec. the President's Message was commu-
nicated. It commences with some observations on the !

importance of the interests, which claimed attention,
j

in consequence of the condition of the civilized world,
and its bearing on us. The President then proceeds to

i

give in detail a view of p'lblic affairs, and states that i

a precise knowledge of our relations with foreign pow- !

ers is at this juncture peculiary necessary.—That the'

Commissioners under the fjth article of the treaty of
^

Ghent having disagreed relative to that portion of the
lin\iudary between the territories of the United States

and of Great Britain the establishment of which had
been submitted to them, a proposal has been made by
our government, anei acceded to by that of Great Rri-

tain, to endeavor to establish that boundary by amica-
ble negotiation, and likewise the commercial intercourse

between the United States and the British colonies in

this hemisphere.—The negotiation with the French go-
vernment for indenuiity for losses sustained in the late

wars, by the citizens of the United States, by unjustifi-

able seizures and confiscations of their property has not
had the desired effect, and a minister will be appointed
to proceed to France to resume the negotiation on this

and other subjects.—In conformity to a proposal made
by the Russian government a negotiation is authorized
to arrange the rights and interests of the two nations on
the north west coast of this continent.—In conformity
with a resolution of the House of Representatives, in-

structions have been given to our Foreign ministers to
])ropose the proscription of the African slave trade,
in classing it under the denomination, and inflicting
on its perpetrators the punishment of piracy.—Instruc-
tions have been given to our ministers with France,
Russia and Great Britain to make proposals to their re-

spective governments to prohibit privateering in future

wars.—The public finances are represented as being
a flourishing state, and estimated that " there will i

main in the public Treasury on the first day ofJanu9
next, a surplus of nearly nine millions of dollars."—

favorable account is given of the state of the army
respects its organization and discipline, and of the Ibi

fications, the services of the Board of Engineers, a

the Topographical Corps and the perfection of the t

cipline of the Military Academy.—The state of the I

litia is adverted to and recommended to the attenti

of Congress.—The Report of the Secretary of the Na
is referred to as furnishing an account of the admir
tration of that department. The patriotic zeal and >

terprize of Com. Porter are spoken of in terms of:

probation. Orders have been given to all our pul

sliips to seize and bring in American vessels engaged
the Slave Trade, but none so employed have been (

covered. The conduct and services of the navy i

highly commemded, and the President observes tl

" it is supposed that higher grades than now exift

law would be useful."—A Report of the Posln ai

General is referred to as shewing the present slate

that department, and its general operations for so

years past. " There is established by law eighty-eij

thousand six hundred miles of post roads on which i

mail is now transported eighty-five thousand seven hi

dred miles! There are five thousand two hundred a

forty post-offices in the Union and as many postmasti

Although the postage which has accrued within'

last three years has fallen short of the expenditu

two hundred and sixty-two dollars and forty-six eel

it appears that collections have been made from

'

out standing demands."—A review of the tariff is rea

mended for the purpose of affording additional pro!

tion to those articles which we are prepared to ma'

facture, or which are moreimmediately connected ti

the defence and independence of the country.—

W

respect to the public accounts, the President rema

that " of the money, drawn from the Treasury si

the 4th of March, one thousand eight hundrn! and

ventcen, the sum remaining t]U.accouiited frr on

thirtieth of September last, is more than a million i

ahalf of dollars less than on the thirtieth of Sepb

ber preceding; and during the same period a red I

tion of nearly a million of dollars has been made id I

unsettled accounts for money, advanced previoiisl;

the fourth of Mr.rch, one thousand eight luui.li . il

:

seventeen." The struggles and sofleiiny- i.i

Greeks are spoken of as subjects of sympaibv, a?

hope expressed that Greece will be.-ome agai:; an

dependent nation.—Pome notice is taken of the el '

made by Spain and Portugal to improve the •

of the people of those countries, and it is iuli-.n.iu dl

it would best comport with our policy to take i.o]

in European concerns. But as regards the "

iTvents who have declared their independeiic

maintained it, and whose independence we iisve,

great consideration, and on just principles aeknt wlf

ed, we ccHild not view any interposition for the pnrp

of oppressing them, or controlling, in any otln

their destiny by any European power, in any otherl^

than as a manifestation of an unfriendly disposilioff

wards the United States."—The Message is toi.rloi

by a summary view of the improvements in all the'

cumstanees, which constitute the happiness r.l a nat

which this country has exhibited in the acqiii-^ilioii

territory, increase and expansion of population,

»

the happy effects which have followed from (he iA

tion of the constitution, in "elevating the cha

and in protecting the rights of the nation, as well

individuals."

Cheshire Bank Bills.—We have seen one of the |

terfeited bills, since our last. The check lettel^

and not D, as we had been previously informed,

further evident that the true dies have not been {

if there is any truth in the story that they hadl
stolen. The engraving of the counterftit bill is f

means perfect, and its general appearance, (thona

imitation is remarkably good) is sufficient to dete^

ftaud, after once comparing the good with the 1

The following marks are irifallil'le. In tlie badji

the end of the sickle in the hand of the vignette^

rises above the roof of the house, and in the true

it falls short. In the true bills, over the word
Dollars.'" printed oralli/. in the left hand die plat

little o's are perfecty legible, in a chain—in thcf

lerfeits they do not fall below the other wor^
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ccly to be distiiiguislied. Oilier defects might be

ted out, but these are deemed sulEcieut.—.V. H.

\intl.

week or two since a PoAinanteau, containing sun-

aiticlcs of ck>thin5,papers,&c.belonging to the Rev.

Baldwin, Kpisropal Clergyman, and a trunk, be-

;ing to the Hon. Noyes Uarber, member of Congress

1 this state, containing about 200 dollars worth of

lling, were stolen from the Mail-^tage between this

:e anil Stamford, and on Tuesday last suspicions hav-

rested on a couple of black fellows named Harry

Jesse Selleck, living in Darieu, they were apprc-

ded, and confessed their guilt. It appears that Har-

who is an old offender, took the property and gave

) the other to sell intending to divide the profits.

: greater part of the articles have been recovered,

the rogues are now in jail, awaiting their trial.

JVoncalk Gazelle.

ires.—On the '27th ult. two large barns, situated in

wn-st. New Haven,one in the occupancy ofthe stage

irietors, and the other of Mr. Morse, keeper of the

1 and stage house, and both the property of Mr.

han Peck, were destroyed by fire. All the horses

le stage proprietors were saved, but four horses

a cow were burnt ut the stable of Mr. Morse,

the fire first appeared. The loss is said to have

nnsiderable, but we have seen no estimate of its

jnt. The fire is believed to have been the work
incendiary. On the same night a barn, belong-

Mr. David Mills, Innkeeper, Hartford, Con. was
med by fire.

learn, says a Norfolk paper of Dec. 1, that the

jendence 74, now at Boston, is to be fitted out ira-

tely, armed en flute, as the flag ship of Com.
the West India station. She will not be in

ess to accompany the squadron, now fitting out

.^shington, but will sail in a short time after, as

ar, for Matanzas, which, it is said, will hereafter

rendezvous ofthe flag ship.

og 26 months old, owned and fattened by Mr. T.

New-London, Con. weighing 12i0 pounds, girth,

4 inches, and length 9 feet was shipped for New-
is on the 24th ult.

Ox, fatted by Mr. Edward Wilson, of Troy, in

>untv, was killed on the 25th inst. weighing 1401

id had 146 lbs. tallow. This Ox was kept at

until the middle of June, when Mr. W. commen-
:ding hin\ with grass and potatoes. He was one

pair which had been owned by Mr. Wilson seven

and besides doing the usual work on the farm

rawn upwards of 700 cords of wood to market

to 10 miles.

—

J^eui Bedford Mercury.

ntum Halt.—The premium Hats made by St.

'were on Thursday sold at auction for $ 24, which
as generously given by the maker ofthe hats, to

fferers by fire in Maine.—JV. Y. Com. Adv.

Iher Warning—Mr. Elijah Pillow, of Cranberry-

(Norwalk) was killed last Friday, while in a

f intoxication, by pitching before the wheel of a

cart while he was driving.

—

Norwalk Gas.

elly to Beasls.—A man was convicted and fined

:smouth, N. H. for beating his cattle unmerciful'

for profane swearing.

dent.—A man was lately killed in Pennsylvania,

n shot, while with a party, celebrating the

n of Mr. Shulze. He was passing heedlessly a

"stance from the cannon's mouth, when it was
the point of being discharged.

louring out the contents of a bottle of Saratoga
which had stood several years in a cellar in

Carolina, there were found iu the bottle well de-

rystals of calcareous spar.

'h of the Russian Minister On the 1st inst. Ba-
ECHM, Resident Minister of Prussia, died at his

ce near Georgetown. On the 4th inst. Congress
ecess to give opportunity to the members to pay
spect to the deceased by attending his funeral.

jPowderMill of Messrs. Lafiin, Loomis & Co. at

pis. was blown up on tiif 26th ult. and two men
& Quigley) injured so as to cause their deaths.

Krratuin.— In our last paper, p.^ge 147, 3d column,

top line an important error occurs, in copying Dr.

Kiske's .\ddress, which our readers are requested to

correct. Instead of" groping for a candle or a ci'ff(//f,"

it should have been " groping for a candle or a caudlt."

ft^T" .\ few complete files of the first volume of the

New England Farmer, will be received in exchange for

the second volume of tlie «ame paper at this oifice.

PREMIUM CLOVER SEEL) MAClll.N'E.

THE subscriber has recently invented a new and

simple mode of hulling and cleaning CLOVER
SEED, by which the tedious, expensive, and trouble-

some process now in use is entirely avoided. The
MACHINE for the purpose combines great lightness

and simplicity, with strength and durability. Its origi-

nality, and the astonishing rapidity with which the

seed is cleaned, depend chiefly on the use made ofthe

currents of air raised on the face of a revolving cylin-

der armed with iron teeth. Ry a very simple arrange-

ent the chaff containing Seed, in passing over the cy-

linder, is winnowed, and all the light cliafl', leaves, dust,

&c.are blown away. It then falls into the bed ofthe Ma-
hine, where the seed is whipped out lightly, without

ubbing or grinding. When separated from the hull

it falls through a screen into a fan, while the chafl'is

carried over the cylinder and discharged. In this way
most of the uncomfortable dust of other machines is

avoided, as the hull is merely broken, but not reduced

to a powder ; the Machine is kept free from clogging,

works with a light and even motion, and requires less

than one fifth part of the power necessary to other

modes of hulling. No heat is raised, and not a seed

is wasted or injured.

The subscriber ofl"ers Rights to the above Machine
for sale on liberal and easy terms, by Town, County,

or State. He will also furnish Machmes on reasonable

notice, warranted to clean from six bushels to three

/niii of clean Seed in twenty-four hours, according to

(he size required. The hand Machines are of the

size of a common fanning mill, and easily worked.

—

The largest size require a moderate water power.
THOMAS D. BURRALL.

Genera, JVovemier, 1823.

RECOMMENDATIONS.
The Committee of the Agricultural Society for

awarding the Premium on the best Machine for Thrash-

ing and Cleaning Chrer Seed, have awarded said Pre-

mium to Thomas D. Burrall, Esq. of Geneva.
The Committee are unanimously of opinion, that Mr.

BurralPs Clover Machine, with reference to the moder-

ate expense of building, durability, the power required

to work it, the quantity of Seed cleaned in a given time,

and the style of performance, is decidedly superior to all

other Clover Machines with which they are acquainted
H. B. GIBSON,
NATHANIEL JACOBS,
CHARLES W. HENRY,
ANSON MUNSON,
Z. BARTON STOUT,
MARK H. SIBLEY,

Annual Fair, Canandaigua, Oct. 28, 1823.

We hereby Certify that we have examined Mr.
Burrall's Machine for Hulling and Cleaning Clover
Seed, and have seen it in operation by horse-power.

Its motion is light and smooth, and it cleans with ease

rising of onfi anrf a half bushels 'per hour. The work
is perfectly well done : no Seed is injured or wasted.

it is simple and durable, and we think it decidedly su-

perior to any other Machine for the purpose with
which we are acquainted.

ANTHONY D. SCHUYLER,
JOHN B. RUM NEY,
GEORGE GOUNDRY,
ANDREW M'NAB.

Genera, October, 1823.

The subscriber has pleasure in adding his testimony

to the merits of the Clover Threshing and Cleaning
Machine invented by Thomas D. Burrall, Esq. of Ge-
neya. He has no hesitation in saying that he considers

it preferable to any Clover Machine now in use, and
that it is calculated to be an important aid in advanc-
ing the interests ofthe agricultural community.

NATHANIEL ALLEN.
Richmond, 29(/i October, 1823.
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NEW ENGLAND MUSEUM,
7fi, COURT STREET, JiOSTOjV,

CONTAIM.N'G much more numerous Collections

and greater varitly of entertainments than any

other Establishment in America, continues steadily to

increase, and is open for the reception of visiters

EVERY D.*Y AKD EVENING.
It will be constantly in the best possible' condition,

nd every exertion made to render the visits of its pat-

rons agreeable.

This Establishment now contains FIVE former Mu-

seums united in ONE, together with very great and

numerous additions (the whole receipts being faithfully

laid out to increase it.)

JU.sr ADDED,
The celebrated Race Horse Fxlipse,

A beautiful Cosmoramic V^iew of London,

A large and beautiful live Riidlesnake,

The Arabian Bottle, made of the stomach of a

Camel—holds about a barrel—used to carry water

across the desert.

The Invalid's Chair—very ingeniotis—invented

by Professor Peck.

A very larf^e and elegant Sword Fish, upwat'ds

of 14 feet long, with a sword 4 1-2 feet long.

{)::;7'The Museum is well lighted, and a Band of

Music performs every evening. Admittance 25 cents.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE,
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MIND AND BODY.

From the last nuvibcr of tht Ntw Monthly Magazine.

" VEHITI irf 9PECOI.IIM."

Says Mind to body t'other day,

As on my chin I plied my razor,

Pray tell me—does that gl9ss pourtray

Your real phiz, or cheat the gazer ?

That youthful face, which bloom'd as sleek

As Hebe's, Ganymede's, Apollo's,

Has lost its roses, and your cheek

Is falling into fearful billows.

The crow's fell foot hath set its sign

Beside that eye which dimly twinkles

;

And look ! what means this ugly line ?

Gad zooks, my friend you're getting wrinkles !

That form which ladies once could praise,

Would now inspire them with a panick

;

Get Byron's belt, or Worcester's stays.

Or else you'll soon be Aldermanick.

At sight of that dismantled top.

My very heart, I must confess, aches ;

Once famous as a Brutus crop,-

You now are balder than Lord Essex.

Since Wayte's decease your teeth decline

;

Finding no beautifier near 'em.

Time's tooth hath mumbled two of thine,

Well may they call him—" edax rerum.'''

Behold ! your cheeks are quite bereft

Of their two laughter nursing dimples,

And pretty substitutes they've left

—

(Between ourselves) a brace of pimples I

The fashions which you used to lead.

So careless are you, or so thrifty,

You must neglect when most you need,

A sad mistake when nearly fifty.

Stop, stop, cries Body—let us pause

Before you reckon more offences,

Since you yourself may be the cause

Of all these dismal consequences.

The sword you know, wears out the sheath-.

By steam are brazen vessels scatter'd ;

And when volcanoes rage beneath.

The surface must be torn and shatter'd.

Have not your passions, hopes and fears,

Their ligament of clay outwearing.

Done infinitely more than years,

To cause the ravage you're declaring.

If you yourself no symptoms show
Of age—no wrinkles of the spirit

If still for friends your heart can glow.

Your purse be shared with starving merit.

If yet to sordid sins unknown.
No avarice in your breast has started ,

If you had not auspicious grown,

Sour, garrulous, or narrow-hearted.

You still are young, and o'er my face

(Howe'er its features may be shaded)
Shall throw the sunshine of your grace

j

And keep the moral part unfaded.

Expression is the face's soul,

The head and heart's joint emanation j

Insensible to Time's control.

Free from the body's devaitalion.

If you're still twenty, I'm no more.

Counting by years how folks have blunder'd I

Voltaire was young at eighty-four,

And Fontenelle at near a hundred
;

From the Manufacturers' and Farmers' Journal.

JONATHAN'S VISIT TO THE STEAM-BOAT.

Did you ever go down to the Steam-boat ?

By jings ! I'll knock under to that 1

I can't hardly tell what to make on't.

It does beat creation all flat

!

Why, that great copper kettle ; my patience !

I'd tell what it holds, if I could.

An' it beats all oar Nancy's relations,

To see how they heave in the wood 4

Then them wheels all a going and jangling.

'Tis strange how they ever can sleep

—

An' long iron rods, all a sprangling

Lord sakea ! what a thrashing they keep !

The great wheels too, that paw up the water,

An' send up a hogshead, a stroke ?

Then that big iron chi'»ihly''s a snorter !

By cat owl ! how't sends out the smoke 1

I swager ! 'twould puzzle a fellow

To find out the head or the slam .'

W.hy, one o' the rooms in the cellar

Is as long as the side of oiar barn !

MISCELLANY.

ANECDOTES.

Production of the Press.—An Irish hand-bill

was printed in Dublin, of which (he followinar

is a copy. " In the press., and will speedily be

pvblished. by subscription a larg-e cheese ; price,

to subscribers, two-pence a pound.

N. B. This is the first Cheshire cheese ever

made in Ireland.

Remedy for a Leak.—An Irishman on board a

pinnace, which leaked at sea, set about boring a
hole through the bottom, as he observed to let out

the Ti'citer.

A Large Pit.—A Sfcntleman in Ireland having
built a Iprsje house, was at a loss what to do
with the rubbish. His steward advised him to

have a pit due: lara:e enoug^h to contain it. "And
what" said the gentleman, smiling, " shall I do
with the earlh which is dug' out of the pit?"

The steward with great gravity, replied, ''Have

the pit large enough to hold all."

DEFERRED ITEMS OF INTELLIGENCE.

Pilhw Cases.—The Boston Daily Advertiser

says, " We have seen a specimen of pillow ca-

ses, woven entire without seam at the sides or

bottom. We understand that this mode of weav-
ing is the invention of a yonng woman in New
Hampshire, who weaves them with her own
hands on a common loom."

Old Age.—There is now living in Sanford,

Mr. Moses Tibbets, aged ninety-nine years and
eight months, who attended town meetings and
voted for Representatives to Corigress at the

last trial. He still retains the use of his limbs,

is able to work and converse with freedom and
sensibility.—Old age is his reward, for temper-
ance and industry.

—

Kennebunk GazeUc,

Goose Shooting.—A duel was fought lately >

the borders of the District of Columbia, b

tween Lieuts. Tilden and Legare, of the U.

navy, in which one of Tilden's legs was broke

and the other wounded. A cunning expedieii

to prevent his running away !

—

Greenfield Gc

Great Crop.—Col. John Wilson, of Deerfiel

raised last year a turnip, which weighed, wit

out the tops, upward of 13 lbs. He has al

raised this year, upon a little more than twenl

three rods of ground, eighty-four bushels ofR
ta Baga turnips, being at the rate of somethii

more than eleven hundred bushels by the acre.
[

American Calico.—We have seen a sample

calico made at the new bleaching and call

printing establishment in this town, belong!

to Messrs. Crocker, Richmond & Otis. Tl

establishment is designed to be •n a scale ct

siderably extensive, and will not be in compit

operation short of two or three months, it

constructed of brick, and encloses or nearly i

closes, an area of several acres square ; a p
of one side of the building is two stories and I

remainder one story high.

It has been built, and is to be carried on w»i

derstand, under the superintendence of j

Thorp, lately from a manufactory of this kiik

England. There are but three or four establi

ments for the manufacture of this article Id'

U. States; one at Philadelphia: one at Clieli

ford, and another at Charlestown, in (his sli

The two last we believe are not yet comp;

ed

—

Taunton Reporter.

Fire.—At Hebron, on Tuesday last,

large and valuable barns, tilled with the

duce of the season, were destroyed by

They were owned by Mr. Joseph T. Bi

ham, and stood adjoining each other. The
cident was occasioned by leaving a candle bi

ing in one of the barns, where Mr. Burnham
his sons had been husking corn, very earl;

the morning.

—

Hartford Times.

Astronomical J^otice.—There is at present

clear evenings, a most favorable opportuni^

observing those two interesting planets of

solar system, Jupiter and Saturn. The laltei

ses at between 7 and 8 P. M. and his sitiiati*

a little to the south of the small cluster of «

in the neck of Taurus, which are called

Pleiades. Jupiter rises between 10 and

P. M. and may be seen near Gemini, at sc

distance to the south of the stars CastoiJ,

Pollux. This latter planet is easily distings

ed by his superior brightness and magnii

and a good 12 inch telescope will she*

distinctly that ivonderful phenomenon thfl

of Saturn, also the four moons and belts

piter.

Shows.—The Town Council of Harrii

Penn. have passed an ordinance express^]

bidding and prohibiting, " within the borp

all kinds of puppet shows, jugglery, and sUI

hand perlnrmances.

TKKMS OK THE FARMER.
0;^ Published every Saturday, at Three D^

per annum, payable at the end of the year

—

bli

who pay within sixty days from the time of wh
will be entitled to a deduction of Fifty CsaSJ
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FIUIM THE AMERICAN KAHMKR.

The readers of tlie American Farmer will unilo with the Editor in tlianks to Mr. Bi:ei,, of Albany, for the following very intercslin"- and va
'hie communication on the imfirovement of our meadow and pasture lands, and the various grasses a[iplicable (o Ihe.-^e objects. The table
ipiled by Mr. B. is winnowed from a mass of calculations and objec(s, miiny of which are not adapted to the present condition of American A"-
Iturc, and presents a practical aspect and character, calculated to imparl information whereof every sensible cultivator may and ought to av.TiI

iself.

The brief, but comprehensive remarks of Mr. B. upon the habits and productiveness of the several kinds of grass mentioned in (he table are
more acceptable as coming from one, who, with extensive reading, unites diligent and judicious personal investigation by actual experiment
bis own farm, and with his own hands. It wotiid have been more satislactory to have given the whole communication in one paper, but we
obliged often to forego our own judgment, for the sake of consulting the better taste of our readers, many of whom, as we have lately been ad-
lished, have an aversion to what they call long articles; rather preferring, we sometimes fear, variety, to solidity of information as the mass
m audience prefer laughing at the auticks of Matthews in the " Polly Packet" rather than view with" brealh-suspending admiration, the great
rkingsof the human soul, as exhibited by Kean- in the most pathetic passages of Othello.—Our own taste i.s the other wav, bul de gustibus non est

utaitdum, and moreover the Farmer belongs to its patrons and not to its Editor.—The observations of Mr. B. on Lon<r-rootcd clover. Sain Foir.
othij, Fiorin, Upright bent grass, American Cock^sfoot, Flat stalked incado-jj grass. Reed nieadon' grass. Smooth stalked meadow i^rass Floating-
ue grass, Cultivated grasses. Mcado-jo grasses, and Pasture grasses, will appear in our next.

—

Edit. Am. Far.] •
"

TABLE,
hibiiing in one vieic, the comparative vnltie ofsome of the best Grasses cultivated in the United States, and in Great Bri-

tain, their products, nutritive matter, time offloivering and seedino; S,'c.

N.iMES OF THE GRASSE.?

•Sweet scented Vernal grass,

.Anlhoitmthnm odoratum,*

Meadow Fox.fail,

Alopecurxis pralensif,

Vougli Cock's foot,

Drcliard grass

Daclytis slomerata,"'

Tall oat grass, .....
irena Elalior,

lye grass,

'solium ptrenne,

Pall Fescue Grass, ....
•"tstuca elalior,*

ileadow soft grass, ....
iolcus lunalus,*

led clover

—

Trifolium pratense,

.ucern

—

Medicago saiha,

.ong rooted clover

—

Trif. macrorhisum, .

aiiifoiu

—

Hedysarum onohrichis,

raothy, or Herdsgrass,

)

. . .

)r meadow Catstail, \

^hleum pratense,'^

iorin

—

Agrostia slolonifera,

Ipright bent grass

—

Agroslis stricta,*

merican Cocksfoot

—

Daclylis cynosuroides,'

lat stalked meadow grass

—

Poa tompressa,

leed meadow grass—Poa aquaiica,

mooth stalked meadow grass, .

'oa Prattnsis,*

'loating Fescue grass

—

Fesiucajluitans,*

SOIL.
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14.973,
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23 15.654:

28 19.057
28 19.057
72 49.005
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144 98.010^

13 8.848

60 40.837
60 40.8371

14 9.528

26 17.696
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11 7.486
102,69.423
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]5i 10.209

12 8-507

6 4.083

20! 13.612

dr. lbs.

21 2.103

24 1.837

24' 6.125

24J
5.819

24! 11.859

40l 13.272

S4 3.322

24 4.492

28i 17.866

2a 17.866

26 6.661

16| 3.811

20 12.251

38

28.314
41.654
3.539

17.3,

19.397

lbs. \dr.

5.72a 1

4.2373

r
14.2931
7.111

1

lbs

June21
I22I

3 11'Apr 29
2391

470|

461 M<y30Juue24
25,

16.04^2
13.272'3

1

10.617

4.494
10.481

33.180
33.180

12.39

15.246

36.754

42.471

56.35t
5.308-

23.481

21.439

9.732

10.481
4.7'

7.963
8.575

2.7131

48! 41.654 27.76P|1

34, 1.446!

48 75.9571

22 .871

32 3.403

1.9

50.638
7.337

5.104

24 4.083 9.528

1.451

281
255
26,

305
643
53

3.!

2.392

978
1.191

818
1.914

1.6.59

4.21

1

JuTie24July 14

June28JuIy 16

I

July iJulySC

July 12Aug. 6

July 14July26
July 18 July 3(1

July 18 Aug. 6

July 18 July 30
S45July 18Aug. 8

1.595'

3.368'July 18 July 30

297
967

1.042JuIy28Aug2t
July 28 Aug 3r

Aug.30Oct.2(
July 30 Aug. (

July 20 Aug. !

75

1.898

265
4.94:

279:

I99May30Julyl4
111

372|Julyl4Augl!

4 to 13

9 to 6

5 to 7

10 to 11

20 to 12

10 to 23

13 to 14

When
best cut

In seed

In flower

In flower

In flower

In seed

In flower

In flower

In flower

In flower

In seed

In seed
In flower

In flower

In flower

t The produce was nearly thret-fourlhs gretttr ore a clayey, than on a sandy loam.

Note.—Those marked with an *, are indigenous, or native plants of the United States.

0 THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Skinner.—1 have found in our publications
;riculture, very little information on the im-
ement of our meadow and pasture grounds.

Indeed, the names of our native grasses are

scarcely enumerated much less are their habit«

described, or their relative merits, for hay and

pasture, pointed out in any American worl-

able portion of our lands are unsuitable for the

system of convertible husbandry, that js, an al-

ternation of grain and grass crops. Of this des-

rription are our stiff clays, marshes and swamps
which has fallen under my notice. A consider- 'and all those lands in which tillage is rendered
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difficult, by reason of hardp^n, stones or habit-

ual wetness. Tliese should be improved as per-

manent meadows and pastures ; and it is ol the

first importance to the farmer to know the grass-

es which will reni',er them most conducive to

profit : for that our grass lands are as suscepti-

ble of improvement as our tillage grounds, hy a

iudicious selection of seeds, and suitable manage-

ment, must be apparent to every reflecting

mind The improvement and productiveness ol

our cattle and sheep husbandry, which at tins

time deservedly engages much of the public

attention, must depend materially on this branch

of farming.

With a view to inform myself on this subject,

1 have been examining several British publica-

tions, which abound with information to the

English Farmer, and arc not without their inter-

est to the Amei-kun cultivator. But this informa-

tion is so dilTuse, and so much of it inapplicable

to our h.isliandry, that I hive been induced for

my own gratification and benefit, to collect

some of the most material facts in a condensed

form, which, with some remarks of my own, 1

herewith communicate for publication, should

you deem them worthy of a place in the Amer-

ican Farmer. 1 do it in the hope that its pub-

lication may induce experiments at home, and

elicit useful information from gentlemen of

science and practical knowledge on the subject

of grasses, particularly those which are indi-

genous to our country. The table is compiled

from the appendix to Davy's agricultural chem-

istry. It is to be regretted that it embraces only

nine species of American grasses. It, however,

contains several approved foreign kinds, most of

which have been more or less introduced among

us already.

To those who do not possess Davy's work,

it may not be amiss to say, that the results stat-

ed in the table may be implicitly relied on for

correctness. The experiments were carefully

made by George Sinclair, under the direction,

and at the expense of the Duke of Bedford, at

Woburn, in England.

S-oceet scented Vernal Grass.—This is a grass of

diminutive growth, and it will be seen by the

table, is not worth cultivating for hay. It is,

nevertheless, considered valuable in pasture, on

account of its affording very early feed, and

growing quick after being cropped. We are

advised by Muhlenburgh that it delights in

moist soils ; by the Bath papers that it does well

in clayey loams, and by Dickson, that it grows

in almost any soil, including bogs and sands. G.

Sinclair, says it is eaten by oxen, horses and

sheep, though not so freely as some other grass-

es are.

Meadow Fox-tail, possesses all the advantages

of early growth with (he preceding, and is much
more abundant in product and nutriment. It

generally constitutes one of five or six kinds

which are sown together by the English farmers

for pasture ; and affords, withal, a tolerable

crop of hay. It does best in moist soi Is, whethe r

loams, clays, or reclaimed bogs. Sheep and

horses have a better relish for it, says G. Sin-

clair, than oxen.

Rough CocVs fool.—Dr. Muhlenburgh and T.

Cooper, concur in the opinion that this is the

orchard grass, of the United States ; though
somsjthat 1 haveraised as orchard grass, does not

seem to correspoad with the figure oltheDactijlis
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Glomerata, in the 2d vol. of Dickson's Farmer's!

Companion. In England cock's foot is taking

the place of rye grass,, with clovers. Arthur

Young speaks in high commendation of it;

thougli all writers concur in the opinion, that it

should be frequently and closely cropped, either

with the scythe or cattle, to reap the full benefit

of its great merits. 1 should prefer it to almost

every other grass; and cows are very fond of

it. Cooper rates it above timothy, and says it

is gradually taking the place of the latter, among

the best farmers \about Philadelphia. This is

probably owing to the fact, that it is earlier

than timothy, and of course more suitable to

cut with clover for hay. Its growth is early,

and rapid after it has been cropped. It does

well on loams and sands, and grows well in shade.

If further facts are wanting in favor of this

o-rass, for pasture, the reader will find it in the

American Farmer of the 14lh November, in an

article signed Curwen, which, if I mistake not,

means Col. Powell, of the neighborhood of Phil-

adelphia, a gentleman who combines as much
science with judicious practice, especially in cat-

tle and grass husbandry, as any person in the

union. He says, " 1 have tried orchard grass

for ten years. It produces more pasturage than

any artilicial grass 1 have seen in .America."

Sow two bushels of seed on an acre.

Tall Oat grass.—Both Arator, (Mr. Taylor,)

and Dr. Muhlenburgh have placed this at the

head of their lists of grasses, vvhich they have

recommended to the attention of the American
Farmer. The latter sa^s it is of all others the

earliest and best grass for green fodder and bay.

The Doctor was probably not advised of its de-

ficiency in nutritive matter, as indicated in the

foregoing table. It possesses the advantage of

early, quick and late growth, for which the

cock's foot is esteemed, tillers well, and is ad-

mirably calculated for a pasture grass. 1 mea-

sured some on the 20th June, when in blossom

(when it should be cut for hay) and found it

tour and a half feet long. The latter math,

it will be perceived is nearly equal in weight,

and superior in nutritious matter, to the seed

crop. Sinclair says it thrives best on a strong

tenacious clay ; and Muhlenburgh prefers for

it a clover soil. Dickson speaks well of it
;

says it makes good hay, but is most beneficial

when retained in a close slate of feeding. I

have sown it in autumn and spring, with clover,

on a sandy loam, with good etlect.

Tall Fescue, although a native grass, has not

fallen under my personal observation. If stands

highest, says Davy, according to the experi-

ments of the Duke of Bedford, of any grass,

properly so called, as to the quantity ol nutri-

tive matter afVorded by the whole crop, when
cut at the time of flowering; and meadow
cat's tail (timothy) grass aliords most fooil

when cut at the time the seed is ripe. It

grows naturally in wet grounds, in bog mead-
ows, and on the sides of ditches, often to the

height of four or five feet. Our ignorance of

agricultural botany, and of the intrinsic value

of this grass, can alone have prevented its

being more generally known and cultivated. It

must be very valuable for wet grounds, as

from its rapid growth it is calculated to smother
or keep down the coarser kinds which na-

turally abound in those situations.

Btjc grass, is exteusively cultivated in Scot-

land, and the north of England, and whi

cock's foot has not superseded it, is general

mixed with clover seeds. It is rather declinii

in the public estimation. It does well in pastu

and as it contains much nutriment, is consid

ed valuable for cows and sheep. Dickson si

it does best in rich moist meadows. Youl

does not speak well of it.

Red clover.—There are many species of tbi

trifolium, and several varieties of red clovei

Whether the kind we generally cultivate i

the praiense, or not, I am unable to determine

The character of red clover, as an anieliori

ing and fertilizing crop, is too generally kno'

to require illusiration. It cannot be depem
upon for permanent grass lands ; though it yiel

to no grass in value for alternating with

in convertablc Iiusbandry. It formerly was
indispensable in a course of crops in Norfo
England, (which has been considered pre-ei

nont for good tillage) as turnips ; and the ma
then was, and still is, "no turnips no cropi

But it appears from Young's survey of t'

county, that it cannot now be depended on

tener than once in l>om eight to twelve ye;

Trefoil, white clover, cock's toot, ray gr:

arc therefore alternated with red clover in tbt

grass years. There is reason to believe t!

neither red clover, nor other grasses, will

repeating for a course of years upon the

erality of soils. They exhaust the ground
the peculiar nutriment required for their s|

port. In Great Britain, white clover, tre

I
rye grass or cock's foot are generally soj

I

with red clover seeds. From twenty to thll

I
pounds of seeds are sown to the acre. In

Inorlhern states, timothy is generally suwi

with clover; though it is evident from the U

jble that the mixture is an improper one fo

jhay; for the clover is fit for the scythe It

or fifteen days before the timothy has attaii

ed to maturity. If sown alone, from eight I

sixteen pounds of clover seed should be put c

an acre: more on old land, than on new.
White, or Dutch clover, (Trifolium repens,)i

considered, in England, of importance to Ires

bandry, if we are to judge from the grea

quantity of lis seed which is there sown anno

ally. With us, many districts, produce it spot

fancously; but it is too seldom ioti'ji. Itshrinfc

greatly in drying, and does not contain t

much nutritive matter, as red clover : yet it!

value, as a pasture grass, is universally admit

ted. Its increase is very much facilitated h
a top dressing of gypsum, lime or ashes.

Lucern, although aflbrding much more greeo

food, contains less nutriment in a single crop,

than red clover. It must, however, be borai

in mind, that it grows much quicker than clo-

ver, and will bear cutting twice- as ol"ten. h
the soiling system, an acre of lucern will keep

four cattle or horses from the f5th May to ibe

first, of October. 1 cut a piece last .summw

about tfie 15th May, and again about tlio 20tli

June, to feed green, and then ploughed tbe

ground, and cropped it with ruta baga, whicl

yielded sixteen tons the acre of roots, as fiw

as I ever saw. Mr. Fovvell (see Young's Nor-

folk, p. 345, derived a) clear profit of £/ViTll-

4d. per acre from his lucern, fed green lo

working horses. This is almost equal lo J60
the acre. An idea has prevailed, that, it will

not thrive in this latitude, (42—3) ; but the ex-

periraeDts of the late Chancellor Livingston, aad
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Le Ray de Chaumont, prove olherwisc. I

red seed in 1821, at llio rate ofglbs. the acre,

h barley. It has stood the winters well,

ch better than clover; and has been in a

e of progressive improvement. Drougiit

not affected it. The plants are very ten-

the first year; and require either a very
an tilth, or to be kept Tree from weeds and
iss with a hoe the first year. It should

c a deep loam, as it .sends down tap roots

3 or six feet; and it is equally necessary that

ground sliould not he wet. It ma}' be

n either in drills or broad cast, with or

hout grail). Fifteen pounds of seed are re-

icd for the acre if drilled, and 20 is not too

ch if sown broad cast. To the proprietor

a dairy, an acre or two of lucern would be

uable, to be fed to his cows, in addition to or-

ary pasture.

(To be concluded .)

From the Neiv York Advocatp.

PICKLE FOR BEEF AND J>ORK/

ne following recipe for making pickle for beef
ork,is strongly recommended to the adoption
hose who pickle beef and pork for family use.

sons in the trade, who will adopt it, will find

ady sale for their beefand pork. It has been
i by mrtny families in this city, and always
roved. I do not hesitate to assert that there

3 pickle in use to be compared with if. It is

iliarly known by the name of the " A'/ticAer-

•.er PicA/f." Could this recipe be generall}'

filed, our pickled beef and pork would have
aiD preference in the foreign market.^.

RECIPE.

:s gflllons water, 9 lbs. salt, coarse and
mixed 3 lbs. brown sugar, 3 ounces salt pe-

1 ounce pearl ash, 1 gallon molasses to every
illons water.

I making a larger or smaller quantity of pic-

the above proportions are (o be observed.

I and skim these ingredients well, and when
I, put it over the beef or pork.

AN OLD HOUSEKEErEU.

From the American Farmer.

PRESERVATION OF FOOD,
sea voyage, though it generally produces a

i appetite, does not as often furnish the

ns of gratifying it; and a ship, either for

fort or luxury, is not usually the place where
e, who attach Value to such matters, can be
mmodated.
ill all pleasures are comparative, and the ac-

modations, personal and gastronomic, of

e who from whatever cause are at this day
ced to venture on board ship, are so much
eased beyond any thing known to the older

, that, in that sense, they may be truly said

2 both comfortable and luxurious,

rong the wants which are most sensibly felt

a, and which modern refinement and inge-

(^ have found the means of remedying, is

of fresh provisions. In this respect, Messrs.

«ett and Dagget, of this city, have accom-
led 90 much that they can put up fish, poul-

- game, nay custards, so as to preserve them
ly climate, and almost for any time, without
jerceplible alteration in their original taste

lality. This is chiefly effected, we believe,

aving them enclosed in tin cases, hermeti-

cally seale<l. We are pleased to learn that the
use of these provi.sious is becoming general,
and have much satisfaction in presenting to the
public the subjoined testimonial of Commodore
Porter as to their excellence :

Copy ofa letterfrom Com. Porter in answer to

Messrs. Daggett 4' Kensett ofJV. York, respecting

his opinion of their preserved fresh provisions.

'''fVoshington .\ov. \3th, 1823.

"Gentlemen—Your letter of the 3l)th ult.

should have been answered, at an earlier period
but for unavoidable absence and a great press

of btisines?.

"I have given to your preserved meats a

lair trial, particularly the beef and poultry, botli

for the Hospital department and as rations, as

well as at my own table—and I have taken every
occasion to recommend them not only to the
officers under my command, put to others going
to sea. I have taken some pains to bring them
into general use in tiie Navy, and you may cal-

culate on a favorable disposition on my part to-

ward your establishment so long as, by your
care and attention in pulling up the provisions,

you may have a title to it.

" Some of the provisions, which I took from
New York last winter, are now on hand, and as

good as the day they were received.

Very Respectfull}-,

Your obedient servant,

D. PORTER.
Messrs. D.^ugett and Kensett, }

616, Water street. New York."
\

Parsnips—Contain a very considerable por-

tion of sugar. In Thuiingia, the country peo-
ple evaporate the juice until it has the con-

sistency of thick syrup, when they eat it on

bread instead of hone}', and use it in many ca-

ses as a substitute for sugar.—Marmalade made
vilh parsnips, and a small quantity of sugar, is

tliouglit to excite appetite, and to be a very
proper food for convalescents. Wine made
from these roots approaches nearer to IheMalm-
spv of Maderia and the Canaries, than other

tvine ; it is made with little expense or t/ouble,

and only requires to le kept a few years to

make it as agreeable to the palate as it is whole-

some to the body
;
yet fashion induces us to give

pounds for foreign wines, when we can obtain

excellent wines of our own country for as ma-
ny shillings. In the northern parts of Ireland

the poor people obtain a sort of beer from
parsnips, by mashing and boiling- the roots with

hops and then fermenting the liquor.

Steam Boat improvement.— It is mentioned in

a late Montreal paper, that a new steam boat

has been built there for the purpose of towing
vessels ou the St. Lawrence which on her first

trip went 45 miles in four hours and 20 min-

utes ;
sailing against the most rapid part of the

current with ease, and where no vessel had ev-

er been able to pass, without the assistance of

trong wind. The machinery of the car of

the Car o/" Com7nc)-cc, belonging to Montreal,

and of only fifty horse power, is said to have
cost upwards of ^5000. That of the new ves-

sel (named the Hercules,') of 100 horse power,
cost the proprietors ^4500.—This last vessel

was built under the superintendence of Mr. A.

Young, and appears to have excited a great

portion of interest among
munity of fllonlrcal.

16.1

the mercantile com

Oysters.—When too many oysters have been
incautiously eaten, and are felt lying cold, and
heavy on the stomach, we have nn infallible
and immediate remedy in hot milk, of wliicli
half a pint may !,« drank, and it will quickly
dissolve the oysters ijito a bland.creamy jelly.
Weak and consumptive persons should always
take this after their meal of oyslera.— /'n/mV/,'

Oracle ofHealth.

Means of Preserving Eggs.—Make lime water
as strong as quick lime will make if, and keep
the eggs 30U wish to preserve constantly cover-
ed with the said lime water. The vessel con-
taining the eggs and the liquor in which they
are preserved should be kept covered so as to

exclude the air ; otherwise the lime water will

gradually lose its strength, together with its

power of preserving eggs.

Good newsfor the Agriculturists ofJ^'exD-Yorh.—
Gen. S. Van Rensellaer, always studious of us-

ing his ample means to promote improvements
in Agriculture, has placed glOOO in Liverpool,

to be invested in neat cattle, of improved
breeds. To those who reflect how much time
and money have been devoted in this country to

attain the highest degree of perfection in all the

qualities for which domestic animals are valued,

it must be obvious that great benefit will now
result from transplanting to our soil the matur-

ed fruit, produced by the skill and labor and

close attention of more than half a century.

[American Farmer,

A machine has been submitted to the French
Government, for throwing water into the en-

emy's ship during action so as to prevent the

vessel being worked. This machine, which
can be worked by ten men, will throw, at eve-

ry stroke, upwards of two tons of water a disT

tance of more than forty yards, if required, and
thereby prevent tbe possibility of working the

opposing ship.

Dr. Walker, Professor of Natural History in

the College of Edinburgh, remarked of the

Lauristinus and Furze, that it was easy to see

they were not natives of Scotland, " for no sen-

sible Scot's plant would ever think of flowering

at Christmas." '

Lime wet, and, lowered to the bottom of a

well, or as far as the water will permit, to slack,

is found to free it promptly and entirely from

the air ivhich _is so frequently fatal to persons

who descend.
' A candle should be let down to

ascertain that the air is depurated.

Turnip Crop.—On half an acre of ground

was raised this season, by Dr. Matthias Spald-

in?, of this town, 290 bushels of good English

Turnips. This crop obtained the premium at

the late cattle show.

—

imherst Cabinet.

Keep to the Right—The following singular no-

tice has been placarded on the walls in Liverpool

England :

—

" Respectabl^e People are requested to keep to

the right hand side of thefootpath and Blackguards

the left.''
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From the Acadian r^ecorder.

Halifax, Oct. 8, 1823.

John Young, Esq.

Sir—If you think the follovvins: hasty state-

ment on one of tlie most important branches of

our Industry and Trade worthy the notice of

the public, you are at liberty to have it insert-

ed in one of the newspapers.

I have heard it asserted by persons here,

who have cured provisions for home consump-

tion that pork or beef after beina: frozen was

not fit for a foreign voyagfe, either dried or

pickled; but this is without foundation; as the

subjoined statement will shew the quantity ex-

ported by Hia'2;in«&!. Brown to the West Indies,

(chieflv to Kingston, Jamaica) or sold to ves-

sels in the W. 1. trade. All these provisions, al-

though purchased by them in a frozen state,

have given satisfaction; and in fact they never
bad a complaint of such as were put up by
themselves.

Shipped in 1821,-12 barrels Pork ; 16 bar-

rels Beef; 1 cask Jowls and Shoulders dried,

554 lbs.

Shipped in 1822,—20 barrels Pork; 24 bar-

rels Beef; 50 Ham?, 650 lbs. 1 cask Jowls
and Shoulders, 690 lbs.

Shipped in 1823, before the 9th of last April,

18 barrels and 8 half barrels Bnef; 1 cask
Hams, 343 lbs; 1 cask Jowls and Shoulders
475 lbs.

State and value of the provisions cured in

1823, either on hand or shipped as above, be-
fore the 9th of last April,

1'20 bbls. Pork, at 20s. £420
50 sides Bacon, supposed value 80
350 Hams, do. do. )75
1200 lbs. rendered Lard at Od. 40 6
48 bbls. Beef, at 603. 144

£859
And in addition we received from our cus-

tomers, to the above date, quantities of smok-
ed meat, butter, lard, about G tons oatmeal, val-

ue £105, and homespun cloth being all the
growth or manufacture of the province. It

must be gratifying to you as well as to every
true friend to the agriculture of this country,
to learn that the provisions shipped have ave-
raged a profit ; which is the best reward we
can have, both operating ;is a stimulus to our
future exertions, and enabling us to give a fair
remunerative price to the farmer. The rate of
pork last winter was thought too low, but this
certainly is not the case, as every thing has of
late experienced a depreciation, "it is the inte-
rest of the farmer to sell as low as possible, as
he will thus increase the demand and be repaid
for his trouble by the additional quantity raised.
This argument will appear the more convincing
when he considers that pork is fed on the re-
fuse of the farm, which cannot in any other
way be so advantageously be brought to market.—Should you deem it of service to the agricul-
ture ol the country, I have not the least objec-
tion to give the method we pursue in curing
provisions generally, and our hams have sold
lor higher prices than any cured in the place.We have been told by several officers of the
army and navy that they are equal to those im-
ported from England

; which 1 have no doubt is
the case, with the exception of those that
might have been fed on beech nuts. If our

farmers would take a little more pains with

those hogs that they allow to roam in the woods

during the fall, it would be much to their own
advantage. I have often recommended to

them to put such in their pens for at least four

months before they were killed for market ;

—

as without this precaution they are fit neither

for hams nor bacon ; and it is an injury to bar-

relled provision to have too great a proportion

of this pork, which must be considered inferi-

or for any purpose. I do not saj', by putting

pigs up for the short time above stated, that it

would make them as good as if they were fed

on grain ; but I say that it would improve
them very much, and they would bring a better

price. 1 have resided in one of the principal

towns in Ireland a part of my life, from which
there is an immense quantity of provisions ex-

ported ; which has been a principal source of

raising it to its present opulence ; and there

can be little doubt if this business is attended to

properly in this town, it will be a principal

source of its future wealth. Since I have come
here, that is about seven years ago, the pork
and beef have been gradually improving in

quality, and increasing in quantity, but particu-

larly within the last three or four years.

I remain, sir, your most obdt. servt.

WILLIAM B. HIGGINS

REMARKS.
This letter offers a frank and ample and, as

far as we are able to jiulge, a satisfactory rxpn-

=ition of the nature, extent and results ol tlin

trade in salt provisions, which' has been carried

on by the Concern in town, of which the wri-

ter is partner. It is frank, because mercantile

men in general affect to cast a mystery over
their transactions, and are little disposed to let

out any disclosure which may be presumed even
distantly to touch their interests: it is an am-
ple, because it sets forth the results of his expe-
rience for the whole three years, during which
the curing of beef and pork has engaged his at-

tention :—and it is satisfactory, because it lets

us into the knowledge of the very points, on
which we were most solicitous to gain informa-
tion—that frozen beef and pork can be cured
without any detriment to their quality or pow-
er of preservation on a foreign voyage, and that

this new trade can be conducted in Halifax, so

as to yield a profit on the capital embarked
in it.

It is, we believe, in the recollection of the

public, that the Provincial Society, for the last

two year-, had strenuously recommended to the
legislature to offer certain premium?, in order
to stir up individuals towards the commence-
ment of this trade; because they considered it

essential to the success of our agriculture, to

prevent the great and ominous depression which
regularly occurs about this season of the year

—

Tolerably fair beef selling at 1 l-2d. per pound
was no very delightful spectacle to such as took
an interest in our rural affairs, and at the time of
writing this,a repetition of the same ruinous sales

is occurring at auction. This letter then comes
in most opportunely to stay the progress of this

prodigious evil, which operates alike against
the grower and consumer. That the poorer
class of farmers are injured by such low prices
recurring annually at the close of the graz-
ing season is quite obvious ; because they are

in no condition to keep up their stock, untf

the gradual demand of winter shall take

off their hands at a profit, and the necessity li )

their circumstances thus imposes on them a hej( s

vy and vexatious sacrifice. But even to tbj 1

consumer it is not advantageous to have price

loo seriously disturbed—remarkably low at oni

time and proportionably high at another— Sucl

great variation in the commercial balance occa

sions waste and extravagance at the descending

and the exercise of a penurious parsimony at tlu

ascending scale—a slate of things found, fron

long and uniform experience, to be accompanl

ed with any thing but benefit to the middlinj

and inferior orders, the chiefand great consum
ers in every community.

There are only two ways in which a remed
can be brought to this mischief. The first is ii

the hand of the farmer, and sooner or later hi

inu^t come to employ it in his own behalf. Hi

must extend the cultivation of his green crop

—turnips and potatoes—with the intent of ena

bling him to keep back his cattle at the begin

ning of winter, and to sell them off according t

the nature and increase of the demand. In tbi

case, the supplv would never be over abundant

and the market would be maintained at a remq

nerative level. The other remedy lies in thi

salt provision trade.—Were a few of our mer

chants to engage in it heartily, and to buy fo

the purpose of export, the redundancy of bee

in November, December and January, woul

be carried off; and thus open a new, and I

all appearance, a profitable branch of trade.-

For some years past the main purchasers ba»i

always been the army contractors who bav

had it in their power to regulate, in a grea

measure, the price ; and this want of compel
lion has been felt as a grievance, and been rej

resented by some as causing the great deprei

sion about which we have heard such loud an

reiterated murmurs.
In estimating the value of different agricui

tural produce, there seems to be a standard c

universal application, and which was illustratei

in the last agricultural report delivered here

before the society, at the meeting of the legis

lature. This standard consists in a certain giv

en ratio between the price of flour, butche

meat and butter—so that whatever be the prici

of the first, the other two should advance in ;

geometrical series—If flour be at 2d. a lb. bee

should be at 4d. and butter at 8d.—and so inva.

riable are these proportions in all countries

where trade is permitted to act freely, thai

lliey are maintained in Britain, in the differeol

European kingdoms, and as might have been et
pected also, in the American States. In the New
England Farmer—a recent paper established It

Boston, the editor, soon after the publication oi

the last agricultural report here, adverted to

the rule laid down in it, and found that it talliei

exactly with the existing prices in those States

of the Union to which he at that time extended

his examination. Th« rule therefore may be

assumed as absolute, and of universal applica-

bility; and it becomes a curious question ID

what manner, and from what cause, the propo^
tion in butcher-meat only, should be disturbed

here every fall—for butter never sinks below

the proper standard : flour at 32s. 8d. per ba*

rel gives the lb. at 2d, and at 40s. lOd. at S^id.i-

and as these are fair quotations of the different

qualities in the market, the medium betweeo
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or 'i| per lb. may be assumed as the ave-

rice at present.— .Vccording to this, which

e denominated the first terra in the se-

utcher meat should be 45^d. and butter 9d

our and the butter are relatively to each

in their just ratio, while the middle term

)rms, and has always formed, every fall,

cception. There is nothing clearer, 1

in the whole circle of practical arithme

in that beef at Ijd. per lb. entails a dead

the produce ; and that in order to recom
even moderately, his labor and outlay, he

require double the price for it, that he

es for flour; or in other words, that a

of tlour can be raised at half the e

needed for a pound of beet".—Whence
appens it, that the cattle in Nova Scotia

escended much lower than the rule above

to would seem to justify ? The solu-

this problem is quite simple, and calls for

rious nor painful search. Flour and but-

articles, which can easily be retained

1 till the demand takes them oif in the

5S of consumption; whereas cattle with

farmers, who labor under a scarcity of

rops and almost totall} neglect turnips,

be kept, after the grass is over, in a fit

r the butcher, far less improved in their

in. and on this account they must be hur-

market, though at a great and inevita-

—and with the certainty that beef will

he sprinjr to 6d.—a price as much above

ther is below the proper level. This

our agriculture while it lasts, holds out

temptino- occasion for commercial spec-

cattle should now be briskly bought up

ed by several of our merchants ; and a

idorafe capital thus employed would re-

p market of that s:lut with which it has

undated every fall to the great and se-

ury of the farming interest. At Bos-

mmense quantity of beef and pork isan-

alted during the winter, and in this way,

(re there kept from the extraordinary

ODS which we have witnessed. The
w published will, 1 trust, awaken a spir-

4terprise and tempt others to engage
and vigorously in this line.

JOHN YOUNG, Sec'y.

vpark, JVoT). 14.

f the several Committees of the Worceste?

Agricultural Society.

REPORT No. 11.

Committee on Worki7ig Oxen.

iubbard, of Worcester, Chairman ; William
Northborough ; Abel Warren, of do. ; Wil-
ster, of Sturbridge ; Stephen Hastings, of

ommittee on Working Oxen respect-

gratulate their fellow-citizens of the

f Worcester, on the additional and con-

roof this day exhibited of the superior-

County in this important part of an
iral exhibition.

Committee do not inconsiderately deem
to which their attention has been di-

1 important part of our Show. Placed
: in a part of the world where the
-tile indeed, but must be compelled to

lb its abundance ;—where we enjoy
lies of nature, as the fruits of victory,

j

oluntar^ gift, our Laboring Oxen con-

stitute the sinews of our Agricultural strength.

Without them, our implements of husbandry
would be comparatively inefficient, and the la-

bor of the husbandman endless and intolerable.

The horse, though a noble and useful animal,
would be, to us, a poor substitute lor the ox

—

in disencumbering our soil of |)on(lerous rocks
and deep and spreading roots; in tho cumbrous
draft over a broken and rugged surface, and in

working the plough, which must be impelled
with vigorous but steady force, slowly and
through continual obstructions The Ox which
patiently bows his neck to the yoke, and cheer-
fully shares and alleviates the primeval curse,

being thus especially important to us, it was to

be expected that an enterprising and intelligent

yeomanry would successfully exert themselves
to improve the race in their possession. This
day has shewn such on expectation well ground
cd. It may hereafter be reasonably doubted
whether any section of this country or any oth-

er country can shew better Working Oxen, as

patient, docile, hardy and efficient laborers,

than the County of Worcester. However, the

distinguished breeders of other countries may
have surpassed us in improving cattle for the

'itall and for the dairy, yet for the yoke, your
Committee confidently believe that we need no

foreign blood : it would rather adulterate than

improve. We would not be understood to be-

lieve or assert, that our oxen have arrived to

a degree of perfection beyond the capability of

improvement—but only tha( there exists no bet-

ter breed lo improve upon. Comparing the pres-

ent with the preceding Shows, under the pat-

ronage of the Society, and reflecting how obvi-

ously each has exceeded its immediate prede-
cessor, we have not only a striking evidence ol

Ihe beneficial influence of the Society on the

agriculture of the County, but are also encour-
aged to hope that the time will arrive, when
the common and ordinary animals of the Coun-
ty will equal the best exhibited for premium
to day. Knowing the nsual competition in

Working Oxen at our Shows, and the unusual

number of entries this year, your committee
anticipated much difficulty in awarding the pre-

miums at their disposal ; and they have been
in no degree disappointed. They must despair

of having come to a result satisfactory to the

competitors, or even to all intelligent and im-
partial spectators, for they have but barely sat-

isfied themselves. They have, however, judged
impartially, and they hope correctly, in award-
ing

The 1st Premium of gl5 lo Isaac Hathaway,
of Sutton. 2ddo. ofgl2 to Fregrace Marble,
of do. 3d do. of ^10 to John Sherman, of do.

*4th do. of jj5 to Seth Wyman, of Shrewsbury.
Besides other obvious considerations, a re-

ard to the age of the cattle tried, contributed
to direct the judgment of the Committee. Mr.
Hathaway's Mr. Marble's, and Mr. Sherman's
were all of them four years old only. There
were others among the rivals much heavier and
somewhat stronger, Mr. Brigham's, Messrs.
Ward & Rice's, and Mr Fessenden's, all from
Worcester, were very fine and rich looking

* Col. Wyinan having last year obtained the 2d pre-
mium for Working Oxen with the same cattle, accord-
ing to the Rules of the Society cannot this year re-
ceive a premium of an ni/erior grade—the 4th Premium
has therefore betn awarded to Stephen Marsh, jr. of
Sutton.

cattle ; but their age and hard service had car-

ried them past the combined vigor and activity

of some of the younger comi>ctitor?. Their do-
cility also was loss perfect, and they manifestly
possessed less of that careful education which
the farmers of Sutton are so juslly noted for be-

stowing on their Working Oxen. The Commit-
tee had great difficulty in deciding between the
Oxen of Mr. Wyman, to whom they assigned
the fourth premium, and those of Mr. Marsh.
It was pretty obvious however that Mr. Wyman's
were better mated, and a little handier than Jlr.

Marsh's.

The Committee were highly gratified in being

called on to view a fine display ofWorking Oxen
consisting of nearly sixty yokes, from the enter-

prising town of Shrewsbury. It served to main^
tain and justify the deservedly high agricultural

character of that town. None but an excellent

farming town can have it in its power to pro-

duce such A number of superior Oxen. A farm-
ing district may be judged of by its Working
Oxen as safely as by its Barns or its Cornfields.

The Committee are very happy to have it

in their power, by a vote of the Society, to

award to the proprietors of this team the trifling

sum of 10 dollars, merely as an expression of
our favorable opinion, and of the gratitude of

the Society for this interesting addition to our
Show. For the Committee,

JOHN W. HUBBARD, Chairman.

Support your Mechanics.—A practice is very
prevalent, in many towns of neglecting too

much the mechanics of the place. Next to the

farmers they are the most useful class of citizens,

and yet a disposition is often felt to avoid em-
ploying them, if possible, and to withhold from
them such encouragement as would enable them
to be as useful as they might be, and as they
ought to be. If a coat or other garment is to

be made : if a pair of boots or shoes, or a sad-

dle, bridle, or other article is to be procured,
which the mechanic in the place ought to fur-

nish, it is no unusual thing to employ a mechan-
ic at a distance, to perform the work ; or to pro-
cure the article in some way which may be nom-
inally less expensive, but which, in reality, con-
sidering the quality of the article is considera-

bly more so than it would be if a mechanic of
the place had been called upon to manufac-
ture it.

This practice is productive of various evils.

It sends from a place the money which should
be kept in circulation at home ; it introduces a
silly dependence upon the fashions of other

places, or leads to the use of inferior articles,

and a corresponding increase of expense ; and
l)y withholding such encouragements to me-
chanics of different kinds, and of proper quali-

fications, as they ought 'o receive, there is not

a sufficient number induced to settle in a place
to do its necessary mending, and consequently
articles are frequently thrown away as useless,

where a very small sum expended upon them
would render them as serviceable as those that

are new. .

Great price of Tobacco.—Asingle hogshead of
Tobacco, trom the plantation of Mr. Johnson, of

Frederick county,Md. was sold in Georgetown on
Thursday last, at the enormous price ofjpoO per
hundred weight ! Five or six hogsheads of a qual-

ty somewhat inferior sold at aa average ofabout

j30 per cwt.
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In Enghintl, in Oct. a young woman apparent-

]y died, after a long decline. She was laid ont,

and on the 4th day was removed to a coffin for

interment, when signs of life were discovered,

and in a few hours she was able to converse.

Something similar occurred in Boston some

years since, in the case of a Mr. Cutter.

—

Pcdla.

Dartmnnth College.—From the catalogue of

this institution just printed, the following ap-

pears as the number of students, viz. PdediCal,

73
i
Senior Sophisters, 28 ; Juniors, 33 ;

Sopho-

mores, 41; Freshmen, 39 ;— total, 2M. The
whole expense at this Seminary, including hoard,

tuition, room rent, &.C. is $98 65 per year.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
SATURDAY, UJXEMBER 20, 1823.

Wood for Fckj,. The Farmer should obtain his

year's stock of wood for fuel as early in the season as

possible, and before the depth of snow in his wood lands

renders it difficult to traverse them with a team.

A valuable paper, by the Hon. John Welles, repub-

lished in the New England Farmer, vol. i. page 329,

from the Massachusetts Agricultural Repository, recom-

mends cutting hard wood trees between 40 and 50 years

of age; and the writer states that " though trees may

shoot up in hcig'hth by standing longer, yet the ju/riofl

of the most rapid vegetation is mostly over, and bv ti,^.

means much of the undergrowth is necessarily d' ^tloy-

ed." Mr. Welles is of opinion that in cutting

over a wood lot to obtain fuel, it is best to take the

whole growth as you proceed. Ke observes that " we

have been condemned as evincing a want of taste in

cutting off our forests without leaving what it would

take half a century to produce, a shade near where it

is proposed to erect buildings. The fact is that trees

of original growth have their roots mostly in the upper

stratum of earth, and near the surface. A tree acts up-

on its roots and is acted upon by the wind, sustaining

in common with the whole forest the force of this ele-

ment, and it becomes accommodated or naturalized to

its pressure. But when left alone or unsustained, it is

borne down by the first gale,often to the injury of proper-

ly and even of life." The Farmer''s Assistant likewise

says, " if woods are old and decaying the better way

js to cut all off, as you want to use the wood, and let an

entire new growth start up, which will grow more ra-

pidly."

WAnmixr, Rooms. It is a very wasteful practice to

burn wood in large open fire places, as is still the cus-

tom in many parts of the country where fuel is an im-

portant item of annual expenses. Stoves of various

'orrns, and diversities of construction, are, ho<vever, gra-

dually obtaining the preference, to the modeofconsum-

in"- fuel adopted by our ancc^ters, when it was consid-

ered as an object of importance for a farmer to consume

and destroy his fire wood and timber as fast as possible

in order to expedite the clearing of land. The Far-

mer's Assistant gives the following mode of warming

rooms, &c. which may be new to some of our readers,

and, perhaps excite some who are possessed of what a

crai:ioli>gist would call the organ of inventive ingenuity to

make further improvements.

" As it is essential to make a little fuel answer for

this purpose, as well as for boiling, baking, roasting.

Sic. we will here describe a simple and cheap method
for all these purposes ; leaving every one to vary from
it, by the use of stoves, or otherwise, as he may think
proper.

" Make, of sheet-iron, something in the shape of a

potash kettle, but not near so deep in proportion toils

breadth on the rim, and let it be, say, two and a half

feet in diameter across the rim ; set it, bottom up-

ward, on brick-work suitable to the dimensions of the

rim, about ten inches high, leaving a place to fix an
iron door, like the door of a common stove : Build a

brick wall all round and over this, leaving a space be-

tween it and the sheet iron, of about two inches, and

an opening where the door, Just mentioned, is placed.

Apcrtnrfs aie to be left in this outer wall, for inserting

tubes for carryino- off the air that is heated between

the outer wall and the sheet iron, in different apart-

ments.
" When a fire is made within the part covered by

the sheet iron, the air between that and the outer wall

becomes rarified, and of course ascends through the

lubes into the different apartments or rooms, while the

fresh air is constantly rushing in to supply its place.

—

Thus, while a constant current of cold air is rushing

in below, a like current of warm air is carried off into

the apartments where it is wanted. When any of

these is sufficiently filled with warm air, the tubes lead-

ing into it are to be stopped iu part, or wholly, till

more heated air is wanted. It would be most advisa-

ble to let the heated air into each room in different pla-

ces, in order to distribute it more equally.

" In a room warmed in the usual way, about two
thirds of the whole heat of the fire passes out of the

chimney. In the mean time, all the air in the room
will also have passed off in that direction in less than

an hour, and of course cold air must rush in to supply

its place. Thus the Whole air of such room has to be

heated over again once an hour, and this is to be done
with only a third of the heat afforded by the fire. Now,
according to the plan here recommended, the air in a

room would require a degree ofbeat equal to warming
the whole over again, about once in six hours, as the

heated air is not to be allowed to pass off out of a

chimney ; and for this purpose of heating, at least two
thirds of the heat of a smaller fire can be applied.

—

Thus a room, to be warmed in the common way, re-

quiies a fire which gives twelve times the quantity of

heat that is required iu the method above described.
" This heating stove may be set in the kitchen ; but

a cellar-kitchen, or one lower than the dwelling-ro.-ims.

would be best. It may also be set in a small building

adjoining the house ; but let it be set lower than the

rooms of the house.
" But, in order to render this complete, let the

steam-cooking, baking, and roasting apparatus be at-

tached to it. For this purpose, let the smoke and the

heat that goes with it, pass out through the hole about

four inches square, made in the side of a sheet iron,

opposite the door ; and let it be carried in a zigzag

manner, back and forward, under the bottom of a boil-

er, made of sheet iron, and this will sufficiently heat

the water in that to afford the requisite degree of steam
for the vessels used for cooking by steam, as well as

for heating water in adjoining wooden vessels of differ-

ent sizes, to be used for different purposes. The pipe,

conducting off the smoke, &c. after having passed un-
der every part of the bottom of the boiler, is then to be
carried upwards, and pass round three sides of a small

oven, made of sheet iron, which is to be used for bak-
ing and roasting. The outside of the smoke-pipe, and
of the door of the oven, should be thickly coated with

powdered charcoal, in order to prevent the heat pass-

ing off through the exterior surface, until it shall have
ascended above the oven.

"Thus, with one half of the fuel used in akitchen
fire place, every room, in a house of moderate size,

may be warmed ; all the culinary business may be per-

formed ; roots may be boiled for cattle in large vessels

made for the purpose ; and all this may be performed

without half the risk from fires which attends the usual

methods."

The building which contains the Boston Atheneum,

and other houses in this city are warmed by means si-

milar to those above described.

Fatal Actident.—On the 12tli inst. a young man by

the name of Seth Smith, formerly of Pomfret, Vt. while

driving a team, with a load of wood from Billerica to

Bos'.on.was killed by the wagon wheel passing over bim.

FOREIGN.
Spanish America.—A late London Courier

" that all questions relating to the late Spanish t

ments in South America, will become matter of a
sion in a General Congress. Such at least is the B
of the proposition made by France to our Goveni
but to which we have declined acceding. W);
this determination on our part may alter the origii|

tention, is a point we cannot decide."

Turkish Atrocity.—A Greek priest named Gh
been crucified by the Turks in mockery of his

—He was after being several hours tortured in t
daubed with pitch and burnt alive.

Dreadful inundations occurred in the North of
and the Tyrol about the middle of October. PZxt<

devastations have been caused by long continued!
and the destructive rising of several mountain stn

the city of Trent was several times in danger of)
partly destroyed, and fears were entertained as Ij

the ]8lh as the rain continued to fall in torrent!

third part of the city of Verona was under water
in many parts up to the first stories of the house
number of bridges were carried away in the Tyred

many lives lost.

Storms on the English Coast.—The London C(

ot the 3d of November says, " our papers and adi

received this morning from all parts of the United)

dom furnish a mass of calamitous details of the da

occasioned by the tempestuous weather which pp
ed during Tuesday and Friday last. To an
devastation of property is added a melancholy Ii

human life."

The London Courier states, that theEtoile, a Fi

paper, printed at Paris, notices the fitting out an;
mcnt at Cadiz to assist the Royalists of Peru in re

queriugthat fine country from the Revolutionists.

" Gibraltar, Oct. 16.—We arc crowded Iv i

fugees from Cadiz, among whom are upvj!'- ot

members of the Cortes. They are allownl ih rijl

hospitality, but cannot remain in the garri:. n (

days. They will probably seek an asylum iu l-ngk

DOMESTIC.
Cause of the Greeks.—A large and respec; ihle;

ing was held at Philadelphia on the evening of thi

inst. to devise means to assist the Gretks, at i

Bishop White presided. An address from the Gr«
the people of the United States wasr(ad,'and a cm

tee was appointed to prepare resoluticns for the «
eration of the meeting, who proposed miii.-un

their relief.

Another coal Mine.—We have been shown a
;

of coal from a mine lately discovered on the wt fIh

tain in this town. The coal having been tried, is

nonnCed to be superior to the Lehigh or Lackaw
It is softer, and kindles much easier. The mine

been excavated to the depth of seven feet, and

proves good. Should the canal to connect the Ht

and Delaware rivers, be cut through this counlji

mine may prove a rich fund to the owners, as it

near the proposed rout.

—

Sttlliran Whig.

Jfcw mode of refining Salt.—Muriate of Soi

common salt, may be refined by putting it into aff

beratory furnace, kilns, pots, pans, or other fit TP-

together with the necessary re-agents and malf.

and exposing it to such a degree of heat a? will'

it. It must be kept in fusion a sufficient time todw

pose, separate or precipitate the metallic and III

parts, and then drawn off as long as it rnnspurt*!

it must be suffered to cool.

Cotton.—The crops of cotton of 1822, and !3l

been estimated as follows

—

New Orleans bags 172,000 .

Mobile 5O,O0fll'

Savannah 170,00*
Charleston 160,00^]
N. Carolina and Virginia 43,000^'_,|

Total of bags, 595.000

The increase of the last year is reckoned tof

been 73,000 bales.—//"of. Register.
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eslic Fabrics.— The Missrs. Morgans of New
il, N. Y. have commenced the Furniture and

printing business. t)ne yard of their goods is

3c as heavy as two of the imported, and will do

the service ; the colors arc warranted and the

i fashionable.

re infomed, that Benjamin .lourdan, of I'ulnam

Geo. has recently invented an instrument for

he sun's meridian altitude, for accuracy and

ty perhaps superior to any thing of the kind in

s great accuracy has heen ascertained in mea-

he sun.

—

Georgia Journal.

lerful Dispensation.—The Louisiana Advertis-

ovember, i!'J, says, " Me have been informed

several sources, and have reason to rely, to a

iextent,upon the correctness of the information,

put the 2 1st of October, a sudden change of

1
was experienced at Tampico and the vicinity,

curv of the thermometer falling 40 degrees dur-

the consequence of which was, that 300

ied in one night, in that city and the adja-

mtry. One of our United States' vessels was
the time, and our informant adds, that she

he same time, 18 persons, including several

nment^ in Tanning.—The Baltimore Ca-
utions that Dr. H. H. Harden, of that city,

overed a very important improvement in

of converting raw hides into leather,

of a pyroligneons preparation, the use of

e has secured by letters patent, under the

e United States.

method, raw hides, of any description, after

1 process of hairing and h.uling, are converted
lleiit luathtrinless than thirty-six hours.

Hampden Journal

'"? Fire.—On the night or the 5th inst. at

rd, (Conn.) the dwelling house of Rev. Sanf.

i(h all its contents, was consumed by fire

—

-•en '2 and 3.000 dollars. Mr. M. was not at

his sou's wife who had not \ei\ the house for

wiih 6 children, and two in her arms, narrow-
i, without an article of clothing.

—

ibid.

oh:i Drown of Pittstown, Pa. was found dead
id side, some time since, supposed in conse-

the lockjaw, having been bitten by a dog the

evening.

'f JVashington.—More than $13,00 have been
•.he Treasury of Virginia by subscribers to tlie
'' a Monument to the memory of the illustrious

lat bridleth not her tongue," shall pnty Jive

ollars ! A lady, by the name of Mary Pat-
ten sentenced to pay five thousand dollars at

f, Pa. for slandering the character of Mr.
lall.

—

National Gazette.

e'lljng house, owned and occupied by the

es Pisk, of Swanton, Vt. was consumed liy

urday week. The furniture and other arti-

.ing to it, were saved. The loss is said to be
00.

CONGRESSIONAL.
'E.—Monday Dec. 8. Several messages were
om the President on executive business in-

e relative to the adjustment and settlement

junts of Daniel D. Tompkins, late Governor
allowed by the Accounting Officers of tlie

ubject to the revisiou and final decision of

nt. The balance allowed is $3j, 193. Sub-
he consideration of Congress.
jnent for Debt.—On motion of Mr. Johnson
ee was ordered to be appointed to consider
ncy of abolishing imprisonment for debt.
The President pro tern announced the ap-

5f the usual Committees. Mr. Benton gave
he should ask leave to introduce an amend-
Constitution, so as to provide that the elec-

ident, &c. shall be made by the people, with-
Jtveation of Electors,

Mr. Johnson of Kentucky, offered a resolution rela-

tive to the expediency of constituting three additional
Judicial Circuits ; one to be composed of the states of

Tennessee and Alabama; one of Mississippi and Louisi-
ana, and one of Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri.

Dec. 11. Mr. Holmes, of Maine, submitted a motion
which had for its object the preventing of frauds on
tlie revenue ou the eastern frontier of the United States.

Mr. Barbour introduced a resolution for dividing each
state iu the U. S. into Districts for the purpose of elect-

ing the President and Vice President of the U. States.

I-\ TQK lIoiSE.—Monday, Dec. 8. .Mr. Webster of
.Mass. submitted for consideration the following:

—

" Resolrtd, That provision ought to be made by law,
for defraying the expense incident to the appointment
of an Agent, or Commissioner to Greece, whenever the
President shall deem it expedient to make such appoint-
ments."

This resolution Mr. Webster, supported by some
pertinent remarks in which he expressed a hope " that
we should show to the world that there is at least one
Government which does entertain a proper view of that
barbarous despotism, which under she eyes of Europe,
has been permitted, by a system of the foulest atrocity,
to attempt to crush that interesting christian nation."
On motion of Mr. W. the resolution was ordered to lie

on the table.

On motion of Mr. Cambreleng, the Committee on Na-
val Alfairs was instructed to inquire into the expedien-
cy of continuing pensions to widows or orphans of offi-

cers, seamen or mariners slain in the service ofthe Unit-
ed States, &c.

Dec. 9. Mr. Sibley of Mass. presented a memorial
from Norfolk District, Mass. contesting the validity of

the seat of John Bailey in the House, who, when elected
was, and had been for some years before, a Clerk, in the

department of State in Washington.
Mr. Webster presented a memorial from Boston, pray-

ing for a duty of 12 1-2 per cent, to be imposed on im-
ported Woolens.

Mr. Plumerof N. H. moved. That the Committee on
the Judiciary be instructed to inquire into the expedi-
ency of allowing costs in cases where damages may be
recovered for the violation of the rights'of patentees un-

der the several acts concerning the issuing of patents

for useful discoveries and inventions. Adopted.
' Dec. 10. Mr. M'Lane, of Delaware, submitted a reso-

lution for requesting information from the President
touching the Florida Treaty, &c.

Mr. Hemphill submitted a resolution for requesting
information from the President relative to French spoli-

ations on our commerce.

Roads and Canals.—On motion of Mr. Standier, the
Committee on Canals was instructed to inquire into the

expediency ofmaking appropriations for opening a Ca-
nal between the navigable waters of Tennessee and
Coosy rivers.

Dec. 11. The resolution of Mr. Hemphill, on the

subject of French spoliations was agreed to.

.Koi-a Scotia Potatoes.—On motion of Mr. Kidder of

Maine, the Committee on Commerce was instructed to

inquire into the expediency of imposing a specific duty
on potatoes, imported from Nova Scotia, Ireland, and all

other foreign countries.

Manufacturers'' .Marks On motion of M.Breck, the
Committee on Manufactures was i*istructed to report on
the expediency of providing by law against counter-
feiting such marks or names as the manufacturer of any
kind of Ware may see proper to write or stamp thereon.

yice Presidenfs Accounts.—The House in Commit-
tee—considered the bill appropriating $35,000 for the
relief of Daniel D. Tompkins, and a long debate ensu-
ed in which the bill was opposed by Mr. Cocke of Ten-
nessee. Mr. Livermore, of N. H. and supported by Mr.
Cambreleng and Mr. Wood, of N. Y., Mr. M'Lane of
Del., Mr. Clay and Mr. Trimble of Kentucky. The
question was then taken, and Mr. Cocke's motion for

rejecting the claim was negatived by a decided majority.

A A'fii' (lad I'iiluaiitc iinjiroval Jniplcinenf.

JUST completed aiul for sale at the AGKICUL
TUHAL ESTABLISHMENT, No. 20, Merchants^

Row, Boston, an improved Ulraio Culting Machine,

which from its plain and simple construction is very

effective in its operation, and is a great improvement on

the various machines invented for this purpose ; the

power being applied in such a manner as to greatly in-

crease the operation of the machine and places the work-

man in so convenient a position, as to enable him to

tend and work with perfect case and convenience to

himself and so timed as to cut any length of fodder re-

quired. Dec^SO.

F
FARMER'S ALMANAC, FOR 1824.

OR sale at this Office, the Farmer's Almanac for

1824. Nov. 24.

PRICKS OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

SUBSCRIBERS indebted for the first volume of the
Farmer, are earnestly requested to make immediate

payment at this office. The sum due from each is

small, but the aggregate amounts to a large sum, and
unless received soon, the subscriber will sufler very se-
rious inconvenience in consequence.
Nov. 29, 1823. THOMAS W. SHEPARD.

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo, No 1, .

" No2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. new
" 2d qual. .

CHEESE, new milk ....
skimed milk, . . .

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Geiiessiee,

Uve, best ....
GRAIN, Rye

Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of lt;23

LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, BoneMiddlings new, .

NAVY, mess,

Cargo, No 1, ...
Cargo, No 2, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822,
Clover

WOOL, .Merino, full blood,washed
do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces . . .

PORK, fresh

VEAL
MUTTON and LAMB, . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, best , .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye,

Indian, ....
POTATOES, . . .

CIDER, liquor, new . . .

HAY ,according to quality,
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What is death ? 'Tis to be free ?

No more to love, or hope or fear

—

To join the great equality

:

All alike are humbled there !

The mighty grave

M'raps lord and slave :
"!

Nor pride nor poverty dare come

Within that refuge house, the tomb :

Spirit with the drooping wing.

And the ever-iveeping eye,

Thou of all earth's kings art king !

Empires at thy footstool lie 1

Beneath thee strew'd.

Their multitude

Sink like waves upon the shore !

Storms shall never rouse them more '.

What's the grandeur of the earth

To the grandeur round thy throne ?

Riches, glory, beauty, birth.

To thy kingdom all have gone.

Before thee stand

The wond'rousband ;

Bftrds, heroes, sages, side by side.

Who darken'd nations when they died

!

Earth has hosts ; but thou canst show

Many a million for her one,

Through thy gates the mortal flow.

Has for countless ye.ars roll'd on :

Back from the tomb

No step has come ;

There fix'd, till the last thunder's sound

Shall bid thy prisoners be unbound I

TRANSLATION OF A FRENCH EPITAPH.

A glutton renown'd

Lies under this ground,

Who forever to eating was prone
;

Before his last breath.

He'd e'en have eat Death,

But of him he found nothing but bone.

MISCELLANY.

ANECDOTES.
A Ghost.—A foolish fellow went to the parson

of the parish, and making up a very long face,

told him he had seen a ghost, as he was passing

by a grave yard, moving along against the side

of the wall. " In what shape did it appear ?-'

" In the shape of an ass." "• Go home and hold

your tongue about ii," said the pastor, "you are

a very timid man,a«d have been frightened by

your own shadow."

The Undertaker.—An tindertaker was observ-

ed to shed tears at the interment of a quack. A
friend asked him the cause of it. " Why" said

he, " you see I have just buried one 6f my best

friends." -

A Grave DiggeT''s Bill.—A grave digger, who
had buried a Mr. Dtitlon, sent the following

bill to his widow :
—" To making a Button-hole,

Remedy for Short Blankets.—An Irishman who
was sent on board ot a ship, and who believed
in ghosts, inquired of his messmates if the ship
was haunted. " As full of ghosts as a church-
yard," replied they, "they are ten thousand

strong every night." This so terrified Pat, that

whenever he turned into his hammock, he pull-

ed his blanket over his head and face, so that

from his knees downwards he was always nak-

ed and cold. "That there purser's a terrible

rogue ! he serves out blankets that don't fit a

man ; they are too long at top, and too

short at bottom, for they cover my head and

ears, and my feet are always perishing with

cold. I have cut several pieces off the top and

sewed on the bottom, but it don't make it a bit

longer."

Some tradesmen the other evening, at a club

in Westminster, were discussing the political

topics of the day, and among other subjects touch-

ed upon the Holy Allies. " They are a blessed

trio," said one of them, " and 1 esteem them so

highly, that were they to come 'over here. I

would most willingly work for them for nothing."

" Indeed !" said one of the company. " What
trade arc you my good friend ?"—" A ropemak-

«)," replied the other.

—

Portsmouth Journal.

When Dr. Limmerman was at the court of

Berlin, Frederic II, asked him one day in con-

versation, if he could ascertain how many he
had kilted in the course of his practice. " That
is an arduous task," replied the doctor, " but

I think I may venture to say, not half so many
as your majesty."

There are half a million of scholars at the

public schools throughout the U. S. ; and more
than three thousand students at the colleges

which confer degrees.

There are about ten thousand physicians and
upwards of ten thousand lawyers.

There are about nine thousand places of wor-
ship, and five thousand clergymen.

About four thousand and four hundred patents

have been taken out for new and useful inven-

tions, discoveries and improvements in the arts

Between two and three millions of dollars

worth of books are annually published in thel^.

Slates.

A thousand newspapers are published.

—

There are more than one hundred steam-bonfs,

comprising more than fourteen thousand tons,

navigating the Mississippi.

The vessels of the U. S. by sea, perform
their voyages on an average in one third less

than the English.

There are five thousand post offices, and
eighty thousand miles of post roads, and twelve
thousand miles of turnpike roads.

There are three thousand legislators.—There
are two hundred printed volumes of law reports.

Domestic Invention.—We were favored, a few
days since with the inspection of an invention

for fastening window blinds both when they are

open a>id when they are shut. It will super-

sede the hasps, usually attached to blinds, and
the awkward looking iron cross now used to

keep them open. It is a very simple piece of
workmanship, being merely an iron three inch-

es in length attached to the bottom of the blind,

having in a hook at each end somewhat resem-
bling the catch to a common iron thumb-latch,
and a short iron hook driven into the house to

receive the catch and hold the blind open, and
another in the bottom of the window frame to

hold it shut. The iron on the blind is kej

its place by a spiral wire spring which mal
catch the hook and fasten the blind when th

open or shut, without our taking the troiib

reach out and make it fast with the hand.
great advantage of this invention is, that it

relieve us from the dismal groans of our
dow blinds, when the winds blow and st

rage around us. For it fastens the blind

fectly tight, so that it can neither blow oH

hinges nor make any noise by its motions.

Mr. Thompson Bacon, of Bedford, the at

of this invention, intends to apply to Conj

during the present session for a patent, and

then offer these fasteners for sale. The
[

will be on\y forty cents for each window, am
strength of the machine is such that it wil

as long as a house. We think this much
ferable to any thing else of the kind we
seen, and hope soon to find it in common i

[^Concord Gaza

A strange Animal—A few weeks since a!

and ferocious animal ofthe Cat kind, wask
by some hunters in Loudoun Co. Va. Itsi

was a reddish brown, and its ears and the

of its tail very black. It measured from

nose to the end ofits tail 6 feet 9 inches ; wei}

95 pounds, and was 31 inches in height

head resembled a cat's and was nine inches*

the forehead.

"In regard to the manner of taking this vas

of the forest, (says the editor of tiie Ilaq

ferry Free Press) we have heard several i

tals. The one most to be depended on iff

lieve is this ; that the animal having iieei

covered by Mr. Donaldson's hounds, Mr,

!

aldson, approached the spot where it wat.

found that it advanced towards him in a b(

way. He retreated and summoned to his^

tance a party of neighbors, who it seemed,

assembled for the purpose of having a fbxc

Among them was Mr. Christian Miller, wht

a large bull dog, which was set upon the

mal, and seized it by the throat; it imm«l

ly turned upon its adversary, and catchiii{

by the nose, would soon have dispatched

had not a negro man of Mr. Miller's, se

the danger of his favorite, afid heedless 01

own peril, rushed forward to his releif.

gave the animal a well aimed blow on them

which deprived it of life, and thus avertri

dangers which threatened more than oneol

party.'"

—

Ponlt. Adv.

Nearly thirty thousand men are at preseiitl

ployed on the great Canal from the Teid

Amsterdam. The marshy earth whieii

found towards the bottom of the Canal)
ij

ken out with bag-nets, and fills more
thousand boats each day. The Canal wlBN

ieei in depth, so that the largest East and!
Indiaman, may pass direct to Amsterdam <

out unloading part ot their cargoes at'th

el. The Canal will be more than 60 i

miles long, and will cost, without inclod

great flood gates, more than 90 millien goiUft

TERMS OF THE FARMER.
05= Published every Saturday, at Three Doi-j

per annum, payable at the end of the year—totji

who pay within sixty days from the time of stt

will be entitled to a deduction of Fiftx Cj
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and Obscriatioiis relating to Agriculture and
Domestic Economy.

[by the editor.]

THF. iSE OF Salt a? a mamrk. There ex-

greal ditlerence of opinion with regaiil to

ise of common salt as a fertilizer of soil.

ivriters on the subject contend that it is

y beneiicial, but others assert that its use

ended with little, if any advantage. Some
re it to be usetul if spread on land in small

jns, but aflirm that its application in consi.

lie quantities results in barrenness. A small

ity. it is said, acceleratCo putrefaction, and

:nown that a large quantity prevents the

lactive process. We shall oiler to our rea-

iome of the apparently contradictory facts

pinions of eminent philosophers and agri-

•ists on this topic, and conclude with some
pts to reconcile them, together with con
tions which appear to us to be of impor-
in the use of this article as a manure.
the early ages of the world, salt was re-

as the emblem of utter barrenness and
tion. And we read in Sacred Writ of

!S, who to satiate their vengeance against

enemies, sowed grounds with salt to ren-

em unfit for cultivation. (See Deut. xxix.

'udges ix. 45. Zeph. ii. 9.) Virgil in his

ics, lib. ii. condemns a salt soil, as occa-

X the degeneracy of fruit trees, and nd-

of no amelioration from ploughing,

t earth and bitter are not fit to sow
(vill be tam'rf and mended by the idoii»h,
t grapes degenerate there, and ii nits' doclin'..
their sweet flavorous taste renonnre their kind."

Diijden's Translation,

y", speaking of fossil-salt, afBrms that eve-
:e in which it is found is barren, and un-

^etation. And Plutarch observes that

yplians believed salt to be the spittle or
f the god Typhon, the great enemy of
ods ; and hence he ndds, they held it in

ibhorrence.*

only the ancients but many of our mo-
actical agriculturists have given opinions
ch in favor of salt as a manure. In a

)pended to a paper, published in " Me-
)/ the Philadelphia Agricultural .Society,"

page 177, by Hon. Richard Peters, that

nan observes " I have, in the early part
season, [1810] spread salt in the way,
the quantities recommended by Jlr.

on every species of crop, both of grass
»in. We have had an unfavorable spring,
to the long drought. 1 have perceived
ct good or bad, from all or any of the ap-
)ns of salt. On my wheat I had some ap-
ce of benefit, but it was not decidedly

In another volume of the same work,
ters observes, " It yet remains doubtful
;r common salt is, or is not a manure, in

Recs' Cyclopedia, Art. Salt.

Redd's mode of applying it was to mix one
f salt with two bushels of virgin mould where
ees had lain and rotted, or from marshy land or
;d ashes. The compound dry and friable. The
• three pecks of salt mixed in the compound so
^ilitate the strewing of it evenly. The time of
ion before vegetation begins in the spring.

Us crude state. I have sometimes thought weir in small quanlilies assists the decompositi^i77f
of It; and used it every way. When mixed

'
animal and vegetable mailer. This circum

with putrescent substances judiciously, it is best.
!
stance may render it useful in certain soils

in large quantities it prevents, though in small
[

Common salt likewise is offensive to insects—
portions it promotes putrefaction

;
being anti-: That in sm:iJI quaiilities it is sometimes a use-

manure. I bolieve is fully proved; and
pli^ in one case, and septic in the other. Lord

Dnndofiald decides against the use of salt, espe-
cially on poor land : he says if it be at all use-

ful it is on rich lands. He highly recommends
sea-7i'ater for its great benefits in husbandy. It

contains in a ton a bushel, or a bushel and an
half of salt. Sea salt is recommended for the

destruction and putrefaction of snails, slugs,

grubs, worms and insects infesting grounds.

They abounrl most in lands to which animal ma-
nures have been long applied. The vitriolic

acid is equally efficacious; and I hav^ therefore

believed they do not much infest plastered

fields."

Dr. Deane oliserved that "salt is of essential

importance to the farmer as a manure. It may
be applied to the soil, either by itself, or mix-
ed and dissolved in compost. In the latte;- me-
thod 1 have found it to be a good fertilizer of
land

ful

" But if salt be applied unmixed and undis-
solved, it will endanger the existence offender
plants.

" In .June, 1786, I salted one bed of my on-
ions, one bed of my carrots, and one bed of my
early turnips; laying the salt under the stirAiop.

in the centres of the intervals, between the
rows

; at some distance, perhaps six inches from
ibc j)Iant«, that the salt might have time to be
dissolved and altered, before the fibrous roots
should reach it. The carrots of the salted bed,
evidently grew much larger and better than
the rest of the carrots ; but I could not perceive
that the salt was at all beneficial to the onions
or to the turnips.

" According to Mr. Ford's experiment in sail-

ing flax-ground, salt seems to be highly benefi-
cial to that crop. He spreads the salt "over the
ground at the time of sowing the seed ; and
thinks that the quantify of salt should be double
that of the seed. From three acres in flax salt-

ed, he had fifty bushels of seed, and an excellent
crop of flax. It was thought that the advantage
of salting appeared more in the seed than in the
harle.

" Mr. Elliot speaks of five bushels of salt be-
ing applied to one acre of flax, which is a much
larger proportion, and that it had an extraordi-
nary effect; and also of a great crop of wheat
beinar increased by salt."

The Farmer''s Assistant says, « An intelligent
Farmer once observed to us, that during our re-
volutionary war, when this article was ?o dear
that he could not afford to give it to his cattle,
his barn dung seemed to be of little service to
his lands

;
but that he found the case much al-

tered when he could again afford to deal out a
sufBciency of it to his stock."

Sir Humphrey Davy says '' when common
salt acts as a manure, it is probably by entering
into the composition of the plant in the -same
manner as gypsum, phosphate of lime, and the
alkalies. Sir Joh^ Pringle has stated, that salt

its efficacy depends on many combined causes.
" Some persons have argued against the em-

ployment of salt; because when used in laro-e

(junnfities, it cither does no good, or renders the
ground sterile ; but this is a very unfair mode
of reasoning. That salt in large'qunntilies ren-
dered land barren was known long before any
records of agricidtural science existed. We
read in the Scriptures that Abimelech took the
city of Shechem, " and beat down the city, and
sowed it with salt" that the soil might be for-
ever unfruilfid. Virgil reprobates a salt soil

;

and Pliny, though he recommends giving salt to

cattle, yet affirms, that when strewed over land
it renders it barren. But these are not argu-
ments against a proper applica'ion of it. Re-
fuse salt in Cornwall, which, however, likewise
contains some of the oil and esuviaj of the fish,

has long been known as an admirable manure.
And the Cheshire farmers contend for the benefit

of the peculiar produce of their country.
" It is not unlikijly that the same causes influ-

ence the eflecls of salt, as those which act in

modifying the operation ofgy(>st:m. Most lands
in Ihis Island, parliculariy those near the sea,

probably contain h sufficient quanlity of salt for
all the purposes of vegetation ; and in such cas-
rs fbe supply of it to the soil will not only be
useless, but may be injurious, in great sloims
the spray of the sea has been carried more than
fifty miles from the shore, so that from this

source salt is often sujiplied to the soil. 1 have
found salt in all the sandstone rocks thai 1 have
eiraminod, and it must exist in the soil derived
from these rocks. It is a constituent likewise
of almost every kind of animal and vegetable
manure."*

Sir John Sinclair observes that " sea-salt pro-
perly applied acts ns a manure. It is particu-
larly useful when mixed with a dung hill, or
sirewed over larm-yard manures, at the time
when they are carried info the field. In Che-
shire, refuse salt is found to be a most excellent
manure for pasture land or fallows. By the
application of only eight bushels per acre, in

the month of October, on some rushy land, a
most flourishing crop of rich grass appeared in

the month of May. Mixed with couch-grass and
other rubbish, and afterwards with other ma-
nure, it produced the most beneficial effecls in

a crop of barley,'and on grass lands.

" In a series of experiments by the Rev. Dr.
Cartwright with salt he fouBd a mixture of salt

and soot preferable to any other manure : a cir-

cumstance which might be attended with con-
siderable advantages to farmers in the vicinity

of large towns.
" It has been ascertained in America, and con-

firmed by the experiments of Mr. Lee of En-

field Wash, near London that salt is an excellent

* Elements of Agricultural Chemistry.
301, 302.
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manure for flax. The quantity of salt should

S>e double that of the seed u-ed, and at the same

lime. It is pi-oliable that all oily seeds should

be trPated in the same manner.
" Hilt the most important circumstance is the

hencticial effects of salt, in preventing mildevv.

In the course of a most extensive inquiry into

the causes of that disease in nheat, and the

means of its prevention, it appeared that a far-

mer in Cornwall was accustomed to manure his

turnip land with the refuse salt from the pilch-

ard fishery; and that ground thus treated was

never liable to mildew, though it infested all

the neighborhood. This is a hint, which may
prove of incalculable value, if in all cases it

should prove equally effectual."

The Farmer's .Journal, an English paper,

states, in ojiposition to the theory, that salt will

•prevent milileiv that a correspondent of the F.di-

tor had tried an experiment by sprinkhng salt

water on a small patch of wheat '• hut it had no

effect in preventing the progress of the disease,

and eventually the straw became quite black."

See .Yew Englcxnd Farmer, vol. i. page 113.

(to be continued.)

Massachusetts Ao-ricultural Societv.

FOR TUE KF.W Ei\GI.A.\D FARMER.

REPORT No. IX.

The Committee on AgricuUaral ExperiraPnts submit

. lor the consideration of Ihe Board of Trustees the fol-

lowing, in addition to their Report dated the 16lh of

October last, to wit

:

That Col. Joseph Valenthie, of Hopkinton,
in the County of Middlesex, is entitled to the

Society's premium of jjJ.'W, for having raised tha
greatest ([uantity of Indian Corn, being 127 bu-

shels and 29-32 of a bushel, on one acre of land.

Col. Valentine's description of his culture is as

follows :
— '• The quality of the soil is a deep yel-

low loam, situaleil on a western declivity, and
naturally moist. The land has been improved
ibr mowing six years last past, and until the last

year it has yielded very heavy crops. In July,

1!j22, the crop of hay falling below the produce
of former years, I thought it expedient to stir

the ground ; in August following the ground
was broken up, and in November it was harrow-

fid, and cross ploughed. In the spring of 1823,

it was again ploughed, and harrowed, and twenty

loads of green barn manure spread equally over
i(,and ploughed in. It was then furrowed in rows
about three feet and sis inches apart, with a

large horse plough, the plough going twice in

each row to make a deep channel tor deposit-

i.ag the compost manure, and also to leave the

seed when planted lower than the general sur-

tace of the ground. The rows thus prepared,
were filled with twenty loads of barn, hog-yard,
nnd night manure, well mixed, and pulverized
with Smithfield lime ; the manure was then le-

velled, and the kernels of seed placed about ten

inches apart widtbwise, and four inches length-

wise in the row, and covered lightly with fine

mould. The seed was the yellow twelve row-
ed corn, which was soaked in a strong salt pe-
tre brine twenty-four hours, and then spread,
sprinkled with quick lime and raked over un-
til completely coated with lime— it was plough-
ed twice, and hoed three times at the last hoeing,
the first of July, the suckers were pulled out,
and in the fore part of August the suckers were
again pulled out, and the false stalks cut away.

In hoeing the corn I was particularly careful to

loosen the soil and remove the weeds without

raising the earth about the stalks, as I had usu-

ally done—the stalks would average from nine

to ten feet high, and were cut the first week in

September. The first week in October the

corn was harvested, and carefully measured in

baskets by two of my men who had assisted in

cultivating the crop. I directed the same men
to take each of them a basket and fill it with

cars in the same manner as when they measured
the whole, and to shell and measure Ihe quan-

tity of shelled corn obtained from a basket of

ears; the amount of shelled corn from each bas-

ket of ears was the same, viz., nineteen quarts;

and when turned together and measured the re-

sult was one bushel and six quarts and a fraction

over, from the two baskets. By computing the

produce of the whole acre from Ihe (juantily of

ears as measured in the basket, and the amount
of shelled corn contained in a basket of ears, the

result will be one hundred and twenty-seven bu-

shels and twenty-nine quarts of shelled corn,

weighing between sixty and sixty-two pounds to

the bushel. The field in which the above acre

was measured contains three acres; one half of

which was planted with seed prepared as above
stated ; the other half was planted with seed pre-

pared in its natural state. The corn in every part

of the field came up well ; and as the ground was

all manured and cultivated alike, Iberccnuld be

no difference in the quality of ihe soil, to invil

ro repel insects and vermin. But in that par.

which was planted with seed in its natural stale,

at least one sixth part of the blades were eaten

offan<l destroyed by Ihe worms, wiiile in the

part planted with seed soaked in brine and coat-

ed ftith lime, not a single blade was discovered

that had been attacked by ihem. This is the

first experiment I ever attempted to prove the

utility of securing corn against the ravages of

the worm by any process applied to the seed.

Perhaj)s the mode above described and pursued
by me, may not always bo attended with the

like success. It may, however, be the means
of exciting the attention of others who have
more leisure and ability than myself to discover

and apply a certain remedy for so great a hin-

drance to the farmer. The value of the stalks

and fodder 1 consider equal to one ton and a

half of English hay—the entire exjiense of cul-

tivating this acre of corn, including thirty dol-

lars for the 40 cart loads of manure was fifty-live

dollars and seventy-five cents." Col. Valentine
is also entitled to the premium of ^20, for hav-
ing raised the greatest quantity of wheat, being
thirty-seven bushels and one fourth of a bushel
on one acre. " In the spring of 1822, it was
ploughed and planted with Indian corn, forty

loads of manure were S[)read and laid upon il,

and the crop produced was one hundred and
sixteen bushels and twenty-eight quarts of corn,

well dried and fit for lise. In the spring of

182:3, as soon as the grouLid was fit for plough-
ing, 1 had it ploughed twice and harrowed

;

three bushels of Oilman wheat were sowed on
one acre and a few rods, and ploughed in ; I

then sowed twelve pounds of clover, and half a

bushel of herds grass seed, spread one hogshead
of slacked lime upon the land, and harrowed it

well twice with an iron harrow. The wheat be-
fore sowing was washed clean in clear water,
then soaked forly-eight hours in strong lime
water, then laid on a dry floor and slacked lime

3

sprinkled upon.it, and frequently stirred untit h

was covered with lime. Such ivas my pract*
ii

with the seed. In the month of July I empla
ed a Surveyor to measure the land on wh|
the three bushels of wheat were sowed, i

found it to contain one acre and a few rods o

— the number of rods exceeding one acre w<

staked off, and the wheat growing thereon
reaped and threshed by itself; the produce
belween one and two bushels—the acre was re

ed and bound with long rye-straw, and louiid

be seven hundred and sixty-two bundles roali

fifty shocks and twelve sheaves ; when thre

ed, winnowed and measured, the produce of
|

acre was found to be thirty-seven bushels j

one fourth of a buslicl--the quality of the gn i

was e.vcellent, not a kernal of smut or bull'

grain could be found, and the straw was pe

Cecily clear and bright ; the kernal was vai

large and full. Many persons have examii

il who have been acquainted with the cultur

wheat in the western country, and they
nounce it equal to the produce of the new Jig

growth-its weight is sixty pounds to the bushel.

That Silas Pearson, ofNewbury, in the Com
ty of Essex, is entitled to the Society's preo

um of §20, for having raised the greatest quai

tity of Barley, being fifly-two bushels and eigl

teen quarts upon one acre of land. " I'he eiitir

lot contains one acre and fifty-three rod-: ; lb

soil is a gravelly loam; in 1822, it was planlt

u'ith polatoes,and manured with about twontvc
cart loads of compost manure to the acre, whit/

pi'oduced a handsome cs'op— in April, 1823,i

Wi's ploughed plain and harrowed, the set

was flien sowed and covered wiib a luuro*

which took four bu.shcis of the t>vo rowed klH

ihe crop was mowed and threshed out in Augo?

and the amount was seventy bushels, at fif:

|>o<inds per bushel."

That John Prince, Esq. of Roxbury, is entitle,

to the Society's premium of;j20, for having r»
ed the greatest quantity of Mangel VVurtzel, be-

ing 762.i bushels, on oae acre. " The landm
cultivated in 1822 with corn, potatoes, and wb
ler squashes, in alternate rows, and 16orl
cart loads of compost manure (one half meadct

mud) to the acre ;— it is almost on the lopo:

my hill, is gravelly loam, or a hard pan bolton

inclining to the S. S. E, ; this season 24 car

loads of the same kind of compost manure ntv

spread on the whole flat, and ploughed in, then

harrowed flat, and a common marker made the

furrows about two inches deep, and two fee;

apart, the seed was dropped about 5 or G in«lift

apart, and covered up on the third of .May,-

from the 11th to the IGth of June, they wer*

hand hoed, weeded, and thinned out to 10 or 1.

inches apart—on the 1st of'July a second Mii

last hoeing and weeding— in August and Stf-

tember were too thick, some were drawn fci

hogs—and in October, by measurement, one Jiot

dred and twenty bushels were drawn on oiif

end of the field:—and on the -lib and jtbo:

November the whole crop was drawn and carl

ed to the barn cellar, and part were pittedii

the field, as described in the Massachusells Ag-

ricultural Repository, No. 3. vol. vi. particular-

ly those intended for seed the next seaMU
Eight rows on one side, and the whole leogtikitf

the field, was the sugar beet,from seed I impojl'l

ed two years since from France, and am mocli

pleased with them ; I think they produce full/

as much as the mangel wurtzel, weigh 6 or 6
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per bushel henvier ; and contnin more snc-

rine matter Ihnn any vegetable we'ciiltivalo ;

cretore intend next year to cultivate larc^cly

lein ; and also to raise much of their seed

n very fine roots selected lor that purpose,

such as 1 sent to the Society's Hull on the

of the late Cattle Show ; very many ol

I kinds weighed ]2 and M lbs. each. 1

)ed about seventy baskets ol" llie mangel

to irive me a tair average of the crop,

ng tilled the carts as nearly equal as possi-

und the produce was 54,450 lbs. which at

ounds, make 97'JA bushels on one acre and

three rods of land, as appears by the sur-

r's certilicate herewith transmitted—the

re expense of cultivation was j?60 and

00 ; at this rate each bushel costs a lit-

ore than Cy cents, and the produce 42,920
ds, or 7C2i bushels per acre,

the same lield, and directly alongside, po-

s were cultivated, which fell considerably

of two hundred bushels per acre—the la-

n gathering potatoes, is much more than

nangcl wurtzel ; and on the whole, culliva-

about equal. I think one bushel ofpota-
about equal to one and a half of mangel
zel tor feeding animals; the same might
lowed of carrots for milch cows, for other
als notsomuch ; all cattle are fond ofmangel-
zel ; they are not subject to be attacked as

uta baga by the fly in seed leal", or the cab-

louse, which sometimes deslrovs whole
,and they give no bad flavor to niilk-ont he
.hole, after 5 or 6 years cultivation of the

el wurtzel, 1 feel convinced it is the most
able root to cultivate for consum|)tion on

n, and the past season mine kept perfectly

till .fune."

at Messrs. Tristram and Henry Little m
bury, are entitled to the Society's premium
0, for having raised the greatest quantitv

•nips, being nine hundred and eight busli-

n one acte. " The lot is on the north

)f a small swell on our farm in said town,

jil is a yellow loam, or a gravelly bottom,

ad been down to grass two years; in .luly

the lot was mowed and the hay made oi

ime land, and the produce was one ton anil

hundred ; the sward was then ploiighei,

ep as would turn over, and twice harrow-

Krrows were then opened at the distance o)

feet apart, ten ox cart loads of manure
i with ten loads of njarsh mud, or sod, wal

ifo the furrows, which were covered will

ugh, cue pound of seed was sowed with i

ue, one row on each ridge, and a rollel

Dade to pass over the same, which coni

d the sowing ; as soon as the third leaf wai

n, they were thinned to the distance of oni

part in the rows, after that they were threfl

ploughed between the rows, and twice

; the harvesting was in November, anil

roduct was nine hundred and eight bush-|

The labor of cultivating and harvestin

hove crops, exclusive ot hauling them to'

et, for they were all sold, was for the bay

lays work, and for the turnips twenty-six

half days."

ssrs. Tristram k Henry Little also claim

)remium of g20. for raising the greatest

ity of common turnips, after any other

in the same season, having raised nine hun-

n and eight bushels on one acre, and the

is aivarded to tbem.

Claims for premiums were also exhil>ited
to your Committee, by the following persons,
for raising the grealest quantity of Indian corn
on one acre of land, to wit : Messrs. Tristram
&. Henry Little, of Newbury, raised 115 bush-
els and 1 quart; Mr. John Lees, of do. ll.^]

bushels; Mr. Filch Winchester, of Snulhboro",
102 bushels and 17 quarts; Gen. William Hull,
of Newton, raised 113 bushels of corn on one
acre and twenty live rods—Gen. Hull sent to

your Committee some (ino ears of corn, taken
from stalks cut from his field early in Seiitem-
bor last, before there w.is any frost, and while
corn was in the milk ;

—" in the last of October
the corn was found to be perfectly ripe, and
sound, and the stalks siifliciently cured to be
packed in the mow." The result of this ex-
periment appears to be highly satisfactory, and
Gen. Hull and your Committee recommend that
his communication on the subject be published
in the Society's Journal. Mr. Joseph Little, of

Newbury, raised 630 bushels of common turnips
on one acre. Mr. Benjamin Savory, of Bylield,

rnised fifty bushels of sj)ring wheat on one acre
and 146 rods. Mr. Ebenezor Gates, of Worcester,
raised fifty-five bushels of winter rye on one
acre and 130 rods ; no premium was offered the
present year for raising llie greatest quantity of

rye, but your Committee are induced to recom-
mend that the Treasurer te authorized to pay
said Ebenezer Gates, ihe sum of ,^20.

I'or the most satisfactory expe riment to as-

certain the best mode of raising Indian corn,
vvhelher in hills or in rows; for raising the
greatest quantity of vegetables, grain, peas,
and beans excepted, for winter consumption of
the stock on his own farm, and not fori^sale ;

—

Cor raising the greatest quantity of winter
tviieal on one acre ; for raising the greatest crop
of niillet on one acre, cut and cured for hay ; for
raising the greatest quantity of carrots, not less
than 600 bush, on one acre ; for raising the great-
est quantity of potatoes on one acre, not less
than 500 bush.

; for raising the greatest quantity
of common beets on one acre, not less than six
hundred bushels

;
fos raising the greatest quan-

tity of parsnips on one acre, not less than 400
bushels; for raising the greatest quantity of
ruta baga on one acre, not less than 600; for
raising the greatest quflnlily of onions on one
acre, not less than 600 bushels; for raisino-

the greatest quantity of cabbages on one acre",

not less than 25 tons weight, free from
earth when weighed

; for the most satisfactory
evidence on soiling cattle, not less than six in
number, and through the whole season, togeth-
er with a particular account of tiie food given,
and how cultivated; for making the experi-
ment of turning in green crops as a manure, on
a tract not less than one acre, and provinsf its

utility and cheapness, giving a particular ac-
count of the process and result; lor proving by
actual experiment the best season and mode oi

'aying down lands to grass, whether spring,
nmmer, or fall seeding be preferable, and wil1i
ir without grain on dilierent soils; for raising
he greatest quantity of dry peas on one acre,
lot less than 30 bushels; for raising the great-
est quantity of dry beans on one acre, not less
ban 30 bushels ; for giving proof of having
roduoed the largest quantity of dressed flax",

ised on half of an acre, not less than 250 lbs.;

r taking up in one season, on his own farm,
e greatest qu.antity of honey, and shall at the

j_7l

same time exhibit superior skill in the man-
agement of Bees ; for proving by satisfactory
experiments to the salisf.iction of the Trustee-
the utility and comparative value of the cob-
of Indian corn, when used with or without Ihe
grain itself, grounder broken— No claims loi

premiums have been exhibited.

For the Committee,
THOS. L. WINTHROP, Chairman-

Boston, Dec. 13, 1323.

Mr. H. G. Di/ar^s R olatory or Eiidlcss Lever.

It is wilh [iride and pleasure we have exam-
ined this young gentleman's Inventions— His
unalTcctod modesty will insure to all his visitors,

a polite and liberal reception ; and he would,
we know, esteem it a favor from all those who
may entertain any doubts of its principle, power,
or applications, to stale them to him, that he
may have the satisfaction, of at least attempting
to dispel them. The application of this power
to Horology, already stands before the public,
in the demonstrable shapes of two Time Pieces,
and a watch. We need not say more in recom-
mendation of th^m, than, briefly to state, that
the usual number of wiheeiMwre reduced by it

to two. The chain and fuse are dispensed
with. In consequence of its rolling action the
friction is removed. A Watch with the usual
spring will go eight days ; a Clock, a year with
a third weel and wilh a fourth, a century, and
will indicate Ihe time to the lOOlh part of a
second; and their simplicity will consequently
reduce their first cost and annual tax for'clean-
ing and repairs.

It would be unnecessary here to detail the
several further improvements Mr. D. has intro-
duced in Horology

; enough has been said to

shew the importance of th;s truly great and val-

uable invention, in its particular apiilication to
this single branch of Mechanics.

It is upon the general application of thisi new
and powerful Lever to all Machinery, where
Ihe tooth and pinion have heretofore been used,
that the inventor founds his princi|>Hl claim

; and
we are glad to find that he has secured it by pa-
lent rights, not only in this country,but inEurope,
and we doubt not he will reap ample fruits from
bis labor and ingenuity. He has intimated, we
believe, his ability to construct, by the power
ofhis lever a simple Engine capable of draw-
ing up any ship out of the water for examina-
tion and repair. Sure this would be an es-
tablishment of much value in this great com-
mercial city, as well as profitable te its pro-
prietors. What can we say of a power, which
can itself be moved wilh a breath, yet may
be made to raise with ease a ship from its ele-
ment ; but that its general usefulness must be
very extensive, and entitle it one of the first in-

ventions of the age. Mr. D. by taking apart
his twelve month clock exhibited to us a beau-
tiful specimen of this power, which very clear-
ly defines its action. B.

^= Centinel.

Higlm'O'j Robbery.—Rufus G. Amory, Esq. of
Boston, was robbed near New Brunswick, in N.
Jersey on the evening of the 16th inst. Mr. A.
was attacked by two foot pads, bound to a tree,

and robbed of g470, his horse, a valuable gold
watch and a part ofhis ciclhes. Mr. A. succeed-
ed in unloosing the conls, which bound him
;:;id reached a hosse in safety.
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All Address of the Trustees of the

ceum.''''

Gardiner Lij-

Ten months have passed since the Gardiner

Lyceum commenced its operations. Its suc-

cess, considering the novelty of its plan, has

not been small, and the Trustees regard it as

an earnest of success, equal to their warmest

anticipations, when the plan shall have become
more fully and generally understood.

An address was circulated about a year ago,

giving some account of the plan, and as that

address has excited an extensive interest to see

a fuller developement of it, it is thought expe-

dient to publish another, in vvhich can be given

the result of more mature deliberation, and of

some experience.

The whole course, it will be recollected, was

fixed at three years. .Students are not required

to remain during the whole of this jjeriod, but

can leave at any time, when their circumstances

shall render it expedient. They can likewise

be admitted at any time, provided they are qual-

ified to enter one of the existing classes, and in

the examination of candidates for an advanced
standing, such studies will not be insisted on,

as are not necessary to pursuing the subsequent!

parts of the course. Occasionally persons may
be permitted to join a class in a particular stu-

dy, as chemistry, e. g. without having gone
over the preceding parts of the course, if they

give evidence of other sufficient qualifications.

The studies of the first vear will be the

same for all; after which, they will be varied,

if necessary, to accnmmcdate the wants of in-

dividuals. No studies, however, will be pursu-

ed at the Lyceum, which will not be profitable

for all of those classes of citizens, for whose
accommodation it is established.

The first year is devoted chielly to Element-

ary Mathematics, which form a proper founda-

tdon for the course of study, from the very ma-

ny and important relations, which they Iiavc to

the Arts and Sciences, and from their furnish-

ing, in an eminent degree, that mental disci-

pline, which is more than half the object of ev-

ery system of education. The mathematics,

used at present, comprehend most of the

course, which has recently been selected and

translated from the works of the most eminent

French mathematicians, for the use of the stu-

dents at the University at Cambridge.

The following is the arrangement of the

studies.

THIRD CLASS.

Geography, including the study of maps and

globes.

Arithmetic, which has been hitherto pursued

with Colburn's Sequel as a text book, but

hereafter the Arithmetic of Lncroix will be us-

ed in consequence of its connexion with the

succeeding parts of the course.

Book-keeping, which is to every man in busi-

ness of the highest consequence, and to every

one important.

These studies will take up ihe first term.

—

During the second, will be studied

Algebra ; a science, which is useful in a high

degree, as it furnishes demonstrations of the

most important rules of Arithmetic, and gives

the means of solving many useful questions,

which are beyond the reach of Common Arith-

metic. Its conclusions derive great value from

this consideration also, that they are general,

and the solution of any particular problem

gives not only the individual result sought for,

but a rule, expressed in the best possible way
for solving directly all other problems of the

same kind. Algebra is absolutely necessary to

those, who would make any attainments in the

higher Mathematics and Mechanics, as it is the

introduction to all the Analytical Sciences.

Legendre''s Geometry, and the Trigonometry of

Lacroix. These sciences are the foundations

upon which rest the Mensurations of Superfi-

cies and Solids; of Heights and Distances; and

of all the Calculations" of the Surveyor, the

Navigator, and the Astronomer.

These studies will occupy the second term,

and be continued in the third, till finished.

Besides these, in the third term, Blair's Rhet-

oric abridged, will be taught, and the Studies

of the year reviewed.

Through the whole year, there are recita-

tions on Monday morning in Scripture history,

and exercises in reading and English grammar.

SECOND CLASS.

First Term.—Be::ouCs Application of Alge-

bra to Geometry, and the Application of Trigo-

nometry to Surveying and Navigation.

Chemistry, which teaches those laws of na-

ture which lie at the foundation of many of the

most imfiortant arts of life.

Hedge'^s Logic.

The studies of the second term will embrace
Mechanics ;

Sinellie^s Pliilosophy of JSi^atural History.

Doz'!/'s Agricultural Chemistry may here bo

studied by those, who intend to devote them-

selves to Agriculture, iind others, whose pur-

suits in life, may have other relations willi

Chemistry, will pursue their studies in books
suited to their object, as, for instancr, (he fu-

ture dyer, will study such works as Bancroft's

Philosophical Treatise on Colors, and Cooper's

on Dyeing.
Those who wish to qualify themselves for

practical Surveying, will be instructed to per-

form actual surveys, for which the Lyceum is

amply furnished with instruments; and nautical

calculations and observations and the use of nau-

tical instruments will be taught to the intended

navigator. Those, who would qualify them-
selves for millvvrighls, or for any of the de-

partments of Engineering, will here be direct-

ed into a course, especially adapted to their ob-

ject.

The studies of the third term will include.

Hydrostatics and Pneumatics, or the laws of flu-

ids elastic and non-elastic.

Review the studies of the year.

Beside the studies above mentioned, there

will be regular exercises in English composi

Review of the studies of the year.
Through the year, Monday morning reci(

tions from Paley's Evidences of Christianity, 9\

exercises in English composition.

As some knowledge of Fluxions is necess^
to those, who wish to pursue their studies e
tensively in the higher Mechanics, to such
will be taught in continuation of the matbenjs
ical course.

Such works as Stewart's Philosophy, Convt
sations on Political Economy, and the Feden
list, are introduced into the last year of til

course, from a conviction, that no study can b

more important to man, than that of himsel

and of that part of his nature especiallj', whit
distinguishes him from inferior animals ;—(h;

it is important to every citizen of a freegoven
ment, to have some knowledge of the princ

pies of political economy;—and that to ever

American it must be interesting to study unde

the guidance of some of its ablest defenders

that constitution which binds together the foi

mer Colonies of a foreign power, and hascotao

lidated them into a great and independent na

tion.

It will be seen at once, from the remark
above made, that the course which will be pur

sued, cannot be minutely detailed, as it must oi

ten be subject to variations, from the necessi

ties of students, arising from the nature of til

object they have in view and the pursuit fci

vvliich they wish to be qualified. These ot

jects and destined pursuits of the students wili

everbe attended to, and no one will be obliged t:

study that, which will not be of material set-

vice to him. The Farmer will not be put i^

on studies, which are important only to the Mt-

chanic, nor the latter upon those which areol

peculiar interest only to the former. Thi^

separation of studies, and the distribution oi

them according to the wants of the studenff,
will be carried into effect, as far as the exisliBj
state of the institution will admir. Regularilt
however, and system will be preserved as fit

as possible. AVhen there are several, who an
under the necessity of leaving the commoB
course, and their studies take the same direc-
ion, they will form a class, and if a suitable
.ext book can be found, recitations will be hail

as usual. But in most cases, particular studie,
?uch as the application of Chemistry to ihein-
dividual Arts, will be pursued by one or l«o
inly, and suitable books for recitation C8ii

-arcly be had. Such Stiidenls must pursae
uch a course of reading as will be pointed oul

o them, and will be assisted bv frequent exami-
lations, and Explanations, and' will have when
lecessary the liberty of privately experiment-

This course of separate instruction wi

tion, and Monday morning recitations in Paley's J^j(*^*'°_°^"^'f''"'3'.'n
«he applications ofMatb-

Jy'alural Theolosv- d„ -j .. - .

FIRST CLASS •

recitations, if is intended to have

and Chemistry.
Beside the recitations.,

two full courses of Lectures to thetwo first

First Term.—Natural Philosophy. classes. The following hints of them, are giv-

Smellie''s Philosophy of Natural History, fin-en, to show their nature, and the subjects tl»eT"' will embrace. These lectures will not be cod-

hned to the students, but will be open to bH,

who may wish to attend.

ished

Ste-warCs Philosophy of the Mind, vol. I.

Sf.cond Term.—Natural Philosophy.

Conversations on Political Economy.
Stexi>art^s first vol. concluded.

Third Tf.rm.—Collection of Essays, unde
the title of the Federalist, written by Mr. Mad
son, Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Jay, in defence '

the AiBericaa Constitution.

I. Chemuai, Course, which will include, '

1. A course on the principles of Chemied
Science, together with such subjects as are usu-
ally introduced info a chemical course.

2. Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry, it

whioh will be considered the organization attf
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and fallowinsf, nnd other agricultural

cts connected vvith chemistry.

Lectures on Diidng, in which tlie nature

preparation of Colors, and the use of mor-
will he explained, kc.

hese will be followed by lectures on -ft/cHc/i-

on the manufactory of potter;/ and porcc-

mical constitution of plants ; the phenomena I funds, (he institution is dependant upon public
eo^etation; the constituent parts and analy- patroiiasjo. Nor will they, it is believed be
of soils, and their improvement; manures,

[

withheld t'rom the only institution desin-ncd to
etable, animal, and mineral; the use of, give appropriate instruction to the farmer, the

mecli;mic,thc navigator and the merchant, wliile
liberal provision has been always made for edu-
cating young men for the learned professions.

Uefore venturing to commence a plan, which
the projectors were sensible was far too great
lor their means to carry into successful operation,
they stated in their petition to the legislature

with their glazings, &c. :—on the prepara-
j
I'or an incorporation, what they had been able

of cements

:

—on tanning :—the manufactory ! to do towards the object, but that their exertions
ot and pearl ashes :—of glass :—and on those alone would be unable to effect it, " and that
r mechanical arts, connected with chemis- they must rely upon the patronao-e of the State
which are most practiced, and of the great- for the power of carrying this plan into effect
importance.

_--.! j; . ,, ....
II. Mechanical Course.

Statics ; the mechanical powers ; the de-

t and collision of bodies, and the vibration

indulums ; the maximum effect of machines,

other subjects belonging to common me-

Mechanical agents ; the elementary parts

:onstruction of machines ; the regulation of
linery ; friction.

Dynamics; which treats of the action of
s. when they give rise to motion.
Hydrostatics and hydraulics; water wheels
lulic machinery.

Mechanical properties of air, and other
fluids

;
pneumatical engines

; pump ;

1 engine.

scription of some of the most important
ines with the theory of their operations,

rpentry ; strength of' timber and other ma-
Is

; equilibrium of arches; civil archifec-

Mechanical principles, upon which agri-

•al implements are constructed,

iides the above, a course on Mineralogy is

mplated, which will embrace such parts of

:ience as are of greatest practical value
extensive importance of minerals in fur-

g manures, paints, and glazings for wares,
heir use in dyeing and a thousand other
render some knowledge of mineralogy
V important in a country, which will

less prove rich in mineral treasures,

hort course will also be given on the dif-

branches of experimental philosophy,
stism. Electricity and Optics, and upon
loray.

2 Trustees have been alwavs desirous of
; a farm connected with the institution,

which, the students, whilst enjoying salu-

xercise, might practically acquire such a

edge of agriculture, as would be of use to

through life, and at the same time, enable
in an honorable way. to discharge, by
3wn exertions, part of the expenses of
3oard. This object they hope soon to be
to accomplish. A donation of a small

duable piece of land, has recently been
to the institution near the Lyceum, well
d to agricultural experiments ; and at a
eetitig of the Trustees and visitors, it was
in both Boards to be expedient, that a Pro-
hip of agriculture, of botany and of chem-
s applied to the arts should be established,
ofessor to enter upon the duties of his

as early in the ensuing spring, as the
)f the iastitutioa will allow. For these

notwithstanding the exertions they have already
made."
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soF, and will be con<lucted with as much care
and accuracy, as the nature of the case will ad-
mit.

It would be endless to point out the various
experiments which tni;,'-ht be pursued upon such
a farm, calculated to furnish important results.

It is the intention of the Trustees that the labor
done by the students shouUl contribute to dimin-
ish their expenses. This object will be more
easily accomplished whenever they shall be able
to have a building on the premises for the stu-

dents to lodge and board in. The labor on the
farm will be altogether voluntary. No student

will be obliged to work unless he chooses, but
it is presumed that even those, who do not

intend to become farmers, will find the labor

on the farm a pleasant occupation, independent
of every other consideration, and in a moral

The Legislature, the last winter, made to ! P°'"' of view, the substitution of a pleasing

the institution a donation,* which enabled it to
continue its existence, and to purchase part of
the books and apparatus, which were indispen-
sably requisite. The committee of both houses
of the Legislature, who had the subject under
consideration, were satisfied, that a much larger
sum was requisite to enable the institution" to
go fairly into operation, and the bill, as passed
by the Senate, gave the tax upon the Gardiner
bank for three years ; but the house, with a
caution, becoming in those, who are the consti-
tutional guardians of the public purse, reduced
the term, for which the tax was granted from
three years to one, so that while the institution
might not be deprived of what It could realise
in the ensuing year from the grant as passed by
the Senate, it would be obliged to a|)ply to the
next Legislature, and the grant might then be
continued or withheld, as the institution slioidd
prove itself worthy or otherwise of the public
patronage.

Another instructer having become absolutely
necessary, it was deemed by both boards highly
important that this additional instructer should
be a permanent professor of agriculture, under
whose superintendence, the farm which they
had always contemplated, might be carried in-
to operation, rather than a temporary assistant.
In establishing this professorship in connexion
with a farm the Trustees believe, that thev shall
render an important service to the agriculture
of the State. As however, it must be a year or
more before the land designed for the farm can
be brought into a state fit for agricultural ex-
periments, the Trustees wish to mature their
plan fully and have it approved by the visitors,
before they lay it before the public. They
now give hints of their design, which will be
modified as found expedient. The principal
objects which the Trustees have in view, in es-
tablishing the professorship in connexion with
a practical farm are— 1st, To give to the future
agriculturist the knowledge of those principles
ofscience upon which his future success depends,
and to let him see them reduced to practice.
2d, To furnish a beneficial employment as re-
creation. 3d, To diminish the expenses of
board

;
and 4th, To try a series of agricultural

experiments adapted to the soil and climate of
Mame. These experiments will be tried by
the students, under the direction of the profes-

The donation was one thon-iauJ dollars from the
State Treasury and th.j fax upon the Gardiner Bank
lor one year amgunting to anoliier thousand dollars.

occupation, connected with the highest utility,

for the idle sports of their age, cannot but

have an important influence on their future

character in life.

The Trustees hope to be able to provide
some suitable employment for those young
men, who may attend the institution with a
view of becoming mechanics, by which they
may be enabled to discharge their expenses.

Another object of the Trustees is to collect

the best models of useful tools and machines.
A room will be appropriated to these models,
where they will be properly arranged and open
to the inspection of the public, and the Trustees
take this opportunity of thanking those gentle-

men who have already presented them with
models of their inventions. The advantages,
which would accrue from such an establishment
are highly important, but must be obvious.

In conclusion, the Trustees will only add,
that, as public good was the sole motive for

establishing the Lyceum, so it is the governing
principle in all their measures. The whole
plan has been arranged with a single reference
to the wants of the public, and encouraged as
the Trustees have been by the patronage they
have already received, by the full approbation
of gentlemen, distinguished not only for science
but for practical views,and by the interest which
is kindling through our widely extended coun-
try in the improvement of Agriculture, Manu-
factures and the Arts, they cannot but hope
that the first school, xvhich has been establish-

ed for the express benefit of the Farmer and
the Mechanic, will not be permitted by an en-
lightened public to languish for want of encou-
ragement and support.

R. H. GARDINER, per order.

Gardiner, Me. A''ov. 1823.

Reports of the several Committees of the Worcester
Agricultural Society.

REPORT No. III.

Committee on Sheep.

Nathaniel P. Denny, of Leicester, Chairman ; James
Wilder, of Sterling ; Willard Rice, of Spencer.

The Committee on Sheep are happy in
being able to state, that the exhibition of fine-

woolled Sheep the present year, far exceed*
that of any preceding year.

The views of our yeomanry are approximat-
ing to the high estimation to which these invalu-
able animals are entitled. Their utility,however,
is not as yet sufficiently appreciated ^ when tbia
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is done, we mnj expect to see a handsome re-

venue collected Aoin the importation of wool, or

(he agriculli!rist enconrnged to supply our own

markets. In either event the benefit redounds

to ourselves.

Yonr Commiltee are apprehensive that the

finest and best woolled Sheep have not been of-

fered for premium, owing to an erroneous idea

in the growers of wool, that the appearance of

the animal is as important in the view of the

judges, as the tineness of the fleece ;
when the

fact is, the finest woolled Sheep are often the

most ordinary in appearance, and at the same

time are the best entitled to the approbation of

good judges. It is hoped a reformation in this

particular will soon be effected, and the lauda-

ble strife will bo who can grow the finest fleece.

To this period our manufacturing brethren are

looking, with the fond hope that they will be able

to vie with the most approved manufactures of

the old world.

The exhibition of sheep has been so excel-

lenl, the Committee have found it somewhat

difficult to decide to whom the premiums should

be awarded '.^pxii, upon diligent examination

and comparisaa,.thi^ have come to the conclu-

sion, "
,, ^

That the premium of jJtlO be avvarded fo Bez-

alecl Talt, jr. E;*]. of {'xbridge, for the best

Merino Ram ; to feepli Thayer, Esq. of Ux-

bridge, for the 2d best, $n; to the Hok. Aaron

Tufts, of Dudley, for the four best Merino l^ves,

$\0; to the Hon. Salem Town, jr. for the lour

next best, g5 ; to Bezalee! Taft, jr. Esq. of Ux-

bridge, for the two best Merino Weathers, gl
;

to Rejoice Newton, Esq. of Worcester, for the

six best Mixed Merino Sheep, $b; to Asa Rice,

of Worcester, for the four best Native Sheep,

§4 ; to Holland Maynard, of Northborough, for

the best Native Ram, ^5.

All which is submitted.

NATHANIEL P. DENNY, per order.

From the American Farmer.

GR.\SSES.

{Conlinued from p. 163.)

Long-rooted clover, is a native of Hungary,

and I do not think has ever found its way a-

cross the Atlantic. The root is biennial, and

if sown in the fall, lasts only during the next

season. It penetrates to a great depth in the

ground, and consequently is but little affected

by drought. It, therefore, requires a deep

dry soil. The product of this grass, when com-

pared to others that are allied to it in habif

and place of growth, proves greatly su[)eiior.

It affords twice the weight of grass, and more

than double the nutritive matter, that is given

by the common clover. It gives abundance of

seed; and, says, G. Sinclair, '• if the ground be

kept clean of weeds, it sows itself, vegetates,

and grows rapidly, without covering in, or any

operation whatever. Four years it has propa-

gated itself in this manner, on the space of

ground which it now occupies, and from
which this statement of its comparative value is

made." This species would, no doubt, prove

a valuable acquisition to our husbandry, whether
we consider its value for green food, hay, or as

a green crop to be turned in preparatory to

grain.

Sai/i Foin is peculiarly adapted to a calcareous

ov chalky soil, it is true it is cultivated iu

Norfolk, Eng. which is a soil of sand and loam,

naturally destit\ile of calcareous matter. But

it is common, there, to dress their lands with

clay marie, which abounds with carbonate of

lime ; without which dressing, says Young,
Norfolk soils will not grow Sain Foin. This

writer considers it " one of the most valuable

plants that were ever introduced into (he agri-

culture of Great Britain." The well known
Mr. Coke cultivates 100 acres of this grass,

and sows it without other seeds. Several at-

tempts have been made to cultivate sain foin

in this country, but hitherto, I believe, without

success.

Timothy. This grass is distinguished in Great-

Britain by the name of meadow cuts-tail ; in

New England by that of herds-grass. The table

shows that it is one of the most valuable grass-

es that are cultivated.—and, what is worthy the

notice of every farmer, that it affords more than

double the nutriment when cut in the seed to what

it does in the flower. In tenacious, strong and

moist soils, it is entitled to a precedence,perhaps,

to any single grass for hay ; yet, for the reasons

does not seem to be suitable for mixing with

clover seeds, when intended for meadow. Ano-

ther consideration which renders it particularly

worthy of attention is the seed which it affords,

and which may be saved without materially

diminishing the ha}' crop. From ten to thirty

bushels of seed, may be taken from an acre of

timothy, which at the price it now bears, is of

itself, a handsome remuncralion.

Flr.iin,—has of late years been brought into

notice ni Great Britain, by the experiments and

recommendations of Dr. Richardson; who par-

ticularly recommended it for the cold, bog-

gy soils of the mountainous districts, where or

dinary grasses would not thrive. The peculiar

value of the tiorin, and of other grasses of the

agrostis family, arise .rom their fitness for win-

ter pasture : as they lose very little of their

bulk or nutriment by remaining on the soil at'ler

they have ceased to grow. Its name [creeping

bent, or couch n-cos.'!)implies a difficulty in mow-
ing it, except on a surface perfectly sinooth.

We have seen it frequently recommended to

the notice of American farmers ; but from the

very limited progress which seems to have

been made in its cultivation, we infer that it

has fallen short of public expectation.

Upright bent grass. Dr. Wuhlenburgh consid-

ers this the herds-grass of the southern, and the

foul meadow of the eastern states of which

Ti-hitc-top and red-top are varieties. The small

weight of hay, and of nutritive matter, afforded

by the agrostis stricta in the table before us,

shows that this grass is more congenial to our

climate than to that of England : for, in both

quantity and quality, our foul meadow and red-

top seem to approach our favorite timothy. In

my boggy soils, both varieties of this grass

have come in spontaneously, as soon as the

ground has been cleared and drained, have

soon formed a compact sod, and afl'orded gooil

hay and good pasture.

Jlmerican Cocks foot, is wholly unknown to

tne ; and I have not been able to learn much
from enquiry as to its merits. M"Mahon calls

it the si<;ump cock's-fbot ; and says it grows well

in swamps and moist soils. As it is a native

grass, and appears to afford an abundant crop,

it is to be hoped that someone acquainted with

it will bring it into further notice.

Flat stalked meadow grass. This, accordirt

to Muhlenburgh, is the blue grass which is cc*

sidered a pest in many of our tillage groun»
The small crop which it gives, and the littj

nutritive matter which this affords, shows tK

little dependence which ought to be placed ui

on it for grazing or hay.

Reed meadow grass, otherwise water meadi

grass, is not natural to our country. As
affords a great burthen of hay, and is withi

rich in nutriment, it might be a valuable acql

sition to our swamp grounds, which constili]

its favorite soil.

Sinooth stalked meadow grass, is a native plant

and is well adapted for permanent pastures

grows quick after being cropped, and does wol

upon dry grasses.

Floating Fescue grows well in swamps
bog soils, where good kinds are most wanfin|

I would suggest, with much deference, w hefli

er grasses may not be divided for the practice

benefit of farmers, into three kinds, to wit.-

Cultivnted grasses, meadow grasses, and pastur

grasses ;—and whether these may not be agai'

subdivided to suit different soils and localities

I will illustrate my project, by attempting

classification, of the grasses enumerated in thi

preceding table, from the data which it affordf

and the practice of judicious farmers;— and

1st. Ctdtivated grasses. All kinds, strict!'

speaking, which the soil does not produce ?poB

tanenusly, are cultivated grasses : But tit;' it-ni)

as generally used, and in the sense I li.'ie om

ploy it, applies only to such as are sown lo of

fernate with grain, pulse and roots, in a si/stitnul

ic rotation of crops. The grasses selected ft;

this purpose, are generally the Red-clovers, Ij

cern, oain Foin, Orchard, Tall oat, Timotl^

or Rye grass. Clover is the primary depp&i

ance on all soils which will grow it, and jiarti

iilarly where gypsum can exercise its magii

powers. As vegetables are said lo exhau«t ihi

soil, in proportion to the smallness of thei

leaves (the larger their leaves, the more nutri

ment they draw from the atmosphere, and Ijii

less from the soil) clovers are entitled to tJK

high commendation they have obtained amoils

American farmers. But as these plants m
liable to premature destruction by the frosts cl

winter, it is both prudent and wise lo intermii

with their seeds those of some other grass more

to be depended on. For this purpose,

0;i sands, loams, and gravels, and these conlti-

lute the soils usually employed in convertible

husbandry, the orchard grass, or tall meadon

oat grass appear to be best calculated fo ensuK

profit. They grow early, delight in a clover

soil, and are fit for the scythe when clover ia b

the bloom, the time it ought to be cut. The

hay from Ibis mixture may be made before

harvest commences; and, if the soil is good,!

second crop may be cut almost equal to the tinl

If intended for i)asture the second year, either

of these grasses will afford more abundant food

than timothy.

In clays, the meadow fox-tail, an excellent

grass, might be substituted, though, according

to Sinclair the tall oat grass will do well here

also. In wet soils, where clovers do not gro»

well, timothy and meadow reed grass would bf

good selection, sown either separate or together

Lucern and sain loin require a deep dry soil,

and are generally sown without other seeds

The first does not attain to perfection before
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third year; and hotli, where successfully
|

h'escue, Smooth sUilked Meadoiv, Upright bent
:ivoted, are permitted to occupy the ground .or Herds-grass may be introduced to advantage,
n six to eight years. iCypsum is applied to [laslures with tlie same

.\Jea(loxii trusses. In selecting these, the hcnelit that it is to mea(lo\?s.

id is to obtain the greatest burthen of

, and to mix those kinds wiiich ma3' be pro-

>ly cut at the same time.

or r/d'/ei/ "'"' >nois( soils, many valuable and

ilious kinds soem to be well adapted, that

say, Meadow Fox-tail, Timothy, Tall oat,

dow solt grass, floating Fescue, Kyc grass,

J Meadow, Smooth stalked meadow, Amer-
Cock"s foot, upright bent or Herds-grass,

Tall Fescue. And the live last are peculiar-

lilcd to swamp or bog soils. For dnj loams,

aiul graich, wliicli never ought to be

t long in grass, tlie cock's t'oot, or orchard

iind tall oat, are probably the best; and
lese might be added, red and white clover.

10 great difiicully is to prevent the deteri-

ion of meadows. This takes place from
bitter grasses running out, and giving place

ourser kinds, in moss and to useless or nox-

planls; aided often by a neglect to keep
well drained. The liner and more nulii-

? kinds thrive best in mutst, though they will

ive long in zret soils. Hence it is of the

im, ortance to keep the surface soil free

slaiiding water, by good and suflicient

les ; and it often becomes necessary, and it

most cases advisable on a Hat surface, to

he land in ridges, at right angles with the

IS. Another precaution to be observed,

t to feed them with stock, when the soil is

and poachy. Harrowing in the I'all, has

found beneficial to meadows. It destrovs

es, a\id covers the seeds of grasses which
fiillcn, or may be sown, and thus produces
tiii'ied succession of young plants. In Eu-

. lime is used with good etTect as a top

ing to grass lands, as are also ashes. Willi

18 annual application of a bushel of gj p-

to the acre is found highly beneficial. It

nly thickens the verdure with clover, but

advantage to most other grasses. Stable

lire should be applied only when it can be

:d from the more protitable uses of tillage.

a the means above enumerated fail to in-

a good crop of hay, it is time to resort to

•lough and a course of crops.

Pasture grcisscs. But few of the grasses

Twined in Great Britain for pasture, are

laturr.l growth of the United Slates; but

relieved, that if the seeds are once intro-

1 upon our farms, we shall find little dif-

y in naturalizing them. Neither the or-

nor vernal grass, which are said to be
;nou5 to our country, are recognized in

rass lands which have come within my ob-

tion : yet they constitute, with fox-tail and
jat grass, the earliest and most valuable

ties for perennial pastures. The meadow
il, and orchard grass, together with our
clover and green meadow grass poa viri-

vhich seldom require to be sown) 1 think

1 form the best selection for all grounds
1 are moderately dry. The rye and oat

?s, or meadow soft grass, might be either
tuted for the two first, or combined with
These would aflord spring, summer,

ill feed, abundant in quantity, and whole-
and nutritious in quality. On wet soils

»h pastures require to be drained as well

1 will conclude this already te<lioiis communi-
cation with a request, that 30U will confer on me
a particular favor, by forwarding, if to be obtain-
ed in your city, a small parcel of seed of the
Meadow Fox-tail, Tall Fescue, Hungary clover,
and American Cock's foot, or either "of them
care of Thorbern &i. Son, New York. I have
the Tall oat. Rye grass, Orchard grass, and Lu-
cern growing. Most of the other grasses that
I esteem valuable are already among us.

J. BUEL.

NEW ENGLAND FARMEU.
S.4TURUAY, DKCEMBER '27, 1823.

We must apologize to our readers ior omittiii" in"tliis

paper our summary of Ibreigu aud domestic intelli"-tnce

and a part of our Congressional matter which were su-

perseded by the Report No. ix. of the Massachusetts

Agricultural Society.

The communication of" A Farmer" has been re-

ceived, and we will do all in our power to furnish the

information he solicits as soon as possible.

CONGRESSIONAL.
I-V Sknate.—Uec. 112. The resolution proposing an

amendment of the Constitution to authorize the elec-
tion of the President, i:c. by the people had a second
reading. A Memorial from Philadelphia, praying for a
re\ ision of the Tariff was committed.
Among the petitions received and referred, was one

from the daughter of Gen. St. Clair, stating that the
Government is indebted to her late father for military
services, and praying for relief, and one from Consul
liichard O'Brien, praying for a settlement of his ac-
counts, while at Algiers.

Monday, IJec. l-i. Mr. Parrot of N. H. moved that
the committee on Naval Aflairs be instructed to report
on the expediency of authorizing an additional number
of Sloops of War to be built and equipped, [^fler-
vnrds adopl€d.'\

Mr. Ilayne, of S. Coffered a resolution to propo.?e to

the State Legislature an amendment of the constitution,

so as to provide for the election of President and Vice
President by Ihe Electors, aud to prevent the election

from devolving, in any event, upon the House of Re-
presentatives ; which was read, passed to a second
reading, and ordered to be printed.

Mr. Ma«on moved that all the resolutions proposing
amendments to the Constitution the last and present
session, be published in a pamphlet.
The resolution some time since submitted by Mr.

Johnson, proposing an inquiry into the expediency of
establishing District Courts, and requiring the unani-
mous opinions of all the Judges, on questions invnlvino*

the constitutionality of laws, izc. was amended and
adopted.

.Mr. D'Wolf, of R. L offered a resolution that the
Committee on Commerce and Domestic Manufactures
be instructed to inquire into the expediency of allow-
ing a drawback on all articles ofdomestic manufacture,
the raw materials of which are of foreign growth ; with
leave to report by by bill or otherwise, [^dojited.]

House.—Friday, Dec. 12. Mr. Fuller submitted a
resolution requesting tlie President to conimunicatft
in the House a plan for a Peace Establishment of the
Navy of the United Statet.

On motion of Mr. Cobb, the Committee of Ways and
Means were instructed to report on the expediency of
repealing the duty on Suit,

On motion of Mr. Whipple, of N. H. the Military
Committee was instructed to inquire into the expedien-
cy of amending the Militia law, 50 as to require that the
arms sent to each State aud Territory shall be deposit-
ed and kept in proper arsenals, ready for delivery to

the Militia only when called into the actual service of

Mr. Cook submitted a resolution for information re-
specting the recent roblery of the Land Office at Van-
dalia, in Illinois, and the justice of releasing tie Rr

.

ctiierof Public .Atonies, IVom liabililv to IheGovtin-
nient for the sum lo,-t by said rolibirv."

On innliou of filr. Isaacs it was
Risolicd. That lh» Committee on Military Affairs be

instructed to inquire into the exprdiency of so amend-
ing the several laws allowing a bounty to enli.<tcd sol-
diers or their heirs, and also the laws authorizin" the
commutation of the land bounty for h;iif pay, may be
extended to the cliildren of such soldiers wli.j may have
hatn regularly enlisted, but who may h.nt lallen in ac-
tion, or died before they were mustered into service, as
by law is allowed in other cases.

Errata.—We regret that some errors have occurred
in that part of the valuable tract on Grasses by Judge
BuKi,, of Albany, published in our last number. The
mistakes existed in the copy from which we took the
article, and we hope our readers will take the tiouble
to correct them wilh the pen. In the table of Grasses
page 161, 1st column )5lh linefrom the top, for" luna-
tns," please insert lanatvs. Page lG2,2d column, 8th
line from Ihe lop, for " 1 should" insert sheep. Next
line, for " every" insert any. First line in the next
paragrap -. for " facts are" insert jnoof is. Same line
for " in favor of," insert " of the value of."

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

[Revised and correclfed every Friday.]

_ _ _ _
the United States, or the State or Territorial Govern-

adows, to insure a rich herbage) the Tall Iment, and to be returned to such place or places of de-
posit, when said service shall cease.

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, while,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo, No 1, . . . .

" No2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. new
" 2d qual. .

CHEESE, new milk ....
skimed milk, . . .

FLAX ...
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee,
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, luspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, BoneMiddlings new, .

NAVY, mess,

Cargo, No 1,' . . .

Cargo, No 2, ...
SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822,

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, tamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAL
MUTTON and LAME, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, be;t . . .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye,

Indian,

POTATOES, ....
CIDER, liquor, new ....
H.\Y ,according to quality,

bush
lb

doz.

bush

FROM
D. C.
140

135

90

8 25
6 7;

5 5(1

II

I

8n

7 50
7 50
3 7.'

C(

b-i

0/

40

9

35

1 00
60

4 00
14 50
12 60
11 75
U 00
2 00

TO
D. C.
145
137

1 00
8 50
7
6

12

10

10

4
9

90

63
70

10

40
1 17

70
4 50
15 00

12
11 25

70
40
50
40
33
00
42

18

20
20

70
37

2 50
20 00
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From the Old Colony Memorial.

THE COOKING STOVE.

Did you ever see a cooking stove, Cate ?

Why no ; but I've heard much about one,

They have grown much in fashion of late,

And some think they can't do without one.

There are others, -who think they are dark

And dismal, unsocial and dull

:

Of the fire you can see not a spark,

Though it roars full as loud as a bull.

And then while youVe a cooking, they say,

Such a fogo beclouds all the room,

That the girls have to group out the waj',

In search of the tongs or the broom.

There's the odour and stench of the boiler.

And the smell of the hot burning fat.

And the smoke of the steak on the broiler
;

By jingo, I couldn't bear that!

Beside, who could e'er think of eating

A sirloin, a turkey,, or goose,

That is baked, like a pumpkin or sweeting,

By the heat of this .stinking cambousc ?

But, hark ye, now Cate, while I mention,

'Tis prejudice instigates those.

Who decry this most useful invention.

Why, it is just like the tah of the crous.

I tell you, their gabble and prate.

Are nothing but bother and blarney.

If you doubt what I say, my dear Cate,

Enquire of uncle Jo Carney.

He has had one this twelve month or more ;

He says there is surely a saving
;

He has tried it a hundred times o'er,

And he knows the expense to a shaving.

The labor of cooking is less ;

No burning your brains, while you're frying ;

No shivering children, half drest.

Crowd under the mantle-tree, crying.

Of wood too, ah, there is the rub !

You save full one third in the burning.

While you're warm as a cat or a cub.

In a chilling and freezing cold m»rning.

This darkness and gloom is a hum,
Tor only just open the door.

You can see all over the room,

To pick up a pin on the floor.

And as for the smoke of the fat,

Of the steak, and the sausage, and tripe ;

The fogo and stench, and all that,

Why, it passes all off in a pipe.

The roasting, which some have called baking,

The oven is managed so well,

The diff'rence, if he were partaking,

Epicurus himself could'nt tell.

Now, Caty, this thing, so derided

By those who know nonglit of its use.

Its worth would have proved, had they tried it,

Nor suffered so wrongful abuse.

So, here is an end on't, dear honey

;

And if you are minded to try one,

I'll step out and saddle ourponey.

And ride over to Rich's and buy one.

Charlst McComfort.

BEAR AND TORBEAR.
Bear and/orftear, thus preach the soundest sages,

And in two words include the sense of pages
;

With patience bear life's certain ills—and, O !

Fordeor those pleasures vphich must end iu woe!

MISCELLANY.

ANECDOTES.
1)1 Erpcditinvs Workman.—A Carpenter being

at work near the top of a building, stepped on

a board not strong enough to bear his whole
weight, fell through the floor and broke his

leg. A bje slander pretending to comfort him,

said, that tliough he had made a bad job of that

business, it must be acknowledged that nobody
could ^0 through his work more expeditiously.

Money in the Bank.—A miser having careful-

ly deposited his darling treasure in a bank of

earth under a hedge,—in one of his visits to

the spot, which contained all his hopes, found

his money gone. His lamentations attracted

several persons, when a wag, who had more wit

than feeling, observed that it " was very sur-

prising that the old gentleman should los& his

money, as it was put into the Banh.^''

The Citizen.—A constant frequenter ef city

feasts having grown very corpulent, it was pro-

posed to write on his back, " Widened at the ex-

pense of the corporation.''''

Eulogy on Punning.—A gentleman observed to

Mr. Henry Erskine, a great punster, that pun-

ning is the lowest sort of wit. " It is so" an-

swered he, " and therefore the foundation
of all wit." ^^=
A hint to snuff Takers.—A woman asked a Doc-

tor whether taking snufl" was not hurtful to the

brains ? " No," said the Doctor, " for he that

has any brains will not take snulT."

ALLITERATION ARTKULLY APPLIED.

Sale of a Steed.—Will be sold on Saturday,

at the sign of the Sportsman, near the South
Meeting House in Salisbury, at six o'clock, P. M.
the celebrated Steed Swift-Sure. The tbilow

ing is the sum and substance of the string of
superlatives, which shew his superiority.

Swift-Sure is strong, staunch, steadv, stout,

sound, sate, sinewj', serviceable, strapping, sup-

ple, swift, smart, sightly, sprightly, spirited,

sturdy, sleek, sure-footed, of sizeable symmetry,
shining-sorrel, square-sided, slender-shouldered,

sharp-sighted, steps singularly stalely—without
strain, spasm, spring-halt, stranguary, sciatica,

staggers, scouring, surfeit, swellings, scratches,

splint, shuffling, or symptoms of any sort of

sickness—not stiff mouthed, shabby coated, sin-

ew-shrunk, saddle-gall»d, short-winded or shoul-

der-slipped— has neither spleen, sand-crack,
staring coat nor shattered hoofs—not shy, skit-

tish, slow, sluggish, nor stupid—he never slips,

strays, stalks, starts, stops, shakes, snuffles,

snorts, stumbles, and scarcely or seldom sweats
— has a showy, stylish, switch tail, and a

safe, strong set of shoes on—can feed on sain-

foin, sheaf-oats, straw or spear grass. He was
sold six months since for six hundred and sixty

six dollars and sixty six cents to Simon Sly-

boots, of Salem, who has been offered seven
hundred and seventy seven dollars and seventy
seven cents io silver for this superb stud-horse.

Simeon Stdmficvau/.

The Shakers.—Amidst all the singularities

the Shakers, they have some rules which
would be well for all denominations to ado]_

"It is contrary to order, or the gift, as they catlj

(says Professor Silliman, in his Tour,) to leaVl

any bars dow.n or gates open, or leave any thint

they use out of its proper place ; consequent^,

they seldom have any thing lost. It is accordii^

to the gift, or order for all to endeavor ^
keep all things in order; indolence and cal*

lessness, they say, are directly apposite to tift

gospel and order of God; cleanliness, in evetj

respect is strongly enforced : it is contrary b
order even to spit on the floor. A dirty, care-

less, slovenly or indolent person, they say can-

not travel in the way of God, or be religious

It is contrary to order to talk loud, to shut doon

hard, to rap at a door for admittance, or to

make a noise in any respect; even when walk-

ing the floor, they must be careful not to make

a noise with their feet. They go to bed at S

or 10 o'clock and rise ot 4 or 5. Every mao

and woman must be employed and work steadi-

ly and moderately." Trifling as these rules

may appear, their adoption would have a verj

important effect upon any household orcoaimn-

Punishment for reading the word of God in

the days ofpopery.—In the parliament held al

Leicester, in A. D. 1415, it was enacted, " Tha;

whosoever they were that should read the

scriptures in the mother tongue, (which wa*

then called Wickliffe's learning) they shoulil

forfeit lands, cattle, body, life, and goods, fioni

their heirs forever ; and so be condetnucil he-

retics to God, enemies to the crown, niid mw
errant traitors to the land." Besides this, i!

was enacted, " That neither a sanctuary noi

privileged ground within the realm shouli

hold them, though they were still permitted

to thieves and murderers. And, if in case thej

would not go over, or were after their pardot

relapsed, they should suffer death in tuo mat

ner of kinds ; that is they should first be hanf

ed, and then be burned for heresy against GoJ.

and yet neither of both committed."

—

Tom
lcy''s Illustrations of Biblical Literature.

la England, Mr. Beckford, aged 65, has late-

ly bought the Landsdown Farm, to lay it out in

a new manner with forest and fruit trees, &t.

.\ man should either in some degree desigoei-

ly work for posterity, or be unconscious of bh

age. It is pleasant to see an aged farmer

planting trees and ordering stone walls—om
venerable citizen building granite and iron. I'

shews something opposite to selfishness.

Canal Revenue.—Eleven hundred dollars, not

long since, were received for tolls upon tk

Canal, in one day, at Albany.

Knowledge.—Those who know most are mWt

anxious to know more ; but those who know but

little think they have little need of knowledgf-—Ed. TV. E. Farmer.

TERMS OF THE FARMER.
0:5= Published every Saturday, at Three Doli*W

per annum, payable at the end of the year—but tbos'

wlio pay within sixty days from the time of subscribitf

will be entitled to a deduction of Firrx Cbnts.

0:^ No paper will be discontinued (unless at fb<

discretioo of the publisher,) until arrearages are fiH'
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following^ valuable commuuicalion will be highly

stly ap]iri ci;il<-d by the geoil seuse of American

rs. It will meet \»'ith more attention, and carry

A greater weight ofaulliorili/hom the important

tauce that the writer has not given us the spe-

ns of theory^ but the results of practice. It is a

nvarnished matter fact of relation of what a cul-

has done, the means, expenses, and profits at-

a particular mode of husbandry, and certain ro-

of crops in a light sandy loam,

lope Mr. Uii'F.i, will pardon us for printing the

article with his jinwic attached, notwithstand-

le objections which he stated. An anonymoux

will make less impression, and produce less be-

:her things equal, than one which has the signa-

a well known, and respectable author: and we
ken it for granted that Mr. Bucl has no insur-

ble objection to lending his name to his disin-

l and patriotic efforts to benefit the community.

FOR THE KEW ENGLAND FARMER.

ite of the expense and profits of cultivating

ere ofsand loam under two different courses

rops.

EXPENSE—FOUR YEARS COURSE.

First Year.

Is of long manure, 30 bushels
75 cents ... J22, ."iO

)ne day spreading the same - 50
ng Jl, rolling or harrowing 25

1, 25
slanting - - . . 1, CO
arrowing and weeding $1, boy
orse 25 cents - - - 1, 25
loughing and farthing or hilling 1, 00
itting and binding - - 1, 50
day carting off and stooking 1, 50
tusking and cribbing 80 bushels

Fourth Year.

2 days cutting one acre clover,

•t do. making hay and carting in

Rent at 5 dolls, per aun.

Total expense in 4 years

PRODUCE.
70 bushels sound corn, at 50

cents - - . |35^ 30
10 bushels soft do. 26 cts. 2, 50
4 loads stalks, at $2, 50 10, 00

1, 00
2, 00

$3,00
20,00

25 bushels wheat at 1 , 25
2 loads straw, at 2, 50
200 bushels turnips at 18 c

31,25)
5, 00 } 73,

ts. 37, 50^

, 30

5

30 do barley, at 62 1-2 cents 18, 75
2 loads straw, at 2, 50 5, 00

3 tons hay, at 12, 50
Feed ofaftermath,

Total value of products
Deduct expenses

37, 50
3,00

3,75

40, 50

I!)5, 50
85, 35

•using stalks . . -

seed 12 cts. 1 bu.gypsum 50 cts

2,00
50
024

1 team half a day harrowing
ground ----- .50

do. ... ],00
wheat and harrowing in - - 62^^

eeed, at$l, 25 - -1,56
Second Year.

ntting and binding wheat - 1, 00
alf a day drawing in do. to barn 75

25 bushels at 6 cents per
1 1,56

$33, 621

ig and harrowing stubble 1, 25
nip seed and sowing, 88 cents,

*ing in do. 25 cts. - 1, 12s
manure and spreading same 7, 66

loeing and thinning turnips 2, 00
tiling and topping - - 3. 00

56, 99J

Third Year.

Jghing ... 1,0
ifls seed barley - . - 1,

iver seed at 10 cents - J,

arley and seeds, half a day -'5

g both ways ... 50

g V.arlpy $1, drawii>g in75 cts. 175

; 30 bushels at 4 cents - ^20

$15, 031

$6,70

Profit - - . . $110, 1

or|36, 66 per annum.

FIVE YEARS COURSE.
First Year.

liKlIan corn, as above - - - 33 62-*-

Se€Q7id Year.

V.'hcat - - - - 6, 99 1-2
10 lbs. clover seed and sowing ], 121-2

Third Year.
Hay, as above - - 3, 00
10 loads manure to be spread en lay 7, 60
1 ploughing and 2 harrowings - 1,50
1 lb. rula baga seed - - 62|-
Drilling in same ... 37!
1 weeding, four days - . 2, 00"

1 dressing with cultivator or plough 25
4 days pulling and topping . 2, 00

Fourth Year.

Fifth Year.

$17, 41

Barley, as above

Clover, as before

Rent 5 years, at $5

Total expense

PRODUCE.
1st Year, corn, as before
2d Year, wheat, do.
3d Year, clover, do. - 40, 50
400 bushels rata baga, at

12 1-2 cents 50, 00

6,70

3,00

25, 00"

$93, 851

57, 50
35,75

4th Year, barley
5th Year, clover

Produce in five years
Deduct expense and rent

Profit

or $30, 83 per annum.

$90, 50
23, 75
40,50

$248, 00
93, 85

$154, 15

1 have omiltcd (o charge for threshing corn
and pitting ruta b:iga, and to credit for turnip and
ruta baga tops, which may offset against each
other. Two bushels of gyp.sum should also be
charged, which is sown upon the two clover
crops in the five year course.

It may be well to remark, that potatoes are
embraced with Indian corn, in llie first year of
each course ; and that so far as the demand will
Warrant theircuiture, they are more profitable,
and less exhausting, than corn.

The above estimates are predicated upon my
own practice for the last five years, and are a';

accurate as my memoraDdums and memory will
enable me to make them, except in regard (0

the price of labor, which is perhaps too low,
though it corresponds with average prices.
The propriety of appropriating light loams

and sands to convertible husbandry, that is, to a
succession of grain, grass and root crops, is ap-
parent from several considerations. Such soils
will seldom give more than two good crops of
grass, or grain, in succession, without expensive
manuring or lop dressing. Hence they are not
profitable for permanent grass or tillage. But
uoder good management, and a judicious rota-
tion of crops, they may be made to improve in

quality, and to excel in profit: because they can
be managed with half the expense in labor that
is appropriated to stiff and adhesive soils under
tillage. The history of Norfolk husbandry, af-

fords a demonstration of these truths. Flanders
exhibits a yet more striking evidence of their
correctness. These two district-*, which are
mostly com|)osed of sands and light loams, sur-
pass all others in neat and profitable husbandry.
In both, a rotation of crops is the basis of im-
provement. In both, summer fallows are near-
ly abolished

; and only resorted to to cleanse a
foul soil. In Norfolk, it is a general rule, never
to take two while crops (such as wheat, rye,
barley or oats) in succession*; while the Flem-
ings are equally scrupulous in the observance
of the maxim which enjoins that no field shall
lay more than ten days without a crop.t A late
traveller remarks, that he saw in a large field,

in Flanders grain harvested, and the stubble
ploughed and sown with turnips the same day.

I will subjoin a few observations on each of
the crops embraced in my system of rotation.
And

1. Indian Corn. This not only gives more
food to man, and to beast, than any other grain,
but it gives more to the soil, in the form of ma-
nure, where the stalks are fed in a well con-
structed yard, .as they ever should be. It is less
exhausting than other grain ; first, because of its

broad and expansive system of leaves, which
draw largely upon the atmosphere for food ; and
second, because, under my method of culture,
it is cut before the leaves cease to perform ihis

office, aud consequently before the grain de-
pends for its nutriment wholly upon the soil,

It is peculiarly adapted to a loose, warm soil.

Although a profitable crop, on such a soil, when

* Young.
t Radcliff '3 Flemish Husbandry.
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well fed and cleaned, it returns little or no pro-

fit from one that is poor, wet or stiff, I make
it the basis of my course. It answers all the

purposes of a naked summer fallow, in cleaning

the ground, and decomposing the soil. Although

clay may require to be summer fallowed, for the

further purpose ofpulverizing',a fallow crop, and

that a lioed crop, I believe every reflecting man
will admit, answers every beneficial purpose on

light loams and sands. I spread my mani}re, and

plough about the first o( May. I prefer this

time, because the clover has then acquired a

good growth,— and, turned under with the ma-
nure, atTords an excellent bed for the roots of

the grain, with ample room to range, and abun-

dance of food to nourish. I then, either wUh
the roller or harrow, close the interstices be-

tween the furrows, to prevent the escape of the

gasses, and to cover the manure from the ex-

hausting influence of the sun and winds. The
decay of the roots soon renders the ground
permeable to heat, light, air and moisture,

which all contribule to promote vegetation.

The seed is then planted in hills, at the dis-

tance of 30 inches each way. I pass a harrow,
at the first dressing, both ways, and with the

hoe do little more than destroy the weeds and
grass. At the second and last dressing, I plough
shallow, and earth or hill slightly, laldag care
not to disturb the roots, or to bring the manure
to the surface. As soon as the grain is glazed,
which has been invariably the first week in

September with me, I cut the crop at the surface

of the ground, with a hemp hook, laying four
hills in a bundle, bind above the ears immedi-
ately, take itofi'the field on sleds, and stook it

near my barn—and husk it when convenient.
By this course 1 save labour, double the value
of the fodder, and clear my ground in time for

wheat. The stooks will not injure if put up
wet, the ears keeping the stooks open to the
air. The gypsum is sown before the ground
is ploughed. All other things alike. 1 think the

clover lay increases the crop from 25 to 30
per cent, and tends to counteract the effects of
drought.

2. Whiat. The requisites for a wheat crop,

are a clear, mellow and rich tilth. If either of
these are wanting, or the soil be very porous
or sandy, rye should be substituted. If long
manure is applied directly to this crop, it intro-

duces weeds and grass; and although the straw
may be luxuriant, the grain is often light and
shrivelled. If suffered to'ferment in the yard,
the manure loses nearly half its value in the
process. But applied to corn and potatoes
in the spring, it enriches these crops by its

grosser and more volatile particles, loses its

noxious seeds, undergoes fermentation, and be-
comes by the preparation for the wheat crop,
intimately mixed and incorporated with the
soil. 1 harrow down the crowns of the corn
hills with a heavy harrow, plough sow and har-
row the seed by passing the harrow both ways.

I think you have remarked, that wheat will
not grow in old soils which do not contain lime.
f do not doubt but calcareous matter is essential
in a good wheat soil. In Europe, it is applied to

a great extent, in tne form of lime, marl and
chalk

;
and I trust we shall soon become fami-

liar with the use of the two former. It cannot
be too often mentioned that clay marls general-
ly abound in sand districts, at no great depth,
as if to incite the research and industry ofman;

and that they constitute the best dressing for

the soils which cover them.
3. Turnips. These constitute an excellent

preparatory crop to barley, as they leave the
ground clean and mellow. But how is the crop
to be consumed, it will be asked. If near a

populous town or village, they will find a ready
sale. If not, they may be fed on the ground
during all October, November, and part of De-
cember, to sheep and cattle. And, lastly, they
may be buried in pits, like the Swedish turnip,

and fed in the spring, when slock are much in

want of succulent food. All I raise are taken
to market from the field. The best crops
which i have ever seen, were taken upon
wheat and rye stubbles. Sani'y loams are the

best turnip soils.

4. Barley grows best on sand loams ; and on those
is more productive &, [)rofitable than oats or rye

;

rye
;
and the demand for it is likely to increa e

withthe multiplicalion of our breweries. It is re-

mended to roll the crop when three or four

inches high. Tlie operation induces the plants

to throw up additional shoots, and facilitates the

growlh of the young grasses.

5. Clover. Upon this head I have nothing
to say, except to reiterate your recommendation
from Anders-on, that when made into ha}', clorer

should not be s[)read from the swath, and but

slightly from the cock. It is worth 30 per
cent, more, when ilriod in swath and small cocks,

thjin when spread to an intense sun. It' intend-

ed to stand more than one year, I sow orchard,

lall oat, or liniolhy grass seed with clover. I

prefer the two former on account of their ear-

ly maturity for the scythe.

G. Riita itiga. The value of Ibis plant has

lately been subjected to so full a discussion, that

I will barely remark, that I have grown it five

years, and am confirmed in the utility of its cul-

ture.

Without investigating the physiology of plants,

it is enough for the present to observe, thai

they are furnished with different systems of

roots, through which the plants are principally

supplied with nourishment; that some of these

search for food near the surface, and that others

penetrate for it deep in the soil ; that some
render llie soil hard and compact—others loose

and iriable ;—that some plants exhaust the soil,

while others fertilize it ; and Ihat the object of

a rotation is, to make such a seleclion from dil-

ferent classes, as shall produce the greatest pro-

fit lo the cultivator, without impoverishing his

soil. How far the course I have adopted is cal-

culated to attain this end, I leave for the pub-

lic to determine. J. BUEL.

FOR THE NEW E.\'GLAND FARMER.

Mr. Fditor,—If you think the following can in any

degree be useful to the public you are at liberty to in-

sert it in your valuable jiaper.

Manure has become so essential to the growth
of vegetation and the raising of good crops that

'.he farmer who has not a quantity of it to appl}'

annually to his land can expect but a small pro-

duction and consequently, at best, a scanty re-

ward for his labor and toil.

It is, therefore, important that every farmer
exert himself to make as much of this valuable

article as the immediate benefit and advantages
derived therefrom will amply repay him besides

essentially improving the quality of his soil and

increasing the value of his farm.—By carej

attention and gooi management every (ard(

may make a sufficient quantity of manure ye;
ly lo answer every ordmary purpose in farmit

Yet it is an indisputable fact that few make ^
as much as they might with a little more c|

and exertion.

Il is now ten or twel ve years since 1 have t

cupied a small farm during which time I ha'

paid some attention to the business of makii
manure.— 1 have adopted various methods ai

tried several experiments relative thereto, b

have hit upon no plan which answers the pu

pose so well as a careful attention to my
From them I can obtain a greater quanlity"

good manure at a trifling expense than in i

other way that I have ever tried. I nsuai!

kee(i and fallen four hogs in a year. These
keep confined in a yard twenty feel square wit

a warm and convenient shed attached thereto;

a shelter for them during the night time and:

cold and stormy wealher. Into their yard

put the scrapings of ditches, the dirt which
continually collecting in and about the dwellic

house and other buildings, together with lli

straw with which they are littered, frequenli

clearing it out of their house and granting ihei

a fresh supply. During the summer season lo

ten throw in large quantities of weeds, brake?

and other rubbish that may come to hand, whic:

helps to increase both the quantity and qualili

of the manure in this way 1 make from 25 toj

loads of manure in a year which answers a mot

valuable purpose than that which 1 take ftoi.

the stable or barn-yard.

The last spring I planted a field containiD:

two acres with corn. One half of the piece wr

manured in the hill with ten loads from the k:

pen, the other half with the same quantity oflk

best manure the barn-yard afforded.

A visible difference was to be seen in II'

growth of the corn through the season and;
the time of harvest the difference was still mOJ'

discernible. That part manured from the lio;

pen produced ears generally much larger tfam

that manured from the barn-yard, a great pro-

portion of the stalks bearing two, and many c

ihem three ears each.

Having harvested and measured my cora,i

find the result to be as follows :—The produce

of the part manured from the hog pen 50 bu-

shels; while that of the other part was butl-

busheh making a dilfercnce ol'8 busliels in4a»o;

of the "brmer.

I hive lately taken twenty-eight loads (

strong iianure from my hog yard which h?.'

been cdlected the past year, and which willl)i

a suflScent quantity lo manure two and a hall

acres ir the hill and shoulil the difference be*';

great ir ils favor the next, as it has been Ihi^

year th( extra produce will more than rcps)

the whdje expense of making the manure.

A Far.mcr.

Worceier, December., 1823.

'ECONOMY IS WE.4LTn."
This lafenic remark of Franklin, which has

probably teen the means of saving thousands

from povelv, is the motto of a sort of family

diary, entiUd, The Expense Book., calculated <«

be a record f HonsehoW Expenditures and Com-

mon Place hinarks^ published by 1. Hoil, BDii

for sale by t% principal booksellers. It cod-

sists cflableiin which a square is allotledfoi
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ring in figures the amount ot" each day's ex-

diture tor nearly all the articles o( house-

consumption and memorandnms. Unim-

ant as such a publication may appear, \vc

ider it of use, and well calculated to pro-

! economy, and impress upon the minds o(

ekeepers the importance and moral duty

spending less than their income."

The mechanic, (says the preface,) by such

cord as the one here presented, and by eco-

ical experiment, may be enabled so to luis-

his little stock, as not only to live better,

lay something aside to assist his family in

hour of sickness— to bestow upon his chil-

the best of all gifts, education—and lo pro-

tho-;i' dear ones of his tire-side against the

adiition of pecuniary dcpen<lence-tlie insult

he world's pity, ami otlierwise unguarded

roach of misfortune ! By knowing the a-

nt of his disbursements, he may ascertain to

ction how much he ought to save,

railar considerations addressed to other

es of society. "But after all, it is only to

an, with whom originates and abides so

e a portion of our happiness, that we must

for that good management which will en-

the heads of families with their best exer-

, to accomplish their laudable desires.—It

woman, the guardian of infancy ; the guide

inspiror of youth—the ministering angel of

ining age !—it is to woman that man in eve-

age of existence, is to look for much of bis

perity. But home is the proper sphere of

jan : it is her empire. The fireside never

s cheerful when the music of her voice is

;ard— the house is desolate and without n

tn when the sound of her light footstei)^

;eascd within it.

is, therefore, to his lair and amiable coisii-

omen that the publisher would more I'ar-

arly address himself, when, adopting the

lage of Franklin, he says, ' economy is

th."'' The discreet wife, be circumstances

ey may, should know the expenses of her

ly, and her husband's ability to sustain them
that knowledge, how distant nia}' be plac-

le evil day of want 1— with what felicity

it the domestic circle meet, which other-

might sunder for ever.—.V. Y. Staiesmun.

From the Purtsmouth Jtmrval.

the request of -Mr. William Hall, the patentee of

iscovery of curing hake sounds, and mannfactur-

le sanQe into Isinglass, we give place to the foUow-

rticles, from I'ortimoulh papers, as the subject

irs to be interesting, and the discovery may prove

uable acquisition in domestic economy.

CIDER 1 CIDER!!

3ur casks must be clean, and in every res-

well prepared to receive the liquor. In

;vening of the day you make your cider,

3 it in vour cellar. Take one quarter of a

id of Isinglass (made of hake sounds) and put

.o quarts of the cider- -place it by the fire,

let it simmer and dissolve. Then put it in-

lur hogshead of cider, well secured from

except a small vent hole—and your cider

be perfectly clear, and remain sweet and

1 for years.—For a barrel, let there be used

or.nce.

his Isinglass, or Ichthyocolla, is now
3 at the Isles of Shoals, from hake sounds

is the n30st poweri'ul, as well as the most

pure of all coinpositions lor clarifying liquors,

and as a cement. It is prepared by .Mr. Wil-

liam Hall, at the Isles of Shoals, and may be
had at the shops of the Apothecaries in Ports-

mouth. The public are greatly indebted to i

Mr. Hall, the patentee, for this American inven-

tion and. improvement, upon all that has hereto-

fore been done in Europe.

Mr. Mali's Factory is removed to No. 7 and 8,

Ladd-strect, Portsmouth.

From llic rortsmoulh A'uvaler.

I observed in the last Portsmouth Journal a

commimication rel.iting to the manufactory and
u^e of Isinglass, which 1 continue to make at the

Manufactory No. 7 and 8, Ladd-Slreet, I feel

myself much obliged to the writer of the piece

for his politeness in recommending the use of

this article for cleaning and purifying cider.

The way that 1 have pert'orined this operation

and which has been approved by some of the

lirst characters in the States of IMassachusetts,

and Maine.—The old casks that have been made
use of for this |)urpose should be filled with

water in the months of Jul}- and August, in the

3pen air, and be thoroughly soaked out-doors 1

and by the influence of the sun, the casks will]

become better to put cider in than new casks,]

brandy pipes, or rum hogsheads just emptied ;

'

the God of nature having established his rules far

above any that we can invent of ourselves.

And with regard to making of cider, it should be
|

made when the wind is from west to north in a 1

clear, free and sercue air, grind the apples in

l!ie morning, make the cheese and press the

same day, take the cider and put into the cellar

Ihe same night. Cider made in this way wiilj

ijfi as good ten years hence as in the months of

.\[)ril or May, if not better. By the above op-

eralion, the color of Ihe cider will be retained,

and one quarler of the strength be preserved,

that would otherwise be lost by evaporating in,

the air; the apples that are used to make cider
^

with, shouhi be sound ; should there be any
|

rotfen apples among thetn, they should be
'

thrown out; it being much cheaper to throw i

out half Ihe quantity of af>ples, should they be

rotten, than to grind them with sound ones. .

The quality of the ciilcr by this operation will

be as much better as will pay for the defective

apjdes that are thrown out.

N. B. The way to use Isinglass to clarify ci-

der is to take one quarler of a pound of l«in-

,

glass, put it into an carlhen pitcher ; and set it by
j

the tire-side ; let it simmer ; slirit two or three

times; and it will be dissolved in one hour; set

it away until it is blood warm ; then turn it in-

to your hogshead ; bung it up ; leave Ihe spoil

hole open in Marcii or April, and it will he lit

to draw off into clean casks or bottles ; it is

then fit for use, and will keep good for ten

years;—hogsheads are preferred; but barrels

requii-e a proportionable quantity of Isinglass;

when you dra^v ofTcider in the months of March
or April, you must add one quarter of a pound
of Isinglass, that will be sufficient for five or

ten years for it to feed upon.

Isinglass is to bo sold by the Manufacturer at

his ftlanufactory in Portsmouth.

Ptirolis.ncons Aciih—Knowing the strong pre-

possessions of the people as lo the use of all

new articles, it was not supposed that the Pyro-

ligneous acid for the curing' of hams, and other

species of animal flesh, would go into general
use the first year ; hut notivilhslanding all pre-
judices, several barrels were retailed to the
citizens of I'tica and ils vicinity the last year;
the result of which experiment wasdcinnnslral-
ed beyond conlradiction, that the smoking of
hams and other kinds ot meat in this way is al

together to be preferred. Some ol the most re-

spectable gentlemen of this town have given it

t heir decided ap|irobation in several particulars.

First, the hams are not exposed lo any change
or decomposition near the bone, as they many
times suiler when the heat is carried too high
while hanging in the smoke house; secondly,

the hams may continue in pickle through the

warm season without any particular attention,

from which they may be cocked at any time,

conlaitiing all those excellent qualities peculiar

to that dish. The idea of hams drying has un-

questionably arisen from necessity and not-from

any supposed improvement. Thirdly, no I rouble

is necessary, except to put one quart of acid in

two hundred pounds of hams after they are suf-

ficiently penclrated by the salt.— f-^iica Gazette.

C.\N,\LS.

Mr. Jonas P. Fairlamb, of this borough, has

discovered an important improvement for sav-

ing and re-applying water to canal locks, for

which he has obtained Letters Patent from Ihe

United States.

This improvement we imderstand to be as

follows : the application of a horizontal side of

a Lock, with valves communicaiing with the

different chambers of the cislern, in the side

of the Lock, and corresponding wilh those

chambers—those valves are so conslrncted as

to throw open ivt once a space to each chamber
of the cistern in succession, of from GO to 70
square feet, according to the length of the Lock,

opening and shutting in succession iVom top to

bottom when emptying, and from bottom to top

when fdling (he Lock. By Ibis improvement
Ihe Lock will be emptied and tilled nmch sooner

than locks upon the common cotislruction,in con-

sequence of the large spaces thrown open for the

water lo pass from, and return lo Ihe Lock,

and with jierfect safely. In no case will those

valves bear to be opened wilh a greater head of

water than two chambers when emptying, and

one when tilling the Lock. Those chambers

may be so constructed as to save and re-apply

almost any given quantity of the water usually

lost. This cistern is on an entirely different

conslrnction from the side Locks and side ponds

in use in Europe.

Prcpcrntion for Cleaning Plate.—Take four

balls of the fine's! whiting, crumble it lo a fine

powiler, the finer the better; Iwo pennyworth

each of spirits of wine and camphor, spirits of

hartshorn and spirits of turpentine, half an

oimce of quicksilver, and a penny-worth ofrose

pink
;
pui'the quicksilver into a phial, wilh about

half the turpentine, and shake it till the quick-

silver be killed, then mix all the ingredients to-

gether, and the whole is fit for use (The

quicksilver and a little turpentine .should be

first heat up wilh a skewer or fVff, in a large

cup, till it becomes thick as a salve.) After it

is thu= made, it should be suffered to grow dry,

a little of it being wetted with water when us-

ed. The mixture is to he rubbed on the plate

with soft leather, which becomes better lor use.
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Facts and Observations relating to JigricullUTC and

Domestic Economy.

[by the editor.]

ON THE USE OF SALT AS A MANURE.
[Continued from page 170.]

The following passages relating to Ihis sub-

ject are extracted from the " Letters of Agri-

Cola," hy Mr. Young, of Nova Scotia, a work to

which we have often been indebterl, and fre-

quently recommended to the attention of our

readers.
" In the report of Cheshire drawn up for the

Board of Agriculture, the writer has meritori-

ously fixed his attention on the supposed effects

arising from salt, because it is more abundant

in this than in all the other counties in England,

and has registered some circumstances bearing

on the same conclusion that is derivable from

our experience. He has selected two facts

which would seem to establish that this sub-

stance, though applied in moderate quantity, is

invariably attended at first with the destruction

of vegetable life; but after the greater part of

it has been dissolved by the rains and has sunk

in the soil, the remainder imparts a new energy

to the roots of those grasses which it had pre-

viously well nigh killed. Time and the opera-

tion of the common elements of air and water

thus change its character and modify its eflecls.

After draining, he says, some sour rushy land in

October, refuse salt was spread on one part at

the rate of eight, and on another of sixteen

tushels per acre. In a short time, all vegeta-

tion vanished, and next April not a blade of

grass was visible. But towards the end of May
a rich verdure sprang up after the eight bush-

els, and in July a still richer after the sixteen:

and to this day, though ten or twelve years

have intervened, a superior luxuriance is the

effect. Again he mentions that a small quanti-

ty of fossil salt, was laid on a court pavement

to destroy the vegetation. Not a blade was

to be seen the first year ; but in the second,

the grasses started up more vigorously than

ever.
" Though this barrenness grows out of an un-

due impregnation of the soil, it follows not, that

salt is deleterious in minute quantities.— In ac-

cordance with this view of the matter, refuse

salt by the Cheshire farmers is esteemed an ex-

cellent manure, cither lor pasture or fallows
;

but it should, they affirm, be first raised and in-

corporated with earth, roots, weeds, and other

substances."

"In Alton's report of the county of Ayr

there is brought forward a collateral confirma-

tion of the utility of salt on land. Sea water

is taken and evaporated till the salt contained in

it can be merely kept in solution. With Ibis

strong brine, lime-shells, [I.me fresh from the

kiln] are slaked, and mixed to the consistence

of soaper's waste. This quantity is either

ipread singly on an acre, or made into a com-
ptst with forty cart loads of peat earth ; and

this last method is accounted the preferable of

the two. This new species of manure has

stood the test ot comparison with other kinds,

j»nd in no instance has it fallen short of the

most ardent expectations. It has been found pe-
culiarly favorable io the growth of wheat and
beans ; and all corn crops as well as the grasses

wftich succeed have been benefited by it.

"But the testimonies in favor of this saline

body are not yet exhausted. In Cornwall the

refuse salt of the fisheries is anxiously looked

after by the neighboring farmers, and has nev-

er failed to produce the most wonderful effects.

This may be partially traced to the oil and en-

trails of the fish incorporated with it, which

afford animal matter for decomposition ;
but on-

ly partially, for it is beyond all doubt from the

nature and abundance of the evidence that they

are referable in part to the action of the salt.

"At the brine pits of Dmitwich, Worcester-

shire, where pan salt is manulactured, the re-

fuse was there also sought for by the farmers,

who preferred it to all other manures, though

charged with the agricultural duty : so that it

is clear, from so many concurring suffrages in

its behalf, that it has acted beneficially in these

places.

" There may be more difficulty in developing

its mode of operation. That it is offensive to

grubs aud other vermin which prey upon crops

has, I believe, been fully proved ;
but it is more

probable that its principal usefulness is depen-

dent on its forming a component part of the or-

ganization, as do lime, plaister, an<l the alkalies,

it is a substance very generally diU'used through-

out nature, exists in most soils, and'is a frequent

accompaniment of the animal and vegetable ma-

nures. In the usual processes of vegetation

it must, therefore, be present, and it is only re-

quired by plants in very minute portions."'

In a treatise on fruit frees, by Thos. lliti,

London, the followii}g passage occurs.

" To show an acquaintance of mine the ef-

fecls and advantages of salt properly applied to

vegetables. I made the following experiment

in an extreme dry summer; upon a bare piece

of pasture land, out of which the cattle were

taken for want of grass ; I marked four places

with stakes, each of which I watered nine nights

successively, in the following maimer :—the first

with spring water alone, to the quantity of a

gallon ; the second with the same quantity of

water, adding an ounce of common salt; the

third and fourth with the same quantity, mix-

ing the water in the third place with two oun-

ces of salt; and that in the fourth with three

ounces, which produced the following differ-

ent effects.

" The grass in the second place grew more

and of a darker green Ihah that in the first ; in

(he third it only grew by spots for part of it

was killed where the greatest quantity of wa-

ter fell, and the fourth was quite brown for a

greater compass than the third; by which it

appeared that an ounce of salt to a gallon of

water had a better eSect than the water had

ainne ; and that three ounces of suit, mixed

with a gallon of water was more than the grass

could immediately receive ; but the fourth

place in the spring was the most fertile of them

all.''

L. R. Legrand, Esq. whose Observations on

Manure are recommended as being very valua-

ble in Young's Annals of Agriculture, vol. v.

page 149, recommends "sixteen bushels to be

a projjer quantity for one acre," a fact which
he says he ascertained by repeated experiment.

Forty bushels to the acre, he says, will destroy

vegetation.

A pamphlet was published in England, enti-

tled, " Hints to country Gentlemen and Farmers,

on the importance of using salt as a general ma-

nure. By the late J. Holinshead, Esq. of Q(

ley. Third Edition, [802.''''*
i

This writer says in substance, that comd^

salt is the most powerful manure in nature, i

is besides a certain destruction to weeds
"

insects—that it gives luxuriance and salu

to grass lands, and adds, " When a farmer
tends to fallow a piece of ground, he oi

first to sow it with such a quantity of sail

would be sufficient to destroy all vegetation

forty bushels per acret; which by cutting

dividing the vicious substances which ar«

the earth, weuld reduce it info a proper 8|

to become food for plants. The farmer igi

fake notice that this salt is to be sown on
ground sometime before he begins to work
fallows with the plough, (the autumn will be",

most proper season) in order to give the I

suthcient time to destroy the grass and of''

roots upon it, before he begins to work i

The salt being thoroughly mixed and inco

rated with the soil, during the winter and !

mer following, whilst the land is on the plo,

will by the time the seed is sown upon it,

reduced to that strength which is most pro|

for effectually and vigorously assisting and gi

porting vegetation while the seed is in 1

ground, and such lands will be found to prodl

a crop superior to those under any other rn>

of cultivation. (to be continued.)

* I''or copious extracts from this Pamphlet, see .Aa

ic:in Farmer, vol. v. page 269, and sequel.

t The quantity refers to/oui salt. Of pure r-nlti

the quantity would meet the views of the writ, i

Reports of the several Committees of the Worcy
Agricultural Society.

REPORT No. IV.

Committee on Sxioinc.

Lovett Peters, of Wcstborough, Cliairman .- .lo)

Hinds, of West-Coylston ; Silas Urooks, of VVorcest

The Committee on Swine, having atteni

to the duties of their appointment, respectfii

Report,

—

That there were in the pens 48 Swine,

excellent appearance, and some of the dfsl

nearly equal in quality, that the Commit
found it very difficult to determine which wi

entitled to the premiums; but finally award
follows, vtz.

To Samuel Harrington, for the best Boat

months old, the premium of ^10; lo Jonaii

Knight, for the best bree<ling Sow, 18 mon
old, the premium of g6 ; to Messrs. Ward ic Hi

for the best weaned Pigs, G months old, tho p
mium of ^4.

The Committee particularly noticed llie Si

and Boar and 4 pigs of Mr. Silas Dudley—

I

lioar and Pigs of Mr. Isaac Temple— the .S

and Pigs of Mr. Asa Rji-.e—the Sow of Mess

Ward &. Rice—the Sow and pigs of Col. Her
Penniman—the sow and Boar of Hon. Oli^

Fiske.

The pigs of Mr. Jacob Hinds, though sir

in size, are good shaped.

The 15 pigs of Mr. Stephen Salisbury, I

their goodness of shape and equality of' sL

are a very extraordinary lot of Pigs for sucj

number. t'

If any of the Swine which were in the pf

are not noticed, if is by mistake, not by desi

Considering the verv fine exhibition of Sw:
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Committee regret that they were not itn-

ised to award premiums to more o( the de-

ing.

II of which is respectfully submitted.

By order of the Committee.

LOVETT PETERS, Chairman.

RKPORT No. V.

iinittce on all Articles manufactured of Cotton,

JVool, Flax, and silk.

leel Taft, jr. of Uxbridje, Chairman ; George

all, of Mendon ; .lohii Lees, of West-Boylstoii ;

vid Poignard, of Laucasler ; Lemuel Davis, of

Ideu.

lie Committee appointed to examine all ar-

manufactured of Cotton, Wool, Flax, and

and award premiums to the most deserving

with great care attended to the duties of

appointment, and submit the following Re-

lur Committee met at the room appropriated

e exhibition of manufactured articles, im-

ately after the expiration of the time al-

d by the rules of the Society for competi-

io make their necessary entries. The arti-

exhibitcd to their notice, with a view to

liums, were uncommonly numerous, and

rally of superior excellence to those ex-

ed on former occasions. Many other spe-

ns of ingenuity and success in the useful

ills Oi" manufacturing industry, were ofler-

erely with a view of giving an increased

est to the occasion.

1 those who have gratuitously tendered

aid in promoting the objects of tlieinstitu-

we cheerfully offer the thanks ol the Soci-

Thc tendency of such zeal is to excite

etition in the laudable pursuits of life, dif-

noivledge of what may be effected hy

Iry skilfully applied, and promote, in a

high degree the best interest of the com-

iustified we trust by the circumstance of thejsented a specimen but little if at all inferior to

occasion, your Committee will now report the that offered by Mr. Gardner—your Committee

premiums" they have awarded. must give a preference, and of the two, Mr.

To Messrs. Slater fc Howard, of Oxford, for Gardner seemed to rtescive. it.—He therefore

e consideration is peculiarly gratifyi

he rich display of articles te which our

ion has been at this time directed, has not

ed from the novelty of the occasion. Our

itions have been again and again repeat

th increased interest. The progress of

Dciety has been marked by an unequivocal

ivement in all the important interests o(

ounty. The community is at length con-

d of the utility of the institution; and

ut the aid of novelty, we trust, every suc-

ig anniversary will excite a more lively

st, from an increased variety and the im-

d quality of manufactured articles offered

iblic notice and competition.

e Committee regret that the very limited

3r of premiums offered lor Domestic Man-

ires prevented their awarding them, in

instances, for articles of uncommon ex-

ec. But a single premium was offered

e article of Broadcloth, and but one for

oHoere. It will, however, readily occur to

gentleman concerned in that useful em-
ent, that with them the consideration of a

ate premium can afford no inducement,

bject of competition with them is to es-

the reputation of their fabrics and pro-

the objects of the Society. These objects

jmpletely answered by the preference

to the most successful competitor, in the

t of your Committee.

!|,l'ing indulged ia these general renjarks,

the best superfine Broadcloth, the premium of

Next to the specimen offered by Messrs. Sla-

ter &. Howard, your Committee gave the pre-

ference to a deep blue cloth offered by Mr.

Thomas Bottomly, of Leicester, probably in no

respect inferior to the best specimen olYerod on

any former occasion.

The Wolcott Manufacturing Company, of

Southbridge, presented an elegant black cloth,

excelling in the delicacy and uniformity of its

thread, and extremely well manufactured in oth-

er respects, but, in the estimation of your Com-
mittee, wanting in an important particular, a

stout body.

To the Wolcott Manufacturing Company for

the best Cassimere, the premium of |10.

That establishment has long held the palm

for the manufacture of that article ; but we as-

sure them that their claim was closely contested

on the present occasion, by J. Adams & Co. ol

Douglas.

The cloth offered by Messrs. Adams k Co.

was perhaps equally delicate, but promised less

durability.

Mr. George Wall, of Mendon, presented,

merely for exhibition, a piece of Cassimere,

extremely well manufactured, but of more ordi-

nary stock.

Mr. James Sonthvvick, of Medway, presented

two pieces for exhibition that did him much
credit as a manufacturer ; but not being a citi-

zen of the County, could not be a competitor

for premium.
Mr. James Mann, of Medway, offered to our

notice a superior specimen of .Sewing Cotton,

manufactured at the Union Factory in that town.

The article is highly important in the domestic

economy of every family, and we hope the spirit

that has induced an exhibition of the article on

the present occasion, will insure every improve-

ment in its manufacture of which it is suscepti-

ble.

To Miss Hannah Blair, of Worcester, for the

best Carpeting, the first premium, of gl5.

To Mr. John Hunter, of New-Braintree the

second premium, of ^10,
To others presented by Miss Polly Whitney, of

Worcester, and Mrs. Mary Adams, of Grafton,

deserve particular notice. The ones presented

by Miss Whitney and Mr. Hunter, divided the

suffrages of your Committee, but in the opinion

of a majority, the brilliancy of color, and their

tasteful arrangement, gave to Mr. Hunter's the

preference.

Several others were offered, of substantial

fabric, and but little deficient in other respects

and we hope the competition on the present

occasion will tend to render this useful article

fashionable in every respectable family.

To Samuel Dadman, of Templeton, for the

best Woollen Cloth, of household manufacture,

the 1st premium, of jj8 ; to Lovett Peters, of

Westborough, the 2d premium of g5 ; to Levi
Sawyer, of Bolton, the 3d premium, of <^3 ; to

Jonathan Wilder, of Lancaster, for the best

Flannel, 7-8 wide, the 1st premium, of glO ; to

Jerome Gardner, of Harvard, the 2d premium
of g5.

Mrs. Nancy Haquemher, of Worcester, pre

obtained the pecuniary reward ; hut the credit

must' be nearly equally divided between them.

Miss Clarissa Fay, and Mr. Convors, bolli of

New-Braintree, presented two other pieces well

manufactured, and of good stock ; but rather

too stout for the common purpose of Flannel.

To Miss Betsey Delano, of New-Braintree,

for the best Linen Sheeting the premium of $5,

to Miss Priscilla Putnam, of Grafton, for the

best Linen Shirting, g3.

Several other specimens of Linen Sheetings

and Shirtings, presented by Miss Hannah Holmes,

of New-Braintree, Mr. John Temple, t)f West-

Boylston, Mrs. Anna Fv. Putnam, of Grafton, and

Mrs. Abigail Stone, of Ward, claimed the partic-

ular attention of your Committee, and are enti-

tled to high commendation.

To Jonathan Moore, of Holden, for the best

Woollen Coverlet, the premium of $4.

Your Committee cannot but notice two others

presented by Thomas Chamberlain, of Worces-

ter, and Zebulon Carey, of Ward— the former

of very firm fabric, and the latter uncommonly
elegant.

To Miss Patty Leland, of Grafton, for the

best Linen Table Diaper, 5-4 wide, a premium
of ga ; to Miss Polly Leland, of Grafton, the 2d

premium, of ^5.

A specimen presented by Levi Goodale, of

West-Boylston, was decidedly superior in its

fabric to" the one of Miss Polly Leland; but

wanting in the number of yards necessary to

obtain a premium.
The Committee regret that several of the

pieces offered to their notice were materially

injured in bleaching. Those who manufacture

Linen, and do not bleach it in the ordinary

mode of field bleaching, ought to be cautious

to whom they entrust it for that object. Many
persons skilled in bleaching Cotton, know little

of the operation of chemical preparation when
applied to Linen.

To Mrs. Hannah Edson, for the best Half

Stockings for Gentlemen's wear, j^2.

Several other specimens of Gentlemen's and

Ladies' Hose were presented by Mrs. Sarah

Gale, of Westborough, Mrs. Robinson, of Wor-
cester, Jonathan Davis, jr. of Oxford, Seria

Hunter, of New-Braintree, and Mrs. Hannah
Sawyer, of Bolton, surpassing any thing of the

kind of household manufacture ever witnessed

by your Committee.
To Mr. Lemuel Healey of Dudley, the sole

claimant for a premium on Sewing Silk, the

sole premium of
Jj5.

Your Committee cannot but regret that the

manufacture of Silk excites so little attention

in this Commonwealth. The article has for

many years been manufactured in Connecticut
with great success. It requires but a little

land to produce Silk to a very considerable

amount ; the labor can be performed by chil-

dren and females, and would certainly he a
very profitable employment in many families

in the County.
Your Committee will close its Report, neces-

sarily lengthy, by noticing two Counterpanes
presented by Miss Polly Underwood, of North-
borough, and Miss Rhoda Ayers, of JVew Brain-

tree. Also, a specimen of Linen Sciving Thread',
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by Jabez Bri^hnm, of Worcester. Had premi-
ums been oflerec) for these articles, they would
Jiave been cheerfully awarded.

In awarding the foregoing premiums, your
Committee have urtquestionably disappointed
many, and probably done injustice to some
but when competitors consider the extra diffi-

culty of bilancing the claims in many instances,

ive hope disappointment in the present instance
"ill net prevent future competitors.

Per oiider.

BEZALEEL TAFT, jr. Cliainnan.

From llie Old Colony Memorial.

agricultur.il.
As one who feels a deep interest in the success

of our Agriculture, I cannot hut regret the ill

success ubifh has attended the experiments of
"Plymotbeus" in attempting to investigate "the
natural history; the habitudes of life ; the char-
acter, the change, the metamorphosis," &c. of
fhe Grub-Worm, whose devastations for several
years past, have excited the attention offatmers
in this section of (he country. With due de-
ference however to the opinions of Plymotheus,
I cannot agree with him in supposing, " that

the devastation of the three or four last years
may be intimately connected with the character
of the seasons, which being peculiarly arid, may
have driven them to the necessity of seeking
moisture from t'le vegetable creation, to pre-

serve their existence," if liy this statement he
means to infer the probability, that their de-

vastation will accompany every dry season, or
that, if the present season had been similar to

the last, similar injury would have been sustain-

ed from the worms.
The summer of loi!! was not so arid by con-

siderable as that of IBS."} ; yet in this vicinity

the devastation by the worms in tlie former
was very great, while in the latter there was
not, so far as my observation extended, any in-

jury done by them. My opportunity to observe
was not very limited; in other towns ! observ-

ed their devastations, particularly in Plymouth
;

but in this town 1 saw none; though, in the

year previous, the grass, in many places, was
wholly destroyed ; the corn was much injured ;

and earl^' sown winter grain was spoiled. The
year lo'15 was not, if my recollection is good,

a very dry season
;

yet from about three

fourths of an acre ofgood land well tilled, I har-

vpstod oidy lour bushels of corn in consequence
ol' the ravtiges of the worms. JIuch of the corn

did not ear at all, and some of it never reached
a foot (Vom^the giound. Winter rye sown on

liie same land, was nearly all destroyed in the

latter part of the season, and most of the piece

was not worth harvesting. Grass was much in-

Hired, and potatoes were nearly spoiled. The
same damage was evident on many other farms

ill this vicinity. During the succeeding year,

131G, no injury Avas done to tlio^e farms which
suilVred the year bel'ore, though the worms were
frequently seen near the suri'ace of the land

;
yet

this was not remarkable for being a wet season.

Fi 0(11 these facts I am led to the conclusion,

that the worms do not commit their ravages, ex-

I'Ofit at fixed times, even though the season

should be arid ; otherwise, why were not the

tields of.Middleborough ravaged in 1822, which
was remarkable for drought. I would not be

'tindcrstood by this, to maintain that the pecu-

Jiarity of the teason has no effect upon the

worms: I admit that a dry season may increase

their ravages, or a wet one prevent them,
should they happen on those years in which
the worm is in its period ibr committing its de-

vastations. MiDDLETON.

Middleborough, Sept. 9, 1823.

Domestic Manufactures.—The .Sleubenville

(Ohio) Factory, established for the purpose ot

manufacturing woolen goods, has recently com-
menced the manufacture of carpeting, and it is

said that the fabrics produced are as handsome
as the Scotch or Venetian, and superior to the

English carpeting.
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Gardiner Ltcf.um. Iq our last, page 17"2, we

published the " Address of the Tr ustees of the Gardi-

ner Lyceum," but were compelkd from want of room,

to omit some observations, which we inten ded should

have accompanied the publication of that Address.

The plan is novel in the United States, altho' institu-

tions in some degree similar, have been for some time es-

tablishcdin Switserland,and some other parts of Europe.

The course of education, pursued at our colleges can be

of little use to those whose pursuits in life are destined

to be agricultural, or mercantile, or to those who pro-

pose to devote themselves to the useful or ornamental

arts ; or indeed to any not intended for what are styled

the learned professions. I3ut, let a man's pursuits be

what ihcy may, ^^ knowledge is power.'''' Still that kind

of knowledge which has the greatest affinity to a per-

son's vocation will generally prove most useful, and

give him the most power.

It is understood that the expenses ofan education at

the Gardiner Lyceum are moderate ; which will give

an opportunity to many to pluck the golden fruits of

science, who could not otherwise attain them. The

course pursued, by combining ;7)ac/!ce viHh Iheori/, must

hoof inestimable advantage to a person whose object is

to make his knowledge useful to himself or to the com-

munity. We wish the institution may be as successful

as it promises to be beneficial, and that the dews and

sunshine of public patronage may prevent a bud from

withering, which promises fruU of great value to the

comniuuity.

Cause of the Gref.ks. A general sympathy with

the distresses of the Greeks, and a disposition to aid

them in their arduous struggle appears to pervade the

U. S. and is highly honorable to our citizens. If the

war in which the descendants ofEpaminondas, and Le-

onidas are engaged was of a common character, their

claims would be less imperious. But with the Greeks

there should seem to be no alternative between deulh and

vielnry. They must conquer or the adult males will be

cvterminated, and the women and children reduced to

a slavery of the most horrible description. The apathy

with which the Great Powers in Europe remain spec-

tators of this struggle is disgraceful to them, and a stig-

ma on human nature. Should the Emperor Alexander

alone, merely raise his voice, he might secure freedom

to the Greeks, even without lifting his hand. But the

cause of the Greeks, is connected with that of iificW?/,

and absolute monarchs attach ideas to that sound which

cause them to tremble, and their thronesto tott< r. But

surely a /rff yeo;)/e ought to assist a people determined

to he free; and it is hoped that no petty calculations

relative to the saving of cents will close the hands, or

harden the hearts of a liberal and high-mindid com-

munity. Besides, if we consulted our TiiteresiaXoae we

should render the Greeks all the assistance in ourpo

er. If they fall or their chains are again riveted, \

alliance of absolute power will be strengthened, a

the United States will be exposed to contend sin^

handed with a Coalitioyi which appears to be det'

mined that Freedom shall not exist and a Republic

Government be known only in theory, and t

records of abortive attempts to improve the conditi

of the human race.

The committee of the Greek Fund, have acknoi

edged the following donations

:

J. B. Yates, Esq. - - - $100
H. Rutgers, Esq. . . . lOO
G. C. Verplanc, - - - 30
Soph. Class, Columbia College, - 64
Citizens of Skaneatelas, - - 24
New-York Fencibles, (11 swords), - 56

Whitehall, N. Y. - - - 102

Servants of City Hotel, - - 14

I. Macauly 100 pair drilling pantaloons.

Students of Yale College, - - 5O0

J. P. Grant, Philadelphia, -
. - 50

Dickinson College, ... 50

Gen. Cadwallader, - - - ino

Mr. Booth, of the Theatre, - - 50

Three Church collections, - - 703

Union Academy Hall, . . - 50

In the London papers the Society of Friemls

said to have raised and expended a larger sum for

succour of the Greeks in their present struggle, t

has been furnished by all the other denomination

Christians together, in the British dominions.

Compositionfor rendering Boots and Shnrs imprm
ble by Water.—Take one pint of boiled bust < d r 11

;

a pound mutton suet ; six ounces ofbeeswax ; Inure

ces of rosin ; melted, mixed, and stirred while mo]
[^Coiitrnvniculti

FOREIGN.
Eate ofRiego—The Spanish Chieftain, Puu-f.,

been condemned to death, and txfxuttd at I\,ai

The following is a copy of his sentence.
" D Rafael del Riego is condtmr,rd to the ordij

punishment of hanging, and he shall be draw. (

hurdle to the place of execution—his propnly tha

contiscated and he shall pay the costs of suit.

Independence of South America.—The Lon
ricr of Novcmbi.r 10, contaiijs an article cf some Ic-

on the subjict of Great Britain's acknovkdg
independence of the South American States,

concludes as follows :

—

" We have sent Consuls and Commissioner
powers may and probably will do the same. We
this a de faefo arknowledgment of the t!o\ trcign

the ."Imerican States—and we may expect further

a higher diplomatic character will either be sent

or that some one of the Commissioners has or will!

the power of taking upon himself that chaiactf<

soon as tVe different consuls have made their re

upon the situation and feelings of the states to ^^

they have been respectively sent."

Spanish Affairs.—A London article of Nov. 10 s

that the capitulation of Barcelona was signed by
(

Mina on the 1st November and the French tool

sion on the 4th. Lerida was occupied ty the

on the 2d Nov. The garrison(5000) to be prison!

war. Eadajoz capitulated on the 2Pth Oct. A"

Constitutional Chiefs have submitted with the exci

of the Empecinado, and he is actively pursued.

From Spain latent.—Capt. Winser has arrive

Malaga, which place he left on the 15th ult. Hi

that Ceuta had been taken possession ol by the Fi

who had openly declared they would never gi

so long a? the English held possession of Gib:

and that on the 13th of Nov. news was receiv

Malaga of the surrender of the cities of Alicant, Cj

gena and Barcelona to the French and Spanish
AulliOTities.

—

Boston Centinel.

Tunnel under llu Thames.—A plan l«s bcfn]
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Eu^laud for making a tunnel or passage under
hamesat Kothtrhithc, where the river is naviga-

jrshipsof the largest burthen. The distance a-

is 11-10 feet. This was attempted in 1809, and
excavation was carried 1011 I'eet, and within 30

f the opposite shore, when a body of quick sand

way, and tilled the pass.affe. The plan lately

;ed is to remove no more earth than is to be re-

d by the body of the tunnel, retaining thereby the

ndin? ground in its natnr.al state of density and
The excavation is to be 34 feet in breadth

feet six inches in height. A more copious de-

ion of this plan, together with an explanatory cut

be seen in the American Farmer for Dec. 19,

vol. 5, p. 305.

Paris, dnring the year 1821, 42 persons died by
ipour of charcoal in confined apartments.

si India Congress.—A Barhadoes article of Dec.
' ^s that a recommendation has been made for a

I meeting of Delegates from all the Colonies
p'lrpose of making an appeal to Parliament, on
bjcct of the existing situation of theW.I. Colonies.

quiring an examination by a Board of Physicians, of
all persons applying for admission therein.
The Committee on Commerce was instructed to re-

port on the expediency of imposing a duty on wheat,
imported from any foreign ports.

Tuesday, Dec. 16. Mr. Webster from the Judiciary
Committee made a report against the propriety of giv-
ing concurrent jurisdiction to the State Supreme Courts
in certain cases under the Patent Law. Laid on the
Tabic.

Mr. Kent, of Md. offered a resolntinn for the appoint-
ment of a Coiimittee to report on the expediency of

making such an appropriation of lands in those States
to which no grants have yet been made as will corres-

pond in a just proportion with the appropriations which
may have heretofore been made in favor of other
States.

Lv Senate.—Thursday, Dec. 1C. The bill to ap-
propriate $35,190 for the reliefof Daniel D. Tompkins,
passed by general consent.

Mr. Lloyd, of Md. proposed a resolution that the
Committee on Naval Affairs be instructed to inquire in-

to the expeiliency of regulating or prohibiting, by law,
the transportation of gold, silver and jewels in thearm-

,
ed vessels of the United States. [AdojHcd next day wilh

rlike .Appearances—Orders were sent on the I an amendment proposed bii Mr. Lloyd, of Mass', to in-
quire into the propriety of permithng public vessels to

carry passengers.]

Monday, Dec. 22. Mr. Smith, of Md. submitted a
resolution directing the Secretary of the Treasury to

lurnish a statement shewing the exact amount which
will be due and payable to the Conunissioucrs of the
Sinking Fund,

f
JVe.x7 day agreed to]

The other business transacted by the Senate down to
the 251h was either of a private or local nature.

House.—Wednesday, Dec. 17. On motion of Mr,

Portsmouth for two 80 gun ships sup-

to lie intended for the South American service,

ment of foot embarked on board one of these
and a 74, for foreign service.

DOME.STIC.
-pectalor, published at Fdwardsville (Illinois,)

that twenty miles to the eastward of Carlisle, in

ate, there is a well, of the water of which is

It, equal in quality and effect to that of Epsom
land. The well is capable of affording daily
ndred gal'ons of water, which bein!; evaporated,
eld at least fifty pounds of pure salt.

dent.— A most distressing accident occurred in

>wn on Saturday last. Mr. Moses Preston, an

t of his wagon, while the horse, having been
led was running at full speed ; the wagon com-
ontact with a post, he had both his thighs broken,
s otherwise severely injured by the shock.
Preston has exhibited a remarkable firmness

Strong, of N. Y. the Naval Committee was instructed
to report on the expediency of selling the schooners
and vessels purchased under the act ifor the suppres-
sion of piracy.

Thursday, Dec. 18. Mr. Williams, of N. C. submit-
ted a resolution that the President of the U. States be

tal le farmer of Danvers was thrown from
|

requested to lay before this House any information he
may have received, and which he may not deem it im-
proper to communicate, relating to the present condi-
tion and future prospects of the Greeks.
On motion of Mr. Trimble it was resolved that the

Committee on Military Affairs be directed to inquire
le accident, yet his i

e. Mr. Preston's right thigh is broken in two
his left thigh broken once, and his left leg be-
knec literally broken to pieces.

—

Salem Gas.

.iccidenl.—In raising a saw mill in China, Me.
3th Dec. the frame being partly raised, gave
i fell, by which a Mr. Hamilton, of Palermo,
'erely wounded. He died a few days after-
eaving a wife and ten children to lament his
several others were severely injured.

le farm of Capt. Tayer, of Portsmouth, there
en recently picked from one of the trees, ap-
he second growth of the last season.

—

R. I. Jin.

very is not considered i
into the expediency of authorizing the President of the

CONGRESSIONAL.
E—Monday, Dec. 15. The Speaker laid be-
House a list of the balances on the books of

eipts and expenditures of the Register of the
v, which appear to have been due more than
ars prior to Sept. 30, 1823.
olution was moved by Mr. Fuller, and adopted
ously, that the President of the United States
sted to communicate to the Hou=e a plan for

ice establishment of the Navy of the United

otion of Mr. Poinsett, of S. C. the Committee
il Affairs was instructed to inquire into the ex-
y of authorizing the construction of ten addi-
loops of war.
lercer moved, that the Naval Committee be in-

to inquire into the expediency of associating
Military Academy at West Point, a School of

ion for the Midshipmen of the Navy of the U.
Also, on the expediency of securing in the
Department of the Navy, the benefits of pro-
skill and experience, by a due appointment of

United States to direct sales to be made, from time to
time, of such arms, ammunition, and military stores,

as are not wanted, or are unfit for public service.

Friday, Dec. 19. Mr. Webster gave notice that he
should move for the consideration on Monday, fortnight,

of the resolution he submitted some days ago, propos-
ing to send a mission to Greece. Some other business
principally of a private and local nature, was discuss-
ed, and acted on.

Monday, Dec. 22. Mr. McDuffie from a Committee
on the subject, reported several joint resolutions for

amending the Constitution of the United States as it

respects the election of President and Vice President

;

which were twice read and committed.
Mr. Livingston submitted resolutions relative to the

erection of light houses at different points on the Coast
of Florida.

Mr. Breck offered a resolution that the Secretary of
the Treasury be directed to furnish information respect-
ing the commercial intercourse between the U. States
and the Turkish and Grecian dominions.
Tuesday, Dec. 24. Mr. Mallary's resolution was

agreed to without opposition.
On motion of Mr. Tucker, the old Beaumarchais

claim was referred to a select committee.
On motion of Mr. Buck the Committee on Military

Affairs was directed to enquire into the expediency of
authorizing the Secretary of War to permit the issue of
ammunition to Capt. Alden Partridge for the use of the
pupils of his Academy.
A bill to continue for five years longer, the Half-Pay

pensions to the children of officers and seamen, &c. of
the Navy who have died in the service, after some de-
bate was ordered to a third reading.

Erratum—In our last paper, page 176, 18th line
from the top of the 2d column for " and" read to. Next

«f the sur-eons and their mates, and by re-
' line insert a comma after the words " Gen. Hull.

A JVew and I'liluubk improved Iinpleinciil.

JUST completed and for sale at the AGRICUL
TURAL ESTABLISHMENT, No. 20, Merchants'

Row, Boston, an improved Straw Cutting Machine,
which from its plaiu and simple construction is very

effective in its operation, and is a great improvement on

the various machines invented for this purpose ; the

power being applied in such a manner as to greatly in-

crease the operation of the machine and places the work-
man in so convenient a position, as to enable him to

tend and work with perfect ease and convenience to

himself and so timed as to cut any length of fodder re-

quired. Dec. 20.

FARMER'S ALMANAC, FOR 1824.
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NEW YEAR'S ADDRESS
OF THE NEW EJ^GLAKD FARMER'S BOY

TO HIS PATROL'S.

Good people all, of every station.
Who constitute our mighty nation,
Permit a humble Farmer's Boy
To wish your Worships to enjoy,
Through this, and many a merry year.
Health, happiness and Farmer's cheer,

—

Prime pork and beef, nice pumpkin pic,

And cidep-barrel never dry

—

A good roast turkey for Thanksgiving,
Which make what I should call good living.

I'm noheroical high-flyer,

No dashing, half-craz'd versifier,

Whose noddle, crack'd by dissipation,

Madness mistakes for inspiration

—

Ne'er held extatic interviews )

With ranting, rattle-headed muse V
With draggled dress, and slip-shod shoes, )Who blows up poet's fire, they tell us,

More potently than blacksmith's bellows ;

—

Fell never dismally in love
With dainty duck, nor ditto dove,
Of mortal or immortal breed,
To tune to rhapsody my reed

—

Have scarcely skill to make one single
Line with its next successor jingle

;

But Custom orders me " in spite

Of nature and my stars," t'indite

A poor, plain, dull, dish-water mess.
To be yclep'd A'eto Fear'j Address—
To mount my Pegasus, although
The jade is duller than a hoe.
And make him budge : as when in banter
A foiuidcr'd horse is forc'd to canter.
By dint of cruel whip and spur.
He strives his sorry stumps to stir.

Yet sprawls, while every limb cries, quarter,
lAke lobster plung'd in boiling water!
So my poor broken down old Pegasus
Won't move one inch without a plaguy fuss.

Yet I, by Fashion's spell, am bound
To pace this hack o'er hacknied ground,
And try more modes than one can count
To mount him first, then make him mount !

A school boy thus, to sport inclin'd,

Must drag his kite against the wind,
A long way ere he makes it rise

To SCRAPE ACauAINTANCE WITH THE SKIES !

'Tis true, that now and then I dream
Of making verses go by steam.
In strains magnificently flowing.
When Perkins' engine's well a going ;

But, though this would be mighty pleasant.
It can't so well be done at present.

Since •«vell I ween my lagging lays
Will never win the sort of bays
Which crowns the dealer in sublime,
I'll give plain common sense in rhyme ;

An article, which nowadays
In our most fashionable lays.

Is rare as roses full in blow
Blushing upon a drift of snow.
I'll set forth manfully, but meekly.
What useful things I offer weekly,
Then leave it to your liberality

To give, according to their quality.
Some trifling kind of compensation
For services in my vocation.

Without pretence to brilliant parts
I lecture on the useful arts.

And, minding what I say, precisely.
You'll, probably, live long and nicely.
My sound hebdomadal discourses
Will add much more to your resources.
Should higher stand in life's account
Than all the fam'd Pierian Mount,
Nine Muses and Aonian rrll,

(Not big enough to turn a mill,)
And even Apollo's self appended
If all should be at auction vended.

I trace the art to which we owe
All that is warlh a strati) below-

Great art of all arts and the science
On which all others place reliance.

The base of all, in Church or State,

Or social life, that's good or great.
For should our Agriculture stop,

Society must shut up shop ;

Our brightest belles and beaux might please
Inhabit caves and trunks of trees

;

On roots and acorns dine like shoats

!

And sup on buds and leaves like goats I

Wood-chucks would burrow in State Street,

And gaunt wolves prowl where Merrhants meet

!

Churches by catamounts be haunted,
And gruff bears growl where hymns are chanted,
Owls hoot the key, with pipe sonorous,

And croaking crows, caw, caw, the chorus

!

I publish our good farmers' feats

In raising cabbages and beets.

Pumpkins and corn, wheat, flax, and hops,
And other most prodigious crops !

And state the means by which, if wise,
You'll even go and do likewise.

I also tell you what procedure
Will make you fiimous for a breeder
Of nice neat cattle, sheep and swine,
Thus make you qualified to shine
Among such patriots as those
Who organized our Cattle Shows

—

State Ik>w those prizes to obtain, )

Which human beings, if humane, \
Had ninety-nine times rather gain j

Than all the strifes with sword and gun
Th° greatest warriors ever won ;

AVhose brightest bays by tears are water'd.
And steep'd in blood of thousands slaughter'd
Whose trumpet-tones of triumph are
Mix'd with the moanings of despair.

While v/idow's wails and orphan's cries

Appeal for vengeance to the skies

!

I tell what manufactures rare,

Wrought by the fingers of the Fair,
Strengthen affection's silken ties.

And make our heart the only prize
Which love and duty can regard
As adequate to their reward.

We farmers, and our occupation,
Compose the bAck-eone of the nation ;

Without the aid which we are giving,

Grandeur might whistle for a living

—

Lawyers could not get bread and cheese.
And much less beef, by way of fees,

—

Physicians must their badges doff,

For lack of folks to doctor off,

And Merchants and Mechanics might
To Arts and Conmierce bid good mght.

The Agriculturist supports
Our Judges, Justices and Courts;

—

Without his aid good Uncle Sam
And Co. would all go o'er the dam !

Our famous and puissant Navy
Must dowse its peak to Admiral Davy ;

—

Our gallant army go to pot
Before they'd fir'd a single shot

;

Our Fortresses be mann'd by owls,
Buzzards and other ugly fowls

—

Our Statesmen grand, on dainties cramming,
Would be sad spectacles of famine :

And all at Washington now resident
From shoe-blacks, quite up to the President,
As well the leaders as the led,

Would lack e'en Johnny-cake for bread ;

—

The whole, including either House,
Must then betake themselves to browst,
Like quails in some adjacent wood.
Or starve, alack ! for lack of food

!

If farmers fail, like Adam's fall,

Their fate's the destiny of all ;

For as old Atlas bears the pack
Of all the Heavens upon his back ;

The farmer, by his care and pains,
The sublunary world sustains,

—

And if the Cultivator stumbles.
The whole wide world to ruin tumbles

!

But I have done, and done my best
To prove how great the interest

Good people of all ranks should feel

In what promotes the farmer's weal.
It follows thence, if worth be priz'd,

A paper should be patroniz'd,

(Dear as the apple of the eye,)

By every mortal low or high.

Which goes to aid that occupation
Which lays the only firm foundation

Of all enjoyment, every blessing

—

All, all on earth that's worth possessing.

I humbly hope your Honors will

J<'oi let its path be all up hill.'

And give those wheels a little oil

Which at the best are turned with toil

Of mind and body—great expense,

Requiring cents as well as sense.

I hope your Honors, too, will make it

Agreeable for those to take it.

Who some how do not seem to see

How very useful it must be

To every body in the nation.

Of every rank, sex, age, and station.

January 1, 1824.

MISCELLANY.

We are authorised to state, that Doctor (

rard Troost, of this city, has discovered tivo-

rieties of the mineral called Fcnife, or sporiiiK

brought lately by Major Ware, from Rhoi

Island. This substance was, heretofore, foe

only in the celebrated iron mines in the Islj

of Elba. Every day furnishes prools of I

great extent of our mineralogical resourc

and it is with pleasure that we anticipate I

publication of a memoir on this sulijcct, by)

Troosl, in the Transactions of the Acadtrnj

Natural Sciences.

—

National Gazette.

The Secretary of a celebrated agriculti)

society in England, some years ago, in his ri

for improvement and not being overlmrthei

with understanding, sent an order to a bo

seller, for Mr.and Miss Edgevvorlh's Essiijs u| "

Irish bulls, for the use of their societ3", to as

the members in improving the breed of cai

Amazing Increase.—Three fine acrea

wheat will be reaped in a few days, by

John Paddon, of Plymouth, the accumula

produce of a single chance grain, which gr

in his garden about five years since.

—

l^ng.f

Ashes.—A correspondent informs u?, t

from bis own experience and the opinion ofl

best farmers, he is satisfied that a bushel ol g(

ashes is worth a bushel of corn, to put on co

flax, grass, or a garden ; and he is suriirJ!

that any person should continue the practice

selling ashes for pot-ash, at the trifling price

8 or 10 cents a bushel.

—

Hampshire Gazette,

Among the bills reported in the Legisli

of South Carolina, now in session, is

more eftectually to prevent the pernicious
[

tice of Duelling." [This bill provides

persons fighting Duels,shall be guilty of Feld

g381 have been collected' at Albany foij

sufferers by fire in Maine.

TERMS OF THE FARMER.
Q:^ Published every Saturday, at Three Dolj

per annum, payable at the end of the year—butj

who pay within sixty days from the time of subsc

will be entitled to a deduction of Fifty CentsJ|

05" No paper will be discontinued (unlesij
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IIORTICULTUKK. I ON HOT no( si:;! and hot iskds.

foUowin;: articles are from a gentloman, who hss « Hothouses anil hot heds in their proper
Idcil experimental to theoretical knowledj^e, i"

] ^p,] appropriate use are ffooj things— A\va3'

from this they are not lo be tolerated. Theirorticiilture, and haj put in practice wha.t he incul

ites. We hope that those who cultivate small tracts

ground in the vicinity of larj;e markets nill jive

particular attention lo the subjects here discussi i!,

id derive such advantages from the information

hntained in these Essays as we are sure will best

:et the views of the writer.

FOR THE NEW r..\GI.A>D FARMER.

I apprehend that too little is thouccht of,

essive crops the same year, perhaps little

ivn of the practicahility of raising them,

ough almost the whole of a garden two

)s may be raised, in considerable parts of

n three, without either crop receiving any

iderable injury by it, while the most will

ssenlially benefitted. ,\nd this may be ef-

d with a little if any additional expense of

are, especially if the land be dry and sandy,

reason why little if any more manure is

ired than for one crop is that the ground is

eby covered, or shaded so much of the time

much less of the richness of the soil, and

ile parts of the manure are carried off by

oration, or destroyed by chemical changes.

I mention a few successions as specimens for

who have not much ground to till ; suc-

ons which have been virtually followed for

ral years with (he most encouraging sue-

Between the hills of corn may be sowed
ge, lettuce, cabbages, and things of n simi-

ature, all of which will be out of the way
•e the corn is sufficiently large to rerjuire

pace they occupy. Then about mid sum-

set out, Or plant, in or between the hills

e same corn, French turnips, Ruta Baga, or

.sh turnips, which after the corn is remov-
ill have time to arrive to gr.od perfection.

twecD the hills of cucumbers, melons, &c.

rows or bills of low peas, which will ripen

e the vines run much. And as the

decay set out cabbages or sow English

ps. When peas are sowed, which run up-

cks, radishes may be raised ; and as 1 inen-

'J in a former communication, parsnips,

ii will, in this way make the third crop.*

lus other successions might be mentioned
will serve as introductory, to those who
isposed to make the experiment. It may
oper to observe, that all this may be done

nd not under the highest state of cultiva-

I

but which is only in what may be called

d state. And by the way, I will observe

I
f persons wish to have their vegetables lo

ss a fine relish, and to be nourishing and

y, they must never manure them to ex-

e jVew England Farmrr, Vol. i. page 151.

:3 observation is doubtless well founded. Sir

nclair, says, " when a large portion of dung is

he vegetable is forced so rapidly, that it is

nt in flavor. A moderate quantity of dung pro-

bitter quality; but vegetables grown luxuri-

II a fresh maiden earth, are the sweetest. In

III the leaves of the brassicaor cabbage tribe are

mcs so superior in quality as to be nearly trans-

V—EdilorA'.E.Farnur.

co'itima'te use is lo scctn'c tlin growth and per-

fection of those things, which in any particular

c!imale could not be otherwise enjoyed. But

when they are used to secure parlictilar pro-

ducts out of season, they diminish instead of in-

creasing the means of good living. A person
j

for instance, who will take a little pains, may

have his cellar filled, and his table ornamenteil

with a great variety of fine fruit and tasteful ve-

getables, and all in season in the month of Janu-

ary at an expense not essentially differing from

what it costs to secure a half dozen hot bed cu-

cumbers, which nobody really wants at that sea-

son, and which nobody of uncorrupted taste

would ever eat, were it not for the most ridicu-

lous of all reasons, that they are out of scnson.

The worst evil, however, is. that having them

out of season, litlle pleasure is derived from

them when in season, and when, prejudice to the

contrary notwithstanding, they are a most plea-

sant and healthy refreshment. Every thing is

beautiful and good in its season. Expense and

labor should be directed to increase the num-

ber and enlarge the variety of such things as

are good for food, and pleasant to the eye,

but not in procuring out of season what God in

his great goodness enables us by the warm in-

fluence of his own sun to have in great perfec-

tion. The sun and kindly influences of the hea-

vens should be permitted to do what they are

able to do. And with respect to what can be

raised, our exertions should be directed to in-

creasing the number and multiplying the varie-

ty, and bettering the qtialily, of vegetable pro-

ducts, not in forcing them upon ourselves, when
they are not really wanted, and when from their

meagre appearance, had they sense, they would

be ashamed to exhibit themselves on our tables.

WEEDS.

3. Were you not Mr. Editor, acquainted with

my little lot, 1 should not incline to write, what

I am about to send you. But, you know my gar-

den is not like the field of the sluggard, all

grown over with weeds, though you know I

view them in a light somewhat different from the

generality of those, who delight in rural employ-

ment. That instead of considering them as evils

only to be dreaded. I regard them as a kind pro-

vision of a wise and good Providence, designed

not only as a wholesome food for many of his

creatures, but also as a covering for the earth

to secure it from the great heat of the Father ol

Day, when without any interruption he is per-

mitted to pour his rays on its naked and mellow

surface. Not to counteract the wisdom of the

Best, my way is, after preparing the ground and

putting in the seed to let the weeds spring up

and grow, taking care only to keep them otit o^

the rows and hills, and removing them as they

interfere with the growth of vegetables. By
this means the earth is early eliaded, and a quan-

tity of food raised for swine or cattle surpassing

what any person would at first imagine. And
what, perhaps, will not till trial is made be rea-

dily assented to is notvvith^t.TUiling true. If the

experience of four years i? suiricient to satisfy

me in judging, a garden is kept in sucli a ?ta(p

as lo have the vegetables grow well with less

labor than it can by destroying the weeds as

soon as they spring out of the ground. But

while I would encourage the growth of weeds

to protect the ground, and thus l.el;i the rrops,

nothing can be further from my intention than

lo counleimnce the idlene,ss and neglect of those

who sutler the weeda to choke or shade tlip

plants. All I maintain, is, that weeds ar.' good

servants, but like fire they are bad masters^

they must be kept under, but not extermiaatcd.

They must be made to hold their projicr place

and rio their proper work, and subserve thoir

proper end. If they are entirely destroyed they

can do neiflier. And who will believe that so

large a portion of the works of God were made in

vain. If a person has a regard to the profit of

his horticultural labors, and his circumstances

will allow of his doing things at the most pro-

per time, he will permit the earth to clothe it-

self with these light garments, which nature has

provided in anticipation of those which she in-

tends for her more staple and substantial dress.

Another advantage f^rom this practice is the

weeds aflotd a food for the innumerable insects

and worms with which the air and earth are at

that season filled. And if they do not entirely

protect the rising plant from the ravages of these

insects, and worms, they in a considerable de-

gree relieve them from the injury they are lia-

ble to receive from these destroyers of vegeta-

tion.

One considerable objection lo this mode of

cultivation will present itself to the mind in the

appearance a field or garden will exhibit. This,

however, in part arises from the influence of

imagination. A garden overrun with weeds is,

to be sure a disagreeable sight. But this is the

case, not because the weeds themselves are des-

titute of beauty, for many that go under this

name are among the handsomest of the vegeta-

ble world ; but because, from association they

carry the mind to the bed of the slothful, who
prefers a little more folding of the hands to

sleep, to the labor to which the appointment of

Providence calls him. When it is perceived

that these are drawn into the service ;tnd sub-

jected to the control of man, and are made to

subserve his interest, to hold their proper place

and do their proper work, they immediately

appear to become what they really are, a part

of that creation, which God pronounced, and all

wise men have found to be good. They be-

come indeed the more pleasant, because they

are as it were, redeemed from what has gene-

rally been considered the wild and unprofita-

ble part of creation, and offer one more proof

that where God works, nothing is made in vain.

Remarks e\ the editor. It will be allowed that

the id'.as suggested \a the above are not only novel but

contradictory to the general current of agricultural

authority. Writers on husbandry direct the farmer and

gardiner to wage ceaseless war with weeds and destroy

them if possible while yet in the seed, before they have

begun to vegetate. And we believe for common prac-
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i ce, and farming on a pretty extensive scale it is best

for the cultivator to destroy weeds when he can most

easily efTi'Ct their destruction. If they are made pro-

tectors of the ground against the rays of the sun, they

arc apt to monopolize tlie soil to the exclusion of more

valuable vegetation. Still we agree with the writer

that the soil should never in the summer season, be

destitute of a vegetable covering. The action of the

sun on the surface of the soil in warm weather disen-

gages and dissipates the volatile and gaseous products

which constitute its fertility. This is in a great mea-

sure prevented by keeping the ground constantly cover-

ed during summer with a vegetable carpel. It is bet-

ter that this carpet should be composed ef vegetables

of little value th.in to suffer the earth to remain without

covering of any kind. But at all events, weeds should

all be cut down or dug up before their seeds have be-

come ripe, and if their races should become extinct, it

will be easy to find substitutes to shade the soil—such

as spinage, lettuce cabbage plants, &c. the seeds of

wliich cost but little, and their produce is more valua-

ble either for shading the soil, or furnishing food for

man or beast.

From the Concord Gazette.

The TruUees of the Society of Middlesex

Husbandmen and Manufacturers, report for liie

information of the Society, that at their annual

meeting at Concord, Dec. 31, 1823, they

awarded to Col. Joseph Valentine of Hopkin-

ton, the premium of j^lO for having raised

the greatest quantity of Indian Corn on one

acre of Land, being 127 bushels and 3 pecks.

--Col. Valentine gives the following account

of the mode of cultivation adopted by him, viz :

The quality of the soil is a deep yellow loam,

situated on a western declivity and naturally

moist. The land has been improved for mew-
ing six years last past, and until the last year

it has yielded very heavy crops. In Jul^',

1822, the crop of hay falling belOw the produce

of former years, 1 thought it expedient to

stir the ground. In August following the

ground was broken up, and in November it

was harrowed and cross ploughed. In the

spring of 1823, it was again ploughed and har-

rowed, and twenty loads of green barn manure,

spread equally over it and ploughed in. It was

ihcn furrowed in rows about three t'eet and a

half apart, with a large horse plough, the'

plough going twice in each row to make a deep

channel for the compost manure, and also to

leave the seed when planted lower than the

general surface of the ground. The rows

thus prepared, were tilled with twenty loads of

barn, hog-yard, and night manure, well mixed

and pulverized with Smithlield lime: the ma-

nure was then levelled, and the kernels of seed

placed about ten inches apart width-wise, and

four inches lengthwise ia the rows and lightly

covered with tine mould. The seed was the

yellow twelve rowed corn, which was soaked

in a strong salt-petre brine, twenty four hours

and then sipread, sprinkled with quick lime and

raked over until completely coated with lime.

It was |)louglied twice and hoed three times.

At the last hoeing, the first of .luly the sucker*

were pulled out, and in the fore part of August,

the suckers weie again pulled away and the

fiilse stalks cut up. In hoeing the corn I was

particularly careful to loosen the soil and re-

move the weeds without raising the earth about

the stalks as I had usually done. The stalks

would average from nine to ten feet high, and
were cut the first week in September. The
first week in October, the corn was harvested,
and carefully measured in baskets by two men
who had assisled in cultivating the crop. I direct-

ed the same men to lake each of them a basket
and fill it with ears in the same manner, as

when they measured the whole, and to shell

and measure the quantity of shelled corn obtain-

ed from each basket of ears ; the amount of
shelled corn from each basket of ears was the
same, viz. nineteen quarts, and when turned to-

gether and measured, the result was one bush, six

quarts and a fraction over, from the two baskets.

—By computing the pro<luce of the whole
acre from the quantity of ears as measured in

the basket, and the amoimt of shelled contained
in a basket of ears, the result is one hundred
and twenty seven bushels and twenty one quarts

of shelled corn. The field in which the above
acre was meiusured contains three acres, one
half of ivhich was planted with seed prepared
as above described ; the other half was planted
with seed in its natural state. The corn in ev-

ery part of the field came up well, and as all

the ground was cultivated and manured alike,

there could be no difi'orence in the quality of

the soil to invite or repel insects and vermin.

But that part which was planted with seed in

its natural state, at least one sixth part of the

blades were eaten off and destroyed by worms
;

while in the part planted with seed soaked in

brine and coated with lime, not a blade was dis-

covered that had been attacked by them. This
is the first experiment I ever made to prove
the utility of securing corn against the ravages
of worms, by any process applied to the seed.

Perhaps the mode above described and pursued
by me will not always be attended with the

like success. It may however be the means of

exciting the attention of others who have more
leisure and ability than myself to discover and
apply a certain remedy for so great a nuisance

to the farmer.
EXPENCES OF CULTIVATION.

Four Ploughings, - - $5, 00
Harrowing - - - - 1, 00
Manure, 40 loads - - 30, 00
Furrowing .... 75
Seed 50
Planting - - - - 4, 60
Ploughing and hoeing - 7, 50
Cutting stalks - - - 3, 00
Harvesting - - - - 4, 00

$55, 75

The value of the stalks and fodder I consider

equal to a ton and a half of English hay.

That they also awarded to Col. Valentine the

premium of^ ^10 for having raised 37 bushels

and one peck of wheat on one acre of land by

the following mode of culture.

In the sjiring of 1822, it was ploughed and
planted with Indian corn, forty loads of manure
were spread and laid upon it, and the crop pro-

duced was one hundred and sixteen bushels and
twenty-eight quarts of corn, well dried and fit

for use. In the spring of 1823, as soon as the

ground was fit for ploughing, 1 had it [)loughed

and harrowed twice ; three bushels of Oilman
Wheat were sowed on one acre and a few rods,

and ploughed in. I then sowed twelve pounds
of clover, and half a bushel of herds grass seed,

spread one hogshead of slacked lime upon it,

and harrowed it with an iron harrow. Tl
wheat before sowing was washed clean in cle:

water, then soaked forty-eight hours in stroi

lime water, then laid on a dry floor and slackc
lime sprinkled ujion it and frequently stiri'«

until it was covered with lime. In the mont
of July, the land on which the three bushels 1

wheat was sowed, was measured and found I

contain one acre and a few rods over ; th

number of rods exceeding an acre was stake

ofT, and the wheat growing, reaped and thresi

ed by itself, and the produce was between on

and two bushels. The acre was reaped an

bound \vith long rye straw, and found to be seve
hundred and sixty-two bundles, makint" tifl

shock, and twelve sheaves
; which when thre.sl

ed, winnowed, and measured, produced thirli

seven bushels and one peck. The quality (

the grain was excellent, and weighed six!

pounds to the bushel, not a kernel of smut

«

burnt grain was discovered among the whole.
Per order of Trustees,

N. BROOKS, Rec. Sec.

Reports of the several Committees of the JVorcesti

Jigricullural Society.

REPORT No. VI.

Committee 011 all other Manufactured Articles.

Stephen P. Gardiner, of Bolton, Chairman ; Saraui

Mixter, of >'ew-liraintrce ; Benjamin Read, of Ten
plitnn; Royal Keith, of Grafton ; Seth Davenpor
ofMcndon.

The Committee appointed by the Trustet

of the Worcester Agricultural Society, to exan

ine all Manufactured .\rticles besides Cottoi

Wool, Flax and Silk, have attended to the dul

assigned Ihem. A great number of excellei

lots of Butter and Cheese ivas offered for exat

inatiun, too many to particularize, and perha|

unnecessary to mention, all the owners' nam
in this Report. It is but justice to say, exce

two or three lots, it was all of a superior qua
j

ty ; and it was with some difliculty that tl
i.

Committee could satisfy themselves who we
entitled to premiums. Other articles whii

came under our notice, did not equal the expe

tations of the Committee. They however r

commend the following premiums.

To Levi Goodale of West-Boylston, for tl

best Butler, $1.

To Ebenezer Dunbar, of Leicester, for n^
best, %b.

About 15 lbs. of superior Butter, in ca

for neatness and flavor was not exceeded by ai

and if the funds of the Society will justify it,

Committee recommend to Ebenezer Moi
of Worcester, the owner, a premium of

William Tufts, of New-Braintree, for the

Cheese, glO; to Elisha Matthews, of Ni
Braintree for the next best, §5; to Chel

Patch, ot' Leicester, for a set of Machine Cai

jJ20
: to William Slocumb, of NorlhboroiighJ

the best dressed Call-Skins, glO ; to Phin
Davis, of NDrthborough, for Sole-Leathe

premium, b ; to Joseph Griggs &, Co. of

bury, for Morocco, 2d premium, ^3; to Si

Hathaway, jr. of Sutton, for the best Ox-Y
^6 ; to Andrew Buxton, for the next best doj

N. B. Mr. Davis, for Sole-Leather, and

Griggs, for Morocco Skins, had no competi

Their articles, though good and well mani^i
tured, were not extraordinary ; and in the o^
ion of the Committee were not entitled toj»,

first premium. A great variety of articles
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jjant and useful, were noticed by your Com-
tee, for ivliich no premium is odered ;

mnny

hem deserve attention, viz. A number nl

client and highly finished n;its, ty John T.

tell St Co.—some handsome Window-Blind*.

Miss Fvittcridge—an eleijant Trunlc, hy Jlan-

VVnlker, of Hrookliold—an ingenious Ma-

le, by .lohn C. Jenckes, of Providence, for

lovin? sick and lame people, with ease to

>atient, and convenience to the assistant

—

perior pair of Tailors' Shears, by Elia?

ver, of Lancaster—an elegant box ot Nee-
Work and Painting, by Misses, in Miss

ny"s school in Worcester—some fine Tur-

Qnill Fans, Feathers, Plumes, Wreaths, kc.

Mrs. Daniel G. Wheeler, of Worcester—

a

and improved patent Straw-Cntter, by Mr.

rd, of \ ermont— a great variety ofbtraiv

Grass Bonnets, many finely wrought, and

vering taste and judgment— a lot of tine

toes, which had been greatly improved in

vears, by proper attention, by Isaac Bow-
of Lancaster—one well turned and com-

ly finished Nail-Hammer, by Mr. Woodbury
itton—one Cast-Iron Plough, much improv-

iby W. A. Wheeler—and Mr. Howivid's

gh and Harrow for weeding Corn and Veg-

!S.

Which is respectfully submitted. »

STEPHEN P. GARDNER,/)£r ort/er.

RFPORT No. VII. ^
Committee on the Ploughing Match.

Thayer, of Uxbridge, Chnirman \ Joseph Sum-
jr. of Shrewsbury ; Paul Dudley, of Douglas

;

a Whitney, of Princeton ; Rufus Porter, of Wor-
er.

e Committee on the Ploughing Match

been highly gratified to find an increased

ler of competitors for premiums, in this in-

;ing and very important part of the Exhi-

1, this day witnessed. And although gratify-

t has very much increased the difticully

nbor of those who are called upon to dis-

nale and reward those who excel, agreea-

1 the rules and regulations of this Society.

Committee regret, very much, that the

d selected for ploughing proved different

what had been anticipated. Instead of

a deep loamy soil, as the surface indica-

: was so full of gravelly loam and round
>i;, (such as Farmers usually call cobble-

J) that it was with some difficulty that the
hman could keep his plough in the ground,
t a proper distance from the foregoing

Agreeable to notice, the ground had
previously divided iuto lots of an eighth of

e each; twelve competitors were present
earns, consisting ofene yoke of oxen each,
ew lots as follows

;

No. 1. Nathan Heard, jr. of Worcester,
Williams, ploughman, John Armstrong,
—work performed in 23 minutes 30 se-

No. 2. John Sherman, 2d. of Sutton, him-
loughman,Daniel Marble, jr. driver—work
med in 22 minutes.
No. 3. William Eaton, jr. of Worcester,
11 ploughman, no driver—work performed
minutes.

No. 4. Benjamin Woodbury, of Sutton,
aain Woodbury, 3d. ploughman, no driver
k performed in 21 minutes 30 seconds.
No. 5. Stephen Marsh, jr. of Button,

Hiram White, ploughman, Stephen Marsh, dri-

ver—work performed in 21 minutes.

Lot No. li. Holloway Baily, of Northbor
ongh, himself ploughman, Paul Nowton, driver
— work performed in 2(1 minutes .'^o seconds.

Lot No. 7. Luther Whiting, of Sutton, him
self ploughman. Royal T. Marble, driver-
work performed iu 18 minutes 40 seconds.

Lot No. 8. Joseph Dudley, of Sutton, him-
self i)loughman, John .-^dams, driver— work
performed in 24 minutes 20 seconds.

Lot No. 9. Ward &, Ixicc, of Worcester,

Newell Rice, ploughm;m, no driver—work per-

formed in 19 mintilos.

Lot No. 10. William llenshnw, of Leicester,

Benjamin Watson, jr. plonghman. William Hen-
sliaw, driver,— work performed in 20 minutes.

Lot No. II. Silas Dudley, of Sutton, himself

ploughman, Samuel Taylor, driver—work per-

formed in 28 minutes.

Lot No. 12. Freegrace Marbl-e, of Sutton,

Samuel Sibley, ploughman, Freegrace Marble,

driver—work performed in 23 minutes.

Your Committee, in the discharge of their

duly, have been extremely desirous to do jus

tice to all the competitors, and to all the other
members of this Society. And notwithstanding

the competitors were unfortunate in their

ground, the Committee are of o|>inion that there

was not that improvement in the work which
they and the public had reason to expect : and

8s the great and professed object of Ploughing
Matches is improvement, and to extend a prac-

tical knowledge of the art, the Committee
could not, with justice to their own judgments,
and the duty they owe to this Sodety, recom-
mend the full amount of premiums ro those who
they considered to excel, that the Trustees had
empowered them to do, but have recommend-
ed ene half that sum.

First premium to Freegrace Marble— Plough

^5; Ploughman §2,50; Driver gl, 50.

Second premium to William Eaton, jr.

—

Plough %\ ; Ploughman ^3; being no Driver.
Third premium to Nathan Heard, jr.

—

Plough ^3; Ploughman §1,50: Driver 50 els.

Fourth premium to Silas Dudley-^Plough

§2; Ploughman §1.

N. B. The Trustees afterwards awarded
full premiums, instead of half premiums, as

recommended by the Committee.
Per order.

JOSEPH THAYER, Chairman.

From the American Farmer.

Mr. Orton, surgeon, 34th regiment, has ex-

plained the cause of fowls dying so often on
ship-board. It is want of sharp cornered grav-
el to triturate corn in the gizzard. This he
discovered by dissecting one of the dead fowls.—" The noxt step was to take advantage of the
information thus gained ; but the maxim that
' knowledge is power,' seemed likely to meet
with an excej)tion in this instance ; for we
were many hundred miles from land, and there

appeared little chance of finding any substitute

lor proper gravel on board the ship. Inquiries

were made for a stone, by which the experi-
ment might be made with a few of the fowls;
and it was soon found that abundance of a rock,
resembling granite, had been taken on board as

ballast at St. Helena. A quantity of this was
immediately broken up into pieces, about the
size pf split peas, and given to the poultry-

ic:

They swallowed it eagerly. The sick birds

were collected, and a r|nanlily of the sperif.'.

placed before each; and Ibnir.'h m(>sf of ihein

were unable to stand, they devound it wilh

eagerness, several in quantities of a table-spoon

ful each. They all recovered oxcopt one. In

short the ninrlality from that (itne cnlirely

ceased, and the remainin^r poultry (by far llie

principal part,) instead of dying, became exces-

sively fat. Fowl«, when allowed to run about,

are observed to be very nice in selecting tho

pieces of stone v Iiich they swallow. In many
of those which I dissected, I found pieces of
broken earthenware, chosen doubtless on account
of their sharp edges. 1 would recommend hiU'l

stonea to be laid in for fowls on board shiji, and
broken up, instead of natural gravel, which is

commonly more or less rounded. River or sea

sand, or gravel, is evidently useless."

A Bear Story.—Lemuel Martin, Esq. of Sulli-

van county, informs me, that on the 27fh ul!.

Mr. William Fisk and his son, while hunting, in

the town of Rockland, in that county, discover-

ed the track of three bears. i\hichthey pursuer!
about three miles to a don. They urged their

dog, but in vain, to enter and attack the t'cro-

cious beasts. It being near night a fire, was
built up and they watched until next morning,
when they collected a number of their neigh-
bors, and about twenty dogs, three only of which
had courage to enter and attack the bears ; and
after a serious fight, two cubs presented them-
selves at the mouth of the den and were shot,

while the old bear kept possession of her fastness.

The dog? satisfied with their partial conquest,
could not be prevailed on to renew the fight,

Mr. Fisk got his Green Blountain spunk up, and
determined not to give up the victory. He ac-

cordingly assisted by Blr. William Gray, with a

light, entered the cave crawling more than dfly

feet, discovered the glaring eyes, and heard
the threatening and gnashing of the teeth of
his potent adversary—he discharged two rifles,

the smoke drove them from the cave. On
entering afterwards, they discovered that

their adversary had expired, and they drew
from the cave {sixtyfeet) an enormous she bear.

Tlie Himlaya Ridge.—A long paper in the

Asiatic Researches, vol. 15(h. by Messrs. Hud-
geon and Herbert, gives the height of a num-
ber of the snowy peaks of the Himlaya ridge

of mountains, from a survey—from which it ap-

pears that the highest of these peaks has an ele-

vation of 35,589 feet, or 4 m. and 3 qrs. This
is 3 qrs. of a mile greater than the height ofChim-
borazo, the most elevated of the Andes.

The following curious circumstance is stated in the
Farmer's Journal :—A farmer bought about thirty pigs,

and immediately put them all up toget pork. Their
food was boiled potatoes. In a short time a distemper
appeared among them, and about twenty died. 1 he
potatoes given to the pigs belonged to a crop of ten a-

cres on light land ; and in harvesting them, a great

many which had been long exposed to the sun, and
weather, were of course, thrown aside for pig food.

—

Potatoes so exposed acquire a poisonous quality, the

upper side turning green, and having all the appear-

ance and taste of greeri copperas—that is, the oxide of

iron ; the potatoe contaius a portion of iron in solution,

which attracts the oxygen of the atmosphere. The
potatoes in the retail shops in London are much injur-

ed by lying long in the light air : so that where tlie

sale is slow, they are at least unpalatable and um-
wUolesome.
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Proceedings of the J^'ova Scotia Provincial -igri-

cultural Society.

Ai> Anniversary Meeting of this Society was convened

at Halifax on the 1st of Decemlier last, and after

transmitting the formal business which the occasion

demanded, the following proceedings took place, as

stated in the Acadian Recorder of the 6th of Dec.

The Vice Presirlent stated to the meeting

that the disposal of the money which lay in the

hands of the Treasurer was now the subject of

their consideration, and he requested that the

Secretary, who probably had revolved the ques-

tion in his mind, should now publicly propose

what he had to offer.

Mr. Youn^ rose and said, that the laro;e ba-

lance now over was more than adequate for all

the demands of the Society, and that £200
ought lobe disposed of in some way or other.

It ought either to be lent at interest upon good
personal security in order that it might be forth-

coming whenever the exigencies of the Socie-

ty required it, and it might be vested in some
agricultural sj)eculation which would at once
promote the general inte rest of the farmer,

and be directly conducive to tlie benefit

of the town. If the latter plan were a-

dopted he had turned over in his own mind
those objects which stood in need of encourage-

ment, and were of such paramount importance

as to justify the application of so large a dispo-

sable sum. He would not attempt, at present,

to go into any minute details, because the senti-

ments of the gentlemen present were as yet un-

known—but he would beg their indulgence,

while he slightly touched tliose subjects which
occurred to him as worthy of immediate atten-

tion.

A part of this balance, he thought, might be

judiciously employed in premiums for clearing

and improving the land which lay within a cir-

cle of three or four miles around the capital.

—

It was well known to the meeting that the natu-

ral obstructions which presented themselves

both in the peninsula and at Dartmouth were
of a formidable nature, and sufficient to damp
the zeal even of the most enthusiastic improv-

er. From the number of stones which encum-
bered the surface and the native sterility of the

land itself, every acre required an outlay of

from £40 to £50 before it was adequately

cleared and manured for a first crop. Such a

heavy expense therefore would not be volunta-

rily incurred without a powerful excitement,

more especially when capital at the present

moment could be profitably invested in

commercial undertakings.— In order therefore

to invite capital from commerce, it was necessa-

ry that this Society should hold up some bounty

for the improvement of every acre. This
could be deemed no waste o( the private funds,

when the vast importance of cultivation in the

vicinity of the town was duly appreciated. Ev-
ery acre of land rendered arable was supplying

Dur market with those vegetables and roots es-

sential to the means of subsistence, and must be

looked upon as an advantage not only to our-

selves but to our posterity. Every rod of im-

proved ground opened up a new source of pro-

duction for the supply of our daily wants,

which were increasing in number with every
increase ot our population.

Another object which he would recommend
to the Society was the encouragement of Oat-

mills in the neighborhood of the town. Meal

was fast rising in demand with all classes of the
inhabitants; and strange it was to tell that no
mill for manufacturing it had been erected in

this vicinity. The single district of Picton

could boast of 22 oatmills, which had risen dur-

ing the last (bur years as if by enchantment;
and yet the metropolis of the province could

not number one amidst all its public improve-
ments. This was felt as a want not only by the

farmers in the immediate vicinity, but through-
out the whole province ; because the immense
quantities brought in there for sale every spring

and fall, lay as dead weight upon the market,
and labored under great and serious depression.

But were mills only erected, our merchants
would purchase these oats on speculation,

would manufacture them at their conveniency,
and then deal them out in the shape of meal,

according to the calls of the consumption.

The last object which we would bring under
their notice was some method of encouraging
the curing of beef and pork. The Directors,

as they all knew, had warady recommended
this subject, but without effect, to the provin-

cial Legislature ; and it would now be becoming
in them to testify their sense of the utility of the

measure, by offeringsome bounties with a view
to its encouragement. Had the Legislature a-

dopted the recommendation ot the Central

Board, bounties would have been offered to

the curers of salt provisions, whether they re-

sided in Annapolis, Picton, Halifax, or any oth-

er part of the province : but if the private

funds of the Society were to be appropriated

to this object, it became a question of expedi-
ency how for the bounty should be extended, or

whether it should be confined to the merchants
in the capital. He surely did not need to press

with much earnestness the imperious necessity

of relieving the farmer in some way or other.

Beef at present was daily selling at 2d. and Ijd.

per lb.—a price so utterly incapable of remu-
nerating the raiser, that it must obviously tend

to weigh down the agricultural interest of the

country. Beef, weight for weight, was now as

cheap as oatmeal ; and he would put it to their

knowledge whether the farmer could produce
the one as cheap as the other. A handful of

oats thrown carefully by the sower, and cover-

ed with a single turn of the harrows was an

easy and little expensive process ; contrasted

with the care of raising a calf, of nurturing it

for two or three winters, and of finding it with

grass through the summer before it was fit for

the butcher. Beef per lb. should at all times

be double the price of oatmeal. Let any man
search all the records of farming, the tables of

the price of provisions which had been publish-

ed in England or France, nay, either in the old

or the new world ; and he would find it to be

an invariable law, that whatever is the rate of

bread, butcher meat is double that rate. But

here that ratio of relative value was entirely

subverted; and we had the anomalous appear-

ance of beef sinking every autumn below
bread ; and thus entailing on the agricultural

body a manifest and prodigious hardship. He
trusted that this order of things would be soon

reversed : as it brought us within the operation

of tlie great law which regulated the depres-

sion and elevation of human affairs—and

which was this; that whenever any article

descended much below its value, its pro-

duction was proportionably discouraged, and

its future advance in value rose beyond the jt

point of equilibrium. Three pence half-pen
and four pence per pound (or beef were perha
the fair price at the present moment, compar
with that of bread, and accordingly we had fi

many years experienced that butchers' meat'
May and June started to 6d. and 7d. per pouo
and thus balanced in some measure the deprei
ed rates of November and December. It th

appeared that while the poorer farmers suffe

ed grievously in the fall, the community gene
ally reaped no benefit; because the glut nasi
variably followed by a corresponding scaicil

He, therefore, submitted to the present mee
ing, how far it would be proper by a few jud

cious bounties, to induce our wealthy merchan
to embark in the salt provision trade.

Judge Haliburton addressed the chair in p

ply. He stated frankly that I'or his part I

would not sanction the lending of the mone
The members of that Society had contributi

their quolas for the purjiose of improving tl

agriculture of this province, and that great «i

ject should in no instance be lost sight of. Th
interest ot \'ZL a year would weigh light in II

scale, compared with the disposable balant

which was now in the hands of the Treasure
He approved of the objects which had no

been recommended to their attention, and pa

ticularly the encouragement of oatmills. Me.

had now become almost an article of daily (ot

in the capital and the means of manufacturing
well deserved the care of this Society. Oai

during two seasons of the year were alw»j

thrown into this market so plentifully as to sg

fer a great depreciation in value. He him«
had been offered them the other day at Is. Ji

per bushel ; but in the course of three modll

he knew and anticipated that they would ifi

to 3s. Were mills of that description set i

motion here, the superabundant quantity wWl
now be profitably carried off, and convertetfii

to a cheap, useful and healthful food: andl
therefore heartily concurred with the Secreli

ry in opinion that part of the private fmi

might be wisely employed in encouraging lb

erection of one or two oatmills.

Walter Bromley, Esq. said, that he thoojl

there might be some other objects than thos

enumerated which deserved the countenance,

this Society. On former occasions he fei

heard with great pleasure the Attorney Geltr'

al expatiate on the wool of Nova Scotia, wKo
was the necessary staple of our domestic mii'

ufactures. He had lately tried an experiraeil

of this kind ; in which he had embarked fifflj

£40 to £50; and he did this in order tS^

duce good habits among the young. He W
often heard the ladies of Halifax complaWij

the want of industry in their servants—*

evil which could not be remedied, till the*
materials of flax and wool were properly

tected, and till a taste for industry was givfti

the rising females. He had lately empF
32 spinners of wool in school and 7 woraei

side— 13 knitters in school and 15 oatsil

making sixty seven in all employed in the ne"

manufacture : and the socks were in such hi;

demand, that he could by no means answer li

orders. Notwithstanding the high price '

wool he was enabled to sell these per pair^

2s. ; and he had brought and now present*!'

specimen of them on the table for the insp*'

tion of the meeting. »
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he Altorney General next claimed llie at-jcient, Mr. Bromley should add flax to his es-

ion of the meeting, and (or a lew moments tahlishment ; and betwixt the two he would

ed their patience. The qnestion before
! find enough for his manuiacture. He (the At-

n was the disposal of the £-00 remaming-

e present funds above the exigences and

ts of the .Society. He was clear that they

ht to be kept untouched, and no more ex-

[jed of them than the prolits and interest.

institution has already laid out a great

for the importations of implements of hus-

Iry, which had served as models to all our

hanics in the t'abrication of similar articles.

reat improvement that had taken place

account, both to advance the general pro

ly and save our capital at the same time.

improvement of the peninsula and the

r lands around the capital had been spoken

> favorable terms, and this measure cer-

had his warmest concurrence. The
etary himself had set an excellent exam|)le

lis head ; and nothing had so much aston-

1 him when he lately visited his farm,

,e excellent crops of wheat, clover, pota-

and other vegetables growing on a piece

ind, which had once been a ragged and

Kirn soil; and which be had often travers-

1 its rude state while shooting plovers. Had
cen in England or Ireland and there acci-

illy have t'allen in with an inhabitant of

fax, who told him of the actual tnsprove-

now accomplished at Willowpark, he (the

rney General) must have great faith in the

city of the teller, before he could have

n his assent to the credibility of the story.

are, therefore, much indebted to the Sec-

•y of the Society for showing the capabili-
' improving the peninsula—yet he was not

Dg to devote the £200 to this object, be-

i he thought that the ordinary funds of the

jty were sufficient to accomplish it and

> the spirit of enterprize alive,

either would he turn these surplus funds to

erection of oatmills. These had found

way already into many parts of the pro-

, and particularly to the eastward. From

tornoy General) himself would engage to sen

liini a considerable quantity of flax fit for spin-

ning, and allow him a liberal coni[)cns,ilion for

his labor. He was truly glad to see that a

spirit of manufacturing domestic articles had

been lately awakened, and lhat.it was spreading

fast throughout the province. Orderly and do-

mestic habits, often the ofl'-ip ring of necessity,

uould soon assimilate themselves toour manners,

and become tixed and stationary in our country.

lachinery throughout the province must! They required from us no t'urther nurturing,

obviously traced to this source ; and he than to prohibit the exportation of the raw mu-

of no other application of the money terial as tlax anil wool.

could have been productive of better ef- He now turned to the depressed condition of

But although we had thus done good to
| our grazing system, which ought to he revived

riculture of the province, we had lost
i liv all means in our power. Tliis country was

ey by the transaction and diminished our i well adapted for raising beef, pork, butter and

tal. It should be our future policy, on cheese, il proper methods were employed and

a more enlightened system of rural economy
adopted. But our lands, and those too, of the

very first quality, were appropriated to the

scythe and not to the sickle.—Our countrymen

were graziers and not farmers, and this errone-

ous method of management had been continued

and propagated for a great number of years.

—

accordmg to all the most rational views which

have been taken of the management of land,

grazing and husbandry should reciprocally sup-

port each other and go on hand in hand. It

was the plough that ought to support the cat-

tle ; and the straw of white crops with tur-

nips and other roots should be their main de-

pendence. But notwithstanding these perni-

cious habits, we must help the farmers out of

their difficulties the best way we can. This

Society had its foundation in liberality, and was

instituted for the professed purpose of removing

the pressure which weighed down the agricul-

tural body. This was an era in our history of

which we would be long proud—but the spirit

in which the Society begun ought still to inform

and animate all its future measures.—Oar agri-

culture labors now under the cheap prices of

beef and pork—And to this, and this alone we
could direct whatever impulse could be commu-
nicated to our agriculture by the present dispo-

sable £200. His plan would be to employ the

money in an experiment, under the direction of

the Society to export to the different parts of

1 the West Indies a quantity of well cured salt

ce he saw them proceeding forward— [provisions. He would propose a judicious com
ping round by the back of Partridge Isl- mittee to be appointed with full powers to

the mode of cutting up the carcasses; but cer-

tainly he could depend upon his skill in curing
them. He was much disappointed in not re-

ceiving from Alount Uniacke two pieces ofbeef
which he had sent for and which he meant to

present to day to the Society. They had been
cured since Oct. 1822, and had lain in the pickle

since that time ; and yet both the fat and tha

tilire were excellent and juicy—The committre
might therelbre command his services, and he
would cheerfully spend three or four weeks in

giving them all the help in his power. He,
therefore, most earnestly proposed that a ven-

t<ire of this kind should be undertaken ; anil

when he had obtained the account of sales from

the West Indies, the success of the experiment

would hold out a sufficient stimulus to our mer-

chants to engage actively in this trade. Three
persons should be chosen, into whose hands

the £200 should be paid under certain regula

lions ; and they ought to be instructed to buy
beef and pork, cure it in a proper manner,
ship it to the West Indies, and lay the pro-

ceeds of the adventure before this Societ}'.

Mr. Bromley, in reply, staled that he had in-

troduced tlax into his manufactory and spun a

good deal of it into yarn. He had lately re-

ceived five hundred weight from his Lordship

the Earl of Dalhousie in a present, which he was

working up as fast as possible; but women who
were engaged in spinning it, notwithstanding all

the murmurs of the hardness of the times had

the confidence to ask of him 2s. a day for their

lalior. He thought, therefore, that our domes-

tic manufactures should not be neglected in

the ajiplication of the disposable sum.

—and he would not be surprized though

would dash in upon Annapolis and take

jssion of Digby. The enemies of meal

now just say or do what they please—but

as plain to all sensible men, that it could

r be banished out of the province, because

id taken firm root in it.

ith respect to domestic manufactures re-

pended by Mr. Bromley, he felt every

nation to praise the gentleman for his ef-

and thought that he could not sufficiently

aud him. It was not, however, within

power of this society either to recompense
imulate his labors. He must look to the

slature for effectual aid. A law should be

prohibiting the exportation of a single

id Oi' wool; for there was not enough rais-

1 the province to answer the ends of in-

d consumption. But if wool was insuffi-

manage this business.—An experienced hand

must first be procured to divide the carcass

into proper pieces ; for all the butchers in Hal-

ifax could not cut up a pig as it ought to be

done, with their whole united skill. Both pork

and beef should be so separated as to furnish

two or three qualities ; and the prices at which

these are to ba bought should be fixed and

known beforehand.— If the farmer could sell to

others to more advantage than to the commit-

tee, let him do it, and only have recourse to

their fixed prices when he cannot better pro-

mote his interest—Every article that comes

from the country—hides, tallow, beef, pork,

butter, cheese, should be capable of being dis-

posed of at a certain known rate, so that the

farmer would not need as now to hawk them

about town till his patience was exhausted. He
would not attempt to instruct the committee in

From the Massachusetts Sjiy.

Our Coal Mine.—Since the allusion which
we made, some time since, to the Coal Mine in

this town, we have frequently been inquired of,

respecting it. We have delayed making any

further statements, in hopes that such experi-

ments would be made, as would enanle us to

give a full description of its kind and qualities.

As yet, this has been but partially accomplish-

ed. The bed is apparently of considerable

depth and of great extent, shewing itself in va-

rious places. At the place where it is now
open, it appears above the surface of the earth,

and may be procured in vast quantities, at an

expense almost nominal. It is of the species

called Anthracite, by mineralogists, and is the

same kind as the Liverpool glance coal, the

Rhode Island coal, and the Schuylkill and Le-

high coal. It is valuable in furnaces, forges,

and for most manufacturing and domestic pur-

poses. We have burned some of it, and find

it to ignite readily, and to produce great heat.

It has been burned with the Rhode Island and

with the Lehigh coal, and found to ignite easi-

er, and to burn longer, after taken from the

fire, than either of them, but the specimens

which we have seen, we think, leave a great-

er residuum than the Lehigh. As the bed is ex-

cavated deeper, it will probably be more pure.

This coal has been considerably used at the

Brewery in this town, and is found to answer

better than other coal for that purpose.

Hydrophobia.—The following mode of curing

hydrophobia, is certainly novel, and may super-

sede scuUtap.—" An extraordinary surgical op-
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eration was performed a few days ago in one of

the great hospitals of Paris, upon a man labour-

ing under the dreadful malady, hydrophobia-

He had for some time manifested the utmost

horror for liquids, and showed a disposition to

bite whatever came in his way.—The sur-

geons of the hospital determined to fry «pon
Iiim an experiment which had been found suc-

cessful when applied to animals.—The opera-

tion consisted in the inlrodiiction of water in-

to the veins, by means of an incision above
the wrist. The experiment fully succeeded,

as the patient now lakes liquids without aver-

sion, betrays no inclination to bite, and is free

iVom fever.

[Tim author of the following has laid us under great

oblig:itjons by his obliging communications. It is,

perh:\ps, an object of as great consequence to Agri-

culturists to state what plans and deviations from es-

tablished practices do nol succeed as to mention those

which do succeed. Such statements may save much
expense and trouble by preventing repetitions of use-

less experiments. Many supposed improvements

have been tried over and over again, with reiterated

failures, merely because those who have been engag-

ed in each repetition of a fruitless trial were ignorant

of the attempts of their predecessors. We hope Mr.

.tarvis will oblige us by a continuance of his corres-

pondence.]

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

T. G. Fessenden, Esq.

Sir,— In your N. E. Farmer of the -, 1

observed an account of a Virginia Fence with

upright posts, which being at an angle of *

with each olher and connected with rails,

would be self supported.—As m^' experience

of the angle required for strength, has been dif-

ferent from that of your correspondent, and as

this difference probably resulted from the dif-

ferent exposures of the fences— I have thought

it might he well to communicate to you (he re-

salt of my experiment. In the spring of 1821,

having occasion to make a considerable length of

fence, 1 was induced from the recommendation

of an agricultural friend to try the Virginia

Fence with upright posts. The fence was made
with cedar posts about five inches diameter and

four feet six inches long, standing at an angle of

forty-five degrees, and connected by sawed
rails five and six inches wide, I| inches thick and

10 feet long,'=trongly nailed, spaces between r.ails

6 inches ; the fence was not sheltered from the

high winds, nor was it more exposed than in

any clear and level country; in less than a

week the whole length (one hundred rods on
each.side of a road) was completely overset,
the posts supported by the rails preserved their

relative situation, and made the same angles in

air that they had made on the ground. I was
then satistied that the angle adopted was not

sufficient, and had the fence new set on an an-

gle of ninety degrees, this has been found to

answer, and 1 believe a fence so built would
stand a gale equal to any common fence.—The
cost of lUO rods of tins fence is as follows :

* This blank, together with that which precedes it,

the Editor was requested to fill with the date of the
paper and the degrees of the angle alluded to, buthav-
iug made diligent search we caunol, at present, turn
to the passage to which the author refers.

243 Posts, Cedar, 4 feet 6 inches long, 5
inches in diameter, at 4 cts. $9,72

5467 feet, board measure. Rails 1 1-8

inches thick, 6 inches wide, at $7 38, 27
4 M. Cut Nails, 20 lbs. to the M. at 7 cts. 5, 60
Setting the Fence, 10, 00

$C3, 59

This cost might be greater or less according

to the price of the materials where the fence

was built.

In consequence of the fires which ravaged a

great part of Maine, the past season, I avail my-
«elf of the medium of your very valuable pa-

per to suggest to the sufferers whetherit would

not be well to improve the land burnt over b}'

clearing it to the extent of their means, and by

sowing the remainder with the Dutch White
Clover, more commonly known by the name of

the white honeysuckle.—Last spring we sowed
about 400 lbs. of that seed on a tract of land

burnt over the preceding summer; the land

was in the same state as left by the fire, the

seed was sown at the rate of two pounds to the

acre just as the frost was coming out of the

ground ; notwithstanding the extreme drought

of last season the seed took well—by the mid-

dle of July the grass was in full bloom, and af-

forded a fine bite for cattle. This seed was
bought of Mr. Makepeace, of Cambridgeport,

in the fall of 1822; I have understood he has

a quantity of the same lot on hand, which
if not injured by age, 1 can recommend as of

the best quality. We also cleared up about 40
acres of the same kind of land ; twenty of

which were sown with oats and millet, six

with English turnips and laid down with herds

grass and clover, and fourteen acres sown with

grass seed alone.—The grass seed took well in

each case, best where sown alone, next best

where sown with turnips.—The oats and millet

being sown late, and having to contend against

a drought severer than has been known lor

twenty years, gave but a light crop, on

an average but little more than half a ton

to the acre, the turnips gave about two hun-

dred bushels to the acre, six hundred bushels

were harvested, and about as many more were
I'ed off by fatting cattle. With this last mode
of using the turnips 1 was much pleased, as the

whole expense of harvesting was saved— the

cattle throve faster than 1 ever knew them to

thrive in the barn, and the turnips were eaten

as ci>ean as they would have been harvested by

hand. The cost of an acre was as follows :

—

Clearing land, paid for by the job $5, 00

1 ill. tum.'P seed, 50

Harrowing tefore and after sowing, 4, 00

10 lbs. clover seed, 1, 00

e quarts herds gt^sa seed, 75

Sit, 25

As an offset to this was the value of the crop

of turnips which couK^ not be estimated at less

than the above cost of ^11, Sb, and the land

was reclaimed from a staJe of waste to one

])roductive either as mowing or pasturage.

Encouraged by this success we intend im-

proving the land we have had burnt over the

past season in the same manner and lo a great-

er extent. We have now 1000 lbs, of the

white clover seed on hand which will be all

sowed in this vicinity as soon as the ground is

bare of snow— this besides insuring an abun-

dance of summer feed of the best quality will

be a security against future fires, as the w
clover is always green and ivill prevent
growth of moss which in a dry time is higl

inflamable—by furnishing a covering for i

land, it will also prevent its deteriorating ai

the case when the land, stripped of its natui

covering, is left exposed to the sun.

With respect, kc. CHARLES JARVIS

NEW ENGLAND FARMEl
SATURDAY, JANUARY 10, 1824.

CATAr.ocrE OF agriccltural works. We
mised some time since to publish a catalogue of apprgi

ed agricultural works, together wilh information w
such books may be obtained. M e have not yet

able to complete our list, although we have made'!

peated " calls for information" on our principal bodl

sellers. Those gentlemen all promise to make out

catalogue of their agricultural works, but some of thei

have not yet found time to complete it. There is, hM
ever, a pretty fair prospect that our neit number mi

contain a list as complete as can be conveniently bi

nished.

An example worthy of imitation. A gentls

man wiifes to us that " a few farmers in this town at

about forming themselves into a society, principally t

improvement in our wretched practice of farming, i

is our present intention to procure an apparatus lorit

alyziug soiU, and a library of some of the most vain

ble works we can get on scientific and practical ajri

culture, and domestic affairs." This contemplated is

sociation appears to accord with the Hon. T. Pid

ering's recommendation, expressed in his Address li

the Massachusetts Agricultural Society, which as it cat

not be too often repeated, we will here repuhlith.

^^ As we have no farmers who cannot read— in orf^

lo give to all opportunities of reading, I suggest forc»

sideration, the expediency of forming in each towiisli]

in the State a farming society, of which the meniht
should meet monthly, to converse en farming atfairH

to make mutual communications of their practicejh

husbandry—to commit to writing every practice ad

in common use, which may be beneficially tnUudei-
and to read and examine modern publications on iMi

vocation
;
particularly those of the State Society, whicli

the Trustees would gratuitously furnish. To ihest.

such township societies would find it agreeable aijd use

ful to add the best periodical publications, which issuf

from the presses of our own country, either through tbi

agency of agricultural societies, or of well infornud ii'

dividuals. With these and a few other beoks on tlii

subject, each township society would become posseR-

ed at a very small expense, of a pleasing and in-troc-

tive agricultural library."

Fastening for window shutters. A frin 1 an

correspondent requests us to state that " there li:i- hta

in operation for about a year in Bradford, Mass. -indii'

neighborhood, a Fastening for Window Shutlir;,

Outward Doors, which operates by its own weight,

catching in little books, driven, one into the side of fli

house, and the other info the window stool ; itself r^

sembling at the end the catch of a common fasteniDj

to a door, and which has been found from use altoge

ther sufficient. It is a convenience which any black'

smith can make, and, which, since it is not a patent-

ed thing, any person has a right to make. It can it

no case, properly cost more than 12 1-2 cents, and ii

made in numbers not more than half that sum." ThcK

fastenings are made by Mr. Bacon, of Bedford, MaS!.

The inhabitants of this city hare chosen Commiltet!

in their respective Wards to ascertain the number ol

persons therein suljfct lo the Small I'ox, with a vie*

to a °;eneral Vaccination.
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:e Editor of Ihe A'tic England Farmtr,

R,—In this age of improvement, as it it justly cal-

I wonder no person lias invented a suitable Pruss

ttracting the jnice of Currants. It has become ve-

hionahle to make ctirraiit wine ; and it is an e.r-

^ and dira/i substitiilP for «;i^ imported wines, but

ant of a Pre?? is much felt. It appears to me that

lan who shall invent a cheap I'icss, will find a

demand lor the article. A Farmer.
>o<-.'i;ic, /un. i, lUil.

lanufacliiry for converting; iron into steel has

been established in Morris County, N. J. and a

for the Philadelphia Democratic Press, says that

persuaded no cast steel ever imported from Great
u excels it for the firmest and finest iustrumenls.

\ew Brunswick Fredoni;in says nothing has yet

d relating to the villains, who robbed Mr. R.
nory, but strong- hopes are entertained that their

has been discovered, and that they will speedily

ught to justice.

FOKEIGiN-.
French troops took possession of Barcelona on

1 Nov. More than three humiiod pieces of brass

y were mounted on the ramparts. The king of

•ntered Madrid on the 14th Nov. A Paris ar-

lys that " the people tmik his horses from his

and the king, descending, was drawn into a

id Car by 100 men, to his palace under tri-

1 arches." The Duke D'Augouleme was ex-

it Bayonne on his way to Paris on the 25th
iber.

London Courier of Nov. 11, states that there

counts from Paris " that vessels of war and pro-

were about to be s«iit to Cadiz, and that trans-

> carry twenty thousand infantry and two thou-
ivalry were to be furnished to Spain by difft i-

verE of Kuropo, and to Rendezvous at Cadiz.
. The probability, however, is, that this is

but fudge 1

ish and Greek Ai^airs.— A Constantinople ar-

Oct. 10, states that the Captain Pacha had
d several Greek vessels near Lemnos. The
division consisted of 35 light vessels, and were
1 'with two divisions of the Turkish fleet.

—

eek account states that Ad. Midoule, with
visions of fleet, attacked the Turks about the

September, near Mytelene ;—that the battle

•ur hours ;—that the Grecian lire ships destroy-

arge Turkish vessels ;—that others were ei-

k or stranded on the coast of Asia ; that two
iptured frigates had arrived at Psara ;—and
remainder sought refuge in the port of Olive-
^ Greek accounts of land operations likewise

'.heir affairs in a favorable point of view. They
at the Turks have been repulsed and harrassed
Grecian Commandant Diamante, and suffered

ss :—and that they then retreated towards
V, and sustained several sanguinary defeats

route.

: Iflfh Sept. the Turkish Pacha Mustapha at-

le Greek General Contavanne, who defended
le passes leading to .Missilonghi ; but was re-

tth great loss. On the Gth Mustapha attack-
her pass, defended by a corps of Suliots.

—

contest was long and bloody, and the Turk

Ietire
from it till he had lost a great number of

cle, dated Zante, Oct. 20, states that in two
he Scodians [Tnrkish auxiliaries] left 2000

1 1 on the field. The loss of the Greeks, who
;nded by entrenchments in the passes, was
nly ; hut among them were three of their

rs." It appears, however, that Mustapha
terwards made a third attack on the pass of
id succeeded in forcing it after an immense
was in full march for Missilonghi. But

e is strongly fortified. The Citadel of
av the same accounts surrendered to the
October- The garrison to be sent to .\sia

iron is is now capiiulating. The fort ofRothy-
inida surrendered in September ; and a Hy-
idron is shortly expected to arrive in the
Patras.

An article dated Semlin, (.Sclavonia) Oct. 20, as-

serts as a rumor, that the Greeks have gained anew
naval victory over the Turks, Ihe first day of of Octo-
ber between I.emuos and Mylultne. A Nuremberg
article of Oct. 25, states that .\rcania is entirely free

of the Turks. Privesa and .\rta have only small gari-

sons, which the Greek Commandant Sturnaris is dispos-
ed to besiege. Vonizza is in the power of the Greeks.
()dy.?seus is before Ntgropont ; Colocotroni goes into

the Peloponesus ; and Nicetas remains in Livadia.
The Pacha of Salonica is repairing to Larissa with
some thousand troops, to take the command there.

CONGRESSIONAL.
In Se.vate.—Friday, Dec. 26. Mr. Barton offered

for consideration a resolntion on the subject of the sale

of the Lead Mines and Salines of the United Slates, and
of the necessity, if to be sold, of diffusing information
among the people ofthrir situation and value.

Mr. Mills, of Mass. gave notice that he should on
Monday ask leave to propose an Amendment to the
Constitution in relation to the choice of President and
Vice President.

Monday, Dec. 29. Mr. Mills, of Mass. introduced a

resolution for amending the constitution of the U. S.

with regard to the choice of President, &c. and Mr.
Van Buren another on the same subject.

Tlie bill to revive and continue the Acts relating to

discriminating duties in favor of our commerce was tak-

en up, and debated on by Mr. Smilh, .Mr. Lloyd of

Mass. and others ; and finally passed the Senate.

'I'uesday, Dec. 30. This day was occupied by at-

tending to private bills, and resolutions, which were
postponed,

Wednesday, Dec. 31. Numerous private petitions

were presented. The bill from the House to repeal
part of the Act to lessen the compensation of Marshalls,
Attorneys, &c. was read and committed.
On motion of Mr. Elliot, a resolution was agreed to,

requesting the President of the U. S. to cause an appli-

cation to be made to the British Government, thro' our
Minister at that Court for a list of names of persons paid,

and sums received for Florida lands, previous lo the
Treaty of 17a3, of which they were deprived by the
transfer of that territory to Spain, by virtue of said
Treaty.

Horsp.—Tuesday, Dec. 23. Mr. Webster from the
Committee on the .ludiciary, reported three bills. 1st

for the relief of persons imprisoned for debt in Pcnn.
2d, A bill to repeal in part, the Act to lessen the com-
pensation for Marshalls, Clerks and Attorneys, and a
bill allowing costs in all cases, whese patentees recover
more than $100. These bills were committed.

The House lookup the resolution of Mr. Breck, call-

ing on the Secretary of the Treasury for the amount of

the exports and imports to and from Greece, Asia Minor,
and Egypt. This caused some debate in the course of

which Mr. Webster said in substance, that the motion
he had formerly made was merely to authorize an in-

quiry into facts as regarded the situation and prospects
of the Greeks, and not to produce a quarrel with the
Turks, and he wished to prevent any such impression
from going abroad as that his resolution was a declara-
tion of war against the Turks.

Friday, Dec. 26. Mr. Sloane, of the Committee of
Elections asked for power to send for testimony in the
case of the contested election of John Bailey, a Mem-
ber from Mass., who was stated not to have been at the
time of his election an inhabitant of that State, &c.
Granted unanimously.

On motion of Mr. Wayne, the Committee on the sub-
ject was instructed to report on the expediency of fix-

by law the net amount of annual income, which
shall disqualify any applicant from being placed on the
list of Revolutionary Pensioners.

Tnesday, Dec. 30. Mr. Webster, from the Commit-
tee on the Judiciary reported that it is not expedient to

establish a Uniform System of Bankruptcy. In this

opinion, Mr. Webster observed that a great majority of
the committee concurred, and that he was the only
member, who bad the misfortune to differ from that
opinion, but the whole Committee were desirous of giv-
ing a fair opportunity to those gentlemen, who like him-
self were in favor of the system, to bring the question
before the House. TMs Report was laid »n the Table.
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MASSACHUSETTS LKGISLATURK.
The Legislature of this Commonwealth assembled

on the 7th insl. Alter passing through the customary
forms, &c. a joint Committee was appointed, con: istin g
of the Hon. Messrs. Brooks and Austin of the Senal e,

and Messrs. Harte, Welles and \\ are, of the Hoii;c,

to wait on his i^Xcellency the Governor, who soon af-

terwards transmitted his .Message. We would, with
pleasure, give this at large, but most, perhaps nearly
all, of our readers will receive it from other sources.

—

The following extract, however, having in part, a par-
ticular reference to the objects of this paper, we sliuU

not denyonrselves the privilege of publishing.
" Agriculture, the stable so'jrce of the htalth and

strength of the state, encouraged and aided by gov-
ernment, is gradually improving; and with a continu-
ance of the patriotic zeal and exertions of individual

citizens, will attain higher degrees of perfection.

—

manufacturing establishments are extending and in-

creasing, and as the means of protecting them by in-

creasing duties on foreign imports, is, by the constitu-

tion, vested exclusively in the federal government, it is

confidently hoped, that a review of the existing larifi.

an increase of duty on certain articles, and on thosr

particularly which are of primary necessity, may be
considered as accordant with, ifnot requijed by nati-ou-

al policy."'

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, k.c

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

.\SHES, pot, 1st sort,

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mtss, 200 lbs. new,
cargo. No 1, . . . .

" No 2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. new
"• 2d qual.

CHEESE, new milk ....
skimed milk, . . .

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Gencssce,
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, BoneMiddlings new, .

NAVY, mess,

Cargo, No 1, ...
Cargo, No 2, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover

WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed
do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROriSIOX MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAL,
MUTTON and LA.MB, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, best . .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye,

Indian,

POTATOES, ....
CIDER, liquor, new ....
HAY ,accoKding to quality.
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The following; beautiful appeal to the charitable, was
written by a gentleman in Montreal, when the

distress of the poor in that place called loudly on

the charity of the opulent, during the hard winter of

1817 and '18.

WINTER.
At this chill time, while stormy winter reigns.

And driven snow lies scattered on the plains

;

V\hile bitter tcippests howl with furious dread.

And search each crevice of the peasant's shed ;

At this bleak home the poor are doomed to know
The cutting pangs of undeserved woe

;

To feel the sorrows that from want arise.

While famine waits when craving nature cries.

Bereft of means to earn their food each day
They pine unknown their humble woes away,
Ye sons of fortune, blest with happy lot

Go view the misery of the poor man's cot

;

See how distress bows down a father's head,

While hungry infants call aloud for bread ;

See the low mother, sickly and opprest,

Weep o'er her child half famish'd at her breast

;

Go, view this scene, and teach your hearts to feel

The force, the claim of poverty's appeal.

O ! charity, sweet nymph of every grace,

Extend thy arm to cheer a drooping race,

Raise up the wretched from their pining state

And yiuld thy aid where want and death await.

MISCELLANY.

The following article ridicules with a good deal of hu-

mor a propensity of British Legislators to over-act

their parts, and make laws relating to triHing sub-

jects, which are not required by the wants of soci-

ety, and whose only tendency is to promote needless

and vexatious law suits. The garment was fashion-

ed for the English lawgivers, but if it fits any of our

American Legislative bodies nobody can possibly ob-

ject to iheW pulling it on.

To the Editor of the Morning Chronicle.

Sir—We have now, thanks to the wisdom of

our Legislators, arrived at such a happy pass,

that there is scarcely an act of life the due
performance of which is not provided for by
Act of Parliament. Something, however, still

netnains to be done ; and I am assured by my
Tety good friend, Mr. M , of G ', that
the following Bills are to pass tlie next Session.

1 am, Sir, &c.

TIMOTHY LOVELWV.
An Act to oblige Parents (o blow their chil-

dren's noses, or to cause them to be blown by
Nurse, Cook, Housemaid, Groom, Hel[)er, or
other proper and fit Person, three times a day
in summer, and nine in winter, under the pen-
alty of, &ic.

^
An Act to prevent Adults from swallowing

Cherry stones, and giving Magistrates, siispect"-
iiig the same to be practiced, the right of
search into private places, Penalties qiutn-siif.

An Act to prevent Cruelty to Flies, Black
Beetles, and Fathers Long Legs, with a Clause
provldmg that Moths shall not approach within
six inches of any Wax, Mould, Spermaceti, Dip,
or other Candle, nor within three inches of any
farthing Rushlight.

An Act for better preserving the health of
his Majesty's liege Subjects from the dangers
too often allcndiiig exposure to wetting their
feet, whereby many have grievously suffered

coughs, catarrhs, and other maladies, and en-
acting that persons found walking in wet, damp,
sloppy, greasy, splashy, dirty, mucky weather,
with shoes, boots, pumps, or slippers, less than
three inches thick in the sole from (he heel
piece to the toe, or four inches in the heel, or
with shoes with such a thickness as above re

cited, but cracked, damaged, burst, worn into

holes or otherwise impaired or injured, shall

on conviction before a Magistrate or Justice of

Peace, be sentenced to the Tread mill for a

term not under one month, nor exceeding six,

and shall forfeit such shoes to our Lord the

King. Persons bare footed, or without shoes,

shall be considered as coming imder the terms

of the act, but shall be exempted from the for-

feiture.

An Act regulating (he size and weight of

penny plum buns, and enacting that not less

than six, nor exceeding eight green goo
ries shall be put into a penny tart, on the pain

of forfeiture, one half to the Lord our King the

other half to the informer. Also a clause for

better ordering of lollipop.

An .\ct to oblige persons to blow cool their

hasty pudding in the spoon, for the space of fif-

teen seconds before eating the same. " For
many and divers persons have been grievously
burned, scalded, and damaged in their mouths,
tongues, gullets, windpipes, and stomachs, by
greedily, voraciously, hastily, gluttonously, eat-

ing and devouring, bolting and swallowing, hot

hasty pudding, &c. &.c. It is therefore hereby
enacted, that all grown persons and adults of

an estate to hold a spoon, shall blow and puff

such hasty pudding in a spoon for a space not

under fifteen seconds, under the penalty of, &;c."

An Act to prevent parents from eating green
Peas with two pronged forks.

" An .\ct to prevent Cruelty to Visitors, pro-
hibiting the galloping of Young children ad-
mitted after dinner over the small clothes of
Visitors, spilling their wine, eating their fruit,

fouling their waistcoats, ruining their neck-
cloths, kicking their shins, calling them names,
bawling, stjuailing, crying, roaring, or singing
or spouting at the request of their parents or
guardians, te the great detriment of social in-

tercourse and scandal of all good livers ; all

which things arc hereby declared contrary to

law, and punishable under the Siatute herewith
framed and enacted, for preventing the spoiling
of children. And be it (nrther enacted, that
more than 16 children be never and in no case,
permitted or suffered to rush into the dining
room when the cloth is removed, but that such
irruption slinll be a riot, and quelled according
to law." Tlie Act goes on to send the ])a-

rents to (he house of correction, for aiding and
abetting in such tumults, and further relates the
size and shape of pap-boats, mid the fashion and
figure of corals.

.\u Act to prevent gluttons from eating worst-
ed stock ngs, tallow candles, ten penny nails,
and case knives, &.c. &,c.

.1 .tinguhir Ftmah Character.—Dr.W. Hutton,
formerly of Birmingham, Eng. gives the follow-
ing account of an English woman. " The great-
est wonder I saw in Derbyshire, was Miss J^lie-

be Brown, in person obout five feet six, about
thirty, well proportioned, round sized and
ruddy, a dirk penetrating eye, which the mo-
ment it fixes upon your face, stamps your char-

acter, and that with precision. Her steps, p
don me for the Irishism, is more manly thai

man's, and can easily cover forty miles a d

Her common dress is a man's hat, coat, am
spencer over it, and men's shoes. I believe s

is a stranger to breeches. She can lift one hi

dred weight with each hand, and carry fourte

score. Can sow, knit, cook, and spin, but ha

them all and every accompaniament of the

male character, except that of modesty. A p
tleman of the New Bath, recently treated li

so rudely that " she had a good mind to ha

knocked him down." She positively assur

me that she did not know what fear was—

s

never gives any affront, but will offer to fi{

any man who gives her one— if she hasi

fought perhaps it is owing to the insultor's 1

ing a coward, for none else would give an

front. She has strong sense, an excellent jui

ment, says some smart things, and supports

easy freedom in all companies. Her voice

more than masculine, it is deep toned ; the wi

in her favor, she can send it a mile; ha|i

beard or prominence of breast ; accepts oft

kind of manual labor, as holding the plojf

driving the team, thatching the ricks, &c. ; I

her chief vocation is horse breaking, at ag

nea a week ; always rides without a saddle

supposed the best judge of a horse, cow, &{,

all the country, and is frequently requestej

purchase for others at the neighboring Fili

She is fond of Milton, Pope, Shakspeare, al»

music ; is self taught ; and performs on se«

musical instruiBents.

" She is an excellent marks-woman., and li

her brother sportsmen always carries her{

on her shoulder. She eats no beef or pc

and but liKle mutton ; her chief food is mi

and also her drink, discarding wine, ale,i

spirits." =?!=?

Effects of extreme cold.—In (he adventure

some Russian explorers of high northern tit

we find the following curious statement;—

was now (says (he narrator) almost impow
to fall limber, which was as hard as the 14'

et itself, except it was perfectly dry; andiel

greatest severity, the hatchets, on strikingt

wood, broke like glass. Indeed it was imp*

ble to work in (he open air, \vhich compel!

us to make many holidays much against oijfl^

clination. Upon coming ou( of a warm
it is absolutely necessary to breathe fhr

handkerchief; and you findyourself immi

ly surrounded by an atmosphere, arisin

the breath and the heat of the body, wbii

closes you in a mist, and consists of s

dules of hoar ice. Breathing causes

like a tearing of coarse paper, or the bn

of (hin twigs, and the expired breath is ii

ately condensed in the fine substance m
ed above. The northern Lights are col

and very brilliant; they seem close ti

and you may sometimes hear litem shoot

they assume an amazing diversity of si

and the Tungoose consider them to be

at variance, fighting in the air." jj
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trans from an .Iddress delivered before the .']g-
; pr'inte t'ooil for the vcgetaMe system. Some

riculliiral Society of Stiscjuckanna Cownn/,
j

planti=, as (he (//onirn n((«ri/M(/(r, the various spe
PeiDisi/liania. By K. IJ. Rose, Esq. i cies ot'tlie mimosa, &c. evince an inherent pow-
"Thc knowle(lg:e ot as:riculture is general-^ pr of motion, and shrink at the slightest touch,

supposed to be simple, and easily to be ac- 1 1'he disposition ot" every tree to throw out its

red; and this belief has prevented many !

^T'lnches towards open places, in order to ob-

m paying that attention to it which is neccs- '

tain light and air, and to send off its roots in the

in order to he well informed in its do- most suitable directions in search of food, dis-

But, besides persevering industry, and plays an apparent consciousness of situation.

—

emitting care, which are indispensably ne- 1

A 'ree growing in a position where it is sur-

sary, science is as important here as in every
j

rounded by others, and defended from the
ig el>e ; and no one need hope to become a ,

"inds, disperses its roots in quest of nutriment
tul farmer, without a widely extended know- '

"Par the surface where it is most abundant, and
;e of things connected with his art. I'hic- "asles none of its slrenglli in low limbs, but

springs upwards, tall and thin. But the same
kind of tree, in a situation exposed to the
storm, lakes firm and deep root in the ground,
and, as if conscious of the jiower of a lever,
spreads its branches below, while it contents it-

self with a moderate height, that the gale may
the more readily jiass over it.

" It has been much contested, whether earth
is of any use to plants, ejctept to afford them
a support; water being supposed their chief,
and, by some, their only food : but all plants

IS we are, in a new country, of much nnt;i

fertility, we are not called upon to renovate
austed, or worn out lands ; but all the skill

uisite lor the farmer who tills those, is equal-

mportant to us, in order to prevent the ex-

jtion ot that fertility with which our fields

given to us. Skilful culture can make n

farm rich; and it must, therefore, be un-

lonable neglect to suffer a rich farm to be-

e poor.

A farmer should be well informed of

nature ot soils, and of the various plants
I
in some degree, partake of tlie soil in which

ted to them, in order that he may cultiv

as are best calculated for his particular

5, and not waste his labor on those which
ish most in other situations.

'Geologists suppose our earth to have been
es of rock of various kinds, but principally
ous, aluminous, calcareous, and magnesian

;

the (rradual attrition, decay and mixture of
h, togt.-lher with an addiiion of TP3etal)le

:nimal matter, is formed the soil ; and this

led sandy, clayey, calcareous, or raagne-

according as the particular primitive ma-
preponderates in its formation. Sand,

and limestone, or calcareous earth, each
ites as a manure upon the others, when
exist in loo great proportion ; m conse-

;e of producing, by their intermixture,

equisite state of cohesion, not too loose

30 rigid for the roots of plants ; and it is

ved by that celebrated agricultural chem-
ir Humphrey Davy, that no soil is fertile

1 contains as much as nineteen parts out

veoty of any of the constituent earths

1 have been mentioned. Different vege-

flourish best in different modifications of

component parts, as they prefer moist or

ituations ; but the most valuable soil for

al purposes, is that in which they are

i in such proportions, as, while moisture

I'ered to pass freely, and roots easily per-

il, there is sufficient tenacity to give sap-

:o the plants, and enable them tc spread

leaves and branches to the light and air,

3 resist the impulse of the winds.
Mants resemble animals in many parts if

system. The roots and leaves serve tie

)ses of a mouth and lungs ; and in maty
instances of their economy, they are not

e the organization of the nobler parts of

ion. They are operated on by food ;nd

li much in the same way ; and, in .ikf

er, are they, in decoinpositioD, an ajjpro-

Ihey grow
; and their ashes, by analysis, arc

found to contain, besides potash, the carbonates
of lime and magnesia, silica, alumina, and cer-
tain raetalic oxides. It is therefore most prob-
able, that, instead of being the sole food of the
plant, as contended by some ; or, according to
others, the mere solvent of the food, and the
means by which the plant is enabled to absorb
it, water acts in both ways, .-43 a direct

be very prolific, or who could expect to s.v.
such a seed time followed by any harvesf.
"There is also a want of attention to the

fences, as well as of care and of neatness a
bout the farms, for which we can seek an e\
cuse only in the recollection of the very short
space of time which has elapsed since every
farm'; as well as the seat of justice, at which
we are now assembled, was covered with an
apparently inlerminal)le forest. And- when we
see the improvements which have sprung up
with such rajiidity, we may reasonably hnpe.
that a few years more will change the inatten-
tion which we are now disposed to censure, into
economy and care. This Society m.ay do much
good

; and it is a pleasure to see a disposition
to become members of it generally pervade
the county It is to be hoped that reformation
will begin among its members. There is no
slight connexion between industry and "ood
morals; and we might become more, attentive
to the appearance of our farms, if we suppos-
ed, as is sometimes the case, their condition
was indicative of good or ill qualities, as citi-
zens and neighbors, of their owners.

"A farmer should attend to the neatness ond
convenience of his house, as on that much of
the health and comfort of his family depends.
TheDutch have a proverb, that paint costs
nothing. It preserves and beautifies his build-
ings

; and neatness commenced in one thing, is

generally extended to others. But he should
remember that his farm is his great object, and
take care thai no subordinate parts exceed their

tri-jciue proportion of expense. Neali.ess co-ts

I!!!"! ;?„'!,lKil f? "L .T''""r J
'^^ the

I

nothing. 11 is frequently the case that a far„,.„„. .,.-r..j
mer builds a larger house than he can complete,
and it remains afterwards unpainted and un-
glazed, a mark of his want of skill in propor-
tioning his expenditures.

" No one sees a good garden attached to a
farm house, without a favorable opinion of the
owner's industry. Much of the attention re-
quired in it may be done by children, and much
of the comfort and economy of a family depends
upon an ample supply of culinary vegetables.

" Great care should be taken in the proper
position of the barn, both for the general con-
venience of the farm, by which much labor
may be saved, and tor the preservation of the
manure made at it, on which much of the far-
mer's wealth is to depend. The great secret
of good farming is, to enlarge the dung heap.
Wherever manure can be made in abundance
the farmer has his crops at his command. But
when crops are raised, there is no safety for
them without good fences. A farmer will be
likely to experience more vexation from bad
fences, than from any other cause. His own
and his neighboi's cattle are perpetually annoy-
ing him; and the fairest hopes of his fields are
at the mercy of all the unruly animals on his
farm or in the vicinity.

" An orchard is an object of much Impor-
tance. The best fruits should be planted. Th«
ground they occupy, is the same as that occu-
pied by the worst.

'^ The iodiscrimioate destruction of tiipber,

plant is enabled to obtain other food, necessary
lor its health and vigor. The leaves, as wel
as the roots, are furnished with absorbent ves
sels ; and some vegetables draw the greater
part of their nourishment, by means of their
leaves, from the air, which, like the soil they
stand in, is a compound, some parts of which
are more favorable to vegetation than others.

" The soil of the beech and maple lands,

which compose the greater part of Susquehan-
na county, is a sandy loam, about eighteen inch-
es in depth, resting on a compact bed of argil-

laceous earth, and minute sand ; which, from
its retentive nature, is extremely well calculat-
ed to prevent the escape of moisture, and to

preserve the fertilising quality of the manures
which may be intermingled with the superin-
cumbent soil.

" It must be confessed, that agriculture ap-
pears to be, in general, but little understood in

our county ; and the neglect with which fields

and farms are treated, is calculated to give to
strangers an unfavorable opinion of the soil.

In many places we see fields but lately cleared
of their woods, neglected and suffered to be
overgrown with bushes and briers; or crop af-

ter crop is taken from the same field, the seed
having been strewn upon the stubble of the
preceding harvest, and merely harrowed in; no
plough used ; and, indeed, sometimes no har-
row, the seed and the harvest being trusted to
the mercy of heaven. The soil must naturally
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which we see in this county, is deserving of

muc^ reprehension. If, in clearing lanrls,

groves of timber were left interwoven among

the fields, besides the benuty of a i)\cm cleared

in this manner, they would be useful as a shel-

ter for cattle in the heats of the summer, and

as a reservation of fuel, against the time when
that article shall become scarce, as it has done

in all the long settled counties, where timbered

lands are considered much more valuable than

the cleared. Many think they can never exhaust

the abundance vvluch is around them; but if

they will compare what is already cleared oS',

with the shortness of time which tliis county

has been populated, they will have reason to

change this o|)inion. It has been calculated,

that from ten to fifteen acres are necessary for

the permanent supply of each tire place, where

wood is used nmcb less profusely than with us
;

and this, independent of all the other farm us-

es to which it is ai)plied. A farmer should ex-

amine his ground well before he cuts a tree,

aud leave those parts where it will be most use-

ful or ornamental. He should also be careful

to ^leave thg best kinds of timber, especially

the sugar maple, the produce of which is not

only useful in his family, but may be generally

sold at twice the ex[)ense of procuring it.*

—

This tree is one of the most beautiful of our

forest ; and, consequently, if planted along

lanes, or division fences, would be ornamental

as well as useful.

" No expense should be spared in procuring

the most suitable implements of agriculture.

—

Every one knows the labor which must be ex-

pended, and the time lost, if his implements are

out of order; and should recollect the adage

that " time is money ;" an adage, which, I be-

lieve, you will all say, is but little attended to

among us. A place should be provided to re-

ceive all the farming tools, that no time may

be spent in searching round the farm for them,

when wanted; and whenever an instrument is

done with, it should be deposited in its proper

place.
" A farmer should not attempt to sow or

plant more ground than he can accomplish in

suitable season, and attend to in a proper man-

ner. It is better to cultivate one acre well,

than several ill. He will get both more repu-

tation and more produce from it.

" The best seeds should always be sown.

—

Much has been said, and written, about the ne-

* There are some objections against leaving solitary

trees standing when woodland is cleared. Trees take

root according to their exposure to be fhaken by the

wind, and their situation as regards soil, sun & air. A
tree, growing in a forest, will become taller and its roots

will be nearer the surface of the ground, other things

equal, than if it grew in cleared land. When its com-
panions are taken away it is very liable to be overturn-

ed by wind. We have known instances of very tine

*' sugar orchardii^^'' composed of trees, which were re-

served when the rest of the original growth was cut a-

way, turned up by the roots, in a few years ; and they

generally brought up with them a large quantity of

the surface of the soil adhering to their roots. If the

soil be stony, very compact, or the trees have always
stood in a situation which exposed them to the

wind the danger is less. Likewise, if nearly the

whole growth is rock maple, it may be preserved, with
less liability to the evil alluded to. See N. E. Farmer,
vol. i. p. 329, vol. ii. p. 106. Likewise .Mr. Rose has
himself given reasons why a tree which grew in a for-

est should not be left alone to bear the fury of the
winds. See second column of the preceding pag^,
Dear the top.

—

Ediltr JV. £, Fdrnur.

cessity of changing seeds, and procuring new
ones t'rom distant place.s ; but doubts may be
entertained of' the propriety of this practice,

especially if a fanner endeavors to raise the

best seeds, and if a rotation of crops be attend-

ed to. The utility of a rotation of crops ap-

pears to be pointed out by nature, in the chang-

es of plants and timber which she is perpetually

exhibiting to our eyes. There is every rea-

son to believe, that at a former period this coun-

ty produced timber different from the kinds

which are now prevalent. Places covered with

beech, sugar maple, and hemlock, have former-

ly been clothed with white pine and oak, of

which, in some spots, are still to be seen the

gigantic remains. And where beech and sugar

maple timber have been lately burned off, and

the land neglected, other kinds, particularly

cherry and birch, in astonishing abundance

grow in their places. These are proofs of the

changes which nature is constantly effecting.

—

This disposition to change their ground, has

been sup[iosed to be evinced by some plants

which are propagated by their roots, as pota-

toes, which, by extending themselves beneath

the surface, form new beds as they spread ; and

the strawberry effects the same change by its

runners. Nature has provided many plants

with the power of shifting the position of their

progeny, l)y downy seeds, which are scattered

by the winds; others again are furnished with

barbs, by which they are attached to passing

animals, and carried abroad. Writers on agri-

culture say, that, by continuing the culture of a

particular plant for a long time in one place,

the ground, as they term it, becomes sick of it

and refuses to bear it any longer; that is, per-

haps, the peculiar quality of the soil, which
gave it a strong propensity to a particular vege-

tation, becomes exhausted, and it is rendere<l

necessary to introduce new plants. But, al-

though this change of plants be proper, it does

not follow that a change of seeds is equally so
;

and I think that farmer acts upon the wisest sys-

tem, who endeavors to make his own grounds

supply him with the best seeds. By doing so,

he IS more certain of the kind and quality of

those which he sows, than when he trusts to

those procured from a distance. By crossing

different plants of the same genus, it is probable

that many useful varieties may be produced.
" The farmers among us who have ploughed

their lands, (and foreigners will hear with as-

tonishment of farmers who do not plough,) have

found in their crops proofs of the advantage of

their culture, but even they do not plough deep

enough. The plough cannot be forced to the

bottom of our soil—the subsoil is beneath its

reach. The quality of the crop must depend,

in a great measure, on the depth of ploughing,

and the mellowness given to the soil by culture,

which enables the roots of plants to spread

themselves through it, and obtain more abun-

dant nourishment. Deep ploughing permits all

excess of rain to drain from the surface, to a

depth where it is retained for the uses of the

plants, as their roots may require it : and hence,

in such situations, plants are less liable to suffer

from the extremes of rain or drought. It can-

not be expected that wheat or corn will grow
well in ground matted with the roots of grass

or weeds. In this particular new land has an

advantage over old. It is received pure Irom

the hand of nature ; and if weeds are after- >

wards seen in it, they are the consequeQC,
of neglect. If the proper kinds of grass seed
be sowed, in suitable quantity, they will effoc

tually prevent the growth of weeds.
" The grass seeds that are used here, ai

neither, in general, of the right kinds, n<

are they sown in sufficient quantity. EoU
meadow and pasture should be formed by a mil

ture of grasses growing at different periods, st

that they might follow each other in succte

sion. \Vhite clover, among the best pasture

grasses, is a native of our soil, and grows spdjj.

taneously. Sir John Sinclair, one of the ni|il

scientific farmers of the age, recommends Ian''

(o be laid down with ten pounds of red cl

ver ; ten pounds of white clover, ten ()ouii(

of trefoil, and three pecks of rye grass seed-

He considers the grass better when sun

thick ; and observes, that if it be sown to

thick, it will die off to a proper standard.

-

Some farmers in England sow upwards {

three bushels of grass seeds to the acre. Per

haps in our soil nothing would be found 'ipe

rior to a mixture of red clover and • w 'luti

grass, both for abundance of produce, and a«|.

manency of pasture.

" In England, where farming is can i'^^J (:

great perfection, and where tie anmi '

and taxes of a farm would purcbiise M
simple of one of the same extent in Snsqii

na county, farmers find grass lb' if niosl
j .

ble proiluce ; and this, althonj;h tbe pr:

grain, compared with that of cattle, is
!'

cent, beyond what it is with .iis. Oui
peculiarly well adapted for raising the ^!,

grasses; and the distance we are Irnm ilit-

kefs of Philadelphia and New Ycrlc,

strong inducements to the breeding ai, i

ing of cattle. For this purpose, hv)wi:»er, rof

crops are particularly necessary ; and to rait

these to perfection, manure should be liberilji

'

used. We have heard the story of a person n
jmoving his barn, rather than his dung heap;-

and I am not sure that we could not find eim
pies of this nature in Susquehanna county. !i

the use of dung, it has been sufficiently provei,

that although short and rotten dung will gift

of some things, the best crop for the first ym
yet long dung is more lasting, and will prodi
.1 greater effect the second and third years,
thur Young, to whom Great Britain is indel

for much of her agricultural knowledge,
" that sixty-seven cart loads of fresh yard
produced seven hundred forty two buslu
potatoes; while, at the same time, the
quantity of yard dung, after six months roti

yielded but seven hundred and eight bushe,

But had the fresh dung been kept as Ions'

other, it would have taken twice or th

ncuch to m;jke the qu.uility used"— the dui

r.ilit.g seilling into a smaiier space. A t

sttaw, it has been caicul.iled, will, if jud
ly managed, make four luu-s of dung, by wl

a third of the ground may be manured
which the straw was taken. Dung, durinL
putrefactive process, gives out gase.% wl

^re peculiarly useful to vegetation; and
nost beneficial when applied to the soil d

that process. If, as it has been stated,

(ung is injurious to tap roots, it must be
tie excess of its stimulus to the plant,

ccnsidered best not to overload the soil

inaiure, but to apply it to fallow or root

only, and that at the rate of from ten to fil

L- riwt
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per acre. In countries llial are verj pop-

js, the greatest care is necessary to save ev-

ulicle that will tend to fertilise the ground,

rder to supply the demands made on it by

population. The Chinese are said lo savo

n the clippings of their hair and nails for

purpose. When their rice fields are^flooded,

procure the roe offish which they put in-

hem, atid which vivifying, a part grows

e enough to tie eaten by the time the water

awn oT. and the remainder, by rotting on

ground, improve* its fertility. Yoimg says,

were he an inhabitant of a particular pari

ranee, he woidd manure four acres annually

flies, which are there in astonishing abun-

e ; and Darwin proposes to place the dung
I in a situation where it may be flooded

water, and become a moving mass of insect

in that state to be conveyed to the field,

ngland, malt dtisl is not unfrequently used;

an opulent brewer has even manured his

5 with dried yeast. Ground bones are also

oyed there in such quantities, as to exhaust
• own supply, and call for aid Irom other
tries ; and not content with the remains of
ior animals, bits of lace, and fragments of

IS, sometimes mingled with the imported
s, jndicate the search for the means of in-

ing the product of the farm, to have bpen
ided to the cemetry and the field of battle,

ig the various things used as manures are,

gypsum, chalk, marl, sea shells, common
?ea and fresh water weeds, fish, hornshav-
woollen rags, ashes, peat, oil cake, soot,

soil ; besides clover, buck wheat, and olh-

een crops ploughed in.

I difference of opinion exists, whether the
icial quality of dung is lost by being wash-
rain below the soil, or by evaporation
gh it. They who advocate the opinion of

iking, will prefer putting the dung in shal-

while others will be in favor of covering

;p. Probably both opinions are in some
e, right ; and that a part, in the form of

,
escapes into the air, while the more

y parts, dissolved by the water, are wash-
ep into the ground.
otatoes are an excellent fallow crop ; for

endent of the attention required in their

e, while growing, it is necessary to turn

every particle of soil in searching for

at their harvest. Other root crops, how-
may be more profitable and their product
more abundant. Our soil is extremely
calculated tor turnips, ruta baga and man-
vurtzel, all of which yield great crops,

kins are usually raised by our farmers

J their corn: but although useful that

I am persuaded that there arc few crops
will better pay the farmer's care than
kins raised by themselves. And it is use-

r a farmer to have as great a variety ol

J and provender, as he conveniently can.

)ut pumpkins and abundant root crops, he
ted his cattle to great disadvantage.

)e most approved breeds of animals should

ocured, particularly those which are fat-

with most ease, as they are kept with
xpense than the lank and hungry kinds, and

=^|- repay care and attention to them. The
legged hogs costs more to fatten than the

legged. The long vvoolled and valuable

s of sheep cost no more to keep than those

; worst description; and the cow which

gives an abundance of milk, consumes little more
of the farmer's produce, than one totally until

for the dairy. The most desirable pro[icrties

of live stock have been treated by writers on

Ibe subject, under the heads of size, form, ear-

ly maturity, hardiness of constitution, lightness

of otl'al, prolific quality a tendency to grow, and

a disposition to fatten It is generally conceded,
that moderate sized cattle,are lo be preferred

belore the very large ones, as being more easi-

ly failed, kept at less expense, and more mar-
ketable. Cattle should be chosen with short

legs, their heads and bones small, liioir bodies

long and round, and chests deep and capacious.

Ry an early maturity, much of the expense of
their food is saved : which is also the case with
those breeds most disposed to fallen.

Every farmer should seek for the best kinds
of all the articles which he intends to cnllivate

;

and the county will be greatly indebted lo him
vvlio shall introduce the best breed of any of

the domestic animals, or whose example shall

spread among his neighbors the culture of
the most useful kinds of grain, grasses and
roots.

Domestic Manufactures are intimately con-
nected with the farm. I mean those manufac-
tures properly called domestic—those which
are made in the farmer's house and by the
hands of his wife and daughters, whom he fur-

nishes with wool and flax of his own produce,
and whose industry, properly applied, while
it shields them from the dangers of idleness,

clothes the family with strong and warm ap-
parel. Too much attention cannot be paid to

Ihis, and it remains for the society to encou-

rage female skill and industry, by premiums
for the best articles of household manufactures,

which shall be exhibited at our next meeting.

Of the advantage of these manufactures there

cannot be a doubt. They tend to make the

farmer independent, by reducing his expenses,

and furnishing him from his farm and household

with articles of indispensable necessity ; and

the industry requisite in making them, is useful

to the good conduct and morals of his family.

But such manufactures are very difl'erent in

their effect, from those which are accomplished

by crowds of men, women, and children, group-

ed together in buildings which resemble hospi-

tals or barracks, and which must be forced and

supported by extravagant bounties, in the shape
ol duties on importations. The large manufac-

turing districts in Europe are noted as the

abodes of ignorance, want, and disease ; and
this must be the case wherever thousands de-

pend for their daily bread upon the inclination

of one person, or on the uncertain demand for

the manufactured article. A diminution of the

price of this, may render it impossible for the

fabricators ofitlo procure the means of sub-

sistence ; while the situation of the farmer is

so fortunate, that no diminution of the value

of the products of his farm, can lessen the facil-

ity with which he may find the means of sup-

port. To him the fluctuations of trade and
commerce are comparatively of little impor-
tance. The natural and heallhy growth of

manufactures in the United States, is a desira-

ble circumstance. But great bounties would
go to enrich the few owners of the establishments,

and be unfelt by the many laborers employed
in the works. It was an observation, and a very

correct one, of a former President of the United

States, that " Agrxullurc, Manufactures, Com
merce and Navigation, the four pillars of our
prosperity, are most thriving' when left (o indi-

vidual enterprise." F.ut if, instead of heing
left lo individual enterprise, large, boun-

ties are given to encourage the manufacturer,

why should not the farnier expect the govern-
mrnl to pay him also bounties for his produce,

which, when exported, tends to enrich the n;i-

lion ? But the genius of our government is op-

posed lo this .system of favoring one class of citi-

zens at the expense of the others; and we h.id

better leave the tangled web of European poli-

cy untouchctl. The conversion of tlip robust

farmer into the pallid manufacturer, certainly

does not appear lo he a desirable metamorphose
;

and the policy of adding lo Ihe high dulies al-

ready laid on imporled articles, by which the

inducement to smuggling would be increased,

and the ptihlic revenue probably so diminished,

as lo lead lo the adoption of a direct tax on onr

farms, is, at least, of a very questionable nature.

The certain result of the measure must be, a

diminution of commerce, and a serious injury

lo the prosperity of Ihe navy, which Ihe events

of the last war have convinced us, is the cheap-

est, and most efficient national defence. Is there

one so lukewarm as to look with indifference

on any source of his country's prosperity and

glory ! What shall we then think of any mea-

sure, which might jeopardize that arm, lo which,

participating in our country's weal, we look as

to the sure guardian of her fame, and the prin-

cipal foundation of her power!
"If the wealth of a slate consists in Ihe stir-

plus of its products, what can be more wise than

to promote, by all means, a diffusion of agricul-

tural information among our citizens; and the

formation of societies, whose parlictdar objects

are the improvement of the soil, and the way
lo make two blades of grass grow where but

one sprung before ; or two bushels of wheat
where but one could, by the former culture,

have been produced ! Money appropriated by

a government for these purposes, is like a tri-

fling amount of seed scattered on the land,

from which an abundant harvest is to be gath-

ered. Frederick of Prussia, who deserves to

be not less celebrated as a political economist,

than as a successful commander, expended up-

wards of a million of dollars annually in the ag-

ricultural improvement of his kingdom, (one

not naturally favored by Ceres) and by this ju-

dicious expenditure, he enriched his subjects

and filled his treasury to overflowing. Indeed,

whatever money may be expended in this way,

must be relumed to Ihe public coffers infinitely

multiplied ; and the legislator who acts on differ-

ent principles, neglects his country's prosperity,

and may well be compared to the wicked and

slothful servant, who, instead of endeavoring to

increase the talent entrusted to his care, con-

cealed it in the ground."

American Salt.—Mr. Van Rensselear, in hig

Essay on Salt, st.ates that " In the United States,

1,200,000 bushels are produced annually, and

Ihis is a small quantity compared with that

which might be had. Yet we import annually

upwards of four millions, leaving a balance of

more than ^2,800,000 against us. In Illinois,

Missouri, Arkansas, Ohio, Virginia, New-York,
and Pennsylvania, salt can be produced in the

greatest abundance."

—

Boston Gazette.
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REMARKS ON SEVERAL SUBJECTS RELATING
TO RURAL ECONOMY.
[Cenlinued from page IBS-]

ON BARN-YAIID MANURE.

4. You know Mr. Editor, there arc nostrums,

besides the metalic points, which are recom-
menden as saving remedies for diseases, as dif-

ferent in their nature, as it is possible the liu-

man system can be visited with. Yet the set-

tings forth of these Empyrics arecrechtod, their

preparations purchased, and their directions fol-

lowed by multitudes, who are wise and careful

in many respects—by persons loo, who will, not

without o^reat tremblinsr, trust themselves to the

directions of a physician who, in livingf amons:
them has recommended himself by his nnoral and
wise conilucl. The prescriptions of a wise and
discriminating: physician are refused, and those

patent pills and lotions are bouu^ht. taken and
recommended as the means of health and com-
fort ; thoiifi-h it is doubtful whether a consider-

ate and well instructed person can be found, who
does not suppose the agafreafate evil derived
from them is manifold sfreater than the ijood.

But the whole catalogue of the diseases, which
the most adventurous of those men have named
as cured or helped by their calholicons, will not

equal the diversified and contradictory ends,

which are expected to be obtained from barn-
yard manure ; let the land be hill or plain; let

the soil be wet or dry ; let its constituent parts

be clay, sand, travel or silex ; let the crop be
corn, beans, wheat or flax ; let what will be the
chang-es desired, it matters not ; the same nos-

trum patented, not by Act of Congress but by

the law of universal custom, is resorted to, and
the same agent is considered as altogether suflfi-

cient and operative. The same happy effects

are expected, and generally believed to be deriv-

ed in all cases, however ditferent in their nature.

And, if at any time the ajiplication fails, the fail-

ure is imputed to the moon, or the planetary

powers. The disappointed cultivator resolves,

instead of changing his application, to i)ay great-

er regard in future to the signs of the times. But
you, Sir, will not believe the reason why manure
does tint taf.e., is to be found in the silver beams
of that lovely light, whose beautiful changes are

well calculated to please and delight, but which
was never set in the heavens to hurt or destroy.

The truth is that barn-yard manure, though of

great and extensive use is not good for all soils,

nor for all cro|)s; nor in many crops, where it

does some good, is it by any means the best and
cheapest application that can be made. Appli-

cations should be made according to the altera-

tions and changes to be produced. Cold soils

want to be warmed, hoi soils want to be cooled,
hard soils want to be mellowed, open soils to be
stilfened—some want heat, some moisture, some,
more of both than are alTorded by the common
gifts of nature. And in all soils regard is to be
had to the changes and alterations, which it is

wished to produce, and to the wants and habits

of the crop to be cultivated. Now can all this

he done by one agent ? certainly it cannot. But
it can he done by a proper application of agents
placed within our power, if used in a proper
way- To discover these agents and a|)ply them,
necessarily requires knowledge and discrimina-
tion. A farm then gives employment to the
head as well as to the hands ; and he only will

be found ultimately to succeed well in the busi-

ness, who gives his attention to understand the

nature of things. The first object to be gained,

however, is to convince our agriculturists that

the produce of the barn-yard is not, as has alrea-

dy been observed, the only thing, which can
make the earth more productive. And that in

a very large number of cases it is not the best

material which can be applied. And this is a

point of a more difficult acquisition than would

at first be supposed; or, at least, it is not easy

to produce such a kind of conviction as will he

followed by a change of practice.

It is not the object of these remarks to descend

into particulars relative to the improvement of

land. As a general observation the following

will hold true. For land very dry, or very wet,

pure barn-yard manure is not the best applica-

tion, which can be made. Common dry, subsoil,

and silicious [sandy] earth are better for wet
lands.* Meadow earth, and clay are better for

Randy and dry land, especially if grass is the crop

raised. And I had rather, in many instances

that earth should be supplied than an equal quan-

tity of the best manure from the barn-yard. The
effect, the first j'ear, in most instances might

not be so great ; but it would be mure lasting,

and in all greater. Land between the extremes

of wet and dry should be the repository to which

the yard must send its treasures. But it must

not, if the greatest good is wished to be accom-
plished, be used alone on grass land. It should

be mixed with loam, or covered over after it is

spread. The heap should be spread after the

grass has started, so that it will soon be shaded.

If spr&ad earlier it will often become dry, and

lose by evaporation most of its fertilizing qual-

ities. And it sometimes forms a crust, through
which the grass cannot penetrate. Compost,
brought to a very mellow state is the best for

grass. And I am very much of the opinion

that clear yard manure should never be used,

except when it can be immediately and entirely

covered.

hand, or indeed before he had made any o:

that subject, I had discovered that the Sun, thi

Leviaiban, that drinketh the rivers, also too]

away much of the enriching quality of manun
used in my garden.—That it was much betfe

to cover green manure in the garden than ti

suffer it to grow old in the heap; and tha

crops that covered the ground the greater par
of the year impoverish the earth much les

than those which were of short continuance.—

Yet, such was my deference to the opinions o

those, whose business was in the field, am
where wealth and substance was drawn there

from, supposing they must knosv the better way
I hardly ventured to suggest that an alteralioi

from the common practice was necessary. Nei
ther do I believe, I should have thought of giv

ing the public any intimations on the subject.—

Yet it is true a change was necessary as tha

gentleman has told us, and has prevailed on ma
ny to their own profit to make ; and such, cei

tainly, are the advantages resulting from it

that should any man, who cultivates land, pa

yearly to this great benefactor a sum equal t

his usual town faxes, they, and not he woul
be the persons obliged.

FURTHER HINTS ON THE MAN'.\.GEMENT OF MANURE.

5. I admire such men as Col. Pickering, who,
when they discover any thing uset'ul, have be-

nevolence, and also courage enough to disclose

it to the world. Although the}' may not be

the first and only persons, who have thought of

such things, they deserve all the honor due to

the original discoverers. But such is not the

boldness, and, therefore not the usefulness of

all. Some years before Col. Pickering's publica-

tions on the subject of agricallure came to my

To the Editor of the JVew England Farmer,

Dear Sib,—I am induced to liand you the ei

closed extract for publication, from an impression th:

some of the remarlis are so apposite to the present jum

ture, tliat they ought to be in possession of the pubiii

And this motive I trust, will secure a pardon from m
friend for the liberty tlius taken.—It may be though

Sir, that the time has arrived for the farmers ar

PLANTERS of the Union, to begin to ask the Gover
ment for a share of protection so strenuously demandt
by a portion of their fellow citizens ene^aged in oth

pursuits.

Should your publication of the letter, meet the e-

of the estimable gentleman at the head of the Agricr

tural Committee of the House of Representatives

Congress, he will recognize the writer as one of tl

most systematic and efficient farmers, upon a very e

tensive scale, in the United States.

Yours trulj',

S. W. POMEROY.
Brighton, Jan. 8, 1824.

" Gencseo, Livingston Co., jY. Y. Sth Dec. 1823.

" Dear Sir,— I receiveil a few days since,

"New Englanil Farmer." Judging from or

number, 1 should think it a well selected and ji

dicious paper.

1 doubt whether I should agree with the Ed |

tor in recommending the cultivation of roots f<
'

*This however, depends in some measure on the
^.^^^^^ ^ou know my axiom is that the procc

cause or loo mucli moisture. A soil may superabound
j ,, ,. . ^i _ . . . ,, ,

"^

in sand, and still be too wet for cultivation. " Sandy I

"' f''i-m'ng (1 Wish I had a better word at con

soils," says Sir John Sinclair, " on a retentive bottom, ,

inand) must be regulated by the price of pr. J

rc(iuires draining." Some swamps, altogether too wet
{
duce. The same paper which recommends tli [1

for cultivation, are composed of sand, with perhaps, a
|
culture of mangel wurlzel, quotes the price

slight cover of surlace mould. In snch case adding
^ ,jjg (j^g^ ^^^^^^ of beef at eight cents: reducir

the average probably to four cents. I am d<

ceived if it is possible to feed cattle with roo

d to sand would produce but little advantage, as

respects the superfluous moisture, unless the addition

was in such quantity as to elevate the plane of the

surface a considerable height above the " retentive

bottom" which caused tlie mischief. And even then

the soil will not be valuable in consequence of the

prudomiuance of sand. V\'c have known a sharp sand
applied to a sandy swamp, to remedy its wetness till a

soil was manufactured sufficiently dry but almost en-

tirely barren. If, however, the cause of too much wet-
ness is found in the absorbent quality of the soil which
induces it to take in water freely, and retain it in too

great quantity for the uses of vegetation, sand is a

proper application.

—

Editor JV". E. Farmer.

rnd sell the beef at four or five cents, without
loss:—if so, I believe Say would pronounce th

root culture an unproductive operation. 1 ai

not insensible to the fascinating appearance
any section of our country, cultivated nearly

the style of horliculture
; but its counterpart

am afraid ever must be pauperism in most
its painful Ibrnis. Farmers |iur~ue their int<

rest—not always—but more generally than yc
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»t;ntleinen farmers imagine. The netl income
ll( our farmers is miserably small—Ihey caanot

«l "onl ornamental husbandry. Labor, says Wash-
w jton in his letters to Youna:, is every thing

« (h us, and land nothing. 1 do not say but you
t( n feed your cows near Boston, cheaper on

J) ots than (vith hay: 1 doubt it however:—But

« an raise cattle in Ohio and sell them at such

a ices as will ruin a root-feeder, twenty miles

- itant from Boston.

t " Our manufacturers are earning double the

• ttount of laruiers of equal capital. Govern-
t Bnt is paying them a bounty of 30 per cent.

<J
their products—while the good-natured far-

«ierjogs on, quite contented with an occasional

* »at of spleuciid declamation in praise of rural

" e.

- " 1 am doubtful as to the expediency of small

emiums on cattle; I think the raising of these

iroals may be lett to self interest. Suppose

u take a hint from Napoleon, and offer very

leral rewards for great improvements in agri-

Itural implements. The cast-iron ploughs ev-

now cause a saving to the U. S. of at least

0.000 a year—(here is a million saved for oth-

objects.) Our Blacksmiths have lost about

e third of their customers' work which was ex-

uded in laying and sharpening plough irons,

:.—We have a threshing mill in this village

w in use, which operates periectly well and

ires one half the expense of manual threshing,

may be transported in a wag.m—costs about

0.—We wonder why the Romans did noi

nk of stirrups ; and it is a litth.' wonderful that

3 cast iron plough in its present form has not

fore been introduced. There ought to be

tional premiums for great objects that would

cite attention through the U. S.—gl 0,000 for

lax dressing machine, if it brought one to

ht, would save half a million a year. Agri-

Itural labor is not up to the lights of the age

while mechanical labor since .'^rkwright be-

n to spin cotton, has been increased many
ndred fold. There are many processes in

ming which invite the aid of mechanical in-

ntions ; for instance mowing, threshing, crad-

g, flax-dressing, &c. Mr. Whitney of Nevv-

iven, made a present to the cotton growing
ctions of the southern States of a machine,
ual in value to the yearly labor of one fourth

the black population. 1 mention it to show
hat remains to be done, to abridge the rural la-

rol" the northern and middle States.

'• I am, &c.

"JAS. WADSWORTH.
••' Samuel W. Pomeroij, Esq."

Fromtht Old Colony Memorial.

AGRICULTURAL STATEMENT.

the Trustees ef ihc Plymouth County ^Qgricultu-

ral Society.

Gentlemen,—Having several acres of boggy
resh Meado-ji\ I have reduced about nine acres
"

it into good English Meadow. Previous to

y commencing any operations on it, it was ve-
' ordinary fresh meadow, producing on an ave-

;e about six or seven hundred of natural fresh

ly, of very inferior quality, on an acre, mixed
ilh meadow briers, mountrial, and cranberry
:nes, near the shores, and on the margin of the
reams, bushes of various kinds : all the hay
:tained from it would scarce pay the labor of

getting it, and was of more value to put into the
barn-yard to make compost-manure, than for

fodder.

1 began my improvements by clearing out the
natin-al stream, that the water might not overflow,
and kill out, or injure the English grass; next
laid out the meadow into lands, or bods, two rods

wide, from the upland to the brook, digging a

ditch three feet wide between the beds. Those
beds which were not too miry, 1 ploughed with
one yoke of light cattle, turning the furrows in-

fo the middle of the bed, and putting the swamp-
mud, &c. taken out of the ditches, into the mid-
dle of the beds, to crown them like a turnpike,

that the water should not stand on them. 1 then
chopped the whole fine, with sharp hoes, and
dug up the whole surface of those beds, which
could not be ploughed, with said hoes, and plant-

ed the beds principally with potatoes, believing,

and afterwards finding it to be necessary to till

the ground until I had subdued and killed out

the natural grass, &.c. The second year 1 plough-

ed and dug as before, and pl.mted some of the beds

with corn, and some with potatoes ; and in some
instances I have put a small quantity of barn-

yard manure, into the hills. The third year I

laid down the beds, by sovving oats, and grass

seed, generally a mixture of herdsgrass, red-

clover and red-top ; the oats have generally
been very stout, as also the grass which succeed-
ed ; and weighing the hay that grew on several
of the best beds, the last summer, (being the first

time ofmowing,) I found them to exceed Four
Tons to an acre; I did not weigh them with
that accuracy', nor procure the needful evidence,
not intending to claim a premium for hay.

I began my operation, on an acre, which lies

a considerable distance from the main body,
about eight years ago, (as a matter of experi-
ment.) The ditching and digging up of the
same cost twelve cents per rod the potatoes on

the same, the first year, more than paid all ex-

pense, of ditching and digging the same, with-
out any manure.
The second year, I planted thirty three rods

of said acre, with corn, and had twelve bushels

of good corn, besides small corn, and on the rest

of said acre, had 4 hundred and forty six pump-
kins, and good potatoes.

Third year, sowed it with oats and grass-

seeds.

Fourth year, had a large crop of clover.

Fifth >ear, 1822, red-top and herdsgrass, the
whole of which was carefully weighed, and at-

tested to, by an uninterested neighbor, aud was
three tons and forty four pounds.

'

Sixth year, 1823, after the hay was well made
and ready to put into the barn, I caused to be
weighed a number of cocks of hay, which were
judged to be an average of the whole, by which
it appeared there was on said acre, more than
four tons of good hay, principiilly herdsgras*.

In the winter season, between 1821 and 1822,
I carted on considerable gravel, and spread it

on some of the beds, and am convinced, it had
no beneficial effect ; 1 apprehend that the soft

mud, at the bottom of the wide ditches, being
taken out and spread on the beds, would be a

manure far preferable to sand or gravel.

My object in stating particularly, the produce
of the first acre, which I cultivated, as a matter
of experiment, is to satisfy other farmers, as it

has done myself, that English grasses, especially

herdsgrass, will produce a greater crop, as wel'

as endure longer, when cultivated on boggy
fresh meadow, than an hard upland ; and by the
mode of improvement above described. Our
most unproductive and waste bogs and swam))?,
may be made, with very little expense, the
most productive and valuable mowing lands »ve
have.

Take the whole nine acres, the two first crops,
viz. the potatoes and corn have paid all expense
of reducing the Fresh to good English JMeuf/otc

JOTHAM J.\COB
Ilingliam, J\'uv. 17, 1823.

From the New-Yorlc Evening Post.

BEES.

A premium was given at our last Agri-
cultural Fair to Mr. Joseph Caywood, of New-
Cornwall, Orange county, for some handsome
specimens of Honey, which he exhibited, and
on the 3d ult. we published a letter from him
to th« Agricultural Society, in which he gives
several interesting particulars as to the improv-
ed method of management which he had adopt-
ed in relation to his bees, and in particular states

that "for the last seven years, I have not inten-

tionally destroyed a single bee." Wc were de-
sirous at the time, to ascertain how he had con-
trived to obtain the honey aud avoid the usual
practice of killing the insects ; but this informa-
tion he declined giving. We now perceive by
the Minerva of this morning, that the following
easy method of taking the honey without desti'oy-

ing the bees, is generally practiced in France :

— In the dusk of the evening when the bees are
quietly lodged, approach the hive, and turn it

gently over. Having steadily placed it in a small
pit, previously dug to receive it, with its bottom
upwards,coVer it with a clean new hive, which
has been properly prepared, with a few sticks
across the inside of it, and rubbed with aroma-
tic herbs: then having carefully adjusted the
mouth of each hive to the other, so that no aper-
ture remain between them take a small stick,

and beat gently round the sides of the lower
hive for about ten minutes, in which time the
bees will leave their cells in the old hive, as-

cend and adhere to the new one. Then gently
lift the upper hive, with all its little tenants and
place it on the stand from which the other was
taken. This should be done some time in the
week preceding Midsummer-day, that the bees
may have time, before the summer flowers are
faded, to lay in a new stock of honey, which
they will not tail to do for their subsistence
through the winter.

From the Massachusetts Yeoman.

COAL.
Experiments have been made to ascertain

the qualities of the W^orcester Coal compared
with the Lehigh and Rhode-Island coal; from
which it has been ascertained, very satisfactori-

ly, that ours has the superiority over both. A
gentleman has handed us memoranda of the
experiments made with a peck of each sort,

measured with accuracy.—From these it appears
that the Worcester coal was wholly ignited in a
less time than either of the others, continued
burning the longest, produced the greatest de-

gree of heat, and had the least residuum in bulk.

The weight, residuum, and time of burning, of

tiie differeot specimeos, were as follows

:
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rVeighl. Resid. Time.
lb. oz. lb. oz. h. m.

Lehigh, 18 8 14 4 25

R. hland, 18 G 10 06 3 36

Worcester, 22 13 00 5 00

It will be noticed that the weight of the Wor-

cester Coal, and of its residuum, is the greatest

—the measure being the same. This is owing,

we suppose, to the iron con'ained in it.

There can noiv be little doubt that this Coal

may to a great extent supply the place of other

fuel. The Lehigh Coal is used at Philadelphia

for nearly all the common purposes offuel, ex-

cept cooking, and ours is superior to that. We
make no pretensions to geological knowledge

;

but those who do, say that the quantity of our

Coal is inexhaustiblojand widely extended. The
pit from which the specimens have been taken,

is in the northeast part of the town, not far

from Long Pond and has been open many years

for the purpose of obtaining black lead to be

used as a paint.—The Coal may probably be

found and easily obtained in other parts of the

town nearer the village.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 17, 1824.

ON THE CULTURE OF ROOTS FOR FEEDING CATTLE

In this day's paper, page 196, y/e have given son

remarks of Mr. Wadsworth, on this subject, in wliich

that gentleman appears to be opposed to this practice.

We have not the honor of a personal acquaintance with

Mr. Wadsworth but are informed that he is a highly

respectable cultivator, who is practically engaged in

farming to a very large extent. His opinions are there-

fore, entitled to the highest respect, and we would by

no means venture to oppose our authority to that of an

eminent practical as well as scientific agriculturist.

All we shall venture to urge in our own behalf is, that

if we have gone astray we have not followed blind

guides, but have very respectable companions to ac-

company us in our wanderings. We will produce some

of the facts and reasonings which induced us to recom-

mend the culture of roots for feeding cattle, and if in-

sufficient will cheerfully acknowledge our error.

John Prince, Esq. a veiy respectable practical and

scientific agriculturist in the vicinity of Boston, in a

communication for the Massachusetts Agricultural Re-

pository of June, 1822, says, " I really wish our farmers,

generally, would be prevailed on to raise a greater

quantity of vegetables for the use of their stock, than

they have been in the habit ofdoing. Swedish turnips

and mangel wurtzel (of the true sorts) are very easily

raised, and every farmer has land suitable for them,

when he might not have suitable soil for carrots, which

1 think give the richest milk, but are more expensive

in cultivation. These roots, with care, even in pits

out of doors, may be preserved till May and June, and
yield, generally, double the quantity that the sameland
would yield in potatoes. Indeed with me I have usu-

ally had more than three times as many bushels per

acre, and with, I think, no more labor. Mangel wurt-

zel indeed will, Inj their thinnings, and trimviings, if

done with care, pay all the labor of the crop, aad give a

Jine evening foodfor coivs, and are also excellent foodfor
swine."

Mr. Prince, last season raised a premium crop of

mangel wurtzel which consisted of 762 1-2 bushels on

an acre and observes " in the same field, and directly

along side, potatoes were cultivated, which fell consi-

derably short of two hundred bushels per acre the la-

bor in gathering potatoes, is much more than the man-

gel wurtzel ; and on the whole cultivation about equal.

1 think one bushel of potatoes about equal to one and

an half of mangel wurtzel for feeding animals. After

five or six years cultivation of the mangel wurtzel, I

feel convinced it is the most proftlabk root to cultivate

for consumption on a farm, and the past season mine

kept perfectly well till June."*

Col. John Hare Powel, of Pennsylvania, who is one

of the most eminent agriculturists in the United States,

and who, we believe, for skill, science and experience,

on a large scale in cultivating land has few if any su-

periors on this side of the Atlantic, in a communication

to the Pennsylvania Agricultural Society, at their Meet-

ing held on the 11th of January, 1823, observes, "My
neat cattle prefer mangel wurtzel to any roots which

1 have offered them. I have found its effects in pro-

ducing large secretions of good milk, very great. I se-

lected in November, two heifers of the same breed, and

very nearly of the same age, and in similar condition ;

they were tied in adjoining stalls, and have been fed

regularly three times a day by the same man. One of

them has had three pecks of mangel wurtzel, and four

quarts of corn meal daily ; the other, four and an half

pecks of mangel wurtzel. The last which has had

mangel wurtzel alone, is in the condition of good beef,

the other is not more thau what graziers call half fat.''

Mr. Powel in another part of the same commuuica-

tion observes, " In citing the experiment on feeding

with mangel wurtzel, I have no intention to convey an

idea so preposterous as some of the " Fancies" have

conceived, that mangel wurtzel, or any ofthe fashiona-

ble roots of the day, should interfere with the king of

vegetables, Indian corn ; or that where land is cheap

and labor dear, a farmer is " wise to amuse himself,"

and feed his bullocks by plucking the luxuriant leaves

of" the majestic Beta Altisima." 1 would merely re-

com?nend its cultivation la a limited e.rttnl onall farms.

Its influence upon some cattle, milch cows, and more

especially upon calves, during their first winter is very

important. I have a/tended ivith great accuracy, to the

ills which are brought upon most young rjuadrupeds,

ivhenjirst wtantd ; and have invariablyfound Ihtm ma-
terially diminished by the use of succulent roots.''''

, It appears by this same communication that Col.

Powel raised 982 1-2 bushels of mangel wurtzel on

155 1-2 perches of land. Mr. David Little of Newbu-
ry, Mass. raised 970 bu.=hels and one half of a bushel

on one acre besides 2 bushels of carrots, and 109 cab-

bages. Six swine were mostly fed with the thinnings

from the beginning of weeding until about the 1st of

October.—There are trees on the said lot sufficient to

produce 21 barrels of fiuit—the entire expense of culti-

vating this acre of mangel wurtzel, including the cost

of the manure and gathering the crop was $23, 96.

t

Mr. Prince states that his mangel wurtzel weighed

about 5G pounds a bushel. And 762 1-2 bushels, at

that rate would give 42700 pounds to an acre. This is

19 tons, 16 cwt. and 1 qr. ; more than five times the

weight which could be expected from grass land of

a good quality laid down to herds grass or timothy, the

most productive kind of grass usually cultivated in

New England. Sir Humphrey Davy in Elements of

Agricultural Chemistry, informs that 1000 parts of the

white beet eontain 136 parts of soluble or nutritive

matter. Then, if 1000 lbs. of the white beet afford 136
parts of nutritive matter 42700 (the weight of Mr. P's.

crop,) would be 5807 pounds and a fraction over of nu-
tritive mattir. An acre of comnjon red clover {Trifo-
lium Pratenst,') producing 49005 lbs. (which is a large

crop) contains according to the chemical analysis, = •

pended to the Elements of Agricultural Chemist,

1914 lbs. of nutritive matter. Thus it appears tif

one acre of mangel wurtzel may produce more nu .

tive matter than three acres of stout clover. ^^

might proceed further with our calculations of this s i

and show the advantage of raising turnips aud ruta l-

ga for feeding cattle, as a second crop, according to ;

methods practiced by Mr. Buel, detailed in the N
England Farmer, vol. ii. page 177. but have not at

j

sent room or leisure to pursue this subject.

Mr. Wadsworth asserts that he " can raise cattli

Ohio,and sell them at such prices as will ruin a rcot-fi

er twenty miles from Boston." This, however, can

well be done unless his cattle fatted in Ohio were di

en for sale to Boston market. And when that gem
man takes into his calculation the loss of flesh wh
his cattle would undergo in so long a journey, the

pense of their diiving, and keeping on {he road, we
inclined to think he will doubt his ability to ruin

root-feeder by the means he mentions. Mr. Wadswo
adverts to the low price of beef as an argument ao-ai

root-feeding. But if cattle can be fatted cheaper

roots than on other feed the low price of beef prtse

an argument in favor of root-culture.

* See New England Farmer, vol. ii. page 171.
t See New England Farmer, vol. i. page 178,

LIST OF AGRICULTURAL BOOKS, FOR SALE BY T
PRINCIPAL BOOKSELLERS IN BOSTON.

A Treatise on a Jfew System of Agriculture, andfe
ing of Slock. By George Adams. Wells
Lilly, 98, Court Street.

A Yearns Residence in the United States of Amen
in three parts. By WiLHAM Cobeett. Wells
Lilly.

Agricola, Letters of, on the Principles of Vegetal
and Tillage, written for Nova Scotia. By Jo
Young. Wells & Lilly; Cummings, Hillard, & I

1, Cornhill.

American Gardiner, exhibiting the time for every k
of work. By an Old Gardiner. Richardso
Lord, 75, Cornhill.

American Gardiner, a Treatise on the Situation of S
Fencing and Laying out of Gardens, &c. By W
liamCubbett. K. p. & C. Williams, Corn!
Square.

Aralor, a Series of Agricultural Essays. Practical f

Political. By John Taylor. R. P. & C. Willian
Charles Ewer, 51, Cornhill.

BulkrU Farmer^ Manual, being a plain, practii
Treatise on the Art of Husbandry, &c. Wells
Lilly. .Samuel T. Armstrong. Charles Ewer.

Code of Agriculture. By Sir John Sinclair. We
k Lilly ; S. T. Armstrong; Cummings, Hil]ard,&(

Compendium of Cattle Medicine, or Practical Obser'
tions on the Diseases of Cattle and other domes
Animals, except the Horse, with a series of Ess:
on the Structure, Economy, and Diseases of horn
Cattle and Sheep. By James White, &c.— Ric
aidsontLoid ; Wells & Lilly.

Complete Grazier, or Farmers' and Cattle Breede
Assistant, comprising instructions for buying bree
ing, rearing and fattening of Cattle ; Directions
the choice of the best Breeds of live stock ; 1

Treatment of their Diseases, and the Management
Cows and Ewes during the critical times of calvil
and yeaning. The general Economy of a Grass Far—Irrigation or Watering of Meadows ; Culture ofti

best natural and artificial Grasses, and Plants for k
der ; various Methods of cutting, mixing and prepr
ing food in severe V, inters, aud seasons of scarcili

the Economy and general Management of the Dai'
including the making, curing and Preservation
Butter and Cheese, &c. &:c. Together with an Intr

ductory View of the different Breeds of neat Cattl
Sheep, Horses, Asses, Mules, Poultry, Rabbits, Be
Farm Accounts— and on the Improvement of Brill!

Wool. By a Lincolnshire Grazier, assisted I

Communications from several Yorkshire, Leiceste
and Norfolk Farmers. K. P. & C. Williams.

Culley''s Observatiuns on Lire Slock, &c Wells
Lilly.

[Remaiyider in our ncaV.]



The quantity of Qanncls manufacturtd within 'Ifi I Mr. Barbour. This caused considerable debate, princi-
I
lative to the labor performed by llie convicts for (he i se

liles of Boston, the last year has exceeded fifteen thou- pally on the question of allowiiigf interest on that sum. I of the General Hospital. Also a Message, referring to
and pieces of 46 yards each ; comprising; the various The bill was ordered to lie on the table.

|

certain resolutions of the Legislatures of'lllinois and
House.— Friday, Jan. 2. A list of Balances due by I Tennessee,

individuals to the Government was presented, and or-

1

dered to be printed.

Mr. Breck's resolution calling for specific information I

on the subject of the commerce between the United
^tates, and the countries under the Turkish Govern-
ment, &c. was adopteil.

Mr. VV'ebster^s motion for sending an Agent to

Greece, was postponed for the purpose of receiving
further information on the subject, called for on the
motion of Mr. .Mallary of Vermont.

Jan. 5 and 6. The House was mostly occupied on
Bills for the relief of individuals and Reports on peti-

uantilies and colors usually imported—and the new es

iblishineuts now going into operation, with the exten-

lon of those already in operation, will manufacture

lore than thirty thousand pieces the present year.

—

esidis these, there are others in Connecticut and New
ork, of considerable extent, and all of them will be

ifiicient within 18 months to supply the wants of the

ountry, of this comfortable and health preserving

omniodity.

—

Boston Ctnlmcl.
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Cheese.—In the township of Aurora, Portage county,

tiio, there has been made, during the past season,

u hundred and Iwtnly-fii-e. thousand pounds of cheese.

bis, for an area of five miles square, in a new country,

connexion with the ordinary productions of well cul-

;ated farms, is an example of industry and economy
orthy of imitation.

Caution.— \ child was lately poisoned in Pennsylva-

a, by its mother's administering the herb called Bear's

lot, as an antidote for worms.

FOREIGN.
The English Parliament was to have met in Janua
, hut has since been prorogued to the 23d of Febru-

y, which delay is considered to be an indication of

Qtinued peace.

The last London dates are to the 29th Nov. The
per! affirm that the French Government had dis-

,imed any intention of assisting Spain in recovering
South American Colonies. It appears, however,

it the King of Spain is dedicating a part of his (»i-

iant labors to the affairs of his Colonies,' and (he
ssian .Embassador to Spain has intimated that his

ster is willing to assist him in recovering his power
tiis " numerous kingdoms," including " his domin-
s in both Worlds."
rhe London papers also assert that Ferdinand and
French Prince have quarrelled, and were at dead-
variance, and that the latter had left the kingdom in

in. But probably this news was manufactured
London, for the use of the printers. There is every
earance that Spain will settle down quietly under
despotism, and their Monarch remain firmly seated
a throne supported by servility and supersti-

I, the pillars of all absolute governments.

CONGRESSIOi\AL.
lousE.—Tuesday, Dec. 30. Mr. Rich offered a re-

ition, which was adopted, for taking measures to

rent hunting and trapping on lands to which the In-

1 title has not been extinguished, and exclude for-

lers from the participation in the Indian trade.

Vednesday, Dec. 31. The bill from the Senate on
subject of discriminating duties was passed and
t to the Senate.

'he President transmitted a Report of the Secretary
tate relating to the condition and future prospects
he Greeks. This consisted of various papers, the
*3 of which alone have been published.
X Sen.^te.—Friday, Jan. 2. Mr. Hayne presented
ilution of the Legislature of South Carolina, ex-
u-

jf their sympathy in the cause of the Greeks, &c.
ich was laid on the table. The principal pari of Ihe
iness of the day was of a private or local nature.
londay, .Tan. 5. Mr. Lloyd of Mass. submitted a
ilution for opening a communication between Buz-
I's Bay and Barnstable Bay, through the isthmus
ch separates those Bays, which after the comple-
the Chesapeake and Delaware and Raritan Ca-

, would extend an inland water communication
n Albemarle Sound to Massachusetts Bay, passing
ts progress through the territory or along the bor-
of ten of the Atlantic States.

Vednesday, Jan. 7. Mr. Barbour submitted a reso-

on, requesting the President to furnish information
)ecting the relations between Spain and the Unit-
States, &c.
'he Senate, in Committee, resumed the considera-
1 of the bill allowing the sum of $23,700 and inte-

thtreon, to the grandson of the late Col. John Lau-
s, for services rendered by the deceased, during our
ilutioiiary war, which was originally introduced by

tio

Wednesday, Jan. 7. A Report of the Secretary of
War, respecting certain contracts for cannon, on mo-
tion of Mr. Cocke was referred to a Select Committee.

This day was chiefly occupied in a debate relative
to a contested election from the 29th District of the
State of New-York between Isaac Wilson and Parme-
nio Adams. The question was whether a printed bal-
lot, having the stroke of a pen drawn through it, should
or should not be admitted as a valid vote. The print-

ed letters were distinctly legible, but a dash with a pen
was dr.awn across the whole name ; on this account
the inspectors rejected the vote and it was not counted.
The omission of this ballot, after the deduction on each
side for erroneous returns, gave Mr. Adams a majority
of one. The House decided that this vote ought to

be omitted, and that Mr. Adams was entitled to a seat.

Ayes 1 16, Nays 85.

A Committee was renewed to Report on the expedi-
ency of amending or repealing the law respecting Im-
pounding of Cattle.

Messrs. Gardner, Putnam, and Tower were appoint-
ed a Committee on the subject of taxing Manufactur-
ing Companies.
Monday and Tuesday, Jan. 12 and 13. The proceed-

ings of these days were of a local and private nature,
and nothing of general interest viHiJinally disposed of.

FARMER WANTED.
WANTED a married man to carry on a Farm of a-

bout 40 acres, within about five miles of the ci-

ty, and in an excellent neighborhood. This farm is of
an easy cultivation, and will be principally appropriat-
ed to grass.—A person will receive good encourage-
ment, and may make an arrangement for a number of
years by applying to this OlEce.
Jan. 17.

FARMER'S ALMANAC, FOR 1824.

Alma
Nov. 24.

FOR sale at this Office, the Farmer's Almanac for

1824.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &o

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

MASSACHUSETTS LEGISLATURE.
Se.vate.—Thursday, Jan. 8. The different parts

of the Governor's Message were referred to Commit-
tees according to the usage in such cases.

Friday, Jan. 9. The Hon. Messrs. Mills, Hull, and
Hubbard were appointed a Committee to report on the
expediency of repealing the acts of June 17, 1809, for
establishing the Governor's Salary.

Saturday, Jan. 10. A bill respecting " Public Wor-
ship and Religious Freedom" was read, 300 copies or-

dered to be printed, and Tuesday aojct iMeigiirxI for a
second reading.

Monday, Jan. 12. A Joint Cemmittee, consisting of
the Hon. Messrs. Thaxter and Mills, Messrs. Miller,
Warren, and Curtis was appointed to report on the ex-
pediency of amending the laws respecting paupers.

Resolutions from Tennessee respecting a Congres-
sional Caucus, were committed to the Hon. Messrs.
Leland, Winthrop, Freeman, S. Willard and Barker.

Resolutions from Illinois, respecting the appropria-
tion of lands for purposes of education to Hon. Messrs.
Gorham, Richardson, >Swett, Johnson and Sprague.

Tuesday, Jan. 13. The Hon. Messrs. Adams and
Lummus were joined to the Committee to considerihe
expediency of requiring officers making attachment of
Real Estate on mesne process, to leave notice of such
attachment with the Town Clerk of the town, in which
the land so attached may be located.

House—Thursday, Jan. 8. The Committee on
Turnpikes was directed to Report on the expediency
of encouraging the use of Broad Wheels. Other bu-
siness of a private and local nature was transacted.

Friday, Jan. 9. The Speaker laid before the House
a letter from Alden Bradford, Esq. accompanied with a
r'olume of the Massachusetts State Papers, and a vol-

ume of the History of Massachusetts presented by that
gentleman, to be placed among the public documents
of the House. The Speaker was requested to present
the thanks of the House for the donation.

The petition of J. H. Coffin and others, in behalf of
the Massachusetts Medical Society, praying that means
may be taken to prevent the sale of medicines except
by persons licenced by the society, &c. with remon-
trancos, &c. was called up and committed.
The Committee appointed at the last session to en-

quire into the state of the Gaols in Middlesex county,
made a Report, which was read, and ordered to lie on
the table.

Saturday, Jan. 10. The Secretary presented a
Message from His Excellency, referring to the state-

ment made by the Directors of the State's Prison, re-

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo. No 1, . . . .

" No2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. new
" 2d qual.

CHEESE, new milk ....
skimed milk, . . .

FLAY . . . . ^ - . .

FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee,
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort , .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, BoneMiddlings new, .

NAVY, mess,

Cargo, No 1, ...
Cargo, No 2, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROFISIOJ^ MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAL,
MUTTON and LAMB, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, best . . .

EGGS
MEAL, Rye,

Indian,

POTATOES, ....
CIDER, liquor, new ....
HAY ,according to quality,
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INTEMPERANCE.

Most men, too passive, when the blood runs low,

Too weakly indolent to strive with pain,

And bravely, by resisting, conquer fate,

Try Circe's arts, and in the tempting; bowl

Of poison'd nectar, sweet oblivion drink.

Struck by the powerful charm, the gloom dissolves

In empty air, Elysium opens round.

A pleasing phrenzy buoys the biighten'd soul.

And sanguine hopes dispel your fleeting care ;

And what was difficult and what was dire,

Yields to your prowess and superior stars

:

The happiest you of all that e'er was mad,

Or are or shall be, could this folly last

;

But soon your heaven is gone ; a heavier gloom

Shuts o'er your head : and, as the thundering stream,

Swoln o'er its banks with sudden mountain rain,

Sinks from its tumult to a silent brook ;

So, when the frantic raptures in your breast

Subside, you languish into mortal man :

You sleep, on waking find yourself undone.

For prodigal of life, in one rash night

You lavish'd more than might support three days.

A heavy morning comes ; your cares return

With ten fold rage. An anxious stomach well

May be endur'd ; so may the throbbing heart

:

But such a dim delirium, such a dream

Involves you ; such a dastardly despair

Unmans your soul.

Besides, it wounds you sore to recollect

What follies in your loose unguarded hour
Escaped. For one irrevocable word,

Perhaps that meant no harm you I»se a friend

:

Or in the rage of wine your hasty hand
Performs a deed to haunt you to your grave.
Add that your means, your health, your parts decay
Your friends avoid you ; brutiahly transform'd
They hardly know you ;

Despis'd, unnrept, you fall ; who might have left

A name still to be utter'd with a sigh.

"John Varnum, when twenty one years(ed in the arm, we regret to learn that he ni

of age, went with Capt. Lovewell after compelled to submit to amputation, as the ch

Indians in the winter of 1725, on snow shoes, i means by which life could possibly be pres<r.

and carried their provision on their backs and ed. Mr. Penefather is a native of Ireland, \i

travelled towards Winnepesoke pond and came very respectably connected in that coun n

MISCELLANY.

From the Portsmouth Journal.

LOVEWELL'S FIGHT.
The authenticity of historical facts of ancient

times rests often upon tradition only. It is be
lieved that Dr. Belknap, in his History of New-
Hampshire, was in one instance misled by the
information he received. He has laid the scene
of an action of a century ago, in the town of
Wakefield, which it is apprehended actually oc-
curred on the shore ot VVinnipisioga Lake, and
probably near Alton Bay. I refer to the achieve-
ment of Capt. Lovewell, so renowned in the ear-
ly wars of this country, as an Indian Partisan.
in the winter of 1725 Capt. Lovewell, with a
party of men, undertook an expedition into the
part of N. Hampshire now constituting the
county of Stratford, and succeeded in destroying
a company of ten Indians who were directing
their course to Dover. The historian of New-
Hampshire has stated this occurrence to have
been at the head of the western branch of Sal-
monlalk river, in the town of Wakefield. The
pond there has always retained the name of
Lovewell's pond. The statement which follows
IS from the journal of an intelligent and enter-
prising young man, who was afterwards exten-
sively known and respected.— I mean the late
John Varnum, Esq. of Dracut

on the trail of Indians which they followed, till

they came to the aforementioned pond. There

not being any snow on the pond, they could not

see their tracks. There appeared a large

flock of ravens, which follov/ed the Indians,

lighting on the trees that were on the islands in

said pond : which was considered by the Captain

and others as ominous of their destroying said

Indians. After following the ravens, sometime,

they came in bearing of the Indians firing at

heaver and other game ;— they had a great hunt

that day. Lovewell and his men halted suppos-

ing the Indians would eat heartily, and sleep

sound. They therefore concluded to come up-

on them about the middle of the night.—They
did not build any fire, but came so near as to

see ihcir fire. They tied the mouths of their

dogs, and kept them close for fear of being

discovered. On the 20th of February they came

up and fired on them; and killed eight, and

wounded one. One man and the dogs caught

him. They were all killed, being nine men
and a boy. The boy was armed with a lance

on a pole ; supposed to drive and torment pri-

soners. After scalping the Indians, they left

them for the ravens.—The Indians were going

to Cocheco,[now Dover,] to destroy a few set-

tlers there.—Lovewell and his men marched to

Dover, it being the next settlement, and from

thence to Andover." P.

Wakefield, January, 1824.

Morbid Jlffeefion.—The possibility of contract-
ine; diott>mpi?r from a dead subject Ls amply con-
firmed by the following melancholy circum-
stance. About a fortnight since, Mr. H. Pene-
father who had just commenced the practice of

surgery, was engaged in dissecting the hody of

a female subject, whose death was produced by
inflammation of the liver, attended with other

symptoms that rendered the cure worthy of ve-

ry strict examination. Dissection was submitted
to by the friends of the deceased : and Mr. Pene-
father and another gentleman operated twice or

three times with great professional advantage.

The body was interred, and Mr. Penefather
thought nothing more of the circumstance until

about a week after, when he perceived that

his left hand began to swell, a little above the
palm, or near the articulation of the wrist, at-

tended with a slight twitching pain and numbness
of the fingers. Those symptoms he attributed

to various causes, and conceived that the swel-
ling would abate by washing the part with a

suitable lotion. This remedy he accordingly
tried when retiring to bed ; but to his great sur-

prise and no small consternation, he found that

the inflammation had extended itself to the arm,
which on the following morning was exceeding-
ly swelled. Under these circumstances he deem-
ed it advisable to state the case to some of the
more experienced of the faculty ; and, after ma-
ture deliberation by three emment practitioners,

with reference to his late anatomical researches,
(as before stated) they concluded that he must
have imbibed through some medium, whether
by a cut or otherwise, a portion of the poison-
ous matter with which the morbid subject was
at that time iafected. Mortificatiou being seat-

[Lo)irfo)i papc

Mankind Classed.—Mankind, may be divif(

into three classes.—Those who learn from u

experience of others—They are happy mei ~

Those who learn from their own experienc-
They are wise men.—And, lastly, those ^'ii

learn neither from their own nor frem otei

people's experience—They are fools. I

Idleness.—There is no character in socl

more despicable than the idler. He is not

ly an unhappy, but in a fair way to becon

criminal being. Bishop Taylor observed

lady, who neglected the education of her

on the plea that he was to young to be co

e d to study, " Madam if you don't fill his 1

with something, believe me the devil will.'

Life.—LAfe is time well employed,

man, therefore, who squanders aivay his t

commits a species of suicide ; and he who
me of my time takes away my existence,

is more my enemy than the person who
justly takes away my money.

The proper Employment of Ridicule.—

T

are some vices which ought to inspire us

detestation, and others which are most sue

fully encountered with ridicule. •" '" this 1

class are most which originate in an inord

desire of appearing fashionable and gen

such as coquetry and foppery. Convinc(

quettes and fops that the world laughs and

pises them, and you will do much to re

them. '

False Pleasure.—Some men, in pursu

pleasure, destroy their senses, which are

only inlets to the enjoyments they are see

They roar bacchanalian songs till hoarse

deaf, smoke till blind, and drink till stupid.

" In wild excess the vulgar breast takes fire

Till buried in debauch the bliss expire."

A man should neither choose to be a he

nor a buffoon ; human nature is not so mis

ble as that we should be always melancl
nor so happy that we should be always mei

The triumph of woman lies not in the ai

ration of her lover, but in the respect of

husband, and it can only be gained by a

stant cultivation of those qualities which

knows he most values.

The supercilious, however refined arep

Irish Humor.—An Irishman seeing an oul

passenger of an English stage coach cov<

with dust, observed, that if be was a potalof

might grow without anyfurther planting.

TERMS OF THE FARMER.
0:5= Published every Saturday, at Three Doll

per annum, payable at the end of the year—but t

who pay within siify dat/s from the time of subscri

will be entitled to a deduction of Fifty CiktS.

Qtj' No paper w ill be discontinued (unless at

discretion oi the publisher,) until arrearages are i
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ON THE USE OF SALT AS A MANURE.

[Conlinucd from pnge ICO.]

I

The pamphlet of Mr. Ifolinshead adverted to

I
our last observations on this subject states lliat

for meadow [mowing] land we should advise

e farmer to sow six bushels of salt per acre,

jinediately after the hay is got in. This

ould be found peculiarly beneficial in hot and

y summers, and upon limestone and sandy

Is ; which, after they are mown are often so

nch parched by the heat of the sun, that not on-

the eddish [rowen or aftermath] is destroyed,

t also the crop of the succeeding year is ve-

materially injured: but by sowing it with

t, moisture would be attracted and retained,

fficient to assist vegetation so powerfully, as

a short lime again to cover the face of the

ound with grass, and by that means eflfectual-

to screen the roots, which would otherwise

too much exposed to the direct rays of the

' It may indeed be said that dung will answer
same purpose: in some degree it might, but

ig cannot always be had, never in sufficient

mtities ; besides, if it couFd, this objection

5 against it, that neat cattle will not eat the

lish [rowen] after dung, consequently one va-

ble crop is lost to the farmer, which if salt

re used would be botii productive and whole-

' Blr. Beck, gardener in Chorly, has constant-

nade use of salt in his garden lor upwards of

rty years, principally upon his onions ; and
has invariably found the salt to exxeed eve-

3ther kind of manure, which he could have
d for the like purpose ; his method is to sow
salt immediately after the seed is covered
But as he never had any thoughts of com-
icating the result of his observations and ex-

ments to the public, he took no care to as-

ain the exact quantity necessary to be sown
n acre, and proportionably upon any smaller
otity of ground

;
yet he thinks, if he might

ard a conjecture that he has not sown less,

probably more than sixteen bushels per acre.

year by way of trial he sowed the usual

ntity of salt upon a plat of onions, after ihey
began to show themselves above ground,
the crop, so far from being improved was
rely spoiled ; from this he infers that the

erimental gardener, who may be inclined to

e use of salt, will do well to throw it on as

> as possible after the seed is sown."
.6 remarks in the three following paragraphs
ly as well to other improvements in hus-

Iry as to those which may be made by salt.

I know some will say that there are many
i which cannot be improved. 1 deny the as-

ion. Let but the farmer be properly encou-
id to make the trial, and I am convinced he
not lind his labor lost. If our ancestors

always been indifierent to agricultural im-

'ements, what must have been our situation

Ihe
present day? We might have lived on

haws and berries of the field ; for nature has

not been so lavish in her gifts to this country as

to some others: few of Ihe necessaries of life

will thrive and flourish without the most unre-

niifling industry. By nature our apples aic crabs,

and our plums sloes! but art and nature have
chiuigcd the scene : and health giving exercise,

properly directed, and duly encouraged, would
bring the kingdom to an unexampled pitch of

plenty and splendor.

"The proper cultivation of the soil is an ob-

ject so peculiarly interesting to the community
at large, that those who industriously attend to

it are perhaps to be esteemed the most merito-

rious citizens of their country.
" Of such importance are the study and prac-

tice of agriculture in Scotland, that they have
instituted a professorship in one of their uni-

versities ; and it is much to be lamented that a

similar institution is not introduced into our

universities, as it would essentially tend to the

prfimotion of the most important department of

knowledge, so highly benelicial to mankind.
" A farmer at Giasson, near Lancaster, has

for some time been in the habit of carting salt

water to put upon his dung whilst in the heap
iu the'yard, before it was taken to be spread up-

on the ground, which he has found by experi-

ence very much enriches the dung, and makes
it better manure. A great advantage might also

be derived to the farmer from spreading sea-

sand under and amongst the dung, whilst it is in

collecting during the winter, and also in the

cow-house stable, not only on account of the

pariicles of salt contained in it, but likewise by

its retaining and absorbing the urine of the cat-

tle, which is itself a very excellent manure."
" Salt is the mother of manures, as every kind

is higher or lower in value according to the salt

it produces ; and every kind of manure is por-

tioned out to the land according to the quantity

of salt or nitre it is thought to have in it. For-

merly salt was thought to be an impoverishcr of
land, but experience has taught us wisdom ; it

is now found to be otherwise, provided it is du-
ly proportioned to the state the land is in, and
mixed to mollify it as follows: take ten bushels
of salt, and six bushels of dry ashes, and mix al-

together ; then spread them on the land, and
harrow them in with the seed : this is a suffi-

cient dressing for an English acre, as it is better
to repeat the dressing than to lay too much on
at once. By being thus mixed the particles in-

corporate with and mollify each other. Salt

itself is rather too severe and harsh in its na-
ture, and if laid too thick on, might prove of
bad consequence ; but if conveyed into the earth
by a soapy smooth method, will prove the real

enricher the earth wants to send forth vegeta-
tion

; this dressing will last for three crops."—From C. Variey, Esq. communicated to the

Chester Chronicle by the Rev. B. Dacrc of Mostly,
near Manchester.

The following is said to be from the pen of
the Right Honorable Lord Erskine.
" The science of agriculture is by no means

at its height ; and in the almost miraculous ad-

Tance of chemistry new means may be found
trom the concentration of known composts and
Ihe discovery of new, to lessen the costs of cul-

ture and increase its returns. But here asrain

your revenue stalks like a ghost across my path
which ever way I turn; as otherwise you have
a superior unbounded source of im|)rovement
trodden under your very feet, and cast as refuse
into your rivers, beyond all that chemistry is

evpj- likely to discover. You have salt in end-
less abundance. But your necessity turns it into

money, even to for*y times its value, instead of
spreading it abroad for various uses to rise up
in property, which no money could purchase.

" Do you know what salt alone would do for

you ? Can you be so ignorant as not to know,
that by taking the tax upon it directly as money,
you rob yourselves of fifty times its amount in

the productions of your soil, in your lisherios and
manufactures, and iu the universal prosperity of
the country ?

" Lime, >vhich has caused to start info life the
most inert and sterile parts of Great Britain, is

ju.«t nothing as a manure when compared with
s,4LT, which dificrs Irom it besides in two re-

markable qualities, decisive of its superior
value.

" Lime, and I believe all otffer known com-
posts, are powerful only according to (he quan-
tities in which they are used ; whereas salt to

be useful must be sparingly applied; it corrvpts

vegetable substances when mixed with them in

small quantities, but ^;)-c.se/-x)<;s them, when it pre-
dominates in a mass. It is needless therefore to

add, that in<lependently of its comparative light-

ness, the expense botji as to the article and its

carriage musi- be grpatly diminished. Yet yon
rob the mother of our people of this food which
indulgent nature has cast into her lap, sufficient

as you will see hereafter, to feed all her chil-

dren, even if their numbers were doubled."
Another English writer informs that " Salt

answers best as a manure for green crops, es-

pecially for turnips and clover. It is not of
much uenelit to barley or wheat, if sown ; but
in compost it proves very advantageous using
thirty Cornish or forty-five Winchester bushels
per Cornish acre, which is larger than the Stat-

ute acre nearly in the ratio of six to five. Pre-
pare the ground for turnips, and sow the salt a
fortnight before the seed, or longer if a larger
quantity of salt is used.

" Mr. Seckler, at Henver, in the parish of
Gwinear, has just applied salt in the above pro-

portion to poor exhausted land ; being clay, in-

imical to turnips: the effect has been a heav3',

rich crop, which I have had an opportunity of

seeing. It is such a one as a hundred tons of dung
per acre would scarcely produce in the same
land. The salt employed is that which is con-

sidered refuse after having cured the fish, and
been condemned by the excise. Over this they

throw some dirt, and it is then sold to the farm-

ers by the fish curers. If the duty were taken

off salt, for every bushel now used, there would
be at least a hundred bushels employed for this

purpose. It has been said that the value of re-

fuse salt, as manure, depends upon the soil and

animal matter which adheres to it ; but the farm-

er knows from experience, that salt is to be pre-

ferred which has cured only one bulk of tish ,-

and they give a higher price for it than for that
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which has been twice employed, and which con-

sequently contains more animal matter. Where

an estate has been salted for two or three crops,

the effects are visible for at least seven years.

It has a particular tendency to convert poor .-ind

tight soils into firm and adhesive ones, ' giving

them body.' Among the farmers there is a ge-

neral scramble for the refuse salt, to try who

can get most of it by purchase.
" The following curious anecdote may be re-

lated as serving to illustrate the effect of salt:

Mr. Seckler made a little heap of earth in the

midst of a field, on the top of which a cart load

of refuse salt was thrown ; the earth in the heap

itself, and (after its removal) the earth under il,

for upwards of two feet deep to the clay, was

rendered so perfectly barren, that the most com-

mon weeds would not vegetate in it. This bar-

ren earth, however, furnished the richest dress-

ing for the remainder of (he field. Mr. Seckler

found salt the best preservative against mildew

in wheat. When the wheat followed turn.ps

with salt, it escaped the mildew which attacked

other fields which were not salted ; and this he

finds to hold universally good, as far as his ex-

perience goes. The improvement of bad hay,

by salt applied in the proportion of about one

hundred weight* to three tons, and sprinkled

between the layers, is very striking, preventing

mildew, and rendering it more grateful and be-

neficial to cattle, especially if the hay is bad :

and even in good hay it is very greatly amelio-

rated. A testimony in fiivor of the benefit of

salt is furnished by the striking fertility of the

land in the neighborhood of the sea-shore in

(Cornwall; more especially in those situations

which are favorable to the general distribution

of the saline spray, as is exemplified in the pa-

rish of Fennor."—Sir Thomas Bernard's Case of

the Salt Diilies, page 272, coinmunicaud by Dr.

Paris, late of Penzance, but now of Dover Street,

London.

* This is foul fishery salt ; of pure salt, a third of the

quantity might be sufficient.

(TV) be continued.')

Exlractsfrom an Address In the Hampshire, Frank-

lin and Hampden Agricultural Society, ffor-

thnmpton, Mass. October 23, 1823. By Isaac

C. Bates, Esq.

" It is too lale, 1 apprehend, to arraign the

policy or question the propriety of our agricul-

tural associations. If there be any thing wor-

thy of patronage, it is the art upon which all

other arts depend ; the occupation, without

which all other occupations are useless.

" The Dublin society, established in 1731,

as it was the first in order of time, so it was
for a series of years supported by the voluntary

contributions of its members, until at lenofth,

its effects becoming apparent, other societies

were formed; and now they are established

throughout Great Britain, France and Germany,
and indeed throughout Europe. All that is

granted by this Commonwealth, and the seve-

ral states combined, for the encouragement of
agriculture, is absolutely nothing compared
with what is done by France for a single nation-

al establishment, and that too in a land of vines

and olives. Experience, therefore, has settled

this question; experience in different countries
;

under great diversity of forms, it is not too

much to say, we have the judgment of mankind
in our favor; not upon a subject remote from
observation and difficult of research, but full in

the public eye o|)ened by its effects and known
by its fruits. What then ought (he conjectu-

ral scruple of the prospective calculator to avail,

against this mass of practical evidence, which
near a century has accumulated ? It the only

effect of our act of incorporation were to bring

together once a year, the gentlemen whom I

now have the honor to address; awakening
(heir attention to what has been done and what

is doing ; leading them to an interchange of

views and feelings; animating them to enter-

prise and emulation ; 1 should think the socie-

ty res{ed upon an unquestionable basis of utilily.

" Let it not be imagined, gentlemen, there

is nothing more to be learned in the arts of life.

No obstacle to the march of mind, is more In-

surmountable than the conceit, that we are wise

enough. It closes the eye of enquiry and shpts

out the light of knowledge. True, according

to the received chronology, this world is abput

six thousand years old. Yet it was more than

four thousand years before you learned how to

make a good plough. Cincinnatus talked with

as much complacency as we do of " the good

old way," when he wa' fallowing his land with

the limb of a tree lor his plough beam and a

knot to it for his coulter and share ; and the patri-

archs, when they were grinding corn with pes-

tles. How longsince you learned the art of print-

ing—and a thousand other arts ? How long

since you found out the value of the potatoe?

Since you naturalized Dutch clover? Since

you discovered that your plain lands were not

made in vain ? Depend upon it, gentlemen,

there is a belter way than that now in use, in

every act of field husbandry, and in every ope-

ration of mechanics. Think you, that in this

immense repository in which we live, you have

explored the whole of its contents—or any part

of them ? The recent discoveries and improve-

ments in the arts and sciences shew, that even

now, in this age of late and fancied maturity,

knowledge is in its pupilage. I would excite

you, therefore, to a thinking cultivation of your

lands ; to attentive and nice observation. Push

your inquiries to the extent of your capacity,

and your experiments as far as a prudent eco-

nomy will permit ; and make no other use of "the

good old way," which is often circuitous and

often bad, than to keep along in if, until you

can find a better. I hazard the conjecture,

that there is now about each of your establish-

ments at home, some defect, or niisarrangemcnt

over which your eye has wandered a thousand

limes without discovering it. Extend the re-

mark to your farms, fences, tillage and stock;

you will find enough to fix your attention, and

put in requisition all your powers, be they what

they may." ******
" A competency—Neither poverty nor riches

—is essential to our happiness; so essential,

that he who is married without the possession

or prosjject of it, is a mad-man ; and waving

all courtesy, the girl that would marry him is a

fool; and that as well whether he be in the
j

possession of it with habits likely to dissipate it,

as when he is without either the possession or

prospect of il. There is no weighing, nor measir-

ing, nor counting the calamities incident to a

destitute and embarrassed condition. Th^y

press >ipon the breast of a man like an incul

they obstruct the pulsation of his heart; i

deaden the current of his life ; they wilhei

the beauties, with which nature vould cl

him by day and fancy beguile him by ni;

they are the ever present messenger of f

and evil tidings. And nothing but the reduc

of a father to something less than human, or

elevation of him to something more, can rei

such a slate supportable. It is, therefore,,

of the highest duties and ought to be inculc

from the cradle up, as well upon those who
horn to a competency, to maintam, as upon li

who are not, to acquire it; for it is favor

to the growth of all the virtues and essenlii

domestic comfort. Il is the little vase of e

in which your flowers and shiubs, that ar

ornament and embalm your fire sides and sw

en and cheer the intercourse and sympathi'

husband, wife and children, are fo grow
flourish. Is it not then worth a little seli-c

al, the doffing of an extra ribbon, and ano

and another effort to accomplish it ? Tell

ye who can recollect enough of the trifles

have thrown away as of nameless import

and for which you were not a whit (he be

to wrap your children warm in flannel, to ligl

a cheerful fire in your own neat and comlbrt

dwellings, to spread your table with abund
of wholesome food, and to cheer yon, if

with the prospect that these blessings will

tinue and brighten upon you, without the aii

at least without the rejiroof, of charity,-

me, is it not worth an effort ?

" You recollect, that without extraoi-di

talent, industry or economy, we have not

more to expect than a living. While then

1 have only time to urge you to 1mprove>

without dwelling upon the means; and l<

double your Diligence, without noticing w h(

we are remiss ; 1 will detain you for a mon
if you please, upon the subject of Econo
economy within your houses; economy in b

ing them ; and economy in one other partic

'•'• Economy is to industry, what the mei

is to the mind— it retains for use. The j

secret of making estates, lies in this. You
only to apjily your arithmetic (o the operati

com[)Ound interest, during a moderately

life, to be satisfied of this fact. A dollar exp

ed at twenty-one, does not accurately de

the extent of your loss. You not only lose

dollar, but you lose many more, which wi(

subjecting you (o any trouble, it would I

earned you. You grub up the measure

wheat which is well sown, and in a good

and which would yield you, not merely one

an annual, and a perpetually increasing c

Extend the application of this remark to ,«

expenses for dress, furniture and equipage, i

indeed to your business and methods of con( t

ing it, you will find various particulars in w fc

savings may be made, trifling in themseh I

admit, but in their results, wealth. Throve

a few ten dollar hats, ye who have your eslH

to make and who would vault the stars wit *

wing or trumpet ; throw in a few pair of »

dollar boots ; a few watches—a most abun*

article!—to say nothing of their appendage;*

indications, which have involved in such un^

tainty, the business of metalic research—th'

in a few other superfluous commodities, it

gallery will permit, and if not, throw their-
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in will have a collection directly, which, with-

tflii.v other magic than that ofa little patience,

II make vou an estate.

•'However, it is more to my purpose to sng-

st, that nearlifl^encp, in the deparlmcnt of a

use-«ifc, will either make, or keej), her hiis-

id poor. No providence nor exertions ot a

;n can sustain his family and improve their

idition, asjainst this silent and ceaseless coro-

n at the heart. It is the perpotn.il dropping;,

lit will wear the marble and exhaust a sea.

an, therelore, has a slatternly wife, it is

over with him. Tiie weird sisters may
id up his destiny as soon as they please.

Entering upon lite, a young man, with some-

j before hand, builds a large house. It is

n to be furnished. By this time, all he is

rth and his wife too and perhaps something

re, is invested in it. Fences and out-buildings

t correspond. Repairs must he made as oc-

on may require. Taxes must be paid. Fur-

re replenished as fashion varies. And, with

1 a tine establishment, there would he no

sting the temptation to shew it frequently

)ne"3 friends. Now I atfirm, that at the age

t"ty, if instead of building, he had hired, or

ted his accommodations strictly to his

ts, the capital he would have saved and
protit upon that capital, would have amount-
to a handsome estate. But suppose he
been able to maintain and educate his fam-
AVhen he makes his will, he gives his

eslead to his favorite son, and, to make his

Ireii equal, charges him with the payment
;gacies to the others. Thus the son be-

lite, with an accumulation of debt upon
and, in the issue, sinks under it. Go

re you will, the eye meets with a succes-

of large houses, in every stage of dilapi-

in from broken windows, to tailing sheds,

prostrate walls. And, what is singularly

acteristic, we build for the summer ; so

in order to keep cool, one third of the

we have full employment, the other two

, to keep warm. A ditferent practice

d have put a new face upon New England.

jvho \vould live in a little hutch of a place!

eneral objection, and away goes all a

s philosophy on the subject.

The other particular, upon which I promis-

remark, although too important to be pas-

n silence, yet, as it has been the subject of

nent by my predecessors, 1 shall be excus-

i only notice ; for, if the certain conse-

ce of ruin to health, to character, to for-

to family, and, if you choose to look be-

, the career of ruin onward; if to a man,
admits the truth of these realities, and teels

too, and with a sensibility that maddens to

al torture, and deepens to anticipated hell,

living images appeal in vain, what think

.vnrds can do ! Oh, there is not in nature,

)ject more to be commiserated, than an in-

erate man, thvis bound down and chained

3 destiny by this tyrant habit. He is in the

itjon of Laocoon, in the folds of two enor-

erpents ; and what heightens the horror

e conception and tinishes the analogy, the

complicated wreaths of the strong and pol-

ls and resistless monsters that wring the

r to death— embrace his children also. Is

: an object worthy of this society, of the

'ined effort of this society, to see if some-
cannot be done to stay the progress of

this appalling evil? If you cannot extinguish

the (Ire, may you not countermine and counter-

act it. so that when the materials upon which
it feeds are consumed, it shall go out? But at

present, it is bursting every harrier and kind-

ling along the whole line of life."

" You patronize household manufactures and
encourage them by your rewards. You do right.

But u|ion what principle is it, that the labor of

a girl, that turns a single spindle, can be pro-

ductive, and the labor of another, that turns one
iHiiidrcd, the reverse ? There is the expense
of the machinery ! True, and there is the sav-

ing of the wages and board of ninety-nine per-

sons. And not only so; while the labor of one
hundred persons is thus despatched by one, the

ninety-nine are all at liberty, and each of them
can do as much work, in the same way, as the

individual spinster. If the one deserves pa-

tronage, therefore, I leave it for you to de-

termine, ivhether the other is not entitled to pro-

tection ? But the master of a family, if he can-

not sell, can consume ; the manufacturer, how-
evei-, must sell, or his business must cease.

-And, therefore, a wise government will enable

him to do it,—not for his own sake merely, but

for the good of the great fraternity ; or, if you
please, of the family.

" The balance of trade, as it respects England,
is against us; but the conclusion, that therefore

it is a losing trade, is denied. Without stopping

to trace the arguments in their windings, or con-

tending that the custom-house returns indicate

the exact truth on this subject, or controverting

the position, that it does not follow, of course,

that it is a losing trade
; yet it is quite apparent

that an individual may purchase and consume
more than he can pay for. A nation may do

the same. And an individual does it, when the

amount of his purchases and consumption, for a

given time, exceeds the spare product of his

industry and capital, supposed to constitute his

means, for the same time. A nation does it,

under like circumstances. When an individual

mortgages his estate, or parts with vested and

productive property, to the trader, his condition

is obvious. What means then, permit me to in-

quire, the almost unlimited transmission of stock,

both bank and national, to England? When
the day of reckoning and payment comes, let the

guardians ot the public credit look to it, that its

pillars do not tremble.

"It is not two hundred years since Great
Britain imported her broadcloths from Belgium,
and not one hundred since she derived her cot

ton goods from Germany. Had she acted upon
the principles which we oppose, she would not

have sold a yard of either, even in her own
market, to this time, while now she supplies

half the world with both. But, instead of leav-

ing manufactures to originate and protect them
selves, she originated them by prohibition and
protecting duties. In the time of Elizabeth,we find

the great Bacon, vehement, in protesting against

the importation of foreign products, on account of

the national dependence and poverty which it in-

volved. To this day, the ports of Great Bri

tian are closed against the introduction of a single

manufactured article, which British industry and
British capital can make. No sooner did our
straw-braid find its way into London, than a

petition went to Parliament for an act of exclu-
sion.

" Suppose the tables reversed and that we
could undersell Great Britain, in her own mar-
ket. Would she permit it ? She would sacri-

llce her manufacturing capital, it will be said

I say more. She would not only sacrifice that.

but her agricultural capital with if.

' Increase of population and consequent de-
mand for produce, originally gave, and still give,

value to land. How injurious, therefore, to

New England has been the emigration to the
westward ! The magic that has reared the
towns and villages in that part of the country,

"las been your citizens and your capital, under
the double influence of increased exertion and
increased economy, the prevalent virtues of a
new settlement. 1 know that politically, some
advantages may accrue from a New England
population there, and I by no means wish ill

to those of our friends who are interested in

the lands there, but, to the same extent as em-
igration prevails, the value of pro|)erty is re-
duced here, to say nothing of the loss of capi-
tal and of men—the most valuable of all capital

It is this, among other causes, that has left

farms upon the hills without tenants, without
purchaser-s, and without price. Bleeding at

every vein, for a succcs.sion of years will re-
duce any subject to depletion. The way to

restore health and soundness, in such a case,
is to cut the ligatures and staunch the blood.

"The bounties of Providence are distributed
with more impartiality than we imagine. Wher-
ever a privilege is given, or hardship impos-
ed, an equivalent is exacted, or conferred.
Our hills are rough ; hut (he business of grazing
affords leisure to farmers, for the very purpose
of enabling them to subdue the rebellious char-
acter ofthe soil. Our river lands are produc-
tive

; but the price of them is comparatively
high, and without yielding to the proprietor a
better return than the hills for the interest of
his money, they exact of him more labor. With
industry and economy, the necessity of which
is a blessing, we can all live, and in the Ar-
cadia of the western world, they are not ex-
empt from the common lot. At certain points
of remove, deformities disappear in the indis-

tinctness, or blend in (he light, ofthe landscape.
For more reasons than I have time to assign.

New England is the place in which to live and
to die." {To bt continued.)

Vaccination.—The following incident, says
the Norfolk Herald, while it serves to shew the
brutal prejudice which still prevails against
vaccinadon, is ano(her among millions of
proofs already adduced, of i(s efficacy as a rem-
edy against the Small Pox. The incident

occurred in France, and is recorded in the Gaz-
e.ttt de Sante, (Gazette of Health) of Paris. A
woman in a village near Cherbourg, mother of
4 children, had the good sense and courage to

hav« her young family vaccinated. After

some time the Small Pox made its appearance
in the village. All the children, excepting
the four vaccinated, were infected, and many
died. The women who had mocked at the
wise precaution of the happy mother, mortified

at her security and comfort, enticed the chil-

dren to their houses, and smeared their faces

with variolous matter. Their malignity was
only further embittered by seeing that all their

efforts to communicate the disease to the vac-

cinated children were uDSuccessful.
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%====^= Tr^'^'^T'^^thpm °-oo(l till after Midsummer, and have found

To ik. FAltor oftk. C^-"'^-)
^r'^^; VtTeL tteS u efu for stock in a dry season, when the

ON STORING MANGEL WURTZEL. ttiem
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ,j^^^ ,

S.K,-Lest your correspondent's letter mth.sg ^^^^. ^^^^^^^^ ^^ ,„ b ploughed

week's Journal on Mangel Wurtzel ^houW m. - '« ^ y
^».^^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^.^^ ^ I

Tead the growers of that root, by fating that it ^"'^je^
„( barley where the tops

lill stand" the frost, I would beg leave to '^auM^'Je been ploughed in, but I prefer g.v.ng

tionthem against trying 'h« "P^^"
'JfeJ them to theLck^ as t

they should meet with a s"ious lo=s II tl ey
^^^ ^^^^ reapmg wheat that was

are^a good crop and well covered
^'^^a/;', Loin^her the mangel wurtzels were ta^cen off

believe they will stand the trost as
"^l' "^ °^M i.^t November; it is laid at twelve .coomb= per

common white turnips. Some ge^J'^^^^^^J acre. Your S.rr^ CorrcspondcnU >" ^.^^^"^
thispartofNorfolk, about seren or eight years

(„ your Journal, is very much mistaken

since, grew a fine crop; they were valued by « ^
, fattening qualities of the mangel

:Tur;eyor at £12 per acre and 'he -nips n -p^-'' =
, ,^^^j , -^P\^*^''^% ^^"TntUv of

the same farms at three or four pounds. They
^^^ ^^^^ be made a quantity ot

were advised to take them
^-''^f^^f,Tl

beasts^t this last spring with these roots ,nt^^^^^

for spring feed : their mode of doing it was, all
.^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ 'f! K I!

the tops were taken off, the roots were then ^^^^ f^,e„,,s who have

aken from the ground, and left in -^ ' ^^ ^egularfy Lted beasts for the London market

to be carted home when a convenient opportu-
J^^^^^ J^^^^^

^^^ ^„ ,, 'hr/l^l^P ^h

(I

several years, who all concur m the same op n-

M 1 feed my cows, horses, and p.gs wUh

them, and find them very nutritious. 1 am, bir,

your's respectfully. 1"os. Hf.rod.

to be carteo nomt; ""<=• » ^"-
,

•
;, ,,,

nity offered ; a sharp frost caught them m hat

situation in the end of November, and destroy-

ed their whole crop to the amount of several

acres: this made them so angry that I beheve

not one of them have grown any smce. Many

acres have since that time been grown near

them and much approved of 1 have some roots

now by -e very sound and good,that were plant-

ed in July, 1822, after my hay was taken o\\.
^^^^^^^^^ p^,^^,^^

the rows, three feet apart, were covere^d up by
^ ^^^^ ^^^.^^ ^ .^ ^be last Farmer, a proposal to

the plough in autumn, and remained there »'
I

g„^ ,by subscribers one half sheet with adver-

lint'er.
^1 had also ^ome that were "9'^ -«';^', Usemen'ts, and an almanack in the all

;

which I

ed up, but had a heavy -p o tops at s ood
^^^^^^ ,^

-[f
in saying wi be a grat-

From the American Farmer.

glandersTn horses.

Downington, 12mo. 19(/i, 1823.

ed up, nui iisiu > '"-"'j ^--r -

till the spring, although the winter was very se-

vere, but these were eaten off by my cows as

soon as the frost broke up, or 1 believe they

would have rotted very soon. If our common

white turnips were topped and taken from the

ground, a sJigbt frost would destroy them a

?oon as it would the mangel wurtzel; for that

think I may be safe in saying, will be a gratui-

tous addition to all those who estimate the pro

sent value of thy paper properly.

I have also noticed a request made by Robert

Lowry, in the last Farmer, for information re-

specti^ng the glanders ; to whom I feel willing o

g'ive my small experience or do any hmg n

that day, next morning take the same quan

of blood as before, give a mash as before, v

the addition of half an ounce of salt petre

solved in it, let his food be wet, and of a w

kind-a run at grass after the first two d

would be of service.

If thee thinks this prevention better tha

cure, thee may give it a place in thy paper.

Respectfully thine,

Joseph Kersei

From the Newburyport Herald.

Good Cider.—Year before last, I made an

periment on two barrels of new Cider ;-in

of which 1 put a gallon 4th proof Cognac Bi

dy, which cost $1,75 per gall ;
a peck of en

ed Shagbarks, with 3 lbs. of box Raisins,

the other barrel, I put 1 gallon Cider Brai

which cost 50 cts. These two barrels 1

in mv cellar, alongside of each other bun

perfecllv tight, and free from air, and let tl

remain one year. When I tapped the first

rel with the Cognac Brandy, &c. in it, I k

to my surprise and mortification, it was n

shade better than common flat Cider, wit

tart, disagreeble taste, approaching nearei

common vinegar than any thing else. Ihe

er barrel wiih the Cider Brandy m it, 1 f(

to be of the first rate quality resemb.ng

nith of frozen cider. I showed some ol llu

der to a friend, and he pronounced it ot the

nualitv without doubt ; and to corroborate

Opinion of it, offered me $6 for the barr

*^'

l7our tavern keepers, and others, would a

this method, I am confident it would do s

the impression which too many travellers I

entertained, that no good Cider can be foul

the best part of New England. Experien<

soon as it would the mangel wurtzel ;
for that » ^ ^^^ ^j^^ preservation of so useful an

part of the root that grows in the ground is very ^V^^

fender and susceptible to the frost. I store the
^^^^ .^ ^„ ^^^ ^^^^^ Ibat have come within

greater part of mine. We take no more tops oft
knowledge, uniformly traced them back to

Than we cart roots to the heap in the day, com-1
^3^_^^ .^ here termed the distemper, and by some

mencing as early in November as we ^an.
^^^^^ |

Two carts, three horses, six or eight women or
j^^^^ ^,^^ ^^^^^^ t^ be a neglected or

,

youths to load, and a man to drive them to tlve

^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^^ distemper: from a repeated

heap, will remove a great many in a day. 1- h^
1 b.charge from the nose, and constant mllamma-

driver shoots them out ol the end «' jhel
.^^^ the -lands become ulcerated, and finally

cart, or tumbril, in a promiscuous way, on as high
\^.^^^^^ bones of the nose become carious,

a heap as he can, about two loads deep, on the •

^^^^^^ incurable, as they are not so sUuat-

level ground in some sheltered situation :
he

.,^ ,o ,,(,mit of an operation being perform-

;ontinues to add to that heap in the s.ame way , ._^ ^j^.^ jbe horse has been
coniinues lu n^n' >" ""•' r ,

-

he be-an, till he has got as long a ridge as he

wants" the scattered ones are then thrown upon

the top of the heap to as sharp a point as they

can conveniently be laid ; as much straw must

then be scattered over them as will prevent the

mould from mixing with them. The ground

round the heap, with the carts, and treading o

the horses, is pressed so close as to be dithcui

.. . 'i__-.i , ^oo.» furrows round

edonthem;in this stage the horse has been

inoculated, mercury has been tried, and both

without success. .

But take the distemper, or strangles, in time

cure it ellectually and you prevent the glander

SYMPTOMS.

The first thing discovered is a rattling in the

throat, with dulness of countenance, apparent

,„c uv..es,is pressed so close as to be 'hthcul I

^_^^^^j_^^ _^^l ^^^^ ^^^^.^^.^ jben a swelling in

to dig. I plough as many deep iurrows round l^^^
^^^^^^^ ^^^ between the jaws, a discharge

the heap as 1 want mould to cover it about six or
^^ ^^^^ ^_^j sometimes cough ; if the horse

he heap as 1 want mould to cover it -'boot six or
^^''^,^^'^;^ '^,,j sometimes cough ; if the horse

even inches; it is then harrowed and rolled till I

^^^^^ _^^^ ^^.^ ^^^ gwelling at his throat, it be-
seven ungues, IV i^T M.1^^' .»»•

fine, then ploughed a second time, beginning

each time next the heap; by this means the

mould is brought to it, and in its fine state is

easily cast over them with a shovel, tor the

lio-hter and finer the H>ould is the better it will

resist the frost. 1 prefer this method to putting

I hem into a hole, as the practice is with some,

tiecause the waters are carried from the heap

into the trench; in ihe latter case they fall into

the ireocb amongst the roots : I have preserved

does not die by the gwelling at his throat, it be

comes what is called glanders.

CURE.

Dis-<olve one pound of glauber salts in warm

water, set it in a bucket in his manger, and he

will drink it; take half a gallon of blood trom

his neck vein; give a mash of two quarts ot

wheat bran scalded with sassatrass tea alter

which offer him lukewarm water to driuk, and

do not suffer him to drink any other kind tor

POWER OF MACHINERY.

The Philadelphia papers notice the invei

of a machine, with double heads and three

of rollers, by which the inventor proposf

perform the operation of drawing cotton

more perfect manner, with less labor, an

simplified and less expensive machmery

by the present mode. The rapidity of the

provements in the art of cotton spinning has

deed, within a few years been a matter of

pri=e Mr. Owen, Ihe proprietor ot the e;

' sive works at Lanark, in Scotland, calcu

I that two hu.idred arms with machines now

nufacture as much cotton as IwenUj milho

;
hands were able to manufacture wuhoul

chines, forty years ago ; and that cotton novi

nufactured in the course of one year m (

'

Britain, would require without machines,

teen millions of workmen, with simple wl

He calculates farther that the quantity ol n

fictures of all sorts, at present produced bl

tish workmen, with the aid of machmes,

.rreat that it would require, without the i

ance of machinery, the labor ot four hu

mUlions of workmen. At some of the c

mills in Manchester, yarn has been spun si

IS to require 350 hands to weigh one
]

avoirdupois. The perimeter of the coi

reel being one yard and a half, 80 thre:

revolutions would measure 120 yards an

hank seven times as much ; or 840 yards

plied by 350 gives 294,000 yards, or 167

and a fraction. Connected with this subj<

may here introduce the following historj

pound weight of manufactured cotton as sh
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le importance of the trade to England in a ve-

f
conspicuous manner;—The wool came from

16 East Indies to London ; from London it went

I Lancashire, where it was manufactured into

! irn, trom Manchester it was sent to Paisley,

here it was woven. It was next sent to Ajr-

1 lire, where it was tamboured; afterwards it

as conveyed to Dunbarton, where it was hand

iwed. and again forwarded to Paisley, when i(

, as sent to a distant part of Renfrew to be

leached and returned to Paisley, where it was

mt to Glasgow and there linished ; from Glas-

I DW it was forwarded by coach to London. It

as difficult to ascertain precisely the time

li iken to bring this article to market ; but it may

e pretty near the truth to reckon it three years

cm the time it was packed in India till in cloth

arrived at the Merchants Warehouse in Lon-

sn ; whither it must have been conveyed 5000

liles by sea, and 920 by land, and contributed

) reward no less than 150 people, whose ser-

ices were necessary in the carriage and manu-

ictures of this small quantity of cotton, and by

hich the value was increased 2000 per cent.

[A'. Y. Evening Post.

Small Pox.— It is reproachful to the infelli-

ence and prudence of the people ofNew-Eng-
ind, that this fatal disease should now find vic-

ms among them. Vaccination afl'ords protec-

on from the small pox, ascertain as any danger

hich human precaution can in any case pro

From the Connecticut Journal.

Mr. CoNVEUSE,—Most of your readers are nn-

douhtcdly acquainted with the dilliculty of re-

moving grcnsc spots from clothing, without injur-

ing the cloth or mixing the colors. For some
time past, I have been in the habit of using

higlili/ rectified Alcohol, and with so much satis-

faction, that I am induced to hand you this com-
munication. I am well aware it is not new to

all ; but to the generality of the community I

am persuaded it cannot be known ; otherwise

they would not be so ready, with the turpentine

bottle, to clear one spot by covering it with

another, a good deal deeper and broader. My
mode of using the alcohol is this,—a small piece

of sponge is wet with it, and rubbed upon the

spot very thoroughly, until nothing can be seen,

and the cloth nearly dry. I have in this way
taken out grease spots from various kinds of silk,

from cloaks, from carpets, from the collars of

coals, &.C. I am not prepared to say that this

iviH answer in every possible case ; but if the

iilcohol be good, and the application judiciously

made, the instances of failure will be compara-

tively rare. When the garment can be 'uuashed.,

good soap and soft water will uniformly succeed

in common grease or oil spots ; but if any rosin

or wax be present, alcohol is indispensable.

From the Philadelphia Daily Advertiser.

Economy.—The following is the result of an

de."" To"doui.rit7efficacy"is"to"be ^sceptical |

experiment, actually made in order to ascertain

here there is evidence greater than is usually ^^e comparative expense of oil and candles. An

eemed requisite for the government of conduct

rho hears of the ravages of this disease among
lose who have been vaccinated ? In some coun-

ies of Europe—we believe it is so in Denmark
-no individual can hold any office, or be ad-

litted into any school, who has not a certificate

f having had the kine pock. The consequence

, that the small pox is not known. The Bos-

)n Patriot suggests that some measures ought

) be adopted by our Legislature, to produce

le same result. We heartily concur in this

jggesfion.

Until, however, some Legislative act be pas-

iA on the subject, it must depend upon individ-

al influence and exertion to diffuse the means
{ guarding the community from a loathsome

lod fatal contagion, and to induce the people to

lesortto them.

We have been led to these remarks in conse-

uence of noticing that in several towns in New-
England, the small pox has been recently intro-

luced from New-York, producing its usual

larming effects. What town in this County is

ree from the danger of this contagion ? Probably

ot one

parative expe
ordinary Glass Lamp, with a wick half an inch

in breadth, was placed beside a mould candle,

of the size called sixes, and both allowed to

burn 16^ hours without being moved. In that

period of time two candles and three-tifths were
consumed, and a fraction less than one third of

a pint of oil. (A pint weighing 15i ounces, and

the quantity consumed was 5 ounces.)

From this experiment, it appears that one

gallon of oil will burn 402 hours and 3-5, and

that it requires 10 and 3-5 pound candles, to

burn the same time, so that supposing oil to be

75 cents per gallon, it will be equal in expense

to mould candles at 7 cents per pound.

As oil may be purchased for less than 76 cts.

and in the ordinary use of candles there is a con-

siderable waste from their being moved, it is

evident that the advantages on the side of oil

are very great. A Housekeeper.

They require but little hay, and are always in

fine order. j

TIIR.KSHING FLOOR.
The same gentleman says, "I have seen ac-

counts of Threshing Machines, which have been
highly recommended, but never have seen one
in operation. I apprehend, however, that under
every degree of improvement they will be too

expensive ever to be generally used. Great
farmers will use them, but smaller ones will still

he obliged " to get their bread by the sweat of

their brow." For the benefit of such 1 have a

project for an improved Threshing floor. 1 con-

sider that the labor of threshing is greatly in-

creased by the accumulation of grain on the

floor, which diminishes the effect of the strokes

of the flail and renders it necessary frequently

to remove the straw, and rake out the heads

from the grain and put it aside. My plan is to

lay a second floor, six inches or more above the

permanent one. I would place two sticks of

timber, one on each side of the barn floor, cut

dry planks of suitable length, and lay the ends

on the timbers. Set them close together, and

fasten the two outside ones with pins. Then,
in that part of the floor, where the heads of the

sheaves would be placed. I would bore a suffi-

cient number of holes, with an augur of about

three fourths of an inch diameter, us would let

the grain fall through, taking care to make the

holes smooth. Should the floor be found to

spring too much, while threshing, another piece

of timber might be put under the middle ;
but

not quite so large as the others, that the grain

might incline to the centre. A very simple in-

strument might serve to shell out the grain,

which would be free from the heads, ready for

winnowing. The floor may be easily taken up

and laid aside till wanted again. The extent

one way should conform to the width of the per-

manent floor, and it might be extended the other

way to accommodate one or two threshers as

should be found convenient. For threshing peas

or beans, such a floor must be much the best, as

they would be less liable to be bruised.

Your friend, &c.
AbRM. BUTTERFIELD.

Machias, Me. Jan. 12, 1824.

EicVitov's Covvespondenee.

FISH FOOD FOR SHEEP.

A friend in Maine writes to us as follows :—" I

A few years since, vaccination was
} made a communication a few years ago to the

ery general ; but of late it has been neglected.] Eastern Argus on the subject of feeding sheep

'robably three fourths of those in this County,

mder ten years of age, are liable to the small

)0X.

We cannot but urge, therefore, upon physi-

;ians, as they regard the welfare of the commu-
lity, and upon heads of families, as they feel the

veight of the obligations resting upon them,

he importance of an immediate attention to the

neans oi guarding against this contagion. Let

3very parent and master see to it that his family

»re vaccinated, and individuals of influence ex

with Fish. Whether it was of any use I know
not, except that it afforded occasion for an Al-

bany Editor of a Newspaper to display his wit,

by enquiring " how the sheep would pick out

the bones?" It is, however, a fact, important

to those who are situated where large quantities

of any kind of fish can be obtained, that sheep
will devour them greedily, either pickled, dried

in the sun, or smoke if they are only well salted.

Judge Lincoln, the greatest, and most scientific

farmer in this [Washington] County, first men
?rt themselves to impress upon their neighbors tioned it to me. He always places as many dry

he importance of the measure.

—

Mass. Fcoma».
|

alewives before iiis sheep as they will eat.

—

Mr. Editor,—The following instance of instinct or

natural affection of a young hen, may perhaps be inte-

resting to some who rear domestic fowls.

In April last, I had a hen which hatched

chickens ; and after the usual time, which hens

provide for their young, she left them, made
herself a nest in the bushes about forty rods

from the house, over which I made a shelter,

and she hatched in September. The hen con-

tinued about her nest, where she was fed, five

or six days, at which time she was missing, sup-

posed to be taken by some wild animal. I found

the little disconsolate brood huddled together as

in sympathy, lamenting their hapless condition.

The chickens were then taken home and confined

with one of the former pullets, hatched in April

which had a broken leg. She soon became fond

of the little ones, clucked like an old hen, fed

and brooded them, and continued to call them

after her until they were enabled to provide for

themselves, although their young adopted mo-

ther, had never laid an egg ; by which means

the little chicks were brought to maturity.

Carolvs.

Boxford, January 16, 1824.
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To the Editor of the JVew England Farmer.

INQUIRY.

Sir,—1 hnre worked at the Blacksmith's trade

for thirty years past, and have been more or

less troubled with the smoke of the Sea Coal

which I use, when my shop is closed and I have

a fire in a cast iron stove, which is necessary in

cold weather to warm the shop—My throat (and

that of my man) feels as when I have a cold

—

and a kind of hacking which continues thro'' the

night— I am not troubled with it when the doors

are open, and very little except when we have

a fire in the cast iron stove. I hope some of

your correspondents will inform me if I am en-

dangering my health or that of my workman by

heating the shop, and if there is any remedy

—

ifno remedy but to open the doors I will do it.

I had rather freeze than suffocate. Vulcax.

[Placing a dish full of water on the stove will give

ty its gradual evaporation a degree of elasticity to the

air, aHd afford at least a partial remedy to the evil com-

plained of.]

THE VARIOLOID* EPIDEMIC.

Dr. .T. K. Mitchell, of Philadelphia, one of

the physicians of the Alms House and Small

Pox Hospital, has published a statement founded

on his observation and that of Dr. John Bel!,

which exhibits very strongly the value of vac-

cination, as a protection against the fatal effects

of this disease, although if shows at the same

lime that it does not entirely prevent the re-

currence of the disease. The slalemeut em-
braces 148 cases of small pox, or varioloid,

which have lately occurred at Philadelphia. Of
these, 48 occurred in persons who had previous-

ly had the vaccine disease and no one died.

Eight cases occurred in persons who had previ-

ously had the small pox, and of this number four

died. The other 93 cases occurred in persons

who had previously had neither disease, and of

these 32 died and 41 recovered. Two of the

persons who bad the small pox a second time,

took it naturally the first time.—Eight of those

who took the disease after the vaccine, had been

vaccinated recently. Some of the mildest cases

were in persons who were vaccinated more than

twenty years ago.

A varifly of the Siua!l Pox, but of a tniUIcr type.

JJ. Mr.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 24, 18i>4.

AGRICULTURAI, ADDRESSES.

We have been favored with copies of several Ad-

dresses delivered during the last autumnal exhibitions

of New England societies. These are not only excellent

in themselves as vehicles of information not only to Ag-

riculturists, but to persons of all profi-ssions and occu-

pations, but they afford pleasing and conclusive evi-

dence that the public mind is taking a rij^hl dtreclion,

and that our first characters, and men of the greatest

intellectual powers are devoting their energies to the

improvement of Agriculture. We should be glad to

give these Addresses at large, but as they have been

already printed, extensively circulated, and to be ob-

tained by most of our readers through other channels,

we have thought it adviscablo to confine ourselves to

the republication of such extr.Tcts as convey the most

important yT-fflc/Jca/ rr«/A,j. This plan we are sensible

will compel us to omit many passages, which we ad-

mire. But, as it is expected that we should contribute

our might to original matter to the mass of information

already before the public, we are constrained to ex-

clude from our columns many meritorious productions,

in order to make room for communications, which are

written expressly for this paper, and are recommended

as well by their novelty as by their utility.

PARING AND BURNING.

We have had repeated calls for information on the

subject of paring and burning the surface of soil for the

purpose of increasing its fertility, and are disposed to an-

swer those ends to the extent of our ability. Sir Uutii-

phrey Davy says, " It is obvious that in all cases par-

ing and burning the soil must destroy a certain quantity

of vegetable matter, and must be principally useful in

cases in which there is an excess of this matter in soils.

Burning, likewise renders clays less coherent, and in

this way greatly improves their texture, and causes

them to be less permeable to water.

" The instances in which it must be obviously prejui

dicial, are those of sandy dry siliceous soils, containing

little animal or vegetable matter. Here it can only

be destructive, for it decomposes that on which the soil

depends for its productiveness.

" The process of burning renders the soil less com-

pact, less tenacious and retentive of moisture ; and

when properly applied may convert a matter that was

stiff, damp, and in consequence cold, into one powdery,

dry, and warm ; and much more proper as a bed of ve-

getable life.

" The great objection made by speculative chemists

to paring and burning, is, that it destroys vegetable and

animal matter, or the manure in the soil ; but in cases

in which the texture of its earthy ingredients is perma-

nently improved, there is more than a compensation

for this temporary disadvantage. And in some soils

where there is an excess of inert vegetable matter, the

destruction of it must be beneficial,and the carbonaceous

[coay] mattir remaining in the ashes may be more use-

ful to the crop than the vegetable fibj.., from which it

was produced.

" Many obscure causes have been referred to for the

purpose of explaining the effects of paring and burning;

and I believe they may be referred entirely to the di-

minution of the coherence and tenacity of clays, and to

the destructions of inert, and useless vegetable matter,

audits conversion into a manure,
" All soils that contain too much vegctablefibre, and

which consequently lose from ore thin! to one half

of their weight by incineration, [burning] and all such

as contain their earthy constituents in an impalpable

state of division, i. e. the stiff clays and marles, are im-

proved by burning ; but in the coarse sands, or rich

soils containing a just mixture of the earths; and in all

cases in which the texture is already sufficiently loose,

or organizable matter suflicently soluble, the process of

burning cannot be useful.

" All poor siliceous sands must be injured by it ; and

here practice is found to accord with theory. Mr.

Young, in his Essay on Manures, states, " that he found

burning injured sand ;" and that the operation is ne-

ver performed by good agriculturists upon siliceous

jandy soils, after they have once been brought into cul-

tivation.

" An intelligent farmer in Mount's Pay told me,

that he had pared and burned a small field several

years ago, which he had not been able to bring again

into good condition. I examined the spot, the grass

was very poor and scanty, and the soil an arid sili-

ceous sand."'

(_Tti be continued.)

LIST or AGRICDLTURAL BOOKS, FOR SALE BY THE PR
CIPAL BOOKSELLERS IN BOSTON.

[Ceyitinued from page 198.]

Davy^s Jlgricutturat Chemistry.—Charles Ewer ; S;

uel T. Armstrong ; Richardson & Lord.
Domestic Cookery.—Charles Ewer.
Domestic Encyclopedia—Charles Ewer.
Erery Man liis own Cattle Doctor. By FrancIs Ci

TER.—Ricliardson & Lord.

Farmer^s Dictionary.—R. P. &i C. Williams.
Farmer^s Jlssislant ; A Digest of all that relates to ,

riculture and the conducting of Rural Affairs

Charles Ewer ; R. P. & C. Williams ; Cummin
, Hilliard, & Co.

Forstith on Fruit Trees.—R. P. & C, Williams ; W<
&: Lilly; Charles Ewer; Cummings, Hilliard, & (

General Report of the Agricultural slate and Polit

Circumstances of Scotland. By Sir John Sinclai
—R, P. & C. Williams.

Haynes'' Treatise on the Culture of the Strawbe7

Raspberry., and Gooset)erry.—R. P. & C. William
Husbandman and Housewife.—Charles Ewer.
Horse Hoeing Husbandry : or A Treatise on .the Prin

pies of Tillage and Vegetation, wherein is laugh
Method of introducing a sort of Vineyard Culture
to the Corn Fields, in order to increase their Prod
and diminish the ComHion Expense. By Jeth
Ti'LL.—To which is prefixed, An Introduction, (

planatory of some Circumstances connected with t

History and Division of the Work ; and contain

an Account of certain Experiments of recent da
By William Cobeett.—Wells & Lilly.

Management of Bees.—Charles Ewer.
MarshalTs Gardening.—Charles Ewer.
Massachuset/s Agricultural Repository Wells & L

ly; Cummings, Hilliard, & Co.

Memoirs of the Philadelphia Agricultural Society.

vols. 8 nio.—R. P. & C. Williams.

JVew England Farmer, or Georgical Dictionary ; cp

tainiug a compendious -Account of the Wajs and M
thods in which (he important .4rt of Husbandry,
all its various Branches is, or may be practiced

the greatest advantage in this country. By Sajii'I

Deane, D. D, Third Edition ; corrected, improve

and enlarged ; and adapted to the present state

the Science of Agriculture,—Wells & Lilly ; Cui
mings, Hilliard, & Co.

N. B. The price of the N. E. Farmer has been >

dueed fiom $3 to $2.

jVu/«;ri Botany, or the Genera of North Americ;
Plants, and a Catalogue of the species, to the yc
1817.—Wells & Lilly.

Tliacher^s American Orchardist ; or A Practical Tre
tise on the Culture and Management of the App
and other Fruit Trees, with Observations on tl

Diseases to which they are lialile, and their Remi
dies. To which is added the most approved Methc
of Manufacturing and Preserving Cider. Compile
from the latest and most approved .Authorities, an
adapted to the use of American Farmers.—Cuir
mings, Hilliard, & Co. ; Richardson & Lotd.

A new Year'^s Gift.—At the commencement of th

New Year, the members of Rev. Mr. Bascom's Srcietj

in Asliby, presented at his door, among other valuahl

presents, nearly /b77i/ cords of excellent wood. Some <

the loads were of extraordinary size ; btit the last wa
a " Mammoth," indeed. Its width 8 and a half feet-

its length fourteen and a half—its height a little ov(

twelve feet ;
producing an aggregate of almost twelv

cords ! The load was composed entirely of hard wooH
most of it birch and maple. There were thirty-sevei

pair of cattle in the team.

.Small Pot not in Boston.—A meeting of the Gene
ral Vaccinating Commiltee of Boston, was held on th

20th inst. in which it " was voted and unanimously de

dared, that no instance has occurred within this cil;

of the Small Pox, within the knowledge or belief ci

any member of the Committee. And that our countr
brethren be assured that the Ward Commiltees of vac
cination have visited, within the last ten days, ever
family in the city, and that there isno foundation what
ever for such reports. And that a vigorous system o

vaccination being now in progress in every Ward, th(

Committee trust, under Providence, that the city wil

be preserved from this great calamity.



The Missouri Republican states that the number of
ligraiits to that state the past season, has been jreat-
than in any year since 1U19, and is supposed by some
be i<nial to those whoaniveii in the tliree succced-
' years. Tliey have g:en. rally proceeded up the'Mis-
Jri, and towards the Salt River.

Hainnne Proiijioji.—By a law of N.Carolina, widows
; enlillod to hold a bed and furniture, and all bed
ithfs of domestic manufactures, kitchen furniture a
m. bureau, wheel and cards, iv- • from attachment.
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C0\GRE.SS10i\AL.
!» Sfvate.—Thursday Jan. 8. Mr. Barbour's reso-
ion requesting inform.\tion from the President re-
ctin? our relations with Spain was agreed to.

rlr. Benton from the Select Committee to whom was
;rred the several resolutions proposing amendments
he Constitution, in regard to the election of Presi-
it and Vice President, reported certain resolutions on
t s'lhject, of which we shall probably take notice
uld it be adopted.
'riday, Jan. 9. The bill from the House on the Na-
'eiisiju fund being under consideration, Mr. Lloyd
1 Mass. made some remarks respecting the origin
present state of that fund, which are too long for
insertion, and cannot well be abridged.
londay, Jan. 1-2. A bill to abolish imprisonment for
t, ami a resolution to amend the Constitution in re-
I to the election of President and Vice President
ed to second readings. Also a bill to authorise the
Master General to discontinue unproductive roads.
orsE.—Jan. 5. Mr. Webster reported a bill con-

costs in patent cases, with an amendment in
;h the House concnrrcd. On the question, shall
bill be read a third time ? a discussion ensued in
h its passage was opposed by Messrs. Buchanan
Livernore, who considered the law as it now
Is su'.ficiently harsh, and that they would sooner
il the law which gives three fold damages, and
only costs.

. Webster begged the House to consider that the
e ot this subject is by the Constitution, taken out
power of the States, and placed under the juris-
a of Congress. Let it be remembered that the ad-
ages given by this bill were a reward of mind as
as muscle. He thought protection was due to

enuity which brought power of mind to bear
matter, by these combinations, which could only

t from the application of genius. Was it to be
h.at no one should be allowed to sustain his ri^ht
ise there were so many imposing upon society,
lad no right at all ? There never was a wiser la
that which gave treble damages. A patentee
not expect compensation for the infringement of

s rights
: and if there was no law of protection, no

i advantages to act in lerrorem, his situation
1 be bad indeed. The law alters the old law be-
ally for small cases, and leaves the large ones as
were. He thought the provisions of the bill would
en salutary to defendants themselves, as it would
the effect of restraining juries in their estimates
nages. The patent-right is one which the Con-
on has enjoined upon Congress to protect ; and
ped the House would protect patentees, so far as
3 this bill.

; bill was recommitted for further amendment,
proceedings of January 6 and 7 were adverted

)ur last.

irsday Jan. 8. A bill authorising the Comrais-

^
of the Sinking Fund to purchase the seven per

5tock in IS'24, was reported by the Committee of
and -Means. Also a bill authorising the erection'
lock not exceeding five millions of dollars, to pro-
)r the award of the Commissioners under the
7 with Spain of 22d Fehruary, 1819.
;ay, Jan. 9. Mr. Webster gave notice that he
call up the Resolution on the subject of the

son the 19th of January.
.day, Jan. 12. A Message was received from
ssident of the United States, stating in substance,
; had received no information relative to any Eu-
combinalion of sovereigns, who were disposed

it Spain in the subjugation of her late colonies,
can be disclosed without injury to the public

sday, Jan. 13. A joint Resolution for sending a
il ship to France, for the Marquis De La Fayette,

who proposes Tisiting this country, was discussed and
committed.

A bill to procure the necessary
F.stimatcs upon the subject of Road
authorised the President to cause th

vpys, Plans and
id Canals, which

t necessary Surveys,
Plans, and Estimates to be made for that purpose, was
engrossed for a third reading, yeas 1 1-1, nays ii-i.

MASSACHUSETTS LEGISLATURE.
Iv S*-.NATE—Wednesday, Jan. 14. The Hon. Mes-

srs. Richardjon and Hodges were appointed a Commit-
tee to inquire whether the appropriations authorized to
be paid to the President and Fellows of Harvard Col-
lege, and to the President and Trustees of Williams
College have been applied according to the provision
ol the law.

The Hon. Messrs. Gorham, Keyes and Hubbard were
appointed a Committee to consider the expediency of
providing by law some remedy in equity on forfeiture
of gaol bonds. Sundry private petitions were commit-
ted.

Thursday, Jan. If,. A bill to incorporate the Boston
and Long Island Sound Canal Company passed to be
engrossed. The Canal is to extend from Weymouth
river, emptying into Boston harbor, to Taunton river.
A Message was received from the Governor, commu-

nicating the instructions given to the Agents for prose-
cuting the claims of the .State on the General Govern-
ment for services and expense during the last war, and
the correspondence relating thereto. Committed.
The Committee appointed to report on the bill in ad-

dition to the " Act respeeting public worship and reli-
gious freedom" reported that it ought not to pass. This
Report was not accepted, and the bill was committed
to the Hon. Messrs. Thaxter, Fiske, and Mills.

Friday, Jan. 16. Hon. .Messrs. Spring of N. and
Hull, Messrs. Gray of B. Stevens of M. and Burt of P.
were appointed a Committee to report on the expedien-
cy of making any alteration in the laws regulating Mar-
riage and Divorce.
The Committee on Banks was instructed to inquire

into the expediency and practicability of offering greater
security to the citizens in receiving Bank Notes, and
whether any means can be adopted to lessen the alarm-
ing evil of counterfeiting the Bank currency.

Saturday, Jan. 17. A petition of the City Council
of Boston on the subject of Market improvements was
read, and referred to the Hon. Messrs. Tufts, Mills, Fish-
er, Willard and Barton.
Tuesday, Jan. 20. A number of bills passed, but

most of the business transacted was'of a private and lo-
cal nature.

^
House—Wednesday, Jan. 14. The Committee on

New Trials was instructed to report on the expediency
of amending the "• Act for giving further remedies in
equity," passed Feb. 10, 1018.
The Committee of Finance was instructed to report

the sum to be raised by the Direct Tax for the year.
A Bill relative to taxing Manufacturing Incorpora-

tions was read a first time.
Messrs. Brooks, Ellis, and Appleton were appointed

a Committee to consider Uie expediency of amendin"-
the law for the appointment of Auctioneers.
Four Resolves were reported by the Committee on the

subject of Salaries to Judges and Registers of Probate.
The remainder ofthe day was occupied in attending to
private and local business.
Thursday, Jan. 15. Messsrs. Lincoln of B. Williams

and Train, were appointed a Committee to consider
the expediency of making provision that persons who
have conscientious scruples as to taking an oath, may
be allowed to affirm.

Messrs. Gray, Martin and White were appointed to
report what measures it may be expedient to adopt, if
any, to exterminate Small Pox.

_
Friday, Jan. 16. Messrs. Stevens, Merrill, and Wil-

liams were appointed to report on the expediency of
amending the law imposing a duty on sales at Auction.

Messrs. Goddard, Maxwell, ondFiskwere appointed
to consider the expediency of making any further pro-
vision by law to regulate the admeasurement of grain.
A Bill for regulating, governing and training the Mi-

litia was reported.
A Committee was appointed to consider the expedi-

ency ofmaking alterations in the laws relating to Sur-
veyors of highways.

Saturday, Jan. 17. Occupied by private and local

Monday, Jan. 19. A Committee was appointed to
report on the expediency of altering the time at which
the valuation, &c. shall be made from the first day of
May. '

'I'he Committee on the part of the Governor's Mes-
sage relating to Agriculture, reported that it was un-
necessary for the Legislature to act thereon. Accepted
by both houses.
The Committee of Finance reported in favor of a Di-

rect Tax of 75,000 dollars, which was accepted, and
the Committee instructed to report Bills accordingly.
The petition of the Mayor and AUkrmen of Boston

relating to the plan for improvements in the vicinity of
the State House, was referred to Messrs. Gorham, Al-
len, Lyman, Harris, and Davis.
A Committee was appointed to report on the expedi-

ency of amending a law, passed last February, regulat-
ing Elections, and declaring the qualifications of voters
in town affairs.

FARMER WANTED.
WANTED a married man to carry on a Farm of a-

bout 40 acres, within about five miles of the ci-
ty, and in an excellent neighborhood. This farm is of
an easy cultivation, and will be principally appropriat-
ed to grass—A person will receive good encourage-
ment, and may make an arrangement for a number of
years by applying to this Office,

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,
BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,

cargo. No 1, _, . . .

" No 2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. new
" 2d qual.

CPIEESE, new milk ....
skimed milk, . . .

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee,
Rye, best ....

GRALN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, EoneMiddlings new, .

NAVY, mess,

Cargo, No 1, . . .

Cargo, No 2, ...
SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1C22, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

business.

PROVISIOJ^ MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces . . . .

PORK, fresh

VEAL,
MUTTON and LAMB, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, best . .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye,

Indian,

POTATOE.S, . . . .

CIDER, liquor, new . . . .

HAY , according to quality,

bush
bbl

lb.

cask
al.

ton.

bbl.

bush
lb.

doz

Ijush

FROM
D. C.
145

135

90

8 2i
6 75
5 50

12

83
6 50
6 7.

3 7.

60
52
67

40
8

3,

1 00
63

4 00
14 50
12 50
11

11 00
2 00

7
68
37
45
37
31

60
40

TO
D. C.
150
137

1 00
8 50
7
6

13
10

9

90
6 75

63
70

9
40

1 17

72
4 50
15 00

12

11 25

70
40
50
40
33
00
42

14

16

16

70
65

3C
2 2f,

18 Ot

8
17
18
20

70
37

2 58
20 CO
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From the Monthly Repository.

HYMN.
There's not a tint that paints the rose,

Or decks the lily fair,

Or streaks the humblest flower that grows,

But Heaven has placed it there !

At early dawn there's not a gale.

Across the landscape driven.

And not a breeze that sweeps the vale.

That is not sent by Heaven.

There's not of grass a simple blade,

Or leaf of lowliest mein.

Where heavenly skill is not displayed,

And heavenly wisdom seen !

There's not a tempest dark and dread,

Or storm that rends the air,

Or blast that sweeps o'er ocean's bed,

But Heaven's own voice is there 1

There's not a star whose twinkling light

Illumes the distant earth,

And cheers the solemn gloom of night.

But mercy gave it birth I

There's not a cloud whose dews distil

Upon the parching clod.

And clothe with verdure vale and hill.

That is not sent by God I

There's not a place in earth's vast round.

In ocean deep or air.

Where skill and wisdom are not found r

For God is every where !

Around, beneath, below, above,

Wherever space extends.

There Heaven displays its boundless love,

And power with mercy blends !

Then rise, my soul and sing His name,

And all his praise rehearse.

Who spread abroad earth's glorious frame,

And built the universe !

Where'er thine earthly lot is cast,

His power and love declare,

Nor think the mighty theme too vast

—

For God is every where '.

MISCELLANY.

From the Massachusetts Yeoman.

Mr. Denny.—Your correspondent, "R." a

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Ikind^tentioiis^Fsome ladies with whom she

had formerly lived, everv aid that eminent pro-
_^_ _^

I
fessional advice could afford, was rendered "<"",

I j,gg'„"sa7e in his calculations respecting the r|i

ith a constant supply of such necessaries and L^^^
^^ j^^^^j^ employed in the manufactui :(l

I

comforts as her helpless situation remanded.—
^^^^^^ Goods, and the amount received for n

On Thursday week she had heen taken out lor
j j^g,g ^^^^ (he business produced a profit toh

an airing, and returned home with ^^'^^'^^'^
\^^^^yfactvirers. 1 have heard it observeeih

strength, in rather better spirits than usual.—- 1 . . :„.„^ ..,;(h tt,» h,,^; \i

After taking some refreshment, she complained

of excessive inclination to sleep, and was there-

fore placed in bed between the hours of six

and seven in the afternoon. In apparent enjoy-

ment of profound repose, she remained until a

very far advanced hour the following day, when

on attempting to arouse her, she was found to

be quite cold ; her lips were colorless, and her

eyes glazed ; all pulsation had ceased ;
every

thing bore testimony to the power of the de-

stroyer death. The last offices to her remains

which were directed by decency, were then

performed; the corpse was attired in the usual l^^^j^ :^. ^^j„ ,ggt jfj^ge or four years, anf

graveclothes, and laid on a bed, where itre- - ". . .,__,._u— ..,„.„„..

mained from Friday noon until Sunday morning,

the afternoon of which day was fixed for the

interment. Happily, however, the horrible

event, which we fear occurs but too often, was

frustrated. On the removal of the body from

the bed to the coffin, one of the persons engag-

ed, inadvertently placed her hand on the bosom,

and fancying its touch imparted a sensation far

more warm than the damp and clayey feel of a

corpse, she naturally expressed her opinion to

those who were assisting in the melancholy of-

fice ; a closer examination convinced them

that they were obout to commit to the cold

grave a living subject. The cheeks and lips

were still livid and colorless ;
the eye exhibit-

ed no sensation of vision, but the vital princi-

ple reigned about the region of the heart, and

on the application of a glass, breathing was

once more perceptible. The physician who

had attended during her illness was instantly

sent fbr; on his arrival signs of '.^turning ani-
bfe'diffidence"' as to prevent his ever disc

mationwere so manifest, that he concluded
^j^^ ^^^^ ,„ ,^3 fair empress of his heart, r

ed on an expedient which would bring the

ness to an issue. He went to the clerg

and requested Ihe bands of marriage mi|

published, according to law. When the

cation was brought to her ears, she was

with astonishment and went to him to vei

those who were acquainted with the busi ji

that the sales of Bonnets and Trimmings mM
factured in this State, have amounted to in

than a million of dollars yearly. It is to bri

gretted that this branch of our Manufact e

which assists such a proportion of the indusl 01

poor, should be done away with, to give \\f.

to a foreign substitute, which, by some L 11

of taste, is said not to excel in beauty thcjj

Straws manufactured with us. It has beer »

that the American Straws are not so dural

the Leghorn. This will be admitted ; but

-

we consider that the American Straw Bo
,(

main as handsome as the Leghorn that cost

used the same length of time, we, as purch

for the Ladies, are ready to decide tha

American straw should have the preferenc

It appears to me, those engaged in the r

facture of this article have not paid that ;

tion iojine Bonnets, which their interest req

It is now difficult for a Lady to procure :

nice American Straw Bonnet.—Should the

ufacturer turn his attention to Bonnets '

from $3 to $10, it is thought he would

quick sale and soon be remunerated fo

trouble he necessarily must be at in proc

the fine platt. Let the Ladies have an opj

nity of wearing fine American Straws I

they are censured for wearing an article in

because it is " far fetched."

ANECDOTES.

A young man having entertained a tende

sion for a young woman felt such unsurm

From the London Farmer's Journal.

Simulated Death.—From its singularity, we
are induced to give the particulars of this case,

which was shortly noticed in our last.

" A very extraordinary case ot this nature

occurred a few days ago, at Hammersmith, in

the person of Harriet Smith, a joung woman
of interesting appearance, who served as house-

maid in the family of Robert Emerson, Esq. of

Oxford-street. This girl, it seems, had, about

three years ago, been thrown from the iDp of a

stage-coach, and received many severe contu-

sions both internal and external, which seriously

affected her strength, and brought on a gradual

decay of nature. Being incapable of perform-
ing her customary business, she relinquished

her situation, and obtained an asylum beneath
the roof of a female relative at Hammersmith.
Here, notwithstanding lier total cessation from
all corporeal labor, her complaint still advanc-

ed ; she every day grew weaker, and was fre-

quently subject to long fainting^. Through the

bleeding and the application of warm brick

would be productive of immediate restoration.

He therefore opened a vein, first in one arm

and then in the other, but without effect ;
eve-

ry other effort proved equally unavailing, until

about five o'clock in the evening, when a rapid

change took place; the throbbing of the heartchange took place;
''^I'j'jf7,^/ J!'f^.

;;;''^ resentment; he bore the sally with fort

and pulse became audible ^he cheeks and
. . „^.,j jf ,^,3 jj^ not ihink pro)...IV. J..J.JV. w ,,.. -T -

^

lips partially regained their crimson, re-

spiration returned with ease and vigor, and in

a few moments all the animal powers assumed

their functions. During the interesting inter-

val the various insignia of death were remov-

ed in order that she should not be terrified by

their appearance when perception returned ;

—

but being questioned as to her health in the

customary manner, she manifested no know-

ledge of what her situation had been, merely

saying that she felt cold and weak, with an ex-

traordinary oppression and sensation of fear,

not unlike that which is experienced in dreams,

when afilicted with the complaint commonly

called the nightmare. She has improved not

only ia health but in spirits every day since her

visit to the other world, and is now likely to be

long an inhabitant of this.

Lore nf Fame.—The love of fame not regu-

lated by principle, is more dangerous to the

welfare of society than the love of money

observing that if she did not think pro)

have him he could go to the cleigyman an

bid the bans. After a moment's pause, shi

wit in her anger and said " as it has been

it is a pity that a shilling shottld he thrown a

Dr. Warner happening to be in a shop

the Duchess of Portland came in and ordf

hundred pens, said that he had written b

clesiastical History of England, two volumes

wholly with one pen, which he still had ii

The Duchess hearing this, and being a c

tor of all kinds of curiosities, begged the j

the Doctor, and caused it to be enclosed in

ver case, on which is an inscription reco

its labors.

TERMS OF I'HE FAKMEIl.

0:5= Published every Saturday, at Three Do

per annum, payable at the end of the year—bul

who pay within sirly days from the time of siib«

will be entitled to a deduction of Fiitv Csmts
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KKET.)

acls aitd Observations relating to .Igriculturc and exceeding the longer grass, wliere less sand is^ '"

used.

—

Phil. Trati.i. abridged, vol ii. p. 730.
In (he year 1817, examinations relative to

the uses of salt in agriculture were instituted
before the Board of Trade, in great Britain.
Thev were coinmencod in .\|>ril and continiied.

Domcstic Econoiiii).

[by the editor.]

0.\ THE USE OF S.4LT AS A MANTJRE.
[Continued from page 202.]

" Gervase Markham, a learned writer in the !

"' '^''"'"t intervals for many days. The written
eign of .Tames the 1st and Charles the Isl. who i

'-''''Icnce that was delivered on that occasion
as equally noted for his skill in many foreign :

^^'^^ printed by order of the House of Commons,
ingnages, and for his knowledge of the various

,

'^"'' '^^ following extracts compose apart of the
-anches of agriculture, published a great varie- '

testimony.

of treatises on the management of land, and i

Evidence of the Right Honorable Lord Ken-
osed his agricultural labors by the publication J""-
"a work entitled " Markham"s Farewell lo

|

" By the information which I have been able
nsbandry," in which the followinff passages '" <^°''^ct, I am induced to consider salt, when

aiingly applied, as an admirable manure, escur. " If you be neer unto any part of the
a-coas(, thence fetch great store of the salt-

nd, and with it cover your ground which hath
ene formerly ploughed and hackt, allowing
to every acre of ground three score or four
)re full bushels of sand, which is a very good
1 competent proportion; and this sand thus
d shall be very well spread and mixed amon

No. 27.

^« to the Philadelphia edition of a pamphM
entitled, "A Letter to Ihe Farmers and Grazier-4
ot Great Britain, to explain the virtue of Sail

"'

&.C. says,
'

" The article of salt for various agricultural
purposes, has long been known and attended to
in Ihe United Stales. As a manure it was early
used for flax, as appears from some of Elliott's
essays on husbandry, printed in Boston, between
1745, and 1754; and Mr. Cadwalader Ford, in
a paper on the subject, addressed to the Massa-
chusetts Agricultural Society, and published by
that body, bears testimony of its highly fertiliz-
ing elTects on flax. The proportion which he-
advises to be used is double the quantity of salt
to that of seed. He strewed the salt at the
lime of «o*ing (he seed. From three acres of

pecially for fallows and arable land ; and when
mixed up with soil out of the gutters, or refuse flax salted heliad 50 bushels of seed, and also
tlirt, or ashes, to be very valuable also on grass- an excellent crop of flax.
uid. My own experience convinces me that

it is very powerful in destroying vegetation if
laid on too thick, having put a large qaantity of
refuse salt on about one-fourth of an acre of land,

! other broken earth. And herein is to be I

^^hich after two years, remains quite bare. A
:ed that not any other sand but the salt is '""' ^urveyer of high character in my neighbor-
id or available tor this purpose, because it is

''°0'^ considers that the use of salt would be
brine and saltnesse of the same which breed-
this fertility and fruitfulnesse in the earth
aking the growth of all weeds, and giving
:ngth, vigor and comfort to all kinds of grain,
sulse, or fruit of a better nature.

Now methinks 1 hear it objected, what if

ground do lye so farre within the land tliat

re is no salt sand within many score miles of
low then shall I make good my barren earth ?

this 1 answer, that albeit this salt sea-sand
of infinite good and necessary use, enriching
unds wonderfully much ; but if your ground
much within land, and farre from Ihe sea,

1 to every acre of land you shall take two
lels of very dry bay salt, and in such man-
as you sow your wheat you shall sow this

upon ihe ground; then immediately after
ing the salt you shall sow your wheat, which
•at should be thus prepared belbre you sow
The day betbre you sow your grain, you

1 take bay salt and water, and mixing them to-

ler, make a brine so strong that it will bear
gge ; then put the wheat you are to sow in-

lat brine, and let it steep therein till the
:_day; then drain it from the brine and so
it; and no doubt but you shall find a tnar-
3us great increase thereby. Neither is the

g iiself wi(hou( good and strong probability
icrease, and strength (or the bettering of ail

ner of arable grounds; for there is nothing
killeth weeds, quicks and other oflences of
ground, so much as saltnesse."

r. Coxe, in his memoir, printed in the Phi-
ihical Transactions, on manuring tbj? land
sea-sand, writes thus—"The eflect it usu-
produces, where much of this sand is used.
lat the seed is much and the straw little. I

i seen good barley, where the ear has been
.1 in length with the .straw it grew on. Af-
he grain is cut, the grass though it be but
t, yet as lo feeding, giving good creams,
ty of milk, and all other good purposes, far

ikely to be very valuable in destroying the
slusr, wire-worm, .snail, &c. which often destroy

Carey, caused the experiment to be repeated
by Mr. Henry Hendrichson, of Cecil County,
Maryland. He states that on a poor piece of
land he sowed one peck of flax-seed, and one
peck of salt together, and that when Ihe flax
was about three inclies high, he sowed another
peck of salt on it: He also sowed a piece of
excellent land with flax, and although he had a

whole crops. He also well remembers that salt
j

good crop, yet the flax on the poorland " was
was used largely in the neighborhood of the a great deal better, and produced more seed than
higher and lower Wiches in Cheshire, before " " ' -

duties were raised lo (heir present height."
The Evidence ot Mr. Kingston.
" 'n replj, u> your ijiieiies, as an .igricullural

ist, I have no hesitation in saying that salt, if

free from duty, would become one of the most
useful and general articles of manure that ever
was thought of, if properly prepared by mixing
it with mud of any kind, the cleaning of ditches
and ponds, the surface of coarse grounds, thrown
into heaps to rot, blubber, &,c. &c. I am like-

wise persuaded that if it could be afi"orded lo

he sprinkled on the layers of hay when making
into the rick in catching weather, it would pre-
vent its heating or getting mouldy.

" I had some small oxen tied up to fatten,
which did not thrive, owing, as the bailiff said,

to the badness of the hay, of which they wasted
more than they ate, but by sprinkling it with
water in which some salt had been dissolved,
they leturned to eat it greedily. From this and
many circumstances of a similar nature, 1 am
free to say that if the (bod of cattle tied up to

('a((en was sprinkled with a proper quantity of
salt, they v/ould thrive much faster than by the
present mode, and would prevent their being
hoven by an excess of food."

AVe migh( add (o the (bregoing a mass of facts

and opinions, given at various times, before
Committees of the English House of Commons,
all concurring in favour of salt, both as a ma-
nure, and a condiment lo season the food of cat-
tle. But that part of the testimony which ad-
verts to salt as a manure, in general, merely
corroborates what we have already stated, and
that which relates to utility of salt in feeding
cattle, preserving them from disease, &c. may
be adverted to hereafter.

Dr. Mease of Pliiladolphia, in a note append-

the flax on the rich land." A farmer in Dela-
ware County to whom I mentioned the fact of
the utility of salt as a manure to flax, told me
he Lrt,; fried il, n3<? that it was plainly seen to
be of great benefit."

" The farmers on the brackish rivers on our
coast, find that the salt grass growing on the
water's edge, when ploughed in, acts as a very
excellent manure for Indian corn; and on the
Rariton particularly, it is a general practice thus
to employ it."

It would be easy to swell this article by giv-
ing the names, and the substance of the testimo-
ny of many others, who «re renowned for tbeir
science and skill in agriculture. But enough has
been exhibited to prove that common salt may
be useful, or it may be injurious as a manure.
Injudiciously applied, or applied in loo large
quantities its immediate effect is to destroy ve-
getation, and cause the land for a season to be
altogether unproductive. Like quicklime when
applied to growing crops, it is often corrosive.
Mr. Beck, an English gardener, destroyed his
onions by the application of salt to the soil after

the young plants have made their appearance.
Asparagus, we are informed receives great ad-
vantage from sal( as a manure, which might
be inferred from i(s growing na(urally on the
borders of salt marshes. Probably Sea Kale
(CrambeMaratima) a plant, which, in a state of
nature, we are told is no where found, except-
ing on (be sea coast might receive as much be-
nefit from salt as a manure as asparagus.

If a soil is totally deficient in animal or vege-
table matter, and has nothing w liich on burning,
or roasting it, after being carefully dried, can be
expelled by heat, we believe thai salt would not
answer any valuable purpose if applied as a ma-
nure. Mr. Samuel Parkes, an English scientific

jj
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writer of eminence, and author, we believe, of

a work of mucli merit entitled " Parkes' Clie-

mical Catechism," says, " I am desirons of re-

marking that no land can be said to be fruitful

which is entirely exhausted of carbonaceous

[coaly] matter; therefore if it were possible

for an estate to be so worn out by successive

crops that little or no carbon remained in the

soil, it is not likely that salt alone would restore

it to its original fertility. I consider also that

the land which contains most carbon* will de-

rive most benefit from the application of salt.

But the safest wayfor afarmer to proceed is to use

his salt sparingly at first, and in all cases to leave

a portion of the same land without salt, so that the

real effects produced hi/ the salt may be, by compari-

son, in every instance self-evident and palpable.''''

* All auimal and vesfetable manure consists princi-

pally of carbon, or coaly matter. (^Tu be contiuued.)

REMEDY FOR HYDROPHOBIA.
The following interesting notice of the dis-

covery of mi>ans to prevent that dreadful dis-

ease so frequently consequent upon the bile ol

a mad dog, is a translation from a German pa-

per of the 2d of November last :

—

" All caustic alkalies have, in consequence of
the numerous and repealed experiments of Mes-
srs. Von Redi, Fontani, Mederer Von Wuthwehr,
and others, been found to possess the property
ot rendering altogether harmless the poison of
the bile of a mad dog. The wound must be
well washed, as soon as it can be procured, with
ley, which, however, must not be stronger than
can be borne in the mouth. If it be stronger than
this, it has the effect of drawing the edges of the
wound together, and preventing the ley from
being applied to the bottom of the wound, where
it might meet with and neutralize the poison."

" It i= o:.totiiching," adds the abovemention-
cd paper, " that this, so simple a remedy,
should not have been before discovered ; and
were it published in all the schools and acade-
mies of medicine, it would have the effect of
saving many valuable lives."—JV. Y. Gazette.

Sore Throat, from cold.—At this season of the
year, when common colds are prevalent, a bet-
ter remedy cannot be prescribed for a soreness
or inflammation of the inside of the throat, which
often attends a severe catarrh, than the follow-
ing :

Mix a wine-glass full of good calcined Mag-
nesia and Honey, to the consistence of paste, or
jelly, and take a spoonful once an hour through
the day, for a day or two. li is cooling, healing,
and a very gentle cathartic.—Bermuda paper.

From the American Farmer.

CATTLE.
VARlncS BREEDS—LARGE OXEN.

[Of neat cattle, there are various races, some
best adapted to the yoke—some to a milk dairy—some to a butter dairy—some to the butcher's
shambles, and some so ill formed, unthrifty and
unprofitable, as to be tit only for hounds and buz-
zards.

It becomes all farmers, let their number be
few or many, to keep such as arc best adapted
to their particular purposes; and this can only
be done by making themselves acquainted with
the peculiar properties and propensities of each
race.

It is in England, that the most persevering

and best directed efforts have been made, to per-

fect the various breeds, with a view to dift'erent

purposes ; and such has been their success, that

it is now understood, that by successive and ju-

dicious selections and crossings, a breed of cat-

tle, sheep, or hogs, may in a somewhat longer

process of time, be made up, possessing any giv-

en color, shape or quality, with almost as much
certainty and precision, as the manufacturer

can give to the productions of the loom, such

stripes and texture as his fancy may suggest.

We shall endeavor to give our readers such

information, as will enable them to understand

the characteristic points of the breeds now most

esteemed in that country, beginning with the

" Improved short horns," which appear to be

more in demand, and to sell for higher prices,

than any other family of cattle at this time.

They were formerly found in greatest numbers

and perfection in the county of Durham, on

liolh sides of the river Tees, and hence the ap

pellation of the Tees water breed. But this

breed has of late years been greatly improved up-

on, and of this stock, so meliorated " the improv

ED SHORT HORN," is HOW the established and ap-

propriate designation.

It is already known to the readers of the

.\merican F'armer, that we have this breed o!

cattle, in their greatest purity and perfection.

—

In Massachusetts, on the estates of Samuel Ja-

ques, Esq. of Charlestown, owner of Coelebs, and

Stephen Williams, Esq. of Northborough, own-
er of Denton—also a bull |)resented to the Mas-

saohusetts Agricultural Society, by Admiral
Coffin of the British Navy, a native of Massa-

chusetts. In Pennsylvania, the only full blood

stock of this breed, male and female, that we
know of, are in the hands of Col, J. H. Pow-
el, and in Maryland at Wye farm, the elegant
estate of Col. Lloyd, of the Senate of the U. S.

may be seen the bull Champion, and heifers

White Rose, and Shepherdess, imported in the

spring of 1822, by the Editor of this paper,
from Charles Champion, Esq. from whom Gen.
Van Ransselaer, has ordered a bull and two 'ieif-

ers, to enrich and ornament his vast estates in

the state of New York.
The following is the pedigree of Col. Lloyd's

bull Champion, as given in his letter to J. S.

Skinner, dated 6th of April, 1822.
" I had named him Blyth Union, in consequence

of being bred both from Colling's and Coats'

best blood, but 1 request you will give him any
name you think most suitable; if you think he
deserves it, 1 shall be proud for him to be nam-
ed the Champion ; he was got by Warrior, tor

whose dam I paid Mr. Robert Colling 200 guin-

eas, his dam was by Blyth Comet, whose dam 1

bought at Mr. Charles Colling's sale, for 170
guineas. Blyth Comet was also the sire oflh(>

ox in my group of animals which you have, and
be was bred in and in from Comet, who was
sold for 1000 guineas, at Charles Colling's sale

in 1810;— his gran-dam was by Mr. George
Coats' Palm Flower, who is own brother to my
cow Crimson, fur which I gave Mr. Coats 100
guineas when 13 years old, and Crimson is the

dam of my bull Blaze, by Blyth Comet, which 1

in now using, and I hope your two heifers are in

calf to him. as he is considered the most com-
plete animal I ever bred for symmetry and quali-

ty.— His great gran-dam by Palriol, the bull

you named in one of your letters, and which

Mr. Coats sold for 500 guineas, so tliat yoi

bull partakes of GoUing's and Coats' bestblooc

Tins calf by Blaze, out of White Rose, cat

in November 1822, took the premium at c

last Agricultural Exhibition in Maryland, und

the name "• Pilgrim," was sold to Col. Powel
the ground, and now bears at Fowelton, ne

Philadelphia, the name " Wye Comet," of t

origin and history of these cattle, we find t

following in the " Survey of Durham."]
Edit. Am. Farmer.

THE TEES WATER BREED.

An attempt to improve them, (which I s

pect was more with regard to size, than a

other quality,) was made by Mr. Michael Di

inson, of the Isle, near Sedgetield, who brouf.;

a bull out of Holland, that is said to have i

proved the breed. A few years after, soi

other adventurers went over to Holland, and^

great bulk, was then considered as the criter

of perfection, they brought home a compli

lyery animal, with immense buttocks, wh
did a great deal of mischief; but there w(

some intelligent breeders that steered clear

this evil;* and from them the pure Tees \

ter breed has descended to the present tir

in which were united the properties of fe

ing to great weights, and being great milk<

The visitants of Mr. Blakewell having s(

what he had done with the long horns, by

lection; and at how much earlier ages tl

got fattened, were induced to try what co

be done by similar raeans,*with the short hor

and several selections were made for this p

pose with great success.

The first particular recorded instance of

Tees water breed, for fat and great weif

was an ox of Mr. Hill's, of Blackwell, wh
was killed at Darlington the 17th Deceml
1779, at seven years old; the particulars

his weight are as follow :

lb

Two fore quarters. .... 1 j!

Twoliind ditto lOf

Carcase ......
Tallow

Total 22';

The next was a five years old ox, of

Milbank, of Barningham, killed at Barnardca

in April, 1789 : he weighed

—

lb.

Two fore quarters .... 1044

Two hind ditto .... 1060

Carcase ...... 2104
Tallow 224

Total 2328

This OX being at five years old only 191

less than Mr. Hill's ox in weight of care:

and having five stones more tallow, was cert:

* Of these, Mr. Milbank, of Barmingham, and

Croft, of Barford, were the most eminent—and w
considered as having the best and purest breed of

district 'at that period, (about 70 years since ;)

colors of their cattle were red and white ; and w]^

with a little red about the neck or roan.

This information was communicated Tjy Mr. Thoi''

Corner, now near 90 years of age ; and Mr. Gti

Culley says, that he has repeatedly heard his fal

slate the same particulars.

The colors of the above being similar to those of '

present improved breed of short horns, makes it pi

able that they are descendants of the same race. „
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ol ii superior breed lor (atimj at an early

;e ; ami most probahly was descended iVom tlie

eed mentioned by Mr. Corner.

At that period it was tliouglit that no ox

uld lie made properly fat under live 3 oar.s old
;

d 1 remember going in the }'ear 1781', to

» as a curiosity, a steer ;? and a half years old

Mr. Robin.son's of Hnlton. that was suppos-

to weigh 1 12U lbs. and had been sold for ij'JO*

it to select a variety to I'allen at much earlier

8 than had ever yet been obtained, was left

the breeders of the present day to accom-

sh, who had the judgment to select, what ;« -

lent threw in their way.

In the spring of the year, Mr. Basnet!, of Dar-

gton purchased a cow, with a bull calf at her

it, and putting her into a good pasture, she

so fat, it induced him to dispose of her to a

:cher in the August following, and the calf

sold to a farmer in the neighborhood. At

r years old he was purchased by Mr. Robert

ng, and Mr. Waistell, of Alihill, who at

time did not keep a bull for an}' other

pose than serving their feeding cows; but

Colling finding him to have a great propen-

to get fat, sold him to his brother Charles

lin?, who was then beginning to breed, and

ious of selecting those with the best dispo-

)ns to fatten ; for the same reasons, and with

same view, he soon after purchased of Mr.

nard, of Ayreholm, a cow, and a heifer,

daughter.

'his bull and cow, selected with so much judg-

t, are the original stock from which the

brated Durham ox, and the justly acknow-
ed superior breeds in the possession of Mr.

rles Colling, Mr. Robert Colling, and Mr.

stopher Mason, are descended.

essrs. Collings have frequently sold cdws
heifers for £lOO, and bull calves at £100.
Charles Colling has refused £aOO lor a

; and in 1807, Mr. Mason refused 700 guin-

br a cow.

bese gentlemen let bulls out by the year;

jrjces from 50 to 100 guineas ; and the pub-

re so fully convinced of their merits, that

: celebrated breeders, cannot supply the de-

I from the pure blood, which they are as

ous of preserving, as the amateurs of the

ire the breeds of their race horses, and

h the takers of bulls are become so well

unted with, that the prices they give, are

oportion to the good qualities of the indi-

ils and merits of their progenitors—more
•d being paid to their pedigree than to any
else ; for this purpose they have books

ining the full pedigree of their stock, sim-

the stud book of race horses, by which
erson wanting to purchase any of their

or to hire bulls, may see how they are

nded.

the surprisingly fat individuals of this va-

numerous instances might be produced :

1 select one most deserving of notice, and

iDowD in most parts of the kingdom by the

of

Thk Durham Ox ;

ired by Mr. Charles Colling, of Ketton, in

^ar 1796: his form and nice handling, indi-

every disposition to fatten at an early age

he expectations entertained of him'by the

ur and one-fourlh pence per pound, was a great

t that time.

best judges were not disappointed : at live years
old he was not only covered thick with fat up-
on all the principal points, but his whole car-
case in !i manner loaded with it, and was then
thought so wonderful an animal, and so far ex-
ceeding whatever had been seen before, that
he was purchased to be exhibited as a show,
by IMr. Bulmcr, of Harmby, near Bedale, in

February, 1801, for £110: at this time he was
thought to weigh 2:>5'-' lbs. his live weight being
:!021 lbs.: this did not arise from his superior
size, as will be seen on comparison in the fol-

lowing table conlainin
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Extractsfrorn an Address to the Hampshire, Frank-

lin and Hampden Jlgriciiltural Society, JVor-

thampton, Mass. October 23, 1823. By Isaac

C. Bates, Esq.

(Concluded from pag;e 203.)

" The classification of men in society is not

arbitrary, bnt grows out of the nature of things.

You may as well, therefore, attempt to change

the immutable principles upon which society is

founfled, as to change the organization of it in

this particular. You cannot do the one, without

the other. Each department of industry, whe-
ther intellectual or corporeal, is filled, because

there is something in it to be done, by which
subsistence, or distinction, or both may be gain-

ed. This diversity of occupation forms classes,

all governed by the same motive, and posting,

with what ability they have, to the same results.

Were you to take the fiibric of the social state

to pieces, therefore, it would make itself up
again in the same general form. As in every
character, so in every class, there are blemish-

es and defects; but much of the unhappiness of

men results from magnifying the one and the

other. And it will usually be found, that he
who is most in fault, is most censorious ; and
that the same spirit, which kindles at the re-

nown or elevation of another, wniiid plant itself

upon the crown of the arch of both, either by
mounting to its height, or by levelling it to its

capacity. There are lawyers who are the or-

naments of their profession ; others >vho are

the disgrace of it. There are men of power
and authority, who are the benefactors of their

country ; others who are its scourge. There
are men of fortune, whose riches give means to

charity and influence to virtue, that are the
golden dpires that glitter upon the capitol of so-

ciety—objects upon which the sun Ices to

shine and from which to reflect his own beams
of munificent glory. There are others, on
whom Providence seems to have smiled and
around whom to have scattered a profusion of
temporal blessedness ami all the radiance of
temporal honors, who are nevertheless an iroii

bound coast, from which a fellow creature, how-
over ho may have been shipwrecked in the
storms of life, however much an object of pity

and compassion and charity, had better keep off

and trust himself to the mercy of the elements—a coast upon which there is no life boat, and
along which the passing: mariner, whatever
tempests may beat upon him and with whatev-
er blackness of darkness cover him, never ven-
tures the signal of distress a second time. 1

might run thiough all the classes in the circle
of society and apply the same general remarks
to individuals of each. You meet with farmers
and mechanics who are conspicuously worthy,
^vho adorn the station they occupy and would
have adorned any other. You meet with oth-
ers, the circle of whose being is narrowed to
self alone, and whose imagination, in its most
playful and discursive flights never ventures be-
yond it.

" But as we are all en>barked in the same
vessel, the conclusion is, we have storms enough
to encounter and calamities to endure in this
voyage of life, without mingling bitterness in
each others cups, or infusinsr poison into each
others comforts. We mar the incomparable
l>cauty of our inheritance, by pettv disputes and
rivalries among oursoUes. " Run over the map

of the world; you cannot select a spot more
privileged than that which you occupy. We
wish the patriots of South America, of Spain, of

Greece, success ; because we look forward to

the time, when they may enjoy what you now
possess without limitation and may possess with-

out end. But, after they shall have gone thro'

the struggle of right against wrong, of the peo-

ple against power, they will hardly have im-

proved their condition, until, by education and

moral culture, they shall have formed the mass

of population into a race of men, capable of

understanding their rights, as well as able to

assert them. True, the convulsions of the re-

volution break up the old foundations of despo-

tism ; lay open the unexplored recesses and

dormitories and cells of superstition ; and send

the light and air of truth and liberty through

the dark domain of many cenluries of mysteri-

ous and terrific power; and prepare the way,

by thus rolling their scourge fiercely over the

earth, for another and a better state of things;

yet the time is far distant, when your sun will

shine in their firmament ; when the dews of

your parochial, religious and civil institutions,

will descend upon their mountain', and awaken
into life, the countless blessings and beauties of

your free and happy land. Here, you have
perfect security for life, liberty and property.

Here, you have equal rights and equal honors.

He who will, may run the race and take the

garland, or scale the heights and deck himself
with the plumes of glory. I would inspire you,

therefore, with the deepest emotions of filial

and grateful affection for your pilgrim fathers;

— these are the fruits of their toil ; this is the

land of their sepulture ; here all your hopes are
anchored;—and I would elevate you in adora-
tion to Hi.M who has manifested Himself more
<listinctively, theirs and yours, than to any other
people on the earth. O! it is a subject upon
which I would dwell, and grow immortal as the
theme. But I am admonished that I have pas-

sed the limits of the hour assigned me. There
is a time,—whea friends must part."

Extracts from " An Addrcs of Tiieodorf, Sedg-
wick, Esq. delivered before ike Berkshire Asso-
ciation for the promotion of Agriculture and
Manufactures, at Pittsficld, Oct. 2, 1823.

" Perhaps it is one of the greatest blessings
of our society, that our habits and institutions
are such, as that these meetings are of a cha-
racter to draw together, by the pleasure they
excite all classes of our citizens. The country
can give no better evidence of its intelligence,
of its devotion to those great interests, which
constitute the happiness of man, than the single
circumstance, of the multiplication of these so-
cieties, and the zeal with which they are sup-
ported. They show, that the laboring man, has
here a rank, an importance, which he has ne-
ver gained, in other countries, or other peri-
ods. The mass of mankind must labor, and the
true business of goverimients is, to make this
laboring class, respectable by their intelligence
and virtue. If ignorant, vulgar, debased, they
will be made use of, for the pernicious purpo-
ses, of the self aggrandizement of those few,
who by their education, have superior cunnin!;-
and ability.—These general truths are admitted
by most of us, but the practical application of
them to our country, is that which is now ex-
citing the greatest attention among all men, who

are inquiring for those means, by which we ar

to assume, a still higher rank in the scale <

nations. Of one thing we may rest assure;

that this will never be accomplished by a mis*

rable jealousy one of another, by contempt c

the ])art of the rich towards the poor, or env

by the poor, of the rich. These miserable pa

sions should find no place, among a people lik

ours. They are not of a natural growth hen
they do not belong to our free and equal cond

tion, for among us in the general, no man is ric

but by his superior industry and talent. His ii

dusfry is the best possession for the public, ar

his talent, whether the endowment of naluF

or the acquisition of superior skill, gives him.

fair claim to private and public regard. The!

observations are made with express referenc

to your society, and the duties which are r
quired of you. However much to be deplore

it cannot be disguised, that there is a lurkii-

jealousy and ill will towards these societies, ai

in some states, the opposition has become ope

and proceeded so far, as to endeavor, to depri'

them of the government patronage, which thi

have heretofore enjoyed. A society like th

will in its origin, find its warmest friends amoi

the more opulent farmers, among those, wl

bavins: the most capital and enlerpiize are soo

est excited bv the competition, which it pr

duces, and most capable of entering into it. M
ny who have loss capital, do not consider tl

socielv as in any manner beneficial to them,

long as they cannot contend for its prizes. E

nothing can be more false. The improvemet

introduced by the dissemination of agricullui

knowledge, are almost as free as the air.

this way, the poor man is enriched by his rich

neighbor, without lifting his hand. He has f

Iv to open his eyes and his ears, to gain son

thins: from the general improvement.
" If it he a fine animal, its stock is easily pi

pngatod, if a fine seed, it will grow on one si

of a fence as well as another, if a fine fruit,!

sun is as biitrhf, in a poor man's orchard, as

Isis richer neighbor's. If the improvement I

in superior sicill, economy, industry, the sia

of the example is open to every body, and ll

the advantage becomes cointnon. Indeed, he

lies the foundation of the general progress

the country, not of this or that class, not of
select few, but of all those, who have the spi|

and infelligence to make any observation, up

things around them. The rich man's posJ^

sions, are fhe poor man's blessing, if he wo
so consider it."******
"One of the most obvious tendencies of thf f

societies is, to raise the standard of refinemc

in all our ideas of improvement. This shoi

be rightly understood, for when we talk of i

finement, many are ready to sny, that is not I

us, that is only for the rich, for those who a

born with silver spoons in their mouths. ]V

so. The refinement we mean, is that whi

every being among us, should aspire to. Tlii

is money in a man's pocket, it is pleasure toljj

eye, comfort to his family, his beasts, and i|

about him. It is found in cleanliness, whic6|
the mother of industry. Whitfield said, thatt

did not see, how a man could go to heaven
dirty hanils. It is certain, that a dirty fello*

far enough from heaven in this world, foH
nine times in ten, he is a miserable, shiftlejL

vulgar, ignorant, imbecile, who does not km'"
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low to drive a nail. Providence has so order-

id it. th;it the material of happinosp, should l>e

»illiin the coniprchciisioii and power of all

nankind. Your clean people are your prospe-

oiis people. Look at the Quakers, the Sha-

;er*, the Moravians, tiiey are an example to us

.11. It will do no harm to this society, or our

onnly, or anv individual in it, to study these

leople and their institutions, that we may look

nto the loundation of their extraordinary pros-

•erity. Tliin?;s in their places, a pin for eve-

y hal,^s their motto. Thank God, the period

f liberal knowledsre has arrived, and we are

lore disposed to imitate, than to hang', and burn
j

icm. The thintj to be inculcated in all agri-

Itiirnl improvement? is, that whatever be done,

one well, and (or this purpose, perfect neat-

1

and cleanliness is indispensable. VVherev-

these principles prevail in our persons, hous-

gardens, fields, yards, stables, there you will

d industry, and no waste. If you see a man
)out whom these appearances exist, rely upon
he is going' ahead, his acres are increasing,

cattle thriving, his childien are kept out of

dirt, and preparing for some future usefui-

i. ,\t the same time, he is gathering about

m, the comforts, the refinements, the elegan-

es of lite, such as arc suitable io his condition,

ot a conch to roll in, nut plate to eat from.

r a carpet of course for his floor. These are

ly for the rich. But his house will be nsat

1 in order and well covered, hi* fences in re-

s fruit trees will grow, while he sleeps,

d he will have some beautiful shades, tocov-
him from the scorching sun, that prevails in

r hot summers.— In all our eiTorts, we should

ulcate upon our people the duty of not con-

ting themselves with the mere necessaries of

God has given something more, and it is

our enjoyment.—The savage desire? only,

at will keep soul and body together. What
le, but a miserable wretch ; cruel, selfish, a

tton, a drunkard, his hair matted with tilth,

body covered with vermin, equally frightful

the eye, and terrible to the mind of a culti-

ed man ; and how much better are the com-
n people in many christian countries, be-

jarcd with dirt, surrounded by smoke, living

)n potatoes, or the garliage that come's from

at men's kitchens ? And what is the fate of

se miserable men ? They are loaded with

es, they perish with hunger ; their poverty

dering them vicious, and their vices com-
ling their misery. No, fellow-citizens, if

desire to satisfy mankind that you have
le discoveries in morals, as well as in the

, if you will have a fine country, fine men,
women and chililren, you must have line cat-

aad horses and sheep, you must cultivate

Iruits, and beautiful shades, and these must

zommon. Yes, common, no man should live

>ng us, who is not educated, so as to desire

e refinements. To every reasonable ex-

, all this is within the power of the great

of our population."

What a miserable creature is a man, with-

pride and knowledge ? Those who are ag-

Itural must know, how best to cultivate corn,

at, potatoes, onions, parsnips, carrots; they
t know that the root of the cabbage may be
d six feet from the stalk, for then they will

w where the spade and the plough are vvant-

They must read the English Farmer's Ca-

lender, the New England Farmer, and the Mas-
sachusetts .Agricultural Repository, or other as

usel'ul books, they must thou jiut this and that

tonelher, and with the aid of their own obser-

vation, eniTeavor to find out the way, to make
their lands crumble before the plough, or in ag-

ricultural phrase putrid with fatness. For this

purpose, they must have the books, or some of

the best of them ; there is no better investment

of money. Knowledge is a capital, that does

not waste, neither moth nor rust corrupts it :

it brightens in the using. A man who cannot

read, is a poor creature ; he has neither hands,

nor eyes, nor ears, that ar,", of any use ; and a

man, who can and does not, has but half the

use of them. The knowing men are the pros-

perous men in every community, and that should

decide the question with the people, as to the

expediency, of pushing knowledge to every |)os-

slble extent. But knowledge has its price, and

must be paid for. If we are to be a great na-

tion, renowned for order, frugality and induslry,

so that strangers shall inquire, whence comes

the extraordinary prosperity of these people,

what institutions have they not heretofore known
to mankind, whence these discoveries for human
happiness, and what are they, we must now in

our youth, establish those principles and prac-

tices, which are to lead to these results. For

tills purpose, we must cultivate such a taste

among our people, that they shall prefer an ag-

ricultural show, to a show of wild beasts; and

when they come to these assemblies, it shall be,

to take pride and pleasure in the patriotic men
who stand foremost in the exhibition of fine sheep

and horses and cattle, and to carry home some
useful knowledge for their own towns and villa-

ges. For this purpose, we must so educate our

people, as that every man shall have a just sense

of his own value and imjiortance as a citizen,

with a good coat for a holiday and a Sunday, so

that he shall consider it a dishonor to be igno-

rant, a disgrace to be a pauper, but by the in-

fliction of Providence, and an indelible infamy

to be a common drunkard."

" Let us not deceive ourselves by supposing

that our systems of education are perfect, while

so much yet remains, that is quite practicable.

The education that the great mass want, is a

knowledge of the arts of lite, and I should think,

that any man who should prepare a plain an<l

practical treatise upon agriculture, and the arts

immediately connected with it, for the use of

common Schools, would render an invaluable

service to the public. Who knows any thing of

scliools, that does not know, that the time of an

intelligent boy, is in a great measure wasted,

who spends it upon his arithmetic, his writing

copies, his spelling book, his reader's assistant,

and his Dwight"s geography (for this is about

all) for the long period, from three and four

years of age, to twelve and fourteen, when he
leaves the school. Why should not an agricul-

tural school book be written, as well as books in

many other branches of knowledge ? all that

we can communicate by teaching in any science,

is that which is now known, and as much is now
rendered certain, in that department of know-
ledge, as in many others. No, fellow citizens,

we must raise the standard of knowledge and
tast'C, and not remain ignorant, that our agricul-

j

ture is in almost an infant state compared wit

!
that of many other nations

; we deceive our-

selves by supposing, that their superiority con-
sists wholly ill capital, and the cheapness of la-

bor—Not so— It really docs not require capital

to imt to the plough, half the lands, that

arc now in tillage—nor to know, that between
one plough and another, there is a difference

of between two and six hundred per cent, as to

economy of labor—Nor for the purpose of adopt-

ing, substantially, the admirable contrivances,

English and Flemish, for the saving of manure,
a saving which would p'«y all our taxes, slate,

county, and town—Nor to know, that lands in

tillage should be reduced by the plough and
the liarrow like onr gardens by the spade, to a

powder, so that many a fine little creeping fibre

of the plant, may travel on in cotnpany upon
the same soft easy road, and when they are tir-

ed of the journey, niay rest together upon a

good bed.— It does not require capital to plough
a field four and five times instead of twice,

'till there is not a cold, matted, impervious clod

left— It is the -ui'orA:, the u-ork, that is wanted,
and not the afternoon farmer— It is not capital

that in twenty years, has doubled tlie value of
the produce of the fields of this county, which I

know to be the opinion of many an intelligent

farmer—Nor is it capital, but knowledge, that is

necessary, for any man to find out the best pos-

sible way of doing in the best and cheapest man-
ner, the thing to be done.— It is not your igno-

rant people that perform any thing, even the

most common operation of farming', in the best

manner—Their way has always the least con-

trivance and management in it, takes the long-

est time, is the coarsest, most slovenly, and

wasteful."
i!fi :^ i^ vl/i ^ 1^ ^

" We talk of the want of capital, and turn with
disgust or incredulity, from the accounts of Eng-
lish farming, as though because they live on an
island, are surrounded with damps, have land-

lords and tenants and not our fine Sun, cultivate

turnips and cabbages, that therefore, we have
nothing to do with their agricultural arts. But
do they not as ive, live upon veal and mutton,
beef and pork ? Have they not meadow lands

and grass lands ? Do they not with us, culti-

vate beans, peas, oats, rye and wheat, and if so

are not their arts worth knowing by us? And
does this require capital? It would to be sure,

require some money to build a pit for the saving

of manure, with brick work in terras niorter,

after the manner in Flanders, but it would not

take the odds and ends of more than a dozen days,

for any common farmer to dig a pit in his yard,

to be well clayed at the bottom, and covered at

top, so as to be a receptacle, with the aid of

proper conductors from his stables, for all that

passes from his animals. The making of manure
by raking and scraping, and every possible con-

trivance should be the first law to the farmer.

We justify ourselves in our slovenliness and low
ideas, by complaining of a want of capital—No,
let us not mince the mailer, one lo another, it

is knowledge, pride and neatness, that we want.

It really does not require a capital in money to

raise a fine cow or horse, always sleek, fat,

clean, that shall pass its days rejoicing in life,

with gratitude to its master (for we may desire

to believe that the poor brute has some such
thoughts) no, the half that is wasted, will do
that, and then the animal is of double the value.

But it does require a stock of shiftlessness, lazi-

ness, and hard-heartedness, to bring up a herd
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of miserable, wretched, half starved, dirty,

downcast, mourning cattle, that seem to deplore

their very existence, and are at all times more

iit as food for the wild birds and beasts, than for

the use of man. The subject of fruit, is of

great importance to a district of country like

this, where some of the finest, as the apple,

plum, pear and cherry, will flourish as well as

in any other. What is fruil, but one of the first

and best gifts of God to man, and where is

there a finer sun for ripening some of the most

delicious, than we have for three months in the

year? This is a real luxury and refinement,

to which every man, who has an acre of land

should accustom himself What cheaper luxury

with which to load the hospitable table ? Men

will have luxuries, and if so, they must pay for

them. We go to the Indies, to get the materials

of a pudding, when our gardens and fields might

furnish us with a much richer and healthier re-

past. It is the economy of fine fruit, that we

want.—Set a child down to a dish of fine peach-

es and cream (for the peach may be produced

in perfection among us, though it will not live

forever, and what tree will?) or of fine gages,

or if you please the horse plum, as we call it,

and he will soon show you what is good, for he

ZcHo^s— he will pass by the pudding. Then

there is another advantage of the fine fruits, of

all the productions of nature, they are the heal-

thiest— If they were common, dysenteries and

colics would be less so, and we should be saved

from many a doctor's bill, which no body can

read or spell, but which every body must pay.

In health lies much of the glory and happiness

of a man, and can it be supposed, that the Su-

preme Being does not require from his creatures,

the greatest possible attention to it, when it

gives him a ((lislening eye, a strong arm, and a

body fit for labor. There is another advantage

sliU, in cultivating the fine fruits. It tcachc

a man something; It teaches him to perform a

nice operation, and to doit well. It teache

him a lesson of eternal vigilance and indnstry,

and lo be up and stirring, wht-n he would other-

wise be yawning and sleeping. Then again, ii

he will know how to innoculale and engraft,

and generally the nature of all the fruits, he

must read. It is reading and education in those

matters that appertain to the arts of life, that

our laboring people want. I mean if they will

know how lo perform these operation*, in the

best manner. Tboy must read what Mr. Knight

has written, or Forsyth, or the American Orch-

ardist, or Cobbetf, or something or another,

and not pursue the trade of engrafting, as 1 have

known it '.'rue in this county. That is, cutting

ofTthe whole bead of a tree, and filling it with

"•rafts, which exposes it to almost certain death

—placing winter fruit upon summer, or the re-

verse, without a single enquiry, as lo the nature

of the stock
;
putting twenty grafts upon one

tree, beginning at; the bottom and going up

with a tier, cue upon r.nothcr. thinking I sup-

pose, that a tree like a horse may carry double.

Rely upon it, that if you teacii a boy to labor

and'to read, though it would be rontemptihle

to suppose, that reading will enable him to

plough as by a line ; if the operations have been

{foing on together, if he be not a miserable im-

becife, he is the more of a man for it, and in the

end will show you better cows and horses, po-

tatoes, cijrrots, and wheat, and more of them.

JSTo we vvant the fruits ;
in our orchards the

Pippin, the Spitzenburgh, the Rhode-Island j
The gentleman who favors us with remarks on Ho, i

Greening, the Swaar, aad other fine apples, and

not so much of the miserable trash which the

pigs will turn from. In our gardens, fine cher-

ries, peaches, pears, and plums. For all this, we

must have the nurseries, and not be compelled to

send to Mr. Prince on Long-Island, or to Lansing-

burgh, or to Athens, for our trees, for lec cau'l

afford that. These would make a fine addition

to the agriculture of our county, not much less

celebrated, if I am not mistaken, than any other

district of country, (unless in the immediate vi-

cinity of the great towns) in any state whatever."

(to EK CONIINUKD.)

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 31, 1824.

iMPBOvr.D BREEDS OF CATTLE. The article on this

subject which we have republished in this day's paper,

from the American Farmer highly merits the attention

of every agriculturist, who wishes io keep pace with the

improvements of the day. It is quite as easy, and

much more economical, if we can but " gel in Ihetvay

of it,'''' to raise animals of the first rate and first

quality, as the lank, raw-boned, slab-sided " creatures"

which disgrace the farm yards, and cumber the premi-

ses of some farmers, whose cattle are caricatures of

their species, and as unprofitable as they are ugly.

—

The value of the " Improved Short Horns'''' or " Dur-

ham Breed" is however well appreciated in this vicini.

ty. Denlon, owned by Stephen Williams, Esq. and

Ccelebs, by Col. Jaques, and the 'Jldmiral.,'' by the Mas-

sachusetts Agricultural Society are in high repute and

Teat demand. Coelebs, we are informed, has earned

for hi« owner the jast season the good round sum of

six hundred and luenty dollars.

culture and other subjects relating to Rural Economy

Is solicited to continue his favors. His communica

tions appear to have met the approbation of the public,

and have been republished in the ' American Farmer,''

and several New England papers. His observation

on " Green Corn'''' are in type and were intended foi

this No. of our paper, but are unavoidably postponed.

COMSTRDCTION OF BARNS. It has been intlmatec

that some of our subscribers would be much obliged i

we would furnish some model or description of the bes

mode of constructing BARKS. We have heretofore djs

cussed this subject, and devoted several pages to re

marks on the most eligible situation and construc-

tion of Earns, and other Farm Buildings. See N. E

Farmer, vol. i. page 353, 361, 369. See, likewise

the Remarks of Col. John Hare Powel, N. E. Farmer

vol. ii. p. 141. We should be happy, however, to re

ceive communications on this subject, and should an;

thing further occur to us, which promises to be useful

we will publish it.

TO coRRF-SPoNDENTS. The request of " A Far

.mer" in \'ermont, to insert in our paper " the practice

of some gentlemen in Massachusetts with regard to

grafting fruit trees," shall be complied with to the

tent of the information we can procure.

With respect lo the method of " cultivating Tea-

sels," our correspondent may find an article on that

subject in the first volume of the N. E. Farmer, page

272. The following from Mr. Wells Si. Lilly's edition of

Deane^s New England Farmer, may, perhaps,be of use.

" Mr. Miller says " This plant is propagated by

sowing the seeds in March, upon a soil that has been

well prepared." Any time in April will answer in

this country. " About one peck of seed will sow an

acre ; for the plants should have room to grow, other-

wise the heads will not be so large, nor in so great

quantity. When the plants are come up, they must be

hoed in the same manner as is practiced for turnips,

cutting out all the weeds, and singling out the plants to

about eight inches distance. And as the plants ad-

vance and the weeds begin to grow again, they must

be hoed a second time, cutting out the plants to a wi-

der distance ; for they should be left, at least a foot a-

sunder, and should be kept clear from weeds, especial-

ly the first summer : for when the plants have spread

so as to cover the ground, the weeds will not so readi-

ly grow between. The second year after sowing the

plants win shoot up heads, which will be fit to f.ut a-

bout the beginning of August -, at which time they

should be cut and tied up in hunches, setting them in

the sun, If the weather be fair; but if not they must

be set in rooms to dry them. The common produce is

about a hundred and sixty bundles or staves, upon one

acre which they sell for one shilling a stave."

FOREIGN.

The last advices from Europe were received by tin

way of Charleston from Liverpoel, and include Londoi

dates to the 5th Dec. They contain however, nothin;

of much importance. The French troops areUavin,

Spain, and their principahcommandeis have already re

turned to France. The troops remaining are command

ed by Count Bourmont.

Gen. MIna has left Spain and arrived at Plymouth

where the populace took his horses from the carrlag

and drew him in triumph to the hotel.

From Havana.—Ther V. S. schooner, Wild Cat, Lt

Wolbert, arrived at New Orleans from Havana whic

place she left Dec. 14th, informs, that the Governor c

Cuba had issued a Proclamation, announcing that i

was the intention of the King of Spain to restore all th

Colonies to the mother country as soon as possible.

Pirates Taken.—We learn from Capt. Labouisse, ai

rived from St. Domingo, that the govtrnment and mei

chants hired a small Haytlen schooner and manned h<

with 40 men, with a supply of provisions, for a cruise i

the Mona Passage, after a gang of pirates. The schi

after an absence of 12 days, returned, having succeec

ed In capturing Iwenly-luo pirates.—She also recaptui

ed a considerable amount of property, consiftiug <

coffee, indigo, and hides.—J\aaor!«; Advucale.

Antique.—The Swedish Consul at Alexandria, FgypI

has obtained possession of a commercial note writte;

on papyrus. 102 years before the birth of the Savioui

DOMESTIC.

Maine Svferers. Ihe amount of the collections i:

money, cloihing, &c. lor those who sull'eied by fire ii

Maine Is said to have been $25,239 74 cents.

A Plattsburgh paper of Jan. 10 says, a large numbe

of villains concerned in counterfeiting specie dollar

have been arrested In Upper Canada. Among Ihe cul

prits are a Methodist Preacher, several physkians, ape

thecaries, b!acksmlths,and a number ofyoung lawyers

At Savannah on the i2th and loth inst. the ther

mometer in the shade, was at 75—the peach and plr.r

trees were beginning to put forth their buds, and it wa

feared a succeeding frost would destroy the fruit fo

the ensuing year.

A ho"-, i 1 months old, and weighing when dressei

C47 lbs" was exhibited in Uoston market a few day

since. It was raised at the Cambridge Alms House.

The Concord, Mass. Gaiette of the 24lh Inst, state:

that eighteen cases of the small pox had occurred ii

Lexington previously to last Saturday. "V e are an

Ihorlzed by Dr. Hurd, who superintends the 1 (xirgtn

Hospital, to state that no new case has occurred slnc^

that date. Of persons now sick only three arc consid

ered dangerous ; the others are either already rf rover

in" or have the symptoms of a mild and favorable na

ture. There have been hut three deaths. Some per

sons have already recovered and been dismissed froii

the hospital."
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COXGIIESSIONAL.
I.v Pf.vate.—Friday, Jan. 16. A motinn was laid

n the table, to direct the Secretary of llie Treasury
1 funrMh tlie Senate with a list of all I'ursers and Na-

y .A;jents who are in arrears to the United States the

notint of such arrearages in each case, and the sums
hich are likely to be lost, ulli.nately, by the govcrn-
leut.

Monday, Jan. 19. Mr. Holmes offered a resolution

! to the propriety of an inquiry on the subject of the
ct respecting the Indians, the object of which is to ui-

.ude those in the State of iVlaine with those on the

ontier settlements, as to instruction and civilization.

Mr. Lowrie presented the Memorial of the mer-
lants and underwriters of Philadelphia, on the sub-

let of French spoliations.

The bill authorizing tlie purchase of 7 per cent
ock was taken up, altered,read, engrossed and passed.

On motion of Gen. Jackson, the inll for the relief of

le officers and men engaged in the Seminole war was
•dered to a third reading.

The resolution which passed the House, authorizing
e President to despatch a ship of the line to France
bring to America the .Marquis De La Fayette was
ice read and committed.
Mr. Lloyd, of Mass. submitted a resolution that the
cretary of the Navy be requested to communicate
the Senate, so far as can be ascertained from th

:ount3 in the Navy Department, the quantity of cor-
•e manufactured from hemp of domestic growth,
Ch has been used in the service of the navy since
year 131'2, and the reasons, if any, why cordage
ufactured from domestic hemp cannot be used as
antageously as cordage from foreign hemp.
'oi'SE.—Friday, Jan. 16. A statement was receiv-
from the Treasury Department, of the value of the
le which the United States held with Greece, Asia
lOr and Egypt, during the years lo20, 18'21, ]S2'2.

resolve was passed on motion of Mr. Hobart, for

ucting the Committee on Ways and Means to in-

e into the expediency of repealing so much of the
entitled '' an act laying a duty on imported salt.
' as authorizes a bounty on pickled fish exported,
of granting in lieu thereof an allowance on the
age of vessels employed in the mackerel fisheries,

le same way as to vessels employed in the bank,
other cod fisheries.

le House refused to consider a motion, made by
Kent, for calling up the resolution for appropriat-
i fund for education, in the old States, proportion-
that which has been allowed for the same object

e new States.

16 bill to authorize the purchase of the seven per
stock, passed, and was sent back to the Senate,
mday, Jan. 19. Numerous petitions, &c. were

Inted
and referred,

e act concerning the invalid pensions was passed.
. Todd gave notice, that on this day, two weeks,
ould call for the consideration of the Tariff Bill,

e House then resolved itself into a Committee on
Weljster's resolution to send a Commissioner to
;e. Mr. Webster delivered a very eloquent and
ited speech in its favor. After which, on motion
Poinsett, the Committee rose, and the House ad-

ed.

jsday, Jan. 20. Mr. Clay laid on the table a re-

in in favor of the Independent Governments in

America.
Poinsett introduced the following' resolutiojj in
of the Greeks.
olyed, That the House view with deep interest
roic struggle of the Greeks to elevate themselves
rank of a free and independent nation, and unite
he President in the sentiment he has expressed
r favor, in sympathy for their sufferings, in inter-
heir welfare, and ardent wishes for their success.
Randolph spoke agains'. a resolution favorable to
eek cause. Mr. Clay delivered his sentiments
Dshion to Mr. Randolph, and Mr. Dwight, of
spoke in favor of Mr. Webster's resolution,
nesday, Jan. 21. The Cause of the Greeks
is day the subject of discussion, and Mr. Carv.
rgia, spoke in opposition to tlie resolution, hi>

complimented Mr. Webster for the " splendor o
ius," and the "glories of his eloquence."
Wood, of N. Y. followed Mr. Cary on the same
the question, and Mr. Baylies advocated Mr.
r's ResoliMion.

Thursday, Jan. 22. Was occupied by speeches on
the Greek question, hut no decision was obtained.

MAS3ACHUSF.TTS I^KGISL.VrURK.
1\ Sewate.— Wednc:sday, Jan. 21. A resolution

has passed both branches of the Legislature, highly
approving of the motion made in the Senate of the
United Slates for opening a communication from Barn-
stable Bay to Buzzard's Bay, and for instructing the
Senators and Representatives of this State in Congress,
to use their endeavors to obtain a survey under the au-
thority of the United States' Government of those Hays
and the land between them, to ascertain the practica-
bility of forming such a canal.

Thursday, Jan. 22. The subject ofgranting a Char-
ter to Amherst Institution was discussed. Several gen-
tlemen expressed their sentiments, and it being intimat-
ed that others were desirous of communicating their
views, it was postponed.

Friday, Jan. 23. The petitioners for a charter to
Amherst Institution had leave to bring in a bill.

A resolution offered by the Hon. Mr. Sprague for

erasing from the Resolve of the Senate passed on the
15th of June 1813, in substance, that it was not be-
coming a moral and religious people to express any ap-
probation of military or naval exploits which are not
immediately connected with the defence of our sea
coast and soil was passed. Yeas 22. Nays 15.

Saturday, Jan 24. A resolve, fixing the number of
Judges of the Supreme Judicial Court was reported,
and the further consideration thereof postponed to

Tuesday next. Other busliiess was transacted of a pri-

vate and local nature.
.Monday, Jan. 26. The Committee on the claims of

this state against the United States, for services during
the war, was instructed to report forthwith.

House.—Tuesday, Jan. 20. The Report of the
Committee on the Gaols in this Commonwealth, were
committed to a Committee of one from each county.
Wednesday, Jan. 21. A bill relative to taxing the

property of Manufacturing institutions passed to a third

reading.

A Committee on the subject reported that it is not ex-
pedient to alter the usual time at which the valuation
and taxes shall be made. Accepted.
Thursday, Jan. 22. No public business of conse-

quence was transacted on this day.
Friday, Jan. 23. A bill for taxing sheep, was read,

assigned for Tuesday next and committed to Messrs.
Thayer, Hohart and Felton.

.A Committee was appointed to consider the expedi-
ency of amending the laws relative to suppressing and
punishing of common beggars and other idle, disorderly
and lewd persons.

Finished Business.— Bills, in addition to an Act en-
titled an Act to incorporate the Boston Asylum for Indi-
gent Boys ; and to incorporate the Evangelical Tract
Society passed to be enacted.
Report on the petitinn of Zephaniah S. Moore and

others, in behalf of the Amherst Institution, granting
leave for a bill, came down for concurrence, was read,
and Tuesday next 11 o'clock, assigned for the conside
ration of the same.

Saturday, Jan. 24. A bill regulating the taxation of
property belonging to the Manufacturing Corporations
was read the third time, and the further consideration
postponed to Tuesday next.
Monday, Jan. 26. Messrs. Sullivan, Willard and

Merrill were appointed a committee, to consider wheth-
er any and what provision ought by law to be made to
orevent fraudulent attachment of real or personal es-
tate. Sent up for concurrence, and in Senate read and
concurred and .Messrs. Strong and Mills joined.

NEW AMJ VALUABLE IMl'KOVEMKNT.
JUST received, and for sale at the Agricultural Es-

tablishment, No. 20, Merchants' Row, Willis' high-

ly approved patent Straw Cutter ; for simplicity, ease,

and despatch in cutting straw, hay, &c. far exceeds
any now in use.—Likewise, Safford's improved Straw
Cutter ; with ^ variety of common Hand Machines, for

the same purpose.—Also, W. James' improved patent

Corn Sh<ller, a very valuable and simple Machine.
Jan. 31.

SUHbcniBl.KS indebted for the first volume of the
Farmer, are earnestly requested to make immediate

payment at this office. The sum due from each is

small, but the aggregate amounts to a large sum, and
unless received soon, the subscriber will suffer very se-

rious inconvenience in consequence.
JV'oi. 29, 1823. THOMAS W. SHEPARD.

"PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, kc

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

BRISTOL CROWN GLASS.
"j Krk COXES Bristol Crown Window Glass, of su-
X»JL/perior quality, just received and for sale,

wholesale and retail, at the very lowest pri-
ces, by ERIGHAM & DB:LAN0, No. 30, Union-Street.

FARMER WANTED.
WANTED a married man to carry on a Farm of a-

bout 40 acres, within about five miles of the ci-
V, and in an excellent neighborhood. This farm is of
an easy cultivation, and will be principally appropriat-
ed to grass.—A person will receive good encourage-
ment, and may make an arrangement lor a number' of
years by ajiplying to this Office.

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

ptarl dr. ....
BEANS, white, .....
BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,

cargo. No 1, .

BUTTER', inspect. 1st qual. new
" 2d qual. .

CHEESE, new milk .... .

skimed milk, . . .

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee,
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley

Oats
HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTFR PARIS ....
POKK, BoneMiddlings new, .

NAVY, mess,

Cargo, No 1, ...
Cargo, No 2, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,wabhed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROFISIOJ^ MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAL
MUTTON and LA.ME, . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, best

EGGS,
,

MEAL, Bye,
Indian, ....

POTATOES, . . . .

CIDER, liquor, new . . , .

HAY ,according to quality.

buih
bbl.

lb.

cask

gal.

ton.

bbl.

FROM
D. C
147 50
137 60

90
8

C 75

O:

6 75

3 75

CO

doz.

bush

hbl.

'ton.

1 00
63

4 .50

14 50
12 50
11 75
11 00
2 00

7

TO
D. C.
150

140

1 00
8 50
7

6

70
40
10

40
1 17

72
5 00

15 00

12

58
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From Dr. Percival's Poems, just published.

SONG.
O ! hnrl I the wings of a swallow I'd fly.

Where the roses are bloomiag all the year long.

Where the landscape is always a feast to the eye,

And the bills of tlie warblers are ever in song ;

! then would I fly from the cold and the snow,

And hie to the land of the orange and vine,

And carrel the winter away in the glow

That rolls o'er the green bower of the line.

Indeed I should gloomily steal o'er the deep.

Like the storm-loving petral, that skims there

alone

;

1 would take me a dear little martin to keep

A sociable flight to the tropical zone
;

How cheerily, wing hy wing, over the sea.

We would fly from the dark clouds of winter away.

And forever our song and our twitter should be

—

" To the land where the year is eternally gay."

We would nestle awhile in the jessamine bovvers.

And take up our lodge in the crown of the palm.

And live like the bee, on its fruits and its flowers.

That always are floating with honey and balm ;

And there we would stay, till the winter is o'er.

And April is chequred with sunshine and rain

—

O ! then we would flit from that far distant shore.

Over island and wave to our country again.

MISCELLANY.

From the American Daily Advertiser.

CUIUOUS FACT.

Mn. PovLSON,—The following fnct, liaj it

not come from the most mifloubted anflioritv,

might be r,iiestioiieil even by the most credulous,

but emiinnting from Ih^ most veracious source,

its authenticity may be confuled in ;—A waggon-

er named .Silas Thompson,while driving his team

on the road west of Rochester, N. Y. observ-

ed from the precipice on his left a man suspend-

ing himself apparently by the hands, from a

grape vine at the distance of twenty or twenty-

five feet from the ground, who, on being taken

down from his pcnlnuh situation, seemed entire-

ly insensible and lifeless, but after assiduous at-

tention, exhibited symptoms of returning iilV.

Being sufficiently restored to converse, said his

naiiR! was Thomas VVheatoii, which was recog-

nized by the bystanders, and that while cutting

wood in the forest above, his foot slided from

the brink of the precipice, to the base of which
he must irremediably have been thrown, had it

not been for the occurrence of a grape vine,

which he grasped, and which ;)roved his pre-

servation. He supposed he had been hanging

three or four hours, when he lost b}' degrees

all sense and animation, and in this stale was

found by the waggoner; and which proves how
great are the exertions man will make for the

preservation of his existence.

Yours, respectfully, G. S. A.

Philadelphia^ Jan. ] 5, 1821.

IVom the Ncwbaryport Herald.

V.\CCINATIO.N.

In despotic governments the extent to which
vaccination has been carried is astonishing. In

Russia, no less than l,'::uO,OOU received the

benefit of it, between the years 1804 and 1812.

Ill Denmark, the small pox no longer exists:

and in a circular addressed in July, 1816, to all

magistrates and bishops in that country, it was
ordered that all shotild be vaccinated, without

a compliance with which injunction no individ-

ual could be received at confirmation, admitted

into any school or public Institution, or bound

apprentice to any trade. Priests were also for-

bidden to marry those who had not either had

the small pox or cow pox. In Prussia if any

persons happened to die of small pox. they were
directed by an edict, published in 181G, to be

buried within twenty four hours, si/fu(/i/ anA un-

attended, without the tolling of a bell; and in

such veneration is the great discoverer of vac-

cination held, that the 14th of May is made an

annual festival to commemorate the day on

which he made his first experiment. None but

medical men regularly educated vfere allowed

to vaccinate in the kingdom of Bavaria, and

each was required to keep a register, which
was returned to the government every three

months. For this (rouble they were rewarded
according to the zeal they manifested in the

cause. With the hope of wholly banishing the

small pox, it was enacted, by Maximilian Joseph,

King of Bavaria, that iVom July 1808, all persons

above a certain age, who continued to neglect

to be vaccinated, should be fined by an increas-

ing penalty every year so long as they refused to

take the means for their own protection. Va-
riolous innoculation was forbidden, and a penalty

enforced against all those who performed or

submitted to it.— A". F. paper.

[Tran.ilalal for the Charleston Courzfr.]

From '^ L'Histoire des chiens Celebres."

THE COACHMAN'S DOG.
The Marquis of Segonsac, .Mtorney-General

of the exchequer, at Paris had a very skillful

Coachman, and without derogating from the

good qualities of his trade, Mr. Saint Louis was
very fond of the juice of the grape.—What
rendered him more dangerous to his employers,

and to the busy travellers in i'requented streets,

was, the art with which he concealed his intox-

ication. The more inebriated he was, the more
bold he became—and rattled over the pavement
to the great peril of the poor foot passengers to

The late celebrated George Alexander 8
Tens gave the most solid reasons why ladies

pleasure should use paint, with an exclusi

privilege to themselves, which was the exa
|)le of Pirates, who make it a rule to fight t

der false colors.

The mischief done ^o the community of th(

obliging ladies, by such of their sex as disdai

correspondence with them, and yet invade thi

rights, by painting their faces, has brought
gether a Congress of the most renowned of th.

class, who prudently considering the impos
bility of suppressing the encroachment entire

have passed a few rules to restrain and regul;

the practice. Acadian Recorder.

Among the bills, (270 in number) passed

the last session of the British Parliament in .

ly last were the following.—25 relative to I

public revenues—6 for mitigating the pei

code—G for the regulation of trade— 2 for I

repeal of taxes— 11 for enclosing waste lands

70 for making and repair of roads—S for bui

ing bridges— 10 for establish gas companies

6 lor building churches, and several for regu

ing trusts of charity. ibid

Female Gigglers.—The gigglers belong to

gregarious tribe of animals. They, genera
collect in corners to the vast annoyance of

forlorn looking people, who, however wor
or intelligent must not hope to escape the

nomination of quizzes, and consequently becc

lawful prey. It has been observed that the

pearance of a beau increases the merry con

sions of these pretty gigglers.

Airs. IVcst^s Letters to a young Lad

We should not reject the friendship and
vices of any man merely because he differs

f

us in opinion. In public affairs there is no 1

of a perfect coincidence of sentiment or inc

tion. Yet every man is able to contribute sc

thing to the good of the community, aaU
man's contribution should be rejected.

A person's wisdom consists, principalh'

knowing the follies and vices to which I

whom he could not give the alarm, because, 1

naturally and constitutionally prone, and .ah

when tirunk, liis teeth were so firmly closed

that he could not articulate a word.

It ha|)pened, luckily, that this imprudent

drinker always had with him at his feet on the

box, a large Mastiff Dog, who was perfectly

aware of his master's situation. So, when he

perceived that his master was not capable of

a\ ouling danger, this sagacious animal took up-

on himself to put the passengers upon their

g'uard—and as soon as he saw a loaded porter,

or an infant in the path of the impetuous horses,

he barked with all his might ; and his well tim-

ed cries, saved, more than once, the arms and

legs of those, who, but for this premonition,

had been run over by the carriage wheels.

It was observed (says the author of this reci-

tal) that this intelligent dog never barked when
the coachman was sober— his silence therefore,

tranquilized the fears of the Marchioness when
she ascended her carriage, while his barking

filled her with the most lively alarm ; so that TERMS OF THE FARMER,
she frequently desisted from paying visits of 0:^ Publithcd every P.iturday, at Three Doi

importance, not being over anxious to confide

in a coachman, whose senses were entrusted to

a dog.

uarding and fortifying the weak sides ol

character.

A truly respectable person does not need
dress, or splendid equipage to command tht

ference to which he is entitled.

The greatest men are men of simple i

ners. Parade, ceremony, show, and a profi

of compliments are the artifices of little m
made use of to swell themselves into an apl<

nnce of consequence, which nature has dj

I hem
Politeness may be called benevolence ir

ties, or the preference of others to ourselti

little occurrences in the commerce of life

A certain emperor, being reproached fo

warding, instead of destroying his enemies

plied, 1 destroy my enemies, by making th^
friends.

nu ll iiimii-i.—.. III! Iiitjl

tn

11;

per annum, payable at the end of the year—but

who pay within sixti/ dni/s from the time of siibsc

will he entitled to a deduction of FlFTV CektS.
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liiids of it for insertion in the last season, but I

propose senilinof a hiidded stock to yon.
i tliank yoii for tlio ear of Indian Sweet Corn

uhicli you wore so kind as to send me. The
facts you state are very interesting ; but they do
not present to my mind anyliiing- anomnlons.

—

The color of the seed conl.i in the blue and yel-

low grains is not changed. It is the matter
ivhich composes the cotyledons only, which
acquires a tinge from the ojieralion of the
pollen.

An English gentleman, by (he name of Goss,
has pointed out, in the Horticultural Transac-
tions of the present year, a similar change in

the color of the Prussian blue pea; a yariety
cultiyated in our gardens, of which the color of
the cotyledons is a dull blue, which is seen
through a white skin. Mr. Goss conceiyed er-

roneously, that he had changed the color of the
seed coat ; but I hare, in a subsequent commu-
nication shown that he has drawn an erroneous
inference; and that the seed coat of the pea,
nr of Indian Sweet Corn retains the same color,

which it would have presented if its natural

pollen, that of the plant itself, which aft'orded

the seed, bad alone been present. I planted a few
of the white shrivelled seeds, taken from the
ear you sent me. soon after it arrived, and 1 have
kept each plant wholly separate from any other;

and all the seeds (which have been sometime
perfectly ripe) are white and shrivelled. You
will probably think that I have been very expe

; kernels of that corn, it is well known, are white
( ^jtjous ;„ obtaining ripe seeds. But we do al-

shrivelled; but on the ears which 1 sent, there were
j

most every thing here by machinery; and 1

ral kernels of plump, yellow corn. This r^plana-
: have a couple of'dry stoves, which are always

,i._...i„.i, J... J, ., J ., r,.
jjgpj j,{ jj ^,gj,y high temperature; and into

those I introduced several plants in succession,

as their periods of shewing blossoms approach
ed, suffering one only to bear its male (lowers
at a time. I have of the plants, growing under
glass, in a lower temperature : But those have
not yet ripened their seeds. The sweet Corn,
in its immature state, must be, 1 conceive, a

most admirable vegetable. I beg (o assure

you that I did not make the foregoing expe-
riments under any donbts of your accuracy.
On the contrary, I have given you full credit

for perfect accuracy ; and I think the habit ol

hearing from many correspondents, some ol

them certainly not accurate has given me a fa-

cility of distinguishing Truth from Falsehood in

the statements and opinions of such correspon-
dents. I have, in the present year, seen »

great number of new seedling nectarines, ob-

tained from experiments, purposely and scien-

titically made ; and I have got one or two vari-

eties of, I believe, unprecedented excellence.

—

But your climate is, 1 believe, too hot for the
melting varieties of the nectarine.

1 remain, my dear Sir, sincerely yours,

T. A. KNIGHT.

Boston, .Ian. ','9, niW-l.

" tke Editor of the -Vcw England Farintr.

I

Sir,— 1 am induced to request the publication of the

lowinj letter from T. A. Knight, Esq., President of

London Horticultural Society, as a just tribute to

ni for this repeated proof of his regard for this country,

d his desire to communicate to ns, some of the finest

lits, recently introduced into Europe.— I had barely

ted to him, that I was apprehensive that some of

which he sent to us last spring: would fail, and
will be s(^en that he has promptly offered to send out

piicates of them all the ensuing spring. The least

can do, in such a case, is to make known his libe-

1 have distributed, in the course of the Inst

tnmer, more than two hundred buds of those which

sent ; and I have promised many scions the ensuing

!~hould the new parcel arrive safely, I hope to

able to give them a circulation as wide as the libe-

ty of the, donor could desire.

That part ofhis letter which speaks of an ear of sweet

n sent by me to him, has reference to a question

ely discussed in Horticultural Transactions, relative

the effect of the farina or pollen, of one variety ol

nts upon another of the same species ; some of the

ters contending, that a change is elfected in the fruit

he same year by the interchange of the farina, while

crs maintain that the effect is only visible in the fruit

ed from the seed in subsequent years. Mr. Knight

invariably maintained the latter opinion, in which

lly coincide. 1 sent him, however, an ear of our

et corn, which I thought might be an exception.

1 enable the reader to understand this pan of i;

ht's letter. It will be seen that he does not consi-

this an exception to the general rule, for the reasons

he states.

I am. Sir, respectfully, your humble servant,

JOHiS LOWELL.

Domnton, near Salop, Wales, Oct. 23, 1823.

Iy Dear Sir,— 1 am sorry to hear that the

t-trees 1 addressed to you, arrived in so ilia

e. The value of them to me was very tri-

g, and 1 shall have much pleasure in sending
er trees in the next spring, and till you are

lossession of the different varieties, which 1

satisfied you will find a great acquisition to

r gardens and orchards. I should have
tten sooner to express my wishes to send

another box in the spring, but 1 have wait-

receive a letter, which you proposed to

i me, to say what varieties had succeeded,

what had failed. I still hope to receive
1 letter before the spring, that I may not

] anything, which you already possess. We
recently introduced a variety of apple

n the north of Italy into the Garden of the
•(icultural Society, of which the Belgic as

1 as Italian Gardeners speak in rapturous
ns : and .Gallesio, the author of a splendid
lication of delineations of the Italian Fruits

placed this apple first, at the head of the
of Italian fruits. And a Belgic Gardener
68 its flesh to be as rich and melting as that

he finest pear. I have only oblained a few

KOB THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

REMARKS ON SEVERAL SUBJECTS RELATIXG
TO RURAL ECONOMY.
[Continued from page 196.]

6, Green Corn. Sentiments, feelings, and practi-
ces ofparticular application are often relinquish-

ed rehictanlly and slowly after the occasil)n^
which called them forth are passed away. I'eo-
|de do not discriminate betwoon the general laws
of coiulnct, and the application of them to par-
ticular circumstances. We have a striking il-

lustration of this in the subject of the present
communication. When our pious and good an-
cestors came into (his country, one of the great-
est of their concerns, and that which was at-

tended with the greatest difficulty was to pro-
vide for co^«\lortable subsistence in the winter.
Many tinu.;, as it is well known, they were not
able to do this, so as even to preserve the lives
of all. One of (be most comfortable and sub-
stantial articles was Indian Corn. This, from
its nature could be preserved, and furnished
them as it docs their descendants, with very
wholesome food, when the snow is scattered like
ashes on the earth, and the frost has sealed up
the waters. Under the circumstances in which
they were placed, the preservation of this arti-

cle was connected with the hope of life. There
was nothing else on which so much dejiendence
could be placed. While in summer, means of
subsistence were more easily provided, and ma-
ny things which at that season are good (or fond
would of course decay before winter, and must
therefore be used at the time, or lost. To raise
Indian corn was to provide for the preservation
ol life

;
to use this in summer was to be un-

mindful ot the calls of winter, because if this
failed them there hope was gone.
These circumstances made it, not only in the

estimation of (hose good men. but in reality a
sin to break down and use (hat article in its

green state ; for thereby life was endangered.
And these pioiis men felt as they ought to have
felt that it was their duly to forego present en-
joyment, when likely to result Tn such future
sufferings. But when the general truth that it
is the duty of all to preserve men's lives, was
adapted to the exigencies of the occasion, the
rule and the application were confounded, and
a feeling was excited averse to the use of corn
in a green state, which continued for many years
after the exigencies of the times had passed a-
way. I presume there are but i'ew of middle
age, who cannot recollect having been taught
ihat it was not only very uneconomical, but in
some way wicked to indulge in this luxury.
They have fel( a kind of misgiving, when on
-pccial occasions, they have ventured into the
field, and torn down the bleeding ear. And even
to this day there are not a few who experience
the same kind of feeling for the best of reasons,
ih('3 have the same sentiments. And (here is

something mteresting in this, for it shows what
a strong hold moral and religious culture has on
the mind.

But though we ought to abstain from whatev-
er IS forbidden, we ought not to deprive our-
selves of what God, in his goodness, freely
gives us to enjoy. Though we are unspeaka-
bly indebted to God for this golden harvest, yet
such is the rich and boundless provision he gra-
ciously makes for us, that the preservation of
our lives is not dependent on this article almost
alone. It may accordingly be used freely io
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summer, and yet enough be left for the wants

of winter.

The only enquiry of importance, now, about

the use of Indian corn, in its green state, is whe-

ther it is profitable—All allow it to be pleasant.

And in regard to the profit, I have no hesitan-

cy, after much trial and investigation to say that

there is no time, when the same corn will fur-

nish more actual support and nourishment lo the

human frame than when in the proper state for

boiling—That at no other time is it prepared

for the table at so little expense, and that in its

proper season it is never more healthy, than

when it is green at whatever part of the day it

is used—That it may, with perfect safety be

served up at each meal, make the entire diet of

grown persons or children, without, in ordinary

cases the least unhappy result, but on the con-

trary wilh good hope that it will preserve against

these complaints, which are most apt to prevail

at the season, when this is in its greatest perlec-

tion—That at the time when corn is fit for boil-

ing, and at that time only, every part is valua-

ble for food, and will by swme or cattle be en-

tirely consumed. And further, when there are

two ears upon the same stalk, by taking off the

first and fullest, the second will arrive at much

greater perfection than it otherwise would ; and

that in the aggregate their is a larger yield than

would otherwise be— And that upon the whole

there is health, pleasure and profit in making a

free use of green corn, in its season, and that

there is not, as some have, with a kind of pious

error supposed, a sort of wickedness in the so-

ber and temperate use of it.

The corn most suitable for this purpose is the

sweet corn, which is easily raised, and may wilh

proper management be had about two months

in the year, in quite a state of perfection. This

is to be done by using early and later seed,

planting at different times, and on different soils,

and the use of different manures. If persons are

desirous of getting it earlier than this will give,

they must take a different kind, but none, I be-

lieve, can be had later. Late in the fall, it adds

much to its sweetness to boil it in the husks,

which are to be left on till it is used ; and in

this way it may be used a considerable time later

than it can by a different process.

(To be conlinutd.)

-from the Old Colony Memorial,

AGRICULTURAL STATEMENT.

To the Trustees of the Pli/mouth County Agricul-

tural Siicicly.

Gentlemen,—The writer has been at an ex-

pense of about §100, on an acre in reclaiming

a quantity of watery and boggy land, situated a

few rods from his house ;—and he has not yet

repented.

His experiment has been particularly calcu-

lated to show, independently of a large use of

manures, the strength of swamp-soil, vvhen

subdued by draining, and repeated ridge-plough-

ings.

In the following paper he gives a statement

of the condition of the land, when he commenc-
ed improvements, of the methods used in re-

claiming it, and of the products from year to

yeir. If the Gentlemen Tnistees, should think

this paper, or any extract from it worthy of

publication, they have liberty to publish it. If

ibey judge the communication to be undeserv

ing of the public eye, it is hoped they will have

the goodness entirely to suppress it.

Gentlemen, very respectfully. Yours,

Charles Macomber.

The swamp was formrerly wet, miry and re-

duced to a rough state by the treading of cattle;

was covered with blue flag, yellow moss a few

bushes and a yellowish wiry kind ofswamp-grass.

White clover appeared on the higher hillocks

made by the treading of cattle in the drier parts

of the swamp; which induced me to think, that

the soil in itself might be good. The greater

crops however have not been on the drier parts

of the swamp, since it was drained ; but on the

more wet ; and the greatest crops of all have

been on a part of it, which was a quagmire,

and where formerly cattle were mired, and

assistance from neighbors was necessary to drag

them out.

On examination, the soil of the swamp ap-

peared to be a dark mould, a part of which

had undoubtedly been washed down by rains

from the neighboring hills during the lapse of

centuries, mixed with vegetable matter, as gras-

ses, moss, flags, bushes, shrubs and trees, in all

the various stages of decay. In running the

ditches through the more wet parts of the swamp,
the workmen cut through logs, and roots of

trees, most of which were so much decayed,

though they retained some of their former ap-

pearance ; that the shovel passed through them
with as much ease, as through places, where
there was merely a blackish mould.

I had conceived the design of making Eng-

lish meadow of the swamp in the year 1818,

and commenced digging the ditch at the outlet;

but it was not, till the year 1819, that I did the

chief of the ditching. To ascertain the best

method of ditching, I sounded the swamp with a

long crow, and found the soil above the pari,

which was a hard stratum, composed of gravel

and clay, to he from 1 to 6 or 7 feet in depth,

and near the middle of the swamp to be a bog,

shaking beneath the feet.

In the year 1818, I dug the ditch at the outlet,

using the crow, and plough to break up the hard

pan, which lay at bottom, a distance of eleven

j

rods and a half; so as to drain off the greater

I part of the water from the bog leaving only 6

feet 7 inches of watery mud in the deepest place.

I declined digging the ditch at the outlet deeper,

so as completely to drain the bog, fearing the

soil might become too dry. My apprehension

was not without reason ; lor I found on the sub-

d\iing of the bog, that there was formed at the

surface a hardened soil of 2 feet .3 inciies, suffi-

ciently firm to bear a plough vvith a yoke of ox-

en, which hardened soil seemed to rest, or

rather to float, upon a soft mud beneath, which
as I said before, was 2 feet 7 inches in the deep-
est place.

In 1819, I had the main ditch run up through

the swamp, nearly straight through the deepest

part of the bog. From the side of this ditch !

dug another main ditch, crooking so, as to pass

through the lowest parts of the swamp with a

view of carrying off the water from a multitude

of springs as well, as water descending from
higher grounds. The only instrument, which
could be used to digging through the deeper
parts, was the shovel. Where there were not

more than 18 inches of soil, the plough was
used to loosen the soil in the ditch, and the in-

strument, called a scraper, was used to remove

the earth. In this mode of ditching there ij

great saving in time and expense, and this m(
od is undoubtedly preferable, where the de

of swamp soil is not so great, as to prevent
use of oxen.

On each side of the straight ditch first nan;
,

and nearly at right angles with it, 1 dug lat<

ditches at such a distance from each other,

to admit of the mower's taking four swaths
tween ditch and ditch. More than two third

the swamp I ditched in the manner named
;

remainder, as the soil was not deep, and seen
pretty dry, 1 did not ditch at all.

The main ditches 1 designed to have 5 I

wide at top, and narrower at bottom. To h;

them of this width, when the soil became i

tied, I was obliged to dig them much wic
where the soil was deep, and yielding ; an(

one place, if I had dug the ditch 10 feet w
at first, I think the soil would haye fallen in

much in settling, that it would not have b<

too wide. The lateral ditches I dug proporti

ally narrower, as the depth of soil happened
decrease; throwing the ditch earth into

middle spaces between ditch and ditch.

In this state the swamp remained gradu;
settling and becoming harder, till I ploughe
without difficulty during a drowth in the aulc

of 1820; and after |iloughing had the ditc

carefully cleared out, to promote the drying

the soil.

In the spring of 1821, a most unfortunate ti

for cultivating a swamp, for it rained almost
ery day, or every other day, I began my opt

tions for planting it with Indian corn and pi

toes.

That part of the swamp, which on accoun
its having been drier, and the soil not so de

I had not ditched, I found so wet and sprir

that it seemed impracticable to plant it. Un
ling to be baffled in my attempt I went in v

a light plough, 2 yokes of oxen and a ho
and ridge-ploughed it, wallowing in mire fi

12 to 18 inches deep. By repeated ric

plonghings I threw up this part of the sw!
into ridges of such a breadth, as to admit o

swaths on a ridge in mowing, and of sue

height, as to throw the water into the spr i

between ridges; where it ran the length of i

ridges, and emptied into a lateral ditch, n

one side of the field extending across to

main ditch.

Some of the spaces also between the laf«

ditches were su wet, as to be unfit for planti

Those spaces, which had been made of a brea

to be mowed at four swaths, 1 divideil by rid

ploughings into two ridges, each of a brea

to be mowed at two swaths. Thus by rcpea
ridge-ploughings I saved much expense in dil

ing, and at the same time pulverized the s

and reduced it to a fine tilth. There is no c

er farming tool, half equal to the plough
ridging wet land. There is no other instriim

that leaves the soil in half so good a sti,

"Venerate the plough" therefore, and use,

where it can be used.
|

The spaces also between the lateral ditcli

which on account of wetness required not to

divided into two ridges by ridge-ploughingj

nevertheless ridge-plougbed, making of each]

these sjiaces one wide ridge ; and this I did >

merely to make the soil drier, but to reduc*

to a desirable fineness.

(ro BE CONTINUED.)
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Kroin the New Hampshire Srntiiicl.

CHESHIRK AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

At a meeting of the Chi:shire Agricultural Society,

Col. Drew's on the "th instant, the following prt-

iiros were awarded :

—

To Samiipl Gr.inf, E<q. of Walpole, the fitsi

emiiini offered by the Society (or the bo.st

re of Wheat raised on old ground. The pro-

ice of the acre was 31 bushels anil 14 quarts.

The followinfT is from the statement furnished

Mr. Grant.—^The soil, a dark loam, r.ither

list. The land had been improved as movvinw

out 15 years and had on it eleven full a;roHi>

pie trees. In the fall of 1821, tiftern loads

barn manure were carted on to the land,

read, and the land broken up. In the follow-

pring the land was cross ploughed and

rrowed, and a part sowed with )>eas, and the

sidue planted with beans and corn. The
lis were harvested in July, and the part of

e ground on which they grew ploughed,

he beans were harvested in August, and that

rt ploughed. The corn was harvested 20lh
ptember and the ploughing completed. The
lole was then harrowed and ploughed, har-

wed again, and sowed on the 25th of Sept.

th one bushel and an half of seed, washed, ami
lile wet mixed with three quarts of slacked

oe ; and again harrowed, and bushed each

\y.—After the ground was frozen, about forty

eep were permitted to feed on it two or three

ys.

To Thomas Bellows, Esq. ofWalpole, the

5t premium upon rye, raised upon old ground.

The quantity raised was thirty-seven bushels

fl 16 quarts on one hundred and fifty-six rods

land. No manure except about 2 or 3 bush-
i of Plaster had been applied to the land

ce 1804. Since that time, with the excep-
n of three or four crops of rye, it has been
d as a sheep pasture. The land was ploughed
June 1822—cross ploughed in Sept.—harrow-
and sowed with one bushel and half peck of

ed, and t»vice harrowed.—The above piece

s a part of a field of seven acres of plain

d, sowed at the same time, two or three

:es of which were supposed lo be equal to the

Tt measured, the residue but little inferior to it.

To Doct. Luke Howe, of Jailrey, for the

t Essay on Manures, a premium of ten dol-

S. Per order

Th. M. Edwards, Secretary.

From the Boston Patriot.

HOROLOGY.
It is highly gratifying to observe the truly

luable and economical improvements, that

ve been made by our young townsman, Mr.
srrison G. Dyar, in this scientific branch of

echanics, and that they have been acknowledg-
by all competent judges, worthy of the most

(qualified approbation. Here is another re-

irkable instance of the force of early genius
these inventions being the fruits of his leisure

urs, wherein he has ivtuitively achieved im-
ovements, which the veterans in this scienti-

art have for the last century, sought for in

in, viz; The more perfect and simple sus-

nsion of its vibration in the cycloidal curve

—

ducing9-10ths of the usual friction— half the
mber of wheels—and eflectinga more perfect
uation oftime and square Id all its movements.

The numerous ordors nlreaily received for thcso

imjjroved time keepers, fnllv evince the gener-

al opinion in their favor. Tiie corioci principles

upon wFiicli these invcnlirns are founded, toge-

ther with their simplicity, durability and cost,

are pvidently their peculiar clmrncteristics. One
striking instance of Iheit ernnomy is, that a

(own clock m.idc to run a 3'enr, with all llic im-

provements, may now be purchased foi- the

same Slim that would be necessary to pay for

the service of winding up an eight day clock,

upon the usual construction.

A friend to A''atri'e Genius.

AMKIllCAN SALT.

We are informed llint six hundred and ninety

Ihonsand bushels of salt have been manufactured
at Salina, during the last year. The most of

this has been made in the old method of evapo-

rating by boiling— the two companies, (Mr.

Rckford's of this city, and that of the Messrs.

Roaches of New-Bedford) which are making
extensive preparations to manufacture salt by

evaporation by the sun, not yet having complet-

ed their works, ^Vhen these shall be in suc-

cessful operation, we have no doubt that salt

enough will be manufactured at that place to

supply half the United States. Dr. Van Rensse-

laer in hi? Essay on salt, lately published in this

city, states that " in the United Slates, 1,200,-

000 bushels are produced annually, and this is

a small quantity compared with that which
might be had. Yet we import annually upward?
of four millions, leaving a balance of more than

g2,800,000 against us. In Missouri, Illinois,

Arkansas, phio,Virginia, New-York and Pennsyl-

vania, salt can be produced in the greatest abun-

dance."— JV. Y. Com. Mv.

From the Massachusetts Spy.

Sulphur a Preservative against Measles.—Dur-
ing the winter of 1817, the measles prevailed
epidemically at Monster. Children aflected

with the itch, who were using sul|>hur exter-

nally and internally, were exempt. In 1022.
measles occurred again, preceded for many
days by a convulsive cough. For this symptom
I prescribed flowers of sulphur and white su-

gar, half a tea spoonful. Many trials were
made on children of different families and ages,

and all who took it in time escaped the disease.

M. TOURTUAL.

Horace A. Hayden, Esq. of Baltimore, has dis-

covered that the empyreumatic oil which comes
over in the distillation of pyro-ligneous acid, is

peculiarly valuable for preserving anatomical
preparations. "Imbued with this oil, the ani-

mal textures seem entirely defended from all

the changes of time." The acid is sold by the
manufacturers for 25 els. per gallon.

—

Ibid.

To make Strong or Bookbinders Paste.—Mix
wheaten flour first in cold water, then boil it

till it be of a glutinous consistence ; this makes
common paste. When you wish it to be of a
stronger nature, mix a fourth, fifth or sixth of
the weight of the flour, of powdered alum;
and where it is wanted of a still more tena-
cious quality, add a little powdered resin.

To make Opodeldoc.—This well known lini-

ment is prepared by digesting thiee parts of
Soap Id 16 parts of the Spirits of rosemary, till

the former be dissolved, when one part of

camphor should be incorporated ivitti Ihr whole.
—This unguent is of great .«orvit-o in biiiise-^,

rheumatic affections and similar painful com-
plaints; but being very volatile, it ought to 1 i-

kept in bottles closely stopped, lo prevent tin-

access of air. . —
Oyster Shdts.—The shells of the oyster, like

those of other crustaceoiis fishes, are compoTd
of calcareous earth and animal glue. They
possess no medicinal virtue superior to com-
mon lime stone or chalk ; but by calcination,

they yield a qiiick-lime, which is perfectly free

from any melalic or other fo«sil substance; and
being less permeable to water, when mixed with
san<l, it is bettor calculated for the jdaslering

of walls in damp situations. Hence the Dutch
prepare their excellent mortar generally of
marine shells burnt into litre ; which makes a

most durable cement. The great importance
of this fact in point of health and economy de-

serves equal attention ; so thai the immense
number of oyster shells, annually thrown away
in cities, might easily be converted into a very
useful shell lime.

Fredericksburg, Va. Jan. 10.—A correspon-
dent in the country, of unquestionable veracity,
writes to us as follows :

—" On Sunday the 4th
Inst, about the hour of midnight, when my fam-
ily had retired to bed, and nearly all in a pro-
found sleep. I was surprised at the violent bark-
ing of a faithful watch dog. So great was the
alarm, that he ran against the door I was af)-

proaching, as if pursued. On opening the door
the light of the fire warned me of my danger
— it was bursting through the roof of my house
directly over the room where 1 had three
daughters in bed, and would most certainly have
fallen victims to the flames bad it not been, un-
der Providence, for the sagacious dog. The
wind was high, and being weak handed, it was
with great exertion the house was saved. The
fire was the effect of accident origmating in

carelessness. ^=
Manufactures.—Patterson, N. Y. is famous for its

manufacture of hemp, flax, and tow cloth, &c.

—

Three hundred thousand dollars have been invested in
the buildings and machinery for making those articles,
and they are fabricated in unrivalled perfection. They
are able to furnish 12,'j(iO bolts per annum, which wi)l
directly employ 300 persons, and furnish a market for

300 tons of flax. The price of the goods is very mode-
rate, and the cost of the foreign articles has been reduc-
ed by the success of the domestic manufacture.

J^iles^ Register,

Samuel Maverick, Esq. has announced, in the Pen-
dleton, S. C. Messenger, that in a late tour lo the Eas-
tern States, he has collected upwards of fifty new vari-
eties of the Grape Vine, with many other rare and val-
uable plants, for the use of the agriculturists of that
part of the State. He has also succeeded in bringing
safe home a genuine Tea Plant, direct from Canton, in

China, by way of New York.

J/ew article e/" Domestic Manufacture."—Last week
was obtained from the Bank in this village, on a check
between two and three thousand dollars, being the pro-
ceeds of sales of Oil of Peppermint, manufactured in
the town of Phelps, by F. Vandemark & Co. the past
season, and sold to a person in Massachusetts.

[Geneva, JV. F. paper.

Large Hogs.—Vie. Oliver Chickering, of Shrewsbn-
ry, recently killed a hog, 19 months old, weighing 650
lbs. Another, owned by Capt. Gershom VVheelock,
20 months old, weighed 584 \tis>—Mass. Yeoraan,
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Extracts from " An, Address of Theodore Sedo-

WICK, Esq. delivered before the Berkshire AssO'

ciation for the promotion of Agriculture and

Manufactures, at Pittsfield, Oct. 2, 1823.

[Concluded from page 214.]

" There is one topic, fellow-citizens, that

has so important a bearing, upon your comfort

and prosperity, that I need no apology for sug-

gesting it ; I mean the expediency of building

in brick or stnne, instead of wood. A good far-

mf r has, or desires to have, a snug, tight, com-
forlalile house to live in. Mr. Jefterson as ear-

ly as the writing of his noles on Virginia, calls

the attention of the country to tlie siiliject, and

regrets, that we should so generally have a-

dopted the practice of building wooden houses.

In the first setllemont of the country, tills was
in a great measuie unavoidable. The case is

now reversed, and I am sati'^tied by repeated

enquiries of bnildc^rs and others, that where
there is clay for brick, and the soil is gravelly,

and does not require the driving of piles for a

foundation, that a house may be built ol brick,

as cheap as of wood. There is a common im-

pre.ssion in the coimtry, that a brick house is

damp and unw fiolesome, and that may possibly

be the case if the foundation is in clay, but oth-

erwise I am satisfied, that it is an error, j)ro-

vided the house is rightly built. If this objec-

tion be removed, can there be any comparison
in value, between a brick and a wooden house ?

The brick house in a climate alternately in-

tensely hot and cold, is both warmer and cooler.

Then if the brick be good, and rightly burnt,

it does not require painting at all. The brick
houses in Philailelphia are not painted, and 1

know that the old brick houses in Albany, were
never painted. But these brick in Albany
came over sea, and how much better they
may be for the voyage, I cannot say. If a man
has a brick house, he has property, it is a thing

that stays, he has something for his son, and bis

grandson, and he has something that a man will

buy and pay for, if he himself is seized with

the vscslernfever. Reall^', this is a country to

stay in, and not flee from. There is many a

wooden house in this county, of not more than

fifty years standing, that is abandoned, except by

the bats and owls. Who docs not desire to aban-

don a house, glazed with old hats, roof decayed,

clap boards worm eaten, sills rotten, or half rot-

ten, so that it stands up and down, like a snake in

motion, or sits on one end, like a horse upon
his haunches. It would not be easy to estimate

the increased value of the property of New Eng-
land, if the money now invested in wooden
lioiises, was in brick, and I am satisfied, that the

permanent prosperity of the country, is deeply
concerned in this subject. Thus far, fellow cit-

izens, and farmers, I have been pleading the

cause of your interests, and I am now to plead,

not for your interests merely, but for the cause
of humanity, of morals, of religion, which last,

the d'jarcst and most important to us all, should
sum up the whole, and include all other consid-
erations. I mean the character of your com-
mon laborers, day laborers, the men who live

from hand to mouth, who generally have nei-

ther house, nor land, or home. This class in

all countries, is the most helpless, dependent
and ignorant, and therefore as they can do least

lor themselves, they on that account become
more worthy objects of public and private be-

nevolence. In other countries, a man's birth

generally decides his fate, as to the rank he is

to hold in society
; as he is born, so he lives

and dies. To attempt to raise him out of his

cast, to a higher, would be thought quixotic,

and a disorderly effort, to subvert the founda-

tions of society. Among us the case is revers-

ed, we desire to raise the condition of all men,
and to begin in the right way, by inspiring them
with a love of property and distinction, and the

fact is, that some of the most eminent in the

land, have carried axes on their backs, and now
in the prime of their honors and usefulness, are

not ashamed to tell the story of their early ca-

reer. I say the love of property and distinction,

frr we must take man as he is, and build upon
the foundation, which God has laid. For you
may observe in the general, that 'till you have
lU'^pired a man with this passion, you can make
nothing of him. No, nothing. 'Till then, he

is a miserable creature, as often without, as

with, shoes or stockings, he has neither cattle,

nor a house nor land ; he is a vagrant, wander-

ing over the fine face of this beautiful earth,

finding no rest any where ; the common ties of

kindred he discards, whether it be father,

lirother, or stranger, it is all one, to him. He
is greedy and seltish, for he has nothing laid up

in store, and nothing to give ; he is a nuisance

to society, lor he has no stake in it. All at-

tempts, therefore, to elevate individuals, or to

build up societies, without great rel'erence to

this passion, is nothing but fruitless struggle and

ellort, and a contradiction to nature. But can

you inspire a drunkard with this passion ? He
who wastes all, whose body and mind crnnilile

liefore this frightful disease of drunkenness. We
have been called a drunken nation, and the fact

being, tliat as in no country is this vice more
prevalent, we may well distrust the result of all

religious and benevolent efforts, 'till we are a

ble to stem the torrent. Our duties here there- he will drink a great deal to day, and be th

fore, as is commonly the case, lie before our
eyes, and at our doors. We need not go from

drink a quart per man all round, and by tb

the poor wretches think to make themselv
strong. No, it is/oof/, andnot t/rmA, that mak
a man strong. And the proof lies, in the fai

that a laboring man, who is not diseased by i

temperance, will drink his pint a day, and si

eat ravenously three times in it. This, togel
er with the fact which every one knows in tl

general, tliat this drink does not diminish 1

appetite, is proof positive against all the chei
ical analysis in the world, that in a man's sic

ach, a quart of whi key made of rye, is

equal to a solid quart of good rye bread, or
ny assignable portion of it. No, "the human co
stitution is such, that drink in its common for

is one thing, -.mdfoodis another. I know that m
ny of our farmers justify themselves in tl

quantity of liquor allowed to their laborers, I

the opinion, that they cannot get the work wit

out it. This is a mistake, for there are insta

ces of great farms being managed, without tl

use of any spiritous liquors whatever, in t)

county of Westchester in New York, a prert

um is adjudged to the individual who cultivali

the largest number of acres, without the use

ardent spirits. There is a right and a wrot
way in every thing, and it is the way, in whit
these indulgencies are denied, that defeats tl

object. Let it be done, not from niggardlines

but a tender fellow-feeling for the man
; giv

him in moderation, for in moderation, the thin

may often be good— let him see that ; what yn
save in liquor, let it be made up in desirab

food, a good dainty luncheon, at 10 o'clock, an

anollier at four, if he wishes it; these xmllmal
him strong. The condition of the laborers,

in one respect very different from your gentl

man drunkard. //« case is hopeless. The m<

ment that he drinks to excess, he is diseasei

he bloats and dies. Not so with a laboring mai

worse for it, but by to-morrow at ten o'clock,

his strength is not yet impaired, the rum is fail

home to find one of the most pressing objects ' ly worked off, and he is ready to begin agair

of charity. It is the condition of the day labor- j Within my own experience, the laboring ma
ers, generally, I do not speak of all—their edu-j who drinks to excess, is the only intemperate
cation, their religious instruction, and most es-jman, of whom there is any hope. For 'till hi

pecially, that of their children. We look to I
has proceeded to a certain extremity, the ex

the law for a remedy, and hope that the nation- 1 citement of ardent spirits is not physically ne
al government will lay heavy duties upon ar-j cessary to him. When that takes place, it is al

(lent spirits, so that the people cannot buy 1 over with any man.
the rum, or that the state governments will di- " There is no higher obligation under whici
minish the number of groceries and taverns, ! an independent farmer lies, than that, of a

(as though a man, who is in chase of what will
j

strict, moral, religious attention to his laborers

get him drunk, will be deterred liy being com
polled to turn a corner, and go a few paces fur-

ther) or we call upon the selectmen, to put in

force tlie law against drunkards. All this is

childish. The law can do no more than par-

tially protect the property of intemperate men,
and secure it for their wives and children. E-
ven this has generally been found a fruitless

eflbrt. The law never did nor never will

counteract the vicious habits of society, that

consist ill indulgence. Who ever heard of a

temperate, chaste society produced by law ?

—

No, it is the public sentiment, the moral feeling,

the religious coercion, that is to aflord us any
hope. It is not uncommon for a laboring man
to drink a pint of rum in a day, and this too of

cider brandy, one of the most loathsome pro-

ducts of the beautiful fruits of the earth,

To understand the nature of this, he must hrsi

know, that he himself is not to be ignorant, for

an ignorant man can teach no one. Intellectual

pleasures best secure a man against the pleasures

of vice. The standard of knowledge among
our laboring people is low, compared with what
it should be. It would be quite contemiUihIe
to suppose that the farmers are to study latin

and Greek. But it is desirable that they should

l)e well versed in all the knowledge that be-

longs to their occupation. There is time

enough for it. A laboring husbandmin, who is

reading and studying what belongs to his art, is

pursuing the most interesting of all knowledge,
it is the mystery of nature, in the soil, the plant,

the fruit, the seed, the elements. Why should

not our children be taught it, and why sliould

not the laboring man have the books, v\liich

and I have been credibly informed, that a set of
j

give him this knowledge ? But the time, the

laborers in the harvest, have been known to i time, ivho has it? No husbandman has it in the
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ison of hurry and harvest, for the harvost

Bivs no hours, iinii a m.in must then work, 'till

I o'clock at night if s:itely to his crop requiros

Let him save five dollars out of his g^in ami

n, anil cider brandy, and hny that amount o(

)d booUs this year, and as many the next, and

on. and then let him read them in the lonof

iter evenings, that pass from October to

rch, ivhen he is neither sowing nor planting,

attending to his cattle, and when he wo\ild

erwise be dawdling about, drinking ginger

I cider, and doing nothing. He will find there

time enough ; he will increase his capital

h the least disbursement ; he will give dignity

is occupation, and best secure himself against

ptations to intemperance. God requires

•n every man, the best use of his time and

ats. It is only by an intellectual and reh-

us cultivation of our people, ihat we can rcs-

our country from the deep dishonor, under

ich we lie, in being called a nation of drunk-

i. Let us scorn those base maxims of the

Id. by which it has been held, that a labor-

man, m'ist of course be vulgar and ignorant,

ow-citizens, consider your blessings, corn-

id with any other people. Look at that

itry from whence we came, paralized by

mrthcns that h.ive followed war and evtrava-

•,e, showing at once the most frightful of all

radictions, a nation sinking under the

jht of riches and poverty ; look at mnlti-

s of their laborers, patient, self-denying,

Derate, at sun rise the man is in the field, at

t o'clock he breakfasts upon bread and wa-

P his dinner is bread and water, and his sup-

fciothing more. Compire this with your own
and luxuries, and endeavor to make the

requital to God in your power, by the

est moral, intellectual, and religious culti-

m of yourselves, and your laborers."

om the Massachusetts .Agricultural Repository.

1 >! THE MANAGEMENT OF FRUIT TREES,

this is the branch of agriculture least nn-

ood in our country, it has seemed to me
no number of our Journal should be issued

out some hints on that subject. No sensi-

nan would pretend to place it in competi-

in point of importance, with either the

ral cultivation of the soil, or the raising of

Stic animals of improved breeds. The
object undoubtedly is, to produce the great-

uantity, and the best quality of articles of

(or the support of the inferior animals, and

an. The second to improve the races of

Stic animals which furnish us food and cloth-

Butwhen these have been brouglit to per-

on, and indeed while we are endeavoring

•ing them to that sla'e, we ought not to

ct those luxuries which our own country

lable of producing, and which contribute

fially to our enjoyments. So long as we
some millions of dollars for exotic fruits and

uctions, for foreign wines, oranges, figs,

nds, raisins, and'olives, we ought not to neg-

ruits which our own climate will produceand
h are invariably preferred to those which
port. I hesitate not to say, that in any des-

nthe most sumptuous tables, native apples

Dears if of exquisite qualities, are always

|i and consumed in preference to the finest

c fruits. So long as we can jd.ice on our
5 delicious native grapes, peaches, apricots,

nectarines, strawberries, raspberries, apples and
pears, the exotic fruits will be only used as orna-

ments to give splendor to the d(!sscrt.

With these views we think it our duly to en-

courage our own horticulture, and to lay before

our readers the remarks of foreign cultivators

of greater experience.

The article herein inserted was extracted
from a work of Mr. Hayivard, and which met
ilie approbation of the Horticultural Society of

London. It is one of the latest works on this

subject, and is certainly entitled to high res-

pect.

We would simply remark that to those who
read it carelessly it may soem to militate with

the opinion expressed above in noticing the

rommunication of Mr. Howard, of Bridgewater,
a< to the policy of heading down trees—but on

further examination it will be seen to be in en-

tire accordance with if.

The reasons why injudicious and extravagant

pruning of trees is injurious is, that the roots

remain uninjured and calculated for the tree in

its full vigor. They will therefore send up a

superabundance of sap, which finding no limbs

or leaves to receive them overflows, and des-

cends down the bark, is there decomposed and

forms a black mass which we denominate "can-
ker."

But when trees are transplanted, the reverse

of Ibis takes place—the roots are exceedingly

diminished, and are not sulTicient to supply the

requisite nourishment to the plant. It is al-

most incalculable, the quantity and number of

minute fibrous roots, which are destroyed in all

trinsplantafions.

Hence there is no sort of discordance in these

opinions, as to the propriety and necessity of head-

ing down or severe pruning in cases of trans-

plantation, and the danger of doing if, when the

roots remain entire. One thought may be sug-

gested, and we believe it to be new, resulting

from this discussion, which is, that when you

prune or graft a large tree or cut off its princi-

pal limbs, it may be useful to diminish its roots

in nearly the some proportion. I am induced to

mention this, because the Green and Hot House

Gardeners are in the constant practice of dimin

ishing the roots, when they head down their

plants.

COMMENTS ON THE GENERAL MODE OF RAIS-
ING AND MANAGING FRUIT TREES OF THE
NURSERYMEN.

In the removal or transplantation of trees,

gardeners and nurserymen are generally very
careless and inattentive in taking them up, and

care not how much the roots are broken or les-

sened in number, provided they have enough
left to keep the tree alive ; the consequence is,

that although the branches left on may remain

alive, there is so great a deficiency of sap, from

the loss of roofs, that the vessels cannot be fil-

led the following spring, therefore they contract

and become inflexible, and after one or two

seasons are incapable of extension ; so that

when in the course of time the roots are re-

stored, and the sap supplied in the usual quan-

tify, if is, from being restricted in its former
course, impelled through the nearest vertical

and accommodating buds that ofiTer.

Hence it will be seen, that in almost all trees

trained in the common way, the first branches

which were trained in, and are the most hori-

zontal, are the smallest and weakest, and in con-
sequence incapable of bringing fruit to perfec-
fion; and as these occupy the best part of the
wall, the strongest and most luxuriant shoots,
by being trained erect, quickly grow out of
bounds, and are annually cut away.
Thus the strength of the tree is wasted, and

the continued ell'orts of nature to produce fruit,

in proportion to the age and capacity of the
roots, is obstructed, instead of being forwarded
and assisted.

It is this effect that induced the practice of
heading back young trees, on transplanting;

and under such circumstances it is certainly a

proper and necessary method.
Trees that are not headed back, after the usu-

il mode of transplantation, such, for instance, as

half trained and full trained trees from the nur-

serymen, are found to throw out their strongest
shoots immediately about the stem or trunk,
and notwithstanding these are removed, this

and every other attempt to force the sap into

the old brandies is vain, its nature will remain
the same ; and a vigorous bead cannot be re-

stored, but by a removal of the old branches.
This shews the impropriety of the present

practice of heading back and training trees in

the nursery ground.

As it is a general custom for those who plant

fruit to rely on the nurseryman for the produc-
tion of their plants, it becomes an object of the
greatest importance to enquire, how far their

general practice is adapted to public utility.

And I feel no hesitation in stating, that this busi-

ness is conducted upon such imperfect princi-

ples, that it is almost impossible to find one
plant in twenty that is worth transplanting.

If is obvious, that unless the original plan or

foundation be good, a perfect superstructure can-

not be i'aised.

From the deformity and disorder produced in

the nursery ground, almost all our gardens and
orchards exhibit in their frees a complete con-
trast to the beautiful simplicity and bountiful pro-
duce provided for by Nature.

Before, therefore, any thing like perfection
can be attained by the gardener, a reformation
must take place in the practice of the nursery-
men.
The first operations of the nurseryman I will

consider to be the transplanting his stocks for

engrafting and budding, and in performing this,

his only object is, that they grow and produce
some kindly luxuriant branches ; but as to how
or where, or in what manner, either these or

the roots may grow, he is perfectly indiflerent.

Whether the bud or graft produces one or more
shoots if matters not, the whole are cut offsbort,

or, as it is termed, headed back the following

winter, and such as accidentally produce four

or five branches, so placed as to be fastened, to

form a flat side, are fixed to stakes or a wall,

in the form they are usually trained; and as if

further to insure premature old age, decrepitude,

and deformity, they are afterwards several times

taken up and transplanted in the same careless

manner.

The roots are broken or cut off at random,

and generally either diminished more than one-

half, or they are doubled back and distorted,

and if there be enough left to keep the plant

alive, it is thought quite sufficient; and by these

means the appearance of blossoms and fruit

being prematurely produced, those stinted and
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deformed plants are sold as half, or full-trained

trees for four times the price of others ;
and

when sold, they are again taken up, and the

roots treated and diminished in the same care-

less manner.
Miller, Forsyth, Knight, and others, uniform-

ly direct that trees from the nursery ground be

cut down, or headed back, to two or three eyes,

the next spring after planting; and with such

plants as here described, there cannot be a bet-

ter mode of treatment, but this is evidently los-

ing time, and wasting its produce.

Whenever the roots of a tree are diminished

on transplantation, the supply of sap must be

proportionally lessened : for if the branches of

a tree, under such circumstances, are left at

full length, the sap vessels, for want of a due

quantity to distend them become bark-bound

and inflexible ; and when the roots are restor-

ed, and furnish a luxuriant quantity of sap,

this, from being obstructed in its former channels,

forms new ones through the buds that offer

the most perpendicular position, next the stem

or trunk ; and although these shoots may be

rubbed off, still they form again in the same
place, and it will be in vain to attempt sup-

porting the original branches.

A regular head cannot be formed but by a

removal of the entire old one ; and frequently

the vessels of the trunk itself become so fixed

and stubborn in the bark, and particularly in

standards, as to force the sap out into luxuriant

branches near the root.

It has often been made a question and a

subject for argument, whether it is better to

transplant from a rich to a poor soil, or the re-

verse ; but as the transplanting from a rich to a

poor soil even were the roots entire, must
cause the bark or sap-vessels to contract, for want

of the usual supply of food, and be productive of

the same consequences as curtailing the root, the

doubt is easily solved.

It may further be remarked, that however
diminutive a plant be from poverty, provided

the vessels have always been free from con-

traction, they will readily expand through all

the usual channels, and receive and regularly

dispose of every additional supply of sap, how-
ever great it may be.
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NEW VARIETIES OF FBCiT. We hope that the let-

ter from T. A. Kmicht, Esq. and the introductory re-

marks by .Mr. LowEi.i., which compose the first articles

jn this day's paper, will meet with that attention

from those who are engaged in Agriculture and Horti-

culture, which their importance demands. The exer-

tions of those gentlemen will be more highly and justly

appreciated, when it is reflected that their efforts are

entirely disinterested ;—thty can have no other mo-

tive than the consciousness of having contributed to the

welfare and enjoyment of their fellow creatures.

Farmers in general are too apt to consider fruit as a

naiere luxury, and therefore pay but little attention to

its cultivation. But, although fruit is not absolutely

tndispcnsablt to the support of human existence, it is a

very useful article, and niay be ranked among the best

gifts of Providence. Mr. Knight, in one of his publica-

tions, has well observed that " The palate, which re-

lishes fruit, is seldom pleased with strong fermented

)iquors ; and as feeble causes, continually acting, ulti-

mately produce extensive effects, the supplying the pub-

lic with fruit, at a cheap rate, would have a tendency

to operate favorably, both on the physical and moral

health of the people." This view of the subject gives

an importance to the pursuits of the orchardist, which

few seem to realize.

It is as easy to cultivate the best kinds of fruits, as those

which are of inferior quality, and the former are no

doubt more wholesome, as well as more palatable than

the latter. Besides, by introducing fruit of superior

kinds into our markets, and furnishing them in plenty

on the domestic board, we render their consumption

more common, and cause the most pleasant and most

wholesome articles of aliment to be those of most gene-

ral use. The philanthropist therefore, can in no way

better make known his good will to his species than by

using his best efforts to cause fruit to be cheap, plenti-

ful, and of an excellent quality.

ON PRESERVING ICE. We have heretofore given di-

rections relative to the construction of ice houses, and

as the season has arrived or is near at hand, in which

it will be proper to lay in a store of that article we will

offer some observations on the subject, mostly taken

from Ur. Willich's Domestic Encyclopedia.

The space between the ice-cham er, and the bank

should be filled with dry straw, or what is still better,

dry shavings* closely pressed. The ice should be col-

lected in the coldest weather ; let itfbe exposed at least

one night to the cold atmosphere after it is removed

from the water : which will reduce its temperature ma-

ny degrees if the weather is severe. When put into

the house it should be beaten small ;t and I think it

would be useful frequently to sprinkle it with a water-

ing pot whilst putting in: the mass would by that

means be rendered more compact. When the cham-

ber is filled, cover the whole with a good thickness of

straw, (or shavings, &c.) but T should suppose it would

be best to cover the ice first with plank supported by

the sides of the chamber, only leaving a door to descend

through.

In level situations, where a drain cannot be conveni-

ently dug out from the bottom of the pit, I should sup-

pose it would aitswer very well to enclose the ice by a

mound raised entirely above the surface of the earth,

through which the water may be discharged. This

perhaps would not be quite so cool a repository as if un-

der the surface of the earth ; unless t e mound was ve-

ry thick ; but I an peisuaded that the loss of ,a few de-

grees in temperature bears very little proportion to the

advantage resulting from dryness.

In Italy, where ice is much used, both as a medicine

and a diet, it is formed in the following manner. Balls

of snow are wetted, and placed one on another in the

ice house. The bottom parcel rests on logs, through

the interstices of which the dissolved water drops ; and

the whole mass is formed into a solid body of ice in the

course of the winter.

Pits for ice houses should be dug down to gravel, or

have a drain to carry off the dissolved water.

Dr. Cooper gives the following description of " ^
Portable Ice Houst,''^

" A well framed wooden box, «ix feet by 3 feet. Ano-

ther wooden box two inches larger every way. Put

* Dry tan, oak leaves, and saw dust have been

recommended for the same purpose.

t Some have given directions to break the ice into

lumps about the size of a man's head But it is not

material what is the size of the pieces provided they

are frozen dry and solid, packed close, and cold water

poured on them in cold weather till the whole coheres

in one mass.

the smaller into the larger, surrounded by charcoal i

at bottom and on the sides ; a cover to fit close ; a h

at one corner to let out the water of melted ice, wi(

cork or plug. At the first frost put in two inche

water : add to it during the winter till it be frozen

lid; cover it. Throw a blanket over the top. Pu
under a shed so as to be screened from the sun."

We have been told by a gentleman, who has 1

some experience in preserving ice, that in makii

drain to an ice house there is danger lest the apert

which lets the water out should let the air in, and ca

the ice to melt away.—That if the soil at the bott

of the ice house be gravel, sand, or other material i

loose texture, no drain will be necessary, as the es

will absorb any water which may flow from (he m
ing of the ice ; and nothing more will be needed tl

to lay on the ground, at the bottom of the ice hous

coating of dry straw, shavings, or other suitable m:

rial.

The same gentleman asserts that an ice house sho

not be kept too close, but there should be a doe

other aperture in the north part which should be

open in clear cool weather, when the wind is nortl'

ly, but closed in damp sultry weather.

[^Continued from, page 206.]

PARING AND BURNING. It is observed by Sir J.

Sinclair that " paring and burning is to be preferrei

every other method for reclaiming land, where the

will produce a proper gtianlity of ashes. It is pro

by experiment that it is much less expensive t'

clearing the land by tillage ;—produces better crops

and leaves the land in a better state for cultivatioi

But where the ground is deficient in vegetable mat

full of stones and rocks, or covered with wood, o(

means must be resorted to.

" It is scarcely possible to improve fen and
]

soils from a state of nature, to that of profitable ci

vation, without the assistance of fire. The spent:

ous growth is so worthless, that it must be destroy

and that is most readily and effectually done by pa:

and burning, operations to which these soils are p(

liarly calculated. The surface is easily pared ;—

soil is more inflammable than any other ;—and

turf can be converted into ashes at a moderate expel

" When land covered with thick tufted coarse gi

is broken up and sown, without having previously

dergoue this process, the old rubbish carries most of

moisture from the seed, and proves a harbor for gri

slugs, and other vermin. Whereas, when the turl

burnt, these enemies to cultivation are destroyed ;—

causes of sterility are removed,—and in its stead ,

fertilizing power is created, which, without the aic

this process, could not have been obtained.

" Many soils formerly cultivated have been sub

quently neglected, till their surface has become m
sy, and unproductive, or covered with a luxuriant Cl

of useless weeds or coarse herbage. In these ca

paring and burning is the proper system to render sa

land fit for vegetation. Wht never oW itcarrfj, full

matted matter are broken up, they ought always to

treated in that way. But this observation is not i

plicable to land that has lain only a few years in grai

or to any land capable of producing good crops of gri

immediately on being ploughed."

Sir John Sinclair agrees with Sir Humphrey Da
j

that sandy soils cannot be pared or burnt to advs

tage, and observes, " where the soil produces swf

herbage, and contains a just mixture of good tarth,

where the texture is already sufficitptly soluble, pari

and burning ought not to l« practised, nor ought li
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aJ will rtadily harrotii to pitces, to be subjected to

ose processes."

" A new method of" burning without fire" has lately

en discovered. This consists in substituting quick

ne for fire. The lime in its most caustic state fresh

the kiln is laid upon the vegetable surface to be

d ; and before it is weakened by exposure to

air, a quantity of water, just sufficient to put it in

werful action is applied. This process unites the

vantages of burning and liming ; and is probably

.iiest and cheapest mode of fertilizing soils which

wrabound with vegetable matt -r, and for which

would prove a suitable manure."

—

Deane'^s JV. K.

(To be continued.)

ilr. Webster, we are happy to learn, (says the Provi-

ice American) has prepared for the press his late

iterly Speech on the Greek Question, and it was to

been published at the office of the Columbian
in a pamphlet form, in the course of the last week.

rise Poem.— ^rr. Charles Sprague, of Boston, is the
cessful competitor for the |100 prize, offered by the

.;rs of the Boston Theatre for the best poetical

tion, to be recited at the Jubilee to the celebrat-
bakeipeare. This is the third time in which Mr.
ue has been successful in similar competitions.

—

rty-three poems were offered, some of which are

to be very meritorious.

mil Pox.—\o new case has appeared in this town
our last paper. Several persons, who have been
inated for the Hne pock., were exposed, but non."

lem appear to have caught the disease.

Lexington no new case of the small pox has oc-

ed for more than two weeks.

—

Concord paper.

.—In Savannah, Jan. 19, seventeen stores, &c.
destroyed by tire. Loss estimated at $75,000. In

imbia, S. C. Jan. 14, property was destroyed by
the amount of $'2000. In New-York, two dry

stores situated in Pearl Street were destroyed
$26,000.

FOREIGN.
otters and papers have been received from Smyrna
e 22d November. By these it appears that the
campaign of the Turks had proved unsuccessful.
citadel of Corinth has surrendered to the Greeks,
the Turkish prisoners had arrived at .\sia Minor.

—

Greeks bad also captured a Turkish corvette, sev-
brigs, a schooner, and some Transports. On the
• hand it is stated that the Greeks had suffered a

y loss in the Island of Candia, by a sortie of the
garrison of Canse, said to be from 2,500 to

• ; with the capture of five villages, and from 2 to

prisoners. The victory, however, is denied by
ireek papers, which state that the Greeks re-unit-

1 the mountains, and compelled the Turks to retreat
eir retrenchments with loss.

CONGRESSIONAL.
Se.vate—Friday, Jan. 23. The bill authoriz-

ie building of ten Sloops of War, for the naval
ce of the U. S. was discussed in Committee of the
le.

Lloyd, of Mass. read a letter from the Secretary
46 Navy on the economy and convenience of this

of vessels. He remarked that not more than live

cof them would be built the present year if the
assed ; that not more than 4, or 500,000 dollars

Id be wanted within the year, and that economy
ilding them would be promoted by this delay, as

imber would be purchased, and time allowed for

easou. The bill was postponed to Tuesday,
nday, Jan. 26. A bill for the better securing the
mtability of public officers was reported by Mr.
es, of Maine.
e resolution for authorizing the President to send
lie vessel to convey the Marquis De La Fayette
s country passed unanimously.
esolution providing for the biennial election of olH-
f the Senate passed, after debate.
esday, Jan. 27. A communication was received

•the Secretary of the State, in conformi'iv to a reso-

m'
°'^*'^® Senate, passed the 1st of March last, con-

tJlig a list of the Factories in eaeh state employed

in manufacturing, for sale, such articles as would be li-

able to duties if imported from foreign countries, &c.
The bill to abolish imprisonment for debt was made

the order of the day for Friday.

Wednesday, Jan. 28. The bill to authorize an addi-

tional number of sloops of War was discussed in Com-
mittee of the whole. Mr. Lloyd, of Mass. Mr. Chan-
dler, Mr. Smith and Mr. Parrott oflercd their sentiments,

and it was made the order of the day for Friday next.

The bill better to secure the accountability of pub-
lic officers was considered, and made the order of the

day for Friday next.

I'he bill for the final adjustment of Land Claims in

Missouri and Arkansas, derived from the governments
of France and Spain, passed. Yeas 21, Nays 14.

Thursday, Jan. 29. The resolution, which provides

that no person shall be eligible to the Presidency for

more than eight years, after debate passed to be en-

grossed.

Hous*:.—Friday, Jan. 23. This day was principally

occupied with the Greek question. Mr. Cuthbert of

Geo. spoke in opposition to Mr. Webster's resolution.

Mr. Clay supported the resolution in an energetic, elo-

quent, and argumentative speech.

Saturday, Jan. 24. After attending to the ordinary

business of the day, the House in Committee took up
the Greek question. Mr. Randolph opened the debate

in opposition to Mr. Webster's resolution, with an elo-

quent speech. Mr. Webster spoke in reply. Both these

orators exhibited those powers, which have rendered

them so deservedly celebrated.

Monday, Jan. 26. After attending to local and pri-

vate business the Greek Cause was again introduced,

and Mr. Smyth, of Virginia, made a long and elaborate

speech against the resolution in favor of the Greeks.

Mr. Rich of V^ermont, suggested io the Committee
whether, considering the diversity of opinion which
'xisted, it would not be advisable to rise without tak-

ing any question whatever on the subject. He then

moved that the Committee rise, and his motion i^as

carried. By this measure, the Greek question was dis-

j'osed of. probably for this session.

Thursday, Jan. 29. On motion of Mr. Webster, the

Post Office Committee was instructed to inquire into

the expf-diency of providing by law that the publishers

of newspapers, and other periodical journals, may he

allowed, in transmitting such newspapers or journals

by mail, to accompany them with bills or memoran-
dums of account, on such conditions and for such addi-

tional rates of postage as may be thought proper.

The House concurred with the Senate in the resolu-

tion for sending a national ship to bring the Marquis

De La Fayette to the United States.

MASSACHUSETTS LEGISLATURE.
Senate.—Jan. 28. Five bills for incorporating In-

surance Companies passed to be engrossed; and'a bill

establishing limited Copartnership.

A resolve passed to fix the number of the Judges of

the Supreme Judicial Court at four. The Hon. Mr.

Keyes gave notice that he should move for a reconside-

ration of the vote. The remainder of the day was
spent in attending to private and local business.

Thursday, Jan. 29. A bill respecting Public Wor-
ship and Religious JVeedom passed to be engrossed.

A Committee was appointed to inquire into the va-

lue of the reversionary interest of the Commonwealth
in the several bridges over Charles River, South Boston

Bridge, Chelsea and Maiden Bridges, and to inquire in-

to the expediency of selling said interest in any or all

of them, or releasing them to the respective Corpora-

tions, on certain conditions.

Friday, Jan. 30. The Governor, by Message, com-
municated a resolve of the General Assembly of Geor-
gia, proposing as an amendment of the Constitution of

the United States, that "No part of the Constitution

ought to be construed or shall be construed, to author-

ize the importation or ingress of any person of color into

any one of the U. S. contrary to the laws of such State."

Saturday, Jan. 31. A Report of the Joint Commit-
tee on the subject of the Massachusetts Claim was re-

ceived, and ordered to be printed.

Monday, Feb. 2. A Committee was appointed to re-

port on the expediency of repealing the law to restrain

the issuing certain printed Promissory Notes.

The Governor, by Message communicated the pro-

ceedings of the Legislature of Alabama in favor of An-
drew Jackson, as President.

Tuesday, Fib. .'!. 'Hie bill to repeal the law, esta-

blishing the salaries of the Supreme Judicial Couitwas
rejected. Yeas 8, Nays 25.

HoBSE.—Wednesday, Jan. 28. An additional bill

for punishing Rogues and Vagabonds was read twice.

A Committee was appointed to report on the expe-
diency of authorizing femmes coverts with the guardians
of their husbands, in the sale of Ileal Estate held in right

of the wife, and to release their dower in certain cases.

Thursday, Jan. 29. The petition of the town of

Chelmsford, praying for a law to provide for the annual
vaccination of the inhabitants of every town was refer-

red to the Committee on Vaccination.

The proceedings for several of the succeeding days
were mostly of a private and local nature.

Tuesday, Feb. 3. The House in Committee of the

whole, voted to recommend a non-concurrence with the

Senate in giving leave to the Amherst Institution to

bring in their bill for a Charter. Yeas 108, Nays 91.

Erratum.— In our paper of the 24th ult. page 206,

2d line from the top, an awkward error escaped our no-

tice till too late Io correct it in that paper, or the next

succeeding one. Instead of" might to original vialtcr,''''

it should be mile of original mailer.

WANTED to purchase twenty or thirty full blood

Merino Kwes. Address, or apply to Daniel
Wild, Broker, Exchange Street, Boston. Feb. 7.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c

[Revised and corrected every Friday.

APPLES, good, to best,

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, while,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo, No 1, . ...
" No 2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual. new
" 2d qual.

CHEESE, new milk ....
skimed milk, . .

FLAX ..:......
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee,
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, BoneMiddlings new, .

FORK,navy, mess.
Cargo, No 1, . . .

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION- MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAL
MUTTON and LAMB, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, best . . .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye,

Indian,

POTATOES, ....
CIDER, liquor, new ....
HAY ,according to quality,
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BI BERNARD BARTON.

The flnwret's bloom is faded,

Its glossy leaf grown sere
;

The landscape round is shaded
Z-- By winter's frown austere.

The dew, once sparkling lightly

On grass of freshet green.

In heavier drops unsightly,

On matted weeds is seen.

No songs of joy to gladden.

From leafy woods emerge
;

But winds, in tones that sadden.

Breathe Nature's mournful dirge.

All sights and sounds appealing,

Through merely outward sense,

To joyful thought and feeling.

Seem now departed hence.

But not, with such, is banish'd

The bliss that life can lend
;

Nor with such things hath vanish'd
Its truest, noblest end I

The toys that charm and leave us.

Are fancy's fleeting elves
;

All that should glad or grieve us

Exists within ourselves I

Enjoyment's genuine essence

Is virtue's godlike dower;
Its most triumphant presence

Illumes the darkest hour.

MISCELLANY.

COMETS.
The following remarks are extracted from an English

work. 'lh(y n-Ar to some observations which had
been made by Dr. Hcrschel on the Comet of 1811.

[Proxidrncc &'o~e/(£.

The Comet of 1807, in its approach lo (he
sun advanced within sixty one millions of miles
of it, iind its tiiil, when lonjjrst, covered an ex-
tent of nine millions of miles. The lale Com-
et, in its perihelion did not [lass so near the sun
by about thirty six millions of miles, heino- a-
bout two thirds only of the closest approxi'ma-
tion of the preceding, and nevertheless acquir-
ed a tail of upwards of a hundred of millions of
miles. Blay we not then conclude, as he sug-
gests, that the consolidation of the comet of
1807, when it reached its perihelion, had alrea-
dy been carried to a much greater degree of
density than that of the last comet, by some
former approach to our sun, or some similarly
constructed celestial bodies, such as we have
reason to believe the fixed stars to be ? And
that comets may pass round other suns than ours,
IS rendered probable from our not knowing-
with certainty as yet, the return of more tha^n
one comet among the great number that have
been observed ?

Deguignes enumerates two or three hundred
comets mentioned by Chinese writers. Doubts
however, have since been thrown upon the au-
thorities relerred to.

Extensive as are orbits of comets, from their
eccentricity they have sometimes approachedmuch nearer to the sun than any of the'^pla.^ts
ior the comet oi 1680 when at its perihelion^as at the distance of only one-sixth of the sun'

diameter from its surface. Yet from the very
inconsiderable density of their enormous tails,

and even of the greater part of the nucleus it-

self, should if ever happen to a planet, of which
there is but very little probability, to fall exact-

ly in the way of a comet, it is supposed that the

inconvenience snflTered by the inhabitants of the

planet might be msrely temporary and local :

the chances are however, much greater, that a

comet might interfere in such a manner with a

planet, as to deflect it a little from its course,

and retire again without coming actually into a

contact with it.

Nearly 500 comets are recorded to have
been seen at different times, and the orbits of

about a hundred have been correctly ascertained

:

hut we have no opportunity of observing a suf-

ficient portion of the orbit of any comet, to

determine with accuracy the whole of its form
as an ellipsis, since the part which is within

the limits of our observation does not sensibly

differ from the parabola, which would be the

result of an ellipsis prolonging without end.

Two comets at least, or perhaps, three, have
been recognized in their return,—A comet
appeared in 1770, which Prosperin suspected
to move in an orbit materiallv different from a

parabola ; Mr. Lexell determined its period to

be 5 years and 7 months, and its extreme dis-

tances to be between the orbits of Jupiter and
of Mercury; but it does not appear that any
subsequent observations have confirmed his the-

ory.

CHRYSTALLIZATION OF WATER.
The chrystallization of water under the form

of those night frosts which so much prevail dur-
ing the early spring, and which are of such im-
portant service in assisting the operations of
agriculture, by rendering" the surface of the
earth mellow, and better susceptible of the ma-
nure that is necessary to it, are greatly assisted
and in many cases entirely brought about bv
the intervention of moonlight. It is well known,
that, under certain circumstances, water will
sink to the temperature of 22 degrees before
it freezes, or takes the form ofchrystals. Indeed
it will invariably do so in the absence of any
mechanical agitation, and in the absence oflight.
It is an unquestionable fact, but one which
has not been observed generally, or attended
to, that during that period of the year which
has been alluded to, and indeed other periods,
before the moon rises on a still clear night,
when the atmosphere is at a lower temperature
than 32, the water remains in a liquid state.
but immediately on the moon rising, and diffus-
ing its light around, the water freezes, and per-
forms the salutary offices required of it, without
subjecting us to the severity of a low tempera-
ture.

—

Gurnetfi Lectures on Chemistry.

Suffocation of Infants.—Infant children are too
frequently exposed to risks of suffocation, from
the imprudent covering of their mouths by
their nurses. The accession of air to theiV
lungs is thus prevented, and death ensues

; for
every animal destroys the air it breathes, and
an infant requires (he circidaiion of at least a
gallon of air a minute. Deprived of this circu-
ladon, (he air in the lungs loses its elasticity,
the action of those primary (ugans is stopped;
audit is in vain that the little victim gasps un-
seen, till death puts an end to its suftering. At

a riper age, when the frame is endued w
more strength, and a consciousness of the ca
of suffering is entertained, the struggles of c
dren to escape from sullocation by means
cloths thrown over their faces, may be comn-
ly observed, and should be received as lessi

It is but a little time since a poor woman w;
ing, in a storm of wind, between Hunsdon ;

Ware, sheltered her infant so effectually v

her cloak, that melancholy to tell, on her ar
al at the end of her journey, the child, wh
she had .fancied asleep was dead.

—

Lon. par
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APHORISMS.
Ptiches.—A competency is truly desira

and should diligently be sought for. But gr
riches cause great care, and those who
" careful about many things," may endure,
cannot enjoy their existence.

Temperance in Labor and Study.—A man i

be too ardent even in laudable pursuits,

depriving himself ol rest and refreshment
lays a foundation for years of languor and

f

The laborious student should recollect that n

tal excellence cannot exist after the constitu
is destroyed by mental exertion.

The valve of Praise.—Praise is to he estii

ed according to the source from which if oi

nates. It may be flattery of fools, atid the
clamations of the vicious, and if so it if

much to he deprecated as the censure of
wise and virtuous.

Useful Learning.—Human intellect has
bounds, and no one man can lake an accu
"urvey of the whole field of science. A ch
iheti should be made of such objects of insi

lion as are most likely to fit the pupil foi

part which he will probably be called to ai

life. Agesilaus being asked what chile'

-hould learn, replied, " What may be of ufr

them when grown up to be men."

ANECDOTE.
An unfortunate man, who had never di

water enough to warrant the disease, wa;
duced (o such a state by dropsy, that consi

lion of the physicians was held upon his c

They decided that tapping was indispensa
and the poor patient was induced to subm'
the operation, notwithstanding the entreafie
his son, a boy of seven years old. " Oh, p;

papa ! do not let them tap you !" screamed
urchin in an agony of fear, "do any thing,

,

do not let them tap you!" "Why my deU
<aid the parent, " it will do me good, and If
live long in health to make you happy." <^:

lather, no, you will not; there never waij
thing tapped in our house that lasted morfft'
a week." ':

TERMS OF THE FARMER^
0:5= Published every Saturday, at Three Da

per annum, payable at the end of (he year—buH
who pay within sixty days[rom the time of subs

will be entitled to a di duction of Fifty CEMTsi^
OirJio paper will be discontinued (unless

discretion of the publisher,) until arrear.iges »

JOB PRINTING
At short notice and fair prices,, at the Farmer Mil
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F.MARKS ON SEVERAL SUBJECTS RELATING
TO RURAL ECONOMY.
[Continuedfrom page J 18.]

O.N" THE I'SE OK LIME IN GJRUENl.NG.

7. Land which has been ione; cultivated, is,

inerallv, said not to he good for turnips, aixl

the common way of culture is not. Tlic

mips will, indeed si^row, without lime, to con-

derabhj size, but they will be spongy and al-

injured by worms. This I have found inva-

ably the case in my garden, for six years

isl. I could raise them in line crops, after

her growths were removed, as I have men-
)ned in another communication, yet they were
t good for tlie table. But with the use of

ne, the last season, I succeeded in raising

em over the greater part of my garden in a

ry tine state, and in quantity sufficient, I should

ink, to pay for all the manure I have used

ring the year, with no other labor than sow-

f
and hoeing them once.—And all after one
two crops had been procured. That it was
i lime that preserved them from the worms,
d also from being spongy, is fully evident

»m this, that in some small parts of the gar-

q I did not use lime, and in those parts the

mips were defective as usual.

Seeds. This is a subject ofmuch greater im-
•tance than is usually supposed. 1 will advert
the age ofseeds when they should be used. Do
Olistake in supposing that it is gener:illy

ought the newer the seed the better? When
> produce is looked for under ground this

y be true. Also when it is to be in leaves

I vines. Brt when in things produced upon
es, as peas, beans, cucumbers, &.c. the seed

• uld not ordinarily be used till it is two vears

. If it were twice that age it would be
lie the worse, except, in planting, a little

I re seed should be required. Trial and ob-

« vation will afford proof of the justness of

I se remarks.

EMARKS BY THE EDITOR. We agree with ourcor-

r 'oij dent iu opinion that the subject he has adverted

ti o( great importance ; and we think it has not receiv-

' ' t attention from farmers and gardeners, which it

erits. Dr. Darwin in his work entitled " Phy-

, ays, " Gardeners in general prefer new seeds

r their principal crops, as they are believed to

(> sooner, and with greater certainty, and to

; H e luxuriantly." *' But peas and beans of a

/' Mr. Marshall observes "are by some pre-

> new as not so likely to run to straw. And
CIS and melons are best to be several years old,

to their shooting less vigorously, and thence

.•miijg more fruitful. But this principle is carried

far by some gardeners, who say these seeds cannot

too old, and will allow ten years to be within

ads ; three for cucumbers, and four for melons, how-
', is age enough.

As to the age of seeds at which they may be sown,

uncertain, and depends much on how they are

t; those of cucumbers and melons are good a long

I:,

because very carefully preserved.

Peas and beans will germinate very well at seven

rs of age ; but the seeds of lettuces and kidney

beans, and some others, arc not to be depended upon
, lars, on a crop of Indian Corn, of one hwuiriJ

afler a year or two; and, generally speaking, i\\a\ and twelve bushels and J-fO /)cc/;s, CM one acre oi

smaller seeds are of the least duration."

—

Marshall on\^TO\im\. The soil of this acre is a gravelK
Gardening.

, loam ; the year previous it was well inaimred,
If it be true, (as our correspondent says it " may i and two crops fakoii from it, one of bay, and

the olherof round turnips. Last Spring, Iwcntv-
scven loads of good composi manure wcio pu'

be") that new seeds are best " when the produce is

looked for under ground," or " when it is to be in

leaves and vinos," the fact is of great Umporfancc.

—

Nor is the other assertion less worthy of notice that old

seed is best" for things produced %i.pon vines, &c. We
hope that farmers and gardeners will turn their atten-

tion to this subject, and by accurate and repeated cx-

perijncnts ascertain at what age the most important

seeds, which are used in farming and gardening should

be sown in order to produce the most valuable crop.

9. Glass Lamps. The shape of these is of
sreat importance inasmuch as beauty and utility

happen here to coincide, which is not always
the case. The lamp should be oblate, not
globular or oblong as they are generally to be
found. The opening at the top should be as

small as convenience will allow. One pipe on-
ly for a wick, and a little higher than usual.

—

And if there is any fluting, it should be confin-

ed to the under part of the lamp. And the
lamps should never be very long. The pari

designed to be lighted should be trimmed in the
shape of a cone, and oil the excrescence above
the tube carefully taken off every day. A lamp
of this shape, and thus trimmed will give as

much light as lamps of the more common shape,
with one third less oil, and will have a much
more bright and lively appearance. And the
light, as it is produced in great measure by re-
flections, will be more uniform, and, so to speak,
more mellow. This is no speculation, but the
result of more than three year's experience, at-

tended with the most careful observation, and
with several lamps. I have one now in use of
the right shape, which gives sufficient light for

any common family purpose, reading or sewir^
with a consumption of oil not greater, for the
time, than is expended by a common taper, as

has been shown by actual measurement. The
truth of these observations will be readily per-
ceived by those who have any considerable
knowledge of the laws of light and shade. And
those who have not will find the most satisfacto-

ry proof in the lesult, which will attend the
trial.

In choosing a glass lamp have regard to the
foregoing observations; but whatever shape
you prefer, be sure to obtain those of small
tops, and always with single pipes. If more
lights than one are wanted it is better to use
two lamps. A lamp of the shape recommend-
ed and prepared as above will, with one wick,
give more light than those in the usual shape
with two wicks.

RHODE-ISLAND SOCIETY
For the Encouragement of Domestic Industry.

At an adjourned quarterly meeting of the Standing
Committee of said Society, holden at Fawtuxet, on
the 3d inst. the Committee on Agricultural Products
submitted the following report :

Dr. Charles Elbkidge, of East-Greenwich,

on it, and the land was twice ploughed; on Uic
201h of May it was furrowed, north and south,
three feet apart

; the coin whs planted twelve
inches apart, in the furrow, from two to three
grains in a bill ; it had li.o ploughings, with a

horse plough, and two hoeiiigs. After the first

hoeing, thirteen barrels (ff Menhaden fish were
put on fourteen rows of corn, which made a
great improvement in the growth. The ex-
pense of cultivation, placing hall' the value of
the manure to the growing cro[), is staled at

twenty-five dollars and eighty cent.».

Mr. Nathaniel Cook, of Cumberland, is enti-
tled to the Society's premium of eight dollars,

on a crop of /n</ian Corn of one hundred and fixe
bushels on one acre of ground. The soil on
which this grew was naturally good, and has
been watered about twenty years. It was plant-
ed wilh corn, last year, and about forty loads of
manure put on it. It was planted this season
about the middle of May. The ground was
jiloughed twice, mid then furrowed about seven
feet apart. These furrows were tilled wilh sta-

ble manure, and consumed about twenlv-two
loads. A furrow was turned from each side ou
to I he mai..,re. There were shewed in these
last furrows, aiiout tweiity-(wo lonrls of mailure
made of mud, which had been yaidcii uf.o„
about four months. The corn was planted in

these last furrows, about eight or ten inches
apart. It was ploughed twice and hoed three
times. The seed was a large white corn, har-

vested about the middle of October, and the ex-
pense of the cultivation about thirty dollars.

Thomas Fry, Esq. of East-Greenwich, is enti-

tled to the Society's premium of twenty dollars,

on a crop of Indian Corn, of three hundred and
ninety-nine bushels and twenty-nine quarts, on four
acres of ground; which is within a fraction of
one hundred bushels to the acre.—This land is

a strong loam, was mown the past year, and
cut about a ton of hay to the acre.— It was
ploughed about the middle ofMay—one hundred
loads ofcompost manure were carted and spread
on the ground after ploughing.—About half the
ground was harrowed with an ox harrow, then
furrowed with a plough about three feet apart,

and two grains of corn dropped, once in from
nine to twelve inches. It was planted on the
Iwo last days of May, and was hoed twice. At
'he first hoeing it was harrowed twice in a row,
wilh a horse harrow, and, at the second hoeing,
was ploughed twice in rows, deep enough to

turn up the sward. The expense of cultivation,
mcluding half the value of the manure, was
eighty-four dollars and seventeen cents. One
ere of the above was measured separately, and
produced 133 bushels.

Mr. Stephen Greene, ,Jun. of East-Greenwich,
has raised this season on one acre of ground,

isent^tirr; V, '^'^^''J'f\
*" J^^ast-ureenwich, ^•,., hundred and seventy bushels of carrots, twenty-

is entitled to the Society's premium often dol- si. bushels of onions,from five to seven hundred iL
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of winter squashes, fifty-one cabbages, a cart body of

water melons, and a quantity of radishes.

This was not originally inteniled for a premi-

um crop, and is not brout;ht strictly within our

regulations. As there is, however, no compe-

tition, as the quantity of carrots approaches

nearly to our limit, and as the whole produce

exceeds lioth in bulk and value what we require,

^he Committee recommend that the premium
of tifteen dollars be awarded to Mr. Greene.

The soil on which this crop grew is a gravelly

loam, and was planted the past year with pota-

toes.—Twenty tons of slaughter-house manure

were plougiied in. It was then bushed and

ridged with a horse plough for |)lanting. The
lows were from eighteen inches to two feet

apart.—The seed was sown in the row and

thinned. It was hoed four times, and the ex-

pense of cultivation is estimated at thirty-seven

dollars.

No claims have been offered for any premium
on potatoes, mangel wurtzel, barley, a new spe-

cies of grass or flax.

The general culture of the po/d/oe has afford-

ed, at a cheap rate, an ample supply for the de-

mand ; still it would be creditable to this Socie-

ty and to the .State, that some experiment in the

culture of this indispensable vegetable should

be conducted in a manner to equal our suc-

cess in Indian corn.

Captain Jonathan Andrews, of East-Green-

wich, has raised this year on one fourth of an

acre of ground, two hundred busltels of mangel

icurlzcl.

It is regretted that proper measures were
not taken to render this a premium crop. Near-
ly one thousand bushels of this valuable root

have been raised to the acre in Massachusetts.
'X'no lonves, which may be plucked often, are
lelVeshing and nourishing to hogs. The root

itself affords a valuable succulent food for milch
cows, at the season when our pastures usually

fail, and must be valuable winter food for cattle.

A chemical analysis exhibits a greater propor-
tion of nutriment in the beet, of which the
inangel wurtzel is a species, than in the carrot.

Allowing the carrot to possess equal or greater
value, the mangel wurtzel, where labor is scarce
and dear, has evidently the advantage in field

culture.

Barley has been for some years extensively
attacked by a tly, and has become in many
parts of the State, a hopeless crop.

Millet, which had not hitherto been much
cultivated in this State, has attracted considera-
ble attention, during the present year. It is

.stated that this article will produce, under favo-

rable circumstances, three tons of good fodder
to the acre, and a quantity of grain equal to an in-

ferior crop of corn. The grain, except as a

substitute for buck-wheat, is not used as food
for man, but is said to be valuable lor poultry
and hogs. If further experiments should con-
lirm the present favorable impressions, millet
must become an useful accession to our crops.
Having the quality of a hay crop, it saves one
year in the conversion of arable to grass land.
It is hoped that the successful experiments
which have been exhibited to your committee,
tho' not numerous, may l)e the means of bring-
ing the strong motive of private interest to aid
our scheme of general improvement. We may

reasonably expect, that every year will increase!

the mass of produce, which is thrown from the

interior on the markets of the sea coast, and

that every effort of ingenuity and industry

must be employed, to enable us to sustain the

competition. We must not only abandon the

wasteful system of foddering out, and place in

requisition all our resources for manure, but,

by increasing the quantity of produce on a giv-

en portion of ground, we must effect the only

favorable change, of which the rate of labor

seems immediately susceptible.

To plant Indian Corn, extensively, with little

or no manure, to hoe in a succeeding crop of

rye, to leave the land with little or no seed,

and then to expect a rapid restoration of fertil-

ity, is asking from nature what the God of na-

ture seems to declare that man shall not possess,

without exertion. The Being who created

such variegated materinls of fertility, without

doubt intended them for judicious application.

All the cultivated portion of the earth labors,

and like an animal, needs food and rest. The
effect of this food, and of the rest which is de-

rived from a protecting foliage, is not limited

to a single effort. It exists through a variety of

operations, and resolves itself into an union of

beauty and utility, which delights, equally, the

eye and the mind.

SA.MUEL KING, For the Committee.

Pawtuxet., December 17, 1823.
\R. I. American.

We have received, by the kiudneas of a friend, a pam-

phlet, containing an Address delivered by Rev. He-

man Humphrey, D. D., at his Inauguration to the

Presidency of the Collegiate Institution, in Amherst,

Mass. from which the following is extracted. We,

would with much pleasure have republished the

whole Address which has much merit ; but the great-

er part is foreign to the principal objects of our paper,

and has, moreover, been extensively circulated not

only in pamphlets, but in newspapers.

" In treating of education, we may advantage-

ously divide the subject, into three great branch-

es of physical, intellectual and moral improve-

ment. Under these heads, we shall include

all that is requisite to form a sound and healthy

body, a vigorous and well stored mind, and a

good heart. If the first of these, or what I

choose to call the physical part of education,

has not been wholly overlooked, (as it certainly

has not,) in the most popular systems, still, it

may well be questioned whether it has yet re-

cieved that degree of attention, which its im-

mense importance demands.
" Such, in our present condition, is the mysteri-

ous connexion between body and mind, that the

one cannot act, except on a very limited scale,

without the assistance of the other. The im-

mortal agent must have an "earthly house" to

dwell in ; and it is essential to vigorous and

healthful mental operations, that this house

should be well built, and that it should be kept in

good repair. Now, it is the province of phy.^-

ical educaton, to erect thehuilding, and in car-

rying it up, to have special reference to its firm-

ness and durability ; so that the unseen tenant,

who is sent down to occupy it, may enjoy every

convenience, and be enabled to work to the very

best advantage.
" That is undoubtedly the wisest and best re-

gimen, which takes the infant from the cradle,

and conducts him along through childhood an
youth, up to high maturity, in such a manne
as to give strength to his arm, swiftness to b
feet, solidity and amplitude to his muscles, syn
metry to his frame and expansion to all his v

tal energies. It is obviou.s, that this branch (

education, comprehends not only food and clotl

ing; but air, exercise, lodging, early risin;

and whatever else is requisite to the full devi

lopement of the physical constitution.

" If, then, you would see the son of your pra;

ers and hopes, blooming with health, and rejoit

ing daily in the lull and sparkling tide ofyouti

ful buoyancy : if you wish him to be stroD

and athletic and careless of fatigue ; if yo
would lit him for hard labor and sale exposui

to winter and summer ; or ifyou would prepai

him to sit down twelve hours in a day with Ei

did, Enfield and Newton, and still preserve h

health, you must lay tiie foundation accordiDj

ly. You must begin ivith him early, you mu;

teach him self-denial, and, gradually subject hii

to such hardships, as will help to consolidal

his frame and give increasing energy to a

his physical powers. His diet must be simpli

his apparel must not be too warm, nor his be

too soft. As good soil is commonly so muc
cheaper and better for children than medicipi

beware of too much restriction in the managi

raentofyour darling boy. Let him in choosiw

his play, follow the suggestions of nature.

" Be not discomposed at the sight of his sat

hills in the road, his snow forts in February, an

his mud-dams in April ; nor when you chanc

to look out in the midst of an August showe
and see him wading and sailing and sportio

along with the water fowl. If you would mat

him hardy and fearless, let him go abroad ; i

often as he pleases, in his early boyhood, at

amuse himself by the hour together, in smoot,
|

ing and twirling the hoary locks of winter. I I

stead of keeping hira shut up all day with
|

stove, and graduating his sleeping room 1

Fahrenheit, let him face the keen edge of tl

north wind, when the mercury is below cyphe
and instead of minding a little shivering ar

complaining" when he returns, cheer up his spi

its and send him out again. In this way, yo
|

will teach him that he was not born to live ij

the nursery, nor to brood over the kitche
j

fire ; but to range abroad as free as the sdo

and the air, and to gain ivarmth from exe

cise. I love and admire the youth, who tun

not back from the howling wintry blast, nc

withers under the blaze of summer; who ne\

er magnifies " mole-hills into mountains," bi

whose daring eye, exulting, scales the eagle

airy crag, and who is ready to undertake an

thing that is prudent and lawful, within tb

range of possibility.

"Who would think of planting the mouDtai

o.ik in a green house, or of rearing the ceda

of Lebanon in a lady's flower pot? Who doe

not know that in order to attain their might

strength and majestic forms, they must freSl.

enjoy the rain and the sunshine, and must fee

the rocking of the tempest? Who would thiDl|

of raising up a band of Indian warriors', upoij

cakes and jellies and beds of down, and ami

all the luxuries and ease of wealth and carelu

ness. The attempt would be highly preposterou'

not to say utterly ridiculous. Very different iatii

course which nature points out. It is the plai

and scanty fare of these sons of the forest, theii
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lard and cold lodging, their long marches and

astings, and their constant exposure to all the

ardships of the wilderness, which give them
uch Herculean limbs and stature; such pro-

igious might in the deadi)' fray, and such

wiftness ot foot in pursuing the vanquished.

1 am far, however, from sa^'ing that such

aining, would ensure to every child the arm of

chilles, or the courage of Logan, or the con-

titulion and daring of Martin Luliier—Some
fould doubdess sink under a vigorous early

isciplinc ; but not near so many, as is gcneral-

y supposed. The truth is, there is a mistaken

nderness wliich daily interferes with (he heHlth

iving economy of heaven. Too many parents,

istead of building upon the foundation which
od has laid, first subvert that foundation by mis-

laced indulgcncies, and then vainly attempt to

uild among the ruins. They cross and perplex
ature so much, in her efforts to make their

hildren strong and healthj', that she at length

afuses to do any thing, and the doating,

nrents are lett to patch up the shattered

id puny constitution as well as they can,

ith tonics and essences. In this way, not

few young men of good talents, are ren-

red physically incapable of pursuing their

lUdies to any advantage. They can never
ar the fatigue of close ond long continued ap-

ication. The mind would gladly work, but

e earthly tabernacle is so extremely frail,

at every vigorous effort shakes it to the foun-

»tion. It is like setting up the machinery of a

irnace, in a mere shed, without studs or bra-

s—or like attempting to raise the steam for

large ship, in a tin boiler. Whatever talents

<youth may possess, he can jBccomplish but

tie in the way of study, without a good con-

tution to sustain his mental efforts ; and
ch a constitution is not a blessing to be enjoy-
I of course. Like almost every other gift of

laven, it is to be obtained by human provi-

nce, and in the use of means adapted to the

d. How many who begin well, ultimately

il of eminence and usefulness, through exces-

re tenderness, and for want of skill and care

their early physical education, it is impossi-

s to say ; but that many a young man is doom-
to lingering imbecility, or to a premature

tave by this kind of mismanagement; and
«t the subject on which I have hazarded the

iregoing remarks, is intimately connected with,

vital interests of the church and the slate,

'11 not, I think be questioned.
" One thing more, I deem it important to say,

fore I dismiss the ])resent topic. The finest

nstitution, the growth of many years, may be
ined in a few months. However good the

lalth of a student may be when he enters col-

e it requires much care and pains to pre-

Tve it ; and there is a very common mistake
to the real cause why so many fail. Hard

idy has all the credit ol undermining many a

nstitution, which would have sustained twice
much application and without injury too, by
rly rising and walking, and by keeping up a

ily acquaintance with the saw and the axe.

—

orthless in themselves, then, as are the ele-

2nts which compose this mortal frame, so es-

otial are its healthful energies to the opera-
ins of mind, that so long as the body and soul

main united, too much care can hardly be be-

)wed upon the former for the sake of the lat-

I
hilerestiiig Calculatioti.—Supposing the earth

I
to be peopled wi(h one IhoiKsand millions of in-

;
habitants, and allowing 33 years for a genera-

I

tion, the deaths of each age amount to 30,000,-

jOOO; of each day to 82,000, and of each hour
to 3446. But as the number of deaths to Jhe

number of births is as 10 to li?, there are

born yearly 3G,t)00,000 ; daily, 93,030; and

, hourly, 4109. Keckoning only three genera-

j
lions to a century, and supposing the world

j

has existed 5720 years, there have been only

172 generations from the creation— 125 since

the Deluge, and 55 since the Christian aera.

j

Out of every 1000 there die annually 30; and
the number of inhabitants of every city and

I
country is renewed every thirty years. Of

I

200 children, one dies in the birth ; but more
than one third of the births die within (wo
years of age. The births are more numerous
than the deaths, in any given place ; and the

proportion of the births of male and female
are not in wide proportion, not an uncertain ac-

cidental number, but nearly equal. Major
Grant's table formed about 150 years ago, slat

ed, for the bills of mortality, 15 males to 18 fe-

males; whence he justly inferred, that the

Christian religion, prohibiting poligamy, is more
agreeable to the law of nature than Mahome-
danism, and all other persuasions that allow it.

The majority of males is a wise dispensation

to provide for their dangers and losses by wars
sea voyages, excess of labor, &.c.

From tlie American Farmer.

REMARKABLE MANGEL VVURTZEL.
Nolteu-ny Court House, Jan. 12, 1824.

Dear Sir,—At a stated fall meeting of the Ag-
ricultural Society of Nottoway County, Virginia,
Dr. Archibald A. Campbell, exhibited Ivvelve

mangel wurtzels, grown in his garden; the size
of them were so far beyond any thing of the kind
I have ever seen before, 1 was induced to weigh
then; they weighed 152 lbs. averaging 16 3-4
each the largest of them weighed 16 2-3 ; one
of them measured 30 inches in length ; they are
of (he mottled kind, and grow more out of the
ground than any I have ever seen : from the
well known properties of the mangel wurtzel, I

am induced (o believe they are far preferable
(o the common turnip or the rutabaga, whether
as a food for cows or hogs they are eaten wilh
avidity by both.

1 am, sir, with respect, your's, &,c.= N. WARD.
Onions.—This vegetable is supposed to have

been originally brought from Egyp(, where they
must have possessed a most bewitching taste,

since the Israelites would fain have returned tu

bondage, for the sake of enjoying them again.
Alexander the Great sent them to Greece, and
from thence they became common on (he whole
condnent. It is remarkable that the particles
emanating from this bulbous root are so volatile
and so keen, that they instantly corrode the ex-
ternal surface of the eyes, and draw tears; and
it is more curious still, that if, when (lealing an
onion, the cook wishes to be spared this lachry-
matory affeclion, a small piece of bread placed at

(he end of (he operadng knife, will absorb the
effluvia and prevent the disagreeable effect.

Mustard.—Why buy this when you can grow it

in your garden? The stuff you buy is hnW drugs
and injurious to health. J nurdsijuare oi' ground,

sown wilh common Mustard, the crop of which
you would grin<l for use, in a li((le mustard-inill,

asyou wanted it, would save you some mona
,

and probably save yo\ir life. Your mustard

would look brozi'n instead of yellow ; but ihf

former color is as good as (he Ia((er : and, as (•>

(he taste, the real mustanl has cerlainlv a much
belter than that ol the drugs and flour, which go
imder the name of mustard. I^et any one trij it,

and I am sure he will never use the drtigs a-

gain. The drugs, if you lake them freely, leav»!

a burning at the pit nf your stomach, \\h\ch the

real mustard does not.— Cnhbclt.

HISTORICAL.
The Britisji General, Prescolt, who was cap-

tured at his quarters on }{liode Island by Col.

Barlon, being on his route through the State of

Conncc(icu(, called at a tavern to dine, (he

landlady furnished (he (able wilh a dish ofsucli-

atash, boiled corn and l.'eans. The General
being unaccustomed to such kind of food, with
much warmth exclaimed, " Wha( do you treat

us wilh the food of hogs?" and taking the dish

from the (able, strewed the contents over the
floor. The landord being informed of this,

soon entered, and with his horse whip gave the

General a severe chastisement. The sequel ot

this story has recently been communicated by a

gertleman at Nantucket, who retains a peifect

recollection of all the circumstances. Af(er
Gen. Prescolt was exchanged and restored to

his command on the Island, the inhabitants

of Nantucket deputed Ww. Rotch, Dr. Tup-
per, and Timothy Folger to negociale some con-
cerns with him in behalfof the town. They were
forsome time rel'used admittance to his presence,
but the Dr. and Folger overcome the opposi-
tion and ushered themselves into the room.
Prescolt raged and stormed with great vehe-
mence, until Folger was compelled to withdraw.
After the Dr. announced his business, and the
General had become a little calm, he said, " Was
not my treatment to Folger very uncivil?" The
Dr. said yes. Then said Prescolt, " I will tell

you the reason. He looked so much like a
d d Connecticut man, that horse whipped
me that I could not endure his presence."

RECIPES.
Mr. Cooper, in his Dictionary of Surgery,

gives (he following recipe as infallible for (he
cure of corns.—Take two ounces ofgum ammo-
niac, two ounces of yellow wax, six drachms of
verdigris, melt them together, and spread the
composition on a piece of soft leather or linen;
cut away as much of the corn as you can wilh a
knife, before you apply the plaster, which must
be renewed in a fortnight, if the corn is not
by (hat time gone.

—

Am. farmer.

Cosmetics.—Of cosmetics, the only good one
is line soap, plenty of cold water, moderate food,
and moderate passions.

Longtnly of the Horse.—The Pittsburgh Mercury
slates, that there is now employed, at the Point lirew-
y, in that city, a horse whose age is at least 31 years.

For the last fourteen years he has been in the posses-
sion of his present owner ; find he is now as active and
tprightly as most horses of seven years old. He Ijas
hauUd, within the last fourteen years, upwards of
39,ni;0 barrels of beer and porter. These facts are at
1( ast curious, and go to show, that, wilh proper atten-
tion and care, that noble and valuable animal, the
Horse, win be serviceable much longer than is general-
ly supposed.

—

Fhila. -paptr.
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From the Massachusetts Agricultural Repository for

January 1824.

CASHMERE GOATS.
TO THE PREiSIDE.NT OF THE AGRICILTCRAI. SOCIETY.

A memoir oi Messrs. Ternaux and .laubert,

read l)e('ore the Royal Academy of Sciences atPa-

ris having been sent me, 1 deemed the subject ot

which it treated would be interesting: to the

public, and handed an extract therefrom, with

some introductory observations, to the editor of

th.' New England Farmer, which was publish-

ed .January lllh last, in that useful paper.

This subject, so interesting to naturalists, and

destined to become important in the progress

of our manutuctures, arrested the attention of

the Trustees of the Agricultural Society

of Massachusetts. At their last publica-

tion of premiums, they offered " the sum of

one hundred dollars to the person who should

import into this State, from Europe, a male and

female goat of the pure Cashmere breed."

They further requested the subscriber to pro-

cure, through his friends in France, such an ac-

count of this animal as to thrift, mode of treat-

ment, productiveness, SiC. as might enable them

to form the most correct judgment how tar the

climate might suit, and general circumstances

make its introduction here expedient.

The desired information has been obtained

by niy friends from Messrs. Ternaux them-

selves, who state that the animal is nat-

uralized in France and promises the most

satisfactory increase, as well as benefit to ma-
nufactures.

To this account, it will appear, a practical

mode of treatment with a flock is added as

observed in France. The manner of feeding

of animals, and division of pasture will vary ac-

cording to the climate, condition or culture,

&c. fcc. But experience must be considered as

a guide of some utility, especially in the intro-

duction of a new and valuable race.

The |)rices, it will be perceived, vary from
fifteen dollars, to seventy-five dollars, a head.

The duty on export is very trifling, say about

four cents each.

The patronage which has been exercised in

the encouragement given to these meritorious

individuals, Messrs. Ternaux and Jaubert, is as

honorable to the government of France, as the

enterprize and success of the expedition is to

those gentlemen. The diffusion of the know-
ledge acquired and of the benefit of the discov-

ery, of which, it will be seen, all may avail, is

of a like honorable character. The liberal

communication of information by Messrs. Ter-
naux, and the offer of facility in the export to

this country, will probably be used by the So-

ciety in the course of the next season, at its own
charge and risque with a view to that future

improvement of our manufactures to which the

Massachusetts Agricultural Society always wish
to look with a steady attention.

A few remarks only, that these papers may
be well undfrstood, will follow.

Until the issue of this expedition it was un-
known what animal gave the material of the

Cashmere (or by some called CamePs Hair)
Shawl. Of these we see the cheaper kinds,

but the most valuable are of incredible cost.

—

Tills question is now satist'actorily settled by
these inquisitive travellers.

The route taken was first to Odessa, which is

in Russia, on the coast of the Black Sea, Lon.

30, 45 East, Latitude 4C, 30 North, a place

containing 40,000 inhabitants ; nest to Tunga-
rock or Tanganrok near the Sea of Azof

—

Then to Astrachan in Asia on the Caspian Sea,

Lo'n. 47, 44 East, Lat. 46, 18 North. This
place is the See of a Bishop, and contains with-

in its walls and environs a population of T0,000.

Then passing to the foot of Mount Caucasus,

between Astrachan and Oremburg, a wandering
tribe were found, who possessed the animals

sought after.

To illustrate the good fortune of these trav-

ellers, it need only be stated that, if they could,

from 1229 goats, reach France with only about

400, their disappointment must have been inev-

itable had they have proceeded from the Cas-

pian Sea, to Thibet on the borders of India.

—

The journey must have been insupportable,

and to no good effect.

I am, Sir, very respectfully your's,

JOHN WELLES.

Paris, April 8th, 1823.

John Welles, Esq.

Dear,Sir,— I had the pleasure to receive

your letters requesting me to obtain lor you the

best possible information respecting the Thibet
Goat lately introduced into France.

I have made the necessary application to

Messrs.Ternaux who have very politely and rea-

dily transmitted me to their opinion upon the im-

portation and naturalization in France, by Messrs.

Ternaux and Jaubert of the Thibetian Race.

The animals which were imported as vvelhis

those bred here continue, say they, to prosper

in the most satisfactory manner, particularly

those which inhabit a high and rocky country.

In general humidity and rich pasturage are per-

nicious to them.

To this information Messrs. Ternaux add,

that the goats have been sold from eighty francs,

(fifteen dollars,) to four hundred francs, (seven-

five dollars,) per head, according to the beauty

of the animal, and pay a duty of only three

cents per head, upon exportation.

To enter into as many details as possible as

to the modes of treating these goats, I will re-

late to you the manner, a friend of mine who
bought ten of Mr. Ternaux two years ago,

treated his. Some of these goats were those

imported, and others were those bred in

France.

He had constructed a fold fifteen feet in length
to ten feet in width, with racks all round a bed
of straw which is renewed every tenor fifteen

days. The fold should be as little confined as

possible in order that the air may circulate free-

ly. If suffices that it should be covered with a

simple roof, and at a small height, the other

parts in lattice work or open. A trough for wa-
ter. They give them early in the morning a

bundle of hay, say twelve pounds, and the rest

in vegetables and herbs from the kitchen gar-

den. As soon as the dew is passed or the grass

dry after rain, they let them out into the field,

in a square surrounded with a barrier or porta-

ble fence, each barrier from four feet in width

to six I'eet in length, twelve in all, which makes
a square of sixty feet. This extent of ground
is sufficient for one day's food and sometimes
two according as the grass is more or less

grown. By the means of these barriers you go
over the whole extent of ground and the goats

a
have always fresh pasturage: When they ha
in this manner gone over the field, you be

again at the first place, avoiding only to retu

too soon before the grass may have well growl
otherwise they will not eat. At the seUing

|

the sun they are taken back to the fold andyi
give them another bundle of af"ter grass or s

cond crop hay. This last ration is only necess

ry in winter, when there is not much in tl

field or greens from the garden. They gii

them also every evening a peck of oats ar

bran mixed together, and once a week you a(

two handfuls of coarse salt. If you percei>

;he goats are too heated you give them br.

without oats, if the reverse you give them oa

and salt without bran. These animals are vei

docile and easily led. It is generally in tl

month of February and March that the molhf

has her young after having carrie<l it six month
At the birth of the young goat, you give to th

mother a little more oats and bran. It is in th

month of April you gather the down otherwis

called Cashmere wool, you take it off in coml

ing the outside hair, you must when you pe

ceive when the down begins to fall in the fol

or on the grass, comb them a little every da

with a comb that hath the teeth very close!

set. From five goats my friend gntherc

nearly two pounds of down last year, they ai

subject to the same diseases as she<>p. Wet (

damp ground does not suit them. These disc

ses manifest themselves by humors and eruptioi

of the skin and great increase of the swellin

of the hoofs. These animals eat of every so

of vegetable, they are fond of the twigs of tree

only it is necessary to prevent their eating i

pine or fir tree^ or any evergreen (that is I

«ay, any trees that remain green the year rount

these trees area sort of poison to them.

The down has been made use of in son"

of our manufactures to a very striking in

provement. It will need however some tini

and experience to realize all the advantagt

which have been anticipated. If I can herea
ter, iu this, or any other subject connected wit

the laudable purposes of the society with whic
you are connected, render any services vo
will freely command.

As the writer is not an agriculturist I do nc

feel at liberty to use my friend's name.

From the Old Colony Mcmoria}.

AGRICULTURAL STATEMENT.
To the Trustees of the Plymouth County Agricui

tural Society.

[Conlimied from page 218.]

Having subdued the soil in a measure, having
as my laborer said, broken the heart of it,

proceeded to plant it with potatoes and Indiat

corn. In those parts, where the soil was no

deep, and where from springs it was wet, 1

planted potatoes, making use of sheep-manure,
which had been mixed with straw. In those

places, where there was a deeper soil, wbert
formerly there was a bog, or shaking ground
but which from draining and ridge-ploughings

had now become much drier, than those parts,

where there was less depth of soil, I planted

Indian corn, manuring each hill with a shovel

full of compost manure. One kind of compost,

used, »vas formed of sand and the drippings of a

sink, soap suds, Sic. The other compost, used,
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sand intimatply mixed with a small pro-

tion of nightsoil.

is from the nearness of ditches to each other,

the miriness of soil at the marsfin of ditchc-:,

lulJ not calculate on using the horse-plonc;h ;

liintcd the corn nearer, than I should olher-

e have done, viz. three feet apart, pultina:

»e kernels of corn in a hill. With water at

greater depth, than about two feet beneath

corn, and with a shower upon it every few

rs, it came out of the ^ound as well, as

Id have been expe<^ted; there being not

re hills missing, than there frequently are

low corn land. It was weedy, and had as

ty hoeings, as the multiplicity ofmy farming

iness would allow of; though not so many,
t ought to have had.

Vliere there was little depth of soil, the

n was not so good, owing to the roots being

near the water, which was continually drain-

along through that portion of soil, which
immediately above the pan. As the soil

pened, the corn appeared belter, and in the

t, where the bog had been, the place where
stance of neighbors had been necessary to

; cattle out of the mire, there the corn rose

t lusuriaotlv ; and a person in leaping the

hes gave to the dry soil, which floated on
mud beneath, a waving motion, which was
imnnicated to the standing corn, and was per-
lible to some distance.

'he crop of potatoes on the swamp, consider-

it was the first year of its being broken up,

also a wet season for such a soil, was abun-

. So shapely and so large were they, some
nem weighing from one to two pounds or
e, that it became a querv in my mind,
ther I had not better devote «ome part of

ground to the culture of potatoes, rather
1 any other spot on the farm. A desire to

it covered with grass, was the only thing
' ch prevented.

I idian corn, as has been said, was small in

I e places, where the soil was shallow, and

) re springs were numerous; but where the

j
was deeper and consequently drier, consid-

ig the wetness of the season, and the small

I atity of compost manure used, viz. one shovel

Hin a hill, the crop was truly good. For the

Miideration of such persons, as may be possess-

I )f boggy or shaking grounds I offer the fol-

jing calculation. On a piece of ground 18
{square, formerly as much a bog as any

of the swamp, containing 36 hills of Indian

1 the hills being 3 feet apart, there ^as a

i

luce of 2 pecks, 6 quarts 1 pint and a half,

ch corn during the winter lay in a place
itself, that it might shrink, and was measur-
he spring following. If therefore a piece
round 18 feet square, containing 324 square

,
produce the quantity of Indian corn before

ed, what quantity will an acre, or 43,"j60

ire feet produce ?—Answer, 25 bushels 2
ka, 1 quart. Thus it appears that a parcel
round, which had formerly been a pit for

ie,and a nuisance on the place, has by drain-

been brought to a degree of fertility, which
surpasses that of any other spot on the farm,
has done this in a season unfavorably wet,
as done it with merely the ploughings and
ure of one year,—and has done it with less

I a quarter of the manure, which 1 usually
•y out upon the richest of my corn-lands.

Ill the autumn of this year I ridge-ploughed

those parts of the swamp, which appeared to be
yet too moist and springy, and cleared out the

'kains, that the soil might be dry early in the

spring.

In 1022, I again ridge-ploughed the swamp,
and harrowed it, as soon as it was sufficiently

dry, and sowed it with oats, harrowing them in,

and then sowed it with hayseed, bushing it in,

except a small patch of ground, which for

want of oats I sowed with barley and hay-seed.

The kinds of hay-seed 1 made use of, were
herdsgrass, clover, and finetop, of each such a

quantity, as is usually sowed, where one kind

only is used; in order that if either of the

kinds succeeded, the ground might be well set

With grass. Of the goodness of the herdsgrass

and clover seed I made myself sure by early in

the spring sowing a small quantity of each in

-

pots of garden mould, which I frequently mois-

tened with a little water, and set in a warm place

till they sprouted. The oats with the hay-seed

came up well, and the oats were remarkably
luxuriant.— I now became doubtful, whether
some other grain, as barle}', or wheal, less dis-

posed to be stout in the straw, might not have

(lone better; for before the oats blossomed, or

even began to send out branches at top, a pan
of them lodged, which oMigeri me to mow them,

green as they were. The remainder of the

oats, which maintained their erect position,

were stout in straw, and to appearance very

well filled; yet from the severe drowth, which
succeeded the wetness of the spring, or from

some cause unknown they were rather light.

I theretore had them threshed but slightly, and

mowed away. After settling till spring in a

mow 30 feet in length, 10 feet in breadth, the

height was about 1 1 feet 2 inches, or there

were of the oat fodder 3312 cubic feet, equal to

a solid cubic mow, the side of which is 15 feet

very nearly. In this mow was not included a-

bout a tO!i, probably more, of the oats which had

lodged, and which from having been cut early,

and from having been well made during the

drowth, were a most excellent fodder, which cat-

tle ate in preference to English hay.

On the patch of ground sowed with barley,

the straw was of a middling size, and the grain

well filled and heavy. On this ground and on

the oat ground after the removal of crops, the

appearance of grass was much the same.

In the autumn of 1822 while a blood red sun

and a burning atmosphere were parching our

pastures, and our cattle famishing, the greenness

of the swamp formed a striking contrast. The
grass rose finely, and might have been mowed

;

but my cattle cast over the ground a wishful

eye, and as from the severity of the drowth the

soil seemed sufficiently hardened to bear their

tread, I resolved, that they should be my mow-
ers. [To be concluded in our next.]

U?ES OP THE NETTLE.
" The common Nettle, though generally con-

sidered as a noxious weed, is of extensive utili-

ty : its young tops may be boiled during the
spring, and eaten as a substitute for greens ; it

being not only nourishing, but mildly aperient.
In the Western Islands of Scotland, a rennet is

prepared, by adding a quart of salt to three
pints of a strong decoction of nettles ; a table
spoonful of which is said to be sufficient to co-
agulate a bowl of milk. The leaves are em-
ployed for feeding poultry ; and especially in

the winter, when boiled they promote the lay-

ing of eggs— in a fresh slate they are refused
by horses, sheep, goats, cows and hogs ; though
asses devour them eagerly. When dty they are
eaten by cows, for which they are an excellent
food, increasing the quantity and improving the
quality of their milk. According to M. Van
(ieuns, such fodder is an effectual preservative
against the contagious distem])cr aiVecting horn-
ed cattle.

"The roots of the common Nettle, when
boiled, communicate a yellow tinge to yarn.

—

iJut the most valuable part, is its fibrous stalk

or stem ; which on being dressed in a manner
similar to flax or hemp, has, in some parts of
Europe, been advantageously manufactured into

cloth. This useful branch of industry has also

been attempted in Britain, and a coarse durable
canvass was produced, which is considerably
harder than the cloth manufactured from hemp
or flax. As however, this plant requires a rich
soil, to obtain it in any quantities, and, as a
much greater degree of attention and accuracy
is necessary in the operation of rtlting than is

requisite either for flax or hemp, Dr. Ander-
son is of opinion that the cullivittion of hemp
will be attended with difficulty. From the rind
as well as the woody substance of the stalk, Dr.
SchaefTer has produced a very good white writ-
ing paper; though that manufactured in France
by IVI. De Villette, was of a dark green co!or.-r-

The seeds on expression afford an useful lamp
oil.

" In a medical view the whole plants, and
particularly the root, is esteemed to be diuretic;

and has therefore been recommended for the
jaundice and nephritic complaints [such as

gravel or stone.] A leaf, if placed on the
tongue, and pressed against the roof of the
mouth, is said to be efficacious in bleeding at the
nose ; and instances have occurred, in which
paralytic limbs have been recovered by stinging
them with nettles. If credit be due to some
authors the expressed juice of this plant is a
valuable remedy to the asthmatic and consump-
tive complaints.

Some interesting experiments have been
made by Mr. Lannatine, in Italy ; from which
it appears that the flowers and seeds of the
common nettle may, with efficacy, be substitut-
ed for the Peruvian bark, in all febrile affec-
tions, especially in the Tertian and quartan a-
gues. This native vegetable operates more
speedily than the foreign bark; and in large
doses, induces a lethargic sleep : the portion to
be given ought never to exceed one drachm,
and it should be administered in wine, two
or three times in the course of twenty four
hours. The same cautions that are necessary
in the use of Peruvian bark are likewise to be
observed in taking the seeds and flowers of the
nettle. Lastly, Mr. Zannetine recommends a

slight infusion of the latter, in wine, as an ex-
cellent preservative for those who reside in

marshy and unwholesome situations.''

—

Domestic
Enci/clopedia.

Best preparation of Black Lead for cleaning

Stoves, <^c.—Mix powder of black lead with a lit-

tle common gin, or the dregs of red Port wine,

and lay it on the stove with a piece of linen rag
;

then with a clean, dry and close, but not too

hard brush, dipped in dried black lead powder,

rub it till of a beautiful brightness. This will
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be J'ound to produce a much finer and richer

black varnish on the cast iron than either boil-

ing the black lead with small beer and soap, or

mixing it with white of egg, &c. which are the

methods commonly practised.

—

Dr. Cooper's Ed.

of Domestic Encyclopedia.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1824^

ICanlinucd from page 223.]

TARING AND BURNING. The instruments used for

paring and burning in Great Britain as described in the

Code of Agriculture, are 1. The Fen Plough. This

machine, instead of a coulter has what is called a Scaife,

or circular plale of iron, turning constantly round, the

edges of which are steeled, and kept sharp for cutting

the turf. 2. The Breast Plough or Paring Shovel, which is

calculated to be worked by men. The upper part is made

of wood, with a share of iron with which the sod is cut.

This instrument is pushed on by means of a hilt at the

top. The labor is excessive, but a good hand will pare

about an acre in four days. 3. The Cobbing Hoe.

This is a French tool for cutting and raising up pieces

of turf, growing on coarse and rough lands, which can-

not be pared by the common breast plough. 4. The

ProBg-spade. This is in the shape of the common spade,

but with three or four prongs instead of a plate. It is

used for digging the turf on the side of waste-banks, &c.

where the soil is too full of flints or stones, to admit rea-

dily the common or plate-spade. It enters the ground

with much less labor than the common spade, and raises

the turf equally well.

" The common plough is also frequently made use of,

and in many situations is the best instrument for the

purpose ;
particularly when instead of the usual share,

it is equipped with a paring spade. By using it, the

business proceeds with the greater despatch, and is at-

tended with less expense in the prerious cuttings, tho'

liy this mode it costs more for burning ; but then a

freater quantity of the soil is pulverized, and prepared

for the ensuing crops, thau when the breast plough is

employed.
" When the plough is used and the soil is a peat

moss, the horses must often be accommodated with pat-

tens ; a particular description of which, with engrav-

ings, is given in Communications to the Board of Agri-

culture. In the fen districts, particular attention is paid

to breed horses with broad hoofs, that they may be ena-

bled to tread the soft soil with more safety."

" The Depth.—The usual depths are, from about

one to six in(', "s. In shallow soils the turf cannot be

too thin. In Devonshire indeed, they endeavor, by cut-

lin'' them in small pieces, and driving them about by

barrows, to shake off the earth, and to leave nothing

but the grasses and their roots to burn. Two inches

are generally thought sufficient ; but the late Mr.

AVilkes, of IVTeasham,in Derbyshirf, frequently plough-

ed old, rough pastures, eight or nine inches deep, and

burnt th • whole furrow ; and with the ashes, he not

only manured the land pared, but as much more.

—

This, however, was rather burning the soil, than par-

ing and burning the surface.

^- Modes of Burnins: the .Sorts When the sod or

turf is pared by any of these means, it is dried prepar-

atory to burning. This is commonly done by letting

the sods lie as the paring instrument left them, several

days, thus drying their earthy siite ; then turning the

grassy side upwards for two or three days ; and if more

drying should bt necessary, they are placed on their

edges, two sods supporting each other a day or two, by
which both sides may dry at the same time. The
burning process may he facilitated, in moist seasons and

r.liniate, by the use of portable furtiaces, made of old

iron hoops of the following figure and dimensions.

g g g g e
A A

" In general, however, the sod or turf is burnt, either

in small heaps,—large ones,—or spread on the surface.

" It is most convenient for the workmen, to collect

the sods in small heaps on a field, ten or twelve feet

apart, and to fire the heaps by a few red hot ashes, tak-

en from tl>e heaps that have been previously fired.

" Mr. Boys strongly recommends large heaps, each

containing twenty cart loads, as more advantageous

than small ones There would thus be more inside, if

properly attended to, converted by the smothering pro-

cess, into a carbonaceous substance, by which the ash-

es would acquire more fertilizing properties.

" In one instance, instead of the sward being collect-

ed into heaps, it was all burnt over the surface, in the

state in which it was left by the paring spade, and

charred, instead of being reduced to ashes. This plan

was attended with the best effects ; for though the for-

mer produce was Bierely heath and ling, yet it produc-

ed spontaneously, a most luxuriant crop of grass,

which continued permanent. There is something re-

sulting from heat, applied to the surface of the soil, the

advantages of which are not yet sufficiently un-

derstood." [To be Continued.]

The following handsome notice of Mr. Bates'' Ad-

dress is taken from the last No. of the American Far-

mer. We are happy to perceive that the merits of that

valuable performance are duly appreciated by the Edi-

tor of a Journal so widely circulated and soably con-

ducted. We hope Mr. Sedcwick's Address will meet

with similar attention from the same quarter, and

should be very much gratified with the assurance that

both these productions were in the possession of every

Agriculturist in the United Stales, and were to bedili-

o-ently perused till their sound and valuable maxims

were indelibly imprinted on the memory of every citi-

zen capable of deriving; benefit from such estimable

sources.

" We shall be Blamed, at the first glance of it, for

publishing an article in one paper, so long as Mr. Bates'

address. All we have to ask in extenuation or justifi-

cation is, that we be not condemned, until the address

is rrarf. The views of political economy it exhibits are

profound, and yet clearly and simply expressed, a great

excellence in writing on that subject—but they are not

so clearly conveyed as not to require it to be read with

attention. The subject does not admit of that— stu-

dies of this nature are as necessary to young Farmers,

who would understand their interests and their rights,

as experience is to a practical workman. We would

recommend that such papers be read at the family fire

fide—and aloud by the farmer's son. Thus will amuse-

ment be mixed with utility, and the ideas and (he

truths they convey will in this way be impaited at the

same time to several minds instead of cue. As to the

applicntion of Mr. Bates' premises, that is another mat-

ter—about which our readers can form their own judg-

ment. The reasoning may be clear and good, which

leads us to perceive and unders!and important (ruths in

political economy ; and yet those truths may be used in

attempting to establish ulterior positions and hypothe-

sis, which are not tenable. The benefit which agri-

culture is to Tcct'we horn an increase of duties on im-

ported articles consumed by the farmer, and paid for

with his products, will be better understood when we

come to publish some additional papers on the score of

its expedii ncy— in the mean time, those who would de-

ny or afiirin the constitutional power of Congress to

enact such an increase, with an exclusive view to the

enrouragemrnt of particular branches of domestic in-

dustry, are rospectfully reTerrrd to the able essay un-

der (lie signature ol RvBis CoNSui.Tus, in number 42

of this volume."

))
^^ ^^ )) ))

FOREIGN.
A London article of I'ec. 15, states, in substance, that

the Russian and Hutch Government intend, early in

the spring to unite their efforts to put the Spanish Mon-

arch in possession of Spani.'h South America.

Pirates.—The last news from Porto Rico is that (he

I'iiatrs were renewing their depredations and had

boarded two American vessels, which were not after-

wards heard of.

Havana.—A considerable portion of that city a

the Island of Cuba are not satisfied with the presei

der of things, and seem determined not to submit t

present government of Spain.

The Marquis of Casa Ir'ijo, formerly F.mbassat

the United States, is appointed by Ferdinand the

cnth Prime Minister of Spain.

The loans raised by the former Cortes of Spaii

swept away, and declared void by the present

;

ment.

DOMESTIC.
Mr. Webster.—Mr. Webster, the distinguished

resentative of Boston, in the National Congress, ;

personally known to the people of Charleston, who
therefore feel some interest in the following

sketch of his character and history.

He is a native of New Hampshire, and was edui

at Dartmouth College in that state. After a few

practice at the bar he was elected a member of

gress at a period when our difficulties with foreig

tions, and our internal dissentions rendered our n;

al legislature the theatre of the most important

most impassioned discussion. At that time Mr
ster obtained and still enjoys the esteem and rf

the most virtuous and enlightened men with who
was associated.

The concerns of his famUy requiring his attent:

his profession, be declined a re-election to Congre

and, subsequently, only a few years since remov

Boston.

The enlightened people of that place—who for

had enjoyed intercourse with the profound learni

Parsons—the dignified eloquence of Dexter— anc

unequalled fascinations of Otis, looked eagerly Ic

who should remind them of these. And the gentl

of the Boston Bar, actuated by the most kind

brotherly feelings, welcomed Mr. W ebster as an

ciate, w ith the most perfect conscionsness that he

to surpass them in the race. 1 here is no envy in

minds—and nothing selfish in the votaries of truth

The town of Boston has always been ally rtpr<

ed—but at the last election, af a public meeting

nuiel Hall to select a candidate in the roem

Gorham, who declined re-election, that gentUmai

dressed the meeting, and doing great iipjustice to

self, .-poke lightly of his own ability, and reccnit

ed Mr. Webster to supply his place—because .

well known reputation lor talents and virtue, .and

ticularly because the lale Mr. Lowndes, ever

named with love and with sorrow, had spoken tb

him " We in the South have not his superior

you in the North have not his equal." beautiful

monial of kindred genius !

The people of Boston felt this appeal and ack

ledged it, and Mr. Webster was elected by an imn

majority over a highly respectable opponent.

His career at W'athington will illustrate itself.

In private life, he is beloved for extreme disinf<

edness, for a love of mankind, and a carelessnt

wealth, because wealth cannot and ought not to Si

the slightest aspiration of the lofty mind.

He is a man of dark countenance ard, scemii

of stern features, artless in manners, generous in d

sition, and holdirg his great talents only astiuste

truth, and learning, and liberty, and happiness.

[Charleston Ccyurii

The annual Report of the Secretary ef the TrfBi

was transmitted to Congress, en the2dinsl. Th'

telligencer furnishes the following summaiy of its

tents.

The precise amount of the actual Recti) Is into

Treasury during the three first quarters of the depa

year (1B23) are ascertained to be $16,1';4,(: 3, and

receipts for the fourlh quarter of the sail e y<ar is

mated at $4, 2'0.(i00, making a total rtvi uue for

year, of $20,444,035 ; and with the balance which

in the Treasury on the first day of that year, inaki:

total amount of $24,681,462. The Expenditures!

in" the three first quarters of the same year »

<;r6,422,847, and the Expenditures for the fourlh

q

ter of the same year are estimated at $3,l;94,559, n

in" a total expenditure during the last year of |l5,3

407, and leaving a balance in the Treasury on the

day' of the present month estimated at $9,364, 'J55.
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• 'inns.—The Hon. SAMOEr, Laturop, of

iSlirinjfield, has been nominated by the Federal

bers of the Legislature, for Governor, and the

Richard Sullivan, of Brookline, for Lieut.

rnor of this Conunonwealth. The. Hon. Harri-
Otis declined bi ing considered as a candidate

K*ic
office of Governor,

e Hon. Lkvi Li.vcoljt, Lt. Governor, has been
ited to fill t!ie seat now vacant in the bench of

preme Court of Massachusetts. This appoiut-

will be highly satisfactory to all parties.

:asc of Small Pox has made its appearance in Bos-

n Pleasant .Street, in the south part of the city.

^

Daticnt is a Mr. Ambrose Jones, recently from Mar-
ad, but then residing in Pleasant Street. He was
ved on the morning of the 10th inst. together with
other, who had been in attendance, to the Hospi-
R^insford Island, the bed and clothing destroyed,

3U;e imrified, and those liable in tlie vicinity vac-
ed. The precautions were adopted by the Board
!aUh. Mr. Jones is supposed to have taken the

-ion from some articles belonging to his brother,

ately died of the Small Pox in a neighboring town.
id any other case occur, the same precautions will

opted, and the public immediately notified.

y n'eallier.—The mercury of two Thermometers
! town stood at 16 deg. below 0, on Monday the

st. at 7 o'clock in tjie morning. On Thursday,
le hour, it again stood at 16 deg. below zero ;

t ten o'clock, A. M., was at 10 deg. below, and
Dt rise to but three above, during the day. On
y, the 6th, at half past six in the morning, the
iry descended to 19 deg. belowO, and at half past
he afternoon, had risen to 29 above, making a
;nce of temperature of 48 degrees in seven hours.

[JV. H. Palriol.

CONGRESSIONAL.
Se-VATe—Friday, Jan. 30. A resolution was

i, proposing an Amendment of the Constitution so

rovide " That no person haying been twice e-

to the oflice of President, shall again be eligible

t office. Yeas 36, Nays 3.

i Senate, in Committee of the whole, took up the
tion introduced by Mr. Benton, proposing an A-
ment of the Constitution so as to provide for the

m of the United States into Electoral Districts,

listrict having a vote for President and Vice Pres-

; and that vote to be decided by the ballots of the

; in Primary Assemblies ; and in case of no choice

made by the people, to be decided by the House
presentatives as at present.

Benton supported his resolution by an able

, but before he had finished the Committee rose,

he Senate adjourned.
aday, Feb. 2. Mr. Lloyd, of Mass. presented a
tion directing the Naval Committee to report on
resent state of the Navy Hospital Fund, &c.
I was agreed to the next day. Also a report on
'ivateer Pension Fund, which was ordered to be
d.

ill to secure public moneys in the hands of Clerks
urts, Attorneys, Marshalls, &c. was introduced
r. Holmes, of Me. and read a first time. •

Benton continued his remarks on the subject of
endment of tEe Constitution, as stated above, but

ot finish them beftwe the Senate adjourned.
lal Peace Eslablishmenl.—Mr. Lloyd, from the
Committee, laid on the table a Communication,
locuments from tbe Naval Department, relative
Naval Peace Establishment, which was ordered
winted. Some other important bills were intro-

on this and the succeeding day, but as they
lot acted on we shall omit any notice -of them till

ave passed some stages, or are rejected.
J8E—Mr. Webster, from the Committee on the
ary, reported, that it is not expedient to repeal
;tion of the act to establish the Judicial Courts,
respects writs of error.

)ill making appropriations for fortifications for

was reported and read twice.
Tracy presented a resolution that the Treasury

?cted to inform the House what purchases of es-

"any description, by virtue of sales on execution
•)een made in behalf of the Unit-ed States; also,

I

what estate has been acquired, in any manner, by ar-

rangements with, or assignments fiom debtors of the

United States ; what sums have been paid or allowed
on account of such purchases and acquisitions, several-

ly ; what charges have accrued, and what income has
been derived therefrom—who are the several agent?,

who now have, or who heretofore have had the care of
said cst-ate, and what compensation has been allowed
to them, respectively, for those services.

The House in Committee took up the bill to provide
surveys for roads and canals. Mr. Randolph delivered
a speech against the bill and Mr. Clay in favor of it.

The resolution from the Senate, proposing an Amend-
ment of the Constitution on the subject of electing the

same pt rson more than twice to the oifice of President

oftlic United States was read and committed.
Monday, Feb. 2. The House went into Committee

on a bill for the appointment of two Indian Agents to

be stationed at the western side of the Mississippi, with
a salary of $1300 per annum, which after a long de-
bate was ordered to lie on the table.

A Digest shewing such changes of the Commercial
Regulations of the different foreign countries with
which the United States have intercourse, as have been
adopted, and come to the knowledge of the Executive
was received from the Department of State, furnished

in pursuance of a resolution of the House of the 30th

Jan. last.

Tuesday, Feb. 3. A resolution was offered by Mr.
Lane, "That the Committee in the Judiciary be in-

structed to enquire into the expediency of authorizing

the public stock of the United States to be purchased
and sold by the courts of the several States."

The House in Committee resunaed the consideration

of the bill making provisions for surveys on roads, &c.
Mr. Barbour advocated the bill, and Mr. Tucker and
Mr. Rives spoke in opposition toil,

Wednesday, Feb. 4. No business-of general impor-
tance was finished on this day.

of Finance to include in the tax bill all sheep, owned
by an individual,exreeding 10 was assigned for'i'uesday.

A bill for the prevention of the Small Pox passed to
be engrossed.

Monday, Feb. 9. A bill for the appointment of Ii -

pectors, and regulating the manufacture of gunpow-
der passed 'to he engrossed.—Also a bill to repeal an
act restraining the issue of printed promissory notes.

NEW AND VALUABLE IMPROVEMENT.
JUST received, and for sale at the Agricultural Es-

tablishment, No. 20, Merchants' Row, ^^ illis' high-

ly approved patent Straw Cutter ; for simplicity, ease,

and despatch in cutting straw, hay, &c. tar exceeds

any now in use.— l..ikewise, Sallbrd's improved Straw

Cutter ; with a variety of common Hand Machines, for

the same purpose.—Also, W. James' improved patent

Corn Sheller, a very valuable and simple Machine-

MASSACHUSE'I'TS LEGISLATURE.
\n SiiJVATE—Wednesday, Feb. 4. The bill for the

reduction of the salaries of the Governor and other ofli-

cersof the government was negatived.
The bill for fixing the number of the Judges of the

Supreme Judicial Court at four was also negatived.
Thursday, Jan. 5. A bill relating to Grammar

Schools was taken up, and a motion made for its post-

ponement, "which was negatived. Yeas 15, IS'ays 20.

Friday, Feb. 6. A Committee was appointed to in-

quire into the expediency of altering and amending the

act giving to Executors and Administrators the right to

give in evidence any special matter under the general

issue.

A committee was appointed to consider whether any
further provisions are necessary for obtaining and set-

ting off of judgments between parties having demands
against each other.

Saturday, Feb. 7. The Committee on the subject of

appropriations to Harvard College made a report re-

commending the following annual grants for the term
of five vears next ensuing from the tax on banks, viz.

To the University of Cambridge $6000. Williams Col-

lege $2000 ; and the Berkshire Medical School $1000.
Monday, Feb. 9. The Committee on Banks was or-

dered to prepare a bill more effectually to provide a-

gainst the frauds of Cashiers and other ofiicers of Banks.
Tuesday, Feb. 10. A printed copy of the corres-

pondence of the Agents for the Massachusetts Claim,
was ordered to be furnished and printed.

A Committee on the subject reported that the bu-
siness might be completed and the Legislature have a
recess on the 18th inst.

HoosE.—Thursday, Feb. 5. The committee on the

subject reported that no inteference is necessary respect-

ing Primary Schools. No other business of a general

nature were completed this day.
Friday, Feb. 6. A number of bills were finished,

mostly of a private and local nature.

A bill authorizing femmes coverts to join with the

guardians of their husbands in the sale of real estate

passed to be engrossed.
A bill to alter and amend an act to provide for the

instruction of youth, and for the promotion of good edu-
cation was read a second time and committed.
A bill to prevent fraud in the admeasurement of salt

and grain was read twice.
Saturday, Feb. 7. An order to direct the Committee

PRICES OF COUNTriY PROD(Jf;E,
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GREECE.
Clime of the unprotected brave !

Clime of the ancient and the free I

Whose blood-stain'd banners boldly wave
'Mid storms that rock the iEgean sea,

With arm supine, and careless thought,

Why gaze we on thy conflict dire ?

To win that prize our fathers bought.

Why tamely see thy sons expire

'

True,—we can glow at Homer's lay,

Enraptur'd hang o'er Pindar's lyre,

Start at thy pencil's deathless ray,

Thy breathing marble's force admire,

At awful Marathon can list

To catch the Persian's tone of shame,

At proud Thermopylae assist

To bind the immortal wreath of fame,

But when from slaughter'd Scio speeds

The Moslem curse, the helpless cry,

The echo of unutter'd deeds,

—

We tax our pity with a sigh .'

Oh ye ! who saw the mighty yield

On Saratoga's laurell'd plain
;

Or bade on Monmouth's fervid field

Your wounded bosoms flow like rain

—

Rise !— tho' your wasted locks be grey,

Tho' chill'd with want your last retreat.

Lift high the wither'd hand, and say

How strong your kiudred pulses beat

—

Rise 1—tell your sons what generous pain,

What warm, indignant zeal revives,

When, 'gainst oppression's wreathed chain.

The crush'd, yet lofty spirit strives ;

And tell their cradled babes the tale

—

How oft to wrest the tyrant's rod
Do Liberty and Truth prevail.

Clad in the panoply of God,

—

Then, ere the holy tear shall cease

To dew their cheek like rose-bud fair,

Devoutly stamp the name of Greece

Deep, on their unpolluted prayer.

MISCELLANY.

Manufactures.— I have seen a statement
which Mr. Prall, of New-York, has submitted
to the committee en maniilactures, respecting
his extensive cotton factory, -M Mamaroneck, in
the county of Westchester. It appears from
this schedule, that Mr. Prall has upwards oi

six thousand spindles in operation
; that (iOO

bales of cotton averaging 300 pounds each, mak-
ing a total of 180,000 pounds, are annually
spun; that the whole number of persons em-
ployed in the factory is 425 ; and (he amount of
their compensation ^25,000. Mr. Prall is also
concerned in two other establishments, and the
whole amount of cotton, which he purchased
for the use of these manufactories in 1S2.3 a-
mounted to 819,GOO pounds. Can any one look
at this statement—at the quantity of raw mate-'
rials consumed— at the number of persons era-

1

ployed, who woild otherwise remain idle a(
jthe amount of capital put in circulation among

the poorer classes of the community, and for a I

moment doubt the policy of affording adequate '

protection of domestic manufactures." I should
su[)pose that even the cotton growers of the
south would not hesitate to support a policy
-which opens in the north an extensive market
to their staple commodity. Mr. Prall is now

at Washington, and has brought on with him
a great variety of specimens of cotton thread,

spun in his factory, some of which exceeds in

fineness, any thing of the kind which has met
my observation.—JV. Y. Statesman.

Cullhation of Tobacco in Canada.—It is stat-

ed in the Quebec papers, that although this

year has been unfavorable for the cultivation of
Tobacco in the Western District ofLower Can-
ada, 300 hhds. of that article would be shipped
next spring. A petition had been presented to

the Assembly from this district, praying the

mediation of the House with the British Parlia-

ment, for the adoption of such measures as

might encourage the cultivation of tobacco; on
the reading ofwhich, it was stated "that there
was no doubt it would succeed in most of the
District—certainly in all west of Lake Ontarki—and that the quality of such as has been rais-

ed, was approved of by the manufacturers in the
Lower Province.".—The object in view ap-

pears to be an abatement of duty on Canada
produce sufficient to put it at par with the to-

bacco raised in the United States, where, it is

said, it cannot be supplied at a lower rate
than at present, owing to the expense attend-
ing the slave population. The duty in Cana-
da is four shillings a pound, and it is thought
a deduction of three pence only, would effect

(he designed object. The petition was refer-
red to a Committee

—

JV Y. Evening PcH.

Military Talent.—The time is fast approaching
with the many, and now is with the few, when
mere military talent, abstractedly considered,
and without any reference to the ends for
which it is displayed, will hardly secure its

jiossessor a glory more long lived than a ga-
zette. Posterity will appreciate the merit of
great commanders, not by the skill with which
they have handled Iheir tools, but by the uses
to which they have applied them.

A Just War.—Where a nation rises with one
consent to shake off the yoke of oppression
either from within or from without, all fair
concessions having been proposed in vain, nere

' indeed we have a motive that both dignifies

j

the effort and consecrates the success ; here in-

j

deed the most peaceable sect of the most peace-
able religion might concientiously combine.
Put, how few wars have been justified by such
a principle, and how few warriors by such a
plea! In the motley mob of captains and of
conquerors how few" Washingtons or Alfreds
shall we find !

Large Establishments.—As large garrisons are
most open to multifarious points of attack, and
bloated bodies expose a large surface to the
shafts of disease, so also unwieldy and over-
grown establishments afford an enlarged area
for plunder and poculation. He whom many
serve, will find that he must also serve many, or
be himself disserved : and the head of a large
establishment, is too often only the head of a
gang of petty conspirators, who are always
plotting against the chief. I

they all agreed to answer in the affirmatir
The questions were these ; " were you
scended from parents of good health and
constitutions ? And have you been in the I

of early rising?" Early rising therefore
only gives us more life in the same numbe
years, but adds to their number ; and not
enables us to enjoy more existence in the s

measure of time, but increases the measurt

ANECDOTES.
In the autumn of 1789, Washington, then

sident of the United States, visited the Eas
States. The Universal and spontaneous
sions of gratitude and respect, which were
covered by the people, in every stage ol

progress, afforded the liveliest and stroci

testimony of their attachment to their illv

ous hero. In no instance, perhaps, were
feelings and affections of the people more
cerely and heartily expressed than by Mr. '.

they, the Chairman of the Selectmen ofSa
This gentleman was of the society of Fri(

and when the President was presented t(

Selectmen,Mr.Northey took him by the hanw
ing covered, and addressed him in the follow

plain and peculiar, yet cordial and afl'ectin^

guage :
—" Friend IVashington, tee are glad

thee, and,in behalf of the inhabitants, bid t.

hearty welcome to Soiem."

An Irishman who had just landed, saitH

first bit of meat he ever ate in this cou
was a roasted potatoe— boiled yesterday. J

you dont believe me, I can show it to you,

have it in my pocket now.

—

Communicatea

NEW ENGLA^iTmUSEUM
76, COURT STREET, JiOSTt

ONTAINI.NG much more numerous Colk
reater variety of entertainments tha

other Establishment in America, continues steai

increase, and is open for the reception of visiters

EVERY DAY AND EVENING.
It will be constantly in the best possible com

and every exertion made to render the visits of it

rons agreeable.

This Establishment now contains FIVE forme
seums united in ONE, together with very g
numerous additions (the whole receipts being fait

laid out to increase it.)

JUST ADDED,
The celebrated Race Horse Eclipse,

A beautiful Cosraoramic View of London,
A large and beautiful live Rattlesnake,

The Arabian Bottle, made of the stomach
Camel—holds about a barrel—used to carry
across the desert.

The Invalid's Chair—very ingenious—inv<

by Profi'ssor Peck.

A very large and elegant §word Fish, upv
of 14 feet long, with a swoffl 4 1-2 feet long

0^ The Museum is Well lighted, and a Ba
Music performs every evening. Admittance 25 '

C^

BRISTOL CROWN GLASS.

150
wholesale and retail, at the very lowe:,

ces, by BRIGHAM & DELANO, No. 30, Union-s

BOXES Bristol Crown Window Glass,

perior quality, just received and for

TERMS OF THE FARMER.
0:5°° Published every Saturday, at Three DoJ

^^^^^
I per iinnum, payable at the end of the year—but

_

Indolence shortens Life.—Sir John Sinclair, in
j
who pay within si.rly days from the time of subsc

his remarks on longevity states that in the ex-
aminations of those who have lived to a great

will be entitled to a deduction of P'iftv Cekts.

0:5^ No paper will be discontinued (unless
age there were only two questions in which I discretion of the publisher.) until arrearages are
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Address to the Essex .Agricultural •''•ociely, in

iassachiisclts, at Topsficld, Oct. 6, \S'23. By
'rederick Howes, Esq.

griculture is a subject od whicli i( is diffi-

to s;iy .Tny thing; that has the merit of be-

both orit^inal and usefnl. In England about

n hundred difTerent voluines have been pub-

ed on this subject wilhin the last thiily

Though our own country has not been
irolilic in agricultural i)ublications,yet more
been written than most larmcrs have time
inclination to ()cruse. It is not with the

cialion of communicating any original in-

lalion on this topic that I ha\e been induc-

comply with the request of the Trustees
nake some remarks on this occasion, but

1 a wish to call your attention to this most
ortant of all arts, to some of the means by
ch it may be improved in this county, and
jDie of the motives to make spirited and
reus exertions lor that purpose.
a poem on Agriculture, and one of the finest

• written on any subject, we are told that it

not the will of the Deity that the mode of

vating the earth should be easy, but that
ould require art and labor to sharpen the
Is of men by the cares and difficulties at-

iog it.* Though this is the sentiment of

«then poet, every practical farmer is Gon-
ad that it is no fiction.

sacred writ we are informed that the earth
cursed for the transgression of man, that if

Id bring forth thorns and thistles, and that
should eat bread in the sweat of his brow,
supposed by some that after the flood <!;

-

• was removed when the Supreme Being
he would no more curse the earth tor .nan's

Others suppose the earth to 6e sdll un-
the influence of this malediction. We

I

leave this question to be settled by learn-

I

vines. It is sufficient for us as practical

jrs to know that man mrst still get his

1 by the sweat of his br)w, that to the
ful the earth still brings ;orth thorns and
es, but that she abundantly rewards the
and labors of the active, industcious, and

1 husbandman. Our beneficent Creator
laced us here to cultivate the earth, and all

eeming difficulties and hardships attending
tempered with much kindness, and many

ies. They quicken anJ invigorate the cor-

^d and mental powers, and may in their ul-

e consequences be real blessings.

e of the most important objects for the at-

in of a farmer is, by what means the soil

le rendered sufficiently fertile for the pro-
an- of good c."ops, and where it is already
e, by what means its fertility can be con-
9 or increased. It is unfortunately the
m many parts of the United States, espe-
those bordering on the Atlantic, that lands
lally fertile, have been so exhausted by a

ssioa of crops in tillage with little or no
as to be of small value. In some of

* Pater ipse colendi
facilem esse viam voluit, primusquc perartem
agtOE, curis acuens mortalia cnrda

Georgica I, 121. "

the Southern states this syslem of killing land,
as it is termed by one of their best farmers, has
been carried to such an extent, that there are
many tracts of land which once produced great
crops, now entirely exhausted and converted
into a barren sand. In our own stale and coun-
ty perhaps there are not many instances where
the impoverishment of t!ie soil has been so ex-
treme, but I apprehend Ihat the fertility of a
considerable portion of our latid has been di-
minished, that in many instances it is now on the
decline, and that there is much land in New-
luigland, Ihat will not produce more than half
of what it formerly did.

This practice cannot be to much reprobated.
It is disgraceful and ruinous to the farmer, a
criminal .aljuse of the bounties of nature, and if
universally carried ?o the extent to which it has
been in some instances, would render Ihe earth
little better than an uninhabitable desert. The
powers drawn from the soil by the production
of crops, should be restored to it by manures
in some shape or other. The farmer whose
hjsliandry thus exhausts his land of its fertility
ought not to be called a cultivator of the Earth.
lut a robber of the soil, a robber of the publicj
aid of future generations. This sort of rob-
bery has been ten thousand times more hurtful
to the prosperity of the community, than all

ths highway robberies committed in New Eng
laid from its first settlement to the present time.
A good farmer would not only endeavor to

:Teserve the original fertility of the soil, but
'0 increase it, till it was carried to the highest
iegreo of which if is .susceptible, consistent
with his interest and profits, it is a in.~at im
portant inquiry by what means can a sufhcient
quantity of manure be obtained, what kinds will
be the most beneficial in proporlion to th<; ex-
pense, what are best adapted to the soil of his
farm, and what willbe the most beneficial ap-
plication of them? Here the inost learned man
and Ihe most skilful farmer, will find ample
occasion for all the knowledge they have deriv-
ed from study and practice, science and experi-
ence.

Barn or stable manure is one of the best
means of enriching land where it can be procur-
ed in sufficient quantities

; but according to our
present modes of farming this can seldom be
done, except in the vicinity of large towns, and
even then, I doubt whether farmers can afford
the high prices for stable manure at present de-
manded. It is not difficult for a man of fortune
who regards not the expense, to enrich his land
so as to produce great crops. But the question
with farmers in general is, and ought to be, how
It may be profitably done. If the expense ex-
ceeds the product, it will not do for them. It is

not sufficient that the crops are large, but do
they afford a net profit. The true object of the
farmer is to cultivate his land in such a manner
as will afford the largest profit, after deducting
rents, taxes, labor, and all expenses of cultiva-
tion.

The manure from the barn I believe might
be very much increased, perhaps doubled or
Irippled, if the yard were covered with earth,
turf, or Tegetable matter to a depth sufficient to

al)Sorh all [in- liquid inaniiro. Eviiry part
should be secured as much as possible from ex-
halation liy the heat of the sun.

ll seems to be generally agioed by Enn-lish
Agriculturalists, that stable manure by termonf-
iug loses a great part ofits value. Mr.'Coke, Ihe
great KngUsli Commoner and Agiiculiuralist
says, Ihat by using his manure fresh, it went twice
as far as it did formerly, when used after fcv-
menlatinn. As a general rule it cannot bo
doubted that it is much beller to apply manuie
to land in tillage than in grass. In Ihe latter
case a great portion of it is lost by evapfciu-
tion.

MiNERAi, M.iMT.ES. It seems very desirable
that the mineral manures should have a much
more effectual and extensive trial than thev
ever have l\m\ in this rounfy. The virtues of
lime have been so highly "extolled, and it has
been in fact so powerful a fertilizer of land
in other couiliies, that it deserves a full and
lair experinien: here. Esper:ei;ce seems to
have shown that lime when applied in so small
a quantity as twenty bushels to Ihe acre, may
alter the texture and constitution of Ihe soil,

and render it fit lor the production of crops of
which it was before incapable.

A late and excellent writer on agriculture
says, " it is iiiconceivable what effect lime has
on the produ'Uiveness of the earth. Philoso-
phers have investigated its nature and proper-
ties to find mil the secret spell by which it

works, and while some have attributed the ef-

fect to its pc.ver ol decomposing putrescible
matter, or !oV.s r.ffinity to.- carbunic acid, oth-
ers have ascribed it to the change elTected on
Ihe conslilulion of the soil. All however are
agreed that r^o land after its first ^nd natural
richness has been exhausted by cropj.ing, can
continue fertile without a mixture of li.is fos-
sil. Its use was the first thing which rev-.ved
English agriculture after it had long languished
in the most abject state, and the first thing
which raised Scotland to opulence and indepen-
dence. Lime, as a manure, has found its way
into France and Germany, and it is blended with
the soil along the shores of the Baltic. In

Southern latitudes this mineral manure is more
generally applied, either incorporated with
clay in the shape of marl, or combined with
sulphuric acid in that of gypsum."*
There is one circumstance which seems to

render the beneficial effect of lime in our
county very probable. The soil of Essex
with very few exceptions, is either what
Geologists call the primitive rocks, earth re-
sulting from the decomposition of these rocks,
or of alluvial, the washings and depositions of
the primitive. We have I believe no lime-
stone, and the quantity of lime in our soil must
of course he much smaller, than in a soil rest-
ing on lime stone. The less we have in our
soil, the more beneficial would its application
probably be, and greater in such a soil as ours,
than in one of a different formation. An addi-
tional incitement to the use of it is, that in
Pennsylvania, where probably more lime has

* Letters of .Agrjcola.
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been used lor mnnure than in all the other stat^,

a much smaller quantity has been found sufh-

cient than is frequently applied in England

and Scotland, probably owing to Hie greater

porti'm of calcareous matter contained in the

limestone used in this country. Thus though

lime might he dearer here, in proportion to its

bulk than in Great-Britain, it might be cheaper

as a manure on account of its superior strength,

or in other words, the greater portion of pure

lime in our limestones. If twenty, thirty or

forty bushels of lime applied to an acre will pro-

duce a great and permanent improvement in

the constitution of the soil, and contribute by

its solvent powers to render animal and vegeta-

ble manures more efficacious, then lime may

prove one of the most effectual modes of

enriching our lands.

Gypsum or Plaster of Paris. This mineral

has in many parts of our country produced a

wonderful effect, and contributed perhaps niore

than any other cause to the improvement of ag-

riculture in those places. It is supposed that

near the sea coast it has little or no effect, and

has in some instances been tried without success.

It appears to me that further trials are desirable.

It is a manure so cheap, so small a quantity as

one or two bushels being sufficient for an acre,

has produced such great crops elsewhere, that

it seems expedient to make additional experi-

ments to ascertain whether it may not be bene-

ficial for some kinds of soil in our county, or

perhaps for some particular crops. The rea-

son assigned by that eminent chemist, Sir Hum-

phrey Davy, why gypsum produces little or no

effect on some soils, that those soils probably

contain it already in sufficient quantities, docs not

appear satisfactory. The mode in which it op-

erates is not well understood, but if our soils al-

ready contain gypsum enough, why does it not

display its powers in the production oi' g:ood

crops here as well as in the lands in Pennsylva-

nia and on Connecticut River; The experi-

ment should be made on light sandy soils, or on

a dry loam. On clay or on wet soils, gypsum

itis^aid does not succeed.

fiand and clay operate as manures for each

other. Where there is an excess of sand in the

soil, clay is one of the most beneficial manures,

and on the other hand, where there is an excess

of clay, it is remedied by the application of

sand. The improvement of the soil in these

cases is lasting, and not like that produced by

vegetable and animal manures exhausted after

a few crops. A permanent change is produced

in the texture and constitution of the soil, it be-

comes better adapted for the reception of ma-

nures of a different kind, and will render them

much more efficacious.

In this county, from the dryness of the atmos-

phere, and the nature of our soil, we suffer

more from dry seasons than wet ones. But a

small proportion of our lands require draining

for tillage, and especially tor grass. There are

however some tracts of land in various parts of

the county, which must be drained to be pro-

ductive. These are often composed of rich

earth, washed in a long course of years from

the higher lands adjacent, and of vegetable

matter the accumulated product of centuries

and if rendered sufficiently dry, would probably

produce large crops. It is well known to every

practical farmer, that the tirst requisite to the

successful cultivation of such lands, is to lay

them dry, that till this is done labor, tillage,!

manures, aud all efforts to render suth land pro-

ductive, will be in a great measure fruitless.

The tacilly of draining here is generally much
greater than in England, and it will seldom be

necessary to resort to the covered drains so

common in that country, and so expensive.

An essential requisite of good husbandry is,

that the soil should be kept free from weeds.

In this particular there are among us great de-

ficiencies. We are the less excusable in not

keeping our lands free from weeds as we have

one crop which is peculiarly favorable to that

object, I mean Indian corn or maize. This a-

lone gives us a great advantage over those

countries where it is not cultivated, that is over

almost all Europe. Perhaps we are not fully

aware of the value of this noble plant. The
celebrated Arthur Young considers it as the

test of a good climate for agriculture. Id

Great-Britain and the larger part of France,

it will not come to maturity, the climate is too

cold. In the south of France and in some part?,

of Italy it is cultivated to a considerable extenl.

Mr. Young says, the only good husbandry he

found in France was in those districts wheiie

maize was produced. Wherever this plant

was cultivated, there was an abundant supply

of food for man and for domestic animals.

Our soil and climate are well adapted to thp

growth of maize. It produces a much larger

quantity of food on the same space, than an^-

other kind ot grain ; forty, fifty, sixty bushels

an acre, are not an uncommon crop, and several

experiments shew, that one hundred bushels miy

be obtained in ordinary seasons, from a single

acre. The stalks and husks afford a nutritive

food for cattle equal on an acre to half a ton of

hay, when the corn is good.

It affords an excellent opportunity for enriching

land, so that no manure may be lost by evapora-

tion. All kinds of manure, animal, vegetable, or

mineral, and in any condition if turned under the

soil are benficial, snd may be applied without

danger. I mentioned it in the first instance as a

clean crop, that is a crop that enables the farmer

to keep his land free from weeds, and prepare it

for another. In England where turnips and beans

are used as crops for cleaning land, the value

of the crop is much less than that of Indian corn,

and the expense of cultivaton much greater.

In order to obtain the full benefit from the

cultivation of this crop, the land should not only

be rich, but kept entirely free from weeds.

The propriety of doing this is so obvious ttiat,

the remark may seem unnecessary, yet if we
take a survey of the cornfields in this county, I

apprehend we shall find frequent violations ot

this rule. In many instances, after waging a

warfare during tlie season, the weeds have final-

ly obtained the ascendency, their seeds have

been allowed to come to maturity, and prepare

the soil for a still more abundant crop of weeds

the ensuing year. From the appearance of

some fields in tillage, it might be imagined,

that the object of the farmer was to bestow

just so much cultivation as should produce a

plentiful crop of weeds, who, as if they had a

right as being the original occupants of the soil,

are allowed to retain possession and repel any in-

truders. By allowing weeds to remain till

their innumerable seeds ripen, we not onlj in-

jure ourselves but our neighbors. The heavier

seeds intrude upon their frontiers, and the wing-

ed kinds matured in our neglected grounds
the air like the noxious locusts of other reg
an<l either choke the crops of our neighl

or make work ior their hoes.

Our soil is well adapled to grass, both

pasturage and mowing land, and the clima

generally very favorable for making hay.

the vicinity of large towns, few crops are r

profitable than grass, and few are obtained

so much ease. So long as lands thus situ

will produce a good crop of grass, perhaps
general rule it is not expedient to apply

to any other use. But most of our mc
lands fiiil in a few years, and becomes necessa

break them up for tillage, and on almost e

farm of any magnitude it is necessary to com
tillage and grass husbandry, in order to keep
land in good condition. The laying of l.^n

grass is an important part of the farmer's I

ness. Tlie two grasses, whose seed is comi
ly sown, clover and herds grass, are both g
but it might be expedient to try other k
especially in laying down pasture lands

pasture as well as mowing lands were all

laid to grass in a rich condition, with plent_

the kinds of seed adapled to the soil many
tures would produce double the quantity

do at present, and be also if) a belter state

tillage when broken up. But no farmer sh

put his plough into grass land unless alte

course of crops in tillage he c«n lay it to g
in a condition at least as good as it was bel

In ploughing hilly land it is very imperial

prevent the soil from being washed away
rains. Much injury has been done to lan(

this description, by the wasting effect of r;

the land gullied the vegetable mould and i

est earth washed away, and the soil either i

trievably injured, or to such a degree, tha

fertility could be restored only at a great
pense. The method of horizontal plotlg

praclised in some parts of Virginia, seems
most effectual security against this evil.

As an instance of what may he done by at

live, and skilful farmer, I will mention the

of that celebra»ed English farmer, Robert B;

well. Mr. Baki;well was a tenant occupyii

farm of four hutdred and forty acres, about

fourth arable, and the rest grass. On thisf;

and from the pioduce of it, he kept one I

dred and fifty homed cattle, four hundred shi

and sixty horses. These animals were all \

fed, in an excellent condition, and mani

them the best animsls of the kind in the k

dom. Mr. Young, who visited this farm,

who gives this account of it, says, " the co

were all as fat as bears." If the live stock t

farm of one hundred acres were in the s<

proportion, there would 'ge thirty four neat

tie, ninety sheep, and fourteen horses. 1

was undoubtedly an extraor-linary instance,

it proves how productive the soil may be i

dered by judicious cultivation.

I am of opinion that by skilfu\ managemi

it is practicable to keep a farm in a condilioi

constant improvement for an indefinite time

render it from year to year, the season be

equally good, more productive ;—and that i

may he done from the resources of the fa'

without any great expense in the purchase

materials to enrich it from abroad. Among'
means necessary tor this purpose, would be 1

prebend, a due proportion of grass, and tilli

husbandry, making as much manure as possi
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ligent search for, and application of" all kinds

lanurp. whctUcr mineral, vefifetable, or ani-

wliich may be procured ivilhout any great

;nse, a judicious rotation of crops adapted

e soil and the ])robablc state of the markets,

jrough and complete tillaa;e of the arable

, and the destruction of all weeds, so that

)owers of the sail should be wholly applied

le production of useful crops.

le great defect common in the husbandry

is county the want of root crops, has been

ted out in this place, in former addresses,

the great advantage of these crops for^live

: described and demonstrated in the most

actory manner. Among those 1 believe

tiangel Wurtzel, or great beet, and carrots,

•referable to any crops of the kind (hat have

tried here. They afford a much more nu-

food for cattle, and a larger produce (es-

lly the Mangel Wurfzel) to the acre, than

urnip with which we are acquainted. It

well ascertained that the Ruta Baga, when
to cows, communicates a bad flavor to the

though it may be good food for other

tock. Our long and severe winters, ren-

necessary to lay in store so much food for

and the tap-rooted plants when well cul-

d, afford so much, and of such an excellent

y that no farmer who is able to cultivate

m in a husband-like manner, should be

jt a plentiful supply of vegetables,

principle which cannot be too strongly

mended to every farmer, is to have his

ock, and all the products of his farm the

jf the kind, the best kinds of hay and

the best butter, cheese, fruits, cider,

es, and other vegetables, for the market,

fference in point ofexpense in the produc-

yery trifling between very good, and or-

or bad, but in the price of these commod-
Lid the profits to be derived from them,

fference is very great. Articles of the

lality will always command a good price,

hose of an inferior quality, though pro-

it nearly or quite the same expense, per-

annot be sold at all, or sold only at a loss,

aps we may derive some encouragement

ited and vigorous efiorts to improve our

riculture, if we compare it for a mo-
ith that of England, and take a view of

•f the advantages and disadvantages of

^lish and American farmer. In England,

ure is carried to a much higher degree
lection than in other countries, with the

on perhaps, of Flanders, Lombardy, and

arts of Switzerland, and Sr'cotland. This
wing, as is well known, to any superior-

oil or climate, enjoyed by England over

other countries of Europe. Arthur

an excellent judge, after making his ag-

al tours over France and England, says,

h in soil, and chmate, France has the su-

y over England, but the produce of the

ountry by the acre, was on an average,

)r quite double to that of France, ow
uperior cultivation. Our own agricul-

irobably inferior to that of England ;

—

e no doubt, exceptions to this remark
general position it is unquestionably

A'^hat are the causes of this superiority?

re the advantages of soil, climate, or po-

nstitutions, which the English enjoys

i American farmer ? Or is the difference

owing to the superior industry, skill and liberal

application of capital in English agriculture ?

In England the greater mildness of the

weather in winter, enables a farmer to prepare
his land earlier for a spring crop, to feed his

turnips on the ground, and prosecute some op-

erations in agriculture which the severity of

our winters renders impracticable. The win-

ter is both milder and shorter, the atmosphere
being more moist, is in some respects more fa-

vorable to vegetation, and they sufler less from

diought than we do. Vegetation is however
more rapid here than in England, and though
our spring is later, our harvest is earlier. Hay
is also cut earlier here, and owing to the supe-

rior dryness of our atmosphere is much more
easily made than in England. Indian corn gives

us a great advantage over the English farmer,

as has been already mentioned.

With respect to the soil, a skilful observer.

Chancellor Livingston, alter an attentive exam-
ination, is of opinion, that the soil of the Unit-

ed Slates is not inferior to that of France,

Great Britain, Italj', Flanders and Germany.

—

The soil of our own county is not so good as

thit of some parts of the United States. A ve-

ry considerable portion of Essex, however, is

naturally fertile, and if agriculture does not

flourish more with us, it cannot, I think, be
justly ascribed to any defect in our soil or cli-

mate.

[Remainder in our next.]

Roxbury, Feb. 13, 1824.

T. G. Fessf.ndek, Esq.

Sir,—Havinof called several times at the Shakers'

Village, in Canterbury, N. H. during the past year, a-

maig theirnumerous economical arrangements, I was

much pleased with their mode of keeping fresh meals

darmg; the winter and late into spring. By this means,

they kill off a considerable number of animals and

poultry in December and .Tanuary, and preserve them

for use, {saving the expense offood and labor attending

them) during the whole winter.—I had hoped to have

received this statement in season for our last .Agricultu-

ral Repository, but was disappointed..— I think it miglit

do good, though now getting late in the season, to pub-

lish it, in your valuable paper.

The receipt for making soft soap, may also be useful

to publish.

Respectfully yours,

JOHN PRINCE.

Canterbury, Jan. 26, 1824.

Much respected friend Prince,—Your letter

of the 22d Dec. was duly received, but I regret

to say, that it was at a time in which I was pre-

paring for a long journey, and therefore could not

immediately answer your request with regard
to giving you information, as respects the keep-
ing of fresh meat, aud the making of soap : nor
have I, till this instant,(in consequence of a crowd
of business,) had any convenient opportunity to

write. However, if it will be of any service to

you, or the public, at this late period, you shall

be welcome to the following hints.

To keep Fresh Meat good during winter and spring.

Dig a cave, if convenient, under the north
side of a building where the ground descends
considerably to the north ; wall it all round with
stone or brick, except the passage on the north
side, which should be bd entry way, furnished

with three doors, at some distance apart ; the.

middle one to lie made of slals, the other livo

made whole in order to shut close. Having cut

the moat into largo pieces, permit it to freeze

thoroughly; then place it in the cave upon
shelves prepared for that pur|)ose, and cover it

over with low sheets, upon which snow may be

laid if necessary. The doors arc to be kepi

closely shut during moderate or Ihawey weather

;

but they should be occasionally left open when
the weather is cold, in order to let in the frost.

The middle door is for the purpose of keepinn;

out carnivorous animals while the others aie

open ; the other two are to prevent the warm
air from penetrating the cave, the grand object

being to keep the meat in a frozen situation.

With due attention meat may be ke[>t fresh

and good in this way, from December till April

and perhaps for a longer time.

Where it is not convenient to make a cave un-

der a building as above, it may answer a good

purpose to dig it in any other convenient place

where the ground descends sh arply towards the

north : but in this case it shoul d be covered over

with flat stones and earth ; and also with a wood-

en roof in order to keep out the rain.

An easy method to make good Soap.

The vats or vessels containing it are lo be si-

tuated in the rays of the sun ; and at the same
time sheltered from the rain.

To one barrel of good lye sufficient]}' strong

to bear up an eg^, add about six gallons of clean

melted grease, and thus in proportion for any

other quantity.* Stir the mixture well together,

and repeat the operation twice daily, till it be-

comes so thick and stiff as to render stirring im-

practicable. Let it stand in this situation thro'

the summer ; or till needed for use, adding a

little weak lye occasionally as the soap dries

away.
With due respect, your friend,

FRANCIS WINKLEY,

* Or add as much grease as the lye will absorb, or

eat up.

To purify River or any other Muddy Water.—
Dissolve half an ounce of alum in a pint of warm
water, and stirring it about in a puncheon of wa-
ter just taken from any river, all the impurities

will soon settle lo the bottom, and in a day or

two it will become as clear as the finest spring

water. ^

Warm Water.—Warm water is preferable lo

cold water, as a drink, for persons who are sub-

ject to dyspeptic and billions complaints, and it

may be taken more freely than cold water, and

consequenily answers better as a diluent for car-

rying off bile, and removing obstructions in the

uriny secretion in cases of stone and gravel.

When water, of a temperature equal to that

of the human body, is used for drink, it proves

considerably stimulant, and is particularly suited

to dyspeptic, Dlllious, gouty and chlorotic sub-

jects.

To make Sea water Jit for washing Linen at

Sea.—Soda put into sea-water, renders it turbid,

the lime and magnesia fall to the bottom. To
make sea water fit for washing linen at sea, as

much soda must be put in it, as not only to ef-

fect a complete preci|)itation of these earths,

but to render the sea-water sufficiently lixivial

or alkaline. Soda should always be taken to

sea for this purpose.
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From the Old Colony Memorial.

AGRICULTURAL STATEMENT.
By Doct. Macomber.

To the Trustees of the Plymouth County Agricul-

tural Society.

[Concluded from pa^e 226.]

In the spring ol" 1823, vegetation in general

was backward, and the grass in the swamp ap-

peared not more promising, than in many oth-

er places, but as the season advanced, the growth

became more rapid, and by tlie last of June the

grass was stout. Thougn the grass had lodged

a little in some places, yet it was growing more

rapidly the first of July, than it had done at any

previous time. A small part only of the herds-

grass and line top and less than half the clover

had blossomed. VVhile in this flourishing state, a

heavy rain on the 6th of July brought the clo-

ver with much of the herdsgrass and finetop

to the ground. The next day on examining

the grass, I found that the decay at root in fu-

ture would probably much more than balance

the gain of grass at top; and thai though the

crop might gain in weight liy standing longer,

yet would lose in value, and that a second crop

would be proportionally less valuable. I there-

fore determined immediately to cut it, though

the shrink might be greater, and the weight of

the crop considerably less. I resolved not to

sacrilice substance to sound.

On the 8th of July, I began mowing the

swamp ; although it was misty, and the atmos-

phere was loaded with vapors. At noon the

clouds disappeared, and seven days of as fine

hay weather succeeded, as are usually seen.

The greener and more sappy hay lay expos-

ed to the sunshine of live successive days,

having beCu cocked at night and spread

out in the morning. I was told by some that

1 made it too much ; but though it was abundant-

ly dried, yet I think it will gather sufficient

moisture in the mow to be good hay, and I have

no apprehension, that it will be mowburned. It

was carried into the barn, a distance of a few

rods only, upon poles, and weighed during the

heat of the afternoon, and on the 14th of July

the weight was found to be '7739 lbs. or 3 tons,

9 cwt. 11 lbs.

On the 31st of July the swamp was surveyed

by Joseph Clift, jr. Esq. with the assistance of

the man, who was chielly concerned in cutting

the grass, making the hay, and weighing it

;

and was found after making a deduction for the

unproductiveness of ditches and drains, to con-

tain one acre and thirty-four rods.

On the 9th of September we commenced gel-

ting the second crop on the swamp, and on the

17th the weight of the same was ascertained

to be 4102 lbs. or 1 ton. 16 cwt. 70 lbs.

This, added to the weiglit of the first crop,gives

in the whole 11841 lbs. or 5 tons, 5 cwt. 81 lbs.

which is after the rate of 4 tons 7 cwt. 21 lbs.

per acre.

The swamp is not yet " tabula rasa." It is

not exhausted by the energies, it has already
put forth. During the nine days, we have been
employed in getting the last crop, it has shot up
spires of grass more than 7 inclies above the
cutting. Already it assumes a delightful verdure.

Thus it appears, that the wealth of our coun-
try lies buried beneath stagnant water, and an
exuberance of useless herbage and bushes,

fruitful source, teeming with the seeds of fever,

and giving off to everv breeze the noisome
breath of pestilence. And shall we sleep on

regardless of the truest interests of agriculture ?

regardless of our health ? Shall we tread be-

neath our feet, as worthless, sources of wealth

far richer than the mines of Potosi ? Shall we
go on still negligent of those great depositories

of vegetable life, from whose prolific bed might

be drawn an amount of food, equal to the sup-

port of a population, many times exceeding the

present population of the United States'

Without doubt the writer might have rear-

ed on his swamp much greater crops, than

those stated in tliis paper, if he had made a free

use of manures ; liut if he had done this, it

would have been said by many 'these crops

are not the effect of the richness of the swamp-
soil ; they are the effect of manures.' There
is now no place tor this kind of reasoning. No
waggon-wheels groaning beneath the pressure

of compost have passed over this spot ; nor has

the soil, already blackish, been blackened by ma-

nures. The soil needs little manure. Swamp-
soil is in itself manure ; and is in truth the farm-

er's mine.

By judicious application of manures swamp-
soil might doubtless be brought to yield as

great crops of hay, as any soil whatever.—And

it is probable, that instead of mowing it twice,

it might be necessary to mow it three limes in

a season; in ordor to prevent its lodging. Bat

robbing other lands of their proportion of ma-

nure to raise one piece to an unnatural fertili-

ty may be about as wise, as for a man to starve

his stock of cattle to rear a fat ox to be exhibit-

ed at a cattle-show with this difference, that

salt will preserve the ox when slaughtered;

but it is uncertain, whether salt will preserve

his three green crops of grass, unless at each
time of cutting he should be miraculously favor-

ed with fine hay weather.

For reducing swamps and low lands to the

necessary degree of dryness no specific rules

can be given. The differences of situation and

soil, the number of springs and brooks, and

their relative position, the existence of shaking
grounds, the unevenness at the surface, and
the risings and depressions of the pan beneath,

are matters, which demand correspondent differ-

ences of management. .Much less will it be

proper to adhere to the directions of European
writers, for they have been conversant with
soils widely different from ours. The circum-
stances of the spot of ground before us can alone

dictate a judicious mode of proceedure. When
one writer tells us, that drained swamps will

produce 4 tons of English hay per acre, and
more than 90 bushels of Indian corn per acre

without manure, we may safely believe him
When another writer tells us, that to drain a sha

king ground we must dig the ditch at the outlet

as deep, as the bottom of such ground, it will be

best to withhold our assent; for swamps maybe
made so dry, as to produce but small crops of

grass, while on the other hand they may be
left in so wet a state, as to produce grasses only

of the inferior kinds. In draining a swamp iti

not a little difficult to retain the proper degree of
moisture ; for it is not more vain to exjiect a

plentiful crop of good grasses without the indu
ence of the sun, than to expect such a crop
without a considerable degree of moisture situ-

ated not far from the surface of the soil.

From situation some wet soils, cannot bi

claimed by draining and ridge-plonghings,

may be made good meadow by carting out

on them sand and gravel, or compost, in w
sand is a prinripal ingredient. But this is

quently an expensive operation. It will ah
be proper as well to count the cost as to c;

late profit.

If any manures are necessary on swamp i

they are such, as promote the decompositic
vegetable substances. But this effect

sometimes be as well produced by ploughi
for loosening and breaking up the soil hi

plough lets into it heat and air, which will

water already present, are all the agents ni

sary to decompose and break down the soil

give it the desired fertility.

The air is composed of an infinity of g;

of vapours exhaled from the bosom of the t

as much more fertilizing, than the more c

and earthy manures, as volatile alkali is i

fertilizing, than the fixed. The atmosp
3 a grand laboratory, in which God, the mi
Chemist is continually carrying on an en
variety of operations, and while he is decon
ing some atmospheric substances, is doul

orming new compounds from others. The
therelbre, who ridge-ploughs his wet groi

has the satisfaction of thinking, while he is f

ing drains in the most expeditious manner
reducing his soil to desirable fineness, tha

is likewise throwing it up (if the writer mf
allowed the expression) within the influen

atmospheric manures, and is causing it to bei

in such a manner the recipient of a thoi

gasses, that by the cliemical action of e

and airs the quality of his soil is greatly im[

ed.

The writer concludes by once more re

ing a short sentence, that deserves to be w:
in letters of gold, " Venerate the Plough

EXTRACT
From an Jlddnss, delivered at thefifth Anniv(

Meeting of the Saratoga County Jlgricu i

Society, held at Ballston Spa, on the Stkdl
October, 1823. By Earl Stimson, Esq

I

sidcnt of the Society.

" Industry, and economy combined, froo

true philosophers stone, which turns all

gold. Without these essential qualificatior

one can be a respectable, or an useful me
of Society. They are therefore among •

j

principles which should be instilled int(

child from his earliest infancy.—They
generally exist together, and are both so i

pensably necessary to success in any pursi

life, that where one is wanting, the olbe

all practical purposes may as well be abse

For without industry, economy will be of

vail.—.\nd without economy, the fruits t

dustry are soon wasted.—Man being forme

action, and duties always devolving upon
|

industry and economy cannot be dispensed 4
in any situation in which he can be placed'

is the want ofthese, that prevents the succi

so many in the various mechanical brancht

well as in the learned professions—and it i(

primary cause which calls in the aid of th

solvent law to close up the concerns of so I

in the mercantile world.
" The indolent person soon loses the t

dence, and of course the patronage of his
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^loyers, and poverty, nnd disgrace are the final. I

md inevitable result. But in no one, are (ho

inliappy eifects which result from the want ofj

hese, raore apparent than in the cultivator of'

he soil. The indolent farmer exhibits liisowni

isijrace to every passing traveller; and brings

brcibly to the mind even of the stranger, the

vorils of the wise man—" I went by the field of

he slothful, and by the vineyard of the man
toi'i of understanding, and lo it was all grown
)ver with thorns, and nettles had covered the

ace thereof", and the stone wall thereof was

roken down." Hnw true is the picture which

iolomon here gives of what daily falls under our

wn observation. How often do we see a farm

usceptible of a high state of cultivation, and

vhich might with any thing of industry and e-

onom}' be a source of wealth to its possessor

—how often do we sec it grown over with bush-

, briars, thistles, and every hurtful weed

—

he fields badly arranged, the fences out of re-

air, the land half tilled, the barn doors broken
rora their hinges, and the windows of the

ouse filled with hats, presenting any idea but

lat ot comfort.
" On a nearer examination, the picture is

ill darkened.—Look at his stock, his out-hous-

s, his implements of husbandry ; every thing

poor and out of its place. Enter his dwelling

his home, that sacred place in which are to be

)and the only fruits of Eden which have sur-

ived the fall—is domestic peace and happiness
iver found within, where neglect and ruin are

ithout ? Does not every thing wear the same
jpect—and is there not inscribed on every
ung on which the eye can rest, indolence and
aste?

"Reverse the picture ; and what can be pre-

loted more agreeable, what can be accompa-
<ed with more pleasing ideas. Look at the

rm of the man who is diligent in his basiness,

id prudent in his concerns—his own spirit is

fused intoevery thing around him—every thing

in repair, every thing is in its place, every

ning is in its season ;—every thing evinces that

e master's eye has seen and directed all his

incerns—and that he hath remembered and

actised the adage

—

" He that by the plough would thrive,

Himself must either hold or drive."

—On a nearer examination we find his fields

ell arranged and productive, his crops clean,

ad of the best quality, and secured in season

nder cover, instead of being exposed to weath-

in stacks as is too frequently the case, to the

reat loss of the farmer, both in the crop itself,

ad in the manure of which it might be pro-

uctive—we find his caMle well fed— in good
ondition—and often better sheltered than the

mily of the slothful. Enter his dwelling, it is

le habitation of plenty—the store house of the

liry and the loom—and his fire side, that calm

id domestic one, where the farmer, in the bo-

)m of his family, finds not only rest from his

ill, but the richest reward of his labor.

" Since we are assembled for the purpose of

lUtually receiving and communicating instruc-

on, and stimulatmg each other in that pursuit,

hich was the first, and is still the most honor-

die employment of man— i'. will be expected
lat something will be said more particularly

a the cultivation of the soil. Agriculture em-
races in its widest sense too many subjects to

^it of a description in detail, within the lim-

its of a single discourse. Division and Fencing
of a Farm, the proper mode of tillage—drain-

ing and watering of land—the rotation of crops

—kitching gardening, that important, though
much neglected subject-— Ihc planting and cul-

tivating of fruit trees— diflfcrcnt kinds of ma-
nures and their application— the raising and
fatting cattle—the form and construction of

farming utensils, the most proper mode of build-

ing, both as it respects the form and materials

—

and the different kinds of domestic manufactures
would furnish matter for an useful discourse

—

but without descending to any particular discus-

sion on any one of these subjects, sufnce it to

say that a knowledge ofthem all will be sought
by the practical farmer. But permit me in

compliance with the request of several gentle-
men, briefly to subjoin a statement of what 1

have found to be the most successful and profit-

able mode of cultivating the farm which 1 have
taken under my immediate care and upon
which I have tried a number of experiments.

" The soil of this land is a brown loam, lying
on a stratum of lime and sand stone, at the depth
of from three to six feet, projecting out of the
ground occasionally on the brink of ridges.

—

The surface was covered with round hard stone
sufficient when put into half wall with posts and
rails to enclose it in lots from five to ten acres.

The original timber was principally beech and
maple, mixed with bass wood, elm, and hem-
lock. The whole farm was interspersed with
spots low and springy.—When first cleared the
dry land was productive both in grain and grass.

" It was occupied as four small farms previous
to its coming into my possession, and has been
so often cropped without seeding down to grass
or being supplied with manure as to become in

a great measure unproductive not yielding the
occupants on an average more than twenty
bushels of grain to one ton of hay per acre.

" Little or no attention had been paid to the
arrangement of the lots—the fences were in a
decayed state and the buildings much out of re-
pair, and the whole was much covered with old
logs, stumps, stones, hedges of briars, unprofita-
ble bushes and weeds. For the first four or
five years after part of this land came into my
possession, 1 pursued the common way of farm-
ing, and half ploughed and harrowed my land
over the stones and around the logs and bushes
—summer fallowed at the loss of one crop, and
ploughed in what little manure I saved five or
six inches deep. I laid out much labor and got
small crops.

" Tilling my land with hired hands, I found
on posting my account it was running me in

debt instead of being a source of profit. This
induced me to try some other method, and after
several experiments having for their object
the economy of labor, the procuring and appli-
cation of manure and the rotation of crops

—

the following has proved the most successful.
" In the first place I drew a plan on paper

arranging the land into spuare and convenient
lots containing from five to ten acres having an
eye to the convenience of water for each field

and to the transportation of its produce to the
barn where it was to be housed but with no re-
gard to the onevenness of the surface or the
swales of springy land. This land cost about
twenty-eight dollars per acre. I commenced
fitting the lots and continued year after year in

succession. The management of one may be
taken as a specimen of the whole.
" I removed the rubish at an expense ofabout '^2

per acre.—The loose stories were then removed
and with posts and rails placed into permanent
i'ence, at an average expense of ^G per acre.

—

This expense added to the first cost of the land,
makes an average of g3G per acre, excepting
repairs of buildings, when the hind was fit for
tillage. I then arranged my barn yards a little

dishing, where it was convenient, for makin*
and preserving manure. 1 drew into them in

the fall a quantity of turf and dirt from the
knolls around my buildings and the adjacent
roads and yarded my stock upon it during the
winter. This course I pursued for a lew years
until my crops so increased as to furnish me
with manure in a sullicient quantity to give each
of my lots a slight coat once in five or six years.
In the spring it was thrown into small piles in the

yard. In the fall commenced |)loughing with a

good and faithful ploughman who turned over
the sod about three inches in depth and from
eight lo ten inches in width. The dry part was
back furrowed into lands of twelve paces and
the wet into lands from five to six paces wide,
leaving a deep dead furrow to answer the pur-
pose of a drain. I spread over it from six to

eight three horse loads of manure per acre and
on the driest and moi!t barren I have adderf

three or four loads of old leached ashes—rol-

led it down with a roller five feet long and twen-
ty inches in diameter. This was done to pulve-
rise the lumps and settle the manure and land

together.
" This 1 have done both in the spring and

fall—the spring I have found the best time but
not so convenient for carting manure. About
the tenth of May it was well dragged, or plough-
ed with a one horse plough ; if ploughed it was
harrowed down and if it was wet and springy it

was cast into small ridges by throwing two fur-

rows together at a distance of two and a half
feet from the centre of the ridges, but without
disturbing the sod; then cross-marked at the
same distance. About the fifteenth or twenti-
eth of May it was planted with eight rowed
yellow corn, twelve quarts to the acre, wet in

a pickle made of six ounces of saltpetre, two
quarts of boiling water, one gill of tar. This
pickle was applied to the seed boiling hot,

which immediately was rolled in plaster and
planted. The head lands were planted with
four rows of potatoes for the convenience of
turning the horse so as not to break down the

corn.
" After the corn was out of the ground six or

eight inches, it was lightly ploughed both ways
—one furrow in a row, dressed out with a hoe
and plastered on the hill five pecks to the acre.

After two or three weeks it was ploughed and
hoed as before without disturbing the sod, and
suckered before hoeing, leaving three or four

stalks in a hill. The potatoes were hoed at the

same time with the corn—the first time, the

tops were covered about an inch and the hill left

flat—the second time, the tops were spread a-

part with the hoe and about the same quantity of

dirt applied on the hills as before. The whole
of this expense including the manure and inte-

rest of the 36 dollars did not exceed nineteen

dollars and a half per acre.

" In the fall, I gathered on an average from
sixty to seventy bushels of corn per acre fit for
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the crib: which, at that time, was worth fifty-

six, or sixty cents per bushel ; and from four

hundred and fifty, to five hundred bushels

of potatoes, worth about sixteen cents per bush-

el. After the corn mas harvested the hills were
harrowed with a two horse draa;—In the spring

I ploug'hed it just deep enough to turn up the

old sod which had become a fine vegelable

mould fi^r a spring crop and after harrowing the

furrows down, sowed it with barley, washed in

strong brine and rolled in plaster about two and

a half bushels of seed per acre, harrowed it,

and before cross harrowing it was seeded with

four pounds of the large red clover seed and

three quarts of timothy. After the barley was
out of the ground one or two inches, it was
sowed broad cast with plaster, five or six pecks,

per acre, and rolled down to pulverise (he

lumps and smooth the surface for mowing. The
expense of this crop was not to exceed ten dol-

lars per acre. In this way the land was cleans-

ed, enriched, and prepared for a further rota-

tion of crops.

" The second rotation.—The sod was turned

over (he last of August or first of Sept., manured
and rolled down as in the first instance. About
the fifteenth of September, I sowed it with red

chaff bearded wheat one and a half bushels per
acre and harrowed it in. The seed was pre-

pared by washing it clean in a strong brine

made with salt, and immediately rolled in lime

and 1 let it lie moist twenty-four hours to prevent

smut and insect. In the fore part of May, five or

six pecks of plaster were sowed broad cast to

the acre. The expense of this crop including

manure was about fourteen dollars per acre

—

the produce from 35 to 40 bushels per acre

worth jpl, 25 per bushel.

" Late in the fall or early in the spring I turned
tip the old sod—harrowed and planted it to corn.

Tilled as before mentioned except the barnyard

manure—the expense about ^14 per acre— liad

from 00 to a 100 bushels per acre worth 44 cts.

per bushel.

" In the fall or enrly in the spring I harrowed
down the hills and in the spring prepared and

sowed it with some spring crop suitable to stock

down—sowed and rolled as before stated, pro-

duce from 50 to GO bushels it barley—from 25 to

.35 if s(>ring wheat, and from 70 to 80 if oats

—

—from 5 to 600 lbs. of flax per acre ; and after-

wards tor two or three years, from 3 1-2 to 4 tons

of hay, or pasture in that |)roportion per acre.

Some seasons, instead of sowing wheat on the sod

in the fall, I have turned it over in the spring,

rolled and harrowed it. and sowed it with 3 bu-

shels of small or 3 1-2 bushels of large while
peas to the acre. After they had been washed
in strong brine and rolled in plaster they were
ploughed in on the top of the sod—when out

of the ground one or two inches, plastered 5 or 6
pecks to (he acre, and had f'rom 30 to 40 bushels
per acre—then in the fall, (iirned back (he sod
and manured it, sowed it with wheat as before
stated, and have had from 40 to 45 bushels per
acre. The third season have taken a crop of
from 80 (o 100 bushels of corn per acre. And (he
fourth stocked it down with barley. This I have
found a good course when my ground was in

hear{ so tha( it would answer to (ake from it four
crops of grain before slocking wi(h grass. Wi(h
this mode of husbandry, as will appear from fol-

lowing ou( the above ca!cula(ions, my land has
afTorded me a handsome profit."
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NEWLY INVENTED STEAM APPARATUS. We have

seen some ingenious machinery for heating steam to a

high temperature, invented by Mr. Joseph Uixon, of

Lynn, Mass. which promises to prove of much utility.

We shall attempt to give some idea of this invention,

although without a diagram it will be perhaps impossi-

ble to give a clear explanation of its principles.

The Reservoir of water which supplies the Eoiler or

Generator is placed about 16 feet perpendicular height

above the Generator, and the latter is supplied by a

pipe, which descends from the former. A small dis-

tance above the Generator is placed a Cock with an In-

dex and plate, to regulate the admission of water.

The Generator is an iron tube, set perpendicularly in a

brick furnace, made very strong, and strongly closed at

top, except the aperture, which idmits the tube from

the Reservoir. Near the top of the Generator is a small

tube, entering into the Boiler, and winding several

times round to its bottom,and then rising perpendicular-

ly at a small distance from the same, and communicat-

ing with an iron vessel of a globular form. In this last

mentioned vessel, steam pipes, furnished with cocks are

inserted, which conduct the steam into steam-receivers

in the apartments, or into the liquids, &c. v^hich it is

wished to heat. Water is drawn into the Reservoir by

the agency of steam which is made to enter it, and by

expelling the air, and then being gradually condensed,

creates a vacuum, and water is forced by the pressure

of the atmosphere, from a barrel or other vessel, placed

on a level with the boiler, &c. into the Reservoir.

The advantages which the inventor expects to derive

from his machinery consist, 1. In an easy and conveni-

ent mode of heating steam to a high temperature, by its

being exposed, after its formation, under a degree of

pressure, which prevents its escape, to be further heat-

ed in the spiral tube before mentioned. 2. If steam ofa

high temperature is made use of for heating apartments,

the vessels, which receive it may be a smaller size tha»

in the mode practised in England. 3.By introducing into

liquids, steam of a high temperature, they may be e»a-

poraltd ; but if steam, of merely a boiling heal, is intro-

duced into water, its condensation produces more water

than its caloric expels, and thus the quantity of water,

which it is wished to evaporate is increased instead of

being diminished.

.Mr. Howes'' Address, published in this day's paper,

will be perused with profit, and we presume with plea-

sure, by our agricultural readers. It exhibits conden-

sation of thought, together with perspicuity of expres-

sion, not often united. We regret the necessity of post-

poning a part of it to our next ; which became indis-

pensable in consequence of some other articles, which

could not well be divided, engro.ising a larger portion

of our columns than was anticipated.

Portugal is distressed for money, and desponding at
the loss of her South American Colonies. A forced Loan
is in contemplation, and every imported article addi-
tionally taxed. A very serious conspiracy has been
discovered at Lisbon just on the point of breaking out.
Three Ministers had been dismissed, the King has or-
dered the Queen to be arrested, and many people of dis-

tinction were on trial. The people are in open rebel-
lion.

An article dated Nuremberg, mentions that an im-
portant note had been delivered by SirC. Bagot, Eng-
lish Ambassador at Petersburgh, to Count Jiesselrode,
demanding explanation, as to the policy which Russia
intended to adopt respecting South America.

Intelligence has been received in England of a dread-
ful inundation at a new settlement at the Cape of Good
Hope. —

—

Calcutta papers to the tenth of September have been
received at New York. The cholera morbus was rag-
ing with great violence in many parts of India. Inun-
dations in the Upper Provinces had done very great
damage, particularly to Indigo. Tirboot, considered
one of the safest Indigo Districts in the countrj', has
been completely ruined.

FOREIGN.
London papers to the 6th Jan. have been received

at New York, but their contents are not very interest-

ing. The accounts from Paris are to the 3d. The
Etoile contains some strictures on the President's Mes-
sage. It observes that " Mr. Monroe has taken in his

Message the tone of a powerful monarch, whose armies
and fleets are ready to go forth on the first signal. He
does more ; he prescribes to (he Potentates ef Europe
the conduct they are to pursue in certain circumstan-
ces, if they do not wish to incur his displeasure. Such
is the prohibition which he issues against their ever
thinking ofany new colonization in the two Americas.^*
The Editor concludes by saying that "the opinions of
Mr. Monroe are as yet merely the opinions of a private
iudividual."

DOMESTIC.
The night ofthe 11th inst. was signalized by a vio-

lent storm, which did immense damage in various parts

ofthe country. Nearly all the bridges on Connecticut
river were wholly or partially destroyed. Among the

number were the Bridge between Northampton and
Hadley, of which almost 300 feet were swept away.

—

The Bridge at Montague, opposite Greenfield, was near-

all swept away. The Bridges between Norwich andi

Hanover, Hartland and Lebanon, Windsor and Corn-
ish, Springfield and Charlestown, Walpolc and West-
minster, Wfstmoreland and Chesterfield, were either

wholly or in part swept away. The Bridge near Brat-

tleborough, over the east branch of Connecticut river,

about 100 rods from that over the main stream, was en-

tirely swept away. The Bridge over the main stream re-

ceived but little damage. Five Bridges on Williams
river ; several on the Ashuelot, three on Cold river,

in Acworth, were likewise destroyed. The dam on the

Connecticut, says the Greenfield paper, at the mouth
of Miller's river, and the Locks at that place are al-

most whollv destroyed ; the Great Dam connected
with tfie Locks, below, which was rebuilt the last sea-
son, is materially injured. The Great Dam at South
Hadley Falls is principally carried off.

In the neighborhood of Boston the tempest was very
violent, but owing to the direction of the wind, and
the tide being out, when it was highest, but little dam-
age was done to the shijiping. A board twenty-foul"
feet long was taken by the wind from a pile on Spear's
wharf, and carried through the clapboards and board"
ing ofthe second story of a building occupied by Mr,
Charles Appleton, sail maker, on Fort Hill Whari, and
broke a joist of five by three inches of the floor of tb^
third story, by which its force was destroyed.—The pile,

is about 150 feet from the loft. Another board from the
same pile was blown over the loft and lodged in the

porch of the house of Mr. John Sargent, Branch Pilots

in Gibb's lane. —
The Greenfield Herald states that the damage by the

late freshet, on the Connecticut river, cannot be esti-

mated at less than 100,000 dollars.

At Haverhill, during the late gale, the alarm w.i? so

great that the mhabitants fled for refuge from their own
dwellings to the meetinghouse; where, being collect--

ed, the terror was increased by several windows btingi

blown in.

Republiean J^omination.—His Excellency Wjr.i.iAiiC

FrsTis, for Governor; Hon. Marcus Morton, for

Lieut. Governor. [Boston Patriot.

" .^Jfair of Honor."—A duel was recently fought,'

at the South, between two slaves— '• All for loir."

The parties were without seconds, and, for the w ant of

pistols, were armed with muskets. Upon the first fire

one was killed on (he spot, and the otheT wounded, it

was supposed mortally. This was doing the business

pretty etfectually. The slaves seem determined to

pluck up th(-drowning honor of duellist?.

[Mass. I'eoBjan,

i
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Mammoth Pig.—Messrs. Tracy and Phermaii, of

arnrich, h»ve raised and fatted this season a pig,

Bijhiiij as tbilon's—alive 900 lbs. dressed 710 lbs.

iMfge Ox—Mr. Thomas Borden, of Fall-River, kill-

; an ox, last week, weighinj^ _/!//£en hundred anajifli/

r pounds.
Dhlrosing.— \ daughter, and as we learn, an only
ild of .Mr. Stephen Nash, living near Saugatuck
idge, Ct. about (bur years old, was burnt to death on
id.iy atternoon last, in consequence of her clothes tak-

j fire. She was alone hi the house at the time.

COXGRKSSIO.VAL.
I.v Sf.-vwte.—Friday, Feb. 6. .\.fter attending to

al an 1 private business, the Senate in Committee, re-

nedthe consideration of the bill to authorize the
ildius; of an additional number'of Sloops of War.

—

e bill had been so altered as to provide for the
Iding of the vessels so soon as suitable materials
lid be obtained, and the appropriation made 425,000,
tead of 850,000. The bill thus amended was op-
ed by .Mr. Batbour and .Mr. Macon, and supported
Messrs. Lloyd, of .Mass. Hayne, of S. C. and Smith,
Maryland ; when the consideration of the subject
postponed to Monday,
bnday, Feb. 9. The suns appropriated for buildinj

03 of War having been fixed at $250,000 for th

ent year ; and 200,000 annually for the three ensii

years, the bill, thus amended, passed to be engros-
Jt afterwards passed the Senate, and was sent to

House.
uesday, Feb. 10. The annual report of the Sinking
d was received and read.

he Senate in Committee proceeded to consider the
,0 secure the accountability of public officers. Af-
luch discussion, and several proposals of amend-
the bill passed to be engrossed for a third reading,
ednesday, Feb. 11. A staleraeut of all the Purs-
nd .Navy Agents, in arrears to the Government,
-eceived from the Treasury Department, and or-

1 to be printed.

e bill from the other house, authorising surveys of
3 and Canifs, passed to a second reading, and was
wards committed.
lUrsday, Feb. 12. Statements of the Commerce
avigation of the U. S. for 1823, were received,
trdered to be printed.

esolution of the Lec-islaturc of Indiana, in favor
yevision of the Tariff for the purpose of cncourag-
iinestic Manufactures was committed.
! bill to abolish imprisonment for debt, was taken
tscussed, and its further consideration postponed
onday.
motion of Mr. Lloyd, of Mass. the bill for extend-
e term of pensions to the widows and orphans of
IS slain, &c. on board private armed vessels, dur-
e late war, was discussed in Committee, reported
Mitamendments, and ordered to be engrossed

-Friday, Feb. 6. A bill laying a duty on
of merchandize at auction, was reported, read
and referred.

Abbot, of Georgia, in compliance with directions
Legislature of that State, offered the following
•esolution :

—

olved, &c. That the following amendment ofthe
tution of the United States be proposed to the
atures of the several States, viz :

—" That no
the Constitution of the United States ought to
strued, or shall be construed to authorize the im-
ion or ingress of any person of color Into any one
Tnited States contrary to the laws of such State."
.ud referred as usual.
House, in Committee, resumed the subject of
1 Improvements, and Messrs. Smith, Gazlay,
ind Livingston, of L. delivered their sentiments,
^question was taken, before the House adjourned.
'ay, Feb. 9. A .Memorial praying Congress to
genuine Vaccine Matter throughout the U. S.
rtain preventive of small pox was committed.
"ay, Feb. 10. The bill on the subject of Intsr-
Tovements was brought into consideration, and
veral motions for re-commitment, continuance,
question on engrossing the bill for a third read-
taken and decided in the affirmative. Yeas

iiys 86.

kesday, Feb. 11, and Thursday Feb. 12, were

principally occupied in debates on the Tariff Revis-
ion 13111, but no decision was obtained.

MASSACHUSF.rrS LEGISLATURE.
Lv Sk.vate.—Wednesday Feb. 11. A bill relating

to KxecutorsanJ Administrators was read a first time.
A Message was received from the Governor stat-

ing that he had received from the Governor of the
State of Ohio a copy of certain resolutions, passed by
the General Assembly of that State in January last,
proposing that a system be adopted for the gradual
emancipation of the people of color, held in servitude
iu the V. States

; and recommending a plan of foreign
colonization for their improvement, and eventual de-
liverance from slavery, with a request that said resolu-
tion be laid before the Legislature of this State.

Thursday, Feb. 12. Hon. Messrs. Allen, Hubbard,
WiUard, Rutter and Hastings were appointed a Joint
Committee to report what further measures were neces-
sary to effect the adjustn\ent of the claims of this Com-
monwealth on the U. States for military services, &c.
The Hon. Messrs. Keyes, Hubbard and Mills were

appointed a Committee to report on the expediency of
empowering Courts to require parties to produce evi-
dence in their possession pertinent to the issue pending
between them.

Saturday, Feb. 14. A resolve authorizing Harvard
University, Williams College, and the Berkshire Medi-
cal Institution, to bring in Bills, was reported, accept-
ed, and sent to tho House for concurrence.
A bill relating to the Reversionary interest of Charles

River Bridge, was read a second time, and laid on the
fable.

Monday, Feb. 16. The bill relating to Charles Ri-
ver Bridge ; and the bill to incorporate the Middlesex
Bridge Proprietors are referred to the next session.

A bill to prevent fraud in the admeasurement of
Grain, Salt and Meal passed to be engrossed.
Tuesday, Feb. 17. The Joint Committees on the re-

solutions of Tennessee and Alabama, reported, that it

was inexpedient to express any opinion on the forma-
tion of a Convention of Members of Congress to nomi-
nate candidates for President, Sec.

A Message was received from the Governor, relative
to the claim ofthe Commonwealth now pending with
the Government ofthe U. S. and stating the necessity of
making further appropriations to defray the expenses
necessary for continuing the prosecution ofthat claim.

HoDSE.—Wednesday, Feb. 11. Among the bills

enacted of general interest, were a bill to repeal the act
to restrain the issuing of certain printed promissory
notes ;—a bill in addition to the act making further
provision in the Judicial Department. The additional
bill relating to the appointment of Inspectors, and regu-
lating the manufacture of Gunpowder, passed to be
engrossed. The bill to alter the law providing for the
Instruction of Youth, as originally reported, was read a
third time, and laid on the t^ble. The bill further to
regulate the Militia passed to be engrossed. A bill for

the better regulation of Goals and the prisoners there-
in was read once. A bill respecting the admeasure-
ment of Grain was amended, and laid on the table.

Messrs. McKay, Hewins, Crowell, Hale, and Carey
were appointed a Committee to enquire into the expe-
diency of amending the 13th article ofthe first Section
of the 2d chapter ofthe Constitution so as to authorize
the Legislature to decrease as well as increase the a-
mount of salaries for the Justices ofthe Supreme Judi-
cial Court. '

A bill was reported relating to the Reversionary in-

terest of the Commonwealth in the Bridges in the vi-
cinity of Boston, proposing to grant to the Proprietors
of Charles River Bridge a perpetual right in the same
on certain conditions.

Thursday, Feb. 12. A resolve, granting $1800 for
the use ofthe States Prison was read the first time, and
has since passed both Houses.
A bill to prevent the wanton destruction of lamps in

streets and on bridges was read twice.
Messrs. Ellis, Gray and Jackson were appointed a

Committee to report on the expediency of repealing the
law requiring in certain cases that the bodies of persons,
who commit suicide shall be interred in the Highway.
The bill to alter and amend the act providing for the

Instruction of Youth passed to be engrossed in concur-
ence.

Friday, Feb. 13. A committee was appointed to re-
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port on the expediency of amending a law" regulating
the practice of Physic and Surgery.
The Militia Bill was further amended so as to exempt

uniformed, non-commissioned officers and privates of
the militia from the poll tax.

Saturday, Feb. M. The bill rcvpecting Highways
was indefinitely postponed.
The Judges and Registers of Probate salary bill

passed to be engrossed.

Monday, Feb. 16. The Report ofthe Joint Commit-
tee, giving leave to Harvard University, Williams Col-
lege, and the Berkshire Medical Institution, to bring in
bills for the benefit of those Institutions, came down
from the Senate for concurrence. The House non-con-
curred in the parts ofthe report, which relate to llip

University and the College, and concurred in giving
leave to the Berkshire Medical Institution to bring in a
bill.

Firxl rolume of Ihe JVeiv England Farmer u anted.—
A few complete copies of the first volume of the New
England Farmer would begl.adly received at this Office
in exchange for complete copies of the 2d vol. of the same
publication. Also, No. 42, of the first volume is much
wanted to complete a file, and a generous price will be
given for that nunih.^r, by tho publisher of this paper.

FOR sale at this office a few pounds ofMangtl
fVuiizel Setd, rai.sed by John Prince, Esq., Rox-

biii'y- Feb. 21.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

APPLES, good, to best,

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo. No 1, . . . .

" No2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual.
" 2d qual. .

CHEESE, new milk ....
skimed milk,

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee,
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1023
LIME, .

OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, BoneMiddlings new, .

navy, mess.
Cargo, No 1, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh

VEAL,
MUTTON and LAMB, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, . . .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, ....

Indian, do
POTATOES, ....
CIDER, liquor, new ....
HAY, according to quality.

bush
bbl.

bush
bbl.

lb.

cask
gal.

ton.

bbl.

bush
lb.

FROM
D. C

1 75
I -17 CO
142

90
8
6 75

doz.

bush

8

83
6 75
7
3 75

60

40
67
38
9

35
1 00
63

4 50
14 50
12 50
11 75
2 75

7

58
37
45
37
31

50
40

D. C.
2 25

150
145 00

1 00
8 50

6

12

4
9
90

7 25

63
50
70
40
10
40

1 17

72
5 00

15 00

12
3 00

8
70
40
50
40
33
00
42

4
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NIGHT.—BY HONTGOMERT.

Night is the time for rest

;

How sweet when labors close ;

To gather round our aching breast

The curtain of repose :

Stretch the tired limbs, and lay the head

Upon our own delightful bed !

Night is the time for dreams

;

The gay romance of life,

When truth that is, and truth that seems,

Blend in fantastic strife
;

Ah ! visions less beguiling far

Than waking dreams by day-light are.

Night is the time for toil

;

To plough the classic field,

Intent to find the buried spoil

Its wealthy furrows yield
;

Till all is ours that sages taught.

That poets sang, or heroes wrought.

Night is the time to weep

;

To wet with unseen tears

Those graves of memory, where sleep

The joys of other years

;

Hopes that were angels in their birth.

But perished young like things of earth '.

Night is the time to watch

;

On ocean's dark expanse.

To hail the Pleiades, or catch

The full moon's earliest glance,^

And brings into the home-sick mind'

All we loved and left behind.

Night is the time for care ;

Brooding on hours misspent,

To see the Spectre of despair

Come to our lonely tent

;

Like Brutus midst his slumbering host,

Startled by Caesar's stalworth ghost.

Night is the time to muse ;

Then from the eye the soul

Takes flight, and with expanding views

Beyond the starry pole,

Descries athwart the abyss of night

The dawn of uncreated light.

Night is the time to pray
;

Our Saviour oft withdrew

To desert mountains far away.
So will his followers do ;

Steal from the throng to haunts untrod,

And hold communion there with God.

Night is the time for death
;

When all around is peace.

Calmly to yield the weary breath, '

From sin and suffering cease :

Think of Heaven's bliss, and give the sign

To parting friends—such death be mine I

MISCELLANY.

FAINTING.
Nothing alarms by-standers so much as seeing

a person laint awaj^. This fainting arises from
fright, loss of blood, or pains, and however un-
pleasant it is, Is rather an antidote or a cure,
than a disease : for iinder fainting, there is a
suspension of every faculty: during il the bleed-
ing ceases, the pain is not fell, or the object
which caused the fright forgotten or removed.
It is very seldom dangerous ; and more harm has

arisen from improper modes to remove it, than

from the fainting itself. Let the person be laid

in a horizontal position, and pressure of every

sort removed. Such as slays, neckcloth, &c. : if

a man, let the shirt collar be unbuttoned, and

nothing tight remain about the knees or arms.

Stimulants are generally applied to the nose
;

and fortunately do no harm, because the person

is insensible to their influence. If in a room,

let the windows be opened to cool the surround-

ing air, for if it be heated, even that stimulus is

too great ; for the same reason it is improper

for persons to stand in a crowd around one who

has fainted, and who wants all the fresh and cool

air that can be admitted to him. Never shake

the body with a view to raise the vital spark

lest you darken it forever.

Many persons from extreme sensibility are apt

to faint when they see any one in distress, or

witness any alarming accidents : and hence, in-

stead of being of any use, they add to the gene-

ral confusion. This state of mind, as it is much

to be lamented, so it ought to be guarded against

with the \itmostcare. It depends, in some mea-

sure no doubt, on bodily constitution : but since

we know it may be increased by indulgence,

why should it not be checked, or perhaps cured,

by good sense and resolution ? It will be worth

while to try; and for the encouragement of my
readers, I can assure them, that many persons,

who were formerly so timid as to run away from

the sight of a little blood, and be greatly alarm-

ed at a shriek, have so far overcome this weak-

ness, as to render themselves highly useful on

many similar occasions. It is certainly right to

sympathize with our fellow creatures in their

distress but that degree of sympathy is best which
while it leaches us to pity, prompts us to relieve

and assist them.

Something Remarkable.—A wild Swan or Cyg-
net, was shot on Saturday last, at the west end of

this Island, by Wm. Bennett. Such an occur-

rence, in the middle of January, we believe

is wholly unprecedented in the sporting annals

of this quarter of our country. This beautiful

and extraordinar}' bird was discovered several 1

days since, entirely unaccompanied by any of its

species, at the opposite point of the Island, a-

1

bout 12 miles eastward of the place where he
j

was killed. Its plumage is singularly compact i

and delicate. The body, wings and neck, are ;

of the purest white—the feet and bill black.

Length, from the tip of the bill to the feet, 5

feet and 8 inches. Distance between the extre-

mities of the wings when extended, seven feet.

Weight, about 24 pounds.

—

A'aiitucket Inquirer.

ANECDOTES.
Col. Francis Edgeworth, an ancestor of the

late Mr. R. L. Edgeworth, was a man ofgreat wit

and gaiety, fond of his profession, quite a soldier,

and totally regardless of money. Besides being
straitened in his circumstances, by having for

many years a large jointure to pay to his mother,
he was involved in difficulties by his taste for

play—a taste which, irom indulgence, became
an irresistable passion. One night, after having
lost all the money he could command, he stak-

ed his wife's diamond ear-rings, and went into

an adjoining room, where she was sitting in

company, to ask her to lend them to him.
She took them from lier ears and gave them to

him, saying that she knew for what purpose 1

wanted them, and that he was welcome to Ihei

They were played for, and the Colonel was
fortunate, as lo win back all that he had 1(

that night. In the warmth of his gratitude to 1

wife, he, at her desire, took an oath never mo
to play at any game with cards or dice. Sot
time afterwards, he was found in a ha3'-yai

with a friend, drawing straws out of a hay-ric

and betting upon which should be the longes

A hard Master.—A rich man whose head w
not so well filled as his purse, hired a band
musicians to perform for an evening to ente

tain some company, which he had invilt

When they were performing an overture ti

master of the feast went up lo the harp-plavei

and asked why Ihey were not playing? Th
said they had twenty bars rest. " Rest 1" sa

he, '• I will have nobody rest in my employme
I pay you for playing not for resting.'^

A man who wanted employment as a schoi

master was asked if he was acquainted w:

mathematics. The would be schoolmaster, si

posing some great literary character was mea
replied, '^ Matthew Mattocks, sir ? No, sir, I

not acquainted with Matthew, but 1 know his b

ther Richard very well."

A bad character better than none.—" Sir"

served a publican of Doncaster, to a man note

ous for never speaking the truth, "you hi

taken away my character." " How so ?" s

the other, " I never mentioned your name in

life." " No matter for that," replied Bi

face, " before you came here I was reckoi

the greatest liar in the place."

NEW AND VALUABLE IMPROVEMENT.
JUST received, and for sale at the Agricultural

tablishment, No. 20, Merchants' Row, Willis'lf

ly approved patent Straw Cutter ; for simplicity,

and despatch in cutting straw, hay, tc. far exd
any now in use.—Likewise, Saiford's improved
Cutter ; with a variety of common Hand Aiachina

the same purpose.—Also, W. James' improved
Corn Shelter, a very valuable and simple Machini

.Tan. 31.

BRISTOL CROWN GLASS.
-j ^f\ BO.XES Bristol Crown AX indow Glass, (Uvr perior quality, just received and fota

wholesale and retail, at the very lowtf

CCS, by BRIGHAM& DfXAAO, No. 30, Unions

WANTED to purchase twenty or thirty fuljj

Merino Ewes. Address, or apply to
""

Wild, Broker, Exchange Street, Boston. Fei

TERMS OF THE FARMER.

{t5= Published every Saturday, at Three T)i _ ,

per annum, payable at the end of the year—bu^l

who pay within sixty days from the time of subittiil

will be entitled to a deduction of Futv CKUTa

£E5" No paper will oe discontinued (unless (it

discretion of the publisher,) until arrearages are
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l-EACH TRF.KS.

8. There are, no doubt, m;iny ways by whicli

ach'trees may bo in a degree if not entirely

,ed from tlie worms,which devour tlieir roots.

respects the utility of aslies, ray experience

itifies me in spealiing with a considerable i\e-

58 of confidence. There is now slandiug- on

' Father's premises, a peach tree, bearing

laf is called, familiarly, the late Rare-Ripe,

(ruil, by the way, much less known and culti-

[ed, than from it-vworth it ought to be,) cer-

lily more than fitly years old, and which noiv

irs tolerably well ; the root always haviag

aained in a great degree sound, and succ€s-

jly sending up shoots to supply those that t!e-

ed through age. Digging round this tree,

;ch has usually been done every year in ihe

ng, I have often taken a quantity of gtm,

ch would surprise one, who had no exptri-

je in the thing; and which, had it not been

oved, would have afforded shelter to a great

ber of worms, to prey upon the bark, and

upon the wood of the tree. After remov-

the gum, the practice has been to put a

itity of ashes round the tree, say a peck or

e, and then cover it over with fresh earth.

this way this tree has beCTi preserved,

Jing through half a century, with sorcc a

re, a rich abundance of very pleasant fruit,

now bids fair to continue thrifty for many
s to come. I might mention olher. of a

age. which wpuld also serve as ovid»'~--o

ie utility oT this practice. But this wiW.,

aps, be enough to induce those who love

fruit, and are willing to be at pains to have

try the experiment. The labor is small

.he expense next to nothing.

would here mention one thing, suggested by

wn observation. I do it to be informed

her it is confirmed by the experience of

And this is, that fruit trees, including

e varieties generally known by that name,

y can be preserved till they are about fif-

or sixteen years old, are much less liable

urious accidents after that than before.

—

iter they have arrived to that age, may
pected, with a considerable degree of con-

::e, to live and produce fruit for many years.

SERVATiCNS BY THE EDITOR.—We believe

he foregoing remarks will prove useful,

ily on account of the information which
contain, but by turning the attention of

ators to a disorder in peach trees, which
h not uncommon, seems not to be general-

ierstood. The following extract from an

e in the last edition of l)r, Willich's Dq-
; Encyclopedia, (which was written, we
e, by Dr. Mease, of Philadelphia) de-

5 the disease to which we allude.

each trees are liable to three casnalties:

The fly that deposits eggs near the root,

lere forms a worm.
. The bursting of the bark by severe
in net winters.

" ;V The splitting of the limbs at the fork of

the tree.

" The Ily which is blue, (but not a wasp,)

begins its attack about the middle of July, and'

continues its depredations until the middle of

September. It wounds the tender part of the

bark, and gencraUij at the surface of the ground,

there depositing eggs, which hatch into worms,
that prey upon the mucilage, and tender part

of the bark, until the communication between
the root and the branches is cut off, causing the

death of the tree. To guard against this, raise

» little hillock in the month of June, round the

tree, about a foot high, so as completely to

cover that part of the bark kept moist and

tender :»i the surface of the ground. This
hillock will not stand so long at one height,

as to tender the bark above, as the rain will

radually wash it down level with the surface,

and must be raised again every summer.
' To take out the worm, the roots must be

uncovered, and the spot looked for where the

um oozes out, following the cavity round with

the point of a knife, until you come to the sol-

id wood, and lay the whole open : the worm
will be found with a while body and black

head; which must be destroyed, and the holes

carefully filled up with cow manure, rendered

adhesive with sand or lime and ashes, as

directed by Forsyth.
" Soap suds, heated after a family wash, and

)oured on the roots of the trees, about the

middle of August, have been used with success

in destroying the eggs or the young worm.
According to Mr. Ellis, of New Jersey, the

injury arising from the worm may be prevent-

c.l in the following way :

'' In the spring, when the blossoms are out,

clear away the dirt so as to expose the root of

the tree, to the depth of three inches; surround

the tree with straw about three feet long, ap-

plied lengthwise, so that it may have a cover-

ing, one inch thick, which extends to the bot-

tom of the hole, the butt end of the straw rest-

ing upon the ground at the bottom ;—bind this

straw round the tree with three bands, one

near the top, one at the middle, and the third

at the surface of the earth ; then fill up the

hole at the root with earth, and press it closely

round the straw. When the white frosts ap-

pear, the straw should be removed, and the tree

remain uncovfiVed till the blossoms put out in

the spring.
" By this process, the fly is prevented from

depositing its egg within three feet of the root,

and although it may place the egg above that

distance, the worm travels so slow that it can-

not reach the ground before frost, and there-

fore it is killed before it is able to injure the tree.

" The truth of the principle is proved by the

following fact. I practised this method with a

large number of peach trees, and they flourish-

ed remarkably well, without any appearance of

injury from the worm, for several years, when
1 was induced to discontinue the straw with

about twenty of them. Alt those xahich are with-

out the straw have declined, -while the others, which

have had the straw continue as vigorous at ever."

—

Thus far Mr. E.

" To guard against frost, plant llic trees

where the water will run o(T, and procure the

sweetest and richest fruit, as the interior quali-

ties arc more injured by cold.

"The splitting of the tree at the forks is

guarded against by preserving as many upright

brandies as can be spared, liy breaking ofl' in

bearing years, more than half Ihe quantity of

fruit wirile small, and by pruning almost the

whole of every brancli beyond where the fniit

is set, leaving only a few buds on each, of the

succeeding year's fruit. The size of the fruit

are by these means rendered larger, more
beautiful, and of a higher flavor, and the

growth of the tree is rendered more vigorous."

The worm above described is, we believe,

the same which is sometimes called the Borer,

which we have heretofore mentioned, and giv-

en directions for destroying, and guarding against

the mischief it occasions.* We think it proba-

ble that the quantity of gum, mentioned by our

correspondent is the effect of injury previously ,

suffered by the tree, in consequence of the

punctures of this insect ; and that instead of

afTording " shelter to worms" it merely indi-

cates the holes which they have bored, and

points to the places in which they are harbored.

The reasons of our belief are t'ounded on the

following among other facts, which go to cor-

roborate those, which have been already stated

in this article.

The Massachusetts Agricultural Repository,

vol. V. p. 360, &c. contains much useful infor-

mation on this subject, of which we will give a

sketch. John Prince, Esq. states that he had

losf a n -mher of apple trees, and supposed Ihe

cause to be " a small, white, ringed w«<m, a-

bout three quarters of an inch long, with a dark

colored head, (I believe the same that attacks

the peach tr'^e.) attacking them at and just be-

low the surface of the ground." They were
got rid of " by digging round the trees, and

clearing away the earth to the rootsj and then,

with a sharp pointed knife, a chizel, or gouge,

(and a small wire to probe, if they are deep io

the tree) they were easily destroyed. After

taking out all that could be found, the wounds

were covered over with grafting clay, and a

large proportion of dry wood ashes mixed, and

the earth then returned to the tree." " One
capable man will dig round and turn the sods,

two or three feet from the tree, (and which is

also extremely beneficial to young trees in grass

ground,) and examine at least thirty trees in

one day ; and in garden, or ploughed ground,

one hundred.

A Committee appointed to examine this subject,

consisting of Samuel G. Perkins, Esq. and John

Prince, Esq. observe that " the seasons when this

opera lion,[ofdestroying those insects] is perform-

ed with most effect are the spring and fall; and

if in the spring, before the month of June, as

the perfect insects escape before that time. In

apple and mountain ash trees, the existence of

the animal in the tree may generally be known

by the mossy appearance on the bark, and it

may be traced by removing a little earth from

* See N. E. Farmer, vol. i, page 317.
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the body of the tree, next above the insertion

of the great roots. Although the hole at

which the insect enters, is, in many instances,

very small, yet it is easily discoverable by an Ire, the beets whsn full grown w

appearance of powdered wood, or line-saw dust,
;
act shape of the mould, and vi

which is thrown out by the worm;—here

you may introduce your chisel, and follow his

track. Cut the bark smooth, and when you have

cleansed the tree of all insects, (of which there

are sometimes as many as twenty to be found,)

plaster the wounds over with a little clay, and

when it is dry, restore the earth to its place.

The operation should be renewed the succeed-

ing season to make the work complete. In peach

trees the insect is traced by the gum ;
but as this

is also produced by bruises, it is not inl'allible.

u Note.—if the frost be out of the ground,

we recommend to farmers to perform the spring

cleansing as early as March and April."

Dr. Thacher in recommending modes of pre-

venting the damage occasioned by this destroyer,

says, " Early in the spring let the soil from around

the trunk of the tree be removed down to the

roots, and fill up the vacant place with some
substance that would prove obnoxious to the fly

or worm, or that would infallibly resist its pow-
ers to penetrate the bark. Among the substan-

ces which appear most likely to prove success-

ful, I will mention flax rubbish and sea weed.
The next which occur, are ashes, lime, sea-

shells, sea-sand, mortar rubbish from old build-

ings, clay, tanner's bark, fragments of leather

from the tanners and shoemakers' shops, Sic.

Some, and perhaps any of the above-mentioned
substances if pressed closely round the trunk of
the tree, must inevitably prevent the fly or
worm from having access to the bark, and of
course prove an effectual remedy."
The following composition is recommended

by Dr. Thacher and other authors who have
written on this branch of husbandry.
" Take equal parts of quick lime, cow dung

and clay, which by the addition of soap suds and
urine, should be reduced to the consistence of

common paint. To make it more adhesive add
a little hair. Let the whole stem from the

roots to the branches, be enveloped with a coat-

ing of this composition, and occasionally re-

peated, and it will scarcely be possible for the

fly, or worm, or insects, to injure the trunk of

the tree ; and it will at the same time prove
conducive to its health and vigor. It might
even be recommended to make the application

to all young trees, at the time of transplanting,

especially when the worm is known to prevail."

The fact stated by our correspondent that

fruit trees which have arrived at fifteen or six-

teen years of age, are less liable to diseases

than before that period, may perhaps be ac-

counted for from tbe bark's becoming stronger,

more rough, and less penetrable by insects than
in the earlier stages of the growth of the tree.

This insect does not confine its depredations to

apple and peach trees, but extends them to

mountain ash aud quince trees, and, if we mis-
fake not, plum trees sometimes suffer by the
same destroyer.

lOR THE KEW ENGLAND FARMER.

'Mr. Fessejtden,—!f you think the following worthy
b place in your paper, it is at your service.

Method of raising Beets, of any shape you wish.—After y/^pr beds are made ready to sow, have

a mould of the desired form and size, which

press into the ground, then fill the hole with rich

compost, and drop one or two seeds, in the cen-

ill be of the es-

ery smooth.

I have never had occular demonstration of

the above method, but had it from a man of ve-

racity and truth a few days since, who says he

has practised it with complete success for seve-

ral years. Yours, &c. L.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Mr. Editor,—In the Address, delivered before

the Worcester Agricultural Society,by Dr.Fiske,

and published in your paper, much useful matter

is contained, many excellent ideas are suggested,

and as a whole it must be considered interesting

and valuable.

But notwithstanding the high estimation in

which the Doctor is held by the community as an

agriculturist and a man of science, it is question-

able whether his ideas are all of them correct.

In his Address he recommends setting out and

cultivating ornamental trees, along the sides of

the highway, &c. and intimates that himself

takes a degree of satisfaction in reflecting on a

transaction of this kind in which he was engag-

ed forty yaars ago. I know that a street or an

highway adorned with lofty trees on its sides,

makes a handsome appearance and is truly plea-

sant during the summer season when their cool-

ing shade is so agreeable and refreshing;— but

for one I am satisfied from observation and ex-

periment, that most kinds of ornamental trees,

wherever they stand, have an unfavorable influ-

ence on the ground in their immediate vicinity,

at least so far as their shade may extend. Ve-

ry little of any thing will grow under or near

them, and that generally of an inferior size and

quality, indicating that the land is either poi-

soned by the destructive influence of the tree,

or deprived of the warming rays of the sun and

moistening showers of rain.

About thirty years ago a row of trees about

sixty rods in length, consisting principally of

elm and ball wood or button wood, were set out

on each side of the road which passes through

the farm on which 1 live. The most of them
grew rapidly and became large and splendid, so

that the passing traveller was frequently heard
to remark respecting their lofty and beautiful

appearance. But at length they became so

pestiferous and evidently injurious to the land

nearby them, that 1 determined on cutting them
down, and have since executed my determina-

tion. 1 have taken the same course with the

scattering trees on the farm, cutting them
down, reserving only here and there one mere-
ly to accommodate my cattle in hot weather.

I am determined in future to set out and cul-

tivate none but fruit trees.—Instead of the pop-
lar and elm and other useless shrubs about my
dwelling, I prefer the English cherry and pear,

as these not only afford a cooling shade during
the warm season, but produce a rich supply oi'

excellent fruit.

One ©f my neighbors, fifteen years ago, pro-

cured and set out a dozen English cherry trees

around his house;—these with a little care aiid

attention grew and flourished, and for several

years have produced fruit abundantly, and their

handsome appearance is admired by every be-

holder.

Another of my neighbors, nearly at the sai

time, set a row of poplars in front and at ea
end of his house. These also flourished and so

became tall and large. In the course of ten

twelve years my neighbor began to apprehe
and soon became satisfied that his poplars wt
not only useless but a perfect nuisance.

His garden was evidently suffering a mate
al injury from them. Sprouts were eve
where shooting up from the wide spreadi

roots; very little of any thing would grow nc

them, and besides all this they were like f

barren fig-tree producing nothing but leaves.

Two years ago my neighbor cut them do

and supplied flieir places with some valua'

fruit trees, which prokibl}' in a few years h

b? both ornamental and profitable.

Now I would suggest the idea whether
would not be better, and lend more to a gen
al improvement to pay more attention to I

propagation of fruit trees, and less to the cu

vation of those which are not only unfruiti

but evidently destructive and injurious to I

growth of every kind of vegetation that n
happen to be near them. A Farmer

fVorcester, Feb. 1824.

From the Massachusetts Agricultural Repository

West Bridgewater, November 7. 182£

Joka Loivdl, Esq. Corrt'sponding 5ec'^ of Mass. ,

ricuUuTnl Society.

Sir,—On the 28th April last, I employee
man in grafting a young orchard, situated

the margin of a river near my residence. T
soil is of an excellent quality, and well adap
to the growth and sustentation of fruit tre

and the situation, in other respects, very el

ble fur the purpose to which it is applied.

Anong the number of trees which were tl I

grafted, was one (and there was not in the

chard, previous to this time, as was sufficiei

indicated by the broad daik leaf, and the «mo<
shining, and almost transparent bark, anothr
a more healthy and flourishing condition) h

ing only two branches sufficiently large f

grafting, and which, being severed from th |l

parent trunk, left it entirely destitute of b' I

leaf and limb: not even a twig or sucker w-

visible about it. Four handsome scions were
]

serted in the stocks, and the usual precautl
j,

taken to preserve them their position, aud [i

cure them f'rom violence. )i

After the operation ofgrafting had been cc I

pleted, I continued, daily, to visit the orchu
j

watching, with minute attention, the progr
|

of the sap as it made its way into the new
j

serted scions. My repeated visits enabled I

to make, in course of the season, the foUoivip

observations. |1

1st. That the scions set in the trees fr •

which the tops were not entirely taken olf

grafting, put forth much sooner, than those

the tree here particularly noticed.

2d. That these last did, at length, put fof

and look thrifty and promising.

3d. That they soon however began tot:'

on a sickly hue, fell into a state ot general

cay, and belore the commencement of the
i'

sent month, I found both stock and scions entir

dead.

1 have since carefully examined the free I

low the surface of the ground, to ascerl

whether its death was not occasioned by i
:

4
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ick of some destructive insect; but could

nothing to justity such conclusion. The
k stilt remains whole and entire, without

least appearance ot" any bruise or incision

ng made in it. To what then can its prema-

^ death be attributed ? to the taking off of the

in the manner, and circtnnstanccs, in li-hic/i

was dune in grefting ? If this be the case

d I have scarcely a remaining^ doubt on the

ject) it is a I'act certainly of importance ; and

ofwhich farmers generally oiia^ht to be ap-

r.ed. I am, sir, very respectfully, vour obt.

^HHt. JOHN E. HOWARD.

om llie Philadelphia American Daily .Vdverliser.

FATTING SWINE.
Belmont, Dec. 10, 1323.

Ir. Pori.soN—Several of my neighbors have

ently suflered heavy losses, by diseases fatal

"atting swine ; when preventive precautions

not been taken. With the view to avert such

ortunes, when 1 farmed, on an extensive

2 previously to and since the revolutionary

I tried many experiments in precautionary

sures, as well as in cures. I most frequenl-

liled in the latter; but at length I adverted

y having been informed of a simple prevcn-

which I CHn confidently declare, has,

me, always succeeded. That I might be

lin of this point, I have fortified my recol-

on by inquiry of an old farming laborer,

is yet in my employ, and who had the

?e of fatting my hogs, in pens, during a

portion of the time since the close of that

He recollects the loss ol one hog only
;

hat by improper feeding. I deemitincum-
on me to re publish, under a hope that the

ct of it may be as beneficial to others as it

een to me, part of a note to a communi-
1 I made to The Philadelphia Society for
oiing Agriculture, March 8tb, 1808; see

St. AJemoirs of the Society—page 229.

tut sour food is the most grateful and ali-

iry to swine. One gallon of sour wash,

further than two of sweet." 1 mean the

acidulated to the degree required for dis-

)n—not acetous.

'RY Rotten Wood should be constantly in

JDS, that the hogs when confined for fat-

nay eat it at pleasure. Nature points out

bsorbent, (or whatever it may be,) as a

ly, or preventive. They will leave their

D devour the rotten wood, when they re-

lit. I have not lost a fatting hog for more
10 years, when 1 used it, but have suffer-

neglecting it. Some of my neighbors

vith frequent losses of fatting hogs fill 1

;ed them of my practice; of which 1 w.is

/ a woman from East Jersey, before our

utionary war. She said it was then

and practised there."

d my experience since the foregoing was
led; which has been uniformly similar

li le 2d volume, page 32, near the close of

valuable communication from Mr. De
I, of Northumberland, in our state ; who
great numbers of Swine, prepared at

Ih wash from a large dislillery, and final-

;d with Indian corn: the following ini-

t information will be found. The whole
mication is worthy the perusal of every

y Rotten Wood is a good thing j but I will

lake the liberty to mention what I think a bet-

ter ; we have three blacksmiths in this town;
and my hogs eat up all the ashes or cinders they

make ; we haul it into the pens by cart loads,

ami the hogs will, as yoM observe by the lintlen

Wood—devour this at times with more avidity

than their ordinary food."

The carbonated cinders contain some of the

ingredients of rotten wood; and perhaps in

greater proportions. Be this as it may, every
farmer can readily obtain the latter; and many
can procure the former. It is anxiously desira-

ble that a preventive so etlicacious as either

has been found to be, may not be unwisely and
fatally overlooked and neglected. Nothing in

human art is invariably inlallible ; but the ex-

periment is so easy and cheap that the most in-

credulous should be induced to give it a fair

trial. Clean elevated sties or pens, dry litter

and a small enclosure, adjacent to the pens,

for air and exercise, and a moderate, but con-

stant supply of salt, no doubt add to the efficacy

of the preventive.—The diseases 1 have seldom
known to be cured. The most formidable of

them are sudden, violent, and rapidly fatal, nev-

er allowing time for remedies. Their victims

lire unexpectedly (for gradual approaches are

unperceived,) attacked with the last paroxysms,

before their danger is decisively known.
Pigs and sheep aVe subject to sudden and in-

curable maladies.

Preventives are, therefore, of the first impor-

tance. Professed cures are too ofltn, mere
quackeries in relation to both these estimable

parts of our stock.

RICHARD PETERS.
.Vo/e.— It is said tliat Charcoal -n-iU answer the same

purpose for fatting hog^s that is effected by Blacksmith''s

Cinders or Dry Jiotlen Wood. See N. E. Farmer,
vol. i. pages 144, 206.

From the National ^T^gis.

AGRICULTURAL.
Mr. Rogers,—Having leisure, I feel disposed

to make a few remark', on the culture and man-
agement of Clover; v\liich, ifyou think worthy,
you will please to lay before the public, by an

insertion in your paper.

1 am induced to make the following remarks,
by a practice which prevails with many farmers

of my acquaintance; that of not sowing Clover
seed, when seeding down tillage land to grass.

This practice, 1 hold, to be at variance with the

farmer's best interest. They say. Clover is a

poor kind of hay, and besides, there is enough
already, in my land to prevent the growth ol

any thing else, the first season, at least ;—bat

does it thence follow, that it is best not to sow ?

I think otherwise, I admit, that it may sometimes
be the case, when land is very rich, whether
sowed or not. But it is well knovvn to all who
have paid due attention to the subject, that Clo-

ver which is not sown, or which may spring up
spontaneously, will not remain in the land, or

continue to vegetate, more than half as long as

that which is sown, and that it is not generally

so luxuriant and productive. And 1 believe

most farmers will admit that the root must
hear a just proportion to the branch, thence
the greater the root, the greater the advan-
tage to the soil, when decayed or pulverized.
It is a truth that land seeded with Clover and
Timothy, or Foxtail, at the same time, will

produce about as much Timothy, after the Clo-
ver fails, as it would in Ihe same number of
years, if seeded with Timothy only, at first.

The Clover roots, greatly tend lo enrich and
pulveri/.e the soil, while thnsc of Tiniothv bind
and impoverish it. To ascertain the truth of
this statement, let a f.irnier take two pieces of
land, equal in size and culiivHtion, and a[)pro-

priate one.to Clover, and the other to Timothy,
the term of three years, then let each be suc-
ceeded by a Corn crop, with equal manaijenicnt,
anil the produce of each piece, will furnish a

criterion, by which the strength and quality of
soil, will be readily determined. I do not pre-

tend that Clover is equal in quality with Tin -

othy for hay, but I believe it to be much bet-

ter tor feed in summer, and that when sowed
with, or about the time of sowing spring grain,

which I hold to be the best time tor sowing
both ; the clover will produce feed, after the
harvest of the grain, the same season, suflicient

to pay for the seed, while the Timothy will

produce little or none.

I am far from admitting that Clover is not
valuable for hay ; much, bowever, depends on
the time of cutting, and the manner of curing it.

If it be permitted lo stand, or rather remain
in the field until it is beaten down, and the
leaves are gone three fourths of the length of
the stalk, it is of little value, compared with
what it might be, by ditferent management.
The best method to prevent its growing too

rank, is to sow it thick ; many suffer great loss

from the want of proper feeding: by endeavor-
ing to save the price of a pound ofseed they lose

dollars^ in the worth of the first crop, and in

short, are emphatically, ' penny wise, and pound
foolish,' in the outset.

If Clover be permitted to stand until it be-
comes large, it ought not to be dried till the
leaves crumble off, but carried in quite green,
and cured with salt.

I am, however, of opinion the better way is,

to cut it two or three times, during the season,
before the winds and rains beat it down ; it may
then be dried sufficiently to save itself, and
makes excellent hay.

A Friend to Agriculture.

While a young gentleman was gunning on
Saturday last, on the beach at the mouth of
East Chester, Bay, about 14 miles from this

city, he discovered something on the water,
which he found to be some marine animal, upon
which he pursued it for several hours, and at

last, as the animal approached the shore and
extended its jaws, presenting a frightful appear-
ance to one unaccustomed to view the monsters
of the deep, he discharged his piece directly

in its mouth; upon which it bellowed most tre-

mendously, and became so furious that it at-

tacked and beat off the gunner's dog who had
sprung towards the animal the moment it was
fired at. The gunner repeated his fire, and
the third shot proved mortal. It has since been
brought to this city, and proves to be a Sea
Elephant, weighing upwards of 600 pounds, and
measuring about nine feet in length. This an-

imal is rarely seen in northern latitudes.

JV. Y. Mer. Adv.

Wool.—We understand the importation ofwool
from foreign places, into Boston, during the year
1823, was 733,140 pounds—cost, $96,649.
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Alt Address to the Essex Jlgricultural Society, in

Massachusetts, at Topsfieid, Oct. 6, 1823. By

Frederick Howes, Esq.

[Concluded from page 235.]

In the article of fruit trees, we have a great

superiority over the English farmer, the most

valuable fruits, as apples, pears, plums, are

produced here with much greater ease, and in

far greater abundance.

In the cheapness of labor the English far-

mer may have some advantage over those A-

merican farmers who hire a considerable por-

tion of the labor on their farms.

Mineral manures as lime and marie are pro-

bably obtained with greater facility in England.

Those parts of the United States where gyp-
sum is used with success, have an advantage

over England. This however is not the case

with us.

The taxes to which farmers in England, are

subjected, are far heavier than are known here,

and would be thought by us intolerable, and

such I trust as will never be attempted. Tithes

and poor rates in England fiill wholly on real

estate, and are estimated to amount to ten shil-

lings sterling an acre, on all the cultivated land

in England, that is more than two dollars an

acre, so that the English farmer in addition

to his rent and taxes on a farm of two hundred
acres, is compelled to pay about four hundred
dollars for tithes and poor rates. Taxes on the

necessaries of life, on leather, soap, beer, salt,

and on almost every article ofconsumption, for-

eign or domestic, increase the burdens of agri-

culture. In addition to these, there are regula-

tions which promote the interest of the manu-
facturer at the expense of the farmer, as

the prohibition to export wool, though it

would oftci comraaud a much higher price on

the Continent than in England, and the prohibi-

tion to import many commodities from abroad,

in order to give their own manufacturers a mo-
nopoly of the market.

The activity, enterprize and skill of the Eng-
lish farmers have triumphed over all those diffi-

culties, and carried the art to a higher degree of

peifection than any other nation : They have
been much aided by a libera! expenditure of cap-

ital, and by the discoveries and improvements in

science and the useful arts.

On a fair comparison of the advantages and
disadvantages of the English and American Far-

mer, I do not think the result will Be lound against

us. We have as great encouragement to im-

prove our lands, and render them more produc-
tive as the farmer in England, or any part of Eu-
rope. We have many of the same facilities for

the cultivation of the soil, and some that are pe-

culiar to ourselves. We are free from some ve-

ry heavy burdens to which the English farmer
is subject, and if agriculture is not improved in

a high degree, the cause is not in our soil, cli-

mate, or political institutions ; it must be sought
elsewhere.

In some'parts of the United States, the climate
may be milder, the soil more fertile, and culti-

vated witli less labor, more favorable to thepro-
doctiou of grain, or have the advantage of some
great staple, as cotton, rice, or tobacco. But if

we consider the general salubrity of our climate,

the numberli!ss springs and streams which afford

.eucli an abundance of water to every part of
of New England, the goodness of our roads.

the advantages of our markets, the fertility of

a considerable portion of our soil, the facilities

for enriching it, we shall have no reason to cov-

et the more fertile plains of the south.

If we reflect on our institutions of every
kind, especially our parishes and public schools,

which have existed from the tirst settlement of

our country, and have diffused the benefits of

intellectual, moral, and religious instruction

through every town and village of New Eng-
land, and have contributed so essentially to

form that character of industry, activity, enter-

prize, intelligence, and those correct moral hab-

its, for which her inhabitants have ever been
distinguished, and which are not less necessary

to individual and social happiness, than to nation-

al prosperity, we shall pause before we quit

the soil of our ancestors lor an imaginary para-

dise in the south or the west.

In order to prosecute agricultural improve-
ments with success, theory and experience, sci-

ence and practice must be united. We must a-

vail ourselves of the discoveries in science, and

the inventions and improvements in the arts.

—

No employment has a more intimate connexion

with the most important sciences, and the most

useful arts, and there is none which admits of a

greater variety of interesting experiments. In

some countries of Europe, the study of agricul-

ture is an essential part of a liberal education.

Several distinguished Universities have a pro-

fessorship to teach both the theory and practice

of agriculture. In the countries where it has

been most successfully cultivated, it is one of

the most popular employments, and most inte-

resting subjects of conversation, among men of
the highest rank and attainments. The most
distinguished chemist in England delivered a

course of Lectures annually for many years, on
this subject before the Agricultural Society.

—

Indeed no art so well deserves the national pat-

ronage, as none is so essential to national secu-

rity, prosperity and power. No employment
is on the whole so favorable to good morals, so-

cial order, and to the promotion of those objects

in which the true interest of a nation consists.

It is not expected that all formers should be phi-

losophers, or men ofscience, but it is desirable

that they should have some knowledge of those

sciences and arts which have a close connexion
with the cultivation of the soil, and have con-

tributed so much to its improvement. Such an
acquaintance with chemistry, mineralogy ani'^

botany, as would render a man able to analyze
the different soils and ascertain their co'jst'itu-

ent parts, and the nature and propertie';, of the
plants commonly met with, might ofte-,i be highly
beneficial. Wealthy farmers m.ig'jt give iheir
sons an opportunity of acquiring this knowledge
without any sensible inconvenience, and thus
at once promote the welfave of their families,

and advance the interest of their country.

From the Old Colony Memorial.

The means of increasing or preserving the
fertility of the soil on which he operates, ought
to be a primary object with every farmer,
otherwise continual cropping will exhaust not
only his soil, and his strength, but his means.
" Lime has caused to st<irt into life the most

inert and sterile soils of Great Britain."* If

* Lcrd Erskine.

this article can be substituted for, or brougi
in aid of manure (to all farmers so difficult of a
quisition) or can be found to answer in th
section of the country, the same purpose asGy
sum does in others, our agriculturalists mu
hail it as a new era in their pursuits.

It is not left for us to make the experimei
of its efficacy; to obtain the result of whic
the life of man is hardly equal ; it has lor

been made, a«d is in familiar use among tl

farmers of our mother country, and they ha\
reaped unbounded advantages from the use of i

It only remains for us to come boldly to the a|

plication of their experience to our soil, and oi

situation, to ascertain its effects here ; should
prove beneficial we may reap the advantag
without groping our way by little and littl

as they must have done.

It is said to be useful when applied to any, i

to all soils
; when mixed with a sandy soil,

there renders it more adhesive, and increas
its capacity for retaining moisture—when a

plied lo a stitfclay soil, which requires the a
dition of sand or calcareous earth, to open,
make it pervious to the roots of vegetables

;

there operates merely as a calcareous eart
which quality is considered as essential to gii

to all soils, the capacity of attaining the biglic

degree of fertility; when mixed with a strop
cold, heavy loam, it there promotes the decor
position of the abundant vegetable fibres, vvlii(

have long been frozen up, and generates a g
which increases vegetation beyond that whic
it ever belore exhibited.

i

No soils are indeed wholly destitute ofcalci
reous matter, though not alwa.vs to be di^rnven i

but liy chemical analysis ; and but few in Ma
i

sachuselts possess so large a portion of it,

would be salutary, as there is no district abour
i

ing with chalk, or lime stone, which are t

great sources of calcareous matter ; which
also a constituent part of all marles, and (/

are efficient in promoting vegetation in propi

tion as this abounds compassed with the sand

clay combined with it

*A distinguished writer on agriculture observ il

"that all substances in which calcareous m:
|

ter is contained, have been successfully e
{j

ployed as manure, at different times, and in c j

ferent nlaees."
I

"Thus lime, marie, chalk, lime stone gra

el, shelly sand, shells of every kind, have be

employed with the greatest success. And a»

these, excepting ///nc always contain the ci

reous substance in its mild stale, we are lei

conclude that they operate on the soil, met

as calcareous and not as saline substances."

As burning is the usual, if not the only

employed tor reducing lime stone to po

and thus preparing it to be used as a m
the opinion has prevailed, that calcination

necessary for rendering lime stone capable n

becoming manure, but experience has pro;

thgtthis is not the case. Mr. Du Hammel',]

led by accident to observe that, " powdl

lime stone was a manure equally efficacioi

lime itself After repeated experiments'

found it never failed to promote the fertilil

the spot on which he applied if, in a very

degree."

A little reflection on the physical cause ofj

difference belv.cen lime, and lime stone,
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oduce this conviction ; for lime is no sooner

;pospii to the air, than it hcgius to absorb the

rot" which it has been deprived by burning,

d returns to its former mild state ; or in other

)r(ls becomes eflete ; in which state it posses-

i the same chemical qualities, in every re-

ct, and no other, as lime stone.

Hence then it must follow, that as lime is

nverted into the same state as lime stone, in

"ew days after it is mixed with the soil, that if

produces any effect at all as lime—as a saline

stinicc, it can only beat tirst, when it is appli-

and it must act ever afterwards merely as

wdered lime stone or calcareous earth. Ex-
ience shows, that lime produces scarcely any
sible efl'ect as a manure at the beginning.

—

ven the first year al'ter it is applied to the

, its efiects are inconsiderable in compari-

of what it produces in the second and suc-

ding years. From whence we must con-

de that it operates upon the soil merely as a

d calcareous earth ; and that its calcination

f no further use in preparing it as a ma-
e, than as a cheap and efficacious method of

ucing the lime stone to tine powder ;" and

acilitate the transportation where it is to

carried any distance, for lime stone loses a-

t two thirds of its weight by burning.

although lime stone nowhere abounds in our
nily, yet lime as an article of merchandise,
asily attainable, and at a price so moderate,
t if its efficacy, as an improver of our soil,

scertained by our ozvn experience, it may
found in practice the cheapest manure we
obtain. 10 or 12 casks, it is believed, will

i» competent dressing for an acre, spread on
furrow and harrowed in, with the grain and
iS seed ; and its etfects are thought to be

e durable than any other manure.
Ithough 10 or 12 casks, or even less, may
I competent dressing for an acre, yet like

1 compost manure, it is believed to be pow-
il in proportion to the quantity used;" and

not liable to the objection sometimes made
nst gypsum, that it leaves the land dead, for

said "• to act powerfully on land naturally

r as upon that which is more richly iinpreg-

•d with those substances which tend to pro-

2 a luxuriant growth."
is stated by a distinguished tourist,* in his

through New-England, that a " line drawn
h and south across Massachusetts, 30 miles

of Connecticut river, bounds the soil that

itural to the production of wheat, although

1 crops are grown on favored spots with
icular attention to their preparations." If

is the fact, it goes far to support the sug-

ion, arising from the total absence of lime

chalk, and marie, the great if not the on-

Miice of the calcareous substance, that the

of this State, is deficient of its proper pro-

ion of that ingredient, necessary to the pro-

ion of some plants, and conducive to the

riance of all. Yeojun.

From the United States' Gazette.

FRUIT.
is surprising to notice the inattention of

Farmers to tlieir Orchards. Some think it

cessaiy to cultivate any fruit at all, while a

i proportioa suffer their lands to be occupi-

ed by trees which will neither warm by their

wood, not gratify by their fruit,—hundreds of

slunted apple trees may be seen cumbering the

groinid, where a little attention would have pro-

duced a profitable orchard. The vast differ-

ence between good and bad apples, peaches and

pears, is not in many other cases, the result of

much labor and skill ; it is effected by some tri-

lling attention to the tree in its earliest stage.

There are lew who do not like good fruit in its

season, and good fruit is seldom out of season—
yet fruit trees are seldom attended to, and their

qualities still less minded. A farmer with an

orchard of 80 or 100 trees, is too often content-

ed if four or five of them bear a palatable ap-

ple, 'the rest,' he will say, 'will do to make
cider.' Now the same attention and care which
brought up the 94 bad and 6 good trees, would
have produced the whole 100 of the best quali-

ty—and farmers begin to learn, that the quality

of the cider depends upon the apple. Some
body has said that " planting frees was among
the duties which the present generation owes
the next ;" if so let our agriculturists discharge

the duty towards their children better than our

predecessors have to us; do not continue to cul-

tivate trees which can produce nothing but

crabbed unpalatable fruit, merely because we
found such in our fields, lest our children say,

" Our Fathers have eaten sour grapes and our

teeth are set on edge with them." Appropos,
of grapes, this is the season for trimming the

vines, which should be effected with pre-

cautions against a loss of sap. The astonishing

increase of the vine in this city and vicinity,

shews what may be done by a little attention,

patience and care. Grapes of a very delicious

davor now form a common dessert. The same
attention in this country and a little more pa-

tience would produce the same beneficial re-

sults in regard to apples, pears, and peaches.

—

Our market is eveiy season over stocked with

peaches
;
yet we have very few that are con-

sidered of a superior quality, while cart loads

are hourly exhibited, to unprovoked appetites.

The fact is, for want of due attention, a great

proportion of our fruit is

" Like
To .Teremiah's Figs—
The good is very good, the bad
Too bad to give the pigs."

The subject is worthy the attention of Far-

mers, and we hope they will think it is their inte-

rest togrott), (to use a most ungrammatical word)
trees that will produce palatable and wholesome
fruit.

EXTRACT.S
From the Message of his F.xcellency, Lieut. Gen. Sir

James Kempt, Governor of Nova Scotia, delivered

at the opening of the session of the Legislature of that

Province on the ftth of January last.

" It was expected that many beneficial effects

would result from a general diffusion of agricul-

tural knowledge and improvements, throughout
the country, by means of the institutions formed
for that purpose : but the expectatioBS which
even the most sanguine entertained, promise to

be completely realized. Habits of active indus-

try and systematic frugality, arc taking' deep
root, I have reason to believe, among the farm-
ing classes of the community ; and I think the
day is not far distant, when Bread Corn, will be

raised within the province, sufficient to supply
the wants of its population.

"Trade is increasing, and beginning to em-
brace new sources of commercial employment.
Our Fisheries hare been carried on with increas-
ed activity during the past year—in every branch
ot our industry there is a visible improvement.

" 1 have great pleasure also, m rejjorting to

you the state of the Provincial finances :—The
Revenue of the last year has somewhat exceed-
ed the sum which was anticipated :— It has been
fiithfully collected, and every demand upon the
Government punctually discharged. In addition
to the Revenue raised under Provincial statutes,

considerable sums of money have been paid into

the Treasury by the Collector of his Majestv's

Customs, (Duties arising under acts of the Im-
perial Parliament to extend and regulate the
Colonial Trade,) which payments have enabled
me to cancel Provincial Notes to nearly a cor-

responding amount."

From the Providence Gazette.

The following recipe to cure a cold, is said to be efHca-

cious, that we republish >t at the request of a corres-

pondent who has tested its virtues.

Take a large tea-spoonful of flaxseed, with
two penny worth of stick licorice, and a quarter

of a pound of sun raisins. Put them into tW'O

quarts of soft water ; and let it simmer over a

sIdw fire, till it is reduced to one ; then add to it a

quarter of -t pound of brown sugar candy, pound-

ed, a table-spoonful of white wine vinegar, or

lemon juice.

Note. The vinegar is best to be added only

to that quantity you are going immediately to

take ; for if it be put into the whole, it is liable,

in a little time to grow flat.

Drink half n pint at going to bed ; and take

a little when the cough is troublesome.
This recipe generally cures the worst of

colds, in two or three days ; and, if taken in time,

may be said to be almost an infallible remedy.
It is a sovereign balsamic cordial for the lungs,

without the opening qualities, which endanger
fresh colds on going out. It has been known to

cure colds, that have almost been settled into

consumptions, in less than three weeks.

From the Connecticut Mirror.

Mineralogy.—While Canals and and Tariffs,

and improvements in River Navigation, are a-

foot—while speeches are made tending to shew
the true course of policy to be pursued by gov-

ernment and by the nation—while all think

and speak of the capabilities of the country

and tlie resources that are to be developed, it

may not be amiss to turn our attention to the

subject which heads this article.

Professor Hall, of Middlebury College, ban

published a book of about fifty pages, which
will direct the mineralogist in searching foe

the best localities throughout all the Northern,

most of the Middle, and much of the Southern

and Western parts ofour long and broad country.

The minuteness, the brevity, and the clear-

ness of the statements, are admirably calculat-

ed to answer the purposes of the explorer, and

the alphabetical arrangement of the Minerals,

with tbe autliority on which the statements are

made, must render it convenient, safe and use-

fuL
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From the National jEgis.

Barre,Jan. 30, 1824.

Mr. Rogers,—In the summer of the year 1822,

I raised from one potatoe, the growth of the pre-

ceding _vear, one hiskel, three pecks and two quarts,

of very sizeable ones. To such as may doubt

my veracity, I can produce satisfactory teeti-

inony ; and to such as may think this product

small, I would recommend the divine command,
" go thou and do likewise."

Gardner Ruggles.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1824.

[Conliniied from page 236.]

PARING AND BURwiNG. Mr. Nicholson, author of

the Farmer''s JlssislanI, in an Essay, which obtained a

premium from the Agricultural Society of Albany

County, New York, has the following observations on

this subject.

" A practice has long prevailed in Europe of paring;

and burning soils, for the purpose of improving their

texture and increasing their fertility. On clay lands,

and such as contain too much vegetable matter, we
conceive the process might be advisable, if not too ex-

pensive. Its effect on clays ie to destroy the adhesive

quality of the soil, as the earth burned becomes rather

ofa silicious texture ; and at the same time the surface

is much enriched by the operation. In the other case

it is calculated to reduce the redundancy of vegetable

matter as well as to enrich the soil. The operation is

performed in the following manner :

—

" When the ground is in a good sward of grass let It

be carefully turned over with the plough ; the irons of
which should be well sharpened. Let the plough run
about three inches deep. Then cross plough with a
very sharp coulter, and the sward all be cut into squares
of about ten or twelve inches. Set the square chunks
up edgeways, by leaning two together and they will

soon dry. When well dried, build a part of them up
in the form of little ovens, at the distance of about"! 8

feet each way. These are all to have a little opening
or door, at a common windward side, for the air to en-

ter, and another opening above for the smolce to pass

olT. On some dry day, when the wind is fair for blow-
ing into the holes below, place some straw or other

dry rubbish into the boles, and set fire to it. As soon

as the fires have got fully going In each of the heaps,
let the holes in the tops be stopped up, for the purpose
of retaining the smoke, and keep gradually building up
the heaps, as the fire penetrates them, until all the

chunks of earth are piled roumd them ; and when the

heaps have fully burned, and sufficientlv cooled, they
ate to be evenly spread over the ground and plough-
ed in."

Mr. Cobbett's mode of burning is as follows :

—

^' Make a circle or oblong square ; cut sods and
build a wall all round three feet thick and four feet

high, then light a fire in the middle with straw, dry
sticks, &c. extending it all over the bottom of the pit

;

keep adding light fuel at first, then rubbish wood, till

there is a good bed of coals. Then put on the dryest of

the clods, taking care to keep the smoke in. Continue
thus for a day or two, when you may dig out the earth

a'ly where about the kiln and fling on. Put your
finger into the top of the heap here and there ; if you
fi id the fire very near, throw on more earth ; not too

in ich at a time, for It deadens the fire. The ashes

(or torrified earth) will be cool enough to remove in a
week, peat or bog earth may be burnt in the same way,
or rfrv. as in the paring and burning method. Some
onjy kindle a fire and lay on dry sods at first, and when
the whole is under good way, throw on the earth, (sub-

• )il, &c.) to be torrified, till the heap is sufficiently

large. This manure applied to cabbages, rutabaga,
Indian corn, and buck wheat, produces great eflect."

ItwiU be observed that Mr. Cobbett's dlrectlonsare

not intended merely for burning the stirface of the soil,

but for burning earth, for mamire, including subsoil,

to any depth which way be convenient. If the sub-

soil is wholly or in part clay, or perhaps any other spe-

cies of earth in which there is little mixture of silicious

sand, it is often useful to burn that as well as the sur-

face. But, as has been before observed, burning sand

produces no advantage, either for manuring other earth,

or altering the texture or qualities of that which is

burnt. (To be continued.)

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Mr. Editor,— I frequently notice in your paper de-

scriptions of new and valiiable improvements. From
this circumstance, I take the liberty to recommend
through its medium not only to our country brethren,

but to every citizen, rich or poor, who Cetds a horse or

cow, a new and very useful Machine, now in use at

the'exteusive establishment of Mr. Niles, Ilawley Place,

Boston, for the purpose of cutting hay and straw.

From the peculiar good feelings this gentleman bears

towards this very useful implement, it affords him the

greatest satisfhctlon to shew and explain its utillly.

From the full examination I have given it 1 am fully

satisfied. Its operation and eflect far exceeded my ex-

pectation. It is very simple In its construction, very

durable in all its parts, very effective In its operation,

and I am assured by the Inventor that it has cut sev-

entyfire bushels of Itay in one hour, with the labor of

two boys, not exceeding fifteen years of age.

As it is well known that common hay, straw and

corn-butts, when cut and mixt, with a small propor-

tion of grain constitute the best possible food for an-

imals, I think this implement one of the best a far-

mer or stable keeper can possibly have in use. I un-

derstand that the inventor, a Mr. Willis, has an estab-

lishment on an extensive scale, is manufacturing those

machines, of various sizes, and has placed them for

sale at the Agricultural Establishment in Merchant's

Row.

FOREIGN.
An arrival at New-York from Havre, has furnished

Paris dates to Jan. 12. By these we learn that the

third campaign of the Turks had proved unsuccessful,

and that the Greeks oblalneda naval victory on the 4tb

and 5lh of November in the Gulph of Falante. The
Greek fleet consisted of 36 vessels, and the Turkish of

34, and notwithstanding the Turks had tri(51o the

weight of artillery, the Greeks were completely, suc-

cessful. It Is also stated that the Greeks had succeed-

ed in cutting off the communications of the Pacha of

Scutaria, with his military depositories, Arta and Pra-

vasa. They had also taken an entire train of Artillery,

with an immense quantity of munitions of war. The
war was still obstinately prosecuted on the coast of Ne-
gropont.

An article, dated Constantinople, Nov. 20, and pub-

lished in the Augsburg Gazette, informs that " all the

news from the RIorea agrees in stating that the Greeks
have had the entire advantage in the last campaign ;

—

in consequence of which the Divan is seriously engaged
in discussing this very Important question :

—" Shall we
hazard a new campaign, or shall we instantly treat with

the Greeks." This subject has had a very Interesting

consideration, but the result i^not, as yet, known.

Great excitement prevails in France respecting Dep-
uties to represent the French people in their CAnniftcr*.

Party spirit runs high.

The papers continued to speak of an expedition

forming In Spain for South America, wholly on Spanish
account :—but it was said Russia had been called upon
by Spain, to comply with thetreatyof 1817, by which
she stipulated to furnish Ferdinand with five ships of

the line, and three frigates, provisioned for four months.

.4 Tragical Criminal.—One Martial, an artist and
dramatic author, attached to one of the French Thea-
tres, was recently tried and convicted of theft. .Just as

the verdict had been read, and the Attorney General
moved for sentence. Martial drew from under his

clothes a shoit knife, with which having struck his

throat several times, he threw it at the feet of the Jury,

and fell lifeless in the bar. A general movement of

horror pervaded the Court, and several females fainted.
I

The Judge ordered a physician to be called. There'

happened to he one on the Jury, who rapidly approach
ed the culprit ; the gens d'armes also ran to his reliel

Martial pulling open his shirt, discovered his neci
which had not the slightest mark of Injury ; the knii

was so dull, that it had not even bruised the skin. Th
agitation produced by this tragic scene, as rapidly sul

sided, and the accused heard with great coniposun
though protesting his innocence, his sentence of impri

onment for five years.

Jonah and the Jfliale.—Dr. Pearson, of London, i

lecturing upon the stomach, observed that this orga

had no power over substances endued with vitality

and that this circumstance accounted for the fact (

the prophet Jonah having remained undigested in th

stomach of the whale for the space of three days an
three nights. Dr. Pearson's discovery is highly Impoi

tanl both in a medical and theological point of view.

Perkins.—Extract of a Utter dated Liverpool, Dec
15.—"Our countryman, Perkins tells me that he hi

invented a Steam Engine to go in the long boat of s

Indiaman, and to take up but little room, that will tc

her three miles an hour in a calm, and which will I

in operation next summer ; also, that he has ccmplete

the most difficult part of the Steam Machinery, that •

returning the steam, and that it will require so litf

fuel to keep the steam up, that he is at prtseat afrai

to mention the minimum.

DOMESTIC.
Fire.—Between '12 and 1 o'clock on the morning i

the 25th Inst, a fire took place in Providence, R. I. 1

commenced in buildings near Market Square, owm
by Messrs. Charles Potter, John Brewer and Josep

Hawes. The flames burst through thereof and thre; >

tened destruction to the whole range ; but by great e; i

ertions were extinguished, after the buildings had sb i

tained considerable damage. Mr. John Hutchini

bookseller, sustained considerable loss. The office

the R. 1. American was in danger and sustained son

loss.

A melancholy event lately occurred at Jersey Cit
|

by the administering of laudanum for paragoric. Tw
|

children of Mf . Isaac Edge, Jr. being sick, Mrs. E. sei
|

to a store for a bottle of paragoric, and by mistake i
i

the clerk the bottle was filled with laudanum, whic

was given to the children.—The eldest an interestil

girl, nged 20 months, died in 18 hours after the laud:

num had been given. The other, a boy only 3 monti
j

old, lies dangerously ill, with little hopes of his recover
[

Ephraim Colburn lately convicted at New-Haven
aiding and assisting In opening and removing the bod

of a young female from the burying-ground, for dissec

tloB has been sentenced to nine months imprisonmen

and to pay a fine of three hundred dollars.
,

On the 11th inst. a destructive storm took placet

^^'ilkesbarre, Pa. which did nniVh damage by levellin

fences, unroofing and overthrowing barns and otbl

buildings, blowing down chimneys, trees, ice. Th

elegant bridge over the Susquehanna River was lik«

wise destroyed. It was lifted from its foundation in i

body, and hurled from the pleis on to the ice, and son

of the timbers were carried 30 or 40 rods. The N«t

Episcopal Church also received considerable damage

The loss sustained in the valley is estimated at not 1«

than $50,0CO.
Umrelcome. Visitors.—On the 29th of January, threi

large Bears made their appearance In the village

Chambly, near Lake Champlain. The first was sen

between 3 and 4 o'clock In the afternoon, in the gp
den of Samuel Ilatt, Esq.; another was observed A
deavoring to get over a garden fence, and a 3d para(W

thro' the main street. The villagers not expecting such!

visit, were not prepared to give them the reception th«J

deservcil, and they all deliberately walked to the wotrfl

before the business of loi.ding and priming could be ftr

tended to. [.

Thursdaythe Ist day of April next, has been appoint-

ed by the Governor of this State, a day of Fasting Hi
Prayer.

The dwelling house of Dr. Oliver Morse, of DanviHe,

Vt. was destroyed by fire on the 10th Inst. The famil!|r

were absent, except two small chikUen and a

about sixteen years of age.

I
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Incendiaries— A most ilsriii* ami villainous attempt
conrtajration, was mafic at ijavamiah, on the night

the iJlh inst. About 11 o'clock, the house of Dr.

or was discovered to be on fire beneath the staii case,

le fire havin» been communicated from without. For-

nately tho family had not all retired to rest, and the

mes were soon extinguished. A nes^ro man and two
:uches have been arrested under the strongest siispi-

otis.

CONGRESSlONAr,.
t-v Senate.—Friday, Feb. 13. Mr. Talbot submit-
i a resolution for authorizing- the removal of causes
certain cases from State Courts to those of the Unit-
States.

A petition from sundry aliens in New Orleans for a
)dirtcatiou of Alien Laws, and a memorial from
uth Carolina, against the proposed Tarifl' Bill, were
id and committed.
The Xew Orleans .Military Road Bill ; the bill relat-

rto Tensions to certain widows and orphans, and a

__^ 247
A resolve passed appointing the Hon. Nathaniel i act entitled "an act nrnvi.lln^ f^7TiZT ~]

, r
wditch, and f'rofesser Farrnr to as^nrt-,;,, .1,,. -r.cJ inspccto-rLd .^nl . i^

the appointment of
inspcciois, and icgulatnig the manufacture of Gun-powder."—--In additionlo an act entitled "an art

iiig Hawkers, Pedlars, and Petty fhapmtn."
the better regulation of jails and (he prisoners
-'" addition to an act entitled "an act regulat-

ing the pracdcc of Physic and Surgu-y. AiithoHxing-
(emmes coverts to join with the guai.lians of their liu°
bands in the sale of real estate, held in right of the

Howditch, and Professer Farrar to ascertain the pres-
ent value of the reversionary iuti-rest of (he Common-
wealth in the several Bridges, kc. and report to the
next Legislature.

A Bill to encourage Medical Science, (allowing
$1000 to the Berkshire Medical Institution) passed to
be engrossed.

Thursday, Feb. 19. The Governor, by Message,
transmitted the correspondence between the Agcnls°of

j
wife, and to reTe'ase theiV dow

concern
Vo

therein

(his State and himself, respectfag (he difl'erence wi(h
the Agent of Maine, which was referred to a Joint Com-
mittee.

The iMilitiabill and a bill regulating the taxation of
the property of Manufacturing Corporations were in-
definitely postponed.

Friday, Feb. 20. Sundry resolves respecting the ad-
justment and settlement of the claim of (he Common-
wealth on the U. States, were reported and referred.
On motion of the Hon. Mr. Perkins the thanks of the

Senate were presented to the Hon. Nathaniel Sillsbee,
olution for the purchase of one copy of Lucas' Atlas, !

'o which Mr. Sillsbee returned an eloquent and suita-
ssed.

Monday, Feb. 16. The Senate, in Committee, re-

ued the further consideration of the bill to "abolish
orisonment for debt." Mr. Johnson, of Ken. ailro-
ed the bill in a speech of nearly two hours. The
iject was then postponed.
" lesday, Feb. 17. Mr. Barbour advocated the bill

abolishing imprisonment for debt, and the further
sideration of it was postponed to Friday next.

ble reply.

Saturday, Feb. 21. The Hon. Mr. LeUnd, from
the Committee to whom was referred the Message of (he
Governor transmitting the correspondence relative to
the difference of the Agents of this State, and the
Agent of Maine, on the claim of the State, reported,
that it is inexpedient to publish said correspondence.

—

An animated debate ensued ; and on taking the Yeas
j
and Nays, it Avas found that the Senate agreed to ac-

Vednosday, Feb. 18. Mr. Chandler, from the Mi- cept the report. Yeas 22. Nays 10. Several other
I Committee, reported a bill for (he more effectual i

lesolutions on this subject were proposed but not ao
;ection of the country by the establishment of Mili- ceeded to.

throughout the United States, Szc.

'hursday, Feb. 19. This day was chiefly occupied
rivatc, local and executive business.

A resolve passed to appropriate $2000 for the use of
Agents in Washington.

In the evening, about seven o'clock, the Secretary
oisK—Friday, Feb. 13. A bill better to provide i

came in, and read a list of Acts (100) which had been
aking evidence in the Courts of the United States,

|

approved by the Governor, and stated that he had
ertain cases, was reported by Mr. Plumer, of N. H.

j

been pleased to prorogue the General Court to the
read twice. Tuesday next preceding the last Wednesday in May.
he bill from the Senate, authorizing the building) House.—Wednesday, Feb. 18. The Mechanic and
dditional Sloops was reported by Mr. Crowuiu-

j

Traders Incorporation Act, and the bill respecting the
d, of the Naval Committee, and referred
he House, in Committee, resumed the considera-
of the Tariff Bill.

motion of Mr. Tracy to increase the duty on im-
;d distilled spirits to ^fifly per centum, was nega-
1 by a large majority ; and that of Mr. Foote to

lit the duty on spirits was likewise negatived.

—

ral other motions for making alteration ia the Ta-
vere also negatived.

interment of suicides passed to be enacted.
The House re-considered its vote grandng leave (o

build a bridge or dam from Wheeler's Point to South
Boston, and the further consideration of it was postpon-
ed indefinitely.

Thursday, Feb. 19. A bill declaring the causes for
which cattle may be impounded was referred to the next
Legislature. A number of bills were finished, among
which were a bill to prevent fraud in the admeasure-

Mday, Feb. 16. The Judicial Committee were in- j

™<="'.'>'^ ^al'i grain, &c.—In addition to (he law re-
ted to report on the expediency of authorizing the ^P^*^''"? '"specters and the manufacture of Gunpow-
nation of Jurors to serve in the Courts of the U. :

''•"'' ^'^<^ 'u addition to the law concerning Haw-
s, in each State, comformable at all times to the ^^"i ^"^

Friday, Feb. 20. The proposal for an Amendment

,.,,,.,. ,-.-,, certain cases.
Lstabhshing salaries for Judges and Registers of Pro-
bate. For (he encouragement o. Medical Science,

In addilion to an act for the choice and appoint-
ment of Assessors, and for assigning their powers .and
authority. To prevent fraud in the a((achment of
real and personal eslate. Regulating the storage o)
Gunpowder—To repeal an act giving further remedies
in equity. To repeal an act entitled an act against
self-murder. An act to apportion and assess a tax of
$75,000 ; and to provide for (he reiinburseaun(of$16,P90
paid out of the public treasury, to the members of the
House of Representatives, for their attendance the two
last sessions of the General Court. To repeal an act
entitled an act to restrain the issuing of printedProraissc-
ry No(es, of cer(ain denominations, and other purposes.

Authorizing E.xecutors and Administrators to
plead plene administravit in ceriain cases, and to settle
the estates of thtir testators and intt states.

PRICES OF COUJSTRY PRODUCE, &c

fRevised and corrected every Friday.]

; of designating Jurors, whicfc may be adopted in
'tate Courts of such State,

e House, in Committee, resumed the considera-
if the Tariff Bill. The question was on the mo-
to strike out the duty of six cents per square
on Collon Bagging imported. Mr. Hamilton sup-
d the motion to strikeout the duty. Mr. Trimble
id. Mr. Brent, of Lou. Mr. McKim, Mr. Todd,
yook, Mr. Buchanan, Mr. Gurley, Mr. Sanford,
Jlay, and Mr. Owen delivered their sentiments on
ubject.

esday, Feb. 17. The subject of the Tariff was
ed, and the day spent principally in debating on
thout coming to a decision.

dnesday, Feb. 18. This day was also principally
ied in debates on the Tariff.

arsday, Feb. 19. Mr. Owen offered a resolution
rthe Committee of Ways and Means be in-
>ed to examine and report to the House,
-will be the effect on the revenue of the United
, if the proposed alterations in the Tariff should
lace. This caused a sharp debate, which was
5d by the Spealcer's calling for the order of the
The Military appropriation bill was then taken
d discussed, but not completed.

MASSACHUSETTS LEGISLATURE.
3E.VATE—Wednesday, Feb. 18. A bill estab-
salaries for Judges and Registers of Probate
to be engrossed with amendments, which have
oncwrred in by the House.

of the Constitution, authorizing the Legislature to i

crease or diminish the salaries of the Justices of the
Supreme Judicial Court was indefinitely postponed.
On motion of Mr. Welles, of Boston, the thanks of

the House were presented to the Hon. William C. Jar-
vis for the impartial, dignified and able discharge of
his duty, as Speaker of the House the past year. To
this the Speaker made a pertinent and eloquent reply.

Saturday, Feb. 21. Ordered that the Attorney and
Solicitor General be directed to inquire and report to
the next General Court, at its first Session, what right
exists under any act of the Legislature, for the draw-
ing of any Lottery, or for the vending of any Tickets
within the Commonwealth, and if any such right ex-
ists, when it will terminate by law.

In the evening the House was prorogued, in the usu-
al form, to the Tuesday next preceding the last
Wednesday in May.
The following are the heads of the General Acts,

passed the present Session :—An Act giving remedy in
equity on Gaol Bonds Regulating the hunting of
deer In addition to an act regulating Marriage and
Divorce. In addition to an act making further provi-
sion in the Judicial Department.—In addition to an act
respecting Public Worship and Religious Freedom
To alter and amend an act to provide for the instruction
of youth, and the promotion of good education To
prevent the wanton destruction of lamps Making
further provisions for the service of writs and the set-
ting off judgments For preventing fraud in the ad

APPLES, good, to best,
ASHES, }x)t, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,
BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,

cargo, No 1, . . . .

" No2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual.
" 2d qual. .

CHEESE, new milk ....
skimed milk, . .

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee,
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort , .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, BoneMiddlings new,

navy, mess,
Cargo, No 1, . .

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1022,
Clover ....

WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed
do ' do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Sniipinning, 1st sort

PROFISIOJV MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces . . . .

PORK, fresh

VEAL,
MUTTON and LAMB, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, . . .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, . . . .

Indian, do
POTATOES, . . . .

CIDER, liquor, new .

bush
bbl.

lb.

cask
al.

ton,

bbl.

bush
lb.

measurement of salt, grain, &c. In addition to an ' fl^Y, according to quality,

doz.

bush

FROM
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THE GRAVE.

BY BERIfARD BARTON.

I love ta mube when none are nigh,

Where yew-tree branches wave.

And hear the winds, with softest sigh.

Sweep o'er the grassy grave.

I^seeIna a mournful music, meet

To soothe a lonely hour

;

Sad though it be, it is more sweet

Than that from pleasure's bower.

I know not why it should be sad,

Or seem a mournful tone.

Unless by man the spot be clad

With terrors not its own.

To nature it seems just as dear

Aa earth's most cheerful site ;

The dew-drops glitter there as clear,

The sun-beams shine as bright.

The showers descend as softly there,

As on the lovliest flowers

;

Nor does the moonlight seem more fair.

On beauty's sweetest bowers.

Ay ! but within—within there sleeps

One, o'er whose mouldering clay.

The loathsome earth-worm winds and creeps

And wastes that form away.

And what of that ? the frame that feeds

The reptile tribe below.

As little oftheir banquet heeds.

As of the winds that blow.

MISCELLANY.

ICE.
Two or three mild winters, of late in succes-

sion, have brought a new article of foreign

trade into England. Ice, for the use of the con-

fectioners, comes now to us all the way from
Norway ; where a gentleman, we understand,

is making arrangements to send over even
snow, at a far cheaper rate than it can afford to

fall in this country, so that frost in fact, (as re-

gards Great Britain and Ireland) may consider

itself discharged from further attendance ; and
with the lielp of a few more commercial ar-

rangements, and perhaps a new improvement
or two as to the application of steam, it shall

go hard but we will shortly turn the seasons
out of doors altogether. As (his imported ice,

jealous of sunshine, is foremost in our streets

now of mornings, moving along in huge cart

loads from the below bridge wharfs: and look-
inc, as it lies in bulk, like so muchconglutinat-
ed Epsom salt.«.

—

Black-joood^s Magazine.

Luxury of Boston.—One of the direct causes
of that excitement ripened into open resistance
of the Mother Country in this Colony, was the
luxurious mode of life of some of the King's
officers. In an old diary of a maiden lady, I

got these memoranda of a dinner given by one
of these officers, on Saturday, the 3d of Janua-
ry, 1'774;—" The fish was e-xcellent, it was
caiiijtlit in cold weather on the Grand Bank—the
icf/ uncommonly line, came from Vermont, and
was dressed by a cook, who had learned his
art in France.—The canvass back ducks were
sent on by a Provincial Commissioner, who had
gone to the South, and were done to a turu

—

the venison came from Canada, and never was

there better, or better done—and the beaver tail,

dressed according to directions from an Indian

Princess, came from Lake Ontario—the liquors

were all good, and among them Corsica and Ma-

deira, and Champaigne wines ; but these were,

at length, neglected for the iiative Curracoa,

which some of the Commissioners excelled in

brewing."

It is among the blessed fruits of the revolu-

tion, that these excesses in luxury have gone off,

with the Royal authority ; and that the descen-

dants of the Pilgrims in these days, though not

ignorant of what are good things, delight to ex-

hibit on (heir tables, among other plain good

fare, the beans and hominy in which their fore-

fathers delighted.

—

Boston Daily Advertiser.

The Biter Bit.—In the course of pleadings in

the Court ofChancery, the other day. Sergeant

Bosanquet made several quotations to prove

that the intervention of a priest was necessary

to constitute a legal marriage, even before the

passing of the marriage act. Among other in-

stances he adduced the following amusing anec-

dote ofGeneral Fielding :—The general was de-

sirous of marrying a lady of beauty and fortune
;

for this purpose he selected a lady of the name
of Mrs. Deloe, who, he heard, possessed both

of these valuable attractions; not being acquain-

ted with the object of his fanciful admiration

and mercenary designs, he purchased the prom-

ised assistance of the lady's waiting woman, by

a douceur of £500. The servant, consider

ing that the General was not a suitable husband

for her mistress, he was, however, a very de-

sirable connubial partner for a friend of her's, in-

troduced him to a lady of the town named Mrs.

Wadsworth, as her mistress, Mrs. Deloe. The
General was captivated with the fictitious Mrs.

Deloe, after a few interviews, the enamored
fortune hunter solicited the felicity of his char-

mer's hand—the gallant and accomplished Gen-
eral was irresistible,

And all things with due decorum carried.

Miss frown'd and blushed, and then was married

—

by a Pioman Catholic priest, in the suite of the

Portuguese ambassador. The General soon

discovered the cheat, left his spouse, and some
time after married the well known Dutchess of

Cleveland. Her grace's two sons having no
predilection for their new father-in-law, wished
to dissolve the connexion, and prosecuted him

1 at the Old Bailey for bigamy. The original

1
marriage by the Roman Catholic priest having
been proved, the General was convicted, lost

his liberty and noble consort, and the sons, to

their great pleasure, got rid of their new pa-

ternal protector.

A Christmas Gambol.—A gentleman of fortune

in Square, gave his domestics permission
to amuse themselves in the evening, and to in-

vite such oftheir acquaintance as they thought
proper.—On consultation, the servants agreed
(one of them having a relation in the neighbor-
hood who kept a masquerade wareroom) to prac-

tise Hi^h Life Bclo-a Stairs, by appearing in

masks. Their master, hearing of their inten-

tion, privately determined to make one in the
frolic, as his wife was to spend the evening out

;

and the lady, from some vagary or other, short-

ly after she had been on her visit, took leave,

went to a masquerade-room, dressed as a Wite
called a hackney-coach, drove home, and mix
with the company. From his voice, and olh

circumstances, she quickly discovered her hi

band.

"Well, Madam Witch," cried he; " wL
news from the air?"

I'll tell you," returned she, in a whisper:-
" I'm just flown from Square, with tl

new.s— that a certain married lady, on a visit

the Countess of , is this instant eloped."

Off flew the husband, like an arrow from
bow. No tidings of his lady in Square.-

He returned home in great embarrassment, a

desired the mask in character of a Witch,

step into an adjoining room. She attended.

" Witch or no Witch," exclaimed he, " t

me this instant, where'smy wife !"

" Here, my love !" said she, taking off h

mask. He flew into her arms.

May all Christmas Gambols prove equa

happy and innocent.

[London Lady''s Museum.
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Learning.— It is better to have wisdom wi

out learning, than learning without wisdo

and knowledge without good sense to regul;

it, is like self-righteousness, the more one I

of it the worse it is for him.

.'?(i .intiqvary.—A thorough paced .Antiqoi

not only remembers what other peojile hi

thoiight proper to forget, but forgets what oil

people have thought proper to remember.

Talent and Wealth.— Gross and vulgar mi
\

will always pay a higher respect to we<

than to talents ; for wealth, althongh it be a '

less efficient source of power than talent, \

pens to be far more intelligible. !

Pride and Humility.—Some people are pr

of being thought incapable of pride ; and m
stepping stones of humility in order to asc

the pinnacle of ambition.

When articles rise, the consumer is tlie

that suffers, and when they fall he is I lie

that gains. =^=r
The man of pleasure should more props

be called the .Man of Pain. He ])urcbnses

pentance at the highest price, and sells ibefij

est reversion for the poorest possession.

BRISTOL CROWN GLASS.

1 P^ri BOXES Bristol Crown Window Glasa^

JL «J\.7 perior quality, just received and foi

wholesale and retail, at the very lew
ces, by BRIGHA.M& DELANO, No. 30, Unionl

MANGEL VVURTZKL SEE]>.

FOR sale at this office a few pounds of J

Wurtstl Uted, raised by John Prince, Esqj
bury. Feba

WANTED to purchase twenty or thirty lul.

Merino Ewes. Address, or .ipply to Dl
Wild, Broker, Exchange Street, Boston. Keb.'.

"I't'.iafs Of TfilTl'ARMER.
Q^ Published every Saturday, at Thbje DoU

per annum, payable at the end of the year—

b

who pay within sirly days from the time of sublfli

will be entitled to a dfduction of Fifti C'ekv^
();5= No paper will oe discontinued (unless^

discretion of the publisher,) until arrearages t^

I
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[by the editor.]

ON THE USE OF SALT A3 A MA.NUftf.
[Concluded froni page 210.]

Manures may be divided inio two classes.

—

16 one is called animal and vcsfetable or pn-

scent manures. They consist of decayed aiul

caving animal and vearelable substances. Tlie

er class is deoominaled fossil manures. The
t mentioned do not properly constitute the

d of plants, allhoutrh llioy enter into (he

miiosition oi veg^eiables in minute quantities.

ssil manures stimulate plants, and cause them
take their food faster than they otherwise
uld do. Tliey are like what medical men
I condiments, and answer the same purpose as

pects the economy of vegetables, which

,
pepper, spices, &.c. effect as regards the an-

il economy. Under the class of fossil ma-
es are also placed not only lime, marl, and
isum, but sand, gravel and clay. All of these,
their elements are found in plants by chemi-
analysis. Sir Humphrey Davy says "the
lbs found in plants are four ; silica or earth
flints, alumina or pure clay, lime and magne-

These constitute all the principal kinds
;arth, are procured by burning, and detected
he ashes of vegetables. As they form apart
he Substance of plants, they would seem to

pari of the food of the plants. But ai> tliev

fiur.d in very minute quantities only, they

, strictly speaking, no more be considered ,is

food ol plants than salt, pepper, and spices

be said to be the fond of animais. The i-x-

i ofiron and manganese are sometimes found

dants: yet nobody woiild class those suh-

ices with manures, or what is the same thing,

1 for vegetables.

lanuring land is nothing more than provid-

food for the crop which you intend to raise

such land. You can no better feed your

its with salt alone than you could your shee|)

horses. Salt rather qualities and prepares

.1 for animals and vegetables than constitutes

h food. Manure properly so called must

iply the nutriment of plants in oxygene [vital

carbon, [iixed air] or azote, [one ingredient

he atmosphere.] " Plants are found by analy-

o consist piincipally ofcharcoal and aeriform

ter. They give out by distillation volatile

ipounds, the elements of which are pure air,

imable air, coaly matter and azote, or (hat

itic substance which forms a great part of the

lOspliere, and which is incapable ol support-

combustion."* Plants when burnt leave in

if ashes pot ash or soda (which last is one

the ingredients of common suit) together

li some or all the above mentioned kinds ol

th. Now as p!;ints consist ' principally of

rcoap' it would seem that charcoal should

the principal ingredient in manure. And
. theory comports with »vliat is found to be

. by experience. Stable manures, which
erally speaking are among (he best manures,

sist chiefly of carbon, and during their de-

Agi icultural Chemistrv.

composition or while they are rotting give out
principally carbonic acid gas. That is (hey
supply plants which consist " principally of
charcoal" with the charco;il they need. But
common salt is a comjiound of murcatic acid
and soda, or according to Sir Humphrey Davy,
of his newly discovercil metal called sodium,

i

and chlorine. Now as neither of these subsiau-
i

ces, either in their simple or compound state,

contain carbon, which is the article most in de-

mand by growing vegetables, it is plain that salt

can furnish but little nutriment to plants. We
therefore think that the author of " Letters of
Agricola" is perfectly correct, when he says
" We must not imagine that the farmer, in his

application of fossil matter is as much provid-
ing a store of aliment for his crops, as when
carrying to his fields the contents of his dung-
hill. In this latter case he is literally prepar-
ing the banquet for the leeding fibres ; in the

other, his practice is guided by totally opposite
views. The putrescent manures, are strictly

and properly the food of vegetation as supply-
ing either the ternary or quaternary products
which are the previous results of a vital princi-

ple, or their component elements of carbon, hy-
drogene, oxygene and azote : the fossils on the

other hand, enter in a very partial manner into

the system ; and though no chemical substances

have been lifted to the rank of manures, which
have not been found in the organization, yet

their agency must be referred more to other
causes, such as being offensive to grubs and in-

sects, altering the mechanical texture of the

soil and its relation to atmospheric absorption,

or rendering it more or less retentive of wa-
ter."

A certain proportion of common salt is nor

doubt a useful ingredient in every soil. But it

is often supplied by the hand of nature. Sir

Humphrey Davy says, " 1 have found salt in all

the sand stone rocks that I have examined, and

it must exist in the soil derived from these

rocks. It is a constituent likewise of almost ev-

ery kind of vegetable and animal manure." If

it already exist in the soil in sufficient quantity,

any addition must be injurious. To ascertain

whether there is a sufiicient quantity of salt in

a soil to answer the calls ol vegetation the cul-

tivator must either have recourse to experi-

ments as directed pages 209, 210, or chemical

analysis, as described page 08. Some attention

must be paid to the nature of the crop to be

cultivated. Flax requires more salt than com-
mon crops, and we believe all plants of an oily

or mucilaginous nature require salt, in larger

proportions than others, which contain little or

no oil or mucilage.

With respect to the different results of exper-

iments with salt as a manure, such as that ol

Dr. Deane, who " could not perceive that the

salt was at all beneficial to onions,"*—and Mr.
Beck, who " found salt to exceed every other

kind of manure" for the same plant, wa can in

no other way account for them but by suppos-

ing the soils in which these experiments wore
made to have been different. The one proba-

* See page 169. t See p^gs 201.

bly contained salt sufiicient to suppjj the on-
ions with as much as was necessary for their

: flourishing, and the other being naturally desii-
tute of salt, it wai found u^el'ul to (urnish it by
art. The same reasoning will apply to gypsum
and indeed to all other applications to soil with
a view to innease its products. If your land
has already a suilicient quantity of animal or
vegetable matter, even stable manure would be
vvorse than useless if applied to such soil; it

would prove positively injurioiis.

If salt alone was in all cases a useful manure
we could have no barren sea coast. All lands
subject to the saline influences of the .seo must
become as fruitful as if they had been for a long
time watered with the dralnings from a duijo-

heap. Cape Cod would be as fertile as the
Garden of Eden, and the most arid sands on
the sea coast would, many ages since, have been
converted into rich mould, as fertile at least as
the sediment deposited by the overflowing of
the Nile. We do not make these remarks with
a view to discourage cultivators from the ap-
plication of salt to their soil, but to render them
cautious in such application. We believe salt

may be an auxiliary, but not a substitute for the
recrements of animals and vegetables, common-
ly used as manures.

Sea water is doubtless as an application to
soil much preferable to salt. It contains, be-,

side* salt, dirt or mud suspended in the fluid,

carbonate of lime, muriate of lime, sulphate of
lime or gypsum, magnesia, muriate of magne-
sia, or Epsom salt, calx of iron, muriate ofiron,
&.C. But none of these except the mud, are
capable of supplying the want of the carbona-
ceous and other matters which give their prin-
oipal value to animal and vegetable manures,
and the mud is not always obtained from the'
',-ash of the sea u. .....ntity sufiicient to produce
much eflect.

STEEPING WHEAT IN SALT WATER, &C. n. >

respondent of the Farmer's Journal, an English

Newspaper, inquires whether '' steeping wheat

in salt water for many hours will destroy the

germinating powers of the grain ?" To this

query the Editor of that publication replies,

'• we have known that when wheat has lain in

the edge of the tub during the whole time of

brining, a fortnight or more, and has been pur-

posely tried, and have grown as well as any

other."

Probably the strength of the brine, and the

temperature of the weather would make a dif-

ference in this respect. We have knovvn gar-

den peas steeped in a strong solution of saltpe-

tre till they would not vegetate, when planted,

l)ut cannot tell either the strength of the solu-

tion, the length of time the peas were immers-

ed in it, nor the temperature of the weather,

during the time the peas were steeping. Al-

though we do not believe in the fertilizing

power of steeps, yet we think they may some-

times be of service. But lime water, solutions

ol blue vitriol, copperas, common salt, and salt

petre, have all a tendency te preserve seeds trnm

l-eing destroyed by insects, while in the gr-nrd,

or pulled up and devoured by crows, or otner

birds. It is then desirable to know how stimg
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the steeps should be made, and how long the

seeds should be immersed, so as not to destroy

flie power of vegetation, and at the same time

preserve the seeds against worms, &.C. Expe-

riments to determine these points are much

wanted.
It is believed that if ground where seeds are

planted is moist, and the seeds are planted ear-

ly, it is best to put them into the ground with-

out soaking them, either in pure water, or any

sort of pickle ; because if soaked they are more

apt to rot without sprouting. But if the ground

is dry, and the seeds put in late, there is advan-

tage "in steeping them, either in a suitable pickle

or in pure water. In the former case the pickle

at once accelerates the sprouting and preserves

against insects. In the latter case the germina-

tion is quickened by the moisture, which in late

planting or sowing, may be of material service

to the crop.

From Thacher's American Orchardist.

ENGRAFTING.
The art of engrafting has not, it is believed,

been traced to its origin. In a treatise, publish-

ed by Parkinson, in 1629, both grafting and in

oculating are mentioned, but the period when

the practise commenced has not been ascertain-

ed. Tlie great utility and advantage of the

art is, however, universally understood. Ac-

cording to Mr. Yates, (letter published in For-

syth's Treatise,) the art was introduced into

America by Mr. Prince, a native of New-York,

who established a nursery in its neighborhood

about sixty years ago. Fruit trees, which are

grafted or inoculated, come into a bearing

state several years sooner than those produced

from seed : besides, grafted or inoculated trees

invariably produce the same kind of fruit as

the parent tree from which the scion or bud is

taken, while that from seedling trees is liable

to sport in endless varieties. In the choice of

scions for grafting, the first essential requisite is

that they are of the satnr- ar-'US and natural

.. .] ,

•'-.ji ,^ fv which IS to become their

L.^i' parent, and which is to afford themfuture
nourishment and support. The apple cannot

^ be advantageously engrafted on a pear stock,

nor will a pear succeed well on an apple stock

;

for although it may flourish and bear Iruit for a

few years, it will never prove a profitable tree,

and will decline and decay sooner than others.

Scions from a winter apple tree should not be

gralted on a summer apple stock, because the

sap in the summer stock is liable to decline and

diminish before the winter fruit has become fully

ripe. In tiie memoirs ofthe American Acadamy
of Arts and Sciences, volume 1, page 388, is,a

eommunication from the late honourable B- Lin-

coln, relative to the engrafting of fruit trees, &.c.

in which he says, " 1 had observed, for a number
of years, an apple tree in my orchard, the natu-

ral fruit of which was very early, having been
grafted with a winter scion, producing fruit very

like in appearance to the fruit produced by the

tree whence the scion was taken, but destitute

of those qualities inherent in that fruit, and

necessary to its keeping through the winter.

This led me to call iu question the propriety of

grafting winter fiuit on a summer stock," &,c.

A pear is occasionally engrafted on a quince,

for the purpose of dwarf trees, but it is of smal-

ler growth, and less vigorous and durable than

if nourished by its mori! natural parent. It is

next important, that scions be taken from I' "^s

that have attained to the maturity of full bearing.

Perhaps cultivators, in general, ar.j nol ajipriz-

ed of the fact, that, if a scion be tal'en from a

seedling tree of one or two years old, it will re-

tain the character and undergo the same annu-

al change as the seedling tree itself, whatever

be the age of the stock into which it is insert-

ed ; and that it will remain unproductive ot

fruit, until the seedling tree has acquired its

proper age and maturity. It is strongly to be

suspected, that nursery men, either from igno-

rance or indifference, have disregarded this cir-

cumstance, and imposed upon purchasers trees

of this description, by which their just expecta-

tions have been disappointed. Scions are direct-

ed to be cut in March, before the buds begin to

swell; and in order to preserve them in good

condition for grafting, they must be placed,

with their lower ends in the ground, in some
dry part of the cellar, till wanted. But some
experienced operators prefer cutting their

scions as near the time they are to be employed

as may be convenient. Scions should always be

taken from the extremities of the most thrifty

and best bearing trees, and of the last year's

growth, except only just enough ofthe growth

ofthe year before to fix in the earth, to preserve

them moist until they are to be used. In the

Edinburgh Encyclopedia it is advised to cut the

scions several weeks before the season for

grafting arrives; the reason is, that experience

has shown, that grafting may most successfully

be performed, by allowing the stock to have

some advantage over the graft in forwardness

of vegetation. It is desirable, that the sap of

the stock should be in brisk motion at the time

of grafting; but by this time, the buds ofthe
scion, is left on the tree, would be equally ad-

vanced ; wheraas the scions, being gathered

early, the buds are kept back, and ready only

to swell out, when the graft is placed on the

stock. The selecting proper scions, the writer

observes, is a matter ofthe greatest importance,

if we wish to enjoy the lull advantage which
may be derived from grafting. They should

be taken from a healthy tree in full bearing,

and from the outer side ofthe horizontal branch-

es of such a tree, where the wood has freely

enjoyed the benefit of sun and air. If the tree

be iu a luxuriant state, the grafts are very prop-

erly taken from the extremities of bearing

branches ; but if it be in a debilitated condition,

the most healthy shoots in the centre of the

tree should be employed. The extremity of

the scion should be cut off, leaving ("our or five

eyes or buds, as the middle part ati'ords the best

graft. The most proper season for grafting, in

our climate, is from about the twentieth of

March, to ttie twentieth of May, though the op-

eration has succeeded well, as late as the tenth

of June, provided the scions have been properly
preserved Practical gardeners, it is said, con-
cur in stating, that the nature of fruit is, to a

certain extent, affected by the nature of the
stock. Crab stocks, lor example, cause apples
to be firmer, to keep longer, and to have a

sharper flavor. Mr. S. Cooper, of New-Jersey,
expresses himself as follows, on this subject

:

(Driui. Ency. Mease's edit.) " I have, in nume-
rous instances, seen the stock have great influ-

ence on the fruit grafted thereon, in respect to

bearing, size, and .flavor, and also on the dura-

bility of the tree, particularly in the instaw
of a number of Vandcvere apple trees; t{

fruit of which was so subject to the bitter rot

to be of little use. Tliey were engrafted fif

years ago, and ever since those of them havir

tops composed of several different kinds, thoug

they continue to be more productive of fro

than any others in my orchard, yet are subje

to the bitter rot, the original and well know
affec.tion of the fruit ofthe primitive slock,

have had frequent opportunities of observit

the same circumstance, in consequence ofr
ceiving many scions from my Iriends, whici

after bearing, I engrafted, and the succeedic

fruit uniformly partook, in some degree, oft!

qualities ofthe former, even in their dispositic

to bear annually or biennially." Mr. C. has a

certained the fact that early and late apple
by being grafted on the same tree, improved i

size and flavor more than if but one kind gre'

on a tree. It should be observed, as a rule, nc
er to employ suckers from old trees as stocks U
grafts, or buds, as they have a constant tendenc(|

to generate suckers, and thereby injure tl

growth of the trees.

From the Concord (Mass.) Gazette.

MY UNCLE PETER'S VIEWS.
" Oh the times ! how hard they press
" On a poor farmer in distress !"

—

Mad Poet.

" If you would be vreallhy, think of savin» as we
as of getting. The mines of South -America could n^

make Spain rich, because her out-goes were greater tha

her incomes." Maxims.

I have so often heard the lamentations of fa;

mers over their unhappy lot, as it is erroneou;

ly called, that I have been induced to conside

them an unfortunate class of the community, su
'

fering more particularly than other men of di

ferent professions from the fluctuating state i

the times during- the last fifteen years. Tb
,

well known depression in the prices of agricu
tural products, has tended to produce this opit

|

ion and give it general currency. But aflfi

comparing the price of the farmers produce
|

and the prices of those articles he must neces
|

sarily purchase from abroad for domestic pur
i

poses, during the most prosperous times, wifl

the prices of the same articles now, we ha»(

data from which we can determine the correct

ness of this opinion. Not long since, during i

conversation with My Uncle on this subject, h(

informed me, he had made out from his book oi

" Out-goes and Incomes" of his farm, which ht

always kept, a list of the various articles sold

and bought, and annexed the prices of each al

the different periods of 1814 and 1824. 1 ex-

tract the following items :

—

Articles sold, in 1814. in 1324.
Rye, at $1,75 per bushel, at 75
Corn, 1,42 " 62
Oats, 58 " 45
Butter, 22 per pound 16
Cheese, 10 "

}!

Articles bought in 1814. iu 1824.
W. I. Rum, at 2, iiO per gallon, 75
N. E. do. 1, 7-> "

32
Molasses, 1,G7 '' 20
B. Sugar, 1,75 per 7 pound", 67
Loaf do. 48 per pound, 16
Hyson Tea, 2, 75 "

1, 12
.Soush. do. 3, 00 " 67
Sheeting, 60 per yard, IS
Shirting, 42 " 12
Gingham, 50 " 17
Sattinett, 2, 17 " 67
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ri . -e are important tacts and place the sub-

1 ililTereDt light from that in which it is

!ly viewed. A bushel otajrain or a pound
ti- will purchase, according to this state-

nt, more rum, tea, or cloth now than in 1811

the lime when the highest price was given

the ("armor's produce.

3ur wealth ought to be estimated by the

ans we possess for happiness; and if an arti-

will procure as much now as formerly, tho'

aight not amount to so many dollars and cents,

bows that a Hollar is worth more now than

vas then, but it does not show that the times

harder. In estimating the prosperity ofbu-

ss now, it is improper to lake into consider-

)n the embarrassments of those who purchas-

real estate on credit at a much higher rate

1 its present value ; this is one of the mis-

^unes arising from erroneous calculation. But

a farmer purchase a farm at its present low

•,e, and whether he buy for cash or credit,

lan live as independently from the income of

farm as formerly. My Uncle often commi-
.les those who have to pass that formidable

intain

—

old debts—but the number of such is

4iparatire1y small.

rom considerations like these I am led to

1 hide that, though Hard Times may occasion-

1 knock at the door of some farmers, his visits

1'. aot occasioned by the low price of his pro-

a . but by some other cause. ICHABOD.
cton, Feb. 6, 1824.

. r. Leslie's River Glass.—We had intended

) otice this simple, but ingenious invention,

1 ir last. It is a tube, that may be varied
nfftli as occasion shall require, about an

oad at the top, where the eye is api'licd,

ilarly enlarging to the bottom, which
proportion to the other end, of about 10

uiameter. Each end is glazed. The
is to examine the bottoms of rivers, &c.

Q great reason why one cannot look through

SI- to the bottom, is the reflection and re-

( on of the rays of light upon arriving at

e uiface. This glass overcomes that diffi-

I
,
by extending the eye, as it were, into the

1, r medium, and making use of the light

II is in the water, where the rays pursue
Hues, as well as in the rarer medium of

For use in the night, it is fitted with
-uspended near the bottom in a shorter

jier, which goes on over the top of the
}' and descends till the bottom of the
I ler is as low as the bottom of the tube,

re it is secured. In the space between
liuier and tube, lamps are suspended;
nth of the cylinder, as well as tube,

;lazed. To let of!" the smoke of the

lud supply them with air, two small pipes

[ from the top, and the second from the

of the cylinder, lead up the side of the

The lamps throw a strong light around,

bottom of the river is easily examined.
1 rrectness of the principle on which theJ of this instrument depends, has been fullyH by every swimmer, who has opened hi:;

finder water, and thus discovered, what,

m hi;- oyes were above the water he could

A scerri. Tiio uses of such an instrument

i eariily occur. Among other iuteiesJing

the speedy recovery of drowned bodies is

» and it would doubtless he the means of

siving many lives. Lost property, too may be
found, and the impediments to excavation dis-

covered, and their removal facilitated. The
name of the inventor of this River (ilass is

William Leslie, of Lansinburgh, originally from
Massachusetts. For a short time past he has
been employed in this city. He is well known
in this vicinity for his mechanical ingenuity.

[Troi/ Scyitincl.

A very novel but interesting operation was
last week exhibited in the Anatomical Theatre
at Saint Thomas's Hospital. Mr. Jukes, a sur-

geon, who invented the apparatus for extracting
poison from the stomach nearly two years ago,
satisfactorily proved by experiments upon him-
self the efficacy of the practise, now attended,

at the request of Sir Astley Cooper, to repeat
the experiment of emptying the stomach by me-
chanical means Mr. Jukes chose to be himself

the subject of the experiment and was so san-

guine of the success of the operation, that he
would have swallowed a large quantity of lau-

danum, had not the entreaties of his friends in-

duced him to substitute a solution of licorice

instead. Having swallowed a portion of this

solution, and drinking two pints of water, Mr.
Jukes introduced a long flexible tube into his

mouth and passed it down into the stomach.
Mr. Scott, a surgeon, who had formerly perform-
ed a similar operation upon this gentleman, im-

mediately fixed a large copper syringe to the

extremity of the tube, and in the space of two
minutes completely pumped up the whole of
the liquid that had been drank into awash-hand
basm held by an assistant. Sir Astley Cooper
expressed the highest satisfaction in witnessing
Ihe speedy and successful effect of the opera-
tion, and the Theatre, which was excessively
crowded by professional spectators, rung loudly
with shouts of approbation. This public de-

monstration of the practicability ofemptying the
stomach by mechanical means though the first

made upon the human species, satisfactorily as-

sures the medical profession of the easy appli-

cation of the apparatus to cases of poisoning,

and it is to be hoped, that by the timely use of
this invaluable instrument, our public records
of accidental and suicidal deaths from poison
will happily now be but few.

—

Lundon paper.

the societies of encouragement and of eliMnentii-

ry instruction, as well as the writing academy,
have expressed their approbation of Ibis new
process. Mothers may teach their children to

write, in Ihe absence of (he master, or even dis-

pense with his attendance by the adoption of

the horn.

—

Silliman^s Journal of Science.

Wild Gcese.—When wild geese are tamed,
thoy will join with a flock of domestic geese,

but at the usual time of migration, are very apt

to join any flock which ap()roachos near them
in (heir passage.— Williarn's Hist. Vt. p- 136.

A number of years since, a farmer in Mas-

sachusetts shot at a flock of wild geese that

wac passing over to the south, and broke the

wing of one of them. He kept and domesticat-

ed thegoose, until it was apparently as tamo m
any one from oijr common flocks. The ensu-

ing spring he neglected to clip her wings, and

she flew away in a flock that was passing to (he

nordi, and he conceived her lost. The next au-

tumn, however, when a very large flock wa«
returning to the south, eleven detached them-
selves and alighted in the farmer's yard. They
proved to be one old and fen young ones. The
old one was the same that left him in the spring.

[Hartford Mercury.

Art of Writing.—M. Le Roi has contrived a

new and very simple method for teaching the

art of writing. A thin and perfectly transpar-

ent plate of horn, of the usual size of a leaf of

paper, has the polish removed from one of its

sides. When laid upon the copy, the hand of

a child easily traces the letters upon the

uni)olished side, which neither absorbs the

ink nor allows it to spread. When the whole
plate is written over, the ink is washed off with

water, and is ready for a new exercise. Thus
the same horn which is not liable to break, may
serve indefinitely, and by this means produce
a great economy of paper—a consideration not

to be neglected. Several analogous methods
have been adopted both in England and France.
Oiled paper, glass, a machine ("or guiding (he

pupil's liand, &,c. have b^en used, but it is evi-

dent that the method ot M. Le Roi has none of
their imperfections. Tb'' Mmister of the inte-

rioH, who has witnessed t^e success obtained by

this inventioa, has rewarded the author; and

Vegetable Milk.—In addition to the vegetabTft

bread, vegetable butter, and cabbage tree, which
have been brought to light by recent travellers,

we now learn by the Gazette de Santa ot the

2,5th July last, that M. de Humboldt has discov-

ered in that region a tree which abundantly

affords a milky juice, similar in its properties

to the milk of animals, and employed for the

same purposes. This liquid, which was drank
by Humboldt, is stated to be derived from the

palo de lech, or de vaca, a tree which grows, a-

bundantly in the mountains above Periquito to

the north-east of Maracay, a village to the west
of Caraccas. The milk possesses the same
physical qualities as that of the cow, with this

only difference, that it is a little viscous: it has

the same taste also as cow's milk.

—

Eve. Post.

Cure for the Foot Rot in Sheep.—Pare the

hoofs of the sheep thus affected, letting no
hollow remain which may collect the dirt ; if

matter is formed be particularly careful to let it

out. After which take some stale urine and

wash their feet with it quite clean, and wipe
them with a sponge. Put then the sheep into a

house or shed, the floor of which has been pre-

viously covered about two inches thick with

quick lime reduced to powder by means of

a small quantity of water, the newer the lime

the better. Let the sheep stand upon it for six

or seven hours and the cure will be effected.

[London Magazine.

We once heard ofa traveller who told a sto-

ry of an immense pie,—so large, indeed, that

after ihe crus{ and meat were eaten, a dozen

couples danced in the dish, and one of them

lost a buckle in the gravy. Now we cannot

boast that Sheffield, has .ever produced such a

pie, but one was exhibited aud eaten at Mr
Turner's on Christmas Eve, of the following

size—one yard and a half long, two feet wide,

one foot deep, ten feet round. It was baked

by Mr. ZJar/oai, quite perfect; the crust consist-

ing of six stone of rye meal.

—

Sheffield Inq.
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HON. MR. WELLES ON GRASSES.

TO THE TRUSTEES OF THE MASSACHUSETTS AGRICUL-

TURAL SOCIETY.

In the Agricultural Journal of January last I

offered some observations on Grasses, and gave

the result of an experiment shewing their loss

by exsiccation or the process of drying, in the

summer of 1822. This subject has been pur-

sued during the past season, and still farther ex-

tended. The variation, in the comparison of

the two years, is not, it is ap|)rehended, great-

er, (except in one or two instances which will

be explained) than will often occur from the

nature of the soil, ditference of season, close-

ness of vegetation, exposure to the sun, &.C. &,c.

A«.far as a general principle may be establish-

ed by experiment, it will, in some degree, go

to fix the relative value of our^natural grasses,

as they prevail in our pastures, or of those arti-

licial grasses which should be selected as lit ob-

jects of cultivalion. In collecting these seve-

ral species, I have found the natural grasses

which generally prevail in this neighborhood,

so (em in number, that a short and yet sufficient

description of them could be most properly first

given with advantage.

The earliest grass we have is the Avena Spi-

cata (Liim.) or spiked oat grass. It is peculiar-

ly indigenous to the United States, and grows,

it is said, as far south as Georgia. This grass

ripens so early that it mostly sheds its seed, and

thus reproduces itself, and is widely propagat-

ed. For this reason, as well as from its short

growtli, it is undeserving of culture, yielding

little to the scythe. But it is of great value

for early feed in our natural pastures, in which

it abounds. One hundred pounds cut on the

1,5th July last, gave fifty pounds of hay.

The next grass which we shall mention is the

Poa pratensis (Linn.) with us falsely called Red

top, a color it never hns. This, both in Europe

and America, is the common and prevailing

grass of the pastures. It grows in almost eve-

ry soil and situation, and is one of those mate-

rials which is used in Europe for the manufac-

ture of bonnets. The color of its top, or pani-

cle, is of a yellowish brown. The number of

tiorets in the spike vary from three to five.

—

The seed is sometimes saved and sown ; but

these fine spired grasses have so minute a seed,

that, either from exposure to dampness and fer-

mentation, or some other causes, which it is

difficult to prevent or discover, they too often

fail of vegetating, by which great injury and

disappointment occurs in the wished for crop.

Though this grass is amongst those which lose

the least in drying, yet, as it presents little to

the scythe, it cannot be recommended for cul-

ture. It is excellent in our pastures, and comes
in naturally as the artificial grasses go out of

mowing lots. Indeed it has a preference with

our fanners generally, for horned cattle, over

every other grass. One hundred pounds cut

July n, gave forty-six pounds. It was past

lowering.
The notice of our prevailing natural grasses

might here be closed, but as the grasses which

we shall next describe appear in our pastures,

as well as our cultivated grass land, and are

mentioned by several writers in answer to the

([ueslion proposed by the Society, as to "what
natural grasses prevail in this part of the coun-

try," we shall give their description LcFe.

The grass here called Rhode Island, is the I

Agrostis alba (Linnaeus) the Marsh Bent grass of

England, or the Agrosiis Stolinifera, Schrader,
|

German. That excellent botanist, Mr. Nutall,

of Cambridge, to whom I exhibited a sample,

pronounced it the famous Florin grass of Dr.

Richardson and the Irish agriculturists, on the

authority of Hooker, who describes " the pani-

cle thereof as purple, and the branchlets pa-

tent." The color, at first, of the branchlets is

of a deep red, and they adhere closely to the

spike, but as they flower they become patent

and change to a lighter purple. This grass has

six to eight branchlets, and flowers more fully

than the Poa pratensis though often confounded

therewith. It is amongst those which lose

least by evaporation, and would be a more fa-

vorable object of cultivation were it not liable

to the same uncertainty as to its vegetating and

producing a crop as the preceding grass, and,

from probably a like cause. In Ireland it is

said to suit a wet soil, and to produce over six

tons to the acre. In this country it does not

flourish in such soil, nor does it give a great

crop, especially compared with the Herds-grass.

Still the hay is very excellent, and perhaps not

exceeded by any other for its intrinsic value in

nutriment. One hundred pounds in early flow-

er, cut July 17th gave forty pounds.

The grass, in the answer given to the Socie-

ty called Cambridge, Dog and Garden grass, is

the Triticum repens. Dr. Elliot calls it the

" hurtful blue or Dutch grass." In England it is

called couch, knot, or dog grass. Every joint of

its root produces a new plant, and it is said to

be there, as it is found here, one of the worst

weeds, and most difficult to extirpate. It resem-

bles wheat, of which it is a species. The best

mode to destroy it is to keep the lands longer

under the plough, with a frequent use of the

hoe, as where this is not done, two years

ploughing only not merely multiplies, but occa-

sions it to engross the whole soil. It has a hard

woody fibre and is disliked by cattle. It flour-

ishes mostly near cowyards, and gardens, and is

called Cambridge from its abounding on the

salt banks of the Charles river. One hundred

lbs. cut July 22d, in late flower, gave forty-

eight pounds.

The grasses above described are those which

prevail in our uplands, and are indigenous here.

They are, probably, most of them what Doctor

Elliot, in his Field Husbandry, denominates

English Spear grass, and speaks of as natural to

the soil and more hardy. The term English

has been applied to our upland hay ever since

(he settlement of the country. These, with

the red and white clover, and the varieties

which nature, in a course of culture, or other-

wise, produces, are what give verdure and fer-

tility to the face of the earth.

Of the cultivated grasses, the first in impor-

tance is the Herds or Timothy grass, phleum

pratense (Linnsus.) Doctor Elliot says " it is

a native and early discovered in this country

l)y a man of the name of Heard in Piscataqua."

iTis doubtless admirably suited to our soil and

climate, and not only flourishes in uplands, but

may be sowed to advantage in low grounds, es-

pecially when drained or raised with gravel or

loom.
"

It often attains in height five feet and

has been known to produce over four tons to

the acre. It does not yield much till the se-

cond and third years. For which reason it is

sown with clover, which being biennial and

shorter duration gives it space to succeed,

this vicinity such is the preference given to

that it sells at about one fourth more than ai
"'

other hay. It lasts with one or two top drt
"'

sings six to seven years. The answers to tl

enquiries of the Society as to the quantity

seed sown, are two to six quarts. There shou

not be less seed than half a bushel to an acr
,'J

which later experience establishes most deci

ediy. One hundred pounds cut 11th July lai

gave thirty-nine.

Red clover (trifollum pratense) is a mt
valuable grass, when cut green, it affords an e

cellent nourishment for cattle in the soilitf;.

process, as well as for swine. When made i

to hay, cattle are exceedingly fond of it. Tl
flower and leaves are apt to separate from tl

stem, for which reason great care should

taken that it is not made brittle by too miw
exposure to the sun. It is best cured as far

may be in cock, and should be carted after (,

dew begins to fall. When properly dried, s

is used advantageously, as it may be hous*

with safety, more green than any other hay,

This prevents fermentation and heating, and*

is kept in better order. Many in this vicinii

not only salt their clover, but all other haj^

Lord Somerville observes that " he uses habl

bushel of salt to a ton, and its benefit surpass

all belief producing the best possible effect

color, flavor, and general result;" with daiQUf

ed hay, he says, " it is a great restorative."

The benefit of salt in the culture of thew
being now so generally acknowledged and t

use of it so necessary for cattle in the interi

or remote from the sea coast, it is difficulttp

sign a reason why its use is not more prevale<|

To land highly manured two to four pounds
seed in this neighborhood is used. But in I

interior some apply eight pounds and
more. One hundred pounds cut July 6th, gai

twenly-five pounds.

The white clover (trifolium repens,) is

biding grass, sending out roots from every jo)

and forming a close mat on the ground andi

very excellent for pastures. But it is found to

ford so little to the scythe as to discourage t

culture thereof. One hundred pounds c

June 26th, gave t»venty-seven pounds.

Of the grasses which grow in our meado'

'

two only have been tried. The fowl mead( II

which Doctor Eliiot supposed to have b?|)i;

brought to Dedhara by birds said to be thep*ti|

nemoralis or marsh meadow grass of Englsyiafot

It is an excellent grass, and deserving ofiMj
ture. It is believed however to have extnl
ed itself more by its shedding its seed V«Lt
than by any artificial means. One hundredv'll|i(||

cut July 2;!, gave fifty three pounds. '

liii

The common grasses of our wet meadows
|^

is believed, are various kinds of carex. Tl

in all its varieties is a poor grass, and where ti

land can be ditched and made to produce ab(

tcr growth, the means should be taken. It is

bad economy to flood lands with mere wati

a long time to increase a nearly worthlei

(hen. The etfcct is to destroy all sweet

tive tender plants. One hundred pounds Ci

July, g'ivc forty-four pounds.

The -'Marine Fox Tail grass," which is tl

prevailing grass of our salt marshes we recei'

from nature without knowing how to aid io
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rcn^e. One huadred pounds cut July 18tli,

70. sixty pouuds.

riic Black g;ras3 (Juncus Bulbosus) grows
ncipally where the water is iVL'shoned by

earns from the uplands. It is tiie most valua-

: salt grass wc have and but little inferior to

land grass, »c know no means of artificial in-

;ise. One hundred poun<ls cut July 18th,

ve ;>fl pounds.

We have too far trespassed on the time
tlu; readers to do more than allude to some
those grasses which hare been introduced

) proved unsuitable for our culture.

The Wild Oat grass (Avena Elatior) with the

e Ray or Durnel grass with which it is said

be contounded, are often seen in our pas-

es and meadows, but animals seldom touch

mi. They have a strong woody fibre, ami

ord little nutriment though well spoken of

ith of us as well as in Europe.

The Burnet scarcely shews itself for a year
.1 then disappears.

The Succory has been praised by Mr. Arthur
lung, that distinguished agriculturist who sent

to General Washington. It has been intro-

ced here, is disliked by cattle, and has he-

me one of the most troublesome intruders in

r fields. These with the St. Foin and Lu-

irne and many others have passed away and
m to have ceased with us to excite expecta-

ID. Of the Orchard grass or cocks foot [Dac-
lisGlomerata] the trials I have witnessed do
It enable me to speak so decisively as one of

i Trustees, Mr. Prince, does who approves of

It may be considered as in a course of ex-

iriment.

My desire, Sir, in the preceding, has been to

'i in exciting an attention to the best means of

Iture for our grass lands. The process of
wing grass seeds was far from universal with-

the recollection of many in this country and
lamentably insufficient now. Its neglect has

;en complained of even in Europe. It has

en contended that nature would furnish ac-

rding to her own capacity the power of in-

ease in this particular. Thus the soil was to

! furnished with the means of promoting veg-
ation by labor and art. But here these were
stop and the stimulating principles were to

aporale and be wasted and one or two good
ops lost in waiting for this slow process.

But the blindness of this doctrine is vanishing
2tore the light and improvement of the pres-

it age. We learn from experience that the
nrth presents to industry and skill her ceaseless

GTorts, and never pauses but from our neglect.

Table showing the loss of weight in drying grasses.

1822. 1823.
)0 lbs. of Green white Clover,* gave— 17 1-2 27
JO lbs. of Redt Cloyer, »ave 27 1-2 25
JO lbs. of Herd's Grass, gave 40 39
M lbs. of Fresh Meadow, gave 38 44
JO lbs. of Salt Grass,J g-ave 39 60
30 lbs. of 2d crop, or Eng;. Rowan, gave 18 3-4 19

The White Clover of 1822, was taken in the shade,
'bat in 1823, from a light warm soil exposed to the sun.
t The Red Clover in 1823, was taken in the first year

f its product, in close growth and for that reason falls
iiort of 1822.

J The Salt Grass of 1822, was, I have reason to sup-
ose, a second growth which accounts for the differ-

ncfe of the two years.

I

If enabled, experiments will in these cases be here-
fter given, so as to fix the result with sufficient accu-
acv.

100 lbs. of Corn Stalks, gave 2i 25
100 lbs. of Spiked Oat Grass, gave 50
100 lbs. of Red Top, gave 4C
too Ihs. of Rhode Island, gave 40
too lbs. of Couch Grass, gave 4!J

too lbs. of Marine Black Grass, gave "H

1 am, gentlemen, with high res|)ect, yours,

J. WELLES.

TO THE EDITOR OF TttE AMERICAN FARMER.

BUDDING.
Salem, (Ind.) .Tan. 11, 182-1.

Dear Sir,— I have practised a mode of bud-

ding fruit trees, for some years past, which 1

do not recollect to have seen described in

print ; it has succeeded so far very well with

me, and may prove new and useful, to some of

your readers. It is, budding from cuttings,

taken from bearing trees in February, and pre-

served in boxes of sand in a cellar, until wanted
in the same manner as if intended for grafting.

They will keep, in this manner, sound, until

the middle of June, and perhaps longer, and

which may thus be transported to any distance
;

while cuttings in July,(and buds are seldom ma-
ture enough for budding, before that time,)

can with difficulty be preserved a few days.

As soon as the sap rises freely in the spring,

(say the middle ol^ April,) you may commence
budding with these winter cuttings, with as

much success as at any other time of the year,

which may be continued until June or July.

—

Budding is a neater and pleasanter operation

than grafting, and this mode places them upon

an equal footing with grafts in March ; I contin-

ue the wrapping of coarse yarn on, seven or

eight days, then head them down, and by the

winter, the buds will have grown, (if the season

proves favorable) two or three feet in length.

I find it an injury to prune the bodies of stand-

ards too closely below the buds ; the first season,

the new bud cannot, (until it has attained the

same size,) imbibe and assimilate to itself all

the sap that rises, which must, if all the conduct-

ing limbs are pruned off, stagnate and disorder

both body and roots; will sometimes destroy

the stock altogether, or make the body eventu-

ally, less than the top or budded part; merely
shortening or cutting out too luxuriant shoots,

I conceive best, the first summer. In my nur-

sery, I prefer budding on the leading top shoot

at the height of four or five feet, as soon as it is

three eighths of an inch in diameter; at that

height, the juncture of the two growths being

more complete in such, than in those of larger

growth. One man may bud three hundred in a

day, and with an assistant to tie after him, twice

that number; in this manner, of those which 1

bud myself I do not lose five in the hundred.

Your obedient servant,

C. HARRISON.
N. B. I have only attempted budding apples

and pears in this way, but have no doubt, it will

succeed equally well, with stoned fruit.

ANCIENT AGRICULTURE.
From the earliest accounts of the eastern na-

tions, we have reason to think, that agriculture
has at all times been understood by them in

considerable perfection ; seeing they were al-

ways supplied not only with the necessaries,
but the greatest luxuries of life.

As soon as the descendants of Abraham were
settled in Palestine, they generallv became hus-
bandmen, from the chiefs of the tribe of .Fudah
to the lowest branch of the lamily of Benjamin.
High birth or rank at that time did not make
any distinction, for agricullnre was considered
as the most honourable of all cm[)lovmen(s

;

witness the illustrious example of Gideon, Saul,
and David.

The Chaldeans, who inhabited the country
where agriculture doubtless had its birth, carried
that art to a degree of excellence nuUnown in

former times. They cultivated their lands
with great assiduity, and seem to have found
out some means of restoring fertility to an ox-
hausled soil, by having plontitu! harvests in

succession ; on which account they were not
obliged as their predecessors had been, to

change their situations in order to obtain a suf-

ficiency for themselves and their numerous
flocks and herds.

The Egyptians, who, from the natural fertil-

ity of their country, by the overflowing of the
Nile, raised every year vast quantities of corn,
were so sensible of the blessings resulting from
agriculture, that they ascribed the invention of
that art to Osiris, their chief God. They also

regarded Isis, their second deity, as the discov-

erer of the use of wheat and barley, which be-
fore grew wild in the fields, and was not ap-
plied by the people to the purposes of food.

Their superstitious gratitude was carried so
far, as to worship those animals which were
employed in tillage ; and even to the produce
of their lands, as Leeks, Onions, &c.
The divine honours paid to Bacchus in India

were derived from the same source, he being
considered in that country, as the inventor of
planting vineyards, and the other arts attendant
upon agriculture.

It is also related of the ancient Persians, on
the most respectable authority, that their kings
laid aside their grandeur once every month to
eat with husbandmen. This is a striking in-

stance of the high estimation in which they
held agriculture ; for at that time arts were
practised among that people in great perfection,

particularly those of weaving, needle work, em-
broidery. The precepts of the religion taught
by their ancient magi, or priests, included the
practise of agriculture : and it was a maxim of
the Zendavesta, the oldest book now in the
world except one, that he who sows the ground
with care and diligence, acquires a greater de-
gree of religious merit, then he could have
gained by the repetition often thousand prayers.

[Connecticut Courant.

Antidote to Mice.—Mr. Macdonald of Scalpa,

after sustaining considerable loss by the depre-
dations committed by mice, thought of placing

at the bottom, in the middle, and at the fop of
each heap of corn, some branches of wild

Thyme, and since his stock has been untouched.

He found the same success in preserving cheese
and other provisions. It may be concluded from
thence that it will be easy to drive mice from
bake-houses and places where they do mischief,

by sprinkling some drops of the oil of Thyme
[peppermint] which produces a stronger smell

than the plant itself.

—

European Magazine.

Durability of Cedar.—The Farmer's Journal

asserts that the durability of cedar is established
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by the well attested fact, that in the discovery

of a temple of Apollo at Utica, near Carthage,

cedar timber, which must have been two thou-

sand years old, was found in perfect preserva-

tion. Although cedar trees are not among the

natural growth of Great Britain, they are raised

in great quantities by cultivaiion.

coMinrjricATioN.

PRESERVATION OF BRIDGES.
An effectual mtthodfor pretenting Bridges being twepl

away by cxlraoTdinary Freshels.

Let every wooden bridge, in an exposed situ-

ation, be loaded with what may judged a suffi-

cient weight of stones. It will be best to pro-

cure long rough stones, split out something like

a foot square. Let these be placed against the

side fences, where Ihey will prove useful in

guarding them from the encroachment of wheels.
It will be proper however, that much the larg-

est weight be placed on the side of the bridge
exposed to the sweeping force of the current.

J. Kenrick.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
SATURDAY, MARCH 6, 1824.

EARLT POTATOES. It is quite an object with Far-

mers and Gardeners, especially those who reside near a

tity or other populous place, and calculate on increas-

ing their incomes by carrying a part of their produce

to market, to raise potatoes as early in the season as

practicable, without too great expense. They thus ob-

tain two or three times as much for the article as they

would, had it been brought forward a few weeks later,

and confer a benefit on the public, by supplying them
in the fore part of summer with an excellent vegeta-

ble. Besides, very early potatoes are less liable to be

destroyed by drought, insects, &c. and the land may
be cleared of them in season for a second crop of some

other useful product.

In our paper, volume ii. No. 15, page 117, we gave

an account of a successful experiment of Ezekiel H.

Derby, Esq. by which he obtained new potatoes of a

large size, on the 30th of June, notwithstanding the tops

had been cut off by frost on the 3d of May preceding.

It is not necessary to repeat Mr. Derby's directions on

this subject, as our subscribers have, or should have,

the files of the present volume, and can turn to the

article to which we allude. The cultivator in making
any similar experiment wiil, of course, choose for his

seed potatoes as early a variety as he can procure.

Jl'DGE duel's remarks RELATIVE TO SALT AS A
MANURE.

The Editor some time since wrote to Hon. Jesse Bu-
el, of .\lbany, requesting his opinion as regards the use
of salt as a manure. Kis reply is as follows :

" I have read so many contradictory opinions on the

use of salt as a manure, as to leave me very much in

doubt as to its value, and I have never had faith

enough in its utility to make an experiment, except up-
on my asparagus bed, and I cannot believe it is likely

to come into use on account of expense, even should
its utility be established. I have often put to my-
self the questions, 'If salt be bcneficialto soils, why
do we not see its beneficial effects within the influence
of the sea winds and fogs.' Are not these impregnated
wilh rnline particles ?' I have not been able to solve
those questions.''

^Ve think however, that salt may be in many cases a
useful application to soils, but for the reasons stated in

the first page of this day's paper, we do not believe it

ought to be considered, strictly speaking, as a manure.

A Meeting of the Hartford County Agricultural So-

ciety, was held in the city of Hartford, on the 17th

ult. We are compelled for want of room to defer no-

tice of their proceedings to our next.
^

FOREIGN.
By a late arrival from Havre, Paris papers to the 15th

of January, containing London dates to the 12th, have
been received. The London Courier of the 12th states

that an expedition of more than 20 vessels, 8 ofthem of

the line, was fitting out at Brest. This assertion was
copied into the Paris papers, without remarks. It was
stated that the French Ministers had notified the British

Ambassador that their sole destination was Martinico
and Guadaloupe ; but the Courier intimates that they
are bound for the Gulph of Mexico.

The Political Constitution of Spain has been abolish-

ed, together with all the Provincial and Municipal As-
semblies, and all the offices which were created under
the Constitution: The Constitutional Militia have like-

wise been disbanded. The illness of the Marquis Yru-
jo delayed the organization of the new Government.
Robberies and murders are said to be frequent in the
interior of Spain.

A strong British expedition was preparing at Malta,
to demand the restoration of a number of Greeks, forci-

bly taken from a British vessel by a Tunis cruiser.

Nothing new from the Greeks. The Turks were pre-

paring for a fourth campaign.

About the last of November between ten and twenty
persons were tried at Naples for belonging to a secret

society. Of these three were sentenced to be hanged,
and to pay a fine of 1500 ducats each ; four to twenty
years imprisonment in irons, 300 ducats fine, and ten

years security for good behaviour, after the expiration
of their sentences.

At the last date from Demarara, martial law contin-
ued in force, and the infliction of punishment, |pon the
criminals in the recent conspiracy had not terminated.
Numbers were daily flogged, pursuant to their sentences.
Some received nnc thousand lashes.

A Blind Traveller.—Mr. James Hoffman, a man who
has been blind since he was twelve years of age, arriv-
ed at Irkutz, in Siberia, on the 16tA. He set out from
England without any companions, and accomplished
the almost, for him, inconceivable task of travelling to
Siberia quite alone. What is more extraordinary is,

that he speaks hardly any other language than English.
He takes a guide from one town to another, and writes
down every thing that he can learn, with a machine
invented in England, and adopted in many schools.
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DOMESTIC.
A letter from one of the Missionaries among the

Osage Indians says:—"you have probably before this

been informed of the murder of five or six white m(n
by the Osages, who were hunting on their war-ground.
I hope that our friends will not be alarmed for our safe-
ty on this account. This act has been publicly disavow-
ed by the natives. They never manifested more affec-
tion to us or more loyalty towards our government in

their professions."

Erlrncting Poison from the Stomach.—\ British Sur-
geon claims a valuable invention for extracting poison
from the stomach by means of a pump, which elicits the
contents of that organ without pain or danger to the
person operated on. A writer in the N. Y. Statesman,
with the signature " Surgico .Medical," says that Dr.
Physick, nearly, if not quite ten years since, first sug-
gested this operation, and Dr. Dorsey was the first who
washed out the stomach, by attaching a catheter to
the point of a syringe, in the case of a young man,
who took laudanum for the purpose of committing sui-

cide. Mr. Jukes (the supposed English inventor) is

aid to have known this two years only. 1 have my-
self, for more than five years, kept an instrument by
me for the above mentioned purpose."

Laudable.—The Connecticut Mirror of the 1st inst.

informs that Mr. Samuel S. Stebbins, cf Simsbury, pro-

poses to establish an Agricultural School similar to tl

of Mr. Fellenberg, at Hofwyll, in Switzerland. " T
object of the contemplated institution is to give t

pupils a competent knowledge of such sciences as a

taught in our highest schools as practically as possibl

For instance, in surveying—the compass, the chain ai

other tools of science are to be used. A farm i

attached to the institution, agriculture is to be taug
03 an art as well as a science, that our farmers rat

have no more reason to find fault with book-farmin
The scholars are to be boarded on the spot, and th(

industry, their frugality, and their morals will also
practically attended to."

The New York Commercial Advertiser confirms arf
port which has been circulated but not generally belie

ed relative to two very large ships now building at Qu
bee. And a London paper of recent date asserts " thi

a gentleman of Port Glasgow has devised a method i

importing timber, which, if successful, will tend to e
feet very materially its price. The plan is to lay
keel 300 feet in lenjrth, as for a ship of estraordinar
dimensions; upon this base a iuperstructure of soli

logs is to be reared and the external surface caulke liWi

and pitched over. Having prepared the lower part i

the keel it is then to be launched ; the building is the
to be proceeded in a float, forming a solid mass of tiirii

ber, with the exception of a space for the machiner
of two very powerful steam-engines, by which it is it

tended to propel this huge raft. In this way it is cal

culated that a single importation may extend to 15,00f

tons ; a quantity of timber which would require thirt'

vessels of 500 tons burden to carry. This scheme, i

is said, has been submitted to the Committee at Lloyds
and received their approbation ; and it is added, than
the under writers have entered so far into the views <> m
the projector, as to take the risk of the experimenta*
cargo, now in preparation for the voyage from one Oi

our ports in Canada, at the ordinary rate of premium."

J^arigation of Connecticut River.—A number of cit-

izens of Hartford, Conn, have associated and taken
measures to improve the navigation of Connecticut
River. They have chosen a Committee, consisting ol

David Porter and Eliphalet Averill to enquire into tht

obstructions of said navigation, who have reported thai
(JlJi

the decline of business on said river proceeds from san«
and gravel bars, the construction of the boats, thj
falls at Enfield and Brattleborough, and the high rate^

of tolls paid at the Locks. They state certain metli-i
ods for removing those impediments, and at the conclu.
sion of their report observe that " the magnitude o{

the subject astonishes even its projectors, and of itf

practicability there remains no reasonable doubt."

Kd

•!

i?neron^re.—The Salt Wells on Calf Killer river,,
in Tennessee, lately took fire. In boring for salt water/
the miners struck a vein of sulphureous gas, which es- )'

caped throngh a rock in the bed of the River, and be- I

ing ignited at the surface, rose in aflame to the height
of 40 feet, presenting the singular spectacle of a n'l'-

er on tire. jl

Kriract of a letterfrom Cincmnali, Ohio, Jan. 27.—*'
I was astonished on reaching this place to find how eX'+
trcmely cheap the markets are here. We have whii
key at " three fips" per gallon

;
part:idges at two centi,

each ; chickens at 5 ; ducks at 6 1-4
; geese 20 to 25 ;'

turkeys from 19 to 44; some of the latter price weigl
20 pounds ; butter 10 to 12 cents ; beef2to4. Wooi
is now selling at from 75 to 87 1-2 cents per cord
The weather resembles that of spring, and we havefl
scarcely felt the winter yet."

Fire.—On the 8th ult. the Woollen Factory, belonf-i
ing to Buck and Baily, at Fort Royal, Vir. with all its]
machinery, and a large quantity of cloth, was destroy-)
ed by fire. The loss is estimated at five thousand doI-5
lars. The second night after the Factory, the dwelllna
house of Mrs. Buck, at the same place was burnt down^

Fatal Sleigh Ride.—A man named Boss has been'
committed to jail in Sullivan County, N. Y. charged

'

with the murder of a young man by the name of C'.uk-
lin. It appears that a parly had been out in asliiil!,

and that Ross, who was driving, had become intoxii nl-

ed, and driven out of the road, when Conklin remon-
strated with him, and attempted to seize the rein?.

—

This so exa5p::ratcd Ross, that he threatened to kill
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A knife was seen iu his hand, and immediately
r, Conklin sprang from the sleigh, exclaimed that
ivas a dead man ,• he died iu filteen minutes after
wound was inflicted.

)n Tuesday last, the Supreme Judicial Court corn-

iced their law term for suflblk and Nantucket, when
commission of the Hon. Levi Lincoln, appointing
a Judge of said court, was read, and he received,

reciprocated, the salutations of the Bench and Bar.

Rev. Mr. .Sharp offered prayers. .\t 1 o'clock, thi-

Association attended at King's Chapel to hear ai

ress from the Hon. William Sullivan, their Tresi

t. This address contained much curious matter of

history of the bar, iu iN'ew England, particularly

lassachusetts ; a subject which has been but little

aded to by lawyers, or biographers and historians

eneral—we are happy that a gentleman ofMr. Sul-

's taste, talents, and research, has turned his mind
Politicians, soldiers, and writers of every class,

a niche in the temple of fame, while the accu-
learned, and indefatigable lawyer, has scarcely
remembered for twenty years after his aeath.

—

progress of law—we do not mean the increase of
atute book—but of those rules of wisdom and en-
med practice, by which life, liberty, and property
cured, is the progress of intelligence and human
iness. We should say much more upon this ad-
le address, but it is unnecessary, as we expect to

in print. At 4 o'clock, the members oftheAsso-
n sat down, to an excellent dinner, at the Ex-
•e Coffee House provided by Col. Hamilton, in his

tyle. We have been at bar dinners that were
ideed—where the black-letter spirit seemed to

I",
isiding gettius of the feast, and each one pour-

<ra his wine as a matter of course, but noinspira-
ame from it. This was otlierwise—" soul, senti-

aad song," flowed with pure and exhilirating in-

le, as they should do, when all are friends, and a
inionofgood feelings the object of ihe associa-

m -Boaton Gasetlt.

CONGRESSIONAL.
In Senate.—Friday, Feb. 20. A memorial from

the Legislature of Kentucky, against the Federal Judi-
cial System ; and a list of the unproductive Post
Routes in the United States were presented and re-
ferred.

A bill to authorize a Military road in Louisiana, and
appropriate $20,000 for that object passed. Yeas 28,
^'ays 8.

A bill on tlie subject of imprisonmsnt for debt was
made the order of llie day for iWonday.
The bill for the better security of public moneys in

the hands of Marshalls, Attorneys, &c. was re-commit-
ted, after some discussion, in 'which Messrs. Mills,
Holmes, and Van I^yke bore a part.

Monday, Feb. 23. Accounts from the Indian De-
partment expenditures, and information of the quanti-
ty of domestic Hemp used in Cordage manufactures for
the Navy were received from the Departments, and ap-
propriately referred.

The bill to authorize the opening and laying out of
certain roads in Florida, &c. passed.
The Judiciary Committee having reported unfavora-

Scott's Army Regulations ; 3d. respecting the bounda-
ry line of Arkansas

; and 4th, relating to expenses,
which would be incurred by transporting 200 of Ihe
troops now at the Council Bluffs, to the mouth of the
Columbia or Orregon river.

Tuesday, Feb. 24. This day was occupied in dis-
cussing the Tariff bill, but no decision was obtained.

Wednesday, Feb. 25. A report on Lambert's Ex-
planations ol his Astronomical Observations, ic. for
establishing the Longitude of the Capitol was made
and laid on the table.

On motion of Mr. Sibley, of Mass. the Committee on
Agriculture was instructed to inquire if an increase of
the duty now established by law on any article of for-
eign growth or manufacture will be for the interest of
the agriculturist, and if there be any such article to
name the same, together with the additional amount of
duty which they deem beneficial to the agYicultuial
interest.

Thursday, Feb. 26. This day was mostly occupied
in discussion, relating to the Tariff'.

NEW TOWN OFFICER.
Hy on the petition of Ebenezer Oliver, and others of TUST published by Dorr& Howland, A new Town
Boston, reLuive to the Yazoo claim, the subject was j

*' Q^fer, Containing the General Laws of Massachu-
debated in the House. Mr. Mills nn
the report and spoke at considerable l ^
oftheclaim. Messrs. Van Buren, Holmes, and 'kel- i

^' their Bookstore in Worce3ter,'and by Richardson &

L-d to reverse I
'^"5 relating to the Choice, Powers, and Duties ofTown

th in support I
Officers arranged under their respective titles.—For sale

r:e ox, raised by Mr. Manchester, in Tiverton,
. 'itered by Mr. Penniman, in this town, as
. timed, weighed alive 2362 lbs. When dress-
.rters weighed 384, 364, 338, 330—weight of

hide 139, tallow, 211—total 1766.
[JVew Bedford Mercury.

1/ Line.—The American and British Com-
lor settling the boundary line from Lake
to the Lake «f the Woods, under the 6th

: ticie of the Treaty of Ghent, are about as-

.1 Albany. The American Commissioner is

r B. Porter, the -Agent Joseph Delafield, Esq.
ay is the British Commissioner, and Col.

.ornment of Canada are taking measures to
net trade with India and China, and en-
iit for raising Tobacco.

.Occident.—On the 8th insf. a boat was upset
riTer, when Mrs Stevens, of Lewiston, and

joii and daughter, were drowned.

' I'erdici.—A petit jury in Louisiana, lately
I man to pay a fine of $1000 for killing one
s. The Judge informed them that their

las to decide on the.guilt of the prisoners, and
lerfere with punishment which was fixed by

Nothing, however, would induce them to
verdict.—JV. Y. Etc. Post.

Boat Jlccidents.—We learn from the Mobile
that the steam boat Osage, from St. Stephens,
irgo of cotton, run upon a snag and sunk ; also,
steam boat Columbus, bound dows, with 1400
cotton and fifty passengers had struct upon
»nd it was feared she could not get off again,

earn boat Delaware, from Philadelphia to New-
was run down on Friday morning last, and im-
y sunk—passengers and baggage saved.

lew York National Advocate mentions that
now in confinement in the debtors' prison in

\ four persons only, the whole amount ofwhose
I bout $214.

ey supported the Report ; but before any question was
taken the Senate adjourned.

Tuesday, Feb. 24. A Message of considerable
length, relative to the Massachusetts Claim, was re-
ceived from the President, which concluded as follows :

" I therefore consider it as my duty to recommend it to
Congress to make provision for the settlement of the
Claim of Massachusetts, for services rendered in the
late war by the Militia of this State, in conformity with
the rules which have governed in the settlement of the
Claims for services rendered by the Militia of other
States."

Wednesday, Feb. 25. The bill for granting a sum
of money to the descendants of the late Col. La'irens
was taken up, discussed, bnt not decided on.
Thursday, Feb. 26. Mr. Mills presented the petition

of the legal representatives of the late Gen. Lincoln,
and Col. Humphreys, stating that in the year 1789,
they were appointed Commissioners to treat with the
Indians—that goods intended as presents for the In-
dians were taken for other uses by the Government,
but still stood charged, on the books of the Treasury,
to the Commissioners—that orders had been given
to commence suits for the amount of these goods,
against the representatives ef Gen. Lincoln and
Col. Humphreys, whose estates have long since been
settled. The petitioners pray the intervention of Con-
gress for the equitable settlement of those accounts.

—

Referred to the Committee on Claims.
The Claim of the New England Mississippi Land'

Company was again discussed, and after discussion, dis-
allowed.

HonsE.—Friday, Feb. 20. The Committee on Elec-
tions reported that John Bailey, a member from Mass.
was not entitled to a seat in the House. Laid on the
table.

The resolution of Mr. Owen, for information respect-
ng the operation of the Tariff bill, if passed into a
law, on the financial concerns of the United States was
taken up, and sustained by Messrs. Brent, Wickliffe,
and Garnet, and opposed by Messrs. Mallary, Stewart,
Trimble and Ingham. No decision was had on the
question.

The House, in Committee, resumed the consideration
of the bill for making appropriations for the Military
Service of 1824, when the bill having been amended,
was ordered to be engrossed. The contingencies were
fixed at $20,000 ; Armories $360,000 ; Ordnance ser-
vice $42,000 ; Pensions to Revolutionary Pensioners
$1,291,716 39; for invalid and other Pensioners
$313,174.
Monday, Feb. 23. The resolution of Mr. Owen call-

ing for information relative to the probable effect of the
Tariff bill on the national finances was further discuss-
ed.

The Military Appropriation Bill for 1824, passed and
was sent to the Senate.

Lord, Beston. Worcester, March I, 1824.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

(Revised and corrected every Friday.]

APPLES, good, to best,
ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,
BEKF, mess, 200 lbs. new,

cargo, No 1, .

" No 2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual.
CHEESE, new milk ....

skimed milk,
FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee, . . .

Rye, best ....
GRAIN, Rye

Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, BoneMiddlings new, .

navy, mess,
Cargo, No 1, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,wa5hed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh, best pieces, . .

" whole hog, ....
VEAL,
MUTTON and LAMB, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, ...
EGGS
MEAL, Rye, retail, ...

Indian, <lo.

bush
bbl

lb.

cask
gal.

ton.

bbl.

bush
lb.

.POTATOES, . . .

Several Messages were received from the President. CIDER, liquor, new . . .

1st. on the Massachusetts Claim ; 2d. respecting 'HAY, according to -quality,

doz.

bush

bbl.

•Iton.

FROM
D. C.

1

145 00
140

9t:

8 25

3

8

S3
6
7

3 25
65
42
67

37

10

25
1 00
63

4 50
13 50
12

11 50

D. C.

147 50
145 00

1 OU
8 60

9
90

7 25
3 50

68

40

35
1 17

72
5 00
14 60
12 50
12 60
3 00

70
40
50
40
33
00
42

13

10

12

75

65
33

2 OC

16 Od

10

6
10
10
10
16
17
14

80
7a
40

2.5.9

18 Oii
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THE MANSION OF PEACE.

As I stood on the hill that o'crlooks the dear cot

Where my Kate and my little ones dwell,

I said, if the splendor of kings were my lot,

I'd prefer my own daisy grown dell.

Though humble my wicket, and shatter'd my latch,

And the winds my rude lattice have rent,

Tliough my mansion is low and all covered with thatch,

'Twas the mansion of peace and the home of content.

Though twelve weary months have now wasted away.

Since my Kate and my cottage I left.

Though the hardships of fate I've encountered by day.

And of sleep I've at night been bereft

;

Yes oh ! if my Kate and my little ones live,

Should they smile with the blessing of health.

The hardships of life I'll forever forgive,

For in them I've a world full of wealth.

As I spoke I beheld my love Kate at the door,

And my little ones played by her side,

Let the tempest come on, let the wind loudly roar.

In the moment of madness T cried ;

No longer I paused in a transport so true,

For never seem'd mortals so blest,

To her dear open arms I instantly flew.

And let those who have hearts speak the rest.

At eve my dear little ones clang round my knees,

As I kissed them a thousand times o'er.

What rapture I cried can be equ.al to these !

'Tis heaven alone can give more

—

Though humble my wicket and shattered my latch,

And the winds my rude lattice have rent,

I find in my mansion that's covered with thatch,

Still the mansion of peai • and the home of content.

MISCELLANY.

Look not thou upon the liquor when it sparkles, when
it " glveth its color in the cup, when it moveth itself

aright : at the last it bitcth like a serpent, and stingeth

like an adder." t>oLOMON.

Would you lenrn how like a serpent drunken-
ness bitelii and how like an adder itstingelh,

—

then contemplate the disgusting figure and the

(leploralde circumstances ot' Silcnus.—Beliold

this miserable wreck ol'a man !—He is not yet

turned of forty, yet iolters in his steps, like one
of four score—Sec hiin weakened in inlellcct,

morose in temper, lost lo all sense either ol

honour or shame, lost lo all afiection towards the

wife of his bosom and the children of his own
hody.—Mark the stupidity of his countenance,

the morose aspect of his blood shotten eyes, his

palsied hand, and the leprous tetter that covers

his skin.—Turn now and behold his wife—there

she sits in that corner, covered with a thin tat-

tered robe and shivering over a han<lful of coals.

— See her pale and emaciated— her eyes dim
with weeping and her cheeks furrowed with

tears— Hapless woman ! who can but pity thee?
who can but mingle his tears with thine?—Look
next on those suffering children.—They re-

ceive nought but iVowns and curses and blows
from the man whom they had been taught lo

call by the endearing name of father; yet they

have n I'riend whose bosom throbs with tender-

ness towards them ; but her hand is too feeble

to supply their needs.—They ask their mother
for bread, but she has none to break for them.

—The storm howls through the broken ivindows

and they say, '' we are cold ?" she answers them
only with sighs. Alas! she has none to bind up

her own bleeding heart.—And is this the once

sensible and sprightly Silenus, fortune's child,

who inherited a large patrimonial estate, whose
pockets were lined with gold ?— Is that too the

once gay and beautiful Fhilenia, the delight of

her parents, the joy and the life of the social cir-

cle ?—Is this the pair that commenced the connu-

bial state with prospects the met flattering?

—

The same.—"How fallen, how lost !"' And what

has wrought this terrible reverse in their circum-

stances ? What has turned this man into a

brute ? What has plunged this woman into the

deepest distress, insomuch that her tears are

her meat? What has rendered these children

miserable ? What fend has poisoned and des-

troyed the happiness of thi.s whole family!

—

That cursed fend is drunkenness—Time was

when Silenns was a kind husband and an affec-

tionate father, when his company gladdened

the heart of his wife, when his little prattlers

used to meet him at tlie door and received his

fond caresses.—Time was when every room in

this mansion was gilded with domestic happiness,

when he ranked in society as a useful member and

an ornament, and when the eye that saw him,

blessed him, and the ear that heard him was

respectfully attentive.—But Silenus looked on

the sparkling liquor, while giving its colour and

temptitigly moving itself in the cup.—he tasted,

he at length tippled daily ; the habit became
riveted—he plunged occasionally into intoxica-

tion, and i'rom occasional intoxication, he at

last became a downright sot—His estate is

consumed, and of all poor people, his family

are among the most wretched.—" Dig they can-

not," having never been taught to labor— >' to

beg they are ashamed"—This is not a romance :

— there are many families in our country, whose
deplorable situation corresponds with this de-

scription.

—

Con. Courant.

A WOMAN CAN KEEP A SECRET.
Tilt following nnecdole uill prove the fallacy of the

remark, that " a Woman, cannot keep a secret."

Some years since, a lady called at a glover's

shoj) in the outskirts of the town, and purchased

a [lair of gloves for her immediate wear ; observ-

ing, at the same time, .<he was on her road (o

Burnet—that she had left her gloves at her

friend's house, where she had called, and that

she was apprehensive of being benighted if

she went back fi.r them. The glover titled on

Ihe gloves ; and the lady, after paying lor them
from a purse well stocked with bank notes,

stepped into her post chaise, and proceeded on

her journey. She had scarcely reached Finch-

ley Common, when a highivayman slop])ed the

chaise, and demanded her money. He intreat-

ed her not lo be alarmed, as he had no intention

upon her person— if she surrendered her pro-

perly, it was all he wanted, declaring, that dis-

tress, and not his will urged him to this desper-

ate act, and he was determined to remove his

penury, or perish. The lady gave her purse,

and the desperado rode olV.

After he was gone, and the fright had subsid-

ed, the lady imagined, that, in the address of

the highwayman, she recognized the voice of

the glover she had just before dealt with. This
conceit struck her so I'orcibly, that she orilered

ibe post-boy to drive back to town—not choosing,

<bc said, to venture further over the heath.

—

On her arrival at the glover's she knocked and

gained admittance, the glover himself opening

li-

the door. The lady desired to speak with 1

in private. The glover shewed her to a b;

parlour; when she exclaimed, " I am come
my purse, of which you robbed me this even
on Finchly Common !"—The glover was c

tounded ; and the lady proceeded—" It is ol

use for you to deny it : lam convinced,

your life is at my mercy. Return me my
]

perty, and trust to my humanity."—The glo'

overcome with guilt, shame and confusion,

turned the purse, confessed the crime,

pleaded his distress. The lady, after suit;

admonition, gave him a ten pound note, b
him mend his way of life, and keep his (

counsel: adding that she would never divi

his name or place of abode. She kept
word : and, though the robbery was statet

the public papers, the discovery was omitt

and it was not until very recently, that a r

ute of this singular transaction was found am
the papers of the lady alluded to: Even
this private memorandum, the name and i

dence of the glover was omitted ; and the se<

in that particular, rests with the lady in

grave.

Alter this tale, the truth of which may b(

lied on, who will say that a woman cannot 1

a secret?

ADVICE TO YOUNG MEN.
There is no one thing that is so irnporta>

a young man that is just entering on the sta)

life, as the choice of company ; every ihii

a great measure depends upon that. The <

ing rakes and dissipated fops may have the,

lurenjents, but above all things, young mei
ware of them. They entice but to ruin, as

who is weak enough to be led into their m
may he sure of meeting with nothing but d4

poinlment, chagrin and the loss of health

an empty purse.—Therefore, it is of the g
est consequence, to choose suitable compa< "

to associate with. /

Many imagine that they shall not be conM

i
ed gentlemen without they swear roundly, <il

down their boUie of wine, and smoak Iheirdi

ofsegars at a silting ; but mislaken young
beware how you indulge yourselves in snclw

nicious practices; for depend upon it, ifyoi

led on thus by degrees into vice, your fame-

i
tune and health, will pay dear for your I

I In drwthen revels, and nuisij curciisals, youi|

I

make the moments of time apjiear lo paslj^i

j

swiftness, but recollect that every fleetiB(§|

ment brings you nearer to that bourneS

I

whence no traveller returns. M."

!
Idleness.—Epaminoudas, Prince of Tipi

j

had such hatred for idleness, that finding if

!
his captains asleep in the day time, he sle^

I

For which act, being reproved by his nobB

replied, " 1 left him as I i"ound him ;" tht

paring idle men to dead men.
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REMARKS ON VEGETATION, fcc. rous variety of very large and extremely luxuri-l mals, and tlie temlons of their feet, hecomc! a

ant white ones, which were not only much larg:- soft mucus or jelly by boiling, and some of the li-
' 'V, which are found in the cell? or cavities ofTO PRODVCK SEEDS EARLY IN THE SEASON'.—Those

|
gp .,p(j jjiore productive than the original

ants, which are required to yield a forward „,j,|(g ^^pj^ but the number of seeds in each

0]>. as the peas and beans of our ganlons, may
! p^j jy^^ increased from seven or eight, to eight

own before the commencement ol winter, or nine, and not unfrequently to ten. The new-

thor in natural ground, as in the cultivation o!
I y jjjgjg gpgy ]j}„^5 I jound were easily made

heat, or in situations sheltered from the cold ^yj^ilg ^g.,ir," by impregnating their blossoms

> of winter. Or they may he sona very L^itf, (he farina of another white kind.* In

rly in the spring, and very thick in hot-
1 {[,ig experiment the seeds, which grew toward

uses, or under hot bed frames, or under warm i

([,e point of the pod, and were by position first

ills, and be transplanted, when they are one
, g^p^ggd („ (f,e action of the male, would some-

two inches high, into the natural ground, at I

(j[j,es produce seeds like it in color, whilst

le distances, when the weather is milder, and
j
those at the other end would follow the female

e plants are become hardiei

When young plants of any kind are trans-

anted, the ground should be fresh dug, as their

peditious growth depends so much on the at-

Dspheric air being buried in the pores or in-

rstices of the earth, by the production of car-

nic and nitrous acids and ammonia, and heat.

Dr. Darwin says that " the wheat produced

ter land has been much limed, is believed to

thinner skinned, and to produce more good

al than any other wheat, and to make better

sad. On this account 1 suppose that one use

lime is to forward the ripening of seeds by

iverting their mucilage sooner into starch

oil; as according to the experiments of M.

irmentier, the goodness of bread depends

h on the quantity of starch contained in it

;

to found that if the starch taken from eight

mnds of raw potatoes, by grating Ibem into

Bid water, was mixed with eight p'luo"-' nf

filed potatoes, a good bread might be produc-

I as from wheat flour."

• The same writer says, "it is well known to

rdeners that transplanting garden-beans for-

rds them in respect to time, but shortens the

ight of the stem. Hence transplanted veg-

ibles grow less in height, as transplanted

ms ; and less branchy, as transplanted mel

i; which is a great advantage.

' To generate the best kinds of seeds the

gst healthy plants must be chosen, and those

ich are most early in the season ; these

ould be so insulated as to have no weak plant?

the same species, or even genus in their vi-

lity, lest the fecundating dust of weaker

mis should be blown by winds upon the stig-

ita of the stronger and thus produce a less

rorous progeny.
' When new varieties are required, the male

st of one good variety, as of the nonpareil

pie, should be shed upon the stigmas of an-

ner good variety, as of the golden pippin
;

d it is probable that some new and excellent

rieties might be thus obtained.

Mr. Knight has given a curious experiment of

3 impregnating the stigmas of the pea-blos-

ms of one variety with the tarina of another,

says. Treatise nf Apple and Pear, p. 42,

lossoms of a small white garden pea, m which

males had previously been destroyed, were

pregnnted with the farina of a lar2;e clav

\ored kind with purple blossoms. The pro-

ce of the seeds thus obtained were of a dark

ey color, but these having no lixed hahti.

In other instances the whole produce of the

pod would take the color of one or other of the

parents; and I had once an instance in which

two peas at one end of the pod, produced white

seeds like the male, two at the other end grey

ones like the female, and the central seeds took

the intermediate shade, a clay color. From
some very imperfect experiments I have made,

1 am led to suspect that considerable advantages

would be found to arise from the use of new or

regenerated varieties of wheat, and these are

easily obtained, as this plant readily sports in

varieties, whenever kinds are sown together.

" The white and blue peas sown in fields as

well as in gardens sometimes possess the pro-

perty of becoming soft by boiling, at other times

not. This circumstance is said to depend on

the nature of the soil, but has not yet sufficient-

ly been investigated
;
perhaps the greater or

less maturity of the peas at the time of gather-

ing them may have more or less contributed ti

till their fibrous cells or divisions with mucil-ige

or starch. The greater or less mealiness pro-

duced by boiling potatoes seems to be an nnal

agous circumstance, and is thought by some to

arise from the nature of the soil rather than

from the species or variety ofthe planted root.

"The mealiness of some boiled potatoes, and

the softness of some boiled peas, may be occa-

sionally affected by the acidity ofthe spring wa-

ter in which they are boiled , but is generally,

1 suppose, owing to the mucilage of some of

them being more or less coagulable by heat

than that of others. Something similar to

which obtains in animal mucus, as the chrysta-

line humor of the eyes of fish, becomes hard

and opaque by boiling; while the skins of ani-

* The Domestic Encyclopedia says that " the man
ner of obtaining the farina of plants for microscopical

observation is this—gather the flowers iu the midst of

a dry sun shiny day, when the dew is perfectly off,

then gently shake off the farina, or lightly brush it off

with a soft fairpencil, upon a piece of white paper ;

—

then take a single talc of isinglass between the nip-

pers, and breathing on it apply it instantly to the fari-

na, and the moisture of the breath will make
that light powder stick to it. If too great a qnantity is

found adhering to the talc blow a little of it off, and if

there is too little breathe upon it again and take up
more. When this is done put the talc into the hole

of a slider, and applying it to the microscope, see

whether the little grains are laid as you desire, and if

they are, cover them up with another talc, and fix

'he rinir, but care must he taken tliat the talcs do not

upon the fariua in such a manner as to alter the

te soon changed by cultivation into a nume-|fo""-"

quid

the body in dropsies, are observed to coaguhito

by beat, and others to hecomemore fluid. The
causes of this diflcrence merit further enquiry.

To collect good seeds consists not in procuring

eeds from distant places, as is generally siijipos-

ed, but in selecting the best seeds and roots of

your own. Mr. Cooper, of New Jersey, was

led to this practice, which he began more than

sixty years ago. by observing that vegetables of

all kinds were very subject to change with re- •

spect to the time of coming to maturity, and

other properties, but that the best seeds never

failed to produce the best plants. Among a

great number of experiments, he particularly

mentions the following:

•' About the year 1746, his father procured
seeds of the long watery squash, and though
they have been used on the farm ever since

that time without any change, they are at this

lime better than they were at the first.

" His early peas were procured from Lon-

don in the year 1756, and though they have
been planted on the same place every season,

they have been so far from degenerating, that

they are preferable to what (liey were then.

—

The seeds of his asparagus he had from New
York in 1752, and though they have been
planted in the same manner, the plants are

greatly improved.
" It is more particularly complained of, that

potatoes degenerate when they are j)tanted

iVoni the same roots in the same place. At this,

Mr. Cooper says, he does not wonder when itii

customary with farmers to sell or consume the

best, and to plant from the refuse ; where-
as, having observed that some of his plants pro-

duced potatoes that were larger, better shaped,

and in greater abundance than others, he took

his roots from them only ; and the next season

he found that the produce was of a quality su-

perior to any that he ever had before. This
practice he still continues, and finds that he is

abundantly rewarded for his trouble.

" Mr. Cooper is also careful to sow the plant

from which he raises his seed at a considerable

distance from any others. Thus, when his rad-

ishes are fit for use, he takes ten or twelve that

he most approves, and plants them at least one

hundred yards from others that blossom at the

same time. In the same manner he treats all

his other plants, varying the circumstances ac-

cording to their nature.

" About the year 1772, a friend of his sent

him a few grains of a small kind of Indian

corn not larger than goose shot, which produc-

ed from eight to ten ears on a stalk. They
were also small, and found that lew of them ri-

pened before the frost. Some of the largest

and earliest he saved, and planted them be-

tween rows of a larger and earlier kind, and

the produce was much improved. He then

planted from those that had produced the great-

est number of the largest ears, and that were

the first ripe, and the next season the produce

with respect to quality and quantity was prefer-

able to any that he had ever planted before.

i
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" Many years ago Mr. Cooper renewed all

the seed of his winter grain from a single

plant ; which he had observed to be oiore pro-

ductive, and of a beUer quality than the rest;

which he is satisfied has been of great use.

—

And he is of opinion, that all kinds of garden

vegetables may be improved by the methods de-

scribeil above, particular care being taken

that diflferent kinds of the same vegetables do

not bloom at the same time near together ;

—

since by this means they injure one an-

other."
" 2. As the varieties of plants are believed

to be produced by diiferent soils and climates,

which varieties will afterward continue through

many generations, even when the plants are

removed to other soils and climates, it must be

advantageous for the agricultor to inspect other

crops as well as bis own; and thus, wherever

he can find a superior vegetation, to collect

seeds from it, which is more certain to improve

his crops, than an indiscriminate change of seed.

" But where seed corn is purchased without a

previous observation of its superior excellence,

perhaps it would be more advantageous to take

that from better kinds of soil, and from some-

what better climates ; as the good habits acquir-

ed by such seeds may be continued long after

their removal to inferior situations. And on

the contrary, care should be taken not to collect

a change of seeds from worse climates or inferi-

or soils, unless the agricultor is previously cer-

tain that they are of a superior kind."

(To be conlinued.)

ON GRAFTING FRUIT TREES, kc.

In our last paper, page 250, we published

some remarks on this subject from Dr. Thach-
er's Orchardixt ; and the following observations

may be considered as connected with, and form a

continuation of that article.

"The proper tools and other materials for

grafting, are; 1. A strong knife for cutting off

the heads of large stocks, previous to the inser-

tion of the graft ; also a small hand saw, for occa-

sional use, in cutting off the heads of large

stocks ; 2. A common grafting-knife, or strong

sharp penknife, for cutting and shaping the grafts

ready for insertion ; also to slope and form the

stocks ready for the reception of the scions ; 3.

A flat grafting chisel, and small mallet, for cleft-

ing large stocks in cleft-grafting; 4. A quantity

of new bass strings, for bandages for securing

the grafts, and promoting their speedy union

with the stocks ; and 5. a quantity of clay, for

applying closely round the grafts after their in-

sertion and binding, to defend the parts from the

influence of the sun, winds and wet weather, or

from being affected by cold. For this purpose,

a kind of stifi loamy mortar may be prepared of

strong fat loam, or any other tough clay may be

.substituted ; to which may be added a fourth

part of fresh horse dung, free from litter, and a

small portion of cut hay, with a little water, well

mixed : the whole should be properly beaten

with a stick, and thus incorporated.

" This operation should be repeated, accord-

ing to the nature of the clay, and performed se-

veral times during the first day ; the composition

being still moistened with water tor six or seven
days successively, at the end of which time it

will be fit for use.* This composition should be

* Domestic Encyclopedia.

applied closely round the parts in form of a col-

lar or ball, tapering at both ends, the upper end
being applied to the graft and the under to the

stock. A good substitute for the above is a com-
position of turpentine, bees wax and rosin melt-

ed, together ; if it prove too hard, it may be

softened with a little hog's lard or tallow. This
may be applied with a brush while warm but

not too hot.* A writer for the Massachusetts

Agricultural Repository, vol. v. page 126, says

" the compost best suited to cover the wounds

of all trees is a composition of tar, bees wax, and

red ochre, boiled or simmered for half an hour

or twenty minutes together. The proportions

which I have used are a pint of tar into which I

put a piece of bees wax as big as an English wal-

nut ; when these are incorporated, 1 scatter a

small quantity of pulverized red ochre say half

a gill, and stir them well together, while boil-

ing hot or simmering. When this compost is

cool it should be stiff enough to resist the heat

of the sun sufficiently to prevent its running, yet

soft enough to be applied to the wound with a

small, flat smooth stick ; it will last two years

at least, without requiring to be renewed ; it

yields to the sap as it issues from under the

band round the wound to cover it, while it con-

tinues to protect both the wood and the edge of

the bark from water, and of course from decay."

Mr. Abner Landrum of South Carolina, says

that turpentine, when mixed in the proportion

recommended, is injurious as a composition to

be used in grafting. He observes " whatever
may be the innocence of a wax containing one

third turpentine in a northern climate, I was so

well convinced from my trials of its deleterious

effects in Carolina as to reject it entirely. Af-

ter many experiments to ascertain the best com-
position for a grafting wax, I prefer the follow-

ing:—One measure of olive oil, or hog's lard 3

do. of melted bees wax ; mix well while hot to

be worked after it is cool, till suflBcienlly pli-

ant."!

The following modes of grafting are the most

common, and successful.

" 1. Whip-grafting, or tongue-grafting is ge-

nerally performed in nurseries, upon small stocks

from a quarter of an inch to half, or a whole inch

in diameter. The stock, and scions or grafts

should always be near to the same size as pos-

sible. They are both to be sloped off a full inch

or more, and then tied closely together. This
method may be much improved by performing

what gardeners call tongueing or tipping ; that is

by making an incision in the bare part of the

stock, downwards, and a similar slit in the scion

upwards; after which they are to be carefully

joined together, so that the rinds of both may
meet in every part, when a ligament or bandage
of bass is to be tied round the scion to prevent

it from being displaced
; and the whole to be

covered over with the composition.

Cleft-grafting or slit-grafting as gardeners dif-

ferently term it, is performed upon stocks from

one to two inches in diameter. The head of the

stock being carefully cut off, in a sloping direc-

tion, a perpendicular cleft or slit is to be made,

about two inches deep with a knife or chisel, to-

wards the back of the slope, into which a wedge
is to be driven, in order to keep it open for the

admission of the scion : the latter must now be

i«k)

lan

mil

* Thacher's Orchardist.

t See New England Farmer, vol. i. page 145.

cut in a perpendicular direction, and in the fc

of a wedge, so as to fit the incision in the sto

As soon as it is prepared it should be placed ijl

the cleft in such a manner that the inner barl njii

both llie stock and the scions may meet exac

together. It is then to be tied with a ligaturf

bass, and clayed over, as is practised in wl
grafting, three or four eyes being left in the;

on uncovered." Care should be taken in m
ing the cleft in the stock, not to injure the p
the scions being inserted in the sap wood of

stock. " Cleft-grafting says the Farmer's As
tant, " may be successfully performed on tr

where the fibre of the outer bark runs roui

such as the peach, plum, cherry, &c. by f

cutting through that bark with a knife, at

place where the cleft is to be made, and in

same direction it is expected to run ; when
rest of tlie operation may be as easily perforn

as in other trees."

Grafting in the rind, according to the sa

work, " is performed by cutting off the st(

square ; slitting down the bark a small distan

and raising it up, so that the end of the scion a
be inserted between it and the wood: The i

on is made with a shoulder, cut in about half

its thickness, and the other halfis sloped offg

dually, so as to give it the form of a wedge ; 1

cut side being flat and the bark side untouch
This wedge or tongue is inserted under the ba

with the shoulder fitted to the stock; then
ed bark is then pruned close, and bound rou

and the composition applied. It is usual in t

case to ;nsert three or four scions in the sa

stock." This sort of grafting is called by otl

writers crown grafting and is thus described

Dr. Thacher. " The head of the stock or th.

branch is cut off horizontally ; a perpendici)

slit is made in the bark as in budding ; a narr

ivory folder is thrust down between the wi

and bark, in the places where the grafts are

be inserted. The graft is cut at thedistanc*

an inch and an half from its extremity, circul

ly through the bark, not deeper than the bu

on one side, but fully half way through or bey( ; y
the pith on the other. The grafts being point

and ashoulder left to rest on the bark of the sfc

they are inserted into the openings, and eiti

three or four grafts are employed, accordingi
j,

the size of the crown."
" Side-grafting,'''' says the same author, "

sometimes employed for supplying vacancies

the lower parts of full-grown fruit trees. T
bark and a little of the wood are sloped off!

the space of an inch and an half, or two inchM
„j,

a slit is then made downwards, and a graft is(

to fit the part, with a tongue for the slit; ^ „

parts being properly joined, are tied close

clayed over. When stocks cannot readily

procured, root-grafting may be successfully e)i i^

ployed. A piece of the root of a tree of

same genus, well furnished with fibres, is selw

ed, and a graft placed on it, tied and clayed

the ordinary way. Thus united, they are g( '^

with care in a trench in the ground, the joini*

being covered, but the top of the gral't being If ,'

two inches above the ground.

{To be continued.)

ta

CELLARS.
In Germany, vaults are so constructed that

canal, pr passage of communication, is opene

from the cellar to the principal chimney of th

house. A communication should be made b(
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* »en each cellar (where there are more than
^

!,) by means of an opening^ over or near the
f> rs and next the ceiling, three feet long and
'

: foot deep. A circulation of air would
'I rebv be effected, and for security parallel

'I 1 bars may be placed in the openings. By
' means, the cellars may be continually ven-
' ted, so as to expel the damp and noxious va-

P s, which are usually collected in them
;

'

le the draught of the chimney is, in a con-
^ irable degree, promoted.

' ^he dangers arising from the sudden, or fre-

' nt inhalation of such air as is often generat-

n close and damp cellars, have already been
ed ; together with the most proper method
)bviating its deleterious effects.

[Domestic Encyclopedia.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARUER,

V THE M.\N.\GEMENT OF FRUIT TREES.

EAR Sir,—Having seen, in your valuable

sr, many useful remarks on the treatment of

ards, and as the season is at hand, when it

iual to trim them, wash, &.c. I beg leave

ve in my mite to the general stock, and to

est against that too common practice ofwhite

aing the trees, as it is, in my opinion, attend-

vith the worst consequences. It is done

T the impression that the caustic quality of

ime will destroy the insect—were it to end

i. I would cordially approve of the appli-

n.— It will not only destroy the insects,

rees also, by slopping up the pores of the

, thereby preventing the absorption ol

• gases that are as essential to preserve,

promote vegetation ; as it is necessary, in

ihuman system, to keep open the pores of

lody, to preserve health and vigor, how
would a man continue healthful, were

ody to be incrusted with a thick paste ? 1

for many years, given considerable atten-

to the management of fruit trees, and am
ied, cleanliness is as important to them, as

o the human family. This is to be produced

craping off the moss and old bark, and a

washing with soft soap and wafer in which

xo has been steeped, during a moist spell

eather, in the months of February, or

h. Tiie taking off the moss and bark

;s to expose the insects and their eggs to

harp frosts, that are usual at that period of

ear.—The soap suds soften the bark, open

ires, assist in destroying the insects, and act

as a stimulant. I have used all kinds of

ares as a dressing to the trees, and have

r found any to equal tobacco. It not only

tive in its operation, but will effectually

h all insects and mice from the roots—oth-

anures attract them.

m unwilling to occupy 3'our time by giv-

detail of my experiments— I will, howev-

lention to you one fact, in contirmation of

pinion of the utility of keeping open the

3 of the bark.

intiguous to my garden, I have a small or-

3, and have had for several years past, the

ings of the walls and the weeds from the

ens thrown into a heap, between a row of

iple trees, which served, when rotted, as a

Iressing for the small seeds sown in the

en.—The trees nearest the heap far out-

ped the others, and those limbs immediate-

^er it, were cf a much more luxuriant

growth ; and, as if anxious to inhale every ex-
halation from the weeds, inclined towards and
bent over them, instinctively impelled to seek
for nourishment, which was received through
every pore, and which could not have been im-
bibed, had the trees been covered with a thick
crust of lime, by white washing.

A friend to Pomona, D. W. Jr.

Baltimore Covnty., Feb. 25, 1824.

From the Connecticut Mirror.

The Colambian Coffee of Mr. Edmund Rog-
ers, of New London, Connnecticut, like every
other great invention, was, at first, mod-
estly vended on a humble scale, and patronized,

only by his neighbors and friends. The Mayor
and Alderman of his native town, and the Brit-

ish Consul, resident there, were its first patrons.

The celebrated Dr. Mitchell, of New York,
his Excellency Governor Wolcott, and his Ex-
Gellenc}' De VVitt Clinton, afterwards tried, and
vouched for its virtues. The seal of genuine
recommendation is, at last placed upon it, by
him of Monticello. The partiality of the pro-

prietor, for his own country, prevents his ap-

plying to the Holy Alliance ; and the friends of
the Tariff, will, no doubt, exempt the exporta-

tion of this article, from any additional duty in

return. The discoveries of Franklin, and the

inventions of Fulton, were once in their infan-

cy, and were brought into notice, by the pat-

ronage of the great. But pleasantry aside, it

is gratifying to hira and his friends, and must
be satisfactory to the public, to find the Colum-
bian Coffee spoken of as it is, in the following

letter from Mr. Jefferson, which we copy from
the original

:

'•Monticello, Feb. t4, 1824.
" Sir,—Your letter of November 20th, being

in the box with the Columbian Coffee, did not

come to hand 'till the 7th inst. I thank you for

the specimens sent ine ; and as you have request-

ed my opinion of it, duty to you, as well as to

myself, requires, that it should be done with

truth and candor.
" The coffee beao, from its mild and smooth

bitter, its essential oil, and the Aroma that gives

it, is become the favorite beverage of the civ-

ilized world. Many attempts have been made
to find substitutes for it, trying, chiefly, vegeta-

ble substances. They have succeeded in fur-

nishing a bitter, but never the peculiar flavor

of the bean. As to the bitter, tiie chick pea is

the best substitute 1 have ever tried. I have
heard much said of the Succory root, but nev-

er tried it.

" I do not know what is the basis ofyour sub-

stitute : its bitter is well, and I should really pre-

fer it to the green Coffee, so much the taste of

this country ; but there I must stop. The gen-

uine, well ripened Coffee of the West Indies,

that of Java, of Bourbon, of Moka, rise in dif-

ferent degrees of superiority over it; but I re-

peat, that it may, advantageously, enter into

competition with the Green Coffee. Byran
Edwards tells us that that is gathered from the

plants which are so late, as that (he cold season

catches them before they are ripened : of con-

sequence, their oil is still crude, and the fruit

itself, like all other green fruit is sourish. It

something for it : its cheapness gave it vogue
here, until habit fixed a taste for it, and has
raised its price to that of the ripe bean. Cheap-
ness ought, in like manner, to give a preference
over that to the Columbian Coffee, and the rath-
er, as it is entirely clear of the sourish tang of
file green bean. Could it take the place of the
green alone, it would become an important na-
tional economy.
"I have done with your specimen":, what 1

thought best for your interest, by giving five of
the six papers you sent me, to as many Gro-
cers and Merchants of the neighboring village
of Charlottesville, that they may open dealings
with you in the article if they think proper.

—

One of these is from your state, a Mr. Hniil-

ington of the family of that name with you,
and to whom you can address a letter if you
think it worth while.

" Accept my respectful salutations.

"TH. JEFFERSON.
" Mr. Edmund Rogers, New-London, Conn."'

From the London Farmer's Journal.

ANSWER TO THE QUERY ON TURNEPY BUT-
TER.

Shropshire, Dec. 17, 1823.
Sir,—Observing in your paper of Monday,

the 15th inst. a letter from A Small Farmer
wishing for information how to remove the un-
pleasant taste of turnepy butter, I send you the

following recipe which 1 got from a friend, and
which I have tried.

To every pail of mi\k immediately after it is

takenfrom the cow, pour a quart of boiling water,

and so in proportion to any smaller quantity,

taking care to stir the milk with something for

a few" minutes, when the taste will evaporate.
I should observe that this process rather weak-
ens the flavor of the butter; the quantity of
water, however, may be regulated according to

circumstances.

Many friends of mine have failed by not see-

ing that the process is exactly followed, servants

in general not being inclined to do more than
they can help.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

Observer.

Excellent Spruce Beer.—Pour eight gallons of

cold water into a barrel, and then, boiling eight

gallons more, put that in also; to this, add
twelve pounds of molasses, with about half a

pound of the essence of spruce; and on its get-

ting a little cooler, half a pint of good ale yeast

The whole being well stirred, or rolled in the

barrel, must be left with the bung out for two
or three days, after which the liquor may be
immediately bottled, well corked up, and pack-

ed in saw dust or sand, when it will be ripe and

fit to drink in a fortnight. If spruce beer be

made from the branches or cones they must be

boiled for two hours, then strained into a bar-

rel and the molasses and yeast added as to the

essence.

—

Eng. pub. ==
A Wondeifnl Grain of Wheat.—One grain the

first year produced a stem containing 11 ears,

each ear averaging 87 grains; the second year

produced half a bushel
; the third year 20 bush-

els ; the fourth year 768 bushels, or 26 quarters !

This morceau is making, with great industry,

was formerly considered among the offal of! the circuit of the papers.—A Mr. Labor, of Es-

their plantations; never offered at market, un- sex, the grower of the corn ; and a Mr. Smith

til. thev found that the Americans would give ' of Mark-Lane, the voucher of the fact.

—

ibid.
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From the Massachusetts Agricultural Repository.

[The following communications were madfi by sundry

gentlemen who were competitors for the premiums on

Agricultural Productions, but did not obtain them,

owing to the greater success of others. We thought

it but a proper piece of respect to them to publish

their communications.—By them the public will

learn also that the zeal and skill of our farmers is ex-

tensively diifused.]

ON INDIAN CORN.

In July 1821, after mowing the piece of

land contaning about one and three quarters of

an acre, I ploughed and planted the same with

Virginia Corn for fodder, using about ten loads

of yard manure in the hill, and hoeing it once, 1

commenced cutting and giving them to my cat-

tle the first of October, at which time they be-

gan to tassel ; after using them all, I again

ploughed it. In the spring of 1822, twice

ploughed the ground after spreading about twen-

ty-five loads of green barn manure and putting a

shovel full of manure in each hill, procured

from the yarding of ten cows and five hogs to-

gether, drawn out of the yard into a henp the

fall before, I planted with corn and pumi)kin

seed. I discovered in July that the corn was

suffering great injury from the pumpkin vines,

by their running up the corn and shading the

ground by covering it in such a manner, that if

there was no corn upon the ground, it would

have been completely covered with pumpkin

vines, it finally produced sixty bushels to the

acre, of corn, and a few loads of pumpkins. Af-

ter harvesting I again ploughed it, and in the

.spring of 1823, I ploughed it three times and

harrowed it as often, previously spreading a-

bout twenty-five loads of green barn manure,

then furrowing about three feet apart each way

I planted with five kernels of yellow and red

eight rowed corn, putting a shovel full of j'ard

manure in each hill, produced from yarding

the above mentioned stock, a sufficient quantity

of loam being usually carted into the yard, as

would increase the whole to about one hundred

loads, all which was used upon that la acres,

and another containing one and a half acre,

which is nearly if not quite as good as the acre

which is represented, being cultivated with

equal expence of manure and labor, finished

planting all my corn prior to the tenth of May,

to which cause 1 attribute solely the success

which I have in the crop over former years,

having been at less than half the expense in

hoeing than when I planted in rows for the three

last years, and having nor using any greater

quantity of manure in neither of which years

did not finish planting corn until the last week
in May, it being commonly said t would not do

before the season was so far advanced as not to

be liable to cold storm; by the first of July 1

had finished hoeing corn three times rather

lightly, not making much hills nor ploughing

among it but little, cut no suckers although

very many, except a few hills which appeared
not any better for it, on the 27th of September
I harvested torty hills (which I expected would

make the hundredth part of the number of hills

contained in an acre, which when measured
produced four thousand and eighty hills in dif-

ferent places the first ten hills there was nine

quarts, second ten hills twelve quarts, third ten

hills ten quarts, fourth ten hills nine quarts, mak-
ing in the whole forty quarts, which I spread

thin for drying, on the twenty-third of October

again measured the same and found only thirty

quarts. I then examined the corn in the field

and harvested ten hills adjoining the second ten

hills, where there was twelve quarts and there

obtained nine and a half quarts. On the twenty-

seventh of October the whole was harvested and

measured one hundred and two bushels and

seventeen quarts according to the certificate

produced, to which adding twenty-eight pound

and three quarters of corn, which was overlook-

ed and found in cutting and carryino- off the

bottom stalks, would increase it to one hundred

and two bushels and thirty quarts. If the whole

had been harvested on the twenty-seventh Sep-

tember ; at which time forty hills produced

forty quarts, there being four thousand and

eighty hills to the acre, tiie ratio must have

then exceeded one hundred and twenty-seven

bushels with as much certainty as when on the

twenty-seventh of October—by reducing that

estimation one fifth part (being the quantity

shrunk by standing in the field, as appeared in

the harvesting the ten hills and obtaining nine

and a halfquarts adjoining the ten hills which

produced twelve quarts) gave one hundred and

two bushels, the quantity found in harvesting
;

the expenses of cultivating have not been kept,

not contemplating exhibiting it for premium till

about harvest time, but was at no additional ex-

pence in cultivating from what is usual and gen-

erally done except one additional ploughing

and harroiving; the value of the whole labor

and manure used I could not have obtained here

more for it than twenty-five dollars to the acre.

The cultivation of the land prior to the plough-

ing in 1821, was in being sown with herds grass

and clover seed in the spring of 1812, and con-

tinued mowing without the use of any manure
every season afterwards, until ploughed up in

1821, at which time the crop of hay had be-

come very light. The soil a black loam.

FITCH WINCHESTER.
Southboro\ JVov. 25, 1823.

(To be continued.')

From the Connecticut Mirror.

HARTFORD CO. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The stated meeting, for the choice of officers,

and for transacting the annual business of this

Society, was held in this city, on Tuesday, the

nth ult. Notwithstanding the bad state of the

roads, there was an unusual number of the mem-
bers from the country present. The increasing

interest for the prosperity of the Society, so ev-

idently manifested, by this class of its members,
is the best evidence of the utility of the Associ-

ation ; and, viewed in connection with the unani-

mity which prevailed at this meeting, furnishes

a sure pledge of its stability. It is believed,

that every citizen, who has had at heart, the

wealth, appearance, or respectability of our

county, has looked with some interest, upon
the transactions of this Society.

It is known and acknowledged, by the friends

of this institution that its influence has thus far

been limited and that some of its regulations

have been defective. Perhaps, too, in some in-

stances, the premiums of the Society have not

been awarded in exact proportion to merit.

But, from the more recent transactions of the

Society, it would seem, that the members are

aining wisdom by their experience ; that just

mil,

lit,

views, in relation to the object of the associ

tion, and the manner of affecting it, are becoi

ing more current ; and that good ground is ;

forded for the belief, that its utility will be i

creased, and its beneficial influence extende
Without disparagement to his predecessoi

the almost unanimous election of Mr. Perkii

may be considered as an additional pledge

the permanency and usefulness of the Society.

It ought to be well known, that, for son

years past, he has devoted his time and attentio

principally, to Agricultural pursuits; and th

he is, in reality, a practical Farmer. His ass

ciates in office, are practical men ; and it

gratifying to observe, that there appears to

a fixed determination among them, to adhere

their proceedings to the principle which oug
ever to be adopted

—

that of encouraging, oni

what ti/ili conduce to our individual and nation

welfare.

A stated meeting of the members of the H
A. S. was held at the Slate-House, in pursuam
of public notice, on Tuesday, Feb. 17, 1

and adjourned from that place to Morgan's Ha
The following persons weie chosen officers

the Society for the ensuing year:

ENocn Terkins, President ; Martin Kellou a

\st lice President ; Luther Loomis, '2d Vice Pn it

dent ; JoH.v L. CoMSTOCK, Corresponding Secrelar

Daniel P. Hopkins, Recording Hiecrelary ; Solom«
Porter, Treasurer; Cyprian Nichols, Jluditt,

Samtei. S. Stebbins, Chairman View. Com. ; Jose-

Pratt, Chairman Com, on Produce ; Horace Cowli
Chairman Com. of hispeclion ; Barzillai Huds(
Cliairman Com. on Manufactures ; Joseph Spekce»
Chairman Com. on Ploughing; Harvey SEYMOt
Seedsman.

viewing committee.

Benjamin J. Boardman, Charles Wells, AmosRii
som, Martin Ellsworth, Aaron Bissel, Winthrop Bu'

Joseph Porter, George Cheeney.

committee on produce.

Joseph Morgan, Austin Hall, Linus North, Rob
Francis.

committee of inspection.

On Bulls, Cows, and Heifers.—Hurlehigh [HaskU
Roger Wells, Moses Goodman, jr.

On Working Oxen and Steers—George Wells, S

ney Wadswortb, Jeffrey O. Phelps.

Ore Horses.—Roswell Riley, Jonathan Ram3a<|)ll<l

Henry Phelps.

On Sheep and Swine.—Philips Gaylord, Asa BoK-

Samuel Whitman.
committee on MANITFACTCRES.

Reuben Langdon, Josephus Granger, Backus 1

Dirge, Jesse Goodrich, Thomas F. Fuller, William M
ther, jr. Timothy Cowles, Dan H.Arnold.

COMMITTEE ON PLOUGHING.

Jedediah VV. Mills, Joseph Camp, Gad Lewis, OH
^f

ver Tudor.
COMMITTEE or PUBLICATIONS.

John L. Comstock, William H. Morgan.

TOWN COMMITTEES.
Hartford.—Frederick Oaks, Albigcnce Scarborou|

Edward Marsh, Charles Babcock, Roderick ColUf

Aaron Goodman, E. W. Bull, Russel St. John, He«)

W. Terry.

Berlin.—Seih J. North, David Whittlesee, Off

Beckley, Adna Stanley.

Bristol.—Joel Truesdale, George Mitchell, Thom
F. Fuller, Joel Root, Philip Gaylord.

East Hartford.—Timothy Hall, Henry Phelps, Solf

mon Olmsted, Joseph Goodwin, Joseph S. Spencer.

East Windsor—Henry Watson, Samuel Tudor Wo "j

cott, Jacob Strong, Samuel Bartlett, jr. Henry Elmet

Enfield.—Henry Terry, Lorrain T. Pease, AustJ! u

Pitkin.

Farminglon.—Solomon Cowles, 2d, Samuel Demia|

John Belden.

Granby—Erastus Holcomb, Hezekiah Goodrld

George C. Owen.

Ill



ilas>ai!iitri/.—Jo\m Mosolcy, George riummer, Ja-

Dbard.

njamiu, Eli Wilder, Joel En-
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G. Talcott, David Hubbard.
'/ar/'ii!irf.—Samuel Bon
n, Isaac J. Newton.
w(/?it;./.—Martin Sheldon, Asahel Hathaway, jr.

umsbitry.—Joha Bester, William Mather, jr. Jeffery

riulps.

ir(7/ifr.t/ifM.—Barzillai D. Buck, Jesse Good.'-ich,

;tr Wells, Samnel Galpin.
fVnulsor.—David W. Grant, RosfSr Phelps, diver

rail, Henry Halsey, Horace H. Sill.

l/udc/iM/cr.—Sidney Olcott, Horace Pitkin.

the Executive Committee of the Hartford Coun-

tif .Igricultural Societij the Committee of Pmduce

rcsjicctfully report :—
That, pursuant to due noflce, they net at

)rg;tn's Coffee House, in Hartford, o» the

th inst. and attended to the duties of their ap-

lintment ; and do award to Henry Ruidi, of

indsor, who raised, on half an acre of land,

5 last season, three hundred and three pcunds.

d twelve ounces of well dressed flax; and

le bushels, "three pecks, and seven quarts, of

•II cleaned seed, from the same. Six dtllars.

To .Tohn Watson, Jr. of East-Windsor, who
sed, the last season, on one hundred ani fifty-

:ee rods of land, forty-six bushels of 3arley

iighing fifty pounds, and twelve ounc<s per
shel, tea dollars.

[Description of the soil, manure, and nanner
cultivation will be seen in the stateirents of

2 several applicants, accompanying Ihis re-

irt.

Signed per order

JOEL FOOTE, Chairmar

of Committee of Produce.

Hartford, Feb. 17, 1824.

the Chairman of the Committee of produce,

for the Hartford County Agriculturd Society :—
Sir—The following is a statement of the

;atment of one half of an acre of land, and

i quantity of flax and seed produced from it in

5 season of 1823.

For many years the land had been used for

jwing, and was a hard thatch swjrd. Two
(ars previous, it had been planted t) corn, and

itDured in the hole. On the first of May last,

<was well ploughed for this crop once only,

id harrowed. On the fourth, it vas sowed

Ith twenty four quarts of seed, an! that seed

vered with a bush. The flax was pulled a-

ut the 20th of July, and dew rotted in Octo-

ir.

'The produce of good, clean, and well dres-

d Flax, was Three hundred and three pounds,

'elve ounces, and nine bushels, three pecks,

d seven quarts, of excellent, well cleaned

ed, all of which has been weighed and meas-

ed previous to the 26th day of January, 1824,

he above was raised in Windsor.

HENRY RUICK.
Dated at Windsor, January 26, 1824.

Joel Fooie, Esq. Chairman of Committee of
Produce, of the Hartford County Agricultural

Society :—
Sir—The one acre of Connecticut River

eadow land, on which 1 raised forty-eight

ishels, and thirteen quarts of Barle}, the sea-

mpast, weighing SOJ lbs. to the bushel was to

f~over in 1821. In 1822 it was manured with

lirty cart loads bam yard manure—ploughed,

id planted to corn, and produced eighty-two

jsheis. First April, 1823, it was ploughed

—

the 13th sowed three buihels Barley, and har-

rowed it in. The Barley was soaked in water,

and rolled in plaster.—Harvested the 1 1th July

— the Ian. I plougiied the next day, sowed with

Buckwheat, and produced twenty-two bushels.

The Survcyors's certificate,(with otlicrs) of tlie

morisnre of the land, and quantity and v.cight of

the Barley, are inclosed.

I am, Sir, yours most respectfully'.

JOHN WATSON, Jr.

East- Windsor, Feb. leth, 1824.

ADVANTAGES OF SILK WAISTCOATS.
The power of electricity over the body, is

well known in fact, we can never enjoy health

nor comfort without a proper portion of it in

the system. When this (lortion is deficient, we
feel languid and heavj', and very foolishly pro-

nounce a libel on the blood which is quite inno-

cent while we never suspect the damp atmos-

phere of robbing us of our electricity,—Yet so it

is.— In dry weather, whether it be warm, cold,

or frosty, we feel light and spirited, because dry

air, is a slow conductor of electricity, and leaves

us to enjoy its luxuries. In moist or rainy weath-

er we feel oppressed and drowsy, because all

moisture greedily absorbs our electricity, which

is the buoyant cardial of the body. To remedy
this inconvenience, we have only to discover a

good non-conductor of electricity to prevent its

escape from the body ; and this we have in silk,

which is so excellent a non-conductor that the

thunderbolt or the forked lightning itself, could

not pass through the thinest silk handkerchief

provided always, that it be quite dry. Those
therefore who are apt to become lowspirited

and listless in damp weather, will find silk waist-

coats, drawers, and stocking, the mosts powerful

of all cordials. Flannel is also good, but noth-

ing so powerful as silk. Wash leather is like-

wise a non-conductor of electricity, and may be

used by those who prefer it. But silk is by far

the best ; and those who dislike to wear flannel

next to the skin, will find equal benefit by sub-

stituting cotton shirts, drawers, and stoot-

ings, with silk ones over them ; or where

more heat is required, flannel ones be-

tween the cotton and the silk, for the silk should

be always outermost. We like to give reasons

for our advice and our readers may depend

on the philosophy of these recommendations
;

we can answer for their being practically cor-

rect. Silk, indeed should be used in every pos-

sible way by the weak—in the linings of sleeves,

in the stiffeners of neckcloths, and even in the

entire backs of surtouts, cloaks, mantles, and in

the coverlets of beds, &c. and where health is

in question, it will in the end be found to be the

most economical stuff that can be used, as it

will save many an apothecary's bill. When it

can be a principal means of preventing consump-

tion, rheumatism, gout, inflammations, melan-

choly, madness, and even suicide itself, no ex-

pense ought to be spared.

—

Freeman'^s Journal.

LAMBS.
The first care of them is to see whether they

can come at the teat ; and if not, to clip away the

wool of the ewes which hinders them, as also all

tags ofwool on the udders of the ewes, which the

lambs are liable to take hold of instead of the

teats.

If a ewe refuse to let her lamb suck, she and

ber lamb should be shut up together in a close

place, till she grow fond of him. For this pur-
pose, some say that surprising a sheep with a

dog will be eflectual.

Care should betaken to feed the ewes plenti-

fully after yeaning, and with some juicy kind of

food, so that the Inmbs may not fail of having
plenty of milk. The rams may be gelded at

any time from one to three weeks old, if Ihey
appear to be well and strong.

They should not be weaned till they are six

weeks, or two months old. At this age they
should be taken from the ewes, and have
the best of pasture during the first fortnight;

by the end of which time they will be so natu-

ralized to living wholly upon grass, that they

may be turned into a poorer pasture.

The worst wooled lambs, and coloured one?,

and those that are very small, should be destined

to the knife, and not weaned. So great is the

need of increasing the manufacture of woollen

in this country, that 1 must earnestly recom-

mend it to the farmers, not to kill, or sell for

killing, any lamb, till it is near half a year old,

or till the wool become to such fulness ofgrowth,

as to be valuable for spinning. To kill them

earlier is so wasteful a practice as to be inexcus-

able.

Those ewe lambs which are kept for stock,

should not come at the rams; For if they have

lambs at a year old, it stints them in their

growth ; and they have so little milk, that their

lambs commonly die for want of nourishment.

Orif they chance to live, they will he apt to be

always small. This practice is one reason why
our breed of sheep in this country is so poor.

The largest lambs should be sheared at the

time of the new moon in July. Their fleeces

will yield as much the next year, and the wool

will be better, and as cold storms rarely hap-

pen at that time of the year, the lambs will do

better without their fleeces than with them.

Deane^s A''. E. Farmer.

IRON CARRIAGE WHEELS.

C. Hoxie, of the city of Hudson, has been en-

gaged a number of years in making an improve-

ment in carriage wheels ; which consists in the

rims and spokes being made of wrought iron.

These wheels are so put together, that it is im-

possible for a spoke to get loose ; of course they

are strong and very durable, the weight about

the same as those made of wood, and the centre

part of 50 of those wheels may be completed in

15 minutes.

The inventor being desirous of having them

o-enerally introduced, invites the attention of

furnace companies, manufacturers of iron, and

such as may feel disposed to purchase a privi-

lege for making those wheels. There can be

no doubt but such an establishment would be lu-

crative to the owners, and beneficial to the pub-

lic, as also an article of extensive exportation

It is believed that but a inw years will roll

away, before wooden wheels, for carnages of

every description, will be rolled out of exist-

ence. All stages ought to be furnished with

iron wheels, having the rims plated with steel,

especially in the winter, on account of the safe-

ty of passengers.

—

JVorlhern Whig.

Oil Gas.—-'^t a meeting of the new Gas Com-

nanv at Edinburgh, on Thursday se'nnight.

Sir Walter Scott said, that be had now had three

months' experience of oil-gas light m bis
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house at Abbottsford, and he could assure the

meeting that nothing could be more useful, safe,

and economical. He was sure the expense

was not the twentieth part of what it had form-

erly cost him for oil and candles. The light it-

self was greatly superior, was extremely clean-

ly, saved much trouble to servants, and did not

produce the least smell, or the least injury.

Not only could it be used in kitchens and din-

ing-rooms, but it was extremely useful in bed-

rooms, where a flame could be kept up during

the whole night so minute as to be scarcely

perceptible, which could be enlarged to a pow-
erful light in an instant at any hour when want-

ed. It was also very safe, at least was much
safer than common lights, for it was not carried

from place to place as common lights were
;

and unless combustibles were brought to it, no
danger could arise. The light was, indeed, so

convenient, cheap, and delightful, that were it

once introduced, he was convinced it would be

used within two years in every private house
in Edinburgh.

—

Lon. Far. Jour.

A CHEAP MODE OF M.\NUFACTURING BARO-
METERS.

Take a common phial bottle, and cut off the
rim and part of the neck. This may be done
by a piece of string, or rather whip-cord twisted
round it, and pulled strongly by two persons, in a

sawingposition,one of whomhokls the bottle firm-

ly in his left hand. Heated in a few minutes by
the friction of the string, and then dipped sud-
denly in the cold water, the bottle will be de-

capitated more easily than by any other means.
Let the phial be now nearly filled with pump-

water, and, applying the finger to its mouth,
turn it quickly upside down : on removing the
finger, it will be tbund that only a few drops es-

cape. Without cork or stopper of any kind,

the water will be retained within the bottle by
the pressure of the external air, the weight of

air without the phial being so much greater

than the small quantity within it.

Now let a bit of tape be tied round the middle

of the bottle, to which the two ends of the

string may be attached so as to form a loop to

hang on a nail ; let it be thus suspended in a

perpendicular manner, with the mouth open,
downwards, and this is (he barometer.

When the weather is lair and inclined to be

so, the water will be level with the section

of the neck, or rather elevated above it,

and forming a concave surface. When disposed

to he wet, a drop will appear at the mouth,
which will enlarge till it falls, and then anoth-

er drop, while the humidity of the atmosphere
continues.

To the truth of this experiment I can give my
probatum est: but shall be glad if any of your
scientific correspondents will explain more par-

ticularly the ratio of it.

Why will not the water remain in the bottle,

unless the rim be cut oS ? which is the fact.

Why should the water drop in moist weather,
when (as 1 have tried) holding the bottle be-
fiiie the fire will not produce the same effect ?

Calcutta Gazette.

(Translated for the Charitston Courier.)

FROIU " L'HISTOIRK DES CHIENS CEI.EBRES."

THE SPANIEL AND THE SCHOOLBOY.
We might till a serial of volume ifwe were
w relate the accounts of those valuable Dogs

that have saved their master's lives but to

give authenticity to our collection, we insert on-

ly attested facts, from works of reputation.

In a Paris Journal, and other periodical pub-

lications of September 1778, we found the fol-

lowing story :

—

A schoolboy, instead of going to join his class

at the Mavarin College, played truant, and

went to bathe in the Seine, with several of his

school-fellows, and a Spaniel Dog. While the

boy was swimming and crossing the river, he

»vas seized wih a violent cramp, so that he

could no longer sustain himself, and sunk sense-

less to the bottom. His companions unable to

swim, could afford him no assistance, and he

was in imminent danger of perishing, when,

happily his dog ran to his relief; he plunged

eleven times successively to the bottom of the

river, and seizing his young master, now by

his clothes and then by his hair, he drew him

by degrees near the shore, where his associates

received and succoured him. Exhausted by

this great fatigue, the poor Spaniel had not

strength enough to escape from the abyss from

which he had rescued his master—he was car-

ried away by the current, and died for fidelity.

German Cement for mending Glass and China.

—Reduce, separately, to the finest powder, equal

quantities of unslaked lime and flint glass, and as

much litharge as both of them together ; the

proportions to be adjusted by measure, when re-

duced to povvder. Mix them well together, and

work them up into a thin paste with old drying

oil. This cement, or paste, which is very dura-

ble, will even acquire a greater degree of hard-

ness when immersed in vvater.

—

Eng. publication.
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HORTicci.TrRE. A gentleman in Dorsetshire, hav-

ing: imagined that lime, from its causticity, would be
deleterious to insects, and that the crevices in walls af-

forded a nidus for the eggs of that wonderful species of

them which so much injure our fruit trees, determined
on making an experiment on a peach tree, which was
nearly destroyed by them, having had its young shoots,

for several years, regularly curled by the ajjhis in the

month of May ; he therefore began by unnailing and
matting the tree, and then had the wall white wash-
ed with a very thick solution of lime, and after it was
quite dry the tree was again nailed: the result was,
that every tree in the garden, except the one on the

white washed wall was covered with the aphides,

that not having any aphis (or blight of any kind on it,)

except on the extremity of a branch that extended be-

yond the white washed wall, and the tree is in a most
vigorous and healthy state. If a darker color is pre-

ferred, on account of its greater absorption of heat,

soot may bi- added to the lime, and perhaps may con-

tribute to the destruction of the insect. Care must be

taken to fdl up all crevices in the wall, and not to let

the tree be touched by the white wash. Whether the

lime destroys the eggs of the aphis, or is so destructive

or disagreeable to the insect itself as to cause it to

avoid the white washed wall is a question to be solved

by naturalists.

—

Bellas Weekly Mcstcnger.

Remarks.—The insects above mentioned are some-

times, we believe, called Pucerons, or Vine Frellcrs.—
They are, likewise, known by the name of Plant Lite.

LinjDus and Gmelin enumerate ,^bout seventy species

of these liny depredators. Rees' Cyclopedia gives a

long account of them, and says " they abound with a

sweet and graceful moisture, and are therefore eagerly

devoured by ants, the larva of cocciuellae, and many

otfeer creatures, or they would become, very probably.

more destructive to the whole vegetable creation than
any olher race of insects known." Mr. Curtis sayt

" they are the principal cause of blights in plants, and

the sol; cause of the honey dew. Though no mode ol

destrojing aphides will, perhaps, ever be devised on a

large siale, in the open air by artificial means, it can

be accimplished most etfectually when they infest

plants u stoves, green houses, and frames, or any situ-

ation in which they can be enveloped for a certain time

in clones of smoke. Powders or liquids, however fa-

tal to Ephides, must ever be ineffectual, from the trou-

ble and difficulty of applying them so that they may
come in;ontact with the insects." Tobacco smoke is

however adequate to their destruction in green houses,

or confiud situations. Deane's New England Farmer
asserts tiat " the best remedy is the simplest. Soap,

suds, for(ibly applied, will, after one or two applica-

tions effe.-tually destroy them, without apparent injury*

to the pfent."
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FRrn TREES. The following experiment willef-iIlM
fectuallj protect fruit trees from the ravages of the
^Caterpilkr :—A clod of earth moulded round the top
of the truik of the tree is the whole of the process
From thehourthat this operation i3performed,'the in-

sects, even in the most remote branches, will begin to
fall, and he tree will in a short time be wholly freed
from this Jestructive incumbrance. It is true that the
animal wll attempt to renew his depredations, but as

soon as he arrives at the ringof earth, which should li

be permittd to remain, he will hasten down the trunk,,

with morerapidity thau he attempted the ascent.

London paper.

It would b? well to ascertain by experiment whether

the above mjntioned mode of annoying Caterpillars *:"

would produce the result specified. We doubt its effi-

cacy, but hop; it will be tried.

—

Editor.
u]]
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ciRosEii.LE lED WINE. A Sample of wine, manu^'

factured at Pro'ideuce, by Dyer& Co. from currants of
American groirth has been presented to us by Mr. E.
Copeland, Ji. of No. 65, Broad-Street, Boston. The*
wine is right/y denominated " superior Groseille Redii'

Wine.,'''' ant we doubt whether the Falernian of Ho- '

race, or evet >he Nectar of Jupiter could hold a candle

to it. To ourhomespun palate it is preferable to most'

imported winei ; and surely every true patriot should-'

drink such wine (if he drinks any wine) because it is a.

real, wholesonre, genuine Columbian beverage.
),

CO.MMUNICATION.

REMARKABlE GAIN I.V A YOKE OF OSEW.—Mr. Asa
Rice, of Shrewsbury, owned and fatted a yoke of ox-

en, which were lately slaughtered by Messrs. Winches-
ters. These cattle performed, unaided, all the work
on the farm of Mr. Rice, consisting of one hundred
acres, for the two last years. They hauled all his

wood, on a haid road a mile aud a half the last sea-

son. They pkughed ten acres of ground twice, and\j
harrowed the sime, moved about one hundred loads of*
manure, and in the time worked seven and an half i^

days on other people's land. They were kept constant- )

ly at hard labor of one kind and another till the first /

of August lait. In this month they were kept in good .'«

feed only. The months of September and October

they were fed with stalks and small ears of corn.

—

'I'he months of November and December they eat 35

bushels of potatoes, and ten bushels of cobish meal,*

so called, together with good hay. They were sold at

Bri»hton the last Monday in December, it was said for

half a dollar per hundred more than had been given
jj

for any other cattle, for a number of months. Their

weight was 2763 lbs. tallow 002.

* By " cobish meal," icf believe ottr correspondent '

nunns the produee of Indian corn ground or broken '

tcith the cob, without shelling it before it uas submitted

la the operal'ior of the mill. r
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London papers have been received in thu place by
e arrival of the packet ship Emerald, frcm Liverpool,
the very short passage of fifteen cla,'-3 and fourteen

(he date of the 18th February.
Ou the 3d of February the BritisI; Parliament assem-

I and the Kind's Speech was read by the Lord Chan-
lor, in consequence of his Majesty's indisposition

s sp'-ech is pacific, and congratulates Parliament on
prosperous condition of the country. In the course
some debates relative to an Address in answer to the

Speech, Mr. Canning adverted to " the inten-
n of England to maintain itself in peace ; to move
miy like one of the heavenly bodies, within its own
it, tracing its path not of obedience, but of inde-
dence ; not to look too nicely at the courses of oth-
bodies, which moved in the same system, only that

y did not strike against us or break into our path,"
Mr. Canning likewise expressed the determina-

i of Great Britain to remain neutral in the contest
ween the Greeks and Turks.
London article dated Feb. 18, states that Paris

ersof the 17th inform that a consultation of Physi-
is had declared the state of the health of the King
f raace to be dangerous, and that it was impossible
;ould outlive the month of March

fire, together with fiOO bushels ofgrain, 3 horses and 1

cow. It 13 supposed the barn was set on fire, by a boy
belonging to the hmiiy.—Greenjidd Gatetle.

CONGRESSIOXAI
Ii» Se.nate—Friday, Feb. 27. The Committee of

Finance reported the Mililia Appropriation bill from
the House, without amendment, and the Senate pro-
ceeded to the consideration of it in Committee. Mr.
Macon moved to strike out the appropriation of$10,0U0
for the purpose of purchasing a farm in the vicinity of
West Point Military Academy, upon which there is a
tavern, and after some debate the further consideration
of the bill was postponed till Monday.
Monday. March 1. This day was mostly spent in

attending to private and local business. The death of
the Hon. William Lee Ball, a Member of the House,
having been announced, a resolve passed that the Sen'
ate would attend his funeral the next day, aud wear
crape for 30 days. The Senate adjourned.
Wednesday, March 3. The Senate, in Committee,

resumed the consideration of the bill relative to Mili-
tary Appropriations. The motion of Mr. Macon to
strike out the clause providing for the purchase of a
farm, upon which is a tavern, in the vicinity of the A-

L London article dated Feb. 15th states that " the I

<^^"^*^',"y ^t ^'^est Point was again debated, a.ndnegaliv-
iteur of yesterday officially announces that the "'• ^^^^ ^^' ^^y^ 26.

J of Spain has signed a decree granting liberty of
House.—Friday, Feb. 27. Mr. Webster, from the

;e trade with South America to all nations, on the
Committee ou the Judiciary, made a report recommend-

"
' ' "

""
'"o "'c: concurrence of the House with amendments of
the Senate to the bi

ing of an equality of duties. The decree was ob
ed by the solicitation of France and announced by
graph.
lORFU, Jan. 6. The Greeks have made a success
'escent on the Island of Mytilene, where 7500 of
1 had hoisted the Cross ; and it was expected
Turks would be compelled to abandon this exten
Island. The Turkish garrison of Patr.as have
:uated Jie place and retired to Lepanto

BJTTE, Dec 2. The Algerine squadron cruising off
nlonghi has just been destroyed by a naval division
Hydra.

telligence has been received at Valparaiso, on the
of October that the Patriot army under Gen . Santa
„ 7000 strong, had been defeated and dispersed,
the loss of 4000 men, arms, baggage and"storeb of
T kind, at the Disaquadero, by the Vice Roy and
Valdez. The above intelligence, which we hope
irove unfounded, was brought by the whaling
"rederick Augustus arrived at Newport.

pro

nfri

DOMESTIC,
attempt to rob the U. S. Mail was made on the
ing of the 17th ult. between Augusta aud Mil-
ville. Three persons fired on the driver but with-
:ffect, and made their escape.

-e*.—On the 2d inst. the principal work shop of
nited States' Arsenal, in Sprisgfield, Mass. was
letely destroyed by fire, together with a consider-
lumber of tools, muskets, .fee. Most of the pro-
within the work shop was saved from the flames.

e house of a Mr. Allen, in Exeter, N. Y. was
med by fire on the 12th ult. Two children who
on the second floor escaped by leaping from the
iw. They immediately opened the door, and
the alarm to their parents. Mr. Allen escaped,
Irs. Allen and her child were burnt to death.

fessor Griscom, of New York, has issued propo-
•T a new periodical publication, to be entitled
Mechanic's and Manufacturer's Magazine," to

blished monthly, and to be devoted to the .\rts
rades of the United States.

im Boat Cause.—The Supreme Court of the U.
have decided the important cause of Gibbons vs.

, commonly called the Steam Boat Cause. By
icision it was determined that the Legislature of
fork, cannot, according to the constitution, grant
xlusive right to navigate the waters of that State
sets impelled by steam.

;.—On Thursday night last, a barn belonging to
Williams, of Dalton, was destroyed by

for repealing'^ the act to lessen
the compensation to Marshalls, Clerks and Attorneys,
which report was agreed to.

The House, in Committee, resumed the considera-
tion of the new Tariff. Mr. Barbour's motion to strike
out the duty of 25 cents on wheat was supported by
Messrs. Garnet, P. P. Barbour, and Webster; and op-
posed by Messrs. Taylor, Clay, Baylies, Todd, Wright,
Tracy, Mallary, Marvin, Ross, Ingraham, Vance, Bu-
chanan, and M'Lane ; when the question was taken
and decided in the negative 113 to 71.

Saturday, Feb. 28. .Mr. Webster, from the Judicial
Committee, reported a bill " further to amend tiie Ju-
dicial system."
Mr. Fuller, of Mass. moved to strike out the duty of

one dollar and twelve cts. per cwt. on imported Iron,
&c. and supported his motion by a speech of consider-
able length. He was followed by Mr. Buchanan, of
Penn. who opposed the motion at some length. Mr.
Mallary, of Vermont, opposed the motion in a speech
of nearly three hours duration.

Monday, March 1. As soon as the House was in or-
der, Mr. A. Stevenson, of Virginia, announced the
death of his friend and colleague, William Lee Ball,
and pronounced a short eulogy on his merits and vir-
tues.

Resolutions then passed to attend the funeral, wear
crape, &c.

Neither House held a session on Tuesday, but at-
tended to the funeral of the Hon. Mr. Ball.
Wednesday, March 3. The House, in Committee,

resumed the consideration of the Tariff'. The question
on Mr. Fuller's motion to strike out the duty of |], 12
per cwt. was negatived. Ayes 54, Nays 85.
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VALUABLE STOCK FOR SALE BY THE SUB-

AviTDv SCRIBER.

nM idT^'^T ^'AI-TESE JACK ASS, 7 years
old 14 hands h,g),, rcmarkablv well made, and so

« fnhH % nr; "'"'=' ^'>'''' "" >"=">«&« him, he

Capt! Rowl B Ed^s!^'"""
°' '''''^ ^'^'^ '""^"'"'^ ^^

Also two BULLS 22 months old cut of good nativecows, they are well formed and girt six feet each
Price $100 each.

=>'" six leet each.

Also one BULL 23 months old, out of the famous ^Z-
rfernei^ cow, imported by John Hubbard, Esq. Price

Also the Bull YANKEY, 34 months old out of a very
fine native cow owned by Mr. Francis Amorv. Yank/y
receivexi a premium at Brighton Show in October last
Price $125.
The above Bulls are in fine condition and were all

lour sired by the noted Improved Durham Short Horn
Bull C(flebs.

Ifthe Bulls .are not sold by the 20lh of April next,
they will be let on shares.

„, , , ,,
SAMUEL JAQUES,Jr.

f^nar-leslown, Mass. March 13,1824.

JOB PRINTING
At short notice and fair prices, at the Farmer Ofl-ico

PRICES OFCOUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

BRISTOL CROWN GLASS.
j Kf\ BOXES Bristol Crown Window Glass, of sa-
-1 tJvf perior quality, just received and for sale,

wholesale and retail, at the very lowest pri-
ces, by BRIGHAM& DELANO, No. 30, Union-street,

Boston, March 13, 'IS24.

NEW TOWN OFFICER.
JUST published by Dorr & Howland, A new Town

Officer, Containing the General Laws of Massachu-
setts relating to the Choice, Powers, and Duties ofTown
Oflicers arranged under their respective titles.—For sale
at their Bookstore in Worcester, and by Richardson Si
Lord, Boston. Worcester, March 1, 1824.

MANGEL WURTZEL SEED.
FOR sale at this oflice a few pounds of Mangel

Wurtzel Seed, raised by John Prince, Esq., Rox-
*>"'?• Feb. 21.

TO PRINTERS.
FOR sale at this Oflice BALL SKINS, at the usual

prices.

APPLES, good, to best,
ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

ptarl do.
BEANS, white, ....'.
BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,

cargo, No 1, . . .

'^ No 2, ... !

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual.
CHEESE, new milk ....

skimed milk, . . .

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee,
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, BoneMiddlings new, .

navy, mess,
Cargo, No 1, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh, best pieces, . .

" whole hog, ....
VEAl
MUTTON and LAME, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, . . .

EGGS,
.MEAL, Rye, retail, . .

Indian, do. . .

POTATOES, . .

CIDER, liquor, new .... bbl.

HAY, according to quality, . ton

hush
bbl.

lb.

cask
gal.

ton.

bbl.

bush
lb

doz.

bush

FROM
D. C

1 60
140 00
140

90
8 25

3

8

83
6 75
6 87
3 25

63
42
67
35
10

25
1 00
63

4 50
14 00
12

11 50
3 00

7
58
37
45
37
31

50
40

D. C.

145 00
142 50

1 00
8 60

7 2,';

3 50

S.'J

1 17

72
5 00
14 50
12 50
12 50

70
40
50
40
33
00

3
7
13

10

75
65
301

2 00

16 001

7
10
10
12
16
17
12

70
40

2 50
18 00
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BY T. G. FESSENDEW.

" Ji soft answer tvrneth away •wrathP

A gentle answer will assuage

The ruthless vehemence of ire,

But petulance opposed to rage

Is adding fuel to the fire.

He who is cautious, calm and cool,

When made the subject of attack,

May smile defiance on the fool.

Whose anger puts him on the rack.

If injury you must repel.

Hard words are not of any use.

The greatest energy as well

Is shown without, as with abuse.

If one should offer you offence,

By being angry with the elf.

Instead of gaining recompense

You are but punishing yourself.

But gentle answers will assuage

The headlong vehemence of ire.

While petulance opposed to rage.

Adds tenfold fuel to the fire.

MISCELLANY.

FOR THE NEW ENGAND FARMER.

Capricious and affected nicety shows the want
of good breeding as well as good sense ; and
those are generally most pleasing, who are most
easily pleased.

Importance of Health.—No pains, expense,
self-denial or restraint to which we subject our
selves for the sake of health is loo much.

—

Whether if requires us to relinquish lucrative

situations, to abstain from favorite indulgences,

to control intemperate passions, or undergo fe

dious regimens ; whatever difficulties it lays

us under, a man who pursues his hajipiness ra-

tionally and resolutely will be content to sut
mit to.

Indolence.—To act is far easier than to suffer

yet we every day see the progress of life re-

tarded by mere repugnance to motion ; and find

multitudes repining at the want of those con
veniences, or necessaries, which nothing but
mere indolence prevents their enjoying. The
rewards of industry are within their reach, but
the demon of idleness paralyses their arm, and
prevents their reaching those comforts and en-
joyments which are the prize of exertion.

Gaming.—In gaming. Judge Blackstone says,

the several (tarties engaged cast lots to deter-
mine upon whom the ruin shall at present fall,

that the rest m.ay be saved a liltle longer. Tak-
en in any light, this is an offence of the most a-

larming nature, tending, by necessary conse-
quence, to promote public idleness, theft, and
debauchery, among those of a lower class; and,
among persons of a superior rank, it hath fre-
quently been attended with the sudden ruin and
desolation of ancient and opulent families, and
abandoned prostitution of every principle of
honor and virtue, and too often hath ended in
self-murder. To this passion every valuable
consideration has been made a sacrifice ; and it

is a passion which has lamentably prevailed in
our own country, and which we seem to have

derived from our ancestors the ancient G-er-

mans ; who, according to the account given of

thtm by Tacitus, were besvitched with the spir-

it of play to a most exorbitant degree. " They
addict themselves," says he, " to dice (which

is wonderful) when sober, and as a serious em-

ployment, with such a mad desire of winning or

losing, that, when stripped of every thing else,

they will stake at last their liberty, and their ve-

ry selves. The loser goes into a voluntary shi

very, and though, younger and stronger than his

antagonist, suffers himself to be bound and sold.

And this perseverance in so bad a cause they

call the point of honor." " One would think

(says Blackstone) that Tacitus was describijig a

modern Englishman. Against a spirit so fran-

tic, laws can be of little avail, because the

same false sense of honor that prompts a man
to sacrifice himself, will deter him from ap-

pealing to a Magistrate. Yet it is proper that

restricting and protecting laws should be enact-

ed, and that they should be publicly announced
and repeatedly inculcated, if possible to pre

serve the unwary, if not to reclaim those who
are on the brink of ruin."

Father le Compte, in bis travels in China, says,

" Gaming is equally prohibited among the com
raon people and the Mandarius ; and yet this

does not hinder their playing, and frequently

losing all they have— their lands, houses, chil

then and even their wives, which are all some
times laid on a single card." Shakspeare saye,

" keep a gamester from his dice, and a good
student from his book, and it is wonderful."

—

Lord Bacon says, " a gamester, the greater mas
ter he is in his art, the worse man he is."—And
Addison says, " could we look into the mind of
a common gamester, we should see it full of
nothing but trumps and mathadores ; his slum
bers are haunted with Kings, Queens, and
Knaves."

—

London Farmers'' Journal.

Gallant Escape of twenty-two Greeks.—The
Oriental Spectator of Smyrna, received last

week contains the following highly interesting

account of the escape of twenty-two Greeks
from the Turks, who had taken them prisoners

Smyrna, Oct. 17.—We spoke lately of 22
Greeks who were taken at sea, brought to Smyr-
na, and then sent in chains to Constantinople.
When they arrived at Mualich, they were put
on board a vessel with a crew of 17 Turks.

—

This vessel arrived at Constantinople during
the night, and anchored under the walls of the
.Seraglio. Only three Turks remained on deck,
an<l the others, who had left their arms there,
had gone below to amuse themselves in the
cabin. The Greeks were in the hold; their
chains were taken oiT, and they were onlv
hound with cords, that they might more easily
be landed the following day. The principal
of the Greeks immediately saw the advantage
lie might derive from the happy moment offer-

ed by fortune, in a situation which seemed des-
perate. He ajiproached one of his country-
men, who succeeded in loosing the cords that

bound him, with his teeth. As soon as his

hands were free, he successively, and without
noise, released all his companions.
The tiventy-two Greeks having, by a bold

and successful effort, made themselves masters
of the vessel assumed the Turki'^h costume, in

which they were aided by the length of their
beards, which had been suffered to grow, set

sail and disappeared ;—bnt a new danger thw
tens thetnat the Dardanelles—they are order
to stop ; thpy reply in Turkish, that the currt
has taken thetn away—that they are going
the fleet with otder-s from the Sultan : they i

suffered to pass, and soon reach the secc
Ca«lle, where they succeed in the same mi
ner. A much greater danger awaited them
Tenedos: it was broad day-light—a Turk)
frigate sailed towards them—they had (

presence of mind to show themselves on de
and to retire imder the very guns of the fori

Tenedos. This bold and ingenious manoem|e
succeeded : the frigate convinced that ti

were Turks, tacked about just as they were *

the point of reaching them ; they took thef
moment to sail again, the wind being favoral

But soon the nature of their dangers changi

they met a Spezziot vessel, which, taking tb i\

for Turks, fired at them. They succeedei II

making themselves known, and all of tbi «.

reached Ipsara in safety, after a voyage of i

days.—We warrant the correctness of all iht

details, which are known even to the Tud ici

who have taken the matter very cooly.

—

Ibt f

Language ofthe Brute Creation.—The foIW *

ing singular fact is related by Father Bougfl itt

" A sparrow finding a nest that a martin

just built, standing very convenient for I' Tlii

possessed himself of it. The martin seeingj

usurper in her hotise, called for help to eit w
him. A thousand martins came full speed'

attacked the sparrow ; but the latter beingi

ered on every side, and presenting only

large beak at the entrance of the nest, wa*< "6

vulnerable, and made the boldest of them-'

durst approach him repent their temerity. Ifoi

ter a quarter of an hour's combat, all the 11 i6r|

tins disappeared. The sparrow seemed
think he had got the better, and the spectit »'i

judged that the martins had abandoned K '«

undertaking. Not in the least. In a few seAlj *
they returned to the charge, and each of til *
having procured a little ot that tempered eil *;

with which they make their nests, they allt w
once fell upon the sparrow, and enclosed

in (he nest to perish there, since they ft* 's.l

not drive him thence." *
Can it be imagined that the martins eh *l

have been able to hatch and concert this de|< J'lf

all of them together, without some medilM "'k

communication equivalent to language? rni^

Sagacity of the Fox.—A few years ago,

Barker, of Plymouth County, Mass. witi

or three others and a fox-hound, went in

suit of foxes. In proceeding to the

Cliff, so called, on the Scituate side of thi

er, they had not gone far when the dng
ed a fox. The fox ran directly for the

which at that place was between sixty ai

enty feet high. Being stopped there b;

men and closely pursued by the dog, thi

wung himselff^ the bank, and hung by k
paws. The dog following ran off the clil

was dashed to pieces. As soon as Reynar^t
the fate of his pursuer, he paused dowii

cliff, took a new start, and made his escajpttl
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REMARKS ON VEGETATION, ice.

[Centinued from page 256.]

TO DETERMINE THE GOODNESS OF SEEDS. Tie

isjhing of a s:iven measure of seeds may gci-

\Uy be esteemed a criterion ; as it is knoHii

it when seeds are put into cold water ihox

lich are less perfect are liable to swim anJ

; sound ones to sink.* It is a proper criteii-

of good seed wheat to cast it into salt aid

iter, just strong- enough to float an egg ;
is

5 more salt there is dissolved in water tie

avier it becomes; and thence none but qnie

iind grains of wheat will sink in this brin>,

i that which swims is properly rejected.

The weight of a given measure of grain will

o, with considerable certainty discover th«

entity of husk or bran contained in it, com

ed to the quantity of flour ; as that grain

ered with raisins, both looked well and grew

readily, whereas many others would not vege-

tate

There are some seeds, as those of carrots,

that are so difficult to be sown in uniform (|uali-

ties, that it has been customary to mix them

Since the powder of fresh burnt cliarcoalis previously with sand or garden mould, for the

known powerfully to absorb all putrid vapors
;

|

purpose of giving them weight, or bulk, or to

it is probable that seeds mixed and covered with ' detach them from each other. And some even

charcoal dust, which has recently been burnt, "" " '' '-—'" '
'
— •'- '' '"

or not long exposed to the air, might be success-

fully employed for the preservation of seeds

either in long voyages, or in domestic grana-

VVhen seeds brought originally from other

climates are to be sown, attention is requir-

ed to the circumstance of season and of soil.

—

Those which will ripen their seeds the same

year are to be sowed early in the spring, and

covered lightly with earth, and should be buri-

ed beneath the soil, soon after it has been

ploughed or dug, as its interstices are then re-

ich is cut too early or is not quite ripe, or p]gtg ,yith atmospheric air; which may be ne-

ipens in wet seasons, shrinks in the barn or pessary to stimulate the root. Those seeds, how-

nary, and becomes wrinkled, and has thus a g^^p^ which will not perfect their vegetation in

ater proportion of skin or bran than that
(|,g same year must be sown in early autumn

;

ind though all seeds vegetate better, whench has been perfectly ripened, and will

ce weigh lighter in proportion,

^here is reason to believe that a progressive

rovement of many seeds exists during the

mer days of winter in our granaries, which

lably consists in the process of the conver-

of mucilage into starch ; in the same man-

ias the harsh juices of crab-apples and of

ire pears, are continually changing into su-

uring the winter; both which processes

robably in part chemical like the slow,

lerpetual change of sugar into vinous spirit.

i)is improvement of wheat, and of barley,

)f oats is well known to the baker and t'le

er, and the horse dealer ; as bitter hread

de from old wheat, and barley is better

erted into malt in the vernal months ;
and

|is are believed to thrive better, and to pos-

ore vigor, when they are fed with old

ith new oats,

ns. B. G. Sage gives the following process

;over whether wheat has been injured by

ntation or the nutritive matter otherwise

yed. Make a paste with flour and water.

?ashit with your hands under water, which

be frequently changed, till it no longer

les discolored. The substance remaining

id is the gluten; if the corn be good this

lltic, and will contract when drawn out; if

n has begun to heat it will be brittle ;

corn has fermented, none of the gluten

obtained.

:re seeds of a perishable nature are to be

1 to or brought from distant countries,

ig them with sugar is the most cer-

d salutary method of preserving them.

—

eyd, of Belmont, in Staffordshire, Eng-

living observed some seeds, which came
itally among raisins, to grow readily, di-

Diauy seeds to be sent from the West In-

ivered with raisins, and others in sugai

nd that those immersed in sugar or cov

M,

il.f

oore particular directions relative to trying the

. of seed by this method see N. E. farmer,

!293.

placed but a little beneath the surface of the

^oil. as one inch, because they then have a bet-

ter supply of atmospheric air which may be

lecessary for their first growth, before they

have acquired leaves above ground
;
yet as ma-

ny foreign seeds may not be sufficiently hardy

U bear oui inclement winters, it may be neces-

s.ry, as some believe, to bury them an inch and

a half or two inches deep in the soil, to pre-

vent the frosts from doing them injury. And

;l-e drill method, or sowing seeds in rows is the

mo'=t convenient mode of sowing them at a de-

termined depth, and also for the purpose of

keeping the young plants clear from weeds by

the more easy application of the hoe.

In gardens near large towns where the land

is valuable and highly manured, gardeners some-

times sow two or three kinds of seeds on the

same ground, for the purpose of economy.

—

Thus, Mr. Marshall observes that, on the same

ground they sow radishes, lettuces and carrots
;

the radishes are drawn young for the table, the

lettuces to plant out, and a sufficient crop ofcar-

rots is left ; for carrots, if you wish them to be

large should not grow very near to each other,

in defence of this mode of culture, it is said,

if one crop fails, the others may do well, and

there is no loss of ground or time ; and if all

succeed they do very well. Radishes and spin-

ach are commonly sown together by the com-

mon gardeners, and many manoeuvres of inter-

cropping are made by them, in the sowing and

planting between rows of vegetables that are

wide asunder, or presently to come off, or in

the alleys of things cultivated on beds.

Thus if a piece of horse radish be newly

planted it may be top cropped with radishes or

spinach, Lc. or if a piece of potatoes be plant-

ed wide, a bean may be put between each set,

in every or every other row ; a thin crop of

onions upon new asparagus beds is a common
practice, drawing them young from about the

plants.

—

Introduction to Gardening—Rivington.

See likewise J\'ew England Farmer, vol. i. p.

351, and vol. ii. p. 185.

sufier them to begin to put forth their roots in

such a mixture of moisl sand or garden mould

for the purpose of more regularly dispersing

them.

In dry seasons, the soaking of seeds in water

a day or two bel'ore committing them to the

ground, will forward their growth, as well as

by artificially watering the ground before or af-

ter sowing them ; and the soaking of them in

salt and water may have another advantage ol

giving an opportunity of rejecting the light

seeds, which float, and perhaps of destroying

some insects which may adhere to them ; the

sprinkling some kinds of seed with lime may
also be of advantage for the purpose of destroy-

ing insects.

air. Chapel, according to the papers of the

Bath Agricultural Society found great benefit

in steeping barley in the black liquor which

oozes from manure heaps for twenty four hours,

and skimming otT the light grains. On taking

it out of the water he Mixed wood ashes sifted

with the grain to make it spread regularly. But

the best agriculturists are of opinion that if

o-round is well prepared to receive the seed, is

well manured and tolerably moist, steeps of any

kind will generally prove injurious, by weaken-

ing the vegetative" principle. The quantity of

manure, or food for plants which is added to

the seeds by steeping them in fertilizing mix-

tures must be trifling. But when seed is sown

late, the soil dry, and injury is apprehended

from insects' preying on the germ before or

soon after it sprouts, steeping in some bitter or

saline mixtures may be of service.

N. B. The foregoing observations are naostly

extracted and abridged from the works of Dr.

Darwin and other authors, whose authority is

generally considered as paramount in relation

to the subjects of which they treat.

ON GRAFTING FRUIT TREES, &c.

[Concluded from page 258.]

" Mr. William Fairman, of Kent County,

England, has inserted in the 20th vol. of the

Trans. Soc. Arts, London, an account of his

mode of " extreme branch grafting,'''' upon old

decaying trees, which promises to be a very

great acquisition to those who take pleasure in

cultivating fruit. The process is as follows :

"Cut away all spray wood, and make the

free a perfect skeleton, leaving all the healthy

limbs ;
then clean the branches, and cut the top

nf each off, where it would measure in circum-

ference from the size of a shilling to about that

of a crown piece. Some of the branches must

of course be taken off where they are little

larger, and some smaller, to preserve the cano-

py'^orhead of the tree ; and it will be neces-

sary to take out the branches which cross oth-

ers, and observe the arms are left to fork off,

so that no considerable opeaing is to be per-
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ceived ivhen you stand under the tree, but that

they may represent a uniform head. When
preparing the tree, leave the branches sufficient-

ly long to allow of two or three inches to be

taken off by the saw, that all the splintered

parts may be removed. The tree being thus

prepared, put in one or two grafts at the ex-

tremity of each branch, and put on the cement

or composition, and tie with bass or soft strings.

Sever the shoots or suckers from the tree un-

til the succeeding spring. To make good the

deficiency in case some grafts do not succeed,

additional grafts may be inserted in the sides of

the branches, or where they are wanted to form

the tree into a handsome shape."

Mr. Fairman objects to the mode of grafting

at a short distance from the trunk or body of

the tree, as the wounds are so large as to re-

quire several grafts which cannot tirmly unite

and clasp over the stumps, and consequently

these wounds lay a foundation for after decay
;

or else thej diminish the growth of the tree
;

whereas on his plan they will be larger in three

or four years th;>.n before the operation.

BUDDING OR iNoccuLATiNo. This process an-

swers the same end as grafting excepting that

grafted trees commonly bear fruit sooner than

budded trees. Mr. Miller says, " this is com-
monly practised upon all sorts of stone fruit in

particular, such as peaches, nectarines, cher-

ries, plums, k.c. as also upon oranges and jas-

mines, and is preferable to any sort of grafting.

The method of performing it is as follows : You
must be provided with a shari) penknife, having

a flat haft the use of which is to raise the bark

of the stalk to admit the bud) and some sound

bass mat, which should be soaked in water, to

increase its strength, and make it more pliable ;

then having taken off the cuttings of the trees

you are to propagate, you should choose a

smooth part of the stock about five or six inch-

es above the surface of the ground, if designed

for dwarfs ; but if for standards, thoy should be

budded six feet above ground ; then with your

knife make a horizontal cut across the rind of the

stock, and from the middle of that cut make a

slit downwards about two inches in length, so

that it may be in the form of T ; but you must

be careful not to cut too deep, lest you wound
the stock. Then having cut off the leaf from

the bud, leaving the foot stock remaining, you
should make a cross cut about half an inch be-

low the eye, and with your knife slit off the bud,

with part of the wood to it. This done, you
must with your knife pull off that part of the

wood which was taken with the bud, observing

whether the eye of the bud be left to it or not

(for all those buds which lose their eyes in

stripping should be thrown away, being good for

nothing.) Then having gently raised the bark

of the stock where the incision was made, with

the flat haft of your penknife, cleave the bark

from the wood, and thrust the bud therein, ob-

serving to place it smooth between the rind and
the wood of the stock, cutting off any part of

the rind belonging to the bud, which may be

too long for the slit made in the stock : And so

having exactly fitted the bud to the stock, you
must tie them closely round with bass mat, be-

ginning at the under part of the slit, and so pro-

ceed to the top, taking care that you do not

bind round the eye of the bud, which should be

left open.

"' When your buds have been inoculated three

weeks or a month, you will see which of them
have taken ; those of them which appear shri-

velled and black, being dead, but those which
remain fresh and plump you miy depend are

joined. At this time you should loosen the ban-

dage, which, if not done in time, will pinch the

stock, and greatly injure, if not destroy, the bud.

" The March following" (perhaps April in

this country) "you must cut off the stock

close to the bud, sloping it that the wet may
pass off, and not enter the stock. To this part

of the stock, left above the bud, it is very pro-

per to fasten the shoot which the bud makes in

summer, to secure it from being blown out ; but

this part of the stock must continue on no longer

than until the bud has acquired strength to sup-

port itself, after which it must be cut off close

above the bud that the stock may be covered
thereby.

" The lime for inoculating is from the mid-

dle of June to the middle of September, accord-

ing to the forwardness of the season, and the

particular sorts of trees to be inoculated, which
may be easily known by trying the buds, whe-
ther they will come off well from the wood.

But the most general rule is, when you observe

the buds formed at the extremity of the same
year's shoots, which is a sign of their having'

finished their spring growth."

—

Gardeners Die
The buds made use of in inoculating shoulj

be those which grow on the middle of a younj
shoot or scion, taken from the outside of a heal-

thy fruitful tree,and one whose fruit is of the best

quality. The shoots containing the buds shoulil

be gathered in a cloudy day, or an early Cr

late (hour should be chosen. Dr. Thatcher
says " the buds should be used as sooa after be-

ing gathered as possible, and the whole opera-
tion should be quickly performed. In taking of
the bud from the twig, the knife is inserted a-

bout half an inch above it, and a thin slice of

the bark, and wood along with it taken off,

bringing out the knife about an inch and an

half below the bud. This lower part is after-

wards shortened and dressed, and the leaf is

cut off, the stalk being left about half an inch

long. Perhaps it is better to insert the knife

about three quarters of an inch fcp/oro the bud,

and to cut upwards ; at least this mode is prac-

tised in the Scottish nurseries. The portion of

wood is then taken out by raising it from the

bark, and pulling it downwards or upwards, ac-

cording as the cut has been made from above
or below. If the extraction of the wood occa-

sion a hole at the bud, that bud is spoilt, and an-

other must be prepared in its stead; as garden-
ers speak, the root of the bud has gone with

the wood, instead of remaining with the bark."

Amherst Collegiate Institution,

March 12. 1821.

TO THE PUBLIC.
It having been objected, when a Petition

was presented by the Founders and Guardians
of this Institution for a College Charter, last

Spring, that previous notice had not been giv-

en to the Public ; and this objection having
lieoii at that time urged as a reason for post-

poning the subject to the Winter Session—to

prevent the recurrence of the same objection

and delay, the Trustees who have the care of

the Institution think proper to give notice, that

a smilar application will be made at the next
Selsion of the General Court, and briefly to
st^e some of the grounds, on which they hope
an) expect that their prayer will be granted.'

The Trustees feci constrained to renew
thHr petition, by a sense of duty to the inter-»

eSing Seminary which Providence has put
uijder their care, by a regard to the high^

tijist reposed in them by its benevolent Foua
Ars, and from a conviction, that even the.

^ortest delay would disappoint the reasonable)

fishes and expectations of thousands, in al--

ijiost every part of the Commonwealth. They
are, moreover, greatly encouraged to perse-

\trp, from the consideration that one branch

o:' the Legislature was decidedly in their fa-

v)r at the last Session, and that there was
itearly an equal division in the other. Many;,

tiey are persuaded, have heretofore oppose^

tie Institution, from honest, but mistake;

views of its character and prospects, who wil

iereafter be found among its warmest friends

nor can they for a moment doubt, that a ful

understanding of facta, will secure the sanctio|

of Government, and the general approbatic|
[

of the public.

While the Trustees explicitly di.sclaim

intentional interference, with the rights and i:

torcsts of other Colleges, and intend to rel

their application for a Charter, on the bro;

basis of the Constitution and the public goqi

thoy respectfully ask the attention of a cani

and enlightened Public to the followin;

sider.itions.

—

1st. Another College is wanted in Mas^
chusetts. The interest and lionor of the Statt

demand it. This has long been felt by m^
whose numbers and intelligence entitle th^K

to be heard on any subject ; and that thw

now carry with them the public sentiment,

more and more apparent every month. Mai

sachusetts at this moment, furnishes nearljr

sufficient number of students for three C(«|

leges ; and the number is annually increasi

Of the 569, now furnished by the State, mi

than three hundred are actuallii in CoUegeaf^i

other States and at Amherst. AVhy is this, if^ttl*

have Colleges enough in the State alreai

The fact that less than /(ai/' our students,

Cambridge and Williamstown is decisive.

2nd. It seems to be admitted on all haoi

that if another College is chartered, it shM
be located not far from Connecticut RiTf

and near the centre of "• old Hampshire

Farther west it certainly should not go, and

carry it much farther east^ would place it

near to Cambridge. If therefore, nothin;

yet been done towards the eslablishmei

11 College in this section of the State, Amf
would present itself as a spot of most ft

able location. As it respects other Coll

it is remarkably central—being about 90

from Harvard University, 90 from Bi

University, R. I., 90 miles from Yale Coi

95 from Union College, N. Y^, 55

Williams, and 100 from Dartmouth,
Amherst, moreover, is situated about 52

from the western line of the State, (il

heart of the old county of Hampshire,

furnishes this year 130 College Studaj

and is equally distant from New-Hamp
the north, and Connecticut on

outh. Add to this, the means of livinj

iC(S
11

loo
ji,

Mori

loilv
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•cmarkably cheap,—from ^1 to §1,25 por

vcck in private I'amilies ;—the climate is

lealthy ; the surrounding counti'y is dclighl-

iil ; the phicc is retired i'rom the bustle ot

usiness and the inre.ativcs to idleness and dis-

ipalion, and vet there is ready coniniunioation

rith all par(s of JNevv-Cng-land. A mail stage

asses through the centre of the town, on the

ortheni and southern rout ever}' day in the

eek, (the Sabbath excepted ;) and another

lail stage passes, four times in a week, on the

astern and western line. Besides these, an

conimodation Stage passes every day in the

eek, (the Sabbath excepted.)

3d. hi every thing, but in law and in name,
ere is already a College at .\mherst. The
lildings and other accommodations for stu-

nts, are far more extensive, than any Col-

ge in our Country could offer, at the time of

ncorporaiion, or during the first years ol

existence as a College. Two excellent

ck buildings, each 100 feet in length, and

ur stories high, together with a President's

use of the same materials have already

en erected. The Philosophical and Che-
;al Apparatus is very respectable ; and a

3rary of nearly 1500 volumes has been I

Dcured.
|

4th. The funds of the Institution are be-
j

.'ed to be far more ample, than belonged to

of our Colleges, for years after Charters'
re granted. The interest of these funds is

j

h, as to enable the Tru?tees to give tuition
[

room-rent to a large number of charity
!

Bents, of different denominations ; which,
ether with the Term Bills of others, will,

5 hoped, support a competent number of

.hers in tiie beminary.
th. The tjualilications for admission, anJ
course of studies, are the same as at Yale
ege ; anct oi' course, far more elevated and
nsive than they have been, in any New-
land College, not merely at the time of its

rporation, but lor many years after. The
ents, therefore, are likely to be -worthy

oUege honors.

h. The present number of students, in the
classes, is 128; which the Trustees

've to he unexampled, considering the
cy of the Institution, and that it is without
iriviieges of a Charter,
ith all these things in view, and unrJer a

titution which requires the Legislature to

Hish the interests of literature and the
cos and all Seminaries of them," it can
e doubted, that gentlemen of enlightened
iences and libeial feelings, after a full

rstanding of facts, will extend to it the
ion praj'ed for; which will cost the
rnment nothing, but which will be of
.mable value to the Institution,

the ibregoing is on a subject of public and
al interest, the Editors of Newspapers in

i: ent parts of the Commonwealth, are ros-

ally requested to give it an insertion.

In behalf of the Trustees,

HEMAN HUMPHREY. President.

From the New York Evening Post.

THE QUEEN BEE.
Saturday, the 22d of November, the Ed-
h Wernerian Society met for the first time
lason, and we were happy to see a nume-

rous meeting. The first paper that was sub-

mitted to their notice, was " on the conversion
of the iarvaj of a working bee into a queen
bee, by the Rev. Mr. Dunbar, ofApplegarlh.

—

Mr. Dunbar states, that he noticed the opera-
lions of a hive, on the loss of a queen : for the
first day all was noise and confusion, when the
loss was discovered. After this hfld a little sub-

sided, in consequence of the loss being ascer-

tained, the bees, to avoid a state of anarchy,
laid the foundation of five royal cells, and of
four more the next day, and placed the larva; of
(what is supposed to be) the working bee in

them. At the end of fourteen davs, a new
queen issued forth from one of the cells, and
with an instinct equalling Turkish wisdom and
policy proceeded immediately to tear open the

other royal cells, no doubt with the determina-
tion of destroying what was likely to produce
a rival to her power. The working bees re-

belled against unconstitutional exercise of au-
thorit}', and hauled her majesty away from her
job.—They succeeded in protecting the junior
branches of the royal fami!}', and were reward-
ed for their loyalty by the birth of a princess.

But it was of no avail ; for the Czarina, who
I had, as it should seem, a preferable claim, in

virtue of the priority of her birth, killed her
fair and uufortunate rival.

Mr. Dunbar, in corroboration of the above
fact, of the formation of an artificial Queen,
narrates an instance of its having been done
by an artificial swarm also. K number of bees
(not an uncommon circumstance) depended in

a large cluster at the door of the hive; he sud-
denly removed the hive from their sight, and
placed another in its room, containing empty
cells, haying previously taken the precaution of
putting into it about three inches square of
pure honey comb containing larvae and honey,
and the astonishment of the bees was very
great when they entered the new hive and mis-

sed their rich stores and their beloved monarch,
the fair and stately Queen ; they bustled about
in every direction ; but the next day, finding

that the royal family had removed, and had tak-

en away the treasury, they began to lay the

foundation of royal cells, and in the course of

lime made to themselves a new queen. Mr.
Dunbar has repeated this latter experiment
with great success.

FOR THE NEW EKGLAND FARMER.

MASSACHUSETTS SOCIETY FOR PRO.MOTING
AGRICULTURE.

Letter from Hon. Col. Perkins, udh a cask of Flax
Seed, dated 26th Feb. lii'i-l.

When in Ireland last summer, I conversed
with some of the venders of Flax seed, from
whom 1 learnt that the growers of flax prefer-

red the seed from Riga, to that of any other
country, after that the seed from Holland, and
last of all the seed from the LTnited States, of
this the seed from the Slate of Acw Yrirk had
the preference. L'jion enquiry 1 found the
Dutch seed was preferred from being more
clear of tares than ours, and thit the inspection

was more attended to in the State of jXc-j!) York,
than in Massachusetts— the whole importation
into Ireland was 54,666 casks, of which 41, S.')!

came from the United States, 10,882 from
Holland, 2000 from Riga— the Riga seed
commands in ordinary seasons 20^. to 30s.

sterling more than the Dutch seed, and the lat-

ter 10s. to 15s. more than ours, an experiment
had been made of sowing in the Autumn, in

place of the spring as had been usual. On the

6th of July, 1 saw Hax at Belfast which had
been sown in October, four feet and an inch in

length. This 1 understood was fiom Riga seed.

Believing that it might be of some importance,
to test the advantage of using the Riga seed, i

requested the American Consul, Samuel Luke,
Esq. to send me a cask of Riga seed, which has

arrived at New York and is ordered here— It is

at the service of the Massachusetts Society lor

Promoting Agriculture,— I wish however a por-

tion of it reserved tor my friend Gen. Derby,
who resides at Londonderry, where I under-

stand flax is extensively cultivated, the remain-

der is at your service for distribution and 1 hope
it may prove a useful experiment.

Respectfuly, dear Sir,

your friend and servant,

T. H. PERKINS.
Hon. Richard Sullivax,

Cor. Sec^y of the Mass. Society for
promoting Agriculture.

Jit a meeting of the Board of the Massachusetts

Society for Promoting Agriculture, held March
13,1824

—

Voted, {\\-AXthP: thanks of the Socie-

ty be presented to the Hon. T. H. Perkins, for

his gift of a cask of Flax seed from Riga, and
for his repeated attention to the Agricultural in-

terest of his country.

Attest, BEN.TAM1N GUILD,
Jhsistanl Recording Secretary.

Gentlemen desirous of making experiments
with this seed will be supplied with it, by calling

at the Assistant liecording Secretary's Office,

81, State Street, and if the Agricultural Socie-

ties, to whom a quantity of flax seed was some
time since distributed, will report their success,

they may also have the advantage of others' ex-

perience.

From the Salem Gazette.

HORSE LONGEVITY !

!

Mr. Andrkws,— Please notice inyournext pa-

per an uncommon occurrence in the age of a

Horse, which belonged to Mr. John Oldham, of
this town. The Horse died a few days since at

the advanced age of 34 years. He had been
driven into Salem market, constantly, by the

owner himself, for 31 years last past ; and what
is still more remarkable, his spirits were so

great till near his end, that he was generally de-

signated by those vvho knew him, as Oldman's

Colt. Yours, Sic. A Subscriber.

Danvtrs, Feb. 20th, 1824.

Vinegar.—The vinegar manufactured by all

the great establishments in London is made
from malt. Most of the Vinegar consumed in

Paris, and indeed throughout France, is extract-

ed either from wood or potatoes.

Molasses Beer.—Take four quarts of molasses,

half a pint of j'east, and a spoonful of powder-

ed race ginger : Put these ingredients into

your vessel, and pour on them two gallons of

scalding hot, sol't clear water;—Shake it till it

lerments; and add thirteen gallons of the same

water to fill up the cask. Let the liquor fer-

ment for about twelve hours, then bottle it off

with a raisin or two in each bottle.
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From the Massachusetts Agricultural Repository.

INDIAN CORN.
TO THE TRPSTEES OF THE MASSACHUSETTS AGRICUL-

TDRAL SOCIETY.

[Continuedfrom pagt 260.]

I have the present year, caused tho Indian

corn, srathered from an acre and twenty-five

rods of rov corn field, tn be measured, and it pro-

duced two hundred and twenty-six bushels of

ears. A part of it only has been shelled, and

two bushels of ears produced a little more than

a bushel of shelled corn.

In July 1822, the land was mowed, and yield-

ed about a ton of hay to the acre.

Early in September of the same year, it was

ploughed. It remained in this situation, until

April, 1823, when it was harrowed. A few

days after harrowing, it was ploughed across

the furrows about two inches deeper than the

first ploughing in September, when it was first

broke up. After remaining in this situation a

week, it was harrowed thoroughly, until the

principal part of the sods were displaced and

pulverized. About the middle of May, it was

l^iirrowed with a horse plough, the furrows

three and a half feet apart, for planting. It

was planted about the 20th of May, in hills,

three feet and a half apart one way, and one

foot and a half the other way.

About eight cords of compost manure were
put on this acre, and 25 rods. It was compos-

ed of barn yard manure, made in the summer
of 1822, hog dung, and the clearing of ditshes,

in equal quantities. This part of the manure
was carted into the field, and mixed in tlie au-

tumn of 1822. In April 1823, it was shovelled

over, and six casks of unslacked lime was equal-

ly mixed, and covered in the heaps, which con-

tained about forty cords. After lying about

two weeks in this situation, it was again shovel-

led over, and the lime was found to be slacked

and pulverized, and the whole heap had be-

come a fine body of compost manure. Every

part appeared to be entirely dissolved and pul-

verized.

The corn was planted about the 20th of May,

and as I before observed, about eight cords of

manure taken from the before described heap

were carted on this acre and twenty-five rods.

—

A common shovel full was put to each hill in

the furrows which had been ploughed eighteen

inches apart. The corn was then planted four

kernels in a hill, five inches apart. It was

ploughed with an horse plough twice, and

twice hoed. After the second hoeing, the

ground was left nearly level.

This acre and twenty-five rods was measured
from a field of about six acres, the greatest

part of which was planted in the same manner
here described, which I consider, from several

years experience, the best mode of planting In-

dian corn. On the remaining part of this field

the residue of the heap of manure was carted,

in about equal quantities to the iicre, with the

acre and twenty-five rods. Some part of the

field was planted in hills three and a half feet

apart each way, and some part in rows three

and a half feet apart. The part first described
yielded the greatest quantity of corn, although
the quality of the land, and the quantity and
quality of the manure, were the same.

It was my intention to have ploughed and ho-
ed the whole field a third time, but the corn

had become so large, and spread to such a de-

gree, that a horse could not travel through it

without injury. There was, however, scarcely

a weed or a spire of grass in the whole field.

That part planted in rows yielded more than

that planted in hills, three and a half feet each

way, but not so much as that planted in the

manner first described.

No more attention was paid to the acre and

twenty-five rods, than to the other part of the

field, and it was not done under any expectation

of obtaining the society's premium for the larg-

est quantity, or the best mode of cultivating

this article. If however it merits any distinc-

tion, I shall be happy.

With great respect,

I am your most obedient servant,

WM. HULL.
(^To be contimied.)

From the Gentleman's Magazine.

UTILITY OF THE LARCH.
Blr. Uri!an,—Larch, by experiments made, is

found to be full as durable for naval purposes

as the oak, and is therefore the best succedane-

um for it. As I live within sight of the Mal-

vern hills, I cannot help lamenting that they are

not planted witii Larch, which would thrive

well, the same may be said of many spots on

the Cotswould hills on one side ; and it may al-

so of the Welch hills, on %vhich oak would ne-

ver grow to any size. How many hills in Sur-

rey, Hampshire, Wiltshire, are too steep for the

plough, and so dry in the summer as scarcely

toaflord a scanty bite to a few sheep, yet, plant-

ed with Larch, might become useful ornaments

to this country ! When passing I'rom London to

Portsmouth, the brims of the Devil's Punch-
bowl strike the eye as a spot which, thus plant-

ed, might become as pleasant an object as it is

now disagreeable or frightful in dark or cloudy

weather. This idea strikes more particularly

as being so near to the great naval repository.

The Larch is equally useful for many purpo-

ses in husbandry, and in domestic uses. For
the latter it has one quality that renders it pe-

culiarly desirable, viz. that it is the least sus-

ceptible of fire of any timber. Added to these

useful purposes, it will not take up any grounds

fit for the oak, for strong soils are the only ones

on which it does not thrive.

These considerations, Mr. L'rban, tempt me
to send you an account of an easy and expedi-

tious way of raising them, not founded on theo-

ry, but on the practice in which willovvs have
been planted in some of the coldest situations in

Scotland, where they are of a remarkably quick

growth, and yet the wood is very fine grained.

The planter has now many trees of his own
planting, which are six feet in circumference at

the height of three feet from the ground. The
Duke of Athol has now Larches, planted in

1743, which are upwards of eight feet in cir-

cumterence.

The method of getting these seeds out of the

cones is, not to gather them till about Candlemas,
when they begin to drop off the trees. At the

enil of April, or beginning of May, sooner or lat-

er, as the weather serves, prepare some beds
in a nursery, to which the sun has free access,

and lay the cones on that bed as thick as they

lay clear of one another, and the sun will soon

open them, and they will shed their seed. The

owner should, from time to time, examine what
quantity of seed they have shed ; and as soon as
he finds that there is seed enough to fill the
ground with plants, the cones should be car-

ried ofi" the ground, and set on them about a

quarter of an inch thick of good mould. The
cones may then be carried to another bed, and
laid as before, and they will fill it with seed in

good time to yield plants that season. If the

cones are kept dry during the winter, more seec

may, in the same manner, be procured next sea*

son.

When the plants are two years old, they maj
be planted in the autumn, or next spring ; bu'

the autumn is thought the best, particularlj •

in dry soils ; for, if the spring is dry, the grounf ^

will be so dry as to kill the plants. The] *'

are planted out with a narrow iron spade witB "

which a cross-cut is made to receive the plant

When the plants stand another year in tbi

seed-bed, or have been a year in a nursery, thej'

then push out to such a height, that it is nece»

sary to dig small pits for them, which is the sui'

est way. The young plants must be well fence* -^l

from cattle, aspecially sheep, which are ver» jli

fond of them; and, when the head is cut ofTta*

any accident, it impairs the heart of the tree ^ f

the very root. "

As they overtop almost every other tree, thei !

are the more exposed to every high wind ; othet 'f

quick-growing trees should, therefore, be plairt '''

ed among them ; or they may be planted il •

clumps, so as to protect one another. 'f

Another advantage might attend the plantim »

the dry eminences ; that, when the young tre(> ti

have grown up, the earth is so much shadw <ii'

that the dews and rain are not so soon exhalmpri

by the sun and winds as in open situations. I(p«

this means the moisture penetrates deeper, ijK
it meets with a substance impervious to watei

it then descends on that substance till it aga

reaches the surface and breaks out in sprinjiff

Thus water may be procured in such dry

tuations, where it may be much wanted fori

fording drink to cattle and sheep feeding on tl

plainer grounds below. Some years ago m€<;, S

tion was made, in the " Annals of Agriculture" i,

of a method of making ponds in such dry sitl

tions, which must be of great advantage the)

The want of water in extensive plains oflH

obliges the inhabitants to build their housejj*

the neighborhood of the nearest stream. T|^

distance may create great expense, both in |<

bss of time, and in the carriage of manure
and the articles of growth from, such pi;

Farmers are not at all times sufficiently a

of the value of time thus lost ; and, as it ia.-

master's eye that makes the horse fat, so

master's eye may be much wanted in such

tant spots. AcRico

Remarks.—The tree described in the a

article is, Vve believe, found in great plenl

the northern parts of New England,'

well as in Canada and Nova Scotia. It gr

best in poor soils either wet or dry, and tW
lands, which will produce no other kind of U

ful vegetation are best fitted for this forest tt

In the Massachusetts Agricultural Repositi

for June 1822, is an account of this tree, WJ

ten by John Lowell, Esq. Mr. Lowell says

known by the names of Juniper and HacF

tack as well a? that of Larch, and observes
'• Hackmatack grows more rapidly than the»

Juniper, commonly called the red Cedar, anflrlj,;"'

oof

iiof

it\e!
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ore durable for posts, than that plant. It will

•ow on any soil, and rapidly on soils entirely

iTcicnt from those in which it is usually found,

have them growing in pure sand, without tliR

asl apparent mi.\ture of loam, -nnd on a barren

avel—a gravel, which will scarcely siippnrt

1 have large trees in such soils 18 lo 'J 1

chos in circumference and thirty feet high oi

irteon years' growth."'

Mr. Lowell asserts that the English Larch has

en found by experience to be much superior

the American tree of the same genus, being

a much quicker growth, and advises to iin-

rt the English Larch, and some other varie-

is from Scotland.

Dr. VVillich's Domestic Encyclopedia gives a

etty long and very favorable account of this

je, Tol. ii. p. 435.

From the Ameiicaa Farmer.

SEEDS.

.many, February 21, 1824.

Appreciating the importance of good seeds,

th to the farmer and gardener, 1 send you, Mr.

nner, some hints on this subject, suggested by

iperience and reading, which may be of inte-

it to some of your readers.

1. To raise good seeds, care must be taken not

:y to select from the choicest plants, but also,

it bad or different kinds of the same family,

not suffered to blossom in their vicinity, as

fecundating farina of the poorer sort.', which
i:arried by winds and by insects, will deterio-

(e the seed of the good. Hence, no two
'ds of cabbage, turnips, beets, &;c. should be
kered to seed within ten or twenty rods of
h other, and it will be better, if they are
into different enclosures. And hence, if we

uld preserve from a tine variety of melons, it

lecessary to plant them at a distance from
er varieties. The brassica, (cabbage,) fam-

not only mix among themselves, but are said

le affected by the pollen of the cauliflower,

3 and turnip.

. Seeds should he gathered as sooti as they are

', both to prevent waste and damage.
. They shoidd be preserved in a dry and tera-

ate place, accessible to air; and, where it is

venient, kept in their pods or husks till want-
for sowing. This may be done, with most
Is of annuals cultivated in the garden. It

vents injury from heat or moisture, and pre-

/es them in a healthy condition. Miller
le this experiment. He divided parcels of
uce, parsley, onion, and other seeds, one
tion of which he put into vials which he
metically sealed ; the other portion into bags,

kept the whole one year—when planted, not

of the seeds grew, which had been kept in

vials, while all of those which had been
t in the bags grew well. An experienced
-lener tells me, that the seeds of many annu-
will, if preserved in the pods, &c. retain
ir vegetative power for two or three years,
:reas, if taken out, they will seldom grow af-

Kbe first year. My experience and obser-
)n of the habits of plants, confirm this re-

k.

When should seeds be sown ? Repeated fail-

in the seeds of perennials and biennials,

legetate, when sown in the spring, led me to

suit the economy of nature, and to adopt
laws as my guide. I found that the maple,

beech, ash, and other forest trees-several shrubs,

most of the bulbous flower roots, and a large

portion of the biennial and perennial flowers,

shed their seed upon the ground in autumn, and
(bat the seed thus sown, if slightly covered,

vegetated either immediately or in the follow-

ing spring, and that if these seeds are llioroiigh-

ly dried, as they must be by being wintered in

the house, they either will not grow at all, or

l.iy dormant in the earth for a year or more.

6. The pods of melons, cucumbers and pump-
kins, improve by being kept till they are three

or four years old. At that age they produce
earlier, and more fruit, and run less to vines.

—

The benefit of age may be partially obtained,

by washing the seeds well, when taken from the

fruit, to cleanse them from mucilage, or by car-

rving (hem loose in the pocket, some days or

weeks before they are planted.

6. Wheat is said to be improved, as seed, by

being kept a year ; and, what is an important

benefit, will then produce a crop without smut

:

Nay, more— 1 am induced to believe, that the

crop will escape from the injuries of the fly al

so. For I am almost a proselyte to the opin-

ion, that the nit is deposited in the down of

the kernel, before the grain is harvested, and

that the same warmtli which causes the seed to

vegetate in the earth, hatches the insect there

also. I am inclined to favor the hypothesis, and

not without evidence, that the seed of botb the

smut and the fly, lose their reproductive power
during the lapse of ,i twelvemonth. I will not

venture to say, that liming seed is as efficacious

against the fly, as it is against smut ; but thus

much I can say, that I always lime my seed

wheat, and never have it injured by smut or

fly, while many fields in my neighborhood are

annually devastated by the one or materially

injured by the other.

7. Seeds may be preserved in a healthy state

according to the nature of their essential oi

and the nature of the shell or covering, which
envelopes the embryo plant. Miller says, " the

seeds of cucumbers, melons and gourds, which
have thick horny coverings, and the oil of this

seed being ofa cold nature, continue good eight

or ten years ; and radish, turnip, rape, &c.

with other oily seeds, (whose coats, though
they are not so hard and close, as the others,)

yet abounding with oil, which is of a warmer
nature, the seeds will keep good three or four

years; whereas, the seeds of parsley, carrots,

parsnips, and most other umbelliferous plants,

whose seeds are, for the most part, of a warm
nature, and have little oil in them, do lose their

growing faculty often in one year, but seldom
remain good longer than two years."

8. Steeps. The experiments of Duhamel and
others, show that steeping seeds in any liquor,

or mixture, with a view of invigorating the germ,
is always without benefit, and often attended with
injury—the seed containing the best nutriment,
and all that is requisite, to extend the root, and
unfold the seminal leaves. Steeps may be ben-
eficially used to accelerate germination, to pre-
serve the seed from grubs and other insects,

and to destroy the seeds of insects, and parasit-

ic plants, which may adhere to it. Corn soaked
in a strong decoction of the roots of black
hellebore (sometimes called itch weed,) and
strongly saturated with nitre, has, with me, re-
sisted the attacks of insects, birds and squirrels.

A steep of tar water, will also protect seed in

the ground. Lime and alkilies are most effica-

cious in destroying the eggs of insects, &c.

—

The best method I know of to facili(a(p early

I
vegetables, is to pproiitthe seeds, before plant-

ing, between two sods of earth, placed in the
kitchen corner, ami occasionally wot wi(h warm
water. The larger kinds may hv. laid in loose,,

the smaller wrapjied in papers. They will

sprout in from 24 to 48 hours. J. B.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.

IMPROVED DURHAM SHORT HORNS.
De.\r Sir,— I have less hesitadon in sendino-

to you, the pedigree of my improved short horn
stock, as you have in the 43d number of the

Farmer, noticed the purchase I had marie, of a
calf begotton in England, by Mr. Champion's
celebrated bull Biaizk, and produced at Wye,
by White Rose. You will perceive, that I could

have no motive to seek better blood although 1

was glad, to avail myself, ofthe liberal intention,

of my friend at Wye, to exhibit in Pennsylvani;!,

a very beautiful calf, begotton by the bull,

which Mr. Champion say?, in his letter to you,

ofthe Gth April, 1822, " is considered the most

complete animal I ever bredfor symmetry and qua-

lity," on a heifer, which he also says, excels for

correctness of frame, neatness of bone, and un-

common appearance lor milk.

I always considered White Rose, a fine animal;

and you may recollect, 1 proposed to purchase
her alone, at the time you offered to me, the

bull Champion, and the other heifer at cost. I

confess, I have a strong predilection, in favor

of WelhcrnlPs slocli, not only as lie was one of

the purcliasers of the Comet, and of some ofthe
finest cows at Colling's sale, but as Mr. ^V'illiains'

extraordinary bull Denton, was bred by him,

and as all the heifers of his stock, which 1 have
seen are good milkers. At your suggestion, I

applied to Mr. Champion, and offered a price,

much higher, than that which, he had received
for the bull, you imported, or than he had ask-

ed for such an one, as he supposed, would satis-

fy me. He answered, " 1 regret it is not in my
power to send you a bull, possessing the many
qualifications you expect, the description you
have given of Denton, it is impossible for me to

equal." I proposed to pay to Mr. Champion
more than he had demanded, as I did not sup-

pose, that he would send to America his finest

bulls, at sixty guineas, at the moment he was
selling Brigade Major, and Blaize, at one hun-

dred and one hundred and fifty, upon his farm. I

have no doubt from the points, and shape of Wye
Comet, and the pedigrees of some of his stock,

that he possesses as fine cattle,as any man in Eng-

land, although I confess, I was of a very differ-

ent impression, until I had seen this calf by

Blaize. If you have any doubt, of the valuable

properties, of the " Improved Short Horns,'''' as

milkers, quick feeders, and small consumers

— I should be glad, to convince you on my farm,

that in the early maturity, and all these essen-

tial items, their e.xcellence is determined, by the

degree of^ affinity, lo the pure blood.

I am, dear sir, tnost truly your's,

John Hare Powfx.
PoweltotL, Philadelphia Co., Feb. 17, 1824.

We understand there are two men now in

this town who sweep chimneys for a small com-
pensation by means ofbrushes fastened to wires.

[Portsmouth Journal.
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FARMER'S CALEJ^DER.
The time of year has now arrived in which

the Master Cultivator and his posse coniitatus

shonlil be as bnsy as bee?, and as nimble as fly-

ing squirrels. But it is not proper that the Lord

of the soil, and his phalanx of hired or house-

hold assistants should skip about like startled

rabbits, without knowing what they are about.

There should be metiiod in every movement,

and a reason for every step.

But some [leople spin round and round, like

a top tuirled by a truant, and attempt every

thin"' without accomplishing any thing. They
are ahvavs in a hurry, though they never make
haste, and I'orm as many unnecessary tracks as a

spaniel that is cutting capers to curry favor with

his master.

Such busy bodies work hard, but not knowing

how to set themselves properly to work they

bring nothing to pass. They appear like ani-

mal machines intended to represent perpetual

motion, but though always moving they no more
go forward than a squirrel in a wheel, or a mouse

jn a tread mill. They undertake twenty things

at once, but not being able to be in more than

one place at a time—owning but one pair of

iinnd^i, and having but one head a|)iece on their

shoulders they fail to accomplish any one of

their undertakings.

Such are the evils consequent to the lack of

system in business. In order to avoid such ca-

lamities the farmer should have a plan of his

^vork cut and dried before liand. He should do

one thing at a time ; finish one job before he

commences another, and do that first, which

iirst needs doing.

Finish cutting, splitting and piling your wood,

drawn last winter. You should always keep at

least one year's slock of fuel before hand. It is

said by those who have calculated on the sub-

iect that dry wood will go twice as far as green

wood, and we believe this is correct, at least so

I'ar as respects wood to be burnt in the summer

for cooking. The Farmer's .^*.«istant says, " 'n

cutting wood short, after it is caited home a saw

fcbould he used ; as this makes a great saving of

the )vood, and is at the same time equally cx-

pcditiaut.-." Some farmers in some parts of the

t;i)unlry, make great use of ilry white pine for

fuel. This is very difficult to cut with an a,\e ;

and two men with what is called a cross-cut saw,

t'lir a saw with '"o handles,) will saw more of

this wood than four men could cut with an axe

in the same lime. Small sticks however, espe-

cially if green are best cut with an axe.

As soon as the frost is sj> far out of the ground

that you can drive a stake you will give your

ienccs a thorougli review, and subslautial re-

pairs. No man, who is possessed of a spark ol

sensibility, or a grain of forecast can sleep qui-

etly, or realize any enjoyment during his wak-

ing hours, when ho knows that his fences are

ill a low, weak and tottering condition, entirely

incompetent to afford security to his crops. The
<:;uol'iil farmer will therefore make " assurance

douldy sure" by a few extra stakes, and super-

mi merary rails rather than anticipate the shock-

ing sounds o{ liogs in the corn ! sheep in the mow-

ii:'j lot ! coxc'S in the cabbage yard ! ^c.

"ii'vou have new fences to build, and timber

and stones are scarce you may as well make post

and rail fences. If the ground will admit of it,

especially if it is so moist that it would be be-

nefitted by draining, you may proceed (as recom-

mended in the Farmer's Assistant) to set your

posts on a bank made of the earth of two small

ditches thrown up together. If the posts are

too small to have holes made through them, the

rails may be flattened at the ends and fastened

to ihe posts with spikes, or with wooden pins,

well secured.

Mr. Preston, of Stockport, Pa. recommends

setting posts with Ihe top parts placed in the

ground, and intimates that they will, in tha( po-

sition, last three or four times as long as when
the butts are placed down. The same judicious

and experienced agriculturist advices, in mak-

ing fences, always to place the rails with the

heart side up. The posts should be set at leant

two feet in the ground. If those parts of the

posts which are to be placed in the ground are

burnt in a hot tire till quite black they will last

much longer than they would otherwise. Some
farmers cut their posts so long, and mortise them '

in such a manner, that when the lower ends

have become rotten they can turn them upside

down, and it is said that they will last nearly as

long again when managed in that manner.

Get your agricultural implements such as

ploughs, harrows, carts, hoes, &c. in readiness

for use. These you have doubtless kept under

cover during Ihe winter, and they will last long-

er if they are painted or covered with some

suitable composition. "Dr. Lewis," says the

Domestic Encvclopedia, " advises all wood that

is exposed to Ihe inclemency of the weather, to

he coated with a preparation of pulverized jiil

coal* and melted tar, reduced to the consistence

of paint, which he has found by experience to

be very efficacious." Covering wood repeat-

edly with train oil, or other greasy substance

will have a tendency to preserve it. Or ifmore

convenient use some cheap sort of paint, such

as Spanish brown or red ochre. VV'here ma-

chines are necessarily exposed in the field, a

great part of the season, they require to be new
painted at least every second year. This ap-

plies as well to the iron as wood, which should

be kept coated with paint or oil as far as prac-

ticable.

Particular attention should be paid to your

cattle especially to cows which have lately

calved, or are about to calve. If cows are

lean when calving no management afterwards

will firing them to yield, for that season, any

:hiiig like Ihe quantity of milk they would have

yielded had they been kept in good condition

during the winter and early in the spring. The
Germans in Philadelphia, who supply the mar-

ket with milk regularly feed their cows at mid-

night with short feed during the winter. The
disease called Ihe hollow horn, or horn distem-

per is owing to scanty feed. Roots such as po-

tatoes, mangel wurlzel, carrots, &c. should be

given them during winter and early spring, with

their dry food, and they will serve both for food

and medicine. The quantity ol" roots allowed to

each cow, ox, &.C. should be varied according to

circumstances, and the quantity and quality ol

the dry food consumed by them, and Ihe apparent

keenness of the appetite of the animals. Cattle,

especially if fed with roots, should have a pto-

* Perhaps charcoal would do as well.

per quantity of salt. Some advise to place sai

under cover, and to let cattle, sheep, &.c. alway;

have access to it and eat as much as their ajipe-

tites crave. Dr. Cooper, editor of the Philadel

phia edition of the Domestic Encyclopedia says

"A quarter of an ounce of salt per day to sheep,

and one ounce per day to cows and oxen, is ao

allowance ample enough."

aiGA FLAX SEED. The attention of Ag:ricuUurist

will be directed to an article m our paper of this day

pafE 267, respecting the introduction and diffusion o

Flax Seed from Riga in the United States, by means o

the valuable donation of the Hon. T. H. Perkins t<

the Massachusetts Agricultural Society.

AMHERST itfSTiTtiTioN. In a preceding page of tbl le SI

day's paper we have given an article relative to th» (»»

College proposed to be incorporated at Amherst, iti
"

this State. The question respecting the propriety a

granting a Charter to that Institution we have nevei

examined, knowing that we could never decide upon

it. Both parties have a right to be heard, and make

their wishes and feelings known to the public, and wISt ^

have therefore published the piece alluded to, withon

meaning to express any opinion with regard to a mail

ter, which as respects us is coram non judice, [beyoii|

our jurisdiction] as lawyers phrase it. 'Hi'

Insurrection in the Side Prison—On the 12th inS

the convicts in the State Prison, in Charlestown rose

i

open and determi.ied rebellion against their OflTicersi

the Government of the State. They were not subdue

till the appearance of a Company of the United Stat|

Marines had paraded in the Prison yard with fix^

bavonets.

Prison Limits The Legislature of Mississippi

passed a law, declaring the limits of each county to]

the prison bounds, and prohibiting the imprisonment
|

any white woman for debt.

The Greek Boy.—Cayt. Partridge, of the Milita

School, at Norwich, Vermont, has generously ofi'eredi

support and educate at his own expense, the Greek b|

who arrived in this country last year, and whose
]

rents and six brothf rs were murdered by the Turks

Scio. The lad is now in Baltimore, but will come i

to this city as soon as the means are raised. A fi^

dollar? of the Greek Fund may here be appropriate

to send him to Vermont.— JV. 1'. Spec.

Mnmmolh Hog.—Mr. John Mail, near Cohocsink,|

the Northern Liberties, has fattcried and kilhri a Hfl

weijhin" 915 lbs.— length from the nose to the tai|

l-2'leet,''girth 7 1-2 feet.

—

Ainer. Sentinel.

Fireproof and Water proof Cement.—To half a
]

of milk put an equal quantify of vinigar in ordei!

curdle it, then separate Ihe curd from the whry aW
^

mix it with the white of four or five eggs, beating tilt
j

whole together ; when it is well mixed, add a little

quick lime passed through a sieve, until it has acqn

ed the consistence of a thick paste. "With this cemei

broken vessels, and cracks of all kinds may he mendj

It dries quickly and resists the action of fire and wafl

fori:ic;n.

No intelligence from Kurope since cur last,

following items are gleam d from the latest Lon

papers which have come to our hands.

A thumb pottle of green grapes for making tarts yi]

yesterday exposed for sale in Covenl Garden for

strawberries in large pottles were also at market.
[Kt w Times, Feb. 7.

The Season.—The continued mildness of the 1;

month has produced a nosegay from Ihe flower garr

very seldom combined in this climate ; slock.';, w

flowers, and primroses, now accompany the laure.'tini

lilacs are in full bud. Two or three frosty niglits ^

been all tliat the month has afferded; the coldest

at tight in the morning within, doors was at 34 def
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the 14tl\ an J three followiug days, with the wind at

th, the air externally was ten degrees lower.

—

m that day the air gradually became warmer, till on

25th and 26th, the same thermometer rose to 50 at

111 o'clock, and continued fluctuating to 40 deg.

ing the rest of the month ; by Carey's Table we
I that the greatest heat at noon was at 54 deg. on

23th, and tin- greatest cold at 40 deg. on the Cth ;

re were, during the month, l.j days of fair weather,

e of rain, and 15 of cloudy. The passing comet

been scarcely observable by the naked eye, hut is

I in its progress, though not sufficiently approaching

Earth to produce any alarming expectation which
le superstitious Astrologers are apt to declare !

'he increase of daj'light is now most sensibly felt

acknowledged ; and it is curious to observe how
ect some of our ancient adages are ; particularly

; relative to this increase of light after the shortest

Christmas tide a minute wide,
Twelfth ti<Ie a cock's stride.

Candlemas tide an hour wide,

he sun rises on the 21st Dec. the shortest day, at

minutes past eight, and sets at 52 minutes after

o'clock ; making the length of that day only sev-

urs and four minutes.

ow on Christmas Day the Sun rises half a minute
than on the 21st of Dec. and sets half a minute
which completes the first line.

Twelfth Day, 6th Jan. the Sunrises at two min-
after eight, which is six minutes earlier than on

hortest day, and sets 58 minutes after three, which
nutes later; here are twelve minutes gained.

h may be compared to a cock's stride, if he be of

rowth and extend his toes to the extent of his

r ; and at Candlemas Day, 2d Feb. the Sun rises

minutes after seven, and sets 34 minutes after

vith a fraction increase from the shortest day.

[Ibid.

cer of Induslri/.—It was a beautiful expression of
iaese sage, that by time and industry a mulberry
lecomes a silk shawl ; but if the following state-

be correct, and I have no reason to doubt its

it affords a still more striking proof of what hu-
iigenuity can accomplish—such a one indeed as

iental philosopher would never have dreamt of.

manufacture of steel an article may be rais-

•m one halfpenny to 35,000 guineas ! A pound
ide iron costs one halfpenny ; it is converted
.eel, that steel is made into watch-springs, every
which is sold for half a guinea, and weighs on
tenth of a grain ; after deducting for waste, there-

a pound weight 7000 grains ; it therefore affords

70,000 watch-springs, the value of which, at

uinea each, is 35,000 guineas

—

Mechan. Mag.

leus Geological Fad.— .\ few days ago a large

>f coal completely covered with cockleshells was
in one of the coal pits of the late Mr. Thomas,
neighborhood of Dewsbury, 150 feet below the

; of the earth.

CONGRE.SSIONAL.

I

ESATE.—Friday, March 5. On motion of Mr.

I

of Mass. the President of tlie United States was
ed to furnish such copies of the instructions giv-
jr Ministtr to France, the correspondence with
Ind other information, in reference to spoliations
I ted on American Commerce, by French vessels

1 s to the year 1800, and may be proper to com-
tp.

1 to regulate the transportation of gold and sil-

nn, specie, and jewels, and carrying of passen-
d to prohibit the receipt of merchandize, in the
essels of the United States was taken up, and
Tfie debate postponed.
ay, March 8. After passing several local bills

ral amendments of the Constitution were call-

ut no question taken.
lay, March 9. The several resolutions on the
of Amendments to the Constitution were called
n Mr. King, of N. Y. moved to postpone them
ely. On the suggestion of Mr. Hayne, that
son, of Missouri, who moved one of the resolu-

is so far recovered that he expected in a day
> resume his seat, the resolutions were laid on

The bill to appropriate 1125,000 annually, for tour

years for the purchase of cannon, bombs, &c. and for

fortifications was again discussed ; and a motion to

postpone it negatived 23 to 18, when it passed to be
engrossed.

Wednesday, March 10. The bill for the supply of

cannon, &c. for the Fortifications passed.

Thursday, March 11. Mr. Holmes offered a resolu-

tion for an inquiry into the expediency of providing by
law, for an earlier commencement of the next session of

Congress than the first Monday of December. Laid on

the Table.
The Committee on the Judiciary reported two bills

relative to the Judiciary System, which were read the

first time.

HoxTSE.—Friday, March 5. On motion of Mr. Tod
the following proviso was addeil to the Tariff bill.

—

" Provided, that all window glass imported in plates un-

cut be added to the window glass duty." Other mo-
tions were made and negatived, but nothing decided
upon, except the duty of 25 per cent, ad valorem was
stricken out.

Saturday^ March 6. This day was principally occu-
pied in discussions of the Tariff bill, but the Committee
rose without taking the question.

Mr. Bailies presented a memorial from New Bedford,

praying an increase of duty on tallow ; and Mr. Web-
ster memorials from the tallow chandlers and soap boil-

ers of Boston, against an increase of the duty. Both
petitions ordered to be printed.

Monday, March 8. On motion of Mr. Coxe, the Ju-
dicial Committee was instructed to report on the expe-
diency of prohibiting by law the employment of any
persons except citizens of the United States in any of

the departments of Government ;—and the Committee
of Ways and Means to report on the expediency of re-

ducing the number of Auditors or .Accounting Officers of

the Government.
The House, in Committee, resumed the consideration

of the Tariff Bill. The motion of Mr. Forsyth to strike

out the section which provides additional duties to

countervail foreign bounties on imports, was, after a

debate carried. Ayes 114. Noes 66.

Tuesday, March 9. No business of general interest

was coTnpUted ou this day or the two days next suc-

ceeding.

BELLFOUNDER,
The Wonderful Norfolk Trotter, imported July 1822,

from Englatid,

WILL STAND THIS SEASON, 1824.
At Twenty Dollars, and One Dollar the Groom. The

money to be paid to the Groom at Covering.

THIS celebrated Horse is a bright bay, with black
legs, standing 15 hands high ; his superior blood,

symmetry and action excel those of every other trotting

Stallion. He is allowed by the best judges in Norfolk
to be the fastest and best bred Horse ever sent out of
that County. He has proved himself a sure foal getter,

and his Stock for size and substance are not to be sur-

passed ; thev are selling at the highest prices of any
Horses in Norfolk.

BELLFOUNDER was got by that well known, fast

and highformed Trotter, Ot.d BEi.i.FonNDF.B, out of
Velocity, which trotted on the Norwich road, in 1806,
Sixteen miles in one hour, and though she broke fifteen

times into a zMn^, and as often turned round, won her
match. In 1&0S she. UoitcA Twenty-eight miles in one
hour and forty seven minutes, and has also done many
other great performances against time.

BELLFOUNDER, at five years old, trotted Two
miles in six minutes, and in the following year was
matched for 200 guineas, to trot Nine milts in thirty
minutes, and he won easily by thirty-two seconds. His
owner shortly after challenged to perform with him Ser-
enteen miles and a half in one hour, hut it was not ac-
cepted. He has since never been saddled or matched.

Or.D BET.r.FOUNDER was a true descendant from the
original blood of the Fireavmys, which breed of Horses
stand unrivalled, either in this or any other nation.
BELLFOUNDER is strongly recommended to the

public by the subscriber, as combining more useful
properties than any other Horse in America, and will
stand, during the season, at his stable in Charlestown
where all inquiries, post paid, will he attended to.

SAMUEL JAQUES, Jr.
Charlestown, Mass. March 20, 1824,

.Medical Talk of the Day.—We have been informed
by a military officer, lately arrived at St. Christopher's,
that apoplexy is so common there that the sentries fre-

quently fall down in a fit on their posts. Major Edg-
worth, of the 35th, was attacked at breakfast by the
disease, and fell suddenly from his chair ; but, by the
prompt assistance of the regimental surgeon, Dr. Berk-
ley, he was restored. These nun, officers and all,

wear stiff leather stocks, and the above surgeon is of

our opinion that they produce apoplexy. Om argu-
ment against cravats in our first number thus receives
additional force.

—

Medical Jidriscr.

Pirates.—By an arrival from Havana, at Baltimore,
information has been received that sometime in Janua-
ry, a small schooner was captured by an open boat of
pirates, Irom the Isle of Pines, which vessel would
doubtless be employed as a piiatical cruiser, Ihty hav-
ing understood that the American squadron was to be
withdrawn from the West Indies .

N OTlTjE^
^W^IIE Trustees of tlie MussachUse/ls ^OgriculluralA Society give notice that Jonathan WI^SHIP, Fsq

.

will officiate as Secretary at the Cattle Show and Ex-
hibition ofManulactures at Brighton in October next ;

—

and they are happy to avail themselves of this opportu-
nity to repeat, thus publicly, their thanks to Mr. Win-
ship for his valuable services in that capacity for sev-
eral years. March CO.

^^PRICES'oFcQUNTRYTrODOCE, fee.

[ Revised and corrected every Friday.]

APPLES, good, to best,

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo. No 1, . . . .

" No 2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual.

CHEESE, new milk ....
skimed milk,

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee,
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye .....
Corn
Barley
Oafs

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort , .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of IB23
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, BoneMiddlings new, .

navy, mess,

Cargo, No 1, ...
SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover

WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed
do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh, best pieces, . .

" whole hog, ....
VEAL
MUTTON and LAMB, . .

POULTRY, ....
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

'

lump, . . .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, . . . .

Indian, do. . . .

POTATOES, . . .
'.

CIDER, liquor, new ....
HAY, according to quality,
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" O splendissima Cotntta P"*

"—^ piu bella assai che'l sole."

Petrarca Canzone, 12th ma.

Splendid stranger of the sky .'

Thou unlook'd for didst appear ;

Rapid round the pole dost fly ;

Welcome art thou to our sphere.

Along the lofly vaulted way,

As thy majestic course I view,

Thy tresses vfith delight survey.

Where faint a star oft glimmers through.

Bright-hair'd strar>ger ! in what skies,

What unknown system, distant far,

Does thy out-stretch'd orbit rise?

And whither tend, thou lovely star ?

From where creation first begun,

Didst thou take thy distant flight I

To pay your homage to our sun.

And bathe your tresses in his light ?

Or to count each sparkling star

That glitters in our hemisphere I

Or view the moon with silv*'ry car,

Her phases change in her career ?

Or com'st thou to behold our globe ?

Each diff'rent clime, and changing scene,

View her in winter's snowy robe ?

In summer's fiow'ry mantle green ?

Or dost thou floods and earthquakes bring ?

Or cam'st to wrap in flames the world ?

As round thy lustrous hair doth fling.

In thy eccentric orbit hurl'd.

Splendid stranger ! not for this,

Thou sought'st our planetary bound ;

Not for mortal's wo or bliss,

Thou wav'st thy beamy locks around.

Not to bathe thy hair of gold

In the effulgent air of light

;

Nor on the car her moon behold ;

Or count the stars thai deck the night.

Not to view our little earth.

And see successive seasons change.

See nature die, renew her birth.

Dost thou here remotely range.

For HE whose guiding hand restrains,

And to one sun our globe confin'd.

Each Comet in its orbit reigns.

By different laws to them assignM.

No void :—creation all doth fill

;

Systems round systems endless roll.

Harmonious to the sov'reign will

Of HIM who form'd, who rules the whole.

Scatter, ye winds, yon dun-rob'd cloud,

Gath'ring in many a misty fold,

That would the splendid stranger shroud.

With his radiant locks of gold.

Thou moon, full orb' J, withdraw thy rays.

Conceal them with a sombre veil

;

For thy fix'd and ardent gaze
Makes the beauteous stranger pale.

Stately, stranger, is thy march !

Turn'd from sun thy long hair streams,

O'er night's blue-bespangled arch.

And gilt with his resplendent beams.

having accepted of the appointment, attend
public worship on the Sabbath, immediate
on his appearing a number of the principal i

habitants left their seats anil retired. So gres
\y did this incident affect the mind of this ami
ble man that on the next day he resigned hise
fice. At Bridgewater a much respected gentl

man, who was deacon of a parish, was also a

pointed a mandamus counsellor. During divii

service on a Sabbalh, where it was customa
in sniging for the deacons to read the hyc
line by line, the minister read the first line a'

the choir followed in time as usual, but wh
deacon E. read the second line no voice n
heard from the choir ; he repeated the read!

but all were silent, until another deacon offi

ated in his stead, when the choir immediatf
performed the singing service. Unable to bro
this pointed rebuke, deacon E. the next ^

voluntarily exiled himself and never afterj

visited his native town.

A Miss Crackham, from Palermo, was exl

ited in Liverpool, England, lately, as a wott

ful natural curiosity. She is 9 years of agel
inches high, and weighs less than three pou^i

—is in perfect proportion, walks and talks,

has the use of all her faculties.
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APHORISMS.
Clashing Pleasures.—Those whose sole busi

ness is enjoyment, seldom find what they seek.

The pleasures of eating and drinking destroy

the pleasures of health and appetite, and the

epicure is at last convinced that no pleasures

are permanent excepting those which are pure.

Knowledge is not only Power hut Virtue.—
Whenever the understanding is well principled

and well informed the passions will be tame and
the heart well disposed. They therefore, who
communicate true knowledge to their species,

are true friends to the world, benefactors to so-

ciety and deserve all encouragement from those

who preside over the community, and the ap-

plause and good wishes of all honest men.

Honesty the best Policy.—Although it is some-
times difficult for integrity to get on, it is gene-
rally more difficult for knavery to get off;
a knave found out is a rogue ruined, and the

poorer a man is, the more necessary it is that he
should have the reputation of being devoid of
guile.

Praise sometimes Disgraceful.—The praise of
a bad man is the severest satire which can be
uttered.

Reward due to Merit.—He that rewards merit
makes himself meritorious.

RAISING A CAPITAL.
About fifty years back, two young fellows,

brothers, went to Jamaica ; they were by trade
blacksmiths. Finding soon after their arrival,
that thoy could do nothing without a little mo-
ney to begin with, but that with 60/. or 70/. they
might be able to realize a fortune, they hit upon
llie following novel and ingenious expedient.
One of them stripjied the other naked, shaved
him close and blacked him from head to foot.

This ceremony being performed, he took him
(o one of the negro dealers, who was so well
pleased with the appearance of the young fel

low, that he advanced 80/. currency on the bill

of sale; and he prided himself much upon the
purchase, supposing him to be the finest negro
on the island. The same evening, this manu-
factured negro made his escape to his brother,
washed himself clean, and resumed his former
appearance. Rewards were then in vain offer-

ed in handbills, pursuit was eluded, and discove-
ry, by care and precaution, rendered it imprac-
ticable. The brothers with the money com-
nienced business, and actually returned to Eng-
land not many years since, with a fortune of
20,000L—Previous however, to their departure
(Vom the Island, they waited upon the gentle-

man, from whom they had received the money,
and recalling the circumstances of the negro to

his recollection, paid him both principal and in-

terest.

Reminiscences.—A writer in the Plymouth
Memorial among other incidents of the revolu-
tionary war and the troubles that preceded it,

relates the following anecdotes. TERMS OF THE FARMER.
Those gentlemen who were honored by the 0:5i= Published every f?aturday, at Three ]

appointment of mandamus counsellors under the per annum, payable at the end ol the year-

royal government soon found themselves sub- who pay within «(',T/_y rfai/j from the time of suh

jected to all the obloquy of popular prejudice, will be entitled to a deduction of Fifty CenJ
and to the reproaches of friends and connexions. 0:5= No paper will be discontinued (unlesf
A very respectable gentleman in this town after ' discretion of the publisher,) until arrearages i

VALUABLE STOCK FOR SALE BY THE
SCRIBER.

AVERY superior MALTESE JACK ASS, 7j|^
old, 14 hands high, remarkably well made, alf

'

quiet in his temper, that a child can manage hil

was obtained of the Governor of Malta and imporl

Capt. Robert B. Edes.

-Also two BULLS 22 months old out of good
cow?, they are well formed and girt six feetj

Price $100 each.
Also one BULL 23 months old, out of the fami

derney cow, imported by John Hubbard, Esq
$125.

Also the Bull YANKF.Y, 34 months old out of a
fine native cow owned by Mr. Francis Amory. Ki
received a premium at Brighton Show in OctobeW
Price $125.
The above Bulls are in fine condition and wi

four sired by the noted Improved Durham Shot»(i».„

Bull Caleb,. '• ' '

Ifthe Bulls are net sold by the 20th of Apritij

they will be let on shares.

SAMUEL JAQUEI
Ckarlesloiiin,Mass. March 13, 1024.

BRISTOL CROWN GLASS.
BOXES Bristol Crown Window Glasa
ptrior quality, just received and fa|

wholesale and retail, at the very lov

ces, by BRIGHAM & DELANO, No. 30, Uniooi

Bosiore, Jtfurc/i 13, 1824.

J
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NEW TOWN OFFICER.
JUST published by Dorr & Howi.and, A neij

Officer, Containing the General Laws of Ma
setts relating to the Choice, Powers, and Duties <

Officers arranged under their respective titlcs.-

at their Bookstore in Worcester, and by RichjI
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ADDRESS
livercd before the Albany County Agricultural

Society, at their Fifth Amiiversary, October 15,
18i.'.'5. By Dr. Chester.

These as they change. Almiophty Father, these
Ire but the varied God. The rolling- year
s full of thee. Forth iu the pleasing spring
hy beauty walks. Thy tenderness and love

—

Pide flush the fields ; the soflening air is balm ;

!cho the mountaius round ; the forest smiles,

nd every sense and every heart is joy.
"heo comes thy glory iu the Jimi?iier months.

—

bouuty shiues in mtlumn uuconfined
nd spreads a common feast to all that lives.

winter, awful thou
Thou bidst the world adore." Thojipson.

" Non Domious, sed colonus." Semeca.

The march of improvetnent, in this highly
jred land—in all the departments of person-
omfort, domestic economy, and national at-

meat, is the wonder and admiration of the
Id. As a conntry, the United States has
:ed herself high upon the catalogue of na-

j, and by her immense physical resources,
spirited enterprize—her intellectual culti-

»n—by her arlsher commerce and her arms
deserved and secured the respect of man-

ere liberty dwells, and sheds its propitious
ence upon our character and prospects as a

1)0. Moral and physical causes combine to

er our country one of the most favored that

'light of heaven visits. Every citizen who
appreciate his blessings—every christian

is warmed with gratitude will exclaim with
ihepherd King,—" Truly the lines have fulin
in pleasant places, and ti'e hiice a jrrorir,/

rising to address this society on this joy-
nniversary, I feel unusual diffidence. I do
ibi^et that this place has been occupied bv
minent and respectable men in our com-

ity, who had every claim to your attention

purity of character, dignity of station

extensive abilities and learning. 1 have
Drgotten that I am called to labor in a spir-

field, to cultivate plants of righteousness,
reap the harvest for the garner of God ;

—

bile those who have adorned the bench,
ed the hall of legislation, and given char-
to the bar, have devoted themselves to

ote the honor and usefulness of this socie-

have been encouraged to follow them,
I humble distance, to endeavor to unite
blessings of religion, with the infiiience

:ience and the progress of improve-

i are generally insensible of our common
ies. Their frequency and profusion, les-

leir value in our esteem. The light of
its bounteous air—the springs, the

ers—sleep, appetite, and health—the full

y of all necessary things, food and rai-

—shelter and friends— those we may all—they are so much things of course—so
inn—abundant—so incapable of being mo-
ized, so free to all, that we seldom \,'.U\e

as they deserve. While we forget to ap-
ate, or to be grateful for them, we live in

)ilsome pursuit of imaginary good, in seek-

ing luxuries and hurlful gratifications. Wei In improvements like the.se we are all inte-
loath the cup which nnlwrc has filled, and turn

|
rested. The patriot, because he beholds thefrom the table which her hand has spread fori wealth and power of his country increasing— tlie

In meeting such a society
i

ci(;-e,i, for he sees the means of subsistence
every living thing

as this, at the season when our garners are full, i multiplying— the true interests oF relinement
when our paths drop marrow and fatness, and of learning and public happiness adviMicin-r—
the year is crowned with Ihe goodness of the

,
the christian, for he sees in all new facilities of

Lord, our obligations to be grateful, our motive
(o be contented, are so obvious and pressing,
that we cannot fail to urge all its members To
heartfelt praise, while we contemplate for a few
moments, some of those topics which appear
appropriate to the speaker and the occasion.

In considering the present state and prospects
of our country, we are naturally led to remem-
ber our history. It is but a few years, since
our whole country was one vast wilderness, in

which civilization and culture were unknown

—

fewer still since the struggle for our national
existence and liberty. Since the period of our
independence, the progress of improvement
has been greater, than among any people that
ever lived. Here enterprize and industry have
supplied the place of cajiital and experience

;

ingenuity and economy have furnished that
which learning and wealth have secured to
their possessors in older countries.

Our commerce has been wonderfully exten-
sive and successful. From the smallest beo-in-

nings, it rose to distinction. The navy was ils

first born, and now our maritime power is eve-
ry where respected, and can be rendered for-
midable whenever the nation shall require it

for protection, or conquest.

Domestic maiiufHCtories, the monument of the
wise policy of a free and virtuous people, have
been followed by extensive establishments
equally honorable and beneficial. W'hen they
shall enjoy the patronage of government as ex-
tensively as they deserve, they will compete
with the old world, and enjoy their reputation
and profit, without the train of evils, which
surrounds and corrupts the work shops of Eu-
rope

The mechanic arts have advanced with a ce-
lerity and triumph, unparallelled in their pre-
vious history. The principles of science have
been successfully applied to all useful instru-

ments, to all labor-saving machines—to the most
common and simple operation, and at this mo-
ment ingenuity and learning are combining
their efforts for the good of mankind. We can
sustain unmoved the unjust taunts of our ene-
mies abroad, while we enjoy at home the la-

bors of Fulton, JVhitney and Perkins, and en-
rol their names among our patriots and bene-
factors.

A new monument has recently been erected
to the wisdom and enterprize of this state, and
while it records our honor will distinguish our
age. The project which has interested the at-

tention of the civilized world is complete, and
more than three hundred miles of artificial nav-
igation is in successful operation, bearino- on
the bosom of its waters, the products of our
skill and the fruits of our fields. Industry, is

stimulated by prompt and ample reward, and
improvement and success are simultaneous.

ntercourse— in all accumulations of wcalth-
in all advances in intelligence, the certain indi-
cations of that day in which " the plous,'liman
shall overtake the reaper, and (he wildernrss
shall blossom like the rose." Yes! the chris-
tian beholds in all these improvements the pre-
parations for the introduction of that period
when the desert shall bloom as Eden, whpn ev-
ery valley shall be exalted, and every hill shall
be brought low, and a highway shall be prepar-
ed for our. God.

Among the most important institutions of Ihe
age, agricultural societies are to be ranked
with honor, by every sound statesman and eve-
ry wise man. They are exerting a most bene-
ficial influence, exciting public attention to the
most important subject, and directing the pub-
lic energies and industry to the most successful
results. They are founded in public want, with
the approbation of public discernment and wis-
dom. They embrace Ihe most useful and im-
portant class of our fellow citizens.

Agriculture is the basis of national strength,
prosperity and happines.s. The well informed
farmer is Ihe benefactor of his country—the
source of its power—the maker and administer
of its Ihwb— Ihe patron of its learning, the foun-
tain of lis wealth, its defender and its glory.

1 audi-ess such on this occasion with true re-
spect, and solicit their attention while 1 attempt
to point out some of their privileges and duties,
as the free and independent yeomanry of our
country.

Your privileges growing out of your occupa-
tion, are inexpressibly great. The employment
itself is dignified. Some of the best men of
history have followed the example of our first

parent, and in the sweat of iheir faces, tilled
the ground. The employment was assigned by
God himself to man, even in his innocence, and
it is continued to us in mercy in our fallen
state, not only to supply the wants of the hu-
man family, but to promote Ihe truest honor and
felicity of its members. It is conceded that it

is laborious, but man must have occupation or
be miserable. Toil is Ihe price of sleep and
appetite, of health and enjoyment. The very
necessity which overcomes our natural slolh ip

a blessing. The world does not contain a brier
or a thorn that divine mercy could have spared.
We are the happier with the sterility which we
can overcome by industry, than we could have
been with spontaneous plenty, and unbounded
profusion. The body and the mind are improv-
ed by Ihe very toil that fatigues them, and that
(oil is a thousand times rewarded by the plea-
sures which it bestows. Its enjoyments are pe-
culiar, no wealth can purchase them, no honor
can win them, no indolence can taste Ibem.

—

They only flow from the exertion which they
ever repay.
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" These are thy blessings, industry ? rough power I

WhoQi labor still attends, and toil and pain ;

Yet tliB Viiid source of every gentle art.

And all the soft civility of life."

Agricultural {)ursuils are eminently friendly

to intellectual attainment, to learning and sci-

ence. The state itself is favorable for the cul-

tivation of letters. No improvement of the

mind has ever been found where the cultivation

of the earth is neglected. Poetry and the arts

have ever been connected with pastoral life,

and always begins to flourish in rural scenes.

—

A savage state where subsistence depends upon

the precarious supply which the water or the

hunting ground furnish, is absolutely hostile to

intellectual culture, to the arts and sciences.

—

The elegance of the mind—commerce, litera-

ture, and even liberty itself, are the fruits of

agricultural skill, industry and success. They
are supported by them and depend upon them.

When they cease, the others are destroyed.

—

When more is raised than the cultivator con-

sumes, the surplus supports the merchant, the

manufacturer, the artis'. and those engaged in

professional pursuits. The farmer, alone, is

truly independent, and if he is wise, he will by

his own industry and economy, preserve in his

own hands the very elements of liberty, and

have no wants that his own farm cannot supply.

The progress of luxury will benefit him, if

he does not suffer it to invade his own precincts.

In proportion to the real or artificial wants of

others, the value of his labor rises. It is only

when he himself becomes the victim offashion
and s/i//e, that he loses his dignified indepen
dence in idle wants and preposterous ambition.

If he emulates the extravagance of the city in

his dwellixg, his equipage and his dress; if he
iissumes the style of the efleminate victims ol

pleasure, he will enjoy the ridicule of the wise

and sink to utter insignificance and unpitied ru-

in. And why should you not be content with

the abundant blessings which a most beneficent

father has given you. You have within your
selves every thing really necessary, every thing
coiiifortable, every thing that can promote the

most dignified enjoyment of a rational being.

—

Look around you, you have the most favorable

er and increasing benefits. Farmers and do-

mestic manufacturers enjoy many advantages in

this county. No other society is able to offer

so many valuable premiums. The truely noble

appropriation of the President,* at once the ev-

idence of the wisdom and benevolence which
he has ever devoted to the service of improve-

ment and humanity, together with the bounty

of the state and the contribution of the mem-
bers, make the motives to a generous emulation

to excel, peculiarly attractive.

While there is much to praise, and much to

excite hope, it is not to be disguised that there

is still a want of attention to some of the inte-

resting parts of good husbandry. So much has

been well said on former occasions, so much has

been written to which all have access, that I,

wilt not venture into details which have been/

amply discussed and appreciated. I would
rather confine myself to those things which re-

late more particularly to your personal honor
and comfort, and the convenience and enjoyment
of those who depend upon your skill and indus-

try, or if I may use the expression to the " Mo-
rality of Agricullure."

It is not to be concealed that there is too

much neglect of domestic manufactories and

good gardening.

It is true economy and independence to make
as many of the fabrics you use, as possible.

—

This is the peculiar province of the women, to

which they will do honor, if you will encour-
age them. It requires no law of Congress to

aid household industry. You can make your
oxen laxji's by your own fre sides, and your wives
and daughters will discuss all the questions con-

nected with the subject, with good sense, and
with a brevity worthy of imitation. Solomon
has given us the description of a woman, that

agricultural societies ivould do well to honor.

—

Many such may be found in our county. The
last chapter in Proverbs, contains her full pic-

ture. I can only exhibit a small part of it on
this occasion. " The heart of her husband
doth safely trustin her. She will do him good
and not evil all the days of her life. She seek-
eth wool and flax and worketh diligently with
her hands. She layeth her hands to the spin-

opportunity to enjoy liberty, to gain information
| die, and her hands hold the distaff. She stretch

and happiness. The means of support are am- eth forth her hands to the poor. She is not
pie, and many luxuries are within your reach. Ufraid of snow for her household are clothed —
You have a most favorable location— the soil is Her husband is known in the gates. She mak-
sufficiently fertile—you are near market—you

' gth fine linen. She openeth her mouth with
can with great ease exchange all your surplus wisdom, and in her tongue is the law of kind-
produce into money. ness. She looketh well to the ways of her

It appears to me to be a mistake to consider household and eateth not the bread of idleness.
this county as inferior, m point of situation and Favor is deceitful and beauty vain, but a wo-
soil, to the best agricultural districts in this man that feareth the Lord she shall be praised."
state. With proper culture, almost the whole
of it may be changed into a garden ; some parts

of it are peculiarly beautiful and fertile. The
farms on the Norman's kill, on the Black creek
—very many at the foot of the beautiful moun-
tain which ornaments the county, many upon it

and over it— those that stretch along the Hud-
son, north of this city, may compare with any
for richness, fertility and profit. Those, not
distinguished as grain farms, are uncommonly
fine for grazing and the Jairy, and nothing is

wanting but skilful industry, to find a rich re-
ward in any portion of this favored region.

In contemplating the recent valuable improve-
ments in this county, since the organization of
this society, we may confidently anticipate great-

There is nothing more conducive to the
health and comfort of a family, than a good gar-
den well stocked with fruit and vegetables. Un-
happily, many respectable farmers have con-
sidered the subject unworthy their attention, as

of too little importance to occupy their care or
employ their labor. They have undoubtedly
mistaken the true economy as well as the true
enjoyment.

With little pains or expense, every fiirm

house might be surrounded with cherries,

peaches, pears, plums and grapes in all their va-
rieties and perfection. The whole season
might be filled with the best of fruit, and health
would be promoted and established by its free

* Hon. Stephen Van Rensselaer,

use, and the appetite innocently gratified. I

side if fruit were more abundant, the use of
dent spirits, which are worse to a farm than!
"mildew" and the " east wind," would be I *

sened, the fashionable dyspepsia would be c
fined to the cities, and the curse ofintemperai
would be driven from the land. No <

would be more profitable, for nothing is so

gerly purchased, at a price far above its inti

sic value, as fruit. This county, in many pSil"

is favorable to the growth of peaches. "Dup!

the past season, one farmer from a single

chard, has sold more than two hundred and'

ty bushels, at a clear profit of ^300. Our-!

pie orchards might be rendered much morepi
ductive and valuable, by attention to the set *

tion and in grafting the fruit. Every boy ofi M

years of age, should perfectly understand i

simple art of engrafting, if tiiis state is not'

sociated with early habit, it will never be ao*

ciently powerful to produce vigorous exert

in maturer life.

This subject is worthy of the attention ofi

young farmer. Ifyou begin to plant fruit tp

in early life, you will soon enjoy their beni

You may shelter your old age under thi:

branches, and behold your children reaping -t

comfort of your providence and care. .• u
The attention to horticulture is important m

health, convenience and comfort. The suU I'ii

is too extensive for minute discussion andi' In

mention it rather to excite attention, thaw '
i

give advice— but if every farmer would d

tice to his garden, be careful in the sel

of his seeds, and raise all the varieties

the climate would produce, his table migl

the envy of an epicure, though it conti

nothing that was not gathered by his own
His granary, cellar, orchard and garden,
supply a daily feast which no foreign tnai^lSM

could rival. The tropics cannot yield elW i"

fruit, or vegetables that will on the whole, cjIi"

pare with ours. I have sometimes thougil »f(

we were more anxious to imitate the garJti "'i

Eden, we might enjoy more of its innocenegt 'a

It is not unworthy of the farmer to pay «i ilii

attention to the cultivation of flowers. NjS4'f

has made them " beauty to the eye," pair

and loaded them with fragrance for our pleasi

From these the busy bee, "patroness ofiDt

try," collects her richest sweets, and laboB

your gratification and support. Let not the

mer grudge a little spot to his daughter,

their culture. A taste for them springs froifi

ture, and is wise and grateful; when it iSB

perly regulated, it is generally attended
]

thrifty neatness, almost allied to virtuf*

when attended with such a knowledge of

ny, as may easily be obtained, it is highly!

ficial to rural economy. A nosegay is the

priate ornament of the female of the fan

is much more becoming than lace and
Jf

The rose tree may well supplant the idle

and romantic'plants displace the unsightly #(

No man is poorer for an ornamented courtj*

Simple beauties have a tendency to refinie, s

absolutely contribute to thrift and enjoyme

Human happiness depends upon little thinfi,

far as outward circumstances are concerneji

wise and dutiful to diminish all we can of e?ll,'

increase all we can of good,the more we culfl?

of innocent taste the more we may enjoy— lies

For not a beauty blows
And not an opening blossom breathes in vaioS

!llO

H(i

JL1
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The cultivator then if he be tVugai, industrious

contented, enjojs all tiiat the bounty of pro-

ence has to bestow upon his mere nnimal na-

, but this is the smallest portion of his bles-

js—his situation is peculiarly favorable for

iotism—he may enjoy in its greatest perfec-

1 true liberty—he is its earliest advocate and

latest defender—he is not exposed to the li-

tious corrupt ambition, which leads some to

ray.—When the cultivators of the soil are

the best friends to freedom, its temple and

iltar ivill perish in the land.

"^our situation is not only favorable for do-

lic, social and public happiness, but for the

ivation of morality, and the attainments of

llectual riches. Upon this subject, you

ht not only to feel your importance, but to

liligent in the discharge of your duties.

"ou can neglect nothing with so much dan-

as the education of your children—with in-

ition to their instruction, their minds will

imble the field of the sluggard, they vvill be

d with weeds. That inspiration of the Ai-

hty, which gave man understanding, has

le the mind capable of the highest attain-

t.— It is like a rich soil, it will produce in

iriant abundance, and if the good seed is not

• i and carefully nurtured, it will be filled

4i noxious weeds. Its native strength and

^ibility, is the reason why it should be most

illuously cultivated. No farmer expects to

4ia golden harvest waving over the finest

(I that is unclosed and neglected: there he
::

I
!nds his greatest labor; he guards it from

Iiion, and is continually exterminating all

is evil. The mind is the intellectual soil,

1 1 must be educated. Here you must plant

1 1 jood and root out the evil.

' 3od schools, of a much higher order than

it generally found, ought to be patronized and
orted. The wise munificence of our state

orities, when connected with the intrinsic

)rtance of the subject, should persuade you
ake a general and vigorous effort to pro-

: common schools, and establish higher and

liberal ones. The means of instruction

be furnished ; men of character and eru-

n must be employed, and the mind of the

I must be cultivated with faithful diligence

ikill. Rely upon it, in this age, information

is both exact and extensive, is necessary to

iuccessful prosecution of agriculture. It is

I to retain your sons at home, and to exact

them severe labor during their minority,

then dismiss them to a new wilderness to

their support, ignorant and unfurnished.

—

Te are many portions of the year when
enjoy leisure to gain knowledge ; the long

er evenings may be devoted to the pursuit

•-ience. It you have accomplished teach-

nd good social libraries, which every town

t to possess—well selected books will em-
their time to the greatest advantage and

5 with much higher pleasures than the riot

dissipation which are too often substituted

hem. It is a false opinion that science is

important to professional pursuits ; it has

-act application to all you do, and domestic

lomy might be greatly promoted by its cul-

ion. Besides, the pursuit of knowledge, if

ere general among our rural friends, would

uce many useful associations, would pro-

3 good neigbboihood and refine and exalt

•.ty.

For happiness and trui; philosophy
Are of the social, still, and smiliB<; kind.
This is the lifr, which those who fret in guilt
And guilty cities never knew, the life

I.cd by primeval ag-es iincorrupt.

When Angels dwelt, and God himself, with man.

Ifyou connect with the advance of true learn-

ing, The Knowledcf. of God and the hope and
practice of pure and undefiled Religion you will

complete the sum of your duties and enjoyments
in this sate «f trial and discipline. Your situa-

tion is peculiarly favorable lor the cultivation

of piety. You are not exposed to the tempta-
tions which often seduce and destroy others. You
above all men, are called to behold the xvisdoin

and faithfulness of God. Seed-time and harvest
continually recur, and the dew and the sun-

shine, the early and the latter rain are forever
given. In every plant you see an exhibition of

Almighty power. The wood—the field—the

loaded trees—the ripened harvest, all proclaim
the goodness of him who openeth his hand and
satisfies the wants of every living thing. Oh
shouldjyou not praise and serve him, is there not

a most solemn demand upon you to reform your
neglect ofyour Divine Benefactor—In so fertile

a region, blessed with plenty, health and security

ought not the temple dedicated to his service to

be more frequently seen ; ought not the silence

of the Sabbath morn in which man and beast

rest from their labors to be more frequently in-

terrupted by the sound of the " church going
ie//," inviting the peaceful inhabitants to the

House of Prayer—the service of the sanctuary,
and the praises of the Lord.

My friends, let us remember that the pursuits
that now interest and occupy us will soon termi
nate. We are hastening to a state of immoria
existence. Are we prepared for it ? When the an

gels are sent to gather the great harvest for God,
shall we be among the tares or the wheat? Let
us be wise and impro>'e this precious season, and
live for heaven.—If we do not, we shall at last be
left to lament in language wich you perfectly

understand—" T/ie harvest is past .' thcsummeris
ended ! and we are not saved.''''

NEW WHEAT.
Extract of a letter from Jonas Seely., Esq. a mem-

ber of the Legislature., to an agricidtural gentle-

man in Albany county.

Albany, Feb. 6, 1824.
" Sir,—In answer to your request on the sub-

ject of a new kind of wheat, lately cultivated in

Seneca county, I really consider it a great ac-

quisition to our country. It resembles in colour
the bearded thorn wheat, the berry rather small-

er than the white or red chafied wheat, and
weighs from 62 to 64 lbs. a bushel. I have made
experiments, and have given it a fair (rial on
different soils, from clay loam to a black rich

soil. It possesses two very important proper-
ties which our common wheat does not. It re-

sists frost much better, and is absolutely invul-

nerable to the attack of the Hessian fly ; this

was abundantly proved the last season. On this

account it is alone invaluable, as I had fields of
wheat nearly destroyed by the fly, while this

new wheat side by side was untouched.
The common wheat when not injured by fly

or frost will produce some more per acre. The
new wheat grows thick on the ground, the col-

our of the straw is lighter and softer and does
not grow as tall as common wheat, the beads

j

are shorter, but fill well, the chafl" is light. The
flour is equal to the common red berried wheat.
I sold 70 busbeh of it to Col. Mynder=c, at the

Seneca Falls, last December, his miller pro-

nounced it the finest lot of wheat he had pur-

chased since harvest, it was sowed the ITth
Sept. 1G22. It was first introduced into Seneca
county 5 or 6 years ago, and ia called beaver
dam wheat, under an idea it was firs^t brought
iVoin a beaver dam near Ulica, whereas. Col.

Mynderse informed me that it was imiiorted from
Spain by Elkanah Watson, Esq. of Albany, and
was one of the various samples of wheat he dis-

tributed over the country 6 or 7 years ago."

Albany Daily Adv.

Upland nice.—We noticed some months ago

the introduction into France of the rice of Co-
chin China. It appears from a letter of Mr.

Jefferson, recently published, that he procured
a cask of this rice more than thirty years ago,

and that it succeeded well in Virginia, Georgia,

and Kentucky. We trust that some of our en-

terprizing citizens will introduce this invaluable

article of food into Massachusetts. Lt. White,

of the U. S. navy, who visited Cochin China in

1819, says there are six kinds of rice cultivated

in that country, two sorts of which are upland

or mountain rice, from which a most beautiful,

fine, snowy, white flour is made, and used in

cakes and various kinds of confectionary. These
latter species produce but one crop in a year

;

some of the others produce two crops in a year
[Hampshire Gazette.

Something Valuable.—" We hare seen »vilhin

these two or three days, a machine invented by

Mr. Joseph Harmer, the great value of which
consists in the facility by which all difierent ar-

ticles of food requiring culinary preparations,

may be rapidly, almost instantaneously prepar-
ed in the course of a minute or two. The me-
chanism is simple, yet philosophical; a few
drops of spirits or of alcohol—scarcely a cent of
expense, is sufficient to put the whole in opera-
tion, and beefsteaks, mutton chops, veal cutlets,

Gggf, ham and venison may be got up adapted

to the most epicurean appetites."'

—

Richmond
Phenix.

Water Proof Cloth.—A chemist of Gla.sgow

has discovered a simple and efficacious method
of rendering woolen, silk, or cotton cloth com-
pletely water proof. The method adopted is to

dissolve caoutchouc in coal tar oil, produced in

abundance at the gas works ; by a brush to put
five or six coatings of this mixture on the side

of the cloth or silk on which another piece is

laid, and the whole passed between two rollers.

The adhesion is most complete, so much so, that

it is easier to tear the cloth than to separate it

from the caoutchouc.

Caution.—It is stated, in a Providence paper
that brown cotton sheetings and shirtings of fine

thread, but poor stock are frequently imported,

which are bleached in this country, and stamped
with the names of American bleachers, to pass

them as American fabrics. The difference be-

tween the true and spurious cloth is, that the

former are always stamped with the names of

llie maker, as well as bleacher. The latter with

that of the bleacher only.
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Greenland, JV. H., March 12, 1824.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Sir,— It has not been in my power to send you

the following plan and description of my Har-

row before the present time.

This Harrow combines the following good
properties. It is strong. It is leas liable to be
choked with sods or stones, than any other Har-
row, which cuts the ground as finely -and is in

use in this country, or is described in any agri-

cultural books, which have come to my know-
ledge, it is easily cleared, when choked. It is

so well balanced, that it needs no additional

weight to keep any part of it to the work ; and
it cuts all the ground, over which it passes, at

equal distances. It cuts deeper into the ground,
than harrows, whose teeth are placed nearer
each other. It is an improvement on one, which
1 invented in 1818; and has been used by me,
and many other persons in this and several other
towns, since the spring of 1820. As its excel-
lence arises from form, it is important, that this

should be carefully preserved. Some persons
have adopted a mutilated form of it ; and, by
shortening the inner beams, and inserting more
teeth in the outer ones, have destroyed the pro-
per balance of their harrows ; and rendered
them much more liable to be choked, than those
are, which are made agreeably to the plan.

Joists 3j inches square, or 3i by 4 of oak, or
4 inches square of elm, will be'sutTiciently large
for the beams of a common field harrow to be
drawn by two horses. A harrow made on this

plan, having its teeth sufficiently near, and hav-
ing suitable handles answers an excellent pur-
pose for harrowing betwen the rows of corn, po-
tatoes, and other vegetables.
To form this harrow let the outer beams be

butted together at A so, as to form with each
other an angle of an equilateral triangle ; or in
other words so, that the teeth at 6 and 6 may be
at the same distance from each other, that they
are from the tooth at a. The distances between
the teeth in the several beams must be equal

;

but may be greater or less at pleasure. The

distance between the teeth in a tield harrow

may be a foot. But six or seven inches, is suffi-

cient for the distance between the teeth in a

harrow, designed to be used between the rows

of corn and other vegetables. The spaces be-

tween the traces, cut in the ground by the teeth,

will be only one quarter as great, as the dis

tance between the teeth in the beams. The
hindmost teeth in the harrow, that is used be

tween the rows of corn should be made so, as to

be fastened by a screw and nut at top so, that

they may be taken out, if necessary, to accom
modate the harrow to narrower spaces in the

latter stages of cultivation.—The inner beams
should each be parallel to one of the outer ones,

and tenoned into the other at c, so, that the line,

in which the teeth are inserted into them, may
intersect the line of the leeth in the outer

beams exactly in the midst, between the second

and third teeth from the foremost one. Let the

inner beams be halved together at g, where
they intersect each other. From the point c,

where the line, in which the teeth are inserted

in the inner beams, intersects the line of the

teeth in the outer ones, set off on one of the in

ner beams, at the distance of the teeth in the

outer beams, as many places for teeth, as there

are teeth in either of the outer ones; and on
the other one mark the same spaces ; but do
not insert teeth in the two forward places. Let
a bar o o, of suitable width and an inch or more
in thickness, be passed through all the beams
immediately before the hindmost teeth in the

outer beams, and behind the third place of the

teeth in the inner beams. If it be of suitable

width and properly inserted, it will not interfere

with the places designed for the teeth. Let a

similar bar be passed through the inner beams,
between the two hindmost teeth, at d d. Fas-

ten the two outer beams, where they are butted

together by a trennel at e, and at a little distance

behind the trennel insert an iron bolt at h to re-

ceive the hook of the chain, by which the har-

row is to be drawn. Let the tenons and the

bars be suitably pinned ; and let the teeth be in-

serted in the places designed for them. For
scarrifying ground not ploughed, teeth made flat

and sharp like the coulter of a plough and in-

serted so, that their sharp edge may be drawn
directly forwards are better, than the square
teeth, which are commonly used.— It must be
obvious to every one, who considers the princi-

ples, on which this harrow is constructed, that

it may be made larger or smaller, and with a

greater or less number of teeth according as the

object, for which it is designed may require.

Your obedient servant,

EPHRAIM ABBOT.

From the Massachusetts Agricultural Repository.

J^ewbimj, JVov. 15, 1823.

TO THE COMMITTEE ON INDIA.V CORN.

[Continuedfrom page 260.]

Gentlemen,—The following is a statement of
the cultivation and production of an acre of In-

dian corn raised by the subscriber in Byefield the
present year. The soil is a dark loam and
very fertile, perfectly free from stones, and quite
level. In 1822 it was planted with corn and
produced equal to one hundred and eighteen bu-
shels. In April, 1823, there was about seven
exact loads of barnyard manure spread upon the
ticre and ploughed in. The first of May it was

again ploughed and holed three and a half fe

apart, and eight loads of compost manure froi

the hog yard were put into the holes. Th
depth of ploughing both times was aboi

six inches : five grains of corn were placed f

each hill on the manure and covered with a hoi

The corn was of the eight rowed kind, an

weighed when gathered fifty-nine and a ha
pounds to the bushel. It was hoed three di

ferent times, the plough was used the first an

second lime hoeing; the third time the ho
only was used. It may be proper here to ol

serve, that at the second hoeing the numberc
stalks in each hill was reduced to four, audi
consequence of some high winds it was obsen
ed at the time of topping the stalks, that th<

average number of stalks remaining would nt

exceed three and a half. The stalks were top

ped about the middle of September, and 1 coo f.||

sider the value to be equal to two tons of Ena
lish hay. It was harvested the middle of Oct!

ber, and there were one hundred and ninetjj ''|I

nine bushels of ears, which made by estimatigi n,

one hundred and thirteen and a half bushels^tt;,

shelled corn. The expense of cultivation, el J
timating labor at seventy cents per day, wf"
be as follows, viz.

:

15 loads manure at $1 per toad $15
April 28, Ploughing ]

Mayfi, , Cross Ploughing ]

" 8, Putting manure into holes & planting 2
Junes, Hoeing first time 1

" 12, Hoeing second time 1
" 20, Hoeing third time

July 10, Destroying weeds
Sept. 9, Topping stalks 2'1

Oct. 14 and 15, Harvesting, measuring, &c. 5 H

ta

Yours respectfully.
$30

JOHN LEES.»

rl,

Ne-jobury, M'ov. 26, 1 823.
j

TO THE TRCSTEES OF THE MASSACHD8ETTS AGRICV^ll||c)|

TDRAL SOCIETY.

Gentlemen,—The following is a statement 0<

the cultivation and production of a lot of Indint
i

corn raised by the subscribers in Newbury. The
soil as to quality is similar over the lot, of a claj

loam, and had been mowed three years. In No*
vember, 1822, there was drawn on to one h#
of the lot twelve ox cart loads of yard manure^
spread on the grass stubble, and then ploughed;
the other part was not ploughed until May,'

1823. The part that was ploughed in the fallt

was then cross ploughed, then harrowed; the'

whole lot which contained about two acres wM
then holed about three and a half feet apart.—
There was ten cord of compost manure put in

the holes on the whole lot, and was planted be-

tween the 16th and 25th of May, with five

grains in each hole on the manure and covered
with a hoe ; the corn was the eight rowed yej*

low kind, selected the fall before from the matt

fruitful stalks. It was hoed four times : the

stalks were topped about the 20th of Septem-
ber. The suckers were taken out at the same
time. About the 20th of October there wM
one acre staked ofl' by a surveyor, which aCiS

was gathered, husked and measured ; and theti

was two hundred and thirty bushels of ears, ani

fraction over. Six bushels of ears wert
shelled, and it produced three bushels of shel-

led corn, from which there was one hundred and

fifteen bushels and one quart ofsound corn from

one acre of land. The other part of the lot

which was not ploughed till spring and no ma-
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! ploughed in, but managed otherwise alike,

gathered soon after the other, and produc-

bout one hundred bushels to the acre. The
r of cultivating and harvesting the above

} was about twenty days work to the acre.

• part that was ploughed in the fall and cross

Kjhed in the spring worked as much lighter

uiifh the summer as to repay the extra

^hing. The weight of the corn was fifty-

it pounds to the bushel. The stalk and sto-

ne estimate equal to one ton and a half of

ind hay from one acre.

Your respectful servants,

TRISTRAM LITTLE.
HENRY LITTLE.

(To be continued.)

MR. ADLUM'S VINEYARD,
friend and myself,before the meeting of the

se this morning, rode to the Vineyard of

Adiam at Georgetown, three or four miles

I this city, for the purpose of obtaining ;

lie of slips to be forwarded to the N. Yorl
licultural Society, and by them disposed of

ay be deemed propor. Unfortunately my
lose was defeated to-day by the accidental

nee of the proprietor. VVe however had
pleasure of surveying Mr. Adlum's grounds,

[)f observing his mode of cultivating the

. His vineyard is in a sequestered and

!y situation, surrounded by hills and woods,
le banks of Rock Creek, a small branch of

:?otomack. It is planted on a steep declivi-

oking to the south, and covering several

The soil is a light loam, stony and
t, the growth about it being chiefly white
At the lower verge, passes a small brook

led with willows, from which a black vine-

<er was very busy in plucking twigs, to be
in tying up the tendrils, instead of striags,

h check the circulation and impede the

th. The vine is planted in rows, ranged
above another along the slope, so as to

all the moisture that falls, and the better

•tain the artificial irrigation. Between the
which are at about twice the distance of

I n corn, there is sufficient space for using
slough, to keep the ground light and free

weeds. The soil is also enriched by
non barn-yard manure,
lere are several distinct departments in the
nd«, set apart for the cultivation of nume-
varieties of the vine. Mr. Adlum has in all

ty or thirty different kinds, among which
he following : Hulin's Orwigsburgh grape,
I's Madeira

; Clifton's Constantia ; Tokay;
ylkill Muscadel ; VVorthington grape ; Car-
purple Muscadine ; Red juice ; large fox

;; Malmsey; purple Frontinac ; Royal
adine ; black Hamburgh; black cluster;

n ; Clapiers ; Miller Bergundy, and white
t water.

s. Adlum received us with much polite-

and treated us with a glass of two kinds of
ly wine of an excellent quality. It is found
the tables of the Secretaries, and other
;ns of Washington, not less on account of
trinsic excellence, than from a wish to en-
ige the growth of the vine, and the cause
mestic manufactures.

our return home, we passed by the race
id, the field of Eclipse''s fame. It is a fine

A hw dilapidated shanties mark the

spot, where once the sports of the turf ran
high; where revelry and riot resounded; and
where so many contests of pith and moment
have been decided. The mention of horse rac-

ing reminds me of a very curious document
winch I saw yesterday, in the hand writing of
Mr. Randolph. It is entitled " The StvdoJ Roan-
oke,'''' containing the number, name, descrip-
tion, and genealogy of all the horses which Mr.
Randolph has at present upon his plantation.

—

The whole number is Jifty-eight. Most of them
are of the first breeds in the country. The
oldest is marked 1801, making him twenty
three years of age. Several of them were
purchased of English noblemen—" atavis edite

regibus.^^ The list was in the hands of the
Clerk, to be copied for the benefit of a south-
ern member.

—

M Y. Statesman.

From the American Farmer.

Dear Sir,—Herewith I have the honor to

would. In fixing the wick, care should be taken
that it be only large enough to Sustain itself in
the tube : if it is loo large, the oil will not as-

cend the wick quick enough to supply the flame
freely. The black crust should be cut off from
the wick every day, and it should not then be
raised too high, as it will smoke, or spread out
as 1 have often seen done, as that will cause it

te crust very soon, and the flame will soon grow
dim. Lamp Lighter.

From the Revue Medicale, Juin.

.'Vctu treatment of the Croup by Professor Rcca-
j/i icr.

This gentleman has lately informed the Aca-
demic Royale de Medicine of Paris, that he has
recently succeeded in curing three cases of

Croup which threatened suffocation, by means
of the injection of milk and water, by the mouth
and nose, at the same time, so as to excite vio-

lent convulsions of the throat and muscles of the
send you a Recipe to prepare a wash for your i

larynx. In all the three £ases, portions of false

Fruit Trees, which, when you use it, never be
I
membrane were expelled. One of the children,

afraid of letting it run down in great plenty <a-

bout the roots, as it is a most powerful manure,
and will force the fruit on your trees ; after

your trees are in full bloom or leaved out, it is

best not to wash the buds in it, as it is too pow-
erful for them to stand such a shock. I beg you
to accept the use of it.

I make use of many other ways to bring fruit

and trees to great perfection, all found out my-
self I am, Dear Sir, in haste.

Respectfully yours, &,c.

J. WILLIS.

Take strong soap suds made of soft soap, put
it into a tub or cask, with one head out, let it

stand in the air where the rain will not fall in-

to it, and put as much strong tobacco, or tobacco
stocks, as will when well soaked, turn it of a
reddish color and in a few days will turn quite
offensive

; then to every five or six quarts of
the suds, put in one quart of strong beef brine,
stir it well, and wash the trunks of your fruit

trees and large limbs with it, such as apricots,
plums, and peaches, &c. you will find it ofgreat
utility against frosts and insects ; this is my own
discovery, and I use it on some trees three
times from the 15th February to the 6th April,
with great success.

Having regard to the extraordinary and well
known excellence of his fruit, we consider eve-
ry hint from Mr. W. as a treasure to the young
farmer. It is in this way that we flatter our-
selves, we often give the value of the subscrip-
tion in the promulgation of a single recipe—the
result of many years of skilful attention and
laborious care.

—

Ed. Am. Farmer.

From the New- Bedford Mercury.

LIGHT ! MORE LIGHT :

Mr. Printer,—I am persuaded from the lit-

tle observation I have made, that the prejudice
existing against an oil light, arises almost en-
tirely from the ignorance of the person who
trims the lamps. To produce a good light from
oil, the inside of the lamps should be perfectly
clean, and the vent hole at top always open and
free from dirt. The oil ought to be clear of
sediment. If the tube for the wick runs down
into the bulb of the lamp, it will heat the oil
and cause it to burn freer than it otherwise

however, died; but the death is accounted for

by the presence of a dissolution of the stomach.
We have no account in the Revue Medicale at

what period of the disease this extraordinary
mode of treatment was adopted ; it must of
course have been used after the complaint had
exsisted for some time.

Patent Bedsteads.—Mr. Adams, a Cabinet Mak-
er in Orange-street, has obtained a patent for an
improved mode of constructing Bedsteads, and
has for exhibition and sale some of the bed-
steads of the improved construction. The im-
provement consists in the mode of straining the
sacking in such manner as to dispense with the
use of screws, and as to make the bedstead more
firm, and the sacking much more tight, than it is

possible to make it in the common mode of con-
struction. It is also less likely to get out of re-
pair, than those in common use, and is so sim-
ple, that it may be taken down and put up, and
strained to its greatest tension, in a very few
moments. We saw one of them taken entirely
to pieces, put up again and perfectly strained bv
two persons in less than two minutes. It is easi-
ly taken down or put up by a single person.

^^ [Boston D. Adv.
Experimental Chemistry.—M. Fouelle the most

eminent French Chemist, was not the most cau-
tious of operators, he observed to his auditors,
" Gentlemen, you see this cauldron upon this

brasier; well, if I were to cease stirring a sin-

gle moment an explosion would ensue, that
would blow us all into the air !" The compa-
ny had hardly time to reflect on this uncomfor-
table piece of intelligence before he did forget
to stir; and his prediction was accomplished!
All the windows of the laboratory were smash-
ed to pieces, and two hundred spectators whirl-
ed away into the garden. Fortunately no seri-

ous injury was received by any one, the great-
est violence of the explosion having been in the
direction of the chimney. The demonstrator
was quiet with the loss of his wig only.

As proofs of the mildness of the season, a bird's nest
was taken by a boy at Wetherby on the 6th ult. of the
hedge sparrow kind, with two eggs in it ; and we un-
derstand that Mr. F. Pickersgill, carrier, of Ainderbu-
ry House, Leeminglane, has green peas iu his gardep,
and also has a quantity of lambs. [Leeds pa.Feb. 1824.
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FARMER'S CALEJ^DER.
BEES. When we consider the various uses to

which honey and wax are applied as well in

medicine as the arts, we shall be led to con-

clude that these insects would be highly worthy

of the attention of the rural economist, even
should the requisite care be accompanied with

considerable labor and expense. But the cost

of keeping bees is very trifling, after the bee-

house and hives are made, and the care will

prove merely an amusement to any one who has

a mind fitted for philosophical inquiry and expe-

riments.

It is sometimes worth the while to feed bees

during the winter, and early in the spring.

The quantity of provisions, the bees may have
in store is to be known by the weight of the

hive, and its contents. The weight of the

swarm, and of the hive or box containing them
should always be known, and marked ; and then,

after reasonable deduction, for the weight of

the comb, the remainder of the whole weight
must be honey and bee-bread. The swarm
should weigh from four to sis pounds. To as-

certain their weight, that of the empty hive
should be first known, and marked on it ; and
then the addition to that will be the weight of
the bees when put into it.

If, however, the weight of the hive or box
and of the swarm have not been ascertained in

proper season, and there is no way to inspect
the inside of the hive, the bee-keeper may per-
haps form some conjecture by the apparent
weight of the hive, when poised in his hands,
whether the bees are deficient in provisions.

Trie best method of supplying bees with food,

is by small canes or troughs, conveyed into their

hives. " There are two seasons in which the

feeding of bees become necessary, and these are

in winter and spring ; at these seasons, the hives
should be carefully watched, and when found
light, an immediate supply be given them. Il

is the opinion of our author, that it is best not

to feed profusely, by giving a great quantify at

a time, but gently, say about two pounds a month,
and that the feeding should be in the morning
early before the bees leave the hive, and al-

ways in pleasant weather, and that the entrance
of the hive should be closed immediately after

feeding to prevent robbery from other hives.

Or, it may be considered most prudent and safe

to administer food at evening, after sunset.

when the entrance of the hive need not be clos-

ed ; but the vessel containing the honey must
be removed before the next morning, to pre-
vent robbery as before. Care should be taken
not to delay feeding your bees till the old store
is all exhausted, for they will then become fee-
ble and if you preserve your bees, you will lose

much of their labors the next season. Sugar is

sometimes administered as food for bees, as' well
ns clear honey

; Mr. Huish considers the first as
improper food and often exposing the bees to

the dysentery
; and adds, " Wherever honey is

given it should bu mixed with some good old
white wine ; in the proportion of six pounds of
lioney to one of wine ; it should then be placed
on a slow tire, and stirred until the honey is all

dissolved, then poured out into a jar or other

vessel for use, " Dissolve one pound of sugar in

a quart of good old ale ; boil and skim it until it

is clear, wlien cooled it will have the consis-

tence of honey, and may be given your bees.

A little salt added to the food is both safe and

useful, especially when they are threatened

with dysentery. Molasses and water boiled,

with little salt, may be a good substitute, toge-

ther with a little treacle."

—

Farmer's Assistant.

Dr. Anderson observes in substance that du-

ring the frequent mild days of winter, and the

warm mornings of spring, which are suddenly

succeeded by a nipping frost, or sleety rain,

bees are awakened from their torpid state, and

consume their food. They are likewise often

allured by unseasonable warmth to leave their

hives, and are chilled before their return so as

not to be able to fly. To prevent these evils he

advises to place the hives in an ice house to be

kept till the spring is so far advanced that the

bees may be safely trusted abroad. We do not

know whether this hint has ever been acted on,

but it may be well to try the experiment.

EWES AND LAMBS. DesHc's New England
Farmer says, " if sheep are fed with a little In-

dian corn, about half a gill a day to each, it will

keep them in good heart, prevent the wool from
falling off, and enable the ewes to rear their

young much better." Potatoes are better food

for breeding ewes than turnips, which it is said

are apt to injure the lambs. The Farmer^s Ma-
nual tells us that the best nursing for feeble

lambs is to keep the ewes well, and recommends
not only potatoes and Carrots but white beans in

small quantities, so as not to excite fever. If

your lambs are feeble they will require to be
nursed with warm milk, given frequently in

small quantities. Ewes milk is best, and if a

ewe does not give milk enough for her lamb
there is little probability that the lamb will live.

Therefore as before intimated yon must doctor

the mother for the sake of her offspring.

If your sheep have colds and discharge mucus
from the nose feed them well, and occasionally

give them pine boughs or spread tar on a hoard,

and strew a little fine salt over the tar, and the

sheep will lick the tar, and get well immedi-
ately.

GOOD BEER. The season of the year has now
arrived in which beer of the superlative degree
will be quite a luxury, and almost one of the

necessaries of life. We have seen many re-

cipes for making beer, but none which we think

quite equal to the following ; taking into consid-

eration cheapness, and simplicity in making, and
excellence of the beverage when produced. It

was furnished by a friend, who can have no oth-

er motive in the communication than what aris-

es from a laudable wish to benefit his fellow

creatures.

Ji Recipe for making Beer.

Boil 10 ounces Hops in 3i pails of water one
hour, or until the leaves settle at the bottom of
the kettle. Then strain it into a 20 gallon cask
in which must first be put G quarts and one pint
of good thick molasses. Fill it up with cold
water. Add one pint irca-er's yeast. Roll it

over and shake it well. Let it remain in the
cellar 24 hours with the bung out, after which
it must be bunged light, and in one week it will

be fit for use. If bottled it will very much im-
prove.

\

MR. ABBOT'S HARRo%v. The drawing and descrif,

tion of the newly invented harrow, which we have pul

lished, pajfe 276 of this day's paper will, we believt

be found an acquisition to the agriculturist. We havfi'f

carefully perused the descriptions, and drawings of Enj

lish implements of the sort,as well as compared Mr. k\

bot's with those now in use in American husbandry

and so far as we are able to judge,Mr.Abbot's is decidetfc'I

ly superior to any of them ; its cheapness and the sin

plicity of its construction are not among the least of i(

merit3,it is so broad and as it were fortified bythe positia

of its timbers, that it cannot fail to be very strong an<

durable. It will be observed that the teeth are so place

that not any two ofthem move in one tract, and that tlu cli

tracts are at equal distances from each other, which as ''f'

desirable things in the construction of harrows. Sir 3oi)
*

Sinclair says that " teeth of harrows should either b

round, or perhaps with a sharp edge, bent forward, lik

so many coulters, as they make themselves cleaner thai

when they are square, or of any other shape, and wofK
'',

easier after the horses." We should believe, howeveii
^,

if the teeth were square, and set diagonally, so that on
corner of each might go forward in the line of motioBi *'

that the harrow would be as easily drawn and perfoiH

as good work, in ordinary cases, as in any shxjk

which could be given them. If the ground be roDJ ft

the teeth of the harrow should be set standing a litj
backwards, so that they may not be so liable to catdl ''"

or hang by roots, stones, &c. But when the ground!

smooth, the teeth should slant a little forwards. T^rt

best w.iy to fasten harrow teeth according to Dr. Deant

is with shoulders under the harrow, and nuts screw^l

on above. A friend, however, has suggested that a b^
ter and cheaper way is to place strong slips of timui

over the beams of the harrow so as to press on the hei

of the teeth and confine those slips in that position

spikes, or iron pins, with screws.

Harrows of the construction abovementioned are

sale at the Agricultural Establishment, No. 20, JVfcl

chants' Row, Boston.

»

Dui
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Fires.—On the 14th inst. an extensive Saw-mill
tablishment, and a Ship-house in New York, wit]

new Steam-boat, building to ply between that city aSil''
New Haven, two brigs, and a large quantity of timb€)i ','

lumber. Sic. including the entire timber for a new sh^ ''"

were destroyed by fire together with one of the C^ f"

Engines, deserted in consequence of the rapid spreu "'

of the flames. A stable in Newton, N. Y. togetM ''

with its contents, and three valuable horses were dtfH
™

stroyedbyfire on the 6th inst.— A large three sfoHl
'"

brick house, belonging to Jacob Ridgway, Esq. ofPlw i™

ladelphia, was destroyed by fire on the 12lh inst. "

InloTicalion.—A man named Armstrong, who livt^i
^

in a small cabin and alone, on Scotia Brush Creek," ;"

Ohio, was lately burnt to death, while in a state ofin- f

'

toxication. He had lain down by the fire, in tbf

'

course of the night, which communicated to one of his

hands, and entirely burnt off the flesh—burnt out tail

eyes, and so far burnt the skin from his head as to

show the bone.—He lived but a day after this uuhapof

>

circumstance, utterly deprived of reason.

The sum of one thousand and four dollars was s4l^<

scribed in the town of Newark for the benefit of W*
Greeks. -^

Dr Geo. F. Klingle of the Northern Liberties, Sh
nounees the death of a lad aged 14 years, from inhdmt\
(ether. It is hoped his fate will prove a warning W
others. He suiiered excruciating pain from MondHi
the 1st, to Saturday the 6th, on which day he dim

[U. S. Gazettt.

Dr. Percival, who has made himself eminent for tab

poetical effusions, has been appointed by the Presidenl

and Senate an Assistant Surgeon in the Army to be ,,

stationed at West Point. The duties of Lecturer on
|„

Chemistry are assigned to that station.

._J:
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Scfnn/lkill Coal.—A writer in tht New York States-

11 ncciiumends the Schuylkill or Siisquehanuah Coal

I ful>stitutc for (he Livtrpool Coal. He says, in

1st nice, that two tons of tlie Liverpool coal are re-

ijireJ to produce as much heat as is afforded by one

1 of the Schuylkill coal ; and that the latter can be

brdcd at about half the price of the former. Three
;Iars, according to this writer will go as far in pur-

sing fuel, if laid out in Schuylkill coal, as eight dol-

s applied to the purchase of Liverpool coal. We
not pretend to vouch for the accuracy of this wri-

s calculations, but the subject is worth the attention

the economist.

FOREIGN.
Disceveri/ Ships.—His Majesty's discovery ships

cla and Fury were recommissioned at Debtford

•\y, by Captains Parry and Hopner, destined for the

;wed expedition to the Polar seas.—Captain Lyon
he same time commissioned his Majesty's ship Gri-

, which ship is destined for Repulse Bay, whence
5tain Lyon proceeds over land to the back of that

to survey the coast, thence to " Cape Turnagain"
of Captain Franklin's recent discoveries. Captain
nkliu proceeds by the way of York to Fort Enter-

'rance.—Paris papers have been received to the 22d
but no news ofmuch interest is contained in them.

• choice of a new Chamber of Deputies engages the

:ntion ofthe people, and the Journals are filled with
itioneering articles.

Ve learn nothing new from Greece or Turkey,
pain appears settling on her lees, and the popula-
1 quiet if not contented.

CONGRESSIONAL.
SATE.—Friday, March 12. A billjto abolish im-

unment for debt, as taken into a new draft, was
ed up and made the order of the day for Monday
t.

. bill " to amend the ordinance of the State of Ala-

la in relation to the navigable waters of the State"
discussed in Committee of the whole ; and after

ate was ordered to lie on the table.

atnrday, March 13. The Senate had no session on

day.
Bouday, March 15. The bill, more effectaal'y to

ide for the National Defence, by establishing a

(form Militia, and providing for the discipline there-

K'as considered in Committee of the whole,

r. Chandler explained the objects of the bill ; and
ir some debate on its details, (in which Mr. Mills

ected to the section providing for the training of the

itia as transcending the power vested by the Con-
ation in Congress) it was laid on the table,

'nesday, March 16. The bill to abolish imprison-

it by debt was again considered, and debated at

siderable length, but no decision ohtained.

'Wednesday, March 17. A bill further regulating

jurisdiction of the Supreme Court was reported and
1 twice.

he bill to abolish imprisonment for debt was resum-
farther discussed, and made the order of the day
Friday nest.

'huvsday, March 18. A bill to enable the President

arry into effect the Treaty of Ghent excluding for-

lers from trade and intercourse with Indian tribes,

. to preserve the fur trade within the limits of the

ted States, to -American citizens was reported and
sed to a second reading.

[orsE.—Saturday, March 13. The Appropriation

, as reported by the Committee of the whole, with
?ndments was considered. Many of the amend-
its were agreed to : but one '.o appropriate $26,000
completing the North Portico of the President's

ise was disagreed to—Ayes 66. Noes 114. An ap-

priation of $5,000 for completing the walks in front

ae public property was agreed to—Ayes 94. Noes
Also an appropriation of $16,000 for carrying into

ct the 1st and 7th articles of the Treaty of Ghent,
londay, March 15. The House, in Committee of

Whole, resumed the consideration of the Tariff.

—

Bailies, of Mass. moved to amend the bill by in-

ising the minimum cost of Leghorn hats, &c. to

26 dollars each, and to be charged with duty ac-

dingly. In support of this motion he gave a suc-

ct history of this branch of manufacture in this

country, from its earliest origin, till it had grown to the

annual amount of a million and a half of dollars ; and
stated the manner in which it had been ruined by im-

portation of Leghorn bonnets, to the amount last year
of $li()0,000. The motion was opposed by Messrs.

Cambreleng, Sharpe, Marvin and Floyd, and lost.

Tuesday, March 16. A Message was received from

the President, informing the House that he had caused
tlu necessary inquiry to be made respecting the execu-
tion of the resolution of Congress, of 1777, directing a

monument to be erected to the memory of Brig. Gen.
I)a\ in WoosTER, and finds by the report of the Reg-
ister of the Treasury that no monument has been erect-

ed to the Memory of that patriotic and gallant officer,

nor has any money been paid to the Executive of Con-
necticut on that account. Referred to the Committee
of Ways and Means.
Wednesday, March 17. On motion of Mr. Newton,

2O0O additional copies of the communication from the

Treasury containing a digest of the Commerce of the

United States were ordered to be printed.

Thursday, March 18. The House took up the re-

port of the Committee that Mr. Bailey is not entitled

to a seat, &c. which after debate was decided against

Mr. Bailey's admission. This question was decided

against Mr. Bailey on the ground that he was not an
inhabitant of Norfolk, Mass. but was an inhabitant of

Washington at the time of his election.

GARDEN AND FIELD SEEDS.
JOSEPH BRIDGE, No. 25, Court-street, has just

received per London Packet, and for sale, an ex-

tensive variety of Agricultural and Horticultural Seeds,

which added to his former collection makes the great-

est assortment in New England—among them are 60
bushels early and late Peas, of various sorts; 150 lbs.

Turnip, 100 lbs. RUTA BAGA, 200 lbs. Carrot, 100

lbs. Beet, 100 lbs. MANGEL WURTZEL, 50 lbs.

Cabbages of sorts. Cauliflowers, 100 lbs. Radish of sorts,

Lettuce of sorts. Endive, Kail, Celery, SALSAFIF,
SCORZENERA, Onion, Leek, Sweet Marjoram,
Thyme, Sage, summer and winter Savory, Lavender,

sweet Bazil, Chervil, Fennell, Burnet, Grass Seeds,

viz !—Herds, red and white Clover, Foul Meadow, Red
Top—with a large collection of ORNAMENTAL
SEEDS.
Garden Tools, viz :—Pruning and Budding Knives,

Pruniogf Saws, Pruning Shears, Garden Reels and Lines,

transplanting Trowels, Rakes, Dutch or Pushing Hoes,
Edging Irons.

Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, Honeysuckles, Gar-
den Roses, &c. 1200 Flower Pots with stands.

GREEN HOUSE PLANTS, a large variety, con-

stantly for sale, such as Roses, Myrtles, Geraniums,
Agapanthus, Orange Trees in fruit and blossom, Rosa
Multiflora or Garland Rose, Mountain Daisies, Laurus-
tines, &c. 50,000 THORNS or QUICKS for live

fences.

ENGLISH CHEESE, and fine ENGLISH SPLIT
PEAS. March 27.

NEW GHRDEN SEEDS.

JUST received by the London Packet, and for sale

by GEO. MURDOCK, No. 14, Market-square, an
assortment of GARDEN SEED, of the last year's

growth, among which are. Early and Late Cauliflower.

Early and Late Cabbage, Early and Late Peas, Sweet
Marjoram and Thyme, ARMACK, MANGEL WURT-
ZEL, RUTA BAGA, &c. Likewise—a few cases of

MARASCHINO and CURACOA, a Cordial much cel-

ebrated in Europe—French Annisette in baskets of 2

bottles each—Welch's No. 1 Chocolate, Cocoa and
Shells—green Madeira Citron, with other Groceries

as usual.

Likewise—a few Hampers ofRich Cheshire and Loaf
Cheese—London Brown Stout, in whole and half Bot
ties—English and French Mustard, in kegs and jugs.

March 27. 6w

LEAD PIPE FOR AQUEDUCTS, &c.

THE subscribers being appointed Agents for vending
LORING'S IMPROVED LEAD PIPE, have con-

stantly on hand, at their Store, No. 20, Merchants' Row,
a supply of different sizes and thickness. The manner
in which their Pipe is manufactured renders it superior

to the English or any other manufacture, and comes at

a less price. Orders for any quantity or size will be
executed at the shortest notice.

Mvch 27. LINCOLN FEARING & CO.

FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TR LKS
FOR sale, as usual, at the Kekrick place, near

BrtgUtun. The nurseries have bet-u much en-
larged, aud contain a variety of Pears, Apples, Cher-
ries, Plums, Apricots, &c.—Also, the finest Nursery of
budded Peach-Trees known in America ; consisting of

a choice collection of about ;i0 of the most approved
kinds in our best gardens, or seen in the markets. The
trees are from 5 to S feet high, and sold at the Nursery
at the moderate price of 33 1-3 cents each.
Of good sized ornamental trees ; the Flowering

Horse-Chesnut ; Flowering Catalpa ; European Moun-
tain-Ash ; Weeping Willow ; the evergreen Silver Fir,

and the Larch. English Walnuts and Butternuts, both
of which are justly admired for their fruit. The latter

Is a hardy, handsome tree, and its bark valuable in dyes
and medicine.

Currant bushes of the large prolific red kind, of all

sizes, by the dozen, hundred, or thousand, on mode-
rate terms : Also the Black, White, and Champaign
do. Red and White Roses ; Lilacs; English Grapes;
Gooseberries, &c. &c.

Orders addressed to John, or William Kcnrich, and
sent to the Brighton Post-Oflice, or the Office of Mr.
Samuel Dana, Broker, in State-street, Boston, will be
duly attended to.

N. B. Trees will he packed in clay and- mats, for

shipping, and conveyed to Boston when ordered: but
gentlemen at a distance should employ some agent to

receive and pay for them. March 27.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE,
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" A man that Jtattereth his neighbour spreadeth a

net for his feet.''''

'Tis better to listen while enemies rail,

Take warning from scoffers, with malice replete,

Than lend a pleas'd ear to the Flatterer's tale,

Who is artfully spreading a net for your feet.

The lips of the Flatterer not only bring

To ruin the simple and credulous maid,

But men of all stations from pauper to king

The parasite's prattle has often betray'd.

The vilest ofTiciousand villainous men
Will play you the friend or the lover in style.

And be most excessively complaisant when

Intending like Joab to stab with a smile.

But he who your foibles and faults will disclose,

With mildness of manner, and motive sincere.

Is the friend, whom you ought to hold nearer than those

Whom ties of fraternity serve to endear.*

We often a monitor find in a foe,

Impell'd to abuse by malignity's thrall.

Whose coarsest revilings a favor bestow.

As virtue is found in rattlesnake's gall.

Let reptiles of malice go on to backbite.

And envy's heart burnings burst forth in a blaze
;

A man becomes cautious as well as upright

Who knows that such censors are watching his ways.

Then listen and learn while your enemies rail,

Be warned by the scoffer with malice replete,

But turn a deaf ear to the Flatterer's tale.

Who is artfully spreading a net for your feet.

There is a friend Ihal slicktih closer than n hrnlher.

Proverbs.

MISCELLANY.

BRIEF HINTS TO PARENTS.

Industry and Economy.— Idleness is an inlet to

most other vices ; while, by industry, the pow-
ers of the mind are turned lo good account.

—

Usefulness of character depends much on dili-

gence. Early to accuslom children (o industry,

application and perseverance, is a necessary

part of education. If indiilijed in idleness when
younar, application to business will afterwards

1)6 irksome. They should early he made sen-

sible of the value of time ; they should be made
to understand that no economy is so essential as

the economy of time ; and that as by squander-
ing pence, we are very soon deprived of pounds

;

so, by wasting minutes, we shall lose not only

hours, but days and months. We must endeav-
our to inspire children with the spirit inculcat-

ed in the following precept; "Whatever thy
hand hndeth to do, do it with thv might.

"

For a young woman to have been properly
instructed in the management of the family, is

far more essential to her than all the elegant
arts on which so much time and expense are by
some bestowed. If she has been made acquaint-
ed with every particular circumstance of a ser-
vant's duty, takes an active part in family con-
cerns, comhines frugality with plenty, retrench-
es supertluous cost and decoration, and thus is

fitted to meet adverse as well as prosperous
circumstances, slie will be useful and respecta-
ble in her father's family, and particularly so in

a married state. When domestic economy is

viewed in this light, is there a woman that I

would disdain to rank it among her accomplish-

ments? Or a sensible man who would not prize

it in his wife ?

Whatever maybe our occupation in life, there

is an industrious, upright, liberal and benevo-
lent mind, an inherent dignity, that will meet
with esteem from all whose opinion deserves

to be regarded.

And as frugality and industry are by no means
necessarily connected with an avaricious dispo-

sition, the most opulent parent ought not to be

ashamed to adopt, in the economical education

of his children, the excellent motto, " waste not,

want not." Early habits of care, and an early

aversion and contempt of waste, are interesting

lessons for children to learn. The most indus-

trious and frugal are frequently the most liber-

al and benevolent. And it is upon this princi-

ple, that children should be taught not only to

save, but that (hey are responsible for making
a right use of what they save, or possess.

While encouraging children in industrious ha-

bits, let us not forget or neglect to encourage
industry at their books, and to afford them op.

portunities of mental improvement, to qualify

them rightly to enjoy the necessary intercourse

with mankind.

LONGEVITY IN LINCOLNSHIRE.
When the famous Turketul, who had been

Chancellor of England, and one of the greatest

warriors and statesmen of his time, retired from
the world, and became Abbot of Croyland, he

found five very aged monks in a monastery, to

whom he paid particular attention. Father Cla-

renbold, tlie oldest of these monks, died A. D
973, after he had complsted the 168th year of

his age. The second, who was named Swarl
ing, died the same year, at the age of 1 42. The
third, who was called Father Turgar, died the

year after, in the 115th year of his age. The
two other monks, Brune and Aso, died about the

same time, whose ages are not exactly known,
though they must have been very old, as they
both remembered the old Abbey of Croyland,
which had been destroyed by the Danes, in the

year 870. The-^e facts are related with much
confidence by Ingulphus, who was Abbot of

Croyland, and wrote from the historical Regis-

ter of that Abbey. When we recollect also, the

very recent instance of longevity in Elizabeth

Shaw's case, who died at Keal Cotes aged 117,

we think the Lincolnshire fens, are not so un-

healthy as generally reported. [Bell's IVky.Mes.

Anecdote of General Lincoln.—At Purysburg,
on the Savannah river, a soldier named Fick-

lin, having made frequent attempts to desert,

was tried and sentenced to be hanged. Gene-
ral Lincoln ordered the execution. The rope
liroke

; a second was procured, which broke al-

so
; the case was reported to the General for

ilireclions. '• Let him run," said the General,
•' 1 thought he looked like a scape gallows."

A writer in a New-York paper, speaking of
the insufiicient manner in which the street lamps
were lighted, says, "• Five-and-twenty full grown
lightning-bufrs would have stared them all out

of countenance."

When we see a wretched people with de-

pressed minds and indolent habits, we do not as-

cribe their poverty to those who govern the* ««

but no one, that sees a mangy, half-starved flc

of sheep ever doubts that it is the fault of I

farmer, to whom it belongs.

5 !ff

BELLFOUNDER,
The n'onderful Jfor/olk Trailer, imparled July l(j

fram England.,

WILL STAND THIS SEASON, 1824. j

At Twenty Dollars, and One Dollar the Groom. J
money to be paid to the Groom at Ccvering. '\

THIS celebrated Horse is a bright bay, with
legs, standing 15 hands high; his superior bio

symmetry and action excel those of every other trott

Stallion. He is allowed by the best judges in Norl

to be the fastest and best bred Horse ever sent out

that County. He has proved himself a sure foal geft

and his Stock for size and substance are not to be

passed ; they are selling at the highest prices of
]

Horses in Norfolk.

BFLLFOUNDER was got by that well known,.]

and highformed Trotter, Oi.d Bellfocnder, oqii

Velocity, which trotted on the Norwich road, in 181

Sixteen miles in one hour, and though she broke fiftii

times into a gallop, and as often turned round., won
match. In \WQ she Uoiiei Twenty-eight miles iaf

hour and forty seven minutes, and has also done

other great performances against time.

BFLLFOUNDER, at five years old, trotted 3

miles in six minutes, and in the following year i

matched for 200 guineas, to trot Nine miles in mi
minutes, and he won easily by thirty-two seconds.™
owner shortly after challenged to perform with himV
enteen miles and a half in one hour, but it was not

cipted. He has since never been saddled ormatchi

Oi.D BEi.T.FOUNnKR. was a true descendant from

original blood of the Fireaways., which breed of Hoi

stand unrivalled, either in this or any other nation.

BFLLFOUNDER is strongly recommended to

public by the subscriber, as combining more a||)

properties than any other Horse in America, and^i
)ti

stand, during the season, at his stable in Chariest**

where all inquiries, post paid, will be attended'tow

,

SAMUEL JAQUES, M
Charlestown, Mass. March 20, 1824. Vt

VALUABLE STOCK FOR SALE BY THK
SCRIBER.

AVERY superior MALTESE JACK ASS, 7J
old, 14 hands high, remarkably well made, as

quiet in his temper, that a child can manage hid

was obtained of the Governor of Malta and importfl

Capt. Robert B. Edes.
Also two BULLS 22 months old out of good I

cows, they are well formed and girt six feet

Price $100 each.
Also one BULL 23 months old, out of the famon

derney cow, imported by John Hubbard, Esq.

$12.x
Also the Bull YANKFY, 34 months old out of s

fine native cow owned by Mr. Francis Amory. YcB

received a premium at Brighton Show in October]
Price f 125.

The above Bulls are in fine condition and weri

four sired by the noted Improved Durham Short 1

Bull Cirlebs.

If the Bulls are net sold by the 20th of April
(

they will be let on shares.

SAMUEL JAQUES,
Charlestou-n, Mass. March 13, 1824.

MANGEL WURTZFL SEED.

FOR sale at this office a {ew pounds of JIMJ

Wurt:el Seerf, raised by John Kenrick, Esq., i

ton. Feb;
'

TERMS OF THE FARMER.

0:5= Published every Saturday, at Three Do
per annum, payable at the end of the year—hut

who pay within sixty days from the time of subscri

will be entitled to a deduction of Fiftv Cents.

(V^ No paper will be discontinued (unless at B
discretion of the publisher,) until arrearages arejgjljl
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CommunicfltcKS,
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M.\ni,F

Consists of calcareous niatlpr, clay and eanil,

some two of tliese earths, (of which lime or

quicker than clay in ;i liquid ; and will scratch

glafs, which clay will nol.

It is a reinarkahle tad in the economy ot na-

ture, that the indi£;enous plants of every coun-

try, are precisely those which are best adapted

to furnish the proper sustenance to its animal

population, and to satisfy its medicinal want

ed to clays ; and clay maries to sands. In both

les they correct the defects of the soil; by

iderina: if, in the first, less adhesive;— and,

the latter, less open and porous.

The earths are not the food of plants. They
nstitute the stomach, analagous to the sto-

ii-.h of animals, in which vegetable and animal

,tter is received, digested, and. with the aid of

e leaves [lungs] assimilated to vegetable chyip

d blood. The best soil for this digestive pro-

ss is that. in which the three above nimed
rths are suitably blended.

A sandy or gravel soil is called hu:-gry.

•cause it digests rapidly, and dissipates the

3d committed to its bosom. Hence preen
Dps. or IVequrnt manurings, are neces-'.ry fc

mtinue it healthy and productive. Such soils

defective in clay and calcareous matter.

heir texture may therefore le improved, and

eir fertility increased, by the appliciition of

»y marie ; or, what is the same, by clay

d lime separately ; though these materials are

and most pure, and best blended in the sul)-

«nce of marie. The quantity should be pro-

•rtioned to the natural deficiency of these ma-
rials in the soil. From eight to one hundred

ids per acre have been applied, in one or two
essings ; and their beneficial effects have been

lown to continue thirty years. All the sand

ills of Norfolk, England, have been marled

Bayed]. Calcareous matter, combined with

'Iphuric acid [oil of vitriol] is usefully appli-

1 to soils in the form of gypsum, or plaster of

iris ; as is also powdered lime-sfone and chalk.

»th calcareous. I am induced to believe that

ither wheat nor sainfoin grass will thrive in

soil destitute ot calcareous matter, which is

e condition with most of our sands.

A stiff moist clay is called cold, and is un-

iendly to the finer grasses, as well as grains.

5 texture is too compact to permit the roots to

{tend freely, and its temperature ton cold, to

UTV on the digestive process sulTiciently rapid

r the I'lants which grow upon its surface,

ind and lime, orsilicious marie, loosen its lex-

re. render it permeable to heat, kc. and pow-

fully assist to concoct the food of vegetables.

Mario may be known by the most ordinary ob-

rver. The ap])lication of a mineral acid, and

ren ofgood vinegar,will cause an effervescence.

'his is the operation of fhe acid upon the lime.

s silicious and argillaceous properties may be

scertained by the sight and feeling, by the aid

f water, or of glass. Sund subsides or settles

alk is always one) in various proportions.
, ^^ j,^ ,.,,,„ ^^,j. soils.—every district gene

he blue clay marie is !ree from sand. Chy '

^jilly affords the means ot producing ferlilifv.
.rleisalso sometimes of a yellowish white. Hence the clay maries generally underlay sands;
llowish grey, or a brown or red cast._ 1 he

,
_.,„^ ^,^^,1 ^,^j g.,^,, ^.^^.y^ „,^g( ^^^^^^ -^^ j,,^,

II marie seldom contains clay, '"''chistus or
,

^gi^,^,,^^^^^,, „, ^j ^^,j i,, addition to the
me marie, sometimes sand and sometimes clay

, ^^-.^^ ^, ^^^^i, s^ij^tanccs which are calculated
eponderates, generally the former. 1 he sand

,g increase fertilitv, every thing that grows up-
~rle, whether shell or schistus, should be ap- ^^ „^g ^^,,,^_ ^^.p,.y p^,,,j^,^ ^C nni„,.,f„n,, ,,^g^.

table matter, is reduced to air and water, by the

chemical operations of nature, and1t».these forms

become the food of new plants, to noiirish ani-

mals. It is a truth calculated to teach humility,

that the animal, the vegetable, and the putrid

mass of dung, are found on chemical analy-

sis, to be very nearly alike, and that in the na-

tural order of things, they constantly nourish,

feed, and produce each other. " Nothing is

nourishment for a vegetable but what enters in-

to the permanent composition of a vegetable.

Nothing is nourishment for an animal but w hat

was originally a vegetable." Man is enjoined

to earn his bread by the sweat of his brow. He
finds the most noble incitements to duty scatter-

ed around him, and he is seldom disappointed in

obtaining the rewards, competence and health,

which industry promises to her votaries. But

I have another remark to make as to the food of

vegetables. How scrupulously careful is the

farmer of his grain, hay and roots, which are

destined to nourish and fatten his animals ; and

vet how thoughtless and inattentive as to the

food of liis plants! Vegetable and animal sub.

stances are suffered to waste in his fields and

yards, unmindful of the havoc which the rains,

winds and sun are daily making upon them
;

ivhile a moiety of his fertilizing materials, the

urine of his stock is altogether lost. He will

not sufi'er the flocks of his neighbors to rob his

own of their food
;
yet he sees with but fee,-

Ide efiorts to jirevent it, his plants plundered by

pestiferous weeds, of the food which is essen-

tial to their health and vigor.

TEACH TREES.
1 beg leave to add, to the prescriptions which

yon pubiibhcd in a late Farmer,* for destroying

the worms at the roots of peach trees, the two
following. The modus operandi of both will be

readily understood.

1. Hot water, turned from the nose of a tea

kettle, upon the trunk, a little above the ground

ivill destroy them without injuring the tree. It

may be done in June and October. I think this

has been recommended by Judge Peters.

2. Put a peck of old slacked, or ellofe lime

about each tree in August.!

i am surprised thai neitlier correspondent noi-

editor, in the article alluded to, have enjoined

the propriety of cultivating nnUj the good, that

is, the early jieaches : for in our northern lati-

tude the name is nearly synonimous. We sel-

dom have heat enough in the latter part nf Sep-

tember and October to mHture this fruit should

it escape frost, however line the variety may be

in a warmer climate. One tree of an early I'.ind,

is worth a hundred of late ones. This fruit is

very much like Jeremiah's figs.

1 tiiiuk the peach worm is not the apple worm,

nor do I think it a borer. The first never pe-

netrates the :2)ood but burrows and feeds on the

inner bark of the trunk and roots. The borer

penetrates and lives upon the wood. 1 hiive

found it in the apple, quince, plum, sugar ma-

ple, hcrse chesnut, and particularly in the lo.

cust [robinia] but always in the wood, when
in a full growa state.* When the leaf bud of

• Vol. ii. pages 241, 242.

+ NOTES nv THF. EDITOR. The Hou. John LowFi.i.

has recommended the same remedy against the Can-
ker-Woim. Mr. Lowell says " I had understood lli^t

Mr. Josiah Knapp, of Boston, was induced to try the el-

fect o/ air-slacked lime, lie put it round one of his

trees iu the spring of 1814, and I have been assured,

not only by him, but by another respectable friend who
examined it, th:it it was fully successful. The tree

was in a small garden in Boston, surrounded with oth«

cr trees, which were fiUtd with the worms, and this one

wholly escaped, except that -•. few appeared to have at-

tacked lis extremities, where they were ii.terlocl;<d

with o'.her trees. I mentioned this fact to a Rhode Isl-

and gtntlenian, who informed me that, in that State,

theyi -id used the rubbish collected from the breaking

of fl-.:<. and it had effectually prevented the lise of the

insect. I resolved to make the experiment or lime en

an extensive scale. .*s the insects ii^<^ »a the fall, i

determined to put the lime on in autumn, for this

purpose 1 had the turf dug in around sixty, apple-trees,

and the earth laid smooth. I then took three hogs-

heads of effete or air slacked lime, and strewed it an

inch thick round my trees, to the extent of about two

or three feet from the roots, so that the whole diameter

of the opening was from four to six feet. I tarred

these trees as well as the others, and although I had

worms or grubs on most that were not limed, I did not

catch a single grub on those that were limed. I do

not speak with confidence ; 1 am, however, strongly en-

couraged to believe the remedy perfect."

—

JVassachu-

srll.^ ^gricullural Refosilory. See likewise Thachtr''s

OrchardisI, page 92.

It is a fortunate circumstance that, although the in-

sects which prey not only on our fruit trees, but so of-

ten blast the hopes of the farmer in every department

of husbandry differ so much in their varieties— their

genera, species, kc. &c. that the most scientific ento-

mologist can scarcely describe them, nor trace nor iden-

tify them through tlieir dJ.Terf nt forms and modes o( ex-

istence, yet the same or similar remedies will destroy

any or all of them. Lime, soot, wood ashes, tobacco

juice, leaves, or decoction of elder, scrip suds, salt,

salt petre, &c. are all antidotes against all kinds of in-

sects which infest every kind of vegetation. A know-

ledge of the dift'erent kinds of those devourers, their

habits and metamorphoses is useful by teaching us how,

and when to apply our specifics. Some insects are

best assailed in the egg, or nit, some in the larva, worm,

or caterpillar, some in the pupa, or chrysalis, and some

in the perfect insect. Put, generally speaking, we be-

'iieve any of the above applications will prove fatal to

any of the tribes in any stage of their existence. 'Jhe

dltiiculty consists inromnig at the enemy ; and to ob-

viate that a knowledge of entomology is useful and in

many cases indispensable.

* The insect, however, which it is thought to have

proved most fatal to the locust tree, in Kew England,

we believe, is not the same with the Oorcr, which de-

stroys apple trees, and is described by Mr. Prince, as a

small, white, ringed worm, about three quarters of "an

inch long, with a dark colored Ixcad." The locust-tree
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the locust is bursting, it may be fouod of dimi-

nutive size in the bark, and 1 have picked out

hundreds with a knife. But fourteen diiys after

I have had to search for them in the zijoorf, where

it is difficult to destroy them, even with a flexi-

ble wire probe, as their course is rapid, and

seldom but a few inches in one direction. I am
not entomologist enough to know, whether these

are all of one species, The warts or excres-

cences on the plum-tree, are caused by an insect

different from either of the above, a description

of which you will find in the Agricultural Repo-

sitory.* That disease of the plum-tree is occa-

insects, according to a writer in the Mass. Ag. Rep.

Vol. V. No. 1. paje 67, are true Caterpillars. "The
general color of the larva is red, approaching that of

the cherry, paler towards the sides," Sic. The locust

tree may, however, be infested with a " borer" of the

same species with that which Mr. Prince and others

have found in apple trees, &c. in addition to the Cat-

erpillar or Cossus Robinia, the technical name of the lo-

cust tree insect, which is the principal destroyer of that

tree.

* Our correspondent has not directed to the particu-

lar part of the Ag;ricultural Repository, which gives a

description of this insect. Perhaps he may have allud-

ed to an article, bearing the signature of the late Pro-

fessor Peck,published in volume v. page 307, from which
the following is extracted.

" The plum-trees, prunus domestica, have for a num-
ber of years been disfigured with irregular swellings on

the younger branches. The seat of this disease is in

the bark. The sap is diverged from its regular course,

and is absorbed entirely by the bark which is very

much increased in thickness, the cuticle bursts, the

swelling becomes irregular, and is formed into black

lumps, with a cracked, uneven, granulated surface.

—

The wood, besides being deprived of its nutriment, is

very mucn compressed, and the branch above the tu-

mour periahes. Tile cherry tree is affected la a similar

manner.
" When the Board of Trustees met at the seat of John
Lowell, Esq. in Roxbury, on the 27th of June last,

Mr. Pomeroy took from a cherry-tree in Mr. Lowell's

garden, a small branch diseased as above mentiofied of

the plum tree. On taking oS a thin slice of the tu-

mour, 1 found it was inhabited by living larva ; and
flattered myself that the disease of both trees arose

from the same insect. I brought the branch home
with me, and placed it in a large glass phial. On the

fith of .'uly 1 perceived that the larvae had left the tu-

mour, and were uneasy in the bottom of the phial. A
vessel of earth was immediately prepared, as mention-
ed above in the account of the pruner ; the larvae when
turned into it burii^d themselves instantly. On the

JOth of the same month, or twenty-four days from

their leaving the bark, the perfect insects began to rise.

They proved to be insects which I had long known to

occasion the fall of peaches, apricots, and plums, by the

Jarvse eating into the kernel of those fruits long be-
lore they had acquired half tlieir growth.
" This insect belongs to the same genus with the

ihynchsnus sfrobi or white pine weevil, described in

the Massachusetts Agricultural Journal for January
1817, to a plate in whicli I would refer for a represen-
tation of the parts of the mouth. In that, the rostrum
or snout is nearly straight; in tlie present species it is

curved, so as to form the segment of a circle. All the
thighshave two small obtuse points on the under side. In

color it is variegated with white and red hairs ; the
ground color of the shelly coat on which they are
placed is dark brown. The thorax is contracted be-
hind the head ; its surface is iVfegular, much pitted,
•and has a raised longitudinal line ia, the middle, with
three small tubercles on each side of it, placed in a
triangular form. The elytra were marked with longitu-
dinal ridges, and on these are placed oblong tubercles,
of which there are ten or twelve ; four of these in the
middle of the elytra are largest, smooth, and of a
brown black color. On the under side the body is

pitted, or marked, with large impressed points, like the
top of a thimble. The first pair of feet is rather the
largest ; the second the smallest, and all sprinkled

sioned liy a puncture in the tender branch, thro'

which a nit is deposited. The effect is similar

to that produced on some species of the oak, by

a similar insect, and to which we are indebted

for nut-galls. Some of our dwarf oaks produce

balls, enveloping the mai-got,ofappearance simi-

lar to the nut-gall. It has been said, and my ex-

perience seems to verify its truth, that a large

sod of grass, placed downwards, in the crotch of

the tree, will prevent this malady, by interpos-

ing an obstacle to the ascent of the insect, which
it is inferred is unable to fl}'.

The peach with me is a precarious bearer,

in consequence of the frequent destruction of

the blossom buds, by frost in winter or spring

before the petals unfold, but when the buds are

swelled, by the propulsion of the sap to the ex

tremitics, which is often the case in winter. It

has been said, that by retarding the flow of the

sap, until after the season of severe frosts, fruit

fulness is ensured. In confirmation of this fact,

! can stale, that in travellmg sixty miles upon

the banks of the Hudson in April last, I found

the blossoms of the peach destroyed in all the

warm soils and sheltered situations ; and uninjured

in only three situations, all of which were ele-

vated and bleak, and two of them upon clay soils

Admitting the position to be correct, that we
can ensure a crop, by retarding the circulation

of the sap till near the first of May, how can this

circulation be kept back ? Can it be done by

keeping the ground frozen al)out the roots ?

This may be done by covering the earth about

the trunk with straw or manure, after the earth

is hard frozen, or by planting the trees on the

north side of a close fence or wall. We know
that nature, in her economy lays up in the

branches and buds of deciduous trees, in the au-

tumn, a stock of food, sulTicient to unfold the em-
bryo leaves and blossoms of spring. Can the

young progeny of buds derive nourishment and
growth from this food, without the consent and
aid of the trunk and roots? And can the latter

afford aid while bound in a torpid state by the

frost? A solution of these questions might very
much aid our endeavors to obtain this valuable
fruit with some degree of certainly. B.

Albanij, March 10, 1824.

with white and bright rust-colored hairs. The points
of the claws on all the feet are double. Figure 5,
shews the natural size of the insect, and figure 6 mag-
nified.

" Mr. Pomroy was so obliging as to bripg me three
tumours cut from bis plum-trees, later in the season,
but the larvae had left them. Being, therefore, uncer-
tain whether the disease of the plum-tree is to be at-

tributed to this insect or to another species of the same
genus, I would call it the cherry weevil. It may be
distinguished by the specific name of rhynchaenus (ce-
rasi) femoribus dentatis; fulvo alboque variegatus, cl-

ytris tuberculis pluribus carinatis, quatuor in medio
raajoribus nigris.^'

Inthe Massachusetts Agricultural Repository, vol.

V. p. 191, is an article, communicated by Justin Ely,
Esq. in which Mr. Ely asserts that " Mr. Yates, a re-

spectable farmer of Petersham, in Worcester county,
inlormed mc, that the insects which cause black bunch-
es on plum trees, are prevented by digging around the
roots in the spring, and putting in half a bushel of
ashes :uul covering them with earth."
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FRUIT TREES.
The season for setting out fruit trees is near,

and it highly becomes every one who possesses

so much as half gn acre of ground, immcdiate-

iiridii

ly to attend to this business, if he has bereti

fore neglected it.

Almost every man who owns any land, m;

with suitable exertion and care, raise a suffici

quantity of various kinds of good fruit for

own use.

An apple tree taken from the nursery
set in rich ground and properly managed,
frequently bear plentifully in eight or

years.

The pear tree is as easily cultivated as (lui

apple tree, and will produce fruit in about tht

same time.

The peach tree will bear in four or fivj

years from the stone, and has been known tf

bear the third year. But notwithstanding goos
fruit may be so easily raised it is lamentabl|

true that a large proportion of the people ar» 'ilJ«<

destitute of it, merely for the want of a little

attention and care. It is remarkable that thejp

folks are generally very fond of good fruit ani

always eager to obtain it if it can be had at the

expense of the toil and labor of others. *

Such people are the worst kind of beggaiit

and ought to be frowned upon and sent awRji

empty by their more wise and industriotij

neighbors,— (or why should one be dependent
on another, year after year, for those luxuries

which are as easily to be raised by himself

by his neighbor. VV.

To the Editor of the «Vf«' England Farmer,

Sir,— 1 wish that you or some ofyour corres*

pendents would give some information throughflj

your paper relative to preparing lime to be usei

as a manure for »vheat—whether it is to be laJ^

en from the cask and pounded fine and sown uft

slacked, or whether it is to be slacked with w»»

ter and then sown, and how much slacked Of

unslacked would be necessary to be sown oV
an acre. W. '

BY THE EDITOR. In Conformity to the request of out
correspondent we will give some directions relative tO' —
the use of lime, as manure, mostly taken from writersnl
established reputation. We should be happy to receive

communications from others who have derived know^
ledge on this subj^ctfrom expericHce. t

Sir John Sinclair says, " In general it may be obserM
ed, that strong loams and stubborn clays require a fuHt
dose of lime to bring them into action, as such soils an
capable of absorbing a great quautity of calcareous ma^

Lighter soils require 1< ss lime to stimulate them^
and may be injured, by administering a quantity of limM
retenlly calcmed, that would prove moderately benrJicM
t» Ittose of a he(ff*y nalmt.''''* ^R

The author of Letters of Agricola says, " As an cx«
berent do«e of lime is pernicious, so anv quantity great

or small, is useless on poor and exhausted land. Dung
in this case would be beneficial ; but calcareous earlH

hurtful and ineffective."! M
" Mr. Evelyn advised to the mixing lime with turf!

alternate layt rs, to lie in heaps for months ; in whicH
time it will become so rich and mellow as to run lik^

ishes. He thought it Avould nourish the soil more tha»,

fused alone in a greater quantity, and without aD]|

danger of exhausting the vegetative virtue of the eartH
which should be preserved. If it were mixed with |||

large proportion of clay, or with mud from the bottorf'

of ponds or rivers, it might be applied even to sandy and
ravelly soils without danger and to great advantage."^
" A truly practical husbandman of great experienc*

gives directions for the application of lime, which me-
rit attention. Let the whole q\iantity of lime, intend^

ed to be used on any given field of moderate size, be

Ike

rt

* Code of Agriculture, p. 500.

t Leller't of .Agricola, p. 277.

\ Deane^s J^ew England Farmer, p. 148. Wells & I,

Lilly's edilioi).
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cl into one heap where waUr ran be hail most convc-

utly. Ueiit be (here thoioiigbly tlackened ; and

neiliately after it is cold, whicli -will be in a day

two, fill the carts, and spread tlio lime out of them
h shovels over the surface. The more common inc-

id of laying it down in small heaps over the whole

d, to slack by rain is very crroneons, it is liable to

too much rain, which in place of reducing it to a

powder, converts it into a running mortar, in which
c it will neither spread equally nor mix with the

And Mr. Wight remarks, for the same reason both

soil and the lime should be quite dry at the time of

lading."
iuf, if quick lime is laid in small or large heaps and

d immediately with mould, and sufl'ercd to slack,

jecome mild in that situation we believe every ob-

i as regards its preparation will be accomplished. If

wished to use it immediately, water may be poured
the heaps after they are covered with the soil. I.ime

uld not be ploughed in unless with a very shallow

ow, but kept as near the surface as possible. Its ef-

s are not always visible, even when it acts most be
cially the first year. It must be perfectly mild be-

lt can be of any use as manure or enter into the

iposition of wheat or other plants, in which it is found
analysis. It is therefore well to sow it on grass land

ear or two before breaking it up ; for if ploughed too

it falls to the bottom of the ftirrow. It should

e time to become not only slacked, but incorporated

1 the soil before it is ploughed under,

'here is waste in applying quick lime to new dung,
any other substance w.hich is combustible, and

ch it is not wished should be consumed. But when
; is applied in small quantides to any animal or

stable substances, capable of being consumed by its

osive burning quality, the loss is very trifling, and
lere is any earth, or other absorbent substance in

'heap, the gas, vapor or smoke, which is evolved
Ic the mass is heating will communicate most of its

lities to the absorbent substance, which may be us-

-s manure.
ime may be applied at any time of the year from
ch to \overaber, but never while quick, or caustic to

ying plants. If U€ed as manure for spring wheat, it

be slacked and sowed immediately after the wheat
harro« ed in with the seed. This, appears to have
> the mode in which it %vas applied by Col. Val-

ae, in obtaining his premium croji of wheat ;;ind liie

iitity used by him was one hogshead to auacre.*

Hee A". E. Farmer, vol. ii. prrges 170, 186.

CANDLE-BERRY MYRTLE.
the Editor,

iR,— It is proper you should call the altenlioii

he public, the Society of Arts, and Board of

•iculture, to a vegetable production, which

mises great social benefits, and towards which

speculations of merchants, lh« int^enuity of

.lufacturers, and the fostering patronage of

public, ought to be in^ed.
The triumph of man over nature, by prolong-

his enjoyments, and active pursuits, after the

ing of the sun, when all other animals retire

leep, is a splendid prci ''ol his original pow-
of combination. To complete this triumph

ought, by continued exertions, to increase

means of creating artiticial light, and ex-

ist the stores ot chemistry and natural hisfo-

tijl he has united all the points of perfection

ts production and economy.
>Vhat can be more gro;:- and offensive than

oil which, to this day, we burn in our lamps,

ir the tallow which emits its fetid smell from

candles ! What can be more clumsy and'

rse than those contrivances, as we commonly
et with them ! What more primitive—more
baric— or more unscientific !

nthis view I was exceedingly gratified by the

leriments of Winsor, and I am yet at a loss

omprehend how his excellent system miscar-

i, aftar the beautiful demonstration which he

afforded the public in Pall Mall. He may have
calculated, with the over sanguine feelings of
genius, on the commercial advantages of his

pl.ins, and may consequently have disappointed
some of the speculators that (locked about him

;

but in this intellectual age and country, such a

design ought to be supported by the spirit of
philosophy and patriotism, and not to depend on
selfish views for its introdnction. It was a design
worthy of the support of a whole people—wor-
thy of the countenance ofgovernifient—and wor-
thy also of one of those countless millions voted
away every year by Parliament, to effe«t some
purposes which a future age may better value,
but of tiie benefits of which, the present age is

completely in the dark !

If, when the process and combustion were
imperfect, a certain degree of smoke sometimes
escaped from the tubes of the gas lights, as it

does from tallow candles, this was a subject for

the sUidy of our great chemists, who would, in

my opinion, at least, have been in this way
quite as usefully employed as in chemical con-
juring, in producing metals which nobody val-

ues
; at the same time, too, that those gentlemen

knew full well, that no other metal is wanted in

England but gold

!

My attention has been excited to this subject
by a visit lately paid mo by a patriotic native
of Nova Scotia, who, having never been in

England, described himself as much annoyed by
the smell and smoke emitted from our tallow
candles. On inquiry, 1 found that in his family
and province, he and his neighbors burn only
wax. Yes, wax !—startle not reader,— in a beg-
garly province of Nova Scotia, the farmers and
laborers burn none but wax candles ' He in-

formed me that in the uncleared woods there
grow abundance of the Myrica Cerifcra, wax-
bearing myrjca, or, vulgarly, the candle-berry
myrtle. \Vith these wax-berries, he says, they
make excellent wax Ciindles, fragrant instead of
noisome, in their odour, economical in their

consumption, and clean and agreeable in their

use. He admitted, however, that the manufac-
ture is not perfected, that the wax, which is of

a green color, would be improved by being
bleached and that some common processes oi

purification would greatly improve it. He says,

that this myrtle delights in moist situations, that

it would thrive well in England, and that every
county might grow, on sites now useless, wax
enough for all the candles which it consumes !

Is not this then an object worthy of the Society

of Arts and Board of Agriculture ? Is there any
pursuit in which, by possibility, they can be

more advantageously engaged ? If is certainly

worth as much attention as nn improvement in

a pair of snutlers, or as plans for raising rents

by consolidating farms !

The Monthly Magazine at least will, I hope,
bestow some attention upon it : will encourage
communications from Nova Scotia, and other
parts of America, where this tree flourishes;

will record experiments made upon it in Eng-
land ; and give these wax candles a fair chance
of naturalization in the native country of arts,

sciences, and improvements ! Common Sense.

P. S. The writer is perfectly aware, that

Myrica Gale grows in great abundance in North
Britain, and has been occasionally applied to

the purpose of candle making ; he has heard
also of experiments in Devonshire of the same
nature ; but these facts serve only to support

his hypothesis in lavor of the general introduc-
tion of this vegetable wax. A gentleman who
has made them in Devonshire assure? him iheir

fragrance is delightful, Iheir light brilliant, and
their economy gcc^l.—Monlhly Magazine.

HORTlCL'l.TUIiF..

We have received and perused with much
pleasure the prospectus of the New-York Stale
Horticultural Society. The source whr nee this

project is understood to proceed entilb's it to

great respect, emanating from a scientific and
distinguislicd botanist. The primary object of
the proposed association is to establii^h a gar-
den of ten or twenty acres, in the vicinity of

this city, for the express purpose ot horlicullu-

ral and botanical improvement. There are to

be collected and seen at one view ail the indi-

genous plants of our country, and such exotics

as are remarkable tor beauty or utility. An-
other object of the society is the propagation
of fruit trees, all the varieties of which are to

be cultivated, and seeds, cuttings, and buds, gra-
tuitously distributed to nursery-men, with in-

formation as to their character and culture. A
third object is an improvement in our markets
by an increased attention to the production of

esculent vegetables of the best kinds. One dis-

tinct department of the garden would be appro-
priated to flowers, thus combining pleasure with
utility ; and appended to the establishment

would be rooms for botanical lectures. Stu-

dents attending the Medical College would find

such a garden, where they might practically

indulge in the pursuits of natural science, a

pleasant and profitable resort. It is likewise a

part of the plan to establish auxiliary societies-,

or branches in other parts of the state, wher-
ever a taste for such pursuits exists.

All these objects appear to us rational, prac-
ticable, and in the highest degree commenda-
ble. Horticulture has been too long neglected,
and it is time for New-York, foremost in wealth,
in improvements, and in useful institutions of
all descriptions, to take up this subject in good
earnest. With some (ew modifications of the
plan, we could wish to see it carried into im-
mediate execution. It is well known that a
Horticultural Society already exists in this citv,

consisting chiefly of practical men, who have
long been engaged and have much experience
in their professional pursuits. At the last ses-

sion of the legislature, they obtained an act of
incorporation, authorising them to hold proper-
ty to the amount of ^80,000. This charter
would be amply sufficient for all the purposes
contemplated by the new association. If the so-

ciety were the.'-efore somewhat enlarged and
modified, uniting distinguished botanists and
men of science with gentlemen of more prac-

tical views, and extensive and valuable institu-

tion might be immediately built up. Ground
for a botanic garden might be purchased this

Spring, without the delay and doubt of obtain-

ing a new charter from the Legislature, and
v.ithout leading to any of (hose unhappy col-

lisions, which would hereafter inevitably arise

between rival socielies. As (he members of (he

e.tisting institution are only ambitious of pro

moling the public good, we have no doubt they

would accede to any proposition, which should

have a tendency to promote the interests of horti-

culture, and thereby confer" lasting benefitsupon

the State and the country at large.

—

N. Y. Stat.
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Communicated for publication in the American

Farmer.

Jonathan Roberts, Esq. President of the-

Pennsvlvania Agricultural Society.

Powelton^A'ov. 28, 1823. >

Philad^lphia Cnunty. ^

Dear Sir,— I enclose certificates showing

that sixteen hundred and thirty-four bushels of

Mangel Wurtzel, weighing seventy-eight thou-

sand tout hundred andforty-eight pounds, were

produced at Powelton, upon one acre and four-

teen perches of farm land, accurately measur-

ed by a regular surveyor.

1 selected a parallelogram, containing thir-

teen contiguous rows, which were drawn, and

measured in my presence, to ascertain the larg-

est quantity, which had grown upon the rich-

est part of the field. One hundred and forty-

three baskets, equal to one hundred and seventy

four bushel?, were produced upon thirteen and

an half perches, at the rate of two thousand

and sixty-five bushels per acre, weighing 44

tons, 5 cwt. qrs. 27 lbs.

I am satisfied that the account of my farmer

is correct, and as the roots had been drawn ten

days, had been closely cut beneath the crowns,

were dry, and entirely free from dirt, both the

measurement by the basket, and the estimate by

weight, must be fair. If a barrel had been us-

ed, or any other large vessel of similar sliapc, the

crop would appear greater, as the measure
would not have been so often filled, and conse-

quently, not so ofica heaped.
IVIr. Milnor, the Recording Secretary, was

good enough, to superintend the measurement
of the basket, and saw the manner in which it

^vas filled.

I submit to you the shingles containing the

original scores, and refer you to him, for cor-

roboration of the facts. It may be well to

state, that liowever great this crop may ap-

pear, in England a larger product has been ob-

tained.

My soil was not naturally strong
; it has been

gradually so much deepened, as to enable

me, with Woo i's plough. No. 2. drawn by four

oxen, to plough fourteen inches deep. Fresh
barn yard manure, was equally spread upon the

surface, and ploughed under in the early ])art

of April, in quantities not larger, than are usu-

ally applied to potatoe crops in this country.

—

Early in May the land, was twice stirred with

ljeatson''s scariljcr-harrowed-rollcd-afler stir-

red-harrowed and rolled again in the opposite di-

rection. The holes for the seeds, were made by
wheel containing pegs in its circumference,
which penetrated the ground, about an inch,

leaving intervals offour inches—the rows were
made two feet asunder—two capsules were
dropped into each hole— the wheel of a com-
mon barrow was passed over them, thus com-
)ires?ing the earth, and leaving a slight lut, for
the retention of moisture.
K small cultivator which I had contrived for

the purpose, was drawn between the rows soon
after the weeds appeared ; a three inch trian-

gular hoe, removed the alternate plants, leaving
the others at distances, varying from eight to
twelve inches asunder. The cultivator was
iwice u.sed before the 20fh of July. The hea-
vy rains of August made another hoeing neces-
sary, and surcharged the ground so much, with
moistur», that roots increased much less m that

month, than they had grown during the same
time, in the two last year.=.

In order to convey an idea of a Mangel
Wurtzel crop, to some of the members, who
are not acquainted with its usual product, it may
not be improper to state, that three fourths of the

root extend above the ground— that I last year

obtained one which at Mr. Landreth's shop

weighed some days after it was drawn, 17 lbs.

10 ounces.

I this year desired smaller roots which might

grow so closely, as by their leaves, to protect

the soil, as much as possible from the exhala-

tions of the sun. My cultivator, by its peculiar

form, enabled me to cut off the weeds, when
the plants were so young, that if I had applied

the plough, their crowns must have been cov-

ered in many instances, by earth which occa-

sionally tails from its land side. The failure,

which attends (he cultivation of most root crops

in drills, proceeds from the neglect of weeds in

their early stages. Four or five days of delay,

frequently make the difl'ercnce of fifteen days

in the labor of making clean an acre of ground.

The same weeds which a boy with a sharp

shingle, could remove at the commencement of

one week, may, before the end ot the next,

require the application of an implement drawn
by a horse.

I ascribe m}' success, in a great measure to

the use of Wood''s extraordinary plongli, which
enters the soil more deeply, and pulverizes it

more perfectly than any other I have ever seen

with equal foice in any country—to the habit-

ual use of cultivators, which complete the pro-

duction of fine tilth—^to the destruction of the

weeds on their first appearance—to leaving the

smallest space upon which a horse can walk be-

tween the rows, and above all to planting the

seeds of a proper kind upon a surface which is

kept perjectbjflat.

In proof of the advantages of this invaluable

roof, I exhibit cream obtained from one of my
cows, which has been fed for several weeks,
exclusively upon Mangel Wurtzel and Millet fod-

der. You will find that its color and flavor are

perfectly good— the butter which it aflbrds, is

more like that produced in June, than any I

have used, excepting such as had been derived
from coivs fed on carrots, and corn meal.

Notliw ithstanding the large product, I am
confirmed in the opinions, which 1 have re-

peatedly expressed, that in (/iw country, nothing
can supplant the king of vegetables, Indian

Corn. I would recommenil Blangel Wurtzel, in

prel'ercnce to all other roots, for dairy and
breeding farms: and to a limited extent, where
labor and manure, are not too dear, in compari-
son with the value of land, it should be culti-

vated upon all farms.

The expense of preparation for a mangel
wurtzel crop, is not so great as might be sup-

posed.

The labor of four oxen, a ploughman
and driver in ploughing one acre,

14 inches deep,* costs j^.j 00

* Tlif great depth of ploughing', was noticed by Dr.
Buck, the Secretary of tlio Agricultural Society, at

Bridgton, N. J. iii an early number of the present vol-

U2ie ; and we are authorized to assure our much valued
correspondent of Talbot, that a Pennsylvania farmer
although no Hercules, can plough fourteen inches, and
obtain good crops, -without t)ie Augean filth of a great
city

—

-JSd. Jim. Fari0:i.

Amount brought up, g;
3 stirrings with Beatson's improved scari-

fier, Vi-hich two oxen managed by one
man, can readily pass over five acres

in good condition, in one day, ]

2 harrowings and 2 rollings,
]

Dibbling with a wheel,
1

Dropping seeds, (if performed by men,) i

Pressing them under by a wheel, ]

Hoeing and thinning, 1;

Cleaning with Blocklej cultivator,

drawn bv one horse. ;

^30 L
JOHN HARE POWElAj

John S. Skinner, Esq.

Sir,—At a meeting of the Pennsylvania Ag
ricultural Society, held in November, Mr. Poir

el exhibited a bottle of cream, produced by'j

cow, which he stated, had been fed solely jii

Mangel Wurtzel roots, and Millet hay. It \m
pronounced by all who examined it, to be equA
in richness and flavor, to any they had et

seen.

His Durham short horn heifers, fed u]

these roots, yield very large quantities of mil

affording the richest cream I ever tasted.

Respectfullv your's,

JOHN P. MlLNOl
Assistant Recording Secretary

Penn. Ag. Society

Philadelphia County, March 3, 1824.

From the New York American.

Invention.—We noticed some time ago a

agraph in an English paper, giving an ace

of an engine for producing power which woi

supersede even steam, as an agent ; but as fl

may be said to be the age of invention, vti

passed it over as not deserving immediate ds

tice. We perceive, however that Congn
during the present session, has passed a law
thorizing the Secretary of State to issue lett( (I lali

patent to a Samuel Brown for this invention)

and we are informed that Mr. Brown, has aC
|

ally disposed of one half of his patent for tl I

country, to two respectable mercantile bona
one residing in this city, and the other in Pj

ladelphia— a partner in each house being ni

in England with Mr. Brown ; and that they i

all sanguine of success. It may be pruda
therelbre, for those persons who are disposjp*

to engage in operations requiting the appliA
lion of mechanical powci', to hesitate until tfti

merits of this new invention are (as they mqB'

shortly be) fully tested. The advantages sw
to be possessed by the newly discovered agfflit

over steam are, that with a much less consuntt-

fion of fuel, and in a far less si)ace, an cqqM

power is produced. As a proof that the OB-

covery is not chimerical, we have seen lettep

from Europe, stating that eighteen thousand

pounds sterling had been offered for the patent

right of France, provided the experiment suc-

ceeded.

An Act to authorise the issuing of letters patent

Samuel Bron'n.

Be it enacted ty the Senate and House of R\

rcsentatives of the United States of America,'m

Congress asseinllcd, That the Secretary of StaU
be, and he hereby is authorized and required to

issue letters patent in the usual form to Samo-

tt

.*
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Brown, for his invention of a new and use-

engine for producing- power, by which wa-

may be raised, machines worked, and ves-

i propelled, without the aid of steam, upon

complving with, all tho provisions of the

era! acts of Congress relative to the issnin:^

ers patent for inventions and improvemeni.-.

ept so tar as the said acts require, on the

t of aliens, a residence of two years in the

ted States.

I'afhingtoii, Feb. 24, 1824. Approved.

From the Old Colony Memorial.

rut TRUSTEES OF THE PI.YMOrTH COUNTT AG-
RICUI-TCRAI. SOCIETY.

take (he liberty to communicate the follow-

particular,' respecting the culture of wheat

past season.

L'he land measuring half an acre and twelve

?, consists of a rich loam, but a smnllpart of

erv gravell}' and apt to suffer by drought.

—

reduced a tolerable crop of Indian corn and

utoes the two preceding seasons. In April

it was covered with a lull coat of stable

ure, and on the 15th and IGth of the month,

was ploughed twice and harrowed ; after

ch the wheat and grass seed being sown it

again harrowed. The wheat was immers-

n sea water for twenty-four hours and aftei-

ds rolled in lime. The qi;antit3' sown vvas

bushel, and of that species of wheat from

y, the straw of which is employed to make
•horn bonnets. The wheat exhibited the

t favorable appearance during the season,

rely free from smut or mildew and in Au-

. it was harvested. The produce is eigh-

ii bushels, cue peck and two quarts. The
in is remarkably well formed, and being

lund and bolted, the fiour is not inferior to

superfine flour brought from the southern

es. The land is now covered with a supe-

growth of clover and herdsgrass.

'his is among the instances in proof, that our

late and soil are well adapted to the pro-

tion of summer wheal. One of my indus-

us neighbors obtained, a few years since,

1-2 bushels from one acre ; and anolher'has

nded in his family no other flour than the

Bucc of his own soil for the last five years,

farmers in this county are greatly deficient

leir attention to this object, though it is be-

ed that every farm would afford suitable

to yield wheat sufficient for the consump-

of a family. On the principle of profit

economy the cultivation of wheat ought to

fLCOuraged, more especially as it is found to

he preferable grain to accompany clover

herd'^rass for mowing the ensuing year.

1 a:n, Avith respect,

your obedient servant,

JAMES THACHER.
'hjmoiiu:, .\ov. 1823.

HE TRUSTEES OF THE PLTMOrTH COUNTY AG-

RICCLTBRAL SOCIETY.

ENTi.EMCN,—The land that raised the Ruta

1 this year, I'or which I applied to your so-

y for the premium, is an enclosure of one

, on the edge of a fresh meadow, under

southern declivity of a hill, and commantl-

a plentiful wash from the adjoining high-

iife ni the spring of 1822, it was newly en-

closed and planted with corn and potatoes.

—

About twelve loads of loam manui-e were put
into the hills. It suffered much by the drought,
but gave twenty bushels of Corn, one hundred
liushels of Potatoes and three or four cart luad.s

of Pumpkins.

About the last of May, 182,3, it was plough-
ed, and on the IGth, 17th and 18th of .lune,

it was covered with about forty loads of sheep
litter and coarse barn yard manure, (and be-
ing very wet,) thrown into ridges, as high as

they could well be made three feet asunder.

—

On the top of these ridges half a pound of seed
were sown, with a very simple hand-drill, in-

vented by Wm. Jackson, Esq. of Plymouih.

—

The 29lh, .SOth, and 31st of July, it was hoed,
thinned, and the wants supplied by transplant-

ing. It had two hoeings afterwarcis, iind the

I3th of November the crop was gathered, and
amounted to 429 1-2 bushels, making twelve
stout cart loads. In some places the ground was
loo wet, and the crop almost entirely failed.

—

1 have no doubt that in others the produce was
at the rate of more than a thousand bushels to

the acre.

Expense of Cultivatjoti, vh.

Twice ploughing with yoke of oxen, horse, man
and boy, $4 00

Ten days men and boys furrowing & planting, 5 00
Forty small loads coarse manure, 20 00
Ten days men and boys, 3 hoeings, 5 00
Four days men, boys, and team gathering crop, 2 00

$3fi 00

Charging all the manure to this crop, it ap-

pears to have cost something less than eight

and a half cents per bushel to produce a food

for cattle, sheep or horses, decidedly prefera-

ble to any green vegetable, we liave hereto-

fore been acquainted with.

This experiment, (which I consider almost a

failure, for I have no doubt 1000 bushels may
be raised from an acre at the same expense,)

I hope will induce the farmers of our county

to give more attention to green crops in gener-

al, and Ruta Baga in particular.

WM C. HAMMATT.
Scitmte,lBth Nov. 1823.

I certify that I assisted Mr. William C. Ham-
matt to gather and measure his Ruta Baga
above described, and that there was four hun-

dred and twenty-nine and a half bushels.

JOHN SAMPSON.

TO THE TRVSTEES OF THE PI.YMOCTH COUKTY AG-
RICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Gentlemen,—The following is an exact

statement of my proceeding and management
with an acre of land upon which I raised a quan-

tity of corn the present year, and for which I

have entered my claim for a premium from
your society.

The land is situated on the westerly side of

my dwelling bouse and other buildings, and is

naturally of a deep rich soil. In November,
1821, when it was green sward, I foddered my
cattle, consisting of about twenty head, upon
the lot until may 1822, intending to prepare it

for raising a large crop of corn. In May, 1823,
I ploughed it very deeply into squares of two
feet seven inches in width. I then manured it

in the hole, putting on 64 cart loads of barn
manure. It was planted partly with what is

called smutty white corn, and the rest with a
flesh colored corn, having a small cob, and
which is considerably used in the town of Mid-
dleborough. 1 was particular to have the ker-
nels plncod about 4 inches apart, and then cov-
ered in the usual way. By tho middle of July
the corn was spindled, and" giew very thick to^

gether, filling every space, like a field of rye,
and the rows were scarcely discernabh;. It was
hoed three times only, and was j)hiughcd but
once, and that at the second time of hoeing, and
all the suckers were early cleared from it. On
the first of October, I gathered this acre of
corn, and carried it into a field in heaps, where
it was husked. It was then measured in a bas-

ket, shaking every basket full, that it might
lie as solidly as possilile. I employed two ilis-

intcrestoil men specially for the purpose ofnica-
suring. One other person also was [ircsont and
kept the tally for his own curiosity. All these
three agree in their reckoning, and miike out
the amount of corn to be 148 1-2 baskets. In

order to ascertain the amount of shelled corn,

the same basket was filled in the same manner,
averaging Ihe ears as to size, &c. by the same
persons, and then shelled, and measured by
them. The amount of shelled corn was three
pecks, si.i quarts, and one gill to a basket. This
method of ascertaining the quantity of shelled

corn was tried twice, and the results were alike

almost exactly. Therefore according to the

above measurement the acre of land prodnced
139 bushels, three pecks and one quart. 1

knew of no way of ascertaining the amount ol

corn produced I)etter than the one 1 adopted, and
presumed it would be approved of by the Board
of Trustees, as in the year 1821, I had the honor
of a premium from them for raising an acre of
corn measured in the same manner, producing
about 80 bushels. I was confident that 1 could
raise a greater crop, and was determined to

make the experiment, which I have done in the

present instance.

Respectfully yours, &c.

LEONARD HILL.
East-Bridge-ieater., A'ov. 3, 1823.

Note.— Mr. Hill raised this year, on a small lot of
land, containing hut 89 rods, 34 bushels, 3 pecks, 6

quarts and one pint of excellent rye.

(To be continued.')

From the Wilmington (Pel.) Watchman.

To the friends of Inland JS'avigation,

Gentlemen,—Having completed a model
(made to a true scale) of my invention for saving

and reapplying water to canal locks, I have the

pleasure of announcing that on Saturday the 27th

inst. I shall commence to perform operations

upon said model, which will more than justify all

that 1 have permitted to be said in favour there-

of. The operation will clearly prove that

sluops or other vessels may readily be passed

through canal locks of 10 feet lift, in the short

space of 4 minutes, with perfect safety, and at the

same time, eight tenths of the water commonly
lost, saved and reapplied—which never has here-

tofore been done, to wit, saving and reapplying

the water, and at the same time expediting the

passage of vessels. An operation has already

been performed to the perfect satisfaction of a

number of intelligent gentlemen well acquainted

with the Arts and Sciences.

Jamf.s Preston Fairlamb.
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FARMER'S CALEA'DER.
IRRIGATION, OR WATERING LAND. It will be

proper at or about this time to give a very par-

ticular attention to your water courses, and oth-

er means of watering your land. Some writers

advise not to admit water on grass ground till

late in the spring, or till the crop begins to feel

the effect of drought. But we believe this to

be erroneous. One of the iirincipal objects of

irrigation is to make use of water as a carrier,

to convey certain substances to the soil, which
may have a tendency to enrich it. When this

is in view the water should be made use of when
the streams are high and muddy, which gene-

rally happens at the time the snow is melting.

At that season the water is surcharged with fer-

tilizing particles. Moreover, many temporary
streams, laden with manure, or rich earth, per-

haps oozing from dung heaps or escaping from
a cow yard, may, with a little attention be made
to deposit their burdens in places, where they

would greatly benefit the land and the crops of

the owner of the premises. No good cultiva-

tor will suffer any more of the wash of his soil

to glide away from his premises than he can

avoid, before it has been arrested, and in part

absorbed, and forced to leave '\\.s foodfor planm
behind it.

When water stands high in brooks, rivulets,Sic.

it may be carried over higher parts ofa farm than

could be in dry seasons, and spread where its

deposits are most needed. It should be made
to run in courses or channels, which have no
more descent than is necessary to prevent its

becoming stagnant. If water intended for irri-

gation moves slowlj', it leaves its riches behind

it ; if it runs rapidly it carries away the farmer's

riches with it. In the first case it is an auxil-

iary or purveyer, in the second a robber of the

soil. Perhaps horizontal furrows drawn at pro-

per intervals, with the aid of some implement
like tliat of which we gave a drawing and des-

cription in our first volume, (page 14,) may be
found useful in some cases, in detaining water
and preventing its passing too rapidly over land

Mhich is sloping or situated on a declivity. Or
llie system mentioned in the Code of Agricul-

ture may be pursued in which, " after water is

brought from the original stream into a new cut,

it is slopped at the ends, so that when the trench

is full the water is compelled to run out at the

side and flood the land below it. ISut as the

water would soon cease to run equally for any
considerable length, and would wash the land

out in gutters, it has been found necessary to cut

small parallel trenches, at the distance of from
20 to 30 feet to catch the water again, and the

same plan of spreading and dilTusing is continu-

ed till the water readies the main drain at the

bottom of the meadow."
\V'hen the chief object of irrigation is to add

to the soil the substances suspended in the wa-
ter, it may be well, when practicable, to take

the water out of the stream as near its bottom
as possible. The water in proportion to its

depth will convey a larger or smaller quantity

of mud, and other fertilizing matter. Trunks,
gates, &,c. may be so cenlrived in many instan-

ces, as to afiord the lower strata or layers of
water instead of the surface of the stream.

Much good may be effected by farmers, in

many situations, by making a judicious use of the

wash of large roads, especially early in the

spring. At that time the water, composed

chiefly, of melted snow and ice, is thick and tur-

bid with the manure, dropped in the snow path

of the preceding winter. A little attention,

with nothing more than a common hoe, may
sometimes enable a farmer to manure acres,

with the foul water ofa highway, with a small

expense of time and labor.

MANURE. It is about time to clear your barn

yard, and manure your fields with its contents.

Having laid it near where it is to be used, you

will be so good as either to spread and plough

it in as soon after spreading as possible, or cover

it with earth, sods, or some other substance,

which will protect it from the sun and rain, as

well as absorb the gas or effluvia, which might

otherwise
" Waste it3 sweetness on the desert air."

You may about as well suffer your hay cocks to

be bleached and washed as your manure heaps,

unless there is some suitable substance to coat,

underlay, or mix with the animal and vegetable

substances, which they contain. Much has been

said on the subject of scanty manuring our lands,

and perhaps the most prominent faults in Ame-
rican husbandry are half tilling, and deficient

manuring. But there may be such a thing as

too OTwcA manuring, and this is a fault to which
some wealthy and theoretical farmers are some-

what prone. They fill the soil so full of ve-

getable and animal substances that it almost

needs paring and burning to fit it for cropping.

Indian corn will bear over-manuring, or rather

it is almost impossible to manure too highly for

that crop. But when your ground is manured
too highly, and in the course ol'your rotations you
come to grass, particularly to clover, the stalks

or spires, where it is thinly sown will be nearly

as big as your thumb, and as hard as a ratan,

and where thickly sown it will commonly be

lodged, apart will be whitened or bleached like

blanched celery, and the greater part of the oth-

er part will be rotted more or less ; and in tine

it will require something more than the stom-

ach of a horse to make away with it. Notwith-
standing our having frequently seen and noted

this kind of bad husbandry, the current of au-

thority sets so strongly against light manuring,

that we should not venture to stem it, were we
not able to bring vp in the wake of Sir .John Sin-

clair. That eminent writer says [Code of Ag-
riculture, page 198,] " The quantity of dr.ng to

he applied is an important question. Formerly
too much mas given, and the crops surfeited by

abundant nourishment. According to modern
practice, only as much is furnished at one time

as will fertilize the ground, and render it capa-

lile of producing good crops, unHI a fresh sup-

ply can be administered. Formerly, from -0
to ;'iO tons were given, per acre, whereas now,
half that quantity is found to be suiTiciont.''

Jie very particular in spreading your manure
evenly, so that every portion of the soil may
have its due share ; and not let it lie about in

lum|)s as big as a horse's head as the manner of

some is. An experienced and judicious farmer
will give a pretty good guess as to the number
and size, and distance from each other, of his

heaps, in order to bestow a certain quantity on
an acre, and have it equally distributed. But

some young cultivators would like a rule to go

by; and we will give them a table invented b
a Mr. Close, an English agriculturist.

Number of loads per acre.
JYumher of heaps to a load, 1|2|3|4|5|6|7|

At 5 yards distance, 193 90 64 48 38 32 27 5

At 5 l-'2 yards distance, 160 80 53 40 32 26 23 i

At 6 yards distance, 134 67 44 33*26 22 19 j

At 6 1-2 yards distance, 114 57 30 28 22 19 16 ]

At7vards distance, 98 49 32 24 19 16 14 :

At 7 1-2 yards distance, 86 43 28 21 17 14 12 :

At 8 yards distance, 75 37 25 18 15 12 10

Explanation of the first two rows offgurcs :

the preceding Table.—The number of heaps coi

sisting of one load each, laid at five yards di

tant, is 193 to cover one acre; at two heaps
a load 96 ; at three heaps, 64 ; at /our, 40 ; ar

so to the end :—each of the following rows is

be read in a similar manner.

The article on the Myrica Ceriftra, Sic. in a pr

ceding page of this day's paper, refers to a plant bt

known in New England by the name of Bayberry,

The shrub which produces it is common in so:

parts of New England, growing in a wild state,

Whether the plant could be improved under cultiTi

tion, its product increased, and rendered more subn

vient to purposes of economy is a question worthy

investigation. We wish it might meet with the altt

lion of those who would make the most of the use;

products of our soil and country.

FOREIGN.
War between England and Algiers,— Hostilities ha:

commenced against Algiers, by Capt. Spencer of i

British Navy, who attacked and captured an Algeri

Corvette, on the 31st of January last. On the 2
Febriiaiy the Lords Commissioners of the Admiras
Office, gave notice that they would ap| oint convoys*
aflbrcl protection to the trade through the Straits of Gr(( lill

tralter, &c. The causes of this warlike declaration H
said to be two fold—one, the refusal of Ihe Dey
make reparation for an insult offered to Ihe Brit

Consular flag ; and the other a declaration that he 1

resolved no longer to observe the terms of a trc;

made with him not to retain any Christian captivei

any nation, in a state of slavery.

^

A Lisbon article of Feb. 4, asserts that an cxpediti
for Brazil is in active preparation. It will consist

12,000 men, and will be commanded by Lord Be^
ford, who has received anew his slaffas a Marshall, av

Commander in Chief of the Portuguese troops.

Savage Curiosili;—No less than 137,000 copies
the London Observer, containing the particulars oft
trial and execution of a murderer, wliose name "w-

Thurlell are said to have been sold in London. Tf
paper contained no less than seven large cuts, repi

senting the different scenes, connected with the trar

action. We doubt whether any good deed, which tl

culprit, ill any situation or any circumstances cow
possibly have performed, would have excited a tithe

the notoriety and attention which was bestowed on tl

horrid affair, and the perpetrator who was guiity of

crime scarcely to be parralleled in the annals
human atrocity.

DOMESTIC.
A strange animal has recently appeared in lhisnci|l|

borhood, (Titnton, N. J.) which has excited Ihe cfll 'fi

osity of many, and some alarm. His head is in form fe

a cat's, and his track upon the suow does not restmbl '"

that of any auima! known here. Is supposed to li)l* ^'

killed and eaten sheep—keeps mostly in Ihe open fieW
He does not leap fences, but climbs over as going'^i

stairs. The hunters have not been able with good hoi

ses to overtake him, and the dogs keep at a lery re ^^

pcctful distance in the chase ; when he slops and lool r

round, they stop also. '

A splendid Kat of exquisite workmanship anf
materials, is now completing by Mr. John Hurley, i
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w York railed the IV.nhniglon Hal, iiitendid as a

isint tci '^f-n. 1-a FayeUe ; it is to have a rcvolutiou-

( cock.. I . and be transmitted by the first vessel for

|,to wjar on his landing iu this coimtry.

kg.-nt; iiaHofthis viciuity.has presented to the Bds-

, Ath u;cn:u, a half length Portrait of Mr. West, th.

e President of the Royal .Academy. It is painted hy

ilie, from a portrait by Sir Thomas Lawrence, and i-

«aiitiful picture. The same gentleman has alsopre-

ted to the Athenaeum a beautiful jMarble Kustof the

olio Belvidere, executed by an Italian artist.

rhe Debate yesterday set in up>on the principle of

bill for a revision of the Tariff of Duties on Im-

•ts; and the Debate is to be continued today.—
lelher the great struggle is now to be made which

©decide in its result, the fate of the bill ; or whe-

rthe Debate will again break off iiilo skirmishes on

details, we cannot say. Our impression is, that the

ails of the measure are not such, at present, to salis-

ither its friends or its adversaries. The duty on mo-

es, lately inserted into the bill, it is said, will lose

>iBe friends ; but, if the final question shall ever be

ved at, we still think the bill will pass the House

eprcntatives. We wish we could see any prospect

being shortly disposed of, there being many
ters of much importance before the House of Repre-

atives, which arc overlaid by it.—^a(. Intelligencer.

The Tariff bill was again discussed, and Mr. Tod
moved to strike out the duties on Russia Duck, Ra-
ven's Duck, and Holland Duck, with a view to leave

this manufacture under the ad valorem duty, laid on
Duck in other parts of the bill, so that striking out

would raise the duty five per cent. Mr. Clay support-

ed and Mr. Crowninshield opposed Mr. Tod's motion

whfch was at length carried. Ayes 93, Nays 77.

On motion of Mr. Crowninshield, a duty often cents

on Molasses was agreed to. .Ayes 100, Nays 88.

Thursday, March 25. Mr. Webster offered an

Amendment to the Tariff bill for allowing a draw back
on printed, stained, dyed, &c. Silk and Nankin cloth,

&c. exported from the United States, having been pre-

viously imported in American vessels from beyond the

Cape of Good Hope, which was adopted without a di-

vision.

Two Messages were received from the Presiderit ;

—

one submitting 4f> Congress the final decision on the

claim of Vice President Tompkins for indemnification

lor advances, loans, &c. during the late war; the so-

cond,giving intbrmation respecting the titles of the Unit-

ed Brethren to lands in Ohio. Committed.

CONGRESSIONAL.
SNATE.—Friday, March 19. A petition prayin

"ress to take measures for the abolition of slavery!

le District of Columbia was read and committed,

onday, March 22. The resolutions, proposing

ndmeuts to the Constitution, on motion of Mr.

5 were postponed indefinitely.

jesday, March 23. A bill to extend the benefit of

-right to the authors of Paintings and Drawings

read a first time. Several other bills were called

ind discussed, but no decisions had, where the bu-

s was of a general nature.

1U5E.—Friday, March 19. Mr. Van Rensselaer,

the Committee on Agriculture, reported that the

mittee do not consider it advisable to propose any
s on Imports, in addition to those proposed in the

fbill, in aid of the agricultural interest.

e House went into a Committee on the Tariff

and the motion of Mr. McKim to strike out the

of four cents per pound on tallow was again con-

id. Mr. Baylies opposed the motion, and advo-

tbe duty. Mr. Webster supported the motion,

ileed replied to Mr. Webster, who rejoined. Some
gentlemen took parts in the debate, but no ques-

as taken.

Imrday, March 20. Mr. Breck from the Commit-

1 the subject, reported a resolution to author

resident to procure from Rembrant Peale a paint-

Washington on Horseback, on a canvass of not

an 18 feet high, and 13 wide, to be placed in the

lol, provided the same can be obtained for $3,000,

d and gilt.

> Tariff bill was again debated, without decision

resident communicated copies of the correspon

uslituted by him with fcr»eign governments,

the 28th leb. 1823, relative to the African Slave

I
iday, March 22. Mr. Randolph laid on the ta

Ve following resolution, viz. :

esolred, that from andafter the present session of

less, the per diem allowance of the Members of

less shall be six dollars, and six dollars for every

ly miles travelling. Ordered to lie on the

Cocke moved to reduce the appropriation for

eent expenses of the Navy appropriation bill

1225,000 to $80,000, and the clause was eventu-

nended so as to allow $180,000.

sday, March 23. The House, in Committee,

Idiscussed the Tariff and negatived a motion to

the duty on Hemp from two, to one and a half

llnesday, March 24. A statement of the expen-

i of the National Armories was laid on the table.

ill to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to

la new hydrometer for ascertaining the strength

lors was read twice.

NEW ENGLAND MUSEUM.
76, COURT STREET, liOSTOJ^,

CONTAININCJ much more numerous Collections

and greater variety of entertainments than any
other Establishment in America, continues steadily to

increase, and is open for the reception of visiters

EVERY DAY AND EVENING.
It will be constantly in the best possible condition,

and every exertion made to render the visits of its pat-

rons agreeable.

This Establishment now contains FIVE former Mu-
seums united in ONE, together with very great and
numerous additions (the whole receipts being faithfully

laid out to increase it.)

JUST ADDED,
The celebrated Riice Horse Eclipse,

A beautiful Cosmornmic View of Loriilon,

A large and beautiful live Raltlesnalve,

The Arabian Bottle, made of the .stomach of f^

Camel—holds about a barrel—used to carry water
across the desert.

The Invalid's Chair—very ingenious—invented

by Professor Peck.

A very large and elegant Sword Fish, upwards
of 14 feet long, with a sword 4 1-2 feet long.

j

0:5= The Museum is well lighted, and a Band of

Music performs every evening. Admittance 25 cents.

F^
AGRI' I LTl R\L IMPLl MENTS.

OR sale at the Ai.Riii i.riRAi- Establishment,
No. 20, Merchants' Row, a great variety of new

and useful Farming and Garden Tools, among which

are the following, viz.

:

Nixon's Patent Cast Iron Plough ; Tice's do. ; Sea-

ver and Fay's do. ; Wood's and Freebone's do. ; How-
ard's Cast and Wrought Iron do. ; do. Wrought do. ;

do. Double Mould Board and Expanding do. ; Sinclair's

Side Hill Plough; Beatson's Impioved Scarifiers and

Cultivators; Harrison's and .lames' Patent Corn Shel-

lers; Jaquith's Threshing Machine; Willis' Patent

Straw and Hay Cutter, the most improved and best con-

structed machine for the purpose ever invented. One of

the above Machines is now in use and may be seen at

Niles' Livery Stable, Hawley Place.—Also, Safford's

Patent Straw Cutters ; Hand Straw Cutters,; Bennet's

Broad Cast Machine for Grass and other Seed ; Corn

and Turnip Drills ; Steven's Patent Steel Spring Hay
and Manure Forks; Brade & Co's. Cast Steel Hoes;'

Wright's Steel Plated do. ; Common and Narrow do.

;

Merrill's Steel Crook Neck do. ; Iron and Steel Pota-

toe do.; Turnip and small Garden do. of all kinds;

Garden and Pruning Shears; Transplanting Trowels

and Forks ; English and American Shovels and Spades;

Bisbec's polished Cast Steel Back Strapped Shovel, a

new and very superior article ; Cam's Cast Steel Scythes;

Brush and other Scythes; Common and Iron Teeth

Garden Rakes, together with many other valuable

Tools.— Also, a New ImprovedTree Brush for destroying

Caterpillars.

0^ A liberal discount made to dealers in the above

articles. April 3.

NEW GARDEN SEEDS.

JUST received by the London Packet, and for sale

by GEO. MURDOCK, No. 14, Market-square, an

assortment of GARDEN SEED, of the last year's

growth, among which are, Early and Late Cauliflower,

Early and Late Cabbage, Early and Late Peas, Sweet
Marjoram and Thyme, ARMACK, MANGEL WURT-
ZF.L, RUTA BAGA, &c. Likewise—& tevi cases of

MARASCHINO and CURACOA, a Cordial much eel

ebrated in Europe—French Annisette in baskets of 2
bottles each—Welch's No. 1 Chocolate, Cocoa and
Shelli—green Madeira Citron, with other Groceries

as usual.

Likewise—a few Hampers ofRich Cheshire and Loaf
Cheese—London Brown Stout, in whole and half Hot
ties—English s»nd French Mustard, in kegs and jugs.

March 27. 6w

TO PRINTERS.

FOR sale at this Office BALL SKINS, at the usual

prices.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.
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From the London Literary Gazette.

SIGNS OF RAIN;

An excuse for not accepting the Invitatiou of a Friend

to make an Excursion with him.

An Original Poem, by the laic Dr. Jenner.

1. The hollow -winds beg;in to blow,

2. The clouds look black, the grass is low ;

". The soot falls down, the spaniels sleep,

4. And spiders from their cobwebs peep.

"). Last night the sun went pale to bed,

6. The moon in halos hid her head ;

7. The boding shepherd heaves a sigh,

8. For, see a rainbow spans the sky.

9. The walls are damp, the ditches smell,

10. Clos'd is the pink-ey'd pinipernell.

tl. Hark! how the chairs and tables crack,

12. Old Betty's joints are on the rack ;

13. Loud quack the ducks, the peacocks cry;

14. The distant hills are looking nigh.

15. How restless are the snorting swine,

16. The busy flics disturb the kine
;

17. Low o'er the grass the swallow wings

;

18. The cricket, too, how sharp he sings

;

19. Puss on the hearth with velvet paws,

20. Sits, wiping o'er her whisker'd jaws.

- 21. Through the clear stream the fishes rise,

2'2. And nimbly catch th" incautious flies

;

23. The glow-worms, numerous and bright

24. Illum'd the dewy dell last night.

2j. At dusk the squalid toad was seen,

26. Hopping and crawling o'er the green ;

27. The whirling wind the dust obeys,

2C. And in the rapid eddy plays ;

20. The frog has chang'd his yellow vest,

30i .ind in a rnsset coat is drest.

31. Though June, the air is cold and still ;

32. The mellow blackbird's voice is shrill.

33. My dog, so altcr'd in his taste,

34. Quits mutton-bones, on grass to feast

;

35. And see, yon rooks, how odd their flight,

.3t5. They imitate the gliding kite,

37. And seem precipitate to lall

—

38. As if they felt the piercing liall.

39. 'Twill surely rain, I see with sorrow ;

•10. Our jaunt must be put oil' to-morrow.

MISCELLANY.

my, a princely fortune serves merely to give a

sort of notoriety and splendor to want and em-

barrassment, which make them the more con-

spicuous and lamentable.

Bad Men their orvn Enemies.—A wise and good

man is not an enemy to the foolish and vicious,

but merely wishes to persuade them not to ru-

in themselves. He looks on bad men as a phy-

sician does on his patients, and prescribes for

moral diseases, as the medical man gives direc-

tions for the cure of corporeal complaints.

Pursuits of Pleasure.—A life of dissipation is

a hard life, and the votaries of pleasure 'lose

all enjoyment in the pains t^ey take to obtain

the means of gratification. ^

Anecdote.—As the passengers of a stage were

about to dine at the stage House, one of the

guests took up the pepper-box from a castor and

nicely sifted it over a fine piece of roasted beef.

A French gentleman observing it, deliberately

took his snuff-box from his pocket, and besprink-

led its contents likwise over the same piece of

beef. " Sir," said the first party, " what did you

mean ?" Why, sar, 1 suppose sar, you love de

pepper. 1 sar, love de snuff."' The table were

thrown into a roar, and willingly consented to

commute their roasted beef for the amusement

the manner of its loss occasioned.

FKUIT& ORNAMENTAL TREJ:
FOR sale, as usual, at the Kenrick place, li

Brighton. The nurseries have been much,

largcd, and contain a variety of Pears, Apples, CI'.

rits, I'lums, Apricots, &c.—Also, the finest Nurser;

buddi d Peach-Trees known in America ; consistini

a choice collection of about 30 of the most appro-i

kinds in our best gardens, or seen in the markets. 1

trees arc from 5 to 8 feet high, and sold at the >"urs

at the moderate price of 33 1-3 cents each.

Of good sized ornamental trees r the Flowei

Horse-Chesnut; Flowering Catalpa ; European Mo
tain-Ash; Weeping Willow ; the evergreen Silver .

and the Larch. English Walnuts and Butternuts,!:

of which are justly admired for their fruit. The la.

is a hardy, handsome tree, and its bark valuable in <

and medicine.
, , . , ',

,

Currant bushes of the large prolific red kmd,.^ F

sizes by the dozen, hundred, or thousand, on nif ^i

rate 'terms: Also the Black, White, and Cham{|i

do. Red and White Roses ; Lilacs ; English Gtai

Gooseberries, Sic. &c.

Orders addressed to John, or Wininm Kenrick^.

sent to the Brighton Post-Office, or the Office of

Samuel Dana, Broker, in State-street, Boston, wi:

duly attended to.

N. 11. Trees will be packed in clay and mats

shipping, and conveyed to Boston when ordered:

o-entlcnien at a distance should employ some agei

receive and pay tbr them. March 2)1

nlK. THE NKW F,JfC.!..4i\D FAR.IIER.

APHORISMS.

Plan of Life.—There are some persons who

lose all their "days without any design, or partic-

ular object in view, and wear away existence

with no aim, and of consequence with no good

effect. Such people have been ai-.;ly compar-

ed with straws on a current of water, which do

not go, but are carried. They pass their prime

in fluctuating from one bubble to another, and

at length having been watlcd through the

straifs'of indigence, sink in the gulph of ob-

livion.

Idleness a hard Master.—l^o men have so lit-

tle leisure, or so little enjoyment as those who

have nothing to do but to enjoy themselves.

—

Vcrsons of this description have been known to

kill themselves, in order to kill time.

Economy.—With proper economy a few of

the wood things of life wre sufficient for every

jjurpose of real enjoyment; but without econo-

GAROFN AND FIELD SEED.S."

JOSEPH BRIDGE, No. 25, Court -street, lias just

received per London Packet, and for sale, an ex-

tensive variety of Agricultural and Horticultural Seeds,

which added to his Ibrnier collection makes the great-

est assortment m New England—among tliem are 50

bushels earlv and late Peas, of various sorts; 150 lbs.

Turnip lOOlbs. RUTA BAGA, 200 lbs. Carrot, 100

lbs. Beet, 100 lbs. MANGEL WURTZEL, 50 lbs.

Cabba<'es'of sorts. Cauliflowers, 100 lbs. Radish of sorts,

Leituc; of sorts. Endive, Kail, Celery, SALSAFIE,

SCORZFNERA, Onion, Leek, Sweet Marjoram,

Thyme. Sage, summer and winter Savory, Lavender,

sweet Kazil^ Chervil, Fenncll, Burnet, Grass Seeds,

viz :_ncrd5, rod anri white Clover, Foul Meadow. Red

Tnp -vvith a large collection of ORNAMENTAL
SEEDS. „,,.„.
Garden Tools, viz r—Pruning and Buddmg Knives,

Prunin" Saws, Pruning Shears, Garden Reels and Lines,

transplanting Trowels, Rakes, Dutch or Pilshing Hoes,

Edging Irons.
, , „

Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, HoriPysuckles, Gar

dtn T!oses, kc. ViOO Flower Pots with stands.

GREEN HOUSE PLANTS, a large variety, con

=tantly for sale, such as Roses, Myrtles, Geraniums

A'^apanthus, Orange Trees in fruit and blossoin, Kosa

M^iKiflora or Garland Ro>e-, Mountain Daisies, Laurus-

tines, kc. 50,000 THORNS or QUICKS for live

"eNGLISH CHEESE, and fine ENGLISH SPLIT

P£:^f; . March 27.

LTA\> PIPE FOR AQUEDUCTS, kc.

THE snb^nibfvs being appointed Agents for vendini

LORING'S IMPROVED LEAD PIPE, have con

ft.uitlv on hand, at their Store, No. 20, Merchants' Row,

a sLipiily of different sizes and tluckness. The manner

in which their Pipe is manufactured renders it superior

to the English or any other manufacture, and comes at

a less pric'e. Order.* for any quantity or size will.be

executed at the shortest notice. „.„,„„, ^^
LINCOLN FEARING k CO.

March 27.

NEW TOWN OFFICER.

JIIST published by DoRR & Howr.A.'JD, A new Toim

Olficcr, Containing the General Laws of Massaclw-

setts relating to the Choice, Powers, and Duties ofTown

Officers arranged under their respective titles.—For sale

at their Bookstore in Worcester, and by RrcHARDSon &
Lord, Boston. trorcesler, Marck 1, 1824

BELLFOUNDER,
The Wonderful Korfolk Trotler, imporled July 1

from England,

WILL STAND THIS SEASON, 1824.

At Twenty Dollars, and One Dollar the Groom,

money to be paid to the Groom at Covering.

THIS celebrated Horse is a bright bay, with X

Ifgs, standing 15 hands high; his superiorb"

symmetry and action excel those of every other tisc-

Stallion. He is allowed by the best judges m K«

to be the fastest and best bred Horse ever sent<

that County. He has proved himself a sure foal

g

and his Stock for size and substance are not tola

passpd ; they are selling at the highest prices IH

Horses in Norfolk. _
_

BELLFOUNDER was got by that well know*

and highlbrmed Trotter, Oi.D Beixioikber, 0^

\"elocity, which trotted on the Norwich road, il^

Sixteen miles in one hour, and though she brok:^

limes into a gallop, and as often turved round, iM

match. In 1808 she trotted TiffTi/i^-ng/i/ mt/e*.

hour and forty seven minutes, and has also dcn<

other great performances against time.

BELLFOUNDER, at five years old, t™"^_;_.

miles in six minutes, and in the following yelil

"

matched for 200 guineas, to trot JWne miles i^"f\\i

minutes, and he won easily by thirty-two secon

owner shortly after challrvgfd to perloim with hi

mtetnmile.i and a half in one hcnr, hnl if teas

ctpled. He has since never been saddled

Oi.D Bellfovnukr was a true descendant fi

original blood of the Fireau-ays, which breed ^fj

itahdunriva'.led. riibrr in this or any otlicr rNtif

BELLFOUNDER is strongly recommended

public by the subscriber, as combining more*

properties than any other Horse in America, a

fiand, during the season, at his stable in Charl-

where all inquiries, post paid, will be alterided
,

SAMUEL JAQULS.r

Charlestown, Mass. March £0, 1824,

F
MANGEL WURTZEL SEFD.

lOR sale at this office a few pounds

Wurlsel Seed, raised by John Kenriclr, '

TERMS OF THE FARMER.

Q^ Published every Saturday, at Teet.eI

per annum, payable at the end of the yiar-

who pay within sirly days from the time of sul

will he entitled to a d( duttion of FiFTI Cs.lil

Q:^ No paper will be discontinued (unlesi

discretion of the publisher,) until arrearages t
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Worcester, March 30, 1851.

Mt Pear Sir,—la the enclosed communication,

ncihaps I may appear too sensitive in the vindication of

j)T remarks on ornamenting the public roads ^rith use-

'ul trees. I know not the author of the strictures tn

which this is a reply- ' owe him, however, mu:h ronr-

esy for his personal notice ; and hope, that he will im-

le my ardor to no other than the feelings of » parent

vhen his offspring are menaced with deslructioii.

Your friend, and obedient servant,

0. nsKi;

TItomas G. Fessenden, Esq.

Had the remarks of " A Farmer,'' in your
aper of Feb. 28, been confined to your rend

rs, they would probably have been seen by
hose, principally, who could judge of thei

eariog upon the " ideas" contained in mj Ad-
ress—which has derived much of its celebrity

rom your republication—and would have re-

lired from me no reply. But as they have been
ipied into other jiapers, independent and
lone, you will favor me. Sir. with a portion of

le N. E. Farmer sufficient for :m attempt to

ndicate my position. The writer has not on-
misapprehended the spirit of mv remarks

it has deviated from the tetter. I said nothi/)?

" ornamental trees" merely as such. I oii-

Tved that ircb?., judiciomly chosen and (aslefnl-

arrang-ed, not only delight the senses by lh;'ii-

auty and soothing shade, but excite the [ lei--

5 reflection that they may become more suh-

.iiiialhj useful iti some future emergency. The
nsideration of my agency in transplanting'

me in early life, gave me great sali'ifaction

m contemplating their value as well as bea:i-

I further stated, that in selecting trees for

blic roads, their use as well as beauty should

considered—and that with this view the

izzard cherry, the ash, the maple, and the

would be preferred.

The trees which perhaps 1 too boastfully

tntiooed, composed a single row placed on

I! south side of the road, except in the ave-'

to the meeting-house, where there are two.

leshade from them is conlined to the high

U ; and their roots do not extend so fir as tn

re the cnntigunus enclosures. But were
ire two, the road is sufficiently wide to pre-

it any injurious effects from their roots or

ide. I agree with the writer " that most
ds of ornamental trees, wherever they

ad, have an unfavorable influence on the

lund in their immediate vicinity," but not

D tar as their shade extends." I should not

er " ornamental trees" to stand in a plnugh-

1 or a garden : but surel}' in pasture ground,
hould not, like the writer, restrict trees

cii are useful for fuel or limber to the mere
pose of shade. The best and inost durable
ber is produced on open land. If they are

omed, as Ihey should be, their rotarv shade
detriment to the pasture. The verdure

he vicinity of the maple and locust trees,

some other forest trees, and indcjed under
ir most dependent branches, is greater than

elsewhere ; and the sweetness and succulence
of the herbage under them, skives no evidence
that " the land is poisoned by the destructive

influence of the free." But, as I said nothing

of trees in pastures, I shall no further contro-

vert the opinion and practice of the writer on

(his head. I cannot, however, dismiss the sub-

ject \yithout intimating my opinion, that, if he
has cut down all the scattering trees on his farm
with the rcserv.-.lion of here and there one to

accommodate his cattle in hot weather, as " a

Farmer" he has conducted unwisel)'. In some
future emergency^ he may need them for fuel if

not for timber. This is a matter however of

his own concern. But if^ as he avers, he has

transferred his work of destruction to the pub-

lic highway, and, to the extent he mentions,

has laid nn impious liand upoa large and splen:

did trees of tliirlij years^ gro~i'th, n'hosc loftt/ and
beautiful appearance excited remarks of auinira

tion from the passing traveller, he has done an

act which no other man would be willing pub-
licly to avow. Had he no gratitude for (he

comfort he had received from their protecting

shade ? Was liis the only eye uncharmed by
their majesty and splendor? Had he no sympa-
thy for his friends- and neighbors with whom
these obji'cls had been early and long associat-

ed with their happiest recollections? Had he
no compunctions. for such nn outrage upon pub-
lic feeling ? Had he nn misgivings at such a

vicdation of *pnblic law ? . Such an infatuation is

indei^d possible ; Imt as he has laid liis scene
in " Worcester," where such an act would not
have been suffered, or would have been follow-

ed by an indictment, I charitably suspect that

he has made a strong case for the sake of en-

forcing his argument. A man who would real-

ly do this without better reasons than are as-

signed, would subject himself to confinement as

a lunatic, lest he should be loft to pull down his

barn or his house to admit the " rays of the

sun" to a pumpkin vine !

If the road through his farm is unusually nar-

row, one of the rows would undoubtedly be pre-

judicial: but it is scarcely a possible case that

Ijoth could be detrimental in proportion to

their value. If " the ball wood or button

wood" aie too predominant, he would do
wisely to cut them down and substitute a more
usefd kind. The button wood is neither good
for fuel nor timber, and is not found on the list

1 proposed. Another tree the writer has men-
tioned, which I have not recommended. No
one has a greater antipathy to the poplar than

myself 1 was the first to introduce this modern
ind fashionable u/?a.? into this neighborhood ; and
among the first to extirpate the deadly pest.

The trees i recommended (combining orna-

ment and use, and from their hardiness and clean-

liness) I judjied the best adapted for a public

highway. The}' are not mentioned as the most
table for front yards and enclosures about our

dwellings. Here I should also prefer the cher-
ry and pear " and other valuable fruit trees to

* See an Act for more etfectually Preventing of Tre
passes in divers cases.

—

Mass. Laws, last edition, vol.i

r?. S:04.— 1785, chap. 23.

the poplar and elm and oti-.er useless shruli.-."

But after we have obtained a competent supply
of fruit trees, are all others however heautifnl,
useful or ancient to l-.e cut down, and their places
left desolate ; or are they to be replaced bv the
cherry and the pear? The " English," or'ma/-
zard cherry, from its form and foliage, is an (u-
namental tree but beyond a competent ni:mbri-
for use and to decoy the birds and boys from br i-

ter kinds it is liot sufficiently,valuable for exlen
sive cultivation. It is liril>tF[p injuries and di^

case
;

and to be infested vVirfi injects. It makes
indifrercnt fuel ; and when mature, its fissurt s

render it unfit for timber. Every man who hai
land suQicient for the ptirfiose, should cullivato

the varieties of the cherry :::ii\ pear and oIIk r

good fruit ; and protect and i>ourish lliem with
care : but until he will taketiie trouble to pre-
vent those in his enclosures from being disfigur-

ed and destroyed by the hosts of ciitcrpillars

which infest them, kt him refrain from annoy-
ing and disgusting the traveller by their specta-
tacle in (he highway.

Editor of the .Vctc England Fanner,

Sir,—You request of me " further commiini'
cations for your paper"; and had 1 knowledge,
commensurate with my zeal lor the agricultural

interest, it would afford me the highest pleasure
' to communicate and do good." But the limit-

ed sphere in which I now move, and most pro-

bably ever shall, will debar me from ever at-

tempting to write much. But whenever any lit-

tle incident shall occur worth remarking, 1 shall
most cheerfully contribute my mite.

In the spring of 1822, S.B. a neighbor of mine,
lost by casually a lamb of eight or ten weeks
old. He split it through from the shoulder to

the rump, with an axe, and fastened it on the
limb of an apple tree, by a withe. The tree
was a thrifty and healthy one, but the limb, on
which the lamb was fastened, produced apples
a third larger and fairer than the other part of
the tree. Although the above is not a matter of

much consequence in itself, yet I think it may
be received as evidence that the aimighty has
prepared trees and other vegetation to receive
nourishment by other means than through the
roots.* L.

BT THE EDITOR. It is a fact stated by philosophers,

and pioved by numberless experiments that the effluvia,

or gases, which are evolved by the putrefaction of ani-

mal or vegetable substances constitute manure, or feed

for plants. Such gases, however, are not only offensive

to the senses, but noxious to the health of animals. la

other words the volatile products of putrefaction are life

to vegetables but death to animals. The leores of ve-

t^i tables are analagous, and answer similar purposes to

the /i«igj ofanimals. r>y the leaves plants ?n/ia/e such

e«, (particularly carbonic acid gas or fixed air,) as

are beneficial to them, and at the same time, and by the

arae means they exhale, or give out oxygene gas, dr vi-

tal air, which is wholesome when breathed by animals.

Sir Humphrey Davy says animals produce a substance

which appears to be a necessary food for vegetables

;

See New England Farmer, vol. ii. page 259, article

on the management of Fruit Trees. By U. W. Jun.

i
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vegetables evolve a principle necessary for the exis-

tence of animals ; and these different classes of beings

seem to be thus connected together in the exercise of

tlieir living functions, and, to a certain extent made to

depend on each other for existence." Plants are great-

ly benefited by the application of soap suds, and other

liquid manures to their leaves. All plants obtain a part

and some plants, such as the House-Leek, Semper vi-

vum, and many of the mosses, derive nearly all their

nourishment from the air, by the instrumentality of

their leaves.

But though plants may be fed by their leaves it does

not follow that the most eligible -ivay of feeding them is

to apply manure, especially in the shape of putrid gas

to their branches or leaves. This is manuring the at-

mosphere to little purpose. For one particle of gas or

manure imbibed by the tree, or its fruit in the experi-

ment mentioned by our correspondent, hundreds of par-

ticles were given to the winds, and went to poison the

air. One may as well think of feeding a man by his

lungs as a plant by its leaves. A man may be intoxi-

cated by the fumes of spirituous liquors, and cooks, it

is said eat very little, as their appetite is in part grati-

fied by the volatile particles of the provisions which

Ihey inhale by breathing. Yet nobody ever thought of

establishing an inn or ordinary, in which the guests

were to be regaled by the fumes of the alcohol, and roast

beef, and noses employed instead of mouths as purvey-

ors of nutriment to the animal frame.

We have no doubt but the application of putrescent

substances to the bark or limbs of a tree, it may be in

some degree nourished. But we think it to be a disa-

greeable, unwholesome, and wasteful mode of manur-
ing the tree. A man might put a few hundred pounds

of hops into a well of water, and that water,

\ised fbr brewing, might, perhaps, require a smaller

quantity of hops than it would without the infusion.

But it would bo a very extravagant mode of obtaining

the requisite extract from the hop. And one may ma-

nure his plants by applications to the bark, the leavcsi

or the atmosphere near his plants. But this is not in

common cases an economical mode of using manure.

the trees. I examined the crops frequently af-

terwards, for a number of weeks, but could per-

ceive no benefit from the application. The ca-

terpillars, to appearance, were quite as lively,

active, and mischievous after the experiment
as before. The clod was afterwards applied by

the hand to the nest—this proved the surest

and most effectual remedy that I have ever seen

employed.
If the clods were placed entirely round the

trunk and fastened there, I doubt whether it

would prevent the caterpillar from ascending,

and I am still more sceptical as to its causing

them to fail from the tree. The experiment

however is a simple one, and its utility or inu-

tility can be tested at a trifling expense, and

without injury to the tree.

Yours, &c. R. BRISTOL.
BY THE EDITOR. Our Correspondent will recollect

that we expressed a doubt as to the efficacy of the

remedy against caterpillars, which we extracted

from a London paper ; and his statement must

have a tendency to confirm our doubt, or rather

to change doubt to unbelief. A respected correspon-

dent from Albany, seems to be of opinion that a large

sod, with the grass downwards, may preserve plum

trees from an insect, which causes warts or excrescen-

ces, ifec* Clods of grass may, perhaps, be so deposit-

ed in or about the crotches or trunks of trees as to pre-

sent barriers, which cannot be passed by such insects

as do not use wings, to enable them to deposit their

egg.=, or carry on their depredations in and upon Fruit

Trees.

'Set M". E. Farmer, vol. ii. p. 282.

Editor of the JVew England Farmer,

Sir,— I believe there has never been any
communication in your valuable paper respect-

ing "dairy stock soiling" if any of your corres-

pondents who are acquainted with this impor-
tant branch of farming, will give a communica-
tion respecting the best method, their treatment

We have been told by an agriculturist that he found (o the stock, and such other information as they
great benefit from manuring his fruit trees with the

carcases of cats and other small animals, which he bu-

ried near the roots of such trees. Undoubtedly this

practice is preferable to hanging or binding such sub-

stances to the linibs or bark of fruit trees. But the bet-

ter mode of disposing of the carcases of dead animals

is that recommended by Sir Humphrey Davy ; who says

"by covering de.id animals with five ar six times fheif

bulk of soil, mixed with one part of lime, and suflering

them to remain for a few months, their decomposition

would impregnate the soil with soluble matters, so as

to render it an excellent manure"; and by mixing a lit-

tle fresh quick lime with it at the time of its removal,

'he disagreeable effluvia would be in a great measure
destroyed ; and it might be applied in the same way
as other manure to crops."

Editor nf the A'tw England Fanner,

Sir,— In your thirty-third number I noticed
an extract from a London paper, stating that a

clod of earth moulded round the top of the
trunk of fruit trees, will effectually protect
them from the ravages of the caterpillar.

1 recollect seeing this recipe some ten or
twcIvR years ago. A gentleman of my ac-
quaintance, who had a young orchard much in-

fested with caterpillars, tried the experiment,
by placing large sods in the lowest crotch of

may think necessary, it would confer a favor up-

on one of your subscribers.

I am, kz. E. F. G.

GREAT TREES.
The Louisiana Journal says— " We have now

before us an account of a mammoth white oak,
cut on Mr. Sager's l;md, in Virginia, the dimen-
sions of which were as follows :

—

" The slump measured 4 feet 10 inches
across, and 11 feet C inches in circumference.
When dressed to haul home, 3 feet 4 inches at

butt, 3 feet two inches at the top, and twenty-
five feet long. It was ascertained to weigh six

tons."

Compared with the above, we have now-

growing in this parish, a sassafras which mea-
sures 13 feet in circumference, diminishing ve-
ry little in size to the height of 25 feet—and a

yellow poplar, measuring, at the height of six

feet from the ground, 27 feet, and tapering
gradually at least 30 feet, at which height, we
presume, it would measure not less than 15 feet

in circumference. The oak of evsry descrip-
tion grows to an extraordinary size, but we
have never known any of the larger ones mea-
sured.

" The great oak at Pansanger," in England,
is thus described in a late London paper—no

|

doubt there are many in the United States tha
are equally large

; for, though our country
called "young," we have as old trees, and
many of them too, as any body else—" This fs

vorite of Pan, and pride of our native wood!
is now flourisliing in its pristine vigor, at th

noble seat of the Earl of Cowper, in Hertfon
shire. The following account of its dimensior
was taken May 6th, 1822—Girth, 2 feet froi

the jround, 20 feet 9 inches; 8^ feet up, 1

feet t: inches ; 15 feet up, 17 feet 6 inches; 2

feet up, and 8 feet above the first branch, 1

feet ': inches. Length of the trunk, 80 feet ;-

heigl t of the tree about 90 feet. Diameter,
feet from the ground, 6 feet 11 inches. Coi
tents: cubic of the trunk, 684 1-2 feet

—

one srm, 84 feet ; 29 other boughs, 371 fee

quartity of timber in the tree, 1139 1-2 feet,

iwen'.y-tiao loads, thirty-ninefeet and a half. Tl
boushs extent to the north, 30 feet from tl

trunk ; to the south 58 feet ; to the east, 57 fe(

and to the west, 38 feet six inches. It is co
sidered the noblest oak in the kingdom, has d

a single dead branch about it, and is perfect

sound from the root to the top. There is ev
ry reason to believe that it is of great age;,

memory can trace it beyond one hundred yea
and at that time it was known as the Pansang
great oak. Within the last fifty years it has :

creased about one third in its solid contents.

\^KHes' Register.

From the National Advocate.

SALT.

A specimen of coarse salt manufactured
B. Byington, at Salina, in the western part

this state, has lately been analyzed in this c

by Mr. C. Chilton, Chemist, and is proved to

superior in purity to any salt ever knowr
this market. The following is the statem
of Mr. Chilton :—The specimen of coarse
left with me for examination, and which '

manufactured by Mr. Byington, at Salina, in

State of New York, proves by a careful anj

sis to be muriate of soda nearly pure, K
parts by weight yielded 994 parts muriate
soda, 5 1-2 sulphate of lime, and 1-2 muriad
magnesia, without any sensible deposite of
soluble matter. A comparative estimate of

value may be obtained from the following ta

of results of the analysis of the different v
eties of salt by Dr. Henry.

1000 parts consist Pure Mur
of kinds oi salt of Soda „

Ubes 96(|j|

Martins

jh

illol

From bay
salt

I St. Ube
<St. Mar
f OUron

Boiled from
sea waters

Cheshire
salt

otch (common)
J Scotch (Sunday)

I
Lymington (common)

' Ditto (cat)

: Crush'd Rock
I Fishery

I
Common

' Stoved
Bylingtoa's

9S!

964d
935

971
937'

93ffl

98S.I

983
982

994

IMPROVED PATENT HORSE CHECKER.
Mr. 'Peter Laporte, a respectable Fre

gentleman, who is now a citizen of Virgi

brought to our office this morning, a new ll

of bridle, lately invented and patented by h

self, to render riding on horse-back, or in vi,.

cles, perfectly safe with any horse, whethe ,'*''i

vicious disposition or dangerous propensit'

ej
its

lie

still,
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With it, the most iintractable, hard mouthed

orse, can be governed by the streng'th ot the

ttle linger, so that he can neither run, rear or

ick, nnd'-r its powerful operation. This is et-

fiected, by drawing his nose close to his breast,

inching both ears tight, and stopping bis breath

"or a moment. In harness it has an additional

ffect by drawing the blinds over the eyes.—

The bridle is made as cheap, and more orna-

ental than common bridles. The simple

naffle bit is used, thereby enabling the horse

travel without that uneasiness and fatigue

hich the champing of the heavy, pinching

urb-chain unavoidably occasions.

This valuable invention may be seen at the

ork House, in Courtland-street, or at a Sad-

ler's shop, near the corner of Pearl-street and

[aiden-lane.

Mr. Laporte is the inventor of the new mail

gs, approved by the Post-Master General, and

Y General Bailey, Post-Master of this city.

—

''e entertain no doubt of the utility of both in-

Dtions.

—

A''. Y. Statesman.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.

:ORCHING OFF THF HAIR OF HOGS, BETTER
TH.\N SCALDL\G.

Mr. Sktnnek,—In the 4th vol. of the Ameri-
in Farmer, page 223, there is an account of

e English mode of cleaning hogs by singeing,

tilch states that the quality of the bacon clean-

in this manner, was in much higher estima-

n, than that prepared in the ordinary way by

dding. My informant was Mr. .lames Scear-

, a butche||fc few years since from England,

w a rcsidenRar " Fells Point." In the Edin-

•gh Review of February, 1823, in an essay

'iewing" Cobbett's Cottage Economy," page
i,there is a portion of Cobbett's works exlract-

which details the English (or more proper-

he Hampshire) mode ofcleaning by singeing.

to my taste, no one is perfectly competent

^ive Cobbett's meaning in as satisfactory wa}'

his singular man himself 1 will extract so

•ch of the " extract," as gives an account of

ing hogs by singeing, hoping tha Cobbett's

nner of relating may attract attention, and

(se some one to make an experiment, and

« us through the medium of your paper, the

ult of their experiments. Cobbett's words

,
" there are two ways of going to work to

<e bacon ; in the one you take off the hair by

'.ding, this is the practice in most parts of

^land, and all over America. But the Hamp-
miuay, and the best way is to huri) the hair off;

e is a great deal of dsfference in the conse-

nces. The first method slackens the skin,

IDS all the pores of it, makes it loose and flab-

by drawmg out the roots of the hair. The
nd tightens the skin in every part, contracts

Ibe sinews and the veins in the skin, makes the

h asolider thing, and the skin a better pro-

ion to the meat. The taste of the meat is

y different from that of a scalded hog—and

his chiefly, it was, that Hampshire bacon

!d its reputation for excellence. As the
• is burnt off, it must be dry, and care must
aken that the hog be kept on dry litter of

e sort, the day previous to killing. When
ed he is laid upon a narrow bed of straw

wider than his carcase, and only two or

'.e inches thick. He is then covered all

r thinly with straw, to which, according as

on

(he wind may be, the fire is put at one end.

—

;\s the straw burns it burns the hair. It re-

quires two or three coverings and burnings, and
care is taken that the skin be not in any part
burnt or parched. W hen the hair is all burnt
oft close, the hog is scraped clean, but never
touched with water. The upper side being fin-

ished, the bog is turned over, and the other
side is treated in like manner. This work
'should always be done before day light— for in

the day light, you cannot so nicely discover
whether the hair be burnt oft'. The light of
(he fire is weakened by that of the day. Be-
sides it makes the boys get up very early for

once at any rate—and that is something—for

boys always like a bonfire."

Thus far Cobbett— for the sequel of his re-

marks contained in the extract, your readers are
referred to the work as quoted. Let me ob-

serve that in my communication published as

slated in the 4th vol. of the Farmer—that there
is a typographical error, which I will beg leave
to correct—towards the close, read '^ .Maryland
/arf?/," instead of " merry landlady."

Yours, &c.

RUS-IN-URBE.
Baltimore, July lOlh, 1824.

P'lom the Rahway Advocate.

PEACH TREES.

New York, 2d mo. 8th, 1 824.

Esteemed Friend,—Being a great lover of
good fruit, I have particularly regretted the loss

of our Peach Trees by the worm, and have tri-

ed every remedy I could hear of, but all to lit-

tle or no eflect. At length 1 concluded, could 1

completely shield the parts likely to be affect-

ed, it would answer the purpose : I cleaned a

number of trees and put a coat of lime mortar,
about half an inch thick, round the body, then
drew the earth up to it. These trees are now
perfectly healthy, and there has not been the
sign of a worm about them since, although it is

about five years past that the experiment was
made. I have since tried the same on a great

number of trees with equal success.—Thou
wilt communicate this to thy neighbor in such

way as thou mayest think proper, as I wish it

universally known. Thy friend

WILLIAM SHOTWELL.
James A. Bennet, Rahway.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE AMERICAN FARMER.

Incessant Incubation.—Last summer a turkey
cock, the property of Mr. Thomas Brand, ot

Pentlow, in York county, ' took to setting,' and
actually batched no less than 58 head of poultry

;

namely, early in the spring he hatched five gos-

lins ; then he took to a duck's nest and hatched
11 ducklins ; next ascended a skep which hung
over his bead, and driving away a hen which
had been setting there a week, he hatched a fine

brood of 13 chickens; again betaking himsell

to a nest wherein eggs were laid daily, and set-

ting closely for three weeks, he hatched one or
two in a day, as the eggs had been laid, 20 more :

and last of all, fixing himself again upon a

duck's nest, he hatched nine more ducks. Thus
ended the summer labors of this extraordinary
turkey cock, who is now strutting about the
("arm yard among his numerous tribes, with
the authority which his unwearied and pa-
tient perseverance to bring them forth entitles

him to exercise.

TO PREVENT BOTTS ]N HORSEP.
.Mnrri.nnna, March 23, 1321.

DE.\RSin,—The fullowing observations ifyou
think of sufficient imi)ortance, you may give a

place in your paper, as 1 sec the subject inci-

ilentally mentioned in one ofyour papers on (he
bolts in horses. I knew a farmer of forty yeais
experience, who (old me that be never lost a
hozse will) botis, and be was one of (he most
cxfensive breeders in this county. His prac-

tice was always to give bis horses, parlieularly

while in the stable, an handful of salt once a
week to each horse. This practice I have fol-

lowed on my farm for twenty years, and 1 never
saw one of my horses aftlicled by bo((s, 1 am
also a considerable breeder. As a feed lor

young slock of that kind, I make great use of

carrots, and I see none thai look better or have
better growth than my own.

Yours, respe.clfidiy,

JAMES MORRIS.

DIRECTION'S FOR BOILING POTATOES.
We copy the following from the Iri.^h Farmer's

Journal, a very good authority on such a subject.

How to boil potatoes nicely without waste.—

'

Seldom do we see potatoes well cooked, and
still seldomer do we see them cooked with-

out waste. By the following directions both

ends will be attained. Choose your potatoes of

equal 3iZe, and put them into a saucepan or pot

without a lid, with no more water than is suffi-

cient to cover them ; more would only spoil

them, as the potatoes themselves, on being boil-

ed, yield a considerable portion of water. By
being boiled in a vessel without a lid, they do
not crack, and all waste is prevented. After

the water is come nearly to boil, pour it off,

and replace the hot by cold water, into which
throw a good portion of salt. The cold water
sends the heat from the surface to the heart of
thepotatoe, and makes it mealy. Like all other
vegetables, they are im[)roved by being boiled

with salt, which ought not, therefore, to be
spared. The only proper test of their being

done enough, is trying them wilh a fork. When
they are boiled with a lid, cracking is usually

considered as the test of their being done enough;
but they will often crack when they are quite

raw in the heart. After straining ofl" the water,

they should be allowed to stand ten or fifteen

minutes on the fire to dry.

Simple Remedy for a Cold accompanied with

a Sore Throat.—Take at night on going to bed
a Clove of Garlic, cut so fine that you can swal-

low it, either in honey, molasses, water, or

any other innocent liquid which will enable you
to convey it into the stomach with a reasonable

number of wry-faces. This will, in many ca-

ses, answer quite as good a purpose as to " Fee
the Doctor for a nauseous draught."

To escape from, or go into a House 07i Fire.—
Creep or crawl with your face near the ground
and although the room be full of smoke to suf-

focation, yet near the floor the air is pure, and

may be breathed with safety. The best escape,

from upper windows, is a knotted rope ; but if a

leap is unavoidable, then the bed should be

thrown out first, or beds prepared for the pur-

pose.
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From the Massachusetts Agricultural Repository.

Newbury, Nov. 25, 1823.

TO BENJAMI.N <iUII,D, ESa. ASSISTANT SECRETARY TO

THE MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL SOCIETI.

[Continued from page 276.]

Sir,—The production of an acre of land cul-

tivated with English Turnips, by Joseph Little

on the farm owned by him and his father, Silas

Little, Esq. in New'bury, is here offered for

premium. The soil is a clay loam, and had

laid to grass for several years. The 29th of

June, 1823, I took off the gras.s and it made

8hort of a ton of hay. Ploughed the ground

the 1st day of July, and harrowed and hauled

on about thirty cart loads of compost manure,

which I put into furrows made three feet apart

on the second and third day, and after the ma-

nure was covered with a double mould hoard

plough. The seed was sown at different times,

viz: from the 3d to the 8th of July, and used

one and a half pound of seed, and after seed-

ing, the ridges were rolled with a hand roller.

When the turnips were up, and out of the way
of (Jies, they were thinned at the distance of

more than one foot (which 1 think injured the

crop,) nevertheless I gathered six hundred and

thirty-six bushels on the last of October, and 1

calculate the whole expense of manure and la-

bor did not exceed forty-eight dollars; and that

the turnips will bring eighty and the hay ten.

Yours with great respect,

JOSEPH LITTLE.

Newton, 2ith Nov. 1823.

INDIAN CORN.
TO THE TRUSTEES OF THE MASSACHUSETTS AGRICUL-

TURAL SOCIETY.

The first week in September last, before

there was any frost, and while the corn was in

the milk, I cut up about twenty hills of my corn,

and the next day bound the stalks with the

ears on, in small bundles and stacked them in

the field, where the stack remained until the

last of October. It was then carried into the

barn, and the corn taken from the stalks. The
corn was perfectly rij)e, and sound, and the

stalks sufficiently cured, to be packed in the

mow. I send a few ears, taken from the stalks,

without selection, for the inspection of your

honorable board. A belief', that a knowledge
of this fact, may, under some circumstances, be

useful to the agricultural interest, has induced

me to make the communication. It is not un-

conlraon to have our cornfields injured, and

sometimes destroyed by early frosts in the au-

tumn. To guard against this calamity, must be

a desirable object.

It seems now to be a settled opinion,* that

there is no season so favorable fcr sowing
grass seed as the early part of September. In

cultivating the corn, the ground, having been
frequently ploughed and hoed during the sutn-

mer, is in the best preparation for this impor-
tant object. If the corn stands to ripen on the

ground, where it was phtited, it is too late in

the season for the purpose. The ground, con-

sequently, cannot be laid down to grass, until

the next spring, and one year's crop of hay is

lost. This experiment has been made on a ve-

ry email scale, and although it has succeeded
far beyond my expectations, yet I would not re-

-* We do not consider this rxs a settled opinion.

Kditoke.

co-ramend the practice, excepting on a similar

scale, until further experiments are made.

If however I had a field of corn, late in

growth, and there was a prospect of its being

injured by frost, I should not hesitate to adopt

the practice.

1 have reason to believe, that in the event of

an early, and unexpected frost, while the corn

is in the milk, there is no mode so effectual for

its preservation as to cut it up immediately af-

ter the frost, and stack it in the manner I have

mentioned.

With much respect,

I am your most obedient servant,

WM. HULL.

Roxbiiry, ISth Dec. 1823.

ON INDIAN CORN.

TO THE CORRESPONDING SFXRF.TARY OF THE MASSA-

CHUSETTS AGRICULTUP^AL SOCIETY.

Dear Sir,—Among the papers read to the

Trustees on Saturday last, I observed one from

Gen. Hull, on an experiment made by him the

past season in cutting a few hills of Indian corn,

by the ground in September and stacking it,

which by the sample exhibited was well ri[)en-

ed, he appears to think it a new mode of tre ut-

meiit. 1 at the same time mentione<l the same
thing being done at a merino sheep larm ol

mine on the island in the Winnipiseoga Lake

in New Hampshire, on about six acre" of corn,

the subject appearing to be new to the Trustees,

some of them thought it would be well to add a

note to the GeneraTs communication in confir-

mation ; with which I now with pleasure

comply.
About the 8th of September last J was at the

Island, on one part of which, was live or six

acres of corn in three or four different palche.s,

(this Island of near five hundred acres is in al-

most two equal parts divided in the centre

by a neck of only eight or ten rods wide, one

part is intended lor mowing and cultivation, the

other for pasture, so as to require as few fences

as possible) the season had been uncommonly
dry and the pastures generally very short, it

was proposed to me by several good farmers,

as a common method in that part of the coun-

try, to cut the corn near to the ground and put

it in small stacks near the barn, and place a

temporary fence round them, by which means
my sheep could have the range of the whole
island ; I was pleased with the thing and it was

done before the 12lh of Se|)tember, the far-

mers in the neighborhood were generally top-

ping their corn, therefore it was considerably

dry.

1 was at the island again about the 20lh of

November, and found the corn in cribs, and in

very line order, much superior to mine at Kox-
burv, which was not harvested till about the

iuth of November, all the stocks, buds, and

leaves are excellent fodder, when by our u^ual

mode the butts are of very little value.

I think considerable labor is saved by adopt-

ing this method although a little more haiulling

in the husking will be required, which howev-
er is much more than repaid by the better

quality of the fodder; and more particularly, as

it will give twice to lay down the ground with

winter grain, or grass seed only, at a season too,

when it is now becoming generally considered

the best time for sowing them. In four or five

instances on my farm, within ten years, 1 have

k

sown grass seed in the autumn without grain,

and even as late in one year as the 24th of Dec.
and am decidedly of opinion that the grass

takes better, gets better hold and is more last-

ing than if sown in spring, with barley or oth-

er grain, which being cut in the hottest season,

leaves the young tender grass too suddenly ex-

posed and is often burnt up.

Since the meeting of Saturday, I have loot

ed into the American Farmer, third and fourth

Volumes, and find several valuable pieces on

the subject of cutting corn early and stacking K

it, in Maryland and Virginia ; where it appears

to be of great importance, in their mode of cul-

ture, by giving time to plough and sow their fall

wheat in good season, there are however some

writers who oppose it; but on the whole 1

think the plan excellent, but care should

be taken not to do it too early ; I should thinfc «i

it perfectly safe at the time we usually top it;

and should recommend the stacks being small,

not larger than the top stocks are usually made,

to give a better chance for air to pr.ss freely

that it may more speedily be fit to house ; li>

Virginia they put the corn of two hundred hfty

to four hundred hills in a stack, which I shoulc

be ap[)rehensive would not answer so well in outi

climate.

I hope Gen. HulPs hint will be improved up

on, the next season, and the result reported U lli

the Society. 1 am, dear sir,

very respectfully yours, .'

JOHN prince:

From the Old Colony Memorial.

TO THE trustees OP THE PLYM(ji|jl COUNTY AC

RICPLTURAL SOCIETY.'

[Cimchided from page 285.]

Gentlemen,—I here give you a statement c

my proceedings with an acre of corn, for whic
I have entered my claim for a premium.

Previous to the year 1822, the land was mow '''

ed for a number of years, and was generalL; ^

yarded in the fall. It lies shelving a little t

the east, and its soil is a yellow loam. In 18251 ^'

I planted it with Indian corn, and the last sprinj^ 'f'

I ploughed down the hills and drawed about 21' ''"

waggon loads of manure upon it, but I did no ',"

then think of claiming a premium on if. 1

was furrowed one way three feet apart; th<

other way about two feet or a little short oftha

distance. 1 planted it with large white corn

putting four or five kernels into a hill. Whei
we harvested the crop, it produced 119 baskets

which basket was accurately measured aqi>

found to hold one bushel, one quart and half

pint. I throwed in the half pint to make IBt'

small corn equal with the larger. Al'ler castin

it up, I found the amount of corn raised upo

the acre to be one hundred, twenty-two and aim
bushels and seven quarts. 1 consider the fodaa

to amply pay for the labor and the manure.
Respectfullv vours, &.c.

TIIADD'EUS HOWARD.;
yVcst Bridgewater, Oct. 15, 1823.

id

TO THE TRUSTEES OF THE PLYjMOOTH COUNTY iSl

RICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Gentlemen,— Having clarraed the Soeiety'i

premium for making the greatest quantity apt

best compost manure, I here state the mannci

of making it and the quantity made. In lh<

fall of 1822, I ditched a piece of stump laod

and carted the mud into my cow yard and bojll

lit
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rci. I then collected my potatoe tops, which

ere ffirown into heaps, when the potatoes

sre dug, and spread them over my cow-yard

prevent it trnm beinj muddy and to increase

e quantity ot" manure. During the winter 1

rdeil six cows, four young cattle, and four ox-

, when not employed in the team. In the bc-

nning ot" June, with a large hoe prei)ared lor

e purpose, 1 turned the croppings of the cat-

and waste fodder under the mud, and fre-

ently during the summer, with a shovel. 1

rned the ilropping'S of the co.vs under. I of-

n ploughed and harrowed the yard during

months of July and August. After piougli-

^ and harrowing, to prevent what I consider

best part of the manure from escaping into

air, spread on a covering of rich soil, which

lad collected and piled up for that purpose

im under the old walls, that I have been

tiding anew, and from the places where 1

te since erected a barn. 1 yarded three

ine in my hog's-yard, frequently throwing in

•ke, coarse grass, weeds and shelled corn,

ich kept them rooting and mixing the differ-

; sorts together. In the month of Seplem-
• 1 scraped the manure from the hog's-yard

the cow-yard, and heaped it into ridges.

—

er the weather turned cold, 1 loaded, carted

t and heaped up the manure from the cow

1 hog yards, and as I loaded it 1 mixed in y

Us of lime, which was slacked on the manure

it was mixed. 1 have used manure prepar-

in this way two years on a thin, gravelly

I
, which had been considered as worn out,

1 have obtained good crops of corn, potatoes,

rots, turnips, ruta baga, and all other kind^

vegetables in common use. 1 also got out

autumn a quantity of stuff that had been lor

eral years accumulating in a brook, that

s through my pasture. This I placed about

barn under the windows and throwed the

ppings of the cattle on it during the winter.

•|y in the spring 1 dug over the heaps and

:ed part of the stuff under with the drop-

gs, and with the remainder, I covered the

p. This was carted out in the month of

y, and part of it spread on my planting land,

part used in the hole for corn. I have a

which is so calculated as to receive the wash

he road, house and barn. Into this I carted,

fall, soil, old rotten chips, kc. and have

;e been throwing in the scrapings of the

id, and every thing that was offensive about

house and yard, covering it up. This I

E carted out and spread about the trees in a

ling orchard, which 1 expect to lay down to

ver next spring. There were ninety one

ds in t!>e hog and cow yards ;
and twenty-

ee loads in the pit. I being from home

en part of the other was carted out, there

i no account kept except of twenty one loads.

I it was the opinion of the man, who loaded

helped load the whole cf it, that there was

less than twenty live loads carted out, of

ich there was no account kept
Yours respectfully,

ISAAC ALDEN, 3d.

Zast Bridgewaier, JVov. 16, 1823.

The piece of ground on which 1 raised (he
wheat, contained one acre and eighty-nine rods,

as measured by Mr. Amos, the surveyor. This
lot 1 planted last year with corn, putting on tif-

lecn loads of good manure, and it prodiicocd a

very good crop. Last spring, I ploughed it

three times, and put upon it three loads of rich

manure. On the 2Uh of April, I sowed three
bushels of clean w heat, being vvell washed and
limed, and ploughed it in. The rea|)ing took
four days, and the binding and securing look
Itvo. T»vo hands threshed it in four days, and
it was winnowed in one. The exact amount of
wheat produceil as above, was forty bushels

and a half All the above facts are ccrtitied by
disinterested persons agreeably to the directions

of the society.

Respectfully yours, &c.

EBENEZER COPELAND.
West Briclgewater, Oct. 1323.

THE TROSXr.ES OF THE PI.TMOUTH CODNTT AG-

HICDLTURAL SOCIETY.

TENTLF.MRN,—The following is my statement

alive to a crop of wheat, for which I have

ered my claim for a premiuia.

TO THE TRUSTEES OF THE PLYMOUTH COUNTY AG-

RICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Gentlemen,—The acre of English mowing,
which received the premium the present year,

is a warm, loamy and good soil. In 1821, it

was ploughed up, it being greensward and
planted with potatoes, and manured with green
manure, and a common quality— which produc-

ed a middling crop. In 1822, and in the spring

of that year, twenty loads ol good compost ma-
nure, was spread on the acre and ploughed in.

and then was sowed three bushels and a half of

oats, ten pounds of clover seed, and one peck
of herdsgrass seed and what is called blue top ;

and there were from forty to iifty bushels of

oats, that grew thereon, of a qualify very ex-

cellent. In 1823, this acre was mowed, and
produced five tons, five hundred and fifty-seven

pounds.

The acre of oats, for which a premium was
given, was greensward two years last fall, and

planted in the spring following, when large

quantities of compost manure were spread, and

eight loads to the acre, put in the hill. The
hills were split in the fall, and a large quantity

of leached ashes carted on the acre, and left in

heaps until the spring, when they were spread.

The land was ploughed three times, the oats

were ploughed in with ten pounds of clover

seed, and one peck of herdsgrass, and blue top
;

and the oats were gathered in August, and pro-

duced as stated in the Report of the Committee.

The manure which obtained the premium
was a composition of the liquor of lays, coming

from the Soap establishment, mixed with com-

mon barn manure, soil and lime—and is suppos-

ed to derive much of its escellence, from the

lays first mentioned.

ALPHEUS FOBES.
South Bridgewater, N'ov. 20, 1823.

From the American Farmer.

PEDIGREE OF MR. POWEL'S STOCK.

Virginia,

Was begotten in England, on Rosemary, by Mr.

Curwen's General.

Rosemary, was by Flash, from Red Rose.

Red Rose, by Petrarch, d. by Elexander, g. d.

by Traveller, gr. g. d. by son ofBolingbroke.

Petrarch, (bred by Charles Colling) by Comet,
d. Venus by Ben—g. d. Phoenix by Folgambe
—gr. g. d. Favorite, by Alcock's ball.
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Alexander, (bred by Charles Colling) by the
hull Favorite.

Traveller, by Roli„jjhroke, d. old Blossom.
Comet, sold to V/clherill & Co. for 1000 guinea-:
Ben, bred by R. Colling, by Punch, d. by Fol-
jambe, g. d. by Hubhack.

Flash, (bred by Mr. Seymour) got by C. Col-
lings's Sir Dimple,.!. Carnation, '

(bred hv
Mr. Seymour) by Cripple, g. d. Moss Rose
by Henry- -gr. -. d. Rosebud, by Misfortune—gr. gr. g. d. by Bolingbroke. ,

General, the sire of Virginia, got by Young
Star.

Young Star, by C. Colling's North Star, d. Ma-
ry, (bred by C. C.) by "Favorite, g. d. Venus,
by Ben.

Qvecn. the grandam of A'Srcrinia, by Bruce d.

Empress, oy Western Comet, g.' d. Bright
Eyes, by Marquis, gr. g. d. by Simon, gr.
gr. g. d. by Traveller, gr. gr. gr. g. d. by
Colling's Lamebull.

Bruce, by Jupiter, d. Rola.

fVeslerti Comet, by C. Colling's Major, d. Gen-
tle Kitty, by Charges' Grey, g. d. by Fa-
vorite.

Marquis, d. by Daisy Bull, g. d. by Favorite,

gr. g. d. by Hubhack.
Simon, got by Favorite, d. by Punch, g. d. by

Bolingbroke.

Bolingbroke, bred by C. Colling, got by Fol-

jnmbe, d. Young Strawbury, by Dalton
Duke, g. d. Favorite, by Alcock's bull, gr.

g. d. by Smith's bull, gr. gr. g. d. by Jol-

ly's bull.

Mr. Powel's Bishop
Was bred by Mr. Curwen in England, got by

Wellington, d.. Arbutus, (bred by Mr. Gib-
son,) by Harlequin, g. d. by Yarborough,
gr. g. d. by Duke, gr. gr. g. d. by Job-
ling's Traveller, gr. gr. gr. g. d. by Boling^
broke.

Wellington, got by Comef, d. Peeress, by Fa-
vorite, g. d. Cherry, by Favorite, gr. g. d.

Old Cherry by C. Colling's Samebull, gr. gr.

g. d. by Hubback.

Harlequin, bred by Mr. Gibson, got by Elexan-
der, d. Liberty, bred by C. Coiling, by
Washington, g. d. Young Houghton by
Punch, gr. g. d. Old Houghton, bred by Al-

exander Hall, by Hubback.

Washington, bred by Mr. C. Colling, got by Fa-

vorite, d. Lady by Grandson of Bolingbroke,

g. d. Phoenix, by Foljambe, gr. g. d. Fa-
vorite, by R. Alcock's bull.

Punch, bred by R. Colling, d. by Broken Horn,

g. d. bred by Mr. Best.

Hubback, calved in 1777, (bred by John Hunter,

by Snowdon's bull : (dam from Sir James
Pennyman's stock, which were from Sir

William, St. Quintin's stock,) Snowdon's bull

by Robson's bull, (bred by Mr. Wastell near

Darlington,) d. Wastell's Roan Cow, Rob-

son's bull by Masterman's bull, Masterman's

bull by the Studley bull.

Mr. Powel's Matchless, bred in England, by

Mr. Wetherhill, and of pedigree equal to

Virginias : also fourteen others.

Mr. Powel's Wyecomct, begotten in England, by

Blaize, d. White Rose, by Warrior, g. d. by

Charles, (which was let at 450 guineas to

Col. Mellish and Mr. Champion, for two years,)

gr. g. d. by Prince.
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FARMER'S CALEJ^DER.

SPRING WHEAT. We have it in contemplation

to make it apparent if possible that New En°r-

land is, or at least may be made to be a wheat-

producing country. We believe there is no

more need of our importing flour from New
York or from the Southern States than there is

for our sending to the torrid zone for cargoes of

sunshine.
" Some calculators have supposed, that the

average produce of wheat over the whole face

©f the globe will not exceed six bushels reaped

for one l)ushel sown. Mr. Livingstone has cal-

culated the average quantity of wheat per acre,

upon unmanured lands, throughout the middle,

northern and eastern states, without taking in

the new settlements, where the yield is much
greater, to be thirteen bushels. In the Ssuth-

ern Atlantic Stales it is much less. It appears

that in the single district of Newbury-Newtown,
Massachusetts, there were raised in 1817, by
thirty-two persons, on fifty-eight acres of land,

thirfieen hundred and twenty-five bushels of

wheat; making an average of twenty-two bush-

els to the acre, an average greater, it is believ-

ed than that of some of the most favored wheal
countries. Mr. Emery raised thirty-three bush-

els on an acre ; and Mr. Newall eighty-one bush-
els on two and a half acres. In New-Hampshire
five persons raised on eleven acres three hun-
dred and tifty-tivo bushels, equal to thirty-two
bushels to the acre. If firmers will look over
the accounts of late experiments on Spring
wheat, even on the sea board in Massachusetts,
where it is supposed to be tlic most subject to

blight, they will iind the average product to ex-
ceed twenty bushels. Mr. Ti\ft, of Uxbndge,
Mass. estimates the quantity of wheat raised in

that town for three years preceding 1811, to

have been one thousand bushels annually. We
believe, therefore, that its produce is much more
certain and profitable than is generally suppos-
ed."*

It has been stated by one of the Vice Presi-

dents of the Philadelphia Agricultural Society
that the average crop of wheat in Lancaster
county, which is considered the richest in the

State of Pennsylvania, did not exceed fifteen

bushels per acre. The average of all France
lias been rated at eighteen bushels. The aver-

age of all England is said to be twenty-four bush-
els. But in some counties as in Middlesex and
the Lothians forty bushels to the acre is the es-

timated average crop. In Springlield, Mass. in

the summer ol' 181G, four acres of land belong-
ing to a distillery Company produced two hun-
dred bushels. Payson ^VilliaIIli Esq., Col. Valen-
tine and others, have likewise raised large crops
of excellent wheat in Massachusetts. We be-

lieve, therelbre, that there is nothing in our soil

or climate to prevent the protilable cultivation

of wheat.

There are many facts and reasons founded on
facts, which almost irresistibly lead to the con-
clusion that lime or some other substance of a
calcareous nature, such as marie, i)ulverized
bones, oyster shells, and the shells of other tes-

taceous animals are indispensably requisite for

"' Farmer's Guidr.

the production of wheat. If none of those sub-

stances, and nothing analagous to them are na-

tive in the soil, they must be supplied or wheat

will not grow to maturity. These considera-

tions, however, we have urged so often that

their repetition might prove unnecessary as well

as tedious. Experiments of some Massachusetts

cultivators have at least made this theory ap-

pear very probable, if they have not fully con-

firmed i-t.

That wheat may be made to grow without

lime, in any of its combinations may be granted,

and still it will not follow that lime may not be

useful. Plants may be made to grow in pound-

ed glass, in metallic oxides, in pure water, &,c.

hut they are not healthy, and can scarcely, if

at all be brought to perfection. Indian corn

may be obtained from any tolerable soil, without

manure, but it is, notwithstanding, best to ma-

nure for that crop.

Spring wheat should be sowed as early in the

season as the soil can be fitted for its reception.

It grows best on rich new lands, or on a soil,

which has been well manured for the crops which

immediately preceded the proposed wheat crop.

It is apt to be stifled with grass and weeds, and

should therefore either follow potatoes or some
other hoed crop ; or it may follow peas or a clo-

ver lay, if the land is iVee from weeds. If the

soil be clay-loam, or inclined to clay it should be

ploughed the preceding fall and twice ploughed

in the spring, as soon as the frost will permit.

The seed sown, should be ploughed in with a

light furrow, then harrowed smooth, and if roll-

ed it will be the better.

Col. Valentine of Hopkinton received a pre-

mium of twenty dollars from the Massachusetts

Agricultural Society, and ten dollars from the
Socieiy of Middlesex Husbandmen and Manu-
facturers, for his crop of Spring wheat raised
the last season. We have already published
statements of his mode of cultivation, but for the
benefit of some recent subscribers, who have
not (as they should have done) taken the back
numbers of the present volume, we shall repeat
that gentleman's descri()tion of his mode of cul-

tivation in the case alluded to.

" In the spring of 1822, the ground was plough-
ed and planted with Indian corn, forty tons of
manure ivcre spread and laid upon it, and the
crop produced was one hundred and sixteen
bushels, and twenty-eight quarts of corn, well
dried and fit for use. In the spring of 1823, as

soon as the ground was fit for ploughing, 1 had
it ploughed twice and harrowed ; three bushels
of Gilnian wheat were sowed on one acre and a
lew rods and ploughed in; I then sowed twelve
pounds of clover, and half a bushel of herd
grass seed, spread one hogshead of slacked lime
upon the land, and harrowed it well twice with
an iron harrow. The wheat before solving was
washed clean in clear water, then soaked forty-

eight hours in strong lime water, then laid on a

dry floor and slacked lime sprinkled upon it, and
frequently stirred until it was covered with
lime."

liy this mode of cultivation. Col. Valentine
raised the great cro|) of thirly-seven bushels and
one fourth of a bushel on one acre. And vet
Massachusetts is not a wheat country ! One
might as well say that onions cannot be raised

in Weathersfield, Con. ; that the Irish would find

their account in importing potatoes, or that care-
ful and calculating fiumejrs muni buy hay to keep

their stock through the winter. Wheat may b<
profitably cultivated by those who know hoTe

and will takt pains for the purpose ; and thos«

who have neither intellect nor industry may a
well confine themselves to crops of less value
and now and then buy a little southern flour ti

entertain company^ and confine themselves to thi

meanest products of their soil, instead ofenjoyinj
the best. The quantity of seed used by Col. Va
lentine was greater than that which has been ge
nerally recommended. From one and an half ti

two bushels to an acre is the common prescrip
tion.

MANGEL wt'RTZEL. The spccics of beet callei

Mangel Wurtzel appears to be about to becomi
a very fashionable root among husbandmen
and there is reason to believe that it meM
more attention than it has, till of late, gcnerall
received. It is said to be a very sure crop, a

the plant will endure the driest weather witi

less injury than most other plants. Its leave
are valuable, and it may be stripped severa
times without injury to the roots. But we d.'

not know a better way to forward the culture o

this plant than by giving the substance of cer

tain directions, by Leonard Phillipps, Jr. an En
glish cultivator, who has lately received from

the Society of London for the Encouragement o

Jirts, Manufactures^ and Commerce, a gold meds
for his success and exertions in removing th.

prejudices against, and extending the culture fl

this root.

" The seed should be soaked in soft pond wa
ter for six hours before sown, and it is requisit

that the ground should be well pulverized fo

without it is fine, to allow the roots fo swe
freely, they will become stinted and the cro

spoiled. The season lor sowing the first crop

is from the middle cf April to the end of May
(for after crops the time of course will be ac

cording to circumstances); if the ground is nt

wet, and in good order the middle of April i

the best time, should the weather be mild::
not, about the latter end. It is the opinion (

Leonard Phillipps, Jun. after trying numerou
experiments, to ascertain which method is pre

ferable, that for general cultivation it is bes^ '*

sown upon the ground, where it is to remainf

either by machine or by hand, at two feetapar

each way, and not more than three quarters o

an inch deep ; and to transplant none but th»

superfluous ones to fill vacancies : every casi

usually contains more than one seed, and onlj

cue plant should be suffered to remain at tw(

feet apart. At the thinning them to single plant!

there will therefore be many superfluous ones
" Six or more crops of leaves and stocks

which are good food for cattle, may be taker

off', during the growth of the root ; women oi

children can take off the leaves, which is best

done as follows : they should place their handli

on each side of the top of the roof, at the fool

stalk of the leaves, leaving about six of fhfr

smallest central leaves between the foie fingep

and thumb of both hands, (the small leaves aMN
lo be left on the root fo grow to make a fresfit

top,) then spreading the hands flat, with their

I'ace downwards, push them both at the same
time towards the ground, and thus by one mo-
lion will the whole ol the top of each root, (ex-

cept the few small leaves, which are left to (orni'

a fresh head,) be removed without unsettling

the root or its fibres, which would check its

growth: the leaves should be put into a basket,

[kid

wA
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itich can be emptied into barrows or carts, ac-

Drding to the qii;intity required. Cultivators

avc given dilYerent descriptions of the effects

reduced on the roots by taking off the tops,

ime stating that it increases the weight of them
hers that it diminishes it, and some that it does

ither ; from Leonard Phillipps, Jrs. latter ex-

sriments, he is of opinion, that the leaves and

Iks being taken off (in tlie manner before de-

ribed) six times at least, will greatly increase

e size of the roots ; other cultivators have not

Uen off more than three crops; hut he had

scovered that by taking off more the weight

the crop will be heavier.

"The Ibrivardest experimental crop grown
his establishment in 1815, (which was not

wn until the middle of May, for the reason

ove stated) had the green lops taken off six

nes, and weighed above two hundred weifjht

r rod each time, which makes the weight of

e six crops of leaves and stalks amount to

ove ninely-six tons per acre ; and the roots

lien up in the month of November weighed
»m twenty to twenty-six pounds each ; and
me of them weighed above twenty-eight

unds each ; but taking the weight at from
enty to twenty-six pounds each (the average
which is twenty-three) the weight of the

Dts will be one hundred and eleven tons se-

nteen hundred weight and sixteen pounds per
-e, making the whole crop of roots and top?
} hundred and seven tons, seventeen hundred
ight and sixteen pounds per acre, grown in

: course of seven months upon unraanured
)und, that had not been manured for seven
«rs before and repeatedly cropped.
' The crop of roots should be taken up in

iveraber, before there is frost to hurt them,
: tops being first taken off in the same man-
• as before described ; the roots, being loos-

id by a potatoe fork, will draw well out of

ground ; to stack them they should be laid

)n the level ground, making the first tier

lUt four feet wide, laying the roots across the

r, the two outside rows with the root end
wards, and thus continue the tiers till the

2k is four feet high, making each tier nar-

wer than the lower, so that the top will be

y the width of a root, laid c.rossways ; then

ce B moderate layer of any dry litter over

whole ; and at a foot distance from the bot-

1 tier, dig a ditch all round, banking the

th against the stack a foot thick all over."

The above statement of the quantity of roots

jed on an acre may seem incredible, and we
e no other authority for the account than a

id bill, purporting to have been printed in

idon. We have before seen accounts of six-

tons weight of these roots, exclusive of the

s, having been raised in England on an acre,

e largest crop raised in the United States, of

ch we have seen any notice, is that of Col

(vel, of Powelton, . in Pennsylvania, which
3 at the rate of a little more than 44 tons to

acre. The mode of cultivation, he. in ob-

ling that crop is given in page 284, of the

sent volume of the New England Farmer,

e proper time for planting Mangel Wnrtzel

N^ew England Is as soon as the ground is in

ircper stale to receive the seed in May.

when the Report was made to the French National
Institute.

—

Boston Patriot.

Tlie .Agricultural Society for the riepartment of the

.Seine, held on the 8th Florcal, a very interesting public

meeting;.—M.Francois (of Neuf Chateau,) Report on

the improvement ofth^ plou2:h,was particularly noticed.

The prize proposed for that object was considerable ;

but not«'ithstanding the vast number of competitors,

not one obtained it. The society distributed only five

medals to five of the competitors. The second was
adjudged to Mr. JEFFERSON, President of the United
States. "The first magistrate of so great a Republic,
said the author of the Report, " attaching his name
and glory to the improvement of agriculture, must be

observed with much pleasure ; it a remarkable incident

iu the history of our century and in that of the world."
\_Forcign and Littrary Gazette.

Piracy.—The pirates are becoming very daring and
numerous about Cape ."Vntonio, and the Isle of Pines.

—

\ few days before the Caroline sailed, they secreted

tbemselves in the mangroves in that quarter, where
they had a piece of artillery, which they brought to

bear on a boat from a British man of war, and killed

one lieutenant, one midshipman, and five of the boat's

crew.

—

Philad. Gazette.

Indiana Wine.—In the past season, the cultivators

of the time have had the most flattering success. At
Vivay, Indiana, six persons alone manufactured

5,501) gallons of good wine.

—

Mobile paper.

Mr. Clement, a French Chemist, has lately invented

an apparatus for the distillation of sea water, wliich

produces six pounds of good fresh water by IhR burn-

ing of one pound of common coal. A single still will

supply five hundred pints daily, and the distillation

may be performed during the roughest weather.

John Johnson, who was convicted of the murder of

James Murray, was executed at New York on the 2d

inst. The concourse assembled on the occasion was
immense, and estimated at 50,000 of all ages, and

both sexes. The body of the culprit was given to the

Faculty for dissection. Several galvanic experiments

were tried upon it, and although life had been extinct

an hour the muscles were violently convulsed, and

even the lips and eyelids were put in motion.

State Election.—The votes for Governor in Massa-

chusetts have been received from 232 towns, and are

for Lathrop 30353, Eustis 33933. From the same

towns, at the last election, the votes stood for Otis

26413, Eustis 29588.

Early Spring.—Green peas are stated to have been

in blossom in the town of Cheraw, S. C. on the 20th

of last month.

Three rogues were apprehended in Philadelphia, for

having committed sundry larcenies, on the morning of

Friday last. They were indicted, tried, convicted, and

sent to the penitentiary before 12 o'clock at noon of the

same day. l^- Y- Com. Adv.

jt
DOMESTIC.

'e do not remember seeing the follov/ing article

Llished in any Boston paper at the lime, (1805)

CONGRESSIONAL.
In Senate.—Friday, .March 26. The bill making

provision for the support of Government for 1824, af-

ter repeated discussions and amendments was read a

third time, passed, and sent to the House for concur-

rence in the amendment.
After attending to some local matters the Senate ad-

journed to Monday.
Monday, March 29. The Senate, in Committee,

took up the bill to enable the President to carry into

effect the Treaty of Ghent, to prevent foreigners from

trading with the Indians within the limits of the U. S.

and to secure the trade to the citizens of the same

—

This bill was made the order of the day for Wednes-
day next.

Tuesday, March 30. The 1824 Appropriation Bill

as amended by the House was again considered, and
the Senate having receded from some of its amend-
ments the bill was ordered to lie on the table.

A bill from the Judicial Committee providing for the

settlement of certain, pecuniary claims against the U.

Stat'es, by the establishment of a tribunal for their ad-

justment, instead of their occupying the ittcntion of

Congress, was discussed in Committee, and ordered to
lie on the table.

Wednesday, March 31. A statement of the expen-
ditures for the seveirtl U. S. Armories, during the past
year, and the arms mnde therein was received and read.
The amendments of the House to the Navy Pension

Bill, restricting the payment of Ptnsions to the wid-
ows to the continuance of their widowhood, and to

orphans to the age of 16 years, were, on motion of
Mr. Lloyd, of Mass. concurred in.

Thursday, April 1. The bill providing for the set-

tlement of certain pecuniary claims against (he U. S.

was discussed, its operation limited to three years, and
passed to be engrossed for a third reading.

House.— Friday, .March 26. The new Tariff Bill

was again considered in Committee, but nothing very

material was finally decided on.

Saturday, March 27. The Civil List Appropriation

Bill, being under consideration, an amendment, by

which the Senate proposed to appropriate §2,000 for

the salary of an .4gent, under the article of the Treaty

of Ghent, rispecling slaves carried off during the lali:

war, occasioned a long debate, in which fourteen Mem-
bers took a part ; and in which the amendment was op-

posed, on the ground that an .4gent was not provided

for by the Treaty, and was an unnecessary officer. In

support of the amendment it was contended that the

President had appointed the agent, (George Hay,
Esq. ;) that he had commenced the discharge of his

duty : and that his services were necessary to enable

individuals to substantiate their claims for indemnity.

The motion to strike out the provision for the Agent

was carried, 97 to 52.

Monday, March 29. The amendments of the Sen-

ate to the 1G24 Civil List Appropriation Bill were con-

sidered, and the House concurred with the Senate in

striking out a clause which prohihiled any person who
received an annual salary from the government of the

United States from receiving any thing in addition

thereto for official services.

The House non-concurred with the Senate, in an

amendment for appropriating §2000 for improving

the grounds near the President's House.

Tuesdav. March 30. The now Tririff Bill was dis-

cussed, and Mr. Clay in a long andtinfinished speech

advocated the bill.

Wednesday, March 31. Mr. Allen, of Mass. gave
notice that he should call up his motion for a recess on
Monday next ; and Mr. Randolph, that he should on
Saturday call np his motion for lessening the per diem
allowance of the Members of the House.

The consideration of the new Tariff Bill having been
resumed, Mr. Clay finished his speech in support of it,

and spoke in all 7 hours, during the two days.

Thursday, April 1. The House, in Committee, re-

sumed the consideration of the new Tariff Bill. Mr.

Rankin concluded a speech which he commenced yes-

terday. Mr. Webster of Mass. took the floor, and con-

tinued his remarks till past 3 o'clock, when he gave

way to a motion for the Committee to rise.

PRICES CURREA'T.
Ashes, pot, per ton, $130—Pearl, do. $130—Cheese,

skimed milk, per lb. 3 cts.—Flour, Howard St. $6, 75

per barrel—Rye, best, per bushel, $3, 25—Oats, do.

30 a 32 cts.—Pork, bone'middlings new per bbl. $15

—

do. navy mess, do. $12, 50 a $13—do. Cargo, No. 1,

do. $12—Herd's Grass, 1822, $2, 25 o 2, 27—Pork,
fresh, 8 cts.—Mutton and Lamb, 4 a 12 cts.—Potatoes,

per bush. 25 a 33 cts. ; Cider, per bbl. $3 a 4. For

ether quotations see our last.

NEW GARDEN SEEDS.

JUST received by the London Packet, and for sale

by GEO. MURDOCK, No. 14, Market-square, an

assortment of GARDEN SEED, of the last year's

o-rowth, among which are. Early and Late Cauliflower,

Early and Late Cabbage, Early and Late Peas, Sweet

Marjoram and Thyme, ARMACK, MANGEL WURT-
ZEL RUTA BAGA, &c. Likewise—a few cases of

M-^R-'^!?CHlNO and CURACOA, a Cordial much cel-

ebrated in Europe—French Annisctte in baskets of 2

bottles each—Welch's No. 1 Chocolate, Cocoa and

Shells—green Madeira Citron, with other Groceries

as usual.

Likeu'lse—A few Hampers of Rich Cheshire and Loal

Cheese—London Brown Stout, in whole and half Bot-

tle^—English and French Mustard, in kegs and jugs.
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From the New-York American.

THE CLOUD.
In the blue heavens, far away,

On the breathless eve of a summer day,

Au Bmpty vapor floated by.

Whose changing beauty caught my eye ;

I turnM me from this world of care,

And fix'd my meditations there.

A\. first, methought it seem'd to be

An angel isle in the boundless sea,

Where fairy beings love to rove.

And look from fields of light above.

And laugh at the good, and pity the wo,

That varies this scene of earth below.

A minute it staid—when that was o'er.

The isle and angels were no more :

And fancy, in their place, could form

The rage of war and the battle's storm

—

Chariots, and horses prancing high.

Now mark'd the scene, in the clear blue sky ;

And murdered wretches seemed to lay.

All bleeding and torn, in the battle's way

;

And dying victims seem'd to bleed

At the frighted spring of every steed.

But soon, as the vapor floated on,

The steeds and the warriors all were gone ;

And as they chang'd, in the vaulted sky

I saw a sleeping Giant lie.

His robes of white around were spread.

As he stretched at ease on his azure bed.

His arms were folded on his breast.

In all the pride of a Giant's rest.

And as the gentle sun-beam shone

His face and mighty limbs upon,

lie seem'd the form of some other sphere.
That had left its world, and wandered here.

But now the cloud began to rise,

\ntl mingle with more distant skiep,

And the form of the Giant grew so dim

My eye could scarcely follow him
;

Till softly—as he sleeping lay,

I saw his figure melt away-

MISCELL.ANY.

Bon Mot.—The Emperor Alexartfler, diirins;

the occii|),Ttion of Paris, was present at the iin-

niversiiry of one of the hospital?. Plates u-ere
handed round for contrihulions, and they were
borne hy some of the patron's wives and daiigli-

ters. The plate was held to the Emperor by
an extremely pretty girl. As he gave his Lou-
is d'ors, he whispered, " Mademoiselle, this is

for your bright eyes." The girl ciirtesied, and
presented the plate again, " What," said (he
Emperor, " more ?" "Yes, Sire," said she, " /

now -^^ant something fur the poor.^'' The Empe-
ror, amused by her ingenuity, repealed his do-
nation. "Go, go," said he, " all your Jeaftires

are petitioners.''''

The eccentric Captain Cochrane, who had
undertaken tlie .arduous task of a pedestrian
tour through Russia and Siberia, for the pur-
pose of minutely exploring that inhospitable re-
gion, and also for ascertaining the disputed fact,
of the separation of the continents of Asi;i and
America, has, after two year's survev, decided
the question in the alTirmative, there beino- a
contmuous channel between the continents,
though frequently blocked with ice during ;.

great part of the winter.

Strange Legal Facts.—To burn the house ofl

which the criminal is tenant at will, is capital,

but if he has a lease, it is only misdemeanor.

—

To wound cattle is a capital crime ; to wound

man is only a misdemeanor. A comedian, who
performs in a theatre royal is a reputed person,

but if the same comedian plays the same char-

acter in a theatre which wants the stamp of

royalty, he is a rogue and a vagabond. A gen-

tleman of large property may hunt on the

ground of a man of small property, while the

man of small property may not hunt on his own
gromnl. Peers and members of parliament can-

not be arrested for debt, but their creditors 7nay.

[English paper.

Geographical Cttriosty.—At the bottom of a

Wood belonging to Wm. Turton, Esq. of Knowl-

lon-Hall, in Flintshire, is a rill of water called

Shedbrook, which empties into the river Dee;
and when you step across, you are

In tlie Kingdom of England and Principality of Wales

;

In the Provinces of Canterbury and York
;

In the Dioceses of Chester, Litchfield, and Coventry;

In the Counties of Flint and Salop ;

In the hundreds of Maylo and Oswestry ;

In the Parishes of Ellesmere and Overton ;

In the townships ofKnowllon and Soddylt; and
In Mr. Turton's ground, and his neighbors.

[Bellas Wtekly Messenger.

^Gkltl J It KAI nil II 1 M''.
FOU ale it th( AcRKlITlKM i 1T\BI ISHMEKT,

Ko. 2U, iVIerchanta' Row, a great variety of new
and useful Farming and Garden Tools, among which
are thcj tbllowing, viz.

:

Nixon's Patent Cast Iron Plough ; Tice's do. ; Sea-
ver and Fay's do. ; Wood's and Freebone's do. ; How-
ard's Cast and Wrought Iron dp. ; do. Wrought do.

;

do. Double Mould Board and Expanding do. ; Sinclair's

Side Hill Plough; Beatson's Improved Scarifiers and
Cultivators; Harrison's and James' Patent Corn Shel-
Ifrs ; Jaquilh's Threshing Machine; Willis' Patent
^lr;nv and Hay Cutter, the most improved and best con-
structed machine for the purpose ever invented. One of

the above M.ichines is now in u.=?e and may be seen at

Mies' Livery Stable, Hawley Place.— .Also, Safibrd'i

Patent Straw Cutter? ; Hand Straw Cutters ; Bennct's
Broad Cast Machine for Grass and other Peed ; Corn
and Turnip Drills; Steven's Patent Steel Spring Hav
and Manure Forks; Brade & Go's. Cast Steel Hoes";
Wright's Steel Plated do. ; Common and Narrow do.

;

MeniU's Steel Crook Neck do. ; Iron and Steel Poia-
lou do. ; Turnip and small Garden do. of all kinds

;

Garden and Pruning Shears ; Transplanting Trowels
and Forks ; English and American Shovels and Spades

;

Bisbee's polished Cast Steel Back Strapped Shovel, a
now and very superior article ; Cam's Cast Steel Scythes;
Brush and other Scythes ; Common and Iron Teeth
Garden Rakes, together with many other valuable
Tools.— Also, a New ImprovedTree Brush for destroying
Caterpillars.

0:5= A liberal discount made to dealers in the above
articles. April 3.

FRUIT&ORNAMENTAL TREl
FOR sale, as usual, at the Kenbick flace, .

Brigklon. The nurseries have been much
largtd, and contain a variety of Pears, Apples, C
rics, Plums, Apricots, &c.—Also, the finest Nurser
budded Peach-Ti'ees known in America; consistin

a choice collection of about 30 of the most apprc
kinds in our best gardens, or seen in the markets,
trees ai'e from 5 to fj feet high, and sold at the Nur
at the moderate price of 33 1-3 cents each.
Of good sized ornamental trees ; the Flowe

Horse-Chesnut ; Flowering Catalpa : European M(
tain-Ash ; Weeping Willow ; the evergreen Silver

and the Larch. English Walnuts and Butternuts, 1

of which are justly admired for their fruit. The Ip

is a hardy, handsome tree, and its bark valuable in i

and medicine.

Currant bushes of the large prolific red kind, ol

sizes, by the dozen, hundred, or thousand, on m
rate terms : Also the Black, White, and Oiamp
do. Red and White Roses ; Lilacs ; English Gra
Gooseberries, &c. &c.

Orders addressed to John, or IVillkim Kenrick,

sent to the Brighton Post-Office, or the Office of

Samuel Dana, Broker, in State-street, Boston, wi
duly attended to.

N. B. Trees will be packed in clay and mats
shipping, and conveyed to Boston when ordered :

gentlemen at a distance should employ some age;

receive and pay for them. March 2

GARDEN AND FIELD SEEDS.
JOSEPH BRIDGE, No. 25, Court-street, has

received per London Packet, and for sale, an
tensive variety of Agricultural and Horticultural Si

which added to his former collection makes the g
est assortment m New England—among them ai

bushels early and l.ate Peas, of various sorts; 15(

Turnip, 100 lbs. RUTA BAGA, 200 lbs. Carrot,

lbs. Beet, 100 lbs. MANGEL WURTZEL, 50

Cabbages of sorts. Cauliflowers, 100 lbs. Radish ofi

Lettuce of sorts. Endive, Kail, Celery, SALSA
SCORZENERA, Onion, Leek, Sweet Marjc

Thyme, Sage, summer and winter Savory. Lave
sweet Bazil, Chervil, Fennell, Burnet, Grass S

viz '.—Herds, red and white Clover, Foul Meadow.
Top—with a large collection of ORNAMEN
SEliDS.
Garden Tools, viz :—Pruning and Budding Kr

Pruning Saws, Pruning Shears, Garden Reels and t
transplanting Trowels, Rakes, Dutch or Pushing ]|

Edging Irons.

Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, Honeysuckles,,
den Roses, &c. 1200 Flower Pots with stands.

GREEN HOUSE PLANTS, a large variety,

stantly for sale, such as Roses, Myitles, Gerani
Agapanthus. Orange Trees in fruit and blossom,

Multiflora or (Jarland Rose. Mountain L>aisies, La.
tines, &c. 50,000 THORNS or QUICKS for

fences.

ENGLISH CHEESE, and fine ENGLISH SIl

PEAS. March i'

LEAD PIPE FOR AQUt:t)UCT.?, &c.

THE subscribers being appointed .Agents for vending
LORIIVG'S IMPROVED LEAD PIPE, have con'-

stantly on hand, at their Store, No. 20, Merchants' Row,
a supply of different sizes and thickness. The manner
in which their Pipe Is manufactured renders it superior
to the Euglisli or any other manufacture, and comes at

a less price. Orders for any quantity or size will be
executed at the shortest notice.

, LINCOLN FEARING ii CO.

MANGEL WURTZEL SEED.

FOR sale at this office a few pounds of J^^

Wurlzel .S'cerf, raised by .lohn Kenrick, Esq.,

ton. Feb.

«

NEW TOWN OFFICER.
JUST publi.'=!iPd by Dorr & Howi.and, A new 3

Officer, Containing the General Laws of MassS'

setts relating to the Choice, Powers, and Duties ofil

Officers arranged under their respective titles.

—

¥af
at their Bookstore in Worcester, and by Richard!
LoRj), Boston. ll'orreslF.r, .l^Jnrch I, 1

I

F
TO PRINTFRS.

OR sale at this Ofiice BALL SKINS, at the

^
TERMS OF THE FARMIR.

{Cj" Published every Saturday, at Tkkfe Doli

per annum, payable at the end of the year— but J

who pay within sia:ty days from the time of fiibfcn

will he entitled to a deduction of Fim Cents. .

(f^ No paper will be discontinued (unless W
discretion of the publisher,) until arreaiagcs ai*j

Jofffl
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Somrjstic IStommv.

ROASTING MEAT. Let tlic j'oung; cook neei'

forg^et th;\t cleanliness is the chief cardinal vir-

tue of the kitchen ;—the (ir?t prepaiatioi tor

roasting is to take care that tlie spit be proper

ly cleansed with sand and water ; nothing elsa

When it has been well scoured with this, diyil

with a clean cloth. If spils are wiped clem,

as soon as the meat is drawn from them, aid

while they are hot, a very little cleaning wll

be required. The less a spit is passed throi^h

the meat the better,* and before you spit, jont

it properly—especially necks and loins— tiat

the carver may separate them easily and nealy,

and take especial care it be evenly balancedon

the spit, that its motion may be regular, and he

fire operate equally on each part of it;— tliffe-

fore be provided with balancing skewers, .nd

cookholds, and see that it is properly jointel.

Roasting should be done in the open air to

ventilate the meat from its own fumes, and by

the radiant heat of a clear glowing fire, oiler-

wise it is in fact baked ; the machines, the tco-

Domical grate-makers call roasters, are in pain

English, ovens.

Do not put meat too near the fire at first;

—

ihe larger the joint the farther it must be kept f jin

the fire :—if once it gets scorched the out-ide

will become hard, and acquire a disagrecrble

empyreumatic taste ; and the fire being ire-

vented from penetrating into it, the meattvill

appear done, before it is little more than half

done, besides losing the pale brown color wiich
roasted meat should have.

If you wish your jack to go well keep it as

clean as possible, oil it and then wipe it ; if the

oil is not wiped off again,]it will ga^er dust ;

—

to prevent this, as soon as you have cone roast-

ing cover it up.

Be very careful to place the Drpping-Pan

at such a distance from the fire as jist to catch

Ithe drippings ; if it is too near, the ashes will

Ifall into it, and spoil the dripping, which will

occasionally be found an excellent substitute for

butter or lard.

The time meat will take for roasting will vary

iaccording to the time it has been iept, and the

(temperature of the weather :—the same weight

will be twenty minutes, or half an hour longer

in cold weather, than it will in warm—and if

fresh killed, than if it has been kept till it is

iender. Cooks seldom calculate according to

'the variation of temperature, &c.

Every one knows the advantage of slow boil-

ing—slow roasting is equally important.

It is difficult to give any specific rule for

time ;—but if your fire be properly made,
and your meat skreen sufficiently large to guard
what you are dressing from currents of air, and

lihe meat is not frozen you cannot do better than

' * Small families have not always the convenienee of

roasting with a spit,—a remark on roasting; by a string

is necessary. Let the cook, before she puts her meat
down to the fire, pass a strong skewer through each end

of the joint ; by this means when it is about half done,

she can with ease turn the bottom upwards, the gravy
•will then flow to the part which has been uppermost,
and the whole joiut be deliciously gravy-full.

to follow the old general rule of allowing rath-
er more than a quarter of an hour to the pound

;

a little more or less, according to the tempera-
lure of the weather,—and in |)roport!on as the
piece is thick or thin,—the strength of the fire,

—the nearness of the meat to it,—and the fre-

quency with which you baste it; the more it is

basted the less time it will take, as it keeps the
meat soft and mellow on the outside, and the
fire acts with more force upon if.

Reckon the time not to the hour when dinner
is ordered but to the moment the roasts will be
wanted. When the joint is half done remove
the spit and dripping pan back, and stir up
your fire thoroughly, that it may burn clear
and bright for the browning; when the steam
from the meat draws towards the fire, it is a

sign of its being done enough ; but you will be
the best judge of that, from the time it has

been down, the strength of the fire you have
used, and the distance your spit has been from it.

About half an hour before your meat is done
make your gravy. Mix a salt spoon full of salt,

with a full quarter of a pint of boiling water,

and drop this by degrees on the joint ; and just

before you take it up, put it nearer the fire to

brown it. Ifyou wish to froth it,—baste it, and
dredge it with fiour carefully

;
you cannot do

this delicately nice without a very good light.

The common fault seems to be using too much
flour. The meat should have a fine light var-

nish of froth
; not the appearance of being

covered with a paste.

Though roasting is one of the most common,
and is generally considered one of the most ea-

sy and simple processes of cookery, it requires
more unremitting attention to perform it per-

fectly well than it does most made dishes.

The Cook's Oracle from which most of the

foregoing observations are extracted and abridg-

ed, says that a sir-loin of about fifteen pounds
will require to be before the fire about three

and a half or four hours. It should be spitted

evenly, so as not to be heavier on one side than

the other,—" put a little clean dripping into

the dripping-pan, tie a sheet of paper over it to

preserve the fat, baste it well as soon as it is

put down, and every quarter of an hour all the

time it is roasting till the last half hour ; then

take ofl the paper, and make some gravy, k.c.

as before diirected. If there is more fat than

you think will be eaten with the meat cut it ofJ'

and use it for other purposes, such as making
pudding, frying, &c. About the same time, and

similar management are proper for roasting

ribs as for a sir-loin. The inside of a sir-loin

should never be cut for the first meal, but be

reserved entire for a hash, &c."
Meat should be kept uncooked, till it has lost

its organic elasticity, and the flesh may be in-

dented with the finger, but beyond this it is not

wholesome to keep it.

Roaating and broiling, however, greatly di-

minish the weight of meat. By far the most
economical mode of cooking is boiling or stew-

ing, and with proper attention to season and
giving a flavor to food dressed in that manner
the nicest palates may be gratified. Still as

roasting and broiling are not likely soon to be

dispensed with, especially at the tables of the
wealthy, those who roast, had better roust by
rule, and thus become entitled to rule the roast
among those who are fond of ex<iuisile eating.

TO CHOOSE EGfiS AT MAHKET AND PRF.SKRVK TIIEM
Put the large end of the egg to your tongue ; if

it feols warm it is new. In new laid eg'^s, there
is a small division of the skin from tlie shell
which is filled with air, and is perceptible to the
eye at the end. On looking through them
against a sun or candle, if fresh, eggs will be
pretty clear. If they shake they are not
fresh.— Domestic Encyclopedia.

Eggs, it is said, may be preserved by dipping
them in boiling water, and instantly taliing

them out, or by oiling the shell ; either of
which way will prevent the air from passing
through it. They may likewise be packed in

a keg and covered with lime water. Or if

packed with wood ashes in a barrel or other
close vessel, so as not to touch each other, stand-
ing on end and the barrel turned frequently so as

to stand sometimes on one head, and sometimes
on the other, it is said they will be preserved.

CEorrcs^Jontrcncr.

BLACK INK.
To the Editor of the J^ew England Farmer,

Sir,—As you are fond of rational experiments,
I beg leave to communicate to you the result of
my endeavors to manufacture Black Ink. Al-
though I have a recipe copied from the autograph
of the Apostle Eliot, who in the church records
of Roxlmry prefixed, very appropriately, a re-
cipe to make good ink, yet President William
Fleming's proclamation, in the New England
Farmer of November 1, to the clerks of courts,
with a recipe annexed, took with me so much
that 1 undertook to see, as good farmers should,
how much it was worth by experimental know-
ledge. In the first place I went to our .Apothe-
cary for the materials. I might have got them
cheaper, but I wanted all to be warranted. Here
is his bill.

1 lb. Chips of Logwood,
lib. Aleppo Galls,

2 oz. Pomegranate Peels,

1-2 lb. Green Vitriol, or Copperas,
4 oz. Green Arabic,
1-4 pint Spirits of Wine, and Phial,
Salt ef Tartar, - . . .

^17

,75

,12

,6

,8

,12

$1, 36

The Spaluta, alias small pudding stick, was
made by my boy. Well, sir, the next thing was
to get an earthen pail-full pot of my wife, and
she, good soul, let me have a new one from a
parcel she had just bought to put in hog's fat.

I took a gallon (beer measure) of brook water,

put in the logwood chips, and boiled it thirty mi-

nutes. Then I poured off the decoction from the
chips into the pot, (having previously put into

it the galls and peels,) but as their strength did

not appear to be exhausted, ! ventured to pour
on one quart more of hot water, which I also

poured off into the pot, making five quarts of
water in all. I set the pot on the hearth near
the kitchen fire, for three days, stirring it three

or four times a day with the spatula or slick. I
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the 'scattering saw dust in a Mill Race— it will swim
|
dgrees of temperature in five or six places in'

mixture several times a day for four day

ger. Then I added the gum, dissolved in a quart

of hot brook water, giving the whole a thorough

stirring. I should not have agitated the mixture

anv more, but mv girl Nancy, had got into such

a iiabit of stirring it that she kept at it all day,

when 1 went to "work to strain it olT from the

dregs. I took a tight piece of coarse linen cloth,

and it took me an hour to strain the ink through,

the dregs were so line and thick. After accom-

plishing the task, however, I measured it, and

there were three quarts, lacking half a pint, of

the six quarts, from first to last, poured into the

pot. Some was wasted unavoidably, some was

dried away as stated, and some was absorbed in-

to the earthern pot. I poured it ofT into a stone

jug.

I now took the spirits of wine and salt of tar-

tar, shook them together well, strained the wine

otr, poured it into the jug ; corked it tightly,

shook it up well, and sat it aside.—You shall

hear from it further. But meantime, as it ap-

peared a sin to throw away so much costly stuff,

(the dregs) I tried an experiment of my own,

by putting two and a half quarts hot water to

them, stirring all up in the aforesaid pot, to see

whether another batch of ink cannot be made

therefrom.

April 12. It is now about four months since

the above was written. A day or two since, 1

took from the jug some of the ink, and after

thoroughly shaking the jug, took some more.

The first was pale, but the other of a very good

color, and to my entire satisfaction. 1 am now
writing with this " Fleming Ink," and think it

will prove the best 1 have used for many years.

Perhaps it may be doing a favor to some of your

readers to know the result of this experiment.
W. S.

To the Editor of the J^tw England Farmer,

Sir,—There is a problem that 1 have long

sought for in vain which if discovered would be

of great importance to the business of our ceun-

try— it is

What size and descent must a Mill Race be to

carry a given quantity of water in any given time?

Or, in other words suppose there was a Race

made of smooth planed boards 4 feet wide, 2

feet deep at the head with a descent of 3 inches

in a rod, how many gallons or tons of water

would it carry in fifteen minutes, allowing a cu-

bic foot of water to be G2^ lbs. avoirdupois ?

Or suppose such a Race of equal width lor 10

rods as the velocity of the water would increase

on an equal descent what depth would it run in

such a race at the end of 10 rods if two feet

deep at the head ?

Algebraically considered as we know the spe-

cific gravity of water, the principles of falling

bodies, and the size and descent of the sluice

—

the question may appear limited by having
more given equations than unknown quantities.

Yet by my few experiments, I find the depth of

water alters the velocity, that the bottom and
•sides of any Race or Sluice will occasion a fric-

tion to retard motion. This may be proved by

which decreases the depth and that decreases

the motion.

A rule for our Millwrights to calculate by

arithmetic how to form a Mill Race to carry a

given quantify of water in a given time, would

be the desideratum of their business ; and he

that may discover it ought to have his name
perpetuated by honorable mention.

I am, with due respects to all men of science,

their friend. SAMUEL PRESTON.
Stockport, Pa. March 26, 1824.

SCIENCE THE HANDMAID TO THE USEFUL ARTS.

To the Editornf the J^'ew England Farmer,

Sir,—A few days since, 1 visited a Lead Pipe

Manufactory. Inquiring of the manufacturer

how much dross was formed, he said two or

three hundred weight from a ton of lead, which

is of course, something more than ten per cent.

Asking what he did with it, he said, nothing. 1

suggested to him that if he would mix 12 or 16

parts of charcoal with one of dross (in bulk) and

burn the charcoal the (ead would probably be

restored. He tried the experiment and in two

or three hours with an inconsiderable quantity

of charcoal he obtained 200 weight of lead.

Query. Would not some knowledge of sci-

ence, particularly of chemistry, be useful to

artists ?

,} Friend to Science and the Useful Arts.

soke other observations.

ALEXANDER REED.

From the American Farmer.

EXTRACT TO THE EDITOR,
Dated Washington, Pa. March 6, 1824.

Dear Sir,— 1 sent you a small sample of our
tree sugar, by a friend, who will leave it in the

care of Mr. Henderson. It is from the parcel

that took the first premium last fall. I consid-

er it superior to common lump. My intention

was to send you fifteen or twenty pounds of it,

but it was all snatched up whilst I was engaged
with the business of our society. I have be-

spoke some of this spring's making, which 1

shall send you. We are all alive here about

the fate of the Tariff Bill, now before Con-
gress. There is not the slightest doubt amongst
us, either as to the expediency or constitutional-

ity of an increase of duties. It is somewhat
singular to remark the different aspects in which
the same object will present itself to different

individuals. We have here the consolation that

no change can place us in a much worse situa-

tion than we arc. No articles from our farms
will bear transportation to market, with the ex-

ception of horses ; and I fear they will not pay
well.—We have had quite a mild winter—the

medium heat for Jan. was 39 1-10, for Februa-
ary, 33 4-10 at twelve o'clock. 1 have no
doubt but a thermometrical table would be a

very desirable article to many of the readers
of the Farmer. The subject has a close con-
nexion with husbandry, and might be highly
serviceable to foreigners who contemplate set-

tling in our country. A table might be so ar-

ranged, as to shew at tne view, the different

OTES ON THE PRECEDING.

—

By the Editor,

'the people of the United States within the

eSlensive region of country congenial to the

g*owlh of the sugar maple, are not aware, pro-

blbly, of the treasure they possess in that very

l>Jautiful and majestic native tree of the Amer.
icn forests.—Imperfect as were the returns

frm only eight of the twenty six districts in

w ich maple sugar was manufactured, in 1810,

wiile they show the manufacture of nearly

10bo0,000 of lbs. in that year.—The State of

OKo alone manufactured more than 3,000,000

poinds—many families make from 3 to 400 lbs.

an[ were the whole Union to produce it at the

saie rale, we should, instead of importing pro-

duie more than double the quantity necessary

foijthe consumption of the United States.—The
tinie devoted to the making of maple sugar, is

when farmers in grain sowing regions have lit-

tleio do, being from the middle of Feb. to the

enc of March.—A single tree is said to have

yidded 5 pounds of sugar in a season—forty

trets frequently stand on an acre of land, and it

has been calculated that with 34 trees to the

acE, 500,000 acres, which is less than some sin-

glecounties in the United States, would yield a

supply for the whole of our consumption, as the

poplilation stood in 1810; or that a tract of

2,0(0,000 acres, whereof three fourths might

be ceared for the plough, would have then suf-

ficed, or say double that for our present popula-

tion, making not more than one seventh of the

land of New York or Pennsylvania.—In the re-

turns before referred to, we trace the manufac-
ture of maple sugar from Vermont in the
north, to Tennessee in the south, embracing a
district of several hundred millions of acres.

—

What would not the genius and the power ofNa-
polean havt extracted tVom such resources ?

—

The samplesent us by Mr. Reed, is very beau-
tiful in coloi, and of excellent grain—it may be
seen in our office, where many have seen and
much admired it.

[A writer in a late western paper makes the

following remarks, which it may be ofuse to add.^

Another subject of much regret, and one
which demands the early attention of the agri-

culturist, is the great destruction made among
the sugat trees, by cutting them with an axe,
instead of tapping them in a proper manner.

—

It would appear that those who thus destroy

them, do not look forward and see what the con-
sequences will be in a few years.

An improvement has lately been made in the

manner of tapping the sugar tree, which, I

hope, will be widely circulated, that it may su-

persede the barbarous use made of the axe in

tapping them ; and, in my opinion, it is prefera-

ble to boring them. I am informed it is used
almost exclusively in the state of Kentucky.

—

It is this

:

About one of the small roots of the sugar

tree, dig a hole large enough to set the vessel
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in, which is designed to catch the sap : Saw of

the end of the root, and it is accomplished. Ii

is asserted that the sap will run more freely tbii

way, than any other way yet discovered.

Among the advantages attending this mannir
of tapping trees, is this : the sap can be shd-

tered from animals, and from leaves and dirt,

by placing a hoard over the hole. I hope hr-

mers generally, will make a proper application

of this important improvement. X. \.

Fr«m the Af)p York American.

Notice of some Experiments performed on the body )f

John Johnson, who was hung oh the 2d April, for tie

murder of .Ismes Murray. I3y a Committee of tie

Coneg;e of Physicians and Suro^eous of N^w Yor^,

consisting of Doctor A. H. Stevens, Professors Mitt

and .M'Nevin.

The deceased was a stont, athletic man, about

45 years of age. He was suffered to drop

about four feet ; was suspended about 45 minutts,

and remained in his coffin, with a muslin drfss

over his ordinary wearing apparel, for half in

lour. Afterwards he lay 15 minutes, between I

buffalo skins, making in all, one hour and a half

Detween his execution and his arrival at the

IJollege.

The temperature of the air at the time was
ibout 60° Farenheit.

At the commencement of the experiments,
he extremities were three or four degrees be-

ow the natural standard ; the body not at all

0. The muscles were perfectly flexible.

The neck was not dislocated. The face and

€ck above the marks of the cord were livid.

he expression of the face in other respects ta-

iiral.

The galvanic battery consisted of the plales

F Professor Griscom, Dr. Smyth Rogers, and

•r. Greenhow, added to those of Professor

I'Nevin, in all, 328 pairs, of 4 inches square,
'* it in action by dilute nitric, and sulphuric acids

;

«"' 46 poles being provided with leade.i wires,

med with platina vvires at their extremities.

Exp. I. The surgeon made incisions under

le tendo achillis of either side ; armed the
St 'ndons with tin foil, and connected them with

)pper wires, to which the wire of the nega-
* we pole of the batterj' was applied ; the posi-

re pole attached to a ball, being introduced
"" ito the mouth. The jaws were instantly clos-

9, and convulsive movements of the whole body

nmediafely followed. They were not like the

lakings of an ague, nor the tremblings of fear,

at rather like a succession of starlings from
rprise : the sight made the spectators shud-

r.

II. By an incision behind the Sterno-cloido-

astoideus* muscle. Dr. Stevens now laid bare

e phrenic nerve of the left side, as it passes

er the scalenus muscle, and introduced a

unt probe under it, while Dr. Mott made an

lening in the chest, under the cartilage of the

h rib, with a view to push a metalic plate

ainst some of the branches of the phrenic

rve going to the diaphragm. Some slight

spiratory movements followed ; but by no
ans so marked as those described by iJr. Ure.

^ he result which followed another experiment,

ply compensated for this partial success.

*The phrenic nerve is much more accessible in this

y, than on the inside of the muscle, as proposed by
. Ure.

III. One of the supra-orbitary and one of the
infra-orbitary nerves were now exposed ; armed
and connected with (he positive pole, while the
negative pole communicated with the wire,
connecting the tendons at the heel, as in experi-
ment I.

The countenance was at first considerably
distorted

; it afterwards assumed a more natu-
ral play of expression, varying at each succes-
sive application of galvanic influence. The
motions of the lips reminded several of the
spectators of their expression during life. In

this expei iment, the wire connected with the ne-
gative pole lay on the right arm, near the inser-

tion of the deltoid muscle, and caused conside-
hle motion in the fore arm and fingers.

IV. Communication being established between
the brachial plexus and the radial nerves at the
wrist, and between the former and the ulnar
nerves, the arm, was contracted by a sudden
spasmodic action, and the hand grasped firmly

the hand of a person who held it: by changing
the position of the arm, it was thrown across

the table in different directions.

V. The two radial nerves at the wrist being
connected, the one with the positive, the other
with (he negative pole, both aims and hands
were contracted, and the deltoid and pectoralis

major were much swollen.

V'l. In this experiment the positive pole was
applied to the spinal marrow by means of a

metallic instrument plunged in between the

cervical vertebrae ; the negative to the heels

as in experiment 1st. The results produced by
this arrangement were not so striking as those

described in experiment 1st. Had this e.vperi-

ment been made at an earlier period, while the

sensibility was undiminished, the effects would
probably have been more marked.

V'll. The anterior crural nerves being now
laid bare, as they come out from beneath Pou-
part's ligament, were touched with the positive

pole ; the negative being applied as in experi-

ment 1st. The legs were thrown into strong

agitations, and when previously flexed were
violently and suddenly extended, performing
the operation of kicking.

[At the suggestion of Professor Griscom, the

course of experiments prepared by the com-
mittee was varied, and the wire of one pole ap-

plied to the spinal as in experiment 6th, and
the other to a catheter introduced into the ure-

thra. No particular effect was observed.]

VIII. In this experiment the positive pole

was applied to the great sympathetic nerve and

the par vagum in the neck, and the negative

was brought into contact with the branches of

these nerves going to the heart. The right

auricle contracted distinctly ; and slight tremu-
lous motions were observed in the ventricles

produced by partial contractions of their muscu-
lar fibres.*

IX. The thorax being now open and the heart
exposed to view, experiment 6th was repeated,

(connecting the radial nerves,) and the results oi

experiment Slh were observed, but much more

* The right auricle was found distended with blood ;

the right ventricle comparatively flaccid, supposing
that the valves which prevented the return of the
blood into the former might not be competent to their
functions from the emptiness of the ventricle, Dr. Ste-

vens pressed with his hand the blood from the auricle
;

it was after this that the ventricle was supposed to con-
tract, but 1 c«uld not satisfy myself of the fact.

distinctly : the constracdons of the right auricle .

were very evident to all who stood near. Sim-
ilar results were obtained by applying the pole
to the ulnar nerves in place of the radial.

X. Communications between the par vagum.
in the neck and the left phrenice, th; t runs on
the pericardium, partial contractions of the
heart were observed, but much less distinct

than in the two preceding experiments.
In varying several of the last experiments,

by connecting the positive poles with the nerves
and passing the negative over the last 50 plates
of the battery, (he results seemed to be much
more striking, particularly when we consider
that the organic sensibility had by this time
been much exhausted.*

The lacteals were observed, upon inspecting

the intestines, to be beautifully injected ;

—

and part of the intestines with their mesentery
were detached and passed round the room, so

that many saw that which we rarely have an
opportunity of observing, the lacteals of a hu-
man subject distended with chyle.

t

This account of these experiments details

merely my personal observations; as far as it

goes, it is correct, (hough I may not have ar-

ranged them all in the order in which they took
place. I regret very much that 1 was prevent-
ed from taking a more accurate and minute ac-

count of their different results, by the number of
persons that crowded around the table, prompted
by a similar curiosity, and excitement, as well

as by some confusion (hat was necessarily pro-

duced by the desire of trying as many different

experiments as possible, before it should be
too late to perform them with success.

The result of one of these experiments, par-
ticularly the lOtb, will afford an interesting and
useful subject of speculation to the pathologist.

Df.'lJre conceives that no advantage is lobe
derived from passing electric discharges across
the chest. We see, however, that in those ca-
ses where (he primary object is to excite the
heart to action, this single experiment may be
of immense benefit, though for most practical

purposes it would be necessary to produce si-

multaneous artificial inflation of the lungs,as con-
gestion in these organs would prevent the suc-

cessful action of the heart.

The contraction of the heart would also pro-
bably ensue, from moistening (he parts with a
solution of common salt, and pressing the end
of (he conduc(ors against the ulnar nerves in

their course over the elbow, or the radial

nerves at the wrist, and thus the heart might be
made again to beat, and the whole roachirery

of the body set in motion, when restor;i'ion

would bo perfe9tly out of the reach of ordina-

ry means. A SPECTATOR.

* The experiments occupied from an hour to an hour
and a half

t This agrees with the report of his having made a
hearty breakfast a few hours before his execution.

The model of a machine, to propel vessels on the

ocean, without either wind or steam, invented by Mr.
C. Hoxie, of Hudson, is exhibited at the Tontine Cof-

fee House, New York, for the inspection of the curious,

and those disposed to promote useful improvemtnts.

—

Its object is to convert that tremendous power, the rol-

ling of the sea, into a propelling operation, and nauti-

cal men believe in its practicability. Applicalion has
been made to Congress to grant the exclusive privilege

for 28 years, and the subject is now before the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary.

—

Philad. Reguter.
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From the Massachusetts Agricultural Repository.

WHEAT.
Byjiekl, September 1st, 1823.

TO THE TRUSTEES OF THE MASSACHUSETTS AGRI-

CULTURAL SOCIETY.

This may certify, that I the subscriber, of the

town of Newbury, was employed by Mr. Ken-

iamin Savory of Newbury, parish of Byheld lo

thresh out a quantity of wheat raised by said

Savory and clean and measure the same. 1 was

assisted in the work by Rufus Pray, and after

cleaning the wheat by passing it throtigh the

winnowing mill it measured £%, bu^he's of

clean wheat, over and beside one half bushel of

the wheat unhulled or the tailings, so called.—

The above wheat was all that was raised by said

Savory the present year, was red spring wheat

and as 1 was informed was the Oilman wheat.—

I have also attended and saw one bushel of the

ab.ove wheat measured and carefully weighed,

and the weight was fifty-seven pounds and a

quarter. DAVID CLIFFORD.

Byfidd, Sept. 1, 1823.

I the subscriber assisted Mr. David Clifford

in threshing, cleaning and measuring the wheat

raised by Mr. Benjamin Savory in Newbury,

parish of Byfield, county of Essex, and it mea-

sured when well cleaned, fifty bushels, beside

one half bushel of the tailing, so called. I al-

so saw one bushel of the above wheat measur-

ed and it weighed fifty-seven pounds and one

quarter. I also certify that I have worked with

said Savory tor the year past, assisted in pre-

paring the ground and sowing the wheat and

the above is all that was raised on the farm the

present season and was in one lot or patch.
^ RUFUS PRAY.

Essex, ss. Koveniber 17l/i, 1823.

Personally appeared David Clifford and Ru-

fus Pray, and made solemn oath to the forego-

ing statement which they have each of them

subscribed respecting the wheat raised by Mr.

Benjamin Savory of Byfield parish, town oi

Newbury.
I would also state that the above named per-

sons, I have known for a number of years. 1

think them steady, well behaved men and enti-

tled to credit it.

DANIEL HALE, Jiisftce Peace.

November 11 th, 1823.

This day surveyed for Mr. Benjamin Savory,

the land where the aforementioned wheat grew

which contained one acre and one hundred and

forty-six rods. JOHN NORTHEND.

Essex ss. N'ovember llth, 1823.

Personally appeared the above named John

Northend, and made solemn oath to the state-

ment above made by him, respecting the mea-

surement of the land on which Mr. Savory s

wheat grew, before me.

DANIEL HALE, Justice Peace.

Essex ss. A'oveinher \Sth, 1823.

Personally appeared, Benjamin Savory, above

named, and made solemn oath, that his state-

ment, respecting ploughing the ground, sowing

and raising the above mentioned wheat, is a

correct statement, before me.

DANIEL HALE, Justice Peace.

From the Bellows Falls Intelligencer.

Byfield, Aovembcr 9th, 1823.

1 the subscriber of Newbury, county of Es-

«ex and-parish of Byfield, do hereby certify that

1 sowed a piece of wheat in April last, and the

frround was cultivated the year previous in man-

ner following, viz. : it was broke up in the fall

of 1821 ; in the spring of 1822, it was plough-

ed, well harrowed and planted with potatoes

and a large shovel full uf manure put in each

hill, it yielded a good crop, and in the fall of

ll]22, after the crop was taken off it was

ploughed twice, then harrowed fine and laid in

high ridges through the winter, in the spring of

1 S23, before the frost was entirely out, the

,

ridges were split by ploughing, then cross]

plo°ughed very deep, quite to the plough beam, I

uud well harrowed, alter which thirty cart

loads of good stable and hog manure was spread

on the ground and ploughed in deep, it was then

well harrowed and four bushels and three quar-

ters of well washed wheat which had been

soaked four days in strong pickle, sowed broad

cast, plo\i§hed in with a small seed plough,

bush harrowed and rolled with a heavy land

roller, it came up well, and grew well through

the season, and hardlj a single blade blighted,

smutty or rusty could be found in the piece,

when threshed and cleaned it measured fifty

bushels of weH cleaned sound wheat, and there

remained one heaped half bushel of wheat not

hulled, the tailings, so called, it weighed fifty-

seven and one quarter pounds per bushel, and

a sample accompanies the certificates, the soil

was a deep yellow loam on a hard pan mixed

with clay BENJ. SAVORY.

It is a very obvious fact, that our agriculture

is in a languishing state, and that the husband-

man by no means receives the due reward of

his labours.

The raising of beef and pork was formerly a

very profitable employment for the farmers of

New-England ; but a change of times calls for a

change of pursuits. There is no longer a suffi-

cient demand either at home or abroad, for our

staple praducts; and they are, of course, sold at

prices altogether inadequate to the expense of

raising them.
,. , r j i

We export large quantities oi beet and pork,

and import large quantities of wool. Two mil-

lions of pounds were imported last year, in the

raw material, besides what was manufactured.

Now, would it not be much better for us to raise

our wool, and save the trouble, expense, and

risk of two transportations?

A calculation which any farmer can inake will

I
set this business in its true light. If you sell

your neat stock at two years old, they produce

you about ten dollars per head. Now, suppose

you have fifteen head given you in the fall after

they are a year old, when they may be consi-

dered as half raised for market. To keep them

through the winter, you will need at least ten

tons of hay ; and to fat them in the summer, you

will need between thirty and forty acres of good

pasture. In the fall you send them to Boston

market, and get ten dollars per head, or $\bO

for the whole. Now your ten tons of hay will

winter one hundred Merino sheep, and thirty

or forty acres of pasture will keep them through

the summer. They will yield you about three

pounds of wool per head, which, estimated at

fifty cents per pound, will produce $150 for the

.,.iole flock ; and the increase of the flock wiil

Et least amount to fifty dollars more ;
so that

l^e actual produce of your flock will be $200;

thit is. fifty dollars more than your beet would

feph, if your cattle were given you half raised.

The price of wool cannot be said to be fixed

todhigh, when it is known that some of the best

lots of the last crop actually sold lor seventy-

fiv^cents per pound.

Ildo not make these statements to induce

every body to forsake the raising ot neat stock,

and rush heedlessly into the raising of sheep.

Such changes, I know, ought to be made with

ci»ition;but 1 think the good of the country,

e\lidently require ' less beef and more wool.'

pur manufactories are multiplying; the in-

crease of manufactories will increase the home

delnand for our beef and pork, butter and cheese,

o-rtin and other produce—the raising of grain

will be profitable for those who have farms

suked to it, and have a plenty of help. Those

who have grazing farms, will doubtless find a

dai-y profitable ; and as the attention of the

country is turned more to sheep, the profits of

the dairy will increase. But those who have

larre farms and little help, will find the greatest

profit in sheep ; for the produce of the flock is

o-athered with very little expense.
" A FARMER.

From the American Farmer.

LUCERNE,
ITS VALUE AND MODE OF CULTURE.

rWe have long been pursuaded, that the public are not'

generally sensible of the great value of Lucerne, in

comparison with other grasses, for green food, espe-

cBlly in hot and dry seasons, and we are the rnorf

"•ratified in the opportunity of copying the follow-

ing communication, to the Philadelphia Agricultura'

Society, founded, as it purports to be, on the c:rpe-

rience of ten years. The seed may, we perceive,

be now had, of Mr. Robert Sinclair, at 50 cents pel

pound.]—£rf. .^m. Farmer.

TO THE IHILADELPHIA SOCIETV FOR THE PROMO-

TION OF AGRICULTURE.

Perth Amboy, 10th Jtdy, 1823.

Having been for ten or twelve years past in

the successful practice of cultivating lucerne, I

think it may beneficially promote the interest

of Agriculture, to offer you a few remarks oa

that subject.

This article, (frequently denominated French

Clover,) I have found by experience, to be not

only the most convenient, but also the most pro-

fitable of all grasses. It vegetates quicker in

the spring than any other grass, it resists the

effect of droughts, it may be cut four or five

times during the season, and it will ertdure from-

10 to 12ye;irs without renewing. Of all other

grasses it is the most profitable for soiling. I

am fully of opinion, that one acre properly got

in would be more than sufficient to maintain at

least 6 head of cattle from the first of May, un-

til the frosts set in, for before it can be cut i

down in this way, the first part of it again <

will be ready for the scythe. English writers

have recommended the drill system for this

o-rass, but in this climate 1 have found this plan

not to answer.

The proper mode is to put the land in good

order; to sow it broad cast, and to get the seed

in during the month of April, or the early part

of May. Fall sowing will not answer, as when

sowed so late, it, like clover, is found not to re-
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St the fiffects of the frosts. It may be got in

'ith spring rye, or barley, or with oats, but in

\e hist case, the oats »Tould require to be cut

reeii and before getting into seed, and by th s

ans, an early feed for catlle would be obtain-

1 without impoverishing the soil. But the

ode I woulil raost soiitidently recommenl,

ould be to sow with the lucerne, about hall a

jjhel of common (winter) rye to the acre.

—

'he effect of this is, that the rye, which vege-

tes quickly, serves as a nurse to the young

ass, against the effects of the scorching sun,

id by the time the grass attains sufiBcient

rength to protect itselt', the rye withers and

jparently dies. It will however again come

rtb in the spring, and mixed with the lucerne,

ill add much to the quantity of fodder, and

ove a most excellent feed for cattle. The
e will admit of being cut green in this way,

efore getting into seed,) two or three times

ith Ihe lucerne, before it decays. The quar-

y of seed I recommend, is at the rate of 1j

20 pounds to the acre

From the New Hampshire Patriot.
j

AGRICUI.TUR.<VL.

The following observations of a Veniioiil

farmer, show that we should consult our real in-

terest, as well as the liner feelings of our nature,
bj' defending the innocent robin I'rom the at-

tacks of both boys and men. There are also

other kinds of birds who prey on (he insects

which devour our crops, and whose industry

would amply reward us for protecting them.
" I know of no method whatever to extirpate

this larger species, which human ingenuity can

devise. But Providence seems to have provid-

ed an antidote to this evil in the rubicula., or

common robin. This innocent and useful bird

preys with peculiar avidity upon this species of

worm. This fact nr»ay be ascertained liy visit-

ing a nest of young robins in the vicinity of

a corn field, when it will be perceived that they

are fed lavishly upon this kind of worm. At

other times, this bird feeds upon different spe-

cies of worms and bugs, which are found upon
The kind of soil most suitable for this cul- 1 the surface of the ground, which services are

re IS a dry mellow land—but a sandy or chiy

id will also answer, provided they are wet. In

avorable season, the lucerne may be cat the

suing fall—after the first season you may
nerally begin to cul it green for cattle by the

3t of May, which saves the young pasture,

d is in every respect a great convenience, as

gs and every description of animals devour

with equal avidity. It produces a great

antity of seed, and is much more easily ob-

ned than clover. The second and third

»ps are the most productive of seed

JOHN PATPATRICK.

From the Bostoa Palladium.

rtable Volcanic self-generating Gas and Steam

Engine.

A young gentleman of this city, after twelve

nths study and experiments, has accomplish-

that great desideratum the unexceptionable

fjlication ofan elastic power, to the propelling

land carriages. We have been favored with

8 io-ht of this Engine in operation, and from the

B.'el, scientific and economical principles upon

w ich it is founded, we cannot doubt of its com-

y{e success.

Prom the confidence that has been placed in

uwe cannot here explain its principles, it being

ti intention of the inventor not to make them

k^wn to the public, until they are demonstrat-

e in actual operation on a carriage, but we
•

1 venture a general view of its advantages over

ihing of the kind heretofore invented for

indall other purposes, where .'team engines

lire been used.

\ ten horse power Engine may now be made

weigh from one to two hundred pounds occu-

ing the space of a child, at the prime cost of

50, and working at an expense proportionably

Ijantageous. In fact, it seems to combine the

. ot the greatest power, with perfect safety,

(the least possible space and weight. The

entor has several different methods ofgenera-

his power and caloric, applicable to the

Engine. Some of them ofl'ered all their

a supplies without any attendence whatever.

^e have seen a letter from London, stating

it this engine had been secured, three months

in sis different States in Europe.
FULTON.

of immense value and benefit to the farmer,

and ought to recommend it to his peculiar care

and patronage. But its innocence and utility

are inadequate to protect it from the wanton
cruelty of boys and sportsmen. What immense
number of these our benefactors are annually de-

stroyed through mere wantonness and cruelty,

while we are constantly hearing of the ravages

of worms and bugs, in the various departments

of vegetation. Even whole corn fields have

been laid waste the present season by this lar-

ger species of worm, which calamity might

have been obviated by having spared and fos-

tered the robin. The utility, in fact, of this in-

valuable bird, is so obvious, that even legisla-

tive inteference is imperiously demanded, to

rescue it from the bloody fangs of the fowler."

NEW EN CJ LANT) FA Sl.^lER.
SATUllTuY^ Al'Klh )7, Wi-l.

'

London Vaccine Institution.—On Thursday,

the Governor and Members of this Institu-

tion met at the City of London Tavern, for the

purpose of receiving the Annual Report.

—

The Chairman said, in addressing the meet-

ing that the Report would give great sat-

isfaction to the friends of humanity, although

the prejudice in favor of the small pox still

continued to be the means, unfortunately, of

sacrificing lives of thousands.—Dr. Walker, the

indefatigable and zealous advocate of the Jen-

nerean system read the Report. It stated that

the benefits of vaccination were diffused to the

inhabitants of every land, but in this metropolis,

ihefomitcs of the small pox still lurked amongst

the ignorant and prejudiced part of the popu

lation—744 persons fell victims to that dreadful

disease in the course of the last year, within

the bills of mortality, and the deaths of many

are not included in those annual registers of de-

parture from life. The managers continued to

watch the departure of vessels to foreign na-

tions as well as to all the British colonies, and

continued to afford supplies of the vaccine ichor

for the protection of the colonies from the

small pox.

—

London paper.

To take ink spots out of Linen.—Rub the

spot with a piece of lemon, or squeeze lem-

on juice upon it, and tbea wash with warm
water.

FARMEIVS CAI.E.VDER.
SOWING GRASS snF.ns. A diversity of opinion

exists respecting the most eligible time in the
year for sowing clover anff other grass seed^^
Some prefer the fall, but the majority of those >

who have written on the subject recommend
sowing in the spring ; and the latter method,
so far as our acquaintance extends, is the most
generally practised. European writers direct,

even when grass seed is sowed on the same
ground with winter grain, to sow the grass seed
in the spring, and luirrora it in. They say Hint

the harrowing will, on the whole, be of service
to the grain, though a few of the plants m:iy
be torn up by the process. The Hon. Richard
Peters likewise says, " harrow your winter
grain in the spring, in the direction of the seed
furrows, or drills, and be not afraid of disturb-

ing a few plants ; manifold produce will remu-
nerate for the destroyed."*

The Farmer's Assistant says, "Clover may
be sown with barley, oats, or spring vvheat,

when that article is raised ; or it may be sown
with winter wheat in the fall, if the land be
dry, and warmly exposed ; or in the spring,

when it should be lightly brushed or harrowed
in." The Domestic Encyclopedia asserts that

"experienced farmers generally prefer sowing
clover with wheat rather than with barley or

oats as in dry seasons the clover frequently

overpowers the oats or barley, and if it be

sown late in order to obviate this evil, it often

fails, and the crop is lost for that season. Pro-

bably the diversity of opinion with respect to

the proper time of sowing clover seed, may
arise from the difference in the nature of the

soils on which trials have been made. An ex-

perienced agriculturist (Edward DufiBeld, Esq.

of Philadelphia county,) assures Dr. Mease that

he repeatedly failed in obtaining a crop when,

he sowed his clover in the autumn or winter
;

and he is uniformly successful when he sows in

the spring. His soil is a light loam."

The reason why clover sown in autumn is

apt to fail is probably this. The young plants,

which came up in the fall, cannot bear the frost

so well as those which have had a whole sum-

mer to bring them near to maturity.

There is likewise a great difference of opin-

ion as regards the quantity of seed to be sown

when land is to be laid down to grass. Sir

John Sinclair says, " it is a great error, in lay-

ing down land to grass, to sow an insufficient

quantity of small seeds. In general, 12 or 14

lbs. of clover is the usual average allowance.

—

But that quantity, it is contended, ought greatly

to be increased, and in many cases doubled. In

several instances, land has been laid down with

ten pounds of red clover, ten of white, and ten

of trefoil, or 30 lbs. in all, of small seeds, with

the addition of three pecks of rye-grass, per

statute acre, and the herbage proved most abun-

dant." This seems to confirm the doctrine al-

ready laid down respecting a liberal allowance of

seed, when land is laid down to grass, more es-

pecially for any length of time. The plants,

however abundant at first, will die off to a

proper standard as they become older."

* Notices to a Young Farmer.
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The Farmer's Manual directs to sow red clo-

ver, on land designed for tillage, separately

without herd's grass [timothy] or other mixture,

4 or 5 quarts to the acre."
, , .i.

The Farmer's Assistant tells us that •' the

quantity of red-clover seed to be sown to the

acre is about fourteen pounds, and none but

clean seed ought to>be sown." , , . ,,

The " Memoirs of the Board of Agriculture

of the State of New York," vol. ii. in giving an

account of the Methods of Culture adopted by

the farmers of Rensselaer, in that Stale, ob-

serve that " the red clover, {infolium pratense,)

and the timothy grass {phkum pratense,) are

mixed in different proportions, and sowed in the

spring season. When they are sowed on win-

ter grain, most (iirmers prefer sowing them on

a light snow which may happen to fall towards

the latter part of March or the first of April
;

or in damp, calm, misty weather, if no suitable

snows fall. If thay are to be sowed on spring-

sowed crops, the most approved season is, while

the soil is yet loose, before any rain has fallen.

" Farmers differ in opinion in regard to the

most suitable quantity of seed. S. Germond, H.

VVorthington, C. Porter, C. K. Colden, and some

others, say that eight quarts of the mixture of

clover and timothy seed should be sowed on ev-

ery acre. And Col. J. Carpenter sows sixteen

quarts on an acre. He says when the grass

and clover grow very thick, it wil! be more ten-

der feed, and more tine hay, and that it will

not run out so soon. But J. Phillips, G. Eddy,

and many others, consider four quarts as suffi-

cient.

" All agree that the proportions of the mix-

ture of tlie seeds should be governed by the na-

ture of the soil. That in a sandy soil three-

fourths of the seed should be clover—in clay it

should be equal parts—in Clay soil but one fourth

clover seed.
" There should be at least a bushel of plaster

sowed on every acre .of clover and grass land ot

a sandv, gravelly, or loamy soil. Also, on all up-

land natural meadows. Two bushels per acre arc

much better than one on sandy or gravelly soil.

Payson Williams, Esq. of Fitchburgh, Mass.

who received a premium from the M;i«sachu-

setts Agricultural Society for the greatest qu^n-

tity of spring wheat, raised by him in the sum-

mer of 102?, in giving a description of the

mode of culture, by him adopted, says, " the

quantitv of grass seed used by me is never less

than twelve pounds of clover, and one peck ol

herd's grass [timothy] to the acre. Here per-

mit me to observe that innumerable are the in-

stances in this country, where the farmer fails

in his crass crops, by not allowing seed enough ;

and what is worse, the little he does give with

a sparing hand is sutfered to take its chance un-

der that pest of agriculture called the bush-har-

row, which not only drags stones and other loose

matters into heaps, but leaves the soil dead and

heavv, and does not cover the seed deep enough

to strive with our .luly drought effectually."

—

Col. Valentine, President of ihe Society of Mid-

dlesex Husbandmen and Manufacturer.*, sowed
with his premium crop of spring wheal, r.iised

the last season, twelve pounds ofclover and half

a bushel of herd's grass seed.

We have, however, been verbally assured by

vorv correct and scientific agriciillurists, that 6

or 7 pounds of clover seed, where the ground

(5 highly manured, is quite sufficient ; and that

by exceeding that quantity the plants so shade

and stifle each other that there is "tt'e sub-

stance in the hay made from them. No doubt

much depends on the quality and richness ot the

soil. The poorer the soil the greater quantity

of grass seed should be sown. Clover seed ol

a bright yellow, with a good quantity o' 'ne

purple and brown colored seed among it (which

shows the maturity of the seed) should be pre-

ferred. „ , ,

PEAS. Field peas should generally be sowed

as early in the spring as the ground can be got

into proper order. The last week in April, or

the first week in May will do very well, but li

the soil is alight sandy loam, which is recom-

mended for that crop, they may usually be sow-

ed still earlier to good advantage. But when it „„,„_,,, ^.

is feared that they may be infested by bugs it
j^^^g hitherto been too

will be safest to sow them as late as the 10th of

June. Col. Worthington, of Rensselaer Coun

ty, New York, '• sowed his peas on the 10th o

June six years in succession, and a bug has nevei

been seen in his peas. Whereas, his neighbors,

who have not adopted this practice, have

scarcely a pea without a bug in it. He suppo-

ses the season for depositing the egg of the pea

bug is passed before the peas are in flower.*

—

Mr. Pickering likewise expressed an opinion

that the bug may be avoided by late sowing, but

the hot sun in June will so pinch the late sown

peas that the crop will be small unless the land

be moist as well as ric/i."t

The quantity of seed, when sowed broad cast

is from a bushel and a half to three bushels to

the acre. Deane's New England Farmer says,

"•Our farmers do not commonly allow a suffi-

cient quantity of seed for peas in broad cast

sowing. When peas are sowed thin, the plants

will lie upon the ground, and perhaps rot : when

they are thick the plants hold each other up,

with their tendrils forming a complete web
;

and will have more benefit of the air." Three

bushels to the acre are recommended by Dr.

Deanc.
In our paper, volume i. page 279, we gave

some observations on the raising of early peas,

which we shall not repeat, but merely add the

following intimation from the Domestic Ency-

clopedia. "• It is a great error in (liose persons

who sow the rows of tall growing peas close

together. It is much better in all those sorts

which grow six or eight feet high to have only

one row, and then leave a bed fen or twelve

feet wide for onions, carrots, parsnips, or any

crops which do not grow tall.

" The advantages which will be derived are.

that the peas will not be drawn up so much
;
be

stronger; will flower much nearer the ground,

and in wet weather can be more easily gather-

ed without welting yourself"

Peas arc sowed in drills, infield cultivation

in this vicinity with success. The distance ot

the rows, and the distance which Ihe peas stand

from each other in the rows, depend on the kind

of peas sown,—and the nature of the soil.

—

Dwarf peas, on a poor soil should be nearer

together than those which grow tall, and are

and kept free from weeds. Dr. Anderson says

that lime is the best manure for land, which i^

intended lobe sown with peas.

It has been practised by some to sow peas foi

the purpose of feeding hogs without the trou

ble of harvesting the crop. As soon as th<

pods fill the hogs are turned in to fatten, ant

what they do not consume is ploughed in as soor

as the hogs have left the field.

iicc

ilk

iirpi

room in which they lay. Cotton has b
togelher than those wnicn grow lan, ana are ;;°<;™

_^ ^^ ^^^^ fire%pontan< on.ly in a moist and hc«t

set upon a rich soil. J)rilled peas, are hoed gj atmosphere. The prset upon a rich soil. J)rilled peas, are hoed
ej atmosphere. The problem

two or lluce times, should be earthed up a little „,hat peculiar property of the h

^ustion ?

—

J^ational InttW<'fyrr

* Memoirs of the Board of Agricidture of the State

of New York, vol. ii. p. 23.

ricultural Repository for June, 1822.

AGRICULTURAL iRSTiTUTiorf. In the advcrtisinf

department of this day's paper will be found a Prospec

lus of a Seminary about to be instituted at Derby, Cou

which affords a fair prospect of being very useful to thi

piblic, as well as beneficial to the individuals, -whi

may have opportunities to avail themselves of the ad

vantages, which it proffers. Literature and Scienci

luch busied in mere matters

sceculation, and the investigation of abstract princi

'\ pies, foreign to all practical purposes of life. The sa

"ti of our schools have, too generally, appeared to en

tertain opinions similar to those which Plutarch attri

birted to Archimedes, who considered "every art, whicl

ministers to common uses, as mean and sordid,and plac

ed his whole delight in those intellectual speculations

which, without any relation to the necessities of ]ife<

have an intrinsic excellence, arising from truth and dep
monstration only." ._

The era, however, is approaching, if it has not ^
ready arrived, when mental endowments will be esfil

j,,

mated by the test of utility ; and that kind of know

ledge will be the most eagerly sought after, as well a

most efficiently and liberally patronized, which wi

enable its possessor to bestow the greatest benefits o

his species—when science will be valued in proportio

to its power to minister to the necessities and add to th

comforts of individuals, as well as to increase the n

sourcca, and moral and physical strength of a nation.

We have reason to believe that the Instructors i

the proposed Seminary to which it is the object i

this article to invite the attention of our readers aw

well qualified for the duties they have undertaken!

and we hope the institution over which they are abo«|
j

to preside will prove as prosperous as its objects ant 3l

laudable.

nd

FINE CIDER. John Kenrick, l^sq. of Newton, Mass.

has presented us with a sample of some very excellem

cider of his own manufacturing. We do not recollec

ever to have tasted cider of a better quality and woulCi

recommend it to all ladies ond gentlemen, who possesa

true taste and genuine patriotism, as more palalabl*(

and more wholesome than the fiery fruit of the distilleH

ry, or the dear bought and far fetched products of fof»(

eign vineyards and dru^-ihops. We understand thaU

Mr. Kenrick has a quantity of his superlative cider fi*

sale at his residence in Newton.
.

I

The Milton (N. C.) Gazette furnishes a curious aq

count of a spontaneous combustion, which recentlj

took place in that neighborhood. It occurred in a pa*

eel of hops, which, after being well dried, were pl^

into a hunit spun ccllon gown, moderately pressed ii,

and placed on a heap of collon seed. No fire or even
(

candle had been, it is said, for three months in Ihe n

Cotton has been frequently !!

the present case is

ops produced the com-

St. Louis, March 0. Thirty eight hogsbi

+^«e'e areUer7rom^he'Hon. Timothy Pickering to Missouri Tobacco, wiih the stamp of "ririt;bam &

John Lowell, Esq. published in the Massachusetts Ag- Lamb^. Boon's Lick, Missouri," were sold m *'i<^ ^''7 »'

Wew York some time in January, at the highest price,
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iiag pronounced superior to any other description of

bacco in the market. Missouri tobacco always bears

le highest price in New Orleans, and has frequently

e preference in Philadelphia and Baltimore. What
ill they say wlieii they see our hemp ? We would not

! surprised to hear exclaimed that Russia had been
actisinjan imposition on the world, when they come
examine the hemp of Missouri.

Minder.—On the 11th inst. a man by the name of

I French, of Fitchbur^h, Mass. was committed to

orcester Gaol, charo^ed with having murdered Abel
nch, -d, of the same place,

appears that the prisoner found his wife from whom
ad been sometime separated, and the deceased,
was his cousin, asleep together in the house of the

ter. The prisoner assaulted his wife, and attempt-
to cut her throat, but struck so high that her jaw
Lc received the blow. He then stabbed her several

His cousin attempting to defend the woman
stabbed by the prisoner and expired immediately,
wife of the culprit though badly wounded, is ex

ted to recover.

CONGRESSIONAL.
ENATE.—Friday, April 2. The Navy Appropria-
Bill from the House was reported by Mr. Lloyd, of

Naval Committee of the Senate, with various
ndments ; which, after being explained by Mr.
'd, were concurred in by the Senate. One was to

e out the clause by which the appropriation for the

base of a small strip of land near the Navy Yard,
harlestown, for the purpose of erecting a wall
d the yard.

onday, April 5. The bill on the subject of abol-

g; imprisonment for debt was discussed, and a
sion added, that nothing in the bill shall extend

y suit brought to recover money received by the
dant on account of the United States. It was al-

ended so as to provide that no person shall be held
it on mesne process, except in the State where
arties reside, or in which the debt was contract-
nless the debtor has absconded from the State in
he resided. Ayes 28, Nays 11.

jsday, April 6. The bill to abolish imprisonment
bt was resumed, debated and advanced some

bill making appropriations for the naval scr-

tc. was discussed, and Mr. Lloyd, of Mass. mov-
it the Senate should concur in the amendment
led by the House, requiring the consent of the

lOnwealth of Massachusetts to the purchase of

fp of land, adjacent to the Navy Yard at

stown, in that State, which motion was carried.

Lloyd then moved that the Senate should iiisisl

ts amendment, by which the several specifica-

f the contingent expenses of the Navy Depart-
vere striken out, and the sum inserted in gross ;

y which the same item was increased from
00 to $225,000. After some remarks on this

the motion prevailed, and the Senate determin-
ist on this amendment,

nesday, April 7. The bill to allow a draw back
lage, manufactured of foreign hemp was consid-

nd after discussion, made the order of the day
iday next.

The New Tariff was discussed, and Mr.
er spoke on its different items, but his observa-

not be given at large in our paper, and at-

to abridge them would be doing injustice to

y able orator. Mr. S. Ward followed in support

bill ; and Mr. Garnett, and Mr. Williams, of

gainst it.

day, April 3. The bill to confirm certain pro-

of Gov. Miller, passed, and after attending

•al other local bills the Tariff Bill became the

of debate, and when the Committee rose the

ordered the bill and its amendments to be

Hay, April 5. The Navy Appropriation bill was
lid, and the purchase of a small piece of land
1; Navy Yard, in Charlestown, agreed to on con-

Tiat the consent of the Commonwealth of Massa-

Js be first obtained. The House, in Committee,
Wr, n»n concurred with the Senate in increasing

» ropriation for contingent expenses from $180,-
j;225,000.

The Tariff Bill was again discussed but nothing de-
cisive adopted.

Tuesda,y, April 6. Mr. Randolph gave notice that
he should call up his motion for (lie reduction of the
compensation of the Members on Saturday next.

Mr. Warfield offered a resolution requesting the

President of the United States to submit a statement
relative to the purchasers of real estate in behalf of
the United States, &c.

Mr. Allen's motion to fix on the time for a recess of
Congress was ordered to lie on the table, 03 to 68.

The Tariff Bill was again discussed, and a motion
of Mr. Webster for altering the rate of duties on cer-

tain foreign wines was agreed to. Ayes 110.

A number of other motions on the subject were
brought forward, and negatived.

The Committee rose and reported the bill as amended.
Wednesday, April 7. The House having voted to

insist on their disagreement to the amendment of the
Senate, relative to appropriations for the Navy, agreed
to a confeience, and a committee of five were appoint-

ed on behalf of the Senate.

Mr. Forsyth withdrew the intimation to move the

indefinite postponement of the Tariff Bill, until the

question had been settled as to the amount of duties on
articles of wool, cotton, and iron.

The question on the amendment to reduce the min-
iiium on woolens from 80 to 40 cents was decided in

the affirmative. Ayes 101, Nays 99.

Thursday, April 8. The vote to reduce the mini-

mum on woolens from 80 to 40 cents'was reconsidered

and the minimum valuation remains as before atSOcts.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

APPLES, good, to best,

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEA NS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo. No 1, . . .

" No2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qua!.

CHEESE, new milk ....
skimed milk, . . .

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee,
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Com
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823

LIME
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern

PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, BoneMiddlings new, .

navy, mess.

Cargo, No 1, ...
SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover

WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISIOK MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh, best pieces, . .

" whole hog, ....
VEAL,
MUTTON and LAMB, . . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub, family,

lump, . .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, ....

Indian, do
POTATOES, ....
CIDER, liquor, new ....
HAY, according to quality,

bush
bbl.

bush
bbl.

lb.

cask

al.

ton.

bbl.

bush
lb.

doz

bush

FROM
V. C.

1 50
130 00
130

90

8 50
7
6

82
7
7
3 25

55
39
67
33
10

38
1 00
63

4 50
15 00
12 50
12

2 25
7

58
37
45
37
31

50
40

3
8

13
10

10

55

56

26

2 50

16 00

D. C.
00

1 10

7 25

7 25
3 50

58
48
70

12 50
2 33

70
40
50
40
33
00
42

»2
9

6

10

10

16

16

17

12

70
60
37

3 50

18 00

AGRICULTURAL SEMINARY.
JOSI AH HOLBROOK & TRUMAN COE, will open

in Derby, Con. on the 2d Wednesday ofMay next
a LITERARY, SCIENTIFIC, and PRACTICAL U\'
SriTUTlON.
The exercises they design to introduce, are (he study

of the Latin, Greek, French, and English Langua"es ;

Rhetoric, Elocution, Geography, and History. 7'he
•Mathematics— as Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Pla^ii
arid Spherical Trigonometry, Mensuration and Flux-
ions. -Natiiral Philosophy in its various blanches As-
tronomy, Chemistry, Mineralogy, Botany, and Zooloo-y.
No efforts will be spared, to render these sciences Prac-

tical and fitted to Common Life.—With that view, par-
ticular attention will be given to Composition, Decla-
mation, written and extemporaneous Debates, the Uses
of .Arithmetic, and the higher branches of Mathematics
ill common business. Practical Surveying, the applica-
tion of Natural Philosophy to various kinds of Machine-
ry, Agricultural Instruments, &c. testing the principles
of Chemical Science in mixing and preparing Soils,

forming Manures, making Cider, Beer,Spirils, and vari-

ous other articles of Agriculture and Domestic Econo-
my—Agricultural, Geological and Botanical excursions
into various parts of the country, examining and ana-
lizing soils,—and Practical Agriculture.
Upon most of the sciences abovementioned. Lectures

will be given, attended with familiar illustrations. A-
rithmetic and the higher branches of Mathematics, will

be conducted by a course of demonstrations, intended
to show their nature and uses.

There will be given annually, in the winter, a course

of Lectures on Agriculture, bringing to view those
modes of Farming, which Experience has proved to be
best fitted to different soils, climates, exposures, &c. at

the same time, explaining, as far as may be, the princi-

ples of science on which such practice is founded. This
course will be designed as well for those farmers, whose
leisure, in that season of the year will permit them to

attend, as the regular members of the Seminary.

It cannot be doubted that if the course here proposed

should be extensively adopted, it would effect a great

desideratum in the Education of this country, viz. unit-

ing Theory and Practice, and thus training up youths
to be both practical and scientific men, and by that
means prepare the way for the advancement of the Use-
ful Arts, particularly Agriculture ; and, by instituting

an agreeable variety in their exercises, it is believed

they may be kept almost constantly engaged, in a man-
ner which "will be both interesting and useful, and cal-

culated to give them firm and healthy constitutions,

and habits of systematic industry and morality.

The Institution is provided with Land, necessary
Buildings, Philosophical and Chemical Apparatus, and
a Cabinet of Minerals, and it is intended, as soon as

practicable, to furnish an opportunity for youths to de-

fray or lessen the expenses of their education, by their

own industry.

Active measures have been taken to collect all the
improved methods of Education, both in this country
and Europe and every endeavor will be used to adopt
such a System of Instruction and Government as will

recommend itself, in a particular manner, to those who
design to be teachers.

There will be two terms in the year, one commenc-
ing on the 2d Wednesday in May, the other the 2d
Wednesday in November. Students not taken for a

less term than six months—they will not all be requir-

ed, however, to go through the same course, but may
be under the instruction of such teachers, and attend

to such studies, as will fit them for the course of lif«

they design to pursue.

Board from $1, 50 to $2 per week.
Tuition Thirty Dollars a year. Courses of Lectures

on Chemistry, Natural Philosophy, Mineralogy, and
Botany, Three Dollars each—which courses will com-

mence at the opening of the Seminary.

.Specimens in Mineralogy, Botany, or Zoology, also.

Communications, particularly from Farmers and Me-
chanics, directed to the Agricultural Seminary, at Der-

by, Conn, will be gratefully received.

Derby, Conn. March 24, 1824.

NOTICE.

MR. HALL J. KELLEY, Engineer and Teacher of

Mathemalicks, will be in his Office, No. 64, Mar-

ket-Street, between the hours of 12 and 2 o'clock,

P. M. April 17.
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A MOTHER'S LOVE.

BY IIIR3. HEMANS.

There is none,

In all this cold and hollow world, no fount

Of deep, strong, deathless love, save that within

A mother's heart. It is but pride, wherewith

To his fair son the father's eye doth turn.

Watching his growth. Aye on the boy he looks

The bright glad creature springing in his path.

But as the heir of his great name, the young

And stately tree, whose rising strength ere long

Shall bear the trophies well. And this is love !

—This is man's love 1—What marvel ?—You ne'er

made

Your breast the pillow of his infancy,

While to the fullness of your heart's glad heavings

His fair cheek rose and fell : and his bright hair

Waved softly to your breath !—You ne'er kept watch

Beside him, till the last pale star had set.

And morn, all dazzling, as in triumph broke

On your dim weary eye ; not yours the face.

Which, early faded through fond care for him.

Hung o'er his sleep, and, duly as Heaven's light,

Was there to greet his wakening ! You ne'er smooth'd

His couch, ne'er sung him lo his rosy rest,

Caught his last whisper when his voice from yours

Had learn'd soft utterance ; husli'd his wayward cries

With patient, vigilant, never-wearied love
;

No ! these are woman''s tasks—In these her youth

And bloom of cheek, and buoyancy of heart,

Steal from her—all unmark'd I

SWiscellaHy.

GLEANINGS FROM LONDON PAPERS.
Animal Instinct.—Early on Friday morning, a

gentleman residing with his family, at No. 1,

Gothic-Place, in the Montpelier-ivalk, Chelten-

ham, was roused by the continued barking of a

small spaniel, that had posted itself at his

chamber door, and could not be silenced until

he opened the door, and was then first alarmed
by a smell as if of something burning. On
making down stairs it was found that the furni-

ture in the setting rooms was nearly all con-

sumed. A female servant, who slept at the top

of the house, fearing the flames might prevent
her descending by the stairs, opened the win-
dow, and getting upon the top of the veranda,
she leaped down lo the ground, a considerable
distance. Havingjthus escaped, on hearing that

her lady's reticule, containing a large sum of
money, a watch, fee. was not secured, she in-

trepidly run up stairs, and saved the property.
The fire by this time ascending she was oblig-

ed again to descend by the window, which she
affected in safely.

Hatching Chickens, <^-c. by Steam.—The new
process of hatching by steam has been carri-

ed into effect ; and the inventor advertises
to hatch and rear domestic poultry and game
birds on certain terms, by the dozen or score,
perhaps, or to receive one half of the produce!
We understand that a lady of quality, dowa-

ger to a distinguished statesman, lately deceas-
ed, has sent

fion of the parent bird. As ostrich feathers are

a costly article of commerce, and of fashiona-

ble consumption, this process, if successful, will

greatly diminish their value. The difficulty of

preserving the exact temperature, and of rear-

ing the young ones, when brought to life, will,

however, present obstacles not easily surmount-

able. The eggs are new ones, having been

produced by a male and female ostrich, the

property of the lady who has supplied them for

the experiment. '

Wild People.—There is a description of wild

people in the interior of the Palembery domin-

ions, in Hindostan, who refuse all intercourse

with civilized society, and are called Orang

Kuba. They are considered a very harmless

inoffensive people, and with them a trade is

contrived to be carried on in the following

manner. Clothes, tobacco, and other articles

of which they have need, are placed at certain

spots near where they are known to live ; and

the owner of the goods, as a signal to them,

beats a ging when he retires from the place.

—

These people then come and take away the

goods, leaving a very full equivalent in honey,

wax, and other articles they collect in their

wild retreats. «

We learn that a gentleman is now cempleting

a Patent for making Gas from new ingredients,

which he has discovered, and which can be

procured cheaper than oil, and produce a much
more brilliant and transparent light than coal

or oil gas, without any noxious or dangerous ef-

fects in its manufacture cr use. He recom-

mends coal gas to be burnt in the streets, and

the new gas in doors, for its effects are as plea-

sant as wax lights to the sight and smell, and of

course not at all injurious to furniture or goods

Jigricultural Implements.

FOR sale at the Agricultural Establishmi
No. 20, Merchants' Row, a great variety of

and useful FARMING and GARDEN TOOLS, an

which are the following, viz.

:

Nixon's Patent Cast Iron Plough ; Tice's do. ;

ver and Fay's do. ; Wood's and Freebone's do. ; i

ard's Cast and Wrought Iron do. ; do. Wrought
do. Double Mould Board and Expanding do. ; Sine)

Side Hill Plough ; Beatson's Improved Scarifiers

Cultivators ; Harrison's and James' Patent Corn S

lers; Jaquith's Threshing Machine; Willis' Pj

Straw and Hay Cutter, the most improved and best

structed machine for the purpose ever invented. C
the above Machines is now in use and may be SS'

Nile?' Livery Stable, Hawley Place.—Also, Safl

Patent Straw Cutters ; Hand Straw Cutters ; Ber-

Broad Cast Machine for Grass and ether Seed
;

and Turnip Drills ; Steven's Patent Steel Spring,

and Manure Forks ; Brade & Co's. Cast Steel F
Wright's Steel Plated do. ; Common and Narrow
Merrill's Steel Crook Neck do. ; Iron and Steel

toe do. ; Turnip and small Garden do. of all t

Garden and Pruning Shears; Transplanting Tr

and Forks ; English and American Shovels and Sp

Bisbee's polished Cast Steel Back Strapped She

new and very superior article ; Cam's Cast Steel Sc

Brush and other Scythes ; Common and Iron

Garden Rakes, together with many other va'.

Tools.—Also, a New ImprovedTree Brush for dest

Caterpillars.

(fCT" A liberal discount made to dealers in the

articles. -^pr

Cheap Wine.—The following is said to be a

chemical analysis of a bottle of a cheap com-
modity, sold under the denomination of Port

Wine, viz. :

Spirits of wine 3 ounces;

Cider, fourteen ounces;

Sugar, one ounce and a half;

Alum, two scruples

;

Tartaric acid, one scruple
;

Strong decoction of logwood, 4 ounces.

Aitacl:s on Agricnltvral Machinery.—We are

sorry to find by a letter from Halesworth, in

.Suffolk, that the laborers have been doing mis-

chief to some of their employers, who choose
to use threshing machines, and other improved
implements. In one instance they cut a drain-

ing plough to pieces ; and, but for the timely
arrival of the parish officers, they would have
destroyed a threshing machine.

On Friday Se'nnight, Mr. Hancock, of Tre-
gondale, lost two fine rams in the following
manner:—The rams were coupled together by
a chain round their necks, and turned out to

gf-aze in a field with a colt a little more than
twelve months old. In the morning as Mr.
Hancock went round lo view his flock, he found
the rams suspended by the chain across the

I, . u , , .1
°"'° ,*°'^ "'^ """ """^^ '° ''^ l«ck of the colt, quite dead. The colt it ishatched by the newly invented steam process

It is a well known fact in natural history that
this bird docs not set on its eggs, but that thev
are deposited in the sand, where the warmth of
the sun produces the same effect as the incuba-

supposed had laid down, and the rams in graz-
ing passed the chain across him, when rising
suddenly he must have taken them up with
him. The colt was little injured, except ex-
haustion by fatigue.

GARDEN AND FIELD SEEDS.

JOSEPH BRIDGE, No. 25, Court-street, hf
received per London Packet, and for sale, !

tensive variety of Agricultural and Horticultural

which added to his former collection makes the

est assortment m New England—among them
bushels early and l.^te Peas, of various sorts; 1

Turnip, 100 lbs. RUTA BAGA, 200 lbs. Carre

lbs. Beet, 100 lbs. MANGEL WURTZEL, .

Cabbages of sorts. Cauliflowers, 100 lbs. Radish c

Lettuce of sorts, Endive, Kail, Celery, SAL!
SCORZENERA, Onion, Leek, Sweet Mai
Thyme, Sage, summer and winter Savory, Lai

sweet Bazil, Chervil, Fennell, Burnet, Grass
viz 1—Herds, red and white Clover, Foul Meado'
Top—with a large collection of ORNAME
SEEDS.
Garden Tools, viz :—Pruning and Budding]

Pruning Saws, Pruning .Shears, Garden Reels and
transplanting Trowels, Rakes, Dutch or Fushidj|

Edging Irons.

Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, Honeysuckle
den Roses, &c. 1200 Flower Pots with stands.

GREEN HOUSE PLANTS, a large varietj

stantly for sale, such as Roses, Myrtles, Gere
Agapanthus, Orange Trees in fruit and blossoiB-

Multiflora or Garland Rose, Mountain Daisies, I

tines, &c. 50,000 THORNS or QUICKS fc.

fence

ENGLISH CHEESE, and fine ENGLISI^I'!
PEAS. Marai ii

itt

atl:

MANGEL WURTZEL SEED.
"^

FOR sale at this office a few pounds of^
IVurtsel Seed, raised by John Kenrick, Esq..

ton. Feh«

TERMS OF THE FARMER.
0^ Published every Saturday, at Three Di

per annum, payable at the end of the year— hi

who pay within si.rli/ day.'! from the time of subs

will he entitled to a deduction of Fiftv Cents

Q^ No paper will be discontinued (unless

discretion of the publisher,) until arrearages ai
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\» Ihc Editor of the A'l ic England Farmer,

?IR,—Being at llv; Shaker Villajre, in Canterbury,

. IL last fall, Mr. \'"inklcy showcd'nie a very larg

irt handsome pairof.'o'e ca/i'CJ, which he told mcllip

tended lo Icoep up to hay, and not turn them to g^a .^

11 this spring, thinking they would winter brtt

he result they have sent me, (at my request) will

leir method of raising calves— with liberty of ti-ansml-

ug a copy to ycu for publication. It was a month if-

:r the letter was d;Ued before I received it, or I shoild

ave favored you with a copy sooner.

LEVI BARTLETT.
TTarner, -V. H. .ipril 13, 1824.

Canterbury, March 9th, 1824.

RFsPECTf;p Fr,ii:ND.— I jnst received your le-

T of" the 26th ult. requesting information r(-

jeciiug the course we take in raising calves

Itbough willing' at all times, to communicad
iy thing lo our fellow citizens, that would hi

eneficial to them in any respect, yet we ar<

r from claiming any superior knowledge on thl

ilijecf. However, in compliance with your re

uest, we give you the foliowing.which has beei

jr spneral motle of treatment for many years
We let calves that came in the fore part o

arch, suck about a week or ten days, then takr

em from the cow, giving them a moderate a!

wance of new milk to drink till they havi

arnt to drink it freely; then put in some skim
ed milk; and we feed them u'hollv williskin-l

ed milk, takiiig- care to give it at about the

mperature of milk directly taken from the

•w ; by heating a part of il, and mixing it u"'(h

e rest. Care shoulii he tak.'n not to scald Li:e

ilk when heated; also not to give them ai>v

ur milk, for this will ni;.ke f))em scour. The
ough or vessel in winch they diiuk their milk,
ould likewise be kept clean and not nii'fered

get sour.

We let (he milk stand about 12 hours, before
is skimmed: giving a calf at first abcui four
larts night and morning; increaj': g the mess
need requires, till he is sis weeks old, from

hich time till ten weeks old, he will require
irhaps about twelve quarts per day.

When about ten weeks oi;! we begin to dimi-

sh the quantity of milk for about the space of

o or three weeks, at v/uich time v.e wean
em. During the whole process from two to

urteen weeks old, calves should be well sup-

ied with good hay, salt and provender ; such
oats, wheat bran, and oil-cake ground fine:

ey should also be supplied with «curf or dirt

longh scurf is the best) which is a preventive
ainst scouring.

The particular advantages to be derived from
e above method of treatment are the follow-

>
•

1. It is much cheaper than to let them suck
the ordinary way ; whereas it makes a great
ving of cream for butter,and ih;;! '.viihout injur-

the calves if they are properly attended to.

2. It prevents calves from moaning, or pining
much while weaning, as they would other-

e do, when taken from the cows.

3. I( not only prevents the cows being injur
ed in consequence of the calves biting the teats

;

but also prevents their holding back their milk
iVom the milker, which often serves to diminish
the quantity of milk afterwards. The only dis-

advantage to be found in the above method of
treatment Is that it requires some more labor
to (eed them, where they thrive equally well in

every respect, as those do which are permitted
to suck in the ordinary way.
Those two calves, mentioned in your letter,

which you saw here last fall, were a couple that
came late, and which we kept from grass, sup-
posing theytCoulddo better on hay; but the re-
sult gives us no encouragement to recommend
the practice, it being more expensive, and per-
haps no better; although the two calves above-
mentioned did equally well as those that were
turned out to grass.

Should the whole, or any part of the above
meet with your approbation, you are welcome
to publish it i\i the New England Farmer.

Yours, with due respect,

FRANCIS WINKLEY.

To Ike Editor nf the M'ew England Fanner,

Dfah Sir,—Your remarks, on my account of
S. B.'s experiment of fastening a dead lamb up-
on the limb of an apple free, page 289, vol. ii.

seem lo convey the idea that 1 had recommend-
ed the practice of feeding trees by the appli.

cation of dead lambs, or other putrescent ani-

rml substances as the most eligible way of ma-
nuring them. But it was very far from my in-

tention to wish you or any of your readers to

put that construction upon it. I have long had
my doubts, as to the great benefits, (as stated

by sonu' writers) to be derived from incarcera-

ting fr jit trees in a thick coat of white wash,
blue clay paint,or any other paste. And believing
vvith D. W. .Ir. that cleanliness is important to

*lie human family*—and that frequent and judi-

cious bathing is better than annointing the body
with bear's grease or fish oil, and ochre^ as

practised by the Hottentots, and many tribes of

liulians— I think it but rational to infer that the

circulation—(or inhaling and exhaling) the

gases is less impeded, when the tree* are kept
clean by soap suds, &c. and of course more
healthy, than when pasted—and my communi-
cation respecting S. B.'s experiment was rather
in confirmation ot D. W. Jr.'s statement of the
limbs immediately over his compost heap, than
for anj' other object. 1 most heartily concur
with you in thinking it to be a " disagreeable,
un»yholsome and wasteful way of manuring the
tree." L.

Warner, JV. H. April 1 3th, 1 824.

BY THE EDITOR. It was not our intention to inti-

mate iu our remarks on the communication of our re-

spected correspondent, (published in a former paper,

page 2S9, vol. ii.) that he " had recommended the

practice of feeding trees by the application of dead
lambs to their branches." We agree with him and
D. W. Jr. ia opinion that any application which closes

" the pores of trees'" will prove injurious. We meant

* See page 258, N. E. Farmer, 2d vol. on Fruit Trees.

nothing more than to talie that opportunity lo cnti r :t

protest against the practice of some cultivators, of sus-

pending the carcases of lambs, and other small animalf,
on the branches of apple trees, and other fruit trees

near their dwellings, and thus diffusing noxious efflu-

via where thnir influence would be perni'.lons lo health
with little comparative advantage to the trees.

SIEVES, OR BOXES FOR VINE!?.

Ta the Editor of the M:to England Farmer,

SiR:— f, lometime ago, promised you, an acromit of

my methcil of making sieves, or boxes, to preserve me-
lons and other tender vines from the yellow bug, &e.
and now forward the following

DIRECTIONS.
Take a strip of pine board (about three

fourths of an inch in thickness is most suitable)

eight or fen feet in length, and four or five in-

ches in width—plough one edge of it, with a
carpenter's plough or match plain—then mark
off an equal number of side and end pieces ; be-

fore sawing the side pieces run a brad awl thro'

where you want to drive jour nails, as it is not
so likely to split, as after it is sawed. The
side pieces eleven inches long—ends eight in-

ches long. They must be of this particular

size, because one yard of millinet will just co-

ver nitu3 boxes
; or a third of a yard will make

three covers. After having nailed your box-
es and divided your millinet, have some
thin strips or tongues, as the carpenters call

tbem. Press these with the edges nf the covers
into the groove— which fastens them much
cheaper and more expeditiously, than small
nails. I made about twenty last season, and
they effectually secured them from the yellow
bug, and (by sinking the edges of them in the
earth a little,) from worms—But if they were of
no use, but to guard against insects, they would
be worth having, as they keep off the cold winds
and greatly promote the growth of the vine* in

the early part of the season.

I sesdyou the expense of making 100 of said

boxes and cost of materials in the place wiiere
I live.

1 1 1-9 yds. millinet at 18 cts. per yd,
150 ft. boards at 50 cts. per hundred,
3 lb. shingle nails, at 8 1-3 cts. per lb.

Carpenter I think could easily make
100 per day,

$2,00
,75

,25

1,00

$4,00

They would most probably last,- with good
care, a great number of years.

Yours, &c. L.

ROT IN SHEEP.

To the Editor of the J^'ew England Farmer,

Sir,— 1 wish to inquire through the medium
of your very useful paper, whether there has
been discovered any efficacious remedy for

sheep in the spring, which have become low
and almost approached to the state called the

rot, viz. Vv'e often find sheep in this season of

the year so poor and diseased as to be unable

to stand, and at the same time have a good ap-

petite, eat well, and derive no nourishment from
their food : at length there sets in a profuse di'
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arrhca or what may be called scouring. Then

a cadaverous scent from the extrication ot ttie

azotic gas,-and, lastly, death itself. Jumper

berries are recommended as an antiseptic lor

sheep- but 1 never have found any rennedy in

this case ; though I am well satisfied the pre-

ventive is a generous keeping, for as septan

is the principle Of the septic acid, and as this

septon prevails abundantly more m the muscu-

lar and lean parts of animals than m the fat,

those that are kept low will be much more

subject to putrid diseases, and vice versa.

From the many curious experiments made by

Sir John Pringle to ascertain the septic and an-

tiseptic virtues of natural bodies, it appears that

there are very few substances ot a truly ^fp-

tic nature. Those commonly reputed such by

authors, as the alkaline and volatile salts, he

found to be no wise septic. However, he

found some, where it was least likely to find any

such quality ; these were chalk, common salt,

and testaceous powders. He mixed twenty

grains of crab's eyes, prepared with six drachms

of ox's gall, and an equal quantity of water. In-

to another phial he put an equal quantity of

gall and water, but no crab's eyes. Both these

mixtures being placed in the furnace, the putre-

faction began much sooner, where the powder

was, than in the other phial. On making a

like experiment with chalk, its «epnc virtue was

found to be much greater than that of the

crab's eves ; nay, what the Doctor had never

met wit'h before, in a mixture of two drachms

of flesh, with two ounces of water and thirty

grains of prepared chalk, the flesh was resolv-

ed into a perfect mucus in a few days.

To try whether the testaceous powders would

also dissolve vegetable substances, the Doctor

mixed them with barley and water, and compar-

ed this mixture with another of barley and water

alone. After a long maceration by a fire, the

plain water was found to swell the barley, and

turn mucilaginous, and sour; but that with the

powder kept the grain (o its natural size, and

though it softened it, made no mucilage and re-

roaiued sweet.

Nothing could be more unexpected than to

find sea salt a hastener of putrefaction ;
but the

fact is thus ; one drachm of salt preserves two

drachms of fresh beef in tivo ouncesof wa-

ter, above Ihirtv hours uncorrupted, in aheal

equal to that of "the human body, or which is

the same thing, this quantity of salt keeps flesh

sweet 20 hours longer than pure water ;
but then

half a drachm of salt does not preserve it above

two hours longer. Twenty-five grains have

little or no antiseptic virtue ; and ten, fitteen,

or even twenty grains, manifestly both hasten

and heighten the corruption. The quantity

which had the most putrefying effect, wastound

to be about ten grains to the above proportion

of flesh and water.

Blany inferences might be drawn from this

experiment ; one is, that since'salt is never tak-

en in aliment beyond the proportion of the cor-

rupting quantities, it would appear that it is

subservient to digestion chiefly by its septic vir-

tue, that is, by softening and resolving meats;

an action very different from what is commonly

believed.

In the above described case where the sheep

has a good appetite, and putrefaction has not

actualty taken place, it appears there may

be a remedy, and if so probably it must be a

very vowerM antiseptic. Therefore, if the I
H covered with a thick crust of lime by whit,

above question could be agitated in the New- Washing." Their is a powerful caustic qualii

En'-land Farmer, and gentlemen of science and in lime
;
and it may be too freely used, 1 admj

experience would discover a remedy, and com- it the root, and on the body of a tree

f_ .^ .L. i„ iu« .^..Klir thpv would I have also, for manv vears. sriven
municate the same to the public, they would

render an essential service to the agricultural

interest.

Yours, most respectfully, &c.

SETH CHANDLER.
Minot, Me. April \'^, 1823.

From the Massachusetts Yeoman.

Mr. Denny,—In a late paper you have re-

published from the American Farmer a treatise

upon the management of Fruit-Trees, in which

the principal object of the writer seems to be

to " protest against the too common practice of

white-washing them." He asserts *hat the caus-

I have also, for many years, given some a

tention to the cultivation aud management
fvuit-trees, and fully agree with the writer, th

soap and water, with an infusion of tobacc

makes an excellent wash. If, often repeate.

ind, as far as it is applied, it will preserve th

Iree from the insects which make their lodj

nent on its bark. 1 have been led to ascribe i

«fficacy in the growth of trees to its finding i

tray to their roots, and in afl"ording an exhal

lipn for its branches, rather than from muc

permanent benefit to the bark ; as it is liable i

te washed off by every successive rain. I hav

^en no reason to be satisfied, like the write

(lat " cleanliness is as important to trees as

iidIi

i)nite-wasning incui. nc oaoti i.^ ^..".. nm i,tcu*ttt*tcoo ja a^ Aui^vyti..;

tic quality of the lime not only kills the insects, jjg human family," any farther than it consis

for which the wash is intended, but trees also,
j, cleansing them of moss, and coarse bar

by stopping up the pores of the bark, thereby .,i,;„i, ;r„i:,-,fn lU^ wnnt nf An^ viirmir Hp

preventing the absorption of those gases that

are as essential to preserve and promote vegeta-

tion, as it is necessary in the human system, to

keep open the pores of the body to preserve

health and vigour.—" How long," he a.sks,

" would a man continue healthful, were his

body to be encrusted in paste ?" The subject

is important, and the doctrine of the writer so

novel that it merits investigation.

1 shall not determine how far the analogy

between the bark of the tree and the human

skin holds true ;
but if the pores of both have

the same functions, as must be assumed by the

writer in his elucidation, a wash of beef tea

might be beneficial, whereas a thick «oat of

hasty-pudding might be injurious. It does not

necessarily follow, that, because a thick plaster-

ing of lime mortar is prejudicial, a light white-

washing with the same material would be des-

tructive. If the pores of the bark absorb the

gases that are essentia! to preserve and promote

vegetation—and it is thought that no substance

affords this essential more pure and abundant

than lime-why may not those gases be genera-

yhich indicate the want of due vigour

lis analogy fails.

The wash I use and have recommended,

ess caustic than white-wash, and partakes

he quality of soap and water. It is compose

jf 1 lb. of pot-ash, 1 lb. of unslaked lime, in

jallons of water. To this I add cow manui

iufRcient to make it of the consistency of th

jaint. When pot-ash is not readily obtained,

(ise weak a?h ley instead of water. This appl

Ration is durable, and although an unclean

flress, 1 have found (adopting the figure oft!

writer) that my trees are delighted with it.-

rheir bodies are invigorated, their bark is e

panded, and they hold their heads erect, big

tnd proudly. I have had reason to believe th-

a crust, from mild ingredients, is beneficii

Whets the bark of my trees has been extensiv

ly injured, 1 spread a plaster of cow-dung ai

clay upon strong cloth, and tie it on with tarr

cord, that it may exclude the air and weath

until the wound be healed, or the bandage b

comes too tight. If the tree is small, I encom

pass the whole body. When the coating is r

moved, I have noticed a more healthy and fres

er state of the bark under the whole dress'
ted by the wash, and directly imbibed, or at , ^^„ „ _ _

traded from the atmosphere by its application ? iiiaQ j„ other trees, or in other parts of tl

The crust adhering to the tree, from an annual Is^^e. a covering in itself necessarily porou

white-washing, surely cannot be so impeivious
' ^.j^jch ^.jn yield to the moisture of the atmo

as to exclude the gas, when the wash is a pow-
1 phere, if not so caustic as to bind the bark, wi

erful attractive of moisture from the dew, I

^^j^ i 3,^, confident, occasion the injury the wf

which is supposed to be the most efficient agent (gp apprehends. Tar should never be used (1

(/f its inhalation. But, still, should the coating be

(jut on so thick as to prevent an absorption from

the atmosphere, (and it is at least questionable

whether the bark of a tree is constructed for

this purpose) a more abundant supply of nour-

ishment might be generated and furnished tor

the leaves and capillary branches, a supposed

medium of communication, so that the trees,

like those of the writer in the Farmer, in their

anxiety to inhale every exhalation, would not

be under the necessity of bending down their

branches to snuff it from a compost heap !

The " fact" in confirmation of the writer's

ophiion of the utility of keeping open the pores

of trees, is not^a conclusive illustration of his

doctrine, unless he as^^mes another fact that the

nourishment which contributes to the growth of

a tree is wholly imbibed through the pores of the

bark. Otherwise, I cannot see why the trees

should not grow luxuriantly in his highly en

the naked body of a tree. It hardens and coi

stricts the bark ;'and forms a ligature to preve).
^^

the circulation of the sap. My method wh^
^

using it is, to tie a strip of paper, or cloth, !<
,^

the tree, and tar over it. These strips will l||(l

as long as tarring is necessary

O. FISKE
f

Worcester. March, 1824.

MILLET.

Extract of a letterfrom the Hon. Bushrod Wot*

iwton, relative to the Culture of Millet.

Mount Vernon, April 14, 1824.

" About the middle of May last I sow©

about five acres of ground with Millet sew

(millium) at the rate of about a bushel of sec

to the acre.* The ground was ploughed i

* In the spring of 1823, the above lot was cultivate

ao-ain in Millet, (without being manured,) and prod?«

ricbed orchard, notwithstanding they might be
| ed a fine crop ; In October it was sown with rye an
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rough manner, ami tvas in bad order wlien

le seeds were sown, it hnil been sliglitly top

lessed with barn manure some years past, and

as still in good heart ; the growth of the crop

Millet was rapid and luxuriant, insomuch thai

attracted the attention of every person who

sited the place. Intending to use the crop as

ly, and finding the heads quite full of seed,

id in some instances tailing on the ground, I

It down, on the ICth of July, (with cradles lo

le scythes) lour acres, leaving the Millet ?o

t to lie in swarth for a few hours. In the af-

rnoon of the same day, it was carefully tuni-

1 over, and the next morning, after the deiv

as off, it was bound in sheaves, and in the

urse of the same day, it was hauled to the

»rn loft and put away. During the whole of

is process, the weather was as fine as could

desired. The remaining acre, which was

tended for seed, was cradled on the 23d of

ily, and left in swarth till the next day widi-

it turning it, when it was bound in sheaves,

d set up in small open shocks, with the heads

the sun, till about 3 P. M. of that day, when it

IS hauled to the barn aHd packed away. The
lole crop was cured of a fine green color, an I

hough the stalk appeared in the field to b:

ong and stiff, it became in a few days after it

IS housed, nearly as flexible as clover, or tin^-

wreighed the sheaves taken indifferentl/

')in some of the wagon loads, and in this wa/
isfied myself that the product of each acre

is about 3500 lbs. Having entertained (iron

lat I had read on the subject) very sanguine

ipectations of the product of this piece of

Diind, I expressed to my foreman ray disaj?-

intment at this result. His observation was,

nt he presumed that those who had gathered
ger crops had probably mowed them, where-
the stubble lel't on the ground, in conse-

ence of the cradle having been used, would

ve added twenty or twenty five per cent to

; quantity. I then went over the field and

ind the stubble to be about half leg high, and

many places much taller ; but the protection

lich it afforded to the ground, and the bene-

which 1 presumed it would derive from be-

• turned in for the reception of small grain,

;ermined me in future to pursue the same
<de of cutting, believing that the sacrifice of

Tt of the hay would be more than compensat-

by the improvement on the land and the in-

sased product of the succeeding crop of

rver, and at present promises a rich harvest. The
'ond crop was nearly as good as the preceding sum-
r, though it suffered much from the drought in May
1 June. Sheep are particularly fond of the Millet

ss, but not more so than horses and other stock.

—

e MUlet seed, when ground and well bolted makes
ad equally as good as the buck wheat meal. Soil

t answers for grain or grass, is adapted to the

wth of Millet. It may be sown at any time from
25th of April till the 1st of August, at the rate of a
shel to the acre.

Iracl of a letler from John Hare Powel, to Jonathan
loberls, President of the Pennsylrania Agricultural
yociely.

' iMillet succeeds best on light land, and requires as

ch strength of soil as is necessary to prodxice heavy
s. I have not seen either in Europe or America,

f green crop which so largely rewards accurate til-

;e and plentiful supplies of manure. I have sown
rom the 1st •f May, to the 20th of June, and have
'ariably obtained more fodder than could have been
ifrom aoy grass u&der similar circumstances. ''

grain. Another advantage in cradling seems
to be, that tlie hay, by being spread, can be
more easily removed and put away than if it

were mowed and treated as timothy or clover.

The Millet cut from the last acre, on the 23d
of July, WHS carefully threshed in the autumn,
and, to my great disappointment, produced on-

ly 15 bushels of clear good seed; but, I then
discovered from the quantity of chaff and light

grains thrown away by the fan, that 1 had cut it

much too early for seed. Had it remained on
the ground until the seed were ripe, I think it

Iiighly probable that the quantity would have
doubled, or nearly so. The Millet was gener-
ally from 6 to 7 feet high through the lot, and
the heads from 5 to 6 inches long, and well fill-

ed. Judge Peters says that he has raised a ve-
ry fine crop of wheat on the millet stubble,

when, in the same year, his crop was indifferent

in the oat stubble, under the same circumstances.

On the 5th of May, five bushels of Millet seed
were sown, on four acres; on the 5th of July,

the crop was hauled, and estimated at four tons

per acre? I have obtained this season, forty

tons from sixteen acres of which four only had
been manured ', the remainder could not have
borne a good wheat crop. I have generally us-

ed a large quantity of seed, as not more than
two thirds of those which are generally sown
vegetate. Whilst my oxen consumed Millet in

its green state, they performed their work with
more spirit and vigor than they had done be-
fore, or have shewn since, except when fed

with grain. My cattle of all ages prefer it to

both red and white clover meadow hay. All

kinds of birds are very fond o( it, and not more
so than the different species of poultry—an in-

valuable food for fattening them. The seeds in

the upper parts of the stalks, generally ripen
first ; I therefore cut it when the upper parts of
most of the heads contains seeds which are hard.

All my observations have confirmed me in the
belief, that, in this stage, it affords fodder more
nutritious, and more easily made than any sort

of l»ay. 1 would recommend Millet not mere-
ly for its value as food but for the means it af-

fords of making clean the land, without summer
fallows or drill crops. Deep ploughing at pro-

per seasons, is, I conceive, the basis of all good
(arming. Such crops as shall enable the hus-

bandman to extirpate weeds, and obtain large

supplies of fodder, without much exhaustion,
should be the great objects of his aim. When
Millet is cut down with cradles to the scythes,

a considerable quantity of vegetation is left on
the ground; and the general opinion is, that it is

sufficient to prevent any exhaustion of the land
;

such has been the result of experiments by the

most judicious farmers.

Method of preserving Meat in Tunis.—Take
half a pound of black pepper, half a poand of
red or Cayenne pepper, half a pound of the best

saltpetre, all beat or ground very fine; mix
these three well together, then mix them with
about three quarts of very fine salt; this mix-
ture is sufficient for eight hundred weight of
beef As the pieces are brought from the per-
son cutting u|), first sprinkle the spice, and in-

troduce a little into all the thickest parts ; if it

cannot be done otherwise, make a small incis-

ion with a knife. The first Salter, after rubbing
salt and spice well into the meat, should take
and mould the piece, the same as washing a

shirt upon a board ; this may be very easily

done, and the meat being lately killed. Is

soft and pliable ; this moulding ojiens (he grain
of the meat, which will make it imbibe the
spice and salt much quicker than the common
method of salting. The first Salter hands his

piece over lo the second sailer, wlio moulds and
rubs the salt well into the meat, and if he ob-

serves occasion, introduces the spice; when the
second Salter has finished liis piece, he folds it

up as close as possible, and hands it to the pack-
er at the harness tubs, who must be stationed

near him ; the packer must he careful to pack
his harness tubs as close as possible. All the

work must be carried on in the shade, but
where there is a strong current of air, the har-

ness tubs in particular; this being a very male-

rial point in curing the meat, in a hot climate.

Meat may be cured in this manner, with the

greatest safety, when the thermometer in the

shade is at 110°, the extreme heat assisting in

the cutting."

—

Jackson on the Commerce of the

Mediterranean.

Invention.—The ingenuity of our mechanics
is proverbial. We have examined a machine
invented by a Tailor by the name of Camfield,

the corner of Provost and Chapel streets, for

measuring persons on mathematical and anatomi-

cal principles for clothes, by which he furnishes

a complete suit immediately. He would not

permit us to have a specification of it, but it is

on curious principles. He fits boys immediate-
ly.—A'of. Adv. =

According to the observations of M. H. Du-
trochet, the lieight of the Meteor, which pro-

jected the meteoric stones, at Charsonville, in

the Department of the Loire, on the 23d of

November, 1810, was about 14,724 toises. Mr.
Bowdich found that the perpendicular altitude

of the meteor, which discharged the meteoric
stones at Weston, in North America, on the

14th December, 1807, was 15,360 toises, or

about Itj miles.

—

London Monthly Magazine.

There is a disease very prevalent in Wur-
temberg, (Germany) but little known elsewhere,
which is induced by eating smoked sausages,

and is most fatal every spring, especially in the
month of April. A pamphlet on this subject,

by Dr. Justinus Keimer, has appeared at Tubin-
gen. According lo this work 76 persons were
taken ill, from eating smoked sausages in a ve-

ry short time, and in quite different parts of the
Kingdom ; 37 of these died; others dried up to

mummies, and carried the poison in them for

many years. The liver sausages are the most
dangerous; of 24 persons who ate them, 12 di-

ed. It appears by Kemirinswert's discoveries,

that this poison is not prussic acid. It is diffe-

rent from all hitherto known poisons, inasmuch
as it leaves ttie brain and spinal marrow unaf-

fected; but suspends the action of the sympathet-

ic or ganglion system, in its whole extent. Hence
arise very remarkable results for physiology.

—

Thus, for instance, in a person affected by sau-

sages, not the slightest pulsation of the heart

was perceived for months together; while,

notwithstanding this, the pulsation of the arte-

ries remained almost regular. This poison

appears, according to Keimer, to have the

most resemblance to the dipass serpent, or to

the supposed effects of the aqua tofana.

Londot^ Literary Gazette.
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From the Acadian Recorder.

Extract from " Minutes of an Agricultural Tour, per-

formed by John Young, (the able author of " Let-

ters of Agricola") through the easteru parts of -No-

va Scotia, in 1823.

" Pictou. Visited the Academy—a light,

airy and elegant bailding, at once an ornament

and honor to the (own. Saw several boxes of

moths and butterflies disposed with much taste,

not I mean with respect to their genera and

species, but so as to produce on tiie beholder a

pleasing effect. They were designed for Ed-

inburgh, and must satisfy the curious in natu-

ral history there, that this province enjoys a

most delicious summer, which could bring forth

different kinds into life, and spread over their

wings so many brilliant and dazzling colors.

—

The method of fixing them into these little cab-

inets is extremely simple. The inside of the

box is neatly pasted over with white paper,

and then on the bottom and the lid, pieces of

cork about half an inch square, are stuck with

glue in the quincunx order, so that in whatev-

er direction the eye views them, they seem
ranged in straight lines. Pins are then passed

through the bodies of the insects, and fixed to

the corks, generally four in each. The wings

are carefully dilated, in order to shew the fine

tints which nature's pencil has laid on them,

and also to discover the back and body, which,

in many species, are dressed in the richest vel-

vet or protected with the softest down. Ab-

stracted from all considerations of utility, these

boxes were a feast to the eye, and as far as 1

could judge, displayed a very happy combina-
tion of forms and colors.

" (Quitting the institution and crossing over
into the main street, I was accosted by one of

my acquaintances, au inhabitant of the town,

who said with rather a droll cast of his eye,

" Ah, so you have been visiting our college ; I

thought a farmer would not have troubled

liimself with such things." ''All the far-

mers in the province, 1 replied would be much
benefitted, were Institutions like this set

down in every county ; for it is my opinion that

»o man can cultivate the earth skillfully, who
is ignorant of the principles of a good educa-

tion.''

" This sentiment of my friend is not uncom-
mon among a certain class of men. They
think that a plough needs nothing save a stout

back and a powerful brawny arm. Than this

there can be hardly a more mischievous opin-

ion. Agriculture is a complete science, placed

forever beyond the reach of an unlettered un-

derstanding. The ordinary rules of practice

may be comprehended and successfully followed

)iy those to whom knowledge is a " sealed foun-

tain ;"" but in obeying these rules they act from
a blind impulse, and can never reach the point

<if controlling and regulating them. It is the

want of education which has so long kept
back our farmers from adopting those im-
provements that had grown up in other coun-
tries; and till this want be supplied by such
academies as that at Pictou, we cannot expect
from them the best directed efforts, nor the
higher degrees of enterprizer Intelligence,

in all states of society, is the forerunner of

wealth; and ignorance has been formerly, and
fver will be accompanied with sorry cattle, im-
perfect implements, faulty modes cf manage-

ment and prejudicial views in all the great op-

erations about a farm. The introduction, there-

fore, of a bettor system of education will dis-

pel the clouds that have too long brooded over
our people : and I cannot but congratulate this

district on its library, its printing press, its phi-

losophical apparatus, and even its boxes of but-

terflies. An Academy of this kind should be
supported not merely by the merchants, but by
the farmers of Pictou; and they may rest satis-

fied that their sons, trained in such a school with

a little dash of philosophy, will be able to

plough, sow and drill better than the gaping
boors who despise learning.

" The Agricultural Society of the West Riv-

er was founded among the first of those now
existing, and gave the example of the first

ploughing match in the Province. What par-

ticular causes here awakened this spirit it is

not easy to trace; but the effects are strongly

marked, and strike the travelhr as soon as he de-

scends to the foot of Mount Tom. The ridges

in the fields lie in straighter Hues, and are better

rounded oS' than what arc to bf met with else-

where. The very air itself bespeaks an im-

proving district, and the happy, contented

faces of the inhabitants are sure indications of

ease in their circumstances, and of comfort at

their fire sides. All along the road there are

every where specimens of a superior style of

ploughing, and in the neighborhood of the

town, there are farms whose management
would discredit no country. The fields are

cast into regular shape—the fences kept .'n

good order—and the houses and barns possess

that neat look which is (he ordinary concomi-
tant of industry and competence.
"Whether the improved aspect of the coun-

try be attributable to the society would not
have been a question at this time of day, had
there not existed men who were disposed from
the very first to raise a clamor against the gen-
eral conviction. I had hardly entered on this

district before I met with one of those, who to

my inquiries about the success and utility of
the West River Association, replied in a

long siring of declamatory matter, and ended
that he thoui,'lit their society had led its mem-
bers astray, and done more mischief than good.

The premiums, he said, for the best crops on
one acre had tempted the members to cart all

their manure on a ])articular spot, to the evi-

dent disadvantage of the rest of the farm ; and
had tempted them to bestow their chief cnre
on the old worn out land, instead of removing
the stumjis and taking in the new. Whenever
1 fall in with a sturdy veteran of the old school,

1 no more think of opposing him, than of fight-

ing with the Cossacks; and I yield that hum-
drum assenf, which would do any thing bul

please a very keen observer. Every man is free

to form his own opinions and to express them
;

but he must have a high idea of his own discre-

tion, who imagines that he discovers (laws in

what is approved of by the generality of his

neighbors. That some one of our farmers may
have injudiciously expended his manure on pur-

pose to win a prize, tnay, 1 apprehend, be tair-

ly confessed ; but that the system of encour-

agement to one acre is wrong must be sup-

ported by very strong evidence to gain be-

lief.

" It will be recollected that the fertility of

this country in comparison of others was stout-

ly denied for the first two years of our pre
gress ; and it became, therefore, a matter c

first moment to undermine an opinion, whici

cut the sinews of all industry. The hand be w

comes feeble, if its efforts either are fruitles intl

or are repaid with less than the average o

wages. Improved cultivation was not worth
to be introduced here, unless it was to return

fair adequate requital ; and in order to set thi

controversy at rest, it was essential to ascertait

on a large scale of experiment, how much ou
soil could produce. By limiting the competi
tion to one acre, the poor man as well as th w

rich could enlist as a soldier in this good wai|(ic

fare, and fight the battles of his country.
" But another capital and noble effect has r«

suited from the plan. Our old lands at th

commencement of the societies, had be©
brought into such a wretched condition ths

they were absolutely abandoned to weeds an

natural grass, and the forest was yearly invade;

for the raising of bread corn. A belief hs

gone abroad, that they were of very little ust

and they stood low on the score of fertility.-

The a.>;e and the fire more than the plougj ilF

were relied on for producing wheat; and thi|

most of our farmers were of opinion that

worn out soil could not be renovated. TM ti

prizes on one acre have done away with at lol

these ]irejudices ; and it is now found that tb

new settlers have no chance in a general cod

petition. The productiveness of the old lan(

hUs opened a new mine of wealth, where

was fonncrly supposed there was nothing bu

poverty and barrenness.

" But I believe that it is impossible topleai

ail men by any set of measures; and therefoi

the trite story of the clergyman, who accej)t<

of a church on the condition of giving whate
cr sort oi weather his hearers would ask, b

trays a clearer insight into human nature thi

is supposed. He knew beforehand, and pr

sumed on it, that they would never agree, whil I e

ther he was to send them sunshine or rain."

iE

From the United States Gazette.

On the Manufacture of Grass and Straw Bonna
No. I.

I regard the manufacture of straw, chip, art
j],

grass bonnets and hats, so important to the pet

pie of the United States, that I desire to offer i

them through your paper, some remarks t

the subject, in tiie hope of persuading thei

to consider it seriously, and that they will lia

Iheir influence with Congress, to increase tlji.

duty upon Leghorn hats, so as to enable tb' jfi

American I'abric to become firmly established ,

an event which cannot be expected to take plac-

so leng as the present low duty is continued.

In the National Gazette of Philadelphia (

6th Jan. last, we fitid the following extract : ",

is stated, that in the counties of Worcestail l

Aiiddlesex, Norlblk and Bristol, Massachuset

there have been manufactured about 300,01

bonnets in a year, at an average price of ^2,7

per bonnet, amounang to ^^825,000, emptoyift ij^'

25,000 persons, most of whom were female!
j

from the ages of four to twenty years. ThoSf
employed in platting straw, have been enable

to support themselves, and in many instanc

to assist those of their immediate friends

destitute circumstances. The business is no'

a stand. The bonnets that three years

to
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iild command $-,75, will not now sell (or more

u ^t,'Jj." The cause of (he business being at

•sent at a stand, is not mentioned ; but the real

use is, tliu immense importation ot" hats and

finets from Leghorn, at all prices. Mr. Bay-

staled in a recent debate on the TaritT, that

ing the last year g800,000 worth were iin-

ted. With the view of enabling; the Ainci-

n fabrics to compete with the Leghorn, the

mmittee on Domestic Manufactures proposed

increase the duty from one dollar to three

lars, upon all Leghorn hats or bonnels of

iw, chip, or grass, which at the flace

ence imported, with the addition of ter per

tum,.shall have cost less than three do lar«.

e resolution, it appears fwm the sketch uf

debate on the occasion, was supported by

Baylies of Mass. and Mr. Rich of Vermont,

opposed by Mr. Cambrcleng, of New York,

tirm and decided enemy of domestic iadus-

(ship building excepted) and Messrs. Mar-

aud Sharpe, of New York, and Fiord of

ginia.

The proposition was not adopted. The ma-
ity against it is not given in the paper. I

erely regret the loss of the motion, because

manufacture in the United States is rao.-edc-

ving of encouragement and protection, tlian

t of bonnet and hat making, for the ftllow-

obvious and strong reasons.

. Whether made from grass or straw, taate-

.a of comparatively small value, are conrerl-

into articles of great value, some of them of

/
great value.

. Because the manufactory gives employ-
it to females and children, a class of people
uliarly deserving the fostering care of all

ernments, by reason of the inlluence which
r labor may be made to have upon the wealth
he nation and the happiness, safety, and mo-
ty of society ; and of their inability to avail

mselves, as men do, of various other trades

employments, when the one by which they

support themselves is cut off.

. Because the articles which are the pro-

te of their labor, would add to the national

•enue by their being exported, and exchang-
ffor others of a foreign growth or manufac-

!, upon the importation of which duties

lid be paid. Until the British laid a heavy

y upon American hats and bonnets, they were
rofitable article to export to England, and a

; English paper stated that " by a return

ie to Parliament, it appears that in the year
ing the 5th April, 1823, there were 176,-

I straw bonnets or hats imported into Eng-
i from America, and 3512 lbs. of straw plat-

;. There is no probability of the trade ev-

lioing renewed for the people of England
ig made acquainted with the whole se-

t of the manufacture, will push it to its

lost possible extent, and fill the world

B it. What goods therefore are hereafter

lorted from England, which might be pur-
sed by the sale of American bonnels, had no

y been laid, must be paid l^or by thrift re-

ved from other sources, but what these are,

lainsyet to be discovered.

. Because it is a manufacture that does not

uire those engaged in it to be collected in

;e work shops, but may be carried on at home,
may occupy the leisure days of the females

children. Thus morality is promoted,
its of neat industry are instilled, happiness

insured, and profit obtained, of which, without
such employment, they might be deprived.

Considering these arguments, it is really to be

wondered at, that our Congress should rel"use to

increase the duty upon Leghorn hats and foreign

straw bonnets, so as to enable the domestic fab-

ric to compete with the imported articles of the

same kind ; esjiecially too, after hearing from
Mr. Baylies, of the many thousand women and
children who depended upon the manufacture of

bonnets as a means of support ; of the poverty
to which the loss of their usual employment
must inevitably reduce them ; and of the great

value of their labor to the nation.

The members of Congress and the people of

the United States, of all parties, are requested

to ponder on these facts, to draw the conclu-

sions from them which cannot fail to arise in

their minds, and to remember them when they

are told by the enemies to domestic industry,

that the statesmen of the old world are relaxing

their restrictions upon trade. Dr. Cooper in

particular is requested to attend to them., in case

he comes out with another pamphlet and more
memorials against encouraging domestic manu-
factures of the United States. Miss Sophia
Woodhouse (now Mrs. Wells.) and Miss Sally

Ilanmer, of Wetherslield, Connecticut, had the

merit of shewing at the exhibition of the Ag-
ricultural Society of Hartford, in 1820, the first

bonnet made in imitation of the Leghorn hats,

from native grass, called in that State, Tickle-

moth. We learn from the survey of the county

of Rensselaer, New York,* that its botanical

name is Jlgrostis Alba. It is a common grass of

the Northern and Middle States, but the excel-

lent ^0(1 viridis, or green grass which is a na-

tive of the United Stales, and forms the green
sward of Pennsylvania, would doubtless answer
equally well if prepared in a manner similar to

that pursued with the Agrostis Alba. If taken

from the fields where it spontaneously grows it

would answer for common hats ; but for making
those of a finer kind, the seed should be collect-

ed and sown very thick early in the Spring.

—

These seeds are doubtless to be purchased at

seed stores. The grass for bonnets should be

collected before they have attained their ma-
turity.

A Friend to Agriculture., Commerce and Manufactures.

* Made at the expense of Stephen Van Rensselaer
President of the New York Board of Agriculture.

—

'

See Memoirs of the Board, page 31, vol. i.

It is not certain that the Ticklemoth Grass, is the A-
grostis Alba, but this latter species is called "The
American Leghorn Grass" in the suvvey ; and their

identity is therefore taken for granted.—At all events
the Agrostis Alba will answer the purpose of making
Leghorn Imitation Bonnets.

{To be continued.'^

From the American Farmer.

TURNIPS.

Pittsfidd, Mass. Jan. 20, 1824.

Sir,—Some months ago I was induced to

write you a communication on the subject of

turnips., in consequence of an article of one ot

your correspondents, tending to discourage the

cultivation of them—and as I then promised to

give you the result of this year's crop, I avail

myself of a little leisure, to redeem my pledge
According to the weather, I have for six

years practiced sowing turiaips, from the 1 5th
to the 25th of June. But this year, a severe

drought through the whole of June, and until

the fore i>art uf .luly, obliged me to delay it un-
til the 10th— (too iate by 15 days, at least, to

warrant the hope of a crop oi' rma toga.) The
land (gravel) had been previously manured, at

the rate of 20 ox cart loads to theHere, htimr-
diately after sowing and rolling, gave the drills

a top dressing of 12 bushels^f slacked ashes
per acre. They were ploughed, and hoed out
twice. On the lUth of November, began to

harvest them— and had at least 450 bushels (o
the acre, cstimat ing an os Ciwt at M bushels.

The ex[)ense of cultivation, and harvesting,

does not exceed that of corn— of which the
average crops of the country may be staled at

25 bushels. The corn I raised this year, was
manured in the same manner as the turnips, and
we had about 50 bushels to the acre. In my
estimation, six bushels ruta b;\g:\, are equal to a

bushel of corn for any kind ot live stock.

It is objected by some, that it is a troublesome
crop to secure through our long, and severe
winters;— It is not more so, however, than po-

tatoes and the value of stock, especially sheep,
at the close of winter, and until grass will afford

a good bite, (which is not generally until the

10th of May) can only be duly appreciated by
experience.

it is doubtful in my mind, if the cultivation of
turnips will answer to any extent, so far south
as Blaryland ; but for the eastern and western
states, it must, methinks, as we progress in

agricultural improvements,become an important
item in the rotation system of every good far-

mer, who combines arable and grass farming.

I have long been of opinion, that we might
cultivate rape to advantage, in this section of

our state, (at least for sheep,) being ignorant of
the best mode of cultivating it, its proper soil,

and the manner of curing and securing it, if

raised for the seed. I beg leave to ask of you
to appropriate a place in your valuable paper,
to an article on the subject, in belief that it

would be interesting to this vicinity.

AGRICOLA

From the Connecticut Courant.

While the newspapers are teeming with the
exertions of farmers to out do each other, and
at the same time to stimulate them to greater
exertions, it may be satisfactory to some of your
readers to know, that on one half acre ofground,
by measure, there were raised the season last

past three hundred and twenty-four pounds and
thirteen ounces of well-dressed flax ; and from
the same, ten bushels and twenty-four quarts of

seed, well cleaned, in this place, by me the

subscriber. JOSEPH B. BLODGET.
East- Windsor, March 15, 1824.

Warm Water.—Warm water is preferable to

cold water, as a drink, for persons who are sub-

ject to dyspeptic and bilious complaints, and it

may be taken more freely than cold water, and
consequently answers better as a diluent for

carrying ofi bile, and removing obstructions in

the urinary secretion in case of stone itnd gravel.

When water,of a temperature equal to that of the

human body, is used for drink, it proves consid-

erably stimulant, and is particularly suited to

dyspeptic, bilious, gouty and choleretic eub-

jects.
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FARMER'S CALENDER.
POTATOES. We have heretofore, vol. i. pages

286, 325, gone pretty much at large, into the

subject of planting potatoes, and said something
relative to the diiferent modes of cultivating

that very valuable vegetable. We shall, there-

fore, endeavor on the present occasion, to be as

brief as possible ; and although we may go over
the same ground, we will not proceed egactly in

the same track in which we have before tra-

velled.

You will do well to plant some early sort of

potatoes on a small, fertile, and forward piece

of ground near your stye, which, together with
your peas, (if you have any) will give you a

chance to bring forward your pork, and get
your hogs at least half fatted bofore your Indian

corn is ripe enough to gather. With regard to

the greatest portion of your potatoes, intended
for the use of your kitchen, and for feeding
your stock, &c. you may, perhaps, derive u-seful

information from the following observations,

which we copy from the 2d vol. of " Memoirs
of the Board of Agriculture of the State of
New York."

" Potatoes should be planted the first ten

days in May, or a little before planting Indian

corn. But it is better to postpone the planting
of potatoes than of corn. Therefore, in the
hurry of spring work, farmers often leave their

potatoes to be planted in the last week of May.
To plant them early will never injure the crop
at any season, and if the season happens to be
very dry about harvest time, the crop will be
much better if planted the first of May.

" Seed potatoes should never be cut—one
large whole potatoe is sufTicient for a hill. The
outside skin of a potatoe called the cuticle is

the most durable part, and retains the moisture
for the use of the young plant, until it is all ex-

hausted. If potatoes are cut the ntitritive juice

is absorbed in a great measure by the earth.

—

The evil of cutting seed potatoes is more mani-
fest on a dry soil than if moist. It is a mistaken
opinion that a whole potatee is not good on ac-

count of bringing the plants too near together
;

for the roots which yield all ue seek for, spread
in all directions, and fill the hill.

" Potatoes, if planted in a sandy or loamy
soil, will yield one third more if a table spoon-
ful of plaster be thrown upon the naked pota-
toes in each hill, after they are dropped and
before they are covered.

" Yard manure is very useful, if laid over
the potatoes in each hill, and after an inch of
soil has been laid upon them ; and then the hill

covered as deep as usual. But if the manure
be laid directly upon the seed or under it, a
drought will injure the crop.

"The most convenient method for raising po-
tatoes is to plant them about the margins of
corn fields. Then a horse may turn upon them
when ploughing among the corn without in-
jury."

If the land on which you plant potatoes is in-
fested with grubs, or wire worms it may be well
to strew quick lime over it, at the rate of about
two bushels to the acre, immediately after plant-

ing. Or if lime cannot conveniently be had,

you may try the effect of a bushel and a half or

two bushels of salt to the acre. But neither of

these substances should be put into the hills or

suffered to come in contact with the seed pota-

toes.

A letter from William Moody to the Hon. Jo-

siah Quincy, published in the 4th vol. of the

Massachusetts Agricultural Repository, page
353, recommends sea sand, as an antidote against

the wire worm, and, no doubt it would prove
efficacious against other insects, which devour
potatoes while in the ground. This writer says
" I am persuaded, from experience, that sea

sand, put under corn or potatoes with manure,
or spread on the land, will go far, if not wholly
to the total destruction of those destructive

worms, [wire worms] on which nothing else

seems to have any effect. It has a beneficial

effect spread on land before ploughing, or even
after land is planted with corn or potatoes ; not

only to destroy the wire worm and other in-

sects, but to increase the crop. With my neigh-
bors a load of sea sand is considered preferable
to a load of their best manure, to mix in with
their common barn manure, or to spread on their
gardens and low flat land."

Mr. Moody likewise says, in the same letter,
" late planted potatoes, which are gathered in
before ripe are far the best for seed the next
year. If kept in a dry warm place in a cellar,
they will be much earlier, and likely to pro-
duce more abundantly the next )'ear, and will
be as good for use the following spring, thou°-h
they may not be so good in the fall." He then
gives the details of an experiment in which po-
tatoes were planted the 7th day of July, which
produced the largest and most in a hifl of any
raised by the author that season. The same
potatoes, planted the spring succeeding came up
some days sooner than others of a more early
kind. We think it would be well to repeat this

experiment, make others of a similar nature,
and let the result be made public for the good
of the community.

FOREIGN.
By the packet ship Amethyst, Captain Bussey, s

rived at this port on the 21st, London dates te the 12'

March have been received. By these it should see

that England has offered to mediate between Spain ai

the South American Provinces. But his Catholic M:
jesty declines the proposed mediation, and announc
his determination to strain every nerve to recover tl

Prov.nccs, in a tone of confidence, which would see m
to be inspired by a reliance on the assistance of oth Isi

EuroDean Powers. The Russian Ambassadorhas mac
a speech to Ferdinand which gave intimations of a

sistatce, and it is rumored that a negotiation has act

ally commenced for the purchase by Spain of ships

war f"om Petersburgh.

An article dated Stockholm, Feb. 20, declares th

Sir B Bloomiield, the British Ambassador, had r

ceived dispatches from his Court, and made a ve b

communication to the other foreign Ambassadors
Stockholm, stating, in substance, that if Spain, in ai

tempting to recover her lost possessions in Americ;

confines herself to her own means and resources, Gre
Britaii will remain a quiet spectator ; but should ai

other power join and assist Spain, Great Britain w
recognise the new governments which are establishi

in South America.

LosDoif, March 12.—By letters from Trieste, dati

on the 24th ult. information has been communicated^
the arrival there of a vessel from Missilonghi, in 1

days. The news received by this channel is impC'

tant aid satisfactory. The Greek army had been i

vided into batalions, according to the English custoi

and wis, at these dates, undergoing the discipline

Europtan troops. A great number of the chieftai

had assembled at Missolonghi, and the necessary i

struclions had been promulgated for introducing mo
em tactics into every quarter of the military service

that part of the Federal Republic which had, at t

period in question, been liberated from Asiatic supn

stitio'.i, for the greatest harmony prevailed among t

leaders of the different provinces, who had assembl

in the Senate, to form laws for their future governmer
A plan also for the offensive prosecution of the ne-

campaign had been maturely deliberated on, and afi

various improvements, had been finally adopted.
'

was of course kept a secret, but enough was CODJI

tureri to create an universal belief, that its issue woi
be splendid, and its results most beneficial to the I J

establishment of this formerly mighty Empire.

We are happy to be informed that Frederick Halt
late Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy^
and Lecturer on Mineralogy at Middlebury College, I

the sea, seize the 'richest Turks in KatolTa, who St

s been appointed Professor of Mineralogy and Geol- oWiged to pny large ransoms.

Brfssei-s, March 5. Recent letters from the
chipelago state that the Greeks have again madl
landing twenty leagues to the north of Smyrna ; IM
they levied large contributions, and required a lar

quantity of provisions, after which they re-embark<
Other parts of the coast of .isia Minor have likewf*

been disturbed by the Greeks, who, being masters

Lord Byron had been recognized by the governngy by the Corporation of the University of Vermont,
at Burlington. From our personal acquaintance with |

°^ Western Greece, as Presidenl of slrangsri.

Professor Hall, we are induced to believe that this ap-

pointment will prove beneficial to the University, and
serviceable to the public. We know Professor Hall to

be a gentleman, whose talents, acquirements, and in-

defatigable industry, entitle him to a high standing
among our American Literati. His means for the ac-

quisition of knowledge have been more ample than
those which usually fall to the lot of our countrymen.
A residence for a considerable time in Paris, the Head
Quarters of European Science and Literature, has giv-
en him opportunities of which, we believe, he has faith-

fully availed himself. Since his return he has directed

his pursuits, principally, to investigating and develop-
ing the natural riches of our soil, and to bringing to

light those mineralogical treasures which are bountiful-
ly bestowed by the Great Author of Nature on our
highly favored portion of the Globe ; but require the
eye of science and the hand of the artist to produce,
and fashion to the use of the Agriculturist and Manu-
fictiirer.

ifa

DOMESTIC
Ditel.—A duel has lately been fought in Georg)

between two very young men by the name of Cogde*
and Wigfall, on account of some trifling affair whip '

happened at Yale College. They fought with riflesj:

thirty paces distant ;—the latter received the balf
his antagonist below the breast bone, which came
on the right side between the second and third

having touched the liver in [its course ; of wl
he died on the following day.

We hail with unfeigned pleasure, the annunciatic
of the establishment of an Annual Rehister fi

this country, to be edited by Professor Everett. Th ,

'

extent and variety of this gentleman's information, all'
'*

the versality of his genius, singularly fit him for 8ucl( ™

task.— Boi. Gae. *
m;

Robbery.—The store of Messrs. E. & G. A. Kirtlan(P'i

at Saybrook Point, was broken open on the morning
the 15th inst. and a quantity of goods, to the amouil
of severaJ hundred dollars, was stolen. A reward,<|['~

fifty dollars is offered for the thief and gqods. Wf''

Con. Herald, m
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We leara that a Inrgfp two story dwelling

', belonging to Calvin Hersey, in Leicester, took

itcrday morning, and was entirely consumed.

—

lire originated from a spark on the roof. The fur-

lure was mostly saved.— ft'orceslcr Spy.

The Trustees of the Humane Society have awarded
nti/ dollars to .lames S. Cade, and len to Nathaniel
innon, both of Salem, for their humane, persevering,

iiccessful efforts, in saving the lives of two boys
had fallen through the ice on the North River of

t town.
The United States' Branch Bank Banking House,
cted ill Wall-street, New York, was occupied last

The otfice of this Institution in Connecticut
been moved from Middletown to Hartford.

CONGRESSIONAL.
;v Senate.—Friday, April 9. The bill to enable
President to carry into effect the Treaty of Ghent,
luding foreigners from intercourse with the Indian

es within the United States, and to preserve the

trade to American citizens, was again discussed in

imittee.

Ir. Lowrie moved to strike out the 5th section of

bill, which provides an appropriation formaintain-
a military post on the upper Missouri. Mr. Mills

Mr. Holmes supported the motion. Mr. Johnson
Mr. Benton spoke against it. The motiou to

ce out the section prevailed. Yeas 30, Nays 12.

he bill to abolish imprisonment for debt was read a

d time, ahd after some discussion, was carried in

affirmative. Yeas 24, Nays 19.

onday, April 12. A bill to secure the copy right

le authors of Paintings and Drawings was refused
ird reading.

r. Lloyd, of Mass. proposed for consideration a re-

tion requesting the President of the United States
rnish information relative to the commercial rela-

between the United States and Lisbon.
aesday. April 13. A Message from the President
ive to the claim of Virginia for interest on moneys
jwed for military purposes during the last war,
was ordered to be printed, and referred to the
jnittee on Military Affairs.

resolution, fixing on the fourth ofMay for the ter-

ition of the session, was considered, and made the

r of the day for Monday next.

ednesday, April 14. A bill relative to the Klec-
of a President and Vice President of the United
3s was discussed in Committee of the whole, and
further consideration of it postponed to Friday

3CSE.—Friday, April 9. A long debate was gone
on a proposed amendment to the 7th article of the

ff Bill reducing the duty on bar iron from 112 to

ents ; after which the question was taken and the
ndment agreed to. Ayes 120, Nays 85.

turday, April 10. A resolution calling on the
ident for information respecting the purchases of

estate, made by the United States since 1776, was
d to.

ae House refused to consider the resolution offered

r. Randolph for reducing the pay of the Members;
he gave notice that he should feel it his duty to

his motion as long as he had the honor of a seat

e House.
16 Tariff Bill was again brought before the House,
the amendment to impose a duty of 30 per cent,

alorem on fire arms was agreed to. Yeas 123, Nays
-And one to substitute four cents per pound on fry-

ans for 25 cents each, was also agreed to :—Yeas
Nays 25.—The question on concurring in the du-
" ten cen!s per gallon on Molasses,^'' was negativ-

•Yeas 65, Nays 132.

1 amendment to strike out the section, which pro-

; there shall be added to the duty imposed on any
le the amount of bounty or premium on that arti-

in the country from which the same was export-

as decided in the affirmative. Yeas 144, Nays 59.

e amendment allowing a draw back on silk goods,

^,
&c. passed in the affirmative.

le amendment specifying the different duties on
|i was discussed, and amended and afterwards re-
-—Ayes 66, Nays 125.

|>bday, April 12. Mr. Cushman offered a resolu-

Ibr placing on the pension list all the surviving of-

ficers and soldiers of the llevolutionary Army, who en-
tered the service, or enlisted for three years, or during
the war, prior to the year 1781, and served out the
time for which they engaged, or were honorably dis-

charged.

The bill from the Senate on the subject of imprison-
ment for debt was read twice, and referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary.

The Tariff Bill was again taken into consideration.
The question respecting the minimum valuation of 80
cents per yard on woolens, was, on motion of Mr. Rich,
so amended as to provide for a duty of 30 per cent ad
valorem, until June 30th, 1826, and after that time a
duty of 37 1-2 per cent ad valorem. Several other
motions were made and negatived.
Tuesday, April 13. The bill for the abolition of im-

prisonment for debt was reported by the Judiciary
Committee, without amendi^ient, and referred to a
Committee of the Whole.
The Tariff Bill was again brought forward, and Mr.

Bradley renewed the motion he made in Committee of
the whole for laying a duty on certain imported books,
viz. : On all books which the importer shall make it

satisfactorily appear to the collector of the port were
printed previously to the year 1775, four cents per vol-

ume ; and on all books printed in other than the Eng-
lish language, four cents per volume ; on all other

books, if bound, 37 cents—if in sheets 33 cents per

pound. This motion, after debate was adopted.
Wednesday, April 14. The Committee ofWays and

Means made a report in favor of the Claim of Daniel
D. Tompkins on the Government.
The President's Message on the subject of the Mas-

sachusetts Claim was reported to the Committee of

Claims.
The bill from the Senate for the relief of persons im-

prisoned for debt was passed and returned to the Senate.

The Tariff Bill was again discussed, and after much
debate the main question on ordering the bill to be en-

grossed for a third reading was decided in the affirma-

tive.—Ayes 111, Nays 93.

Thursday, April 15. A report on the subject of an
appropriation for the purpose of extinguishing the In-

dian title to territory within the limits of Georgia, was
referred to a Committee of the Whole, 82 to 75.

Agricultural Implements.

FOR sale at the Agricultural Establishment,
No. 20, Merchants' Row, a great variety of new

and useful FARMING and GARDEN TOOLS, among
which are the following, viz.

:

Nixon's Patent Cast Iron Plough ; Tice's do. ; Sea-
ver and Fay's do. ; Wood's and Freebone's do. ; How-
ard's Cast and Wrought Iron do. ; do. Wrought do.

;

do. Double Mould Board and Expanding do. ; Sinclair's

Side Hill Plough ; Beatson's Improved Scarifiers and
Cultivators; Harrison's and James' Patent Corn Shel-
lers ; Jaquith's Threshing Machine ; Willis' Patent
Straw and Hay Cutter, the most improved and best con-

structed machine for the purpose ever invented. One of

the above Machines is now in use and may be seen at

Niles' Livery Stable, Hawley Place.— Also, Safford's

Patent Straw Cutters ; Hand Straw Cutters ; Bennet's
Broad Cast Machine for Crass and other Seed ; Corn
and Turnip Drills ; Steven's Patent Steel Spring Hay
and Manure Forks ; Brade & Go's. Cast Steel Hoes ;

Wright's Steel Plated do. ; Common and Narrow do.

;

Merrill's Steel Crook Neck do. ; Iron and Steel Pota-
toe do. ; Turnip and small Garden do. of all kinds
Garden and Pruning Shears ; Transplanting Trowels
and Forks ; English and American Shovels and Spades

;

Bisbee's polished Cast Steel Back Strapped Shovel, a
new and very superior article ; Cam'sCast Steel Scythes;
Brush and other Scythes ; Common and Iron Teeth
Garden Rakes, together with many other valuable
Tools.— Also, a New ImprovedTree Brush for destroying
Caterpillars.

NEW GARDEN SEEDS.
JUST received by the London Packet, and for sa!e

by GEO. MURDOCK, No. 14, Market-square, an
assortment of GARDEN SEED, of the last year's
growth, among which arc. Early and Late Cauliflower,
Early and Late Cabbage, Early and Late Peas, Sweet
Marjoram and Thyme, ARMACK, MANGEL WURT-
ZEL, RUTA BAGA, &c. J.ihtwue—a. few cases of
MARASCHINO and CURACOA, a Cordial much cel-
ebrated in Europe—French Annisette in baskets oi 2
bottles each—Welch's No. 1 Chocolate, Cocoa and
Shells—green Madeira Citron, with other Groceries
as usual.

Likewise—a few Hampers of Rich Cheshire and Loaf
Cheese—London Brown Stout, in whole and half Bot-
tles—English and French Mustard, in kegs and jugs.
March 27. 6w

NOTICE.

MR. HALL J. KELLEY, Engineer and Teacher of
Matiiemalicks, will be in his Office, No. C4, Mar-

ket-Street, between the hours of 12 and 2 o'clock,
P- M. April 17.

MANGEL WURTZEL SEED.
FOR sale at this office a few pounds of Mangel

Wurleel Seed, raised by John Prince, Esq., Rox-
bury. April 24.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

APPLES, good, to best,

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo, No 1, . . . .

" No 2, ... .

BUTTER, inspect. Ist qual.

CHEESE, new milk ....
skimed milk, .

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee,
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oat?

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern

PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, BoneMiddlings new, .

navy, mess.

Cargo, No 1, ...
SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh, best pieces, . .

" whole hog, ....
VEAL,
MUTTON and LAMB, . . .

POULTRY
BUTTER, keg & tub,

lump, . 1

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, ....

Indian, do
POTATOES, ....
CIDER, liquor, new ....
HAY, according to q'uaUty,
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BEAUTIFUL BALLAD.

Oh! lady, buy these budding fiow'rs,

For I am sad, and wet and weary :

—

I gather'd them ere break of day,

When all was lonely, still and dreary ;

And long I've sought to sell them here,

To purchase clothes and dwelling,

For Valor's wretched orphan girls

—

Poor me and my young sister Ellen.

J[h ! those who tread life's thornless way.

In fortune's golden sunshine basking,

May deem my wants require no aid,

Because my lips are mute, iinasking

;

They have no heart for woes like mine.

Each word, each look, is cold—repelling.

Yet once a crowd offlatt'rers fawn'd,

And fortune smil'd on me and Ellen !

Oh ! buy my flow'rs, they're fair and fresh

As mine and morning's tears could keep them ;

To morrow's sun shall see them dead,

And I shall scarcely live to weep them !

Yet this sweet bud, if nurs'd with care,

Soon into fullness would be swelling.

And nurtur'd by some gen'rous hand,

So might my little sister Ellen.

She's sleeping in the hollow tree.

Her only home—its leaves her bedding ;

And I've no food to carry there.

To soothe the tears she will be shedding.

O .' that those mourners' tears which fall

;

That bell which heavily is knelling,

And that deep grave were meant for me,

And my poor little sister Ellen !

When we in silence are laid down,
In lifn's last fearless, blessed sleeping.

No tears will fall upon our grave,

Save those of pitying Heaven's own weeping.

Untnown wev'e liv'd, unknown must die,

No tongue the mournful tale be telling,

Of two young, broken-hearted girls

—

Poor Mary and her sister Ellen.

No one has bought of me to-day,

And night is now the town o'ershadifig.

And I like these poor drooping flowers,

Unnoticed and unwept am fading ;

My soul is struggling to be free

—

It loathes its wretched earthly dwelling !

My limbs refuse to bear their load

—

Oh God ! protect lone orphan Ellon.

ANECDOTES.
Lord, whose wife lay extremely ill, was dis-

turbed in his studies by the entrance of her
maid, who informed him her mistress was dy-

ing-, and desired to see him. " Chihl, said he,

tell your mistress I took formal leave of her
yesterdny."

On the day of the Eclipse, when all the in-

liabitanls of Paris were without doors, provided
wilh telescopes, and pieces of smoked glass,

an Englishman was seen driving furiously in a

liar.re, along one of the principal streets.

—

" Where does my lord wish to go," said the
driver; " to see the Eclipse," said the Eng-
lishman, thrusting his head out of the window,
•• only drive up to it as near as possible, for 1

am short sighted."'

Dr. Wade, Agricultural Professor to the Dub-
lin Society, sometimes lectures his class in the
fields, among the productions on which he is

lecturing. As he was thus employed, one day
treating on potatoes in the beds themselves, he
look occasion to speak of this practice. " VVhy,

Doctor," said one of his auditors, " I think you
are very right to lecture here on the side of

the beds ; for you know the fuculty always re-

commend students to attend clinical lectures."

Maritime Enterprises of the Russians.— It ap-

pears from the last number of the Annales des

Voyages, that M. Simonof, Professor at the

University of Kassan, has given a sketch of the

voyages of the Russians to the South Pole,

which is full of interest. In Europe, it is not

generally known that the circumnavigators, sent

by the powerful Emperor of the North, have
made, between the parallels of sixty and seventy
degrees, a voyage round the Pole, much more
complete and instructive than that made by the

celebrated captain Cook. The island situated

farthest south, which is at presentknown, bears

the name of Alexander the first.

—

Journal des

Debats. ==
A new gold coinage for Greece has been exe-

cuted at Paris, under the direction of Denon,
the traveller. The piece rather exceeds a
sovereign in size. On one side is the archan-
gel Michael, with the flaming Sword, and the
Dove, the latter the symbol of Peace. On the
reverse, a Lion, the emblem of strength, en-
circled by a Serpent, meaning to pourtray eler
nity

;
and around, the word " Resurrection."

GARDEN AND FIELD SEEDS.
JOSEPH BRIDGE, No. 25, Court-street, has just

received per London Packet, and for sale, an ex
tensive variety of Agricultural ai d Horticultural Seeds
which added to his former collection makes the great
est assortment m New England—among them are 5(

bushels early and late Peas, of vaiious sorts; 15011"
Tnrnip, 100 lbs. RUTA BAG A, 200 lbs. Carrot 100
lbs. Beet, 100 lbs. MANGEL WURTZEL, 50 lbs.

Cabbages of sorts, Cauliflowers, 100 lbs. Radish of sorts
Lettuce of sorts, Endive, Kail, Celery, SALSaFIE,
SCORZENERA, Onion, Leek, Sweet Marjoram,
Thyme, Sage, summer and whiter Savory, Lavender,
sweet Bazil, Chervil, Fennell, Burnet, Grass Seeds,
viz :—Herds, red and white Clover, Foul Meadow, Red
Top—with a large collection of ORNA?4ENTAL
SEEDS.
Garden Tools, viz :— Pruning and Budding Knives.

Pruning Saws, Pruning Shears, Ciarden Reels and Lines^
transplanting Trowels, Piakes, Dutch or Pushing HoesJ
Edging Irons.

Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, Honeysuckles, Gar-
den Roses, &c. 1200 Flower Pots with stands.
GREEN HOUSE PLANTS, a large variety, con-

stantly for sale, such as Roses, Myrtles, Geraniums,
Agapanthus, Orange Trees in fruit and blossom, Rosa
Mulfifldra or Garland Rose, Mountain Daisies, Lauriis-
tines, &c. 50,000 THORNS or QUICKS for live
fences.

ENGLISH CHEESE, and fine ENGLISH SPLIT I "V '''''^"
'"i""'^"''

AGRICULTURAL SEMINAR\
JOSI AH HOLBROOK & TRUMAN COE, will on

in Derby, Con. on the 2d Wednesday of May nt
a LITFJIARY, SCIENTIFIC, and PRACTICAL
STITUTION.
The exercises they design to introduce, are the sti

of the Latin, Greek, French, and English Languag
Rhetoric, Elocution, Geography, and History, "t

Mathematics—as Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, P)

and Spherical Trigonometry, Mensuration and ¥\

ions. Natural Philosophy in its various branches.—
tronomy. Chemistry, Mineralogy, Botany, and Zoolo
No efl'orts will be spared, to render these sciences ft
tical and fitted to Common Life.—With that view,

j

tieular attention will be given to Composition, I>ei

mation, written and extemporaneous Debates, the I'

of Arithmetic, and (he higher branches of Mathems' jc

in common business, Practical Surveying, the appi
tion of Natural Philosophy to various kinds of Machi
ry. Agricultural Instruments, &c. testing the princy

of Chemical Science in mixing and preparing 5).

forming Manures, making Cider, Beer,tpirils, and
'

ous other articles of Agriculture apd Domestic Ei

my— Agricultural, Geological and Botanical excurj:

into various parts of the country, examining and :

lizing soils,—and Practical J}gncvllure.

Upon most of the sciences abovementioned, Lect
win be given, attended with familiar illustrations,

rithmetic and the higher branches of Mathemalics,
be conducted by a course of demonstrations, intew '0

to show their nature and uses.

There will be given annually, in the winter, a COK

of Lectures on Agriculture, bringing to view tK

modes of Farming, which Erpcriivcf has proved to^

best tilted to diflerent soils, climates, exposures, Slf
the same time, explaining, as far as may be, the pri

pies of science on which such practice is founded. '

course will be designed as well for those farmers, wl
leisure, in that season of the year will permit thw
attf nd, as the regular members of the Seminary. .

It cannot be doubted that if the course here proM
should be exiensively adopted, it would effect aj
desideratum in the Education of this conntry^viz,'

ing Theory and Practice, and thus training up yi(
to be both practical and scientific men, and by",

mrans prepare the way for the advancement ofthe
ful Arts, particularly Agriculture ; and, by inslilc

an agreeable variety in their exercises, it is bejii

they may be kept almcst constantly engaged, in asi
ner which will be both interesting and useful, and/ W
culated to give them firm and healthy constitufjl

and habits of systematic industry and morality.

The Institution is provided with Land, nec<

Buildings, Philosophical and Chemical Apparatu:
a Cabinet of Minerals, and it is intended, as si

pracficr.ble, to furnish an opportunity for youths
fray or lessen the expenses of their education, byH itii

own industry. V/,

Active measures hare been taken to collect
improved methods of Education, both in this co]

and Europe and every endeavor will be used to

such a System of Instruction and Government
recommend itself, in a particular manner, to thci

design to be teachers.

There will be two terms in the year, one comi
ing on the 2d Wednesday in May, the other tlii

Wednesday in November. Students not taken (

less terra than six months—they will not all be n
ed, however, to go through the same course, but

be under the instruction of such teachers, and aj

to such studies, as will fit them for the cou:

lllii

J/i

PEAS. March 27.

LEAD PIPE FOR AQUEDUCTS, &c.

THE subscribers being appointed Agents for vending
LORING'S IMPROVED LEAD PIPE, have con-

stantly on hand, at their Store, No. 20, Merchants' Row,
a s:ipply of different sizes and thickness. The manner
in which their Pipe is manufactured renders it superior
to the English or any other manufacture, and comes at
a less price. Orders for any quantity or size will be
executed at the shortest notice.

LINCOLN FEARING & CO.

F
TO PRINTERS.

OR sale at this Oflicc BALL SKINS, at the usual
prices.

Board from $1, 50 to $2 per week.
Tuition Thirty Dollars a year. Courses of Le

on Chemistry, Natural Philosophy, Mineralogy
Botany, Three Dollars each—which courses will
mence at the opening of the Seminary.

.Specimens in Mineralogy, Botany, or Zoology,!
Communications, particularly from Farmers
chanics, directed to the Agricultural Seminary, a{
by. Conn, will be gratefully received.

Derby, Conn. March 24 1824.

TERMS OF THE FABMER.
(^ Published every Saturday, at Thrke V)oiA

per annum, payable at the end of the year—but]
who pay within sixty days from the time of subs
will be entitled to a deduction of Fiiti CxistsJ
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CULTIVATION OF VINES.

To Ihe Editor of the .Xcw England Farmer,

Sir,— Perh.Tps there is nothingreb.ting (o our

lommon gardening, in which jieople more ge-

erally err (han in the manner of cultivating

lelons, cucumbers, and other running vines. I

llude to tlie practice of having too many phinls

:row in a hill. As far as my observation has

xtended, it appears to be the common practice

suffer as many as from four to ten or twelve

ines to grow in a hill. This, I believe, is an

rror. One good thrifty vine in a hill, I amsa-
sfied is generally enough. I have been con-

rmed in this opinion, by seeing within a year
r two, the effects of a few experiraentg on the

jbject.

Sometime in August, 1822, ( visited a friend

1 Salem, who had two considerable water-me-

n fields. One of them was cultivated the usu-

way, that is in hills about three and a half

et distant, and with several vines in a hill,

he other was planted in hills eight feet ilis-

nt, each way, and but one vine in a hill ivas

ffered to grow. Both fields were well nia-

ired, and in good order : but the difference in

° crop was as great as in the manner of their

llivation. In the first mentioned field the me-
ns were of an ordinary size and quality, nnd
e vines were much blighted. In the other

^vhere the hills were eight feet apart, the
ii;id no appearance of I light upon them,

- :.c melons at that time, though they were
I t lully grown, were much the largest 1 ever
' .V. When they were gathered, as I have
! ce been informed, one of them weighed a-

Ive forty pounds, and several between thirty

5 il lorty pounds each.*

I seldom succeed in raising good melons, ow-
i: as 1 have supposed to the imsuitableness of

ii soil, it being of a wet, cold nature' which
< ises them to blight. In consequence of this

<TicuIty in bringing them to perfection,! have
i quently wholly omitted planting them, altho'

I V are to me a real luxury. But the last sea-

1 I was induced to plant a few similar to those

In in Salem. My water-melon hills 1 had
: Tilt eight feet apart

; my musk-melons four,

I 1 suffered but one vine to grow in a hill.

: itv\ it [islanding the season was very unfavora-

ii, having frequent sudden showers, accompa-
' ;d with wind, which blew the vines in every

ection, yet my melons were very good, some
them the best I ever raised.

The advantage to be derived from having vines

w single, is I believe nearly as great, respect-

the cullivEtion of cucumbers as of melons.

\ neighbor of mine, who is very curious in

se things, last season, took me into his gar-

1 to see the effect of an experiment of his.

He had planted his cucumbers in two rows of

Is, manured alike. In a part of them he had
but one vine grow in a hill, in a part two,

1 in another part three or more vines in a hill.

These were the melons noticed in the New Eng-
d Farmer, vol. !. page 63, and cultivated by Mr
lie.

At that lime, where there was but one in a hill,

Ihe vines were very fbmrisbing, all the leaves

srreen, the cucumbers very fair, and he assured
me that he had gnlhered from them as many, as

from the same number of hills that had three
or more vines in a hill. That part containing
two vines in a hill ivas visibly different, they
appeared less luxuriant than those of but one ;

and in that part containing three or piore vines
in a hill, they were apparently on the decline,

the leaves had mostly become yellow and some
of them black.

Perhaps it may be thought that eight feet

a part is a great distance for water-melon vines
to grow and singly too; but when it is consider
ed that a single vine, in a rich soil, will extend
over a rod or even more of ground, I think it

must appear rational that in a rich soil it is not
too great a distance. Doubtless in a light sandy
or gravelly soil, lightly manured, half that dis-

tance may be preferable. P r.

Franklin, April 23, 1824.

To Ihe Editor of the .Vc?c England Farmer,

Sir,—Observing: in tlie New England Farmer seve-

ral pieces on raising; Fruit Trees, Grafting and Inocu-

lation, I take the liberty to make a few remarks, the

result of experience and observation, which, if you

think will promote the objects of your publication,

you will permit to occupy a corner of your paper.

RAISING TREES. Take a load or more, (ac-

cording to the size of your contemplated nurse-
ry) of fine barn yard dung ; spread it on a lev-

el place five or six inches thick; on this sow
your seeds. As soon as they are up in Ihe

spring, and are an inch or two high, which
will be about Ihe last of May, having brought
your nursery ground info fine tilth, pull

up your plants with j'our fingers, and throw
them into a pail of water. Line out your
nursery ground. Make holes with a stick,

or iron-bar, at proper distances. Set 3'our

plants and water each with a gill or half a pint

of water ; and water them again in three or

four days, should the weather prove dry. No
covering to the plants is necessary. Pulling

them up in this way, 3'ou break off the tap-root;

and when you wish to transplant them into

your orchard, you will find that they have an a-

bundance oflateral,or side roots, but no tap root.

GRAFTING AND BUDDING. It is a maxim with

me in grafting and budding to do it as near

the root as the stock will allow. For this

practice I shall assign four reasons. The first

is your scion will be more likely to take, being

covered in part with earth. .Secondly, should

your tree, by any accident, be broken down,
you will, nearly always, save your scion.

—

ThirdI}', your scion being partly underground.
will frequently push out roots ; and fourthly, the

less you have of the old stock, the nearer will

the fruit of the scion approach to the fruit of

the tree from which it was taken. On stocks

of less than an inch, I esteem tongue-grafting

much the best. On larger limbs or stocks,

what 1 call bark grafting; on still larger side

grafting, on the large limbs not far from the bo-

|dy. Should some of t^m fail of uniting, you

preserve your limbs for future operation.s. If
they taks, some time in June, Ihe year after,
saw off the limb close, and give it a' good coat
of paint, which should be renewed from year to
year till it is out of danger from exposure to
the weather. If your tree has gotten to a con-
siderable bigness, in order to make sure work
if you can find a good sprout, which grows to
the tree, or rather to the root, under ground,
graft thai, but if you cannot have a sprout, take
a long scion, cut a slice of bark and wood
from one side eight or ten inches from the butt

—thrust it into the ground—cut a slice from
your slock to match it. Join them nicely, bind
them together, and, as usual apply Ihe clay. It

is said that a scion is more likely to do well, if

part of the branches are left above it. If so I

should suppose that side grafting would bo best.
I will now endeavor to point out the methods

of grafting, several ways.

Tongue-Grafting.—Clear away all the earth
down to the root.—Take off the stock with a
keen, smooth knife, aslant from one to two in-

ches, according to its size. Split it down Ihe
middle of the slant, Ihe same way you cut it off.

Then slant off your scion the same length of
your stock. Split that in the s:ime way. The
short side of your scion is called the tongue.
Slip this into the cleft in your stock, bringing
the edges of both carefully together, where
you intend they shall unite, bind them close to-

gether with bark, apply your clay, and bring
the earth round the scion, leaving two or three
buds above ground.

Side grafting.—Cut a gash across your stock,
through the bark, then let in your knife above,
say an inch, bring it down in such a manner
that a straight cut will bring the knife to the
wood at Ihe cross-cut, which take out ; then
cut a slit down from your cross cut half an inch,
and with the point of your knife, carefully raise

the bark a little at the cross-cut. Cut your
scion aslant, at the heel of which cut round
through the bark, but not so as to injure the
wood. Take off the bark thus cut from the low-
er end of your scion, and insert the flat side of
the wood, .and press it down, till Ihe square
edges of both barks meet. Bind round with
bark, then apply your clay.

Bark Grafting supposes your limb cut off

square, and smoothed with your knife. Slit and
raise the bark, as in side grafting—then cut

down your scion, two thirds off, on on side with

a square shoulder. From this shoulder taper it

off to a point on the wood side.—Then cut the

remainder of the bark at the shoulder. Take
it off with the point of your knife. Insert the

point between the bark and wood, with the flat

side to the stock, and bring the shoulders to-

gether, and bind round with bark, and put oq
your clay.

FEEDING BEES. Take a slice of good new
brown bread, lay it in a plate, and pour on it

some wort or new beer, well sweetened with

honey and molasses. Set it into your hive in the

morning, and yon will find at night that your bees

have made a good meal. Repeat this as occasion

requires.

Maine, April 17, 1824.

i
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i^cttCiU. on, it would probably have rotted in one year,

that the closeness of birch bark prevents the

escape of sap. Hence he reasons, that a close

coat of paint put on unseasoned wood, instead of

preserving, operates like the birch bark by con-

larly careful to save their own seeds, and save

the best of them. In placing so much confidence

in imported, the farmer egregiously errs ; he

waits for the seedsman to come and cheat him as

he does for the pedlar to cheat his wife. Let him
who lives halfway from the equator to the pole

never look south lor any kind of seeds he can

raise himself. I tried in a garden three fourths

of an acre twelve successive years one halt ot

my seeds from Massachusetts ; the other of my
own raising ; the latter, I found uniformly the

most certain in growth. Here is a way honest

men are often, very often deceived.—A country

merchant buys more seeds than he can vend, the

next year,with a few new, his box is replenished ;

therefore all are new ; the ignorant purchaser

does not know the tact, and perhaps does not

know that altera term ofy ears some »eeds will not

grow. The expectant family plant their gar-

den, the little ones having staked out their me-
ted lot, but look for plants in vain.—Perhaps it

is fortunate, 1 am not an absolute monarch, 1

might let the shop-lifter go free and hang the

^hop-keeper for the greater crime."

The writer gives us some " Family Recipes,'''' moat

or all which have appeared in the New England Far-

mer, and concludes his pamphlet with a " Treatise on

the Apple Tree," which will claim our attention in

some fature number.

( To be continued.')

Touches on Agriculture ; including a Treatise on

the Preservation of the Apple Tree, together with

Familii Recipes, Experiments on Insects, iS-e. S^c.
_

r, r-. n
Bi, the Author of a Description of Brmiswick, fining the sap to rot li.—See N. L. farmer,

and other Towns in Maine. Portland, A. W.
_

'_' In good_seasons, farmers should^be part

TH.4YKR, Printer— 1824.

We have received, and been requested to give some

notices of a pamphlet of between 40 and 50 pages, 8

vo. with the above title ; a request, which we comply

with readily, and cheerfully. The work consists of

unconnected hints, but many of them will, we believe,

prove useful, and their brevity may cause them to be

read by those, who want leisure or inclination to pe-

ruse more bulky and elaborate works. Many articles

are taken from the New Knglaud Farmer, but not, as

is often the case, without referring to the source from

which the author derived his materials. This little

publication is an agricultural tract, which every far-

mer can afford to buy, and no farmer, if he reads if,

can fail to get much more than the worth of his money

from its contents. We are, however, of opinion that

the author is not always correct in his theories, asd we

apprehend that some caution may be necessary before

some of his suggestions are adopted into practice. But

this observation will apply to all works on agriculture,

a science in which, owing to innumerable circumstan-

ces, such as variations of soil, climate, seasons, &c. as

•well as the fallibility of those who give us instructions,

absolute certainty is of rare attainment. But, though

some recipes may fail, and some directions prove erro-

neous, still great benefits may be gained from others,

and the balance will be greatly in favor of him who

reads, meditates on, and adopts with due caution ma-

ny of the prescriptions of the above mentioned

pamphlet.

We will give a (evr quotations from the tract before

us, and hope that some of our readers may be induced

to purchase and peruse the pamphlet, which we learn

may be had of Cummings, Uilliard & Co. No. 1,

Cornhill.

" As most of the specifics mentioned have been

tested by actual, and successful experiment, I

have little fears from the cynical critic. And
although the word quackery is extremely odi-

ous, it should never intimidate, where improve-

ment equals expectation."
" SEASONING TIMBER. The theoTV, that the

Moon has an effect on the motion of the sap in

plants and trees is discarded by modern Philoso-

phers. I agree with Mr. Pickering, that the

weather calender ought no longer to disgrace

onr Almanacs. As the rays of the moon afford

no heat, what effect can they have on (he va-

pors of the earth, or the juices of plants? The
l)elief that timber, cut at the old of the moon in

February will be most durable is very general.

The late Mr. Cooper, of New Jersey, has giv-

en this fact. He says when the British army
lay in Philadelphia, they cut a quantity of white

oaks in May 1778, which they were obliged to

abandon ; these he split into posts and rails,

which remained sound twenty years afterwards.

!n the old of the moon in February following,

he felled more of the same kind of timber and
put it into posts and rails on the same kind of
land. These rotted in twelve years. A far-

mer in Massachusetts, in the hurry of planting,

cut a -ehile birch for a well sweep, the sap run-

ning freely. He barked the pole and it lasted

will give the corn the same distance with th&
grass

;
which may be represented as follows

:

The black lines represent the grass, and the

dotted ones the corn.

But should the descent of the hill be more '"

gradual, I would give the grass rows a distance

of 12 feet apart, leaving two rows of corn be.

tween every two rows of grass; thus:

From the American Farmer.

TO PREVENT ARABLE LAND FROM WASHING.
Pottcrsville, March 17, 1824.

Dear Sir,— 1 did not intend communicating
to the public, through the medium of the press,

my plan for preserving lands from washing by

means of grass, till established on the broad

basis of experience, but, as you have published

an allusion thereto, which 1 incidentally made
in a little communication on summer grafting, 1

have concluded to offer you the plan entire
;

either, for present publication, or to lay by, till

experience shall confirm its utility.

However, should you consider my theory de-

serving publicity, it may not be amiss to lay it

immediately before the public, and thereby ex-

pose the plan to be confirmed or rejected by

numerous experiments at once. The impor-

tance of a preventive to the washing of lands,

all must admit; since lands generally do not in

fact wear out, but washout. If a plan could be

devised to obviate so general a misfortune, al-

together practicable and efficient, it would essen-

tially contribute to llie interests of agriculture.

And in order to effect so desirable an end, 1

propose to establish permanent rows of grass,

nearly in a horizontal direction across the sides

of hills. For example, suppose a hill side to

have one regular slope dovvn to a stream of wa-
ter

; 1 would run the rows of grass parallel with
the water course, and apportion their distances

to the declivity : should the descent be very
great, I would have a grass row at the distance

ot every six feet, and the corn to occupy the

It will be observed, there is a corn row on

each side of the grass, at the distance of three'

feet which still gives, as before, six feet dig*
jj,

tance to the corn rows. But should the hill's

inclination be still less, I would give 13 feet t(

the grass rows, and have three rows of corn he--

tween every two rows of grass.

17 years. He says had he put it up with the bark] middle space between the grass, which of course

Here the corn will have the same distance 9

before. The ground of course to be ploughed'

in but one direction. The grass must resist th<

rigors of winter, and have a perennial rooi

without spreading beyond the space allotted ii

The kinds I prefer, from a partial experience,)

the tall meadow oat and the Missouri grasses,aBi.

a tall winter reed grass. The Missouri and reei

grasses are abundantly more nutritive than th'

oat. But my plan may be objected to, as super

fluous, since the deep horizontal ploughing bit

been introduced. But I presume no scientifii

agriculturist will contend, that this plan is fre<'

from objections, as it requires more capital aOM

skill, than the people generally can spare ; an

over a stiff unabsorbent substratum, the cr9[

must be in danger of drowning in wet seasoiji'

while the ridges must be somewhat inconvenieB

for a rotation of cropping; and lastly, the ridg-

es can answer no other purpose, than to sayi

the land; for while they retain superfluqp-

water in wet weather, from their exposure t<

the sun, in a droaght, vegetation will su&r

more than on an even surface All which &
fects, my plan proposes to remedy, it is so sim

pie, every farmer who can run a tolerabli

straight furrow, may adopt it, and is at salBi!

time, as cheap as simple. The grass will retail

the water sufficiently long, to deposit its allu

vion ; but not long enough to injure vegetation

The grass will be as much benefitted by cul

lure, as the grain, and will improve for yean

W

llln
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P?o tliere will be a two fold intention answered
;

•the land will be preserved from washing, while

A large amount of hay and winter pasture may
I be obtained ; while the crop of grass may not

,je any less, in consequence of this gramineous

i( icijuisitioB. For independent of the waste of

Hoil prevented by the grass, the water from
(iiasty showers which would otherwise escape

Jbel'ore the soil could have time to absorb it,

(M'ill be retained, to the groat benefit of the

;,nlerraediale crop of grain. As winter grass is

learly stationary in the summer, always making
ts [irincipal growth in the spring and fall, so

hat it will interfere but slightly, with those

innual plants'which are the chief object ofculti-

alion.

When small grain is sown between the grass

ows, the mixture of good hay with the straw,

vill add considerably to its value, while the

rass seed, if mature, will blow off with the
hafl-. ABNER LANDRUM.
Edgjield, South Carolina.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE.
We are very happy to see, that Agricultural

ocieties not only continue to multiply, but that

enerally speaking, they seem to be constantly

nprovingin their shows of cattle and domestic
lanufactures. It gives us sensible pleasure to

erceive that the addresses, are every year ira-

roving in their business-like character. That
bile they evince on the part of the writers,

jltivation of mind and research, they serv<! to

jmmunicate very useful information, and what
more, a taste for reading among the class of

)cie(y in which this sort of information was not
jmidant, thirty years since. Farmers have a

lare of leisure for reading. It san scarcely be
jped however, that any but the most opulent
id intelligent among them will purchase an
jricultnral library. Yet almost all could af-

id to pay live dollars to enroll themselves in

e Massachusetts Agricultural Society, which
ill entitle thera to receive for life the Jour-

Is of this Society, which are published twice

year. Thus for a payment equal to one dol-

r |ier annum for five years, they become en-

k'll to receive a work devoted to their own
irsuits during their lives. Who is so poor as

it to be able to afford this? Whoso indifferent

tlie honor, and dignity of his own profession

not to be willing to pay one dollar a year for

I short a period as five years, to secure to him-
li and his children such a mass of Agricultu-

1 facts ?

Grant, if you please, and it ought to be and is

anted, that there are many errors, many un-

unded theories, many extravagant statements

new experiments. Yet does this destroy

e motives for reading and thinking on such

bjects ? We think not—an erroneous and ab-

rd theory is tried and found to be so, and prov-

I by a sounder man to be absurd, but it elicits

produces investigation, and often a sound
eory and sound practice. The only terms of

Jmission to the Massachusetts Agricultural So-

ety, are a recommendation from some one
2rson of known good character that the per-

n applying is an upright, intelligent farmer

—

id the payment of five dollars to the support

the Journal, for which five times the value
returned, if the member lives to a reasona-

e age.

—

Mass. JIgricul. Repos.

We rejoice to find by a late able address of
of the Agricultural Society of Maine, that they
are rekindling their zeal, and are fully sensible
of the importance of the stimulus and direction

j

to .\gricultur!il elVort afl'orded by public socie-

I

ties. It is impossible that Massachusetts should

I

over be indifferent to the success of Maine. If

j

the ties of consanguinity, of long political con-

[

nection could be forgollon— entirely forgotten:

i
Yet there would still remain the great and al-

j

most unchangeable natural ties of mutual inte-

rest. Massachusetts from various causes must
be for a century probably, one of the best cus-
tomers of Maine.—The prosperity of Maine
must be highly important to Massachusetts.

W^e are pleased to see that they have kept
pace with us in the importation of new fruits,

and that the valuable varieties of pears sent by
Mr. Knight, to the Massachusetts Agricultural
Society have been at the same moment import
ed from another source into Maine. May we
always thus proceed hand in hand in the ad
vancement of all the arts which contribute to

the wealth or the enjoyment of our respective
States.

—

ibid.

MANUFACTURES.
We have received from a friend a statement

of the Cotton and Woolen Factories, in the
County of Worcester, with the number of per-
sons employed and supported by each. We had
before no conception of the extent of these
manufactures in the heart of our State. The
number of Cotton Factories is 21, employing
6050 persons. The number of Woolen Facto-
ries is 25, employing 1080 persons. Indepen-
dently of the above, the Smithfield Factory,
owned by A I my, Brown k. Slater, supports 1500
persons, and the Pawtucket Factopy, belonging
to the same concern, employs 1000. The Lud-
low Factory, in which Mr. Slater is concerned,
also supports 1000. The Messrs. Slaters give
employ to hundreds of Store-keepers, who send
their wagons (o take the yarn, colored and
white, which they give out into farmer's fami-
lies, forty miles distant, where it is wove into

checks, stripes, ginghams, bed-ticks, shirtings,

sheetings, &c. and they are paid in VV. I. goods,
cotton yarn, &c.

There are several considerable Machine
shops in the town of Worcester, which occupy
all the water power upon the small stream
Blackstone, (passing near the Coal Mine) and
employ about 1 50 persons ; and there are in the
county more than fifty Machine shops which go
by water, and employ more than 500 workmen.
The whole town of Leicester is employed in

Machinery and Card making. Fifteen hundred
women and children earn a good living at this

business.

—

Sal. Reg. =^=
Effects of Fear.—In the time of the American

revolutionary war, while the army was encamp-
ed at West Point, a party of soldiers discovered
an eagle's nest, half way down a jjrecipice, ad-

jacent to the fort. To get at the nest, a soldier
was let down by a rope, fastened round his mid-
dle. When he had descended near to the nest,

the eagle came upon him with hideous screams,
aiming at his head : he had no way of defend-
ing himself, but by taking out his knife with
which he kept her off by striking at her. In

one of the passes he made at her, he had the
misfortune to strike the rope, and cut one of the
strands entirely off; the other strand began to

be untwisted, while his companions drew him
up as soon as possible : in this situation lie ex-
pected the rope evrry moment to part, when
he must have fallen from the tremendous height
among the rocks

; but he was drawn up (o the
top of the rock, when tho remaining slrnnd of
the rope was nearly reduced to a wisp of tow.
In the course of 21 hours, the hair of his head,
from a coal black, was turned as the whitest
wool ! He was 25 years of age.— /ios. Med. Int.

To make Tran.ymrent Soaj).

Suet is the basis of all the soaps of the toi-

lette, known by the name of Windsor soap, be-
cause olive-oil forms a paste too difficult to melt
again, and contains an odour too sr.oug to be
mixed with essences. The suet soap dissolved
hot in alcohol retakes its solid state by cooling.
To this facts is due the discovery of transpa-

rent soap, which, if well prepared, has the ap-
pearance of fine white candied sugar it may
also be colored, and the vegetable hues for

this purpose, are preferable to mineral ; any
person may make this soap, by putting in a thin

glass phial, the half of a cake of Windsor soap-
shavings; fill it with one half of alcohol, and
put it near the fire until the soap is dissolved;

this mixture placed into a mould to cool, pro-

duces the transparent soap.

—

American Farmer.

TJie J oUcwing Reciept for bolts vas furnished
vs by IV. D. Taylor, Esq ofToylorsville.

Half pint of elder juice, extracted from the

leaves; half pint of linseed or any other oil;

half pint of water, with a small piece of alum,
making a quart drench, which will ensure relief

in fifteen minutes.

—

ibid.

Steam Boat Disaster.—The Baltimore papers
received yesterday announce a distressing acci-

dent having occurred to the steam-boat Eagle,
Capt. Weems, in her first trip from Annapolis to

that city. In the evening, when oS North
Point, her boiler burst, killed one passenger,
name unknown, and scalded four others, among
whom was H. M. Murray, Esq. an attorney at

law of Baltimore ; the latter but slightly. The
Captain and all the crew were more or less in-

jured ; and only three of the passengers escap-

ed unhurt. A son of the Captain was blown
through the cabin skylight, and yet without se-

rious injury. The Eagle was set on fire, but it

was soon extinguished. The Constitution steam
boat, Capt. Robinson, spoke the Eagle in her
distress, was immediately put about, afforded

every relief, and towed the disabled boat into

Baltimore. The hull of the boat was not es-

sentially injured, but the machinery considera-

bly. Four of the passengers have returned

public thanks to Capt. Robinson for his kindness

and prompt attention.

The Eagle had cast iron heads in her boiler.

Capt. R. is of opinion that if no vessel had gone
to the relief of the Eagle, she would have
burned to the water's edge, and every soul on

board must have perished. The wind was
blowing hard at the time, and the Eagle was a
complete wreck below deck. A soldier was
killed in the forward cabin.

A Beaver Hat has been manufactured by Mr.

J. Hurley of New-York, and intended as a pre-

ent to Gen. La Fayette. It is said to be one of

the finest specimens ever seen in this or any

other country.
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From the United States Gazette.

On tlie Manufacture of Straw and Grass Bonnets.

No. II.

The conduct of the British nation, in cases ol

a competition of any of its manufactures with a

foreign one, is so different from that of the

United States, and particularly in the case of

the bonnets, that it ought to be known. The
following account is given from the 40th vol. of

the Transactions of the Society of Arts of

London, for the year 1822.

-/2 Friend lo jlgricuUure, Commerce and Manufadures.

NEW M.iTERIAL FOR STRAW PLAT.

The large silver medal and twenty guineas, were this

Session given to Miss Sophia VVoodhouse, (Mrs.

Wells,) of Wealhersfield, in Connecticut, United

States, for a new Material for Straw Plat. Samples

of the Straw in its raw, bleached, and manufactured

state, have been deposited in the Repository of the

Society.

During the late war the importation of hats

and similar articles for female wear, manufactur-

ed of the fine straw grown for this purpose, and

known in the market by the name of Leghorn
plat, was almost entirely put a stop to. The
consequence of this was, an extraordinary de-

gree of encouragement to our domestic manu-
facture of plaited straw, and a proportional de-

gree of ease and comfort hence derived, by the

agricultural labourers of Bedfordshire, Hert-

fordshire, and Buckinghamshire, by the wives
and children of whom this profitable occupation

was chiefly engrossed. Competition naturally

led loan improvement of the fabric by splitting

the straw, which had heretofore been used en-

tire, and by more accurate selection of the
straw itself and more efTectual methods of

bleaching. At the conclusion, however of the

war the trade of the country fell into its usual

channels and bonnets and hats of genuine Leg-
horn plat soon found their way into our mar-
kets. The Leghorn straw being much sleflder-

er than that of English growth, may be employ-
ed entire for the finest articles, on which ac-

count the plat is rendered more even, pliable,

and durable than that of equal fineness made
from aplit straw : it is also greatly superior in

color. A further advantage is, that the spiral

>coil of Leghorn plat of which a hat or bonnet
is formed, admits of being joined by knitting the

adjacent edges together instead of overlapping
and sewing them, as must necessarily be the
case with the English plat : on account of
which difference of construction, the Italian

bonnets and hats are of the same uniform thick-

ness, whereas, the English are an unpleasant
alternation of ridges and depressions, and re-
quire, besides, a considerable greater quantity
of plat. These real grounds of preference, in-

dependently of the caprice of fashion, soon be-
gan to operate unfavorably on the English
straw plat, and in a short time put an end to it

as far as regards the finer fabrics.

Another cause also has operated in producing
the depression of this manufacture, namely, the
greater cheapness of labor on the continent in

comparison with England. The best Hertford-
shire straw may be, and actually is sent to

Switzerland, where it is platted, is then return-
ed to England, paying an import of duty of 17
shillings per pound, and may, after all, be sold
at 25 per cent, cheaper than plat made in this

countrv.

Such being the state of things the society re-

ceived with much pleasure a communication

from Miss Sophia Woodhouse, the daughter of

a farmer residing at Wealhersfield, in the Slate

of Connecticut, stating that she had manufactur-

ed some bonnets in imitation of Leghorn, iVom

t!ie stems of a species of grass growing spon-

taneously in that part of the United States, and

popularly known by the name of Ticklemoth.—
The communication was accompanied by a bon-

net of her manufacture, and a few dried spe-

cimens of the entire grass. The bonnet being

submitted to the inspection of the principal

dealers in such articles, was declared by all of

them to be superior even to Leghorn in the

fineness of the material and the beauty of its

color ; and ffiat the introduction of straw to this

country, either by importation or growing it

here, would probably be of public advantage,

by supplying a raw material superior to any

other, and which probably may be manufactur-

ed to great advantage in those parts of Great

Britain and Ireland where labor is cheap.

The reward mentioned at the head of this

article was, in consequence, voted to Miss

Woodhouse, on conditions which should put the

Society in possession of some seed of the grass,

and also of the process employed by the candi-

date to bleach the straw. Both these condi-

tions have been complied ivith ; the seed re-

ceived has been distributed during the summer
of the present year, to various persons in

Great Britain and Ireland, and has germinated
very successfully, both under cover and in the

open air. In the latter situation it has thrown
up a thick mat of long and fine herbage, but

has not flowered, it is therefore probably pe-
rennial ; and if it endures our winters, will, in

all likelihood, prove a valuable pasture grass.

The treatment of the stems for the purpose
of manufacture, is thus described in the words
of Miss Woodhouse herself:

We.athersfield., Conn. Dec. 20, 1823.
I regret that the proper season for cutting

the grass had elapsed before I received the
communication from London. The small quan-
tity which I had previously gathered, I trans-

mit herewith to the Society. Part of it is pre-
pared for platting. It may be considered as a

specimen of the usual fineness of the grass, as

it has not had a straw, coarse or fine, selected
from it.

I am able to give no account •f the method
of cultivation having never known it cultivated

in this country, It grows spontaneously and
abundantly in our meadows. It is more com-
mon in fields that have not been highly manur-
ed, but that are rather reduced in strength and
richness of soil ; in a few fields it has been ob-

served, that gypsum and manure have destroy-

ed this grass and introduced clover.

I am able to procure but little of the seed.

—

As it has never been sown in this country, very
little of it has been preserved.

1 have prepared it for manufacture in the

following manner:— I have cut it in the fields

from the time of its flowering, until the seed
is nearly matured ; that part only is used,

which is between the upper joint and the top

or panicle ; on this 1 pour boiling water and
then dry it in the sun ; this operation 1 repeat
once or twice, or until the leaves which sheath
t!ie stem come off. I then bleach if, but for

tigs purpose I have used no other apparatus

than what every farmer's house furnishes. In
the first place I prepare some soap and water,
in which 1 dissolve pearl ash until it can be tast-

ed ; in (his solution I moisten the grass, and
then set it in an upright position in the bottom
of a cask ; I then burn brimstone in the cask by
means of a small heated kettle or dish of coals,

and close the cask at the top with blankets so

as to confine the smoke. This fumigation I

continue until the grass moistened by the solu-

tion of pearl-ash, &c. becomes dry, which will

require about two hours. During this opera-
lion, the kettle will generally require to be re-

heated, or the coals to be replenished once or

twice. The grass is now ready for platting.—
After this is performed and the bonnet is sewed
together, I fumigate it again with brimstone in

the same manner as before, being careful to

place the bonnet in a situation in which it will^

be penetrated by the smoke ; the bonnet is now
finished by pressing, for which purpose, I have
used only a common smoothing iron. The on-

ly caution necessary in this operation is, not to

have the iron heated so much as to scorch the-

gra&s. SOPHIA WELLS.
{To be continued.)

From the New Bedford Mercury. t

LOCUST TREES.
Mr. Lindsey,—You will particularly oblige

some of your readers by giving publicity to the

following directions for prepariug and plantiogi

the Locust Seed. Want of information on th^'

subject has caused the neglect which has takea

place, in the cultivation of this valuable tree.

—

This method may be depended upon, as it was*
derive d from a source of higU respectability ogp

Long island. F. .

BIRECTIONS.

Put the seeds into a vessel over night, pour
hot (not boiling) water on them. In the morn>
ing, take them out and spread them—select
those that have swelled, for planting; returoi
the remainder into the vessel, repeating the
same process the following, and so on for two
or three successive nights; taking care each
morning to separate the swelled seeds from the
others. What remain ivill probably be imperfect.
Sow or plant the swelled seeds in rows three

feet apart, on good ground, about the time of

planting beans—to be hoed and dressed the
same as beans.

They are very tender when young, and
slight frosts will greatly injure, if not kill them.

A correspondent at Little Compton informv*
us, that a person in that place came near losing

a valuable Cow, by her having got a large

piece of turnip in her throat, which she couli
not swallow. Various ways were tried to ex-
tract the turnip ; but the only practicable metb^
od was lo cut a hole and take it from her win^'
pipe. The wound was carefully closed up, and
the cow fed on corn and potatoes, with a little

hay ; and is now entirely recovered.

—

Ibid.

We should be glad to knot* if the following remedjf

was tried

:

Take a quart of water, a little more than milk warm,

and put in it a large spoonful of soft soap, and stir it

well, and turn it down the animal's throat, about on*

third at a time. This by causing the throat to be slip-

pery enables the creature to dislodge the root or otber

substance. See N. E. Farmer, vol. i. pjige 258.
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I

BIRD SHOOTING.

I Easton, Pa. March 26.

I

The approach of mild weather has brong;ht

»ith it that most charming deligh! of the spa-

on, the music and twittering of the smaller

irds— but it is no trifling deduction from the

lie pleasure it affords, to hear the surrounding-

ills reverberate with the reports of guns that

ranton insensible persons are aiming at their

ves. Prehaps no amusement (if it deserves that

ame) is so lame in defence as this. Few are

'illing to acknowledge tliemselves hard-hearted

r savage enough to be pleased with the dj'ing

ang^of a poor beautiful little bird, which can

aswer him but a trifling purpose after it is dead;

(id as an economical mode of procuring food, it

wholly indefensible, for the cost of powder
id shot, uspJ by the most expert gunner, (un-

!Ss on a chance occasien,) would procure dou-

le or treble the weight of good fat mutton or

sef, at the butcher's stall, as he can possibly

rtaiti in birds—and if their little limbs be a

ilicious variation for his palate, yet he must
ive an inharmonious soul who can exchange

"eir continued heavenly notes for such a mo-
I'ntary gratification. The exhibition of skilful

icoting, or practising to attain it, is a poor
;ea. Our riflemen in the absence of Indians

il bears, content themselves with shooting at

.iquare inch of paper, and sleep just as soundly
4er«ards as if they had taken a dozen slaps I

»^ so might one of your blue tied gunners.
But the destruction of a robin, chip, blue, or

lick bird, is not all; with every individual of
j!m the sporting wretch destroys at least a
t hel of corn, apples, or other fruit; for in the
c jrse of the season, each bird devours as many
c erpillars and other insects as would by the
t u of the ingathering prevent the earth's pro-
t;tion3 to the amount: and no doubt to such
Cise is to be attributed the enortBous increase

marauding insects whieh the papers from
«;ry quarter detail through the summer season :

Tiowever, it serves the sufferers right ; they

•1 uld prevent it in nature's way.—So extensive
' H ;

their destruction been, that the many beauti-
* Il summer walks adjoining this town, have been
<l)rived of half their sweetness, in the almost
hil absence of birds which formerly abound-
« and their place occupied by swarms of eater-
Jars on the ravaged ragged looking trees.

-he game laws of England and other places

U subjects of great scorn in this country; and
haps much cannot be said in defence of the

'I sons for their adoption that would be agree-
; ; to republican notions, as it was, undeniably,

'''[ reserve that sport for the richer classes;

>l ugh all may partake by purchasing licenses
( specified times—Nevertheless they are at-

'. led with immense advantages to the farmer.
J smaller birds are abundant, and we do not

ember ever to have seen an account of ex-
ive destruction by insects in that country

;

ivhich add the preservation of their crops
(1 the wandering feet of wanton gunners,
the gaiety of their dwellings from the

ic of the little songsters ; for we would
ler see ten dozen gunners toiling on •the

d wheel, than forego this last consideration.
is urged by the sportsmen that if they do
others will ! Though this is no excuse to

1, yet let adjoining farmers unite to prevent

y perseveringly prosecuting every one who
« |rs their premises on that ereand.—No one

has a right to shoot on any land without the

owner's leave, and are also fineable for so doing
within a considerable distance of any public

road. In parts of Bucks County and elsewhere
this is done, and the farmers find their accounts
bettered by it,—neither do so many accidents

happen by leaving loaded guns standing about
the house.

We do not mean to say there may not be
proper times for shooting, though it should be
confined to a season ; and perhaps hawks, crows,
SiC. are lawful prey at any time.

From the American Farmer.

ON MILK AND ITS PRESERVATION,
With reasons why the portion last drawn from the

cow is always the richest.

At a late sitting of the Glasgow Philosophical

Society a memoir was read by Mr. Maclure, a

surgeon, in which he presented a simple but sa-

tisfactory explanation of the well known fact

that the milk which is obtained towards the

conclusion, is much richer than that which the

cow yields at the commencement of the milk-

ing process. The dairy-maid calls it the strip-

pings or afterings. His theory is this : He con-

siders milk in the udder of an animal, as being

nearly in the same circumstances as milk con-

tained in a vessel out of her body altogether.

—

It is without the pale of the animal's secretion,

and nearly in a state of absolute rest. Its com-
ponent parts, therefore, will obey the same
laws in the one state as in the other. Now the

cream, which is the lighter and more oleagi-

nous part of milk, ascends to the surface of that

which is contained in a vessel, becomes super-

natant, and leaves the more watery and heavier

portion below. In like manner, because the

part called afterings, which resembles cream, is

specifically lighter than the more aqueous por-

tion of milk in the udder, it ascends to the up-

per region of that organ, and consequently is"

the last which is expressed during the process

of milking.

The following method is recommended for

the preservation of milk, either at sea or in

warm climates :—" Provide pint or quart bot-

tles, which must be perfectly clean, sweet and
dry ; draw the milk from the cow into the bot-

tles, and as they are filled, immediately cork
them well up. Then spread a little straw on
the bottom of the boiler, on which place bottles

with straw between them, until the boiler con-

tains a sufficient quantity. Fill it up with cold
water; heat the water, and as soon as it begins
to boil, draw the fire, and let the whole gradu-
ally cool. When quite cold, tike out the bot-

tles, and pack them with straw or saw dust, in

hampers, and stow them in the coolest part of
the ship, or in a cool place. Milk preserved in

this manner, has been carried to the West In-

dies, and back again to Denmark ; and al-

though it had been eighteen months in the
bottles, it was as sweet as first milked from
the cow.

NEW WHEAT.
Extract of a letterfrom Hon. Jonas Seely, Esq. a
member of the Legislature., to a/i agricultural
gentleman in this county.

Albany, 6lh Feb. 1824.
" Sir,—In answer to your request on the sub-

ject ot a new kind of wheat, lately cultivated
in Seneca county, I really oonsider it a great

acquisition to our country. It resembles in col-
or the bearded thorn wheat, the berry rather
smaller than the white or red chaflTed wheat,
and weighs from G'Z to G 1 lbs. a bushel. I have
made experiments, and have given it a fair tri-

al on difTerent soils, from clay loam to a black
rich soil. It possesses two very important pro-
perties which our common wheat does not. It

resists frost much better, and is absolutely invul-
nerable to the attack of the Hessian fly; this

was abundantly proved the last season. On this

account alone it is invaluable, as I had fields of
common wheat nearly destroyed by the fly,

while this new wheat side by side was untouched.
The common wheat when not injured by flv or

frost will produce some more per acre. The new
wheat grows thick on the ground, the color of
the straw is lighter and softer and does not grow
as tall as common wheat, the heads are shorter
but fill well, the chaff is light. The flour is

equal to the comraon red berried wheat. I sold

70 bushels of it to Col. Mynderse, at the Sene-
ca Falls, last December, his miller pronounced
it the finest lot of wheat he had purchased since

harvest; it was sowed the 17th September,
1822. It was first introduced into Seneca coun-
ty 5 or six years ago, and is called beaver dam
wheat, under an idea it was first brought
from a beaver dam near Utica, whereas. Col.

Mynderse informed me that it was imported
from Spain by Elkanah Watson, Esq. of Albany,

Bnd was one of the various samples of wheat he
distributed over the country 6 or 7 years ago."

It is hoped the printers of newspapers
throughout the state, will, for a moment, take a
breathing spell from the busy strife of politics,

and occasionally turn an eye to the best interests

of oar country, viz. : agriculture and domestic
manufactures. A general communication of the

above important information cannot fail to pro-

mote the general good.

—

ibid.

EFFECTUAL CURE FOR THE BOTTS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN FARMER.
Sir,—In the American Farmer I have read with

interest, several remedies for the botts. It is cer-

tainly desireable, if possible to obtain some speci-

fic, which may be relied on, to expel those terri-

ble insects when actually formed in the stomach,

as well as to prevent their formation. As one of

your correspondents observes there is no doubt

that salt exhibited weekly in the food of horses,

would assist as a preventive ; and so will salt pe-

tre and assafoetida occasionally administered.

—

Currying and cleaning the hair of the horse is ne.

cessary not only for the good appearance, but al-

so for the general health of our favorite animal.

Of all the remedies I have used and seen used

to expel the botts, fish brine is decidedly the most

efficacious and sure. I have saved several valua-

ble horses, after they were actually stretched on

the ground, and apparently in the last agonies.

Let a quart of salt fish brine be administered

at once ; and the dose be repeated in an hour

afterwards, unless previously there he symptoms
of relief. The medicine will show its effects

in copious discharges from the relieved animal,

which will be accompanied by quantities of

dead botts. He will not only be relieved, but

will be improved in his health and condition. It

is to be observed, by the by, that all owners of

horses would do well to give them occasionally in

their food, and sometimes in draught, small quan-

tities of fish brine. E. H. CUMMINS.
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FARMER'S CALEA'DER.
FLAX is not SO much cultivated in New Eng-

land as it should be, notwithstanding many able

essays have been written recommending it to

the attention of our agriculturists. We shall

give a few brief observations, stating the most

approved methods of oblaining this crop, and re-

fer our readers, who wish to avail themselves of

more detailed information to the able essays of

S. W. PoMEROV, Esq. republished in the 2d vol.

of the N. E. Farmer, pages 26, 36, 44.

Flax should be sown on a moist, cool and rich

soil. The land should be made quite fine, and

iree from weeds, and therefore no new dung

shoufd be laid on it at the time of sowing.—
]

Fresh dung c:\uses weeds to multiply till they

nearly or altogether stifle the crop. Besides,

barn yard manure, applied the same season in

which the crop is raised, not only occasions

weeds to infest and choak the flax plants, but in-

duces the plants to lodge, and gives them a thin

harle. Lime, marie, and leached ashes are re-

commended. Your seed should be of the last

year''s growth. It should be " plump, oily, and

heavy, of a light brown color, sinking readily

in the water, and, when thrown into the tiro,

should crackle and bla:e quick. A very simple

method of trial is to sprinkle it thin between

two pieces of wet papsr, which plunge into a

hot-bed or dung-hill, and in less than twenty-

four hours the proportion that will vegetate can

be discerned."

With regard to the quantity of seed to be

sown, there has not been, and perhaps ought

not to he, any uniformity of practice. In Eng-

land they sow two bushels of imported seed to

an acre. When they sow seed of their own
raising they allow more. If you wish to obtain

very fine flax, your seed should be thickly sown

from two to three bushels to an acre, will pro-

bably prove the proper quantity. But if the

raising of seed is an object about a bushel and

a half will be the right proporlion. "In this

country," says Mr. Pomeroy, » jt will be impor-

tant, at present, to sow at such a rale as will

ensure good crops of each ; and experience on-

ly can determine the exact point. It is (iroba-

ble that six pecks is the least, and two bushels

the extent that should be sown to obtain the

most profitable results, till the demand for seed

is considerably lessened."

The Farmer''s .'hsistant a.sserts that " in addi-

tion to the requisites of a rich earth free of the

seeds of weeds and well fallowed, for obtaining

a good crop of flax, another requisite is that the

ground shall not have borne flax for as much as

seven years i)revious to the time it is to be

sown with this crop." The same author says,
*' when ground is folded (or raising turnips, in-

stead of sowing this crop for Ihe first year, lot

it be frequently ploughed in order to kill all the

weeds, and sown early with flax the next spring

and then with turnips after the flax is taken off."

Salt as manure is recommended by many wri-

ters as particularly t'avoral>le to the growth of

the flax ; the quantity applied to be about don
hie to that of the sedi) sown. In the Memoirs of
the J\'ew York Jlgricul'lUrtil Society^ vol. ii. page
!i2, ashes are recommended as the best manure
for flas. " The seed shouia*be soaked about

half an hour in weak lye, or rather in strong lye

diluted with six times as much water. If it is

taken wet from the lye and rolled in plaister it

is better. Let it be sowed on land well plough-

ed twice and harrowed, vvhich had been planted

with potatoes or corn (potatoes preferable) the

preceding year. Just as the flax is coming up,

sow on two or three bushels of strong ashes per

acre."

OATs. Erery farmer who keeps horses should

raise some oats, enough for home consumption

at least. Nothing, we believe, is equal to them
as food for horses, as they serve in some de-

gree as well for physic as for food. They are,

likewise, when manufactured into oat meal, said

to be an excellent article for human sustenance,

and although not so palatable at first, with a lit-

tle use arc by many preferred to the best wheat
flour. Many farmers find it to be a good mode
of cultivation to raise oats the first crop, after

breaking up the sward. The oats have strong

piercing roots, and penetrate the earth in such

a manner that it is easily made mellow when
the roots of the oats decay. Gypsum is a good
manure for oats. It may be sown soon after the

oats are harrowed in. Dean's New England
Farmer directs the sowing of three bushels of

seed oats to an acre. The Farmer's Assistant

says, "• probably about a bushel and an half is

sufficient." Banister's Husbandry says " from
three four bushels is the quantity necessary to

seed an acre, allowing a larger proportion to

the poor lands than needs be sown on those of a

more fertile nature." The same writer ob-

serves that " where land is intended to be laid

down with clover or other grass seeds, it is

much more eligible to sow these seeds among
oats than on ground sown with barley; for since

the land ought to be well prepared both by ma-
nure and tillage previous to laying it down to

grass seeds, such extraordinary cultivation will

be apt to cause the barley to lodge, when the

grass will grow through it, and render it of lit-

tle worth; or if this accident should not happen,

the length of the clover will occasion an extra-

ordinary humidify in the barley, that a longer

lime will become necessary for its lying abroad,

whereby great injury may accrue to Ihe grain,

if much rain should fall during this procrastinat-

ed harvest. These objections do not apply to

oats in the like predicament ; for the straw of

this grain being much stifTer and less poroas than

that of barley, is enabled to maintain an erect

posture against that weather, vvhich would have

laid flat the barley crops ; an(J if from the ex-

traordinary length of the grass it should be ne-

cessary to prolong the harvest, the oats will

take but little injury, though a wet time should

happen whilst they lie in the swarth."

Oats are reputed to be a very good crop for

ploughing in green for manure. Two crops of

oat* have been ploughed in, the same season,

and produced a very good effect. They are,

likewise, sometimes sowed for pasture, and the

practice has been highly recommended by re-

spectable cultivators.

THE CNITED STATES J.ITERABT GAZETTE. Tile

first number of a perioilical work, with the above title

has been published by Messrs, Cummings, Hilliard &
Co. No. 1, Cornhill, Boston. From a cursory perusal

of this number, we are led to favorable anticipations of

its progress, provided it should meet with that degree

of public patronage, which is indispensable in order to

give permanency to literary efforts, particularly those

of this description. The following extract from the

Prospectus developes the plan of the publication, and

the means, which are relied on to carry its objects into

effect.

" We shall endeavor to give to the United States
Literary Gazette, a strictly national character. If we
do not fail in executing our intentions, it will commu-
nicate a distinct and accurate impression of the litera-

ry and intellectual condition and progress of this coun-
try. A large proportion of our pages will be filled with
reviews of works published here, either of domestic or

foreign origin ; every book which issues from the press ol

this country, and comes within our reach, shall receive

from us such notice as its character and pretensions de-

serve. We shall also publish whatever interesting Un-
formatiou we can gather, concerning our national lite-

rature, education, and public opinions.
" Some pages of each number will be filled with

Literary and Scientific Inleliigence, Great care and
assiduity will be used to ensure to this department o)

the Gazette interest and value. It may be well tore-

mark, that our extensive connexion with booksellers at

home and abroad, will enable usio supply our editors

and contributors, promptly, with almost every new
publication of the kind."

The work is to be published the first and fifteenth

day of each month in a quarto form, each number
containing 16 quarto pages. The paper, type and exe-

cution are of the best quality. Terms—$5 per annuni

Subscriptions received by the publishers.

FOREIGN.
Spanish papers to the llth March have been recciv*

ed in this city, but contain nothing interesting. Act

counts from Barcelona state that the Algerines wert-

fitting out vessels to depredate on the commerce of th<

British, and that they had taken several Spanish res

sets. The port of Algiers is closely blockaded by i

British squadron.

An article dated St. Jago, Chili, Dec. 15, 1823, state

that there are several Spanish privateers on that co^si

one of whom is said to have captured the English tVlf

Stanmore, chartered by the Chilian East India Cooiptu

ny, and said to have $50,000 in specie on board, ai

an equal amount in cargo. A Chilian frigate has s;

ed ill search of her, and it is added that the Unit<

States' thip Franklin, Com. Stnart, has also sailed

quest of her ; as it is said that the Stanmore had tl

American Consul at Coquimbo, on board, and that

has been detained.

Gen. La Fayette has lost his election to the Houi

of Deputies in the Department of La Sarthe. At
last election he was returned from two places.

From Brazil.—An arrival at Salem from Para, o
firms the accounts of the evacuation of that place

the Portuguese and other Europeans, in consequence*"

the approach of 15,000 of the natives to the possessioi

of the city. Onboard one vessel 192 merchants, &c
embarked for Lisbon.

From Porto Bella.—Capt. Bossierre, from Porto 1

lo informs that a letter had been received there fni

Panama, dated March 26th, giving information of I

arrival there of a vessel from Callao, with advices, t|

the Royal .Spanish army had made propositions to \

ivar to capitulate, on condition of being sent to Pai>-

ma, and thence lobe expedited to Europe.

An arrival at New York has brought French pajj

to the 25lh March. By those it appears that
,

?"rench government are about to acknowledge thel

dependence of Hayti, and open a commercial in|

course with the late Spanish South American Statesf

The new French Parliament was opened by the

in person. His speech was pacific, but as nsua

suchpccasions, rather indefinite. Respecting Gri

and Soiitli America, he observed, " I trust that thej

fairs of the East and of Spanish and Portuguese At

ica will be regulated to the advantage of the nati^

and people who are interested, and to the great

tension of the commercial relations of Ihe world.'

The speech was received with lively and reiter«(

acclamations.
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Ion dates arc received to the COth Marcb, but

>ia nothing of much interest.

Id 1 nr last advices from Greece continned favorable to

I

hat country. Tatros was expected to surrender short-

y. Lord Byron had adopted a Greek dress, and

aarchcd with a corps ag;ainst Lepanto. It was report-

d that the Tacha of Scutari had raised the standard

f rebellion against Turkey, and declared his intention

f making a common cause with the Albanians and

ellt nes. Several English officers of merit had rc-

nlly arrived in Greece, and also several cargoes of

unitions of war.

Accounts from Constantinople to Feb. 12(h, coutra-

ict the report of peace having been ratified with

ersia, and state that the Turkish AAy had recently

een completely defeated, in the neighborhood of Bag-

id.

It was reported at Genoa, March 6th, that the .\lge-

es had taken 10 Spanish vessels, and had landed on

e coast of Valencia, and carried off 47 persons, men,
omen and children.

a young medical student, for disinterring a dead body.
He was found guilty, and sentenced to two months im-
prisonment, and to pay costs amounting to about $250.

DOMESTIC.
Mr. Thomas Story, of the city of New York, has

epared and placed for inspection at the office of the

mmercial of that city, a model, which is to supcr-

le the cr.ank motion in our steam engines. Thisim-
ovement, says the Editor of the Commercial, will

insfer the power unimpaired from the piston of a

am engine, to the water wheel of a steam boat, in a

'pendicular line, rvilhout mriution, and will cause a

^ing of nearly 50 per cent of the power of the en-

le which is now lost, by the manner in which the

iver is tr.ansferred through the irregular agency of
crank, or the crank motion.

Tlie advantage it possesses over the crank and
(Ackle bar now in use in steam engines, is explained

^ Mr. Story as follows : Suppose a boat has a steam
^:ine, with a cylinder of 30 inches in diameter, equal

i.J he power of 30 horses ; this engine can raise on its

,,l.on 5600 pounds ; but by the agency of the crank
i-: I shackle bar, now in use, it cannot transfer to the

er wheel asletree more than an average power of
pounds ; whereas this substitute can transfer

pounds, from this piston of the same Engine, and
same time,—Philadelphia Register.

T. Louis, Missouri, March 29. Lt. Morris, of tlie

incil Bluffs, brings news of the murder of five men
jnging to the trading establishment of Messrs. B.

tte & Co. by the Yonctons, and one of the Colum-
Fur Company, by the Rickaree Indians.

n article, dated Indianapolis, March 30, gives a de-

3d account of a very barbarous murder, committed
I party of white men on some Indians encamped
'all Creek, Madison county, for the purpose of hunt-

The Indians were ten in number, consisting of

emen, three women, two girls half grown, and two
II boys. Five white men and two boys went to the

p and decoyed the three men away from the camp
I the pretence of assisting them to hunt for some
le. Two of the Indians were shot dead by the

:e savages ; the third made his escape badly
nded. The murderers returned to the camp, and
• making professions of friendship, killed the wo-
and children, with circumstances of the most

cious cruelty. One of the lads, concerned in the

der, having been compelled to assist by his father,

! information of the horrid transaction, and five of

-:evcn concerned in the murder were arrested. The
lies in the neighborhood have removed from that

lity to avoid the Vengeance of the Indians.

ofessor Everett is appointed to deliver the Oration

-e the Phi Beta Kappa Society, of Harvard Uni-

ty, at their next anniversary.

le Boston Recorder of Saturday last, contains a list

lels fought in the United States, or by citizens of

Jnited States, since the commencement of thepre-
century, to the number of a hundretl and four, in

reater part of which one of the parties was kill-

nd in several of them both were killed.

olating the ffrare.—A trial of a novel character has
1 place at the present sessson of the Supreme Ju-
I Court, ia Worcester, upon an indictment against

CONGllESSIONAL.
In Sknate.— Friday, April 16. Mr. Lloyd, of

Mass. gave notice that on Monday next he should ask
leave to introduce a bill " to provide for the punish-
ment of certain crimes when committed in any Navy
Yard, fort, arsenal dock, light house, tract of land, or

other place belonging to the United States."

The additional bill relative to making the returns of

the election of President and Vice President was fur-

ther discussed ; amendments made, and the bill passed
to a third reading.

Monday, April 19. A resolution for fixing on the

15th of May for the adjournment of Congress passed
to a third reading. Ayes 25, Naj's 21.

The new Tariff Bill from the House was read for a
first time.

A resolution passed, requesting information respect-
ing loans of money made during the late war, under
the condition of applying them to the defence of the
State to which such loans were made.
Tuesday, April 20. Mr. Lloyd, of Mass. asked

leave to introduce a bill (mentioned above) for pu-
nishment of crimes, &c.
The Tariff Bill was read a second time, and Mr.

Lloyd, of .Mass. moved that it be referred to the Com-
mittee on Finance. After debate, this motion was
negatived. Yeas 22, Nays 23. The bill was then re-

ferred to the Committee on Commerce and Manufac-
tures.

Wednesday, April 21. The Senate concurred in a

resolution from the House for the appointment of a
Joint Committee to report what business is necessary
to be acted on at the present session, and when the

two houses may adjourn.

HorsE.—Friday, April 16. A memorial of the

Cherokee Deputation, representing their unwillingness
to abandon their homes, declaring their determination
to pursue agriculture, manufactures, and the mechanic
acts, and praying protection, was received and ordered
to be printed.

A memorial from sundry inhabitants of Washington,
praying the establishment of a National Paper Cur-
rency was referred to the Committee of Ways and
Means, and ordered to be printed.

The bill respecting the Slave Trade was reported and
read twice.

The Tariff Bill was again discussed, and at length

the main question " Shall the hill pass ?''' was put and
decided in the affirmative. Yeas 110, Nays 102.

Monday, April 19. The Speaker presented a long
address from Ninian Edwards, of Illinois, late a Sena-

tor of the United States, and recently appointed Min-
ister to Mexico, vindicating himself from certain alle-

gations made by the Secretary of the Treasury, in a

late report to Congress is relation to government de-

posits in the Western Banks. This caused warm de-

bate, and at length a Committee of seven was ap-

pointed to investigate the subject.

Tuesday, April 20. On motion of Mr. Taylor a
Committee of five were appointed on the part of the

House to join a Committee of the Senate to report

what business ought to be acted upon the present ses-

sion, and when the session may be closed.

Mr. Cocke moved to strike out the appropriation of

$50,000 for a fortification on Naraganset Bay, ia Rhode
Island. This occasioned a long debate, and the mo-
tion was negatived. Yeas 62. Nays 121.

Wednesday, April 21. A bill to allow bounty on
vessels employed in the Cod Fishery, in certain cases,

was read twice.

The joint resolution of the Senate, fixing on the 16th

of May for the recess of Congress was read twice, and
after debate referred to a Committee.
The House refused to take up the bill authorizing

the building of additional sloops of war.

Mr. Floyd, from the Committee to whom was refer-

red the Memorial of N. Edwards, before mentioned,

communicated from the minutes of the Committee a
vote to require the attendance of said Edwards, to be
examined on the matters contained in his Memorial

;

and that the Chairman do move the House, that in-

formation of the votes of the House thereon, and ofthe

foregoing resolution of the Committee, be communi-

cated to the President of the United States,
tion, after debate, was agreed to.

NEW GARDEN SEEDS.
JUST received by the London Packet, and for sale

by GEO. MURIJOCK, No. 14, Market-square, an
assortment of GARDEN SEED, of the last year's
growth, among which are. Early and Late Cauliflower,
Early and Late Cabbage, Early and Late Peas, Sweel
Marjoram and Thyme, ARMACK, MANGEL WURT-
ZEL, RUTA BAGA, &c. iVAcmc-a few cases of
iMARASCHINO and CURACOA, a Cordial much cel-
ebrated in Europe—French Annisette in baskets of 2
bottles each—Welch's No. 1 Chocolate, Cocoa and
Shells—green Madeira Citron, with other Groceries
as usual.

Likewise—a few Hampers ofRich Cheshire and Loaf
Cheese—London Brown Stout, in whole and half Bot-
tles—English and French Mustard, in kegs and jugs.
March 27. 6w

NOTICE.

MR. HALL .1. KELLEY, Engineer and Teacher of
Malheinaticks, will be in his Office, No. 64, Mar-

ket-Street, between the hours of 12 and 2 o'clock,

P. M. April 17.

WANTED Nos. 14, 43, and 45, of the 1st Vol. of

the N. E. Farmer. For which a generous price

will be given by the publisher of this paper.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

.4PPLES, good, to best,

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, while,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo, No I, .

" No2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual.

CHEESE, new milk ....
- skimed milk,

FLAX . .

FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee,
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, BoneMiddlings new, .

navy, mess,

Cargo, No I, ...
SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1C22, •

Clover

WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed
do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEl'', best pieces . . .

PORK, fresh, best pieces, .

" •whole hog, . .

VEAL, .

MUTTON and L.\MB, . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub,

lump, . .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, ...

Indian, do.

POTATOES, . .

CIDER, liquor, new . .

HAY, according totality.

lb.

cask
al.

ton.

bbl.

bush
lb.

FROM
D. C.

1 50
125

125

90
C 50

doz.

bush

55
40
67

32
10

38
1 00
63

4 00
15 00
12 60
12

2 25
7

58
37
45
37
31

50
40

5

10

10

65
55

25

2 50

16 0(

D. C.
2 00

48
70

11

40
1 17

72
4 50
16

12 50
2 33

70
40
50
40
33
00
42

)2

e
10
15

17
16

17

12
70
60
37

3 50
18 00
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From the J^ew-York Evtning Post.

Whoever can read the following lines without being

sensibly touched with their unusual beauty, posses

sea no feelings in common with me.

FADED HOURS.

BY J. R. SUTKRMIESTER.

Oh ! for my bright and faded hours,

When life was like a summer stream.

On whose gay banks the virgin flowers,

Blushed in the morning rosy beam

—

Or danced upon the stream that bare,

Its store officii perfume along

—

While the wood robin poured on air.

The ravishing delights of song.

The sun looked from his lofty cloud,

While flowed its sparkling waters fair

—

And went upon his path way proud,

And strew a brighter lustre there

—

And smiled upon the golden heaven,

And on the earth's sweet loveliness.

Where light and joy and song were given

The glad and fairy scene to bless '.

Aye, these were bright and joyous hours.

When youth awoke from boyhood's dream :

To see life's Eden dressed in flowers.

While young hope basked in morning's beam.

And proffered thanks to heaven above,

(While glowed his fond and grateful breast)

Who spread for him that scene of love,

And made him so supremely blest.

That scene of love—where hath it gone ?

Where hath its charm and beauty sped ?

My hours of youth that o'er me shone

—

Where have their light and splendor fled ?

Into the silent lapse of years

—

And I am left on earth to mourn 1

And I am left to drop my tears

O'er mem'ry's lone and icy urn I

Yet, why pour forth the voice of wail,

O'er feeling's blighted coronal .'

Ere many gorgeous suns shall fail,

I shall be gather'd in my pall.

Oh ' my dark hours on earth are few

—

My hopes are crush'd—my heart is riven—
And 1 shall soon bid life adieu,

To seek enduring joys in heaven !

Rintbec!!, 1024.

SMtscrllcTins.

Translated for the Charleston Courier, from a French
paper.

THE DOG OF COGNIOU.

A paper merchant established at Marseflles,

went in 1718 on a journey to Toulon, and was
assassinated on his return in the wood of Co^-

niou. Notwithstanding the strict enquiries made
by the son and widow of the deceased, they

could not fall upon the track of the murderer.

Six months thus passed away, ubout which
time the merchant's son entered one day a

coffee-house, where several persons were peace-
ably assembled. Immediately his father's dog,

that had accompanied him, sprung with fury

upon a tall lean man who was enjoying the com-
pany of ladies. Astonished at this sudden at-

tack, every one rushed forward to reslrain the

furious animal—they heat him with slicks,

strove to draw him off by force—but all in

vain—the dog redoubled his rage, and continued
\o bite his fictim, who was pale with fright.

They then applied to his master, who with

the utmost difficulty made him release his pri-

soner, and could only do so by quickly leaving

the place, when the dog followed him. But hav-

ing gone about a hundred steps, the animal re-

turned re-entered the coffee-house, and again

sprung upon the man.

There was at this alarming scene, an indivi-

dual who had been connected in business with

the deceased—and he asked the son, who was

struck with amazement, if his father had not

that dog with him on his melancholy journey to

Toulon. Yes, replied the son, he returned to

the house long before we had intelligence of

the calamity which has ruined us.

During this private conversation, the master

who had seized a cord and fastened it round the

dog's neck, was holding him with difficulty

—

when his friend added—If I do not deceive my-
self, that man is the murderer of your father

—

remain while they are discussing the adventure,

and 1 will go to the commissary for a guard.

Returning soon after he arrested the indivi-

dual suspected, and conducted him to prison.

On searching him, they discovered the mer-

chant's watch and other jewels, of which he
had deprived the unhappy man. It was proved
besides, that on the day of the murder, the ac-

cused had been seen by a girl coming out of the

wood of Cogniou. And these proofs, strength-

ened by other circumstances, condemned the

accused, who avowed his crime to the confes-

sor on the scaffold.

The following fact is gravely stated by a late

English Traveller, and no donbt but as gravely

swallowed by his English readers. " One thing

at least I must speak of, on account of its ex-

traordinary nature ; the Ainericans, I forgot the

year, in order to destroy the Dutch shipping in

the Texel, conveysd three several casks of a

peculiar worm, which they emptied into those

waters ; the result was, that they ate their way
into the hulks of the vessels, which in a short

time became completely rotten. A piece of

the timber thus rendered useless, is preserved
in spirits at this cabinet, (at Brussels) contain-

ing still the destructive agents, in the holes

which they had made. I mention this circum-

stance, because I do not remember that we have
any such curiosity at our British Museum."

Some idea may be formed of the infant com-
merce of New South Wales, from the cargo of

Lady Barlow, from Sidney to London. The
Colonial produces put on board that ship, con-

sisted of tine sea elephant oil, 264 tons ; fur

seal skins, 13.730; the oak or beet, 3679 solid

feet.

—

BeWs Weekly Messenger.

Among a number of acts, which have receiv-

ed the Royal assent, is an act to allow dealers

to roast their own coffee, on certain condi-

tions.

—

Ibid.

Agricultural Implements.

FOR sale at the AnRuci.TuRAi, Estabi.ishmkni
No. 20, Merchants' Row, a great variety of nei

and useful FARMING and GARDEN TOOLS, amoB
which are the {^lowing, viz.

:

Nixon's Patent Cast Iron Plough ; Tice's do. ; Sea

ver and Fay's do. ; Wood's and Freebone's do. ; Ilov

ard's Cast and Wrought Iron do. ; do. Wrought do,

do. Double Mould Board and Expanding do. ; Sinclair

Side Hill Plough ; Beatson's Improved Scarifiers an

Cultivators ; Plarrison's and James' Patent Corn She!

Icrs; Jaquith's Threshing Machine; Willis' Pater

Straw and Hay Cutter, the most improved and best coi

structed machine for the purpose ever invented. One
the above Machines is now in use and may be seen i

Niles' Livery Stable, Hawley Place.—Also, SalTord

Patent Straw Cutters ; Hand Straw Cutters ; Bennet

Broad Cast Machine for Grass and other Seed ; Coi

and Turnip Drills ; Steven's Patent Steel Spring Hf

and Manure Forks ; Brade & Co's. Cast S^eel Hoe;

Wright's Steel Plated do. ; Common and Narrow do

Merrill's Steel Crook Neck do. ; Iron and Steel Pot

toe do. ; Turnip and small Garden do. of all kind

Garden and Pruning Shears ; Transplanting Trow«

and Forks ; English and American Shovels and Spade

Bisbee's polished Cast Steel Back Strapped Shovel,

new and very superior article ; Cam'sCast Steel Scythf

Brush and other -Scythes ; Common and Iron Pee

Garden Rakes, together with many other vaUial

Tools.— Also, a New ImprovedTree Brush for destroyi:

Caterpillars.

(ty" A liberal discount made to dealers in the abo

articles. -^ptil 3.

LEAD PIPE FOR AQUEDUCTS, Sic.

THE subscribers being appointed Agents for vendin"
LORING'S IMPROVED LEAD PU^E, have con-

stantly on hand, at their Store, No. 20, Merchants' Row,
a supply of different sizes and thickucss. The manner
in which their Pipe is manufactured renders it superior
to the English or any other mannfacture, and comes at

a less price. Orders for any quantity or size will be
executed at the shortest notice.

LINCOLN FEARING & CO.

GARDEN AND FIELD SEEDS.
JOSEPH BRIDGE, No. 25, Court-street, has jl

received per I..ondon I^acket, and for sale, an t

tensive variety of Agricultural and Horticultural See

which added to his former collection makes the gre

est assortment ni New England—among them are

bushels early and late Peas, of various sorts; 1501
Turnip, 100 lbs. RUTA BAGA, 200 lbs. Carrot, 1 1

lbs. Beet, 100 lbs. MANGEL WURTZEL, 50 1 i

Cabbages of sorts. Cauliflowers, 100 lbs. Radish of soi
'

Lettuce of sorts, Endive, Kail, Celery, SALSAFl '

SCORZENERA, Onion, Leek, Sweet Marjora I

Thyme, Sage, summer and winter Savory, Lavend I

sweet Bazil, Chervil, Fennel!, Burnet, Grass Se«i

viz '.—Herds, red and white Clover, Foul Meadow, R
Top—with a terge collection of ORNAMENT/
SEEDS.
Garden Tools, viz :—Pruning and Budding Knivi

Pruning Saws, Pruning Shears, Clarden Reels and Lin'

transplanting Trowels, Rakes, Dutch or Pushing H*
Edging Irons.

Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, Honeysuckles, Gl
den Roses, &c. 1200 Flower Pots with stands. -^

GREEN HOUSE PLANTS, a large variety, of

stantly for sale, such as Roses, Myrtles, Geraniap
Agapanthus, Orange Trees in fruit and blossom. Si
Multlflora or Garland Rose, Mountain Daisies, Lau^
tines, &c. 50,000 THORNS or QUICKS for li

ENGLISH CHEESE, and fine ENGLISH SPEI

PEAS. March 27.

MANGEL WURTZEL SEED.

FOR sale at this office a few pounds of .

TVurlsel Seed, raised by John Prince, Esq., 1

bury. April f

TERMS OF THE FARMER.
0:5= Published every Saturday, at Three Dol^

per annum, payable at the end of the year—but fl

who pay witliin sirti/ daijs from the time of subscril

will be entitled to a di-duction of Fifty Cents.

Q:;^" No paper will be discontinued (unless at^

discretion of the publisher,) until arrearages arej
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Domrsttc 7itono!u». I To be quite certain, throw a little liread into

i
the pan ; if it fries crisp, the fat is ready ; if it

burns the bread it is too hoiRviNG is often a convenient mode of cookf

it may be performed by a fire which will
! The lire under the pan must be clear and sharp,

r roasting^ or broiling; and by the Jnlro- otherwise 4he fat is so long before it becomes

lion of the pan between the meat and the! ready, and demands such attendance to prevent

things get more equally dressed. tlie accident of its catching fire, that the pa-

frying i)an should be about four inches' dence of the cooks is exhausted, and they fre-

, with a perfectly flat and thick bottom, quently, irom ignorance, or impatience, throw

perpendicular sides, and must be half fill- U,, yvliat they are going to Iry, before the fat is

with fat. Good frying is, in fact, boiling in| half hot enough. Whatever is so fried will be

To make sure that the pan is quite clean. ;p_.,le ^nd sodden, and offend the palate and

1 little fat over it—and then make it warm' gjo^ach, not less than the eye.

wipe it out with a clean cloth. 1 Have a good light to fry by, that you may
e very particular in frying never to use any; see when you have got the right color ; a lamp

butter, lard, or drippings, "ijut what is quite
i fixed on a stem with a loaded foot, which has

ID, Iresh, and free from salt. Any thiiigj ^n am, that willlenglhen out, and slide up and

y spoils the look ; any thing bad tasted orl,io,vn like a reading candlestick, is a most

spoils the flavor;—and salt prevents its useful appendage to hitch upon fire places,

ning. i which are very seldom light enough for the ni-

iae olive oil is the most delicate for fry-
1 cer operations of cooking.

—but to have the best oil is very expen-l After all if you do not thoroughly drain the

, and bad oil spoils every thing that isdres-jf^t from what you have fried, especially those

nvith it. 1 things that are full dressed, your cooking will

or general purposes, and especially for fish.j Jq you no credit.

n fresh lard is not near so expensive as oil.l The dryness offish depends much on its hav-

does almost as well, except for cutlets orljngbeen fried in tat of a due degree of heat,

ips. Butter often burns before you are
j
(|,ey are then crisp, and dry in a few minutes

-e of it, and what you fry will get a dark' after they are taken out of the pan, when they

dirty appearance. are not, lay them on a soft cloth before the fire,

loks in large kitchens, where there is n (uming them occasionally, till they are.

—

Cook''s

t deal of frying, commonly use mutton "rj Oracle.
soet, clarjlied j— if from the kidnsy ;i -

; (u a treatise on Domestic Cookery, appended

to the last American edition of the Domestic
tie mode of clarifying beef or mutton suet,

^^^ 1^ ^^1^^,^^ j,a^g ,[,g following directions.
,.;u,.j ;„ .i,„ r-.,^nc r....io ;c .,. fniln««. j^ ^^^ .^ ^^ ^^^ ^^.j^j ^^ broiled, it must be:ribed in the Cook's Oracle, is as follows

the suet into thin slices, pick out all the

i and skins, &c. and put it into a thick and

tinned sauee pan, and set it over a very

stove, or in an oven, till it is melted ;
yon

not hurry it,— if not done very slowly it

acquire a burnt taste you cannot easily get

f ; then strain it through a hair sieve into a

brown pan. When quite cold, tie a pa-

iver it and keep it for use.

ipping, if nicely clean and fresh, is'almost

od as any thing,—if not clean, it may be

ied as follows :— Put your dripping into a

sauce pan over a stove or slow tire ;
when

lUSt going to boil, skim it well, let it boil,

hen let it stand till a little cooled, then

it through a sieve into a pan.

hatever fat you use, after you have done

r, let it remain in the pan for a few min-

and then pour it through a sieve into a

basin—it will do three or four times, as

as it did at first, i. e. if it has not been

id, but Mem. the fat you have fried fish in

not be used for any other purpose

I k low when fat is of a proper heat, ac-

ng 'o what you are to fry, is the great se

•)( f.ying.

fry fish, parsley, potatoes, or any thing

•y, your fire must be very clear and your

lite hot, which you may be pretty sure of,

it has done hissing, and is still. We can-

isist too strongly on this point ; if the fat is

ery hot, you cannot fry fish either to a

I

color, or firm and crisp.
*

ilSIC!'

wrapped in a nice soft cloth after it is well

cleaned and washed. When perfectly dry, wet

with an egg if for frying, and sprinkle the finest

crumbs of bread over it, if done a second time

with the egg and bread the tish will lock much

better ; then having a thick bottomed frying

pan on the fire, with a large quantity of lard or

dripping boiling hot, plunge the fish into it, and

let it fry middling quickly till the color is a fine

brown yellow, and it is judged ready. If it is done

enough before it has obtained a proper degree

of color, the cook should carefully take it up,

and either place it on a large sieve turned up-

wards, and to be kept for that puri)ose only, or

on the under side of a dish to drain ;
and if

wanted very nice, a sheet of cap paper must be

put to receive the fish, which should look ot a

beautiful color, and all the crumbs appear dis-

tinct ; the fish being free from all grease. The
same dripping, with a little fresh, will serve a

second time. Butter gives a bad color ; oil

fries of the finest color for those who wjll al-

low the expense.

Garnish with parsley. This may be done af-

ter the fish is fried.

ECONOMY OF DRESSING INFERIOR PIECES OF MEAT.

The coarse pieces of meat, when skillfully

cooked, are nearly equal to the best. For in-

stance, the tripe, when cleaned, may be stew-

ed, boiled, broiled, soused, or dressed in pepper

pot— the leg made into soup, and , the gristly

part into a jelly—the coarse part of the leg

m.ide into ulaniode beef, to which the cheek
may contribute— the heart roasted with sa-

vory stuHing— the kidneys well washed, and
broiled and eaten with iVied onions. The liver

also of a young beef creature, when broiled, is

by many preferred to the best steak, and I's

thought to i)e very healthy and easy ofdigeslion.

Connected with this is (he re-dressing of cold

meat, of which most delicious dishes can

be made, by means of carrots, turnips, leeks,

*weet hejbs : fall as savory as the original joint.

To this mi»y be added the use of bones. By
digesting the shanks of mutton and beef for a

fortnight in dilute muriatic acid, (spirit of sea

salt) 1 have procured jelly in the same shape as

the bone, easily and perfectly soluble in hot wa-

ter and fit for soup, lience the theory of the use

of ground bones in agriculture, as a manure for

land. These suggestions will amount (if put in

practice) to some pecuniary value, in the

course-of a year. The motto of a cook should

be, no waste, no want.

To give flavor and gratify the palate you

must keep up a regular stock and assortment of

flavoring articles ; and the mistress oi' the

house ougiit to have a part of the garden, and

a room in *!ie house as a store room, under her

sole dominion without intrusion.

—

Domestic i-'n-

cyclopedia.

Vessels for boiling and slewing should have

covers to fit close, and then a very gentle

fire will k'-ep them constantly boiling. Steam
carrip- o8' -be heat very rapidly, and should

thertiore be ko,:^ «iihjn the vessel. Steam-
ing meat and vegetables is said to be a good

mode of cooking, if the apparatus is not too

expensive. Simmering makes meat tender,

boiling makes it hard ; of course a slow fire is

the best, whenever a soup or what some call a

stew is the object.

Ctorrfsflontrciicf.

GEOLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL SURVEYS.

To Iht Editor of Ihe J\''tw England Farmtr,

Sir,—While many of the good citizens of

Massachusetts are deeply engaged in meditating

schemes for improving the art of husbandry,

adopting judicious plans for encouraging a spir-

it of emulation, by liberally granting premiums

to industry and invention ; it may not be unrea-

sonable to conclude that those gentlemen whose

ofiice it is to conduct the affairs of the agricul-

tural societies in this state, will readily take in-

to consideration any subject which can materi-

ally benefit the cause in which they are en-

listed. The subject, to which the attention of

those gentlemen is now invited, is that of pro-

curing geological and agricultural surveys.

—

Some part of the funds appropriated in premi-

ums by the county societies might, perhaps, be

more advantageously used in taking surveys of

their respective counties. Those objects in Ihe

natural world, which are every day presenting

themselves to our sight, <lemand a share in the

study of every one. Our citizens, it is pre-

sumed, are so well aware of this fact, that they

would provide themselves, at least, with the

surveys of their own counties : this will not on-
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]y afford ihem an opportunity of gratifying their

taste, but the superior gratification of exercis

ing their charitable dispositions in releasing

their societies from the expences of publication.

That science, united with practical agriculture,

is useful for rendering theory more perfect, is

a point fully established, and nothing is better

fitted to awaken the attention of the curious

farmer, call his genius into action, and fit him

for correct and useful observation, than an inti-

mate knowledge of the soil he cultivates. ]J.
"

oshire County, April 27, 1824.Hamps:

LEACHED ASHES AS A MANURE.
Tt the Editor of the JYtic England Farmer,

Sir,— I wish to inquire of you and of youf
correspondents, your opinion relative to the use-

fulness of leached ashes as a manure. Resid-

ing near a pot-ash establishment, 1 can obtain

this substance with little cost, but am prevented

a plentiful use of it b}' the opinion current a-

moDg my neighbors, that the final affect of it

will be detrimental to my land. As my experi-

ments do not extend beyond three years back,

1 am not able to judge correctly on this ques-

tion. So far, however, as my experience has

gone, the result of it has been uniformly fa-

vorable. It is said, by those who are opposed
to leached ashes, that they ultimately leave the

land cold and lifeless, and almost incapable of

resuscitation. Your ideas on this subject and
those of any of your correspondents who may
have made sufficient experiment, will no doubt
be welcome to many agriculturalists, as they
certainly will to your subscriber. B.

Duckfidd, Maine, April 20, 1824.

ET THE EDITOR. We have but little experimental

knowledge of the properties of ashes, asamftnure having

never used that substance for thai purpose, except as an

application to the hillsof Indian cam soon after the young
plants had made thejr appearance. We will, however,

communicate what we have been able to cull from

book?, and obtained from other sources of information.

Dr. Deane says that " ashes are Hot only a valuable

manure, but an excellent antidote to the rapaciousness

of worms and other insects. Therefore they are a more
proper manure for all those plants which are liable to

suffer by worms and insects ; such as cabbages, turnips,

peas, and other pulse. They should be spread evenly,

and not in too great quantity.

" Wood ashes is an excellent nourishment for the
roots of trees.

" Ashes of all kinds are a good ingredient in com-
posts which are kept under cover. But when they

are iaid upon land unmixed they should be spread as

.
evenly as possible. They are thought to do better on
the top of the surface than when buried in the soil ".

for there is nothing in them that will evaporate.

Their tendency is only downwards ; and their salts

will soon sink too low, if they be put under the sur-

face. If they are spread upon ground, which has ten-

der plants, it should be done just before a rain, which
will dissolve and soften their acrimony : for tender
plants, when the weather is dry, will be apt to be in-

jured by them ; at least, if they are in contact with
the stems or leaves.

" Ashes in their full strength are certainly best for

manure ; and they will not be iu full strength, unless

they be kept dry
; nor will it be easy to spread them

properly. And they should not be laid on lands long
before there are roots to be nourished by them, lest the

rains rob them of their salts, by washing them into the

(the Italian straw being much fitter for the pv
pose than that grown in England,) the legis

ture has imposed the duty of 17 shillings a

on the plat not made up, and a still smaller o

of b per cent, ad valoremonXhe straw. In c«

sequence of this, Mr. Bigg, a straw manutac
rer, imported some time ago a consideral

quantity of prepared straw from Leghorn, w
a view of attempting its manufacture in tl

country, but not succeeding to his wish,

placed the straw in the hands of Mr. Parry.

Mr. Parry began by acquiring, himself, the i

of platting according to the Leghorn methi

he then taught it to other persons with su

success, that he has now above seventy peep
women and children, constantly employed
the manufacture. For these spirited and si

cesstul exertions the society conferred on J

hollows, or by sinking them to too great a depth in the

soil. A few bushels on an acre are a good dressing for

grass lands that are low and inclining to be mossy. But

ashes Irom which lye has been drawn have no small

degree of virtue in them. The earthy particles are but

little diminished ; and some of the saline particles re-

main in them, especially in soaper''s waste which has

lime mixed with it."

The last American edition of Dr. Willich's Domestic

Encyclopedia, under the head of ".4s/(ei" observes

that " Leached ashes are much used, in some parts of

the United States as a manure. Great quantities are

annually taken from the city of Philadelphia to Long

Island for that purpose. They cost here 40 cents per

one horse cart load, and commonly bring $1, 50, when

delivered. From a paper in the first volume of the

JVeui York Agricultural Sociely''s Transactions by Mons.

E. L'Hommidieu, it appears; that ashes succeed fc"«j
p;V'r^'ihe"honorary'inedarabove mentioned,'

on dry loamy lands, or loaM mi^fd with sand. H 's) condition of his disclosing to the society I

considered as the cheapest manure that can be procur-
1 particulars of the mode of platting accord!

ed. Ten loads of this manure, on poor land, will pro-
1,0 ,hg Kalian njgthod. This they did in ore

duce ordinarily twenty-five bushels of wheat, which.
j|,ai [,y giving the same a place in their Tra

exceeds by five dollars the expense of the manure, and actions they might communicate them gener
the $5 pays for the expense of labor in raising the crop |y to those interested in obtaining employrai
of hay of between two and two and an half tons per acre

1 for '.he poor in the agricultural districts,.

v/hic\\itu>ill continue todo for a great number of yean, i contributing to the revival and improvement
No manure continues so long on the ground as ai/ie«.")a manufacture at once healthful and domesi

Sir John Sinclair says [Code of Agriculture, Appen- and particularly valuable as accustoming cl

dix, page 27.] " wood ashes are certainly a valuable 'dren to habits of industry without the impo

manure, and are peculiarly well calculated {or gravelly .tiow of any hurtful degree of bodily labor.

soils and loams ; forty bushels per acre is the common I The U. S. Gazette from which these Nos. are extts

quantity, and spring the proper season for their appli-

cation ; if rain succeeds the effect may be relied on.

The reader will perceive that Dr. Deane's description

of the kind of soil to which ashes may be properly ap-

plied as manure is entirely ditferent from the soil for

which ashes are recommended by the other writers

above quoted. Dr. Deane advises their application to

loto and moist land ; and we believe they have gene-

rally, been so applied in New-England. But they are

successfully used oa Long Island as an application to

" dry loamy lands, or loam mixed with sand." Sir

John Sinclair says they "are peculiaily well calculat-

ed for gravelly soils and loams.'''' Perhaps it is owing
to the »i«-a/)/)/»co?ion of this manure that the opinion

prevails in some parts of New England mentioned by
our correspondent, that ashes " leave the land cold and
lifeless and almost incapable of resuscitation." Ash-

es, when the wood has been pretty thoroughly burnt,

compose something like the earthy or fossil manures,

and form a part of the soil. They appear to possess an

attraction for moisture, and if applied to a soil, natu-

rally wet they increase its defects and diminish its fer-

tility, by making it more wet than it was before the ap-

plication. We might with nearly as much propriety

apply clay to clayey soil, or stiff loam, as add ashes

to a moist soil. Such arc our views of this subject,

but, perhaps, they are erroneous, and if so, we would

thank any of our readers or correspondents, who would

condescend to point out our eiror.

ed gives, next succeeding the above, a communical

from Mr. Parry, describing the manner in which)

Leghorn hats are platted, or braided and sewed

stitched together. The communication, however,

fers to figures in the Transactions of the Society ofJl

a publication which we have not been able to pro«(

We have therefore substituted the following from

London Mechanics Journal, which appears to be

same in substance, although there is some variatioi

the mode of describing the process.

—

Ed. JV. E. F«fc<

On the Manvfacture of Straw and Grass Bonnets.

No. IIL

The Large Silver Medal was this Session given to Mr.
John Parry, Little Mitchell Street, Bartholomew
Square, for the Manufacture of Leghorn Plat from
Straw imported from Italy. Specimens of the Straw
and of the Plat made therefrom, have been placed
in the Society''s Repository.

For the protection of our domestic manufac-
ture of plaited straw, and to encourage at the

same time the importation of the raw material,
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The process of platting straw in the Italian

thod is exhibited in the first figure. The
3 are cut off the straw, and the straw sized

length and thickiess, and also color. Thir-

Q straws are then taken and tied together al

end; they are then divided into a right an-

,
placing six straws on the left side, and sev-

en the right. The seventh, or outermost on

right, is to be turned down by the finger

thumb of the right hand, and brought u|>

er two straws, over tvvo, and under two,

thus seven straws will then be placed on

left side of the angle. Then the finger and

3ib of the left hand is to turn down the sev-

1 or outermost straw on the left side, and

)ring it up under two straws, over two,

under two, and thus seven straws will be

lied again on the right side of the angle
;

|

liso on, alternately, doubling and platting the !

.J:rmost seventh straw from side to side, until
|

scomes too short to cross over so as to dou-

;

)n the other side of the angle ; then another]

wis to be taken, and put under the short

at the point of the angle in the middle of

plat; and, by another straw coming under'

over the joined one from both sides of the
j

e in the operation of platti ng, it will be-

e fastened,—the short end being then left

:rneath the plat, and the newly fastened

V taking its place on that side of the angle

hich the short straw was directed ; and
the platting is continued, until a piece of

it twenty yards long is completed. The
; ends which are left out are then cut off

scissors.

tie manner of knitting or sewing Leghorn
together is done here principally by Italian

be second figure represents two portions of
•four times the real size, partly knitted to-

er, shewing how the edges of one piece
over the edges of the other, and produce
tinuation of the interrupted line that char-
izes the plat itself, so that the junction is

rceptible on the other side ; the uniting

d being in every part covered by two
of straw; whereas, at the top and bottom
overed by a single loop,

le third figure represents two pieces that

nitted, but have been subsequently drawn
le asunder, in order to show more clearly

•assage of the thread. It is first inserted
r the straw 1, then under straw 2, 3, 4,&c.

i comes out at the top.

\ gure the fourth shows the relative position

o loops with the thread passing within

; the loops being represented as pulled
from one another,

le needle is pushed on through two or
folds at once, till nearly the whole of it i

ncealed in the folds ; it is then drawn I

igh in the manner of a bodkin, leaving its

to be taken by the thread. If the edges'
ot sufficiently close, the needle will miss
of the folds, and the joining is imperfect,
metimes only every fold is threaded ; but
requires coarser thread, small raised lines

ir on the surface of the plat, which spoils

;auty, and diminishes its value.— U. S. Gaz.

I or Balsam of GHead, how obtained.—This
lent family oil, which should be kept in

/ house, is made in the following simple
er. Put loosely into a bottle of any size,

as many balm of gilead flowers nsvvill reach to

about one third part of its height, then nearly
fill up the bottle with good sweet oil, and after
shaking it a little occasionally, and letting it

infuse a day or two, it i,« fit for use. It must be
very closely stopped, and will then not only
keep for years, but be the better for keeping.
\Vhen it is about half used, the bottle may

I

again be filled up with oil, and well shaken;
and, in two or three days, it will be as good

[

as at first. The most alarming cats and
bruises of tlie skin which are so frequently ren-
|dered worse by spirituous balsams, salves, &c.
are completely cured in a feiv days, and some-
limes in a few hours, by this incomparable oil.

From the Massachusetts Yeoman.

WORCESTER CO. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
At the recent Animal Meeting of this Society, Hon.

Levi Lincoln was elected President, in the place of

Hon. Daniel Waldo, who declined a re-election.

The following^ is a list of the other officers of the Socie-

ty, for the ensuing year :

—

Aaron Tufts, 1st Vice-President,

William Stedman, 2d Vice-President,

Theophilus Wheeler, Treasurer,

Oliver Fiske, Cor. Secretary,

WiLLUM D. Wheeler, Rec. Secretary.

TRUSTEES.
Athol, James Humphreys—^mre, Nathaniel

Hoxighton—Bolton, Sampson V.S. Wilder—Boyl-
stoa, Aaron White

—

Charlton, Salem Towoe, jr.— Grafton, Jona. Wheeler

—

Harvard, Jacob Has-
kell

—

holden, Samuel Damon

—

Lancaster, John
Thurston

—

Leicester, Uaac Soulhgate

—

Leomin-
ster, Bezaleel Lawrence

—

Mendon, Benjamin
Davenport

—

.Milford, Pearly Hunt

—

Millbury,
Asa Waters

—

jYorlh Brookfield, Charles Hen-
shaw

—

Ncw-Braintrcc, Samuel Mixter

—

JVorth-

borough,ioieph Davis

—

Oxford, Jonathan Davis—Petersham, Hutchins Hapgood

—

Princeton,
Ward N. Boylston

—

Shrcusbury, Nymphas Pratt—Stiirbridge, William Foster

—

Sterling, Stephen
Hastings

—

Sutton, Jonas L. Sibley^&K^/j/ioro'
Jonas Ball

—

Uxbridge, Bezaleel Taft, jr.

—

Weslborough, Lovett Pefers

—

Worcester, Daniel
Waldo, John W. Hubbard, Edward D. Bangs,
John W. Lincoln, Silas Brooks, Samuel Ward,
Thomas Chamberlain.

The following has been communicated for publication,

as a Report made and accepted at a late meet-

ing :

—

The Committee to whom was referred the
motion for admitting the Clergymen of the
County cxojficiis members of (he Society, with-
out the usual payment of Initiation fees, Report,
That the subject be indefinitely postponed.

—

Your Committee are impressed with a sense of
the importance of obtaining the talents and ex
ertions of that venerable order of men, in aid of
the objects of the Society. We are not insen-
sible to the superior advantages possessed by
most country Clergymen for acquiring and com-
municating agricultural knowledge.— Early ed-
ucation, added to habits of reflection and obser-
vation, naturally lead their minds to these re-
searches. Local situation generally affords
them leisure from the severer duties of the
closet and the desk, for the pursuit of agricultu-
ral experiments, and philosophical inquiries.

—

When " much study is a weariness to the flesh,"

such relaxation becomes as necessary for the
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refreshing the body as relieving the mind. Some
of the best specimens of rural economy are to
be found upon our glebe lands and ministerial
farms. The rugged elms, and solid moss-grnivn
walls, in some of our parishes, attract Iheatten^
tioii of the traveller to the spot, where in other
days, « the village preacher's modest mnnsion
rose," and in more modern times, the mavne is

generally found upon a farm less extensive than
formerly, but as neatly cultivated. In the dis-

charge of his daily parochial duties, the Miois-
ter necessarily acquires a knowledge of the ma-
nagemeat of each man's farm, perhaps more
thorough and minute, than any other member
of the parish. Added to all these considera-
tions, his faculties for communicating the fruits

of his researches, and the results of his exper-
iments, give to the agricultural community a
claim upon the labors of these useful men.
And with reverence we would inquire, would

a proper portion of time, devoted to these la-

bors, unfit Clergymen for the higher and more
important duties of their stations ? Is the culti-

vation of the earth an employment incompati-
ble with the sacred functions of a Minister of
the Gospel? To dress the garden, and to keep
it, was one of the first injunctions of his Crea.
tor to the great progenitor of the human race.
And in every subsequent age, the descendants
of apostate Adam " have eaten their bread in

the sweat of their brow." To witness the dai-
ly operations of a benevolent Providence, to

trace a present Deity in all his works, must en-
kindle the fire of devotion, and^ lift the soul in

grateful adoration to the Giver of all good.
We should therefore rejoice that our rolls

should embrace all the Ministers of the County,
of every denomination : whether he cultivates
a farm or Tiot, his name and his influence will

advance the great objects in which we are en-
gaged. We believe, from inquiry, that most of
our Clergy would prefer a standing in the So-
ciety equal to that of other members.—A pro-
position to admit them gratis, has been made in
similar Societies, and Ministers have not been
disposed, generally, to avail themselves of the
privilege. Men, in all professions, consider
that which costs nothing, as of little value, and
not entitled to great attention; besides, a difli-

culty occurs in regard to those worthy men of
that profession, that have already been admitted
to the Society. To return the money, would be
weakening our funds, and to retain if, would be
making an invidious distinction among gentle-

men who are entitled to an equal standing in

any community.
A considerable proportion of our clerical

brethren were made life members of this socie-

ty by the voluntary donation of some benevo-
lent member or members of their respective
parishes. Under the present precarious tenure
of ministerial support, this is manifesting a spirit

of the purest patriotism and liberality. "Go
and do likewise," is recommended to the friends

of agriculture and manufactures, in all our
towns. It would give evidence, at once, of
their personal respect for their Minister, their

conlidence in his abilities, and at the same time,

would be permanently advancing the great in-

terests of the County. Among the multiplied

calls for public charities, that which yields their

daily bread with more facility, both to the rich

and the poor, most certainly should have a place.

[ibid.
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DISEASE IN PEAR TREES.

We have heard complaints that the Pear Trees of

some of our best cultivators in the vicinity of Boston

are ia a perishing condition, from some cause or causes

not ascertained, and perhaps not ascertainable. The

trees have been thoroughly examined, and sawed into

small pieces, with the hope of detecting the destroyer

in some insect, which might escape common observa-

tion. We think it not improbable that the following

article may furnish a clue to the mystery. Perhaps

some people kill their pear trees, in the same way that

some spoil their children, by too much kindness. At

any rate we should think it advisable to try what would

be the effect of lellmg Ihem alone, and see if less tr

ming and manuring may not be attended with benefi-

cial consequences. We do not know but trees as well

as animals may die of surfeits, or, as a medical man
would say, might be subject to plethora. If there

is more nourishment received by the roots than the

branches can dispose of, the trees (in a free govern-

ment) will take the liberty to die, let science say what

it will on the subject. To be sure they may not die

.lecundum arletn, but still if they are doctored off they

will as surely come to an end as if they had been starv-

ed for want of manure. We apprehend that pear trees

as well as peach trees partake a little of the nature of

Hebrew roots, which Butler says

-" Are always found
To flourish best on barren ground.

But, we do not pretend to be positive about this mat-

ter ; we only suggest the thing for consideration ; and
iCour views are erroneous, shall be happy to stand cor-

rected.

—

Editor A". E. Farmer.

From the American Farmer.

Elmwood, Jan. 1st, 1821.
The great disappointment that has attended

the cultivation of the finer kinds of the pear
has been matter of much regret, with all the

lovers of this delicious fruit. And some who
were most forward to obtain Ihera and most par-

ticular in nursing' them, have utterly despaired
from a consciousness of their great attention to

them, and knowledge of general failure. But
let us remember, that a similar despair prevail-
ed respecting grapes, which is now done away
by actual cultivation.

The object of this paper is not only to in-

quire theoretically into the cause of the most
common disease that assails them ; but to pro-
duce actual facts, which must convince the mind,
the most sceptical, of the practicability of re-

taining these fine fruits, and that by means level
to the capacity of every one.
The principal disease that affeete them, and

the one I particularly allude to, consists ia a
withering of the interior bark, especially of the
limbs, appearing in spring in spots and bars,

and more extended affections of the same
kind, spreading to the destruction oftheindi-
Tidual limb, though the superior part of the
limbs are often unaffected by the disease, and
are only destroyed by being cut off from the
juices of the main stock. As I know ot no ani-
nml disease exactly resembling it in cause and
effect more than Kibes, which consists in cold
overtaking a high circulation, and throwing off
the skin to perish, I shall call it by that name,
to distinguish it from the very improper appel-
lation, blast, which is applied to trees killed
simply by severity of cold or heat.

In all the various suggestions as to the cause
of this disease, 1 never heard of one that came

near to the fact, which is more to be wondered
at as the real cause has been so strongly index-
ed by notorious facts. Such for instance, as

hard winters, with long cold springs, giving us
good pears and leaving us sound trees, whilst a

warm winter and especially a warm February,
followed by a cold March, (a thing almost inev-
itable,) destroys our trees. We have long
been acquainted with this much of vegetable
physiology that the bark (as the juices fail and
the fall comes) forms on its interior surface lon-

gitudinal fibres the same as sap wood, and by
this means adheres to the main sapwood, becom-
ing one and inseparable—and that when a cer-

tain temperature, say^that of April, becomesstea-
dy, that those very same fibres having lost their

color and become maternal, throw out juices and
form fibres differently disposed and colored, or
Lark. Just as we see on denudating a chesnut-tree
when the sap is running, a new bark is formed
by light and heat acting on those juices, and
giving them a form and color different from
what would have ensued if excluded from light

and heat.*

It would, therefore, seem to be the order of
nature, that a free could not otherwise exist in

severe cold weather, but by this union of bark
to the sapwood. This partial retrocession of

juices and unity of the parts—a separation at

such time, would be as certain to produce inju-

ry and death of the bark,as evolving its fruit buds
would annihilate the fruit of the next season.

It appears, that light and heat with the con-
sequent flow of juices by continuing to act on
the organic matter of the tree, would form in

the first or lowest degree of circulation, the
above named longitudinal fibres of sapwood—in

the next degree bark, in a higher degree leaves
and buds of different kinds, by a still high tem-
perature the wood buds would be elongated
into branches, and by the greatest degree fruit

buds into blossoms, germ fruit—every one of
these operations seem more and more exter-
nal or exposed, as if the tree with consciousness
of her safety and the sun's approach, had suc-
cessively unfolded her inmost recesses of beauty
and usefulness; falling back in the same order
with the retiring season—that which was last,

falling ti»st—till all has retreated into winter
quarters.

It is a well known fact, that the finer kinds
of pears are introduced from a milder clima/e
than 39 degrees (from France,) and therefore,
are very sensible to both cold and heal. They
are trees that abound with juices, as may be
seen by the numerous scions that they fling up
around them. If the latter part of winter, or
early, spring is warm, these juices are set atloat,

especially if the ground is rich and cultivated.
In this degree of light and heat the bark begins
to form, a separation to take place from the
new made sapwood, and in a few days, winter
returns upon the tree, or in other words, Febru-
ary has been spring and March winter—an im-
perfect hark is thus separated from the mother
white wood, and like the untimely, weaned
child, it sickens, it droops, and as heat is far-
ther applied, the damage increases till it dies,

*It appears that the sapwood in the plantule makes
the first bark, as may be seen on the young Melia, and
then does the otiice occasionally to supply the deficien-
cy by accidents whilst the bark ever after annually
makes sapwood, and increases the size of the tree with
a visible addition.

because this heat evaporates the juices fasti

than it can force them into the contracted v«

sels—which perhaps never can be made to t

pand again in the vegetable, whatever mayti

done in the animal economy.*
It is highly probable, that north of this (m

Maryland) many trees die of winter cold, *

excessive retrocession of the juices may becoj

fatal, the bark may give way and split. Tl
is often the case with exotic shrubbery, and
is remarkable, that they always give way it

the trunk, where the bark is less elastic at

scurfy. It will, therefore, be easy to distingai

this disease, which is more properly a bla

from Kibes—and moreover, it requires a ve
different treatment. Manuring articles ma
into a paste and spread on the body and larg

limbs with a sedge broom, will be a great (

fence where matting is not to be had—such H

instance as white wash, thickened with asb

and soft cow dung. But in the disease 1 h»
been describing, it might be the very cause
death.

Let us now proceed to matter of fact ; I kni

of only two sels of healthy pear trees, they ha
in five or seven years changed owners. In t

time of the former owners, much attention »
paid to them and the disease was constant. T.

present owners neither manure nor dig abo

them. In one of these, 1 know that the gn
has surrounded them unbroken for years, a

they are not only perfect but bear fruit, wh
all others fail—they are Bergamot. In theol

er set alluded to more attention is paid, t

grass is cleared away in early summer, I

tbe shoots are permitted to grow for forty ft

around them in such quantity, as to defy a

removal but with a scythe, and these remain i

next grass time—no manure is applied and J

ground naturally poor. Even the unhealt
trees have shot out new and healthy branch
since they have remained undisturbed : tht

facts are too plain to be misunderstood, th

point out the remedy as well as the manner
the remedy acting. The abundant juices a

restrained in the first case, which is preferab
and in the latter they are partly restrained a

partly diverted into young scions.

1 will mention two other facts, though not
plain, yet they confirm the above. 1 moved
a place where there vvere two very healthy pe
trees, (Vergolieu,) one was choked as 1 tboug
with grass, the other was so surrounded wi
scions as scarcely to admit approach. I reraovi

the scions, dug and manured the ground
both, and the consequence soon ensued ; I lo

them by Kibes. The other case that confirii

those opinions and facts, was that of a gardem
of my acquaintance, who was actually on tl

right track to save his trees, but for want of n

derstanding the true cause of the disease Ij

failed—he discovered that the trees which hii

honey suckles around them, were less liable'!

disease
; but he supposed it were protectioij

and therefore manured and dug, and thus d«|

the grave of his fine trees.
[

Let us therefore suffer our trees, after the!

have come near the fruit bearing period to ve|

etate naturally—they will be a little more tai

dy in growing up, but they will be har«|j

* It is sometimes the middle of summer belore 111

whole damage is developed, and some imptrCtct fit

forming, has led those who merely take a peep at It

tree, to conclude it to be done at this time.
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. and bear well. If our grounds are al-

lich and loose about the trees, part of it

removed in the first warm spell, as will-

ow off; and ne may plant some shrubbery

:iring? early about their roots, such as

,-rry bushes or current bushes, or honey
Livics or running box; or lay on in place of

e rich ground, some sods from poor ground

—

rhaps some boards or long manure laid on the

ots in the severity of winter and moved off

e first warm season, might back the Juices—
irious experiments might be made to restiain

direst the too free and early circulation.

—

he rearing of two trees nearly in contact,

i^ing them the espalier form) might answer.

is clear then, that pear trees, and peach trees

ould not approach each other, for the former

II require treatment exactly reverse of the

ler, and I believe in all the knife should nev-

be used after a tree bears fruit, unless some
:ident makes it necessary, as in the animal.

SILVANUS.

im the LondoQ Journal of Arts and Sciences, for

March, 18'i4.

Perkins'' Steam Engine.—It was our intention

have remained silent upon the subject of

rkins' improved engine, until the ultimate

lerimenis had been exhibited ; but the re-

ifed inquiries which are daily made relative

lis interesting invention, induce us to com-
llnicaie such information as we are enabled

ftn time to time to collect. The public have
Abtless considered that the silence which has

fcsome time prevailed upon this interesting

(iject, must be construed into a tacit acknow-
Jljment that the project has failed. It is ac-

wledged that such an inference is warrant-

but when a reasonable cause is stated, per-

s the nearly exhausted patience of the sci-

fic world may, for a short time longer, be

t from sinking. The fact is, that al'ter all

endeavors which had been made to construct

erator, none had been produced which
lid hold the steam under its great pressure,

iiout very considerable leakage at the joints

rivets. This necessarily reduced the pow-
vhich a perfect vessel would have been ca-

e of exerting, and under these circumstan-

Mr. Perkins declined producing an imper-
experiment, which would have gone to

public as his ultimatum,

his difficulty is now removed, a generator

ng been at length produced, of wrought iron

out any seam or rivets, which, has, we un-

tand, been proved to sustain the enormous
ncredible pressure of twenty thousand

ds upon every inch of its surface. This very
aordinary and unique piece of workmanship
been made by Mr. James Russell, of

nesbury, and is considered by Mr. Perkins

ive surmounted all his practical difficulties,

he objections which have been urged

(,l((ij ast this new engine, as to the little power
s been supposed to exert, have met by Mr.
ith some very extraordinary experiments,

biting its projectile force compared to gun-

ler. A small apparatus has been construct-

vhich we may call a steam gun ; this, when
ected with the generator, was found to pro-

bullets of the ordinary musket size, at the

of 240 per minute, and with such force,

ifter passing through an inch deal, the ball,

jriking against an iron target, became fiat-

e.^

tened on one side, and spread out; the original

diameter of the bullets was, 650 of an inch ;

—

when picked up, after striking the iron target,

I hey were plane convex 1,070 wide, and 0,290
thick.

It is presumed that these experiments (what-

ever may be the ulterior advantages of steam-

guns) are sufficient to prove that the steam pro-

duced by Mr. Perkins' new mode has sufficient

power to impel any machinery to which it may
be adapted. We hope in our next, or at least,

at a very early period, to be enabled to speak

satisfactorily of the steam-engine.

ON THE CULTURE OF ROSE BU.5HES.

Translatedfrom the Frtnch,for the Old Col. Memorial.

Roses are increased by seed, buds, layers or

shoots, and by graft on other rose bushes.

The rose from liie seed comes slowly ; it

diversifies varieties.

The most usual method to multiply roses is by

buds and layers.

Grafting succeeds better than budding with the

choicest roses.

Plant not rose bushes either during frosts or

great heat.

Dry earth causes more fragrance, and higher

and stronger colors.

Moist earth larger roses, less colour, and

slower and later growth.
The rose will not flourish in pots or boxes, on

account of its numerous roots.

The blooming of yellow roses may be antici-

pated, by pulling off the buds and leaving but a

few.

The hundred leaved rose will not flourish in

the shade.

The white double rose stifles the growth of

those near it
;
particularly the yellow rose.

Pruning agrees generally with every species

of rose, except the yellow and the musk-rose.

If rose bushes are watered with a ley made
from the ashes of burnt rose bushes the salts con-

tained in it will wonderfully contribute to their

growth.

From the American Journal of Arts and Sciences,

For June 1823.

Geological Survey of North Carolina.—We
understand that Professor Olmstead of the

University of North Carolina, will soon com-

mence a series of geological and mineralog-

ical observations, intended, eventually, to

comprehend a scientific survey of the State.

From the known intelligence, zeal, and sci-

entific attainments of Professor Olmstead, we
cannot doubt, that if adequately encouraged,

the enterprise will produce very important

advantages to science, agriculture, and the

other useful arts; and will prove highly hon-

orable to the very respectable State of North
Carolina. In no way, in our apprehension,

could the same sum of money be more use-

fully expended ; and it would be no small

honor to have set the first example of the

scientific survey of an entire American State.

We hope then to see the next edition of the

map of North Carolina,* present at least, the

leading features of geology and mineralogy. It

would be very desirable also, that the Botany
and if practicable, the Zoology of the country

should be investigated at the same time.

* Price and Strother's map of North Carolina, froai

actual survey, has great merit.

RECIPES.
To make Mead.—Take the white of twelve

eggs, mix them well in twenty-four gallons of

water, to this put forty pounds of honey. Boil
the whole one hour; then put in a little gin-

ger, and a little cloves, or cinnamon, or macn,
or pimento, or a very small quantity of each, as

may be convenient. When the Mead is cold,

add a spoonful of yeast, and pour it into a
cask, which should be full that it may work out
at the bung. When the fermentation is over,
close the cask, and put it into a cellar or vault,

where no changes in the atmosphere will affect

it. When it has stood six or eight months it

will be fit for use, and may be bottled off.

—

Some prefer to omit (he spices, which may be
done, and good Mead still be made.

Composition to be vsed instead of Yeast.—To
make eight quarts of this composition, boil in

common water eight pounds of potatoes, as for

eating; bruise them perfectly smooth, and mix
with them, whilst warm, two ounces of honey,
or any other sweet, and one quart (being the

eighth part ofa gallon of yeast) of common yeast.

And, for making bread, mix three beer pints of

the above composition with a bushel of flour,

using warm water in making the bread ; the

water to be warmer in winter than in summer
;

and the composition to be used in a few hours

after it is made ; and as soon as the sponge (the

mixture of the composition with the flour) be-

gins to fall the first time, the bread should he
made and put in the oven.

Method of curing bad Tub Butter.—A quantity

of tub butter was brought to market in the West
Indies, which, on opening, was found to be very
bad, and almost stinking. A native of Pennsyl-

vania undertook to cure it, which he did, in

the following maner :

—

He started the tubs of butter in a large quan-
tity of hot water, which soon melted the butter :

he then skimmed it off as clean as possible, and
worked it over again in a churn, and with the

addition of salt and fine sugar, the butter was
sweet and good.

To keep Oranges and Lemons.—Take small sand

and make it very dry ; after it is cold put a quan-

tity of it into a clean vessel ; then take your

oranges, and set a laying of them in the same,

the stalk end downwards, so that they do not

touch each other, and strew in some of the

sand, as much as will cover them two inches

deep; then set your vessel in a cold place, and

you will find your fruit in high preservation at

the end of several months.

—

Late English Pub-

lication. =
Improved Corks for preserving Wine or Che-

mical Liquors.—Melt together two parts of

white wax and one part of beef suet ; dip your

corks in this mixture, and immediately dry them

in a stove upon an iron plate ; repeat this opera-

tion twice, and the corks thus prepared will

preserve any liquor well without imparting anj

ill flavour thereto.

James Murray, fishing in the Clyde, caught a

very large codfish, weighing 17 lbs. 4 oz. in the

gut of which he found a gold watch, bearing

the inscription, on a paper in the case of it,

" Hugh Davies, of Wrexham ;" there was a

chain and seal attached to the watch.
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their manure and cover—2 feet 9 inches off,

fhey make a similar trench, place their manure

and so on through the field—they then cover

(heir trench drill in their corn thus :

FARMER'S CALENDER.
INDIAN CORN. It vviU soon be the right time to

plant your Indian Corn; and having heretofore

(vol. i. pages 334, 341.) given more directions

than we fear many of our readers will take the

trouble to comply with, we shall be pretty brief

on the present occasion.

No rules of universal application can be giv-

en respecting the time of the year when corn

should be planted. This depends on the nature

of the ground and the state of the season. The
farmers of Kensellaer county. New York, pre-

fer the middle of May for planting. But if the

land is very dry and warm they plant the first

week in May to prevent suffering by drought.

They say that ashes or quick lime ought al-

ways to be applied to the top of corn-hills, im-

mediately after planting, if it follow sward, to

prevent grnb-larva from destroying it. The
same application vvill have a similar effect, if

applied to potatoes, but neither unleached ash-

es, or lime, in a quick or caustic state, should,

in any case, come in contact either with the

seed corn or the young plants.*

As a farther precaution against insects and to

bring forward germination, it is recommended
to wet the seed corn in strong tar-water, or

water in which turpentine has been infused,

and then roll it in plaster. But care should be

taken not to coat the dry corn with tar, as that

process may prevent its sprouting. A gre.it

many other liqnids,stecps and inl'usions have been

recommended as preservatives against worms,
&c. but we believe tar water is as eifectual asa-

ny. There is danger in soaking the seed loo much,
especially if it be planted early in the season,

as it sometimes causes the corn to rot in the

ground. But if planting a second time should

become necessary, by means of the destruction

of the first seed, or if planting be delayed on

any account till the beginning of June, then it

will be proper that the seed should have warm
water poured on it. Let it not soak more than

a quarter of an hour, and be cooled speedily,

and be planted before it dries. The corn vvill

be forwarded in its growth by several days.-^

The seed should be covered with about two
inches of earth.

t

The following article from the American
Farmer, vol. v. page 2G4. shews what wondars
in the culture of this crop, may be effected by
skill and industry :

—

GREAT YIELD OF CORN—and kovel mode op
PLANTING IT.

.1 friend on a visit to J^cw York, who is habitual-

ly attentive to the state of domestic industry,

and the progress of public improvements—
^iirites asfoltou;s:—
Dear Sir,—John and Matthew Pratt, of Ea-

ton, Madison county, New York, have raised

this year, 680 bushels of Indian corn, Irom 4
acres of land— last year they raised 517^ bush-
els from 3 acres; vviil bet ^200, that w'ilhin 3
years, they will raise 200 bushels from one acre—they prepare their land well, then make by a

shovel plough, a trench 20 inches wide, put in

* Memoirs of the New York Board of Agriculture,
Vol. ii. p. 25.

t Domestic Encyclopedia.

six inches apart each way.

^ space between the three rows.

When corn is at a proper state, they with a

light plough, throw a small furrow up on each

hill and hoe it in ; as this exceeds all our south-

ern ideas of corn produce, 1 think you will do

well to write them on the subject.

mw York, 30//1 October, 1823.

If your corn is planted on sward which has

been turned over, without cross ploughing, and

the sod is not thoroughly rotted, it will be best

to make the poles for the hills quite through

the turf, otherwise the young plants will receive

little or no benefit from the fixed air under-

neath, and the roots will not penetrate through

the furrow-slice till it is too late for the plants

to obtain a good growth. When you plant in

hills be careful not to drop the kernels too near

each other, but see that they are four or five

inches apart. Some advise to plant a row or

two of potatoes or mangel wurtzel between

each row of corn. When dung is placed in

the holes an inch or two of earth should be

spread over the manure before any of the seeds

are dropped. There is nothing in any of the

processes of husbandry, which requires more
attention than ihc planting of Indian corn and

other seeds. We have known a single laborer

plant five acres in a day. But he had belter

been asleep, for he, generally, dropped six or

eight kernels in a clump or space of about the

compass of an eggshell. The plants would, of

course, be so twined and twisted together that

one could not be taken from the hill without

des.troying the economy of the vvhole. The
plants, of course, were suffered to grow in the

torm of a brush ; one robbed the other of its

nourishment, and small stalks and pig-corn com-

posed almost the only products.

WHITE-WASHING FRDiT TREES. We published in a

former number (page 254 of the 2d volume of the New-

England Farmer) some remarks of " D. W. Jun." a

correspondent of the American Farmer in which that

writer observes in substance, that the too common

practice ofwhite-ioashwg (ruil-trecs vtiW not only de-

stroy insects which infest the trees, but the trees also,

by its caustic qualities ; and that the trees should not

be subjected to any application, which would encrust

them with a thick paste for "cleanliness is as impor-

tant totliera as it is to the human family." AVe have

likewise seen similar ideas respecting the application

of a white-wash composed of lime to the bark of fruit-

trees enforced in English publications. We have how-

ever learnt by inquiries of some respectable and suc-

cessful cullivators in the vicinity of Boston that they

have ^i^pVied white-wash, composed altogether of lime

diluted with water to the consistence of thick paint for

several years in succession, to the bark of thcii* fruit-

trees, not only without any visible injury, but with

great apparent benefit. We, therefore, as at present

advised, must conclude that the apprehensions of " D.

W. Juu." are not altogether well founded, at least as

respects the trees growing in our climate, and the lim-.

commonly used in this part of the country. It is no!

improbable, howeverj that a white-wash made oi mag-

nesia7i lime stone, whith is peculiarly caustic, migbl

prove injurious* And we are assured that even mild

lime, such as the pulverized plaister of old buildings.

ap{)lied to the roots of apple-trees in considerable quan
titles, has been found to injure them.

This view of the subject corroborates the statement'

and reasonings of O. Fiske Esq. whose remarks rela-

tive to the point in dispute were republished in page

306, vol. ii. of the New-England Farmer ; and we cer-

tainly know of no better authority than the testimonj

of that gentleman affords, whose reputation as a cor

rect and scientific cultivator is so well established, am
so extensively known, that any recommendation of ours

would be mere matter of supererogation

.

The following is a statement of the produce of some

what less than one quarter of an acre of land raised tht

last season. The land is situated in Brookline, Mass

and is owned by a respectable mechanic of that place

500 Winter Squashes, $52, 50
12 Bushels of Potatoes, 4, 00
1 da. Quinces, 2, 00
9 Barrels of Apples, 15, 75
Melons, 50

$74, 75

PRINT OF GENERAL WASHINGTON. Proposals b

John Chorley (Engraver) and Clark Rice, for publish

ing by subscription, an elegant full length Engravin,

of the illustrious Gen. George Washington; to b

copied from a print, done b.y Mr. James Heath, frot

an original Picture executed for the Marquis of Lans

downe, by the celebrated Painter, Gilbert Stewart, «

Boston, Jlass.

This is the first attempt ever been made to lay bi

fore the American public the means of possessing

large, elegant, and correct likeness of Gen. WASH
INGTON. In V^.ngland, splendid Engravings are cott

mon of this distinguished individual, whilst in his D!

live land scarce any are to be found.—Now and the

a solitary one appears, meteor-like, of the Eondo
plate, bought, even at auction, at 5, 8, and 10 dollar

Q:jF=The subscription is to be immediately close

when a sufficient number of patrons shall have bee

obtained for the prime run of the plate. Every sal

scriber's print shall be what good judges would pn
nounce sound—not in the least defective.

conditions.
I. The print to be engraved in a masterly style,-

equal to the London copy.

II. The paper to be of the best quality.

III. The printing to be executed in every respet

equal to that done in London.
1\'. The price is to be/eur (fo//flrs to subscribers, 01

delivery, which shall be within eighteen months alle

a sufficient number shall have been obtained to indent

nify the publishers.

Notb.— /' may not be improper to repeat, IJwt Hi
intended to offer none of the prime impressions to (On

except subscribers.

The hand bill from which the above is copiei

contains a well written article, intended as ant^

ducement to Americans to patronise the propo^

publication ; but which we think it unnecess)!;

to copy. The name of Washington alone conv^

all that is splendid in panegyric, and the most lofty eH

logy of his character appears like an effort to illulii

nate su^i-beams with the rays of a taper. Ever

friend tabis country must feel a wish to possess theim"

age of Mm who was " First in War—First in Peace-
'

and First m the Hearts of liis Coitntn/men. We Ihiiii

this or some other Portrait of our Illustrious C'huflair-

tht Captain of our Political Salvation, and the Priii

cipal Author of American Independence, orght ti

adorn every Sitting Room, from the Collage of ihcLt

borer to the Mansion House of the Man of Wealth.-
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uch an ornament will serve as a siUnlksson address-

to the best feeliiio^s of patriotism and humanity. It

11 tell us be virliioas and you will be dtsltnguhlied^

rre well of your cottntrr/, and your countrymen tiill

Id you in ercrhsting remembrance.

It only remains for us to say that from our personal

owled'c of Mr. Chorley, the artist, we have no

ubt but he will perform all that he has promised;

—

d those who subscribe to his proposals, will in due

ne, be presented with an accurate, and finely exc-

ited portrait of the Great Origikal.

Since the above was in type we have been informed

,t the publishers, in addition to their other engage-

!nts have agreed to present each subscriber together

th his print "»4 Summari/ of the Principal Events

Ike Life of iVaskinglon.'''' To be done on a sheet

superfine medium royal sized paper, that it may be

-nished, and mounted in the manner of a Map. This

iition is not to increase the speciiied price of four

lars.

FOREIGN.
rhelast news from the seat of war between Greece
1 Turkey is favorable to the former. There are ac-

ints of the capture of Carysto by LHysses. The
eks were to direct their efforls against the fortress

Negropont, and Ulysses hoped to get possession of.

t fortress before the month of May.
I treaty had been ratified between the Turks and
sians.

hree vessels of war have arrived at Missolonghi,

a England, with munitions of war for the Greeks.

'he British are taking measures for ameliorating the

dition of the Slaves in the West Indies. An offi-

Protector and Guardian of Slaves is to be appoint-

t Trinidad, who is to be entrusted with the niain-

iince of their rights. Slaves are not to be employ-
any labor on Sunday, and provision is to be made
,eir religious instruction. Provision is to be made
hich they may acquire and hold property—saving
:s are to be established for preserving their earnings,

a provision made by which they may purchase
freedom.

r. Canning has proposed in the House ofCommons
1 for making the slave trade at sea, by British sub-

i, Piracy. He expresses his satisfaction that Great
win and the United States, " the two first maritime

ers in the world co-operate to destroy this imfamous
10."

r. Canning has placed as an inscription over the

tie-piece of his study, the following well known
from Virgil

—

" Penitus toto divisos orbe Brittannos ;"

hich the following extract from one of his speech-
given as an apt translation, " the English must
content themselves with moving within their own

London article dated March 16, states that the

of Algiers has renewed his engagements with the
sh Admiral, Sir Harry Neale, not to make Chris-
captives, and to abide by the treaty made with
. E&mouth.

DOMESTIC.
should seem, by the last accounts from Washing
that there is but little likelihood that the New Ta
3ill will become a law during the present session

te No. of the National Intelligencer observes that
ilows inflicted on the Tariff Bill in the Senate have
followed up by a third, by which the prospective
of 5 1-2 on Cotton Bagging is stricken out. We
rstand, however, that the bill is not entirely des-
d of. It is supposed as a possible event, that in

of the duties on iron and hemp, which have been
issively striken out, a lower rate of duty on each
ese articles may find favor with the Senate. We
ss, however, that we see little prospect, at present,
at bill becoming a law, at this session, in any
e.

eet Cause.—The sum of $639,29 has been re-

d in New York, in aid of the Greek Cause, and
iirded to England. Other donations of money,

says the New York Mercantile Advertiser, have been
advised of. The donations collected of swords, pis-

tols, and munitions are to be forwarded to Leghorn.

Slave Trade.—A treaty concluded between the Com-
missioners of the United States and Great Britain, giv-

ing a mutual right of search to (he commissioned ves-

sels of each nation in the case of vessels being engag-
ed in the slave trade has been received at Washington,
and will soon be Laid before the Senate.

Female Seminary.—Mr. Benjamin Farnsworlh pro-

poses to establish a Seminary in Worcester, Mass. for

the instruction of Young Ladies only, and has engag-
ed the assistance of Miss C. Sprague, a lady of distin-

guished literary attainments.

ROXBURY, APRIL 30, 1824.

The present season is not only one of the earliest,

but it is also one of the most forward we have known.
The winter was mild beyond all recollection—and this

character extended to Europe. We have letters from
England stating that they have had no winter. Flow-
ers were in blow, thro' every month in the year.

I shall reserve for a few days a comparative account
of the season, but at present, I would state, that

asparagus was cut from eight to fifteen days earlier

than usual, on the same beds ; the maple flowered
eight days earlier than its common period ; the goos-

berry six days earlier; and all other plants in propor-

tion. The grass is uncommonly forward, and very well

set. The winter grain did not suffer in this vicinity,

and is at least six inches high and very vigorous. Gen-
erally speaking, every plant and tree gives promise of

unusual vigor. But late frosts and cold storms often

blast these early hopes, and we shall reserve till the last

of next month, a full comparison of this season with the

past.

—

Boston Daily Jldv.

Caution to Stage Drivers.—A verdict of $500 has
been recently obtained for injuries received by the
upsetting of a Stage. The action was brought against
Joseph Hunt, and others, proprietors of a line of stages

between New York and Albany. Rev. Ira Ingraham,
the prosecutor, was seriously injured, having his collar

bone fractured, and otherwise severely bruised. It was
clearly proved the accident was owing to the careless-

ness of the driver.

CONGRESSIONAL.
Senate—Friday, April 23. The bill from the oth-

er House, to provide for the necessary surveys for roads
and canals, by appropriating $30,000 was discussed,

and it was decided that it should have a third reading.
Teas 25, Nays 21.

Saturday, April 24. Several local and private bills

were acted upon.
The Tariff Bill was discussed, and ordered to be

printed. The bill to provide for the settlement of cer-

tain pecuniary claims againt the United States was
read a third time and rejected. Yeas 19, Ayes 25.
The bill to provide for the necessary surveys, &c. on

the subject of roads and canals, was read a third time
and passed. Yeas 24, Nays 18.

Monday, April 26. A bill furtherto amend the Ju-
dicial system was considered.

Tuesday, April 27. A bill making appropriations
for the fortifications for the year 1824, was passed after

debate. Numerous bills from the other House were
read and committed..

Wednesday, April 28. The Tariff Bill being under
discussion. Mr. Mills moved to amend it by striking

out the following clause :—On iron, in b.ars or bolts, not
manufactured, in whole or in part, by rolling, ninety
cents per hundred and twelve pounds weight. This
motion, after debate, was decided in the affirmative.

—

Yeas 24, Nays 23.

Thursday, April 29. The Tariff bill was again dis-

cussed. Mr. Lloyd, of Mass. moved to strike out the
clause " on hemp two cents per pound." This, after a
protracted debate, was agreed to. As'es 24, Nays 22.
House—Friday, April 23. A resolution to instruct

the Committee on Public Buildings to. inquire into the
expediency of purchasing three of Capellano's marble
busts of Washington was agreed to, 69 to 64.
A bill allowing bounties to persons employed in the

Cod Fisheries in (:ertain cases, was ordered to hav
third reading.

A message was received from the President, stating,
in substance, tliat he had ordered Kinian Edwards,
lately appointed Minister Plenipotentiary to Mexico,
not to proceed on his mission, " but to await such call
as might be made on him, either by the House, or its

Committee."
Saturday, April 24. The Joint Committee on the

subject of a recess, reported in part on the classifica-
tion of the business to be acted on the present session,
without touching the question of adjournment: also
that after this day, there be two sessions daily the re-
cess to be from two to four o'clock ; and that the hour
to which the House shall stand adjourned be 10 o'-

clock in the forenoon. This report, after debate, w.-is

accopti^d.

Monday, April 26. The Joint Committee of confe-
rence on the Appropriation Bill recommended a com-
promise of the differences between the two houses
thereon.

Wednesday, April 28. A Message was received
from the President on the accounts and claims of Dan-
iel U. Torripkins, in which it is announced that the
President had allowed him, in addition to the sum paid
him under the act of the present session, and the mon-
eys charged to his account, a balance of $60,238 46
cents.

Thursday, April 29. This day was devoted mostly
to private bills.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

APPLES, good, to best,

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . .

pearl do. . . .

BEANS, white, ....
BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,

cargo. No 1, . . .

" No 2, . . .

BUTTER, inspect. 1st qual.

CHEESE, new milk ....
^uned ntilk.

FLAX ........
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee, . . .

Rye, best ....
GRAIN, Rye

Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, BoneMiddlings new, .

navy, mess.

Cargo, No 1, ...
SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISIOTf MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces . . .

PORK, fresh, best pieces, .

" whole hog, . . .

VEAL,
MUTTON and LAMB, . .

POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub,

lump,
EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, . . .

Indian, do. . . .

POTATOES, . . .

CIDER, liquor, new . . .

HAY, according to quality,

bush
bbl.

bush
bbl.

lb.

cask
al.

ton.

bbl.

bush
lb

doz
bush

FROM
D. C.

1 50
115

115

90
8 50

7

6

10

82
6 75
7

2 75
55
42
67
32
10
38

1 00
63

4 00
15 00
12 50
12
2 25

7
58
37
46
37
31

50
40

6
9

5
3
4

6

5
10

10

66
55

25
2 50

16 00

TO
D. C.
2 00

117 60
117 50

1 10

7 25

11

10

3

57
50
70
33
11
40

1 17

72
4 50
16

12 50
2 33

70
40
50
40
33
00
42

12
10
6

10
13
25
16
17
12
70
60
37

3 50
18 00

4
1
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From the Boston Centinel.

22d Februarv 1732.

Paris, Feb. 23. WASHINGTON'S Birth day was

celebr.-.ted on Saturday last, by the Americans in Paris.

Mr. Consul Barnet presided, and among the guests

was Gen. LAFAYETTE. On the health of the Gen-

eral being given he rose and made the following ac-

knowledgment :

—

" I request you, gentlemen, to accept my affection-

ate thanks for these new testimonies of your friend-

ship. While every generous mind, on this side of the

Atlantic, has applauded the lalt noble and timely de-

claration of the United Slates, it could not but excite

the pride of a heart glowing with all the feelings of an

old American patriot and soldier—engaged, as 1 have

been here from the beginning, and as I now am, in the

g^eat contest between the rights of mankind and the

pretensions of European despotism and aristocracy.

—

These are motives of duty and honor that must direct

the time when it shall be my happy lot to revisit the

shore of freedom, but that moment will be the most de-

lightful I can ever enjoy."

This was of course received with great applause.

—

When the cheers were over, a member of the commit-

tee of arrangements rose and read the following lines,

which were understood to have been hastily furnished

by a person present :

—

The last General of the American Revolution.

Let Greece tell her story of patriots bright,

Like stars in the firmament set.

Yet they fade in the beams of a purer light

When placed by the side of Fayette—

Let Rome too unfold her old classical page.

Where the names of her mighty are met,

Yet where is the glory of hero or sage

That eclipses the name of Fayette—

If Europe a laurel of honor combines

On her worthiest brow to be set

—

Disdaining her monarchs, her wreath she entwines,

Immortal, around her Fayette—

For he is a star that shines bright and alone,

Where others are faded or set,

And far be the day when its splendor is gone

And the world mourns the loss of Fayette.

The volunteer toast of Gen. Fayette.

Jlmerican Policy—and may the plain dealing and

firmness of a self-governed people secure the younger

natives of the American continent against the two-fold

danger of hostile aggression and equivocalfrieiidships.

DEAN SWIFT'S RECEIPT TO ROAST MUTTON.

To Geminiani's beautiful air—" Genlly touchihc gar-

bling lyre."

" Gently stir and blow the fire.

Lay the mutton down to roast,

Dress it quickly I desire,

In the dripping put a toast.

That I hunger may remove

—

Mutton is the meat I love.

" On the dresser see it lie ;

Oh ! the charmmg white and red
;

Finer meat ne'er met the eye.

On the sweetest grass it fed :

Let the jack go swiftly round,

I*t me have it nicely brown'd.

" On the table spread the cloth.
Let the Knives be sharp and clean,

Pickles get and salad both,

Let them each be fresh and green.
With small beer, good ale, and wine,
O ye gods ! how 1 shall dine .'"

ANECDOTES.
John Dudley, of Deerfield, was a captain in

the militia. He was an old bachelor, had an

old raaid for a house-keeper, and tilled his

grovind like an honest man. He was acquaint-

ed with Gov. Wentworth, and frequently called

upon him when at Portsmouth, that he might

tell his rustic neighbors how thick he was

with his Excellency. To add to his importance

he once invited the governor to call upon him

at Deerfield, on his way into the country ;
and

the governor promised to do so. The captain

expected the visit some time in a certain week,

and kept near his house busily employed as

usual. One very warm day his house-keeper

came puffing into the field to inform him that a

grand carriage, which must be the governor's,

was at a little distance. The Captain ran in-

to the house and hardly had time to slip on his

military red coat, aud cocked hat, ere his Ex-

cellency drove up. With his trusty sword in

hand, D. ran into the street, and assuming a

true captain like strut, paid a martial salute to

his Excellency, who on beholding him, burst out
|

into a hearty laugh. This rather discomposed

the man of the sword ; but he was put to imme-

diate flight by the following speech of the gov-

ernor. " Captain Dudley, I am glad to see you,

but think your appearance as a military man
would be improved, if you were to add to your

uniform a poir of breeches
[''"'—an article which

the good captain, in his haste to pay his respects,

had entirely forgotten. JV. H. Hist. Coll.

Equity.—A gentleman, travelling in a gig, in

the vicinity of London, in coming to a turnpike,

stopped for a ticket, and while the gate-keeper

was procuring it, he threw the toll-money down
in the road. The gate-keeper, with great cool-

ness immediately took it up, and placed the tick-

et on the same spot, which the gentleman per-

ceiving,and being anxious to proceed on his jour-

ney, requested him to take it up, but turning on

his heels he said, " No, Master, where I receives

my money there I always leaves my receipt ;"

and immediately left the gentleman to get out

of the gig and take it up himself.

A lecturer on Chemistry was describing the

nature of some of the gasses, \vhen a lady

present, asked the gentleman who attended her

what was meant by the terms oxygen and hy

drogen, and what was the dilTerence. Very lit

tie. Madam, said the gallant. By oxy-gin, we
tne-An pure gin ; and by hydro-gin, ^in andtuater.

A noted horse dealer lately remarked in a

room at Alyesbury, where women were the

topic of conversation, " Well, for my part I al-

ways keep clear of a grey horse, and a hand-

some wife. It is next to impossible to keep the

former clean, and it is a difficult matter to keep

the latter honest.

—

]^on. Farmer''s Journal.

Moral Maxim.—Shouldst thou be visited with

adversity, console thyself with the rellection

thai, however few of the other good things

of Ibis life may fall to thy share, the best of all

things, which is innocence, is always in thine own
power; and though fortune may make thee, in

some degree unhappy, she cannot make thee

completely, and irreparably miserable without

thine own consent.

^/igricultitral Implements.

JVlANGEL'WUliTZlCL SEED.
FOPi sale at this office a few pounds of Mnii^el

Wurlul Seed^ raised by John Prince, Esq., Rok
bury. April 34.

FOR sale at the agriculturai. Lstabli siimes'

No. 20, Merchants' Row, a great variety of new
and useful FARMING and GARDEN TOOLS, amonj
which are the following, viz.

;

Nixon's Patent Cast Iron Plough ; Tice's do. ; Sea

ver and Fay's do. ; Wood's and Freebone's do. ; How
ard's Cast and Wrought Iron do. ; do. Wrought do,

,

do. Double Mould Board and Expanding do. ; Sinclair'

'

Side Hill Plough; Beatson's Improved Scarifiers am
Cultivators; Harrison's and James' Patent Corn Shtl'

lers; Jaquith's Threshing Machine; Willis' Pateu i

Straw and Hay Cutter, the most improved and best cor -

structed machine for the purpose ever invented. One
the above Machines is now in use and may be seen ;

Niles' Livery Stable, Hawley Place.—Also, Safford' '_

Patent Straw Cutters ; Hand Straw Cutters ; Rennet'

Broad Cast Machine for Grass and other Seed ; Cor
and Turnip Drills ; Steven's Patent Steel Spring Ha
and Manure Forks ; Brade & Co's. Cast Steel Hoe«
Wright's Steel Plated do. ; Common and Narrow do.

Merrill's Steel Crook Neck do. ; Iron and Steel Pots

toe do. ; Turnip and small Garden do. of all kinds

Garden and Pruning Shears ; Transplanting Trov

and Forks ; English aud American Shovels and Spadei

Bisbee's polished Cast Steel Back Strapped Shovel,

new and very superior article ; Cam's Cast Steel Scythe

Brush and other ; Scythes ; Common and Iron Teefc

Garden Rakes, together with many other valusj^p

Tools.— Also, a New ImprovedTree Brush for destroy^

Caterpillars.

I

GARDEN AND FIELD SEEDS. /
JOSEPH BRIDGE, No. 25, Court-street, has Jt

received per London Packet, and for sale, an e
teusi/e variety of Agricultural and Horticultural Seed

which added to his former collection makes the gret

est assortment m New England—amcng them are!

bushels early and late Peas, of various sorts; 16011

Turnip, 100 lbs. RUTA BAGA, 200 lbs. Carrot, II

lbs. Beet, 100 lbs. MANGEL WURTZEL, SO Ijt

Cabbages of sorts, Cauliflowers, 100 lbs. Radish of

Lettuce of sorts. Endive, Kail, Celery, SALSA'
SCORZENERA, Onion, Leek, Sweet Marjo)

Thyme, Sage, summer and winter Savory, Laijfem

sweet Bazil, Chervil, Fennell, Burnet, Grass Seed

viz ;—Herds, red and white Clover, Foul Meadow, ill

Top—with a large collection of ORNAMENT*
SEEDS.
Garden Tools, viz :—Pruning and Budding Knii

Pruning Saws, Pruning Shears, Garden Reels and Li

transplanting Trowels, Rakes, Dutch or Pushing
Edging Irons.

Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, Honeysuckles,
den Roses, &c. 1200 Flower Pots with stands.

GREEN HOUSE PLANTS, a large variety,

stantly for sale, such as Roses, Myrtles, Gerani
Agapanthus, Orange Trees in fruit and blossom,

iVIultiflora or Garland Rose, Mountain Daisies, Lai

tines, &c. 60,000 THORNS or QUICKS for

fences.

ENGLISH CHEESE, and fine ENGLISH SPl

PEAS. March '

LEAD PIPE FOR AQUEDUCTS, &c.

THE subscribers being appointed Agents for venl
LORING'S IMPROVED LEAD PIPE, havef

stantly on hand, at their Store, No. 20, Merchants' 1

a supply of different sizes and thickness. The ma^
in which their Pipe is manufactured renders it sup«

to the English or any other manufacture, and comq
a less price. Orders for any quantity or size win
executed at the shortes't notice.

LINCOLN FEARING & CC

TERMS OF THE FARMER.
(f:^ Published every Saturday, at Three 1

' - "
^

per annum, payable at the end of the year— hul tliO

who pay within siaty days from the time of subsctAh 8

will be entitled to a deduction of Fiity Cents.
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;>i-e of the 8T«atest consequence to us young larmtis-

I feel convinced 'tis a duty we all owe to answer en-

quiries—and although my limited knowledge, and Ut-

ile experience will prevent my giving an answer to one

in ten of the enquiries, yet am willing to contribute

that little, wishing if wrong to be corrected.

Respectfully, your ob't serv't.

BENJAMIN POOn.

Five years since tins spring, I ploughed li

acres low moist land, manured it m the com-

mon way with a mixture of manures, the prin-

cipal part of which was leached ashes, which I

had been led to purchase in consequence of see-

ing it shipped to New-York, by which I was

informed the shipper in all cases made it proh-

table, OS there was always a ready sale. The en-

suing fall I had a large crop of Indian corn.—

The°year following I manured it in a similar

way and had a good crop. The next year, af-

ter ploughing, and one harrowing, gave a light

dressing of leached ashes and sowed barley and

a quantity of herdsgrass and clover seed— then

after twice harrowing the ground it was left.

I think with Dr. Deane, that they are of but lit-

tle use when ploughed in. Crops of grass have

since beep taken from that spot, which have far

exceeded any in the vicinity for quantity on the

same quality of land, as have some on two acres

adjoining, which were broken u|>, one year Inter,

but managed and laid down in the same way
;

and at the same time, with the exception (hat

the last were laid in beds about one rod in width.

I have purchased leached ashes since, although

the increased demand has enhanced the price

one fourth part. Still, 1 think where grass or

grain is wanted leached ashes are cheaper at

four cents the bushel, the present price, or say

Si, 60 for one cart load containing forty busbels,

than stable mnnurp at half that price ;
although

scauie manure is selling here this season at

^1, 50 for one cart load containing forty bush-

els. In the spring of 1822, I had a field of five

acres sowed with grain and grass seed; the

ashes when hauled on the field, were laid in

small heaps, and carefully spread. I consider,

liowevcr, that it would have been much better to

have spread them from the carf, as we could

distinguish where each lay when tlie grain ivas

cut also the last year when the grass was cut.

The last spring, 1823, we gave a light dress-

ing to a steep side Of a hill, which when mow-
ed the year preceding was scarcely worth the

trouble. The reason was, it had been former-

ly much ploughed, and being steep, every rain

had washed it more or less—and as it was hard

to plough it had been in grass a number of years.

In applying the dressing early in the spring, we
spread it carefully from the cart and as it was

not perfectly fine, took rakes, and rakcJ it light-

ly. The crop of hay amply rewarded for the

labor and expense. 1 was this spring often ask

ed by people residing at a distance, what I had

done to the steep as it was green and totally dif-

ferent from what it had formerly. I think

the present appearance justifies me in sayin

it will be greater this year than last. That may
be owing to tiie favorable Sfiring, but some say

it is generally better the second year than the

first.— I have heard many remarks such as your
correspondent mentions, as that they left the

land cold, iic. ; but, no one made that assertion

from experience. Such an one told him, that

another heard, &.C. was the nearest 1 could get

to a reafon,

ow land, I had not the faith 1 now have. But I

ought to observe that the ashes I have purchas-

ed were leached for the purpose of making soap,

consequently a quantity of lime was used which,

in small quantities is said to be a great prevent-

ative to moss, S:c. on lands.

MclJtrli).

Touches on Agriculture ; including a Treatise on

the preservation of the Apple Tree^ together with

Family Recipes, Experiments on Insects, fyc.

<S-c. By the Author of a Description of Krtins-

xnick, and other Towns in Maine. Portland, A.

W. Thayer, Printer, 1824.

[Continued from page 314.]

At the close of our former remarks on this Tract (see

vol. ii. page 314.) we promised some notice of the Au-

thor's Treatise on the Apple Tree ; and will proceed

to redeem our pledge. The author gii-es the following

directions relative to the management of

THE NimSEBV.

1. "Select ground, for a nursery similar if

you can, to that on which you intend to set your

orchard. Never make your nursery richer

than you intend to keep your orchard
;

if you

do, a vigorous start is given, that is not main-

tained in the orchard for want of its natural pro-

portion of aliment.*
' Put your trees in the nursery at least twen-

ty inches apart. Most fail by crowding them
;

render them crooked and deformed. They are

driven up like the tender growth in the dark

forest, almost too slender to support themselves

NOTES BY THE EDITOR. It may not be amiss to ob-

serve that a dispute exists relative to the quality of th

soil for a Nursery. Dr. Thacher says, (Am. Orchard-

ist, pa^e 30,) "it has been a received opinion, that

the soil for a nursery should not be made rich, as the

plants, when removed to a more fertile soil, will flour-

ish more luxuriantly ; but later observation has decided

that the reverse to this will be found correct. There is

a close analogy between vegetable and animal life ; and

it is a dictate of nature that both require a full supply

of nutriment from their earliest existence. It would

be absurd to suppose that the tender roots of young
seedlings arc capable of drawing sufficient nutriment

from a rank, barren, and uncultivated soil, and those

that are barely supported or nearly starved at first will

never afterwards become vigorous, stalely, and hand-

some, though surrounded by the richest mould. Re-

peated experiments have jjroved that a strong and

vigorous plant, that has grown up quickly, and arriv-

ed at a considerable magnitude in a short time, never

fails to grow better after transplanting, than another of

the same size that is older and stinted in its growth.

—

Where the soil is poor and lean, trees in every stage of

growth are observed to be languiil, weak, and slitrtcd ;

while those reared in a good mellow soil always as-

sume a fine growth, and advance with strength and

vigor."

On the other hand Judge Peters, of Pennsylvania,

asserts that young apple-trees taken from a clay soil,

and transplanted into one more suitable, thrive better

ll;an other apple trees, apparently of better quality,

taken from a nursery, where the soil was congenial to

their growth.
The " Farmer's'Gnide," a valuable work lately pub-

li-hed by William Drown, of Providence, says, ' we
agree with a late writer in opinion, that the soil for a

nursery ought to be naturally good, for at lea.'.tone full

spade deep, or if more the better ; that a loamy soil, of

a moderately light temperament is best, and that it

cannot naturally be too good. It is very wrong to en-

rich nurseries with duni; particularly until it is very

old, and almost turned into earth, ft !< not absolutely

necessary that the soil should be exceedingly rich, nor

over carefully manui-cd ; a medium between the two
extremes is best ; such as any good substantial garden

When 1 fJi'st applied ashes to the ground ; or good mellow pasture land."

An apple tree wants body and (he first branch

ing limbs more (han height. 1 have found j

almost universally the case, that the best bea;

trees show you their extended bearing limbr'

near llie ground. This may depend on the di(

taQce in which you set your trees in the nurse

ry, and the manner in which you use that ill

fated instrument the pruning knife, that maa
intelligent farmers, while they are striving li

save are ignorantly using to the ruin of tbi

tree.* Keep the ground in the nursery level

by piling rocks, or turfs about trees of any age

you make an habitation for mice, rot the free

and make a lodgment for the worm.—Spare thi

prominent projecting limbs of the young tree

prune off from the bearing tree till seven o

eight years old, what sprouts you think will b<

useless, but never cut any so large, but that n»

ture rvill heal the wound ; risk to follow ih/t'

the process I will give, and wed the dead^

pruning knife to the next generation.

" We will take it, [the young tree] from thtt

nursery and with some labor and care, savir^

the horizontal roots as long as possible ; cut (#

the tap or parsnip root. Make the hole largt

if the land be deep, springy and cold, put ii

a wlieel-barrow load of small stones, if you an

at a li!lle expense to get them. This, if 1 maj

properly use the e.^ipression, will be everlaslinj

nianure in all soils. Coat these with an inch o

two of dirt, throw a handful of potatoes int(

each liole under the tree, put a large potatoe oi

the end of every large root, the Juice of thi

pdatoe will nourish the tree at least for oni

s^isun, if set out when it is ever so dry, and yai

miy be sure of the life of the tree. Do no

cufl any of the roots inward, for most say, bi

doing it the limbs will be curled inward lilu

wise, and then you will think it necessary I

use the ill boding pruning knife. A few kernel

of oats sown around the tree will keep thi

ground light. 1 have heard potatoes hav-

grown five years in succession, put under thi

tree, and this may save the ground from bind

ing, and prevent another fatal process of savinj

* No doubt a pruning knife may be used in such ;

way as to become an instrument of destruction, atil

it has important duties in the culture of trees. Mr

Coxe says, as we think very judiciously, " \\ hen tret

are much pruned they are apt to throw out numerou

suckers from the boughs in the following summer ;-

these should be rubbed off, when they first appear, oi

they may easily be broken off, when young and brittlt

—cutting is apt to increase their number. Trees dif

fer much in their form, and require very different treat

menf in pruning ; it may not be necessary in our warn

climate to trim quite so close as in England, but greilt

care should be observed to take off every limb, whict

crosses another, or is likely so to do at a future time;

those who can conveniently do it, will find a btneit

from /urnim? Iheir heads in the nursery the year bifon

they hmore'lheni—\rhen transplanted, they will thrive

more rapidly from not having been pruned at the time

of their removal, which in some measure exhausts ani

weakens the tree ; I have been latterly in the habitol

giving the principal pruning to my orchards alter they

have been planted out about five or six years ;
tbeit

growth, with proper cultivation, is then so vigorous,

as to permit any natural defects in their forms to be

corrected with safety, by free pruning, and forming

their branches ; the peculiarity of growth which char-

acterizes each kind is then visible, and uniformity of

shape may be more easily obtained.

" Apple trees should be aoformed, as to allow mim

and horse to pass tinder them in ploughing ; this eleva-

tion of the branches, while it protects them from cat-

tle, opens the ground to the salutary influence of tlie

sun, and the crops of grain and grass."
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g the tree by ploughing', in whicli the uiwkil-

il lUiiy cut olT one ol" (lie liirgest rools, ll-.at

ill, that must destroy as large a limb. No
lestion ploughing may loosen the grouml nn-

jr the hand of a careful master and invigorate

e tree ; but see if we cannot lind as che;ip,

id in many instances, a safer method to rear

id preserve a good and prolltable on^hard.

—

jpposing you take 2 47 young trees from the

irsery losot out 2i feet apart on an acre,*

hich is full enough on any land; the more

cky generally the better, if properly pre-

ired, and the less stones you will need under

)ur tree : when on deep intervale they mny
: made to llourish by not setting them too

ep, and by putting a goodly portion of stones

ider them, it is on the richest intervale 1

>ve found most of the deadly enemies of the

)ple tree, lurking in the bark without the

war of loco-molion: iheir destruction to the

le is almost universally attributed to cold ;

—
ue their greatest abundance is on a deep soil,

here the parsnip root is allowed to run into

e deep cold earth. I still follow an old notion
' marking my trees, when I take them Irom

e nnrsary ; set north, tiorth. It is a well known

ct that Indians will iind their way through

le forest in a dark night by feeling the bark of

Bcs, vrhich is always thickest on the north

1e ; therefore follow nature in this, in fact in

ery thing relating to vegetation as a general

tide. Any kind of manure you are disposed

put around a tree, put at least a foot from it,

id let the roots always be covered. It is pns-

i)le the eggs of some insects may lay near (he

irface, and by cutting with a hoe around a tree

fore winter sets in, they may be destroyed,

K>und loosened and the tree saved from many
lundsby careless ploughing. Blost insects de-

ind into the ground too deep to be easily dis-

bed. The grub or cut worm descends four

Et." (7o be conlinued.')

* You cannot set out more than about 75 young trees

an acre 24 feet apart

.

Dm the Mechanic's Journal ; a periodical work late-

ly established in London.

<{ THE COFFEE SHRUB, COFFEE BEAN, AND
COFFEE DRINK.

The coffee shrub is a plant of the same fami-

as madder, namely the rubiacea of Jussieu,

id is arranged by Linne in his class pentan-

ia, and order monogynia. There are seve-

1 species of coffee; but the only one cultivat-

I for use is the Coffea Arabica of modern bo-

nists. It is a native of the Upper Ethiopia,

id grows about 14 or 20 feet high : the branch-

come out in pairs opposite each other, and

ossing the pair of branches that come out be-

w and above them ; the leaves are somewhat
ie those of the bay, but less dry, and thinner;

e flowers are white, and succeeded by a ber-
' like a cherry, filled with yellowish pulp, and

10 small horn-like beams, fiat and grooved on

le side, and conve.^; on the other.

It WHS a few years before 1500 that the in-

ision of these berries came into use as a gene-
il drink, and it has slowly extended itself thro'

ost parts of the civilized world ; except Chi-

I, England, and Mexico, in which the use of

a is more common than that of coffee drink.

It was propably the elastic horny nature of

these beans, which renders them very difficult

to pnwdor or for water to jienetrate, that ori-

ginally led the users of coffee drink to roast the

beans to a brown colour, in order that they

might grind them more easily, and extract the

virtues of it the more speedily. The roasting

not only perfectly answers these purposes, but

also (levelopes the aroma or odorous principle

of the coffee bean.

In order to roast coffee properly the uses of

roasting must not be lost sight of, namely to de-

stroy the horn like tenacity of the green liean,and

to devolope its fine scent. Too much heat would
destroy the chemical elements, which ought to

be preserved, and would substitute in their place

others which are of an entirely different quality.

That fine scent, which pleases so greatly the

admirers of good coffee is succeeded, where the

coffee is over roasted, by a bitter taste, and

burnt smell, which is far from being pleasant

and even disagreeable. If, on the other hand,

the roasting process is under-done, and the heat

to which the beans have been exposed, has not

been sufficient, then the raw smell of the coffee

remains, and of course diminishes the aroma,

which requires a certain heat to develope it.

There is of course a just medium to be observ-

ed. Well roasted coffee ought to have a pale

chocolate color equally spread over it, which is

well known to those who are in the use of per-

forming this operation, but it is never necessa-

ry to look at the roasted beans, the scent is suf-

ficient ; for when the true aroma is developed,

and fills the surrounding atmosphere with its de-

licious scent, then it is time to stop the roast-

ing. After this period the oil acquires a burnt

flavor, a scent somewhat resembling that exhal-

ed by smokers of tobacco is perceived, and in-

stead of good roasted coffee there is obtained a

bad kind of charcoal.

Considering the importance of this operation,

it is no wonder that some of those who are ve-

ry fond of coffee drink, although they would

feel ashamed in busying themselves in any oth-

er department of household economy, yet do

not hesitate to roast their own coffee, not only

at home, but with their own hands. The fra-

grancy diffused by the roasting seems to delight

them ; and they appear to enjoy by anticipa-

tion, the pleasure tiiey shall feel in drinking of

the infusion.

Good raw coffee loses from 16 to 20 per cent

of its weight by roasting; if it loses more it is

certainly over-roasted. Many different modes
are used, and each has its admirers; but there

is, in fact, only a single rule to be observed,

namely, to use the proper degree of heat, and

keep it up at the same point till the roasting is

finished. Whether the roasting is performed

in close or open vessels; whether the coffee is

left to cool in the roaster or is turned out, or

even laid between cloths appear indifferent.

If indeed the roasting by accident is carried too

far, the coffee should be immediately spread

out thin on the floor to cool it as soon as possi-

ble. In all cases, when cool the roasted coffee

should be put into tin plate boxes, and kept

from any moisture.

The chemists have made comparative analy-

ses of raw and roasted coffee, of which^some ac-

count may hereafter be given ; but at present

there is room only for detailing the best modes
of making the coffee drink.

It being well known that the action of solvents

is hastened, in general, by reducing the solvent

to powder ; it is necessary to grind the roasted

coffee more or less fine, as it is intended to use

water less or more heated. To reduce coffee

to too fine a powder, allhough it would require

only slightly warm water to extract its soluble

parts, yet it would be inconvenient in other re-

spects, for the powder would pass through the

strainers of the coflee pot,,and by also remain-

ing suspended in the water, would render the

clearing of a drink diflicult. .\t all events roast-

ed coffee should never be ground but the mo-
ment before it is used, as othoiwisc it loses

much of its fine scent.

It now remains only to say a few words re-

specting the making of the ground roasted col-

fee into drink,—and here the grand points are

not to lose the fine aroma, and not extract the

bitter acrid, resinous element of the coffee.

To avoid both these inconveniences, it is ne-

cessary that the coffee drink should not be made
with too much heat ; as this would dissipate the

aroma in vapours, and cause the water to dis-

solve the resin. The coffee therefore must
not be boiled in the water, and still less is it

proper to boil the grounds over again with fresh

water, as is done by some persons. Coffee

drink made from the grounds, when it is added
to that made from fresh ground coffee, gives it

indeed a fine deep color, but the taste of the

drink is very bad.

It is not even necessary to pour boiling, or

even warm water upon the ground coffee : cold

water, if sufficient time is allowed, makes equal-

ly good coffee drink, for the elements to be ex-

tracted from the roasted coffee are extremely
soluble in water. But if the coffee drink is re-

quired to be prepared in haste, hot water must
be used.

It is universally agreed on by the French ama-
teurs of coffee, that coffee driuk is never co gnnH
as when after being made with cold water,or with

hot water, and cooled, it is heated over again,

carefully avoiding a boiling heat. This heating

over again is supposed to cause the various ele-

ments which produced the fine flavor of this

drink, to unite more intimately; and this may
be the real fact. The excellency of the coffee

sold at Paris is well known ; and this is always

made one day and heated over again the next

day when wanted. A further advantage attends

this knowledge of consequence to single per-

sons, who in summer time do not keep a fire in

their chambers, that by merely pouring cold wa-

ter on the ground coffee over night, and strain-

ing it in the morning, the strained liquor may,
wiiile they are dressing, be heated sufficiently

for drinking, over a lamp ; and this gives cof-

fee a superiority over tea for the breakfast of

such persons ; as tea requires the water to be

boiling hot, in order to extract its virtues; and

of course requires a fire to be lighted.

From the American Farmer.

" Prevention is better than cvre."

GAPES. Take a piece of assafoelida about the

size of a hen's egg; beat it tole.ably flat; and

wrap a piece of cotton cloth round it, and nail

it to the bottom of the trough where the hens

are daily watered : this method is adopted in the

spring of the year, when the hens begin to bring

forth their young broods, and it will be attend-

ed with invaluable success in preventing that

destructive disorder. Rusxiccs,
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From the United States Gazette.

On the Manufacture of Straw and Grass Bonnets.

No. IV.

Thus we sec, that although one of tlie two

ladies who have made the important discovery

of the conversion of a native grass into a costly

bonnet, was suffered to pass with empty praise,

by all the patriotic Societies in the United

States, her labors have been made one source

of national wealth (o England, and that from a

consciousness of their importance, and as a

grateful return for her liberality of conduct,

she has been generously rewarded by the Lon-

don Society. We see also that Mr. Parry, one

of their own countrymen, has been compliment-

ed with a large silver medal for the manufacture

of Leghorn plat, from straw imported from

Italy : and lastly, to prevent all interference with

home industry in the manufacture in question,

the government have laid a duty of 3/. (^13, 33^

per dozen on imported plats, and 17s. (^3,07)
a ib. on the plat not made up, and a duty of five

per cent, ad valorem on the imported straw

from Italy.

The business of promoting the manufacture

of straw and grass bonnets, has engaged the at-

tention of Cobbetl, who has prosecuted it with

his well known zeal ; and he has lately been pre-

sented by the same London Society, through

their President the Duke of Sussex, with a me-
dal, value lb guineas, (^70,) for his fine straw

hat made from British materials, and for his ex-

ertions in drawing the attention of the British

public to the manufacture. He says very just-

ly " thousands of pages of biography are filled

with deeds, none of which deserve to be men-
tioned on the same day with this act of Miss

VVoodhouse." (July 19, 1323.)

TUo ra^rchaMs of Salem, Blass. probably did

not know of these " doings" in England, but

fhey evince most clearly how little the enemies
of the New Tariff are authorized in saying,

as they daily do, and as they themselves did in

their memorial to Congress against it, " that

the Statesmen of the old world are relaxing

the rigor of their own systems, and yielding

themselves to the rational doctrine, that nation-

al wealth is best promoted by a free interchange

of commodities upon principles of perfest reci-

procity.''^

The first thing done by Cobbett, was to search

for the same grass in England as that sent

by Miss Woodhouse to the London Society ; and

then to try experiments with other native

grasses of that country, in order to see whether
they would not answer equally well with the

American specie.*. He says (July 19, 1823,)

that he had found the American grass, and had

just then cut and bleached plants of it in his

little cow pasture at Kensington, his present

place of residence. The same grass abounds in

England, and he has made some as bright as

Miss Woodh6use ever made, some of it

was as fine as the hair of her head,"—one of

his correspondents, a Mr. Clarke, made some
beautiful plat from the sueet vernal grass.*

The official return of the number of straw

* Thi3 grass is also a native of the United States,

and flowers before any other in Pennsylvania, where it

abound" on land manured by sheep. It is the aK(/ioar-

anlhn.tn oioralum of the botanists so called from its or-

dour when dried.

hats imported into England from Leghorn, dur-

ing the years 1820, '21, '22, and down to April

1823, was 366,428; and in 1823, 3512 lbs. of

plat were imported. The duty upon each hat

was five shillings and eight ponce sterling.

—

The whole amount of duty on the above num-

ber was therefore $461,427,48. If, says Cob-

bett, we succeed in the manufacture, only think

of the quantity of hats that are wanted in South

America, the West Indies and the United States,

only think of the magnitude of the thing ! not

less than five millions of people in this king-

dom, wear these straw hats. (Jan. 21, 1823.)

"It would be no trifling thing to take this arti-

cle of Leghorn hats out of our custom house

books; but this is a trifle, compared to the

extension of the manufacture ; to the introduc-

ing of it into houses and families ; to the mak-

ing it the means of employing and of feeding

without pauperism, a large portion of the la-

boring people. Colbert was immortalized on

account of his encouragement of certain manu-

factures. I am greatly deceived if he ever

encouraged any thing of greater importance to

France,than this is to England." (July 19, 1823.)

Now, on the supposition that Cobbett, aided

by the Society for the encouragement of arts,

and by the governmental duty on imported Leg-

horns and straw plats, succeeds in making good

his promise to the British public, to knock up

foreign trade in those articles in England, the

treasury of the country will be deprived of this

great source of revenue
;
yet we see, Ihe fear

of this loss does not interfere with the prevailing

and commendable policy of the government, and

the patriots of England, of protecting home-in-

dustry; because they know, that unless the

poor support themselves by labor, they must be

supported by the public ; and experience has

taught them, that poverty and increase ofcrimes

are closely connected. They also know that it

is of much more importance to provide employ-

ment for poor women and children in England,

than to add to the national coffers, by duties

paid for a foreign fabric, which can be made at

home ; and that what the revenue loses by the

cessation of the importation of the bonnets,

will be made up by the produce of the returns

for the English bonnets exported, by the duties

paid by the articles constituting those returns.

Our Congress unfortunately do not reason in

this plain common sense way ; all they look to

is present revemte, znA 9.Te indifferent to the ap-

palling spectacle of 25,000 women and children

thrown out of employ, in consequence of the

domestic manuiactures of bonnets being suspend-

ed, and by reason of the want of a foreign mar-

ket, and a deluge of cheap bonnets from Leg-
horn.

Cobbett very justly says that he ' is thorough-
'y convinced, that the causing of one new apple

tree to be introduced,* or the causing of one

Leghorn hat to be kept out by an English one,

are ten thousand times more value to the coun-

try, than the library of the late King, which is

to cost the nation forty thousand pounds for a

place to put it in.' This is a much more sound

doctrine than the hackneyed and common place

saying of Dean Swift, respecting the merit of a

man in making two blades of grass grow where
one grew before. 1 will fearlessly assert in

* Cobbett has introduced and sold grafts and nu-

merous American apple trees in England. Register.

July 19, 1823.

like manner, that the keeping 25,000 wome^ «'

and children at work, (who will be thrown oo (I

of employ by the destruction of the bonnet manu oi

factory in New England,) is ten thousand time d

more important to the people of the Unitei «

States, than all the Societies for colonizing tl^ ii

blacks ; for converting the people of India aOi fe

China to cliristianity, or for ameliorating thf il

condition of the Jews" in Europe, and forcoap oi

ing them to come to the United States, a coun iil

try, which furnishes so small a scope for tbt fi

indulgence of their prevailing passion : and-, «

most sincerely regret to see amiable ladies efl) i

gaging in such comparatively useless, and cet i

tainly impracticable projects, when such a nohb fj

object as the encouragement of the straw anc ij

grass bonnet manufactory, exists for the exer i

lion of their benevolent talents, but remaidt (

unattended to. si

A Friend to Agriculture, Commerce and Manu/acturet

From the Old Colony Memorial.

FRUIT TREES. !•

Every friend to the science of horticulturt&i

must be gratified with the attention bestow*-

ed on the subject, and the improvement!'
which are making at the present day. Em*
ploynient in this branch of agriculture, is both

salutary and profitable, and it is commendable
in every individual to contribute to its improve-

ment. Our knowledge, however, of the physi-

ology and of nature's laws, which govern in the

vegetable kingdom, is quite too limited to justify

conjectural assertions for facts substantiated by

experience and observation. Theory or hypo-

thetical disquisition will neither instruct nor sat-

isfy the unlearned class of the community, whc
aspire only to practical knowledge derived froni

well established facts. It appears that a wn-
ter in the American Farmer, in a piece which ia

copied into other papers, has hazarded the posi-

tive assertion, that the common practice of white
j

washing trees is highly detrimental to their

growth, and that, if persevered in, will prove
fatal to the trees. The writer predicates his

doctrine on the principle that the applica-

tion of white wash obstructs the pores and im-

pedes perspiration from the bark of the trees.

But it is unfortunate that we are too prone to

step beyond the limits within which our actual

knowledge ought to confine us. The supposed

analogy between animal and vegetable life is

problematical ; and a cause, which in one case

may derange the functions, may in the other be

productive of salutary effects. In the winter

season when the sap has receded from the

trunk, and the exhalent vessels being in a qui-

escent state, there can be no perspiration, and

before the sap receives the vivifying principle

in the spring, the white washing is generallj

applied, and it adheres to the tree but a few

weeks. It is well understood that in the summer
season the leaves are the organs which perforin

the functions of inhalation and exhalation, in a

manner similar to the lungs in animals. Whe;
ther these with the roots are capable of sub-

serving all the purposes of vegetable life for

a limited time, 1 presume not to decide, but am
ready to declare my disbelief that the subtl?

fluid which transpires from the pores of

frees can be impeded by a thin coat of white-

wash. Lime attracts moisture from the atmos-

phere Until it becomes saturated, and why majr
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n absorb the perspirable fluid from the bark

ii'es? But it is best to agree with the face-

s poet, that " no ara:ument like matter of

It is a tact that the practice of white

From the Brunswick Times.

luriii) as a suusuiuie lor Inilitro, anrl believiii"- j- j .•
' ""'" '" '" •^^ '"'•

that whatever ma^ be fouml a useful ^ubstitutl I l.-fe' ^f,
^ "l"'""'''^ °' ^'""' ^^'ii<=h ="•« put at

ea, for any foreign article imported into this com.- ! ifr""''''"" '" V^O'^'lc" vat and digested

,„d fry, employed in our domestic or family manu-
1

" '

'l/.hi?".f', . , ''r'')'
'"""'' """

om taclures, tends not only to render us indcpendenl !

|„ „f
'
'^^ substances to be dyed are immersed

ustlof foreign nations, but, with some attention, m,y silkTnXn !;„„„ „ ..=._. .

CULTURE OF WOAD.

_ _
J

_ ^

Having seen in your paper an extract from
trees has been followed for several i

""^ Aurora, giving an account of the uses and
11- and not a solitary instance of its injurious

i

'^"'fivation of the \v'oad Plant (or /snd's Tine-
Vr; ts has ever occurred to my observation, tortu) as a substitute lor Indigo, and believin"-

it on the contrary ihore are not wanting the

ost ample attestations in favor of its great

ility. The trees being more vigorous an

!althy, the bark more smooth and free fro

OSS than ever before. If, however, we m
I governed by fashion, and the fashion has had '^sco'ne sources of wealth to our industrious
; run, let it be discarded. In the American j

'"'mers and citizens, I have annexed herewith
xhardist and in that valuable paper the New

J

some further account of this valuable plant,

igland Farmer, other compositions which may !

which I should be glad ifyou would publish for

ove equally salutary are recommended. But
j

[''^ benefit of my brother farmers; not doubt-
ere is another topic brought into view which

|

'[i?5 'hat if generally known with what ease
)m its gross absurdity is liable to animadver- ''i''' P'^nt is reared and prepared for use, that

m. It is asserted in an English paper that i

every lady who is in the habit of making cotton,

iterpillars may be destroyed by a clod of ''iien, and woollen cloths, for private use, would,
rth moulded round the top of the trunk of instead of running to the shops for indigo, pro-
es inlested with these reptiles. The wri- ere a small quantity of the woad seed and cul

moulded over again, and dried on boards in the
sun. Woad and in<ligo are frequently used in
conjunclion, which makes a very great savin-'
to the dyers. In dyeing blue with these snb°
stances, it is usual to mix -tOO lb. woad, 30 lb
madder, 8 or 9 lbs. lime, and from 10 to 30 lbs.

must be entirely ignorant of the natural his-

•y of the caterpillar. They are hatched in

: spring from eggs deposited on the branches
i twigs of trees the preceding summer.—
ley manifest no kind of antipathy to the
-fh, as they are frequently seen to traverse
9r it without reluctance, nor have they oc-

ion to ascend the trunk of the tree, for it

{)n the branches that they have their birth.

—

e most credulous reader, therefore, not hav-
faith in magic, must smile at the supposition,

t a clod of earth will prove so powerful an
idote as to kill or force the reptiles toaban-
1 their possessions. But in all professions
re are those who delight in quackery, ^rid-
themselves in some nostrum or new diseov-

. The sagacious editor of the New Eng-
d Farmer in copying the article expressed
doubts respecting the efficacy of this novel

• ;overy, but by another pen we are gravely
i)rmed that though the experiment had been
" pwn to fail, yet when the sod had been applied to

nest it succeeded better than any thing 'jshich he
ever tried '. Let those then who may choose
;limb into the tree be careful that they do not
r asunder the caterpillars' nest and crush the
tiles, but nicely adjust the sod and wait pa
itly till its shall display it magical powers.

—

i h exploits may vie with the French Mounte-
k, who among other nostrums, boasted of an
llible powder to kill tleas with the assur-

e that if there are millions of them his

i^der will destroy them all. The nostrum
1 readily purchased at a high price, but a
son desiring to know how it should be appli-

was answered that he must take the flea by
back and squeeze him until he gapes, then

p a little of the powder in his mouth and
will die.

There is yet another circumstance connected
Si this subject deserving of attention. It too
piently happens that cattle are permitted to

e access to fruit trees in the winter season

—

y never fail to nip off the twigs of the last

r's growth and break down the small branch-
vithin their reach leaving the ends jagged
unseemly. The only remedy for this evil

o cut oflf the jagged ends close up to the
I t bud. When this is neglected the broken

die and become rotten and eventually prove
intially injurious to the whole tree. J. T.

tivate in her garden a very small spot, bein^
sufficient to raise seed enough to sow two or
three acres. This plant may be sown any time
previous to the first of August, either in the
broad cast way, or in the same manner as car-

rots and parsnips are generally sown, and its

leaves are fit for use the summer following. It

is biennial, the lower leaves are of an oblong
oval figure, thick, ending in obtuse roundish
pointt of a lucid green. The stalks rise about
four feet high, dividing into several branches,
terminated by small yellow flowers. The time
for gathering the crop is about the end ofJune,
or whenever the leaves are fully grown, while
they are perfectly green. If the land he good
and the crop well husbanded, it will produce
three or four gatherings ; but the two first are
the best, and will produce three or four times
as much coloring matter as the third and fourth
crop.

The leaves in the large way are carried di-

rectly to the mill, with a stone running on the
edge resembling the oil or bark mills, where
they are mashed into a smooth paste : if this

process is deferred, they would putrify. The
paste is then laid in heaps, pressed close and
smooth, and the blackish crust, which forms on
the outside, reunited if it happens to crack.

—

After laying for fifteen days, the heaps are
opened, the crust rubbed and mixed with the
inside ; it is then formed into balls, which are
pressed close and solid ; these are dried up
on hurdles ; they turn black on the outside if

in the sun, if in a close place yellowish ; if the
weather is rainy, the first is to be preferred.

The good balls are distinguished by their be-

ing weighty, of an agreeable smell, and when
rubbed, of a violet color within. Woad not on-

ly affords a lasting and substantial blue, which
may be reduced into many different shapes, but
is of great use in dyeing and fixing many oth-
er colors.

In the small way the leaves may be pounded
in a trough or wooden mortar, laid smooth in

heads, as above directed ; and after laying some
days the outside crust rolled with the inside,

and made into small balls, about the size of a
coffee cup, in any convenient vessel which will

bear pressing strongly to mould them in: and

Silk, woollen, linen, and cotton are alike dy-
ed with these ingredients, but with some varia-
tion of the proportions. A solution of woad and
indigo in sulphuric acid forms what is called the
Saxon blue. For dyeingyarn in the small way,
woad may be used in the same manner as indi-
go

; or a proportion of the ingredients before
mentioned may be added ; but the best color
wiH be produced by using each in the propor-
tion of one ounce of indigo to twelve ounces
woad

; the latter gives solidity and substance to
the color, the former brightness.
The woad was once the great staple of Lan-

guedoc, is now cultivated generally in France,
Spain, Portugal, Germany, Switzerland, Swe-
den, and in many parts of England, and in the
small way in America. The produce of an
acre of ground from woad may be estimated to
be worth from one to two hundred dollars.

That the farmers and dyers may make trial

of woad, induces this communication.
A MIDDLESEX FARMER.

From Long's Expedition to the Rocky Mountains.

A singular description of food is made use of
by some tribes of the Snake Indians, consisting
chiefly and sometimes wholly of a species of
ant which Is very abundant in the region in
which they roam. The squaws go in the cool
of the morning to the hillocks of these active
insects, knowing that then they are assembled
in the greatest numbers. Uncovering the little

mounds to a certain depth, the squaws scoop
them up with their hands and put them into a
bag prepared for the purpose. When a suflS-

cient number are obtained, they repair to the
water, and cleanse the mass from all the dirt

and small pieces of wood collected. The ants

are then placed upon a flat stone, and by the
pressure of a rolling pin are crushed together
in a dense mass, and rolled out like pastry. Of
this substance a soup is prepared, which is re-

lished by the Indians, but is not at all to the
taste of white men.

Gas Lights.—Professor Olmsted, of the Uni-

versity of North Carolina, has ascertained, that

a fine illuminating gas may be obtained from
cotton seed. The produce of gas from a bushel

ofseed, is more than double the average product

of the same quantity of New Castle Coal, and

greatly exceeds that in illuminating power. It

partakes of the purity and splendor of gas from
oil, with which substance, indeed, this seed is

known to abound. The experiments already

made, induce the belief, that, among all sub-

stances hitherto tried for gas illumination, this

article will be found the most eligible, especlallj

for our southern cities, where cotton seed can be

obtained at a very trifling expense ; and the idea

if the balls happen to crack before they are suggested that this article may possibly become
thoroughly dry, they may be rubbed together, ]

of considerable value for exportation.
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Spinning Machines.—It is stated that Mr. Gil-

bert Brewster, of Norwich, Conn, has already

made of his improved machines for spinning

wool, to the amount of upwards of g2U0,00O,

and has orders for more machines to a very

large amount. He has made large machines at

the price of g2,700, and has made this declara-

tion, that if any person will take one of his

machines and put it into full operation for two

years, and gite him the savings made between

this machine, and the old or common modes of

spinning wool,he will give the machines without

any further charge. The English spinner, can-

not spin for less than 2 pence or 3 pence per

ib. Mr. Brewster's machines facilitate the spin-

ning so much as to have reduced the price to

one cent per lb. ! And not only the best merino

wool can be spun at this price, but even the

finest Saxon so much superior, even to merino,

and of which the finest and highest priced

cloths are made.—JV'. Y. paper.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
SATURDAY, MAY

FARMER'S CALENDER.
MANURE. If you have not cleared your barn

yard?, and other receptacles of manure of their

fertilizing contents you will please to set about

it. If you have more dung than you propose

to use immediately, do not suffer it to lie scorch-

ing and drenching in the sun and rain, unless

you mean to be poverty-stricken before you
think of it. If your cattle are yarded nights,

you will be so good as to get up half an hour
earlier than you commonly rise, and shovel

what manure they have left under your shed,

and then cover it with about as much mud,
loam, or something els^e which v»ill answer the

purpose, as there is of the dung. You will

thus in a little time obtain a compost as rich as

Croesus, and till your money-bag with hard dol-

lars, or your pocket-book with good bank bills.

The weeds which you cut up in your garden,

&c. you will either throw to your hogs, bury

in trenches between your rows of plants,

throw into heaps and cover with earth, or carry

them to your compost bed and cover them
there.

FENCES. Take another look at your enclo-

sures and see that your fences are sound, tirm,

iiigh and close. If you do not, and should un-

happily wake up some morning and find your
cattle in the corn, your pigs in the peas, &.c.

you will please lo recollect that we told you so.

After planting and before weeding you will prn-

li;il)ly have time to make some excellent stone

wall. See that you make it where it is most
needed, and what you make should be well

m.ide. We do not much admire certain apolo-

gies tor fences, which we every now and then

come across, in the course of our agricultural

tours. A jagged, cobbling, hnlf-built wall, in

which the stones look as if they were huddled
together by chance, or an earthquake, not at all

disposed to be sociable, but each seems to say
to its neighbor, please lo keep your distance, is

an aliomination on any man's farm. We have
seen too many such rough monuments of lazi-

ness, which seem lo have been tossed together
for no other purpose but to afford the quadru-
peds of the place the means of taking practical
lessons in the art of jumping.

PASTURES. Take a scrntinising squint at your

pastures, and divide your stock among them

according to the best rules in such case made

and provided. Do not, however, let your cat-

tle into your pasture ground too early in the

spring. You had better buy hay and keep them

in your barn yard, or cut and carr}' browse to

them or turn them into the woods to pick a liv-

ing as they can, than let them make minced pie

of your sward-ground, and nip off every spire ot

rass the moment it peeps from the surface of

the soil. In common seasons from the 20th of

May to the 1st of June is early enough to turn

your stock to grass. Your laboring cattle and

horses should be kept up still longer, or at

least till the last mentioned time. Dr. Deane
said that " cattle should not be let into any pasture

until the grass is so grown as to afford them a

good bite, so that they may fill themselves

without rambling all over the lot. The dryest

pastures should be used first, though in them

the grass is shortest that the potching of ground

in the wettest may be prevented. Milch kine,

working oxen and fatting beasts should have the

first feeding of an enclosure. Afterwards sheep

and horses. When the first lot is thus fed off,

it should be shut up, and the dung that has been

dropped should be beaten to pieces, and well

scattered, afterwards the second pasture should

be treated in the same manner, and the rest in

course, feeding the wettest pasture after the

dryest, that the soil may be less potched.

" Something considerable is saved by letting

all sorts of grazing animals take their turns in

a pasture. By means of this, nearly all the her-

bage produced wii! be eaten ; much of which

would otherwise be lost. Horses will eat the

leavings of horned callle; and sheep will eat

some things that both the one and the other

leave."

It will not be proper, when you have turned

your cattle to grass to overlook or neglect them.

You should see every animal every day, if

you rise an hour before the sun for that pur-

pose.

If you turn hogs into a pasture they should
have rings in their noses, or as some say, you
will do as well to pare olf the gristle of the nose,

to prevent their rooting. It is, we believe, a

good notion to have a stye to feed them in, with
' a door or aperture opening into a clover pasture

iif suitable dimensions, which should contain a

brook or pool, for their Majesties to wallow in.

While the clover is fresh they will need scarcely

any other food, but now and then a little brim-
stone and cream of tartar to give them an appe-
tite. The hogs should not be accommodated
with too large a pasture, lest the grass should
l)econie so old and tough that they will not e,1t

it. Short and sweet grass is necessary for this

sfiecies of ejjicnres.

We have it from good authority that sheep
require no water in their pastures, calves none,
and horses very little except they are worked.
The consequence of such a privation we are
tnld is that the animals feed at night, and lie

?till in the day time. Cows, however, should
have water, and that of a good quality. Mud-
dy, stagnant water, such as is made use of in

order to manufacture mosquetoes and fever and
ague in some of our western States, has a ve-
ry bad elTect on cows, reducing the quantity of
their milk, and injuring its quality.

YAMKEE INGENUITY. We are much amused, an-

highly gratified by our frequent visits to the Agricultu

ral Establishment, No. 20, Merchants' Row, Boston

The inventive faculties of our countrymen are there in

dicated by a display of machines of almost as man)
forms as there were kinds of animals in Noah's Ark
Although they have not yet exactly, exhibited Mr.God
win's plough, which would

"Stt itself to work
And plough an acre in a jerk,"

they have ploughs, of excellent construction, whicl

come very near and perhaps some of them are but lit

tie inferior to Mr. Jefferson's best of all possible ploughs

described in Wells & Lilly's edition of Dr. Deane'i

New Kngland Farmer, under the article " Plough,''^

and very well known to scientiiic agriculturists iu £Iu

rope as well as in America.

But the more immediate object of this article ist

Call the attention of the agricultural part of the com

munity to two machines which we think are of sings

lar utility.

1. An instrument for cutting up hassocks or smal

protuberances, in swamps and wet meadows, invcntC'

by Col. Samuel Putnam, of Danvers, Mass. This coi

sists of a wooden frame of an angular form, somewhs

like a common harrow, with an iron or steel appeu

dage beneath it, of semi-eliptical form, bent inward

with sharp edges. The machine is drawn by oxen,(

horses, and the metallic part embraces the hassocks, j|

other protuberances, and cuts tliem off as smoothly}

a barber could excind the criniferous excrescences of

face without a wrinkle.

2. A new kind of churn, in which the dasher, or Ihi

part which stirs the milk or cream, is put in motion 1

an horizontal lever, to which the dasher is attached 1

cast iron geeriug of the most simple, and effective d

scription.

We know that our description, will give but J,

inadequate idea of the above mentioned machinn

but we have not room at present for a more perfect a

count ; and those who would wish for further inform

tion may call and inspect the machines at the establis

menl abovementioiled.

SWEET CORN. By the kindness of " A Subscriber

we liave rrceived two parcels of Su-ett Corn for dist

buting gratis, among those who would wish to obla

small quantities for seed. There are two kinds of cor

one of which ripens somewhat earlier than the othe

We should he happy to present any of our friends, e

gaged in agriculture or horticulture, who will call

send to the Farmer office, with a handful of each, i

the parcels are distributed.

vAMPVRE OF THE OCEAN. A curious monstef!

ycleped is now exhibiting at No. 13, Brattle-street, B^

ton. It was an inixabitant of the deep, caught iu Q

Atlantic Ocean, near the entrance of the Delawat

and suppo.sed to have weighed when first captured

tvvecn four and five tons. l^r. Mitchell, who exai

ed and dissected it, when first taken, pronounces

be " a fish considerably different from any seen befi

and unlike all the descriptions that f could find in

books." A particular description of this man
sler may be Ibund in handbills which will be prei

ed to visiters at the place of exhibition.

" There therefore needs no more be said here,

We unto tliem refer the reader."

ER R ATA. Our subscribers will perceive that pai

the pages of this day's paper, are, by mistake, numb«'

ed wrong ; they may, if they please, correct them wi

a pen.

%
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FOREIGN.
The last advices from Kurojie come down to the be-

nnins of April, but are not of great importance.

The'Slave Trade Bill has passed both houses of Gar-

ment and received the assent of the King.

The difficulties between Great Britain and Algiers

e been settled.

The occupation of Spain by Krench troops is limited

the first of July, unless the Allied Towers should

cm it necessary that the period should be prolonged.

Extensive preparations were g:oiiig on at Constanti-

)Je for another Campaign against the Greeks.

t is stated that Coron surrendered to the Greeks on

8th February. They have also succeeded in taking

out works of Lepanto.

A letter from Zante of March 22d, states that Lord

ron had negotiated a reconciliation between soroe of

contending Greek Chiefs, and had induced Thto-
re Colcotroni to evacuate the important fortress of

uplie, which was now occupied by the Patriots.

t was reported that the Vice Roy of Egypt had de-

ired himself independeut of the Porte, aud had or-

'ed his levies to return home.
Advices from Madrid state that an order has at

gth been published, granting a general pardon to

the military of the constitutional armies, with an

eption that none of them are to reside at Madrid,

to inhabit the royal palaces. A civil amnesty was
be under consideration.

nisler to the United States, on the part of England,
granting under regulation and restrictions, the right of
search of American and English vessels, engngcd in-

the slave trade. From iK-arsity, it is inferred that the
right of visit and search, beiug duly reslricted and re-

gulatpil, little or no objection will be made to the Con-
vention."

—

A'alional ^gis.

Murdirvus RencnnI re.—The Port Gibson paper states,

llial about the 15th of March, Lt. Guino, of the V. S.

Army, shot Mr. Yerby, of Wilkinson county, through,
the heart, and he expired instantly. The duel was
fought on the banks of the Mississippi.

Cheap Travelling.—The Rochester paper announces
that packet boats now daily depart east and west on
the Canal, and the fare is so good and cheap that no
one who consults economy can now afford to travel on
fool.

Dreadful Occident.—Mr. Amos Boyce and M. John
Wright were killed in Pawtucket, on the 20th ult. by
the sudden caving in of earth in a well in which they
were at work. They were buried about an hour aiij

an half; and when exti-icatcd were both dead. The
well was sunk the depth of2S feet, in a quicksand and
no precaution was taken by curbing to guard against

c.iving-in of the earth. A very little care, probably,

would have effectually protected them from the cala-

mitous event. Mr. Wright belonged In this town.
[Proridtnce paper.

UO.MESTIC.
Co.NCORD, April 24. Anniversary of April 19,
'5.—On Monday last, the Concord Artillery Com-
ijr, under Capt. Whiting, and the Light Infantry,

lerCapt. Jarvis, paraded in honor of the anniversa-

it being forty-nine years since the first blood was
U in Concord aud Lexington.
'he day was ushered in by a salute of thirteen guns,

I the reveille was beat by one who had often done
same duty in our revolutionary army,
it dinner, the few remaining patriots of this town,
D were engaged in the battle forty-nine years ago,

e at the table, and their presence gave life and re-

y to the scenes and deeds which were thus com-
norated. Immediately after dinner, the corfipany

•chad up to the former scite of the north bridge.

—

IS was the spot where the British detachment under

at. Lowrie first fired at our men, under the gallant

joT Butrick and Capt. Davis, of Acton Minute

upany, the latter of whom was there killed. When
companies arrived there, the Rev. Dr. Ripley made
m an instructive address, describing to them with

at minuteness the scene and circumstances as they

inally took place.

'he Davis Blues, of Acton, under command of

't. Davis, also paraded to commemorate the anui-

iary. It will be remembered that the Acton minute
I wore actively engaged at the Concord battle,

ch cost their commander, Capt. Davis, his life.

circumstance of a peculiar nature occurred in

ington in the house now owned by Mr. Priest, dur-

the British retreat. As Mr. James Heywood ofAc-

lingeriag a little behind the main body went back
he house for a draught of water, he perceived a

sh soldier coming through the house probably for

li.Jsame object. They were both armed—drew up
pieces—fired at each other—and were both shot

d at the same instant,

must be gratifying to the surviving patriots of the

olution to review the plains of Concord in 1775,

look around the country in 1824. It speaks fa-

ibly to the health of Concord, that there are so ma-
hat still live, who actually bore arras on the 19th

Ipril, 1775. It has been ascertained that there are

ly men now living in this town, v/ho lived here

1, and were actors in those scenes, and then took up
defence, of their rights.

"lamplain Canal.—This canal is said to be naviga-

from Whitehall to the Saratoga Dam ; and is ex-

led to be open all the way to the Hudson in a few

'zlrart of alc'ier^dated Washington, April30.—" A
vention with England was this day read in the Se-

:, concluded by Mr Rush, on the part of the United

cs, aod Mr Huskisson and Mr Carjpjng, late a Mi-

COXGRESSIONAL.
In Pf.xate.—Friday, April 30. Mr. Lloyd, of Ms.

presented a memorial from Boston, against, and Mr.
Mills a memorial from the same place in favor of the
passage of the Tariff bill.

The Senate in committee resumed the consideration
of the Tariff. Mr. Kelly, of Alabama, moved to strike

out the highest rate of duty proposed on cotton bagging,
which motion, after debate was decided in the affirma-

tive. Yeas 28, Nays 19.

Saturday, May 19. After passing on numerous pri-

vate bills, the Senate resumed the consideration of the

Tariff bill, but nothing of consequence was decided on.
Monday, May 3. Mr. Jackson, from the joint com-

mittee on the subject, reported that the two houses may
have a recess on the 19th inst.

Tlv subject of the Tariff bill was again resumed.
The amendment proposed by Mr. Holmes, of Me. to

exempt Russia duck and sheeting from the duty was
the question before the committee ; and after some
discussion was rejected. Yeas 21, Nays 26.

Tuesday, May 4. The Tariff bill was again discus-

sed, but no decision of any question obtained.

Wednesday, May 5. A motion made by Mr. Elliot

to strike out the proviso in the Tariff, which establishes

the minimum upon which the duties on cotton cloths,

&c. are to be calculated, was decided in the negative.

Yeas 23, Nays 24.

Mr. Holmes, of Me. moved to amend the bill by
striking out the clause which allows fifteen per centum
on the duties now imposed, on all foreign distilled spir-

its. This motion was decided in the affirmative. Yeas
28. Nays 18.

Thursday, May 6. Mr. Barbour submitted resolu-

tions foi the distribution of the present Tariff bill

throughout the United States, in order to obtain infor-

mation of its probable effects on the revenue, and on
the shipping, manufacturing, commercial and agricul-

tural interests of the community ; which were ordered
to be printed.

A motion of Mr. Smith to limit the duty on wool to

25 per cent ad valorem was negatived. Y'eas 21, Nays
26.

.\ motion of Mr. Mills to limit the duty on unmanu-
factured wool to 30 per cent ad valorem was adopted.
A motion of Mr. Lloyd, ofMd. to strike out the pro-

viso that all wool, not valued at more than ten cents
per pound, should be charged with a duty of 15 per
cent was negatived. Teas 18, Nays 29.

Amotion of .Mr. Smith to fix the duty on India silks,

at 25 per cent was negatived. Yeas 12, Nays 35.
.A motion of Mr. King, of N. Y. to strike out the

highest r.ate of duty on woolens, leaving the duty at 30
per cent ad valorem until June 30, 1825, and after-

wards at 33 1-2 per cent ad ral. was adopted. Yeas
28, Nays 18.

Several other motions for sundry alterations, exemp-
tions, &c. were made, and were all negatived.
House.—Friday, April 30. On motion of .Mr. Tat-

nall it was ordered that the Committee on Military
.Affairs be instructed to inquire into and report at the
next Session of Congress tl,e extent to which it is ex-
pedient to adopt the system of defence proposed in the
several reports of the Board of Engineers, for the de-
fence of the maritime frontier ofthis country i;c.
The report of the Committee on the claims of the

heirs of Leaumarchais was discussed in Committee of
the Whole. Mr. Tucker explained the subject ; when
on motion the Committee rose. With an understanding
that the subject should be resumed on Monday.

Saturday, May 1, M'as occupied in attending to
private and local business.

Monday, May 3. The subject of a recess being under
consideration, Mr. M'Lane hoped the two Houses
would not adjourn until the investigation was com-
pleted relative to the memorial of Mr. Edwards. Altf r

some debate, a motion to lay the report on the tab.u
was carrii'd.

Mr. Hamilton, from the Military Committee reported
a bill to authorize the settlement of the Claims of the
state of Massathusetts upon the General Government
for services rendered by the militia of the state during
the late war, exhibited a report, which concluded as
follows :

Your Committee recommend that, in all cases where
the militia of the state of Massachusetts were called out
in conformity with the desire of an officer of the Gen-
eral Government, or to repel actual invasion, or undo-
a well founded apprehension of invasion, during the
late war, the claim of the state fo.- such militia services

be allowed, luider the usual rules of auditing and al-

lowing similar claims ; provided the number of troops,

so called out, were not in undue proportion to the exi-
gency.

Your Committee likewise recommend that the claims
of Massachusetts for militia services, not comprehended
in the above description of cases, be disallowed. This
report was referred to the Committee of the Whole.
The House in committee, took into consideration a

remonstrance from the State of Kentucky against the
decisioa «f the Supreme Court of the U. S. on the sub-
ject of the occupying claimant laws of Kentucky. This
caused a protracted debate, but no decision was ob-
tained.

Tuesday, May 4. A bill concerning invalid pension-
ers, and one relative to the Post Office department
were discussed without decision.

Wednesday, May 5. Mr. Cocke offered a long reso-

lution, requesting the President to give a detailed re-

port on the system and plan of fortification, contemplat-
ed by him, and recommended by the board of engi-

neers, &C. which was laid on the table. [Accepted
the next day.]

Thursday, May 6. The Post Office bill was dismis-

sed on the ground that the session was too far advanc-
ed to give it due consideration.

TO CORRESPONDENTS. We have received several

communications, which are too late for insertion in this

day's paper. They will be inserted in our next.

PRICES CURRE^^T.
Ashes, per ton, $112, 50 a $115; Pearl, do. $317, 50

a $120 ; Butter, No. I. per lb. 10 a 12 cts. ; Rye, per

bush. 55 a 56 cts. ; Plaister Paris, per ton, $4 ; Herd's
Grass, 1822, per bush. $2 a $2, 12. For other articlu

£te last paper.

NEW GARDEN SEEDS.

JUST received by the London Packet, and for sale

by GEO. MURDOCK, No. 14, Market-square, an
assortment ofG.VRDEN SEED, of the last year's

growth, among which are. Early and Late Cauliflower,

Early and Late Cabbage, Early and Late Peas, Sweet
Marjoram aud Thyme, ARMACK, MANGEL WURT-
ZEL, RUTA BAG.'V, &c. Likewise—a few cases of

MARASCHINO and CURACOA, a Cordial much cel-

ebrated in Europe—French Annisette in baskets of 2
bottles each—Welch's No. 1 Chocolate, Cocoa and
Shells—green Madeira Citron, with other Groceries

as usual.

lAketcise—a few Hampers ofRich Cheshire and Loaf
Cheese—London Brown Stout, in whole and half Bot-

tles—English aud French Mustard, in kegs and jugs.
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From the Hancock Gasette.

Would Yankees still continue free,

Let this their honest motto be.

Our stock weMl raise ourselves, and keep,

From bellowing bull to bleating sheep ;

In manufactures we will try

All foreign nations to outvie !

In mechenism try each notion.

Except to find perpetual motion ;

In agriculture do our best

;

And leave to gracious Heaven the rest.

if«tscfUa«s.

From the Portland Gazette.

USEFUL RULF.S FOR HOUSF^WIVF.S.

1. When you arise in the morning never be

particular about pinning your clothes so very

nicely ;
you can do that any time.

2. Never comb your hair, or take ofT your

night cap till after breakfast. It is your business

to take time by the foretop and not let him take

you so ; therefore keep all night in that quarter

till 10 o'clock at least.

3. When you begin the business of your toilet

you may do it before the window or in the front

entry ; but the most proper place is in the

kitchen.

4. Never have any particular place for any

thing in }'our house ; and then you may rest

assured, that nothing will ever be out of place
;

and that is a great comfort in a family.

5. Never sweep your floor, until you know
some person is coming in : he will then see

bow neat you are : and, besides, in such cases,

even your enemies cannot shake off the dust of
their feet., against you, though they may the dust

of their clothes with which you have covered

them by your sweeping.

6. When you have done sweeping, leave your

broom on thejloor, it will then be handy : and,

being always in fight, and in the way, it will

be constantly reminding your husband, when he

is in the house, what a smart, nice, pains-taking

wife he has.

7. Never follow the barbarous practice of

brushing down cobziiebs. A man's house is his

castle : and so is a spider^s :— It is a violation of

',ighi ; and a shameless disrespect to the fin

arts.

8. ICeep your parlour and bedroom windows
shut as close as possible in dog days : this will

keep the hot air out —and you will have excel-

lent j?.rc(i air inside.

9. Keep your summer cheeses in your bed
chambers :—they enrich the qualities of the

atmosphere : and if a stranger should lodge in

one ofyour beds : if he could not sleep, he could

eat for his refreshment.

10. Never teach your daughters to mend or

make any oi their own clothes, it is " taking the

bread from the mouth of labour" :—besides it

will make thera crooked and give them sore

fingers.

11. But if they should insist on mending their

o»vn garments, they should do it while they
are on ; this will make them fit better : and
Girls can't leave their work: iflhey should at-

;cmpt it their work wouldfollo-iH) them.
12. Ifyour husband's coat is out at 07ie of the

elbows, don't mend it until it is out at the other

;

tiien Ihe patches will make it appear vni/orm ;

and shew that you are impartial.

13. Never spoil a joke for a relation''s sake;

nor suppress the truth lot any body''s sake.

Therefore, if you don't like your husband as

well as you ought

—

out with it, and convince

him you are not a respecter of persons.

14. You should endeavour not to keep your

temper :

—

let it off as soon and as fast as you

can ; and you will then be as calm and quiet as

a bottle of cider after the cork has been drawn

half a day.

15. If, on any particular occasion, you are at

a loss as to the course you ought to pursue, in

the management of yourself or your family af-

fairs, lake down the paper which contain these

Rules and read them over and over till you

have satisfied your mind—and then go on.

Poor Richard.

Condensation of Fariovs Gases into Liquids.-

In the Philosophical Transactions of London,

Part II. are detailed the very important results

of Mr. Faraday on the condensation of gases

info liquids. By submitting solid compounu's,

containing gaseous elements, to heat, in sealed

glass tubes, or by extricating by chemical re

action, from other substances similarly confined,

various gaseous products, so great a pressure

was produced, as to cause the liquefaction ofthe

gases produced in the several experiments.'

—

The following is a list of gases condensed up

to the present time, namely : Chlorine, .Muriat

ic acid. Sulphurous acid. Sulphuretted hydrogen.

Carbonic acid, Euchlorine, JYitrous oxide. Cyano-

gen, and Ammonia.
Jlpplication of Liquids, formed by the Conden-

sation of Gases, as Mechanical Agents.—Sir

Humphrey Davy has given a paper on this in-

teresting subject in the same Part of the Phil.

Trans, above referred. After expressing some
donbis as to the economical results to be ex-

pected from employing the vapors of water or

alcohol, under high pressures by high tempe-
ratures, as mechanical agents, trom the great

loss of radiant heat at high temperatures, and

from the extrication of latent heat by compres-
sion, and its absorption from expansion ; no such

doubts, he considers, can arise respecting the

use of the vapors of liquid.*, which require, for

their existence, a pressure, equal to 30 or 40
atmospheres, and wh.ch exert an immense clas-

tic force at common temperatures, or from
slight elevations of them. Such liquids are lh«

liquefied gases.

It is not easy, in a short notice, like Ihe pre-

sent, to make Ihe whole ground of Sir Hum-
phrey Davy's reasoning intelligible to Ihe gen-
erality of readers, involving, as it does, Ihe

more abstruse doctrines on the subject of calo-

ric; but a general idea of his exceedingly
novel views on the manner of applying the

condensed gases as mechanical agents, may be
olilained from the following extract from his

paper.— Port Folio.

" In applying Ihe condensed gases as me-
chanical agents, there will be some difficulty

;

the materials of the apparatus must be at least

as strong and as perfectly joined as those used
by Mr. Perkins in his high pressure steam-en-
gine : but the small dilferences of temperature
required to produce an clastic force, equal to

the pressure of many atmospheres, will render
the risk of explosion extremely small ; and if

future experiments should realise the views
here developed, the mere difference of tempe-

rature between sunshine and shade, and air anc

water, or effects of evaporation from a mni&

surface, will be sufficient to produce results

which have hitherto been obtained only by ;,,

great expenditure of fuel.

Singular Chastisement.—A spruce lillle gentle

man, who, during the summer season, is eni'

ployed as a waiter of one of the Inns in Harow.
gate, called to regale himself at the Elephaoi

and Castle Knaresborough, on the evening pi

the fair, and while in his cups, became exceed'

ingly noisy and quarrelsome with the rest oi

the company, drinking off their glasses sai^

ceremonie, and, if a remonstrance was made, s

challenge to fight was the immediate conse«

quence. At length an honest athletic farmeH
to whom he had "shown fight," whipped th;

dapper hero under his arm, and cramming bin
into a sack, tossed him into his cart, which stooc

at the door, and drove down the street to thi

distance of a mile from the town, where he was

uabagged, to the great amusement of a va»
number of spectators, and to the evident ia^

provement of the manners of the offender. ^

Literary Discovery.—A Latin MS. undoubted^
by Milton, long supposed to be irrecoverablj

lost, has just been discovered at the State Papei

Office. The subject is religious, and the argH<

ments are all drawn from the Scripturea.

There are many Hebrew quotations, and the

work is one of considerable bulk, as it contaiiu

735 pages, many of them closely written, and

believed to be in Ihe hand writing of the poet'f

nephew. Philips, with many interlineations in:

different hand. It was found in an envelope ad

dressed to Cyriac Skinner, Merchant.—The s^

tuation which Milton held, of Latin Secretarj

to Cromwell, will account for such a discover'

being made in the State Paper Office.

—

Londm
paper. '

Progress of Liberty.—A writer in the Londot
Monthly Magazine has given a sketch oftbt
progress of free institutions, from which w(
learn, that in 1775, the number of free men.
living under free governments, was 15, 800,000.

He computes Ihe number, at this time, to be

87, 200,000.

LEAD PIPE FOR AQUEDUCTS, Sec.

THE subscribers being ajipoiuted Agents for vending
LORl.N'G'S IMPR0VJ:U LEAD PIPE, have con-

stantly on hand, at their Ktore, No. 20, Merchants' Row,
a supply of different sizes and thickness. The raannW
in which their Pipe is manufactured renders it superior

to the English or any other manufacture, and comes at

a less price. Orders for any quantity4()r size will be

executed at the shortest notice.

LINCOLN FEARING & CO.
March 27.

MANGEL VVURTZEL SEED.
FOR sale at this office a few pounds of .Mn-ngtl

Wurl:el Setd, raised by John Prince, Esq., Ro«-
bury. April i.'4.

WANTED Nos. 14, 43, and 45, of the 1st Vol. of

_.
the N. E. Farmer. For which a generous price

will be given by the publisher of this paper.

TERMS OF THE FARMER.
0:^ Published every Saturday, at Thhf.e Doi.r.AlU

per annum, payable at the end of the year—but those

who pay within sirly days horn the time of subsci ibillf

will be entitled to a deduction of Fifty Cekts. ^

0:5= No paper will be discontinued (unless at the

discretion of the publisht*-,) until arrearages, cue paid.
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33omcstfr Eronomj>. slice in your potatoes willi a little pepper ami~ =^
I

salt, put them on the fu-o, keep stirrino- them •

CHOOSIXG AND DRESSING POTATOES
,

\
„l,en they are quite hot Ihoy are ready"

iiejiy cTlracled and abridged from the Cook's Oral,.
|

e. voTATOES Eoirrc and droiled. Dress your
The vegetable kingdom affords no food more

,

potatoes as before directed, and put them on a
holesome, more easily procured, or less ex- grid-iron over a very cl&iir and brisk tire; turn
snsive than the potatoe

; yet although this
j

them till they are brown all over, and send
ost useful vegetable is dressed almost every

i

them up dry, with melted butter in a cup.

y, in almost every family,— for one plate of
j

3. fotatois fried in slices on shavings. reel
itatoes that comes to the table as it should,

|

large potatoes, slice them about a quarter of
n are spoiled.

|

an iofh thick, or cut them in shavings rounil
Choose potatoes of a moderate size, free

j

and round as you would peel a lemon ; dry them
3m blemishes, and buy iliein in the mould ; well in a clean cloth, and fry them in lard or
:y must not be -j:etted till they are cleansed t

')kcd. Protect them from the air and frost by
^ingthem in heaps in a cellar, covermg them
tb mats, or burying them in sand or in earth.

le action of frost i.s most destructive.
Wash them, but do not pare or cut them un-
is they are very large,— fill a saucepan h:ilf

I of potatoes of equal size, or make them so

dividing the larger ones, put to them as

ich cold water as will cover them about an
h : they are sooner boiled and more savoury
in when drowned in water—most boiled
ngs are spoiled by having too little water,
potatoes are often spoiled by too much;

—

y must merely be covered, and a little al-

ved for waste in boiling, so that they may
just covered at the finish.

Set them on a moderate fire till they boil,

n take them off, and set them by the side of
fire to simmer slowly till they are sof',

3ugh to aumit a fork,— (place no dependence
the usual test of their skin cracking, which
hey are boiled fast will happen to some po-
3es when they are not half done, and the
ide quite hard,) then pour the water off, (il

I let tlie potatoes remain in the water a mo-
nt after they are done enough, they will

ome waxy and watery,) uncover the sauce-
I, and set it at such a distance from the fire

tvill secure it from burning ; their superflu-

moisture will evaporate, and the potatoes
perfectly dry and mealy.

I'ou may afterwards place a napkin, folded

to the size of the saucepan's diameter, over
potatoes, to keep them hot and mealy till

nted.

This method of managing potatoes is in eve-
respect equal to steaming them, and they
dressed in half the time,

["here is such an infinite variety of sorts and
es of potatoes that it is impossible to say
iv long they will take in doing ; the best wav
.0 try them with a fork. JModerate sized

atoes will generally be done enough in fif-

n or twenty minutes.

The Cook's Oracle, in addition to the pre-

ling, gives the following methods of Dressing
] .atoes. Although some of the modes describ-

ire familiar to every housewife, it is not
iirobable that some others may be new and
ve useful to those who wish to make the
it of this root, which, as an article of suste-

ice, is second only to the staff of life.

I. COLD POTATOES FRIED. Fut a bit of clean
ppiDg into a frying pan ; when it is melted

dripping. Take care that your fat and fry in
pan are quite clean

; put it on a quick fire,

watch it, and as soon as the lard boils, and is

still, put in the slices of potatoe, and keep
moving them till they are crisp ; take them up
and lay them to drain on a sieve ; send them
up with a very little salt spread on them.

4. POTATOES FRIED WHOLE. When nearly
boiled enough, put them into a stew pan with a
bit of butter, or some nice clean drippings;
shake them about often (for fear of burning
them,) till they are brown and crisp ; drain
them from the fat.

Observation.— It -will be an elegant improvement to
the three last receipts, previous to frying- or broiling the
potatoes, to flour them and dip them in yolk of°egg,
and then roll them in fine sifted bread cruras ; they
will then deserve to be called potatoes full dressed.

5. POTATOES MASHED. When your potatoes
are thoroughly boiled, drain and "dry them per-
"ectly, pick out every <!peck, &c. and rub the

tin pan, under meat that is roasting, and baste
them with some of the dripping ;—when they
are browned on one side, turn them and brown
the other,—send them up roand the meal, or in
a small dish.

10. rOTATOE BALLS, [oR MASHED POTATOES
ROLLED INTO A SPHERICAL FORM.]—Mix mashed
potatoes with the yolk of an egg, roll them in-
to balls, flour them, cr egg and bread crumb
them, and fry them in clean drippings,— or
brown them in a Duch oven.

11. POTATOE BALLS RAGOUT. This is made by
adding to a pound of potatoes a quarter ot a
pound of grated ham, or some sweet herbs or
chopped parsley and onion or shallot, salt, pep-
per, and a little grated nutmeg, or other sjiico,
with the yolk of a couple ot eggs ; they are
then to be dressed as in the preceding No.

12. POTATOE SNOW. The potatoe must be
free from spots, and tlie whitest you can pick
out; put them on in cold water; when they be-
gin to crack, strain the water from them, and
put them into a clean stew pan by the side of
the fire, till they are quite dry and fall to
pieces

; run them through a wire sieve or the
dish they are to be sent up in, and do not dis-
turb them afterwards.

13. POTATOE PIE. Peel and slice your pota-
toes verv thin into a pie dish ; between each
layer of potalo«s put a little chopped onion,
(three quarters of an ounce of onion is suffi-

cient for a pound of potatoes;) between each
layer sprinkle a little pepper and salt, put in

through a cullender into a clean straw pan ; to liftle water, and cut about two ounces of but
a pound of potatoes put about half an ounce of
butter,, and a table spoonful of milk ; do not
make them too moist; mix them well together.
You may put them into shapes, egg them with
yolk of egg, and brown them very slightly by
a slow fire.

POTATOES MASHED WITH ONioKS. Prepare
some boiled onions, by putting them through a

sieve, and mix them with potatoes. In proper-
tioning the onions to the potatoes, you will be
guided by your wish to have more or less of
their flavor.

7. POTATOES ESCALOPED. Mash potatoes as di-

rected in No. 5 ; then butter some nice clean
scallop shells, or patty pans, put in your pota-
toes, make them smooth at the top, cross a
knife over them, strew a few fine bread crumbs
on them. Sprinkle them with a paste brush
with a iew drops of melted butter, and then set
them in an oven

; when they are browned on
the top take them carefully out of the shells,
and brown the other side.

8. POTATOES ROASTED. Wash and dry your
potatoes, (all of a size,) and put them into a
tin Dutch oven [or any other oven] or cheese
toaster; take care not to put them too near the
fire, or they will get burnt on the outside be-
fore they are warmed through. Large pota-
toes will require two hours to roast them.

N. B. To save time and trouble, some cooks
half boil them first.

9. POTATOES ROASTED UNDER MEAT. Half boil
large potatoes,—drain the water from them,
and put them into an earthern dish, or small

ter into little bits, and lay them on the top ;

cover it close with puff paste. It will take
about an hour and a half to bake it.

N. B. The yolks of four eggs (boiled hard)
inay be added

; and when baked a table spoon-
ful of good mushroom catsup poured in throuo-h
a funnel.

NEW POTATOES. The best way to clean new
potatoes is to rub them with a coarse cloth, or
a flannel, or a scrubbing brush. They are,
howevei*, poor, watery and insipid till they are
about two inches in diameter, or have "near-
ly or quite obtained their full growth.

©oncs^jontiente.

SWINE.
T» the Editor of the New England Farmer,

Sir,—The swine or hogisa valuable and use-
ful animal and a number of them is almost as

necessary for the farmer as a stock of cattle.

—

Hogs are not only valuable on account of the
meat and fat they afford for the market and
home consumption but highly useful in the bu-
siness of making manure.— It is an indisputable
I'act that by proper care and attention, a greater
quantity of good manure can be made from swine
than in any other way with the same expense.
Much exertion has been made within a few

years to make our hogs better by introducing
new kinds and crossing different breeds and in

some instances they have been essentially im-
proved but in others wretchedly depreciated.

A kind have lately been introduced into this

I
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vicinity denominated the English breed. 1 am

one among many others who have incauliously

venluied to make trial of them to my great dis-

advantage as they turn out to be inlerior in

every point to any that I have had before them.

I can with the same expense make one of my

old sort weigh at least one hundred pounds more

than one of the new kind so that upon a mode-

rate calculation there is a loss of not less than

five dollars in each hog of the English breed.

Much credit is due to the committee on swine

at our last cattle show on account oi their deci-

sion between the competitors for premiums.—

The gentlemen composing this committee are

well "known to be practical farmers and well

qualified to perform the duty assigned them.—

Their judgment was decidedly in iavor of the

larger kind of hogs in preference to those mouse

eared chubs which are to be seen in many of

our styes more resembling woodchucks than

swine.

The credit of this famous kind of hogs is un-

doubtedly sinking in this vicinity. Several of

tny neighbors have lately expressed their dis-

approbation of them and their preference to a

larger kind as being better and much more pro-

fitable.— I am determined to be rid of them as

soon as practicable and for time to come be con-

tented with my old sort until 1 have better evi-

dence than I had before that a new kind is pre-

ferable.*

Swine must have suitable food and enough of

it, together with good care and attention in or-

der that they may do well and he prolilable.

They should always be attended by the same
person for if one lakes the whole care of them,

he will better know what they most need and

how much to give them. They should never
have any more given them at a lime than

they will readily eat with a good relish, for if

they have more than this it will cause them lo

become dainty, and lose their appetite, so that

frequently they will eat but little more than

enough to keep them alive.

The practice of grinding cobs or ears of corn,

for hogs, to mc, appears to be worse than use-

less ; and weie it wholly dispensed with, 1 ihink

we should see better hogs and hear less com-
jilaint about iheir being dainty and doing so

poorly. It is a fact, which I have [iroved by

actual experiment that hogs which have for a

considerable time been fed upon good meal, will

* This statement gives a vievf of the subject very

fljfferent from that to which we have been accustomed.
We have been told by experienced agricultiiiists that

the breed ofswiiie, originally intro*Uiced into this coun-

try from England, and which had its origin we believe,

from tlie celebrated Bakewell, lias proved a great bene-

fit to agriculturists. That very correct and scientific

cultivator. Dr. Fiske of Worcester, slated (iu a piece

originally published in the Worcester Spy, and repub-

lished in the New England Farmer, vol. i. page 107,)

as follows :
—"My hogs are of the genuine Bedford

breed so called in F.ngland, and experience has proved
to my satisfaction that this breed is far the beat that

has been introduced into this country. They are quiet

in their nature, fat easy, and with little expense or

trouble. I have had some weigh at 12 months, about
•340 lbs. ; and a considerable number, at 18 months old,

400 lbs."

It is possible, however, that the breed, originally ex-
cellent, may have deteriorated /or want of crossini;.

" Breeding in and in'''' as it is technecally called, will,

in time ruin any breed. See N. E. Farmer, vol. i. page
•iiO.—Edtlor J^. E. Farmer.

not at any rate eat that which is made of clear

cobs, and very unwillingly that which is made

from ears of corn.

My method of feeding hogs is to boil potatoes

night and morning during the winter and spring,

with which 1 put a small quantity of meal and

give it to them which makes ihem grow and do

well. Through the summer 1 give them the

wash of the dairy, and about the first of Sep-

tember put them to falling, and give them as

much meal as they will eat ; and in this way I

can make as good pork as any of my neighbors.

A FARMER.
lVorccster,Ma'j., 1824.

CATERPILLARS.
To the Editor of the A''ew England Furnur,

Sir,—As this is the season for the young cater-

pillar to commence its ravages on our fruit

trees, it seems the most proper time to check

its career. This may be very easily and at the

same time, cJJ'eciually done by adopting the fol-

lowing plan.

I When the sun is within half an hour of setting

in a cool evening by the help of |)ortable steps,

ten feel in height, the operator (who by the by

will have no need of "spirits of turpentine, fish

oil, lighted birch bark," &.c. &.c,) afler coming

at the nests will have simply to apidy (do not

shudder gentle readcr)liis lore finger and thumb,

or if more convenient, his whole hand, and in

an instant crush their little conimonwcalth to

atoms !

Ry the above method, with the occasional use

of Mr. "irkering's brush, when the nesis could

not be otherwise approached, I commonly ex-

tirpate these foul interlopers before their size

exceeds one fourth of an inch in length, and

should feel confident of getting rid of Ibem in

toto, if my orchards were not in the neighbor-

hood of the sluggard whose orchards are, each

succeeding year, swarming with the above ver-

min, which, while in the moth stale, will deposit

its eggs as well on my trees as on those they

had so recently robbed of that beautiful and ne-

cessary clothing, their ioliage.

While on this subject, permit me to ask, if

the remedy mentioned in a late New England

Farmer was meant lo apply to the worm, known
in this country by the name of caterpillar; or

the canker norm ? for as the ibrmer is already

vp before it emerges from its cell, I am at a loss

to conceive what benefit " a sod of earth" can

be, in preventing its future operations. W.
F g, May 4, 1824.

BY THE EniTOB. We liave, repeatedly expressed

our opinion that a " sod of earth" will not prove of any

use against caterpillars, and do not believe they would

prove any more efficacious against canker worms. See

New England Farmer, vol. ii. page 262, 290.

PE.4CH TREES.
To Ike Editor of Ike JVcw England Farmer,

Sip.,— In looking over your valuable paper
from its commencement, 1 find no account of an

insect which has greatly injured my young
Peach Trees this season, but I presume it is that

pest called the ' borer'. Its depredations are

generally committed in the main trunk of the

tree, at from 18 inches to 4 feet from the ground.

Observing the trees to look sickly I was induc-

ed to search for the cause, when 1 noticed

several places, where the gum was oozing

out through very minute orifices in the bark

this lead to further investigation, on which,

discovered an unctuous mass of while matte,

between the inner bark and the wood, which,

presume is the larvse of the insect ; around ihii

deposit the wood and bark had turned of a dari

brown color, and were evidently in a slate o

disea-e. I am convinced this must be the causi

o.f the failure in the trees, but I am at a loss fo

a remedy, which is the cause of this communi
cation.— I'orhaps you, sir, or some correspond

ent, may do others, as well as myself, a favo

by pointing oul a preventive or cure for the cvi

I would observe, that there are no worms beloi

ground, that having been duly attended to.

Yours, &c. A SUBSCRIBER.
Lynn, Mass. May 12, 1824.

Our correspondent in " looking over''' our paper, mii!

have vierloolced some of its articles. In vol. i. p. lO"

he will find the shells of walnuts recommended, and i

pages 187 and 317, of the same volume he will perceiv

other remedies prescribed for this disorder. Ag

in vol. ii. pages 241, 281, and 291, he may find mod
of extirpating the borer recommended. How far at

of them may prove successful "we cannot say any tbir

more than has been said by those from whom we derr

ed our information on the subject. We wi>h thoi

prescriptions might be failhfuUy tried, and if any thit

farther can be suggested should be liappy to publish i

CIRCULAR.

City of ^VA3HIKGTo^•, 6th May, 1824.

Sir,—The importance of the subject, will

trust, authorize the liberty 1 now lake lo a.

dress you;—being in>pelled by a motive of [

less force, than a full conviction that I ha\

discovered an improvement in the manageme
of the Cotton Plant, by which the maliK

called the rot, so often destructive to the hop.

of the Planter, and that hitherto seems to ba\

baffled all attempts to arrest its ravages, rai

be prevented—the maturation accelerated, ai

the crop increased ;— withal so economical

the execution, as to promise general utilil

And as it is desirable to inspire confidence i

the efficacy of the process by affording pratu

cat inferences before proceeding to the simpi

details, 1 crave your attention to the followin

remarks, that are intended to elucidate tt

principles upon which the discovery is foundei

and exhibit the rationale of the efiecls of j

application.

On examining the staple of mature Co
with a high magnifier, it will appear that

filaments are tubular, having lateral porei

cells, communicating with the longitudinal tu

and containing an unctuous substance, w
must be extracted or decomposed, before

article can bo made to receive a permanj

(lye,--a due and regular secretion of this

luous matter, is deemed essential to the hei

and vigor of the capsule or pod. When t

minute vessels in the green and tender

ments become ruptured or greatly distende^
morbid slate of action ensues, which iriayf

considered as the predisposing cause of the f^

and a further investigation of the physiolog

of the Cotton Plant will lead to the conclusion

that this cause is induced and the disease exci'

ed, by an excess of stimulus or undue absor|f

lion of crude arpieous sap—promoted by su(,

den cl:anges of temperature, copious rain, t.^,.
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ciallv nftcr drought or oxlremc Ituiiriance.

—

hus offccted, llip proximate cause may be irn-

ited to a peculiar humid state ot" the atmos-

ipi-o—to the action of insects or other cx-

rnal agents.

Each Sf)ecips of the Cotton Plant srcner:\Ily

llivateil in Ihe United State?, and of necessity

:('ed as an aniuinl, niny he fnimd h) clinialc?

ro congenial, or uhnrc indisjenons, a fcr-

iV.j- plant, ca;ni')o of production for sevrial

ii's. Tlic AUmrn im or Sap-wood, comprising-

e entire ^tem. with the exception of a Small

rtion of pith, althong-h the product of our

rt seasons, has a firm texture, and is rcplole

ih a variety cf tn'>es, ihrnug-h nhich the snp

:enils iVom Ihe remotest I'lbres of the roots to

: leave*; and descends thronji^h Ihe bark. In

s capacions vascular stifleiii, oiving lo Ihe!

arf 'talure of the plant and other causes, ;

ivprfiil capillary attraction is ordinarily ex

ttd
; producing a copious and rapid flow of

a correspondent increment of wood, and a

istant succession of flowers and capsules ; a

•lion of which do not arrive at maturity.

—

w if the circulation of sap is stopped in its

icent through the bark, it must necessarily

Buhject to less violent action upon any excess
itimulus, and more perfect elaboration in the

nches and foliage, by a protracted exposure
ight, heat and other influences of Ihe atmos-
re ; while the leaves, exercising their pro-

functions, perspire or evaporate the excre-
ititions and aqueous parts ; the remainder
) modified, or prepared for organization, is

vrbed and evolved by the flowers and cnp-
s; rendering them at all times vigorous and
i to withstand the vicissitudes of seasons.

on of insects,—and to repel the formidable
hsitic tribe that float in the atmosphere,
Dy to fix upon weak or diseased vegetation,

complete its destruction. Moreover, the

it bf ing, in a great measure, deprived of the

ins of [iropagating the Tn-iparous or it'ood

reny, its energies are directed to the ovipa-

or sexual ; accordingly, the main force of

•etation is employed to increase and perfect

crop.

ou will now understand, Sir, that the im-

/ement before stated, consists in obstructing

circulation of the sap in its descent tliiough

stem or branches of the Cotton Plant, wilh-

deteiiorating the Alburnum or Sap-wood

—

this may be effected by an annular excision

le cortex and liber, or outer and inner barks,

nd the process on which I rely for the most
ient and economical application of the dis-

ery, is with an instrument I denominate a

oRTicATOR, that will, at a single operation,

>rticate a cylinder or annular stri[) of the

.. and completely detach the same, leaving

Alburnum entirely bare ; and can be man-
1 with such facility, that a common labourer,

believed, will be able to operate upon one
nore acres in a day. This instrument has

3 resemblance to the common forceps, in

1 limb of wliich are two knives of anellipti-

form, for making the horizontal incisions,

parallel, and at such distance as the width
le excision may require; between each in

centre, is fixeil an incisor, for making the
K leal cuts, having its edge at right angles,

even with the edges of the horizontal knives.

; operator grasps the stem with the instru-

ment, and by a gentle pre.ssnre, which a spring that experience only can determine,between the handles enables him to regulate, inexpedient to evprf.,, more offhe
the strip to be removed, is divided on eacl •• •-.1 side,
»vhcn 1>T turning the instrument round the stem,
the horizontal incisions are completed, and bv
Ihe same operation the incisions detach the
hark. To prevent an accumulation of bark be-
tween the knives, that would obstruct Iheir ope-
ration, or consume time in TcmoYins:,sprin<rs are
fixed at eacli end on a level with "their edjjes,
and extending to the ijicisor, where the
way on a slight pressure; when tli:it ceasoL,
they rotiirn to their former position and throw'
off the bark. For a more particular <lcscrip-
lion of this instrument, you are referred to the
.Imerican Farmer, in which, by the patriotic
land friendly exertions of John S. Skinner, Esq.
of Baltimore, ihe indefatigable Editor of that
invaluable vehicle, a fac simile, or drawing of
fullsize, with ample references for its construc-
tion, will shor'.ly appear.*

It will readily occur to you that the results
ofsitigle experiments in Agriculture, often prove
no more than what relates to a single season, to
one soil, one climate, and one tnode of culture

;

and the axiom may be applied to the present
subject, which opens a field where great uncer-
tainty of data must necessarily exist. It is from
this consideration, Sir, that I am induced to so-
licit that the merits of the discovery may be
submitted to the test of varied and multipled
trials, under your auspices, the approaching
season

;
and with great deference ofter some

suggestions as an outline for your government.
The first and most important point lo be as-

certained, is the period most suitable to obstruct
the sap, in order to promote the highest state
of improvement in Iho crop, and at the same
lime effectually guard against the ro^—For this
purpose a number of rows in a cotton field should
be appropriated expressly for experiments ;_
commencing with one row when the flower buds
appear on the first tier of branches— with the
next when the petals of the Aohts on those
Lra.-iches are first expanded ; continuing to de-
corticate other rows successively at every mark-
ed stage of groxvth, 'till the crop approaches to
maturity—leaving mitonched, alternate plants in
each rnw, as standards for comparison. There
may possibly be periods when the bark will not
peel freely

; in that case the operation should
be deferred 'till it can be easily and complete-
ly detached, so that no fibre be left to connect
iSe circulation

; nor should there be any shoots
or branches permitted to remain between the
roots and the excision, unless they are also de-
corticated.

Should you be disposed to extend the opera-
lion to acres orfelds, the period I shall assume
as most likely to produce the desired results is,

when the [danls are in full foliage, having the
most part of the flower buds formed, that may
be expected lo come to maturity, and before
the fecundating process has generally commenc-
ed

;
as the organs of fructification will be great-

ly invigorated, and, of course, fewer abortive
pods.

The necessary width of the excision of bark,
presents lor the next enquiry; and on this
point so much depends upon the luxuriance of
the plant ana the period when decorticated,

See Americaa Farmer, vol, vi. No. 8.

It will bd

Alburnum
than necescnry; and prolriMy one-lourth of .-in

mrh may bo a.ssumed as Ihe medium, lo prevent
a union of the barks and a restoration of the
circulation, before all the benefits from llie
process are realized.

I would further request, that yinur attention
may be directed to plantations where no dan-

-

ger is apprehended from the rot, i>articularlv
'vej to the htack seed species, which, though not af-

I

fecled by that malaily, except in peculiar silua-

j

lions or in consequence of long continuance of
wet weather, is subject to a nii! that destroys
the foliage, cau'ins: the pods to shrink or perisli

;

and also to a blig/it ^Ihnt shews itself in dark
spots on the capsules

; these, by whatever morn
correct names they may be (iistinguished, arc
both active members of the parasitic family—
Ihe effect of a diseased slate of the vessels and
not the cmcse. And probably may be repelled
by the increased vigor imparted by decortica-
tion.

It should be kept in view that Ihe black spe-
cies is more disposed to produce wood than
the green, especially on deep carbonaceous
soils, such as su-amps and marshes; indeed
so much so, as to become very unproductive
from its exuberance and profusion of wood buds.

There are strong reasons for concluding, that

this disposition may be changed, and flower buds
produced more abundantly, if the plants were
decorticated at an early period, or as soon a«

there was sufficient stamina in the stalk to hear
Ihe operation. The prospect of an accelerated
maturation, will, I trust, elicit attention to de-

corticate this species, even on tjie sea islands.

Asyouinaybe unprovided with Ihe instru-

ment above described before the season for op-
erating commences, one of the following de-
scription I presume may be conveniently with-
in your reach. Insert into a haft the blades of
two knives a quarter of an inch apart, or the
width that may be deemed necessary, having
their edges parallel and even. With such an
instrument two horizontal incisions are made
at the same lime; when the operator should
divide the strip by one or two vertical cuts, and
children might follow and detach the bark with
their fingers. Although this method will re-
quire more than double the labour, and, withorut

great care, less likely to be well performed
than with a decorticator properly constructed,

yet it is believed that considerable progress may
be made in a day.

It remains to be stated thai Letters Patent
have this day been issued according to law,
granting me the exclusive right to the improve-
ment here announced. And I hereby give you a
license to make use of said improvement to

any extent that may suit your pleasure or con-
venience, for and during the present season.

At the close of which, namely, after the first

day of November next, I shall be ready to
recieve overtures and to treat for the disposal

of the right of said improvement, either for the
Stale in which you reside, for Districts, or to

individuals.

With sentiments of high respect
ana consideration, I am. Sir,

Most faithfully yours,

SAMUEL WYLLYS POMEROY.
Of Brighton, Massachusetts.
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From the United States Gazette.

On the Manufacture of Straw and Grass Bonnets.

No. V.

The celebrated English statesman and orator,

Mr. Windham, asserted in the House of Com-

mons, that ' Cobbett deserved a Statue for what

he had done in the United States.' He refer-

red to his tirst visit, in 1793, when he came to

tr}- his fortune among us, to his great exertions,

to promote the cause of England, and to his

abuse of the French nation, and of some of the

greatest and best men in this country. Instead

of erecting a statue, to him, he was put in

Newgate in 1810, for two years, and lined one

thousand pounds to the King, merely for pub-

lishing ' that British soldiers had been whipped in

the heart of England, under a guard of German

bayonets.'' His zeal in the bonnet business cer-

tainly entitles him much more to a statue from

his countrymen, than his political conduct, either

in England or the United States ; and he cannot

fail of being remembered honorably, tor the

source of wealth which he has laid open for his

countrymen. He says, (June, 1823) " I know

they (the English bonnets) will go to America.

I know they will beat the Leghorns in the West

Indies, in South America, and in the United

States; but the thing of all things 1 should like,

is to send a box of hats and sell them at Leg-

horn !, In his Register of December 19, 1823,

he says that the people of Norfolk and Suffolk

have taken the lead in the valuable manufac-

ture, and the town of Bury St. Edmund* is send-

ing out teachers to instruct the rest of the coun-

try.' He is safe in saying that the English will

beat the Americans, because it is probable that

Congress will not follow the example of Eng-
land, by encouraging the manufacture of the ar-

ticle in these states. They will do what the

writers of England wish and say they ought to

do, that is, lay no duties, let trade " regnlate it-

self."

Thus the trade will lie completely turned up-

on us. We first sent New England bonnets to i

old England; and she will hereafter deluge us

with them ; and together with the capital with

which we in effect supply the British manufac-

turers, to the great injury of our native import-

ers, by allowing long credits on importations
;

and by the disposal of their {\msey made-for-auc-

tion-goods, at public sale on their account, will

contribute to the drain of our cash from us, and

continue the chain, which the British statesmen

boast, they have entwined around the necks of

the Americans.

Our fellow citizens of the south, are in par-

ticular, interested in patronizing the cheap A-

merican straw and grass bonnet manufactory,

to enable the people of the north to purchase

their grand staples.

Tobacco, will not now pay for cultivation,

and there is no prospect of any change taking

place in the price for the better: for accounts

which may be relied on, state, that at the close

of the year 1823, the stock in Europe amounted
to 75,000 hhds.—that is 10,000 beyond the de-

mand for one year. Nor can more be said for

Cotton. The planters of South Carolina and

Georgia, ought to reflect upon the fact, that

twelve years since when their export of cotton

did not amount to more than half, (if so much,)
:is that during the last year, their receipts were

far greater than at present. Friend Cropper of
|

Liverpool, did indeed, by a most fallacious state-

ment, last year, induce the planters to believe,

that the supply would not be equal to the de-

mand, and for a few months, the effect was, his

receiving large consignments, the thing he want-

ed, but the bubhie soon burst, and now it seems,

that new rivals in the cultivation of cotton have

started up, in the independent colonies of South

America, and of Mexico. Several cargoes of

the article from Santa Martha, and of Cartha-

gena, have been imported into Philadelphia,

and sold at 17 cents : it was eagerly purchased

by the spinners, being soft and silky, and the

staple as long and fine as that of the best Sea

Island. The Spanish colonies, are our rivals at

home : a more distant, but no less formidable

competitor in the European market is that ex-

traordinary person the Pacha of Egypt, samples

of whose good cotton have been received in the

United States, and who, having the power will

doubtless accomplish that which he has declar-

ed he would do, " cover the earth with the cot-

ton plant from Cairo to the Cataracts of the

Nile." His first shipment of several thousand

bales was a short time since slated by a Man-

chester Commission house, to their correspon-

dent in Philadelphia, to be on the way to Eng-

land. The people of New England, take the

cotton from the south, and they would take a

great deal more, if Congress would increase the

duty upon fine cotton fabrics, and upon coarse

woollens ; and justice demands that the ladies

and men of the south should wear the fine grass

and straw bonnets of the north. What a glori-

ous sight would it be for 1000 ladies of South

Carolina to appear during their annual carnival

in Charleston, and especially on the race course,

covered with them ! ! ! That would be truly

an act of patriotism. It would be proper con-

duct in the daughters and grand daughters of

women, whose high eulogy will be pronounced
by future historians, and who during the Ame-
rican war, s>' nobly submitted to the greatest

privations, to bodily and mental sufferings, 'for

the glorious cause of their country, and often

supported the drooping spirits of their husbands,

lovers, and sons, in the trying scenes to which
they were exposed ; and who while prisoners

in Charleston, refused to dance at balls with the

elegantly dressed British officers, and accepted
as partners, their captive countrymen with
thread bare coats!

Besides, is it not better policy to make this

reciprocal exchange of a raw material for ati

elegant article of dress, than to send their mo-
ney to Leghorn for hats ? Cotton, the Leghorr,-

ers do not want, for they raise what they re-

quire, in their own country. But the cry is,

that " the manufacturers will impose, and charge
two prices if encouraged by increased duties on
foreign goods. Such fears are groundless. The
fact of the high prices they charged during the
late war will not happen again ; and even for

those prices an apology may be offered, by re

ferring to the well known fact, that farmers,

planters and merchants always avail themselves
of a scarcity in the article they have to sell, by
taking as much as they can get. The cotton

planters themselves did not refuse at one time
50 cents a pound for Sea Island cotton, and 30
cents a pound for Upland : they would gladly

get those sums again, but the game is up : nor
did the Tobacco planters refuse in the year

1818, ^110 and gl20 per hhd. for their tobac

CO : they would take those sums to-morrow
Such is human nature. High prices for cloths

or other domestic articles of manufacture ar<

not again to be expected, although protects*

by duty ; for the invariable result will be, as ioD§

since stated by A. Hamilton, that competitioi

will reduce prices even below those of the inj

ported article ; and at the same time, the .\me

rican fabric will be fiir better in quality than tht

foreign. Coarse muslins, hals, leather, chemi

cal medicines, paints, and many other article

that might be mentioned, are in proof of botl

positions. The abundance of Capital, the di

tninished sources for investing it, and the zea

of our citizens, are a powerful stimulus, to actiy

engagements in manufactures; and if the ei

ample of the statesmen of the old world wa

adopted by those of the United States of protea

ing in every possible way, home industry, the

would soon flourish, and prosperity once mor
be restored to the country.

Jl Friend to Agriculture, Commerce and Manvfacluri

Extracts from the London Farmers' Journal.

ON SALT AS A MANURE.
't Cheshire, Feb. 25, 1824.

" In answer to the enquiry of a Yorkshil

Farmer, (inserted in your valuable journal ft

the present week,) respecting "Salt as a To|
dressing for Wheat," 1 beg leave to say, that

should consider salt, used as a top-dressio]

even in a moderate quantity would be fatal I

the crop ; but if salt had been spread upon h

fallows early in autumn, and well incorporatf

in the soil, there is not a doubt but that consi

erable benefit would have been derived from
particularly so if the fallows were in a ioul ai

weedy state, and which owing to the wetness
the last summer was generally the case.

" A CHESHIRE FARMER."

SALT NOT A MANURE.
" I am featful that the humbug that has goi

forth to the agricultural world, ' that salt is

powerful manure,' will have occasioned mut
dependence and consequently great disappoir

ment, among those whose education has not be(

such as to enable them to fairly investigate tl

merits of this subject. Animal and vegetab,

life is supported by that quantity of food, whk
is taken up by the absorbent vessels (for I Cl

the fibrous roots of plants by that term ;) and tb

food of each is considered more or less nutr

tious, in proportion to its solubility.

" Salt operates on the animal system, by pre

moting a more copious discharge of saliva i

gastric juice, (the natural solvents of fol

and which it aids in promoting an increa

quantitv of chyle, thus inducing a tendency*'!

fatten ;*acting not as a food in itself, but <ia

condiment.

" So in using salt as a manure—it is not ilii

self a manure, but assists, used in modeni
quantities, the decomposition of the decayit

animal and vegetable matter applied as a coOu

post, aiding them, more quickly to assume tb.

leriform, or liquid state, which is necessapi

previous to absorption by the plants, for ihSt

vigorous and healthy growth."

REMARK.—-Our readers will perceive similar icbl

to the above in our paper, vol. ii. pa^es 210, 249i
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FEEDING CATTLE WITH FLAX SEED.

"A correspondent in the Fanners'" Journal re-

mmcnds feeding cattle with flax seed, and
ys, " the mode which I have adopted was ti>

il the seed down to a jelly, adding (hereto a

all «|uantity of salt, and suflicient pollard ami

t chaff to make the food tolerably solid. 1

gan by giving the seed in the proportion of

b. to each beast daily, and gradually increas-

the quantity to 4 lbs. The cattle were ex-

edingly fond of it, and throve well."

lE.MARK.—The fore°^oln» corrobor.ites the assertions

some of our American cultivators, who have fouin]

ed jelly an excellent ingredient in feed for fattinj

tie. SeeN. E. Farmer, vol. i. ps. 13, 314.

From the American Farmer.

MAPLE TREE SUGAR.
Washington, Pa. Jlpril-20, 1824.

De.\r Sir,—The honour done my hotch potch
istle of th<'. 6th of March, by publishing it,

s quite unexpected.* It was really intended

y for your own eye ; and contained as many
ions as a yankee pedlar's cart. I am, howev-
gratitied to tind you view the sugar tree in

manner it truly merits. It is one of" heav-
5 choicests gifts," bestowed on our happy
ntry ; but like many other blessings, shame-
y abused. The farmers near this place sell

irly as much sugar tree, as hickory for fuel.

s eq-jally valuable for this purpose.
know many families that make from twelve
ixteen hundred pounds of sugar annually,
some go over two thousand pounds. The

ze required is one man, one boy with a horse
small sled, to collect the water; with oc-

.onally a little extra help. In many instances
females of the family do all the work, except
ting and hauling the wood for fuel. A settle-

at in the northern part of Ohio, called the

estern reserve," has justly obtained much
ebrity for making large quantities of sugar.

! almost entirely settled by New Englanders,

eople that know how to make the best of
ry thing. A friend, at my request, has writ-

to his brother, who lives in that settlement,

correct information on this subject ; which il

ained shall be forwarded to you. I question

ch, however, whether any tree in the United
tes can exceed one that grows on the farm
^Vmos Walton, of West Bethlam Township,
his county. The produce of this tree for

last three years was as follows : spring of

2, thirty-five and ene half pounds ; spring of

3, twenty four pounds ; and this spring
:nty-nine and a half pounds ; with a small

tion of molasses each year. I had the above
ement from a member of the family. I am
Il acquainted with them, and know them to

very respectable. The tree is not of the

jest kind, but has a very bushey top. It

ids near the head of a spring, without any
er trees near it. The quantity made in this

nty this season falls short about one fourth,

e quality very good.

wish you to send me No. 46, of the 5th vol.

:he Farmer, containing Mr, Bates' admirable
Iress. So many of my neighbours borrowed
read this address, that they have literally read
o rags. 1 am, your's, &c.

ALEXANDER REED.

Republished in the New England Farmer, vol. ii.
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From the Columbiau Centiuel.

Mr. RussFxr.,—Presuming on your love of
country, and of good Butter 1 wish you would
ijivo place to the following remarks relating to

that article ; and if every Editor in New-Eng-
land would do the same, they would benelit

Ihemselves as well as their neighbors. Your
obedient servant, D.

TO THE BUTTER MAKERS IN NEW-ENGLAND.

The writer of this note could tell a long story

about Butter, having been 45 years in the trade,

but he wij^make it very short.

Make your Butter of sweet cream—work out

all the buttermilk
; put no more salt to it than

will make it palatable, for salt has no good ef-

fect as to keeping Butter sweet ; it is working
out all the Buttermilk, and excluding the air

from it that will accomplish this very desirable

object.

Pack your Butter in handsome, tight kegs,

which will contain 20 or 25 lbs. ; soak the kegs
well in a strong pickle, and then tare them;
pack the Butter solid—not in layers as is too

often the case. This method ofpacking Butter
gives you a double chance for sale ; for being
equally handy for home use, if it does not sell

in the market, it can be inspected, and will be
in order for exportation. But when your But-

ter comes to market in tubs, barrels, boxes, he.
it can be sold only for home use, for Butter
cannot be exported except in kegs.

Many tons of Butter are now on hand made
last year, and the year before, the greater part

of which must be sold for soap grease, at 5 cents

per pound.

This article, if made good, and well packed,
would constitute a very considerable commodi-
ty for exportation, but foreigners will not eat

our rancid Butter. The Spring and Summer
Butter must be sold low, for our merchants can-

not ship Butter at a high price; for the Dutch
and Irish Butter stand in our way, and is very

excellent.

The custom of selling Butter in lumps to the

traders is a very bad one ; every family should

first fill a keg, no matter if it does not contain

more than twelve pounds, then sell it to the tra-

der ; but the other method is ruinous.

I hope some gentleman of education and know-
ledge of the subject will take it up, for it is very
necessary to the welfare of

NEW-ENGLAND.

Grass Bonnets.—" The liberal price," says

the Baltimore American, " which was paid
about a year ago at the Exchange, by a mer-
chant of this city, for a beautiful grass bonnet,
manufactured entirely of domestic materials by
a lady of Tioga County, in the state of N. York,
we learn has had the happy effect of directing

the attention and ingenuity of others in: that

section of the country to the same branch of
domestic manufacture. We are informed that

numbers of females and children, are now em-
ployed in fabricating grass bonnets, and hats,

in imitation of the various qualities of Leghorn,
and that the manufacture has been attended
with much success. We learn that Judge
Drake, of Tioga, arrived in this city a few
days ago, by way of the Susquehanna river,
bringing with him a bonnet of the most admir-
able colour, texture and workmanship, made by

the same fair hands which produced the bonnet
first alluded to. A gentleman who has examin-
ed and compared it with Jiigh priced Leghorn,
describes it as far surpassing that or any other
he has ever seen."

Cotton Sails.—The editor of the Darien Ga-
zette slates that he has been favored with a
sample of cotton sail cloth, or canvas, which
for beauty and strength exceeds any thing of
the kind he has ever beheld ; and strongly re-
commends to ship owners to give it a fair trial,

observing that one suit of colton sails will out
last two of Russia or any other canvas that is

now in use. The editor of the Gazette fur-

ther states that he has sailed on board Portu-
guese, Spanish, Maltose, Sicilian and Greek
vessels—none of which had any other but cot-

ton sails, and generally, all their small rigging
was cotton.

The schr. Atlantic, bound to Philadelphia,
sailed from Darien on the last of April, fitted

with a suit of cotton sails.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
SATURDAY, MAY 22, 1824.

FARMER^S CALEJVJOER.
MAKING CHEESE.—Although we have hereto-

fore given pretty copious direction's on the sub-

ject of making butter, we have had little to say
relative to cheese-making. But the manufac-
ture of cheese is scarcely less importanJ, and
we believe is generally more profitable than

that of butter. We shall therefore give some
remarks respecting this branch of rural econo-

my, premising, however, that what we shall

state is derived from reading or conversation,

having had no practical acquaintance with this

sort of domestic manufacture. We shall not
pretend to dictate, nor even to advise, bat hope
to furnish some hints, of which those who have
the management of dairies may perhaps avail

themselves to advantage.

The goodness of cheese, as well as of butter
depends much on the quality of the milk ; though
the season and particular process adopted in

making it, also have a very considerable influ-

ence upon it in this respect—more perhaps than
the material of which it is prepared. We
shall, therefore, briefly notice these circum-
stances ; and, as different modes of making
cheese are practised in different counties, or

places, we shall then concisely state those which
are more particularly deserving of notice.

The best season for this purpose is from the

commencement of May till the close of Sep-

tember ; or under favorable circumstances to

the beginning of October ; or during the period

when cows are, or in general can be pastured.

—

In many large dairies indeed cheese may be
made throughout the year, provided the cows
be well fed, particularly in the winter.

With regard to the rennet, as no good cheese

can be made without it, great attention is ne-

cessary in preparing it for coagulating the milk.

Strictly speaking rennet is coagulated [curdled]

lacteous [milky] matter, or substance found in

the stomachs or maws of calves that have been
fed only with milk, and which was formerly

used in coagulating milk ; though it is, in a more
extensive sense, applied to bait, veil, maw, or

stomach, as it is variously termed, which pos-
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sesses the same properties ; and which is now
invariably used for that purpose.

Dairy women usually preserve the maw, and

the curd contained in it, after setting them, and

then by steeping this bag and curd, make a ren-

net to turn their milk for making cheese. But

a more simple method, and which is equally

good in every respect, i.s to throw away the

curd, and, after steeping it in pickle, stretch

out the maw upon a slender bow inserted into

it, which will soon be very dry, and keeji well

for a long time. Take an inch or two of the

maw thus dried, and steep it over night in a

few ^spoonfuls of warm water, which water
serves full as well as if the curd had been pre-

served for turning the milk. It is said that one
inch will serve for the milk of five cows.

In the Bath papers, Mr. Hazard gives the fol-

lowing receipt for making rennet : "When the

raw skin is well prepared and tit for the pur-

pose, three pints of soft water, clean and sweet,
should be mixed with salt, wherein should be
put sweet briar, rose leaves and flowers, cinna-

mon, mace, cloves, and almost every sort of
spice

; and if these are put into two quarts of
water, they must boll gently, till the liquor is

reduced to three pints, and care should be taken
that this liquor is not smoked. It should be
strained clear from the spices, &.c. and when
found to be not warmer than milk from the
cow, it [should be poured upon the c-.iwl or
maw; a lemon might be sliced into it, when it

may remain a day or two ; after which it should
be strained again, and put into a bottle, where
if well corked, it will keep good for twelve
months. It will smell like a perfume ; and a

small quantify of it will turn the milk, .ind give
the cheese a pleading flavor. He adds " If the
maw be salted and dried for a week or two
near the fire, it will do for the purpose again
almost OS well as before."

Another recei-pt is as follows : " after the
maw has been well cleansed and salted, and
dried upon sticks or splints, take boiled water
two quarts, made into a brine that will bear an
egg. Let it be blood warm, and put in the maw
either cut or whole

; let it steep twenly-four
hours, and it will be fit for use. About a tea-

cop full will turn the milk of ten cows. It

should be kept in glass bottles well corked."
The Massachusetts Agricultural Repository

gives still another recipe for making rennet,
which is as follows : " The rennet is prepared
by taking some whey and salting it till it will

bear an egg; it is then suffered to stand over
night, and in the morning if is skimmed and
racked off clear

; to this is added an equal quan-
tity of water brine strong as the whey, and info

this mixture, some sweet briar, thyme or some
other sweet herbs, also a little black pepi>er
and salt petro ; the herbs are kept in the brine

three or fonr days, after which it is decanted
clear from them. Into six quarts of this liquor

four large calves' bags, or more properly called

calves' stomachs are put. No part of the pre-
paration is heated, and frequently the calves'
bags are only siecped in cold salt and water.

But whatever kind of rennet the dairy wo-
man may choose to prepare, it should be re-

membered that this animal acid is extremely
ajit to become rancid and putrescent, and that

great care is necessary to a[)ply a sullicient

quantity of salt to preserve it in its best state.

The rank and disagreeable taste too frequently

found in cheese is frequently caused by the

rennet's having been badly preserved.

It has been observed by Dr. .\ndeison that it

is genet-ally supposed that the goodness of

cheese depends almost entirely upon its richness ;

by which is meant the proportion of oily mat-

ter, whether natural or adventitious, that it

contains ; nothing, however, he says is mon;
certain, than that this does not depend upon
this circumstance. Farmesan cheese is, he ob-

serves, in general, deemed, in respect to sapor,

among the best kind of cheeses that are made
;

but it contains no remarkable proportion of oily

matter. To many palates the small round

Dutch cheeses are very pleasing to the taste
;

yet they are, he asserts, made entirely of skim-

med milk. And if softness to the feel, and that

kind of consistency which appears mellowed
and butyraceons, be the rule for ascertaining

the richness of cheese, neither will this be

found to depend necessarily on the proportion

of oily matter that they contain. "• I have
seen cheese, made of skimmed milk, that are

exactly like the finest kind of cream cheese,

which approaches to the taste and consistency of

butter; 1 have seen cheeses made entirely of

cream, which had much less of the buttery

taste and appearance than the other. In short

much more depends on the skill and dexterity

of the operator Ihan on the quality of the ma-
terials. Many cheeses are made in England of

as rich milk as the Stilton cheeses, which seem
not to contain nearly the same proportion of

cream ; and 1 had lately occasion to notice, that

a great many cheeses are made of the same
kind of milk with the Suffolk cheese, which
have nothing of that horny hardness, and indi-

gestible quality for which these are remarkable.
If the taste and consistence that the cheese ac-

quires, when acted on by heat in the processor
toasting, be assumed as a criterion for judging of

its richness, neither will it be found that this

depends upon the proporfion of cream that en-

ters into their composition. 1 have seen very
indift'erent cheese, that has been made of skim-

med milk, which, when toasted, was richer and
more pleasing to the palate of most persons,

who have tasted if, than very excellent North
Wiltshire cheese, which is deemed among the

best kinds that are made in this island. From
these facts and many other considerations, I am
satisfied, that what we call richness in cheese
depends rnure on the particular process adojited

in the management, than upon the materials of

which the cheese consists. The taste of Glou-

cester, and lliat of Cheshire cheeses are very
'uerent from each other, though the quality of

(he milk of wijirh they are made varies verv
hltle. The same thing may be said of Stilton

and I'aiinesan cheeses, though the vanity of

man, d.3sirous to conceal his own weakness is ev-

c<- disposed to attribute these peculiarities to

'oi! or pasture, or other circumstances that seem
to throw the blame of want of success from oft'

bis own shoulders.

(2'o be cotitinued.)

DKSTROY I.NSFXTS WHICH INFE.ST VOIR FRUIT

li'.EES.—The commiinicafion of our correspon-

dent " W." relative to dcsfroying caterpillars by

manaai application we tiiink very judicious.

—

There is iiuother method recommended by Mr.
George Wet:ster, of Alimny, by which it is said

caterpillars and canker worms may be destroy-

1

ed or driven from the trees they infest. TH
mode was published in our first volume, pa|

379, but we will repeat the substance of the i

cipe. Bore a hole into the tree, put in a 1

sulphur, and drive in a plug. We know
phur is peculiarly penetrating and powerfdl

and perhaps, applied in this way may be ef
cacious. It may be applied to an elm, wifc

cherrj' tree, or any other forest tree infeste<

with insects, for the sake of experiment. W«
wish very much that Mr. Somebody', or Any
body, would try if, and let us know the result

It is not impossible but that by this operatio'l

the borer, and other insects which make theii

lodgments in the tioorf of the apple tree, pea

tree, locust tree, &.c. may be driven from thei

habitations.

LAMP TEA KETTLE. The Editor of \hc Xei

England Farmer has invented and applied to u!

what he conceives to be an improvement on auy m(

thods heretofore made use of for heating or boiliiij w«

ter by a lamp, cooking by steam, frying, &c. by i;ifeaii

of heat derived from a lamp.

The lamp is a tin vessel, shaped like a common ti

porringer, which will contain ab'nut A pint. To ibis

cover is adapted, perforated with tubes to recf ive th

wicks. The tubes may be of any convenirnt tiye, bt

thosL' which the inventor prefers, after repeated expert

ment, are about three eighths of an inch in diamete

and project about an inch above the top or rover i

the vessel containing the oil. About one eighth of a

inch below the top, or upper extremity of the tube

and seven eighths of an incli above the cover of the

vessel, is placed, horizontally, a circular plate of til

of nearly the same diameter with the bottom of the ve

sel uhich contains the water to be heated. This plat

(accordipar to (he last improvement) is perforated wi'

small holts, like a grater to admit air to the burnii

wiclrs, while most of the heat is confined to the bott^

and sides of the boiler.
,

The tea kettle is set, and may be soldered in a ca;

of tin, which extends round it, but does not embrace

so closely as to prevent the heat of tlie lamp from pe

vading the sides as well as the bottom of the boile

The lower end of the rim or case extends about twon

ches below the bottom of the kettle. One inch of tlb

lowest part may as well be perforated with small holl

like a lantern, but this is not indispensable. .\ snu^

opening or slit, in the lower part of the case is V(

convenient, through which the tubes of (he lamps,

the blazes may be inspected, to see that tiiey do

smoke the bottom of the kettle, wliich should be

vented. This aperture niay, or may not be closed

ifingglass. If closed with glass, some of the hei

saved. The wicks are elevated or depressed by a

for that purpose about tlie size and length of a com)

knitting needle, the end of which is introduced

longitudinal slits or apertures in the tubes, bet

the top of the oil vessel, and the plate of tin bei

mentioned. Tlie case is set on legs of tin, or other IJS'

tal, of sufficient length to bring the bottom of theboilei

about two and an half inches from the top of the tuba

of the lamp

The tea kettles are more broad and shallow th^i

usual ; those which we have ma<le being from 8 to40

inches horizontal diameter, and two to four inchesA)'

depth. The nose of the tea-kettle is placed in <{^

top part, so as not to prevent the vessel from being cflfci

veniently set into the case before mentioned.

Before the lamp is put under the boiler it should

lighted with a match, or slip uf paper, and trimmed li

4

I
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ch a manuer as to yield no pcrnptible smoke. J li:

,y be effected by delating or deiires^iiig the wicks

th the wire before mentioned. After the lamp is put

der the kettle the wicks may still be altered if llifV

nild s:nokc or give but a feeble b;.T.U'. If the bla/t

permitted to reach the bottom of the boiler it wii!

ve a black mark or impression, and soon coyer a
:rust the tin with an integument of soot or lamp

ck which will impede the transmission of heat to the

ter, and retard its boiling.

The wicks which I generally make use of are from

> 6 inches in length. They may be of cotton, or

er proper material, and of such a size as complettly

ill the tubes and at the same time slide up and down
houl difficulty. If they are crowded too tightly into

tubes, the capillary attrsction will scarcely operate,

the lamp will burn at best but feebly. Ifon the other

id thpy are too small for the tubes, they will be apt

all out, and in other respects will not operate favor-

'. The number of wicks, and tubes may be in pro-

ion to the quantity of Water, which it is wished to

, and the speed with which it is desired to effect

ebullition. I hare used from five to thirteen wicks,

wicks, of t:iree eighths of an inch diameter, propcr-

immed, and employed, will boil 2 quarts in about

ainutes. Thirteen wicks will boil a gallon in about

ainutes. Nine wicks will boil tJ quarts in about 40

utes. The experiments by which these fects were

rtained were, however, conducted with new k«t-

or boilers, in which the tin, being new and bright,

cted more caloric and imbibed or transmitted less

I the same vessels would do after they had been us-

if nd become in a degree blackened or tarnished. U
li sides and bottoms of the boilers were varnished or

f led black, they would, when new, boil some min-
sooner. K little use, however, obviates any ob-

oa from the brightness, and consequent reflection

e tin. After the water is raised to a boiling heal,

16 wicks but one or two may be extinguished, by
ng them down in the tubes, and the remaining

or wicks will keep the water simmering at a

ig heat. It is well known to the inventor that the

jg of water by lamps has long been a process by

cans uncommon. But the apparatus hitherto us-

13 been expensive, and scarcely effectual for boil-

-> much as two quarts of water at a time, when
ion fish oil has been used. Argand lamps may be

but cost too much for common domestic purposes,

lol, if burnt in a lamp of sufficient power to raise

r three quarts of water from its common tempera-

a boiling heat in any reasonable time, will melt

ud sometimes the whole mass of combustible 11-

w ill lake fire at once, and burn with something

explosion.

is invention does not rest in theory, but has been

i successful operation. .Several gentlemen in Bos-

avc made use of lamps and tea kettles construct-

i[)]il rordiag to the principles described above, and are

atisfied of their utility, and the great economy of

water for tea, &c. especially in the warmer
if the season, by this contrivance.

ea kettle, or boiler of this kind has been in use C

e weeks at the shop for the sale of Soda-water,

OS. 1 and 2 Pemberton Hill, Boston, where it is still

)yed. Mr. Newton, who keeps that establisli-

has ascertained that one quart of oil, which costs

; 1-2 cents, will be sufficient to keep two quarts

ter at a boiling temperature for six days, from 9

k, A. M. to 11 P. M. Implements of this kind,

kewise be seen and their uses further explained

office of the New England Farmer, or at No. 20,

a

w

Merchants' Row, Boston, at either of which places or-

ders for constructing them will meet a prompt atten-

tion.

CCy-Thc Editor hereby gives notice that a Patent for

his invention will soon be solicited, and cautions all

those who do not wish to render themselves liable to

the penalties of th<- Patent Law of the United States
lu-t to make, use, or vend any implement of the same
or similar nature with the above described without his

licence. He has delayed petitioning for his Patent
merely for the purpose of making some further ap-

plications of the principle of his invention, which he
wishes to describe in his specification.

consesequence of being thrown out of work from ten
to twenty thousand dollars.

Mr. Pomtroifs Invention.—We have tliis day, pages

308, 339, published a circular letter from Mr. Pomc-
roy, late Vice President of the Massachusetts Agricul-
tural Society, relating to an improvement which he
" has discovered in the management of the Cotton
Plant, by which the malady called the rut, so often de-

structive to thehojiesof the Planter may be prevent-

ed." The object of this discovery is of immense im-
portance to that section of the Union, which admits of

the culture of the Cotton Plant ; and should .Mr. Pom-
eroy's remedy succeed, according to his anticipations,

be mu-;t rank high among the most distinguished of his

country's benefactors.

Mr, Pomeroy has long been advantageously known
to his countrymen as a scientific agriculturist

His Kssays on the culture of Indian Corn and
Flax Husbandry have been extensively circulated, and
met with the entire approbation of those who are the

best qualified judges of the subjects of those Essays.

—

His high standing as an experienced and philosophical

Cultivator, will give weight to his opinions, and facili-

tate the general introduction of his improvements. We
wish his success may be as splendid as his objects are

praiseworthy and patriotic.

Ao Political or Religious Controversy in our Co-
lumns.—When we commenced our paper, we stated,

in substance, that it should not' be a yehicle of dis-

pute on any subject of political or polemical nature.

—

We have however, inadvertently, published, volume
ii. page 336, id column, a paragraph on the subject of

converting Jews, Chinese, &c. which may appear to

contrai' ne this prescribed rule of our conduct. But
we do not mean to add our sanction to all the senti-

ments of our correspondents, and due consideration

might have led us to reject that part of an article on
" Straw Bonnets," which embraced the subject of

missions, &c.

JVew England Museum.—We do not know a place
in this city, in which a stranger can more rationally
and agreeably spend a leisure hour than in the JVcw
England Museum, at the corner of Court and Mar-
ket streets ; which ought to be a favorite resort for all-

who have any taste lor the most rare productions of
Nature, and the most curious specimens of Art.

Sleam Boat Explosion.—A very disastrous explosion
took place onboard the steam boat Etna, Capt. Robin-
son on the 15th inst. on her passage from Washington,
New Jersey, to New York. The deck of the boat was
blown off and the vessel rendered a complete wreck.
There were about forty passengers on board. Three
women and two men lay dead on board, some jumped
overboard of whom three were drowned and fifteen
or twenty severely scalded.

Fire at Harper^s Ferry.—\ fire took place at Har-
per's Ferry on the morning, before day break, of the
8th inst. by which a large Yarn Manufactory, belong-
ing to the United States, about 150 feet long and 50
feet wide was destroyed. Loss to the United Slates
from 80 to 100,000 dollars, and to the workmen in

CONGRESSIONAL.
In SENATE.-Friday, May 7. 'Jhe Senate resumed

the consideration of the Tariff Bill, and on motion of
Mr. King, of New York, decided that worsltri tluff
goods should be subjected to a duty of twenty-fvt rir
cent, only.—Yeas S:7, Nays 23.

J
'

t

On motion of Mr. Haynes, the Senate voted tl at
blankets should be subjected to a duty of twenty-five
per cent. only. Frying pans were exempttd (rem the
proposed duty, 29 to 18 cts. The duty on Cocoa was
stricken out, and likewise the duty on Russia Hol-
lands and Ravens Dutk, Osnaburg's, 'Jicklen-
burgs and Burlaps was fixed at fifteen per cent, ad va-
lorem.— Yeas 34, .Nays 16. Woolen goods, the value
of which does not exceed 37 1-3 cents per yard, were
subjected to no more than a duty of 25 per cent. The
duty of four cents per pound on Tallow was stricken
out without a division, and the draw Lack on that ar-
ticle expung-ed. A duty of ten cents on Oats was ad-
ded to the bill. The duty of three cents per pound on
Flax was stricken out. A specific duty on Prunella
Shoes, Laced Boots, kc. was agreed to. The duty on
Pepper and Glass Btads was stricken out; but the
Senate refused to strike out the duty of 6 cents per
bushel, heaped measure, en Coal.

Saturday, May 8. 1 he duty on Chinese Cassia was
stricken out ; and a duty of two tents per pound im-
posed on Ginger. Tlie duty on cutting knives, scythes,
sjiades, &c. was so modified as to make it 30 per cent.
ad valorem. The duties on Screws and vessels of cast
iron were reduced to 30 per cent, ad valorem.
Monday, May 10. A communication, and docu-

ments, relating to the Commercial Relations between
the United States and Portugal were received from the
President, and on motion of Mr. Lloyd, of Mass. or-
dered to be printed.

The TariS' Bill was again discussed, but it is not pos-
sible to give a record of the proceedings in our limits.
Tuesday, May 11, and Wednesday, May 12, were

devoted almost altogether to the Tariff Bill.

Thursday, May 13. The Tariff Bill, as amended in

the House, was read a third time, and passed.
tlovsE.—Friday, M.-y 7. The engrossed bill to au-

thorize the creation of five millions of dollars of stock to
meet awards of Commissioners under the Florida treaty
of 1810, was passed, and sent to the Senate for concur-
rence.

Saturday, May 8. A bill relative to police regula-
tions for the Capitol, and a bill relative to clearing the
Ohio and Mississippi of obstructions to navigation were
discussed, but uo decision obtained.
Monday, May 10. The long agitated Beaumarchais

claim was discussed, and after long debate laid on the
table.

Mr. Stewart proposed to bring forward on Thursday
next, a resolution for appropriating the annual pro-
ceeds of the sales of public lands, and the dividends of
the United States' Bank Stock, commencing from the
1st of January, 1823, to the purpose of internal im-
provements, to be distributed among the states accord-
ing to their representation, &;c.

Tuesday, May 11. Mr. Strong, of N. Y. offered a
resolution for appropriating the proceeds of public
lands after the 4th of July, 1825, to the support of com-
mon schools, and the constructing of public roads and
canals.

Wednesday, May 12. A bill respecting a canal iu

Indiana was debated on, reported, and at length or-

dered to be engrossed.

A bill for appropriating $20,000 for repairing Ply-
mouth Beach passed the first stage.

Thursday, May 13. An account of the receipts and
expenditures of the United States for 1822, with an ap-
pendix on the state of the Public Debt at the close of
that year was transmitted by the Secretary of the
Treasury and laid on the table.

,

The Tariff with amendments was received from the
Senate and referred to the Committee on Manufactures.
A Message was received from the President togeth-

er with a communication to the House containing a
statement of supplies sent from the United States to

parts of South America for the use of the squadron iu

the Pacific Ocean, &c.
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RECEIPT TO STEW A KNUCKLE OF VEAL.

Altendfrom Gay, and adapted to the meridian of M'ew

England-

Tor a delicate, meal

Take a knuckle of Teal

;

Tn small pieces cut it

;

In a stewing pan put it ?

Salt, pepper and mace

May season this knuckle ;

What's join'd to a place,*

Witli other herbs muckle ;

What never stands still,

Vou may add if you will.

To wit thyme, or time.

Which goes well in rhyme,

And doubtless will do

Quite as well in a stew.

Your dish will do scarcely,

Sans onions and parsley.

And more things embraced

To suit men of taste ;

But which all and single.

We cannot make jingle

—

Perhaps if we could

They would'ut be good.

If the Cook, all so sly.

Should season it high

Till it bites a man's tongue,

She ought to be hung

Up high in disgrace

—

Perhaps lose her place.

The water then turn in

Just to keep it from burning.

The materials cover.

An inch deep, not over

;

Then put on a cap.

Sitting tight as a tap.

And keep in the steam.

Or you'll lose all the cream.

Or essence of what

You have in your pot.

Then let it stand ^tnmering

On a fire that's just glimmering,

'Twixt three and four hours,

And then (O ye Powers !)

You will have such a treat

As the nicest may eat.

O yes ! at the least

As dainty a feast.

As those who may dine

On a fat ox's chine.

Which Homer declar'd

His heroes oft shar'd
;

Surpussing ragouts.

Which Frenchmen might choose.

An Alderman might

Smack his lips with delight

To taste such a dish,

Which an epicure's wish

If ever so craving

Would suit to a shaving ;

And which would be fare

Good enough for a May'r.

* Viz. Celery, rulgo Salary,

mCscfU.iwjf.

HONORABLE HUMILITY.

Gen. Bauer, who commanded the Russian

c^val^y in Holstein, vVas a soldier of fortune,

whose family and coimtry were unknown to

every one. When encamped near Hussem, he

toolt a mode of discovering himself, as novel as

it was amiable. He invited all his field officers,

and some others, to dine with him, and sent an

adjutant to bring a miller and his wife, who

lived in the neighborhood, to the entertain-

ment. The poor couple came, very much

afraid of the summons, and quite confused when

they appeared before the Muscovite General.

Bauer seeing this, bade them be quite ensy, for

he intended only to show them kindness, and

had sent for ihem to dine with him that day
;

at the same time he conversed familiarly with

them about the country. At dinner, the Gene-

ral placed the miller and his wife one on each

hand, and nearest to him, and paid particular

attention to them. In the course of the enter-

tainment, he asked the miller many questions

about his family and relations. The miller

stated that he was the eldest son of his father,

who left the mill he then possessed, and that

he had two brothers and one sister. " Have

you no other brother ?" said the General,

" No," replied the miller ;
" I had once ano-

ther, but he went away with the soldiers when

he was very young, and must have long ago

been killed in the wars." The General observ-

ing the company much surprised at his conver-

sation with the miller, said to them, " Brother

soldiers, you have always been curious to know

who t was, and whence I came. I now inform

you, that this is the [)lace of my nativity, and

you have heard from this miller, who is my
elder brother, what my family is." Then turn-

ing to the astonished miller and his wife, the

General embraced them, saying he was the

brother they supposed dead. The General

then invited the whole of the company to meet

him next day at the mill, where a plentiful en-

tertainment was provided; the General point-

ed out to his brothers in arms, the room in

which he was born, with as much evident joy

as if he had been showing the place where he

had gained a victory.

—

English paper.

It is the mind that maketh well or i'l. The
elements of pain and pleasure are every

where. The degree of happiness that any cir-

cumstances or objects can confer on us, depends

on the mental disposition with which we ap-

proach them. If you consider what is meant

by the common phrases, a happy disposition

and a discontented temper, you will perceive

the truth of what has been said. A happy dis-

position finds materials of enjoyment every

where, in the city, or the country—in society

or in solitude—in the theatre, or in the forest

— in the hum of the multitude, or in the silence

of the mountains, are alike materials of reflec-

tion, and elements of pleasure. It is one mode
of pleasure to listen to the music of a theatre

glittering wilh light, and crowded with ele-

gance and beauty; it is another, to glide at

sunset over the bosom of a lonely lake, where
no sound disturbs the silence, but that of the

motion of the boat through the waters. A
happy disposition derives pleasure from both

;

a discontented temper from neither : for it is

always busy in detecting deliciencies, and feed-

ing dissatisfaction with comparisons. The one

gathers all the flowers, the other all the nettles

in its path. The one has the faculty of enjoy-

ing every thing, the other of enjoying nothing.

The one realizes all the pleasure of the prese*

good; the other converts it into pain by pmin
after somethmg better ; which is only better b<

cause it is not present, and which, if it wet

present, would not be enjoyed. These morbi

spirits are, in life, what professed critics arei

literature : they see nothing but faults, becao!

they are predetermined to shut their eyes I

beauties. The critic does his utmost to bligl

genius in its infancy : that which rises in spii

of him, he will not see ; then he complains

the decline of literature. In like manner, thes

cankers of society complain of human nalui

and society, when tbey have wilfully debarri

themselves from all the good they contain, ai

done the utmost to blight their own happinei

and that of all around them. Misanthropy

sometimes the product of disappointed bene.T

lence ; but it is more frequently the offsprjl

of overweening and mortified vanity, quarn

ling with the world for not being better trei

ed than it deserves.

—

Port Folio.

ANECDOTES.
Some time ago, the clerk of one of the CI

pels of Birmingham, previous to the comment
ment of the service, dirtied his hand with p
ting some coals on the fire, and unconscioui

rubbing his face, besmeared it so as to reseml

the son of Vulcan. He turned into the readi

desk, where he naturally attracted much atli

lion, which was considerably increased vil

he gave the first line of the hymn, "Behold

I

brightness of my face." The congregati

could no longer preserve their gravity, and

involuntary laugh burst from every corner

the Chapel. ==
Napoleon, in his Italian successes, tool

Hungarian battalion prisoners. The Coloi

an old man, complained bitterly of the Fre

mode of fighting by rapid and desultory atta

on the flanks, the rears, the lines of commi
cation, &c. concluding by saying, "that he .

fought in the army of Maria Theresa." "1

must be old'" said Napoleon. "Yes I ami
ty or seventy."—" Why Colonel, you have(
fainly lived long enough to know how to CO

years a little more closely ;"—"General,"

I

the Hungarian, " I reckon my money, my sbi

and my horses; but rny years, I know that

body will want to steal them, and that I sb

never lose one of them !"

LEAD PIPE FOll AQUEDUC'JS, &c.

THE subscribers being appointed Agents for vej

LORING'S IMPROVED LEAD PIPE, havj

stantly on hand, at their Store, No. 20, Merchants'
a supply of different sizes and thickness. The
in which their Pipe is manufactured renders it si

to the English or any other manufacture, and coB(

a less price. Orders for any quantity or size fljl-

executed at the shortest notice.

LINCOLN FEARING &
March 27.

MANGEL WURTZEL SEED.

FOR sale at this •(lice a few pounds of

.

If'urlsel Seid, raised by John Kenrick, Esq.,

ton. Aprifl

TERMS OF THE FARMER.
Q:^ Published every Saturday, at Three Dc

per annum, payable at the end of theytar-
who pay within sixty days horn the time of subs^

will be entitled to a deduction of Fiftv CentsJ
Q:^ No paper will oe discontinued (unless''

discrotion of the publishef,) until arrearages arl
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CtoiTcsflonUrncr.

the F.dilor nfthe Kar England Farmer,

5IB,— I foriiu-rly stated lo you, but I believe only

11 my recoilectiou, a mode of constructing ovens to

nomize fuel ; and referred to the Papers ofthe Bath

1 West of England Society, for an exact account «(

m. I have now found uiy original extract from tliose

pers, and enclose a copy. 1 have not made a com-

ative experiment, to ascertain the proportion of fuel

ed ; but those who have been accustomed to baking

common ovens, and of the size suited to private faui-

,
pronounce the saving in these new ones to be very

at, not less than two thirds, ifnot three fourths of the

al quantity. Yet the heat is found sufficient to bake

ves, not ofwheat flour only,but those of rye and Indi-

;orn meal, of eight or ten pounds weight, baked as is

imon in New England, in deep earthen pans. Three

h ovens have been constructed for members of my
1 family ; and their experienced superiority to oth-

has occasioned a call for directions for a fourth.

T. PICKERING.
alem,Mayn, 1824.

tract from a communicalion of Lewen Ti'k-

VELL, Esq. on the construction of Cottages for
he laboring classes, published in the " Papers rf
he Bath and West of England Society.'''' Vol.

{. p. 338.

In the other corner is placed an oven made
of one brick in thickness (2j inches) both

lotlom and sides, and not more than one ii'

adth (4|'' inches) on tlie top; t!»o whole'
be bedded and furrowed on all sides,

ve and below with four inches of well

imed wood ashes.'"*—"Wood ashes be-

a bad conductor of caloric, and thence

iping in all heat, such an oven will not re-

-e more than a third part of the fuel usuailj'

pi^umed in the operation of heating. I had

e an oven that being surrounded and in con-

ity, with very thick walls on ever/ srde,

into whose substance the unseen tire pass-

in continued progress, it required twenty

Vots to heat it. Of this I soon grew tired,

built another as above described, of the

e dimensions, and which (the fire not being
3red to pass beyond a single brick) would be
ted at any time (although divested of pre-

js warmth) with three of such faggots, and
erally in about a sixth of the time of the
iier.

.'\s small sized ovens made at the potteries

ne entire piece, it would be singularly ap-

priale to bed them in these ashes, to pre-

t a migration of the heat beyond their own
rnal parts."

The process, T suppose must be this:—Having de-
incd on the size of the oven, build up the sides as

5 they are to rise perpendicularly ; then leaving a
e on all sides of four inches, commence the exterior
se of bricks, and raise them to the same height

:

pour in and ram close the ashes : and con-
ng to build the interior and exterior courses of
c work, four inches asunder, introduce the ashes as
is shall be found convenient. The mason will
notice, that the whole foundation of the oven is to

{•jvered with the rammed or bard-pressed ashes.

T. P.

LEACHED ASHES AS A MANURE.
To Ihe Editor of the JVtw England Farmer,

Sm,— I noticed in your paper of the 8th inst.

a communication from one of your correspond-
ents requesting some information " relative to

the usefulness of leached ashes as a manure."
As I wish (b obtain all the knowledge I can,

respecting the art and science of agriculture, so

I would ever be ready to impart any informa-
tion 1 may possess concerning the same, that

can bo beneficial either lo individuals or the

community.
Leached ashes, I think may be used as a ma-

nure without any fearful apprehensions of the
after consequences. I have annually made use

of a quantity of them for several years past,

without any visible injury to my land. The
manner in which I have used them, is by mix-
ing them with my compost manure, putting
about one load of ashes to three loads of manure.
With this I manure my corn in the hill, and be-

lieve that a load of it consisting of one fourth
part of ashes is equally as valuable as the same
quantity withont them ; and where I use this

manure, [ have nothing to fear from the rava-
ges of worms, as it is a sure preventive against

iheir destructive depredations. I am always
careful not to use any of this kind of manure
with my potatoes, for although it will cause
tnem to flourish and grow, they are always scab-

by and rough, and not so good as those raised

with other manure.
1 lately conversed with a gentleman of my

acquaintance upon this subject who owns a pot-

ash establishment, and who is an experienced
fariner. He informed me that he had a high
opinion of the value of leached ashes as a ma-
nure, anJ that he made use of large quantities

of them b^th for his grass and corn. He told

me that ht had a piece of ground which for-

merly prodiced scarcely grass enough lo pay
the exjiense of culling and haying it, and natu-

rally subject 10 bushes and red moss, which now
produces grass of the best quality most abun-

dantly. This change he attributed altogether

lo leached ashe; which had been spread upon
Ihe land from time to time.

He told me thai he made it his rule lo ash

this piece of ground once in three years at least,

for if neglected longer it would get back to its

original stale. He also informed me that he
mixed them with his barn yard manure, and like-

wise spread them on his pasture land to good
advantage, and from the experience of many
years, he was fully satisfied that they were not

an injury to the land. CULTIVATOR.
Worcester County, May, 1824.

LICE (;N APPLE TREES.
Extract of a Letterfrom Joshua IV. Carr, Esq. lo the

Editor, dated Bangor, Me. May 8, 1824.

" Enclosed is a piece of Apple Tree bark, on
which is a specimen of Zicc, wliich are very de-
structive to apple Irftes in this quarter. I sus
pect they are peculiar to the eastern part of
Maine, as I have never learned that Ihe orchards
in Massachusetts were infested with Ihem. Our
trees flourish finely, until they are four or five

years old, when most of them are attacked by

this insect, and unless they are scraped off, soon
destroy the tree. While-washing, ashes, and
tobacco juice, do not appear to have any eflect

upon them, although applied the last of June,
when lliu young ones first appear. Perhaps
some of your correspondents, better acquainted
with cultivaling orchards, than \ve are in lljs

country, can prescribe a remedy, wliich will

confer a favor on many."

HEDGE FENCES.
Extract of a Letter from .James IVhitelair, Esq. to the

Editor, dated Rijegale, Vt. Mat/ 17, 1824.

" As timber is becoming scarce, which makes
fencing very expensive, we must soon have
something to supply its place. We have stone

sufticient in many places, but in others they are

scarce. In Scotland, the land of my nativity.

Ihe lands are principally inclosed with thorn

hedges, which in three or four years after plant-

ed make a sufficient fence, and with a little care

will last an age. Will you insert an article in

the New England Farmer, inquiring of your
correspondents if any of Ihem have made trial

of raising hedges, and request them lo stale of

what sort of shrubs they are composed, Ihe

mode of procedure, and their success? Their
replies may lead lo some useful information.

We have thorns here which are suitable for Ihe

purpose, and may easily be multiplied."

MILLET.
Exlraei of e: Letter jroia Mr. Joel Mdrich, lo ihe Edi-

tor, dmtd Smithjield, R. /. Maxj 20, lS-14.

"Being on the Hon. Josiah Quincy's farm, in

the month of August last, if 1 understood his

farmers correctly, they informed me that a ievr

days previous they sowed a very large field of

Millet. I am desirous to be informed at what
time that was cut, the manner of cutting and pre-

paring it for fodder, and Ihe advantage to be de-

rived from that manner of raising fodder. The
information may be given through the medium
of thy paper, or in any way most convenient to

thyself."

From the Port Folio.

ON MILLET.

To the President of the Pennsyhania .Agricultural So-

ciety.

I recommended, in the early part of the last

year, the cultivation of Millet for fodder, and

stated the success I had met, in its use as a food

for neat cattle. I have since cultivated it much
more extensively, and have been confirmed in

the impressions I had conveyed, as to its ma-

nagement—its product—and its value, when ap-

plied lo Ihe support of horses, and black cattle,

although I am satisfied, that it is not so well fit-

ted for the use of sheep, as clover hay. The
unusual drought of May and June, materially

affected the growth of early sown Millet—Ihe

heavy rains in July and August injured as much

in many cases, the quality of its fodder. I sow-

ed ten acres of land in good tilth, with Millet,

red clover, and orchard grass seeds : they were

all lightly harrowed, and carefully rolled. As
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the success of the grass, was more important,

than the weight of the Millet crop, I sowed

but two pocks of Millet seeds per acre,

half the quantity which I am accustomed to use,

where I desire a heavy crop of fodder. In de-

spite of the injuries caused by the want of

snow, during the winter, I have never had be-

fore so fair a prospect of thickly set sward. 1

should not adopt this practice generally since

Millet must be sown so late, as to expose ten-

der grasses, to the evils of drought in July and

August, before they can be suflSciently strong to

survive them.

Millet should never be grown upon land

which is not in good condition and very fine

tillh. The seeds should be lightly covered by

a harrow with wooden teeth, and after rolled.

Of thirty acres upon which my last crop was
grown, I tried various experiments. The field

which was the most lightly harrowed was the

most productive, i am led to believe however
necessary the harrow is in all cases, to proper-

ly cover seeds, 3'et in few it is used with suffi

cient care, or in a fit shape. Excepting winter
grains I know no seeds which are not 1 think

usually too deeply buried.

JOHN HARE POWEL.
Powehon, Phil. Co. April, 10, 1824.

For directions and remarks relative to the culture of

Millet, see New England Farmer, vol. i. page 59. Al-

so page 277 of the same volume, which contairls Col
Powers statement alluded to above. Mr. Coxe's re-

marks on page 299. And, in the 2d volume of our pa
per, pages 308 and 307 are " an Extract of a letter from
the Hon. Bushrod Washington relative to the culture
of Millfct," and " Extract of a letter from John Hare
Powel, Esq. to Jonathan Roberts, President of the Penn-
sylvania Agricultural Society." We should be glad to re-
ceive some account of the cuIture,appli4;ation, Sic. of this

plant, as well on the farm of the Hon. Mr. Quincy, al

luded to above, as on the estates of other New England
< iiltirators, and shall ever be liappy to publish all the
mlormation on the subject which we can obtain.

On the value of, .-^nd different modes ofpreparing,
Burnt Earth for Manure.

[From Essays on Practical Husbandry, by Edward Bur-
roughs, Esq. Essay Second. On Manures and their
application.]

This substance being but little known as a
manure, and being highly Taluable on most
soils, merits the particular attention of the cul-
'ivator

;
it has also this particular recommcDda-

tron, that there are but few farms on which it

•annot be prepared, and can be obtained at a
cheaper rate than most other manures.
By the term " burned earth," is to be under-

s^tood, any species of soil that is capable of be-
ing torrefied or dried up by excessive heat pre-
serving at the same time, its original staple af-
ter thai operation. Clays of all sorts, and
^.irong loams, will answer well for this purpose :

hal moors and sandy soils, being deficient in te-
nacity, will not torrefy to -advantage as I shall,
in Its proper place, explain, it is necessary to
observe, that this mode of preparing earth as a
manure, is upon a principle very different from
that of reducing il to ashes ; and though the
f fleet produced on the land on which it is ap-
p. led may be apparently the same, yet the
rorrehed substance is by far a more permanent
mjinure.

The chemical diftarenqe in Jhe preparation

is this :—In reducing the soil to ashes, much of! This was applied, in the month of April, on;:
•
../•,•._•_ ,. _ i!-^:^_.-j __j :,. field tliat had produced barley (he year beforcH

and the soil of wliich was nearly similar to ih-.t

subsoil applied on it.—The result was, that 1

most excellent crop of barley was obtained I

this dressing, even better than on another pal

of the same field which had been limed in a su.

ficient quantity, and treated in the same manner
Subsoil may also be torrefied in kilns maded

sods, or mud and straw, as follows ; viz.—On.j
headland or waste piece of land, off which soih

its fertilizing properties are dissipated, and it:

vegetable matter destroyed but, when torrefi-

ed, those properties are preserved, and its

vegetable matter only reduced to a state more
valuable as the food of plants. There are two
sorts of burned earth : 1st, That which is

produced from the subsoil; and 2dly, That
which is produced from the surface, or upper
soil. I treat ofthem severally in order to show
how they are to be appropriately applied, and

I, i

3

to point out the best mode of preparing them can be had sufficiently old to build walls, erecl

under different circumstances. four parallel (0 each other, and forming a squari

First.— Subsoil calculated for this purpose

may be said to be of two kinds, viz. adhesive

clay and calcareous earth; the former seldom

possesses any fertilizing properties in its natu-

ral state ; but the latter is generally a valuable

substance, even in this state. As alternatives to

the soil they may be a good application ifappro

of eight feet in the clear; let these be \vel

joined at (he angles by crossing the sod.=, am
raised about four feet high at the commence
ment, and twenty inches thick. Through thf

centre of the four walls, and on a level with th«

surface, cut flues, so that they will all meet it

the centre of the kiln, about five or six inches

priately applied, and may produce fertility ac-ideep, and four wide, which are to be coverei

cordingly ; but, by putting them through a pro-jby sods on the top, leaving intervals bet weep

cess of torrefaction, however naturally deficient them of less than an inch. These flues are tc

in fertilizing properties, they can be converledibe kept free of clay or rubbish, and the roouthi

into valuable manures. Hence it would appear
that the most fertile subsoil would be the most

advantageous to torrefy, and this Ihave no doubt,

is the case ; but as the process will make any

description of soil a valuable manure, the only

object is, to procure that which will answer

best for this purpose.

The most simple and the cheapest method of

preparing this manure, is, to excavate a place

in the pit out of which the subsoil is to be raiset?

for this purpose, and in this place to build the

kiln. The subsoil will then be convenient to

throw on the kiln ; and the culm for assisting

in burning of it may also be laid down conveni-
ent, as it is wanted. The kilQ is burnt in the

following manner, viz.

An arch of about four or five feet long, three

wide and two high, is made with well i>urned

brick ; the front of which is close like m oven,

and the inside fitted to receive a strrng fire of

coals. On the top of the arch sii or eight
holes are left, the size of a small hick, to ad-

mit the heat passing out, which is 'O communi-
cate to the earth laid on. When (tie fire is suf-

ficiently strong the door of the kiln is to be well
stopped, and the earth thrown rn in some de-
gree pulverized, about six or eijht inches thick,
so as to cover the fop of the kin, and every di-

rection around it to which the heat might com-
municate. In this manner it is to he dressed
alternately with culm and earth, which are to

be laid on accordingly to the heat of the fire,

which is on no account (0 be permitted to burn
3 strong.

After the kiln is once well lighted, it will

burn several hundre.l bushels of earth without
any additional fire inside ; and the same kiln
will answer for a length of time to renew the
process when it may be necessary.
The substance which I saw put through this

process on the lands of Doveridge, was a yel-
low clay of a strong nature, and liable to be-
come calcined by excessive heat, which Lord
VVaterpark found to be the case on the first com-
mencing his experiments. However, on reduc-
ing the strength of the fire in the kiln, and not
giving so heavy a dressing of culm between the
layers of clay, the heat was sufficient to pro-
duce torrefaction ; and when the clay was cart-

well open to the air.

In the centre of the kiln place brushwood,

turf, or other combustible matter; also sonn
small blocks of wood to strengthen the fire ; and

when ail is well kindled throw on some culm and

then clay, and so on, as you find the lire suffix

cienlly strong to take dressing always observing

to keep the heat of the kiln as even and as rat-

derate as possible, just of suflicient strength to

expel the moisture from the layers of clay fu

they are thrown on. Much care should, how-

ever, be taken not to cover the fire too soon af
|

ter being lighted, which would be likely to ei- I

tinguish it totally.

The reason of raising the walls at the com-

mencement only four feet is, that the firing

may be more readily placed in it ; but, duriiig

the burning, they should always be kept eigh-

teen inches higher than the centre of the kiln,

in order that the wind should not have powef
on the surface of the fire. As soon as the kilo

is strong kindled, two flues should be stopped,

observing always to keep those open which
face as much as possible the windward point;

should the kiln burn too strong, onj of those

will be suflicient to leave open. It will oflen

happen that the kilns will burn to a height of

eight or nine feet; but is of no advantage to let

them burn higher than seven feet, as the incon-

venience of dressing them, when so elevated

adds too much to the expense.

When kilns are well managed, one of the

size 1 have described would be burned in about

six weeks, at the end of which time the walb

would be so torrefied as to become of equal va-

lue, as manure, with the interior of the kilo;

however, it cannot be expected that they will

be in a state sufficiently pulverized to put cot

the same time for a crop: it would, there-

fore, be advisable to have them broken down
as soon as the kiln has burned out, and to mix

and blend together. About tivo months after

this preparation, it will be in good order to put

out for a green crop ; but, lor a corn crop, it

should be in the highest state of pulverization.

Calcerous earth is considered by some scientific

farmers, the best substance for burning, on the

principle that the calcerous matter which it

contains as reduced to lime in the process of

ed out, it was in a mellovv and pulverized .state. '<o'''"e'^'^ction ; therefore, lime being, in theic
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inion, the best burned substance which can be: as it is not necessary tlmt neatness should be I it, when Uie horse has been going very fast

Diluced, the manure the most replete with it
j

observed, five or six men could erect one in a Perhaps it is best (o fix yourself firm, and re-

ist be the most valuable. Now there are two; day. The walls however, when made of sods, main in (he carriasfe.

tiers to be ascertained before this theory can
|

should be beat close with the spade, in order to

admitted:— 1st, Is lime a s;reater lertilizer pievent them from drawing air, by which the

soils in general than torrefied earth? and 2dly,
j

burning of the kiln would be much retarded,

liother in the process burning any subsoil The successful burning of these kilns chiefly

lich has a large portion of calcareous earth, [depends on the judicious manner in which the

; etfect which should be produced by torre-
j
kindling is placed in lliem and the sods laid on

ition would be counteracted if there were aiif- the fire ; for they are not to be dressed With

lent fire applied to reduce the calcareous any combustible matter alternately, as is the

•tides to lime? case when the subsoil is burning. The entire

'^irsi.—Lime being established as a valuable loper-ition is performed by ihe heat from the

lication on many soils, it would be no easy I body of the kiln passing through the interstice^

Iter to persuade those who have not tried, of the sods, and which are formed by laying

ned eartli ds a substitute, that it possesses them loosely and openly on the top of each
re fertilizing properties ; but then experi-

]
other. It is therefore advisable, that the sods

e,by which all must be governed,has convinc-
j

used for the purpose of dressing the kiln, should

ue that this letter substance is by far more val-
1
be cut as square and lumpy as possible, and of

!e on m >ny soils, th.in lime. I have tried it on

ng cl.»v?, on light soils, and on moory soils,

ill of which it produced good crops of pota-

and turnips, and afterwards corn? and, in

instance in particular, where lime had been

Iied
ineffectually, a dressing of burned clay

e the land yield most abundantly. Lime
stimulates and pulverises the soil ; where-

urned earth not only possesses those pto-

a size that they can be easily handled, so as to

lay them on the kiln carefully :— loose earth
should not be thrown in on any account.

The best materials for lighting the kilns are,

turf and coarse lumber ; but where those cannot
be procured, any kind of brushwood and coals

may be substituted with effect ; but the fire

should be made stronger in those kilns than
when subsoil is to be burned. It will be neces-

ies, but contains in itself enriching and ve- sary to lay on the sods very expeditiously on the

ble qualities. The following experiments tire being properly kindled ; otherwise the

serve to corroborate these assertions. combustible materials would be exhausted before

I a wheat stubble (the soil a'lighl sandy a sutlicient quantity of the sods was heated : and

) which I had gravelled as a preparation on this chiet^y depends the successful burning
lat crop I sowed barley in the followin

g, the land being winter fallowed, and in

I
tilth ; part of the field I dressed with burn-

ly in compost. The crop was sown, and

id on both parts equally alike ; but the

)n of the field on which the burned earth

pplied produced by far the best quality of

,
and also a greater quantity to the acre.

a moory field, which I prepared for a po-

crop, I applied a heavy dressing of strong

ind lime compost, (not considering the

ufficiently strong to lake pure lime with

of the kiln. For this reason, it would be neces
sary to light them early in the day, in order
that they may be well covered before sun set.

In dressing them, the sods should be laid close

to the walls
;
and the centre kept a little elevat-

ed ! and those points where the fire breaks out

strongest, should be heavily covered, as the

kiln would be exhausted by permitting the

smok? to pass loo rapidly away.

Fly Water.—Most of the fly wafers, and oth-

er preparailons commonly sold for the destruc-

tage ;) part of the field remained undres- tio" of flies, are variously disguised poisons.

ntil May, for want of stuff to lay on, and,

ng late in the season, my farm yard dung

I consumed. I therefore, had no alterna-

t to prepare some burned earth, by dig-

|lhe head lands, which was laid on the re-

er of the field about the 20th of May, and

es planted. The result was most encoii-

9:1 the crop on this part of the field being

than where the lime and clay had been

,.|d.

all now proceed to show the mode of

ing the surface, or upper soil, so as to

B very valuable manure. Head lands

tillage fields are the principal source

hich to obtain earth for this purpose ; let

ure be what it may, if it adheres to the

when dug, it can be torrefied in a kiln

if sods, in the manner I have already de-

; but, then, the principle on which
jsJiods are burned being different from that

pl^aring subsoil for this purpose, it is ne-

to state the process minutely.

]e kilns be made of sods they may be
liately lighted on being finished ; but if

Remediesfor the Stings nf Bees.—The apfdic.i-

tion of lauilanum gives immediate relief, and a

strong solution ofsalt in water is also recommend-
ed. Careshonld, however, be taken in the fiist

place to extract the sting of the bee with a stea-

dy hand, for if any part of it breaks in, reme-
dies will be much less effectual than they would
otherwise prove.

The Stone.— It appears that the French sur-

geons have obtained a triumph most ht)norable

for themselves, and most precious to humanity,
Civiale has succeeded in curing the disorder of
the stone without the operation of cutting. ^

—

His method consists in '.he introduction of an in-

strument, which seizes the stone, then crushes
it, and reduces it to powder. This ingenious
process is far less afflicting, and does not com-
promise the existence or even the health of

patients.— Paris paper.

dangerous and even fatal to the human species;

such as solutions of mercury, arsenic, &.c. mix-
ed with honey or syrup. The following pre-

paration, however, without endangering the

lives of children, or other incautious persons, is

not less fatal to flies than even a solution of ar-

senic. Dissolve two drachms of the extract of

quassia, in half a pint of boiling water ; and
adding a little sugar, or syrup, pour the mixture
on plates. To this enticing food the flies are

extremely partial, and it never fails to destroy

them.

Remedies against Fleas.—Fumigation with

brimstone, or the fresh leaves of penny-royal

sewed in a bag, and laid io the bed, will have
the desired effect.

Best Mode of avoiding the fatal Accidents of
open Carriages.—Jumping out is particularly

dangerous (the motion of the gig communicat-
ing .1 different one to the one you give yourself

by jumping,) which tends very much to throw
you on your side or head : many suppose it very

and" straw, they should be permitted to (easy to jump a little forward, and alight safe
;

fore it is applied. Any labouring man, ''is supposition; they will not find it so on tri-

jiabit of building huts with sods or other- al. The method of getting out behind the car-

iQ prepare a kiln without difficulty ; and '
riage is the most safe of any, having often tried

From the Columbian Centiacl.

Mr. Russell—Much has been said and written
the existing laws requiring the Imprisonment
of debtors, as not only barbarous, but ineffectu-

al for rendering the desired benefit to creditors.

A general proclamation has been made through-
out the country for the abolishment of Imprison-

ment for Debt, but a substitute therefor has
never been presented to (he public, and very
dangerous consequences must inevitably atleml

the annihilation of the present existing laws,

without some judicious provision instead ; and
a disinterested effort has been made by an indi-

vidual ef this city, eminent for his <a/en/s and in-

tegrity, who lias devoted about six months of
close application to the subject of devising a
system which shall more effectually secure jus-

ticc to the creditor, and protect the debtorfrom im-
prisonment ; and the result of his labors is just

completed in manuscript ; with a perusal of
which, I have been indulged, and of its well

uarded provisions I am delighted and pleased.

While it appears to protect the creditor as com-
pletely from the fraudulent artifices, as human
art can devise, it is equally effectual in its leni-

ent provisions for protecting the honest, oppres-
sed debtor from disgrace and imprisonment. A
method for designating the honest from the frau-

dulent debtor, which the sufferings of society

have imperiously demanded, is admirably en-

grafted into this syst^i.

A critical review of the work, would occupy
many pages for recording just commendations,

and in pointing out the complete revolution and

the beneficial influence it would produce in the

morals of society.

The author of this system is Benjamin Dear-
born, Esq. tmho deserves well of his country for

many useful improvements in the arts, and

whose life has been almost incessantly devoted

toward promoting the interest of the communi-
ty, and alleviating the distressed and wants of

the suffering and oppressed.

I do most sincerely hope that th« system will

sho'.'ly be published from the proceeds oi' ;i ge-

nerous subscription, which sha!l enable a very

extensive circulation, at least tbrnugh the Unit-

ed States, and be duly appreciated by an enligh-

tened public. !.
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From the United States Gazette.

On the Manufacture of Straw and Grass Bonnets.

No. VII.

At the request of the writer, Mr. Baylies

has furnished hira with a sketch of his remarks,

in the House of Representatives, in favor of

the increase of duty proposed on Leghorn hats.

They are highly interesting, quite to the polirf,

and furnish materials for melancholy reflection,

upon the indifference exhibited by our Repre-

sentatives, to the source of vwalth which the

Manufacture to which they refer, opens to the

United States.

»a Friend 1 Agriculture, Commerce and Manufactures.

Remarks of Mr. BAYLIES, of Massachusetts, on his

motion to amend the Taritf, by striking out the min-

imum of one dollar on Leghorn Flats and Hats, and
inserting three dollars.

I am aware, that by altering the minimum
price on which the cost of this article is to be

estimated, from one dollar to three, a high du-

ty in proportion to its cost, will be imposed.

It has been assumed as a principle in the

course of the debate on this bill, (the Tariff)

that a protecting bill ought to be given in such

manner, and to such an amount, as shall enable

the domestic manufacturer to compete on equal

terms with the foreign manufacturer in the do-

mestic market. This principle will not apply

to my motion. It is my design, I admit, to ex-

clude these flats and hats from our own market,
and that exclusion is to be wished, by all who
are friends to domestic economy, as well as do-

mestic industry.

During the year ending September 1822, the
amount of the cost of Leghorn hats and flats, as

estimated for the purpose of ascertaining the

duty, was about g610,000.
During the last year the Treasury estimate is

$313,394.
If the Importation of (he fabrics of Leghorn

was prohibited, trade would not be injured. We
do not exchange our commodities for Leghorn
lonnets and hats, but the proceeds of half the

American trade in the Mediterranean, are in-

vested in these straws, which otherwise would

have been invested in articles more necessary,

less costly, and paying more freight.

But ray object, Mr. Chairman, is to protect,

to encourage, and to renew a branch of a do-

mestic manufacture, which has been ruined by

the introdtiction of the straws of Leghorn.

Some twenty or twenty three years

since, a young lady either of Franklin or

Wrentham, in Massachusetts, was induced

merely for the purpose of experiment, to un-

dertake the fabrication of a bonnet from straw.

Her experiment succeeded, and in consequence

of her success some of the females who lived

in her vicinity, were also induced to try the ex-

periment, and they also succeeded. In the

neighborhood the business soon became gene-

ral. All bonnets and hats for domestic use,

were fabricated at home. These bonnets were
at length introduced by the country traders, in-

to the cities and seaports, and met with a fa-

vorable reception. In the year 1806, I met a

New York trader on a journey, who informed
nie, that he had purchased straw bonn^is at

Wrentham, to the amount oi'icn thousand dollars.

1 well recollect my astonishment at this infor-

mation, for so ignorant was I at that time, of

<he extent of this business, that 1 did not be-

lieve that bonnets to that amount were manu-!eign fabric, the revenue will be benefitted ai
f.,^l„.„A ;„ ..II (l,„ „!..» mu^ I7_~l:„U T->.._ il- _ __.:._ .11 -_v ^ .. . . . '

•factured in all the slates. The English Dun-
stables were excluded from the American mar-
ket, by the American straws, which surpassed

them in elegance, durability and cheapness.

—

Fashion soon gave them currency and they met
with a rapid and profitable sale in the markets
of Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,

Norfolk, Charleston and Savannah.
At the commencement of the late war this

manufacture was in its most flourishing slate.

—

I was told on good authority, that the annual

amount of the sales of straw bonnets ma-.iufac-

tured in ten adjoining towns,(townships,) in Mas-

sachusetts, was $500,000. The whole amount
has been stated by the chairman of the com-
mittee on manufactures to have been ^800,000

;

and a circular from some gentlemen of respec-

tability who are well acquainted with the sub

the nation will gain something, by taxing a foH
ivhich cannot be prevented. If on the oth«i

hand, the importation is prevented, you will if
store and revive a branch of manufacturing iu
duslry which cannot injure the nation, m
which will enrich it.

From the Hampshire Gazette.

GYPSUM.
We have frequently heard farmers remaii

that gypsum or plaster has no effect on somi
of their lands, where it operated powerfully
few years ago ; and we are informed that th'

quantity of this article used in the towns on th

Connecticut river is diminishing yearly. Itaii

pears from an address of Cuthbert Powell, Esi

President of an Agricultural Society in Virgii

ia, "• plaster has ceased to produce any visib!ject, states the amount to have been in some '"' F'^^i^r nas ceasea to produce any visib!

years p 500 000 |etlect upon vegetation on land m Virginia, wheti

The straws were woven and shaped by voun? " ^^' hitherto been long and freely used." Mlhaped by y
unmarried females, of that class whose labor is

not generally productive. The work was doke
IN FAMILIES UNDER THE P.1TERNAL ROOF, and by the

DOMESTIC FIRE-SIDE, and never was labor sweeten-

ed with such rewards. I have known, and I have
heard of many farmers who were relieved from

embarrassments and mortgages, by the labor of

their daughters, and those daughters when mar-

ried could carry to their husbands marriage
portions, frequently of a thousand and some-
times of two thousand dollars, which is an es-

tablishment for any young farmer in New Eng-

land. The profitable exercise of this employ-
ment extended its benefits, not fanciful, not spec-

ulative, but real, to all the neighboring fanners.

Their unproductive lands were devoted to the
culture of rye. Eighty dollars have been of-

fered and refused, for the rye growing on a

single acre. The face of the country was im-
proved, and a vast addition was made to the

value of the soil, by multiplying its capabilities.

The comforts of the farmer were increased,

his falling fences were reared, his decaying
house was repaired, taste came in with het em-
bellishments, and neatness and plenty literally

united around the hut of povert/. Sad indeed
is the reverse. Cold and cheerless want, once
more revisits the mansions of (be poor.

The caprice of fashion has introduced an ar-

ticle manufactured from the straw of Tuscany,
which, to say the least, has deprived numerous
.'\merican families of many of their comforts.

The tulip-mania of Holland was not so ruin-

ous to that nation, as (he mania for wearing
Leghorns is to this. The vast amount which
was formerly paid to our own citizens, which
gladdened the poor man's heart, which increas-

ed the productiveness of our soil, and relieved

our citizens from debt, is given to the Tuscans!
Fashion has said that it is wigenleel to appear in

a domestic bonnet :—a word has ruined a man-
ufacture which subsisted thousands !

Sumptuary laws are not justifiable, could they
be justified in any case they would be, in this.

Should the motion now before us prevail, 1

think it will go far tovvards the exclusion of the
coarser, and least valuable fabrics of Leghorn;
and if our country women choose to pay $50
or $tj0 for a Leghorn, when one of home man-

P. proceeds to account for this seeming mysli

ry. He adopts the opinion of Sir Humphjo ,k

Davy, that gypsum forms a part of the foo^ n

certain plants, as clover, and other arti^
f(

grasses, and is intimately combined as a ne^
saiy part of their woody fibre, and that tl

reason why it is not generally efficacious,

because most soils contain it in sufficient qua

titles for the use of the grasses. Sir Humphn
found, on analysing soils from several counti

of England, where gypsum produced no effe^

that they already contained a sufficiency of it

their composition. Mr. Powell concludes frc|

these facts, that the lands in Virginia, on whi
plaster has been so operative in years ft

were naturally deficient in that material ; tl

the use of it removed the natural defect, i

brought into action the other productive na
rials of the soil, which could not be wroiigfit

without it; and that a course of luxuriant en
thus produced has exhausted the other mati

als of vegetation, which must now be supplied

an application of animal and vegetable maBW
REMARKS.—The foregoing observations relatiprl"'"'''-'

the ineflicacy of plaster of Paris, when it has b
plied for a series of years, although its first op^K^S'
were beneficial, are corroborated by the experiSB""""
many cultivators. Jonathan Roberts, Esq. Prefi^f*'""!

of the Pennsylvania Agricultural Society, in

dress to that Society, states that farmers can
collect how beneficially gypsum or plaster

was exhibited as a manure, and that in the

eight or ten years after its general application, tiK

ver afforded neither a wholesome summer pasting,

winter fodder. Recourse was then had to the

of fibrous rooted grasses ;—an evident dimui

the ploughed crops followed. Of these grassi

thy was found to be the most productive, but then

pernicious to the soil. It was recommended by

kindly commixing with clover, but with these qoali

it is in but very little estimation at present amoni

perienced farmers. The orchard, ray and herd's grs

appear to be entitled to no preference over the la

rasses of our country ; they do not afford so ric

sward for the plough. The clover at present swu

have regained its original value. The cause of it;

terioration or recovery I pretend not to explain. I

The use of gypsum for a while superseded the

of lime—during that period the soil became sacMd

and unproductive. A recurrence to its use pronj

piri/j n

•ililiniiii

mm
teoffi

'mreof

ufacture could be purchased for six, it becomes
a proper subject for high duty, and if they will,

|
j^^T (brmer results, an open and productive m

With this high duty, continue to wear the for-l^he effect of lime on grass crops in this secondly.,

^>
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eu scarcely less visible and valuable thanthe

of plaster when first applied. This prccous

\\ abounds throughout our country. It firms

;tane) an essential ingredient in restoring ind

, ing the fertility of soils. Our farmers well uu-

1 this, and they now apply it to an extentind

nlike credit.ible to their cnterprize and in:;Ui-

Gut to realize its full benefit, it must b( se-

nd with moderate dressings from the barn acd

.Is from seven to nine yiars."

re does not appear to us to be any thing myieri-

unaccountable in the fact that plaster of Biris,

ppliid in too great quantities and for too long a time

lould cease to produce a good effect. The best jiulg

tell us that gypsum produces its beneficial results i.

ro ways, to wit, by slimuhhng the joung vegetabli,

id giving it, as it were, an appetite for its food, aid

entering into the substance of s>me plants, a a

cessary constituent of their organzation, whicl- is

id to be imperfect without it. Consdered as a stm-

us it is obvious that a small quantity only is waned.

yo much gypsum given to a vegeLble will no Bore

nduce to its growth and healthy ondition, than too

ach pepper, salt or alcohol wouldprjduce the ;atae

feet with regard to an animal. Aid, as respects

ose plants which require gypsum to nake a part of

eir substance, and in which it is of cmrse detected

chemical analysis, small quantities ojy of gypsum

e wanted, and if you supply it in la^e quantities

lU counteract the law of nature relati* to feeding

manuring such plants. " In the comnjp course of

Itiration," says Sir Humphrey Davy, 'gypsum is

rnished in the manure, for it is containecjn stable

ng and in the dung of all cattle fed on riss i
and

3 not taken up in corn [grain] crops, or c^psofpeas

1 beans, and in very small quantities in tuljp crops

;

t where lands are exclusively devoted tojsturage

d bay it will be continually consumed."

The principal food of plants, (or that subsjnce of

lich they consume the greatest quantity) isarbon,

coaly matter. This goes to constitute th' wiodyji-

:, and is a constituent in other products f vegeta-

a. Carbon and its compounds are the pricipal in-

dients in stable and barn-yard manur. Such

nure is very efficacious, because it umishes

he greatest quantity that substance whit plants

isume in the greatest quantity. But a pint will

grow in a dung heap, because it cannot >ed ex-

ively on carbon, and other products w/ich that

i of manure can yield. It dies of a sunit of its

jrite food, when placed in that situation.

i. cultivator may as well over-manure is plants

h the contents of his stable and cow yai as with

stcr of Paris. His crops require more, ind will

r more of the former than of the latter ; bt he may
a them loo imich of either. " Change i' pasture

kes fat calves," and change of manure tie crops.

. a sound judgment, and knowledge of th subject

t be exercised in such alterations to insui against

lange from bad to worse.

Ve do not pretend to say by what cause omode of
ralion a soil which, as Mr. Roberts assureus, had

ome " saddened and unproductive" by te use of

ter should be rendered " open and produtive" by
ig lime. Common limestone consists of limand car-

le acid,and plaster is composed also oflimtogether

1 sulphuric acid. Both these substances.herefore

tain one of the same materials, and it majwell puz-

philosopher (o explain how one ofthem lould re-

y tlie defects of, or present an antidote tovils pro-

5d by the other. It is not fitting, howe?r, for us

jj eny effects, bccaus* we cannot explain tha- causes.

We know that results may be produced from com-
pounds very different from what could be brought about
by the in/iedients of such c. nipounds, if such insrredi-

ents were separately applied, or were used in different

proportions.

ON THE IMPORTANCE OF CHEMISTRY AS CON-
NECTED WITH AGRICULTURE.

Were I nddressiog myself to the father of a

family, I would say,— Is your .son born in opu-
lence,— is he an heir (o an extensive domain

;

make him an analytical chemist, and you ena-
ble him to appreciate the real value of his es-

tate, and to turn every acre of it to the best ac-

count. Has he a barren tract of country, which
has been unproductive from generation to gene-
ration ; he will then carefully explore it for

tiidden treasures, and will probably not explore
't in vain. By analysing the minerals wliich he
discovers, he will ascertain with facility and ex-
actness what proportion of metal they contain,

and which of them may be worked to advan-
tage. Thus he will operate on sure grounds,
and be prevented from engaging in expensive
and unprofitable undertakings.

Chemistry will teach him also how to improve
the cultivated parts of his estate; and by-trans-

porting and transposing the different soils, he
will soon learn some method by which each of
his fields may be rendered more productive.
The dnalysis of the soils will be followed by

that of the waters which rise upon, or flow

through them; by which means he will dis-

cover those proper for irrigation; a practice

the value of which is sufficiently known to ev-
ery good agriculturist.

Should he himself occupy the farm, and be-
come himself the cultivator of his own estate

;

he must of necessity become a chemist, before
he can make the best of his land, or put it into

a high state of cultivation, at the smallest pos-
sible expense. It will be his concern not only

to analyse the soils on different parts of his

farm, but the peat, the marie, the lime, and the
other manures must be subjected to experiment,
before he can avail himself of the advantages
which they possess, before he can be certain

of producing any particular effect by their

means. The necessity of analysis to the far-

mer is evident from a knowledge of the cir-

cumstance, that some kind of lime is really in-

jurieus, and would render land which had been
hitherto very productive, actually sterile.

I allude here to the magnesian limestone,
which is common in many districts in England,
particularly at Breedon in Leicestershire, where
the calcareous earth contains 50 per cent, of
magnesia. But, as the Earl of Dundonald has
remarked, such lime will be extremely useful
on what are called sour soils, or such as con-
tain sulphate of iron, from the decomposition
of martial pyrites, as the magnesia will unite
with the acid of that salt and (orm sulphate of
magnesia, (Epsom salt,) which greatly pro-
motes vegetation.

Besides, a knowledge of the first principles
of chemistry will teach him when to use lime
/tot from the kiln, and when slacked; how to
promote the putrefactive process in his com-
posts, and at what period to check it, so as to
prevent the fertilizing particles becoming eSete,
and of little value. It will also teach him the
difference in the properties of marie, lime,
peat, wood ashes, alkaline salt, soap waste, sea

water, &c. and consequently, which to prefer
in all varietits of soil. A knowlenge of the
chemical properties of bodies will thus give a
new character to the agriculturist, and render
his employment rational and respectable."

Pnrl.e\i Chemical Essays.

Erom the Colnmhinn Centinel.

CAUTION.
The public are cautioned against using Cheese

covered with Lead, whether red or white, as both
are poisonous.

The attention of the public is invited to the fol-

lowing facts :

!n this town a Cheese was bought last year,
and /our of the family immediately upon eating
some of it, were taken severely sick. The
cheese was examined by the attending physi-

cian, and judged to be overlaid with red lead.

The same cheese was eaten by several others,

the rind being previously lahcn off", were soon
very sick. When thrown off the stomach they
were relieved.

A few weeks ago, three ofanother family be-
came exceedingly ill, cause unknown ; but was
soon supposed to be produced by Cheese, cover-
ed with white lead. A dog which ate the rind

was extremely convulsed, and in a day or two
died.—Another ate of it and became very ill;

to which a dose of lamp oil was given, and hav-
ing cast up the rind, which remained almost
entire, recovered.—A third dog, which took
but little, was sick. Fifteen or twenty persons
in this town the last year and this, have been
made sick, and most of them very sick by means
of lead on cheese. And doubtless many become
sick, and may die by the same means and know
not the cause. Attending physicians say the

symptoms in these cases are what they should
expect lead to produce, and can assign no other
cause of those affections. Besides, trial has been
made and satisfactory evidence obtained that red
and rschile lead covered the Cheeses in question.

The public are cautioned against using any
cheese brought to our markets without due
examination. And ought not Cheese to be
inspected, before sold in market, with particular
reference to this article ? Human life and
health are too precious to be trifled with in

this manner. Doubtless thousands have thus
been destroyed, and never knew the cause of
their excruciating distress, and have little tho't

that their bane was brought from the dairy-

rooms of our country.—Should it be thought de-
sirable, probably the renders of these Cheeses
might easily be ascertained, and, if necessary,
shall be made known. S. Reading, May 1824'

A valuable counterpart to the " cotton gin," the
invention of two citizens of Vermont, (Tyler and An-
drew,) has been introduced into Georgia. It is a ma-
chine for threshing rice,— is operated by two or three
horses—and obviates inconvenience in the rice planta-

tions heretofore severely felt. " One very valuable ap-
pendage to the machine is a culler, which cuts the rice

straw to any length desired with incredible rapidity,

and will render, what was before nearly waste, an
excellent article, -when mixed with the flour and chaff,

for the fattening of cattle during the winter." This
machine is not entirely a new invention—others on the
same principle having been advantageously employed
in the threshing of corn, rye, and other grains ; but
the first application of its powers to threshing rice was
made near Darieu a week or two since. It is said in a
Georgia paper that fifty bushels of rice have been
threshed by it in an hour, and that it may be construct-

ed so as to thresh an additional ten bushels in the same
time.—A". Y. Patriot.
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MAKING CHEESE. The Massachusetts Agri-

cultural Repository gives the following direc-

tions for this process.
,, u j

" Breaking (he curd is done with the hand

and dish. The finer the curd is brokea the

better, particularly in thick cheeses. The

best color of this kind of cheese is that of bees

wax which is produced by Arnotta, robbed into

the milk after it is warmed. The dairy woman

is to iudo-e the quality by the color of the milk,

as it differs much in strength. [The rennet is

then prepared as stated page 342 ol the pre-

sent volume of the New England Farmer.]

" Setting the milk too hot inclines the cheese

to heave, and cooling it with cold water pro-

duces a similar effect. The degree of heat

varies with the weather. The curd when

formed is broken with what is called a treple

cheese knife. The use of this is to keep the

fat in the cheese ; it is drawn the depth of (he

curd two or three times across the tub, to give

the whey an opportunity to run oft" clear ; af-

ter a few minutes the knife is more freely used,

and the curd is cut into small pieces like che-

quers, and is broken fine in the whey with the

hand and a wooden dish. The curd being al-

lowed about half an hour to settle, the whey

is laded off with the dish, after it is pretty well

separated from the curd.

" It is almost an invariable practice to scald

the curd. The mass is first broken very fine,

and then the scalding whey is added and stirred

a tew minutes ; some make use of hot water in

preference to whey, and in both cases heated

according to the nature of the curd; if it is

soft the whey or water is used near boiling;

but if hard it is only used a little hotter

than the hand. After the curd is thoroughly

mixed with the hot stuff, it is stiffercd to stand

a few minutes to settle, and is then separated

as at the first operation. After the scalding li-

quor is separated a vat, or what is often called

a cheese hoop, is laid across the cheese ladder

over the tub, and the curd is crumbled into it

with the hands and pressed into the vat, to

squeeze out the whey. The vat being filled as

full and as firmly as the hand alone can fill it,

and rounded up in the middle, a cheese cloth

is spread over it and the curd is turned

out of the hoop into the cloth ; the vat is then

washed and the inverted mass of curds, with

the cloth under it, is returned into the vat and

put into the press ; at'ter standing two or three

hours in the press, the vat is taken out and the

cloth is taken off, washe<l and put round the

cheese, and it is replaced in the vat and in the

press. In about seven or eight hours it is tak-

en out of the press and sailed, the cheese is

placed on a board and a handful of salt is rub-

bed all over it, and the edges are pared off if

necessary ; anotlier handful of salt is strewed

on the. upper side, and as much left as will

stick to it ; afterwards it is turned into the bare

vat without a cloth, and an equal quantity of

salt is added to it, and the cheese is returned in-

to the press ; here it continues one night ; and

the next morning it is turned into the vat, and

coQtinues till the succeeding morning, and the

curd is taken out and placed on the dairy shelf:

here they are turned every day or every other

day, as the weather may be. If it i<» hot and

dry, the windows and doors are kept shut, but

if wet or moist, the doors and windows are

kept open night and day.

" CLEANING THE CHEESE. The chcescs havmg

remained about ten days after leaving the press,

are to be washed and scraped in the following

manner:—a large tub of cold sweet whey is

placed on the floor, the cheeses are immerged

in it, where they continue one hour, or longer

if necessary, to soften the rind. They are

then taken out and scraped with a common case

knife, with great care, so as not to injure the

tender rind, till every part of the cheese is

i

smooth; they are after the last operation

Irinsed in the whey and wiped clean with a

j
coarse cloth, and placed in an airy situation

'

to drv, after which they are placed in the

cheese room. The floor of the cheese room is

generally prepared by rubbing it with bean or

potatoe tops or any succulent herb, till it ap-

pears of a black wet color; on this floor the

cheeses are placed, and turned twice a week,

their edges are wiped hard with a cloth once a

week, «ndthe floor is cleaned and rubbed with

fresh herbs once a fortnight. They must not

lie too long or they will stick to the floor. This

preparation of the floor gives the cheese a blue

coat, which is considered of great consequense."

Ur. Carr's communication, with which was trani* c

mited a piece of Apple Tree bark, infested with lic^

haainduced us to endeavor to recall to memory whSR >

weiave formerly observed relatinj to those insects, anil

to (ake enquiries of gentlemen in this vicinity, moi"'

coi^etent to give us information on the premis^

Lio on apple trees, some years since were, and we bi

liew still are, very common in New Hampshire a

\'emont. We are told, likewise, that they are by

mems a scarce article in Massachusetts. The remo

mot common is scraping the body of the tree on whic^

thej fasten. It is said that a swab or mop, wet wil|i

hot water, and applied early in June will destroy thed.

We are, moreove' assured by a practical orchard!!'

I'hat strong soapsuds will cause these insects to disa]

{ear, as well as prove serviceable in other respects

tie tree. We should be happy to obtain further ii

fnmation from correspondents on this subject, iucltt

i» if convenieit the natural history of the insect,

th( remedy agahst the mischief it occasions.

yir. WhitelAv's request for information respectii

Hedges will, we iope meet the attention of our pub'

spiiited CuUirabrs, whose experience may ren(*

their remarks ntffesting and useful. Should there

no whmteers a tlis service we will lurn out, and fijtj

nish all the taowledge we have in possession, or er'

obtain from ny source within our reach.
IJ^

KEW MODE OF PLANTING POTATOES. A friend of

the Editor has been so good as to furnish us in manu-

script with the following. We have had no experi

ence nor personal knowledge of the process recom-

mended, but wish it might be tried, and its results

made public for the benefit of the community.

" An easy and cheap method of raising Pota-

toes.—On an even and smooth piece of mowing

or pasture land, make deep single furrows with

a plough at three feet distance. Fill these fur-

rows with rye [or any other] straw, and drop

your potatoes 6 or 8 inches apart on the straw.

Then, with a hoc, cover the potatoes by turn-

ing down the ploughed furrows upon ttiem.

—

They will require no more attention till they

are n-rown. No hoeing will be necessary.

—

The°same land may be improved as a pasture

(or sheep, as those animals will not eat, nor ma-

terially injure the tops of the potatoes."

The writer is informed that this method is practiced

with success in the towns of Winchester and Swanzey

in Sew Hampshire.

TO CORRESPONDENTS. The first article in this day's

paper, communicated by Col. Pickering, will be found

very useful, and applicable to one of the most impor-

tant processes of domestic economy. The saving of at

least two thirds of the fuel in heating an oven is no tri-

fling matter. The mode by which this saving may be

accomplished is so simple, and may be put into prac-

tice at so small an expense that we think the period

cannot be very far remote, in which it will be general-

ly adopted, not only by Bakers by profession, but by

housekeepers generally. It is moreover not a thing of

theory, but a principle, which has been put, success-

fully in practice.

We are under great obligations to "Cultivator'

for his article on leached ashes, and think that his ob-

servations, corroborating other testimony in favor of the

same substance, will establish its credit as a valuable

manure.

FOREIGN.

A Parif^peff which was received m London on tW.

6th of A'i' informs that "letters from Missolongistal*

that the<I^anced guard of the Greek army for the att

tack of jepanto bad marched, and been immediately

followe>^y the division under Lord Byron." The plan

of Mr. Bnryi the engineer, for carrying Lepanto %
storm hi been approved, and little doubt was enter-

tained^ their ultimate success. The artillery corps

of CdlStanhope would take the lead. It was stated

at Mio'o"S' that Lord Strongford had nearly broker

terms«'tb the Sultan, on account cH the insolent «-

proaaei of the Grand Vizier, for the loan raised ir

En'lndfor the Greeks. The troops under Lord By-

ron" ind Capt. Parry are provided with several

pieces olcannon, each of which is commanded by"!

German)' British officer.

It is sid that no new journal can be published ia

France Pithout the permission of Ministers. The Pi.

lote isle only evening liberal paper at Paris, and a

person laiming the property of it has sold it to the

goveniient.

PriritE letters from Madrid slate that a serious com-

motio! Wd nearly ai isen in that capital from the cir-

cular cfiie President of the Counsel of Castile to th

Royalistl'olunteers having been read to them on Ike

' public pTade. The volunteers loudly expressed their

dissatisfttion, and were even proceeding to acts ol

outrage rhen the French Gen. Uourmont rode up, anil

threatend to call out his troops if they did not dis-

perse qiEtly. This intimation had the desired effect.

The icha of Egypt imported from England nW
two yets ago upwards of 10U,000 stand of arms, with

large suplies of ammunition. He has a fine camion

founder, and powder factories. It is said he has lo»f

coutemlated making himself independent.

DOMESTIC.
Meelig of the Les;islalurc.—The Governor, Coui-

ril and Tenibcrs of the two Rouses assembled at the

State Hase on the 26th inst. In the Senate the Hon.

Nathaniilsbee was chosen President, and Paul Wil-

lard E«i Clerk. John Farrie, jun. Esq. was re-afi-

pointed^ssistant Clerk. In the House William C

Jarvis, Vq. was chosen Speaker, and Pelham VV . War-

ren Esq Clerk. After the organization of the two

Houses >ey proceeded in procession, together with his

FxcelleTy and the members of the Executive CouB-

cil to te Old South Church, where a Sermon w*

preache by the Rev. Mr. Sharp. The procession «»
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D again formed, and re-conducted to the S(ate

j

Ontario Bank, both badly executed, and easily distin-
ase by an escort, composed of the Independent Ca- g:uished from the genuine ; and $3's of the New Bruns-
s, commanded bv Col. Thomas C. Amory. wick Bank, Uic engraving of which is a perfect imila-

_ he Speaker and Clerk of the House of Rcpresenta-
\

tion of the true bills, and would hardly be distinguish-
es were chos.n by an unanimous vote, and all the

I cd by llie nicest obsenur JV. 1'. jVer. Ad, "
tr olficers of both Houses were elected aimost
nimously.

irti.—Kt New Rowley, Mass. on the 21st inst. the
lUing house of Capt. Isaac Knapp, together with
lis furniture, mosi of the clothing of the family, his

ly stores, &c. were destroyed by (ire. His pock-
bosk, containing near JOO dollars in money, and
his papers was also consumed.

e work shop of Mr. Burrill, Wheel wright, inRox-
, together with his tools and some stock was burn-
n the evening of the same day.

t Baltimore about 10 o'clock of the 00th inst. the
i work, near the summit of the Shot 'lower, took
Owing to the great height of the tower and th

ssibility of reaching it with the fire apparatus, sc

I of the upper platlbrms and a portion of the stai

were burnt before the fire was checked.

3. Elizabeth Nrill, daughter of Mr. Isaac Perkins,
ately thrown from her horse in Winchester, V'ir-

, and killed.

. .Stephen T. Soper, and Mr. Roliff Classen, both
•ston, were drowned in the harbor on the evening
; '24th inst. The actijent happened in conse-

i|e of the upsetting of a small boat, in which
five persons, two of whom were drowned.

ail stage in coming out of Worcester onMon-
with 10 passengers, was accidentally ovwtnrned,
roken to pieces, but no person was dnn»erousIv
ded.

a J

Usappoinltd Lover.—\ desponding suiter lately
ed himself in Canada, in consequence of a neg-
cceived from a lass, whom he fain would have

ting with Fire Arms.—A soldier in Richmond,
sport, took aim with a gun at tho hoai^W-m-
oldier, without knowing or suspecting that his

as loaded. The contents of the piece were
in the head of the man aimed at, and wounded
thtt his recovery is doubtful.

il boat, with four persons on board, upset in a
.n Savannah harbor on the 13th inst. and all on
vere drowned. Another sail boat out at the
me, with three persons on board is missing.

•umored in Canada, that the British ministry
to form a Union of all the British Provinces in

Inwrica, and to place at their head a Royal
is Vice Roy. A Quebec paper says—" We do
w what a want of information may lead minis-

idopt. There is only one thing of which we
ain, viz. -. that no change of the existing Con-
is of the Canadas can be made, which will ei-

wer the views of the promoters of these chan-
)e satisfactory to the great majority of the peo-
oth Provinces."

ty.—We lately saw a curious specimen of in-

n a miniature Malay Proa, with a crew on
nd every part of the rigging complete, the
ade of cloves so nicely strung together, that
ear to be one mass. We understand that it is

Dosited in our Marine Museum, a present from
laber, of this town, commission merchant at

Sa/em Observer,

)lice oScers have within a few days discovcr-
ablishment for counterfeiting Bank notes, at

^onn. Messrs. Hays and Homan proceeded
present week, and secured two men, named
id Russell, and a Mr. Goldsboro', keeper of

!, who were all committed to prison in Conn.
!, plates, &c. of the concern, were also seized.

were found in the act of altering New Haven
tens. The original dies were all taken out
2mical process, and new ones stamped with
enuity.—Among the counterfeits found, wcre>
. Girard's Bank, Philadelphia—$5'9 of :he

Villain Apprehended.—StviM T. Mack, who was
lately advertised for running away with the daughter
of the lady, with whom he boarded, kaving his wife
behind him, has been arrested, at Amsterdam, .Mont-
gomery Co. Maryland, and committed to prison. He
married the girl he ran away with, and she has return-
ed to her mother totally insane.

Frost.—Or the night of the 25lh a frost of consid-
erable severity made an attack on this part of the coun-
try. In some places ice was formed one fourth til an
inch thick. We have not learnt the nature and ex-
tent of (he damage accruing in consequence of the in-

frnsion of this unwelcome visitant.

L,!.

CONGRESSIONAL.
In Se.nate.—Friday, May 14. The Senate con-

curred in the amendments of the other House to the
bill providing for the extinguishment of debts due for

public lands. The bill for the survey of Charleston
Harbor, and tlfe Coast of Florida passed, and was sent
to the other House.

Saturday, May 15, was occupied in attending to pri-
vate bills.

Monday, May 17. Mr. Benton's resolution calling
for information why canvass, cordage, and cable* of
American hemp were excluded from the Navy ? was
adopted.

Thirty three private bills from the other House were
read a third time and adopted.

After a long debate a bill passed to appropriate
$19,000 to enable the President to send a military es-

cort, when he shall think proper, for the protection of
Commissioners to be sent to the Upper Missouri to treat
with the Indians.

The Committees ofConference, which were appoint-
ed between the two Houses on the diflerences respect-
ae the Tariff Bill reported that each House do recede
in part from their respective voles, and their reports
were agreed to. The bill was finished and sent to the
President for his approval.
Wednesday, May 19. A " bill to improve the nav-

igation of the Ohio, Mississippi, and Missouri rivers,
by removing obstructions, &c. was discussed. Mr.
Chandler moved to add the Kenebec and Penobscot
rivers in Maine, in order to ascertain whether the ad-
vocates of internal improvements were disposed to dis-
tribute the advantages of these improvements in any
degree of equality. The amendment, after debate,
was rejected, and the bill passed to a tliird reading.

—

Yeas 25, Nays 20.

The resolution of the House for the adjournment of
the present session on the 27th inst. was concurred iu
by the Senate.
House.—Friday, May 14. The House, in Commit-

tee, considered certain resolutions offered some time
since by Mr. Letcher, relating to decisions of the Su-
preme Court of the United States in cases which in-
volve the validity of the Constitution of a State, &c.

Mr. ^V'ebster moved an amendment, and the resolu-
tions and proposed amendments were debated at con-
siderable length, but no decision obtained.
The Committee on Manufactures reported the Ta-

ritr Bill as amended by the Senate, and recommended
the concurrence of the House with the following ex-
ceptions, viz. : 1. that which limits the duty on wool-
en goods below 33 cents to the square yard ; and 2d
that which imposes a duty of 25 per cent, on cotton
''sgging instead of five and half cents per square
yard. This caused a sharp and desultory debate but
no decision.

Saturday, May 15. The Tariff Bill was 'again dis-
cussed, and the amendments of the Senate were agreed
to by the Committee, with a few exceptions, relative
to to Raven's Duck, Osmaburgs, Burlaps, and Ticklen-
burgs. The Committee disagreed to the amendment
of the Senate relative to fixing the duty on woolen
manufactures at 25 per cent, ad valorem, and on cot-
ton bagging at 4 1-2 cents per square yard. The
House concurred with the Senate in adding 15 per cent
to the duty on foreign distilled spirits.

Monday, May 17. Among the petitions presented
was one from a person, styling himself Louis Charles
de Navarre, Dauphin of France, legitimate son of
Louis IGlh, praying aid to restore him to the Throne
of France, &c. which was laid on the table.

Mr. Webster reported a bill for altering the time of
session of the Suprtme Court, which was ordered to a
third reading.
The House by a small majority refused now to take

the Beaumarchais claim into consideration.
Tuesday, May 18. No concerns of much general in-

terest were attended to this day.
Wednesday, May 19. On motion of Mr. Vinton,

the Committee on Coromeice was instructed to report
on the expediency of refusing licences to navigate
Boats, propelled by fire or steam on the piinciple of
construction commonly called ''high pressure.'''' Al-
lusions were made in the debate on this motion to the
accidents which have occurred in consequence of using
high pressure engines fot propelling Steam Boats.
Thursday, May 20. 'i'he Post Office bill was again

discussed, and more than 100 amendments proposed,
and the bill eventually ordered to be engross td.
The bill making an appropriation for Vice Presidert

Tompkins, &c. was discussed at much lertgth. The
sum fixed was $115,000.—Ayes f!6, Navs 65. A mo-
tion was then made by Mr. Wickliffe to strike out the
first section, but Oie House rose before auy question on
the subject was taken.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &:c.

[Revised aud corrected every Friday.]

APPLES, good, to best,

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,
BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,

cargo. No 1, . . . .

'• No 2, ... .

BUTTER inspect. No. 1.

CHEESE, new milk ....
skimed milk, , . .

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee, . . .

Rye, best ....
GRAIN, Rye

Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, BoneMiddlings new, .

navy, mess.
Cargo, No 1, ...

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Fulled, Lamb's, Ist sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROnsiOJf MARKET.
BEE}', best pieces . . .

PORK, fresh, best pieces, .

" whole hog, . . .

VEAL,
MUTTON,
POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub,

lump, . .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, . . .

Indian, do. . . .

POTATOES, ...
CIDER, liquor, new ...
HAY, according to quality,

bush
bbl

bush
bbl

lb.

cask

gal

ton

bbl

FROM
D. C.
2 00

114

117 50
9ti

bbl.

Uon.

I.

C2
6 50
6 50
2 76

65

42
6

32
10
31

90

70
3 25

15 00
12 50
12
1 76

7
50
35
40
35
30
50
40

5

2
3
6

5

10

10

65
55
20

2 50

16 00

D. C.

115

120

1 10

11

10
4
9

84
6 75
6 75

58
50
70
34
11
40

1 12
75

3 50
16

12 50
2 00

70
40
55
50
35
00
42

K
10
6
6
12
SO
25
16
12
70
60
37

3 50
18 oe
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From the Lady's Monthly Magazine.

THE BACHELOR'S SOLILOQUY,

Or a new Puszlt* in praise of Woman.

Happy a man may pass his life

When freed from matrimonial chains

When he is govern'd by a wife

He's sure to suffer for his pains.

What tongue is able to declare

The failings which in women dwell

The worth that falls to woman's share

Can scarce be call'd perceptible.

In all the female race appear

Hniocrisy, deceit and pride

Truth—darling of a heart sincere,

In woman, never can reside.

They're always studying to employ

Their time in vanity and prate

Their leisure hours in social joy

To spend is what all women hale.

Destruction take the men I say

Who make of women their delight

Those who contempt to women pay

Keep prudence always in their sight.

ANN MARIA.

* When read for the praise of women, the first and

third lines, then the second and fourth must be read.

iHJisccIlaiig.

A greater number of diseases are contracted,

and there are more deaths in our climate dur-

ing the three months of spring, than in any oth-

er season of the year. Epidemics seldom pre-

vail to a great extent at this season, but diseases

which are produced by the natural changes^ and

not the morbid cojislitulinn of the atmosphere,

are exceedingly common. Few persons who

have a predisposition to inflammatory affections

of the throat or lungs, to asthma, rheumatism,

or disorders of the skin, escape without an at-

tack, unless they use constant precautions. The
frost of winter produces a dryness in the air,

which renders its coldness both salutary and

•agreeable ;—but when, as in spring, the heat is

just sufficient to dissolve the frost and set free

the waters which had been locked up for many

months, but not intense enough to heat the air,

we have that combination of cold and moisture

which checks the perspiration, coutincs within

the system a vast quantity of matter which

should have been evacuated by the pores of the

skin, causes oppression of internal organs, and

inflammatory affections of the mucous mem-
branes.—All these are aggravated by the eas-

terly winds, which are not only generally pre-

valent, but peculiarly disagreeable at this sea-

son ; for before they reach us, they pass over a

large tract of the ocean, and their solvent pow-

er upon the water is astonishingly great.

Thoroughly to avoid the ill effects of all

these fruitful causes of disease, is we believe,

impossible ; but many of them may be escaped

by carefully guarding against exposure. From
(he first of March to the first of June, in our

climate, the clothing should be as warm as

in midwinter, and it is particularly necessary

that this circumstance should be mentioned at

the present moment, since »ve are too apt to lay

aside our winter garments before they can be

dispensed with without danger to the health.

To adapt the dress with a scrupulous nicety

to the fluctuations of temperature every day,

would require a minuteness of attention which

few persons could be persuaded to bestow ; but

every one may observe the general rule here

given, and thus, with little trouble, be protect-

ed from the pernicious influence of sudden

changes in the weather.

—

Bos. Med. Intell.

Disorders of Literary Men.—A man who is de-

voted to the cultivation of letteis is too apt to

forget that the soundness of his understanding

depends much on the vigor of his bodily pow-

ers ; he regards the application of the means

necessary to preserve the latter, as a compara-

tively tiresome and forbidding employment,

and dreams far more of the success he antici-

pates or the glory to which he aspires, than of

the care he ought to bestow upon his health—
the first and most desirable of all blessings, and

that which alone can give a zest to the enjoy-

ment of any others.

The sad effects of this error, which have been

too often exemplified and lamented in our im-

mediate neighborhood, have induced us to com-

mence a series of letters of observations, the

object of which will be to point out to our lit-

erary friends the manner in which their habits

interfere with the natural operations of life and

health, and the method by which their studies

may be pursued without injury to their corpo

real strength. With this end in view, we shall

first give a general sketch of the manner in

which the disorders of men of letters are in-

duced, and afterwards a minute and phisiologi-

cal analysis of their causes, and the way in

which they may be avoided. The execution

of this pl.ia will occnpy a part of several suc-

cessive numbers of our paper, and we shall at

tend to it with the more interest, since we are

certain that no stronger motive than the con-

viction of the understanding can be offered to

those who are not only the possessors, but the

professed admirers of intellect.

—

Ibid.

The Ruling Passion.—Never was the ruling

passion more displayed than by a poor Swiss,

who was in the mad house of Zurich. He was

rather afflicted by imbecility than madness, and

was allowed his occasional liberty, which he

never abused. All his happiness consisted in

ringing the bells of the parish chorch ; of this

he was somehow deprived, and it plunged him

into despair. At length he sought the governor,

and said to him, " / am come, sir, to ask a/avor

of you. I used to ring the bells ; it was the only

thing in the u-orld in which I could make myself

useful, but they will not let me do it any longer.—
Do me the pleasure then of cutting off my head

;

I cannot do it myself, or I would save you the trou-

ble.''' Such an appeal produced his re-establish-

ment in his former honors, and—he died ring-

ing the bell.—J\antucket Inquirer.

The Count de Lauraguais sent the following

question to the faculty of physicians at Paris.

" The gentlemen of the faculty are requested

to o-ive, in due form, their opinion upon all the

possible causes ofenmiion the human body, and

to what point the health may be affected by it?"

The faculty answered, that ennui might occa-

sion obstructions to digestion, prevent the free

circulation of the blood, create vapours, &.c.

and that, by continuance, it might even produce

marasmus and death. Furnished with this au
thentic document, M. de Lauraguais hastened t«

a commissary, whom he compelled to receiw
his complaint ; which was in substance, that

"

denounced the Prince de Henin as the murdi

er of Sophia Arnaud, (a favorite actress,) sin]

for five whole months, he had never stir;

from her side.—Grimm calls this a very n

and original sally, from a little twist in t]

brain, doing no harm to any body.

—

ibid.

A certain senator had indulged a habit*b

shaking his head when any one was spenkingji

opposition to his sentiments. " Never mind i{'

says the speaker, though he shakes it, there i

nothing in it."

A little Learning.—Pope the great poet
served that

" A little learning is a dangerous thin";

but we believe a liltle is better than none,]

less it be indeed a very little. But when aj

son has just a sufficient knowledge of letter,

lead him to suppose that he can comraunid

his meaning on paper, when in fact he ca

spell a single word in the English langti

what little he knows might as well be less,'

he knew that he knew nothing, his knowie

of his ignorance would be advantageous to 1

A certain Captain of a vessel, who inted

to inform the owners of the ship and cargo]

he was disappointed in the objects of his voj

wrote the following laconic but rather ob$

epistle.

" Owen to the blockked of the poet mj
is spilt."

His meaning was, Ozaing to the blockade of

Fori my voyage was spoilt.—CommunicaleiT

NEW GARDEN SEEDS.

JUST received by the London Packet, and fd
by GEO. MUUDOCK, No. 14, Market-squa

assortment of GARDEN SEED, of the last

growth, among which are, Early and Late Caulil

Early and Late Cabbage, Early and Late Peas,l

Marjoram and Thyme, ARMACK, MANGEL ^"

ZEL, RUTA BAGA, &c. Likewise—^ few cl

MARASCHINO and CURACOA, a Cordial mu^
ebrated in Europe—French Annisetle in baska
bottles each—Welch's No. 1 Chocolate, Coed
Shells—green Madeira Citron, with other Gfl
as usual.

Likewi-ic—a few Hampers ofRich Cheshire ai|

Cheese—London Brown Stout, in whole and ha
ties—English and French Mustard, in kegs and^
March 27. 6w

LEAD PIPE FOR AQUEDUCTS, &c.|

THE subscribers being appointed Agents fort

LORING'S IMPROVED LEAD PIPE, ha|
stantly on hand, at Uieir Store, No. 20, MerchantI

a supply of different sizes and thickness. The!
in which their Pipe is manufactured renders it

^

to the English or any other manufacture, andi

a less price. Orders for any quantity or size J

executed at the shortest notice.

LINCOLN fearing;
March 27.

WANTED Nos. 14, 43, and 45, of the Is

the N. E. Farmer. For which a genej-oll

will be given by the publisher of this paper.

TERMS OF THE FARMER.

Q^ Published every Saturday, at Three '.

per annum, payable at the end of the year

—

who pay -ivithin si.rly days from the time o( sub

will be entitled to a deduction of Fifty Cem^
0:5= No paper will be discontinued (unlea

discretiion of the publisher,) until arrearages 1
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:OLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL SURVEYS.
Hie Editor of Ike J\'ew England Farmer,

Sir,— hi some parts of the state of New-York,
ological and agricultural surveys have alre;i-

been taken, which promise mucli usefulness

the farmer, as well as to the naturalist. As

soils are formed by the disintegration of

;ks, it seems necessary that the cultivator

)ul(l become acquainted, at least, with tlie

ks in his oivn neighborhood before he can

/e a competent knowledge of his own soil.

he rocks are such as form a meagre, unfriiit-

soil, some different kinds of earth should be

ght to render it more favorable to vegela-

1, by giving it those qualities best fitted to

ure to plants the virtues of common manures.

s said by some of our best writers on agri-

ure, that in some places, means for enrich-

the soil are to be found in the subsoil

;

le in others, the subsoil, on being mixed
1 the soil, operates unfavorably. Now it

US plain, that if the properties of the diiTer-

kinds of earth were well understood, and
necessary proportions to form the best soil,

it all circumstances, a more correct system
lanuring and improving lands, might t.ake

|)lace of the present practice which has nei-

system nor method about it. Let some en-

agement be offered to the aid of scientitic as

as practical agriculture, by our societies,

those who are destined to fultjl the dulic*

oj tie husbandman, will be induced to acquire
• knowledge of those sciences immediately
ected with their profession,

it the farmer have some knowledge of na-

history, and he will make as good use of

a man in any other prol'ession : its applica-

comes directly to his every day labor. Let
principles of chemistry and geology be
jht to practical use, and we shall at once
eneficial results :—More judicious practices

t be adopted in making composts : differ-

inds of earth might be collected for the ma-
heap, and applied with success and profit;

x%i at present, their usefulness is entirely un-

n to the practical farmer: to him they
like a talent buried in the earth, though
may be common in his own neighborhood,
'n his own farm. As he cannot bring his

o the test, and thereby detect those partic-

qualities which have an unfavorable effect

egetation, he has therefore no means of
ing the ' belter way' to correct them, and
hem value.

ricultural theories can never admit of de-

ration without the help of science. To
le to trace the effect to the cause, in com-
jccurrences, and to reason correctly on re-

is a grand desideratum in agriculture. We
not yet arrived at the summit, although it

dily granted that many improvements have,

, been made among the common farmers,
tfl the introduction ot agricultural societies

his state, many have studied the art of oeat-
n the management of their fields, and used
sr exertions in saving and increasing the

manure of their stal)les and hog-sties :— but thou-

sands are yet imagining that nothing, save the

pro(Iuctio!i3 of their barn-yards, and animal and
vegetable substances in a stale of decomposition
can claim the appellation of manure. Much is

yet to be accomplished. Many rude customs,
and opinions founded on error, must be brought
to the dust ;—science must be called to assist us

in our fields, and among our manure heaps, ere
v.e can substitute in the place of husbandmen, the
more desirable name of agriculturists. JJ.

Hampshire County., May 20, 1821.

LICE ON APPLE TREES.

To the Editor of the J^ew England Farmer,

Sir,—In your paper of May 29, is a commu
nication respecti^ig lice on apple trees, but no
remedy prescribed.

The subject is important—none more so with
the farmer, who calculates on an orchard—the

most prominent item in agriculture.

It is not many years since these lice were no-

ticed,—since which time they have increased
beyond calculation ;—though the caterpillar,not

half so destructive to apple trees, has called our
attention from the first settlement of our coun
try—so that tarring the'trees and putting sods or
sea »veed in the crotches of the trees is as reg-
ularly attended to as ploughing the field in the
season thereof; the sods can do no injury to the
trees, but as to the tar, it is doubted whether the
remedy is not as bad as the disease. For years
past I have minutely examined those lice, and
remarked the progress they are making, with
all our care to suppress them. I have found
that each of those shells contain say about 40
or 50 nits, which about the first week in June
come cut and produce their kind, who move
about the limbs (the product of the year be-

fore mostly) for about 10 days, and finally pro-

duce, in the course of the year, other shells,

which we erroneously call lice.

The most effectual mode that I have found,
by experience and attention, is the bathing or
washing of the tree for the first ten days in

June annually, with some liquid composition

—

such as soap suds, or in water with some salt,

ashes, lime, urine, &c. &c. ETANIS.
May 31, 1824.

REMARKS.—Our ccrrespondent, perhaps, overlooked

our otrservatioDs on Mr. Carr's communication on the

the subject of lice on trees, published in our last pa-

per, page 350, or he would not have told us that " no
remedy is prescribed" for the disorder in question.

—

Since writing that article, we have obtained further in-

formation on the subject, which we are happy to place

before our readers. The Massachusetts Agricultural

Repository, vol. 3, page 144, contains the following

letter from E. Perley, Esq.

" This insect, called lice, is in form like half
a kernel of rye, (hut not more than one twen-
tieth part so large,) with the flat side sticking
to the smooth bark of the tree. They resemble
blisters; and are near the color of the bark of
the tree. These blisters contain from 10 to 30 nits
or eggs each, in form like a snake's egg

; (which,
in a common season, begin to hatch about the
25th of May, and finish about the 10th of June.

These nits produce a white animalcule, resem-
bling a louse, so small they are hardly per-
ceptible by the naked eye; which, immediale-
ly after they are hatched, open the passage at
the ouy of the blister, and crawl out on tlie

bark of the tree ; and there remain, with hut
little motion about ten days; when they stick
themselves fast to the bark of the tree, and die.
From this little carcass arises a small speck ot
blue mc'ild, which \s most plain to be seen be-
tween the 10th and 20th of Jane, and contin-
ues about fifteen days ; and then gradually wears
off, until the old carcass appears, whichby this

time is formed into a new blister, and contains
the spawns or nits before mentioned.
" These blisters prevent the circulation of

sap, ai.d prove as fatal to the tree as the can-
ker worm.

"In order to remedy the difficulty, 1 have
made many experiments within a few years;

—

but long to no good effect, not knowing then
the particular season when these animalcules
could be most easily destroyed. This, howev-
er, I have lately found to be between the time
they hatch, and that when the mould leaves
them.* The application that 1 have found most
effectual, is washing tlie trees with lie or brine.

Lime, also, mixed with lye, to the consistence
nf white wash, may be useful. And although
the small branches cannot be cleansed in this

manner without much dilliculty, still, if the bo-

dy of the free, and the branches near the body
are kent clean until there comes a rough bark,
I lhii;s the lice will not kill the tree.

" Some people have recommended the ap-
plication of train oilio the tree, which, indeed,
is a powerful antidote against lice, but being of
a glutinous quality, is very detrimental to the
tree. Inoculation has been proposed ; which,
1 think, will have no effect at all on the lice

;

for I perceive they hatch in May, on branches
that were [pruned off the tree in March, and
the sap entirely extinguished.

" These lice are natural in the uncultivated

forest, on what is called moose-wood, and other
bushes.

" Much care should be taken on their first

appearing in an orchard or nursery ; as the
cutting down and destroying a few young trees

is of no importance, compared with the difficul-

ty of having an orchard overrun with them.
" P. S. The brine or pickle, with which

the tree is to be washed, should not be such
as has had meat salted in it ; but let one quart

of common salt be dissolved in two gallons of
clean water.

* " It appears from this account, by Mr. Perley, that
these appearances can, in general, only occur between
May 25, and July 5."

The following communication was copied, and sent to

us by a friend, to whom we have heretofore been in-

debted, for similar favors. The remedy proposed is

simple, and comes recommended by high authority.

ROT IN SHEEP.
Though there is some doubt among physiolo-

gists whether the pasciola or Jluke worm be the

cause or effect of this disease, all are agreed
that the malady never appears in a wholesome
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atmosphere, and a strong and vigorous state ol

health : and it has of late been sufficiently as-

certained that tonic stimulants, and especially

the stimulant property of sea-salt, whether mix-

ed with the food mechanically or chemically, as

in salt marshes, is the best and most effectual

mode of cure. The food of Merinos, in Spain,

is therefore constantly enriched with salt
;
and

Lord Somerville justly attributes the healih of

his flock of upwards of two hundred merinos,

which he purchased in Spain, to the use which

he has for many years made of this article on

his farm. A ton of salt is the proportion em-

ployed annually for every hundred sheep.

iSce GoocCs Stjstcin of Medicine.

SAMrEt Parkes, an eminent Chemist of London,

member of many learned and Philosophical Societies,

including tlie Massachusells Agricultural Sociely, has

presented to the Institution, last mentioned, a vciy va-

luable -work, entitled " Chemical Essayx, jirincipalbj

relating to the Arts and Manufactures of the British

Dominions.^'' This work is interesting and amusing as

well as useful. It contains a compendious view of the

latest and most important discoveries in the arts which

more particularly minister to the necessities, comforts

and conveniences of mankind ; and embraces ahnost

every topic, which gives to civilized man a superiority

over the savage, who depends solely on the chase, and

the chance productions of the waters and the wilder-

ness for a precarious and miserable subsistence.

Although this work is not particularly devoted to

agriculture, it embraces many articles, of importance

to the cultivator, and therefore coming directly within

the plan of our publication. Besides, the arts are all

near relations, and whatever is of use to any one will

prove auxiliary to all. We have, therefore, made the

following quotations from the '' Chemical Essuys'''' which

we cannot but believe will prove acceptable to out

readers.

MANUFACTURE OF STEEt. BV THE ANXIENTS. The
ancients, it is believed, had some peculiar me-

thod of makino; steel. This suspicion is ground-

ed on the hardness of some cf their statues, as

well as on the nature of the Egyptian obelisks,

which are carved with a variety of figures, and

yet are made out of porphyry, which resists the

tools of modern times. Dr. Lister (in a paper

read before theKoyal Society )complains that this

valuable secret is now lost. According to Aris-

totle and Pliny, the ancient steel was made by

keeping forged iron for a certain time in melt-

ed cast iron.

.RA^CID TAl.LOW, OU TALLOW CO.VTAINING WHAT
CHEMISTS CALL THE SEEAHC ACin, HOW PURIFIED.

Old tallows may in general be sufticiiBntly puri-

lied trom their rancidity by mel(ing them upon

lime water, and giving a considerable agitation

to the whole mixture ; for when the water is

again sutferod to subside, it will be found to be

offensive in smell, and to have subtracted most
of the impurities of the tallow. Should the tal-

low, however, be found not t.o be sufficiently pu-

rified, a repetition, of the process would com-
jjletely effect it.

.\n ingenious friend assures me, from his own
experience, that if new rum be exposed for a

liight to a severe frost, and (hen removed to a

heated room, and thus alternately for a week or

two, it will in a short lime have acquired a fla-

vor equal lo old spirits.

RAYS OF THE SUN, CLIMATE, Lc.—The sun"s rays

appear to have no power of giving heat unless

they impinge against a solid body. The focus

of the most powerful burning glass, if directed

on mere air, does not produce the sm;tllest de-

gree of heat. Thus Mons. Charles the aeronaut,

found the air in the neighborhood of Paris to be

47°
; and when he had ascended to the height

of eleven thousand feet, only 21° or 11° below

the freezing point. It has sometimes been im-

agined that difference in the climate is occa-

sioned solcty by the relative situation of the dif-

ferent countries with respect to the sun
;
but

nothing can be more erroneous, as appears

from the state of the Andes, which may be ad-

duced as a complete refutation of the idea ; for

between the base and the summit of the moun-

tains every degree of temperature may be found

The city of Quito, situated about the middle of

one of these, experiences a mild and temperate

climate, while the sands beneath it are intense-

ly hot and the ground above it covered with

perpetual snow.

The country on the borders of the Albany Ri-

ver, in the southern parts ot Labrador, are in the

same latitude with Great Britain; and yet the

cold is so severe, and the snow so perpetually

on the ground, that the lands lie entirely uncul-

tivated. The climate of Newfoundland which

is situated still further south is more like that

of the north of Russia than England. Dr. Ro-

bertson supposes that the difference of temper-

ature between certain parts of Europe and si-

milar latitudes in America is equal to twelve

degrees, and that a place thirty degrees from

the equator in the latter, is as warm as those

which are situated at eighteen degrees from it

in the former.

F.CONOMV OF PT7EL.—In manufactories where
large and expensive iron boilers are employed,

coals impregnated with sulphur should be avoid-

ed ; as the sulphur, which rises during combus-

tion is apt to occasion a rapid decay of that part

of the boiler which is exposed to the action of

the fire. It produces sulphuret of iron which

wastes away as fast as it it is formed. This is

more particularly the case with those cast iron

stills, which are required to be red-hot, such as

the pots in which the makers of Prussian blue

flux a mixture of animal hoofs a id horns with a

caustic fixed alkali.

Count Rumford has stated that, in general, not

less than seven eighths of the heat generated,

or which with ]iro[per management might be

generated frem the fuel actually consumed is

carried up into the atmosphere with the smoke,

and totally lost. How important then is it that

every proprietor of a manufactory should inves-

tigate the causes of this loss, and endeavor to

remove them

!

Where the boilers are set in brick-wprk over

closed lire places, the most common defect is

that of having the fire-places too large. This

olten arises from the obstinacy of an unskilful

brick layer. It is a great want of economy to

employ inferior workmen to erect any kind of

fire-works. Whatever may be the expense I

have always found an advantage in having fur-

naces well built in the first instance. The con-

sequence of having the fire jdace too large is,

that the bars cannot be entirely covered with fu-

el, and the cold air rushing from the ash pit be-

tween the uncovered bars, actually counteracts

the effect of a great part of the burning fuel

In selling stills or boilers, it should be a gener-
al rule to have the fire places no larger than
is absolutely necessary for containing as much
fuel as will be required to produce the intend-

ed purpose.

The fire place should not only be small, but

it should be constructed so tiiat the whole of the

bottom of the boiler be exposed to the action of

the burning fuel. The heat which is applied

at the bottom of the boiler will be infinitely

more effective than the same portion of

heat, when applied to its sides. It is on tliia

account that some large stills and other ves-

sels of copper are made with the bottom lo

project inwards presenting a concave instead

of a convex surface to the action of the

fire.

These considerations explain why there is so

great a waste of fuel whenever pots or olhet

vessels are healed over an open fire place ; foi

in this case, the heat only skims over the bot

torn, and passes off immediately into the sur

rounding atmosphere.

The doors of closed fire-places are also as

improper as the fire places themselves. They
are usually made extremely thin, and the frame;

very light ; which not only occasion them soni

to wear out, but is the cause of their warpinf

and twisting. These doors are also made t<

fall into a rabbet, and are fitted up with latches

both 'of which are inconvenient, and indeet

useless.

Having had many years experience in fittin;

up furnaces, I am decidedly of opinion tha

where cast iron doors are employed, an open

ing of ten inches should have a door not les

than three quarters of an inch thick ; and lai

ger tire places should have thicker doors i

propon."jn. These should be fitted up wit

strong wrought-iron hinges, such as will alloi

the doors to fall flat against the frames ; am
instead of moveable latches, each door shoul

have a large projecting knob firmly riveted ir

to if.

I have found it advantageous to have tb

straps of the hinges thick, and of such a longt

as to extend entirely across the door; for whe
these are well riveted to the, door, they pr(

vent the latter from warping, however intens

may be the fire.

The cast iron frames ought to be as thick ;

least as the doors ; and they should be two c

three inches broad, to enable them lo stan

steadily against the walls of the furnace. 1

setting the frames, they should be fixed inclii

ing a little towards the fire place: this give

the doors a tendency to keep shut, and rendei

latches useless. Bars of wrought iron., we
fastened, should also go, one from each corne
in a spreading direction, not less than eightee

inches or two feet into the solid mass of brie

work in which the boiler is to stand.

There is a benefit arising from having Ihes

straps long and substantial, which may not;

first be apparent. They prevent the fran-

from receding from the brick work, the consi

quence of which would be (hat air would pa

into the fire place between the frame and tl

masonry, and thus impair the draught of ti

furnace.

It'is also of importance in every close fir

jilace, to have a door to the ashpit; one th
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ihuls easily and fits close to the frame on wliich

it hnngs ; for without this it is impossible ever

o regiihite a fire so as to reap every advantage

rem its effects.

Having experienced the benefit of ash |>it

loors, I have for several years been in the

jraclice oi' having my fire-places fitteil up \vi(h

louMe doors and frames ; thai is, I have a strong

ron franie ca'it, ivilh two openings ; to one a

lonr i-; hnng for the fire place, and to the Unv-

;t opening I adapt another for the ash pit.

—

The peculiar advantage of this is, that a dun-

)le frame of this sort is most easily fixed, and

;an he attached more firmly to the brick work,

ban it uonid be possible to fix two frames, one

mmedialely above the other.

These doors and frames are expensive at

irst, because they are weighty ; but in the end

hev will be found to be more economical than

nv ready-made sale-doors that can he found.

Besiiles, since I have had these doors to the

sh-pits I have dispensed with the registers in

be chimneys ; for I find that by a proper at-

ention to the opening and shutting of the asli-

lit door, I can admit any portion of atmospheric

ir into the fireplace, and thus have a complete

ommand of the temperature and its applica-

lon.

For some time I had registers in the chimney,

s well as doors to the ash-pits ; but finding that

oth were more than servants would attend to,

have now discarded the former altogether,

nd perceive that every eiTect that can be desir-

d may be produced by the ash-pit doors alone.

However deep the ash-pits may be, it is al-

ays advisable to have doors to them. Some
•.ientific men in the metropolis have had doors

three feel in height to the ash-pits of their

rewing coppers, and liave found them very
onomical.

1 have sometimes had moveable registers- in

18 centre of the ash-pit doors ; these are too

oublesome to be managed by ordinary ser-

ants; and a common plain ash-pit door, when
roperly hung, may be readily opened an inch,

more, or entirely shut, according to the

ll

aoice of the laboratory-man employed.

From the Boston Daily Advertiser.

THE SEASON.

Roxbury, May 20, 1824.—In some remarks

hich 1 sent you early in this month, I observed

lat the season was unusually forward, and the

romise of fertility in fruit, grain, and grass,

bundant. Knowing however the great preca-

ousness of our climate, and the hazards attend-

ig early seasons, which I have uniformly dread-

d, I added, that late frosts and cold winds might

ill blight our fair hopes. It certainly was not

itended to be prophetic, but it was the result

f my fears—and the event has realized them.

n the 6th of Jlay we had a killing frost ; the

xtent of the injury cannot be ascertained at

lis moment. How far it may have affected

le cherry and peach blussoms cannot yet be

nown. The quantity of blossoms on both these

irts of Irnit was unusually small, and it may be

ifely aflirmed, that the peach trees have

arely suffered more severely than during the

ast winter. If we may venture to suggest a

Tactical remedy, not indeed effecting the

resent season, (tor the evils alToctiiig that are

rremediable, in a great degree,) but in regard

to the health of peach trees in future years, it

,

would be (he expediency of very bold pruning
and shortening of (he branches. We have

j

been generally deficient in this respect. In all

1 other countries, the peach is much more severe-

)

ly pruned. Its growth is rapid— it bears prun-
jing as much as the willow ; and the practice of

!

[icrniilling it to grow, till there is only a small
I tuft of live wood at the lop, cannot be "too much
j

condemned.

I

The frost of May Glh of course operated
more severely in some places than in others. I

will stale its general efTecls.

It killed all the shools of asparagus above
ground— early potatoes and squashes— it in-

jured cabbage plants, and put them back at

least fourteen days— it killed the shoots of the
butternut trees so as to destroy the fruit— of
course it injured all other tender shoots and
[)lants. It is said that one gardener who sup-
plies the market cslimalod his loss at six hundred
dollars, but this may be exaggerated. Potatoes
and early corn recover by new shools, and as

the effect was very general, and all suffered

alike, the chief consequence will be, that vege-
tables will come to market a little later. Still

the loss to early gardens, and active, intelligent

men, is great, because the late sown seeds will

overtake those early sown, and the special

rewards of superior industry and enterprise will

thus be lost.

The comparison of this season with the few
past seasons will now stand as follows.

The cherry opened lis Jirst blossoms.

In 1817, May'eth— 1818, May 17th,

1810, May 6th— 1820, May 2d,

IBii, May 9th— 1822, May 1st,

1323, May 7th— 1824, May 1st,

The pear opened its first blossoms.

In 1817, May 7lh— 1818, May 241h,
1819, May 17th— 1820, M.iy Pth,

1821, May 13th— 1822, May 5th,

1823, May 13tli—1824, May 4th,

^sparasus first cut,

"in '1820, May 1st— 1821, May 9th,

1822, May 1st—1823, May 5th,

182}, April 28th.

%/lpples Jirst opened their flowers.

In 1820, May I'oth— 1821, May 13th,

1822, May 9th— 1823, May 19th,

1824, May 10th.

On the whole, therefore, the season, though
unusually early at the opening of it, has been
retarded, and the apple trees are not at this day,

the 20th May, more generally open, than in

rather later seasons.

The prospect of grass crops is certainly

uncommonly good, and that of apples rather

more than an average, though not equal to the

summer of 1822. Ihe verdure has not been in

any degree affected by the frosts, and it would
seem to be too late to apprehend injury from
droughts. The great complaint seems to be of

a superabundant moisture, and a deficiencv of

heat. A FARMER.

Roxbury, May 28, 1824.

Mr. Hale,—The Frost on Wednesday morn-
ing last was not so severe as that on the 6th

instant. It did not affect the shoots of perfect

trees, or stiffen the soil—but it was far more
extensively injurious to market gardeners.

It very generally killed squashes, cucumbers
and melon vines—potatoes, a second time—ear-

ly corn and beans. It is difficult to calculate

the extent of the loss, but it must bare been
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considerable to those who supply the Boslou
market, and must enhance the price of all the
articles which are sent early to market.

Peas were not atl'ccted— but the very cold
weather of the last ten days will retard Iheni
very much. There is great danger that cher-
ries will fall unripe—and some hazard, that the
pears will suffer. I have no fears about the
apples, unless this severe weather should con-
tinue. It is to be hoped that the country at

large will not suffer, as the distant firmcrs plant
later than we do. Those will be the most fortu-
nate, who planted latest. y\ F.\RMEH.

It is very hard upon our enterprising market
farmers who have been nearly three months
employed with their hot beds in bringing for-

ward early vegetables, to see Ihe whole cut off

in a few hours.

Graphic Kekidoscope.—An invention of great
importance in the arts, and particularly in bank
note engraving, has lalely boon perfected h\

Mr. William J. Stone, of Washington, by which
an endless variety of figures can be produced,
in a manner that we believe to be inimitable.

W^e cannot give the reader a belter idea of the
peculiar powers of this maclwne, than to com-
pare it to a Kaleidoscope, forming combinations
of the most beautiful figures that can be imagin-
ed.—They are formed of one continued line,

crossing and entangling themselves in the rich-

est variety.

This apparatus is composed of two cylinders,

on the surface of which levers are attached, with
moveable fulcrums, and, as Ihe cylinders pass

and repass each other, they shift the fulcrnms

in the evolutions, which give motion to another

lever of singular construction, and to which a

chisel is attached for culling the figure. Noth-
ing that we are acquainted wilh, in the whole
circle of of the arts, presents such a formidable
obstacle to forgery ; and we are assured, by
the inventor himself, that no two machines of
this description can evtr produce the same
work.

Here, then, it is probable, is the disideratum
so long sought for by the Bank of England, and
for which so tempting a premium has been
offered. The inventor, we are told, is so confi-

dent of the utility of liis discovery, that he in-

tends to repair to London, ibr the purpose of
submitting it for inspection in that metropolis.

[ (Vash. Gaz.

A beautiful Arabian.—Lt. Parker of the United

Slates Navy, who arrived a few days since in

the Constitution, brought with him from the

Mediterranean a full-blooded Arabian colt,

which he jobtained at Tripoli, as a present for

Gen. Bogardus, of this city. He is the hand-

somest animal of the kind we have ever seen

—

age 22 months— 14 hands high— proportions

perfect—body a mouse colour—legs black

—

star in his forehead, hair soft and glossy as silk

— hoofs small and semi-transparent. He is ex-

tremely docile and playful, the sailors having

taught him on his passage to shake hands with

them. Immediately alter he was landed at

Brooklyn, a gentleman offered §500 for him,

which was of course refused, as he was intend-

ed as a present. A filly of the same description

is on her passage, ami the two will doubtless be

of use in iMiproving the breed of our horses.

—

jV. Y. Stateftnan.
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The following No. on the subject of Straw Bonnets,

should have pre^rfed the last No. on the same n.b-

ject, published in page 348 of the present volume ol

the JVeic England Farmer.

From the United Stales Gazette.

On the Manufacture of Straw and Grass Bonnets.

No. VI.

I have already noliced the contradiction of

the actual fact of the assertion m the Salem

Merchants' Memorial, that ^Uhe European pow-

ers were relaxing their restrictions *n Commerce.

Dr Cooper, in his late pamphlet agamst the ta-

riff applies a similar remark, particularly to

the ministry and parliament ol England. It is

somewhat singular, that a man who has been so

often before the public of England and the

United States, as a controversial writer, should

risque a position which he knew to be falla-

cious, and thus furnish his opponents with an

argument against the cause he defends.

So far from the assertion of Dr. Cooper

being true, that not only the ministry, parlia-

men", but private men and societies are un-

ceasingly upon the look out for occasions to al-

ter the existing duties upon foreign articles,

which can in the least possible way affect the

home industry of their fellow subjects. Thej

seldom require an existing duty lowered, but

often ask to have it increased, or for a new

one to be imposed upon an article, before free.

The board of trade are particularly charged

with this important and truly patriotic duty,

and they attend to it with a zeal and vigilance,

that do them the highest honor. No sooner do

they tind out an article requiring an increase

of duty, than a law is brought forward by the

minister to do what they deemed necessary

per' Do we not see that even since the publi- 1 bringing gram to England, until she is all-

cation of the last British tariff they have laid but starving. England by her greater ex-

in 18"-, a new duty upon Leghorn hats of pericncc, comparative cheapness ot manulactur-
'

-

f
. .- -- . , . ino- labour, arising from the use of machinery,

low wages, and the poor diet of the workmen,

and above all, from the inferior East Indii

cotton used, and the flimsy texture of the stufiji

made from it, and from wool,* are enabled to

undersell the Americans, who have not all yet

gotten the improved machinery,and make strong,

stuffs from good cotton ; and eat butter and meat

twice or three times a day, instead of once a

week or once a month, in place of a daily diet

of water porridge, sovvens, flummery, or pota

toes; and although American workmen are con

gl3,33 per doz. another of <f3,07,
on plat not

made up, and even a duly of live pe.r cent, ad

valorem, upon imported straw? To talk of

our relaxing commercial restrictions after these

facts is an insult to common sense.

It is unnecessary to quote instances of simi-

lar conduct in other European powers, to prove

what is here asserted, as Mr. Carey has quoted

several of them in his numerous and useful pub-

lications, to which I refer all those who doubt

the fact, or wish to be informed on the subject

The British nation it is acknowledged can-
1 j^^f^j „,i;[j very small profits, yet the great

not cultivate grain as cheaply as the people pM jmpoitance of the command of cash to the

the Continent, and hence the landed interest in
g|.i(jg|, manufacturer, induces him to sell his

England, after the late war, were clamorous to
g^g^j ;„ America for what he can obtain. Henca

Parliament for a protecting duty on fereign

grain, equal to the burdens borne by the grow-

er of corn in England. Accordingly an act was

passed to prohibit the importation of wheat,

barley, rye, or oats, until they reached certain

price's at home. The maximum price for

wheat was fixed at 80s. for the quarter of eight

bushels, and when it rose to that, the ports

were to be opened to foreign wheat, upon a duty

being paid. Some of their political economises

have contended for the unrestrained freedom of

the corn trade : but every attempt made by

them in Parliament to effect that object has

failed. No longer since than the 26th of Feb-

ruary 1823, Mr. Whitmore moved for leave to

bring in a bill only to amend the corn laws, and

was powerfully supported by the late Mr. Ri-

cardo, a man of the greatest weight in the

house on such subjects, but they could not suc-

ceed. The object was to lower the present

limits at which the exportation of grain could

and parliament, relying upon their judgment, L^l^^ place, from 70s. to GOs. and to repeal the

seldom fail to pass it. The United States ought

to have such a board, in place of leaving the

business to the Secretary of the Treasury, who

cannot have time to attend to it, and moreover

may be incompetent to the task, or fearful of do-

ing what may make him vnpopular, and affect bis

pr'etensions to the presidential chair.

The last British tariff of 1819, shows a deter-

mination to pursue their restrictive system to

the former full extent; none of the old duties

ar.T taken off, but many additions are made, and

that there might be no possibility of missing

revenue from any thing brought to England,

that nothing might escape, it is ordained that

all the articles not particularly mentioned, shall

pay a duty of fifty per cent—even eggs pay a

duty.* Can any thing be more plain, or deci-

sive of the opposition of the fact, to the posi-

tion of the Salem memorial, and of Dr. Coo-

* From a late English paper.

Foreign Eggs.—The following is an account of the

number of foreign eggs imported into Great Britain

in the year ending the 5th of January, 1823, (at a du-

ty of lOd. per 120,) distinguishing the countries from

which the same were imported, with the amount of du-

ty received thereon :

—

Denmark - - - 240
Holland - . - - 120
Flanders - - - 949,263
France - - - 49,425,124
Guernsey and Jersey - 269,278

Total quantity imported 50,644,026

Amount of Doty received (17,587 16j.

duty upon its importation. Ministers and the far-

mers do not wish the subject legislated upon,

for fear of the movement ending in giving

encouragement to the free introduction of for-

eign grain at low prices ; and yet in the face

of such uniform conduct, we hear of fine

speeches from ministers and their adherents in

Parliament, and at public dinners, in favor " of

the great principles of commercial freedom :"

and against " restrictions, and about reciprocity

in trade," &c. &c. and we find their writers sup-

porting the same sentiments. It is easy

to talk and write thus, but as their actions con-

tradict their professions, we must expose their

in sincerity. The expression is not very digni-

fied to say that the British are endeavoring by such

language to throw snuffin the eyes of the people of the

rest of the world,to blind them,but the idea convey-

ed by it applies so forcibly that it cannot be with-

held. The merchants of Salem and Dr. Cooper

are willing to believe the British sincere on the

subject, for they quote what the British say, as an

argument against Congress protecting borne in-

dustry by increased duties on certain imported

articles. Now, the case applies forcibly to the

United States. England as regards the cultiva-

tion of grain is precisely in the same situa-

tion with the continent, that the U. States are

as to herself in the business of manufactures

The greater cheapness ef labor and living and

their wider field for agriculture, enables the

people on the continent to undersell the

British ; they are therefore prevented from

the manufacturers in the United Stales, require

the same protection in the way of duties, to ena<

ble them to compete with Britain, that England

does for her agriculture against the cheapei

cultivation of "the continent. Unfortunately

many of our legislators think otherwise, ami

from an ungrounded apprehension that foreign

commerce will be ruined, oppose any alteration

in the present tarifl, the absurdity and inconsiS"

tency of which have been amply detailed h\

Mr. Carey. We eagerly copy the follies ant

fashions of England and France, but carefull;

avoid the sound sense they often exhibit, ani

most conspicuously on the present subject. Wi

hope however for a change in sentiment, and t

see the day, when domestic industry will be dul.

protected. It is not for the United States to se

the example of this commercial freedojn, abov

which the people of England talk. Let th

governments of Europe take off their restri(

lions, and we will not object to do the same

but absolute ruin would attend the unlimite

entry of foreign goods without duty, nor can w
be said to be upon a fair footing with them ;

respects protection to manufactures until ot

workmen are enabled to keep out certai

foreign goods. A nation without a tariff, woul

have no mcfre chance of existence, among th

nations of the world, than a bank would have (

preserving its solvency, that redeemed its bil

with gold or silver, while all other banks in th

same city or country with it, were permitted t

suspend their cash payments. The position af

plies with proportional force to a nation, the d(

mestic industry of which is only partially pr<

tected, or to a bank paying part in cash. Th
prosperity of both will be restrained in a direc

ratio to the unequal footing in which they ar

placed, with respect to other nations and bank;

This is an aphorism in politieal economy su{

ported by the experience of ages.

* To make up for the actually flimsy texture of th

cotton and woollen clothes, made in England for salt

at auction in the United States they are thickened wit

flour of wheat and starch. The cotton fabrics go t

piecesafter a few washings.

A Mermaid.—Mr. S. Dodge, New-York, pai

senger in the brig Otter, arrived at this poi

yesterday from Manilla, has in his possession

mermaid brought from the coast of Japan. Pe)

sons who have seen this new comer, say th.

its appearance corresponds with the descriptioi

giveu of this_^«/i andjlesh in fabulous history.-

Patriot.
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AGRICULTURE OF NOVA SCOTIA.

By the courtesy of John Youn», Ksq. Secretary of

t'.i' Provincial Agricultural Sociity of Nova Pcolia,

wt hare received several copies of a pamphlet, con-

ij,
tai'.iinj an abstract of the proceedings which occurred

at a late meeting of said Society. By this it appears

t that agriculture is thriving in that Province, to a de-

)• gree, which has surpassed the anticipations of the

»: most sanguine. It is likewise apparent that a

li zeal in the great cause, and primal source of national

4 power, as well as individual prosperity, which has al-

J

ready produced and still promises the most beneficial

effects, pervades all ranks of the community in that

i Province.

J
" At one o'clock," according to the pamphlet, "on

M Saturday, the 14th of February, the House of Assem-

(1
bly adjourned, as preparatory to the meeting of the

} Provincial Agiicultural Society at the same hour and

.1 place. The Members of his .Majesty's Council instant-

.1 ly attended ; and the seats were speedily occupied and
filled up by gentlemen in town, who are private sub-

scibers to the Institution. " The Hon. Marshal Wal-
lace, as Vice President, took the Chair, and called

attention to the .Vnnual Report which was now to be

Aread by the Secretary

This Report is written with that ability, which might
have been expected to mark the production of the au-

thor of the " Letters of Agricola.^^ We shall quote
a considerable part of it, omitting such passages only,

IS from their local or particular application may not

Ijirove of SO interesting a nature to ourVeaders as to those

ill' o whom the observations were originally addressed.

" After any machine whatever is set up, and
)romises to answer the end for its erection, he
nust be a daring speculator who would recom-
nend to break it down on account of any de-
ed or irregularity of its motions. The skilful

rtist would try simply—to lessen the friction

f the wheels,—to rectify what he perceived
be wrong—to introduce a greater harmony

nto the disposition of the parts—and even
vhen he met with faults that were irreparable,

latiently to submit, rather than adventure any
ash and hazardous experiment which would
ndanger its safely. If this be true in mecha-
ics, it is more so in any of those institutions

vhich, for useful and special purposes, have
een founded and established in society. Hence
orrection and relorm in such is a better and
?iser remedy than innovation ; for in the lat-

er, violence is done to the feelings and habits

f mankind, while the former operates a change
lowly, imperceptibly, and without giving any
ude shock to existing prepossessions and modes
f thinking.
" Our agricultural institutions raay now be

onsidered as pieces of machinery essentially

onnected with our internal policy, and which
re pretty generally contemplated as the means
y which our independence in bread corn isul-

imately to be wrought out. To this one ob-

jct as of pre-eminent importance they have
itherto been directed, and without any materi-

1 marked departure from it. The diUerent
:hemes of encouragement have been amended,
r enlarged, or more or less modified every
uccessive year, but still the first great original

utiine has been preserved inviolate and un-
juched. The culture of grain has been pro-
loted in all the different societies, and green
rops hive beeik regarded, not as being very
nporlaii'i themselves, but as subservient to the
access of the other. When Lime and Summer-

fa

If

fallow were admitted among the objects of com-
petition, it was by reason of their subserviency
lo the urcat main end ; and in accordance with
the same view composting and draining arc
pro|.o<od to be added in that scheme which has
been submitted by the Directors to the Legis-
lature. No suggestions, from what quarter so-

ever they came, have been rejected, which of-

fered to extend or improve the cultivation of
white crops : this steady and unbending perse-
verance in the prosecution of one object has
been crowned with the most unexampled good
fortune. In confirmation of this there is no need
of appealing to any doubtful authorily, as you
all are in possession of the official letters wliich
were written by the local societies in December
and January last, in answer to a Circular de-
spatched by order of the Board for the very pur-
pose of drawing out and bringing together this

information. If we suffer ourseives to be in-

fluenced by this cloud of witnesses, and surely
no evidance can be more unbiassed, more par-
ticular, or less suspicious, our path of duty is

clear and beset with no sort of difficulty. We
have nothing more to do than uphold the pre-
sent system of raising bread corn throughout
the different associations, and that on one re-

cognised general plan, which will always com
mand obedience while sanctioned by the Pro-
vincial Government. For the four last years
this has been the unitorm and undeviating pol

icy pursued, and the success attending it has

gone beyond the most ardent anticipations. The
goal is now within sight, to which our wishes,
our desires, our exertions have been pointed ;

—

and it is only necessary in order to carry the
prize, to avoid starting from the course, or lag-

ging behind through a careless or blameable in-

difTerence. These letters from the societies)

which have just been printed and circulated

among all the members, whether honorary or
ordinary, contain a body of evidence which
must force conviction on every unprejudiced
mind, and show that, by;supporting them a lit-

tle longer, the independence of this country
will be no longer matter of theory or pure
speculation.

The writer then exhibits a table, which contains

" wi Comparative VieiD of the Imports for four years

as illustrative of the progress of Provincial Husbandry.^''

By this and other documents it appears that the sav-

ing for the last five years in consequence of increased

attention to agriculture, in the articles uf flour and In-

dian corn alone, bad amounted in value to /122,610.

—

The amount of public money, granted by the Legisla-

ture of the Province, for the purpose of improving ag-

riculture is 5550Z. of which 4690(. had been expended.

It appears, likewise, that the farmers of Nova Scotia,

in consequence of the agricultural spirit thus excited,

" have been transporting across the Bay of Fuudy, ve-

ry large supplies for the sister Province."

Mr. Young then continues his observations as follows .

" Further, there is a collateral advantage
which ought not to be overlooked in the stat-

ing of this argument. In order to produce the
additional quantity of bread corn which has
done away with the necessity of our former
large importations, much land has been cleared
up and brought under the plough. In the whole
compass of political science, there is no posi-
tion more capable of a clear demonstration,
than that every acre of ground, improved for

the growth of grain, is in itself, an accession to

the national wealth ; and that in proportion
as the territory of any country becomes arable,
it will abound, as a natural consequence, with a
greater multitude of buildings, with a better
fed and more valuable stock of cattle, and with
all the means of a profitable and growing com-
merce. If the additional value, therefore,
which has been given to the landed interest, he
summed up along with the prodigious savings in
foreign imports throughout all the harbors and
bays of Nova Scotia, we shall then be able to
make a nearer estimate of the actual good,
which has accrued from the expenditure of the
4690/. distributed among the societies.

" That such mighty effects should have
sprung from so trivial a cause looks so strange
and problematical, as to have formed a very
plausible excuse for some men, to seek for oth-
er hypotheses, by which to account for the ap-
pearance. It is not my province in this annual
Report, and standing in this place, to argue
with such as are disposed to take this view of
the subject. Allowing to them every possible
concession which they may please to demand

—

from the necessity of the times—from the pov-
erty of the people which urges them to greater
exertion and to a cheaper and plainer food,

still there is a curious problem, connected with
their theory, which is not easy of solution. It

is this : why have not the same poverty and the
same necessity produced like effects in his Ma-
jesty's other possessions in North America?
Whence comes it, for instance, that New Bruns-
wick still needs such large and regular sup-

plies ; or that Nova Scotia is now able to spare

Ihem ? Why has not the agriculture of Upper
and Loiver Canada made so great a start for-

ward as our own, and what has kept the flame,

which has been here kindled and has burned sc
intensely, from spreading all around ? Those
other colonies have been placed exactly in our
circumstances—their trade has equally suffer-

ed—their property declined in value— their

circulating medium drained to the United
States—and yet we see not among them the
same excitement by which our husbandry has
been distinguished. It will turn out in balanc-

ing on both sides the probabilities of the ques-

tion, that our progress must be traced to the

peculiar causes here operating, and which are,

—the fostering care of the Legislature—the
regular system of encouragement for raising

bread corn—and the existence and spread of
the agricultural societies. At all events, we
know that these institutions and the commence-
ment of our progress were concomitant evenly ^

and if the one were not the cause of the other,

they were so closely connected in point of time,

and are by so many now believed to be con-

nected in point of efficiency, that it would be

extremely hazardous to disunite them.

(^To be continued.')

Price of race horses.—A late London paper
states that the price of " first rate" colts has

averaged about two thousand pounds, during

the last few years. Among the exorbitant prices

given for race horses, in England, we notice

five thousand guineas for one, fifteen thousand

for another. It states, that a Welsh sportsman

once offered to the Duke of Devonshire, for the

celebrated race horse Flying Childers, the

horse's weight in crowns and half crowns, which

the Duke refused.
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FARMER'S CALEJVDER.
Turnips. Every farmer will find it profita-

ble to raise a quantity of these roots. The
Mangel Wurtzel and the Ruta Baga, useful as

they undoubtedly are, will not completely su-

persede, nor altogether supply the place of the

old fashioned English turnip. In the Memoirs
of the Board ofAgriculture of the Slate of New-
York, vol. i. page 26., we find the following re-

marks on the best mode of cultivating this va-

luable roof.

" There is no difficulty in raising turnips on
new land; but it is very desirable to know the
best. mode of raising them, at least a small patch
every year, on old farms. Mr. Henry De Bois
of this county, [Renssellaer] and Maj. E- Cady,
of Columbia county, say, that they have succeed-
ed in obtaining good crops several years in suc-
cession by the following process. Turn over a

turf of old sward the first week in June. Yard
your cattle at night on this, in the proportion of
six head at least to a quarter of an acre, until
the 20th of July. Then harrow lengthwise
the furrows, so as not to disturb or overturn
them, and sow in the proportion of about half
a pound of seed per acre.

" If it is not convenient to yard cattle upon it

sufficiently, about two inches of well rotted ma-
nure harrowed in as above will do as a substi-

tute. Mr. C, R. Colden applies the manure by
strewing it in shallow furrows two feet apart,
then buries the manure by two side furrows, and
harrows the ground level, lengthwise of the fur-
rows. This method requires less manure, and
he has the advantage of hoeing the turnins in
drills."

'

We recollect, likewise, that we have read in

several of our New England newspapers that

fine turnips have been raised by ploughing up
old sward ground, some time in June, harrowing
well and sowing from the 1st to the 20th of July,
and this without the application of manure.
But, there can be no doubt that folding shee)!
or horned cattle on thfi land thus ploughed would
very mucli enhance tlie crop.

All American writers on this subject, whose
works we have perused, advise to sow seed of
liie common English turnip as late as about the
middle of July. Thoy tell us that late sowed
turnips are much the best for the table, and
that they are le.ss liable to be injured by insects,
if sown so late, than wh<2n sown much earlier
in the season.

Turnips are frequently if not most generally
raised in the United States as a second crop, and
no doubt this practice is often very eligible and
may be perfectly consonant with the°soundest
maxims of good husbandry. But when it is in-
tended to mcike the most of your crop of turnips.
or to obtain as great a product as possible for
the purpose of feeding cattle, we do not per-
ceive any objection to giving turnips a larger
portion of the season to grow in, than has been
with us the general practice.
An English writer on agriculture, whose re-

marks on this and other agricultural topics ap-
pear to us to be judicious, and to display a tho-
rough knowledge of the subjects of his essavs
s.iy, " It is not pretended that there lies any so-
lid Objections to early sowing of turnips, simply

the most proper means of obtaining a full crop
but the advantages of early sowing whatever
they be are given up, and the season post|)oned

from near three to five months by way of re-

tarding the growth of the crop ; that it may last

to a later period in the spring, and receive less

damage from the frosts than that to which it

would be liable in its early maturity. The dis-

advantages attending this plan are a crop far in-

ferior in weight to what might be obtained from
the land; the very common risk of destruction

from drought and fly. The weight and perfec-

tion of the turnips, being the objects, the land

may be got ready for them as for any other ear-

ly spring crop, and the seed sown with the first

warm showers. This will afford ample scope
for resowing, should the first seed fail, of which
however, granting it to be good, and the land suf-

ficiently fine,l believe there is scarcely any risk."

" As to any advantages of a crop previous to

the turnips, nothing scarcely can stand in compe-
tition with the first crop of roots.

" The true turnip-soil is a deep sand, or sandy
loam. Every gardener knows the proper time
to begin hoeing turnips. In general when the'

plants spread a circle of about four inches thoy
are ready for the first hoeing. They are com-
monly left about a foot asunder. The second
hoeing three weeks after the first,"

Those who desire to go extensively and suc-

cessfully into the turnip culture should raise

their own seed from the finest transplanted
roots. An English cultivator says, " It is won-
derful what a small quantity of seed suffices for

an acre of ground, and indeed equally so how it

can be delivered and spread over such a breadth.

A [lint might be more than enough, but it is us-
ual to broad cast a quart on an acre."

Dr. Dcane's New England Farmer asserts

that ' the quantity of seed sown on an acra is

never less than one pound, frequently a poimd
and an half, and by some two. According to

the same work it is very necessary fiir the suc-
cess of the crop that a heavy roller be passed
over the field immediately after harrowing in

the seerf. jjrovided the ground is sufficiently dry,
or as soon as it is in a fit condition. By this

mean? the clods are broken, and much of the
seed that would otherwise be exposed to birds,

kc. will be covered and the surface rendered
smooth and compact thereby, and consequently
more roienlive of moisture, which will greatly
promote the vegetation of the seed and growth]
of the plants. :

If a quantity of lime were sowed over the
,

field immediately after putting in the seed, it'

would probably preserve the crop against in-'

sects, and prevent the turnips becoming spun-
]

gy, as well as increase their size. Unleached !

ashes, soot, and plaster, have also been highly '

recommended as manure for turnips. Thomas
iMellville. Jun. Esq. of Pillslield, Mass. in raising
a crop ivhich received the premium from the!
Massachusetts Agricultural Society, in ItilT,

'

and which amounted to about 750 bushels to the
acre, sowed his seeds in -drills of twenty-eight
inches the 21st of June, on ground [ireviously

well manured. The following day sowed on
the acre thirty bushels slacked lime and fifteen

bushels house ashes.

What wo have said about the early sowing of
turnip? we wnuld merely suggest as arhint, or
something to be thought of, and perhaps be-

come a matter of experiment. It appears to \x?

that our custom of sowing turnips so late in the
season, as is commonly practiced, is an usage
borrowed from British husbandry without duly
considering the difference of our climate from
that of Great Britain, and the different uses to

which this crop is commonly applied in the two
countrie?. In England they usually feed turnips

off the ground with sheep; or draw them for

neat cattle during the wmteras fast as they are

wanted, and often let them stand in the field till'

spring to supply green food for sheep at the

time of their yeaning, kc. But in the United
States, this crop must be harvested in autumn
and secured from frost ; and it would seem to

be desirable that they should have had time to

obtain their full growth before they are ga-

thered.

TO rr.sTRoy worms in frcit trees. We h?ve

repeatedly recommended the trial of semething similar

to the I'oUowinj, which is copied from the Hartford.

Mercury, to destroy worms in Fruit Trees. It point*

out the mode of operation somewhat more clearly than

any other article, which we have seen on the subject^

which induces us to republish it.

Take a half inch auger or bit and bore to the centre

of every tree ; then by means of a paper tube, fill the

hole with iulphvr, crowding it in with a ramrod ; then
cut out a g;reen limb from the same tree, and plu» the

hole. It will not require more than two spoonfulls of

sulphur for each tree, and in 48 hours the worms will

leave the remotest branches. The process will also be
beneficial for younj fruit trees, even when not trou-

bled with worms ; it renders them more thrifty. This
process has been found infallible.

LICE OS APPLE TREES ONCE MORE. A gentleman

who has been very successful in cultivating^ fruit trees,

asserts that white washing- trees with lime will posi-

tively rftslroy this insect, if the application of the while

wash be persevered in for three years in succession.

The first year it checks their ravag-es, and lessens theii

numbers ; the second year, puts almost altogether a

period to their offensive operations ; and the third ytai

effects their total destruction.

ON THE M.\NrFACTrnE OF STRAW AND GRASS EON
NETS. We have this day published No. 6, of a seriei

of Essays with this title in order to give all the obser-

vations of the author under that head, without muti

lating or curtailing his productions. We would not

however, be understood Ic have set the seal of appro-

bation to alt that writer's remarks. We have no incli.

nation to become a party in any contest connected witl-

the Tariff, nor to set ourselves tip as umpire to decid*-

relative to any real or supposed clashing of claims, oi

conflict of interests between Manufacturers and Mer
chants. We wish well to Commerce, are very friendly n

to .Manufactures, and are er officio the advocate of A"
riculture. But when the fire of contention is kindled

by statesmen, kgislafors, speculators, authors, politi-

cians, or any other persons engaged or not engaged ii

any or either of those branches of national industry

we shall endeavor to keep to the windward of the blaze

Wc have no notion of becoming a burnt offering for thi

good of the public, at least till it can be clearly mad'

to appear that the public good requires of us such asai

crificc.

THE SEASON. We find complaints in the newspapers

iterated from various quarters of the coldness and back

wardness of the season. Cut we have often observer

that a cold backn m 1 spring is the common precursoi

of a fruitful summer. If the elements are unkind ir

May, they generally atone for their frowardness in June
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July and August. Besides our hard frosts have not

buen so severe nor so late as those which have often

ifed us. In Ifiie, we had much coKIlt weather and

more severe frosts in June, than we have this year ex-

perienced in May. '

ERRArti.ir. In the article furnished us by Col. Pick-

EP.i.vr;, published in our last paper, in the first column

of the first page, of that No. a little below- the middle

of the column the following line occurs :
" to be bed

ded and/urroiTfrf on all sides." It should have been,

to be bedded a^d inrrounrfci/ on all sides.

FX)llF.IG.\.

By a late arrival at New York, papers have been re-

ceived from Liverpool as late as the i6th of April ; but
Qthingof a very interesting nature has come to hand
by this arrival.

The British Government has given notice that mea-
sures have been taken for the blockade of Algiers, and
warned against any attempt to violate the blockade.
The British .Admiral, H. B. \cale, was off Algiers in

;he Revenge, with five frigates. The Dey had refus-

id to treat, and was making preparations to sustain a
)ombardment. For this purpose he had dismantled
he vessels of war which were in the Bay, and had
Irawu them under the Mole. He had also com-
aanded an immense numberof troops from the interior,

o man the fortress. It is said that the Dey has re-

used to accede to the terms proposed to him, but his

Ifllcers are disposed to resist his authority, as they are
ot disposed to undergo a bombardment.

Paris papers contain accounts of horrible massacres,
nd great excesses, which have taken place in several
iti'is of Spain. The prisons of Madrid have been
rok.n, and many persons, detained for political olTcn-

:5. have been sacrificed. At Cordova about 10 have
:eu massacred— the plot succeeded only in pait.

Trieste, March 29. Letters from Corfu of the ISth
March give an important piece of news, but which

ants confirmation— it is the surrender of Arta, by a
ulicular convention to the Greek General Bozzaris.
i= added, that the Albanian troops had joined with .

c insurgents, who immediateJy advanced to JaiSnhia,

hich they hope likewise to bring to capitulation.

—

hen the Greeks are once masters of these two for-

iisses
they may c.insider themselves as finally esta-

ished in Epirus.

Eitrlhqualee in Jamaica.—.Tamaica papers of the

'th of April, stale that a tremendous shock of an
.rthquake was felt at Kingston on the night of the

•th, which caused great alarm among the inhabitants,

ho simultaneously rushed from their houses. The
lurches were opened, and immediately filled by per-

of all sects, eager to return thanks to the Al-

ighty for their escape.

DOMESTIC.
Fatal At-cidenl—Mrs. Susan Mercer, of Troy, N. Y
eling indisposed took about a tea-spoonful and an half

the oil of tansy, which she mistook for the common
!C7tc£. It threw her into convulsions, and she died
about two hours.

Diitressing Occurrtnce.—On the 24th inst. at Wood-
iry. N. .T. two young daughters, the only children of

r. Joseph V. Heddrich lost their lives by taking a pre-

ation of nTscnic. administered to them by mistake
magnesia by their mother—whose feelings on the

7ful event none b?it a parent can conceive. Tam-
:iug with drugs is always dangerous, and medicines

a deadly nature should never be kept or used but
th the utmost care and precaution by unskilful hands,

le immoderate use of herbs may also produce fatal

ects. A lady lost her life in an eastern State, a few
ys since, by taking too strong doses of the essence of

y.—X. Y. Slalesman.

CasuaMy.—While Mr. George Hopkins was adjusting

2 load of a wagon, the body of the wagon tilted, and
e unhappy man was thrown to the height of ten feet

and in falling, his head was badly fractured against

axle-tree. He has undergone a surgical operation,

,,[MA hopes are entertained of his recovery.

—

R. I. Am.
Bnrlinglon College Burnt.—The college building of

: Vermont University, at Burlington, took fire on the

h uit. from a ."park which f^ll upon the roof, and was

burnt down. The fire was not discovered until the in-
terior ofth'; roof was on fire, so that all eflbrts to ex-
tinguish it were hopeless. The college and society li-

braries, and part of the philosophical apparatus vvirc
preserved, together with 'most of the books and furni-
ture of the students. Rooms are to be procured in

town for the accommodation of the students and for the
public exercises, and the duties of the colUgeare to he
prosecuted, notwithstanding this calamitous accident.

CONGRESSIONAL.
I.v Sf.katf..— Friday, May 21. The Hon. John

Gaillard was elected President of the Senate pro lent.

An additional act to the law to establish an uniform
systc m of Naturalization passed to be engrossed. This
provides (hat aliens, who were infants at the lime of
entering the country, shall take the oaths after resi-

dence for the requisite jieriod, which is reduced from 5
to 3 years. On motion of Mr. Holmes, the provisions
of the bill were limited to "free white persons."
The Florida Stock bill passed ; likewise a bill to im-

prove the navigation of the Ohio, Mississippi. &c.
A bill for the relief of the Columbian College, in

Washington, passed toa third reading. 20 to 18.

Saturday, May 22. This d.ay was occupied in at-
tention to business of a local and private nature.
Monday, May 24. This day was principally devot-

ed to matters of a private and local nature, and in the
" spatch of unfinished business.

Tuesday, May 25. Certain resolutions, directing the
Secretary of the Navy to report to the Senate, at an
arly period, the ensuing session some particulars re-

pecting the Navy were agreed to.

Wednesday, May 26. Forty seven bills received
from the other House were read and passed. Those of
a general nature were the bill for "the relief of cer-

tain distillers ;" the bill " making appropriations to

carry into effect certain treaties;" the bill "making
appropriations for the Military service of the United
States for 1824," kc.
House.—Friday, May 21. A bill making an appro-

priation to enable the President to hold treaties with cer-

tain Indian tribes was reported.

Mr. Trimble offered a resolution for directing the
Secretary of the Treasury to report to the House, the
next session, whether any and what provision can be
ade bylaw, to distinguish between importations made

by aliens, or on foreign account, &c.
The bill making provisions for the settlement of the

accounts of Daniel D. Tompkins was so modified as to

fix the appropriation at $60,239,24.
Saturday May 22. The bill for settling the claims

of Vice President Tompkins passed. ^
A bill to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to

exchange a stock bearing five percent interest, forcer-
tain stocks bearing 6 per cent, after debate, passed.
A bill for the regulation of Steam boats, and the se-

curity of passengers therein, was reported, and laid on
the table.

Monday, May 24. The bill to authorize the Treasu-
ry Department to exchange certain stocks, passed.
The bill for the regulation of Steam boats, was de-

bated at some length but not finished.

Tuesday, May 25. Mr. Livingston, from the Com-
mittee of Investigation on the memorial of Ninian Ed-
ward?, made a detailed report, exonerating Mr. Craw-
ford from all the prominent charges against him.
A bill to fix the Western Boundary Line of the

Territory of Arkansas, occasioned an animated debate,
and was at length negatived.

Two Messages were received from the President,
transmitting an additional Digest of Foreign Commer-
cial Law, and documents relating to Foreign Spoliations

on our Commerce.
Wednesday, May 26. The House sustained a reso-

lution offered by Mr. Carabreleng, calling for informa-
tion with respect to the amount of French spoliations

for the last 30 years, &c.
The House agreed to a resolution to direct the Com-

mittee of Investigation on the Memorial of Ninian Ed-
wards to sit during the recess, and file the Pieport in
the Clerk's Oflice.

Mr. Clay made some remarks ou South American
affairs, in which he observed that there was no evidence
that the Allied Powers of Europe entertained any de-
signs hostile to the Independence of South America,
and therefore he should permit his resolution on that
subject to sleep on the table.

MASSACHUSETTS LEGISLATURE.
v\ e have not room to give in detail the proceedings of

this body, an.l must therefore attempt merely a sketch
Monday, May 31. The Governor delivered a speech,

winch wt believe met ihe apj robation of all parties,
and as it is in all the newspapers, it is not necessary lor
us to repeat it. This day was chieflv spent in Ihe i-er ui-
site attention to choosing Coniniitlees, and other u:at-
ters preparatory to the business of the session.
Tuesday, June I. The Senate concurred with the

House in giving nistructions to the Committee on the
petition of Thomas Kellock, to report on the subject of
the education by the public, of all deafand dumb per-
sons from 12 to 21 years of age.
A Committee was appointed to report on the expedi-

ency of amending the 3d article of the Constitution re-
lating to the qualifications of voters. Sic.
Mr. Sprague of S. called for the order of the day on

the resolves reported for the choice of Electors. Sun-
dry amendments were adopted.

Wednesday, June 2. A Committee was appointed
10 consider the expediency of providing by law that
persons conscientiously scrupulous of taking an oath
should, instead thereof, be permitted to affirm.
The Committee appointed lo draft an answer to the

speech of his Excellency made a report, which was
accepted, and the same Committee was requested to
present the same to his Excellency.
A Committee was appointed to consider on the expe-

diency of repealing an act, regulating the practice of
law in certoiii cases.

PRICKS OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &lc.

APPLES, good, to best,

ASHLS, pot, 1st sort, . . ,

pearl do. . . « .

BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo. No I, . . . .

" No 2, ....
BUTTER, inspect. No. 1.

CHEESB^ new milk . . .

skimed milk, . . .

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee, . . .

Rye, best ....
GRAIN, Rye

Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, BoneMiddlings new, .

navy, mess.

Cargo, No 1, ...
SEEDS, -Herds Grass, 1822, «

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

dp do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Nalive .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, Ist sort

PROriSIOX MARKET.
BEEP', best pieces ....
PORK, fresh, best pieces, . .

" whole hog, ....
VEAL,
MUTTON,
POULTRY, ....
BUTTER, keg & tub,

lump,
EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, ....

Indian, do
POTATOES, ....
CIDER, liquor, new ....
HAY, according to quality.
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From the United Slates Literary Gazette.

THE RIVULET.

This little rill that, from the springs

Of yonder grove, its current brings,

Plays on the slope awhile, and then

Goes prattling into groves again,

Oft to its warbling waters drew

My little feet when life was new.

When woods in early green were drest,

And from the chambers ofthe west

The warmer breezes, travelling out.

Breathed the new scent of flowers about.

My truant steps from home would stray,

Upon the grassy side to play ;

To crop the violet on its brim.

And listen to the throstle's hymn.

With blooming cheek and open brow,

As young and gay, sweet rill, as thou.

And when the days of boyhood came,

And 1 had grown in love with fame,

Duly I sought thy banks, and tried

My first rude numbers by thy side.

Words cannot tell how glad and gay
The scenes of life before me lay.

High visions then, and lofty schemes
Glorious and bright as fairy dreams.

And daring liopes, that now to speak
Would bring the blood into my cheek.

Passed o'er me ; and I wrote on high

A name I deemed should never die.

Years change thee not. Upon yon hill

The tall old maples, verdant still,

Yet tell, in proud and grand decay.

How swift the years have passed away,
Since first a child, and half afraid,

1 wandered in the forest shade.

But thou, gay, merry rivulet.

Dost dimple, play, and prattle yet

;

And sportinn- with the sands that pave
The windings of thy silver wave.
And dancing to thy own wild chime.
Thou laughest at the lapse of time.

The same sweet sounds are in my ear

My early childhood loved to hear ;

As pure thy limped waters run.

As bright they sparkle to the sun ;

As fresh the herbs that crowd to drink

The moisture of thy oozy brink ;

The violet there, in soft May dew.
Comes up, as modest and as blue ;

As green, amid thy curreat's stress.

Floats the scarce-rooted water cress

;

And the brown ground bird, in thy glan.

Still chirps as merrily as then.

Thou changest not—but I am changed,

Since first thy pleasant banks I ranged ;

And the grave stranger, come to see

Theplay-placc of his infancy,

Has scarce a single trace ofhim
Who sported once upon thy hrim.

The visions of my youth are past

—

Too bright, too beautiful to last.

I've tried the world—it wears no more
The coloring of romance it wore.
Yet well has nature kept the truth

She promised to my earliest youth ;

The radiant beauty, shed abroad
On all the glorious works of God,
Shows freshly, to my sobered eye.

Each charm it wore in days gone by.

A few brief years shall pass away.
And I, all trembling, weak, and grey.

Bowed to the earth which waits to fold

My ashes in the embracing mould
(If haply the dark will of fate

Indulge my life so long a date),

May come for the last time to look
Upon my childhood's favorite brook.
Then dimly on my eye shall gleam
The sparkle of thy dancing stream ;

And faintly on ray car shall fall

Thy prattling current's merry call ;

Yet shall thou flow as glad and bright

As when thou met'st my infant sight.

And I shall sleep—and on thy siile,

As ages after ages glide.

Children their early sports shall try.

And pass to hoary age and die.

But thou, unchanged from year to year,

Gaily shall play and glitter here ;

Amid young flowers and tender grass

Thy endless infancy shalt pass

;

And, singing down thy narrow glen,

Shalt mock the fading race of men.

ftttstfUang.

From the London New Monthly Magazine.

The Pilot, a tale of the sea, by the author

of "The Spy," "Pioneers," &c. &c. 3 vols.

12 mo.
The very considerable power and ability

displayed in " The Spy" and " The Pioneers,"

the precursors of the present volume, have

rendered the author of those works, who is un-

derstood to be a Mr. Cooper, of New York, a

decided favorite with all novel readers on this

side of the Atlantic. " The Pilot" will, we feel

persuaded, add still more to his reputation. It

is a fine sea-piece, painted with a bold and vig-

orous pencil, and does great credit to the wri-

ter's powers, both of description and sentiment.

Although he has chosen the same element for

the subject of his sketches which has furnished

Smollett with so many happy delineations, yet

there is nothing of the copyist in Mr. Cooper's

pages. The sea-pieces of Smollett are mostly,

if not entirely, humorous; but the scenes of

" The Pilot" are of a more chivalrous and ro-

mantic character. The novel is, however, by

no means deficient in that broad comic humor

which seems to flow so easily from the seaman's

tonsfue.

The scene, as in " The Spy," is laid during

the revolutionary contest, and the nominal hero

is no other than the celebrated Paul Jones,

whose debarkation upon our coasts spread so

much terror during the period of the Ameri-

can war. The reader, however, is never made
officially acquainted with the name of the hero,

which he is left to discover by sundry remote

inferences. The Pilot himself is, in our estima-

tion, the least successful character in the novel,

and, indeed, the only one with whom we ffel

inclined to find fault. There is too much By-

runixm about him, if we may be allowed the

expression. The other characters arc well

drawn, spirited, distinct and natural. Tom
Coffin, or Long Tom, might have figured wilh

great credit to himself and the author on the

pages of the Scottish novelist. Many of the

scenes are admirably conceived; among which

we would specify the taking of St. Ruth's Ab-

bey, the escape of Long Tom, and the loss of

Ariel. The latter scene, more especially, is

worked up with a degree ofenergy which makes
a powerful offect bpon the feelings of the reader.

We are heartily rejoiced to receive such

works as those from across the Atlantic, and we
bail them as proofs of the growing taste and

genius of the Americans.

.9 Mammoth !—Doctors Van Rensselaer, De
Kay, and Cooper, of this city, members oJ'the

Lyceum of Natural History, have just returned

from an excursion to Poplar, Moomoutb county,

New-Jersey, where they discovered and have

brought home with them, the skeleton of al\Iam-

raoth. nearly or quite entire. It was found

upon the farm of Mr. Cj-oxson, an intelligent

citizen of that place, bedded in a swamp, some
of the bones being ten feet beneath the sur-

face.

A tooth was discovered some months since,,

which led the above mentioned gentlemen to

undertake the expedition, and to prosecute their

researches with indefatigable zeal. They were
in the mud and water several days, in digging

up the skeleton. The bones are now on board

a sloop lying at the wharf, but will soon be put

together, and deposited in the Lyceum of Na-
tural History. The animal is but little inferior

in size to the one in Peale's Museum at Phila-

delphia. Great credit is due to Mr. Croxson,

who afforded to the exploring party every ac-

commodation and assistance.

—

JV. Y. Statesman,

The following interesting anecdote of the Beaver, is

taken from Franklin's Narrative of a Journey to the Po-

lar Sea, recently published.

" One day a gentleman, long resident in thia

country, espied five young beavers sporting ia

the water, leaping upon the trunk of a tree,

pushing one another off, and playing a thou-

sand interesting tricks. He approached, softly,

under cover of the bushes, and prepared to fire

upon the unsuspecting creatures ; but a nearer

approach discovered to him such a similitude

betwixt their gestures and the infantile caresses

of his own children, that he threw aside his gun.

—This gentleman's feelings are to be envied,

but few traders In fur would have acted so feel-

ingly."

NEW ENGLAND MUSEUM.
76, COURT STREET, ROSTOA',

CONTAINING much more numerous Collections

and greater variety of entertainments than any
other F.stablishment in America, continues steadily tc

increase, and is open for the reception of visiters

EVERY DAY AND EVENING.
It will be constantly in the best possible condition,

and every exertion made to render the visits of its pat-

rons agreeable.

This Establishment now contains FIVE former Mu-
seums united in ONE, together with very great and
numerous additions (the whole receipts being faithful!}

laid out to increase it.)

JUST ADDED,
The celebrated Race Horse Eclipse,

A beautiful Cosmoramic View of London,
A large and beautiful live Rattlesnake,

The Arabian Bottle, made of the stomach of a

Camel—holds about a barrel—used to carry watei

across the desert.
J

The Invalid's Chair—very ingenious—invented!

by Professor Peck.

.A very large and elegant Sword Fish, upwards
of 14 feet long, with a sword 4 1-2 feet long.

(tj= The Museum is well lighted, and a Band ol

Music performs every evening. Admittance 25 cen!

June 5.

WANTED Nos. 14, 43, and 46, of the 1st Vol

the N. E. Farmer. For which a generous pric^l

will be given by the publisher of this papet.

F
TO PRINTERS.

OR sale at this Office BALL SKINS, at the usual

prices.

TERMS OF THE FARMER.

0::^ Published every Saturday, at Teree Doi.r.AW I,

per annum, payable at the end of the year—but those f

who pay within si.xly dai/sfrom the time of subscribing

will be entitled to a deduction of Fifty Cents.

(f^ No paper will oe discontinued (unless at tbf

discretion of the publisher.) until arrearages are paid
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CTorrrs^JtiKiJfnrr.

HE MOON'S INFLUENCE ON VEGETATION,
'o llie Editor of the .Vcw England Fanner,

Sir,— Anticipalinn; lliat jou arc fond of new
id useful investigation, 1 wish to inquire thro'

e medium of your uselui paper what tendenrj
j

^""1 cuuscs a small osciUat

P influence that satellite has, wliich attends the !
rroJuces liiles in the ocean and the atmosphere

tlur incredulous on Ihe suliject of the Moon's influence

on vcgpetaliou ; and believe that some farmers accuse

that planet ofmeddling; with matters, iji which she has
no kind of agency. That the moon has some effect on

sublunary objects is however trtie. She enli»htens the

earth, draws it a little from its direct path round the

in the earth's axis, and

But

arth in its revolutions round the sun ? There
j

we do not believe in her having any hand in any of

»ye some very honorahle gentlemen observed the phenomena of vegetation; or if she has any effi-

lat the moon has an uncontrovertible power
|

ciency in that line it is so very minute as not to be

/er the vegetable productions of the earth,
j

worth investigation. The subject, moreover, has been
hey assert that the seeds of those plants which

j

so often introduced into our paper, that, unless some
ttend upwards, sucii as corn, rye, and wheat,
C. should be put into the ground at the in-

lease of the moon, and of those which extend
iwnwards, such as beets, carrots, ruta bagTi,

:. at the decrease of the moon. And also that

has a similar effect on the sap of the trees.

; the full moon the sap extends with more tlu-

i^y than at the change. These things have
len asserted as facts, known by observation and
perience. But, however certain those gen-
Imen may be of their theories, they yet re-

nin to me unesaplained, dark and mysterious.
!. however, own that their reasoning ap-
iogical, but there has not yet been enough
1 the subject to convince me of its cer-

ii moon causes capillary attraction, in all

oi trees and vegetables, we may very well
e that it produces the cause of cohesive
ion

; and if it produces the cause of co-
I re attraction,! must own that the moon ha.s

ly minute influence on our earth.* If you.
> \ jur correspondents feel disposed to commu-
1 .re your opinions on this important inquiry.
(

1 m.iy, undoubtedly retJect soma light oirthe
-ling question. A question, which ought
i_er to remain doubtful at this late period
- world. If you can convince the world
ue moon has actually an inniicncc on our
ind vegetables, f anticipate that the disco-

, '.vould be highly valuable to the communi-
' and more particularly to those persons, who

; rm agricultural life. If our seeds ought to
' into the ground at the discretion of the
in order to determine the plenteousncss
riarvest, I apprehend we should ieel the

111! effects of starvation more in the ab-
' ol the moon than if the sun should discon-
je to make his appearance in the horizon at

appointed time. Although 1 feel anxious,
here is such a co-existing influence between
two planets to have it promulgated if it

uld confer any benefit to mankind yet I rest
-fectly satisfied with the divine prediction,
t " Seed time and harvest, summer and win-

, day and night should continue to the end of
things."'

Yours, with esteem,

JOSEPH W. CAPRON.
Mkborough, May 29, 1824.

n reply to the queries and suggestions of our correa-

deni, we would briefly remark that we are altoge-

Wo do not recollect to have ever heard or read of
moon's having any agency in eitbef of those kinds
ttraction.

—

Editor,

light coukl be elicited, its further discussion would
seem superfluous. We would refer Mr. Capron to the
first volume of the X. E. Farmer, page 11, forCol. Pick-

ering's and to page 370 of the same volume for Mr-
Preston's opinions ou this subject. He may likewise

find an able article on the same topic extracted from
the Edinburgh Magazine, and published in the 2d No.
of the 2d volume of the N. E. Farmer, page 12.

ON HOEING CORN AND POTATOES.
To the Editor nf the JVew England Farmer,

Sir,-—As your paper is devoted to the inte-
rests of agriculture, and seems to be the direct
and proper channel, through wliich information
relative thereto ought to be circulated, 1 take
be liberty to send you a few hints on hoeing
corn and potatoes

; and sliould you think my
communication worth noticing, you may publish
it, if not, throw it under the table.

Corn should always Ue hoed three times, and
that too in good season. It should be hoed the
first lime as soon as it is large enough to plough
amongst it without covering it over with clods
and dirt, for if neglected too long, the weeds
will get so fm- a head as to render it difBcult to
kill them, besides the extra labor ofhoeing caus-
ed by neglect.

The principal object at the first hoeing,
should be to stir the ground and destroy the
iveeds, wliJch should be coranlelely extermi-
nated if possible by hoeing them up and leaving
them between the rows, exposed to the sun,
which will cause then) to wither and die.

At the second hoeing or half hilling, as it is

generally termed, which should be performed
within ten days or a fortnight after the first hoe-
ing the ground should be thoroughly stirred and
the corn moulded up making the hills broad and
shallow.

Corn should be hoed the third time or hilled,
just before the tassels appear. It should now be
ploughed deep in order that much loose dirt
may be left between the rows which will tend
to prevent injury from drought.
The hills now as at the second hoeing should

he made broad and flat so that the rain and heat
may easily penetrate to the roots of the corn.
The old practice of making high hills and scrap-
ing all the loose dirt from between the rows I

believe to be injurious and perfectly wrong as
Ihe influence of the sun and refreshing showers
are in a great measure prevented" ihereby.
Much care is necessary when ploughing and lioe^
ing corn the third or last time especially ii i(
be done in wet weather, lest many of the stalks

be injured and broken down as at this time they
are extremely brittle and tender.

Potatoes should be twice hoed, bein<' well
ploughed between the rows, being careful to
destroy all the grass and weeds that they may
not be choked and .'(tinted therewith.

In hoeing potatoes there is danger of makin'^
the hills too large and thereby diminish the
crop. I am fully satisfied that they flourish best
near the surface of the ground. Like corn tUey
need the influence of the sun and small showers
of rain which frequently occur during the sum-
mer months. I have known good crops of po-
tatoes rai.ied on lough land without hoeing them
once

;
but in such cases the extra labor in plant-

ing is at least equal to once hoeing, and 1 think
it is not so beneficial to the land.

CULTIVATOR.
County of Worcester, June, 1C24.

PRESERVATION OF VINES.
T» the Editor of the Kew England Farmer,

Sir,—Having had my vines for a number of
years almost or wholly destroyed by (he com-
mon striped insect which infests them, and hav-
ing tried a number of preventives to no pur-
pose, I have at length hit upon one which effec-
tually answers the purpose, and should you
think it worthy a place in your paper, you are at
liberty to publish it.

As soon as I find any of the insects upon my
vines, I apply a small quantity of gypsum finely
powdered with a sieve or dredging box, upon
each hill. This I do when the vines are wet
with rain or dew, that it may adiiere to theic
Should this be washed oft" with the rain, 1 re-
new the application till the vines have gained
sufl5cient maturity to be out of danger.

I have tried Ihe above remedy for five years
and have never lost a vine after the application
of the gypsum. A GARDEJVEK.

Guilford, Con. June 2, 1824.

P. S. The French gypsum is Ihe kind whicii
I have used.

AGRICULTURE OF NOVA SCOTIA.
[Cenduded from page 357.]

The state of the fact then, as regards our ag-
riculture, is simply this. There is still needed
for our internal consumption an annual supply
in Halifax ot 28,121 barrels of flour and of
23,548 bushels of Indian «crn, besides several
other articles as particularly specified in the
Custom House return. The leading object
that ought I0 engross the care of this Socielyl
should be the consideration of the further mea'
sures which may reduce to nothing this heavy
balance still subsisting against us ; and which
may accelerate our final and total emancipation
from all need of foreign grain. These measures
may be comprehended in the four following par-
ticulars, and in illustrating them, 1 shall lake oc-
casion to bring under review all such facts and
circumstances as any way affect, or bear upon
the present stage of our progress.

lit the establishineot of societies should stiK
be encouraged in those populous parts of the
province where none now exist.
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This recommenflation proceeds nn the faith

of their utility in generntinff <^nd diffusing a spi-

rit of enterprize—in begetting an emulation to

excel in the. operations of husbandry—in clier-

ishing careful and industrious habits in the ma-

nagement of the farm—and in enlarging and

correcting the views of cullivators, as lo the va-

lue of manures, the benefits of improved ma-

chinery, and the advantages of drilling, fallow-

ing, draining and composting. Some of the

official letters in answer to the Circular of the

Bonrd speak largely on these heads. They tell

us, that these consequences are visible within

the ranye of their influence, and that too on the

very lands of the men who refuse to join the

societies, and are even a little noisy in vilifying

and abusing them. So strange are the caprices

of the human heart, that such a statement ought

not to be discredited, and should reconcile us to

that contradiction at which all are too apt to be

peevish. Let us give free indulgence to those

who take pleasure in running down the usetul-

ness of their local society, provided they copy

the example of its more active and intelligent

cultivators. Every association in the Province,

which is animated with a suitable spirit, be-

comes a nucleus of improvement ; and from it

radiate those gleams of light which are illumi-

nating the practices of the more ignorant. Its

benefits are not confined to its own members
;

for if they carry into the fields the more ap-

proved methods of culture, the captious and the

incredulous cannot look on without instruction,

and so great is the superiority of truth, that it

will eventually gain either a willing or reluc-

tant obedience.

2d. Our independence may be much accele-

rated by a more general erection of oatmills.

Wheat, I believe, in every country under Hea-

ven which lies within the northern temperate

zone, either in the old or in the new world, and

where this grain has always constituted the sta-

ple article of bread, finds the readiest sale of all

other agricultural produce. It is the prince of

the cereal gramina, and forms, when ground, a

loaf that is eminently nutritious, very invigorat-

ing, and palatable to all tastes. The cultivators

of the soil in Ihe different European kingdoms,

as in France, Germany, Prussia, Poland, as well

as Great Britain, lay their account with the dis-

posing of this grain, either to pay rent or to

purchase necessary supplies for their families.

It is considered as the ready money of the far-

mer, and with it he goes to market. It is obvi-

ous that, before he can avail himself of the uni-

versal demand lor wheat, he must provide some
other substitutes for his own domestic consump-
tion. These vary in different countries, and

are regulated by the capabilities of the climate.

The Swede mixes a particular kind of ground
bark with his coarse meal—the Frenchman lives

on soups formed partly of bread, but with a li-

beral allowance of vegetables— the Italian sub-

sists on fruit and millet, joined to his macaroni

—the German eats a large proportion of rye

bread—the Irish farmer deals much in milk and
potatoes—the English has recourse, as helps, to

barley and oatmeal— the Scotch uses peas, bar-

ley and oats—and the American throws his chief

consumption on Indian corn. The agricultural

classes in all these places satisfy the common de-

mands of nature with something else than wheat,
and save this latter for the home or foreign

market. Such examples are not unworthy of

our imitation. It would be among the last

thoughts of my heart, and among the last words

I would utter, either to desire or say that every

farmerinNova Scotia should not have a wheat-

en loaf for his use whenever inclination prompt-

ed ; but 1 do not hesitate to recommend a more
general substitution of coarser food. Barley,

peas and oats are found to be both excellent and

wholesome; and when the taste is once formed

on them, our peasantry, by adopting these,

would be equally happy, equally vigorous, and

unquestionably would become much more opu-

lent. Oatmeal at first is never highly relished
;

but it soon becomes agreeable and is acknow-

ledged to be favorable to muscular strength,

health and longevity. It has been falsely sup-

posed to be the exclusive and national food of

Scotland, but so far is this from being true, that

it is extensively used through many counties of

Ireland, and through all the north of England

We have now three flour mills in the vicinitj

of the capital, which must tend to open a verj
extensive market, with all the benefit of com
pelition, for whatever wheat may be brough
hillier for sale. In a few years there is reasoi

to hope from present appearances, that ou

farmers will be relieved of the trouble o

manufacturing their own produce'—that mon
capital will come to be vested in such eslaldisfi

ments— that all sorts of grain will be purchasei
by corn dealers and factors, ,ind afterwards groum
at their expense according to the demands eilhe

of Ihe home or foreign market.—Nothing wil

facilitate ibis so much as the erection of improv
ed mills, in all quarters of the Province.

Lastly, our independence will be hastened b

the dissemination of industrious habits.

The life of a farmer has a direct tendency I

gender close and careful attention to minul
objects. The abundance and safety of his cro

depend upon so many circumstances over whic
he has a command, and to the operation iIt is common in France, not only on the coasts

opposite to Britain, but it was met with between j
which he must ever be alive, that his mind

Toulouse and the Pyrenees by Arthur Young,
|
kept in a slate of perpetual excitement;

who was so much struck with the universality

of this food, that he quotes on the occasion a

passage of Sir James Stuart's to the following

effect :—"Oatmeal, says he, is found in Catalonia,

Auvergne, and Swabia, as well as in Lochaber."

The strange prejudices, therefore, which ap-

peared on its first introduction here about four

years ago, were without any just foundation
;

and it is not surprising that they should have

so quickly evanished in all those parts, which

have since had the advantage of experience

Many who disliked it at first, have become
warm in its praise, and are assisting, with a

laudable zeal, in spreading its character and
usefulness among Ihe farmers

3d. Every encouragement should be given to

the growth of wheat, and the utmost atten-

tion be paid to the improvement of flour

mills.

The county and general prizes for the culture

of wheat, which were first offered last year,

have been productive of good effects, and they

ought still to be continued, in order to propa-

gate that spirit which they seem lo have awak-
ened. In the oflicial letter from Maubou a

very important notice is given, which is strong-

ly indicative of the excitement diffusing itself

throughout the country. A member of that

Society, stationed in an obscure part of Cape
Breton, is making preparation to have next

season no less than from "0 to 25 acres under

wheat ; and it distinctly states, that the motive

for this uncommon effort is to obtain one of

the county prizes. The returns loo already

made, of the last crop display a compass and

boldness of design in raising wheat, which could

hardly have been anticipated from any thing yet

tried in that line. From King's County claims

have been given in, setting forth that

One farmer has grown 950 bush.weighing G2 lbs.

A second „ 710 „ „ 60 „
A third „ 495 „ „ 60 „
A fourth „ 406 „ „ 60 „

and from several counties the certificates very

commonly attest from four to five hundred

bushels. These are quantities to which we
have not been accustomed, and which demon-
strate with infallible certainty the good result-

ing from the past system.

that morbid kind of it which is caused by th

turbulence and wreck of the passions—but thi

which is connecte<l wilh a healthy and cheerfi

mood of mind, and connected loo with 111

exercise of patience, discretion and industr

The cleanliness and comfort of his cattle—tb

condition of his implements— Ihe correctness i

his ploughing—the choice of his seed grain-

thn time of semination—Ihe course aud changi

of the weather are constantly stimulating him
activity, and are incompatible with all langui

and indifference. An arable farm is one oft!

best schools for plodding laborious diligenc*

and no man can manage it to advantage, wl
ever suffers his attention to relax, or to I

dissipated in trivial avocations. The loss of

day may affect the issue of a whole year's 1

hour, and negligence in small mailers is oft

followed with great and mischievous conseque-

ces. These observations however, are mo
applicable to a cultivator than to n grazii

The general introduction of the plough intc

country never fails to propagate those indust

ous habits, which are the certain harbingers

national wealth.—Such habits merit the highf

encouragement on Iheir own account, and thei

fore Ihe universal cry that has been raised

behalf of flax mills should be listened to with'

gracious ear. The industry, which is calliji,

forth in the fields, should not be permitted
evaporate during winter in idleness and inactit

These mills should be erected, the male pt

of Ihe population may find profitable emplfi<

ment in carrying their flax thither— in breakili

and scutching it, and afterwards in bringing

home for heckling, at which point Iheir labot

should stop, and tl^e spinning should be taki

up by Ihe females. All these preparatory pi

cesses, which have been now enumerated, I

quire more skill than we at present posse*

and are divided in the old country into distil

trades and professions. That of the hecklx

for instance, is one of the nicest and most dil

cult of manual operations, and perfectness in

s known and measured by the greatness oft

quantity of dressed flax which is taken out o

given weight of the rough. From a stone of 1

in Scotland, which weighs 22 lbs. English, uso

ly come from 12 to 14 lbs. of dressed flax fit lIL

domestic linen, 1 lb. of shorts called vulgaiik,

ire
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rrninh, and from 6 to 8 lbs. of tow separated

iiturally by the hecklers into tivo qualities. Our
vomen here perform this labour to much
lis^ulvantage, from the want both of operative

lexterity, and more perfect in?!ruments. The
kill which they do require, however, deserve?

he highest praise; and that napkin of diaper,

low laying on the table, which was spun, woven,
ileached and linshed by the hands of Jliss Sarah

Archibald of Musquoiloboit, bears testimony of

vbat can be accomplished.

CHI.VIiNIES.

JVe/Aorf of building Chimnits lliat teill not smole.

Contract the space immediately over the tire,

o that you may be sure of the air being well

leated and rarefied there : this will ensure a ctir-

ent upward. All chimnies should be carefully

luilt, and every joint well tilled with mortar,

o as to prevent communication in case of the

himney catching (ire.

Smoky chimnies are frequently occasioned by

heir being so very narrow as scarcely to admit

he children, usually employed for the purpose

f sweeping them, to reach properly to the top.

This evil may be remedied, and that inhuman
ractice rendered unnecessary, by adopting the

allowing mode, which has been used for time

inmemorial in Edinburgh, Glasgow, and other

Sties in the North; and which effectually an-

(rers the end intended.

Procure a rope for the purpose, twice the

ength of the height of the chimney, to the mid-
"^le of which is to be tied a bush (of broom,

iirze, &c.) sufficiently large to fill the chimney.

'nt one end of the rope down the whole pas-

nge; and, if there be any windings in it, a bul-

El, or round stone, is to be tied to the extremi-

of the rope, and the wood end of the bush
ntroduced after the rope has descended into the

Ihamber, where a person must pull it down-
wards. By the elasticity of the twigs, the bush

weeps the sides of the chimney as it descends

ind carries the soot with it. Should it be ne-

essary for the man at the top, who has hold of

he rope, to draw the bush up again, the person

lelow must turn the latter, so as to send the

»ood-end uppermost, before he gives notice

B the assistant at the top to pull it upwards.

Jhironies thus cleaned, never require one-tenth

art of the repairs, rendered necessary where
hey are swept by children : for, as these are

Ibliged to work themselves up, by pressing their

:nees and feet on one side, and their backs on

he other, they not unfrequently force out the

iricks thafdivide the chimnies. This is the chief

mise 'why, in many houses of cities, afire in one

'partment always fits the adjoining ones with

noke, and sometimes even the neighboring house.

Whole buildings have often been burnt doti;n, from

ihis concealed cause ; as a foul chimney, taking

re, communicates it by these apertures to emp-

j apartments, or to such as were filled with

lumber; and in which it was thought unneces-

ary to make any search, after the tire had been
xtinguished in the chimney where it first be-

fan. We, therefore, seriously recommend this

ractice to be universally adopted, as an object

f interest, not less than on account of its hu-

nane tendency. It would, farther, be no detri-

ent to those who procure their subsistence by
he sweeping of chimnies ; for, if this plan

^ould be countenanced, fhej would be as ne-

cessary, then, for the convenience of the public
as they are at present ; and those very persons
would be unavoidably induced to provide them-
selves with ropes for the purpose. Lastly, such
a beneficial change might alford the only prac-
ticable means of rescuing many unfortunate
children from their degr:ided situation

;
pre-

vent many accidents by which they become de-
formed; and obviate the evils attendant on a

premature old age.

—

Domestic Encyclopedia.

PERKINS' STEAM ENGINE.
Extract of a letter from a gentleman in London, to the

editor of the JV. 1'. Daily Advertiser, dated April 23,
1824.

Jlr. Perkins' discovery lias been, I think,

overstated by his friends and too lightly estimat-
ed by his enemies. I have taken some pains
to understand the subject, and the following ap-

pears to me to be the state of facts. Mr P. has
undoubtedly made a great and valuable improve-
ment in the steam engine. The evidence of this

is that he has now in his establishment two en-
gines in opertaion—one a small engine of per-
haps 5 horse power, the first that they construct-
ed

; the other a 12 or 15 horse engine. The
latter is connected with a pump to raise water,
by means of which the exact power of the en-
gine may be ascertained. This is nearly com-
pleted, and the result of the experiment will

probably be soon communicated to the public,

perhaps by Mr. Perkins himself, who is, 1 learn,

about to publish a description of the engine.
Sufficient experiments have been already made
to induce Perkins & Co. to contract to furnish

engines which will save two-thirds af the fuel

and 19-20 of the water used in other engines,
my own opinion is that the engine will even do
better than this, besides saving half the cost of

construction, and 4-5 in weight and bulk. Such
is the entire confidence of the concern in the en-

gine, that they have now building a vessel of

400 tons, in which 2 engines of 50 horse power
are to be put, for the purpose of going to In-

dia.

Mr. Perkins' Steam Gun, of which you may
have heard, is a discovery resulting from that

of his steam engine. He discharges at the

rate of 240 ounce balls per minute, from a

musket barrel, with a force equal to that of

gunpowder. This extraordinary affair attracts

thousands to witness the experiments, among
whom I have seen Dukes, Marquisses,

Earls, Viscounts, Barons and Baronets. There
can be no illusion in this matter.—Mr. Perkins
is a frank man, incapable of practising any de-

ception of which he is not, with others, the
j

subject. He foresees no^ difficulty in applying

his discovery to military purposes, to the exclu-

sion of gunpowder. This perhaps is counting

too fast— but 1 shall not be surprised to see, as

the result, a considerable modification in military

and naval tactics.

An engine is now constructing to be taken

to the U. States by Mr. Goodrich, of Connecti-
cut, in July or August— he being appointed
the agent of Perkins & Co. to manage their

affairs there. Thus you see, the people of the
United Stales are likely soon to have an opportu-
ty of judging for themselves of the success of
their ingenious countryman, without being left

to doubt amid the contradictions of interested
publications."

Deviation of the Mariners Compass.—The
Board of Longitude has conferred the parlia-

mentary premium of £500 on Mr. Peter Bar-
low, of the Royal Military Academy, for his

method of correcting the local attraction o
vessels. The great quantities of iron employ-
ed at this time in construction and equipment of
ships of war produces so much deviation in the
compass (varying according to the direction of
ship's head) as to render it almost an useless in-

strument, particularly in high northern and
southern latitudes. The difference has been
observed in the recent voyage of the Griper to

amount to 50, and at Spilzbergen, to 75 degrees.

Mr. Barlow's method of correcting this has been
completely successful, though extremely sim-

ple. It consists in merely placing a small plate

of iron abaft the compass, in such a situation as

to counteract the effects of the ship in any one
place ; after which, without removing it, it

continues to do the san»e in all parts of the

world, whatever change may take place in the

dip or intensity of the magnetic needle. The
important advantages that will result from this

discovery, are too obvious to require enumera-
tion.

—

London paper.

Horticultural.—There were lately in bloom,
at the Linnaean Garden, New York, six plants

of the species of Poeonia, Moutau, or Tree
Peony, one alone of which exhibited forty-one

buds and flowers. Each flower was from 18

to 20 inches in circumference, and combined
with splendid color an agreeable fragrance.

The number of bulbous flowers which have

bloomed, the present season, in that garden,

exceeds 23,000, of which 15000 are yet in

their beauty. Of early tulips there are 120

varieties, of" Bizards 158, Violet Bibloems 118,

Rose Bibloems 81, Primo Baguets 20, Baguets
RigautslI8, double flowering 83, Parrot 10,

Breeders 22, forming a complete collection of

different classes. - '

To give lustre to Silver Plate..—Dissolve a

quantity of alum in water, so as to make a pretty

strong brine, which you must skim very carefully

—add some soa|) to it, and when you wish to use

it, dip apiece of linen rag in it, and rub over

your pieces of plate. This process will add

much to its lustre. ==
Curiosity.—We lately saw a curious specimen

of ingenuity, in a miniature Malay Proa, with

a crew on board, and e\ery part of the rigging

complete, the whole made of cloves so niceljr

strung together, that they appear to be one

mass. We understand that it is to be deposited

in our Marine Museum, a present from Mr. Shil-

laber, of this town, commission merchant at Ba-

lavia.

—

Salcin Ob.

Jigriculture.—He who has dominion over an

acre, and rescues it from barrenness, and cov-

ers it with a smiling harvest, has more Tirtu-

ous self-applause, than the conqueror of large

territories, waste and desolate. The culture of

the earth savours of filial affection. It is our

bounteous mother ; it affords us nourishment,

and shelter and shade—^fertile streams—fra-

e;rant flowers and refreshing fruit. We should

love it for the sake of tlte living— for the sake

of the dead. A beautiful plant, or a luxuriant

vine, may suggest to a poetical mind the spirit

of departed, beauty, putting forth again from the

earth where its form was inurned.
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From the United States Gazette.

On the Manufacture of Straw and Grass Bonnets.

No. VIII.

The followingr notes on the Manufacture of

Leghorn hats, are from the delightful letters of

Cbateavieux, of Geneva, (letter 6th,) on the

Agriculture of Italy, written in the years 1812
, ,

and '13* Speaking of the romantic Vale of from his remarks, althougl
•^ "

not apply to our situation ; but they could not

well be omitted.

prive them of the means of gaining an honora-i

ble support, and of enriching the nation, by

their labor !

The following extract from a late English

paper, shows what has been done in conse-

quence of Cobbelt's publications on the Leg-

horn hat business. The people of the United

States will be able to collect some useful hints

a few of them do

Arno, he says,
" The road on each side was bordered with

village houses, not more than a hundred paces

tfrom each other ; they are built of brick, and

in a justness of proportion, and with an ele-

gance of form unknown in our country. Be-

fore these houses we saw groups of peasant fe-

males dressed in while linen, silk corsets, and

straw hats ornamented with flowers, and placed

on one side of the head. They are constantly

employed in braiding fine straw plats the trea-

sure of this valley, and with which the straw

hats of Florence are manufactured.
" This manufacture has become a source of

prosperity to the valley of Arno ; it brings an

annual return of three millions (of francs)

which ate divided among the females of the

country, for the men have no concern in this

branch of industry. Every young woman, for

a few pence, purchases the straw she iias occa-

sion for ; she exerts her talent to braid it as

fine as possible, and sells for her own profit,

the hats she has made ; the money which she

thus earns, at length, forming her dower.

The fttther of the faoiily, however, claims of

the females of his house some of the labor

on his farm ; this is done by the women from
the mountains, who are paid by the younger
women in the plain, out of the profit on the

hats, for doing the work for them. They earn

from thirty to forty sous per day in plating

straw, while they can hire a poor woman from

the Appennines, for eight or ten ; by which
means they also preserve their hands from be-

ing hardened by rustic labor, which would les-

sen the flexibility of their fingers, so necessary

in a work of such fine texture.

" Such are the female peasants of the Vale of

Arno, whose beauty and graces have been so

much celebrated by travellers, whose language

Xlfieri went to study, and who seem born to

(embellish the arts, and serve them as models.

—

They are the shepherdesses of Arcadia, but it

is because they are not peasants, resembling

them only in their health and freedom of care,

and knowing nothing of their pains, their

scorching weather, and their fatigues. 1 have
been assured that a crop of two acres, will sup-

ply stra-j!) sufficient for the whole manufacture

of hats in Tuscany. It is the straw of beard-

less wheat, cut before it is quite ripe, and

which the sterility of the soil renders wliite.

—

The soil is chosen in the calcareous hills; it is

never manured, and the seed is sown very tldck.

These houses being so near each other, it is

evident (he land annexed to them must be small,

and that properly in these va^lies must be very
much divided; the extent of these domains be-

ing from three to ten acres." ps. 73, 74.

It appears from these extracts that the girls

of Tuscany, carry on the braiding of straw, at

lioine, as those of New England did when the

business flourished. How shameful it is to dfe-

, ,
' specimens

I have now nume- ^ , . • ^^-i
and Ills mala

1 see, from the common Bonnet grass; two fcf

from the crested dog's tail, and one from the Wj

maiden's hair grass. None of them are ex-

quisitely fine ; but number seven is most beaU'

tiful. I have compared it with a piece of »1

Leghorn, which is nearly of the same fineness;

and in every respect the Norfolk production is

the best. These specimens contain six instan-

ces of joining or knitting together ; and the do-

ing of this has, it seems, been discovered by

the lady who made the plat. Better judges

than 1 am, pronounce this knitting to be perfect-

ly well done. It is with great difficulty that the

eye can trace the joining ; and, therefore, we
need be in no apprehension as to an incapacity

to perform this part of the work.

A gentleman from Suffolk has sent me soma.i

of plat made by his daughtei;:|

ervant. These are very good^j

From Cobbett's Register.

The farther I inquire and observe, the more

complete is my conviction, that the Italians sel-

dom or never make use of the straw of grass;

and I am of opinion that we ourselves shall ri-

val and beat these Italians with their own means
;

namely, the stra-w ofgrain

rous specimens of Italian plat before me
;
some|^^^j

,_j^ specimens of grass are very good also,

very coarse, and some very fine, though by no ^^ difficulty which he finds in getting the,

platters to work upon the new plat will, 1 im-

agine, very soon disappear. People are aU
ways unwilling to consider that which they,

have Leen accustomed to do, as being oflessval

' 'translated by Dr. iligby, LondoD 1819.

means so fine as the plat of Miss Woodhouse.

Very fine, however, and I am convinced that

even this fine is made out of the straw of grain,

though to obtain straw sufliciently fii.e tor the

purpose: great pains must have bfeen tak -r:

The way to obtain the straw was to sow vvlieat

or rye at the rate of about fifteen busSifcl;; to

the acre. Miss Woodhouse chose to m.ike use

of grass in order to surpass the Italian- )u the

fineness of the work, and she has snrpassL.i i!'^m;

but the straw of grain would be gott'.s inuch

easier than that of grass, for a prodigioui quan-

tity would stand upon an acre of land ;
it would

be all of one kind, and would be free from

weeds, and from all sorts of rubbish.

Probably enough straw to make five thousand

bonnets might be grown upon an acre of land. !t

should be cut just when the milk is coming into

the grain of the head ears of the field. In most

field", especially in the woods and countries,

you will find places under big trees and along

the furrows where the straw is very small, and

where the ears arc scarcely an inch long, and

have no grain, or only a single grain, in each

of them, and that an imperfect one. In the

" Cottage £coJio>/iw," I mentioned the different

sorts of wheat and pointed out those whicii I

thought best for this purpose ; but I am satisfi-

ed that any sort will do.

The grass of various sorts ma}', neverilieless,

be used ; and I can see no reason why the great

variety of sizes and of colors, afforded by the

grass should not prove advantageous,rather than

otherwise. Certain it is that we have all the

materials here ; and certain it is also that//iat>e

at this moment platters at work upon English rye

strata xeho are producing -xork equal to any that I

can find that has come from Leghorn. This is

coming to the point ; and the point w'.Il have
been come to in a very short time ; for it will

not lake more than a fortnight to turn this plat

into bonnets. I prefer beginning upon the

grain straw, because it is the very same mate-

rial that the Florentines make use of. Several

sorts of grass will make much finer and much
more beautiful plat ; but it will not be the same
as that which comes from Leghorn. It will be

better, but not the same ; and therefore I begin

with the straw of grain, and which does, in-

deed make very beautiful plat.

The eight pieces of plat sent me by VV. B.

from Norfolk, exhibit a most admirable speci-

Wa of attention, industry, arid^kill. Five are.

ue and less importance than that which they have

not been accustomed to do. But a s!\ort fim«

I

gets the better of this sort oi feeling, and such

will be the result in the present instance. I, \

look upon the discovery as of the greatest impor-.

tance, us leading to the habit of domestic manufac-

ture ; and by domestic, I mean the family where

the article is used. At present, the persons who
|

plat straw, live in particular districts, and follow
i

the platting as a sort of trade. This to a cer-

tain extent, and for exportation, perhaps may
be desirable still ; but what I want to see is>

this, the hats and bonnets made in peoples'

houses after just the same manner as shirts,

cravats, and such things are made. Before,

when we had no idea that we had the material

to make them of, or where to get straw to

split, it was necessary to go to the farmer and

make a purchase ; when this was the case the

hat and bonnet makers naturally congregated

tog(!lher, and became the under workers of the

master manufacturers or dealers ; so that the

thing had to pass three or four hands before it

reached the wearer. Now let it be borne ia

mind, that all middle men are mischievous, if

they can possibly be done without. The mise-

rable creatures in Ireland, owe otie half of

their calamities to middle men. The middle

men take away that which ought to remune-

rate productive labor. Suppose a gentleman

with a large family, living in some village. His

family expend ten pounds a year in straw hats

and bonnets. They get them from the neigh-

boring town. The bonnet man in this town

has received them from a bigger bonnet man

in London. He (for we »vill suppose (hem to

be En"-lish produce) has had them built, after

having bought the plat of a plat merchant, who
had first bought it of the platters in the plat-

ting district. Here, then, are three persons be-

tween the platter and the wearer. These

three persons must each of them have a greater

profit than the platter. Now, is not this a ve-

ry absurd way of going on? You have the ma-

terials in every field and every hedge. It costs

little more trouble to get them than it does to

pick a nosegay. You get enough, in five min-

utes from the side of a footpath under any

hedge in the kingdom. Is it notietter than to
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I part of the ten pounds to the working
I in your own neighborhood, to come and

111 to build the hats :ind bonnets, than tc'

ihe whole ten pounds amongst strangers.

, I fifing about seven out of the ten to the

II. MU- men in the business.

1; l^ not to be expected that such a change

lii br accomplished all at once. Trifling as

t: ilifficulties are, they must be overcome ; and

vill now endeavor to remove some of them.

le great difference between a Leghorn hat

1 an English one consists of the different

inner of putlinp the plat together. Tlic

ghorn is what is called knitted together; and

s is a very nice business, and difficult to

Nevertheless, more than ten persons

ve sent me some specimens of their knitting,

lich I find to be perfectly well done. But it

to be observed, that, in order to render the

itting practicable, the plaiting must be per-

med in a certain manner. The plat must

isist of 13 straws, neither more nor less.

—

le edges of the plat must be so constructed as

the eyes, or loops, or slips, as they are caH-

nottopuU out when the needle passes along

knit the two pieces of plat together. In or-

• to secure this point care must be taken,

en a fresh straw is put in, to give it so much
the fastening before its turn comes to be on

edge as to make it secure against the force

ithe needle. Whether this can be learned

ihout seeing and examining a piece of plat

tperly made, 1 do not know ; but learned it

Dst be for it is essential.

This work of knitting has been considered as

:i ;ort of mystery, retained to themselves by
I Tews and Jewesses of London.
Jo'vever, already has there been an inroad

D ie upon the mystery. 1 understand that

B< eral Christian women have learnt the Jewess
ir^tery- What will take place will be this:

—

V men will keep schools to teach knitting, and

^;s will very soon be in the habit of learning

it t the same time they learn their letters and

1( rn to sew. It is right that those who pos-

iio talent should be paid for the communi-
nt' it to Others ; and they will be paid for

course ; but it cannot long remain a thing

commonly known and as easily, perform-

- more easily too, than the making of a

i oi' a shirt. Be it always understood, that,

11 as my wishes go, I would not give a
' i".^for the thing, unless it became as gen-

^ any of these domestic works -ichich our

duughters and servants are in the habit of
iiiing. It is to prevent the thing being

d to particular districts, that I am taking

';e pains. I want to see it diffused. 1

4 :'. to see it in such a stale, that any lady in

country shall think no more of sending to

don for a bonnet than she would of sending

>ondon for butter or milk. It is a thing per-

tly matchless in its facilities. The materi-

are to be found as easily as the dirt we
ad upon. It is not necessary to be possessed

farthing in order to acquire them, in acer-

I extent, at any rate. There is scarcely so

at a brute in existence as to prevent a poor

ature from cutting a bundle of grass in his

Ige ; and what hedge is there that does not

xd such bundle ?

tis not the number of hats and bonnets that

I'been used which we are to look upon as the

ber that will be used. Ceiitlenicn who

are ashamed to put the poor miserable things
of common straw upon their heads, will be de-

lighted with a hat made of materials such as I

find in Ihe eight sppcimens sent up by W. IJ.

I'rom Norfolk. His wife made the plat and
knitted it. She had no teaching to do either;
and what a beautiful hat migiit be made out of

numbers five or seven of this plat. So that wc
are not to suppose that the number of hats and
bonnets would be increased. Besides, as 1 have
elsewhere observed, a great exportation would
certainly take place, and in this whole country,

particularly (he landholders, are deeply inte-

rested. The exportation I'rom Italy is very
great. Many millions a year are brought to

that country by the export of the several arti-

cles made of straw. We are told that the Ital-

ians work cheap; but I am quite satisfied, that

in spite of their cheap working, we shall very
soon work them out of this species of traffic.

If I lived in the platting districts, 1 would have
persons brought thither to teach the young girls

how to knit the plat and how to make it in the

proper manner.

The manufacture that I endeavor to set on
foot may be made extensive ; it may be made a

blessing to the laboring people in particular. It

may be made to draw from the rich of this

country, and from those of foreign nations too,

the means of good living to those who are now
miserably fed and miserably clad. If some Irish

Lord were, instead of spending his time at a

watering place, to set about the introducing
this into Ireland, what good might he not do ?

The Italians cannot work cheaper than the Irish

could. However, I expect I must confess, much
more to be done by the middle ranks of society

than by any body else. To them we must
leave the undertaking. / hear and indeed I

knosj the fact, that the importers are now selling

Leghorn bonnets at a loss. But what will the

benefit be if we prevent the sending of half a

million of money out of the country ? To do

it effectually, large tracts of grain must be sown
in the fall, for the purpose of raising straw.

Nevertheless, I cannot help thus early observ-

ing that, if I were a little farmer (no matter in

what part of the kingdom,) I should be already

fixing upon a piece of ground in which to sow
some wheat or some rye. Fine employment for

daughters and boys to cut, to bleach, pluck, and

to prepare the straw."

From the American Farmer.

TO PREVENT SKIPPERS IN BACON.

Mr. Skinner,—One of your correspondents,

some time ago, recommended packing hams in

dry oats, to prevent their being injured by
skippers.

In the year 1822, having plenty of coarse
salt on hand, I prepared dry casks, placed the
hams and shoulders on their ends, and filled the
insterstices with dry coarse salt, covered the
tops completely with salt, and settled it

well ; about mid-summer, I unpacked and ex-
amined the hams, replaced them again in the
casks as before, and drew them out for use
when required, there was not one skipper
found, and the bacon was fine. Last year not
having a sufficiency of salt, I packed my hams
and shoulders in dry oats, in the same manner,
examined them once in the summer, arid found
they kept eg jalij as well as when packed in

salt. 1 have not seen a single skipper on ba-
con so treated

; but I have, before I adopted this
method, been sometimes very much injured by
thorn. It is now tho right time to pack hams in

oats, and I shall take mine down in a day or two.
It is a cheap and very practicable method, no
expense attending it, the oats are not injured,
they can be used when you have your old hams
in the fall, and I would advise a general adop-
tion of this method. It is very little trouble to
unpack them, and it may be beat to examine
them two or three times in the summer— it

changes their position. When two pieces
touch each other they may get mouldy, but be-
ing very particular to see mine welt spparaled
by the oats, not one would have injured if they
had remained until the fall without being drawn.

TO THE EDITOn. OF THE AIUKRICAN FARMEK.

SOAP MAKING

—

by the " toi.n rnocEss."

Mbemark, Va. May 15, 1824.

Mr. Skinner,—It is my custom, in reading
over your valuable journal, whenever I come
across any article relating to domestic encono-
my, to read it out to my wife, who, you must
know, is a notable manager and great econo-
mist. In the 4th No. of the Farmer, a process

of making soap is detailed by a housekeeper,
of simply mixing the ley and grease together,

and placing it in the hot sun, without any boil-

ing. When I read this account to her, which is

wound up by the emphatic enquiry on youjr part,
'' can this be true?'''' "True!" said she, "cer-
tainly, it is true; I have made soap in no other

way this three years, and 1 believe every body
in this neighborhood does the like—only I do
not take the trouble to measure the ley and
grease, and set it in the hot sun, but I put my
barrel, (a common fish barrel,) in the cellar

where it is intended to stand, and fill it nearly
full of strong ley, then add as much grease,

without melting it, as I think sufficient, stirring

it once every day or two. In a few days I caa
tell whether I have put too much or to little

grease, and add ley or grease as the case may
require. In two or three weeks it becomes
excellent soap. We call it the cold process.

—

In this way we make better soap, get rid of the

trouble and risk of boiling, and can make it as

suits our convenience, or occasion requires.

—

And 1 wish, my dear that you would write to

Mr. Skinner and tell him from me, that it is

true. And besides, you have not written to Mr.
S.Tor a long time, and he is very kind and at-

tentive in sending you valuable seeds—and
moreover, we hear that he is sick—and I should

be glad to hear that he is getting better."

I forthwith sat down, and have given you her
own words, as many of which she says you
are at liberty to use, as you may think necessa-

ry to support or confirm the cold process of

making soap. —
A Frenchman, named Jaques, is now exhibiting

himself at Belfast, Ireland, whose dimensions are

as follows : height? feet 4 inches; round the

chest 4 feet 3 inches ; round the arm, under the

elbow, 15 3-4 inches ; round the wrist 9 1-2 inch-

es. The span of his hand, when expanded on a

table, is 13 1-4 inches ; and the distance betwixt

the extreme points of the middle fingers of his

rigb4 and left hands when his arms are extended

along a wall, is 7 feet 8 inches. His foot is 14

inches in length. He has not much flesh oa

his bones, and yet he weighs 24 stone.
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Extract from the Message of his Excellency Governot

MoRRit, to the Senate and House of Representatives

of New Hampshire, delivered at the commencement

of the present session.

" It it a pleasing circumstance, that the ag-

liciiltural interest has been neither over-
looked nor neglected by out Legislature.—We
have sufficient reason to believe, that the mea-
sures adopted for the encouragement oF Agricul-
ture, have fully justi6ed the patriotic vievfs,

and answered the most sanguine expectations,
of those veho suggested them. The institution

of an agricultural board, with power to receive
and communicnte useful information and im-
provements, will always be considered an im-
portant era in the history of our State. The
organization of county societies and their con-
sequences, afford the most abundant proofs of
an unrivalled spirit of emulation and exertion.
The extensive interest which these measures
have created, and the extraordinary benefits
they have produced, may be inferred from the
respectable associations of scientitic and practi-
cal men, the numerous collections on our annu-
al shoivs, the improved quality, and increased
quantity of the commodities presented, and
crops produced, together with the avidity and
zeal with which competitors present their re-

spective claims for premiums.
" As agriculture is the source of our subsist-

ence, the basis of our strength, and the founda-
tion of our prosperity, it is peculiarly gratify-

ing to observe the public attention awakened
to its importance, and associations generally
forming to cherish its interests. No one can
be indifferent to the advancement of that mode
of cultivation, which produces the greatest pos-
sible quantity, at the least comparative ex-
pense. It not the exclusive duly, it is certain-

ly the peculiar province of the State Govern-
ment to superintend and promote the interests

of the Farmer."

A METHOD OF RAISING EARLY CUCUMBERS.
By Richard V'achel, Esq. F. H. S.

From the Transactions of the London Horticultural So-

cicly.

My gardener, John Farrell, having succeed-
ed so well this season in raising early cucumbers,

by an easy melhoil, which 1 have not before

seen practised, I herewith send you an account
of his plan.

Instead of a bed of dung, put together in the
Tisual manner, he formed a bed of faggots (sticks

of wood) four feel high, laid as even at the lop

as the wood would admit of, and round the fag-

gots he drove stakes to prevent them from slip-

ping; on the bed thus formed he placed some
straw and long litter, then fixed the frame.
Over the straw some old tan, which, had been
used in the pine pit was spread, in order to

prevent any steam rising through the bed, and
on the tan he placed the motiUI in which he
placed (be plants. The bed was surniunded by
linings of hot dung, nearly to the beij-hl of Ihe

lights, and these were removed as often as the
declining heat required.

Under this method, cucumbers were cut on
the 22d of February, and I have been constant-
ly well supplied with them ever since. I con-
sider this plan much superior to the hollow
brick-work recommended by Macphail.

The editor of the Troy Sentinel in speaking

of high pressure steam engines, says : "We ap-

plaud the zeal with which the New York
editors have come out, in solid column, against

these perilous machines. We should much
prefer going from Albany or Troy to New York,

in 21 hours with our head on, unimportant as it

may be to any body but our own, than in 14,

with it off, body and all."

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
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We have omitted the Farmer''s Calender, and some

other articles intended for this week's paper to make
room for notices and advertisements which could not

well be deferred.

BIR. BuRRAM.'s MACHINE. The " Premium Clover

Seed Machine''^ of Thomas D. Burrall, Esq. which is

described and recommended in our advertising depart-

ment of this day's paper appears to us to be a very

useful implement. We have seen only a model, but

that was sufficient to give us a most favorable idea of

the machine, in which we think simplicity, ingenuity,

and utility are blended in a manner, which fully justi-

fies the recommendations of the respectable cultivators,

who have given it the seal of their approbation. Clo-

ver is undoubtedly the first of grasses, and probably has

done more towards fertilizing our lands, and improving

American husbandry than any other plant. But the

difficulty of cleansing the seeds from the chaff or husks

and separatnig the light, and unsound from those which

were best fitted for vegetation has presented a very for-

midable obstacle to its cultivation. This difficulty, it

appears to us, is completely surmounted by Mr. Bur-

rail's machine ; and its inventor has rendered very es-

sential service to American agriculture.

letters from Madrid of the 26th, speak of a levy o<

56,000 men in Spain, part of whom are to be employed
in attempting the re-conquest of the American posses-

sions, but as money is wanting, it is said that an appli-

cation will be made to the Phillipine Company, whicf
has money in its coffers."

London, May 7.—Mr. Canning, last night, statei

that he had received the most satisfactory explana
tions from the French Government respecting the al

ledged naval force at Brazil. They had accountec

for every ship of war that had been sent out of thi

ports of France, and shewn their various destinations

Instead of eight, there were only two French men o

war at Rio Janeiro. Mr. Canning further observed
that, "although not the slightest ground existed fo

apprehension of any kind whatever, there was not

;

naval situation in the world on which the force of tbi

country did not completely out number that of an

other."

We have received this morning letters from Corfi

and a file of the Greek Chronicle, published at Miss<

longhi, to the 27th February. We are glad in one <

our numbers to see the fullest confirmation of ther<

covery oS Lord Byrob.

Piracy still continues on the coast of Cuba. Tb
schooner Florian, of Warren, and schooner Alpha wei
captured off Matanzas the 10th ult. by launclies.-

While the pirates were unloading the Florian, the A
pha escaped into Matanzas, from whence the Sea Gu
sailed in pursuit of the launches, recaptured the Floi

an, and took a lighter with three men. How thei

acts of robbery can be perpetrated at noon-day in sigl

of land, and only four miles from Matanzas, without ii

plicating the vigilance or power of the Spanish Go;

ernmcnt, both of which have felt with sufficient ener|

and promptitude at Havana, is difficult to conceive.-

Connivance is more than suspected from the authoi-

ties on shore.

NEW SYSTEM OF SHOEING HORSES. A Valuable

work on this subject has been published in Boston,

which ought to be in possession of every person who
owns the noble animal of which it treats. It is entitled

" JVew System of Shoeing Horses, abridged from the

works of Joseph Goodwin, Veterinary Surgeon to His

Mitjesty, George IV. and Member of the Royal College

of Surgeons. Containing a Comparison beticeen the

English and the French Methods, and Observations on

the Diseases of the Feet, connected with Shoeing. To
which are added Observations on Bleeding and the

Pulse ; a concise View of the Jlnatomy of the Foot,

A'otes, Remarks, &c. Ornamented with Cuts. Wells &
Lilly, 12 mo. p. p. 140.

We have heretofore expressed our high opinion of this

Treatise (see N. E. Farmer, vol. i. pages 142, 199.) and

shall only add that the Author is eminent for his scien-

tific acquisitions, and that his opportunities for informa-

tion relating to the subjects of his Essay, have been

such as no person in the United States, and very few

pcifons in any country have ever enjoyed.

This work may be had at the Agricultural Establish-

ment, No. 20, Merchants' Row, and at any of the prin-

cipal Bookstores in Boston.

FOREIGN.
By the ship Lucilla, Capt. Chandler, arrived al Bos-

ton on the 10th inst. London dates to the 16lh of May
have been received.

An attack on Algiers was in contemplation by ,the

British, but not by an united force of ships. If the

Dcy should remain obstinate, the attacks will be made

DOMESTIC.
Caterpillars.—A letter written in Hartford count

N. C. to the editors of the Norfolk Bearon, says t

;

wheat crops have been much injured by the caterp'

lars—probably one half destroyed— " After goi:*

through my wheat and <athig every thing which th-

could eat, including many of the beads, in despite

the united exertions of all my hands, for ten da;

ditching and ploughing deep furrows, and brushing a

killing them, they ate about forty acres of my cot

which was nearly knee high."

Transatlantic Shepherds—A Shepherd, from t i

mountains of Thuringia, in Germany, accompanied
|

a Shepherdess, anrl Shepherds' Dogs, have arrived

Charleston, S. C. and gone to the plantation of C
Breithaupt, in Edgefield District, who is about esl

blishing a considerable sheep walk, for which (he pi

wood range is said to be peculiarly well calculated.

[JV. Y. Statesman,

Rumor, "with her thousand tongues," is busy
proclaiming the existence of a " Silver Mine" in tl

neighborhood. Land on which the ore is found, b«

been entered within a few days, to the amount of IT
acres. We shall certainly be among those who rejoi

at the discovery, if it be ascertained (hat this minec
be worked with profit. In the mean time we may i

fleet that "all is not gold that glistens," so it nlj>

be said with equal truth that all ore does not conim

Silver, though some shining substance may be eatracti

from it by means offire. Whatever the result may \

it is certain that Uncle Sam has pocketed some $201
by the sudden sale of land that is really execrable!

the ordinary purposes of agriculture.

—

St. Louis pap»

Canal Revenue.—The collector of tolls at the moui
of the canal at Albany, received and paid into tl

State Treasury from the 5(h of Kay to the 1st of Jul

inst. short 4 weeks, $17,738,71

Fatal Accident.— Ki Newton, L. Falls. Mr. Thom
T. Reed, of Middleton, Mass. in attempting to pa-

on the Town and Fortifications by the employment of »>'" 'he V\ h.^l House of Joseph Foster's Paper Ml

bonih and mortar vessel
the roof bring: very much decayed, nnforlnnately ft

imn ann moriar vessels. i , , • . i i j t ^^ . j J*

The London Courier of the 10th of May says, " that j

"trough .nto a wheel, under a full gale
;
passed un*5
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n-lieel and survived about fifteen minutes. Ht

'Illy received hi* iloatli woinu) by a blow on Ihi

' thuujh considerably injured in many parts of bi;

York.—It is stated tons by g^entlemen wbo have
li. ;Kvrticular enquiries, that tiiere are now erectin*

th.' f'.ighlh AVard in this city, about 1000 houses ; and
i< "inputed that the whole number of houses built

I'lr^fnt season and now building in the whole city

II >;ceed three thousand.

—

Mer. jldv.

Wrihy of Imiltttion—Gen. Robert Goodloe Harper,
Dily made a present of one hundred volumi.iot

Untile books, to the Apprentices' Library Company
Ualiimore.
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MASSACHUSETTS LEGISLATURVI.
In Senate—-Thursday, June 3. Mr. Bangs, Sec-

ary of State, delivered a Message from his F.xcelUn-

the Governor, covering a letter from the Hon.
aies Lloyd, and sundry documents, relating to the

vey under the authority of the United States, of

zzard's Bay, and Barnstable Bay, and of the laud

ng between them, to ascertain the practicability of

meeting said Bays by a Canal. Referred to a Com-
ttee.

A Resolve passed both Houses for the pay of the

mbers of the Council and Legislature, as usual.

.Amherst histitufion,—The Joint Committee oo this

iject, reported leave for the bill, which was accept-

withont opposition.

""riday, June 4. A Resolve from the Hon. House,
cting the mode of choosing Electors of President

I Vice President was read and committed.
Saturday, June 5. This day was occupied in atteu-

1 to private and local business. A remonstrance of

inhabitants of Roxbury against the grant of the

yer of the petition for a bridge to South Boston was
Jumitted.
louday, June 7. A number of private bills passed

tne engrossed. The Resolve from the House directing
.1 jJe of choosing Electors of President, &c. by

i! Ticket was, after debate, passed. Yeas 18,

1 n sE.—A Committee was appointed on so much of

h Excellency's Speech as relates to imprisonment for

d t, to report at next session.

! Valentine on the subject of the returns of mem-
1 . m:\iie a report, by which it appeared that the re-

:i ii Irom several towns were incorrect as respects

It 1. In some the notifications and summons from
c stables did not appear. In some the year of our

I d, and of the Independence of the United States

H! omitted, &c. The Committee, however, reported

tl t all the members returned, including those whose
llicates were somewhat informal, should retain

t ir ^cats.

debate took place on the subject of choosing Elec-

ti , hut no decision was obtained.
n lay, June 4. The Resolves on the subject of the

ol" Electors, by which the General Ticket sys-

is adopted, after debate, was passed. Yeas 140,

he Report of the Joint Committee on the petition of

tl Trustees of the Amherst Institution, giving leave

ft a bill was, after debate, assigned to Tuesday next.

uturjay, June 5. The Report on the Amherst In-

5l itim was ordered to be printed for the use of the
imhers.
The different sections of the Governor's Speech

'ferred to Committees,
londay, June7. A Committee was appointed to

lire what amendments are necessary in the laws re-

ng to the restraining of vagabonds, idle and lewd
jon5, and to report, &c.
. Resolve to authorize the purchase of a sufficient

iiber of the copies of the recently discovered con-

lation of Gov. Winthrop's Journal from 1638 to

9, the time of his decease, and to furnish each
n in the State with oBe copy was read and ac-

ted.

Tuesday, June 8. A Committee was appointed to

lire into the expediency of altering or amending
act relative to empounding cattle.

'he question relating to incorporating the Amherst
itution was taken up and debated, but without any

decision.

PREMIUM CLOVER SEED MACHINE.
THE Subscriber has recently invented a new and

simple mode o[ Inilling and cleaning Ci.ovEit
Seed, by which the tedious, expensive and trouble-
some process now in use is entirely avoided. The
M.ACHINE for the purpose combines great lightness
and simplicity, with strength and durability. Us origi-
nality and the astonishing rapidity with which the seed
is cleaned, depend chiefly on the use made of the cur-
rents of air raised on the face of a revolving cylinder
armed with iron teeth. By a very simple arrangement
the chaff, containing Seed, in passing over the cylinder,
is winnowed, and all the light chaff, leaves, dust, &c.
are blown away. It then falls into fhe bed of the Ma-
chine, where the Seed is whipped out lightly, without
rubbing or grinding. When separated from the hull it

falls through a screen into a fan, while the rhaff is

carried over the cylinder and discharged. In this way
most of the uncomfortable dust of other machines is a-
voided, and the hull is merely broken, but not reduc-
ed to powder ; the Machine is kept free from clogging,
works with a light and even motion, and requires much
less power than any other now in use. No heat is

raised, and no seed is wasted or injured.
A number of these Machines have been in successful

operation the past winter, and have fully shown their
decided superiority over every other mode, by their ad-
mirable style of performance. Bights for sale, and
Machines furnished on liberal terms.

THOMAS D. BURRALL.
Geneva, JV. F. March 30, 1824.

RECOMMENDATIONS.
The Committee of the Agricultural Society for a-

warding the Premium on the best Machine for Thrash-
ing and Cleaning Clover Seed, have awarded said
Premium to Thomas D. Burrall, Esq. of Geneva.
The Committee are unanimously of opinion, that

Mr. Burrall's Clover Machine, with reference to the
moderate expense of building, durability, the power
required to work it, the quantity of Seed cleaned in a
given time, and the style of performance, istlecidedly
superior to all other Clover Machines with which they
are acquainted.

H. B. GIBSON,
NATHANIEL
CHARLES
ANSON MUNSON,
Z. BARTON STOUT,
MARK H. SIBLEY

Annual Fair, Canandaigua, Oct. 20, 1823.

We hereby certify, that we have examined Mr. Bur-
rall's Machine for Hulling and Cleaning Clover Seed,
and have seen it in operation by horse power. Its mo-
tion is light and smooth, and it cleans with ease ris-

ing of one anrf a half bushels per hour. The work is

perfectly well done : no seed is injured or wasted. It

is simple and durable, and we think it decidedly supe-

rior to any other Machine for the purpose with which
we are acquainted.

ANTHONY D. SCHUYLER,
JOHN B. RUMNEY,

' GEORGE GOUNDRY,
ANDREW M'NAB.

Geneva, Oct. 20, 1823.

The Subscriber has pleasure in adding his testimony
to the merits of the Clover Thrashing Machine invent-

ed by Thomas D. Burrall, Esq. of Geneva. He has no
hesitation in saying that he considers it preferable to a-

ny Clover Machine now in use, and that it is calculated

to be an important aid in advancing the interests of the
agricultural community. NATHANIEL ALLEN.
Richmond, Oct. 29, 1823.

I hereby certify, that in December last, I purchas-
ed ofThomasD. Burrall the Right of usinghis newly in-

vented Machine for Cleaning Clover Seed, and put
one in operation in the town of Junius, about the 1st

of February last, in which I have cleaned rising Five
Hundred Bushels of Seed. No Seed is injured or wast-
ed, and a Ton of Seed may be cleaned in twenty four
hours with the power required to run a Carding Ma-
criiue. The Machine is «i'»n/)ie, and not liable to get
out of order, and I think it superior to any machine
for the purpose with which I am acquainted.
Junius, March 20, 1824. JACOB KISTLER.
I hereby certify, that I have been employed since

July last, in building Mr. Burrall's Clover Machines,
and have since that time put several in motion by wa-

;ON, )

EL JACOBS, >
W. HENRY, S

UT, i

^ S

Committee.

ter and horse power, which have been in constant op-
eration through the past season. I am acquainted with
several other modes of CU aning Peed, now in u=e and
have no hesitation in saying that I consider Mr. 'Bur-
rall's as greatly superior to any other which I have ever
seen. It is less expensive, requires less power to drive
It, and less labor to tend it ; it is not liable to get out
of order, finishes its work at a single operation, cleans
more Seed in a given time, wastes nothing, and above
all, raises rerij httle dusi, as the Seed is whipped out
lightly, without grinding the chaff to a powder

Genera, March 26, 1824. JEHlAL F. AXTELL.
The Subscriber has tended one of Mr. Burrall's Clo-

ver Machines for about three months past, driven most
of the time by two horses, though occasionally by one.
It works perfectly well, is easily tended, and rai.'ies
but Utile dust, as the chaff, as fast as it is cltaned, falls
through a trunk or case to the outside of the building.
It cleans on an average from three pecks to a bushel of
Seed per hour, but with good chaff will do much more.
It has needed no repairs, and is in as good order as
when first put in operation. ODEL APPLLT5Y.

Geneva, March 26 , 1824.

JUST received and for sale at the Agricultural Esta-
blishment, No. 20, Merchants' Row, a large svf,p\^

of Goodwin's highly approved Patent Steel Spring Hay
and Manure FORKS. Also, a few dozen very superi-
or Rakes, Cam's cast steel Scythes, Dudley's warrant-
ed steel back do., Bisbee's cast steel polished Shovels—together with a great variety of other agricultural
implements. June 12.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

APPLES, good, to best,
ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo. No 1, . . . .

" No 2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. No. I.

CHINESE, new milk ....
skimed milk,

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee,
Rye, best ....

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort , .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, an-d Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, BoneMiddlings new, .

navy, mess,
Cargo, No 1, . . .'

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, Ist sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEl'', best pieces

PORK, fresh, best pieces,
" whole hog, . .

VEAL .

MUTTON, . .

POULTRY, . .

BUTTER, keg & tub,
lump,

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, . .

Indian, do. . .

POTATOES, . .

CIDER, liquor, new . .

HAY, according to quality,
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PROGRESS OF LIFE.

As through the shadowy silence ofthe grove?,

The water'd valleys and the green retreat-,

The gentle brook with languid murmur roves,

Ere yet its secret journey it completes,

Winding its devious current, pausing p'ays

Through fields of verdure, still delights to creep,

Until, with step precipitate it strays

To plunge into the bosom of the deep ;

Through silent paths so may my varying life

Pass gently on,—to wealth no sordid slave

;

Unknown the wrangling bar's tumultuous strife ;

Unknown the blood slain'd honors of the brave ;

And when I've reach'draild evening's placid gloom.

With pleasure sated, or with toil oppress'd,

May Sleep's calm brother, in the silent tomb.

With his cool hand compose my limbs toreit.

EPITAPH.

What thou art read iug o'er my bones,

I've often read on other stones

;

And others soon shall read of thee

What thou art reading now of me.

^iscfllaiiB.

WINDS, &c.

Frommond relates extraordinary things of the

south wind when it blows in the Azores. "The
inhabitants," says he, " then go about as melan-

choly as iC some great misiorlnne had befallen

them. The little children stay within doors quite

dull : none of them are to be seen running

about and playing in the streets. But as soon as

the north wind begins to blow, all is once more
life and bustle." In Persia there are winds,

which pass overheated rocks and marble moun-

tains, and carry along with them hot and suffo-

cating vapors. To avoid their dangerous elfects,

people are obliged to lie flat on the ground, and

in that situation to endure he.it and anxiety, it

they would not drop down dead on the spot.

It is only in the night time and on rivers that

they are able to withstand it, and for that rea-

son the Persians are not fond of travelling by

dav.

An artificial wind may be produced by open-

ing doors and windows standing opposite to each

other in an apartment. In such cases a person

should not expose himself, especially when heat-

ed by exercise to the current of air, without

due precaution. He should either move about

to keep up the insensible transpiration or shun

the draught by retiring into a corner. With

these precautions a draught of air in rooms is

not only innocent but salubrious.

A private letter from Africa stales, that the

celebrated traveller, Dki.zoni, died at Benin, ol

a dysentery, after a few days illnes,s. Mr. B.

was attempting to roach lloussa and^Timbuctoo.

At the time ot'his death he bad every thing ar-

ranged with the King of Benin for his departure,

and'had bis health continued, there is no doubt

he would have succeeded. Mr. B. passed at Be-

nin as an inhabitant, or rather a native of the in-

terior, who had come to England when a

youth, and was now trying to return to his coun-

try. The King and Emegrands (or Nobles)

gave credit to this, Mr. B. being in a Moorish

dress, with his beard nearly a foot in length.

There was, however, some little jealousy a-

mongst them, which was removed by a present

or two well applied ; and the king of Benin's

messenger was to accompany Mr. B. with the

King's cane, and as many men as were consid-

ered necessary for a guard, and baggage carri-

ers. The King's name is respected as far as

Houssa, and he has a messenger, or ambassa-

dor, stationary there. On Mr. B.'s arrival at

Houssa, he was to leave his guard there, and

proceed to Timbuctoo not being known at Be-

nin. On his return to Houssa, he would make
the necessary preparations for going down the

Niger, and despatch his messenger and guard

back with letters to his agents and Mr. John

Houston. The messenger to be rewarded ac-

cording to the accounts the letters gave of his

behaviour, and the King to receive a valuable

stated present. This was the plan, and I think

it would have proved fortunate had Mr. B. lived.

English paper.

Blind Dog.—A lad was recently passing over

Dee ring's Bridge, when a sudden gust of wind

took off his hat and carried it some distance in-

to the water. The wind and tide were sweep-

ing it rapidly down the bay, and the boy stood

gazing upon the scene, r.nd lamenting his loss

with tears; when Mr. Winslow chanced to pass

that way with a dog which was totally blind,

by whose assistance he undertook to regain the

hat ; which he effected by throwing stones into

the water in direction of the hat. The dog

plunged in, and, guided only by the noise of

the stones striking the water, swam off and took

the hat into his mouth and brought it safe on

shore, to the no small gratitication of the lad and

other spectators.

—

Portland Argus.

Dueling.—A duel was lately fought in New
Orleans, where the parties, to speak in terms of

honor and chivalry, were on a footing. One
was a se.vton of a burying ground, the other

the assistant grdi'e digger. The ball of the sex-

Ion grazed the thigh of the grave digger, whose

honoi; not being satistied,and who had often fac-

ed death with impunity, insisted upon another

shot, and tiie sexton, lucky dog, plumped the

grave digger in She thighbone, which shattered

his understanding, but it is not knoivn whether
the wound demanded a cast of his own office.

The dispute was perfectly in character; it was
about grave digging; ajipropriate and solemn.

A'ational Advocatt.

The antiquity of the husbandman's art is not

to be contested by any other. The first

three men in the world, were a gardener, a

ploughman, and a grazier; and if any man ob-

ject that a second of these was a murderer, 1

ile.^lre he would consider, that as soon as he was

so, he quitted our profession, and turned buil-

der

—

" God the first garden made, and the first city Cain."

We may talk what we please of lilliesand li-

ons rampant, and spread eagles, in rf'or or d''or-

gnii ; but if heraldry were guided b> reason, a

plough in a field arable would be the most no-

ble and ancient arms.

—

Co-u'le.y.

" A View of all the known Languages., and their

Dialects.,'''' has been lately published by a Rus-

sian author. They amount to 3,014, classed as

follows : 237 Asiatic, 587 European, 2'26 Afri-

can,! 2C1 American.

—

Lit. 4* Ev«n. Mag.

Who could expect it

!

—Last Monday, 50 crates

of crockery ware from Liverpool, arrived at Uti

ca without having been landed on its passage.

A", i'. Statesman.

ANECDOTE.
Some time since a certain lord, in Irelan

gave a grand gala to the members of the vo!

unteer corps in the neighborhood, all of whot

attended in full uniform. Among others, hi

lordship's tailor was present, and the host cam
up to him, saying "My dear Sir, how d'ye do

I beg your pardon, 1 forgot your name, but

perfectly remember seeing you sornevvhet

before." The tailor was a little confounde

by his particular notice, and as the best way i

making himself remembered whisjiered, "

made your breeches." The noble lord, thin!

ing the tailor had informed him of his natni

turned round and took him by the hand "jlfaji

Bridges, I am very happy to see you."

NEW ENGLAND MUSEUM.
76, COURT STREET, SOSTOJ^,

COiVTAINING much more numerous Collectio

and greater variety of entertainments than a:

other Establishment in America, continues steadily

increase, and is open for the receptio\i of visiters

EVERY DAY AND EVENING.
It will be constantly in the best possible conditit

and overy exertion made to rendev the visits of its p;

rons agreeable.

This Establishment now contains FIVE former W
seums united in ONE, together with very gri at a

numerous additions (the whole receipts being faithfu

laid out to increase it.)

JUST ..1DDED,
The celebrated Race Horse Eclipse,

A beautiful Cosmoramic View of London,

A large and beautiful live Rattlesnake,

The Arabian Bottle, made of the stomach ol

Camel—holds about a barrel—used to carry wa
across the desert.

The invalid's Chair—very ingenious—invent

by Professor Peck.

A very large and elegant Sword Fish, upwai
of 14 feet long, with a sword 4 1-2 feet long.

0:;;;= The Museum is well lighted, and a Cand
Music performs every evening. Admittance io cei

June 5.

LEAD PIPE FOR AQUEDUCTS, &c.
fS^HE subscribers being appointed Agents for vend.

X LORING'S IMPROVED LEAD PIPE, ha
slantly on hand, at their Store, No. 20, Merchants' Re
a supply of di/ferent sizes and thickness. The mauJ

iu which their Pipe is manufactured renders it sitper

to the English or any other manufacture, and comes

a less price. Orders for any quantity or size will

executed at the shortest notice.

LINCOLN FEARING & CO.
March 27.

WANTED No. 43, of the 1st Vol. of the N.

Farmer. For which a generous pi ice will

given bv the publisher of this papei.

June 12.

F
TO PRINTERS.

OR sale at this Office BALL SKINS, at the nsV

prices.

June 12.

TERMS OF THE FARMER.

QrJ" Published every Saturday, at Thkee DolU
per annum, payable at the end of the year—but th'

who pay within sixty day's from the time of subsciib

will be entitled to a di duction of Fiftv Ce«ts.

(tj^ No paper will oe discontinued (unless at

discretion of the publieh^,) until arrearages are pa
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C!'orvrs45onI>riirc.

ENGLISH BREED OF SWINE.
'» lilt Editor of Iht ^Vtic England Farmer,

Sir.--In a note appended to a communication

y
>' A Farmer," you have referred to a paper

rittiMi ':v mo, and originally' puldished in tlie

[)V, rcriMinienciina^ the lireed of" hogs known
llie r.,iglish IVhitcs, English Broad Backs— or

om the nobleman who introduced them in

tn'llLlSllEU liV WILLIAM NICHOLS, KOGERy' liUlLUlNG-S COXGRESS STREET, (FOURTH DOOR F1^0^^S^^^I?i^:•^:li^^.-
=^

No. -J7.

be another kind undJ7~ihi7"denomi7^^,~br
this I am ignorant. If s.j, the writer, after
havmg seen your editorial remark would have
adverted to the ftct ; and probaldy softened hi-i

malediction But however great his prejudice,
should he chance to have an interview with my
family of this descriplicn, I doubt not he will iVtil
impelled to give them gentlemanly satisfnction
lor having publicly traduced their character.

I have given n;unes and facts ft) substantiule
my statemetil. If " A Farmer" will do (hi?,
and therely^dcmonstrale that his " old sort" is
best, I shall very readily yield to the evidence

;

as I have no predilection for any kind but the
most profitable. 1 have however never yet
seen the equal of the "English breed" for
their propensity to fatten— but particularly for
their great excellence in the pro[iorlion of "flesh
to offal and hone. We doubtless have as gccul
native hogs, and they might be as valuable with
the sapoe care as has been bestowed on this race.

Respectfully yours,

O. FISKE.
Worcester, June, 1824.

Committee on swine, to whom "much credit!
dre for their decision," were the on'spring of
an " English" boar. The pigs exhibited by
Messrs. Ward & Rice, of this tovvn, which gain-
ed the premium, were in part of this breed.

—

The largest and best formed fat hog ever seen in

(he pens was of this clear breed. He was the
produce of my animal, which a Committee, as
above stated, advised to he crossed with a
coarser kind. This hog was exhibited by Ma-

ngland, the Bedford breed. Their qualities un- jor Burt, and weighed a few weeks after at two
r these diflerent denominations being so much
e same, induces the belief that they are all ol

le kind.

From m}' agency in obtaining them; and as

y opinion of their superior value has been
'nfirmed rather than diminished, I feel it a dii-

to attempt to justify my former statement

;

id to protect a meritorious class of animals

3m an exterminating reprobation

years old, a icw pounds short of 600 weight.
Will your correspondent engage to make one
of his " old sort" weigh 100 lbs. more than this ?

Thus far for their credit at our public exhibi-
tion.

I will now state the practical opinion of some
of our best farmers on the subject. Mr. R.
Porter who rears more hogs with less expense
'han any other farmer in town, is wholly confined

Having viewed Jlr. Reed's piggery in Roxbu-! 'o ""e "English breed," which he originally

j a few years since, and seeing this breed of! *>"' "'^ ue. S. Flagg, Esq. informs me that the
Igs in ail stages of their growth, and learning! ''^st and most prolitable hogs he has ever fat-

ieir character, I was satialied that I should do I

'ened are the descendants of my stock. He is

! e-sential benefit to the farming interest in careful to obtain his pigs of this kind and mar-
I s section of the country by having this kind ''^ts them at from 9 to 12 months old, when they
J r.icluced. For this purpose I made a pur- r^'^'?'' '^foii 240 to 350 lbs. He has never kept

At about a year old they were exhih
J d at our Cattle Show. As they had been
Ipt low for breeders, they did not show to the

1 -t advantage. The Committee commended
' 1 lorm and proportion; but expressed a

uhether, in their native state, they woulJ

any after a year old, as they fat so fast and easy,
that at this age they are as large as his custom-
ers wish

;
and he is unwilling to incur the risk of

keeping them, particularly through the hot
season. Major Burt had three slaughtered last
jr.ir at eleven months old, two of which weio-h

the most profitable size. Under this "^'^ ^ '^ pounds each— the other 329 pounds.

—

' inolher of the same lilter, sold to a neighbor,
weighed at the same age, 323 lbs. Mr. liut-
maii, another of our intelligent and attentive
farmers was among the first to procure (his
breed from my pen. He continues the kind
and thinks then.'' superior to any he has ever
before raised. He has had three slaugh-
tered at 11 months, which weighed upon an
average 335 lbs. He has taken three from my
pen this spring, less < than he would, but all "l

could spare.

The above are some of the notorious facts

respecting this breed of hogs which I very ea-
sily obtained. In view of them, is it credible,
that " a farmer can obtain, with the same ex-
pense of keeping, " five dollars" advantage, al

any age he chooses, in favor of his " old sort?"
I am confident of the fact, that there will be
fve dollars difference—but the odds will be a-

gainst him.

I have been more particular on this subject
from the consideration, that the greatest profit

which accrues to a farmer in obtaining a neces-
sary article for his family and the market, is de-
rived from a judicious selection. The kind of
hog seems to be as various as the canine race

—

and most of them as unprofitable. What runts
have been imposed on your correspondent and
his neighbors under the denomination of the
'• English breed," it is diflkult to conjecture.

—

They may be hogs ; but from his description of
them they have no affinity with (hose which 1

have the satisfaction of having introduced as this

breed
;
and whose value, with our best farmers,

is increasing in their estimation. There may

Mon they recommended crossing witn a

-or breed." To ascertain this importnnt
11Toto to Mr. Reed. He was theu lirge-

i>.;ed in supplying the market with pork :

nbtless Tvas conducting this busicess with

L -; economy as to cheapness and qtwlitj'. An
i: r.ict from his letter I subjoined to my publi-

e i' 11 in the Spy, which, as republished in your
appears as the result of my experience.
ict is, 1 have never raised one to maturi-
lieir fame has been so great, that my pe-

il supply has always fallen short of the

kI. The present season I could have dis-

p eel of more than double the number on hand.

.^ fibject in having them extensively spread
- ' ' now obtained, I shall be able to give the

of my own experience ; as I have two
I 1 have reserved for fattening, which pro-

II - to corroborate, if not to exceed Mr. Reed"s
s lament.

Flip following facts will show how highly
tir '• fimous bre^ of hogs" has been estimat-

« and how far nccording to the statement of

ar correspondent, '• their credit is sinking in

3 vicinity." At our Cattle Show in 1822,
year after mine were exhibited, the two

it boars in the pens were of this commixed
ed. Both would have obtained a premium
lit been within the rules of the Society to

mtone for the best and next best. A native

:eding sow, ordinary in herself, received the

imium on account of her fine, half Hood, pigs.

le boar and breeding sow which obtained the

|jmium last year, from the judgment of the

THE SEASON.

To the Editor of the -Ktw England Farmer,

Sir,— It may be beneficial to agriculture if
the subscribers in diflerent parts would, gener-
ally, comrriunicate their observations on (be sea-

sons and the effects on produce, &c. 1 may be-
gin by staling that, at this place, we had a mild,
open winier, but little snow, the least ice in the
river evev known, and the snow gradually wast-
ed wilhoi'^ much rise of the waters.

During the month of Ajirilthe season .-jppear-

ed very forward, and the weather mild and pio-
inising; only the winter grain, in general, very
much hove out and dead. Many farmers plough-
ed up their rye and sowed oats.

May was colder than April—-we had a suffi-

ciency of rains ; they were of the cold easterly

kind. Al! kinds of vegetation appeared suspend-
ed until about the 20th, when it moderated so

that the fruit trees began to put out, as also the
forest trees. The mornings of the 24(h and
25(h, we had some little frost that was general-
ly taken oft" with the fog before the sun shone.

Our orchards and fruit trees in full bloom. In

(he afternoon 1 could not perceive the blossoms

to be damaged. In the night there came a

cold squall from the north, and in the morning
of the 2Gth the ground was white v»ith frost

;

1 could perceive the top of mellow ground to

be frozen, and found ice as thick as window
glass. The frost lay some time after the sifti

shone out. Next day the blossoms on the ap-
ple trees appeared all wilted, and turned of a

brown color. I think that our fruit of all

kinds is entirely killed for the frost wa-s so se-

vere as to kill all the leaves and buds on the

white oak and chesnut, but not on the maples.

It also killed such flax as was up hut not the

oats. My garden was not up except peas, sal-

lad, radishes and cabbages. Those it did not

hurt unless by giving the ground such a chill as

to check the growth of every kind of vegeta-

tion. My situation, say ten miles S. of N. latU
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tflde 42 (Jeg. and on the bank of the Delaware

where it is from 100 to 200 yards wide.

As this severe frost came with a sudden squall

with a dark cloud and some sprinkling of rain

from the north, I wish to hear from the seve-

ral parts of New England and Vermont. Has

the frost been generally so severe or are we to

suppose that the winds in passing some high

lands mounted those clouds so high in the

cold atmosphere as to generate the frost, as hail

storms are frequently generated in hot weather

—and that as the cloud was driven with the

wind it scattered its contents that were perhaps

also attracted by the water in the river.

The observations of any gentleman on this

Subject will be very acceptable.

SAMUEL PRESTON.
Stockport, Pa. June 5, 1821.

BEST TIME FOR CUTTING TIMBER.

To the Editor of the Mw England Farmer,

Sir,—Learning from a late number of your

paper, that the month of June is the most pro-

per time for cutting timber, with diffidence I

would ask permission to make a few observa-

tions on that subject, without wishing to enter

into controversy with any, but rather to pro-

mote enquiry.

The arguments adduced in favour of felling

limber in June are not conclusive. From thir-

ty years personal observation, 1 find it depends,

in a great measure, on the quality of the tim-

ber. Some young growing timber, will perish

sooner than that which is older and more ripe
;

and secondly it depends much on the use it is

put to. We will suppose timber of the same
quality wrought into two waggons, one of them
when used is loaded with wet loading, the oth-

er with dry, it is obvious which will perish

first. 1 trust I shall not be charged with egotism,

bv those who know me, when 1 say that I have

wrought more kinds of timber than most men
Jiave, aiul for more uses than any I know of,

and it has been my endeavour to determine

what lime for felling and what kind of timber is

best for the use desired. And from the many
observations 1 have made from both, I am satis-

lied and ready to say, without hesitation, that

September is the best time, although 1 believe,

that if the bark of timber trees could be taken

off in June, without feUiagthe tree or injury to

Ihe wood, and then let stand until September,
the timber would be stronger and more durable.

1 have seen this done lo elm, walnut, and ma-
ple. (1 have made use of the common name of

timber without giving their class, order or ge-

nus, because we should be less liable to mis-

take.) All these are considered of Ihe most

perishable kinds that are made use of for tim-

ber.—All of them proved to be more firm and

lasting. 1 have seen white oak limber felled in

February and March, Ihe sap of Ihe wood was
ferished September on one side of the logs. J

have seen wood, cut in May and June, in which
more than the sap of the wood was perished in

one year. 1 have seen timber that was cut in

Septcuber that the sap was perfectly sound and
bright two years afterwards. I have used white
maple for hoops to buckets that was cut in Sep-
tember that lasted 21 years in constant use, the

hrst ten yeSrs for water, Ihe remainder for feed-

ing of swine. I have one now that was boojied
ivilh maple that was blown down in the Sep-
'cmber gale 1815, which is perfectly sound. I

have one other that 1 put but one maple hoop

on of the same kind, the others were of wal-

nut cut in the winter; the latter I have had to

replace three times, once with walnut, once

with white ash, and once with red ash. The
maple is perfectly sound now. Many reasons

may be offered why September is the best time

for felling of timber, but one general reason must

suffice for this time. When 1 have more leisure

it maybe that 1 will discuss it at greater length.

The one reason I shall now offer is, the timber

is more ripe in September than at any other

time. I have thought that making these sug-

gestions at this lime, might induce some to try

the experiment this season of removing the bark

from trees designed for timber.

Yours, &c. PHINEAS STEVENS.
Andovcr, June 4, 1824.

THE BORER IN APPLE TREES.

To Ihe Editor of the uVtw England Farmer,

cific or discriminating language. If we are toWi

that a certain remedy will cure fever, it sho'uldll

be deemed worse than quackery unless we in,|

formed in precise language the species, the

type, and particular stage of the disease in which
it will prove efficacious. The terms, caterpil.

lar and worms, are not unfrequently employed
synonymously, although, of both species, there

are numerous varieties. They differ very

essentially in their physical peculiarities, and an

antidote which will prove fatal to one descrip-

tion, will be found altogether innoxious when
applied to others. When therefore a new pro-

cess is recommended, it is undeserving of confi-

dence as it imparts to us no practical instruc-

tion unless the particular species of reptiles it

designated. If it be desiriible to combat tha'

unfounded aversion which our farmers manifes

to all information derived from books and news
papers, we should be extremely cautious hofl

we shake their confidence by seducing am
£, ,, ,,-,,, r,, • .u , • fallacious statements instead of substantial facts
niR,—if you think the lollOTving, worttiy a place in ,. , , ., , .

,

, , .„ ,. r -It has been recently announced in several pa
your useful paper, you will confer a lavor on one of' - -

your readers, by inserting it. AGRtCOLA.

Having been recently employed, in the exa-

mination of a considerable number cf apple

trees, for the purpose of exterminatingthat de-

structive insect, known by the name of the

" Borer," 1 was surprised to tind it apparently

in so many different stages of existence. I dis-

covered first, a small substance on the bark of

the tree, scarcely possessing the power of mo-
tion; second a small grub, or worm between

the bark and wood, generally, very near I'ae

surface of the earth ; third, a larger worm com-

pletely incased in the wood of the tree, from

one to lour inches from the surface of the earth
;

fourth, an insect about one inch and an half in

length, with many legs, and apparently a pair

of wings, from four to six inches from the surface

of the earlh, and near the inside of the bark of

the tree. 1 indulge the hope that some of the

correspondents of the New England Farmer,may
be able, and willing, to answer satisfactorily, the

following queries, viz.:—Does the borer spring

from an egg deposited on the bark ofthe tree
"

pers that successful experiments have beet

made by the introduction of sulphur into thi

trunks of trees for Ihe destruction ofcalerpillnrs

and a writer has cited an instance of an eln

tree in the city of Albany. When greatly an

noyed and decayed an auger hole was bored in

to it and being tilled with sulphur the reptile

were in forty-eight hours all destroyed,

the writer avers, that when fruit trees werj
the subjects of the experiment it was attendei

|

with the same result. There is in the las
|

number of the New England Farmer an articlt

copied from the Hartford Mercury, assertin;

that when sulphur is introduced into trees, th

vorms will in forty-eight hours leave Ihe rera(

tost branches, and adds that the process wi

prove infallible. What were the particula

species of ao/v/is thus destroyed we are left t

conjecture, and the mystery of the novel proces

innaljre is a subject for philosophical investigt

lion. The sulphur being introduced into th

trunk of the tree must be absorbed by the sa

vessels, and its fumes be diffused through tb

numerous nmitications until the leaves becom
(if this is the case) what insect deposits the egg ? i so strongly inipregnated with noxious qualilie
and at what season of the year ? How long is

|
as to noison the insects which feed on them, o

Ihe egg in hatching? How many months or they must.be destroyed by the sulphurous fume
years, does the insect live in the tree ? and does

it leave it in any particular month ? Has any
method been discovered, to destroy this mis-

chievous insect except liy cutting it from the

tree ? The writer is confident that if an}- per-

son possesses the means of answering the above
queries, by so doing, he will confer a great be

exuding through the pores of the bark when eve-

exposed to the purifying influence of the atmof

pherical air. It will require repeated ocular de

monsf ration to enforce conviction ofthe reality t

such phenomenon. Accordingly 1 have lately ha

recourse lo Ihe following experiment. Early f

May, when caterpillars had attained to about OD
nefit on all those who cultivate the apple tree, third their natural size, 1 selected a nest on
R y, J tine 8, 1804.

From the Ol J Colony Memorial.

MORE RESPECTING FRUIT TP^EES.

In the perusal of the New England Farmer,
for weeks past, my attention has been particular-

ly arrested by numerous cnmmunicalions and
remarks on the subject of fruit trees, and the

various tribes of insects by which they are

infested : The subject is far from being exhaust-

ed we are still deficient in many particulars in

which the cultivator of fruit is peculiarly inte-

rested. It is mailer of regret that those who
undertake lo communicate information, should

disappoint e.fpectalion through u wont of spe-

branch of an apple tree and eight feet bel

Ihe nest I bored a hole about two thirds throu]

the main branch being about 5 inches,

which I crowded more than a spoonful of floi

of sulphur and plugged up the hole. In forlf

eight hours after, I visited the object ot' my ci

riosity and found that not a single reptile ha

received its quietus. I left them to the in

lluence ofthe drug four days longer when find

ing the whole tribe in their active gambol

increasing in size in defiance of my experi

meni, I opened the nest and dispatched th-

inhabitants. A few days after I observed tha.

a new nest had been constructed on the sanai

branch by a lew of the tribe which had escape<

my vigilance- In about 16 days I bored ou
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10 ring and fcMid {he sulphur not dimish-

<l i" quanlify, '"it rather increaseil in its oilour,

•oil ronlinement. As the result of this experi-

I Ml Jilt not diminish my incredulity, I select-

d Tiiother ^e^t which I opened and tilled with

]li h'lr and havinaf wrapped a coverins: ol pa-

ir round the nest to confine the insects I lelt

icin r.omi>lpteiy enveloped and exposed to the

ill force oi'ihe noxious druar for about twenty-

ur lionrs when finding them ki the enjoyment
f iierfect he.illh and vigor, 1 subjected

10111 to the fumes of burning sulphur, to

hich Ihey did not yield until scorched by the

laze. This closed my experiments and con

rilled my scepticism. We may now appeal to

10 writer olthe article in the Hartford Mercu-

y lor a reply to the following queries.

1st. At what season of the year was the ex-

criment made ?

-il. What species of worm were the subjects,

le apple-tree caterpillar, by some called web-
orm (Phalffna neustria) or the canker worm
Phalsena Vernata Peckii*) or the cherry and

lurnb tree weevel (Rhynchaenus Cerasi) ?

lid. When the worms where observed to

jandon the trees, were they examined to as-

irtain whether they were actually dead ?

If the fumes of sulphur will, through the

lediura of the circulations in the tree, destroy

le kind af worms it may be supposed to prove

tal to other insects and the discovery must be

)Dj;idered as highly important. But for the

jstrnction of the common caterpillar, we need

)t the aid of a single point in philosophy, nor

.en the semblance of mysterious operation,

nee by a little altentioii and industry we may
r iliilatfi (he whole tribe. We have only to

-ii our orchard once jn three or four days

iiiiii; the month of iVlay, when they are just

iceping into existence, and crush with' the

inorsor otherwise, those within rcafih, and to

iiploy Pickering's brush for those in high

lu.iiions and nothing further will be requisite.

he reader will find in the AmcrJcun Orchardist

irllicr particulars relative to Ihis subject.

JAMES THACHER.
Fbjmouth, May, 1324.

* The tc-iui Peckii was added in honor to that indus-

ious and eminent naturalist, the late Professor

jck.

GARDINER LYCEUM.
For the accommodation of those, who can-

ot, on account of time and expense, attend the

,\ coum in the regular classes, the Trustees

,'ive voted to establish Winter classes, which

rill commence the third Wednesday of Novem-
•.kt annually, and continue till the close of the

lipring term in Ihe April following.

[ The classes of this kind, which they at

Present contemplate, are 1 . A class in Surveying ;

.'—2. \n Kavigotion ;
— 3. \u Carpentry and Civil

lirchileclure ; and 4. In Chemistry. The follow-

ng is the arrangement of the studies of each

• ;la=s.

I \. In Surveying, Elementary problems in

jeometry.—Trigonometry with its application

Heights and distances.— Different methods of

naking Surveys.— Protracling.— Division of

Land.—Levelling.—The principles of Magne-

lism. so far as is necessary for understanding

the variation of the Compass, and those circum-

stances which are likely to affect the travers-

ins of the needle.—This instruction will be

accompained by actual practice in surveying
and levelling,'for which purposes the Lyceum is

[irovidcd with excellent instiuments.

2. In jyarigation. Elemenls of Geometry.

—

Trigonometry, with its applications.— Loga-
rithms.—The different sailings.—Nautical As-
tronomy with solar anil lunar observations, tanght
by actual practice.—Elements of Magnetism.—
Book-keeping, which is indispensable to those,

who unite the character of Supercargo with

that of Navigator.

3. In Carpentry and Civil Jirchiteclure. Ele-

mentary problems in geometry.—Measuring of

timber, carpenler^s work, &.c.—The principles

and practice of drawing plans, sections and eleva-

tions, and o{ ihaw'wg in Perspective. The prin-

ciples of Equilibrium, with the strength and
pressure of timber and other materials, and the

construction of Roofs, Frames and Arches.

—

DraVving the five Orders, and the principles of

Grecian, Italian and Gothic designing.

4. In Chemistry. This class is designed for

those, who wish to obtain a knowledge of che-
mistry, as a branch of liberal science, or as

introductory to a more thorough understanding
ofsome ofthe useful arts, as Agriculture, Dyeing,
Tanning, &c.

Other winter classes may hereafter be form-
ed. A student in either of the above classes may
attend the recitations ofany other class, when
it can be done without interruption to his own
studies.

The time allotted to the above classes is

thought by the Trustees to be as short as would
be advantageous, and they recommend to those,

who design to attend them, to enter in August,
when it can bedone with convenience,and topur-
sue the regular studies till November,which will

facilitate their winter studies.

The fees of the above classes will be glO for

the whole course. The members of them will

attend gratis all lectures relating to the branch-

es which they study.

All that will be required for admission, is

such a knowledge of Arithmetic, &c. as maybe
obtained at town schools.

Lectures on Chemistry and its application to

the useful arts will be delivered at the Lyceum,
during the next winter ; and part of the course

on Mechanics. To these, persons not connected

with the Lyceum will be admitted.

The next academical year at the Lyceum
will commence August 25, 1824. Candidates

for admission will be examined in the fundamen-

tal rules of Arithmetic, and in English Grammar.
Besides the studies already advertised, appropri-

ate instruction will be given to those, who
design to be merchants.

BENJAMIN HALE, Principal

Gardiner, Me. May, 1824.

From tlie American Farmer.

Albany, May 15.

Dear Sir,—1 inclose a meteorological table

for the last year, and have added such notes of

the vegetation in April and May, as my notes

afford.

Yeslerday we had flurries ofsnow at intervals

all day, with strong N. W. winds. The thermo-

meter in the afternoon was at 33J in the house,

and this morning before sunrise at 31 in the open

air, 1 degree below freezing—and yet, on ac-

count of the wind, 1 am in hopes our fruit is not

371

destroyed. A'egeftition is at least seven iiny
earlier than last year; and I have hud rye in

head some d.iys.

I have new, and to me'suflicient evidence, Ihat

liming seed wheat, is a preventive of the tly as

w^ll as of smut. The experiments of G.' B.
Evertson, of Poughkeepsic, and of Col. Mather,
of Scaghticoke, both intelligent, observing gen-
tlemen, have removed all doubts in their minds.
And Gen. Armstrong, as follows :

—

" Liming seed to prevent smut and other
similar maladies, has been long practised in

Europe. I think I notice it in the Practical

Farmer ; but whether or not, I have seen it used
in this neighbourhood, on a suggestion of mine,
and with the effect of completely protecting the

crop from the fly. My son. Col. H. B. Arm-
strong, was the experimenter— limed one half

his wheat seed, and sowed the other half with-

out liming. The former had no fly— (he lat-

ter was devoured by it."

Yours with esteem,

J. BUEL. !

A great Convenience.—We have here fofore

advocated the offering of a premium to (he

inventor of the best contrivance for transport-

ing fresh butter to market, from any distance,

by land or water.—This desirable object has

DOW been accomplished by Mr. Richardson, at

his shop in East Street, where he makes and

sells, at various prices, from glO togl5, accord-

ing to size, butter boxes constructed on the

principle, and somewhat on the plan of his ex-

cellent Refrigerators, some of which on (he most

improved plan are now for sale.

These Butter boxes are so compactly arrang-

ed, as with a small quantify of ice, to bring the

butter to market in the best condition, and

wlthontlDjuiy tr, ttip fnrm of the prints. Where
boxes are bespoke, the diameter of the print in

use, ought to be given.

Every new facility of this sort, while it en-

bles farmers more distant, to avail themselves of

the benefit of the market, at the same time in-

creases competition, and reduces the cost to

the consumer of the article—and is therefore

an object of publick utility.

—

ibid.

Dr. Mitchell received, a few days ago, a va-

luable collection of seed, from General Wilkin-

son, in Mexico, and immediately presented them

to the Horticultural Society, for culture and

distribution. Besides the valuable articles for

fields and gardens, there are parcels of the

Zapote, the Chirimalla the Mammea, and other

delicious fruits of the Tropic. The grains of

the maize or Indian corn, are remarkable for

their colours and figures ; and there is an exceed-

ingly curious ear, with purpleish, acuminated,

and cinbricated grains, from (he castle of the

untor(uDa(e Montezuma, about three miles from

(he city of Mexico!

—

ibid.

Prospects of the Farmer.—The open -winter we

have had, has been against the winter grain—the

wheat and rye crops, we are informed, will be rather

li"-lit, in thiS' district of country, especially the latter.

Gf.nerally, we believe, the prospect ofcorn is good, and

that of grass quite promising. The wheat prospect m
N. Carolina, has been injured by the caterpillar—In

Canada, the wheat crop looks well, and the glass is

quite full and forward.

Trenton, A". /. June 5.
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On the Value of, and Difftrent Modes of prepar-

ing, Burnt Earlhfnr Manure.

[From Essays oa Practical Husbandry, by Blwarils

Burroughs, Esq. Essay Second. Oil Manures auil

their application.]

[Concluded from page 347.]

It is evident that after (he kindling is burned

out, nothing remains but its effect, which is

simply (hat of heating the sods immediately

near it, and retaining a great body of heat in a

confined space. By the heat being thus smoth-

ered, no reduction of the innate properties of

the soil can take place, nor any of its gasses

dissipate; neither is it much reduced in quanti-

ty; it is merely dried up, or torrefied, by the

process, and made more capable of imbibing,

when blended with the natural soil, those pro-

perties of the atmosphere conducive to vegeta-

tion.

Having stated the principle on which earth

prepared in the foregoing manner, is converted

into manure I shall make such general observa-

tions on the subject as may elucidate the mat-

ter more satisfactorily to tlie practical farmer,

»nd to convince him that it is not formed on
casual experiment originating in fancy, but

founded on a system that has for many years

existed, but which has only been lately brought
to scientific perfection.

In the northern counties in Ireland, the burn-

ing of earth was very general ; this practice is

supposed to have originated from a want of ma-
nure, ilax being a great exhauster of the soil,

and not producing any vegetabte substance
which would ultimately benefit after yielding

that croj — I understand, from several intelligent

persons who have seen this manure applied on
different farms that it made the most inferior
soils produce good crops of potatoes, corn and
flax : but as I have not been an eve wifness of

flieir mode of preparing it, I must be satisfied

to state the result of the experience which I

iiave had tor some years, both as regards its

preparation, and in applying it on different soils.

1 have already observed, that no part of a

farm is so well calculated for this practice as

headlands:— l?t, From the soil being deeper on

them than on other parts of the field : and, 2dly.

From the benefit which the land will receive
by cutting away such rising headlands, and giv-

ing it a gradual slope to the dykes or water-cuts.

If such headlands can be found convenient to

fallow the lands, there will, consequently be
much expense saved in carting out the manure

;

and even the brows or backs of ditches could
be conveited to this purpose without injurv to

tlie fences, and in many instances, would effect

a general benefit. But should any of those

resources for supplying sods fail, or (hat no
subsoil calculated for burning can be found on
the land, the surface of grass lands, which have
a good depth of strong soil, may be advantage-
ously devoted to this purpose.

It may be said, in objection to this practice,

that the injury apiece of grass land so stripped
would suffer, would be much more than any
benefit that the manure produced from it could
possibly be, for that the land so stripped could
never be beneficial afterwards in any way what-
ever. 1 shall, therefore, state some experi-
ments which I made on this point, and leave the
reader to judge of the ultimate results.

First— I Stripped about twenty perches of
gr.ass land; the upper &oil a loamy sand, the

subsoil a poor yellow clay, very weak and fria-

ble. The upper soil was about twelve inches

deep, and near ten inches of this was cut away

in sods for kilns and burning ; so that not more

than tu'O inches of the surface soil was left

after the manure produced was carted away.

The twenty perches were then ploughed, and

manured with a well prepared compost heap,

and a light dressing of the burned eaith which

it had produced, ploughed once, and then plant-

ed with potatoes : the crop proved of good

quality and productive.—The second year it

was planted with potatoes in like manner, and

produced as well as the adjoining part of the

field off which the sward had not been car-

ried.

Second— I practised this tlie following year

on a similar piece of land ; and the result was

equally encouraging, indeed more so for the

potatoes were better where the sward was tak-

en in the adjacent part of the field which was

ploughed out of the ley, and manured in the

same manner.
I do not, however, mean to assert, that there

are not lands which, by such practices, are not

in some degree deteriorated ; but certainly the

deterioration they suffer is not so serious as is

generally supposed; and 1 have no doubt, was

the land so treated to be well cultivated and

manured for three years successively, that it

would be effectually restored to its primitive

state. Now, when we recollect the quantity of

valuable manure which is obtained from so small

a surface, surely it cannot be considered as bad

management to cre.-.te a temporary injury if

such it should be, to obtain a permanent and ex-

tensive benefit.

Off the twenty perches as already stated, I

had as much manure as dressed two acres abun-

<l...iiilj' foi potatoes', and which the following

year produced better wheat than was obtained

off similar soil by the farm-yard dung. I also

(ried it for turnips the same year, and never
had a more even or a better crop. Suppose
then the staple of the twenty perches to have
been reduced

; query, can it not be brought to

a sufficient depth by a few deep ploughings and
judicious manuring, the expense of which would
be but trifling on so small a surface ?

It is well ascertained, that soil of any descrip-

tion can be made fertile by exposure to the at-

mosphere ; and the appearance of soil brought
up by deep ploughings, should never deter the

cultivator from trying his skill in this way.
Every day's experience shows us, that land

which has been dug two spits deep becomes
more fertile afterwards, although the good soil,

as it is termed is turned down, and the subsoil

brought up: this must evidently convince us,

that much is yet to be learned in the science of

promoting vegetation.

1 shall now make some observations on the

value of this manure in general, and show its

great advantage as a means of extending profit-

able cultivation, and of promoting the comforts
of the small farmer and cotter.

The number of acres which are fiiUowed

throughout Great Britain and Ireland in conse-

quence of the want of manure, causes a serious

reduction in land produce for the consumption
of the population of those countries ; and this

evil must increase progressively as tillage

is extended, unless a sufficient means of renova-
ting Ihoee lands under cultivation increase in

the same proportion. The system so generally

practiced in Ireland of stimulating the soil by

an application of lime, and giving it rest by oc-

casionally fallowing, has been at length lauDdni

to be un]irofitable, and a practice which ulti.

raately, on light soils especially, reduce.^ them
to barrenness. When lands are reduced to this

state, it is no easy matter to treat them judi-

ciously ; lor although they may produce light

crops of some artificial grasses suited to their

condition, yet the returns from these must be

very deficient, and must, consequently be a
|

drawback from the general profit of a farm.—
The discovery, therefore, of a cheap, valuable

manure, must be considered as a matter essen-

tial to the interest of agriculture ; and thai

which is the most easily obtained and the most

efficacious must be considered as the most bene
ficial.

The expense of burning clay in the kiln here

described, is from threepence to iburjience an

Irish load, or about forty or fifty shillings an

Irish acre. It is, however, necessary to state

that when the sods of light soils are burned,

the manure produced is not calculated to apply

on similar soils, but should be put on tenacious

clays, moors, and other soils dissimilar to that

prepared for this purpose. But strong clay

put through this process becomes excellent ma-
nure for soils of the same sort, its property is

totally altered by lorrefaction. Thus it will bei

more advantageous to obtain the strong soil,

if possible for preparing this kind of manure.
I have found crops to be much benefitted bj'

mixing peat mould with burned earth produced
from light soil, in the proportion of one third

of the former, and two thirds of the latter sub-

stance, especially should it be necessary to ap-

ply it afterwards on sandy soils. I tried an ex-

periment on two acres of land last year to as-

certain this fully :—one acre was planted with
potatoes with the burned earth unmixed with
any other substance—the other had the peat
and the earth; and the result proved the supe-
riority of (he two substances blended. The
peat mould was dug through the earth as soon
as the kilns were fit to break down, and left in

this slate for two months ; the heap was then
turned, at which time the peat was highly fer-

mented from the heat of the ashes and burned
earth. I conceived that the vegetable matter
contained in the peat, and its tendency to retain

moisture, acted as an alterative on the soil to

which it was applied, and which being a barren
sand, was deficient of vegetable matter, and in-

capable of retaining moisture.

Burned earth may be depended on as a ma-
nure fit to produce abundant turnip crops ofw-
ery description, on a variety of soils ; even the

Swedes, so difficult to grow on light soils, will

prove a more luxuriant crop with this manurej
than with farm yard dung, and are less liable

to be cut off by the fly. For those crops, how-
ever, it should be well prepared by breaking
down the kilns, as soon as they are suffi-

ciently burned, and by pulverizing the sods, and

mixing the ashes through them : and this should
be repeated a third or fourth time if necessary.

It may be supposed by some, that any crop
sown on this manure would be precarious in a

dry season, not containing, as they may con-

ceive, any enriching quality or properties to

preserve moisture. But this is by no means the

case ; for it will be found, that an application of
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orreficd earth will make the land on which it

S applied more capable of absorbing moisture

rem the atmosphere, and by minutely ('ividing-

he soil, the roots of plants can searcli more

"reely tor nourishment. I have often ob-ervod,

hat farm yard dung, unless very well prepared.

oes not, ill excessive hot seasons, supply snfii-

ient moisture to the roots of plants ; and thai

lacing such seasons, crops sown on ashes, or

lurned earth, have uniformly thriven. wli:li'

hose in dunged land have gradually declinnl.

State this to shew more clearly the wonderful

iroperty of all burned and torre6ed substances

n absorbing the food of plants from the atmos-

)here, and afterwards preserving these for tiie

lenetit of vegetation.

Jt is a common practice among farmers, both

n England and Ireland, to dig headlands, old

itches and other waste places, and to collect

hem for manure, by adding some dung or

ime to them. This is attended witb heavy
I

xpense. 1st. From the quantity of dung or
I

ime necessary to make the heap prolilable :—
j

nd, 'idly, From the double carting which takes
i

lace on which it is to be applied. Now, after
j

U this expense, the manure obtained is of a

'

cry inferior quality to what could be obtained
|

y putting the earth through the simple pro-

ess which 1 have already described ; and one

ijad of it would be more valuable than double

lie quantity would be in its raw slate. Thus a

nving of one half the cost in carting alone,

ould be effected, one load of burned clay be-

»g equal to two loads of compost, besides hav-

the dung or lime to appropriate to other

mrposes.

it may sometimes happen, that the place oiV

»hich sods can be obtained is so much deliiched,

Bat it would be attended with loo much ex-

»nse, and perhaps, great inconvenience, col-

cting them for a large kiln ; in this case, heaps

If the sods may be made and torrefied in the

lanner following, viz.

Let your flues be cut on the surface of the

nd, convenient to where the greater part of

•e soils can be collected, about eight inches

lep, and six wide, and covered, as before di-

Ected, »vith strong sods. The firing is then

be placed in the centre, where the four

lues meet, which must be stronger in propor-

lOD than what would be necessary for a close

Kin, as the burning of the sods in this manner

ill entirely depend on the strength of the

re, and the judicious manner in which the

ids are placed on the heaps. The kindling

lould be perfectly covered with the sods be-

ire it is lighted, and then piled heavily, as soon

i it i.s well kindled, but observing to cover

lose places first from which the smoke issues

le strongest. Two of the flues should be

opped as before directed;—and when the

eap ceases burning which is generally the case

1 four or five days, it should be covered well

ith the surrounding soil, and so for some weeks

efore it is broken down or turned.

Sods burned in this manner do not produce

I uch good manure as in a regular kiln ; neitherI
oes a certain quantity of firing prove so pro-

active in those round heaps, as it does in kilns

;

is, therefore only necessity that should cause

lis mode instead of the regular kiln. By this

will appear, that by the erection of the walls,

le heat is retained effectually, and will often

mtinue for sis or eight weeks after they have

done burning ; wheroas in round heaps the air

having the full power on the surface, the in-

ternal boat is soon checked ; besides, the wall?

ultimately become manure, and the expense of

erecting them is but tritling.

Burned earth is an excellent manure for

garilin seeds. e=i)ecially when applied on rich

soils which h ive been often dungeil, or inclined

to weeds; it doe? not engender slugs or worms,
and therefore, wpII calculated for such as are

liable to be cut If ny those insects.

On the whole, r. n.'st he considered as a most
valuable addition to Uie farmer's means of cul-

tivation and inu'rovemcnl ; and I am satisfied

that it only requir'^s to bt known in this char-

acter.

.Yorjsich, Con. Ahiy 2G.

Curioiis Fact.— A. Mr. David Evans, of Ply-

mouth, about eight miles from this village, sonic

time last week, whilst chopping in the woods,
felled a hollow tree which contained from four

to eight thousand Swallo-m's .' They were of the

kind generally denominated the Wood Swallow.
The breast is white— tail forked, and tail feath-

ers sharp pointed. When discovered they were
principally in a torpid state.

Assistance to persons in danger of droii-'ning.—
This desirable object may be attained by the

following very simple means ! a man's hat and
pocket handkerchief being all the apparatus ne-

cessary. S[)read the handkerchief on the ground
and place a hat with the brim upwards in the

middle of the handkerchief— then tie the hand-

kerchief over the hat as you would do a bundle,

keeping the knots as nearly as possible in the

centre of the opening. Now, seizing the knots

with one hand, and keeping the crown of the

hat upwards, any person, though unable to swim,
may fearlessly plunge into the water with a

rope, or any other thing that may be necessary

to save the life of a fellow creature.

Important to Nurses.— It should be generally

known that Laudanum, by long standing depo-

sites a sediment which renders it dangerous.

—

Many valuable lives have been lost from igno-

rance of this fact. On the 12th inst. Dr. Cox,
of Black Horse, was called to an infant 4 months
old, to whom four drops of Laudanum had been
given, three or four hours before. On exam-
ination, the phial was found to contain a torpid

fluid, no doubt many times stronger than clear

Laudanum. The child was in the agonies of

death—oppressed with irresistible sleep—emet-
ics would not operate ; but by the prompt in-

troduction of an elasiic tube into the stomach,

and the use of a syringe and warm water, its con-

tents were completely washed out. In a short

time the child was much relieved ; and in the

course of a few hours quite restored.

Interesting Information.—With much pleasure

we have been informed that the Trustees of

the Humane Society of Massachusetts, have
awarded ten dollars to Mr. Robert Porter, of

Pittston, for saving the life of Miss Ryland,
Thursday, June 13, 1822.

This young lady, who is nearly related to

Dr. Holland, of Augusta, was accidentally knock-
ed overboard by the boom, in Kennebec river,

a fev/ miles below Gardiner, when on board of

the sloop Messenger, Capt. Colburn, sailing with

a fair wind about four miles an hour. Mr. Por-

ter jumped f'riim the stern of the vessel, which
was about fifteen feel'above the water, into the

borit, perhaps twelve feet distant, at the immi-
nent risk of his own life ; and after the young
lady had sunk, and entirely disa[i[)eared, suc-

ceeded in raising her, and bringing her in safe-

ty on board, to the great surprise and joy of

many spectators, who had beheld, with the

deepest concern, and breathless anxiety, her
extreme danger, \vithout loing aide to afford

any relief. Ha!hyj:cll Advocate. '

NEVV"^ENGI..ANI>" fTr^Ter!
.eATURlMV, JUNE 19, liivM.

FARMERS S CJILEJ^-DER.

SUMMER .MANURE. Th-2 main, spring of agri-

culture is manure; and by due attenlion witb a

liltle labor a great deal may be obtained in the

course of the summer. You should mix your
summer made dung, as far as practicable \vith-

out devoting too much lime to this object, with

at least an equal quantity of earth. In this

way the gasses or volatile parts of the manure
will be absorbed, and the whole will be less li-

able to be washed away by rain, or drycd up
by the sun. The recrements of vegetables, the

dropping of animals—every thing capable of

undergoing the putrefactive process should be

covered with earth, and if there is a roof over
it into the bargain so much the better. Do
not permit, if you can conveniently avoid it, a

cat, a rat or so much as a mouse to rot on your
premises without covering the carcase with ;t

shovel fnll or two of mould, or earth of some
sort. Plough up your head lands, and cart the

earth to the yard in which you keep your cows
or other cattle, and c\eTy morning before

breakfast, and (when you do not happen to be
very sleepy) before sun rise, cover whatsoever
oflendeth the olfactory nerves, or in other

words does not smell quite so sweet as a rose,

with a proper coating of the earth aforesaid.

—

You may increase this agregate with the clean-

ings, sweepings, &c. of your cellars, old brine

in which meat has been preserved, decayed and
decaying vegetables, &c. &c. If you suffer any
thing to remain in your cellar or any other part

of your tenement, which emits a bad smell, you
may calculate on fever in the fall ; and if you
are gifted with any thing like second sight, as

they call it in Scotland, or have a presentiment

of what you are coming to, you will dream (jf

funerals in the family, and doctor's bills almost

as long as bills in chancery.
Dont let your daughters nor your female

help throw any of their slops, including dish-

washings, kc. either into the front yard or back
yard, to manufacture gnats, musquetoes, and ty-

phus fever, but see that all such matters are put

into a sink, and that the sink has a proper spout

and trough to conduct that sort of liquid manure
to a proper receptacle, where it can be mixed
with earth, and form a rich compost. Every
day or two (or better every day) you will mis
the manure of your back house with goodloara,

and we will, therefore, and thereupon, set you
down for a neat cultivator, and prophesy that

you will one day be rich—unless your wife and

daughters are very extravagant, spin street

yarn, see too much company, and wear their

go-to-meeting clothes every day.

If you live in the vicinity of a wood-lot yotj
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may employ your spare team, and leisure
hours in gatJierin" (he rotted and half rotted
leaves of hard wood for manure, including the
mould by the decomposition of the leaves,

—

These substances, we are told, and do not doubt
H, will make good manure for potatoes, and if

you have not finished planting them it may be
well to put some in your hills. But it would
probably be quite as well to mix them with
other ingredients in a compost heap, or place
them in a proper situation to receive and im-
bibe the stale of a stable, form a bed for your
cattle to sleep on, or let your hogs take them
into their custody.

Lime will be found an useful ingredient in

your composts, and perhaps there is, in com-
mon cases no better way of applying it to land
than by previously mixing it with manure.

—

.fudge Peters, of Pennsylvania, however, says,
" Mix no AoHime with your muck, dung, or
compost heap, before fermentation has ceased,
or sufficiently advanced ; as it injures mode-
rate fermentation, and often consumes the muck.
Instances of even conflagration of strawy muck
by hot lime to a great extent can be given.*"
You should not mix hot lime alone with any
substance intended for manure, which fire can
injure or consume.

Sir John Sinclair says, " it has been found
that an excellent compost can be prepared,
by collecting all sorts of weeds, as thistles,

docks, nettles, fern, &c. before Ihey have form-
ed seed, and laying them up with alternate lay-

ers of rich earth. A great heat is soon raised,
and by turning the heap over, the next spring
l!ie whole will be resolved into a soft pulpy
mass, the efTects of which on (he soil are in no
degree inferior to dung. Thus a great nui-
sance may be converted into a valuable manure."
We have, herelofore, published directions

and recommendations relative to employing
hogs in making composts, &c.t We will, how-
ever, copy the following from the " Farmer's
Manual" by Mr. Butler, which contains direc-

tions, concise, plain, and particular enough for

practical purposes.
" Let your hogs be enclosed in an open pen,

near to, or in one part of j'our barn yard ;

—

throw into this the scrapings of your barns, to-

gether wilh every vegetable substance Ihil

will putrcly and rot through the summer ;
—

plough up and cart occasionally, such earth asl

can lie collected from 3'our ditches, or old

sward balk
;
your hogs will root and mix them

together, and thus with a little attention, you
may obtain 20 or 30 loads of the best manure,
or much more if your hogs are numerous." If

you employ hogs in this way you may, per-

haps, save yourself the trouble of making com-
post beds, besides enjoying the satisfaction of

making those lazy animals work for a liveli-

hood. You will be careful, however, to supply

them with a comfortable apartment, well fur-

nished with straw to lodge iu. This straw you
will clear out frequently to be mixed with oth-

er matters m the manure yard, and a fresh sup-

ply should be granted. You will also please to

recollect what was slated by " A Farmer" in

* " Notices to a Young Farmer," published in " Me-
moirs of the Philadelphia Society for promoting Agri-

tulture," vol. iv. page 25.

t See New England Farmer, vol. i. page 282. Vol.

ii. page 178.

our first volume, page 318, relative to feeding

hogs which are put upon the limits, but allow-

ed the liberty' of the yard, with green food ;

—

and you will not forget that swamp-brakes are

recommended as a useful article of diet for

swine thus situated.

SAXONT SHEEP. The attention of our readers is re-

quested to the notice of (he sale of Saxony sheep,

which we have published in the advertising part of

this day's paper. This kind of sheep has long been fa-

mous in Europe, and its value we are happy to per-

ceive, is beginning to be properly appreciated in the

United States. We do not knowany method by which

the importers could have conferred a greater benefit on

the farmer, the manufacturer, and the community ia

general than by the introduction of this race of ani-

mals, which, are considered, hy the best qualified judg-

es, as standing at the head of their species.

Mr. John Lawrence, an Englisli writer whose acknow-

ledged reputation as a practical, as well as scientific

farmer, has placed him iu the first rank of British

agriculturists, gives the following observations on this

breed of sheep.

" The government of Saxony received front Spain,
in 1765, one hundred rams, and two hundred ewes, of

the best blood. During a few years, the improvement
of the Spanish cross was opposed by the common pre-

judices of the farmers, but they afterwards became so

convinced of its utility and importance, and were so

desirous of becoming purchasers that the electoral

flocks were insufficient to supply the demand, on which
account, another importation of the same number with
the first, was made from Spain, in 1778, and part of the
flock distributed at prime cost. It was found by com-
parison that the wool of the first importation had, in no
respect degenerated. But Lord Somerville has pro-
duced the best proof of the undeniable excellence of
the Saxo-Spanish wool, by stating that 200 bags of it

were imported into this country in ITJOS, and sold at

the prime price of native Spanish wool, the cloth it

])roduced bearing an equal character. The manufac-
lurers of\fine clulk in Saxony, finding in their own coun-
try, both quantity and quality of wool equal to Ihtir de-

mand, hare long siiice ceased to ini}Jorl from Spain, and
have nothing farther to dread on the score of disappoini-

nient in their commerce. I'arther the .Saxons even
grow a surplus of fine wool for exportation, equal in

quantity to their home consumption. Saxony main-
tahis 1,(500,000 sheep, of which 90,000 are fine-woo!ed,
including thorough bred and crossed."
Ilees' Encyclopedi.i observes that "Saxony is the on-

ly country wiiich has yet cultivated the Merinos so ex-

tensively, as to come in competition with Spain in the

exportation of fine wool. During the last fifteen years

a very considerable quantity of fine wool has been im-

ported from Saxony into England, and llie price of the

best sort is greater than that of the finest Spanish wool,

a sufficient proof of tlie estimation in which it is field

by the manufacturers. It is better suitedfor the finest

lierscymeres, and the more delicate articles of the woolen

trade, as it /an be spun to a greater length than any
other kind of carded wool grou-7i in Europe.^''

We can perceive no impediment, moral or physical,

to raising as fine sheep, and as many in proportion to

the population in our Northern and Middle States as

are or can be raised in Saxony. Our soil and climate

is, probably, as favorable to their growth and incnase

as that of Saxony, or any other part of the habitable

globe. Dresden the capital of Saxony is situated near-

ly 500 miles farther north than Boston, the metropolis of

New England. The mean temperature, however, of

the climates of the two countries (owing to causes,

which we have not at present leisure or room to ex-

plain) is probably about the same. Wool of an excellent

quality ought to be, and we have no doubt, at no very

distant date will be the great staple commodity ofNew
England. Farmers, more especially, who live at a con-

siderable distance from our sea ports will find their ac-

count in sending wool to market instead of articles of

less value in proportion to the expense of transport.

A verj important principle is established, or at least

rendered very probable by the facts mentioned above,

viz. Tke Merino breed of sheep does not degenerate, if

properly managed, in consequence of being transferred

from Spain to other countries. On the contrary w8
have adduced facta which corroborate the opinions

of Robert R. Livingston, L. L. D. &;c. &c. who in his

excellent " Essay on Sheep," says,

" For my own part, I believe that the change in the
Merino sheep brought into any northern country, pro-
vided they are plentifully fed, will be for the belter,

and particularly into this state, [New-York] where the
pastures are good, the air and waters pure, the winters
cold, and the summer range furnished with shade. I

should have presumed this in reasoning a priori, and I

have found my theory confirmed by actual experiment."

We cannot prevail upon ourselves to relinquish thit

subject without giving another quotation from the

Treatise of Mr. Lawrence above mentioned.
" Spauish sheep have succeeded and improved in

carcase, the wool retaining its genuine fine quality and
full quantity, without the smallest symptom of dttoio-
ration, in almost every country upon the continent of
Europe, even those of the most unfavorable soil and
climate, at the Cape of Good Hope and Botany Bay,
through a long course of years ; in fcaxony upwards of

fifty, in Sweden more than fourscore. The fine cloths

made from such naturalized wool have given general
satisfaction, with the exception of those who appeared
to have an interest iu being dissatisfied. Patterns of

superfiae cloth made from his Majesty's and Lord
Somerville's home-grown Spanish wools are now be-

fore me which I am assured by individuals of the trade,

who work up the cloth, are fair merchantable samples,
no wise defective in regard to the wool, but if at all,

in the manufacture only. That cloth of such home-
grown Spanish wool, when fairly manufactured, hat
ever been rated equal in quality with the general run
of superfine cloths. That thS assertion must be
groundless, of superfine cloths and kerseymeres beij

manufactured of .Spanish wool only, since it is wefi
known, that the quantities annually imported have
been totally inadequate to such purpose. That, as
English wools, in their unimproved state, necessarily
go into the composition of fine cloths, and as iu strong
probabihty, much superfine cloths have been constant-
ly on sale, which never contained any Spanish wool at

all ; there is the stronger plea and encouragement for

the improvement of the said English wools. That
the samples of home-grown Spanish wools, whatever
may be their intrinsic merit, have at least so much de-
ception, that the dealers are frequently at a loss to dis-

tinguish them from the imported Spanish, and have
sometimes been known to prefer the former. That the
wool-buyers acknowledge this equality by thenrprly
equal prices they now give, and also the reality oi the
improvement from the Spanish cross, hy the great ad-
vance of price they have allowed on improved native
wools. These wools also are nearly or altogether
doubled in quantity, by virtue of that cross. That no
loss in carcase, or mutton per acre, is a consequence of

the Spanish cross, because of the superior number of a
smaller breed, •.hich the same acre will feed. Thai
the Spanish mutton is equal to any in the world, and
the species small boned, and very apt to take on fat.

—

That neither better care nor better keep is requiied by
the Spanish sheep, than the English, but that one as

well as the other requires more of both than (hey gen-
erally have. That the improved species is, in all re-

spects equally well calculated for the use and profit of

the tenant, as of the landlord."

TO coRRESPONnENTS. The communication from till 1

Hon. Mr. Fiske, (the first article in this day's papenii

is very acceptable to us, and must prove very valuabia

to the public. We think that gentleman has estabB

Hshed the reputation of the breed of swine, which hfl

has made such patriotic and successful efforts to intro-

duce, on a basis o(facts -which cannot easily be shaken.
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^\c hope Mr. Preston's advice and example in giv-

; 115 a report of the season, and its effects on the ve-

lation in his vicinity will be followed by gentlemen

oiiitr sections of the country. Individual agricultu-

ts as weli as the public at large might derive profit

mi intelligence of this kind. It would afford useful

: .<s respects the diversities of climate, &c. iu the

.:id Slates, and enable farmers to send their surplus

'liuctions to those parts of the country in which they

jht be most wanted.

i lie communication of Mr. Stevens relates to a sub-

n o( great importance, and states facts which if ge-

rriUy known, would prove of much general utility.

I'he queries of" Agrlcola" relative tolhat pest of fruit

rees called the " Borer," merit patient, attentive and

horough investigation. Some of our friends have alrea-

y volunteered their services to endeavor to ascertain

icts relating to the natural history of this depredator.

Vehope theresult will enable the orchardist to assail

im with such success Ihat his utter extermination will

le the consequence.

The gentleman who was so good as to direct our in-

uiries to a certain paper of the Mass. Ag. Repository,

hich gives information relative to " Lice on ^pplc

Vee»," will perceive that we had anticipated his inti-

lalion, in No. 45, page 353 of the present volume of

jr paper.

FOREIGN.
A Kingston, Jamaica, paper states that the Spanish
[uadron, which lately sailed from Havana in pursuit

the Colombian vessels, which captured the Ceres, is

eparing to blockade Puerto Cabello.— It is also stat-

fl, that the small-pox bad been introduced into the

Qaod by a vessel from New York.

Peru.—Accounts have been received at Baltimore

1 the 10th of June by a vessel eleven days from Ja-

laica, stating that at the last mentioned place intelli-

tnce had arrived that Lima and Callao had both fallen

Ito the hands of the Royalists. Troops wtfe coUect-

|g along the coast at Carthagena, &c. to send by the

lay of Panama to the South as fast as possible- The
loyalist force was computed at about 9000 men, being

1)00 more than the force of the Patriots. Another en-

.gement was expected shortly to take place, and fears

(ece entertained of the defeat of the Patriots.

Santa Martha, May 22.—Callao has again fallen in-

the hands of the Spaniards through treachery.

—

Koops are sending off from all parts of Peru, and I

* the affairs of the Patriots do not appear to prosper.

DOMESTIC.
Fatal Accident.—On the 14th inst. the sloop Vo-
nt, Capt. Biirrill, was upset in Boston Harbor by a
idden squall ; and notwithstanding prompt assistance

as rendered by a sail boat, and the crew of the Rapid,
vessel sailing at a short distance, Mrs. Gushing, of

'eymouth, 'a child of Mr. Sampson, of do. and a
lUgbter of -Mr. T. Allen, of this city, were drown-
1. Several other persons were rescued from the
ck, and a Mrs. Bates and child were saved from "the

ibin by cutting a hole in the quarter.

Florida Claims.—The amount of claims allowed as

lid Under the Florida treaty, is $5,454,545. As five

illlons only were stipulated by the treaty, and ap-
•oprlated by Congress for the payment of said claims,
ley will be subject to an abatement of 8 1-3 per cent,

iless further provision be made, which we premme
lere will not. So that $100 of the allowed claims is

•orth $91, 66—Bo*. Telegraph.

JVeio Hampshire Stale Prison.—The income of the
ew-Hampshire State Prison during the year ending
lay 31 was $2,799 61 more than the expenditures.
o part of the appropriation of last year has been
-awn, and no appropriation is required for the year
asuinsr.

—

ibid.

MASSACHUSETTS LEGISLATURE.
|

In Senate Thursday, June 10. A Report of a]

Committee that it is inexpedient at this time to make
|

any alteration in the Districts of this Commonwealth
i

for the choice of Representatives to Congress, was uc-
j

cepted. I

The Secretary of State delivered a Alessage from the

Governor, togeth< r with certain documents relating to

the claim of this Statf upon the General Government.
This gives a concise view of the history and situation

of the claim, and states that " the National Govern-
ment have mani' :-led the most friendly disposition to

accelerate its adj"stment, at the approaching Session

of Congress.

Friday, June 11. Resolves passed on the subject of

the boundary line between this Statt and Connecticut;
Relating to pay of Deaf and Dumb persons: Regulat-
ing the form of returning votes for Electors of Presi-

dent and Vice President, Szc. A number oiother bills

were finished, but as they were of a private or local

nature, their titles are omitted.

Saturday, June 12. The Committee on the subject

of the Hon. James Lloyd's letter, relating to a Canal
from Buzzard's Bay to Barnstable Bay reported that

the same be referred to the next session.

Sundry Resolves, relating to the Massachusetts'

Claim upon the General Government were reported

and passed in concurrence.

The pay roll of the Senate, amounting to one thou-

sand seven hundred and forty-two dollars, was read
and accepted.

House.—Thursday, June 10. A Committee was
appointed to consider the expediency of authorizing

the Treasurer to borrow of any of the Banks such sum
of money as may be necessary to meet the ordinary

demands of the Treasury during the present year.

A form of return of votes for Electors of President

and Vice President was reported, accepted, and the

Secretary directed to furnish each town in the Com-
moBwealth with two copies.

It was ordered that the Report of the Committee on
the petition of the Trustees of the Amherst Institution,

and all the papers, relating to the subject be referred

to a Committee of five members of the House, having
power to send for persons and papers, &c. This Com-
mittee was directed to inquire what amount of the
nominal funds can be collected ; what means have
been resorted to by the petitioners, &c. to procure sub-

scriptions, &c. ; what methods have been adopted to

procure students, and to obtain such other information

as may be useful in deciding whether the public good
requires a new College at Amherst, and to report to

the General Board on the first Monday of their next
session. The question of the commitment was carried.

For the commitment 101. Against it 89. The Spea-
ker then nominated Messrs. Phelps of Hadley, .Sprague

of Salem, Lincoln of Worcester, Webster of Boston,
and Smith of Milton, to compose the Committee.

Friday, June 11. On motion of ; Mr. Philips, of

Salem, a resolve requesting the Governor and
Council to make such arrangements as might secure to

the Marquis De La Payette, on the event of his visit-

ing this country, an honorable reception on the part of
the State, and to draw his warrant on the Treasury
was unanimously adopted in both branches.

A Resolve passed, requesting the Governor and
Council to write to the Governor of Connecticut on
the subject of an amicable adjustment of the boundary
line between the two States.

A Resolve passed for granting $G00for the support of
certain Deaf and Dumb children at Hartford.

Saturday, June 12. A number of private bills pass-
ed to be enacted. The Committee on the subject of

Congressional Districts made a report that it was in-

expedient to make any alteration, which report was
accepted.

The Committee appointed for the purpose, reported
the Pay Roll, amounting to $10,194, and the Gov-
ernor was requested to draw his warrant on the
Treasury for the same.

The Secretary came in with a Message from the
Governor, informing the House that he had approved
of forty Acts, passed at the present session, and that
the Legislature was prorogued to the 1st Wednesday
of January next.

SAXONY SHEEP.
On THVRSDAY, Vjth of Julynext.at 3 o'c/ocfr, P.

M. at the Punch Bout Tavern, near Boston,

WILL be sold at Auction, an entire flock of SAX-
ONY SHEEP, consisting of 46 Rams, 25 Ewes,

ar.J 4 Lambs, just arrived per Vuiecity from Bremen.

These sheep were selected with great care, by a per-

son fully qualified for the purpose, from among eight

01 ten thousand of the finest sheep in Saxony, and arc

presumed to be decidedly superior to any sheep which
have heretofore been imported. 1 he comj aralive va-

lue of Saxony Wool above the Spanish is well known ;

the small quantities which have reached this country,

have been eagerly bought up by the manufacturers of

fine eloths, but the duty imposed by the new tariff, will

soon prevent further importations.

Purchasers are assured that none of the sheep will be

disposijd of on any. terms, before the above date ; they

may be examined any time previous to the day of sale

at Mr. Perry's, about a quarter of mile from the Pnnth
Bowl Tavern in Brookline, ou the road leading to Cam-
bridge.

Catalogues will be immediately prepared find ready

for delivery. Conditions liberal and made known at

the sale.

COOLIDGE, POOR & HEAD, Auerrt.

June 19.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

APPLES, good, to best,

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

ptarl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo. No 1, .

" No 2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. No. 1.

CHEESE, new milk ....
skimed milk, . . .

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee, . . .

Rye, best ....
GRAIN, Rve .....

Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, an-d Northern
PLAISTKR PARIS . . .

PORK, BoneMiddlings new,
navy, mess,

Cargo, No 1, . .

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822,
Clover ....

WGOL, Merino, full blood,washed
do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do .Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh, best pieces, . .

" •«hole hog, ....
VEAL,
MUTTON,
POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub,

lump, . . .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, ....

Indian, do
POTATOES, ....
CIDER, liquor, new ....
HAY, according to quality,
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From the National Gazette.

On the loss of the Steam Boat JElna, within sight of
JVew- York,

Saturday afternoon, May 15, 1824.

Her path was on the briny deep
;

Yet no white sail propell'd her course,
Nor measur'd o'er with g:raceful sweep,

Urg'd her to stem the billow's force :

Self-mov'd, with fleecy track she past,

Disdaining in her pride
To woo the breeze, or slum the blast,

Or wait the rolling tide,

While boldly to the slcy

Her ensign wreathing high, [she cast.

Inwrought with volum'd smoke, and sparkling flame

Lightly o'er her bosom rov'd.

Where rainbow mirth was shining,

Forms rever'd, and hearts belov'd,

In changeful groups combining :

Childhood's smile,

And Beauty's wile,

Manhood with his brow of care.

And matron tenderness was there ;

Above the azure sky was glowing,
Beneath, the flood, like silver flowing,
Around, in chequering light a!id shade,
Her hues delighted Spring display'd

;

Velvet verdure deck'd the vales,
AVinding rivers, white with sails.

Through their tufted margins stray'd :

Each dazzling scene, like moving picture, threw
Its coloring on the eye, and rapidly withdrew.

And now the setting sun, in liquid richness, pours
A flood of glory o'er the approaching shores

Of that proud mart, which like a queen
Upon her island shone, is seen.

With thronging masts and spires, in iong array
;

Then sparkling eyes were bent,
And ardent glances sent.

Thro' the soft misty curtains of declining day,
I'o gain some vestige of their home ;

Gay Fancy decks the dome
With flowers ofjoy

;

A riclier blush steals o'er the virgin coy
;

And, lost in speechless love, the mother clasps her boy.
Hark !

—'tis the crash of thunder!—But no cloud
Mantles the untroubled sky.

Again I— it blends with cries of angi;ish loud,—
in air disrupted members fly.

Bloodstreams, and 'nealh the waters hoar
i'lunge deeply those who rise no more.
And ah ! outstretch'd I see.

In nameless agony.
Woman's imploring hand,—the piercing cry

Of suffering innocence invades the sky.

Haste—snatch them from the wreck! OGod! they
faint—they die !

"Tis silent on the wave. 'I'he thunders sleep;

But many a stricken soul shall mourn their ire :

b'till smiles the sun ; but many an eye shall v^'eep

F.re to his sea-girt chamber he retire : . <

The unexpected guest—the si.^ter fair,

—

'i"he child, with fond, confiding air,

—

'['he friend, who with an angel's mien
llium'd tile dear, domestic scene

—

Ah ! ask not—ask not, where they are,

Or why they come not.^—^"ee despair

Rend fmm tlie mourning sire

The few thin remnants of that silver hair.

Which, frosted o'er with age, e'en ruthless time
could spare.

Who to the orphan's arms its treasure shall restore .'

Who, bind the widow'd heart, which breaking, heals
no more ?

Frail as a flower, beneath the blast of pain.
How impotent and vairt

Is man, to boast him of his zephyr's breath,
Man, whose whole race of life is on the verge of

death I

He,—lie alone who trod
The waters as their God,

And from their dark embrace rescu'd the sinking form,
Can, when the whelming surges roll.

Draw, with pierc'd hand, the unbodied soul
To that Eternal Ark, serene above the storm.

iWisccUang.

Etiquette.— It is almost painful to give one's

attention to these stiff affairs, which go so very

nearly to extinguish the socialities of life, for

the mind is fettered and bound up, as it were in

stays, manufactured by the ceremonial masters

of mankind,
" Who're gravely dull, insipidly serene,

And carry all their wisdom in their mien.

This gravity has been defined by a French wit,

as a mysterious carriage of the body to cover

(he delects of the mind. Locke, according to

his biographer, always praised Rochefoucault's

maxim, "that gravity was but the mask nhich
stupidity wore to cover its defects." Dr. Young
says,

" And be this truth eternal ne'er forgot.

Solemnity's a cover for a sot."

Some people make a mystery of every thing,

(they must bid you good day in a whisper,)

looking exceedingly wise, even about trifles.

—

Statesmen, a race of beings who occasionally

commit the most remarkable blunders, but still

retaining the name of statesmen, have a great

predilection for this mystery. So affected was
the Count de Viry, in this way, that, when he
died, some person inquiring after him, his sec-

retary said, " He is dead, but does not wish it

to be known:" and the king of Sardinia, (his

master,) said, when he heard of his death, " that

he would make a mystery of it if he could."

—

We have seen, where cunning supplies the place

of intellect, and a handicraft mechanism the

substitute for the mind, where, in Curran's pe-

culiar phrase, " men begin to measure their

depths by their darkness, and to fancy them-
selves profound, because they feel they are per-
plexed."

Dr. Moore (anlhor of Zeluco) used to say

that, "At least two-thirds of a I'hy.'ifian's fens

were for imaginary compl.iints." Among seve-

ral instances of this nature, he mentions one of

a clothier, who, after long drinkiiig the Bath
waters, took it into his head to try the Bristol

hot wells. Previous, however, to his setting

off, he requested the f.ivour of him of a letter,

stating his case to any brother Galen. This
done, the patient got into a chaise and started.

After proceeding about half way, he felt an itch

to pry into the contents of the letter, when the
following words presented themselves :

—" Dear
sir, llie bearer is a fat Wiltshire clothier; make
the most of liim." it is r.nnecessary to add,

that jus cure was at that moment eflected, as he
ordered the chaise to return, and immediately
proceeded home.

Dr. Maundy, of Canterbury, Dr. Radcliffe,

and Dr. Case, spending an evening together,
were very jovial. " Here, brother Case," says

Dr. Radcliffe, "is a health to all the fools, your
patients." " I thank you, good brother," re-

plied Case, " let rne have all the fools, and you
are heartily welcome to the rest of the prac-
tice."

An eccentric old dame, who lately died at the

west end of the town, and who had been re-

ceiving benefit from a charitable fund, left be-

hind her the following strange assortment of ar-

ticles;—490 work bags, full of ribands, &c. 150
pockets, 5000 thimbles, 100 snuff-boxes, a great

qtiantity of pins, 300 china and crystal articles,

1100 pincushions and needle-books, several

pecks of buttons, 20 pair of silk stockings and

gloves, 400 matches, 1000 pen-knives and scis-

sors, 24 black silk bonnets, and a great number
of gowns.

—

Dundee Advertiser.

A sweep passing yesterday through Broad-sf.

St. Giles, was annoyed by a coal-heaver's boy,

and on being asked why he did not show fight?

answered " Sweeps don't dirt their hands with
coal porters."

A strange custom prevails every whore in

Chili, at balls, public as well as private. La-

dies of all ranks who happen not to be invited,

come in disguise and stand at (he windows or in

the passages, and often actually enter the ball

room. They are called Tapadus from their fa-

ces being covered, and their object is to observe

the proceeding of their uncoascious friends,

whom they torment with malicious speeches,

whenever they are within hearing.

Jlnrcdote of Howard.—The Governor of Up-
per Alsace, a vain man, and his Countess, still

vainer, honored Howard with a visit. With a

very haughty air, the governor asked the state

of prisons in his government. " The worst in

all Germany," said Howard, " particularly in<

the condition of the female prisoners; and Ire-

commend to your countess to visit them person-

ally, as the best means of rectifying abuses in

their management." " 1 !" said she, '• I go to

the prisons!" and hurried away with her has-

band so rapidly, Howard said he was seriously

afraid she would fall down stairs. He never-

theless called after her with a loud voice,

"iMadtim, remember that you are a woman
yuiirself, and must soon, like the most misera-

ble female prisoner in a dungeon, inhabit but a

.•mall space of (hat earth from which you equal-

ly originated."

LEAD PIPE FOR AQUEDUCTS, &c.

THE subscribers being appointed Agents for vending
LORI.N'G'S IMPROVED LEAD PIPE, liave con?

stantly on hand, at their Store, No. 20, Merchants' Row,
a supply of different sizes and thickness. The manner
in which their Pipe is manufactured renders it superior

to the English or any other manufacture, and comes at

a less price. Orders for any quantity or size will be

executed at the shortest notice. " '

LINCOLN FEARING &: CO.
March 27.

PATENT STEEL SPRING HAY FORKS.
JUST received and for sale at the Agricultural Esta"

blishment, No. 20, Merchants' Row, a lai'Je supply
of Goc'dwin's highly approved Patent .Steel Spring liat/

and Manure FORKS, Also, a few dozen very superi-

or Hakes, Cam's cast steel Scythes, Dudley's warrant-

ed steel back do., Bisbee's cast steel polished Shovels

—together with a great variety of other agricultural

implements. , June 12.

WANTED No. 43, of the 1st Vol. of the N. K.

Farmer. For which a generous price will be
given by the publisher of this paper.

June 12.

TERMS OF THE FARMER.
Oi^T" Published every Saturday, at Three Dollars

per annum, payable at the end of the year—but those

who pay within si.vly days from the time of subscribing

will he entitled to a deduction of Fiftk Ceivts.

(^^ No paper will oe discontinued (unless at the'

discretion of the publisher,) until arrearages are paid.
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LICE ON Ain'EE TREES.

To the Editor of the Xtic England Farmer,

Sir,—In your paper, Vol. ii. No. ! 4. 1 saw

gome inquiries respecting Lice on Apple Trees.

Upwards of thirty years .igo, I sowed a nursery.

and when nearly of size for setting- out, tliey

after they aro di^seitcJ by tlieir tenants

perceive no reason why hot watennay not prove as fa-

tal to them as scorehinj them by lire, and the hot wa-

ter may be applied without taking- up the tree, and we

i
should think with less risk of injuring it. Butperhaps

ere attacked "by those lice, the first I liad ! the persevering application of white wash composed of

ever seen. 1 was surprised to tiiul they wore .i quick lime and water, may be as grood a remedy as any

living insect, I scraped off abundance, but ihey |(jiscovered. See New England Farmer, vol. ii. page

increased for three years, and covered the hmbs'35g_

to the ends of the Uvigs that scraping or rub- v^»~

bing with corn cobs was no longer of service./ CATERPILLARS.
fo^ind no washes that would check Ihe'iv Ui- To the Editor of the jXiW England Farmer,

crease, and I tried them with lire and found the Sir,—We farmcis are indebted tq y©u and

following mode effectual.— I dug up sucK .t?| your correspondents for much valuable informa-

ere of size to set out, made fires of straw lit jijon, from time to time ; but occasionally we
ler or dry leaves and drew them quickly ihro j^^g sadiv hoaxed by some schemers, who never

the blaze ; turning them round so as to scorch

he lice, and not injure the bark. After setting

of their leaving the tree, which would seem to be from
I

small, 1 couid have annihilated them in on.-

about the 25th of May to the 5th of July. Burning or
j

quarter of the time, with the brush invented

soaldingthehabitationsoflheinsectscanbeof noavail by the v,cnerable Pickering, to whom all far-

But we can ' niers are much indebted.

hem out they flourished very well, and no more

lice appeared on them, and about the fourth

leason they all fell off by the course of nature,

ind I have not seen any since. They are peri-

tdieal, and may perhaps like the locust appear

•gain at some future day. They killed and in-

ured abundance of trees ; such as died appc.ir-

;d to be black and defective at the heart ; such

ts survived grew over with moss, that I foiinJ

lecessary to scrape off.

Since which time 1 have been informed by i

entleman of observation that he readily clenf-

d them all off' his trees by cutting or poaliv<

p a small piece of bark and putting uncler it

held or drove a plough. This ought not to be,

for the other day one of my neighbors refused

to subscribe for your paper, because he had

once read in print, that the best way to make a

ditch on hilly land, was to begin at the top.

Last summer you published George Webster's

communication to the Board of Agriculture of

the State of New York, on destroying caterpil-

lars with sulphur. George told his story so

well, that I was half inclined to think it true
;

but fearing 1 might injure a tree by boring in-

to it, I concluded to test satisfied with Pick-

ering's brush, which I had always found effectu

al, until I should hear more about the sulphur

method. On reading your paper of the 5th

current, now, thinks I to myself, it must

A BROOKLINE FARMER
June 22, li!24.

BY THE r.DiTOB. One of the advantagrs, whicli it it

hoped will accrue to the agricult«ial comrauniiy by

the publication and circulation of an agricultural news-

paper consists in the facility, which it affords of contra-

dicting and refuting erroneous opinions, which may

have been generally or partially diffused, with regard

to Agriculture and Rural Economy. We always enter-

tained, and have several times expressed, doubts re-

specting the efficacy of sulphur, applied in the manner

above adverted to, as a preservative against the cater-

pillar. But w^c wished the experiment might be made,

so that we might oppose matter of fact to what appear-

ed impossible in theory. It is oftentimes useful to lay

before the public .an account of experiments, which

have not succeeded, as it prevents useless, but trouble-

some and ej^pensive repetitions. We think that the

well written article by Dr. Thacher, published in our

last paper, page 370, together with the above pal-in-

point remarks of " A Brookline Farmer"' will prevent

farmers from placing any confidence in a remedy, which

notwithstanding plausible statements and respectable

authority, it now seems, will not endure the test of ac-

tual experiment.

Imall quantity of quicksilver or strong 'mircKraiii be true that sulphur -.vill kill worms on trees.

intmenl. Since hearing of the above remedy
here are no lice here to try the experiment.

At all events they are a very pernicious in-

ct, not described by naturalists. They must

ome naturally out of the earth, for the ground

fray nursery was new, never had apple trees

in it before. Their continuance here was four

3asons, and they all disappeared about twenty

ears ago. Such trees as I scorched in a blaze

if fire flourish and do well. Such as survived

ithout fire, are defective, slow of growth, ane/

lOl worth cumbering the ground.

SAMUEL PRESTON
Stockport, Pa. June 10, 182-i.

EV THE EDITOR. It has been asserted that water,

aiding hot, applied to trees infested with lice, by a

op or swab will destroy these insects, provided '.his

plication is made at a proper season of the year. Mr.

erley says that the blisters or barnacles on the trees,

hich are called lice, but are in fact only the tene-

ents, or habitations of the insects, " contain froir, ten

thirty nits or eggs each, which in a common se.ison

jin to hatch about the 2oth of May, and finish about

le 10th of June. These nits produce a white animal-

ile, resembling a louse, so small they are hardly per

ptible to the naked eye ; which, immediately afte

ley are hatched, open the passage at tho end of the

ister, and crawl out on the bark of the tree," &c

appears further that all remedies are ineffectual un-

|ss applied between the time m which the animalcule

for a yankee farmer in Connecticut, says the

•' process has been found infallible." So 1

sent to neighbor B.'s and borrowed an inch au-

ger. 1 selected one of my best cherry trees,

a: least thirty feet high, and ten inches through

the trunk, three feet from the ground, (having

three large flourishing nests on it, one above an-

other) and bored a hole six inches into it.

—

This hole 1 filled with flour of sulphur, rammed

it in well, and plugged up the hole tight. In

all this I was " very particular," as the quack

doctors say, (not Dr. Caustic) and expected

soon to see caterpillars, canker worms, weevils,

&,c. Sic. scampering for their lives. In twenty

four hours after the deposit of sulphur, I visited

the said free, and sure enough, the reptiles

were walking briskly up and down the trunk

Now, says 1 to the vermin, you are in trouble.

The next day, exactly forty-eight hours after

1 made the deposit, I repaired to the cherry

tree, to witness the total discomfiture ofmy en-

emies. If you can, Sir, guess my siirprise, on

finding the caterpillars all snugly housed, (ex-

cept a few sentinels left to keep guard) as if

nothing had happened below. I thought i

could see the said sentinels laughing at me for

my pains. Four days after, I t'oimd that gras?

(sulphur) would not bring tliem down, and pelt-

ed them well with stones (the brush.) So

much for ihr-ir temerity, and my folly.

After all, Mr. Editor, suppose the sulphu
K-e enclosed in the blisters or barnacles aud the period

jjj^jj destroyed every caterpillar, great and

From the Old Colony Memorial.

IMPORTANT ptseoVERY.

.2 jietu ind expeditious method of milking coxi's.

I '. .•", ^id the satisfaction of witnessing, in

presence of a number of gentlemen, a cow
evacuating the whole of her milk by the fol-

lowing simple contrivance. A rye straw was

introduced into the orifice of each teat through

which the milk flowed spontaneously in a full

and uninterrupted stream, until the udder was

completely emptied. In exactly five minutes,

between 5 and 6 quarts were thus drawn off.

—

After the straws were withdrawn the udder was

collapsed and empty, and not a spoonful of milk

could be obtained by the efforts of the hand.

It is well known to anatomists, that the numer-

ous milk tubes or canals are so formed as to

communicate with each other, and all terminate

in the extremity of the teat, and the milk is re-

tained by a power similar to the contraction of a

sphincter muscle. The straw or any tube being

introduced removes the contraction mechanical-

ly, and allows the milk to flow freely. The dis-

covery of this novel process was reserved for

a simple rustic boy in the town of Middlebo-

rough. His father, by the name of Bent, hav-

ing a cow that did not yield her milk without

great strength and effort, was induced to sell

her to a neighbor, but she was for the same

reason returned again to the original owner.

The boy always dreaded the milking as a very

liborious and fatiguing 'task, \yhile his brother

finished milking another cow in half the time.

After some time, however, the boy, who had

the most liuTicult task assigned him, brought in

,
his milk before the other. Mr. Bent inquired
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by what means he hail finished milking sooner
than usual. The boy was silent and the secret

remained undiscovered for several days, when
the father accompanied him to the barn and had

his curiosity fully gratified. The boy opening

a box which contained a number of rye straws,

one of which being introduced into each teat,

the cow was speedily milked without the small-

est exertion. The straws are introduced about

half an inch, which is done with great facility,

the cow discovers not the least impatience, but

in withdrawing the straw a little force is requir-

ed. Small quills made entirely smooth at the

end would be preferable ; but milking tubes

may be made of silver or tin, and it is not im-

probable that those articles will soon be num-
bered among our indispensible utensils. The
size should be a little larger than a quill from
the wing of a hen. Whether the habitual em-
ployment of the tube will tend to impair the re-

tentive power of the teat or otherwise prove
injurious must be determined by experience

;

but 1 am inclined to the opinion, that no injury

will be produced as the substance of the teat is

not very susceptible of irritation or of inflam-

mation. We may now congratulate our milking
men and milk maids on this very important ac-

quisition from which may be anticipated the
following advantages.

1st. A dairy of 50 or more cows employs
twice in a day 6 or C persons in milking—by
this new method, if the tube is made of the

lull size of the orifice to receive it, the whole
business may be performed in one third of the
time, and with greater ease to the milker and
the animal.

2d. We may be relieved from the utiplea-

sant apprehension ot dirty hands employed in

milking.

3d. When the udder is in an indurated or dis-

eased state, or the teats tender and excoriated,

the animal may be milked without pain'.

4th. Fractious kicking cows may in this way
V; milked without trouble and danger.

Had this curious discovery been made by
jihilosophcrs and jihysiologists in past ages, they
might have claimed a rank with Franklin and
.Tenner, but tlie iMiddlcboroiigh boy is surely
entitled to public consideration for his ingenuity.

I cannot resist the ilesire (if the association

may be permitted) on this occasion, to suggest
another happy consequence that may result

:"rom this discover}', one in which our personal
feelings are more particularly interested.

JAMES THACHER.
Plymouth, June, 1824.

[.Since the above was in type, and part of it struck off,

Mie Editor has been favored with a letter from Dr.

Thacher, from whirh we give the following extract to

i-idmonish against entrusting unskilful or careless peo-

ple to perform an operation which may be attended
with serious injury.]

" The cow on which I witnessed the experi-
ment, is still milked with straivs, with perfect
facility and unattended by the least unfavorable
effects, but in other instances, under the manage-
ment of boys, I understand that serious difficul-

ties have ensued ; such as obstructions in the
teat, and diminished quantity of milk, he. in-
stead therefore of copying my communication
into the New England Farmer, I will thank you
»nly to refer to it and stale the information
ivbich I now communicate. But if you should

I prefer to insert the whole article or an extract
from it, please to observe that cows have re
ceived injury by the unskilfulness of boys intro-

ducing rough quills and straws, and that further
experience by the careful use of smooth tubes,

must decide as to the utilily of the method."

From the American Farmer.

BEST FOOD FOR YOUNG TURKIES.

Mr. Skinner,—Permit me through the medi-
um of the " P'armer," to present my grateful
acknowledgments to my Cousin Tabitha, for

her instructions on the subject of preventing
the gapes in young turkies and chicken?. No
disease perhaps, is more destructive to those
species of poultry. My Cousin's philosophy,
doubtles, is sound, as to the nature of the dis-

ease
; for not being a professional anatomist, I

am not disposed to controvert the opinions of
those more scientific than myself 1 am no
theorist but for my practical knowledge in mat-
ters of domestic concern, am indebted to per-
sonal observation and the experience of others.

As our progress towards perfection in the im-
provement of domestic comforts and convenien-
ces is greatly accelerated by taking advantage
of the discoveries of those who are well vers-

ed in such matters, perhaps it may not appear
presumptive in me to suggest to our cousin, and
your other readers, a mode of preparing food

for young turkies, which, for a long time I have
successfully adopted, and which recommends
itself by its simplicity. Two eggs boiled to

hardness, cut fine ; a handful of young mustard,
also cut fine; Indian meal scalded in boiling

water, all mixed together with a small quantity

of ground pepper, are sufficient to feed at one
time one hundred young turkies, to be increased
in quantity as they increase in size, until five or

six weeks old. They are very fond of this mix-
ture. Eggs that remain after the setting hens
are supplied, though unfit for other purpose,
answer this end. Feeding my young turkies on
food prepared as above described, 1 have never
known an instance of one dying with the gapes,

though until I adopted this pre|>aration 1

found it extremely difficult to raise any con-

siderable number of them.
1 have usually sown mustard seed at such

time as to have it young and lender about the
seasons in which turkies are hatched. Per-
haps it may not be a useless hint, that many
poulterers permit the gentleman in the gang to

acquire too long a beard. Eight females with
one male, a year old, are suflicient to raise from
eighty to one hundred turkies. Should mus-
tard be scarce, lettuce may be substituted.

AUNT BETTY.

THE MINER'S S.AFETY L.-VMP.

Extracled and abridged from Parkes'' Chemical Essays.

In the history of mining, nothing has perplex-
ed the proprietors of our collieries, or annoyed
the workmen, so much as the fire-damp

; and
yet many thousand men, who had no other
way of maintaining their families, were con-
stantly obliged to submit to work in situations of
the most imminent danger. It was usual for
these poor men to creep with a lighted candle
in their bands, inch by inch, as it were, alono-
the galleries of a mine suspected to contain what
they call foul air, in order to ascertain its

presence, and guard against its dreadful effects
Bet notwithstanding all their caution, explosions
frequently occurred and the consequences were
often of the most melancholy kind. The min-
eis, with the horses and machinery were some-
tines thrown through the shaft into the air, and
those individuals, who might happen to escape
the violence of the concussion, were often gra-
dually suffocated in being obliged to breathe
the carbonic acid gas and azotic gas, which al-

ways remains in the mine after sueh explosions.
Great numbers of men and boys are sometimes
kilhd on such occasions ; and not long ago no
less than ninety-six persons, who were working
in the fuelling colliery were, in an instant, de-
stroyed by a similar accident.

Sir Humphrey Davy undertook to investigate
the nature and chemical properties of the fire-

damp for the purpose of endeavoring to arrest
its action, and prevent the ravages which it oc-
casions. During his experiments he found that
the fire damp is light carburretted hydrogen, or
hydrogen gas holding carbon in solution

; that
it will not explode unless mixed with a portion
of atmospheric air; that is explodes with most
vehemence when mixed with seven or eight
times its volume of air; that it retains its ex-
plosive power when mixed in the proportions of
only one; ofgas to fourteen of air ; and that when
the atmospheric air is in greater quantity, the
light of a taper merely becomes enlarged when
brought within it, and that effect is perceptible
even in a mixture of thirty parts of air to

one oigas. He found also that the fire-damp is

much less combustible than other inflammable
gasses; that it is not exploded by red-hot char-
coal or red-hot iron, though iron at a white heat
will explode ; and that " on mixing carbonic
acid with seven parts of an explosive mixture
o^ fire-damp, or one part of azotic with six parts,
their powers of exploding were destroyed."

In the prosecution of these inquiries he found
lifficult tf

damp in small tubes; and that in tubes of only

fore
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In the prosecution of these inquiries he found
it difficult to explode the mixture of air and fire- T
damp in small tubes; and that in tubes of only

°

one seventh of an inch in diameter, and opentc
the atmosphere it could not be inflamed, and es-

|)ecially if the tubes were metallic.

In reasoning upon these various phenoment
it occurred to him, as a considerable heat was
required for the inflammation of the fire-damp,
and as it produced in burning, comparatively s

small degree of heat, that the effect of carbonic
icid and azotic, and of the surfaces ofsmall tube!
in preventing its explosion, depended upon thch
noting poii-ers,—upon their lowering the tem
jierature of the exploding mixture so much tha
it was no longer sufficient for its continuous in

fli'mmation.

This idea led to an immediate result—th«
possibility of constructing a lamp, in which tht',

cooling powers of the azotic and carbonic acii.

formed by combustion, or the cooling powers o
the apertures through which the air entered oi

made its exit, should prevent the communicatioi
of explosion.

" I made," says Sir Humphrey Davy, « sev
eral attempts to construct safety lamps, whicl
should give light in all explosive mixtures o
fire-damp ; and after complicated combinations
1 at length arrived at one evidently most sim
plo,— that of surrounding the light entirely b
wire gauze, and making the same tissue feel

the flame with air and also emit light.

" In jdunging a light surrounded by a cyliu
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limler of fine wire gauze into iin explosive mix-

ture, 1 saw the whole cylinJer become qiiietly

and gradually filled with flame ; the upper part

oi It soon appeaie(l- red hot, yet nu exptosion was

proJuced.
• It was easy, at once, to see that by increas-

ing the cooling surface in the top, or in any

vJier part of the lamp, the heat acquired by

It might be diminished to any extent ; and I

imnu'diatcly made a number of experiments to

jiiMfect this invcniion, which was evidently

tlic one to be adopted, as it excluded the ne-

Cl-^sltv of using glass or any fusible or brittle

substance in the lamp, and not only deprived

tlio tire-damp of its explosive powers, but ren-

dered the (ire-damp itself an useful light.''

•• It was tound that iron wire gauze, composed
of wires t'rom one fortieth to one sixtieth of an

inch in diameter, and containing twenty-eight

vires or seven hundred and eighty-four aper-

liires was safe under all circumstances ; and

his material Sir Humphrey Davy w.as there-

ore induced to adopt for the construction of

amps in coal mines.
'• Twelve months after the adoption of this

amp by the miners an important addition was
nade to it, founded entirely on a new principle.

iir Humphrey Davy having been told that the

(erfect safety which attended the use of this

amp, often induced the men to go into more
splosive atmospheres than they otherwise

k ould, and that this sometimes occasioned the

ights to be extinguished, the genius of our

hilosopher enabled him, by means of the

letal called platinum, to obviate the inconve-

i( ienco in the most complete manner possible.

: I knowing that platinum has a small capacity

pr, and is a very slow conductor of heat, in

'ihich respects it is not analogous to any of
' le metals except palladium, it occurred to

; im, that upon those properties of this metal

i e might have found the improvement he was
1 search of. Pursuing this idea he contrived

I suspend a coil, or little cage of small plati-

' lum wire, from one sixtieth to one seventieth

I." an inch in thickness, over the flame of each

; mp ; the effect of which is, that the moment
ht is extinguished by an increased quan-

f fire-damp in the atmosphere, the coil of

num wire becomes of an intense red lieat

;

I id this affords light enough to enable the men
)j

find their way through the different passages

tt the entrance of the mine. This alone would
ijue been an important improvement on the

J-iginal safety lamp :— but this is not all; for

) sooner has the workman arrived at a part
' the mine in which the atmosphere is in a

ite of greater purity, or whe're it contains less

an one fourth of its volume of carburctted hy-

ogen gas, than the heated platinum wire of

elf re-lights the lamp, and the men are ena-

ed to return to their work with perfect safety.

' There is another advantage attendant on the

e of the platinum, viz : that the red hot coil

platinum wire consumes the fire-damp with-

the lantern, and this without flame
;
yielding

ily a beautiful light by the ignition of the

arcoal, which is one of its component parts.

is eNso to be observed that a candle will burn
one of these lanterns, made safe with metal-

; gauze, as well as in the open air ; and that

tienever the fire-damp is so mixed with the

:ternal air, as to render it explosive, the light

m the safe lantern will be extinguished, and

!

-' nip
T

"1, le lig

"•Ilatini

warning will thus be given to the miners to

withdraw from, and to ventilate that part of the

mine. Another important circumstance, con-

nected with the use of the safety lamp is, that

the men can never be in danger with respect to

respiration, so long as the platinum continues

ignited
; for eveu this phenomenon ceases when

(he foul air forms about two-tit"ths of the volume
of the atmosphere ; and before tliis it may be
breathed without injury.

" At first the miners were apprehensive re-

specting the durability of the wire gauze ; but

time has increased the confidence of these

men in the apparatus, which has now been in

use about five or six years in the most danger-
ous mines in Britain, and exposed to all circum-
stances which the variety of explosive mix-
tures can occasion. And the idea of the wire
gauze burning out, is shown to be unfounded ;

for the carbonaceous matter, produced from the

decomposition of the oil, tends not only to pre-

vent the oxidation of the metal, but likewise

revives any oxide already formed; and this

coaly matter, when the fire-damp is burning in

the lamp, chokes the apertures of the cylinder,

and gradually diminishes the heat by diminish-

ing the quantity of gas consumed.
" The brass collar of the wire gauze cylinders

is secured to the bottoms of the lamps by locks

which can only be opened by the lamp-keeper;
so that the workmen cannot either by accident

or carelessness expose themselves to danger by
separating the wire gauze cylinders from the

bottoms of the lamps.

"After finishing their day's work, the colliers

bring their Davys, as they call them, to the

lamp-keeper's cabin, who, unlocking them,
takes the bottoms into his own possession, and
allows the colliers to take the wire gauze cy-

linders home for the purpose of cleaning (hem
thoroughly. When the colliers return to work
the following morning, the lamp-keeper having
replenished the lamps with oil and cotton,

lights them and screws on their tops, and then

examines them with the utmost care, before he
delivers them for use ; but if (he least injury or

defect appears in the gauze, or in any other

part of the lamp, it is immediately set aside to

be repaired, and the person to whom it belong-

ed is supplied with a perfect one."

We have gone somewhat at large into the

history and merits of this invention, although it

is foreign from the main objects of our publica-

tion. Our motive is to show that nc~js things

may be useful things, and that a philosopher in

his closet may contribute more to the benefit of

mankind, than a host of men who toil without

thought, and tread in a beaten track, merely
because it is beaten, without knowing or at-

tempting to ascertain whether they are'proceed-

ing it the most direct path to the objects of

their pursuit. Sir Humphrey Davy's talents

and perseverance have not only developed new
resources to Great Britain, provided bread for

thousands who must otherwise have swelled

the enormous pauper list of his country, but

saved the lives of multitudes, who in all human
probability, would have suffered by what has

been aptly denominated " one of the most dan-
gerous elements which human enterprize has
hitherto had to encounter."

J. & |A Bluir & Co. of Greenock at present

[April 26, 1824] employ no fewer than 1100

of the inhabitants of the Orkneys in the manu
facture of straw plat for Ladies' bonnets, ami

have recently turned their attention to an arti-

cle in imitation of Leghorn plat. After trying

various grasses, they have finally adopted ihf;

straw of rye, and liave this season laid di'ivn

several acres of that grain, for the purpgse of

prosecuting this enterprise. They have al-

ready prepared a sufficient quantity of Ihe plat

to commence a regular manufacture of bonnets,

and (he article they produce is equal to the

finest description of Leghorn bonnets.— London
Farmcr^s Journal. j

Custom of Trade.—An action was brought by
a man against an honest miller for exchanging
flour made from wheat sent him to be grounrt,

and sending back very interior instead. The
only defence that the miller could make was,

that it was the custom of the trade.—ibid.

Astonishing Instance of Fecundity.—A ewe be-

tween the Norfolk and Leicester breed, be-

longing to Mr. Scaber, of Newmarket, lamb-

ed on Monday evening no fewer than five lambs,

three ewes and two rams. The ewe and pro-

duce are healthy and likely to do well.

—

ibid.

White Flint Wheat.—A new species of wheat

under this designation, has been successfully

eultivated in Cayuga County, for some years

past. Its excellent properties are, its security

against Ihe Hessian Fly, the straw being solid 5

or 6 inches above the ground, were the

Fly lodges in other wheat, grows rank, ripens

soon, requires but 3 pecks of seed, and yields

from 25 to 40 bushels an acre, weighing from

60 to 64 lbs. a bushel. This account is given

by Mr. Ira Pookins, of Brutus : he thinks the

grain a native of the South of Spain, and uo-

questionably superior to any other species in

use in that part of the country.

—

JV. Y. Utates-

man. r^^^=

Remedy for a Sore Mouth.—Hold in the mouth
a strong decoction of hemlock bark ; if the

soreness extends to the throat and stomach swal-

low a little of it.— It is presumed the tan ope-

rates on the gluten of the skin, the same as in

the first of the process of converting raw hide

into leather.

—

Communicated.

Messrs. Field and Clark of Utica, N. Y. lately

presented to Mr. Clinton a pair of pitchers and one

dozen of plates of Staffordshire ware, with devices

representing various scenes on the Erie canal, with

the following inscriptions : (on one side)

The
Grand Erie Canal,

A splendid monument of the

Enterprise and Resources

of the State of

NEW-YORK,
Indebted for its early commencement
and rapid completion to the active

Energies, pre-eminent talents

and enlightened policy of

DE WITT CLINTON,
late governor of

the State.

(On the reverse)

Utica,

a village in the State of

New-York, thirty years since

a wilderness; now (1824) inferior to

none in the western section of the

State,

In population, wealth, commercial
enterprise, active industry

and civil improvement.
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An Address delivered before the Monroe, JV. Y. Agri-

cultural Society, at their annual meeting in 1823.

By Mr. James Sperry, President of the Society.

Gentlemen,—Another anniversary of this

society has brought us together, and it oflScial-

ly devolves on me to address you. I make but

one apology for the attempt. Had I been
present at your last election, I should not have
suffered myself to have been placed in a sta-

tion which ought to be occupied by an older

and more able person. You have my warmest
thanks for the distinguished honor conferred, in

placing me at the head of an institution, honor-

able, and capable of being rendered extensively

useful.

Agriculture has been justly termed the most
essential of all the arts. It has in every age
been eulogized by poets and orators; and in

every region of the earth, where civilization

exists, it necessarily occupies a great portion of

the human race. It is the basis of all other
arts ; and the foundation and support of society

;

the source from which every class of com-
munity derives its support. The art of hus-
bandry, therefore, is closely connected with the
very existence of the human race ; and as it is

first in importance, it naturally commends itself

to the favorable consideration of all those who
have the good of the community at heart. It is

laid down as a general maxim, which will ad-

mit of but few exceptions, that people, taken
collectively, are hajipy in proportion to the de-

gree of perfection to which their agriculture is

advanced.

If then, the science of agriculture is actual-
ly so important, it behoves every class of com-
munity to aid in its improvement, and to take
those measures best calculated to advance the
art, and to stimulate the cultivators of the soil

to excel in every branch of husbandry.
It was with this view that the several agri-

cultural societies of this state, together with
the Board of Agriculture, were organized. The
system thus established for the improvement
of agriculture stands approved by the great
portion of the enlightened citizens of the
state, as admirably calculated to obtain the ob-
ject in view. Yet it is to be regretted that there
are some who are opposed to the plan, and
consider agricultural societies in general as
'iscless, and productive of no real good ; and
that there are others who professedly approve,
yet do nothing for their support. As no plan
for the obtaining of an object, unless adopted
and steadily pursued, can be of use, it is desir-
able that all would enter with spirit and ener-

gy into a measure that has for its object indi-

vidual good and public utility. I shall, tliere-
fore, claim your indulgence, while 1 offer a few
arguments in support of agricultural societies,
and attempt to show how they may be render-
ed useful.

A well organized agricultural society, if lib-

erally patronized, is directly calculated to pro-
mote the interests of community ; first, by
originating knowledge in the art of husbandry.
Our system of agriculture is defective; its im-
provement would be more certain, should num-
bers unite and act in concert, than it would
.4iould they act separately. Where numbers
unite for one object, pride, if nothing else,
must stimulate each to add something to the
common slock. Each may contribute a little

;

and several items, however small, will amount

to considerable in the aggrngate. Besides, an
agricultural society liberally patronized, may
ofl'er inducements for new and useful discove-

ries. " The art of agriculture can never be

brought to its highest degree of perfection, or

established on rational and unerring principles,

unless by means of experiments accurately tri-

ed, and properly persevered in." Experiments
will, with proper inducements, be tried ; all of

which may not be successful and satisfactory,

yet some out of the many will be worthy of a

repetition, and be adopted into our general
system of agriculture.

Again—agricultural societies are important,

in as much as they tend to diffuse knowledge on

the subject of agriculture generally, among the

cultivators of the soil ; not only that which may
be originated by the members of the societies,

but that already possessed by our best and most

successful agriculturists. Could the great body

of farmers throughout the state, gain the infor-

mation which is requisite to constitute a good
tlirmer, and be induced to adopt those systems

which time and experience have proved to be

the most profitable, the improvement would be

beyond calculation. This will appear evident

by contrasting the result of our general prac-

tice with that of a few distinguished farmers.

—

It is a fact, that some farmers raise treble

the amount of produce from a given number of

acres, that is raised by farmers in general—at

less expense, and on land no better by nature

than that of their neighbors. In passing

through our country in almost any direction,

we frequently see some farms twice as produc-

tive as others, with equal natural advantages.

—

This contrast cannot be wholly owing to indi-

gence or indolence in the unsuccessful culti-

vator ; it proceeds rather from a want of

method, or of knowledge—while the greater

success must be the result of superior know-
ledge and practice, which would be equally as

successful with many as with a few. It is there-

fore desirable that every improvement in hus-

bandry, and the most successful practical sys-

tems of agriculture, which are known only to

a few comparatively, should be generally known
and universally adopted : and agricultural soci-

eties, if properly conducted, are directly cal-

culated to obtain this object. Farmers are not

apt to communicate to the public the result of

their experiments, let them be ever so success-

ful, or publish to the world their general .sys-

tem and practice. It has the appearance of

egotism : and without some inducement besides

that of informing the public, but few communi-
cations would be made. By the law organizing

societies of this kind, each competitor is bound
to give a concise history of the process ; to

state the quality and kind of soil; what preced-

ed the last crop obtained ; how much manure
was used, and what kind ; when ploughed, and
how often ; and what the whole expense of

cultivation amounts to. This information is

given without diffidence ; it being mude a duty,

it loses the appearance of egotism, and the re-

quisition is cheerfully obeyed : and as the in-

ducement ofi'ered as an incitement to the per-

formance is gratifying, in an honorable and pe-

cuniary sense, it is hardly possible but that a

mass of information must be collected, froml
which a skilful hand might select much that

|

would be of real use, and of public utility.

Again—agricultural societies are, or may be, i

of service, by exciting farmers generally to
adopt the improvements of the day— to abandon
bad husbandry for good ; and by influencing
them in some instances to deviate from the
path marked out by their fathers, and convinc-
ing some that it is possible they may be defi-

cient in the knowledge of an art, in which they
have been instructed " from their youth up."

—

iVIan is a creatuie of habit, and tenaciously ad-
heres to the principles taught by his father,

without investigation, or determining whether
theymre founded on a reasonable basis. It is

therefore an arduous task to convince him of
errors thus long established, however apparent

:

it requires something more than abstract rea-

soning ; he must have occular demonstration.

—

He is more easily convinced by that whict\
he sees and hears, than by information indirect-

ly obtained. It is a fact that farmers, general-

ly, must have some incitement more than the

ordinary profits of good tillage, to induce them
to make extra exertions in cultivating their

lands. We may, therefore, conclude for a cer-

tainty, that a society for the promotion of ag-

riculture, if well conducted, may render essen-

tial service to community, in this respect. Here
premiums are offered for the greatest product;

the spirited and enterprising enter the list as

competitors, and use extra exertions to excel;

and he who obtains a premium is doubly re-

warded, while the unsuccessful candidate meets-

1

with a full recompense in the crop obtained.—: |

Others take courage, and assert (if they have
\

enterprise) that they are not to be outdone, and
j

enter the list with equal success. In this lau-

dable competition, it is ascertained what can be

done, with the knowledge already possessed

;

and the mind is put in requisition for some im-

provement of the present process. In this

manner knowledge is originated, and inquiries,

are made for information on the subject; " wel,

tried" improvements are adopted ; and farme

become convinced by their own experiments^

that it is for their real interest that the cultiva'

tion of their land should be more perfect; am
by commencing on a small scale, the eflect ol

errors will not be serious, and by perseverance,

they will soon be enabled to perfect a systero

worthy to be adopted generally, in all their ag-

ricultural pursuits.

Here the best agricultural products of the

coimty are exhibited as an example and excite-

ment; here we have an opportunity of viewing

and comparing the best of our flocks and herds,

of different breeds, to ascertain their relative

value ; and here the farmers and citizens gener-

ally assemble once a year, become acquainted,

promote kindly feelings among the people oi

the count}', and converse freely with each oth-

er on those subjects most interesting to them
What can be better calculated to stimulate us

to do than this? What greater excitement to

the production of that which is excellent in its

kind ? And what better opportunity can we wish

to learn to do well ? If there were no other good

resulting from the society than the satisfaction

of seeing the best of the county collected to-

gether, every man of taste must be abundantly i,,

compensated for the small sum required ol

each for its support. k,

I think I may say that agricultural societies Ld
have already been of service in rendering thejilj

pursuits of husbandry more popular than theyjto

heretofore have been, and in placing the pro to
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ssion in the estimation of the people where

ought to be, at the head ot' all others. It

S been the case that fanners have educated

eir sons for lar less important pursuits than

ose of farming', from the mistaken idea thai

ey were more honorable ; the learned pro-

ssions have been crowded to overflowing, and

e art of husbandry has not received that al-

ntion I'rom stientitic men which her impor-

Dce justly demands. Now, the merchant for

s health "can cultivate his potatoe plat, and

e lawyer and judge, his acre of corn. Sci-

ce is enlisted for the improvement of hu';-

indry, and the farmer proudly adheres to his

)cation, and more contentedly and cheerfully-

it is justly acknowledged by all classes, not

ily an essential but an honorable pursuit.

The arguments in favor of the society as a

eans for the improvement of agriculture are

qual force to the improvement of manufac-

res and domestic breeds. The improvement

our slocks of cattle, sheep, and swine, is an

iject of primary importance, and we cannot

nsistently boast of independence while we de-

nd on foreign nations to supply us ivilh our

cessary clothing. Every exertion ought

erefore to be made for their improvement;

at our pastures may exhibit the finest animals

their kind, and our families be richly cloth-

wilh cloth wrought by the hands of our wives

d daughters. Although we might improve in

ese particulars without the existence of an

rricuttural society, yet we have no reason to

lieve that we should as rapidly and generally,

id to that degree of perfection, as we should

thit.

Id fact we have abundant evidence of the

efulness of this institution. Every man of

(servation and candor is ready to acknowledge

Many improvements are introducing and

ling into use. Farmers are beginning to see

eir true interests. Clover is taking place of

BS enriching and less productive grasses ; clo-

r seed is beginning to be raised in considera-

; plenty, and can be purchased for a reasona-

e price ;
enquiries are made as to the best

ode of culture; and improved breeds of hors-

,
cattle, sheep and swine, are by some sought

:er with avidity. These appearances indi-

tte a spirit of improvement ; and men of ob-

yation date their beginning with the com-

inceraent of agricultural societies. It is a

t, that these and other improvements and

\e spirit of inquiry which begins to be mani-

sted among us, commenced in those districts

d counties where agricultural societies first

Isted. It is likewise a fact with a few ex-

ptions, that those counties which were first

this institution, have taken and still hold the

ad in the laudable work of improvement ; and

is acknowledged by those who are qualified

judge, that agriculture, taken in connexion

ith stock and manufactures, in Berkshire,

here agricultural societies had their origin in

e United States, and where one has been in

iccessful operation for 12 years past, has im-

ioved at least one half If these things are

, why do not all whom it concerns, come up

the help of the institution, and exert them-

Ives to render it useful, by endeavoring to

icel. If it is deserving of support, it ought

be liberally supported ; and it would be an

isy matter if all were disposed, to give it

icb support. One dollar an'jually from all

those who are abundantly able, and whose real I

interest would be essentially promoted thereby,

would give us a fund of 12 or 1500 dollars a

year. This sum suitably appropriated annually
'

lor ten years, would yield us a profit of at least

'

2 or 300 per cent. " It would not be necessary
|

to apply these funds exclusively to the use of

premiums; much good might be done by pur-
I

chasing and introducing th"^ host bmeds of'

slock." In becoming a subs.rriber and pacing

the trifling sum required, there would not bo

the least dai-.^'er ofan individual's sutfering loss,,

it" he only resolve as the resolution of every

farmer ought to he, yiriKo subscribe, (that the

Board may know its resources) thoi resolve to
j

be a successful candidate for premium; and
j

if he should eventually fail of his premium?,!

U". would be more than coinpcnsafed for the
I

dollar given, in the produce of the extra excr-j

tion to excel, which that donation may have
[

excited. Let this resolution be extensively and

generally manifested among the farmers, ac-

companied with a spirit of concession, a wil-

lingness that the meed of praise should be giv-

en to another, if to him it more properly be-

longs, and we should hear no more doubts and

cavilings about the usefulness of this institution.

But it is believed that all have not adopted

this course, the only sure and infallible one to

render the society extensively useful. From
an erroneous idea of the real object of the

premium afforded, the course has too frequent-

ly been, that of withholding a support until by

chance a good animal or crop is obtained, then

subscribe and offer it and then withhold until

chance should be propitious again. Such nar-

row policy can never meet the liberal views of

an enlightened legislature : it will never pro-

mote the interest, nor obtain the object of this

institution. An erroneous opinion has likewise

too frequently obtained, that all could not be

rewarded for the support given, unless all could

obtain premiums ;
" whereas men of genuine

patriotism and liberal views, will spurn such

mercenary considerations, and contemplate the

premiums merely as instruments to excite a

spirit of emulation."

But there are many objections raised against

this institution, as palliatives, for not giving it

support ; most of which are more imaginary

than real. One is, that it is calculated to favor

the rich more than the poor. In one sense, it

may be so considered ; but the poor are benefit-

ed equally with the rich, in proportion to what

they are worth. It is certainly as much for the

interest of the one as the other, that agricultu-

ral knowledge should advance :—And should we
consider the obtaining the premiums as the on-

ly object, a man who has a farm, if it is small,

and his other circumstances not the best,

may be equally as successful in a trial for most

of the premiums, as he who has a large farm

and thousands besides. Success in this respect,

does not depend so much on property as on re-

solution and enterprize. The man, let him be

rich or poor, who does not believe that he has

as much enterprize as his neighbour, and

thinks that he cannot do as well, he most assur-

edly will not.—No man ever obtained an ob-

ject, that he did not believe was within his

reach. But let him only believe that he can do

and obtain, and be correctly informed as to the

course to pursue, and he will seldom undertake

without accomplishing.

Another objection to the society is, that the
inducement offered for the raising of an ex-
traordinary crop, ivill influence the fnrmer to

bestow too iiiur.h labor and manure on a small

part of his farm, to the neglect of the other
part: and that the crop thus obtained, together
with the premium, would not more tlian com-
pensate for the extra expense incurred. One
would hardly suppose it possible that a rational

man, anr! a farmer too, would make so flimsy

and inconsistent an objection as this
; yet, strange

as it may ap()enr, this objection is urged with
a good degree of assurance, and with more
efiect, perhajis, than any other. If the induce-

ment (iffered for an extraordinary crop should

induce farmers, generally to cultivate no more
of their land fhi'.n they could cultivate in such

manner as to obtain the greatest possible net

profits, and neglect the other part so much as

to stack it down with clover, an important ob-

ject in our general system of farming would be
obtained. It is a fact, generally speaking, that

too much of our land is under the plough, that

it is continued there too long, and that the cul-

tivation is not so perfect as it should be. It is

likewise a fact, that many of our farmers arc

in the habit of ploughing most of the land they

have, that will answer to plough, year after

year, and hire pasture and buy hay for their cat*

tie. And it is a fact likewise, that hay has for

three years past commanded a higher price by

the ton in this village than corn, when one ton

of copn cost as much labor, and is worth more
than four tons of hay for feeding stock. The
reason of this is obvious : too much of the one

is raised to the neglect of the other; too much
land is impoverished by constant ploughing,

and not enough is growing better, by the rich

sward grass or clover. There is therefore

not much danger, nndcertainly no need of neg-

lecting one part of a farm, by giving the other

more perfect cultivation. Neither is there

danger of bestowing more labor and attention,

by enriching and tilling land well, than the crop

is worth. The earth always pays well, with

interest, those who treat her properly, and do

not mock when they attempt her cultivation.

There are many other objections made of

not as much weight as those noticed, and al-

though urged with much assurance, are hardly

worth a reply. One withholds his support be-

cause lawyers and merchants, anti other men not

accustomed to the plough, belong to the socie-

ty ; and concludes, as they cannot teach him
" how to raise potatoes," a society to which

they belong cannot benefit agriculture. An-

other condemns the institution for his failure in

an attempt to manufacture a fine piece of cloth

—for Ids mistake in judging that the fineness ci'

the thread was the only requisite to ensure hira

the awardof a premium. Another because the

opinion of a committee and his opinion as to

the merit of an animal do not coincide. An-

other because our whole system of agriculture

has not been renovated at once. Another be-

cause agricultural societies have recommended,

in some instances, the raising of vegetables

unworthy of cultivation. And another, because

designing and dishonest men, in some cases, have

imposed upon the society, and obtained premi-

ums by deception and false statements.

That there are obstacles which impede the

successful and uninterrupted progress of the so-

ciety, and that there are diflicukies to surmount^
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is not denied. But these are by no means con-

clusive argftiments against the institutions.

There are no institutions, moral or political,

but what have their impediments. Even the

institutions ofgovernment and ofcommon schools,

have many obstacles to impede their uniform

operations ; but perseverance and amendment
surmount them all. Indeed, every human un-

dertaking is defective ; imperfection is stamped
on man's best performance. We are not there-

fore to condemn the institution, because it is

not perfect in its operations—because it has

not yet, in its infancy, fortified against every
imposition, and selected the best objects, and

those only which are worthy of patronage, for

the award of its premiums.—Time and experi-

ence it i.' hoped will rectify errors, and render

it more acceptable to its friends, and less obnox-

ious to those who have as yet been opposed

to it.

These observations are made,although in weak-
ness, and by some may be considered prema-
ture, with an anxious hope that the society may
receive that patronage which its importaance
demands. Ever^' farmer, without exception,

who is able, ought to be a member; an<l every
other man, whose interest is promoted by the

improvement of agriculture and the mechanic
arts. Those bestqualified to judge on the subject

are confident in the belief, that could the society

recieve a liberal support, and continue in suc-

cessful operation six or eight years, it would
be fixed and permanent beyond the least danger
of declension. Every farmer would " cling to

it as his best friend;" and every other man,
let his occtipafjon be what it may, who lives on
the productions of the earth, and loves the good
things thereof, would rejoice in its prosperity,
and give it a cordial sujiport.

(7o be continued.^
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FARMER'S CALE^TDAR.
SHEEP SHC.4RING. As soon as the weather be-

comes warm and settled, it will be proper to

attend to the important concerns of washing

and shearing your sheep. Dr. Deane observed

that " we shear our sheep in general too early

in this country; tlie approved time of shear-

ing is from the middle to the latter end of .Time.

They should be washed in a warm time. After

this they should run three or four days in a

clear pasture, before they are shorn. It is good
for them to have time to sweat a liitle in their

wool, after washing." As this season has been
uncommonly backward, we presume few far-

mers, who are in the habit of " working it

right" have yet washed or stieared their sheep,

and of course this article will not be mis-timed.

In washing sheep to prevent danger from ex-

posure, sink a tub or a barrel for the person to

stand in. "The wafer must be warm as can be
had, and perfectly clean."* Mr. Livingston sup-

posed it not expedient to wash Merino sheep,
nor indeed any sheep, whose wool is thick and
close. " The long, strait wool soon dries, and
therefore the sheep are less injured by it. But
when (he rater is made to penetrate to the
skin througii a thick close fleece, it will re-

main wet a long lime, and I think cannot fail

to injure the sheep, which are very subject to

colds in the head, chills that penetrate the

limbs, and falling on the bowels, bring on a lax

which sometimes kills, and never fails to weak-

en them extremely."
" Another evil, which is little attended to, is

the bringing together a large flock of sheep in

a stable or close barn, and keeping them to-

gether till the whole are shorn. If there are

any disordered sheep in the flock, they commu-
nicate their complaint, if contagious, to the

whole flock, who fake in each other's effluvia at

every breath they draw. But independent of

this, their being heated in this manner, and im-

mediately after stripped of their clothing, can-

not but be very hurtful to them. In Spain it is

a common practice to keep the sheep closely

confined, in order to make them sweat, with a

view to increase the weight of the wool, and

to make the shears enter easier. The conse-

quence is, that many die ; and in some instan-

ces one half of the flock have been carried oft'

in the space of a night. I cannot but believe

that this injudicious management and folding

have generated that great catalogue of mala-

dies, that prevail among the sheep of Europe,

but most of which are happily unknown in

America. I would therefore recommend, when
the shearing commences, that the sheep be

penned in the open air, and brought by six or

eight at a time into the barn. If the flock is

large, draw up only one portion of them, and

let the rest feed abroad till wanted. The time

of shearing must be regulated by the state of

the weather and the growth of the wool. If

(he sheep begin to lose their wool, and this

does not arise from bad keeping, it will be

found, on examination, that it is protruded by a

growth of young wool; there would then be

some loss by deferring the shearing, as the

new wool will injure the old, and the next

year's crop be diminished in quantity by the de-

lay. But even this should not Induce the far-

mer to shear his sheep till the weather is warm
and settled. In this circumstance the Merino
breed have an advantage over all others. They
never shed their wool ; and from some experi

ments which have been made in France, it ap-

pears that two and even three years' growth
may be had at one cutting wilhout diminishin

the quantity. Thus, if a sheep would Hiave
given three pounds the first year, if left un

shorn, it will give six the next, and nine the

following; so that if it was desirable to have Me-
rino wool of fen or twelve inches in length, if

coulil be obtained ; but it is a practice that 1

would not recommend in our warm climate,

where sheep must snfl'er greatly under so thick

a fleece, as well from the heat as from the lice

that it would generate. It is, however, a great

advantage not to be compelled from the falling

of the wool, to shear at an inconvenient or im-

proper time ; and this advantage is, I believe,

confined solely to the Merino breed. How far

it may extend to the mixed breed I do not

know.*
After sheep are washed, and previous to

shearing Ihem, they should be kept some days

in a clean pasture, that their wool may imbibe
some of the oil, which is lost in washing. This
will cause the shearing to be done with more

* Farmer's Guide. * Essay on Sheep, by Robert R. Livington, LL. D.

ease and expedition, and less oil will be nece«
sary to prepare the wool for manufacturing.-.
Great care should be taken not to cut the sheei
in shearing, but if this should happen, Mr. lAf,

ingston recommends the application of " a UJ

tie tar from the tar bucket, which contains som
mixture of grease, and a little of the dust p
charcoal over it." The " Farmer's Guidtf
advises to use a mixture of tar, ["lesh butt4l

and sulphur. :

It is a common practice, recommended fe

most writers on this branch of husbandry, li

smear the bodies of sheep, after shearing, witt

a mixture of tar, fresh buffer, or other oil'

substance. This custom, however, is objectei

to by Mr. Luccock, an eminent English author

who says, " the oil which the mixture contain

is most certainly useful, but the tar, a dirtj

and tenacious substance, adheres to the wools*
closely as frequently to corrode the hair, rer

dering the part to which it was immediate!
applied thin, rough and weak. When affecte

by the filthy custom of smearing, the pile islgf

capable of acquiring the softer and more del:

cate tints, which it is so often desirable to coa
municate to the different articles of the woole-

manufacture. A portion of that dirt, which i

obstinately retains through every previos

process, is dissolved among the ingredients (

the tlying vat, and disqualifies them from con

municating that vivid lustre, which they woul

have afforded to a purer wool, even fhoug

the artist supply his pans with a much largt

proportion of the coloring materials. In th

subsequent processes of the manufacture, Ih

filthy staple produces much greater inconv'

nience, and is subject to more considerable was'

than the purer pile, even though we make e

ery reasonable allowance for the weight of di

which it obviously contains; in the jenny at

the loom, the machines employed in spinnir

and weaving it, more dexterity and patienc

are required of the work people, and the clot

which if produces is inferior in its quality, ai

smaller in its quantify than might have bet

obtained from the same pile in a pure state.-

These objections to tar, when it is applied t

wool as a substitute for the yolk of the shee

are collected chiefly from the clothiers' accour

of it, and appear abundantly sufficient to proiD[

him to require a less pernicious mixture. Th
only circumstance, which can be mentioned i

a counterbalance to these objections, is Ihecoi

sistency which it gives to oil or other greas

substances, with which it is mingled, whereb
they are retained among the pile, althoug

exposed to the heat of the animal and the d«

tersive influence of the rain. But if it be At

sirable in all substitutes of this kind to imilat

as nearly as possible the combinations of Da

fure, we should apply to the growing pile

thick coating of soap in all cases where th'

sheep is incapable from the peculiarity of it

constitution of yieldnig a sufficient quantity o

yolk to secure a valuable fleece.- -Li/ccoc/;"i£li

say un Wool. .j

MCE ov 'appi.f. trees—AGAIN. We are informc

by a farmer, M-lio assures us tliat he hasliad much e?

perience in the cultivation of I'ruit Trees, that llRTe i

nothing like goose oil lor ItillinJ tliese insects.—Tba

both he and his neighbors have made use of that appl>

cation for a number of years to their rery great benefit

xiJ^I
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: only destroys lice, but g:reatly promotes the

.-( the trees, which are anointed with it. Mr.

i: will be recollected, (see page 5:,3.) asserted

;i oiY is "a ]iowcrful antidote against lice, but

i a glutinous quality is very detrimental to the

Perhaps goose oil is not liable to the same ex-

We would not however, be understood as cs-

ir _' that this substance is in fact a specific against

disorder before mentioned ; but merely mention it

iomething which we have heard o/, and which may,

laps, be worth the trial. Should the experiment

aade, wc should be glad to be favored with some

ice of its result.

ATER TOUR PLANTS WITH SOAP SUDS. We have

itofore, frequently recommended the use of sonp

i, both as a manure and an antidote against insects,

have received repeated confirmation of the utility

lis substance. A gentleman assures us, that it is

of all manures for cucumbers, watermelons, &c. as

Dt only causes them to grow with great rapidity, but

lervcs from bugs, worms, &c. You will, therefore,

,se to bear all this in mind on washing days, and see

Jemima commits no wanton waste of this species of

lerty. Preserve it in tubs or other suitable recepta-

and apply it to your plants every evening about

town, after having been exposed to tiic heat of the

during the day.

ires.—On Sunday morning last, about 1 o'clock, a

-uctive fire broke out in a shed adjoining the sta-

of Capt. Andrew Morton, in Hawley Street, near

ity Church. The fire was soon communicated to

House occupied by Mr. Morton, which was much
ed. Likewise the out-houses, and the large brick

ling house, at the corner of Hawley and Franklin

ts, occupied by Mr. Samuel Billings, merchant,

Dr. John Jeffries, were consumed—the walls only

left standing. Fifteen horses, a cow, a new
n, a booby hut, six or eight sleighs, with the bar-

s, three tons of hay, grain &c. belonging to Mr.
on, were lost, together with most of the furniture

igiug to the dwelling house of Dr. Jeffries. Sus-

ns are cutertaiued that the fire was the work of an

,diary.

ihough the following article was published in the

volume of our paper, page 123, we think it may
le amiss to give it a second insertion at this time.

ips, by its immediately following an account of

lialamitous incident above stated, and which all

ill read, some men may be induced to remember

it may thus save some raluable lives.

no to sate Horses from barns on fire.—Horses are

ently burnt to death when barns or stables are on

>wing to the impossibility of leading or driving

out of the building, while their eyes are dazzled

blaze. But we are assured that by simply cov-

their eyes with a bag, a coat, or a pocket hand-
ief, they may be led out of danger without trouble

Ticulty.

Wednesday evening last, the Printing establish-

of T. H. Carter & Co. situated in Salem-Street,

aearly destroyed by fire. The fire was first dis-

ed about 11 o'clock, and was not extinguished

Te Type Foundry and Power Press were ruined,

her with numerous founts of type, and stereotype

. The loss estimated at $60,000. The amount
urance on the building and property is $40,000.
is calamity nearly 100 workmen are deprived of

lyment. The surrounding buildings, by the ex-

is of the citizens and fire wards, were preserved.

VrartU in the J^orthem Slates of America.''''—By
thy Dwight, S. T. D. LL. D. &c.—" This wri-

as known in England about 30 years ago, by an
; poem upon the Conquest of Canaan, and a de
ive one, entitled " Greenfield Hill," both repub-

in this country.—More recently his System of

lOgy has been repriatcd here, and with coaaider

able success. But the work before us, though the
humblest in its pretensions, is the most important of

his writings, and will deserve additional \:duc from
time, whatever may become of his poetry and of his

Sermons."

—

Quarterly Keiiev, April 18'24.

Sirau'herries.—A Trenton paper of the 12th inst. men-
tions, that nearly a half a biixhct of Sirawbtrries had
that morning been gathered in that place from a gar-

den, most of which measured from two and a quarter to

two and three quarters inches, and some three inches
and a half.

A handsome compliment is paid to Capt. Jones, of

(he American frigate Constitution in the London
papers, for the assistance rendered by him in getting

off a British merchant vessel, which was driven

ashore in a gale of wind in the Bay of Gibraltar.

NEW YORK, JCNE 19. Accidnnl. Yesterday
morning about 7 o'clock, as two men were employed
in digging a vault in front of a new building rearing

in Franklin street, the earth caved in and completely
covered them. One of them, a mason, was taken
out in about 15 minutes, and revived. The other, a
laborer, who remained about two minutes longer,

and is supposed to have sustained some bosJily injury,

died soon after he was extricated.

Letters from Washington montion, that funds have
been placed in the Bank of the U. S. in Philadelphia,

for the payment of the awards under the Florida

treaty, where checks to a large amount have already
been paid. One Insurance Co. in New-York gets

$105,000.—The city of Baltimore $600,000.— In

Boston, the amount of the claims is estimated at

nearly $1,200,000. Ccntinel.

We learn from an intelligent young man who pas-

sed this place last week, direct from the Osage Na-
tion, that three of the principal persons engaged in

the murder of Major Welborn and party, had been
sent to Mr. Choteau's trading house, for the purpose
of being sent down in Mr. Choteau's boat, to be given
up to Col. Arbuckle, who, it has been before stated,

had twice demanded their surrender. Unfortunately,

however, they did not arrive until one or two days
after the boat started, and they have since returned

to the nation.—Our informant states, that the Osages
are greatly alarmed at the removal of the U. States'

troops to the mouth of the Verdigris, which is within

50 miles of their village, and expresses a decided be-
lief, that all the murderers will eventually be given

up, without a farther effusion of blood. Ark. Gac.

The person who gave the above information, also

stated, that it was currently reported in Crawford
county, that some Creek Indians, who have intermar-

ried with the Cherokees, had recently murdered a
white man by the name of Hart. It is said, that

they had stolen some horses from him, and, on his de-

manding them, they took him into the woods, under
pretence of hunting the horses, and there murdered
him.
We also understand from the same source, that

great numbers of the Cherokees are removing west of

the line intended for their western boundary, which
was run last winter by Capt. Shattuck. It is said

that more than one hundred families have removed
since the running of the line.

—

Arkansas Gaz.

Rev. Alexander M'Clelland, late Prof, of the Phi-

losophy of Mind and of Belles Lettres in Dickinson
College, Pa. has been elected President of that Insti-

tution, in the room of Dr. J. M. Mason, resigned.

The Hon. John QrijfCY Adams is appointed to de-
liver an Address before the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences, on this, or the next year ; and has
accepted the appointment.

Improved Bridle-Bits William Zollikoffer, M. D.
has invented, and intends getting a patent for an im-
provement on the common bridle-bit—well calculated
to prevent the horse from catching it in his teeth, as
some horses, more particularly vicious ones, are apt to
do—at the same time it gives to the rider more com-
plete controul over, and enables him to subdue the
fflosi wjruly animal. Ouc will be presented by the in-

ventor to the Editor of the American J'armer, for pub"
lie inspection.

GROSEILLE WINE,
PUT up expressly lor families, in ktgsofe gallons

each, and delivered at any part of the city at
$5, 25 per keg. Also in ca«es of 1 dozen bottles, for

sale by the subscriber.

This genuine and excellent article is made by Dr.
Benjamin Dyer, of Providence, who cultivates in one
field forty-fjve acres of Currant Bushes ; and it is the
opinion of men of medical science that the Wine made
of the Fruit of the Currant is f qiial, in all respects,
when old, to the best imported Wines. U is in flavor
much like the old Constantia, and wore it as dear and
not knoicn to be of home manufacture, no lamily in the
habit of keeping Wine would be without it. It has, in
several instances, passed off at parlies as foreign Wine
of the most delicious character; it exhilirates without
producing intoxication, and its effects are peculiarly
beneficial to costive habits,— .4s a Summer Beverage
it is not surpassed by anv otlu r.

F. COPE LAND, Jr. ^'o. 05, Broad-street.
June 26.

F
TO PRINTERS.

OR sale at this Office BALL SKINS, at the usual
prices.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

f
Revised and corrected every Friday.]

APPLES, good, to best,

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, , . .

ptarl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs, new,
cargo. No 1, . , , .

" No2, . . , .

BUTTER, iispect. No. 1.

CHEESE, new milk ....
skimed milk,

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUJl, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee,
Rye, best , . , ,

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, Ist sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1(323

LLME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAlSTFyR PARIS , , , ,

PORK, BoneMiddlings new, .

navy, mess.

Cargo, No 1, ...
SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native . . . .• do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

profisiojV market.
BEE!', best pieces , , , .

PORK, fresh, best pieces, . .

" whole hog, ....
VEAL,
MUTTON,
POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub,

lump, , . .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, ....

Indian, do
POTATOES, ....
CIDER, liquor, new ....
IL\Y, according to quality,
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CAUTION TO SINGLE LADIES.

BY T. G. FESSENDEN.

Ne'er wed, with hopes oi managing a fool.

Lest you be wounded by a blunt-edg'd tool,

United to a simpleton, you'll find,

iVlly is obstinate, as well as blind.

Some married men, but so so, as to sense,

Assume hi?U airs to show their consequence.

I've seen full many a stupid, lordly lout,

With scarcely wit enough to walk about,

Shew desperate valor in domestic war,

To prove he's not the fool he's taken for.

Since courage is indicative of merit.

His fire-side skirmishes display his spirit

;

And china, crash'd beneath his churlish canr,

Evinces power as well ar right of reign ;—

And thus makes plain, by dint of brutal force,

The poet^66V, who said " a mnn-'s no horsed

Mroad he daree not treat the meanest man ill.

The tiger fawns and crouches like a spaniel

;

Pockets all insults, sneaks away from strife,

Al /tome—let's loose his fury on his wife !

The tyrant thus engrafted on the brute

The product is most execrable fruit.

CONSOLATION.
A mistress I've lost, it is true ;

But one comfort attends my disaster.

That, had she my mistress remain'd,

I could not have call'd myself master.

EPIGRAM.

On the Marriage ofMr. Jan. W. Honey, lo Miss Mary

S. Austin.

From sweetest flowers, the busy Bee

Can scarce a drop of honey gather ;

But Oh ! how sweet a flower is she.

Who turns to honev altogether.

jf^tt'sccUane.

some other liquor to satisfy it, seems unques-

tionable. The following is said, by the Boston

Telegraph, to be a cure. There is nothing in

the prescription that can do any harm
;
and it

mio-ht be adviseable for apothecaries to prepare

a mixture for those who want it.— Co)i. Mirror.

Important Invention.—Bnron Brulh Cramor, a

celebrated German, has found out a method ol

makino- the most confirmed tipler have the

greate'st loathing and repugnance to all sorts ol

spirits and strong liquor. Take one tea spoon-

ful of the tincture of columba, one tea spoonlul

of the tincture of cascarilla, one tea spoonlul ot

the compound tincture of gentian, a wine glass-

ful of the infusion of quassia, and twenty drops

of elixir vitriol; mix, and take twice or thrice

a day, and have a jug of cold wafer dashed^ over

the head every morning coming out of bed, and

(he feet bathed in warm water every night.

Continue this for sis or eight weeks. Dr. Kotb,

of Swinemunde, has succeeded with this reme-

dy in curing many Door creatures, both men and

women, who were killing themselves by conti-

nual tippling and drunkenness.

Extraordinary Running.—On Tuesday last, a

man about thirty years of age, five feet six inches

high, started from Bury St. Edmunds, to run

against the Phenomena coach to London, and it

appears he performed the task in the least time,

beating the coach a short distance in the seventy

miles. "This person appears to have eslraordina-

ry physical powers: he returned on Wednesday

from London and preceded the coach on its en-

trance back to Bury. He picks up a few shillings

where he can excite atlention ; and having on-

ly one object in view he frequently changes his

coach and runs on a difTerent direction.

A pedestrian, named Ford, completed on .Sa-

turday the Herculean task of walking 445 miles

in seven days. The match was 200 sovereigns,

and he won it deyerU.—Lon. Farmer's Journal.

there was not another seat in the room, he, wit

his usual readiness, said, " vvilT any gentlem*

move that I may take the chair?'''

Taking Testimony in Courts of Justice.—The

taking down testimony is so managed as to con-

sumelime unnecessarily in our courts. All con-

cerned in a cause must take down and wait for

all. Unnecessary matter is set down; for there

are seldom more than a few sentences in the

testimony of a witness that are material to the

cause. But it is to seem very bu«y in doing
j

something for the client, where in fact nothing

is done that leads lo an ostentation of taking \

down even where there is nothing to take. 1

have actually known this to take place at the

bar.

Well ; what do you know of this matter !

Why, in fact, 1 know but little about it.

Stop, stop a little, let me take that down.

Well
;
you say you know little about the mat-

ter.

Nothing at all—only

—

Stop, stop, let rae take down what you have

said

—

A thing like thi^ exhausts the patience, yet it

is difiScult for the court to correct it. It must

depend upon the good sen^e of the counsel

themselves to select, and confine their notes to

what is of substance in their evidence.

—

Modern

Chivalry.

Drunkcnnes-i.—We do not believe in specifics
;

but that there is, in many cases, a diseased ap-

petite in the stomach ^-hich demands rum, or

Passage to India by the Mediterranean into the

^ed Sca°—A numerous and respectable meeting

has been held in Calcutta, to discuss the feasi-

bility of steam communication with England

via Stie:. A Committee has been formed who

opened a subscription, and resolved to bestow

one lack of rupees njion the first individual or

company who should make two complete voy-

ages from England to India in steam vessels—

the passage in no instance lo exceed seventy

days, either by Hie Cape of Good Hope or the

I

lied Sea, in vessels of British Register, and of

not less than 3U0 tons burden.

—

ibid.

Sensibiiltij.—On Friday s'nnight as the con-

demned prisoners were entering the goal in this

town, one of them, of the name of Bradtium, con-

victed of burglary was thus accosted by his mo-

ther ;—"Well boy, what will you to be done to?"

" Hanged mother," replied the son. "Well,"

rejoined the mother, " be a good boy, and don't

be hanged in your best clothes, but let me have

(hem. "l had better take your red waistcoat

now ;"

—

Bury {Eng.) Post.

The late R. B.Sheridan being once on a Par-

liamentary Committee, happened to enter the

room when most of the members of the Com-

millee were present and seated, though busi-

ness bad not commenced; when perceiving

The other day an emigrant from New-Yoi

met an old acquaintance in one of our street

" Hallo," said his friend, what under the su

has induced you to quit New-York?"—" Notl

ing," said the emigrant, "but her politics^

thtngs have got to such a pass there, that I can

tell what side I belong to V— Detroit Gazette.

The following (says the Salem Register,),

a true copy of an old advertisement, publish*

in this town:

—

Ran away from .T W ,
Cooper,

B , his house plague for seven long yea|

He that has lost will never seek her, and to U

that will find her I will give two bushel"*"

beans. 1 have hove all my old shoes out d(

for joy, and all my neighbors rejoice with

—n-ood ridance to bad ware, so amen.

J W B , 1770,

SAXONY SHEEP.
On THURSDAY, Ibth of July next, at 3 oHlock,

M. at the Punch Bowl Tavern, near Boston,

WILL be sold at Auction, an entire flock of Si

ONY SHEEP, consisting of 46 Rams, 25 M
and 4 Lambs, just arrived per Velocity from Bremei

The'=e sheep were selected with great care, by a ]

son fully qualified for the purpose, from among ei

or ten thousand of the finest sheep in Saxony, and

presumed to be decidedly superior to, any sheep wJ

have heretofore been imported. The comparative

lue of Saxony Wool above the Spanish is well Unc

the small quantities which have reached this cour

have been eagerly bought up by the manufacture

fine cloths, but the duty imposed by the new tariff,

soon prevent further importations.

Purchasers aie assured (hat none of the sheep wi

disposed of on any terms, before the above date
j

'

may be examined any time previous to the day ol

at Mr. Perry's, about a quarter of mile from the f i

Bowl Tavefn in Brookline, on the road leading to C

bridge. , , ,

Catalogues will be immediately prepared and n

for delivery. Conditions liberal and made know.

*'^*' "'^
'''

COOLIDGE, POOR & HEAD, AucVt

June 19.
''

LEAD PIPE KOH AQUEDUCTS, &c.

THE subscribers being appointed Agents for ven

LORING'S IMPROVED LEAD PIPE, have

stantly on hand, at their Store, No. 20, Merchants' I

a supply of dill'erent sizes and thickness. The ma

in which their Pipe is manufactured renders it sup'

to the English or any other manufacture, and comi

a less price. Orders for any quantity or size wil

executed at the shortest noUc._^
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^

March 27.

PATENT STEEL SPRING HAY FORKS.

JUST rtceived and for sale at the Agricultural I

blishmcnt, No. 20, Merchants' Row, a large sD

of Goodwin's highly approved Patent Steel Spring

and Manure FOMKH. Also, a few dozen very sli]

or Rakes Cam's cast steel Scythes, Dudky's wan

ed steel b.ack do., Bisbee's cast steel polished Sho

—to»ethor with a great variety of other agricult

impfements. •'""'^ '

TERMS OF THE FARMER.

(tj- Published every Saturday, at Three Doli

per annum, payable at the end of the year—but t

who pay within sixty days from the time of subscri

will be entitled to a deduction of Fifty Cents.

0^ No paper will be discontinued (unless al

discretion of the publisher,) until arrearages are]
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[The Ibllov.m; o'oservalions on i'/icq/, we have bttn

assured are from the pen of a person Tvho has pos-

sessed aiivanlages for obtaining a knowledge of the

?ubject of his essay of a very superior nature. The

r.ssay itself appears to indicate that its author has

luucli practical as well as scientific acquaintuiire

with the nature of that interesting and useful ani-

mal, which forms one ofthe richest gilts of Providrnct

to civilized man. The communication is very ac

bought singly. It requires a considerable capi-

tal as well as very g^reat care and attention.

It 13 seldom that yoiinp: cives are to be had
at any tolerable price, and inany persons who
tjnderlake this business arc obliged to content

themselves with such as cjinnot yield more than

two, or at most three lambs.

A very important circumstance in a purchase

of this kind is to inform one's self about the pre

ceptable to us, and we have no doubt will be highly
I

j'iotis mode of feedin|r to which the sheep have

valued not only by the agricultural andmanufaclnr

ing portions ofthe community, but by those who nish

well to the prime pursuits of human industry, al-

though they may not be directly or personally con-

cerned or interested in raising sheep, nor establi-^h-

; or prosecuting any manufactory in which " Tlie

i^'/etce" forms the staple commodity.]

FOR THE NEW ENGLA.\D FARMER.

ESSAY ON SHEEP.
BY H. D. GROVE.

Of crossed breeds.

The general rule is that the Iamb possessei

in equal share of all the properties of each pa-

ent. The idea is very erroneous that the si/e

mtl form arc more affected by the one, and the

ntrinsic qualities of the animal by the other

—

"or although, in the first generations, the resem
>laDce to the parent Ram may be most appr-

•ent. it is nevertheless certain that in snbse-

uent years the distinctive qualities of ;he Ei\e

ifili again appear in the ofTspring. A pure rare

>as been carefully preserved in Saxony whitfi

las had great influecce in improving the nritive

70ol by constant crossing with full blood

ras. But it is certain that real and diir.ible ex-

ellence can only be attained by preserving the

lure blood ; and the best proof of this iact is

Dund in Spain itself, where the Leoncse flocks

ill continue to produce 2.5 per cent finer v/ool

aan those of Sozia ; altiiough the latter are sup-

llied ever}' year with more or less Leonese

neks and the method of treatment is precisely

milar in each.

The improvement produced by crossing, na-

arally progresses most rapidly where the na-

ve ewes are of the best quality, allhough coarse

ooled sheep may also be gradually improved
)on ill the same way ; but in all such cases the

ze and form will be as much affected as the

leness of the wool, and all the attempts made
preserve the original size, while the wool
as made liner have eventually failed.

In the selection therefore, of a breed, or of a

igle ram for the purpose of a cross, regard
ould be had so'elj' lo the lineness and colour of

e wool— to the tirmness of its adhesion to the

in, and to the general health of the animal

—

d not at all to the large size; which ])roper-

will be sure to disappear in the sequel if the

ol does not degenerate.

Of the introductivn of a pure breed.

iThe raising of an unmixed breed of sheep
perior to the original flock is certainly much

(j)«5re expensive and difficult than improve-

mloftnt by crossing with rams of higher grades

been accustomed, and ifany change is necessary

to introduce it gradually. Kelter feed will have
1 tendency to improve a flock, but it is dangerous
make even this change too suddenly.—Those

who are able and willing to furnish capital for

this purpose and devote the necessary attention

to the business will nevertheless find them-
selves very soon repaid for their trouble and

expense ; since, in addition to the extra price

of his wool, the owner of such a flock will very
soon be able to dispose of full blood rams, and,

as his flock increases, of ewes also; the price

of which, if the best are constantly retained,

cannot fail gradually to advance.

To make this business productive it is neces-

sary to pay particular attention to the food of

the ewes and lambs, and to have the latter

Jropped early in the season that they may at-

taintheir full strength at the proper period to

produce their own young. Rams of inferior

grades must of course be carefully excluded
from the flock, and the ewes must be treated

with extraordinary care to ensure long life and
prevent premature barrenness. It is still doubt-

ful whether there is an intrinsic diiTerence in

this respect between Merino and other sheep,
or whether it is merely owing to the extraor-

dinary attention they have received; but the

fact is unquestionable that they usually rear

healthy lambs at the age of twelve and some-
times even of fifteen years.

Even if the wool at that age should become a

little less tine, the animal must not on this ac-

count be discarded, because if the blood remains

unmixed this evil will cure itself If these

rules are carefully observed, the increase of a

flock of fine blood may be made very conside-

rable as will appear by the following estimate.

Commencing with 12 yearling ewes I esti-

mate that each will bear one lamb the first sub-

sequent season and as many the second, and
that half of these are ewe lambs. The third

year 9 ewe Iambs may be expected, the fourth

12, the fifth 18, and the Cth 22. Supposing
that the oldest ewes have now become barren,

the same progression will give, at the end of

sixteen years from the purchase, a flock of 867
ewes of pure blood, and the low estimate of 6

larnbs in all from each ewe is so much within

bounds as fully to oflsot the chances of loss from
disease or accident, if good care is taken
managing the flock.

The first purchase of ewes of pure blood
will obviate the necessity of subsequent pur
chases of rams from time to time, which is ab-

solutely necessary in a mixed flock to prevent
the wool from degenerating ; and a further pro-
fit results from the sale ot the rams which may
commence with the fourth or filth vear.

Or. the. sJection ,f sheep for hrcedirg.

The most important point is to lie certain of
the pedigree of'-the animal to.be bought, and a

sheep known to be of pure blood should alwajs
be preferred before another of finer fleece and
better form, ^hose ancestry is uncertain. Next
in importance are the fineness and elasticity of

the wool, the evenness of the fleece over the
whole body, the absence of hairs—the strong,

compact form—and full health. The best sheep
are distinguished by full and bright eyes, bright

red veins about the lachrymal glands, a broad

forehead, short but sti6f ears, a short, thick neck,

broad chest, round shoujders, and ganerally a

stout, thick set form, with short legs.

The siz.; of the body is of less consequence

than any of these particulars, having much less

influence on the progeny than many people

suppose. The thickness of the fleece is main-

ly affected by the quality and quantity of nour-

ishment, ,ind will not continue through many
successive generations without care in this

point. There are many other marks of a sup-

posed gooj ram, such as a large tuft of wool on

the forehead, a large hanging dewlap, much
wool on the hinder legs, three rows of wool

round the neck, &.c. &c.—but alt these or !iny

other similar marks 1 consider as of no sort of

consequence, and believe they may all be found

on very inferior sheep.

It sometimes happens that wool growers are

more desirotis of heavy fleeces than of superi-

or fineness of the wool, and therefore select in

preference the largest, heaviest animals rather

than those of the finest fleece; but in this case

t'.tci, fiiji of procuring the genuine merino blood

which never reaches to a large stature under

any circumstances.

During pregnancy the ewes should be belter

fed than usual, aud this feed should be continu-

ed till they are furnished with ample pasture

It is of great importance that the Iambs should

acquire strength enough very soon after birth

to support the bad weather which may follow

in the spring—and be able to benefit by the

early pasturage, by which means they may be

sooner weaned and the fleece of the ewes in-

creased by stopping the flow of milk.

The rams in every flock must of course be

kejit separate from llie ewes and yearlings—the

most convenient arrangement is to pasture them

with the wethers. One buck is sufficient for

about forty ewes. In Spain the proportion is 3

to 100. During the se.ason of impregnation

they are fed, morning and evening, with oats.

In the season for dropping lambs the utmost

care is necessary, and if the shepherd is not to

be entirely depended on, the proprietor should

have him constantly overlooked. The birth is

commonly easy but ol'ten slow. Ignorant shep-

herds are very apt on such occasions to be aid-

ing in the birth, which is always useless and of-

ten very injurious.

It often happens that ewes will not own their

lambs, particularly the first they bear; and in

this casu 1 would advise to sprinkling a little salt

on the lamb which induces the ewe to lick it,

after which it will generally allow it to suck.

If not, the ewe with her lamb should be placed
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in a separate enclosure (of which several should

be previously prepared) and fed with the most

nutritious fodder, particularly with succulent

liquids, that the udder may be uncomfortably

distended ; and if this is not sufficient she must

be tied by the legs till the lamb has been once

suckled ; after which there will be no further

difficulty. The mother's milk is by far the best

nourishment for the lambs, and should never be

taken from thero for other purposes, as is often

practised by shepherds. About three or four

weeks after birth the lambs should be fed with

bruised oafs, or oil cakes softened in wafer,

tender hay and well dried red clover, or other

similar fodder. In order that the lambs alone

may eat their proper fodder an enclosure is

made, through the apertures of which they can

pHs«, vvhile the full grown sheep are excluded.

This previous feeding enables them better to

support being weaned at the proper time.

—

The weaning should take place very gradually

for the benefit of the ewe as well as of the

lamb, and after weaning, the lambs should be

kept at a considerable distance from the ewes.

The ram lambs are cut at three or four weeks
old, the tails of the ewe lambs are cut ofT to

within about three inches or something less of

the body at the same age.

The fodder or pasture of sheep has been
found after the most careful experiments to

have no effect on the fineness and very little on

the elasticity of the wool ; but a very impor-

tant one on the thickness and length and con-

sequently on the weight of the fleece. Its ef-

fect on the health and increase of a flock is of
course all important.

The most important circumstance in regard
to the strength of" the sheep is that the supply
of food should be equal tn quantity at all times,

except a little increase during the time of suck-

ling. Even the wool often becomes weak and

loose in consequence of sudden changes from

plentiful to scanty feed and vice versa. It is

therefore essential that the fodder in winter and

the pasturage in summer should be provided in

such manner as to subject the sheep to no chan-

ges of this kind.

A sudden increase of food is rery injurious,

although sheep may be gradually accustomed to

a very plentiful supply, and generally fully re-

pay the additional expense in the increased

quantity of their wool. The proportion of time

during which sheep may be pastured differs of

course in different climates. In Saxony, sheep
are kept about five months on winter feed, biif

good farmers lay in a stock for 170 days to

guard against scarcity in case of a backward
spring. The excess is never lost, though late

fall feed or early pasture in the spring should

allow it to be laid up for another year.

Pasturage.

Sheep are seldom admitted to pasture in sum-
mer on the meadows, except here and there on

the driest and leanest spots, but it often hap-

pens that they are driven on in the spring, if

the grass -tarts early enough for them to feed

some time and be driven off again four weeks
before the cattle are driven on. The sheep re-

ceive no injury in this way, provided there are

no pools of standing water in the meadow, and
they do not remain on it too long. Generally,

however, the only pasture they have, is on the

drier and leaner soils
; particularly on steeji

hills, not easily arable nor producing sufficient

pasturage for cattle. This kind of pasture is

the best suited to sheep, and such land can in

no way be so well improved. It often happens

however, that such high lands are not without

swampy and springy places or pools of water

either on the sides or in ravines between the

hills; and all such spots are very dangerous

for the sheep. All places where water plants

are nourished should be carefully avoided,

and more than ever during the greatest heat of

summer when they are dry from evaporation.

They are then more dangerous than ever

because deadly vapours are constantly rising

through the dry crust that covers them, and

oftener than any other circumstance create

the rot which it is so diflBcult to conquer when
once its ravages have begun. It is by no meais
during the growing season that this danger is

most to be feared, for at that period the sheep

find sufficient nourishment in dry situations and

avoid wet spots of their own accord. Merino
sheep are doubtless more subject to the rot than

the coarser breeds, and therefore require par-

ticular care in this respect. All such marshy

spots should therefore be carefully drained in

places where these sheep are to be pastured

Wooded pasturage affords sometimes very good

feed—but if the shade is very close, the grass,

though sometimes very plentiful, is not so nutri-

tious as elsewhere and the wool of sheep re-

ceives some injury from the deep shade. The Ii

young grass on fields in fallow as well as the
|

fall feed after harvest are excellent for sheep,

particularly the former.

The best pasture must be reserved for the

lambs, the next for rams and ewes, and the poor-

est for the wethers.

The winter feed consists usually of hay and

straw only. The best hay is well dried, early

fresh meadow hay, which should be mowed as

young as possible, and not cut on marshy pla-

ces. Clover, Lucerne, &c. if well got in, are

preferable to other grasses.

Straw intended for sheep must also be got in

dry and sweet. It is nourishing only in so far

as it is mixed with weeds, unripe ears, and

heads not thoroughly thrashed. The best straw

is therefore to be found on the worst managed
farms. Perfectly clean straw affords almost no

nourishment, except a little in the joints;—but

it aids in digestion and helps at least to fill the

stomach.

The stalks of peas and beans are more suc-

culent, but there is a great difl'erence between
such as are mowed before they are fully ripe

and those that are dry before mowing. In the

former case lliey make very good fodder

—

though hay is preferable. The usual calcula-

tion is two or three pounds per day of dry fod-

der for a full grown sheep, but many farmers

give less than a pound of hay, and make up the

deficiency in straw and pea vines. A flock

may be kept alive on this fodder, but without

mixing some grain or at least halt'-thr.lshed

straw with it, it is impossible that a flock should

go on improving in quality, notwithstanding the

greatest care in other respects. I'he most

tconomical method, considering the increased

weight of wool which may be produced by it,

is to give the sheep as much dry fodiler as they

will readily eat. If hay alone is used, at least

two hundred weight is necessary for each sheep

;

and if a few peas and summer straw are adde(
the supply will be ample for the winter.

Potatoes, turnips, carrots and many othei
roots furnish excellent fodder for sheep

; o
which it is unnecessary to speak at large, fh(

circumstances of each farm being the best guid(
as to their use.

Salt is required by sheep at intervals during
the whole year, but it is often given in too greai
quantity and almost forced upon the sheep
which is always injurious, and oft«n injures (he

digestion so that the best grain will pass througl
them unaltered. The best mode, where roct
salt is to be had, is to attach pieces here anc
there in the stable or the pasture and let them
lick it as they wish. The usual calculation ii

from one to two pounds yearly per head, but I

have found that something less than one pound
was quite sufficient and more than this is nol

given in Saxony to the best managed flocks.

It is very important that sheep should he fur
nished with clear water to prevent their drink
ing from stagnant, muddy pools, which almos
always occasions disease. If there is no run

ning stream in tbeir pasture they should be wa
tered as often as twice a day from a well.

The principal requisites for Ihe stall or iheltt;

for sheep are dryness, airiness, and sufficien

room. They are very little liable to injur

from cold. Lambs, however, should be pro

tected from extreme cold for a few weeks afte

birth.

Dry fodder should always be put in cribs, aD>

not thrown on the ground or barn floor.

The best method of washing wool previoo

to shearing is to wet the fleece thoroughly o

the previous evening by immersing the anim:

repeatedly in a stream of water, in order tbi

the dirt adhering to the wool may be soften*

and more easily removable on (he following da

when the principal washing is lobe done. Cai

toust be taken that the sheep do not swallo

any water during the process. Three or foi

days after the washing, when the wool has be«

thoroughly dried, and after the natural moislui

has begun to reappear, the shearing may t

commenced.
(To be continued.)

Ai Address delivered be/ore the Monroe {JV. Y.) A '

ricultural Society, at their annual mcetin^^

1823. By Mr. James Sperry, President of I

Society. [Continued from p, 382.]

observations on tillage and farming.

Good tillage consists in ploughing and fittil'

l.ind well for the reception of seed ; and goi

farming, in keeping a farm in repair, and

adapting our system to the nature and extent

the soil, and in determining on a rotation

crops which may keep the whole in such

state of fertility as will reward our labors wi>

abundance. The heighth ofgood farming wiHIl
'

therefore be, in so cultivating our land as to'o

tain the greatest possible yield, and this witbsi

exhausting the soil, beyond a good fertile stab

we should however regard economy in tl

pursuit of this object, so much as to puW'

that system which would be attended with t

least expense, in proportion to the profits re

ized. It is well known to the most superfic

observer, that although good land may yi'

abundantly for several years in succession,';

that a constan4 succession of cropping will

I*)
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jaust the soil so much that it will >ieltl but lil-

le more than to defray the expense ot'cultiva-

It is therefore an inquiry af great impor-

ince, a correct answer to which, it is (he in-

fest of every farmer to ohtain, what system

tiiill be adopted to gain the oliject in view ?

then shall we plough land of this and that dc-

iripfion ? what crop shall we raise first? what

ught to succeed; and how 'long may plough-

><r be continued; and when should land hv.

ieded with grass or clover, that the whole sys-

m taken together may yield the greatest nell

oceeds ; These are important questions, nol

\\y to every farmer individually, but so far a^

e public are interested in the prosperity ot

dividuale, to community at large. And I think

probable there are but few farmers who are

it ready to give answers; although perhaps,

ey would differ widely in material points, and

1 equally diverse in the result, if accurate ex-

!rimer.ts were made on their several sys-

I make no pretensions to superior knowledge

Ithe art of husbandry, over'my brother farmers,

It the system that I prefer, I will offer, and

liefly attempt to vindicate. 1 would, however,

1st take a view of the present practice of most

f us, in order to contrast that with what 1 should

«isider to be the most beoeticial, if generally

iroduced.

I think it probable there is not much diversi-

t of opinion as to the treatment of land newly

c ared of timber. It is generally conceded

t t the tirst crop ought to be wheat together

V h clover or timothy seed ; and thus seeded,

pmitted to lie in pasture o" in meadow, owing

|i:ircumstances, until the roots are well rotted

J

the reception of the plough.

Che management of greensward, and the

Ration adopted within the circle of my ac-

intance, generally is, tirst, summer fallow-

for wheat ; second, spring ploughing for

II n; third, oats, flax or peas; fourth, whent

in ; fifth, rye ; sixth, corn again ; and so on,

il the land is quite exhausted, and very

: it is then seeded with clover, and per-

itlted to lie in pasture several years, to regain

it strength and fertility, and become prepar-

^^ for another rotation. I would observe,

never, to our credit, that soqie begin to

vjy a little from this, as it respects the lime

aims continuing the process, before seeding,

.'he system and rotation which is recom-

-oidedbythe first agriculturists of the state,

( inning with green sward, and which 1 think,

\i - economy, is entitled to our confidence

n attention, is, first, late fall ploughing, for

1 or potatoes ; second, spring ploughing,

> peas, flax, and other spring crops; third,

1 ploughing, for wheat, at which time, or the

1 ceding spring, seed with clover, to lie

1 c years to pasture or moiving, for another

5 lion. By contrasting the systems with care

I attention, it may easily be determined to

the preference belongs.

;- first begins with green sward, by sum-
1 [lowing for wheat. For this process, at

a^on of the year in which this work is

ally performed, requires two yoke of ox-

I sometimes, if it be very dry, three yoke
cfissary ; and for a team of that descrip-

^ a driver is indispensable.

' Ai the latter system, the commencement
«i the sward is late fall ploughing. One

yoke of oxen, this season of the year, will ge-
nerally jdough green sward »vilh as much ease
as two will in June, and perform as much in a

day. There is therefore a saving in this sys-

tem in the first process, to wit, breaking up, of
one yoke of oxen, at least, and a driver, iier

acre, as one acre per day, and do the work well,

would be a good day's work.
Again ; to summer lallow green sward,and snch

sward as most of our pastures and meadows con-
lain, to wit, spear-grass, two ploughings and of-

ten three, besides breaking up, and much har-

rowing, are necessary, to render the ground
mellow and fit for the seed. The harrowing
necessary on this, would be more than suflicient

to fit the fall ploughing completely lor corn.

Here again is a saving of a man, a yoke of oxen
and plough, two days per acre, in fitting for

the first crop ; which, at ^1 50 per day, amounts
to three dollars. This sum added to the saving
in breaking up of a yoke of oxen and driver at

75 cts. per day, makes g3 75 per acre saved,
if the amount of produce is equal to that of
summer fallowing—a sum equal to the rent of
good land.

But this is hut a small item in the amount
saved by this system. To summer fallow, the

land of course must be without a crop one season.

It is ascertained by chemical experiments, (and

every man of nice observation must know it to

be a fact,) that while vegetable substances are

rotting or decomposing, much of the fertilizing

properties evaporate and are lost, unless they

be taken up by the roots of plants growing with-

in reach. If the decomposition takes place on

the surface of the earth, but a small portion of

the virtues of the substance as manure are

saved.

. It is likewise well known, that well-rotted

manure loses its virtues constantly and rapidly,

while exposed to rains and the intense heat of

a summer's sun. We may therefore count, in

addition to the savings of this latter system
already mentioned, the nett proceeds of the

first crop obtained. We have good reasons for

believing that the rich gases of the decompos-
ing sod, which evaporate and are lost on the

bare fallow, would be abundantly suflicient to

grow and bring to perfection an excellent crop

of corn, or other spring grain ; and that land

thus treated, would be in as good condition for

the production of the next succeeding crop, as

it would have been had it been cultivated as a

bare summer fallow ; for in the latter system the

sod (which, when decomposed, is a highly I'er-

tilizing manure) is beneath the surface, and

there continued till the crop is perfected: the

decomposition is gr.-jdual, and in the course of the

season, complete ; the earth above it becomes
saturated with its fertilizing properties, while the

crop is grown and perfected by that which would
have been lost, had the sod been thrown up while

decomposing, and exposed to the rains and sun.

(To be continued.^

A'erv process for tanning Leather.—We have
examined a sample of leather tanned in a new
mode, by Capt. Ch.irles Mur.roe, of Northboro',

in this county, which is pronounced, by compe-
tent judges, to be of the first quality. The sam-
ple iscalf skins, and_ was tanned in ten days. By
the same process heavy upper leather is tho-

roughly tanned in from 25 to 30 days, and dry
hide sole leather in 90 days. We understand

th»t-Phinehas & Jo-eph Davis, of Northboro',
who are well known to be extensively engaged
in tanning, having adopted this mode, and are
perfectly satisfied of its superiority. By if,

the expense is somewhat reduced, and the capi-

tal employed, may be turned much oftener than
in the old way. Sole leather may be tanned
three times, upper leather six limes, and calf
skins nine times in a year, in regular business,
with no danger of failure or injury to the lea-

ther. The liquor for tanning is used cold.

We would recommend this improvement to

the attention of tanners generally, not doubting,
from the recommendations we have seen, of
its great practical utility. Capt. Munroe is

proprietor of the patent right for this Stale

[Aiass. Spy.

From the Massachusetts Yeoman.

The reader will find on the first page, an article by

Dr. Fiske, of this town, relative to the " Knglish

breed of hogs,"'* vpherein he controverls'thp opmion

of the writer of an article, heretofore published, on

the same subject ; and maintains the superiority of

that breed. The following communication from the

same gentleman, furnishes additional proof of the

correctness of his opinion.

Mr. Denny,—Since my communication for the

New England Farmer, Col. Ward has furnished

me with other facts, favourable to the " En-
glish breed of hogs." Two of the pigs, men-
tioned in the lot which obtained the premium
at our last Cattle Show, were slaughtered at

eleven months and one day old. One weighed
411 lbs. the other 384 lbs. Mr. Fiice, a joint

owner, who had the particular care of them, is

confident that he obtained this weight with less

expense than it cost him to make 3lX) lbs. from
the " oid-.fashioned kind."

If any-^further evidence was necessary lo es-

tablish their credit, it need only to be mention-
ed, that the Hon. Judge Lincoln, an excellent

judge in all matters, is rearing several litters

from my stock, and has recently purchased one
from my pen, to transmit the breed.

O. FISKE.
JuneiS, 1824.

' * The article alluded to was published in the New
England Farmer, vol. ii. page 369.

IVestern Sah.—We learn from the Troy Senti-

nel, that a boat has arrived in Troy, from Salina,

with 900 bushels of Salt. The cargo was pur-

chased by Messrs. Silliman and Grant, one of our

most active and enterprising mercantile houses,

and they have contracted lor large quantities

more. The salt is made by Mr. Byington, who
has pans enough in use, we understand, to

turn out 2000 bushels a month, and he is mak-
ing very large additions to them. The salt is

of a most beautiful clear white complexion ; the

chrystals are large enough to rank as coarse salt,

and are uncommonly pure. We have no doubt

that this salt will preserve meat as effectually

as Rock salt, or any other whatever, taking an

equal quantify of each.— Bvffaloe Jovrnal.

Rapid Weaving.— Messrs. Richardson &Wbit-
aker, of Providence, R. I. at their manufactur-

ing establishment in Attleborough, under the su-

perintendance ofMr. Zeba Bliss, wove on 20
Power Looms, week ending June 12lh, 6656 2-4

yards No. 14, 3, 4, brown Shirtings,— Taunton
Reporter. . .



From the American Farmer.

ON THE DISEASED HORSES GENERALLY
I

;dj

CALLED THE " BIG HEAD. I --*

Lincoln County, ^.C. May Zeih,^^'-^-

Mr. J. S. Skinnek,

=============T^==^Trrra^7h^ I
a-raintoo readily, and the irritated aad suppu-

ed and uncompaC, and •£,^,«™';';'^.
''f^J^^poJ- Uating state of the wound may be advantageous ;

comb or pumice stone. T^e ootl is compo_^ r

^ ^^^^ ^^^^ j-^^ ^^„, ^,^e, it

ed, as medical men say, of three P^r'S' vi^„
„;,! ,^^.,1 of itself

1st, the enamel, or outer hard covenn , ^^ ^^^ ^.^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ advanced far in its pro.

the boneproper, which is entirely
-^^f/f.

p"' j^Lress, the head will now gradually, and so slow-

the enamel down to the
g'>™'.l/'"„!iI^?rrpTv as to be scarcely perceptible, shrink to its na-

Sir,—I observed in

the 30th ult. an inquiry made

rernam'el^lown to the g-^.' -/
'^ J ^ b"e ^a 1 ^^ ^c^Tcely p^r^^ its "a-

.h. American Farmer of serted into the jaw bone and ^'h regard to the
y .^^^ ^^ere it has advanced fur

fit " aTto the cause degree of hardness and co^^^^^^^^^^
,he horse may still become semceabe

the 30th ult. an
'"f^y^^^i'^.e" called Big sembles other bones

of, and remedy for the disease c
^,^^1 ^^^ „hich passe

Head in horses:" also a
'^^'l"^,7/"vmDtoras'' ishes it. Nowinth

scription of the disease and its symptoms .shes it

d^ess and consistency, ^^-^.^^^M^.thV horse" may still become serviceable,

^-^^°L!„^^.^f ""ra'nd not- buuU head may never entirely regain U. na-

script

should be furnished

M .. ,He c... .r,,.». ...aj,
„^sbtA^"=}«;;^£5i.,i;'»-»'l

-

s into the tooth, and nour

ie skeletons of horses
"'^l'^'* '""'f.^'^e^.e .^e of course, stages of the disease

,e Big Head, or Growing
J^^^^' "V/^^d^ „„ ,1 effectual.

all the bone Proper P'^,rt_ot |in wi^^
aware, Sir, that where a distemper has

K".ier„.h ;r. B,5 He-i, «-
«r;"i

nil rc-I 1 am ctwinc, ^ji*, '"« -•- -
•« f

„. „ .— -
•„-„„.,hn„t it It wouia line louiii, =" ....>-..•

, , i.^vf accoinplished its ravages and spent its torce,

presume to give an oP'^" f""^
'^.^^^'^^, any semblanc; to that part in sound teeth. 1

havc|acco. p _^ ^^ ,^^„^. ,^ ^^,

be mere speculation and theory witnoui J'l
^^^^^^^ it exhibit the same appea

T . • iU^t \ ran recommend Consistence, the sanic

Neither am I certain that I can _recom^me
^ j ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^.^^.^^ ^^ ^^

certainty.

.atpart in sound teeth. 1

'"f^^. ^^,\°'i,';";ever malignant and deadly it ma,

observed it exhibit the same appearance a"^| " ^ generally in its progress, yet at

any thing which
11 remedy." But as the

rather the operation, . -
, . i„

to be the most successful, is extremely simple

ain that I can recommend consistence, tlie same """-";'",;
bones of tbis period, some suDjecis win ...g.u - •"

Lm; of the bones in other parts of tlH^i^-P^^^^^^^^^^
^^^., „.^,j,, ,„j 1 do assure

.

tem appeared likewise to be affected. 1 hose ..n

^^.^^^^^ ^.^^ „„ ganger 1 hope-

of the fore and hind legs, ^"%Pf''"P^'^'Ln; those who have appiied to you tor information

°i^ted, and some of the joints of tne back bone tj^^osc^^

^^^.^^^ ^^..^^^.^^ .,
^ ^^.^^,^ ^^j ^,^^„,„.

„..k;K;tofi likp anoearances. .._.„ („ ,.„m tViP result.

DO danger; and may, and in my opinion wiH

in many instances, perform an putire cure,

will therefore, communicate it to you.

In the first place, I will describe the disor-

der as it has fallen under my own observation p..j^-.-^-^ appearances
as well as I can now recollect It; fo-

^^^
^ee^J ^''^^^^^^^^^^ de

a number of years since 1 was conversiint vvith

instances of this kind, and whilst 1 was a boy

About twelve or fourteen years since, it was

very prevalent in this part of the country

but is now rarely heard of

Having thus given a description of the dis-

ease, as %vell as my recollection serves me

will proceed to point out the mode ot treat

ment which I consider its remedy.

It is unnecessary to describe the different

nicate to you the result.

And with the best wishes for their success and

I am, Sir,

Respectfully yours,

JOHN F. BREVARD.

your welfare,

rely heard ot. „„o-n=oa hv those who profess to cure i

Young hor.es seem to be more ""^'e ^° H"/^; ^^^^'^^^^^^^^^^ doubt, have some|

this dispense than older ones.
_
The ^'^order the comp,a

m,^^
a^^^^^^

does not appear to be ^0"'='?^°"!.' .^^J Z ^h ve kn^^^^^^ them succeed well. At

it commences in a large stock of horses ma-1 1 tiave uno^i
, . .,^^ .

„V of them are apt to be affected before it is

eradicated ; and horses brought from a dis-

1 nave liuu"" i>""<i "• ' ^~ . , . iu;„

heticne when the complaint prevailed m th.s

region, my father lost many horses by it. He

From the Connecticut Mittor.

The frequent occurrenc3 of mistakes in the

collection of roots and pl.nU, in our helds, fo|

medical and culinary purposes, ought .o ckci^

lost many horses by it. He >»^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^.^^^j^^ ^^ j^,,
. ^nd especially ough

eradicated; and horses orougni ''"'",» "^ I ;»;„' usg'' of numerous applications, and tried
^ , caution their children an

tanceto supply the place "^
Jf

°
7^"^^ the n «; rperiments,-fomented the head-ex- o-dt,-^^^^^

^.^^ ,rom collecting plant

or become useless, are equally subject ^to »»« jmany^^
^y^ teeth—trepanned the parts aflectedj

aosou j-^l^^
^^^ „„,„„sp whatever. Plants c

_bunu with a iiot iron, and inserted setons orcomplaint, as those which have been longer

exposeel to the compass of its influence. U u

generally slow and tardy in its opevaaons,

both with regard to the subjects attacked by

it, and in attacking others : and in this way

will remain on the same premises for several

vears.

aosoiutcij ,,.<=.».." ...^_. -.-
Plants C

and roots for any purpose whatever. Plants c

very different characters and qualities have s

rowels, but was unsuccessful in every "'ay, un- / resemblance, that none but a botanis

til the method which I am about to recommend |' ,. „ _..: ,i. .,,— ,„;„, „„ffir.ient certaint;

was adopted. It was suggested to h.m, it 1 am

not mistaken, by a traveller and a stranger.

From that time, his horses which were dis-

eased recovered, and those whkb were fe
.|!-!,:jrx:-:^t.Se^:;^o^^p;i=^^^
part of the head between the eye and nos

ail, and on both sides. This unnatural buH-

continues to increase in size ;
in some suD-

malady disappeared.
_ r n .

The remedy is nothing more tnan as follows—

Take a piece of bar iron-hav.T it formed in-

to the shapeof a chisel, about two inches wide.

can distinguish them, with sufficient certainty

to render them safe. The names in corarno

u-e are frequently erroneous, and applied todil

ferent plants in different parts o5 the countrj

Thus, the plant commonly kQown and used her

as Bit'ter3v;eet,is not Bittersweet, but possessa

entirely diffefent qualities from it, and a mis

take might be attended by serious consequence,

The name Crowfoot is applied to plants of ve

different qualities, and mislakmg one for anott(.uiiuuu^^ - '
.

-
_

.
! , jjie siiape ol a cnisei, rti^uu. >..«

different qualities, anti misiJiv.i.s ""V -rpi,
jecls with greater, and in °\h^"

f^'^'^'^^i^e Let it be about as sharp as chisels usual y are
^ would produce very distressing effects. Th

pidity. After the horse has been f^^^«°™^j"[;"M/;^;
chased from the store, or as a falling e^^'J" 1

.^^ ofHyssop, Masterworth and

•afleeted in this way, the under jaw
^J"

^gm w^.en p
^.^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^_ ^^^^ ^

same m y J
to exhibit appearances of a like growth and d.s- ^^^ ^-^ i„ ^ fi^e until it is q"'te ""1:"^"^'

^^^^,iJ, were suggested by a mo

;eusion,-and I have soinetimes known It even - Sl^^'^,,,^,^..^,-, fi^e is best, because -ost Jh-e rem S^^^

exceed the other in the rapidity of its increase

rhe subject in some instances at an earlier, and

in others at h later period of the disease, be-

«-ins to languish and lose his activity and his

strength; the joints grow stiff and unshapely,

•^nd the back becomes weak and unelastic
;
until

distressing mistake of this kind whid-cc-e

iivenient. ^ .. , ,„„4J in this town a few days since. A young'?"-

Search out a gristle or ligament which extends
^^^.^^^^ j^^^j^t^^ j,„d been in the habit of u

.mnear the eye of a hvse to near his nostril.
root of Angelica, to relieve a slight di

and tress at the stomach, to which she was l.able.-

.ndthe back bkomei weak and -elasti^.
;

untn norse .
;;;;;7i- ^...humb of a dandy. ,Ap- ^fiJ-jf.^hieh st XCd',' s^vTuowinCtt

,a length he dies, or, as is more Sequent a pe- n some Kg
^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ .^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^_ ,.„„ „ . . ... ,.„„
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be the Water Hemlock, (Cicula Maculala.) At

this 'ime she was cold, pale, and horribly sick,

and distressed at stomach, vomiting every five

^1 ten minutes, which continued six or eight

hours. Her lirabs were extremely painful, es-

pecially the large joints; her pulse was sixlv

in a minute, small and soft
;
pupils dilated and

Vision indistinct. She soon got relief hy the

HO of remadies, and with the exception ol pros-

IratioD of strength, and a degree of difficulty of

H'^^ing. she was well in three or four days.

in the morning succeeding the day on which

il. •; took the poison, she had a weakness, wea-

ri'iess, and sense of weight in her lirabs, which
H- \> indescribable and very distressing.

The Water Hemlock, sometimes called Muskrat

Kr.ot, Wild Fennel, Water Fennel, Wild I'arsley,

Snake Weed, &c. Is the Cicuta Maculala of the

Botanists, and not the Conium Maculatuin, as is

generally supposed. It is an umbeliferous plant,

jrowing principally in meadows and low grounds;

m its general habit, it resembles Sweet Sicily,

foe which it is most frequently mistaken. The
,

5tem is smooth, round, and hollow, striated,

(streaked,) on its external surface, and lined

with a white membranous substance within. It

rises to the height of three or fo\;r feet,.and is

usually surrounded by two or three smaller

<taiks, with which it is connected at the roots,

The joints oi" the stem are about ten or

twelve inches apart, each joiot sending off a

branch ; the branches enclose the stem at the

base, and at the distance of one foot from the

stalk, send off smaller, opposite branches.

—

These are again divided into leaves and

branchlets usually in threes, sometimes in

fives. The leafets are from one to two
and a half inches in length ; the middle one
ibout twice as long as the lateral ones. They
;\re from half an inch to an inch in width,

taperlog to both ends and very regularly

notched ; from each notch, a vein runs to the

rind rib. The plant flowers from the middle

of June to the middle of .July, leaving umbels

of small, white flowers, resembling the com-

mon Caraway. The root is composed of six

or eight short, thick branches, of a yellow

color and sweet taste.

IVethersficld, June, 1824.

From the Columbian Centiuel.

I\rr. Russell,—T saw in your paper a few

weeks since, a notice from South Reading, re-

specting the injurious effects of cheese, which

had been dressed with White Lead. The pub-

lic should be apprized that this is not the only

instance of persons having been poisoned with

cheese. A similar one happened in my family

r.bout three year? ago. The cheese was in its

appearance and taste of the first quality. The
first time it was used, was when a number of

friends called to spend the evening.—Most of

(hose who ate of the cheese were sick, some of

Ihem very sick through the night. The family

not knowing that it was occasioned by the^

cheese, ate of it again, and were sick.—About

the same time, others in the neighborhood were
made sick from eating other cheese, probably

from the same lot. Whether it was from lead

upon the outside, or from something put into

the milk to color it, 1 am imable to say. From
the appearance of the cheese, it was thought to

be the latter.

I fully accord with the writer of the artiEle

above nlhided to, that something should be
done, i( (PiMcticable, to prevent the sale of
»uch c!:se?' At least the nami;s of the fami-

lies where mich lot of cheese is made, should be
Ic^iown hy the venders, that those who will thus
I'lidanger the he;ilth and lives of their fellow
'itizeii'i, may themselves sutler the consequen-
ces of being publirly exposed. W. P.

N. B. The Philadelphia papers mention that

several persons in that city had sickened after
eating cheese supposed to have been rendered
deleterious by the use of the acet;ite of lead in

its production.

Cheese sometimes dangerous.—Last weelv a num-
ber of persons in Frankfort, Pa. were seriously

indisposed, and one of them left dangerously ill

by eating of a cheese, bought in Philadelphia.
It is supposed the cheese had been covered with

lead, the acetate of which is known to be dan-

gerous. A portion of the article was sent to

Philadelphia to be analyzed.—A. Y. Statesman-

Important Invention.—The greatest improve-
ment, says a correspondent, we have seen for

many years in carriages, is a piece of mechan-
ism called the Safety Drag. On inquiry we find

this drag may be applied, in a very simple way,
to any carriage, at little expense, and used at

pleasure by any person on or in the carriage,

without stopping, and taken off ia a moment.
This drag is to be used when descending a steep
hill, or at any time, should the horse run away,
two-thirds of the weight of any carriage may be
placed on it in a moment. Should a horse fall,

pole or reins break, the progress of the carriage

may be stopped in a moment. How frequently

we read of limbs being broken, lives lost. Sic.

by stage and other horses running away in the

absence of the driver, carriages upsetting thro'

the pole breaking, and also from reins giving

way, restive horses, &c. What would those

whose lives are in such danger give at the mo-
ment for the Safety Drag ? And how frequent-

ly we hear of heavy damages being given

against stage coach proprietors after such mis-

fortunes. We hope soon to hear of their being

in general use, as they are not heavier than a

common drag, and the appearance no way
against them.

—

Scotch paper.

A Mr. Cook has taken out a patent for a mix-

ture to render all sorts of timbers, cottons, silks,

&c. incombustible. A solution of pure fixed

vegetable alkali is what he has found most pro-

per for the purpose. He observes that ship

timbers prepared in the manner directed, will

not only be incombustible, but aLso effectually

preserved from the dry rot. He thus concludes,
" there are thus three great principles in the

application of my discovery, of which I claim

the exelusive pririlege :

—

1st. The application of the alkaline solution

in preventing any accidents from calicoes, cot-

tons, muslins, cloths, and linen of every de-

scription, bed and window curtains, and sail

cloths.

2d. Its application to prevent eflTectually all

wood-work of all sorts, either in buildings or

vessels of any description, from being destroy-

ed by fire, either by accident or intention.

3d. The process used to render timber in-

combustible willj at the saiae time, completely

prevent the dry rot from ever afiecting such
timber so prepared under my patent.

—

ReperJo-
rij of Arts, JVo. 263.

Valuable Improvement.—A m;ichine U>x mak-
ing shingles was invented a few vears since bv
Willard Earle, of Athol, in this County, which
he has so far improved that it bids fair", soon, to

entirely supersede the present mode. The
machinery, which is propelled by water, is ea-
sily kept in repair, and mny be managed by
boys, as no part of the work is laborious. By
it one person will easily make 3 M. shingles
per day. But the greatest advantages to be de-
rived from this improvemnt, consist in the bet-

ter quality of the work and in the great saving
of timber. The shingles made by these ma-
chines are all of an uniform thickness, and are
made so perfectly true that a man will lay at

least a third more, per day, than of the com-
mon kind, and the work, when done, is better

and more uniform. We understand the ordina-

ry lots of timber will make twice as many shin-

gles in this, as in the common way, there being

no waste made, and timber which cannot be
worked in the old way, such as bass wood, pine

that »vill not split, kc. may be wrought by these

machines to equal advantage with the best of

timber. A single machine requires less than a

fourth part of the power usually applied to a

grist mill.

The inventor has taken a patent for his im-

provement, and, we are informed, has orders

for machines faster than he can supply them.

A considerable number are in operation, and

give universal satisfaction.

—

Mass. Spy.

Spontaneous Combustion.—The late destruC'

tioo of a Manufactory near Germantown, Penn.
was caused by spontaneous combustion in waste
wool. Though but twenty to fifty pounds had
accumulated, yet it produced a most dense
smoke, and a gas which took fire like gunpow-
der. The building was instantaneously in a

blaze, and not an article could be saved. The
oils used in the waste wool were olive and sper-

maceti—each kind had been so repeatedly used
before without any injury, that no danger was
apprehended. Repeated experiments that have
been made, prove that linseed oil will regularly

ignite with waste wool in twenty-four hours.

== [JV. Y. paper.

St. Francisville, S. C.May 15.

The Crops.—The Cotton and Com look ex-

tremely well. Owing to the prevalence of

cold weather at the commencement of the plant-

ing season, it was feared that the Cotton crop

would be very short; but the fine weather that

has prevailed for the last ten or twelve days,

has wrought an efi"ectual change in the appear-

ance of the fields : Cotton has turned from the

sickly, sallow hue it wore, to a lively green
;

and the stunted fields of corn, from which the

disconsolate planter but lately calculated on

plucking nothing better than a beggarly crop of

nubbins, have sprung into new life, ftnd flatter

the eyes of a hungry observer with a fair pro-

mise of an ample yield.

—

Charleston Courier.

Col. Levi Finney, of Shrewsbury, Vt. sheared

from a four year old Native Wether, a few days

since, eleven pounds and one ounce ot wool

The wool was about ten inches long—two years'

growth, and of an excellent texture.
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FARMER'S CALEJ^DAR-

HAY MAKING. It IS a matter of much impor-

tance to the husbandman that he should take

time by the fore top during the season for mak-

ing hay. He must drive his business instead of

being driven by it. Indolence or improper

management in hay-time will soon give a sorry

complexion to a farmer's afiairs. A day or two

lost or misemployed while the sun shines, and

your grass suffers for lack of the scythe and the

rake, or your grain is going back into the ground,

while the sickle is rusting on a peg behind the

door, and its owner is asleep or gone a journey,

may be the niedus of introducing Mr. Deputy

Sheriff on your premises, who may do more

harm than a crop of thistles, or a host of Hes-

sian flies.

It is best, generally speaking, to cut your ve-

ry heaviest grass first of all, and if it be lodg-

ed, or in danger of lodging, or the lower leaves

and bottom of the stalks are beginning to turn

yellow, although the grass is hardly headed,

and appears not to have obtained more than two
thirds of its growth, you had better begin upon
it. But when you have help enough, and your
grass stands up well, you will do best to wait till

the blossom is fully formed, and is beginning to

turn brown. Clover is the most critical grass,

and requires the most attention. " In all cases,"

says Sir .lohn Sinclair, " clover ought to be
mown before the seed is formed* that the full

juice and nourishment of the plants may be re-

tained in the hay. By the adoption of this

system the hay is cut in a better season,— it

can be more easily secured,—and is much more
valuable. Nor is the strength of the plant

lodged in the seed, which is often lost.

" After being cut, the clover should remain

in the swath till it is dried about two thirds of

its thickness. It is then not tedded or strewed,

but turned over, either by the hands, or the

heads of hay rakes. If turned over in the

morning of a dry day, it may be cocked in the

evening. The hay is as little shaken or scat-

tered about afterwards as possible ; and if the

weather is good, after remaining two or three

days in the cock, it may be carted in to the stack.

Jt is asserted by the " Farmer's Guide,"
that " grass will not thrive well that is not

mown quite close ; and the loss in the crop
where this is not done is very considerable, as

one inch at the bottom -nveighs more than several at

tke top.''''

The fore part of the season for making hay
is, we believe, usually attended with less rain

than the latter part. The days, too. are longer,

and the dews are less copious. Farmers will,

therefore, find additional motives from these

circumstances to industry and exertion in early

hay lime. Besides if haying is protracted till

harvest commences, the business of one season

presses on that of another and some crops will

be nearly or quite spoiled in consequence of not

being gathered in due time. The fore-handed

and industrious farmer thus possesses great ad-

vantages over one whom indolence or poverty

induces to procrastinate the indispensable labors

of his vocation.

Great advantages would result to the farmer,

particularly in haying and harvesting, if he

could form an estimate of the weather so as to

be able to foresee with tolerable accuracy what

would be its state for a few days, or even for

24 hours subsequent to the period of observa-

tion. Dr. Jenner's versified statement of

" Signs of Rain" (published in our paper, vol.

ii. 288) may prove useful for this purpose, and

the rhymes may assist the memory. A certain

French philosopher, some years since, publish-

ed an article, in which he asserted, in substance,

that the web of a common spider is a sure in-

dex of the state of the air for twelve or four-

teen days to come. If the weather is to be fair

and calm, the principal thread will be spun to a

great length ; if on the contrary the weather is

to he stormy and boisterous, the thread will be

short and thick, and if the spider is seen to re-

pair the damages its slander thread may sustain,

you may anticipate pleasant weather for many
days. So says the philosopher, but we cannot

vouch for the accuracy of his saying. It may,

however, not be amiss for the man of observa-

tion to pay some attention to this subject, for

we know that the instinct of an insect is often

•iTirtreto be depended on than the researches of

. science.

In this climate, a southerly wind, if it con-

tinues stedfast for 48 hours, is generally follow-

ed by rain. If the wind, however, shifts its

course with the sun, or, as sailors phrase it,

goes round with the sun ; in the morning blow-

ing from the south, or east of south and chang-

ing westerly as the sun advances, it generally

indicates dry weather. If the wind shifts in a

course opposite to the apparent course of the

.sun, rain commonly succeeds. If the wind con-

tinues southerly, and blows briskly through the

night, it commonly, as the phrase is, " blows up

rain." This effect of a south wind in this

country maj' be thus accounted for. A souther-

ly wind is a current of air which has its origin

in warmer latitudes than those in which we are

situated. This current in passing over the

ocean imbibes or takes up as much water as air

of its temperature can hold in solution. Pas-

sing into higher or colder latitudes the air of

the current parts with a portion of its heat or

caloric, and cannot retain so much water as it

But to come down from the clouds to mat-

ters more within the reach of the reader. It

has been often recommended by writers on ag-

riculture to cart hay, particularly clover, be-

fore the stalks are dry, and either to put it up

with alternate layers of straw, or to salt it at i

the rate of from half to one bushel of salt to.

the ton.

" Salt hay, in this country, has usually been

hurt by lying too long in the swaths. The
method in which 1 have treated it for several

years, is, to cock it the next day after it is cut,

and carry it in, without delaying more than one

day, and put a layer of some kind of dry straw

between load and load of it in the mow, to pre-

vent its taking damage by overheating. The
straw contracts so much of its moisture and

saltness, that the cattle will eat it very freely;

and the hay is far better than that made in the

common way."*

BAD MANAGEMENT IN MONEV MATTERS. There
is an error among farmers, who have acquired

property, which has a very ill effect both on

their own and the public interest. As their

money abounds they purchase bank stock, put

it out to use, or vest it in some establishment

altogether foreign from their proper concern.

Some lay it out in buying more land than they

can cultivate to advantage, and are thus led to

half till their soil instead of cultivating it to

profit. A farmer's surplus cash ought, invaria-

bly, to be applied to the improvement of his

fiirm till his husbandry is carried to a stale of

perfection, which is rarely seen in this country.

Cash judiciously expended in fencing, subduing,

manuring, and erecting necessary and comforlii-

ble barns, sheds, kc. may at iir,»t seem to lessen

a man's capital, but it will evenlualiy prove

belter than mbney at interest, and probably soon

be worth 20 or 30 per cent. Besides by laying

out your money on your own land you get the

best possible security, have something to show
for what you expend, and must enjoy a degree

of satisfaction in dressing dame nature in

her best attire, making the vallies laugh,

and the little bill? on your premises clap their

hands. But when your money is all loaned to

interest, spent in obtaining mortgages on other

men's land, or purchasing bank stock, &c. you
;ict like a^miser, and must live like a hermit,

with no means of enjoyment, or evidence of

property about you, except musty scraps of pa-

per or parchment. You cause no increase of

property, do no good to the public with your

money, ^nd live to no useful purpose as re-

spects yourself or the community.

* It may not be amiss, however, to state in this place,
that ajfriculturists do not altogether agree on this point.
In "Memoirs of the New York Board of Agricultnre,"
vol. ii. p. 30, it is asserted (hat "all the grasses are
more nntritious if not mowed until the seed is fully |

hdd in its outset. Clouds or vapors are there
grown. It should not be entirely ripened, however."
'i'he Farmer's Assistant tells us (hat " the best time
.for cutting herd's grass, [timothy] where but one crop
is cut HI the si-ason, is when the seeds of grass are ful-
ly formed, but before they have become fully ripe ; but
as farmers cannot all cut their hay in a day or two, it is

n«>cessary that they should begin before this time, that
tliey may not end too long after it. The same time is

also proper for cutting clover ; or rather when a part of
begin to turn brown. Foul meadow or

cut much later, without being

heads
bird^

^lurt by long standing

fore formed, and the excess of moisture is de-

posited in mist, rain, hail or snow, according to

circumstances, the season, &c. On the contra-

ry a northerly wind, coming from a compara-

tively cold latitude, acquires caloric as it ad-

vances, and with that acquisition its capacity for

holding water in solution is increased. There-
fore a northerly wind is a drying wind, and

its predominance soon dissipates clouds and in-

troduces fair weather.

' Ueane's New England Farmer.

FOREIGN.

By an arrival at New York, London dates hare been

received to the 3d of May. They contain more news

than usual, with the details of events of more or less

importance, which given at large would occupy nearly

all our columns. We must therefore content ourselve.',

and attempt to satisfy our readers with such sketches

merely, as we can find room for.

An attempt has been made by the Queen of Portu-

gal, and her son, Don Miguel, to elTect a change in (he

Government. The King was placed under duress, and

the I'rince assumed (he power of Regent, appointing a

new Minister of Police, and arresting the existing Min-

ister, and a great number of other officers. T he For-

eign Ministers interfered, and required that the insur-

gents should issue an order ip the King's name, direct-
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inj the troops to disperse. This order w.-i3 accordingly

issued, and tranquillity restored.

Some of the Ministers were arrested at a ball given
by the British Ambassador. Marshal Beresford was
ainoing the first to demand an audience of the King and
to assure hin\ of his personal devotion to the adminis-
tr.ition. The Fareign Ministers on this occasion con-
ducted with great spirit and energy, particularly Mr.
Hyde De N'euville, the French Ambassador. It would
50. ru that the efficient body of the kingdom were in

favor of the Queen and her ^arty, and that the King
was compelled, in order to maintain his authority, to

ni;>ke pretiarations for s^king an asylum on board a
British man of war.

Tht El-Emperor [lurbtde has left England for Mex-
ico. The vessel in which he embarked had a quanti-
ty of military stores on board, and a printing appara-
tus lor the purpose of printing proclamations for circu-
lation in his native country. On his departure he ad-
dressed a note to a friend in London stating that his
return " had been solicited by different parts of the
country, which consider me necessary to establish
unanimity there, and to the cousolidatiou of the Gov-
ernment."

DEATH OF LORD BYRON.
On the 9th of April, Lord Byron, who had been liv-

ing very low, exposed himself in a very violent rain
;

Ithe consequence of which was a severe cold, and he
as immediately confined to his bed. The low state

;o which he hat! been reduced by his abstinence, and
irobably by some of the remaining effects of his pre-
ioift illness, made him unwilling—at any rate he re-

lused to submit— to be bled. It is to be lamented that
o one was near his lordship who had sufficient influ-

nce over his mind, or was himself sufficiently aware
i>f the necessity of the case, to induce him to submit

' to that remedy, which, in all human probability, would
have savjed a life so valuable to Greece. The inflam-
matory action, unchecked, terminated fatally on the
19th of April.

There are no letters of his lordship's of a date subse-
quent to the commencement of his illness. The
riends who were near him at the time of his de-
:ease, in addition to Prince Mavrocordato, were Mr.
i'arry, who haH irg-anized tho artillery and engineer
orps for the Greeks at Missolonghi, Mr. Benrke, and
oLint Camba. The letters from the last named "en-
lemaa first communicated the intelligence to Lord
Sidney Osborne, who forwarded it with the kindest at-

ention to the friends of Lord Byron in England, and
proceeded from Corfu to iTante, to make whatever ar-

angcmeuts might be necessary respecting his remains.
Lord Byron had succeeded, his friends are informed,

11 stir-ing up among the people of the part of Greece
n which he had resided, an almost inconceivable en-
husiasm. His exertions were incessant in their cause
11 J the gratitude of the people was proportioned to

hem. His influence was not lessened by being em-
jloyed often to procure hunaane, even kind treatment
owards the Turkish captives. On the day of Lord
Byron's death, aoA when he appeared in imminent
langer, the Prince Mavrocordato wrote to his lordship's

ritnd and companion. Count Camba, requesting that a
Jommittee might be immediately appointed to take the
lecessary measures for the security of his property ; in

:oii?equence of which, four gentlemen have been nom-
ii?.tei to act until other arrangements can be made.
Oae of the letters from Corfu, received on Saturday,

•nl dated April 23, states that Lord Byron died pos-
.essed of considerable property in Greece, having for

•ome time resolved to pass his life there, and received
;onsiderable sums from England for the purpose of in-

restment. The Honorable Leicester Stanhope had
ignified his intention of leaving Greece for family af-

"airs in this country, but he had received a pressing in-

pilation from Prince Mavrocordato to remain ; and Ma-
•or Hastings, a gentleman who has been for some time,
there, has also had inducements offered to him to re-

ain firm to the cause which he had so mainly assisted.

"e understand that Coloctroni, one of the bravest
reek Generals, but whoTiad thrown great impedi-
ents in the way of Greek Independence, by bis jeal-

lusly of Ypsilanti and Mavrocordato, had endeavored
'or some ti.ne to prevent the employment of foreign
uxUiaries. This man, however, being abandoned by

troops, and wandering, it is said, among the moun-
ains, has no longer any influence, and our ccuatry-

mcn in Greece are likely to feel the effect of his dis-
grace very beneficially for their interests.

As soon as the death of Lord Byron was known, the
Greek Government of Missolonghi issued a proclama-
tion, announcing the event as most calamitous to all
Greece, and particularly to Missolonghi—who has lost

the most munificent of her benefactors. It was de-
creed that minute guns be fired, public offices and
shops closed, every species of amusement suspended
for three days— a general mourning worn for twenty-
one days, and funeral ceremonies performed in all the
churches. A most ready obedience was paid to these
orders notwithstanding the Easter holidays were in
celebration.

The Memoirs of Lord Byron, from his own pen, are
destroyed. They were intrusted to the safe ktepino-of
Mr. Thomas Moore, and designed as a legacy for his
benefit; but on hearing of the decease of his noble
friend, Mr. Moore, with his characteristic sensibility,
had a meeting with a near connexion of his Lordship,
and after mature reflection on the contents of the MS.
she apprehending that some of the disclosures mi^ht
give pain to the minds of many persons still livin"
though no sort of imputation could rest on her broth-
er's memory, Mr. Moore, with a spirit and generosity
beyond all praise, placed the MS. in the Lady's hands
and permilUd her to burn it in his presence. It ou^ht

more than forty rattles. The longevity of the rattle-
snake alluded to was perhaps entitled to a pre-emption
right from the Land Commissioners at St. Helena
Court House, as the first settler of Bullard's plains.

Lou. Jldv.

Haifa peck of new potatoes, the first of the season
raised from the balls, by Mr. Gideon Spencer, we.e
sold to Mr. Sanford Hortim, on Thursday, for 50 cents
They are said to be the best kind of potatoes raised in
this country, and yield the greatest increase.

Prov. Gat.

Erratum.—In the communication from the Hon.
"• ^ ^^^^' published in our paper of the 14th inst. page
oby, first column, an error occurs which it is hoped our
readers will be so good as to correct, as it entirely a'-
ters the sense of the sentence. As it stands it reads
thus, " At our Cattle Show in 1822, the year after mine
were exhibited, the two best boars in the pen were of
this commixed breed." The word commuted should
have been unmixed.

WANTED No. 43, of the 1st Vol. of the N. E
Farmer. For which a generous price will bi

DO.MESTIC.
A Canal from Boston Bay to Ipswich Bay has been

recently opened by which between five and six miles
may be saved in a passage from Boston to Ipswich and
Newburyport. An appropriation of $6000 dollars was
made for this object by Congress.

Useful Bank.—The Legislature of Connecticut, at
the last session, incorporated a Bank in Farmin^ton
witlia capital of |5O0,OOO ; on condition tnal tn? In-
stitution purchase shares in the Farmington Canal Cor-
poration to the amount of $100,000, and a further sum
of $100,000, if the Canal Company should require the
same ; and in consequence to receive a perpetual char-
ter, be exempted from taxation forever, and be allow-
ed to issue its paper to the amount of fifty per cent be-
yond its capital paid in. Ctntinel,

It is rumored that the Lawyers have gathered an
abundant harvest by the Spanish Treaty. The claim-
ants are said to have promised them Sijiie per cent com-
mission on the amount of the awards obtained ; and it

is added that one of the most eminent of our Counsel-
lors will receive over $60,000 for his services ; and still

further, that the claimants think the money well laid
out. ibid.

.Another fashionable murder.—Letters from Arkan-
sas, state that the Hon. .losiah Selden, a Judge of the
U. S. Court for that territory, was killed in a duel by
Judge Scott, on the 26th May. He has left a wife and
child to mourn his sudden exit ; the former, it is said
followed her husband to within a mile of the combat.

Canal Steam Boat.—A Steam Boat, we learn, com-
menced running on the Erie Canal, between Utica and
Rochester, the 9th inst. The fare including boarding
and lodging, is advertised at three cents per mile. This
is another degree of improvement in our inland naviga-
tion of which it was not thought susceptible. The
certainty, the cheapness and the comfort, of this mode
of travelling, over all others, are evident.

Last year a rattle snake was killed on Bullard's
plains, in the parish of Feliciana, which had not less

than one hundred and thirty-seven rattles. If the gen-
erally received opinion, that the number of rattles de-
note the age of this species of the serpentine race be
correct, the snake must have been as many years old
as it had rattles. The oldest inhabitants of that sec-
tion of our state, had never previdusly seen one with

^.. iven by the publisher of this paper,
to be added, that Mr. M. with Lord B's consent, had |

Juae 12.
pledged the MS. to Mr. Murray, the bookseller,' and
had received 2000/. sterling on it ; and the next morn-
ing the 2000/. was repaid by the self-destituted lega-
tee ! It is said the last words of Lord Byron, before
his delirium ensued, were :

—" I wish it may be known
that my last thoughts were given to mi/ wife, my child
and my sister."

generous price will be

PRICES OF COUiVTRY PRODUCE, &c.

fRevised and corrected every Friday.]

APPLES, good, to best,

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, .

pearl do. .

BEANS, white, . . .

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new
cargo, No 1, .

" No 2, . .

BUTTER, inspect. No. 1.

CHEESE, new milk . .

skimed milk, .

FLAX
FLAX SEED ....
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St

Genessee,
Rye, best .

GRAIN, Rye . .

Corn
Barley . .

Oats . .

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northe
PLAISTER PARIS . . .

FORK, BoneMiddlings new,
navy, mess,

Cargo, No 1, . .

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822,
Clover

WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed
do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF', best pieces

PORK, fresh, best pieces,
" whole hog, . .

VEAL
MUTTON
POULTRY, ....
BUTTER, keg & tub,

lump,
EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retaiJ, . .

Indian, do.

POTATOES, . .

CIDER, liquor, new . .

HAY, according to quality,
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From the National Gazette.

The celebrated Ventriloquist, Mr. Alesan.lre, lately

paid a visit to Sir Walter Scott, near Edinburgli,

and having chanced to mention to his host that he

kept an Album or Scrap-Book, Sir Walter slept ai^ide

and almost immediately returned to him with the

following characteristic lines.

TO MOKS. ALEXANDRE.

Of yore, in Old England, it was not thought good,

To carry two visages under one hood :

What should folks say to you, who have faces such

plenty,

That from under one hood you last night shew'd us

twenty !

Stand forth, arch deceiver .' and tell us, in truth,

Are you handsome or ugly, in age or in youth ?

Man, woman, or child ? or a dog, or a monse ?

Are you, at once, each live thing in the house ?

Each live thing, did I ask ? each dead implement too !

A work shop in your person—saw, chizel and screw.

Above all, are you one individual ? I know

You must be, at the least, Alexandre and Co.

But I think you're a troop—an assemblage—a mob

—

And that I, as the Sheriff, must take up the job ;

And, instead of rehearsing your wonders in verse.

Must read you the Riot Act, and bid you disperse.

WALTER SCOTT.
Abbolsford, April 23.

EPIGRAM.
Jiane to her spouse could not bestow

One tear of sorrow when he died

—

His life had made so many flow,

That all the briny fount was dried.

iittCiSccUans.

A professional gentleman, who has lately writ-

ten a treatise entitled the Jlrt of rre!,erving the

Swht^ relates the following fact, in order to show

:he danger attending compression of the eyes :

« I was called in some years ago to the case

of a strong man, who had always enjoyed most

excellent sight until a short time previous, when

he had become totally blind from the following

incident. One day he hai'pened to be engaged

with a party of friends, when some person enter-

ed the room wilhont his noticing it, who rani be filled with pii

familiarly to cover his eyes with his two hands

desiring him to guess who it was that blinded i

vantages of being sound from top to toe

iiim. Either unable or perhaps not choosing to

guess the person's name, he cudeavored to dis-

engage himself from his hands ; but the stronger

effort he made for that purpose, the more forci- gentlemen were setting togetlM^r in a public

biy did the other press his hands upon his eyes, I
house,_ the doctor began to reproach the Attor-

and this so Ion
•• .... r, .u .,_ „.. „ .-„.,„„„ .. „

the unfortun

his eyes, found himself totally blind although i

•''

tice, &.C. The lady, on hearing this, was high-

ly pleased, and thought that the poor faithful

domestic of the honest farmer ought to be re-

warded for the good tidings he brought : she

aceordingly gave him five shillings, and desired

him to inform his master that she would not fail

of calling on him the next day. She was punc-

tual ; but—need we add the sequel? she nei-

ther saw the honest farmer nor her watch.

\^Eng. paper.

We have often wondered how it is possible

for a physician, who sees in the human frame

so many wonderful marks, not only of design,

but of wisdom, power, and goodness, and who
is so often reminded of the transitory nature of

earthly existence, can help being deeply im-

pressed with a sense of religious obligation.

—

The ingenious arrangement and exact balance

of the various muscles,—the inscrutable opera-

tions which are constantly going on in the

stomach and alimentary canal,— the heart and

arteries impelling the vital fluid to every part

of the body, and the veins accompanying the

arteries to receive the refluent blood, and con-

vey it back to the heart,— the brain deriving

nervous power from the blood thrown to it by

the heart, and the heart continuing its motion

by the nervous influence which it derives from

the brain,— all proclaim, in a language no infi-

del can resist, the existence and wisdom of the

great designer.—Surely, it seems to us, "• an

undevout anatomist is mad."
Boston Medical Intelligencer.

I have sulTered by sore feet, occasioned by

hard gravelly walks, and by a foot fever in the

summer, k British oflicer told me to adopt the
prntticc of (lioeo ivho have to undergo long

marches, viz. to soap the inside of my stockings.

1 have done so, and experienced a delightful

coolness and ease. Let us learn to communi-
cate, and benefit each other : to this no sectari-

an ever can object.—Men of all persuasions

sometimes walk, and are exposed to sore feet.

Ex pede llercidem is an old adage ; how impor-

tant then is iny subject. Your columns must
business at the close of

the session, or I would expatiate uiion the ad-

somewhat a tone of contempt—" There goes
Cooper the play actor." '^ Hold your tongue,"
says the other, at the same time jogging him
with his elbow, " youdonH know what you may
come to yet ."'

Curran's ruling passion was his joke. In his

last illness, his physician observing, in the morn-
ing, that beseemed to cough with more difficul-

ty, he answered, ' That is rather surprising, us

I have been practising allniglit.''

GROSEILLE WINE,
PUT up expressly for families, in kegs of 6 gallocs

each, and delivered at any part of the city at

$5, '25 per keg. Also in cases ofl dozen bottles, for

sale by the subscriber.

This genuine and excellent article is made by Dr.

Benjauun Dyer, of Providence, who cultivates in one

field forty-five acres of Currant Buehes ; and it is the

opinion of men of siedical science that the Wine made
of the Fruit of the Currant is equal, in all respects,

when old, to the best imported Wines. It is in flavor

much like the old Constantia, and were it as dear, and

not knoum to be of home manufacture, no family in the

habit of keeping Wine would be without it. It has, in

several instances, passed off at parties as foreign Wine
of the most delicious character ; it exhilirates wilhout

producing intoxication, and its effects are peculiarly

beneficial to costive habits.—As a Summer Beverage
it is not surpassed by any other.

E. COPELAND, Jr. Ao. 65, Broad-street.

June 26.
'

[JVat. Journal.

The Jitlornei) and Physician.—As two of these

ng, and with such deadly eflect, that: ney with the numbec of strange words which

ate man when permitted, to open (lie law indulges in, viz.—" Habeas Corpus,"

^_,, jnd himself totally blind although i" fieri facias," fee. &c. and amongst others, ask-

there"'was no apparent hurt done to the organ."
i

ed what was meant by the words " Docking an

-——

-

'entail."—" Why, doctor," replied the attorney.

Ingenious Imposition.—A lady lost a gold watch, |" it is doing what you will not do with your pa-

near Smilhfi^ld, a short time ago, which she ad-
j

lients—it is suffering a recovery.'''

verlised, offering five guineas reward for its re-

storation. A fellow, in the garb of a country- A very ignorant nobleman observing one day,

man, called at the lady's house, and said that !iil dinner, a person eminent for his philosophical

his master, who was a resp€ctable farmer re- 1 talents, int«=nt on choosing the delicacies of the

siding in Essex, had found the watch, and that
|

table, said to him—" What ! do philosophers

he would be at the Ram Inn, Smithfield, on the love dainties?"—" Why not?" replied the

SAXONY SHEEP.
On THURSDAY, \bth of July next, at 3 o^cldck, P.

M. at tke Pvnch Bowl Tartrn, near Bosloiiy

WILL be sold at Auction, an entire flock of SAX-
ONY SHEEP, consisting of 46 Rams, 25 Ewes,

and 4 Lambs, just arrived per Velocity from Br'.men.

These sheep were selected with great care, by a per-

son fully qualified for the purpose, from among eighl

or ten thousand of I'oo finest sheep in Saxony, and are

presumed to be decidedly superior to any sheep whicl
lia^e heretofore been imported. I'he comparative va
lue of Saxony Wool above the Spanish is well known
the small quantities which have reached this country
have beenfagerly bought up by the manufacturers c
fine cloths, but the duty imposed by the new tariff, will

soon prevent further imporlations.

Purchasers are assured that none of the sheep will bi

disposed of on any terms, before the above date ; tbey

may be examined any time previous to the day of sale

at Mr. Perry's, about a quarter of mile from the Punch
Bowl Tavern in Erookline, on the road leading to Cam-
bridge.

Catalogues will be immediately prepared and ready
for delivery. Conditions liberal and made known at

the sale.

COOLIDGE, POOR & HEAD, Aticrrs.

June ] 9.

J
PATENT STEEL SPRING HAY FORK.'-;.

UST received and for sale at the Agricultural Esta-

blishment, No. 20, IWerchants' Row, a large supply

of (Joodwin's highly approved Patent Steel Spring /i(A|

and Manure FORKS. Also, a few dozen very super*
or Rakes, Cam's cast sicel Scythes, Dudley's warranty

ed steel back do., Bisbee's cast steel polished Shovels

—together with a great variety of other agriculturrf

implements. June 12.

TO PRINTERS.
^OR sale at this Office BALL SKINS, at the usu

following day, when she might receive her

Watch. Hi? master, he added, would not lake

the reward oftereil, as he was in good circum-

stances, and of such strict honest principles,

thnt it would be repugnant to his leelings for do-

ing what he considered to be only an act of jus-

scholar, "Do you think, my lord, that the good

things of this world were made only for

blocldieads. ?" ^^^^
,

Cooper relates the following anecdote.— Pas-

sing one day along Broadway, ]\'ew-York, he

overheard a little negro s.iy to a companion in

TERMS OF THE FARMER.
6:j= Published every Saturday, at Three Dollars

per annum, payable at the end of the year—but those

who pay within sixl)/ dai/s from the time of subscribing

will be entitled to a deduction of Fifty Cents.

0:5= No paper will be discontinued (unless at thfi

discffjticn of the publisher,) nntil arrearages are paid;
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ESSAY ON SHEEP.
BY H. n. GROVE.

[Conchuled from page 38G.]

Oil the disorders of Sheep.

Almost all the disorders which attack shenp

re caused by the want, and scldnm or never by

le excess of activity in tlie vital organs. Tlie

erves are very susceptible, but seldom act witii

reat force—and whenever they are powerlul-

excited, this excitement soon passes ofi' and

aves (lie animal extremely weak. It follows

om this that most of the means required for

le cure of diseases among- sheep should be cal-

jjated rather to excite than to allay the activi-

of the functions of life—a few of the most

tnimon diseases among sheep desei ve to be par-

:ularly noticed.

The Ret

Exhibits itself scarcely at all externally. The
ood loses its high colour and tendency to co-

pulate and becomes watery. The first percep-
ale symptom therefore is the loss of the bright

d appearance about the eyes: the lips and iti-

ile of the mouth also become pale, as well as

!e sliin generally under the wool. The ani-

\] continues to teed well and does not grow

jl
or, although the natural vivacity is diminish-

11 and soire signs of iveakness occur.

I The disease commonly gains strength in Ihe
inter. Watery swellings arc formed, particii-

1
ly under the chin, which nre often absorbed;

\\i then reappear. Scon ;»fler these the :ni-

<|l generally dies witliout showing any sy.np-

Ins of violent pain. Ewes attacked by this

I

I

ease die most commonly about the tine oi

I'ppingtheir lambs. Tlie body on opening
iiibits copious collections of water aboit the

l;st and entrails, the blood is extreniel/ pale

I
well as the flesh. This disorder is tnques-

I liably caused by leeding in swampy grounds,

Ml a few hours are sufficient to fix it iipon a

l|ep. It is increased by damp, foggy wealh( r,

' ile on the other hand, dry warm weather
I I high pasture, especially where there are

n}' aromatic herbs, are sonietiuies sufficient

counteract the lir<l symptoms and elTcct a

e. This disorder,boivever, when it hasrcach-
uch a point- that a common observer may
ice the symptoms, is probably iucurilie. At
ery eariy stage a cure is possible ii' the flock

ept carefully on high land wliere aromatic
I I'S are abundant and particularly among ju-

r bushes, and in bad weather carefully

ed and well fed. Horse chipsnuls are an
client article for fodder in this case also a

lure of juniper berries, wormwood, sage,
' Jtinn, angelica roots, willow bark and other-

er herbs with a lidle salt and grain which
y will eat of their own accrrd, or if not, it

dd be administered in small quantities in the
•ning before they are drive'.i to pasture. li

-1 rot makes its appearance in a decided man-
before the winter sets in, it is useless to al-

pt any ihing more tha.T to latten the animal
oon as may be and sell him to the butcher.

'
; rot certainly is not infectious, and it very

often occurs that only a few sheep aie^allacked^l of vitriol, and used constantly for son.7 time.
„...) 11., : u :r

,^,j|| g.gne^,||y gg^(,j,j 3 radical cure ; nnolher ex-
cellent remedy is a decoction of hellebore mix-
ed-with vinegar, sulphur, and spirits of turpen-
tine. Internal remedies are of no u»e except
when the disorder has induced other complaints
by weakening the general health

Tlie Sheep-Pox.

This disorder is contagious :<nd propagates it-

self by exhalation from Ihe sick to the healthy
animal, but it has not yet been discovered how
far these exhalations may extend. If, however,
it appears in a neighboring flock, care should be
taken to mitigate its efi'ecfs by a g€neral and
careful inoculation, since it is certain that the
disorder is less violent if taken by inoculation
than in the natural way. The operation is per-
fectly simple and easy. The animal is laid on
its back and held by two or three men while
the operator introduces the matter, from a pus-
tule five or six days old, in two or three places
between the legs or on t*e tail. The laacet
should be introduced in a slanting direction un-
der the skin about an eighth of an inch, and
when it is withdrawn, the skin should be pres-

sed down upon it so as to wipe off the matter
and leave it in the wound. A pustule is form-

ed generally in four days, and reaches its great-

est size on the sixth, when a few others gene-
rally appear near the first.

Soon after this the usual symptoms of fever
and genera! eruption take place, which last is,

however, .ncrs regular and safe than if the ani-

mal had taken Ihe disease without inoculation.

The only care necessary during the progress
of the disonler is to keep the sheep in a cool
and airy situation. Internal remedies are not
required, but the sores should be often washed
with a strong infusion of camomile flowers in

which a little blue vitriol has been previously
dissolved, and afterwards dressed with a salve
made of yolks of eggs and turpentine, mixed
with a little powdered charcoal.

The Reeling Sickness

h never infectious, hut generally incurable.
Its first symptoms are * weakness in the gait

and a disposition in the animal affected to re-

main separate from the flock. The head is

thrown into an unnatural posture, generally on
one side. The animal then begins to turn

round, always in one direction,—stumbles and
falls repeatedly, sometimes with the head under
the body, then ceases to feed and soon dies.

Lambs and yearlings only are usually liable

to this disorder, and very rarely sheep over
two years old. The seat of the disorder is al-

ways to be discovered on the brain where one or
more blisters are formed and filled with a wate-
ry secretion.

The origin of this complaint, and of course
Ihe proper preventive treatment, remain as yet
undiscovered. A cure is .sometimes effected by
an operation through the skull to let ofl the wa-
ter.

The first step in this case is to examine the

in large (locks; and generally in such cases, if

the shepherd is iiouost, the disease mav he trac-

ed ill every case to some swamp or other wet
place where these particular sheep may have
strayed.

The Mouth and Hoof Distemper.

These com|ilaii)ls seem to hsvo a mutual con-
nection since the former, which is Ihe mildest,

very often precedes the latter. In the mouth
the principal evil to be feared is that the sheep
become emaciated from the inability to eat.

The best remedy is to bathe the part affected

with a strong decoction of sage, mixed with an
equal quantity of vinegar and a little honey.
If the blisters contifiue to spread, half an ounce
of blue vitriol should be added to a quart of this

mixture. The disorder in the hoofs is soon dis-

covered by lameness and if this is evidently not
produced by any external injury, and especially

i several sheep in a flock are attacked at the
iame time, great care should be taken to obvi-
ate the effects of this disorder. The best reme-
Jy is a poultice of dough or fat loamy clay
ivhich should he applied to the foot by means of
I little bag, but not tied hard to the ancle, and
cept constantly wet with vinegar, till a swel-
ing appears on the upper side of tlie foot or in

he cleft of the hoof. This should then be open-
ed with a sharp knife and the dead hoof pared
)ff. The wound must be washed with cold wa-
er and sjirinkled with dry vitriol. The lame
jnimals should remain carefully separated Ironi

the sound ones, and the washing and sprinkling
with vitriol repeated till the cure is effected
This disease is not only contagious but also in-

fectious in Ihe highest degree and oftentimes so
violent as to produce caries in the bone after

the hoof is destroyed.

The Itch or Scab.

This disorder is dreaded more than any other,
and did in fact more damage in many districts

than any other, until the proper mode of treat-

ment was discovered. The scab is certainly

contagious and may readily be propagated by
merely touching the skin of a healthy animal
with matter from a pustule on another sheep

—

but as far as my observation has extended the
infection is not conveyed through the atmos-
phere, thongh it often seems to he epidemic, and
particularly in very damp summers which afiect

sheep in many other ways so unfavourablv.
It is discovered by the animal's conslantly

rubbing or scratching itself and making at Ihe
saiae time a peculiar motion with the lips the
scabs are sometimes dry and sometimes moist,

and spread very rapidly, though the animal con-
tiiiuej healthy in other respects, and generally
more lively than before. Afterwards however
the disorder beconies internal, the sheep be-
comes emaciated and dies from weakness and
pain. If the scab is observed at an early peri-
od it may be easily cured or at lea=t prevented
from spreading. One of the best remedies is a
strong decoction of tobacco to be applied to the
liseased parts, after scratching off the scalis! skull carefully, in search of a soft spot in Ihe
with a comb or other instrument. The decoc- bone which usually indicates the spot affrcted.
(ion of tobacco mixed with lime wate^ and oil I The skull is then perfoiated with a trocar, act
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companied by a tube through which the water

may escape ; after which the tube also is witti-

drawn and a lew drops of the essence ol mjrru

applied to the aperture. This operation is

sometimes successful, but more olten ttie re-

verse. If it succeeds, however,, m on y one

cure out of five, it seems worth the trial smce

without some relief the sheep mast certainly

perish.

Swelled Paunch.

When sbeep or other ruminating animals eat

more than they can digest the foo.l fermepla in

the stomach, emitting great quantities ol gas

which stretch this organ so as to draw together

its apertures, the paunch becomes excessively

distended, the lungs oppressed, the breath and

pulse obstructed, and the death is very sudden ly t

This etfect may be produced by fodder of
j

ten

any kind, but most readily by such as the sheep of s

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

plement is used not only to collect hay into I desire to see it in general use. But this like

windrows, but it answers to collect the wind- other changes in husbandry, will be encountet

rows into heaps for loading. It will require ed with prejudices, which will yield slnwly

some practice, to render the management of it am! not until our most popular agriculturist!

easy and expeditious. But when once acquaint- 'shall countenance their use. The present slnt(

ed with it, no farmer would ever be without it. of agriculture in relation to its products, re

This rake operates best on smooth surfaces, but ,
quires all its operations, ^o be eondncttd wHi

may be used by an experienced hand, on stony \economij and the least possible expense. The prici

and uneven grounds and on low meadows. And |af labor continues too high and disproportions

it may be used to collect cradled oats and barley to the price of produce. This will remain 1(

for binding. It does not usually answer so well press the farmer so long as our country furnish

for cradled wheat and rye, as the motion of the es so many objects of enlerprize in roads am

rake is apt to stir up dust, that injures the grain canals. It is therefore important, and necessar;

for bread stuff.

Description of a good Horse Rake.

The head frame is a slick, of slit-work usua-

ly of white ash, maple, bass wood or white oali,

1 feet long and three and half inches square,

seasoned timber and of as light wood as pos

substances are in themselves injurious, since I

have known sheep accustomed to them e.it

theirfill day after day for months together without

suffering any ill consequence. Any young green

feed is more likely to be hurtful in tkis way

than dry fodder—but only when eaten in ex-

cess after long abstinence. If the approach of

the swelling is observed by the shepherd in sea-

son, it may be prevented by violent friction of

Ihe back and belly and driving the sheep rapid-

ly. These remedies are assisted by a previous

dose of lime water, which should be repealed

half an hour afterwards, taking care that the

lime is good and not previously air-slacked.

If the attack is so violent as to leave no time

for these remedies, an opening must be made in

the paunch with the trocar and sheath—an ope-

ration which cannot easily be described but

may be exhibited without any difficulty to any

person unacquainted with it. j

1 omit to notice a great variety of other dis-

eases of sheep which I have had no opportunity

of attending to personally,—and also the whole

series of external injuries to which sheep are li-

able,— and in the treatment of which each man's

experience is his best guide,

Bruoktine, 182-t.

CCorrcsflonticnrc.

HORSK RAKE.

To the Editor of the .Veu; England Farmer,

Sir,—The letter of yours on the subject of

the ' Horse Rake,' ought long since to have been

answered. Various avocations have occasioned

the delay, but the present is a fit time for the

subject to attract proper attention. I have had

a horse rake in use for three years. The utili-

ty of it, is decided beyond all question. The
utility consists in this. The hay can be collect-

ed for carting, with more ease and expedition

than can be done usually by six men with com-

mon rakes. 1 use it constantly in hay time, and

so habituated to its use and convenience are my
men, that they have no idea of being without it

a single day. The operation is performed by

one man to manage the rake, one boy to ride

the horse, and a boy to follow the rake and col-

"^"^•^^et the scattered hay that sometimes is left.

The horse must be steady and quiet. This im-

on the under side a little, resembling a sm?ll

sled, the points to turn up a little to avoid en-

tering the ground or hitting stones. The tenin

in the head to be a square in a square morti;e

with a shoulder under side to brace them and ^o

be wedged into the head. The teeth to te

placed at equal distances making about t»»

inches and half apart and points uniform ard

even. On the upper side of the head affix se-

ven standards two feet long at equal distances o

secure the hay from falling over. They miy

be put in with an inch auger of the same lin-

ber as the teeth. On Ihe middle of ihe head Ix

two curved handles, like those of a plough o

ffuide its operations. These handles must be fin-

ed firm and braced with iron at the head to secure

them and the handles a little wider than on a

plough. On each end of the head should be fix-

ed a'ferule of iron to prevent its spilling
;
just

inside the ferule on a line with the teeth, fix a

small sized staple and ring at each end. To
these rings, ropes of the size of a cart rope are

to be fastened about 19 feet in length, to con-

nect with the collar on the horse to move i'.

The length of the rope always to be so long ;is

to allow sufficient space for the hay to be ga-

thered betwixt the rake and the horse, which

space will depend on the quantity of the hay or

crop and the ropes m.iy be taken up or let ont

as occasion requires. The above handles may

be three and a half feet long and formed as en

a plough so as to manage the rake easily. In

managing this rake, care must be used to see

it is always under the hay, and if it slips over it,

stop the horse and draw back and start anew.

Practice will soon render it easy. Ifthelxnil

mowed has trees, stumps or rocks scattered

over it, the head of the rake may be reduced

to 8 or 9 feet or so long as to be useful. This

implement is exceedingly useful in collecting

clover and large crops of hay.— I ha\e been

thus particular, that no error in the stiucture

or use should intervene by which the farmer

may be discouraged and perplexed, and throw

it aside as impracticable or unprofitable. This

implement is simple in its form and structuie

and easily repaired. The expense of such a

rake will not exceed 5 or gC, and usually much

less as this implement is among the labor saving

inventions, and in fact is so; I have a strong

to success, that every agriculturist should cal

ciilate carefully every expense attending hi

operations, that he may not labor in vain or a

a loss. The implements of linsbandry are directi

connected with this consideration, and too mue

care cannot be hestoised, iti selecting and using sue

implements only as shall abridge labor andexpeni

and ensure the greatest degree of productivenes

You will, sir, make such use of this letters

your discretion shall dictate. I shall always b

happy to communicate useful improvement
such as experience has tested, and no othei

shall I feel at liberty to offer.

1 am, sir,' with cordial esteem

and regard, your humble servant.

THOMAS GOLD.
PittsJicld,June 28, 1824.

BOTTLING CIDER.

To Ihe Editor of the JVew England Farmer,

Sir,—As the time approaches, when those wl

bottle cider, must be taking some precaution

preserve their bottles from bursting, I tal

the liberty to suggest to your country readers

method, new, cheap and effectual, for preset

\ng both cider and bottles through the heat

stumer. In swamps, springy and cold, grc

quintities of moss are found, which may be i

sil} gathered. With this cover your bottli

set in the ground in the northerly part of t

cellir, and with a water-pot drench the mi

with cold water once a week, or once perha

in a fortnight will be sufficient. This I ha

found from several jears experience, a perfi

security for the bottles, and much less Iroub

than any other method I have tried or heard

It answers all the purposes of burying them

sand ; is less work, and leaves the bottles mo
cleaner. Moss is easily obtained in the cot

try from low, cold lands, and when wet retai

moisture long. One covering will answer li i

or three years. Yours respectfully,

WILKES ALLEN,
Chelmsford, June 1, 1824.

T» Ihe Eiitor of Ihe J^ew England Farmer,

Sir,— In August last, I inoculated some Pe

trees with'ouds of a large winter pear, obtain

from the Williams farm in Chelsea; and m
I observe frnit of good size, on several oft

shoots, which are whollij the gro-<M.'th of t

season. 1 should like to be informed how SO

slips ofdame Nature are accounted for.

A BROOKLINE FARMERJ

To keep off or drive away Bed Bngs.— Mill

strong decoction of red pepper, when I

and apply it with a common paint brush to

joints of the bedstead, wainscotting, &.c. wta|)

these odious insects usually resort, and it 9

speedily kill, or expel them.

—

im. Farmer.
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From the American Farmer.

ON RECLAIMING MARSH-MF.ADOVVS.

Iiejolloii'ir.g are the atis's.-cis of lite Correspond-

ing Secretary ofthe .Igricutturat Society of Pcnti-

s>ihaiiia, to inquiries submitted to him by the

President of the Maryland Jlgricultiiral Society.

With the miinagomont of nieadow, lam mnde

gJB imiliar, bv having liail nearly a lhou«niid acres

ifM r reclaimed m;irsh, under my control for some
sars—To your inquiries I re[dy :

1. "The height of tiie hank above the sur-

39r>

thistles, elders, and other weeds with which it

may be infested, lis fertility, appears to be al-

most inexhaustible. I have hnown repeated
crops of maize, taken in succession. One acre
of the bcH marsh, will make heavy with fat, six

himdred pounds of beef, which shall have been
put upon if, wrclc,ho<lly poor, early in May,
and be removed as early as November.

7. " Herds grass, or red top," is nut allowed
to grow upon well drained marshes. It will

flourish where no other grass that I have seen.
can live. It is much ii^ed upon the ill drained

ce of the marsh, its width at the base, and at
|
meadows of .lersey. I have heard it asserted,

le top," are accommodated, to the force of the and believe, that it may be sown with so much
irrent, the peculiarities of position, affected effect, upon very wet meadows, free (rom rush-

mctimes by an increase of alluvion on the op- 1
e«, that a waggon may at the end of four years,

jsite shore, the interposition of an island, the pass where an ox, with difficully at the com-
posit of a wreck, and alwatjs by the materials mencement of the term, could have moved.-
which the bank is composed. The tenacity i

" Timothy" is valuable I conceive, only for the

the mud, is an essential item for considcra- uses of turf, or road horses. Our graziers, or

m. If tJie bank be faced with stone, at the farmers cultivate it but for sale, unless it be\

ints of most exposure, or be defended by ruixed with clover. They consider if, ill fitted
|
en alive in this vicinity, a day or two since, an

anks, or be protected by soch expedients, as for pasturage, as if shoots less vigorously, and] animal, which is probably of the class nivs nm-
lall wharves, or sunken hulks, less width at less frequently, after having been once cvt^

I

phibiiis, but differing in many respects from
e base will be required.

j

than any arfilJcial grass we possess; and they any of the genus wehgve ever seen described by
2. " The number and size of the sluices,"! condemn it as affording hay less nutritious, than

pend upon local circumstances—the compar- all, except herds grass. It is sown upon marsh

season, which gives every one an opportimity
of procuring such as best suits his taste, I am
induced to believe that a small basket of my
" Fraser's Black Tartarian" cherries would be
acceptable to you. I ,|o not know that there
were any trees of Ibis kind in this placa when
I procured mine, but since the size and quality
of the fruit was known, a great number of per-
sons have taken cuttings from my trees for the
purpose of inoculating

; and others Iiave pro-
cured the trees from the nurseries in the neigh-
borhood of your city. It is a great, as well as «
sure hearer, and I can recommend it as worthy
of being generally cultivated.

Yours, S:c.

LEONARD RICHARDS.
P. S.—The size of this fruit is about four to

the ounce, and measures about three inches in

circumference.

./? Strange Animal.—There was found and fak-

ive height of the circumjacent land—the in-

rvention of small streams, or natural water

urse, which carry in certain cases, large por-

ms of the water, to fev«' points.

3. The condition of the marsh, the time

lich must have elapsed before an esculent

II be grown upon a marsh, depends upon its

lative position, with low water mark— the

It
;tiiral q\iality of the mud— the diligence, ac-

iracy, and skill, of him by whom it has been
(tinged. I should say three years woold be'

quired, for the tolerable melioration of the

,1, since the leakage of the banks, the defects

the position of the sluices— the mistakes in

; direction of the lesser drains, which ex-

irience only can correct, generally defeat the

rly expectations of profit.

4. I have never seen a " good crop of wheat

owing upon any reclaimed marsh." There
no question that bad crops of wheat, have

en taken from some of the highest marsh
>adow not far from Philadelphia. The hea-

fogs p.fjoduced mildew, and the superabund-

t strength of soil caused the crops to run into

aw, and to fall. The surface I am told, was

; feet, " above the level of low water mark."
im satisfied, that a good crop of wheat, cannot

made upon any marsh, with which 1 am ac-

ainfed.

5. I have seen luxuriant crops of rye, and

undant crops of Indian corn, upon marsh, of

lich, the surface is about four feet, and a half

ove low water mark.
6. Such meadow, in the improved parts of

IS State, is applied almost exclusively, to the
oduc.tion of grass. For this purpose, it pro-
ces from eight to nine dollars per acre, u'"-'^

lease of the strictest kind, prohibit" Jf
^'^

• val of hay, and admlc.:-.- ,.' Dorses. .Some

rtiuus "T ii', w""^" are within three miles of

iladelphia, produce from ten, to twelve dol-

g no- ""um- All taxes, excepting the bank
, and all expenses, attending the repair of
ches, are paid by the tenants. No man cul-
ates a farinaceous crop, upon this land, but
th the view, of reducing the inequalities of
surface, or destroying noxious pests, ransted,

illowed to go out, and to be succeeded, by
white clover, and green grass.

8. " Oats" have never been tried I believe,

except as a protecting crop, for timothy ; when
they were depastured, or cut before the gr.iin

had been formed.

9. '* Potatoes" have been successfully grown,
upon very old well reclaimed marsh.

1 am with great esteem.

Most truly 3'our''s,

JOHN HARE POVVEL.

From the New York Statesman.

SEASON OF FRUITS.

The Editors of the New York Gazette and of
other papers, who are in the habit of making
the mouth water by talking of mammoth
gooseberries, strawberries, cherries, plums and
peaches, received in the way of presents from
their friends, will certainly excuse us for pub-
lishing the following note from Mr. Richards, of
Newark, New Jersey, accompanying a basket
of the finest and most delicious cherries vte

have ever tasted. Abundantly as our markets
are supplied with this kind of fruit, we have
seen none which would bear a comparison,
either in size or tiavor, with those sent to us

by our obliging corresjiondent and friend • ""d

it affords us great pleasure to lear""' 'f''' ''''s

excellent variety is to be extep^-'^'y propagat-

ed. While the vicinity "'" •'"^s*" York already

excels an.y part of ti" country in the cultiva-

tion of goo<) '""'"i 'liere is yet much room for

improve"'^"'' "nJ "n attention to the subject

amo-o agriculturists and horticulturists is by no
^dans so general as it ought to be. The New-
town pippin, for instance, is undoubtedly supe-
i;ior to any apple in the world ; and yet in how
few orchards is it found glowing? The labor
of a few hours, and a very trifling ex[iense, be-
stowed at the proper season, would in a short
time supply every farmer with an abundance
and variety of the most delicious fruits :

JVewark, June 22nd, 1824.
Gentlemen,—Notwithstanding your markets

are supplied with all the choice fruits of the

writers on natural history. He is eight inches
long from end of the nose to end of the tail,

which is about three inches in length— color,

deep green— fur, very fine, like velvet—head,
small, and joined to the body without any per-
ceptible neck— his nose about an inch in length,

and on the end of it a fleshy tube or probosci'^,

pointed with fleshy projections, eighteen in

number, two of which resemble horns— the

mouth, directly under the prolioscis, and scarce-

ly perceptible— the eyes, not larger than the

head-of asmall pin, and truly microscopic, as is

evident from his motions in the water, in catch-

ing aniifialculse, which he does with great dex-
terity—the tail, scaly like that of a water rat,

and covered with coarse thin hair— the two
fore feet resemble those of a heaver, havino-

five sharp claws— the hind feet resemble those
of a rat, and both fore and hind legs destitute of
fur— nostrils, at the end of the proboscis, re-

sembling those of a hog— ears, none. We
have thus described this animal in the best man-
ner we could, with our imperfect knowledge of
natural history. We leave it to the learned to

determine to what genus of snimals it belongs.

On this point we are ignorant. We have met
with two or three individuals, who j)refend

they have seen such an animal—one calls it a
Metidrw Digger—one a Beaver Rat—another a
.freadoro Mote. But it is agreed by all who
have seen it, that it is a very singular animal.

—

It has excited much curiosity in this neighbor-
hood. The animal is now dead, and its skin
may be seen at this ofiice.

—

Eastern Star.

A very light pleasant bread is made in France
by a mixture of apples and flour, in the propor-
tion of one of the former to two of the latter.

The usual quantify of yeast is employed as in
making common bread, and is beat with flour
and warm pulp of the apples after they have
boiled, and the dough is then considered as set;
it is then put up in a proper vessel, and is allow-
ed to rise for eight or twelve hours, and then
baked in long loaves. Very little water is requi-
site none generally, if the apples are very
fresh. ?r=

It is said thai corns on the toes many be readi
ly cured by rubbing them with pummice stone.
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An, Address delivered before the Monroe (JV. Y.) Ag-

ricultural Society, at their annual meeting in

1823. By Mr. James Sperry, Ptesidcnt of the

Society.

{Concluded from page 387.1

In the summer fallow, if the sod be made "of

the roots of the spear grass, (and most of oar

pastures and meadows are bound down with

that unprofitable grass,) the decomposition at

the time of cross-plou;;hing is very imperfect.

The sod partially rotted is, therefore, while un-

dergoing a thorough harrowing, and afterwards,

exposed to the full heat of the sun, to lose the

gases already disengaged, and to become dri-

ed and unfit for the purposes of vegetation.

Two or three ploughings, ami as many har-

rowinga, are generally insufficient to break and

reduce them to that tilth which land ought to

be in for the reception of the seed. They
are therefore necessarily permitted to lie on

the surface, either dead or green, tO impede

the growth of the first crop. We therefore

liave no reason to believe that land is any rich-

er, Of in any better condition for the production

of a crop, when cultiTated as a bare (allow,

than it would be were a crop of corn grown
while the grass roots were rotting.

The amount of this saving would depend on

the goodness of the land, and the season. Ifthe

land were rich, and the season favorable, from

60 to 100 bushels ofcorn might be easily obtain-

ed, one half of which, at least, according to the

rule of letting ground, would be saved by this

process. 1 raised last season, on a piece of good
ground which was broke the preceding fall, 71

1-2 bushels of corn to the acre. The tending

was not as expensive as common stubble land.

1 likewise raised at the rate of 56 bushels per
acre on an unproductive part of my meadow,
the soil of which was naturally light, yielding

o-rass bardiy sufficient to pay the expense of

mowing. This year the same ground, with a

light dressing of manure, and one ploughing,

yielded at the rate of 100 bushels of oats to the

acre. On my other piece of corn ground, 1

raised this year, under very unfavourable cir-

cumstances,— a lale, wet spring, bad seed, (not

tention than it receives—one which will assur-

edly reward our labors with abundance, without

exhausting the soil to such a degree as to require

heavy dressings of manure to render it produc-

tive again. Land worn too long before it is seed-

ed becomes foul, and requires much more labor

to obtain a scanty crop, than would be requisite

on land in good heart to obtain an abundant one.

To the practice of cropping our lauds excessive-

ly, we may attribute the cause of such quanti-

ties of foul wheat being raised—an evil of

which the manufacturer justly complains, and to

avoid which no pains ought to be spared

An objection would naturally arise against

the system, on account of the expense attend-

ing frequent seedings with clover. But this

may be easily obviated, by each farmer raising

his own seed. A small piece of ground set apart

annually for this purpose, would yield seed suffi-

cient for a large farm ; and the extra profit re-

alized from this management, would more tban

doubly compensate for seeding, and other ex- ed, with a firm belief that the experiment will be

penses. If any doubt as to the result and saving, successful. I would likewise recommend thai

let them try the experiment. Good and proti- the board continue theirpremium for the besi

table farming does not consist so much in fitting [half acre of peas, free from bugs,

land for this or that crop well, as in knowing! 1"'^ system and rotation recommended ir

how to manage the whole concern from year to
]
this address, is notpretonded to be a perteclone.

year. I The bare outlines are given ; the cultivation ol

It will be observed that peas are mentioned only three of the most important crops is men-
as a crop to succeed corn, in the rotation re- 1

tioned : time would not permit, were it necessa

commended. The return they make for the
|

ry, to designate farther. I would recommend ;

or weak lye, that the peas may be completely
immersed for 24 hours, and the destruction of
the troublesome insects is complete. The in-

sects may be seen in and about the fields sown
with buggy peas, from the time they are sown
till some time after the podding of the pea ; it

is therefore believed that they do not stray

far, and that all who are careful to prevent
their escape will not suffer by them.

I had supposed that peas free from bugs, suf.,

ficient for seed, might be obtained by sowing
late. This belief was supported by a statement
made by the Hon. Timothy Pickering on that

subject, to the Massachusetts Agricultural Soci-

ety. But I was unsuccessful, the season past,

in an experiment of half an acre of late sowing.
These were sown as late as the 27th of June;
ihe first pods were considerably infested, the lasl

were killed by the frost. I would therefore re-

commend the attempt to secure and destroy

the bug before it leaves the pea, as before stat-

more than two thirds of which vegetated,) and the last.

expense of cultivation and harvestiivj is ample ;

they are excelled by no grain, except corn for

fattening swine; they ripen early, and are har-

vested before corn is fit for feeding ; and as they

leave the ground in such excellent order for

wheat, they merit the particular attention of

the farmer, as an im[)ortant crop in whatever
rotation he pursue. Perhaps as good wheat
might be grown next after corn, as next suc-

ceeding peas ; but the expense of harvesting

stout corn, by cutting it up and drawing it off

from the ground in season for sowing is a very

heavy draw-back from Ihe profits of the crop.

This expense is avoided by cultivating peas
between corn and wheat; and if it be desirable

to seed with the third crop, wheat ought to be

a severe drought in June,—30 bushels of peas

to the acre. It is now into wheat, with every

appearance of being equally as good as it would

have been had it been well fallowed. I men-

tion this barely to show what may be saved,

and to influence, others to abandon the e-.ipen-

sive process of summer fallowing.

It is believed that land in good heart well

ploughed once, is better than if twice plough-

ed ; as the first ploughing covers the weeds,

grass, and remains of the preceding crop, which

will naturally benefit the succeeding one. In

breaking up, particular care shouldbe taken that

the work be complete,and of good depth,and that

the furrows be well turned, and no balks made;

—it may then be harrowed the succeeding

spring, both ways, without disturbing the sod,

and until it is of sufficient filth to receive the

jeed.—With a shovel-pl'Ough, or some other

instrument, light furrows may be made 4 feet

apart, that rows can be formed both ways ;
and

a shovel-plough is the most suitable implememt

to plough among corn at the time of hoe-

ing.

This system is not mentioned as new, or un-

known to others, but as one entitled to more at- i

But there is an important objection to the

cultivation of peas. Of late years, they are

much intested with the bug—so much so that

those who have heretofore raised, have aban-
doned them as an unprofitable crop.—Yet I am

premium to be awardeiUflt the end of four years

to tlie person who shall offer the best system, be

ginning with green sward—to be determined b;

actual experiment, taking into account ail thi

expenses attending the whole process.

Nothing is said in this address of the applies

tion of manure, and the use of plaster; it wa
deemed unnecessary. The main object hn
been, to Lay the axe at the root of the error wit

which most ofus are charged

—

summerfallowing
This practice, I think—it must be admitted, i

erroneous; and the sooner it is abandoned, th

better it will be for us. One metliod of prop;
gating truth is to expose error ; and there ar

many errors of which we are guilty in farmin§

but time will not permit us to dwell upon them.-
One more, however, must not be omitted. Th
farmer is guilty of a most palpable error, whe
he raises rye among his wheat intended fo

market. Every man of experience must know
that wheat in which there is but a small pre

portion of rye, will make flour of the firi

of the opinion, that could the cultivators of
j

quality; and as our greatest surplus article, an

*i>e pea be prevailed on to act in concert, this
]
that on which we place the most dependenc

objeciiori might be removed.—Entomologists
inform us .v.ct the pea-bug is propagated only
in the pea—tbo* ,1^^ ^j, j^ deposited on the pod
soon afterit IS forii.M, .,nd being hatched by
the heat of the sun, eats w „r,y

j^j^j (1,^ pgg
and there remains till the ensuui^ '^Piing, wheii
it escapes and is inoffensive until the ,o!^ j^ -^^

the pod again, and dies soon after the
;( j^

deposited. By observation we have ocular i.

monstration of the fact. This being the case,

by destroying these insects in those peas kept

through the winter, the succeeding crop would

escape unhurt. This may be elTecfed with

ease. Let those designed for seed be put in a

barrel soon after they are thrashed, and cover

for exportation, is wheal, it is of the utmos
importance that we give a character to all

flour. Rye cannot be separated froin wheat al

ter it is threshed. The machinery of the man
ufacturer will not do it. We therefore stand i

our own light, when we sow wheat that h?s th

smallest mixture of rye. Care should be tak«i

that wheat intended for seed, in parli>;iiljf

i should not be exposed in the barn, and liablotc
'^^'~'- 'the scatterings of the rye mow. Bi< ii

care shou.u .
,^p(^p^,^,^, j,, j^^^ respect, Ive

should not fail, soon .u^v,. — .^_ ;« haadid.
to pass through the field and take it all out. 1

Although many who cultivate ^u,,
jjj

^\

of opinion, that the art they profess 1o u..,',^

stand is susceptible of little or no improvemet)
ed so as to prevent a free circulation of air, and _ _-

. ., .

there will be no danger of an escape; let them I a little reflection, and attention to facts, ofW^

be thus kept till a short time before sowing,
|

convinces the best and most successful agncij

wiien let the barrel Ise filled with water, brine, nurists, that the knowledge they possess is V8:i
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imperfect. Although many do well, and re-

;eive good profits, in the cultivation of their

"uTii^, ypt there is sufficient room for them to

1> liotter. Those who have given the subject

:io greatest attention, and reduced the science

1 the most regular and profitable system, still

oi^ defects, and learn from year to year.

Situated as we are as to local and natural ;ul-

r;in!agcs, with a flourishing commercial aod

Diniitacturing village in our centre, through

ivhich passes the Grand Canal, the pride of our

country and the admiration of the world, ard

with a fine climate and rich soil, it behoves u-,

inil our real interests prompt us to be diligeat

and active in the worlt of improvement. Ij(t

.t not be said we are inactive and stationary,

ivhile our neighbors spiritedly and successfully

[Jrogress ; but rather let us say, that althoiigli

uany counties in different parts of the state have

]oDe well, it shall be our aim to excel them all.

?roin the .Massachusetts Agricultural Repository ior

June, 1824.—
ON LINSEKU OIL FOR F.\TTING CATTLE

Roxbury, Mnijl, 1824.

rO THE CORRESPONDING SECBET.IRY,

Dear Sir,—In the spring of 1818 I purshas-

sd ii large tine looking cow, from the high :e-

sommendation of her former owner, as to her

rahiable milk properties ; in a few days after

nhe calved, and her bag was in so bad a state as

made it necessary very soon to dry her up, los-

ing the whole object for which I purchased
tter. Early in the fall having read, in " Varlo
on Husbandry," published by an English Far-

mer in this country about 40 years ago, a Re-
ceipt as follows : " the quickest feeding a beast

san take is linseed oil mixed with bran, if the

i\nimal is small, give two pecks of bran per day,

Divided into three feeds, in each peck half a

pint of oil, they eat it very greedily and it feeds

;hem wonderfully fast ; they must have what hay

they will eat, but that will not be much. The
oil dilutes all the rest of the lood they eat,

and as to itself, it all stays in the beast, as fat,

five gallons and the bran in proportion will fat-

cen a beast sooner than five pounds sterling in

any otiier food."

I felt determined to try the experiment on

the above mentioned cow—she refused the

Ifood for two days, but finding she had none

Other offered, she afterwards began to eat, and

in a short time became fond of it ; she increas-

ed in fatness very fast. After using the five

gallons recommended, I purchased two more,

and then for about a fortnight gave her Indian

meal, when she was in high order. And 1 sold

lier to a neighboring Butcher, (having describ-

ed to him the manner of feeding,) at nine dol-

lars the hundred pounds, being the price of the

Very best beef at that time, the weight paid

tor was seven hundred and ninety-four pounds.

I never saw handsomer marbled meat, and he

told me his customers were very much pleased

with it; and he has very frequently since told

me they have often spoken of the goodness

of that beef.

Two years after I fatted a pair of oxen, one

of which was by the same mode, consuming

eight or nine gallons of oil, and afterwards
taaai for two or three weeks ; the other on
vegetables and meal, i sold them to a Butcher
fi'om Halifax, Nova Scotia, for that market

;

they were estimated at 1200 lbs. each—the oil

fed one was thought the best, and the expense
of feeding was considerably less. I gave this

man notice of the mode of fatting both animals,

he said lie had no olijection to the oil, as in

England their cattle are fed largely on oilcukc,

and he should bleed this animal a few days be-

fore slaughtering* I heard from Halifax that

the meat of both was considered excellent.

Since then I have not fatted any beef animals,

but was so well satisfied, that whenever I do I

shall adopt the same method.
Mr. Parsons intends this season, fatting an

animal by this method, when he will give

the result to the society.

I am, dear Sir,

Respectt'ully yours,

JOHN PRINCE.

The oil cake, and linseed, ground to a pow-
der, as well as the oil are much used for fatting

cattle in England. The enriching of the ma-

nure by this means is said to be a sufiicient ob-

ject, were there no advantage in the first cost

of the food. A jelly is likeivise made from the

linseed and mixed with barley meal or with

bran and cut chaff.*

There is said to be danger of giving a yel-

low tinge to the fat by keeping animals a long

time on the oil or the cake.

Marshall in noticing the practice in the Dis-

trict of Maidstone, England, of grinding the

seed for fodder says—" in the state of powder,

it has no degree of clamminess and very little

of tenacity; being perfectly dry, with an ap-

pearance like ground coffee, it might be per-

fectly or sufficiently mixed with the flour

of pulse or any grain." He recommends this

preparation as preferable either to the oil or

cake.t

* Linseed Jelly. The principal objection to this ma-

terial is the trouble of preparing it. In an instance in

which it was uscl with success, the method of prepar-

ing it was this. The proportion of water to seed was
about seven to one. Having been steeped in part of

the water, eight and forty hours, previously to the boil

ing, the remainder was added cold ; and the whole

boiled gently about two hours ; keeping it in motion

during the operation, to prevent its burning to the boil-

er ; thus reducing the whole to a jelly like or rather a

gluey or ropey consistence ; cooled in tubs. Each bul-

lock being allowed about two quarts of jelly per day

or somewhat more than one quart of seed, in four days ;

that is about one sixteenth of the medium allowance of

oil cake.

—

ManhalVs Gloucestershire, &c.

t A large part of the flax seed which comes to the

Boston market, is raised in New Hampshire and Maine,

and most of what is grown in this state is produced in

the southern counties.

THE SESAMUM INDICUM ; .

or Bene Plant, from Africa.

The undersigned has received an additiorial

supply of Bene Seed from the South, and it

will afford him great pleasure to furnish a few

of them to any person who may want them.

There is no provident family, it is believed,

who knew their value, that would ever neglect

planting a few of the Bene Seed every season,

in some border of the garden, to have fresh

leaves always at hand in case of need. Al-

though this plant requires a warm climate to

bring its seed to maturity, it will grow well

enough in any part of the United States, to fur-

nish its mucilage during ihe season it is most

generally wanted.

One leaf of this plant immersed in a tumbler
of spring water, changes it immediately into a
fine mucilage, that is perfectly clear, tastele??,

and inodorous, and very useful in the .stmimer

complaints of children, the (iv>;cniery, kc. Sick
children take it as they would pure ivafer, and
as it is perfectly innocent, they may be allowed
to take as much of it as they like. The leaves

likewise of the plant dipptj in tepid water, be-

fore they are applied, afTord great relief in ca-

ses of inflammation of the eyes. They may be
applied also as a dressing for burns, blister.-, &c.
with advantage.

But the chief value of this plant is derivable
from the oil which may be expressed from the

Bene Seed, a bland, nutritive oil, that is equal

in every respect, it is said, to olive oil.

Southern planters, it is hoped, will turn their

attention to this plant, and give us, ere long,

more full information re.specting if, than we are

yet possessed of. In the mean time, a regular

supply of the Bene Seed will be kept at this

institution, for distribution in small packets, to

be sent by letter to all who may .ipply for them.

No charge will be made for these seeds. No
letter, however, can be received, that is not

free, or wherever the postage is not paid.

JAMES SMITH,
Vaccine Institution, Baltimore.

From the American Farmer.

A nert' and important discovery in the art of Dye-

ing—witli cheap materials.

Sir,—In the course of last antumn, I accident-

ly met with some yarn in a family, of humble
life, the color of which, attracted my attention,

which induced me to enquire the process of

dyeing ; the information I received was, to cut

the end off the the largest pumpkin that

could be obtained, the seed only taken out, the

yarn put in, and as much poke berry juice

poured on as the pumpkin will hold, whicii

should be set away in a warm place, the yara
frequently opened, and in about nine days, it

produces a permanent and brilliant Ulac or

crimson color; it is to be washed out in soap
suds. I am induced to make this communica-
tion, thinking it might be desirable to some of

your readers. And I have no doubt the chem-
ist might extract from the materials an useful

dye for manufacturing on a large scale.

With respect, I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant, •

Jefferson, Culpeper Co. }

Fa. May 8, 1824. \

Bad Butter.—Being a few mornings since in a

store where butter is taken in, we heard a wo-

man ask a shopkeeper what price he would

give for a tub of butter which she oifered.

—

" Jfothing .'" was the answer. We had the cu-

riosity to look at it ; and a more disagreeable

(we will not say disgusting) mass we never saw

offered for sale as butter. It is wonderful that

any dairy woman should yet be ignorant or

careless of what relates so much to her own in-

terest, as the proper management of butter de-

signed for the market. The most usual fault is,

that it is no< sufficiently worked. If proper at-

tention was given to this part of the process,

the butter would command in the market one or

two cents more, by the pound, than it usually

does.

—

Mass. Yeoman.
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From the Windsor (Vt.)-'o"''"^'-

HOEING CORN.
The following extract from an article published in

the New England Farmer, on the subject of hoeing

corn and potatoes, is so much at variance with what

appears to me to be the more rational theory, that I am

surprised the editor of that paper gave it currency

without a passing remark:

—

" Corn should be hoed the third time or hilled, just

before the tassels appear.— It should now be ploughed

deep, in order that much loose dirt may be left between

the rows, which will tend to prevent injury from

drought

roots. The land, upon which Mr. Spurrier tried this I ploughing. Few, peibaps, are aware of the depths to

experiment, was between a loam and a clay. Sands which the roots of plants will penetrate in a deeply

and light lands will not require so many ploughings." loosened earth. A gentleman much inclined to agri-

The Farmer's Guide says, " no crop while growing
[
cultural inquiries and observations, informed me, near

requires more attention than corn. To prevent it from

being stunted at the outset, it is advisable to apply

some stimulants to the plants when very young;

such as bog-dirt, ashes or gypsum, and this should be

repeated at the third hoeing. When the plants are

three or four inches high, the plough must pass in the

intervals, making two furrows in each, turned from

the rows ; the weeds killed and a little fresh earth

drawn about the plants with a hoe. In about half a

month afterwards, plough again, turning the earth to-

wards the rows, and draw up some more earth with a

Now, it is suggested to my mind, that if the ground
^^^^ j^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ spindles give it the last

^:eroTht^o^^^s1lo^^^d^L*''dltXd;furL;l:' Uu.hing and hoeing, in a manner similar to the last,

sible afterwards to a depth to affect tlie roots and fi- keeping the plough as far as possible from the hills.

Avoid the harrow at weeding; it leaves the earth

close and heavy, and injures the crop."

Mr. Curwen, a celebrated English Agriculturist, is

bres, which are penetrating in every different direction.

A plough the first, and perhaps the second time of hoe-

in"-, may do little injury, but by no means should it be

used the last time, certainly not to any depth ;
for

thereby the roots, which, at that age of the corn,

nearly fill the space between the rows, will be broken

and the corn receive a serious check in its growth by

the loss of nourishment which these supplied to the

stock. Nor do I consider it preventive of drought to

plough at all amongst the corn ; for if there be dan-

ger of suffering on this account, the more and deeper

the ground is stirred, the more the danger is augment-

ed. What 1 would recommend as the liest preserva-

tive from drought, is the use of houst ashes, after the

first or second hoeing, put in quantities of from half a

pint to a pint on each hill. From actual experience

and observation, I do not hesitate to recommend this,

as the best safeguard for corn of any thing yet dis-

covered. W.
REMARKS BV THE EDITOR—We have republished

the foregoing article for the purpose of making some

comments on Mr. W.'s strictures. We think we shall

be able to show, that if our correspondent is in an er-

ror he has the sanction of high authority to .^apoloyie*

for, if not completely to justify his observations.

Dr. Deane, in treating of the culture of 'Indian corn,

gave the following directions :

""When the plants are about knee high, and before

they send out their panicles or spindles, give them the

third a vi last hoeing. The best way at this hoeing is

to ]ihiigh one farrow in an interval both ways. The

cultivator, with two mould boards, would be better for

this work, than the common horse plough, as it would

throw the mould equally towards each row, and save

labor in hand-hoeing," S:c.

Mr. Cutler, the author of " The Farmer's Manual,"

says, " at your third hoeing or hilling, strike a deep

/urrow fic/H'een Meroios, and haul up the earth to the

hills with a hoe ; but keep your plough as far from the

hills as possible, that you may avoid the extended fi-

bres of the roots, which if cut with the plough, would

injure your corn. Avoid the corn harrow at yourfirst

weeding, as is practiced by tome ; this leaves the land

close, or heavy aid dod between the rows and in-

jures your crop. Be sure that you finish hilling before

your crop begins to silk and tassel, (or blow out, and

set for the ears;) nature should then be left to herself

undisturbed, or your crop will be injured."

The Domestic Encyclopedia, in giving an account of

the mode of cultivating Indian corn by Mr. Spurrier,

of Delaware, who had made many experiments in or-

der to find the most advantageous mode of tillin" this

plant observes that " the third ploughing" [after the

corn had been planted] " he did as the first, throwing

up the mould in the middle of the allfy. This is of

more use than a person would imagine, for it admits

the injluencts of the air a^d dews to penetrate to the

of opinion that ploughing among green crops is pre-

ventive of drought," and perhaps his opinion in the

scale of authoiity will weigh as much as that of the

gentleman who takes the signature " W." as above.

Mr. Curwen maintains " that by constantly turn-

ing the vacancies between the roots or beds of green

crops, in every direction, he can in dry weather pro-

cure for the plants something like a compensation for

rair , in the evaporation of moisture from the earth."

" A field of cabbages," continues Mr. Curwen,

"were this year set on a very strong stiff clay, which

previous to (heir being planted was in high tilth.

—

The severe drought which succeeded the rains that

fell, soon after selling baked the ground perfectly hard.

The plants made little or no progress ; they were seen

by a friend of mine, on Monday the 26th of May, as I

i commencing the breaking of the ground wifh

the ploughs. On Saturday they were seen again by

the same gentleman, and he could scarcely be per-

suaded that they were the same plants. The week

had been very dry with a hot sun, and strong north

east winds."*

Sir John Sinclair, in enumerating the advantages of

deep ploughing says, " Bringing up new mould is pe-

fifty years ago, that seeing some men digging a well in

a hollow place, planted with Indian corn then at its

full growth, he stopped to examine how far its roots

haS descended, and he found them to tlie depth of

niiie feet. The soil was an accumulation of earth

which had run or been thrown into the hollow."

If the roots of Indian corn can penetrate nine feet in

ajierpendicular direction they would no doubt, pervade

eiery part between the rows. But the third hoeing of

hilling should take place before the roots have spread

fjr from the hills ; and if this is accomplished " before

the tassels appear" we believe there will be but little

danger of injury to the roots.

The mode of cultivating Indian corn, adopted by

Gen. Hull, and described in the Massachusetts Agri-

cultural Repository for June, 1823, may well be men-

titned here, not only as it corroborates our statements,

bu\ suggests a new and probably useful idea relating to

thi( branch of husbandry. Gen. Hull says that his

com " was ploughed and hoed three times, and at

each time of hoeing thefurrows were filled up and the

grmnd left nearly level. The last ploughing and hoe-

injwas the 5th of July.

" As the ground by deep ploughing and hoeing had

been rendered loose, I was of the opinion the hills

would receive more nourishment and stand stronger,

by the roots running under ground in the whole space

between the rows, than by drawing the rich earth

aroand the hills with the hoe, as is the usual custom.

Besides the dews, the light rains and the sun have a

much greater effect on the roots, when the earth is

banked up around the hill. And further when high

hiUs are made, the roots running horizontally will run

out9# the ground and perish.

" Every thing which lias been anticipated with re-

spect to the manner in which the field of corn had

been planted and cultivated was realized. W hile oth-

er corn in the same enclosure and near it, was perish-

ing during the dry sfason, not a leaf in this field even

curled, and DO part of it, in the least degree, suffered

by the drought. The second week in October it was

culi^rly favorable to clover, turnips, beans and pota-
, harvested, and from this seven eighths of an acre, were

toes ; and indeed, without (bat advantage, these crops i measured one hundred and ninety-two bushels of ears

usually diminish in quantity, quality and value.— after the husks were taken off, equal to ninety-six

2. Deep ploughing is likewise of great consequence to I bushels of shelled corn. 1 he whole was sound, and

every species of plant, furnishing not only more means ' suitable to grind into meal, excepting three bushels of

of nourishment to their roots, but above allby counteract-

ing the injurious consequences of eilher too wet or too

dry a season. This is a most important consideration,

for, if the season be wet, there is a greater depth of

=oil to absorb the moisture, so that the plants are not

likely to have tlieir roots immersed in water ; and in a

dry season it is still more useful, for in the lower part

of the cultivated soil, ther.e is a reservoir of moisture,

which is brought up to the roots by the evaporation,

ivbirli the heat of the sun occasions."

There can be no doubt but that the leaving of

" much loose dirt between the rows" as our correspon-

dent has directed, would prove advantageous to the

iCorn plants. Col. Pickering, in an Address to the Essex

Agricultural Society, observes that " Nothing is more

ornmon in a dry summer, than the rolling of the leaves

f corn ; and that circumstance is often mentioned as

^n evidence of the severity of (he drought. The roll-

ing of the leaves of Indian corn, is the consequnice in

ptirt of scant manuring, but still more of shallow

Cunccn^s Hints on ^gricvlturul Subjects.

ears. The value of this corn, including four bushels of

beans, raised by way of experiment, was $122,56 ; the

expense of cultivation was $57,25—leading the nett

profits of seven eighths of an acre of Indian corn, $64,81.

The Anniversary of .American Independence was ce-

lebrated in Boston with the usual festive social and li-

terary rites. Cannon were fired, processions formed,

orations delivered, feasts enjoyed, toasts uttered, joy-

beaming faces exhibited, every thing animate and many

things inanimate bore the impress o{ Frtedonx's J^'atal

Day. To give in detail the proceedings would re-

quire us to devote all our columns to that express pur-

pose and a brief sketch would convey no ideas ade-

quate to the joyous occasion. We must thcrefoit beg

leave to refer our readers to our political papers ; mere-

ly remarking that it appeared to us that every thing

was done which should have been done, and every

thing that was dene was well done, which was requi-

site to mark the day with which commenced the era

of our National Freedom.
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,
Dctlraclive Fire.— \ few minutes before one, on Wed-

nesday afternoon, a fire broke out in a carpenter's shop,

It tl>e corner of Chesuut and Charles street, and not-

.vii'iiiandinj the m ist spirited exertions, before it

, \ h^. suhducd, it proved to he the most destructive

tl>(thasbcen known in this town for many yc.irs.

\\ hwe had no rain for more than a fortnight, so that

;ri ry Ihiii^ was excessively dry ; and the wind lil.-w

tlii^,! a g»le. The fire soon caught two dwelling

1 • i>. ^ in Ch.'snut street, and a block on Charles street,

« : h extended to the corner of Beacon street, and ex-

I ltd for a considerable distance up Beacon street.

Fho whole number of dwelling houses burnt is to, one

;r GiTy, and a carpenter's shop. Some of the houses

Icstroyed are among the finest in town. Two of the

noiist-s were on Cliesnut street, six on Charles street,

ind seven on Beacon street. It was only by the

jre.^test exertions that the fire was at length arrested,af-

t r raging with unabated fury for more than two hours,

i'he last house burnt was separated only by a brick

viU t'roo^ the next, wind blowing directly upon it, and
he out houses were principally of wood. The distant

T II U of the town were at the same time in no small dan-

:er, from the burning flakes, which were carried an
mmense distance by the wind. We have already

leard ofa great number of places were the iire caught,
mt was put out before any considerable injury was
loue—We are not able to give a complete list of the

ilT rers; the following is all we have learned.—On
h 'fiaut-street, the carpenter's shop and the two dwel-

ii!^ -houses, were owned and occupied by Messrs. Stod-

lari and Lincoln. On Charles-street, Messrs. Bailey &
•[unlord, kept a grocery shop at the corner of Beacou-
Irett, anil two dwelling houses were occupied by .Mcs-
rs. Grigg5, Granger, I'utney, Smith, Tilden, and
IIssos Huse, and perhaps others ; the owners we do
')t know.—On Beacon street, the houses were occupl-
I by .M-ssrs. Bryant, T. Swett, II. G. Rice, W. Mi-
ot, T. H. Carter, S. Austin, and S. Bean, and most
f them were owned by the same gentlemen. A large
rop-irtioa of the furniture was saved. It was carried
poll the Common, where a guard was soon formed for

s protection. Immediately after the fi.-e was subdued
'apt. Loring, of the N'ew England Guards, volunteer-
d to furnish a guard for this purpose, and issued his
I dcrs accordingly ; and in forty minutes, forty mem-

- of his company were on the ground, and formed a
>r sentinels around the property to bf profigcted.

•.t 9 o'clock, they were relieved by the Indepen-
dent Cadets, who continued the protection as long as

[ was needed. We have heard several reports as to

-le manner in which the fire caught. One account at-

rihutes it to a chimney—another to a cigar—and a
lird to boiling glue—but we do not know which is

Drrect. It was doubtless accidental.

—

Bos, Daily Ad.

Solemn dispensation of Providence.—On Wednes-
:ay last, about 2 o'clock, P. M. a thunder shower
rose from the west, and passed over the town of Rye,
ic;hly charged with electric fluid. The lightning

.as very vivid and incessant, and the peals of tliun-

• r tremendous. The rain descended in torrents.

"lie lightning struck in five places, in two of which it

roved fatal in its effects. It struck the south school-

ouse, in whiah there were about seventy scholars.

i
lore than half the number were knocked down, and.'

.) lany were stunned. Eight or ten were unable for some
me to rise up ; and six or seven, when first takeja up
y the master, were apparently dead. Twelve or

Durteea were more or less injured ; the clothes of one
ook fire, and he was considerably burnt ; and the
air "of another was singed. All, however, recover-

d, or are hopefully recovering, except two, who were
istantly 'deprived of life, viz. Sheridan, a very for-

vard and promising son of Jonathan Philbrick, Esq.

ged II—and Joseph Smith, a desirable child of Sam-
lel Randall, aged 7. The lightning entered the

chool-house at the westerly window—shattered the
asemeut—broke the glass, and appeared to spend its

orce chiefly among the scholars ; no other considera-

ile efiects appearing.—The master, Mr. Fellows,
eceived a considerable shock, but was not so affict-

d but that he was able to pay immediate attentXn
o the case of his scholars—and who is entitled to

steem for his benevolent exertions for their wel-
are.

About the same time, the lightning struck the

house of Mr. James Philbrick, a mile distant from
the School-House. Most of the family were in a
chamber—several of them were aflected with the
shock, and a son of Mr. Philbrick, about 19 years of
age, was instantly killed.— Portsmouth Juut.

-IT.EXANDRI*, jrr.Y 2.—On Monday nijht last, we
experienced a fall of rain, preceded by a strong wi'id
and almosi incessant lightning and peals of thunder.
.\ father and his child were killed in Baltimote, Md.
and one or two persons seriously hurt in Washington,
by the lightning. iS'o one, that we have heard of,

w^as injured here.

On Wednesday afternoon, we experienced one of
the heaviest slorvUs of wind and rain ever known to

our oldest inhabitants. Such was the density of the
rain that the atmosphere was nearly as much d.ar-

kened as by the thickest fog we ever saw. A tree,

which, from its protected situation by the buildings,
it was thought could not possibly be injured, was
blown down in the market square. Many garden
trees, &c. in other parts of the town were also pros-

trated.

There is every reason foi' the 'most serious appre-
hension fur the fate of the standing crops ofever;/ land,
wherever the storm of Wednesday has been felt ; and
it is but too probable, that it has not been very li-

mited in its extent.

The following vessels of w.ar, we understand, are
now equipping for sea with all possible despatch, to

wit: North-Carolina, 71, Com. Rodgers ; Constel-
lation, 44, Com. Macdonough ; Hornet, 22, Captain
Kennedy ; Ontario 22, Capf. Nicholson ; Shark, 12,
Lieut. Stevens ; Porpoise, 12, Lieut. Skinner; Store-
ship Decoy, Lieut. Gamble.
We should presume that a considerable portion of

this armament is intended to show itself along the
coasts of South .America in order to impress the nations
there with a proper idea of our naval strength.

Wash. Gas.

FOREIGN.
London papers to the 1st and Liverpool papers to the

4th ult. have been received in Boston, but contain no
intelligence of much importance. The Sun, a Lon-
don paper, declares that the English Government
would not recognize the South American States th;

year, and attributes the decline of the South Americjro
Stocks to a knowledge of the fact. The Courier of

Jua.e 1, however, says, " we can venture to state that
previously to the close of the present session of parlia-

ment, a communication will be made on this subject to

the House of Commons."

The dissensions and disturbances in Lisbon have ter

minated in the restoration of the King, and the ban
ishment of the Queen, her son, and her father confes
sor, the Patriarch of Portugal. The Queen, it is

said, will go into a convent, the Prince to England
and the Patriarch to Busaco.

The cause of the Greeks, we are assured, continues
to wear a prosperous appearance.

Ibrahim Bey has rebelled against the Vice Roy of
E'ypt—taken possession of Cairo—been appointed
Vice Roy by the Porte, and Generalissimo of the Ot-
toman forces.

A Mr. Harris, a new candidate for aeronautic fame,
ascended in a balloon, about the last of May, from a
tavern near London, accompanied by a Miss Stocks.

—

When about tivo miles from the earth he prepared to

descend, in efiecting which he was killed. He open-
ed the valve at the top, and the balloon descended
with surprising rapidity. The noise occasioned by the
escape of the gas was terrible. A number of persons
ran to the car as it descended, and found .Mr. Harris a
corpse, and his female partner totally insensible. She
recovered from the shock in the course of the next day
—and intended to ascend again.

GROSEILLE WINE,pUT up expressly for families, in kegs of 6 gallons

f: „r^ 'J""^
delivered at any part of the city at

ijj, .oper keg. Also in ca«es of] dozen bottles, for
safe by the subscriher.

This genuine and excellent article is made by Dr.
Benjamin Dyer, ol Providence, who cultivates in one
field lorty.five acres ot Currant Bushes ; and it is the
opmion o( men of medical science that the Wine made
ol the I ruit of the Currant is equal, in all respects,
tthcn old, to the best i.mported Wines. It is in flavor
much like the old Constantia, and were it as dear and
not knovn to he of home manufacture, no family in the
habit of keeping Wine would be wiiuiut it. It has, in
several instances, passed 00" at parties as foreign Wine
of the most delicious character

; it exbiUratcs" <» thout
producing intoxication, and its effects are peculiarly
beneficial to costive habits.— As a Summer Beverage
it is not surpassed by any other.

"

E. COPELAiNU, Jr. jYo. 65, Broad-slretf.
June 26.

M R. GROVE'S Kssny on iViee;/, in a pamphlet iorm
for sale at this Office. Julv 10.

F
TO PIIINIERS.

OR sale at this Office BALL SKINS, at the usual
prices.

June 12.

'prices of country produce, fcc.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

WANTED No's. 1, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28, of
the 2d volume of the N. E. Farmer—for which a

generous price will be given by the proprietor of this
paper—Printers who receive the Farmer in exchange
will confer a favor by forwarding the abovementioned
No's to this Office.

APPLES, good, to best,
ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,
BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. . . .

cargo, No 1, .

" No2, . . . .

BUTTER, Inspect. No. 1.

CHEESE, new milk ....
skimed milk, . . .

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Gcnessee,
Rye, best . . . .

GRAIN, Rye
Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS ....
PORK, Bone Middlings . . .

navy, mess,

Cargo, No 1, ...
SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1822, •

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,washed

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROriSIOJ\r MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces . . .

PORK, fresh, best pieces, .

" whole hog, . . .

VEAL,
MUTTON,
POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub,

lump, . .

EGGS, .

MEAL, Rye, retail, . . .

Indian, do. . . .

POTATOES, new, . . .

CIDER, liquor, new . . .

HAY, according to quality,
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ODE,

Composed by a member of the corps on«v^^^''^''l
Cadets, Salem, Mass. and .sun- at their celebiat.on

ef our National Independence, July 5, 1324.

Assembled to-day—let us join heart and hand,

While we mingle our joys in the grand celebration,

And our gratitude pay to the patriot band,

Who in Senate and field, were the pride ofour nation,

Who rush'd to the strife

When dangers were rife,

And seal'd their devotion with the red streams of life ;

For ne'er while our " Star spangled banner" shall wave,

Shall we cease to remember the wise and the brave.

Sound the loud trump of fame, let its notes be prolonged,

O'er each name so renown'd for devotion and daring,

Who wiih swords flashing freedom, to the rude contest

throng'd,

With hearts beating high and their proBd bosoms

baring.

Mid the battle's fierce height.

To their foemen in fight,

III defence of their toil-planted homes and their right

;

For ne'er while our standard so proudly shall wave.

Shall we cease to remember the wise and the brave.

Those eyes that once beam'd bright with courage, are

clos'd.

Those hearts which beat high, in the grave now are

sleeping,

Those hands that once vanquished the foes they oppos'd.

Cold and nerveless have sunk to the grim monarch's

reaping.

Shall we then cease to praise.

In our peace-gilded days.

Our sires who have toil'd this proud nation to raise ?

No '. No ; Let us swear while our standard shall wave,

That we never can cease to remember the brave.

Our country is plac'd on a pinnacled height.

Round its base then let tyranny roll in rude passion,

Firm as Atlas it stands in its panoply'd right,

Uadismay'd and unmov'd while its wild waves shall

dash on.

On each pine cover'd hill

Freedom's temple is still,

>im\ Adams and Jackson her service fulfil

;

And long may the standard of liberty wave,

'•O'er the land of the free, and the home ofthe brave,''

THE FROLICSOME DUKE.

The late Duke of Montague was remarkable

lor achieTemeuts of wit and humor, which he

conducted with a dexterity and address pecu-

liar to hiroself. In one of his rambles he obserr-

od that a middle-aged man, in something like la

military dress, of which the lace was much tar-

nished and llie cloth worn thread-bare, appea

ed at a certain hour in the Park, walking t

and fro in the mall wilh a kind of mounii'

solemnity, or ruminating by himself on one ol

Ihe benches, without taking any more notice of

the gay crowd that was moving about him, lhai\

of so (r.wny emmets on an ant-hill, or atom;

dancing in the sun.

This man, the Duke singled out as a fit ob

ject for a frolic. He began, therefore, hy mak
ing soma enquiry concerning him, and soon learn-

ed that he was an unforlunale, poor creature,

who, having laid out his whole stock of money
io the purchase of a commission, had behaved

with great bravery in the war, in hopes of pre-\at Ihe table his own wife and children. The<

ferment; but upon the conclusion of peace hadlDoke had begun his frolic by sending for them;

been reduced to starve upon half-pay. This the | out of Yorkshire, and had as much if not more

Duke thought a favourable circumstance for his

purpose ; but he learned upon further enquiry,

that the captain, having a wife and several chil-

dren, had been reduced to the necessity ol

sending them down to Yorkshire, whither he

constantly remitted them one moiety of his half

pay, which would not subsist them nearer the

metropolis, and reserved the other moiety to

keep himself upon the spot, where alone he

could look for an opportunity of obtaining a

more advantageous situation. These particu-

lars afforded new scope lor the Duke's genius,

and he immediately began his operations

astonished the lady than he had her husband,

to whom he took care that she should have no.

opportunity to send a letter.

it is much more easy to conceive than dc

scribe a meeting so sudden and extraordinary
;

it is sutKcient to say that it afforded the highest

entertainment to the Duke, who at length, wilh

much difficulty, got his guests quietly sealed at

the table, and persuaded them to fall too, with-
[

out thinking of yesterday or tomorrow. It

happened that soon after dinner was over, word

vias brought to the Duke, that his lawyer at-

tended about some business of his Grace's order.

After some time, when every thing bad been The Duke, willing to have a short truce with

prepared, he watched an opportutiify, as the

captain was sitting alone, buried in his specula-

tions, on a bench, to send his gentleman to him

with his compliments, and an invitation to din-

ner the next day. The Duke having placed

himself at a considerable distance, saw his mes-

senger approach without being perceived, and

begin to speak without being heard ;
he saw

his intended guest start at length from his reve-

rie, like a man frighted out of a dream, and

gaze with a foolish look of wonder and per-

plexity at the person who accosted him, with-

out seeming to comprehend what he said, or

believe his senses, when it was repented to him

till he did. In short, he saw with infinite satis-

faction all that could be expected in the looks,

behaviour, aiid attitude of a man, addressed in

so abrupt and unaccountable a manner; and as

the sport depended upon the man's sensibility,

he discovered so much of that quality in strik-

ing the first stroke, that he promised himself

success beyond his former hopes. He was told,

however, that the captain returned thanks for

the honour inlended him, and would wait on his

Grace at the time appointed.

When he came the Duke received him with

particular marks of civility, and taking him

aside with an air of great secresy and impor-

tance, told him that he had desired the favor of

his company to dine, chiefly on account of a la

dy, who had long had a particolar regard for

him, and had expressed a great desire to be

inhis com|)any, which her situation made it

impossible for her to accomplish without the as-

sistance of a friend; that having learned these

particulars by accident, he had Itdvcn the liber-

ty of bringing them together; and added that

he thought such an act of civility, whatever

might be the opinion of the world, could be no

imputation upon his honor. During this dis-

course the Duke enjoyed the profound aston-

ishment and various changes of confusion that

aj)peared in the captain's face, who, after he

had a little recovered himself, began a speech

wilh great solemnity, in which the Duke per-

ceived he was labouring to insinuate, in the best

mtmner, that he douI)ted whether he was not

imjiosed upon, and whether he ought not to re-

sent it ; and therefore to put an end to his diili-

cullies at once, the Duke laid his land on his

breast, and devoutly swore that he told him

nothing which he did not believe, upon good

evidence to be true.

When word was brought that dinner was

served, the ciptain entered the dining room
with great curiosity and wonder, but his won-

der was unspeakably increased, when he saw

the various inquiries of the captain about his

family, ordered the lawyer to be introduced,

who, pulling out a deed that the Duke was to

sign, was directed to read It, with an apology

to the company for the interruption. The law-

yer accordingly began to read, when, to com-

plete the adventure, and the confusion and as-

tonishment of the captain and his wife, the

deed appeared to be a settlement, which the

Duke had made upon them of a genteel sufS-

ciency for life. Having gravely heard the ir-

strument read, he signed and sealed it, and deliv-

ered it into the captain's hand, desiring him to

accept of it without compliments, "for," said

he, '-I assure you it is the last thing 1 would

have done, if 1 had thought I could have en-

ployed my money or my time more to my satis-

faction in any other way."

SAXONY SHEEP.
On THURSDAY, 15//i r,f July next, nl 3 o'clock, P

M. at the Punch Boui Tan rn, near Bosfoji,

WILL be sold at Auction, an rutire flock of SAX
ONY SHEEP, consisting of 46 Rams, 25 Ewes

and 4 Lambs, just arrived per Velocity from Urenien.
These sheep were selected with great care, by a per

son fully qualified for the purpose, from among eighi

or ten thousand of the finest sheep in Saxony, and are

presumed to be decidedly superior to any sheep which
have heretofore been imported. The comparative va-

lue of Saxony Wool above the Spanish is well known;
the small quantities which have reached this country,

have been eagerly bought up by the manufacturers oi

fine cloths, but !he duty imposed by the new tarifi', will

soon prevent further importations.

Purchasers are assured that none of the sheep will be

disposed of on any terms, before the above date ; they

may be examined any time previous to the day of sale

at Mr. Perry's, about a quarter of mile from the Punch
Bowl Tavern in Brooldine, on the road leading to Cam-
bridge.

Catalogues will be immediately prepared and ready
for delivery. Conditions liberal and made known at

the sale.

COOLIDGE, POOR & HEAD, Aucrn
June 19.

PATENT STKKL SPRING HAY FORKS.
JUST received and for sale at the Agricultural Esta-

blishment, No. 20, Merchants' Row, a large supply

of Goodwin's highly approved Patent Sttcl Spring Hay
and Manure FORKS. Also, a few dozen very superi-

or Rafces, Cam's cast sleel Scythes, Dudley's wairant-

ctl steel back do., Risbee's cast sleel polished Shovels

—together with a great variety of other agriculturiJ

implements. June VZ.

TERMS OF THE FARMER.
0:5= Published every Saturday, at Three Dollars

per annum, payable at the end of the year—but those

who pay within sixty dni/s from the time of subscribing

will be entitled to a deduction of Fifty Ckkts.

0:^ No paper will oc discontinued (unless at the

discretio^i of the publisher,) until arrearages are paid.
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NOTES 0.\ THE SEASON.—MAL\E..
fo Ike Editor of the yew England Farmer,

Sir,—In compliance wilh the request of Wr.
^reston, of Stockport, Pa. published in the 47;hj "'em in such a manner that the mercury falls

Vo. of tlie second volume of the New England 1

^'o'^" 'o 0. Here an excessive degree of cold
"armer that " the subscribers in diiferent parts 'S Pi'oduced, and jet we are assured that the
vouid generally communicate their obseivations ^"^*'""ces contain the very same quantity of
ID the seasons," &c. and in conformity to his heat they did before : nay, although they seem
yish to linow whether the frost (an accouDf of lo contain a vast degree ofcold, they, in fact, con-
Fhich he communicated as occurring on ilie '^'n "luch more heat than they did originally;
6th day of May ult. at his residence N. L. |

f""" fhey absorb it from all bodies around them

of each of these substances be separately reduc-
1
with the latter placeTu.at there can be nrfmit

i*^.!".."'.^
''S''' °'^ -«.» 3^ Fahrenheit's .her-

1
raised there ; b^ut it i's w'l/known that the fruit
IS not so frequently cut oil by the frost in Maine
as in Massachusetts—perhaps one cause mav be
that it is not so forward.

mometer, on mixing them together, the heal
which would have raised the thermometer
lo Ihe degree above mentioned now enters into

1 deg. 50 min.) was generally so severe *s was
acre experienced, I make the following obser-

itions. The writer resides in the stale of
ne, not far from 44 deg. N. L. and experi-

cted no injury from the above said frost. And
r««pects the frost mentioned by " A Rosbu-

" Fnrmer," which killed corn, asparagus, pola-
•es, &.C. it had no such effect at the last men-
oned place. Perhaps many lower situations

the state of Maine may have felt its int]u«nce.
It is known that water and other substances
le capabJe of containing the element of fire or
eat in two very different states. In the one
le heat or caloric eludes all the methods by
hich we are accustomed to observe it, either
the sensation of feeling, or by the thermo-

•Jler; in the other it manifests itself, obvicus-
1 to our senses either by the touch, tlie tlier-

nmeter, or the emission of light.* In ihe
«5l of these states we are apt to call the ti/.)y

rf, and to say that this coldness is occasioned
I the absence of heat. Perhaps this is impro
|r; for even those bodies, which appear the

< dest to the touch contain much heat. Thus
ipour, which is cf/der to the touch than the

« ter from which it was r.Tised contains great
^mtities of Ji^at; some say more than su/fi-

C nt to heat -v red hot. The like may be said

• common jalt and snow, or ice. If a quantity

From what has been said we may learn the
:ause of frost's being so much harder in one
place than in another, viz. The atmosphere
absorbs a greater degree of heat from the sur-
face ot the earth and substances thereon; or
there may be a greater quantity of vapour and
moisture in and on vegetables.* Admitting the
above to be the proximate cause, some think that
powerlul agent, electricity, to be the remote
cause, Ly operating On the air and vegetation. M.

rru ru .a r , ,
i

Buffo"! ^.v his various observations proved that
„..!" """" '^'"T.

°".'" ^°^y^ °'' any parti the lateral ..ranches of trees were much more

and if a small bottle of water be put in the mid-
dle of such a mixture, it will, in a short time be I ca
full of ice.

KOTJis BY THE EDITOR. The following passao-f;

ft 1 rarkes' " Cliemical Essays," vol. i, page 64, gives
• :ar and concise explanation of the subject.—" It

^ formerly presumed that caloric [or what in common
;uage is called heat] in whatever state it may Ik

Id always be measured by the thermometer. But
important experiments of Ur. Black and others
e shown, that besides the caloric, which acts upon,
is appreciable by the thermometer, there are othe
ions ^vluch are in such close union with most bo-
, as to occasion no sensible variation in their tem-
iture. That is caloric may be so combined with a

y, as to have lost all power of affecting the most de-
le instrument ; yet when this latent heat is set at li-

y, and converted to free caloric, as it is called, this

1 be as active, and as energetic as though it had
;r been confined. A single example will be suffi-

t to adduce, by the repetition of which any one may
ify himself of the truth and propriety of this dis-
tion.

Put about half an ounce of cold water into a small
d, and add to it very gradvally, about an equal
ntity ofoil of vitriol, gently, shaking the phial after
•y addition of the acid. The consequence of this
be that the water will immediately begin to give
its latent caloric

; and when so much oil of vitriol
Med as is equal to double the measure of the wa-
thc mixture will assume a degree ef he.M superior
aat of boiling water."

into any substance actually in contact with it,

the sensation of cold is excited, and we call
that substance cold

; but if it flows from anv
substance into our body the sensation of heat is
excited, and we call that body hot, without re-
gard to the absolute quantity in either case.
Of all known substances the atmosphere either

absorbs or throws out heat with the most re-
markable facility ;* and in one or other of these
states it is always in respect to the surface of
the earth, and such bodies as are placed on or
near it. Of course when the atmosphere has
been for a long time absorbing heat from ter-
restrial bodies, there must of course be a frost.
And this may be provincial and local, conse
quently the frost will be the same. The air
being rendy to absorb heat from i-jvery thin"
that comes in contact with it, does of course
absorb heat from the vapour it contains. Tho'
vapour is capable of being much colder than
water before it is frozen yet by continual emis-
sion it loses its sensible heat and becomes ice.

In the polar regions, where we might sup-
pose the frost would increase beyond measure,
there are natural means to prevent it, viz. the
vapour from more temperate regions, mixing
with that of the polar regions; for it is well
known that aqueous vapour always flies from a
cold to a warm place.

Probably this may be the cause of frosts be-
ing more severe, and doing more damage in
Rlassachusetls and farther southward, as they
frequently do, than in the state of Maine. It is
thought by many persons who are unacquainted

sut-ect to the injury of spring frosts than the
others. This rather favours the idea of elec-
tricity, as all substances standing erect and per-
pendicular attract the electric fluid, and elec-
tricity is the most powerful agent known in the
physical world. A SUBSCRIBER.

* Our correspondent is not altogether correct on this
point. Air is -a. bad conductor af heat, or in other words
it " absorbs or throws out heat" slowly. It is a very
fortunate circumstance that air is a slow conductor of
heat, as it tends to preserve the heat of the body in
cold weather, softens the inclemencies of the seasons,
and renders almost all climates habitable to man
" The passage of caloric through bodies that are
good conductors is much more rapid than through those
that are bad conductors, and the former both give
aud receive it more quickly, and therefore, ?n a
given time more abundantly than bad conductors,
which makes them feel either hotter or colder, though
they may be in fact of the same temperature."— Con-
versaiiuns on Chemistry.

Water, though said by Count Rumford not to be a
conductor of heat in the same manner as solid bodies
yet gives and receives caloric with more facility than
air. Were it otherwise you might cool a hot iron as
quick in fold air as iu water of the same temperature.

' Many other causes may operate to produce this ef-
fect. Nothing can be more enoneous than an opinion,
which would seem plausible on a superficiat view of
the subject, that difference of climate is caused soltly
hy distance from the equator, or the relative situation
or diflcrent countries as respects Ihe apparent path of
tit sun through the heavens. The temperature of any
climate, although it should seem to depend in a great
degree on latitude, or disl nee from the equator, and
th< consequent more vertical, or more oblique incidence
of tUe rays of the sun, is nevertheless very materially
tflcctij by a variety of collateral circumstances, such
as the situation, whether high or low, moist or dry, the
vicinity of mountains, forests, &c. " In the spring
months (says a writer in Rees' Cyclopedia, Art. Cli-
mate) the damp or low grounds are sometimes con-
gealed by cold, where there is no such appearance on
the hills, and thereby some of the young shoots of the
more tender shrubs and plants are destroyed, when no
injury happens to those in the latter situation." This,
we believe, is generally the case, unless the low grounds
are protected by fogs, or mists. The cause of this ef-
lect we believe may be found in the greater density of
the air on low than on high ground, and the more dense
the atmosphere, the faster it imbibes or attracts the ca-
loric from the earth. The soil of Maine likewise, hav-
ing been less cultivated probably contains more carbo-
naceous or coaly matter, (which is a slow conductor of
heat,) than that of Massachusetts. The mould whifh
is formed by the decomposition rof animal or vegeta-
ble matter covers the earih as it were with a carpet,
and prevents the escape of its caloric. .Sir Humphry
Davy says. " 1 have ascertained by experiment that the'
darkest coloured dry soil (that which contains abi«i-
daoce of animal and vegetable matter; substances
which most facilitate the diminution of temperature,)
when heated to the same degree, provided it be within
tht common limits of the effect of solar heat, will cool
more slowly than a wet pale soil, entirely composed of
earthy matter."

Besides the sun in the spring and summer seasons, is

longer above the horizon in high than in low latitudes.
Oar correspondent on the 26th of May in 44° N. lat. en-
joyed nearly half an hour more of sun-shine than Mr.
Preston, in 41" 50. It is owing to the almost constant
sim-shine which takes place after vegetation commen-
ces, that its progress i.s more rapid in Siberia than in Ita-
ly. From the same cause the days in midsummer are
olten hotter as well as longer in Bergen than in Rome,
in Quebec than in New Orleans. The seasons are
more uniform (though the extremes of heat and cold
are greater) in high latitudes than in those which com-
prise what is called the temperate zone.
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DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS.

To the EdiloT of the .Veto England Farmer,

Sir 1 herewith send you in boxes some in-

new leaf has slowly made its appearance. Fruit sg^ts, which, where I live do considerable mis

VERMONT.
To the Editor of the New England Fanner,

\

S,R,_In reply to yours of the 27lh "It- pur-

suant to the wi-.lics"of Mr. Predion anu others

•as communicated in the New England farmer

of the 19th ult. headed " The Season, 1 would

observe that the late frosts in Vermont, espe-

cially that of May 26tli, were somewhat alarm-

ing. Vegetables, as corn, beans, vines, &c. that

were up, appeared to be principally destroyed,

and in some few instances a second planting was

resorted to ; but in most cases the plants reco-

vered The leaves of the beach, oak, and some

other trees were killed, and in some instances,

it seemed for about twenty days, th.-.l new leaves

would never come ; but since which timej^the

trees were not sufficiently forward here to sus-

tain injury. The month of May being in gene-

ral cold and dry ; though April was remarkably

warm.
On the 15th June, 1 started on a tour tr Sara-

toga and Ballstown, N. Y. The weather was

so cold as to make it uncorafoftable travelling.

The whole distance, (70 miles) vegetation wore

a gloomy appearance. The crops of grass ex-

tremely thin and light, the corn yellow and

backward. The winter grain, as well as grass,

having been much winter killed by the frequent

thaws, and the enorraous and unparalleled depth

of ice that in February last apparently covered

the whole face of creation ; and which was suc-

ceeded by the most sudden and destructive fre-

shet, ever known in these parts ;
these conside-

rations, added to the' " general depression"

seemed to fill the mind of the farmer with fear-

ful apprehensions. But on my return home, af-

ter fifteen days, the copious rains and a few ve-

ry warm days of from 80 to 94 degrees, had aW

tered the vegetable kingdom astonishingly.

Corn had assumed an entire dilTerent colour and

grown rapidly ; wheat crops are more promis-

ing than for several years past
;
grass in gene-

ral is good, and notwithstanding the frosts and

cold weather; the fruit trees present a goodly

appearance ; and on the whole 1 do consider

that in Vermo.it and parts adjoining, the hus-

bandman has a fair prospect of a bountiful re-

ward tor his labour.

Very respectfully, yours, &c.

JABEZ PROCTOR.
Proctors ViUc, Ft. July 6, 1824.

ward, but it is now growing luxuriantly, and if I to produce only about three fourths of a ton to,

the season continues favourable will produce ajan acre, was mowed on thelOth of July. On

good crop. The crops of wheat, oats, barley
I

the 20lh of the same month it was ploughecl

and potatoes never looked better. The gardens and sown with buck wheat, and clover and

arc rather late but the crops good, and have herd's grass seeds. A fair crop ol buck wheat

been the least injured by insects that I ever Was taken from the land m the autumn and the

Unew,-At present the prospects of the farmer meadow, this year, will give double the crop

are very flattering. . 1
°^ ^ay it did thelast ye^r.-Communicated.

My residence is about two miles west of Con-

necticut River, in 44 deg. 11 min. N latitude

Pawtxixet, R. I. July 13, 1824.

Ryegme, Vt. July 6, 1824.

J. W. ^Massachusetts Agricultural Society.-

To the Editor of the JVeto England Farmer,

Sir,—In compliance with the request of Mr.

Preston, in your paper. No. 47. 1 would make

the following general remarks.—The winter In

this region was uncommonly mild— but litUe

snow—the winter crops much injured by t^e

frost—grass was killed on flat land. The spriqg

has generally been cold and wet; on the mort-

ing of the 26th of May, the ground was frozen

so as to bear a person ; and ice was in sonip

places near a quarter of an inch thick ; the

beech leaves were killed in many places; th^

cold continued till the middle of June ; there

was a slight frost on the mornings of the llth^

12th, 13th, and 14th, and on the last day theri

were flakes of snow blown along by the windl

Since that time the weather has been warm)

with seasonable showers, and now crops of all

kinds look very promising. The cold weather

retarded the growth of Indian corn— it is back-

chief. The Rose Bugs, so called here, devour

almost any thing on which they happen to alight.

This season, 1 have known them to take

young English cherry trees, and devour every

leaf. They have injured apples considerably,

and on some trees almost destroyed them.

They make their appearance about the time

that roses blossom, and when roses are gone,

they are almost instantly. Their size appears

to be always about the same.—Now some know-

ledge from whence they come, and whither

they go is desirable, and how they propagate

their species.

Those lice, as 1 call them, 1 find upon young

shoots and grafts of apple trees, always accom-

panied with pismires, which sometimes destroy

the tender part. But the time in which they

make their first appearance, or when they go

away, I cannot tell.

If you think this worth your notice, some in-

formation, through your valuable paper, would

be very agreeable ; if not cast it into the fire.

Yours with esteem,

BEN OStjOOD.

Methuen, July 6, 1824.

BT THE EDITOR. We cheerfully communicate the

little information we have been able to obtain relative

to the insects above referred to. We know nothing of

the natural history of the Rose Bug, and repeated in-

quiries have resulted in nothing definite or satisfactory

relative to " wheiice they came or whither they go."

We only learn that they are very voracious, and not

very nice in their selection of articles for food. They

not only devour the leaves of apple trees, but have, in

some instances, nearly devoured the young apples.—

Soap suds, lime water, tobacco juice, elder juice, and

other acrid or pungent substances, have little or no

effect on them. The only operation which seems to

disturb them is that of Meaking their bones, vi et ar-

juii, or grinding them to powder by main force. But

they sometimes appear in such multitudes that it is

impossible to make war upon them with any hopes of

success.

The other insects are of the genus Aphis, and they

are generally known by the name of Plan/ Lice. They

are the same which cause what is called honey

ilew, and the pismires, which accompanied them were,

probably, attracted by that sweet substance. We
have already (page 262 of the present volume, under

the head Horticulture) given some account of these

animalculae. Soap suds, forcibly applied, is said to be

the best remedy against them.

Expeninents in perpetuating Crops of Hay.—

A

meadow, which had become sward-bound, so as

FOR THE NKW ENGLAND FARMER.

At a meeting of the Trustees of the Massa^^.

cpusetts Agricultural Society held July 10, 1824.

\
The Trustees having received by the ship

Bowditch, Capt. Caleb Curtis, one full bred

•Herefordshire Bull, of one year old, and a full

blooded Heifer of the same breed, raised by Sir

I. G. Cotl-rel, Baronet, and purchased by Ad-

miral Sir Isaac Coffin, and by him presented to

this Society— and also a four year old full blood-

ed beifer of the Short horned breed, raised by.

the celebrated improver of that breed, John

Welherell, Esq. also purchased by Sir Isaac Cof-

fin, and presented by him to this Society for the

amelioration of the breed of cattle of his native

Slate. It was voted,

" That the thanks of the Trustees of this So-

ciety heretofore presented to Sir ISAAC COF-

FIN, M. P., and transmitted to him on bis an-

nouncing his intention to present these fine ani-

mals, be published in one or more of the papers

published in Boston, particularly the NewEng-
lanB Farmer."

We congratulate the friends of Agriculture

upin this accession to our valuable breeds. VV«

now possess samples of the most improved stool

of tattle in Great Britain, and having both thi

parents, we can preserve them pure. To thi

end the Trustees have placed the Bull Admiral

with the Heifer of the same race, Annabella

under the care of Ezekiel Hersey IDerby, Esq

of Salem, for one year, where 'Jiose disposed ti

possess themselves of this stock inay apply.

The Bull and Heifer of the harefordshiri

breed, remarkable for their qualitie: as bee

cattle, as well as milkers, are placed wr.h Johi

Prince, Esq. of Roxbury, for one year. Tht
property in these animals will be held by ihi

Society, and they will be so managed, as to givi

every part of the State, by turus, the advan

tage of them.

We cannot omit to take notice of the grea

liberality of Sir Isaac Cofhn, in thus repeatedl

sending out, at great expense, the finest an

most approvedbreeds in Great Britain, nor ough

we to forget, on this occasion, the generou

present, made by his brother, Gen. Cgffin, of

fine Stud Horse of great bone, and power.— Sue!

acts of public spirit are of permanent, and lasl

ing value, and do honour to these gentlemen.

The Trustees think it their duty to preseo

their thanks to Capt. Curtis, for his great car

of these animals. Their fine condition on thei

arrival is the best proof of his attention to then

They appeared as if they had been just take

from a fine pasture.

The pedigrees of these animals, are as fo

lo(vs:—Those conversant with the improve

breeds, will perceive, that there is no beltc

blood to be procured in England.
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The Short Hornet) heifer, Annabella, red unci

xvliilc, calved in 18'J0—got by M;ijor—dam Ad.

i

by Denton—grand d.im Aurora by Comet

—

<rroat grand dam by Henry—great great grand

t!;\m by Danby—^in calf by Rockingham.
Herefordshire boll SIR ISAAC—got by Waxey
—Waxey by Mr. Yanvolli's Trojan, ivhich lie

olTcrcd to shew again?! any bull in England for

10i> sriiineas—Trojan's dam was Margaret bo'l

by .Mr. Yarivolh of Mr. Tomkins of his thorough

Irod choice stock— VVaxe3''s dam was Brunette

1 lit of Margaret—Sir Isaac's dam was Young
riiarmer, own sister to the Brown Ox, that won
the premium last Christmas at Bath, and after-

wards was exhibited at Bristol as a Show and

considered the fattest ox in the kingdom. Young
I liirmer and the Brown Ox were got by a fa-

vourite bull, bred by the late Mr. Benjamin
Tomkins. Young Charmer is out of Old Charon-

er killed at Hereford at the Christmas Show of
fat beef and was much superior to any exhi-.

bited.

The Herefordshire Heifer is also from Wax-
ey out of Stately—Slately out of Tidy—daugh-
:er of Mad Cap which was considered the best

:ow in England, and the greatest weight, and
the least bone, weighing eighteen score and a

"[uarter.

Extract from the Supplement to the British

Encyclopedia relative to these two breeds:

—

' The Short Horned, sometimes called the
Dutch, is kn.own by a variety of names from
he Districts where they form the principal
ilock, or where much attention has been paid

their improvement. Different families of
his race are thus distinguished by the nnmes
it the Holderness, the I'eeswater, the York-
hire, the Durham, Northumberland and other
jf.^eds. The Teeswater breed, a variety of
he Short Horns, established on the basiks of
he Tees at the head of the vale of York, is al

present in the highest estimation, and is alleg-

!d to be the true Yorkshire Short Horned breed.
Bulls and cows fram this stock, purchased al

nost extraordiniry prices, are spread over the
lorlh of Ene'and, and the border counties of
Scotland. l*he bone, head, and necks of these
:attle are tine— the hide is very thin—the chine
full—the loin broad, and the carcase throughout
large and well fashioned, and the flesh and
fatting quality equal 'or perhaps superior to

lliose of any other large breed. The Short
Horns give a greater quantity of milk than any
other cattle— a cow usually yielding 24 quarts
per day and three firkins of butter in a season.
Their beef is used for the East India ships, be-
ing thicker it retains its juices better in long
voyages."

The Herefordshire cattle are of a deep red
colour, with fine hair, and very thin hides

—

neck and head clean—horns neither long nor
short—bone not large. The Hereford cattle
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SILVER CUP

Honour to whom honour is due— A Sm.ver Cop
of much valup, and of v.ry deo-ant wnrkmanship,
has been recently presented to Mr. Jolin Youn-, author
of " I.etlers of Agrieola," by his friends in Nova Sco-
tia. 'Hth splendid donation appears to have been in-

tended to indicate the high sense which the donors
entertain of the exertions of Ah-. Young to resuscitate
and redeem the Agriculture of the Province from alow
and apparently hopeless state into which it had fallen,
before the writings and exertions of that gentleman'
awakened the energies of the inhabitants and kindled
the zeal for agricultural improvement, whicl. has given
a new face to the country ; and may be almost literally

said to have caused the " wilderness to blossom as the
rose." The following account of the proceedings on
that occasion we have extracted and abridged from the
Acadian Recorder, a HaUi;ix paper, of June 12.

A meeting of Mr. Young's friends, called
for the purpose of presenting him with this cup,
assembled on Monday last in the Exchano^e
CoiTee House at 12 o'clock. The large roo°m
was prepared for the accommodation of the
subscribers and for the display of this very el-
egant piece of plate. At the upper end was
stationed a square table covered to the floor,
with moreen

; upon which stood another of in-
ferior size, bearing on it the cup—thus made
visible to all present.

It is a tripod, fashioned in the form of a
Scotch thistle and is about 1-1 inches high. The
feet are composed of three distinct lea'ves issu-
ing from the stem, and bent upwards towards
the extremity so as to resemble those of the
natural plant. The silver here is artfully
wrought, not to have a polished shining appear-
ance, but to represent the silky softness which
is the eiTect of the fine clown that nature
sprinkled on (be surface. The edges of (he
leaves are slightly tinged with gold and in n

different style of work, of which nothing but
technical terms could convey any proper idea.
The stem is made in imitation of the stalk, and
the cup itself of the flowers of the thistle.
Both the catix and the corolla are hollow, so
that the cavity or inside is more capacious than
would seem at the tirst look and holds about 3
pints. On this part the artist has exhausted all

his skill, and for beauty and taste it stands unri-
valled in this province. Connected with two
garlands of flowers, very richly embossed, a
fancy cord apparently of virgin gold winds round
the body of the cup in festoons, and in it are
fastened two rings of some precious metal
which serve equally for decoration and for use!
Below one of these festoons is the inscription,
and on the obverse side is an emblematical
shield of heraldry containing the arms of Nova
Scotia. To the stem are attached eight stalks
of wheat— four on each side—with the ears
hanging in a pensile form, as of the ripenedsnori—none noi large, i ne tlerelord cattle "oi'si'ig in a pensile form, as of the ripened

—••""—- '-">=

are next in size to the Yorkshire Short Horns, srrain. These are of a bright yellow and so^
, , k, ^"l °^'"

Both this and the Gloucester variety, are hi?h- happily executed as to annear nalur.nl TholP" ..? ^vantageBoth this and the Gloucester variety, are high-
ly eligible as dairy stock and are found to fat-

ten very easily. Sir I. G. Cotterel gave for the
mother of the bull sent out g200 and the heifer
is now with calf by a bull which was sold for

2000 dollars. The Herefordshire stock carried
all the prizes last year even againt the Short
Horns.

By order ofthe President,

BENJ. GUILD, Jlssist. Rec. Sec\j.

happily executed as to appear natural. Thelf r-f , -
whole tripod is sustained on throe small globes

i^e"^''*^"''
,

» change,

and the interior of the r„r. i. ^,,.h.?i ....:^ "^^ gentleman now
gold. This
designed by
ricated by" Messrs. Rundell, Bridg'e'il'RundeM
of London, jewellers and silver smiths to
his Majesty, and is a noble and highly finish-
ed tribute to the arts. The inscription is as
follows :

. 1
.

Presented

nv THE FaF.F.IIOI.nEnS

ANB OTHER INHABITANTS
OF THE TOfV^r or HALIFAX,

TO JOHN YOUNG, ESQ.
>f Testimony

Of the High Esteem and Respect (hey enter-
l»m (or his exertions in (he ad-

vancement of (he AgricuKure
and g.^neral interests of

the Province,

t

AND IN APPROBATION OF
7/7.5 DIGJVIFIED CONDUCT

AT THE LATE ELECTION.
^•oyA SCOTIA,

1823.

The account given of the ceremonies and addresses
which took place at the presentation of the cup we'
have not room to publish at large; but the following
extracts will shew that they were decoroua and appro-
priate.

John Starr, Psq. first addressed himself to the
t^hairman, and then turning to Mr. Young with
the cupin his hand said, that a very pleasing
duty had been assigned to him by the committee
1 hey had prepared this cup which on Dehalf
ot the subscribers he had now the honor of pre-
senting, as a mark of their respect and as ex-
pressing their sense of the important services
which Mr. Young had rendered to the province
He performed this duty with great and sincere
pleasure, and hoped that Mr. Young would long
live to possess and enjoy so elegant a gift—and
might never use it without emotions of grati-
tude to the Divine source from whence all good
proceeds.— TAen, directing himself to the Chair,
man, he observed, that the inscription on the
cup., «o/Sci€ntly indicated the views and feel-
ings with which it was presented, in allusion to
(he exertions of Mr. Young in promoting the
agricultural and general interests of Nova Sco-
tia--and to his gentlemanly and dignified con-
duct at the late Eleclion. The presence of
that gentleman prevented hira from giving full
ulterance to the opinion which he had foTmed
from personal observation during a recent ex
cursion of 300 miles into the interior, and from
ihe reports of others, of the actual good which
lad resulted from his labours and from the new
spirit awakened, and now in active operation
throughout this province. As a native, he felt
proud to declare to (be assembly so respectable
and so deeply interested in the advancement of
the country—that a rapid and very great im-
provement had taken place and was still going
on in all the branches of agriculture. It wa^
making itself visible in the face of the country
—the toils of the farmer had been dignified
and made the theme of conversation— aiid the
establishment of oatmills was productive of in-

Of so happy and so
he was certain that
before him did notrior of the cup is washed with

' gentleman now before him did not
lasteful piece of workmanship was

'''"""'[^^ '° himself all the praise. He was not
Mr. Torbelt of this town, and fab-

"'''"'''<' <='''"\e' ^u' ""^ Agrieola he was the mov-
dessrs. Rundell. Brid-e Jl Rnndnll I"?

""-'^-
.

^''''^ '""^l ^^ -'"ributed to (he no-. ,
-'

p, ,

— -"uiv-u lu iiic lia-
ble Earl who warmly patronized the new sys*
tem, to our excellent Governour, Sir James
Kempt, who had ever taken a lively interest in
its success, to the worthy Vice Pres'idept of the
General Board, (now the Admidistrator to (be
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G^verament,) to tho Judges, anT"^ leading

characters-all of whom vied with each other

in assisting and supporting i'- Th^ P.«"'
^;

circumstances of the times combined witli otii-

er causes; and from their united operation and

the rate of improvement at which we were now

advancing, he was satisfied that the day was not

far distant when our independence in bread

corn would be accomplished.

He concluded bv declaring that he yet hoped

to see Mr. Young occupy a seat m the Legisla-

ture—when he had no doubt he would mani-

fest an equal anxiety in behalf of the comtnerce

and fisheries of the province, which had distm-

ffuished him in promoting its agriculture.

Mr Starr finished his address amidst loud

applause :—when Mr. Young followed, and be-

gan under the oppression of much feeling. He

represented the cup as the first of the kind ev-

er bestowed in this province from political

views ; and he was gratified that his conduct

had appeared to the subscribers in so favorable

a light, as to be honored with this splendid

mark of their respect. Such a present, under

such circumstances, was new in the history of

mankind. Other bodies of men had conferred

rewards on the successful—they on the unsuc-

cessful. Receiving, therefore, so valuable a

testimony of their esteem he considered him-

self as bound to explain the causes which had

led him to offer for the county of Sidney ;—

when so many of his adherents expected that

he would have reserved himself for the first

vacancy in Halifax. He said that the loss ot

his election for this township in September last,

was scarcely known to Sidney, before he re.

ceived application from three leading charac-

ters ; and that two posts had not gone by wheo

he received other and new letters from differ-

ent quarters, requesting him to propose himself

for that district of the province, in consequence

of which he had finally agreed, as far back as

November last, to come forward. The gene-

rosity of these various applications must, there-

fore, under his peculiar circumstances attach

him\o the freeholders of that county, and he

would consider it his primary duly to serve

them—although at the same time he trusted

that he would never be forgetful of the many

obligations he owed to his' friends who now

formed this very full and respectable meeting.

He then took occasion to animadvert on the

conduct of his opponents at (he late eiCPlion,

and censured, with much severity, the unlair

and violent practices to which they had re-

course. At . the same time he cautioned his

friends against entertaining any sentiments of

political hostility, luid exhorted them to unite

in promoting the best interests of the province.

Men may differ in their views as to the repre-

sentative they would prefer ; but they should

never carry their rancour so far as to try to

defeat any public measure, merely to wreak

-their resentment on the opposite party. There

was a code of political morality as well as a

system of moral rectitude, and the rules ofeach

were given for the regulation of our public and

of our private conduct.

He concluded by observing, that the presen-

tation of this cup from so large a portion ot his

jtllow citizens, not composed, as was falsely

represented, of foreigners against natives, nor

of Scotch against Irish, would weigh with him

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

their agricultural prosperity. He had the hon-

or of ranking among his friends not merely

Scotchmen, but the English, the Irish, the

French, Germans, and the Dutch, along with

the natives of the Province. The list of sub-

scribers to the cup comprehended all classes,

and in it would be found men of all the peo-

ple who had settled in Nova Scotia. His sup-

porters, therefore, were no national faction,

but had been drawn together by the wrongs

they had suffered. He requested them to bury

past offences, to oppose systematically any ca-

bal, which might be formed for the purpose of

controUiitg and unduly influencing their votes ;

because in the free and unbiassed choice of the

people lay the best security for the faithful

discharge of the legislative duties. He then

closed a speech of about forty minutes by tak-

ing the cup in his hand, and pronouncing with

some emotion, that he accepted it with the

highest pleasure, and would esteem it the fullest

reward and the proudest ornament of his pub-

lic life.

BALTIMORE VACCINE CATECHISM.

BY DR. JAMES SMITH.

Question. What is the vaccine matter ?

Answer. The genuine vaccine matter may

properly be said to be the true seed of the variola

vaccina, or kine pock. When taken out of the

pock on the eighth day of its growth, it is found

in the state of a perfectly clear and transparent

fluid. But when taken from the crust or mature

pock (in which it is lodged in numerous small

cells) it is slightly opake ; and if examined in

this state with a. good microscope, the perfect

seed of the vaccina may be as plainly discerned,

as the grains of any small seed can be seen by

naked eye.

(^. How are these seeds put up or furnished

to those who want them ?

Jl. The vaccine matter is put up sometimes

in the crust or scab, enveloped in a little fine

wool or cotton, or set in wax ; and sometimes it

is put up on small plates of glass, to which it

adheres, when applied in a fluid state.

When the vaccine matter is properly put up

in any of these ways, it can be sent in a letter

to any place ; even to the remotest corners of

tiie world.

Q. How is the vaccine matter to be used ?

Jl. When used, a very small quantity of it is

to be conveyed on the point of a needle or lan-

cet, and inserted into a small puncture or inci

sion made in the arm to receive it ; midway

between the shoulder and elbow.

Q. Hovv is it known when the operation suc-

ceeds?

A. At the end of the third day after the p/arai-

i„g of the seed., a small pimple, or " rising in the

skin," will be observable. This pimple, if the

operation succeeds, will increase daily in size,

until the eighth or ninth day, when it is usual to

find a beautiful pock, the perfect vaccina growing

pn the arm, as large as the half of a common
garden pea

Q. Is it necessary to use medicines of any

kind in vaccination, or what particular atten-

tion is necessary to be paid to the vaccine pro-

cess just described ?

A. It may be truly said, that in vaccination

medicines of all kinds are not only useless, but

at all times to seek their general, no less than 1 they are injurious ; and none are wanted. A

state of good health in the patient is essential
;

and no other preparation is required.

The vaccina should not be allowed to be bro-
ken or injured in any way; but it should be
" let alone" until it comes to maturity

; when
t will invariably, terminate in a clean, smooth
regularly formed scab or perfectly organized crust,

which is the true kine pock itself. i

The vaccine crusts most commonly fall off

between the fifteenth and twentieth days after

the insertion of the matter; but it is more pro-
per Ihey should be taken off as soon as they be-

come loose, or when the roots, by which they'
adhere to the arm, decay.

R. Of what value is the kine pock to those
who use it ? i

fi. Vaccination is sometimes resorted to for'-,

ihtcure of various diseases, such as scrofula, '

catjcer, certain cutaneous affections, whooping
cough, &c. But the particular use for which
thip remedy has been given to mankind, is to

prevent their being injured by the small pox.'

And there is no doubt of the fact that any per-
son who ha^ been once properly vaccinated, is,

rendered for ever thereafter perfectly secure
from this loathsome disease.

Q. But many persons who have been vacci-
nated, and declared by their physicians to be
secure from the small pox, have neverthekssr
been known to take it ; and some have lost

their lives by this plague, when they considered
themselves entirely exempt from all danger.
Are not these facts subversive of the declaration
just made ?

A. No. It may be confessed that many un-,

expected difficulties have arisen, in the use that
has been made of the kine pock, and these diffi-

culties have been often followed by the nvpst
fatal consequences ; but there is no natural de-
fect in the true kine pock. It has power t*
save all, who use it as they should, from the
small pox.

Q. To what causes chiefly are the difliculties

that have occurred in vaccination attributable?
A. We may refer the mistakes that are gener-

ally made in vaccination, to one or other of the
following accidental causes. 1st, Wtjie the kine.
pock isgrowingonthe armof apropersubject for
it, it is ol'ten scratched, rubbed, and bru'.sed, and
sometimes physicians themselves destroy it, by
taking matter from it ; leaving the person con-
cerned liable, in consequence of the indiscretion,

to suffer, whenever they may be exposed to (he
small pox. 2nd, Persons who are not in that

good state of health they ahould enjoy, to have
the kine pock in perfection, are often vaccinated
unseasonably. 3rd, But the most common cause
of failure in vaccination, and consequent disap-

pointment, arises from the use that is frequently

made of spurious matter or imperfect seed, by,
practitioners who do no know how to select it.

No certain evidence, notwithstanding, has

been ever yet given to the world, that any in-

dividual once properly vaccinated has been ever '

thereafter injured by his exposure to the natu-

ral small pox.

Q. Mankind should indeed be thankful for sp
'

great a blessing. But how can those who are
concerned, know with certainty whether their

vaccination has been perfect or imperfect, genu-
ine or spurious ?

A. There is no criterion of vaccination, or

method of judging of this process, so certain,

perhaps, as that which is founded upon the or-
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euiization of the vaccine crus(s themselves. If

'.he scab produced in any case, or the vaccina

i.A.//'is found to lie perfect, the operation in

'iich c;>se may always be declared to linve

jteii perfect also ; and the patient may be pro-

nounced without any other evidence, or inquiry

oaoerning liis case, !o be secure from the

• mall pox during lite ; while, on the other

riand. if the scab is found to be wholly or in

narl only imperfect, so also may the patient

concerned be declared to be imperfectly vnc-

;inated, and informed accordingly of his con-

inued liability to suffer, if exposed either to

;he variolous or varioloid contagion.

Q. If such important information as this can

Tc derived from the vaccine scabs, should not

hose who are vaccinated take care to save

:hcm?
J. Certainly; and they should always submit

;hem as soon as practicable, to the examination

)f some vaccinist, whose knowledge of their

proper organization would enable him either

IV his eye, or by the use of good glasses, to

letcct any irregularity or imperfection that

aar be discovered in them.

Q. It would seem as if this method of prac-

ice. dispensing with all the labor of a personal

ittendance upon the patients concerned, would

ifTord great facility in the proper use of the

vine pock. Have any defects been discovered

a this method of conducting vaccination ?

..'3. The laws of nature are in no case more
iniform and unchangeable, than they have been

)bserved to bo, in regard to the production and

brmalion of the vaccine crusts. But they are

)ften lost through the carelessness of the pcr-

ons upon whom they are produced ; and there

ire but few practitioners, who yet know how
examine them, or who tuve yet acquired

hat perfect knowledge of their nature and or-

ganization, that is essentially necessary, to ena-

jle them to give a correct opinion on any case

)f vaccination, that may be submitted to them

n this way.

Q. What other tests of perfect vaccination

lave we to depend on?
.ff Several have been proposed. Dr. Jenner's

hief dependence was upon the peculiarity of

he symptoms usually attendant on the kine

lock, and the regularity with which they suc-

;eed each other. The evidence to be ob-

ained of the perfection of the vaccine

"irocess by this method, is sufficiently sat-

sfactory; but the constant attendance of an

experienced vaccinist, for at least two weeks,

? required, to enable him to assure the patient

n this way, of his safety from the small pox.

An ingenious test of vaccination has been

iilely offered to the world, by Dr. Bryce of

t^dinburgb, a vaccinist who has stronger claims

ipon our implicit confidence in his skill in this

jausiness, than any other person living perhaps.

'Dr. B. states, and he states the truth, that if any

:jerson who is vaccinated in one arm, will take

.he- matter from the pock as soon as it can be

Dbtained, and insert it in the other arm, both af-

fections will terminate simultaneously. But

ihis new test, however useful it may be in par-

ticular cases, (as a leading string to the blind,)

r.ill, it is feared, be productive in the end of

nauch mischief, by deteriorating the vaccine

natter itself; and thus involve the ignorant in

till greater difficulties than they esperience at

;hi5 present time.

Some learned doctors deny that any positive I

opinion can be given on any case of vaccina-
tion ; and they assert, " that if there has been
discovered any criterion bywhich we can pro-

nounce a subject completely guaranteed against

the invasion of the small pox by vaccination, it

is to be found in that insensibility to the vac-
cine virus, which is the result of repeated vac-

cination, until not even a local vaccine inflam-

mation can be excited." But this is a slander

upon the kine pock ; and it is hoped it will be
soon abolished from the schools where it is

taught and consigned forever to the regions of

error, whence it originated.

Q. What was the opinion of the illustrious

discoverer of the kine pock, in regard to the

vaccine scab ?

A. It cannot be discovered from his writings,

that he placed any dependence on the appear-

ance of the scab, as a test of the security of any
person from the small pox, A vaccine scab was
transmitted to him some years before his death,

by the writer of these answers, and was acknow-
ledged to have been used by him " with perfect

success ;" a fact that is sufficient of itself to es-

tablish the propriety of using the vaccine

crusts, against which some pretenders in Amer-
ica to superior skill in vaccination, yet disingen-

uously exclaim.

Q. How, when, and where was the kine pock
first discovered?

A. The fact was known in England " time

immemorial," that those who took the kine

pock casually, were not liable to take the small

pox at any time thereafter during their lives.

—

But the first direct experiment in vaccination

was made by Dr. Edward Jenoer on the 14th

of May, 1796, with matter taken from the hand
ef n dairy maid who was infected from milking
her master's cows. Of the actual origin of the

kine pock itself we know nothing more than

we do of the origin of any other distinct natu-

ral production. Neither is it necessary for the

general welfare of mankind that we should be

informed precisely how, when, or where this

remedy did first appear.

Q. What was Dr. Jenner's opinion of the

origin of the kine pock ?

v3. He viewed the kine pock as an animal se-

cretion, derived at first from the grease of the

horse ; ana from their diseased heels, he sup-

posed it was communicated by those who dres-

sed them to the udders of the cows, and from
the cows again to the persons who milked them.
Jenner never suspected that the vaccina was re-

ally a completely organized production of its

own kind, living in its own proper place, per-

fectly distinct, and properly fitted for the con-

tinuance of its own species.

Q. How long is it supposed the natural small

pox has prevailed in the world?

A. The silence of the ancient Greek and Ro-
man writers respecting the existence of the

small pox, has induced physicians generally to

consider this plague as one of late origin. But
the minute description we have of leprosy in

the 13th and 14th chapters of Leviticus is so

properly applicable to the small pox, as a con-

tagious disease, and the meihOu crJsrcd by Mo-
ses to prevent its spreading among the Israelites,

is so replete with wisdom that those who will

read these chapters attentively will find in them
many good reasons for believing that the small
pox prevailed among men from the earliest

ages of the world. The word Leprosy in the
original Hebrew language is not the name of
any particular disease, but a general term sig-
nifying any thing out nf mhich evil may come, or
from which injuiy uviy bo derived.

q. How is the natural Small Pox known?
A. The patients are generally seized with a

chill, succeeded by fever, pain in the head,
back, and limbs, sick .stomach, kc. On the
3d day small spots or "risings in the skin"
arc pei-ceptible, first on the face and afterwards
on the body and limbs. On the 5th and 6th
days the pimples contain a clear limpid fluid,

that changes in two or three days more into a
yellowish or purulent like matter. About the
12th day these eruptions begin to dry, and they
soon afterwards terminate in dark colored scalia

or crusts and fall off, leaving deep pits or scars

for lite. This is the mildest form in which the

di.Uinct small pox appears. When the disease

is more severe the eruptions are more nume-
rous or confluent ; and the whole body some-
times becoming covered with them assumes the
most loathsome and horrible appearance imagi-
nable. In this form the natural small pox mo.it

generally proves fatal between the 9th and 14th
days of the disease.

Q. Why will not any person take the small
pox more than once, and why not subsequently

as well as previous to vaccination ?

A. This question has never been seriously at-

tempted to be answered by any competent au-
thority. Neither can it yet be satisfactorily

solved by any person. Some who believed that

the small pox matter was no other than a par-

ticular humor secreted from the persons of those

who had it, have supposed that the individuals

concerned were divested of it entirely by its

being thrown out of their systems, and that

having no more of this particular matter or hu-
mor left In their blood they could give out no
more of it during the remainder of their lives.

The absurdity of this supposition, however, re-

quires no other refutation than to mention it.

And the same may be said of every other hy-
pothesis heretofore advanced on this subject.

—

It is probable, notwithstanding, that this ques-
tion may yet be solved ; and that it will be
found there is actually something left or depos-
ited in the system of every individual, affected

either by the small pox or kine pock that re-

mains with them during life; rendering inope
rative the sporadia or gcinmce contagionis, on
which the natural increase of these peculiar
fungi depend.

Q. Have any imperfect or adulterated varie-

ties of the variola been yet observed ?

A. Undoubtedly several distinct varieties have
been noticed. But that which claims our most
particular attention at present, is that species of
adulterated contagion or seed that has been
produced by an admixture of the vaccine with
the variolous matter, and from which a new
plague has lately sprung up among us, now well
known by the name of the varioloid disease.

Q. This is an extraordinary novelty in the
history of diseases, and has of late excited great
uneasiness. How can this new plague be pre-

vented ?

A. The kine pock and small pox are no other

than two several species of the same natura!

genus of plants ; and they adulterate each oth-

er when they are propagated in the same vicin-

ity, upon a well known principle. It was wise-
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r^tu^'r"k f ;'"' Uh/St of .K vine- ! has bec'ome a positive duty, tl,at every__pcrson

ves a beautiful green color to the bark, and great _
yard ford nny people protection from the small pox, jus,

.uf.u.' J > r 1 „ . , . , ,, (-

ly promotes the growth of the tree.

people that encourage vaccination

Mankind may rest assured that in the true

kine pock, cultivated as it ought to be, we possess

an effectual preventive against both the smiU pox

and varioloid diseases. Let us take care then

to preserve it in its purity and perfection ;
lest

in our folly we may so abuse that we may lose

it, and become exposed again to all the calami-

ties that attend upon the general prevalence of

the most destructive plague that has ever pre-

vailed among men.

Q. Is there any reason to expect that a more

perfect knowledge of the kine pock than isy?t

possessed, will throw any light upon the nature

of any other disease "than the small pox?

A. We may certainly look to the kine pock

as the proper medium through which many of

the long established errors in medical science,

will be discovered andexposed.' But new light

may be more particularly expected to be derived

from it, respecting the nature of the several re-

mote causes that produce the dysentery, bilious

and intermittent fevers, plague, yellow fever,

measles, syphilis, hydrophobia, cancer, &c. The
advice of every good physician to his pupils,

ought to be— follow nature and study the true

kine pock.

BALTIMORE VACCINE INSTITUTION.

To the Public.

The undersigned begs leave to inform the

public, that he has been eocouiaged to make

the arrangements necessary for this purpose, on

bis own individual responsibility, through the

aid of his particular friends; and until some

more satisfactory provision can be made, lor

supplying this remedy to those who want it, he

will furnish the Vaccine Matter with proper

directions for its use, free of any charges, to all

those who may apply to him for it.

Congress at their next session, it is expected,

will mTike provision for the general distribu-

tion of the Vaccine Matter, agreeably to the

plan lately recommended to them. But if they

should not pass any act to encourage vaccina-

tion, the undersigned will continue to furnish

this'iemedy from this Institution, as at present,

on his own responsibility. Those wiio wif^h to'

encourage ihcse efforts, may then contribute,

their aid thereto in any way most agreeable to,

th.^msolves

The small pox may yet indeed be destined, as

has been the case heretofore, to sweep off from

the face of the earth, innumerable multitudes of

human beings, that are sunk in ignorance, or

who deceiving themselves, may yet consider

vaccination as unworthy of their confidence.

There is no occasion however to dispute with

them or multiply words about this remedy. It

is enough to say that the kine pock has been

''iven to mankind for the best and most wise

purposes. That it is another free gift of mercy

from the same exhaustless source, whence we

derive every good and perfect gift ; and that it

falls but little short of impiety on the part of any

christian, to reject it.

All applications directed to this Institution,

postage paid, will be carefully attended to by the

undersigned.
JAMES SMITH,

Late Agent of Vaccination for the U. S.

Vaccine Institution, Baltimore, May 1, 1824

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
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MILKING cows WITH TUBES. We have received intel-

li^'.enne from various parts of the country of the injuri-

ous consequences attending the use of tubes in milking

cows. It will be recollected that in the same paper in

which we announced the supposed discovery, we pub-

lished a note from Dr. Thachcr,* oonlnining » caullon

respecting; the introduction of rough tubes and straws;

and stating that " further experience by the careful use

of smooth tubes must decide on the utility of the

method." We are sorry to learn that a too hasty

adoption of this mode of milking has occasioned loss

of property, and much sulfering to the unfortunate ;

als, which were the subjects of experiment. The

Connecticut Mirror, underdate of July 12, states that

"a number of rows in Wcathersfield have been seri-

ously injured by the use of tubes in milking them.

—

Tlieir bags swelled, the milk afterwards taken from

them was not tit for use, and then they dried up. We
have heard, though it may be a mistake, that three

cows in Windsor have lately died in consequence of

this treatment ; and if it is not so the statement shall be

contradicted. Ifit is, it should be made known, that

(he use of this " Invention" may proceed no farther;

and gentlemen in this vicinity, who keep large dairies,

From the Salem Gazette.

NOTICE TO FARMERS.

At a Ute meeting of the Board of Trustees of the Essex

Agricultural Society, the C'-jmmittee for viewing the

Farms for the management of which premiums are

claimed, consisting of

TEMPLE CUTLER, Esq. of Hamilton,

Dr. BENJAMIN PARKER, of Bradford,
'

Mr. AARONPERLEY, of Boxford, '

Col. DANIEL ADAMS, of Newbury,
' Col. NATH'L FELTON, of Danvers, and

I

JOHN W. PROCTOR, Esq. of Danvers,

weJe instructed ' to extend their examination to other

farms in the county, where they think useful informa-,

tiod may be obtained on the subject of agriculture, to

malte notes of such improvements as may come within

their observation, and to report the same to the socie-

ty at their next meeting,' which will be on Tuesday the

19thday of October next, at Topsfield. In pursuance,

of these instructions the Committee propose to visit the

several towns in the county in Sept. next, commencing

at Newbury on the Ist day of the month. They will

be pleased to call on all those who may manifest a wil-

lingness to receive their visit, and whatever improve-

ment they may witness will be particularly recommend-

ed to the attention of the Society. Gentlemen who are

willing that the Committee should see their farms will

please" to notify the same to some one of the members

of the Committee, that they may understand how much'

duty they may have to attend to, and make suitable

arrangements for the performance of it. The Farmers

in the county are respectfully requested to aid the

Committee in their inquiries, by forwarding to thtm

such communications as they think will be interesting

to the public.

For the Commillee,
JOHN W. PROCTOR, Sec'y.

Danvers, July 0, 1824.

rrl^ ,7
" m ., .. „;il „^, bo anld in thi"* are requested, should such occurrences take place, to

T he Vaccine Matter will not he sold jn mia i >
., , ,,, tu ^ «(„..„iiiutrt.,

,„,i „.l,pn thp nnderJ let some printer or other know ofthem. The loss of pro-

Institution on any terms, anil wlien me uniier^ i-

„ r,

sVncd cannot give it to those who want it, he perty is the concern of the owners, the saving of time

wtll notify the public, that he has been compel-l to the boys or girls, who are set to milk, and their bet-

led throuo-h necessity to retire from an institu-' ler disposal of it, are matters of which we cannot

tion, that'has been 'the particular object of his judge, but thecruelty to the animals is unwarrantable."

care and solicitude, for tweuly-three years now

past. .

It will be expected from all who obtain Vac-

cine Matter from this Institution, whether phy-

sicians or private citizens, that they shall attend

to the necessary directions that will be given

with it, otherwise all correspondence with them

niust be drojiped, and no orders from any such

will be attended to lliereafter.

There are no humaa laws competent to af-

* See page 378, of thepresent volume.

MOTHER RF.MF.DT AGAINST LIC5 ON APPLE TREES.

Au iutelligent cultivator assures us that there is

lOtbing more effectual against the insect which at-

laches itself to the bark of apple trees, like a barna-

«le, in shape and color like half a kernel of rye divid

ed longitudinally, than a strong ley made by dissolv-

ing. potash in water. 1 his liquor, likewise, he assures

GEjr. r.A FAVETTE. In obedience to a vote of the

City Council of Boston, of the 15th March, his honour,

the Mayor, has aflfiressea an eloquent letter to Gen.

La Fayette, on the subject of his intended visit to the

United States ; and has received an answer which

does honour to the head and heart of the veteraa

Chief. In the letter addressed to Gen. La Fayette the

following passage occurs

:

" The City Council of Boston, in accordance with,

the general wish of their constituents, have directed

me to address this letter to you and to express the hope

that, should it comport with your convenience, you

would do them the honour, on your ensuing visit to

the United States, to disembark in this city, and to

communicate the assurance that no event could possi-

bly be more grateful to its inhabitants ;— that no where

could you meet a more cordial welcome; that you

could find no where hearts more capable of appreciat-

ino- your early zeal and sacrifices in the cause of Amer-

ican freedom, or more ready to acknowledge and hon-

or that characteristic uniformity of virtue, with which,

throuo-h a long life, and scenes of unexampled diffi-

culty and danger, you have steadfastly maintained the .

cause of liberty in both hemispheres."

An answer was received from General La Fayette,

from which the following is extracted :

" I joyfully anticipate the day, not very remote,

thank God, when I may revisit the cradle of Aincri-,

can, and in future, I hope, of Universal Liberty. Y'oar

so honourable and gratifying invitation would have

been directly complied with in the case to which yoU;

are pleased to allude. But while I profoundly leel the

honour intended by the offer of a national ship, I hope

I shall incur no blame by the determination I have

taken, to embark as soon as it is in my power in a pri-

vate vessel. Whatever port I first attain, I shall with

the eame eagerness hasten to Boston, and present its.

beloved, revered inhabitants, as I have the the honour,

to offer it to the City Council, and to you. Sir, with the

homage of my affectionate gratitude and devoted re-

spect."

A Committee has been appointed by the City Got-

I
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TDDieDt to make suitable arrangements for the reccp-

kion of Gen. La Fayette, and to prepare and present

to him an address on his arrival.

FOREIGN.
Washington Irving i« about to edit " a collection of

i^nglish Literature," to be published in Paris in month-

j numbers. The work is to be a selection from the

lest English works, with a biography of each author,

;ither original by Mr. Irving or selected.

A new Journal published in modern Greek has late-

y been established in the Island of Hydra, with ihe

>ame of " The Friend of Law," of which five of ihe

irst numbers have been received by the New York
American. They contain a considerable number of

he acts of the central government. By one of these

cts, the city of Napoli de Romania is established as

he seat of government. By another, I'anos Coloro-
rini, eldest son of the General of that name is declar-

d a rebel. .Another number announces that a youiig-

r son of the same General had been delivered up by
is own soldiers into the hands of the general govcrn-
lent. The father has likewise been abandoned by his

roops—has submitted to the government, which had
•ranted him an amnesty for the past.

The Greek Senate has addressed, through the med
m of the Senate of Ipsara, energetic representations

> the Consuls residing at Smyrna, complaining of the
;cret succour which was afforded to the Turks, and
eclaring they could not spare any flag which was abus-
d for the purpose of furnishing arms, ammunitioo, and
rovisions for their enemies.

On ThursdT^y l^st another experiment was made by
Ir. Perkins, the American, to show the powerful effects

r steam. His new machine has the propelling power
" discharging from a tube 200 musket balls in one
iinute. A ball discharged from it at a given distance
as flattened as thin as a shilling, and Mr. Perkins has
) doubt, he could by the same means produce suffi-

lent force to discharge fifty twenty pound balls in the
lime period of time.

—

London paper. May 27.

Accounts from Lisbon of the 15th May, would seem
warrant the conclusion that the King of Portugal

as about to open his ports to all nations, and grant a
' narter or constitution to his people. He is stated to

ave' called on his ministers to present him a draught
'regulations for making Lisbon a free port, and that

'le 5th of June had been fixed on as the day for issuing

<lecree taking ofT the duties on salt and wine.

Account! frrtm Maranham to the 30th, and from Ba-
a to the 20th March, state that advices had been re
!ived of the intention of the Portuguese Government
• send an expedition agamat the Brazils. There was
consequence the greatest sensation produced ; the
uropeans were much alarmed for their property, and
ir their personal security.

Captain Brooke, in his recent travels to the North
ape, states it as a fact well authenticated, that there
the skeleton nf a whale oa the very summit of the
lOuntain Sandhorn, which is upwards of three thou-
ind feet high ; the south side descending neaily per-
endicular to the sea.

DOMESTIC.
Milking Cows.—An article has ben for some time go-

g the rounds of the news-papers, purporting to be an
;countof a new and expeditious mode of milking cows.
Vhatever importance may be attached to this, it is far
om being a ne;/- discovery. We are acquainted with
lany individuals, who have often seen it practised,
ad practised it themselves when they were boys, with-
ut ever dreaming that their ingenuity entitled them to
rank on a level with Franklin or Jenner ,- it appears,
owever, that men of experience and practical learn-

g on these subjects very much question the utility of
is method, and have even endeavoured to prove that
must be attended with positive injury to the animal,
mong those who have written against it, is Professor
trome V. C. Smith of the Berkshire Medical Institu-
on, a distinguished anatomist. He asserts that the ope-

ration of milking cows, by means of straws or tubes
inserted into the ends of the teats must, if often repeat-
ed, materially wcalfen the muscles which act in re-

taining Ihe milk, if it dors not finally result in produc-
ing an entire paralysis. Wc mention this that farmers
may be careful not to adopt Ihe proposed expedient
too hastily.

—

Hallowell ^idrocalc.

Extreme Heat.—The heat for four days previous to

the Istinst. was so intense at Charleston, S. C. that
Ihe Courier says " we have endured almost literally an
atmosphere of fire. Several valuable persons have
fallen victims to the excessive warmth—and the poor,
who are compelled to labor, find the chance of sudden
death, added to their overwhelming toils. All arealike
annoyed, and all alike repeat the prayer, that Heaven,
in its mercy, would mitigate the solar beams, and glad-
den us again with refreshing showers."

An unfortunate accident has deprived our communi-
ty for a season (brief we trust it may be) of an useful

and estimable citizen. On the 16th ult. Ebenezer
Ijaldwin, Esq. in attempting to escape from a wagon,
the horses of which were running, broke his leg below
the knee. We understand tlie fractures are several
and severe. He was riding in company with H. Knick-
erbacker, Esq. and a gentleman of this city, and was
at Scaghticoke Point when the tongue of the wagon
broke, and the horses became altogether unmanagea-
ble. Mr. Wells escaped unhurt. Mr. K. was slight-

ly injifred ; the driver considerably so. Mr. Baldwin
was conveyed to the bouse of Judge Smith, at Scaghti-
coke Point, and is now there.

—

Mbany Argus.

Steam Boat Accident.—On the I2th inst. the boiler

of the steam ferry boat Jersey, burst on the Jersey side

of Ihe North River, near Xew York, and killed Miss
Charlotte Nelson, a young lady about nineteen years
of age. The master of the boat. Captain West, was
so severely scalded that it was feared he could not
survive. A colored man was also badly scalded.

—

This accident cannot be accounted for on any known
philosophical principles, if the statements respecting
it are correct. The boiler it is said was copper, just

finished on the low pressure principle, the furnace of
3-Cth inch copper. The safety i-alve, it ia affirmed, was
open at the time the explosion took place. The
explosion was powerful ; the boiler being twisted
and torn to pieces, thrown a considerable heighth in

to the air, and fell in a direct contrary position to

that in which it originally was placed.

GIRL FRO.Vl 10 TO 14 YEARS OF AGE.
WANTED to take from the country a girl of the

above age, and of a good disposition, until she
is free.—Such an one will receive kind treatment, and
be taught the rudiments of an Kngliih'educalion— will
have her board and clothing found her,'and will be fur-
nished when free, witli two or three extra suits.—None
need apply without good recommendations. Inquire
at this Office. J„iy n.

PATENT STEEL Sl'KliNCi HAY FORKS.
JUST received and for sale at the Agricultural Esta-

blishment, No. 20, Merchants' Row, a large supply
of Goodwin's highly approved Patent Steel Spring /iui/

and Manure FORKS. Also, a few dozen very superi-
or Rakes, Cam's cast steel Scythes, Dudley's warrant-
ed steel back do., Bisbee's cast steel polished Shovels
—together with a great variety of other agricultural
implements. June 12.

Our Correspondents, for some weeks past, have been

liberal in their contributions for rur columns, for which

they are requested to receive our grateful acknowledg-

ments. We have communications from Mr. Preston,

"Cultivator," " A Farmer," " Author of Touches on

Agriculture," &c. which shall meet with due attention

,

as soon as we have leisure to examine, and room to in-

sert them.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &,c.

(Revised and corrected every Friday.]

Imported Bull—SIR ISAAC.
THIS very fine young animal, just arrived from

England is ofthe true Herefordshire breed, hav-
ing been presented to the " Massachusetts Society for

promoting Agriculture," by Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin,

together with a superb COW of the same breed. They
have been placed by the Trustees on the Farm ofJohn
Prince, Esq. at Jamaica Plain, in Roxbury for one year.
He will be permitted this autumn to go to but few cows
at Three dollars each, which must be paid in advance.
As many persons, however, who have fine cows, do

not wish to raise calves, Mr. P. will agree to lake them
at six weeks old, at their veal value, and not charge
for the use ofthe Bull.—The Trustees hope by this

means, many more fine animals will be raised for pub-
lick benefit. His colour is a beautiful dark red.

The Pedigree which is furnished by one ofthe first

breeders of this stock in England says, " He was got by
Waxey—Waxey was by Trojan, which was challenged
against any bull in England tor 100 guineas. Wax-
ey's Dam was Brunette out of Margaret. This bull's
dam is Young Charmer own sister to the brown ox that
won the premium at Bath, last Christmas, and after-
wards was exhibited at Bristol for Show, and consider-

APPLES, good, to best,

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . .

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. . . .

cargo. No 1, . . . .

" No 2, ... .

BUTTER, inspect. No. 1.

CHEESE, new milk ....
skimed milk; . .

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee, . . .

Rye, best ....
GRAIN, Rye

Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort , .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1823
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTFJl PARIS ....
PORK, Bone Middlings . . .

navy, mess,

Cargo, No 1, ...
SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1823, •

Clover

WOOL, Merino, full bIood,washed
do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEP', best pieces . . . .

PORK, fresh, best pieces, . .

J .1 r ,x ^ -.... ,,' « '* whole hog, . . . .

ed the fattest ox in the kingdom. Young Charmer vFALwas out of Old Charmer, killed at Hereford for the MTITTf
Christmas Show of fat Beef and was superior to any
there." This pedigree might be extended further back,
but it is considered unnecessary to persons who will
view the animals.
Roxbury, July 12, 1824.

WANTED No. 43, of the 1st Vol. of the N. E.
Farmer. For which a generous price will be

given by the publisher of this paper.

MUTTON,
POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub,

lump, . .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, . . .

Indian, do. . . .

POTATOES, new, . . .

CIDER, liquor, new . . .

HAY, according to qttality,

bush
bbl.

lb.

cask
al.

ton.

bbl.

bush
lb

doz.

bush

FROM
D. C
4 CO

117

120

38
90
70

3 25
16 00
13

12 50
1 75

5
60
40
45
37
25
48
35

120

122 50
1 00

2 '.S
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BY T. O. FESSEWDEN.

"Havingfood and raiment, let us therewith be content.''''

Art thou blest with food and raiment,

Give God thanks for favours given ;

Gratitude is all the payment

Thou can'st make indulgent Heaven.

Clothing coarse, and scant subsistence,

Recompense which labour brings,

With contentment make existence

Happier than the life of kings.;

Why in heaping useless treasure.

Shorten life, and health destroy ?

Where's the profit or the pleasure,

Hoarding what you ne'er enjoy ?

Why, for Mammon's paltry proffers,

Sell thyself to sin a slave

Can the wealth, which swells thy coffers,

Buy exemption from the grave ?

Since the thread of life is brittle

Heed the poet's moral song,

" Man in this world needs but little.

And that little needs not long."

AVants by luxury created

—

All of artificial kind,

Fy indulgence never sated.

Weaken and debase the mind.
'

To the hardy child of nature,

Decent clothes and frugal fare,

Furnish pure enjoyments greater

Than the pamper'd monarch's share.

Gold by avarice that's hoarded,

Might as well be in the mine,

Wealth that's generously afforded,

Can alone be counted thine.

Then, if blest with food and raiment.

Let thy gratitude be shewn,

No man's merits, as a claimant,

Give a rij-ht to these alone.

tieth pnrt of the surface of the body, the per-

spiration in 24 hours would amount to 5 pounds

3 ounces troy. Sanctorious says, 5-8ths of all

the aliment received by the mouth is carried

off by perspiration. Dodart says 7-8ths. Oth-

ers estimate it at much less, making it about two

pounds per day. The quantity of sweat, or

perspirable matter, varies according to the cli-

mate, season of the year, age, sex, state of

health, &c.

It is by a peculiar smell which the substance

emitted by the skin gives to each individual,

that the dog can discover his master, and even

trace him to a distance.

Previous to an election in Ireland, a landlord of

considerable fortune and interest went over to his

estate ; he saw one of his tenants digging pota-

toes, and thus addressed him :—Paddy, how do

you do ?" Paddj, unaccustomed to such a salu-

tation, looked wildly round to see from whence

it could come ; on perceiving his landlord, and

taking off his hat, he answered, "pretty well.

Sir, I thank you; I hope I see you well." The
landlord continued his conversation by asking,

' what news have you, Paddy, in this part of

the world ?"—to which the tenant replied, " in

truth, Sir, I have none, except that 1 think we
shall soon have an Election, or some such sort

of thing." The landlord asked, " what makes
you think so, Paddy ?" The tenant replied,

" only because your honour never axes me how
I do, except about that time !"

Jin old Rattlesnake..—Last year, (says the

Louisiana Advertiser) a rattle snake was killed

on Bullard's plains, in the parish of Feliciana,

which had not less than one hundred and thirty-

seven rattles. If the generally received opin-

ion, that the number of rattles denotes the age

of this species of the serpentine race be correct

the snake must have been as many years old

as it had rattles. Tfce oldest inhabitants of

that section of our state have never previous-

ly seen one with more than forty rattles.

fttijSccUans.

Philadelphia Society for Promoting Ag-

;

riculture.

JOHN SCOTT, Chemist, late of Edinburgh, by hii

Will, made in the Year 1816, bequeathed the
sum of $4000, in the funded 3 per cent Stock of the U. S,

to the Corporation of the city of Philadelphia, to the in-

tent " that the interest and dividend', to become receiv-

able thereon, should be laid out in Premiums to be disi

tributed among ingenious men and women, who mak«
useful inventions, but no such premium to exceed $20i!

and that therewith shall be given a Copper Medal with
this inscription—" To the most Deserving."—The
Select and Common Councils of the city of Philadelphia,

hajve entrusted " the Philadelphia Society (or promot-

ing Agriculture," with the distribution of the aforesaid

premiums and medals, and a Committee of that Society

h^e been appointed to attend thereto. The subscribj

ert named as that committee, give notice that they wilj

receive applications for the saiBe. '],

Certificates of the originality and utility of the in-'

vetitionsmust accompany the application?, which may
be directed " to the Committee of the Philadelphia-,

Society for promoting Agriculture, on Scott's legacy,;'

and forwarded free of expense, through the post officei

A description of the inventions, must be given in

clear language, and correctly written, accompaniedby
drawings in perspective and detail, where necessary to

illustrate it. Where the invention is a composition of

matter, specimens of the ingredients and of the composi-

tion of matter sufficient in quantity for the purpose of

experiment, and to preserve in the Cabinet of the Soci-

ety will be expected.
JAMES MEASE,
REUBEN HAINES
ROBERTS VAUX,
ROBERT HARE,
WM. H. KEATING,
ADAM ECKFELDT,

July 10. Committee.

Pores of the Hitman Body.—By applying n

good microscope to the skin of the human body
a multitude of small pores will be seen, througli

which perspiration is continually issuing. li

is calculated that there is a million of these
pores in every square inch, and 2,016,000,000
in the whole body of a middling sized personi
The body exposed in the rays of a burning sun,

appears through a microscope to be surrounded
with a cloud of steam. Let any person hold the

tip of the linger at the distance of 12Ui part ol

an inch from a looking glass, and tjie surface
of the glass will soon be dimmed by the raatteii

issuing from the finger.
i

Many experiments have been made to ascer-l

tain the quantity of perspirable matter which
is emitted from the skin. It is slated in the
JV. E. Encyclopaidia, that Mr. Gordon put his
hand into a glass vessel closed at the wrist, and
by keeping it there about an hour, he collected
30 grains of liquid which had issued through
:he pores of the skin. On repeating the exper-
iment in the evening he collected 12 grains.

—

The mean of these, 21 grains, taking 21 grains
per hour, and supposing the hand to be one slx-

A monument, of Parian marble, has been erected in

the church of Newtonwards, (Ireland,) to the me-
mory of the late Lord Castlereagh, bearing on it the

following inscription :

Sacred to the Memory of

Robert, Second Marquis of Londonderry ;

He was born A. D. 1769,

And having filled many ofthe highest stations in

public life,

Succeeded lo the paternal honors and estate in

April, A. D. 1821.

He died at North Cray, in Kent, August 12th,

1822.

His remains were interred in Westminster Abb«j.
History will record the success and splendor of

his public career, during a period of

difficulty unexampled in the

annals of Europe.
This Tablet commemorates his private worth and

the virtues of his personal character.

Foremost among the statesmen of fhe age,

He was not less distinguished by the faitliful discbarge

of all the duties of social life.

As a son, a brother, a husband, and a friend.

His memory will ever be cherished with aflection-

ate veneration

j

By those who find their only consolation, for his

loss, in the recollection of his virtues.

This tribute

To the best of brothers and of friends,

is offered by
Charles William Vane,

Third Marquis of Londonderry.

c
NEW ENGLAND MUSEUM.

76, COURT STREET, BOSTOJV,
ONTAINING much more numerous Collections

and grpatpr vari.-(y of entertainments than any
oilier F.atablishment in America, continues steadily to

increase, and is open for the reception of visiters

EVERY DAY AND EVENING.
It will be constantly in the best possible condition,

and every exertion made to render the visits of its patr

rons agreeable.

This Establishment now contains FIVE former Mu-
seums united in ONE, together with very great nnd

numerous additions (the whole receipts being faithfully

laid out to increase it.)

JUST ADDED,
The celebrated Race Horse Eclipse,

A beautiful Cosmoramic View of London,

A large and beautiful live Rattlesnake,

The Arabian Bottle, made of the stomach of a

Camel—holds about a barrel—used to carry water

across the desert.

The Invalid's Chair—very ingenious—invented

by Professor Peck.

A very large and elegant Sword Fish, upwardi
of 14 feet long, with a sword 4 1-2 feet long.

{^:j= The Museum is well lighted, and a Band of

Music performs every evening. Admittance 25 cents.

Junt 5.

MR. GROVE'S Essay en Slietp, in a pamphlet fortu

for sale at this Office. July 10.

FOR sa

prices

June 12.

TO PRINTERS.
ale at this Office BALL SKINS, at the usuai

TERMS OF THE FARMER.

(f^ Published every Saturday, at Three DollaM
per annum, payable at the end of the year—but thos^

who pay within sixty days from the time of subscribing

will be entitled to a deduction of Futv Cemts.

0^ No paper will oe discontinued (unless at th*

discretion of the pviblisher,) until arrearages are paid.
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Corrrs^jtjutjcncr. /)i Reduction,

1st. Reduce the contents of si circle I>y hr.v-

To the Editor of the A'tw England Farmer, 1 inef the (ii:\meter pivcn to n ])urr:illelogr;im, a

Sir. I ;itn in hopes that thf f;istern sjcntle- right-angled triangle, an ohliqiie angled triangle,

en of observation may pu'^Iish their remarks land a square; each of the same contents as the

on the elTecIs of the late untimely IVosts on the

lifferent kinds of garden vegetabies, apples, &.c.

or as far as 1 can yet observe, i perceive there

3 r\ material difference, and that seeds of the

me kind, obtained from the northward ivith-

tood the frosts and cold beUer than those from

he southward. If it was generally known n hat

<inds are best to withstand i-.old, a proper and

imely attention to raise more of such kinds,

vouUi in some measure prevent so general or

real a loss in future .^s has been experienced

bis season, should such frosts and cold seasons

"ain visit us. At present I do not consider the

aason far enough advanced to make such re-

larks as fully as may be done in autumn, yet the

regress of vegetation should be daily'observed.

1

I have observed in your paper^No. 47, an

idvertisemcDt of the branches of science to be

lught in the Gardiner Lyceum ; and amongst

hers Surveying, Protracting, and Dividing of

and. Measuring timber. Carpenters' -jDork, I'S-c.

'hose branches were formerly my professional

asiness, and every farmer ought to understand

iw to measure or divide his lands ; and so much
mechanics as to lay out, and construct[his own
jildings, mills, or implements ol husbandry.

1 would wish to correspond with any of the

ofessors on those subjects, through ihe medi-

n of your paper, that it may be beneficial Ic

ch ot' the rising generation as are not circum-

inced to attend proper schools or lecture:

I consider my new invented science ol Seini

n/Hc^ry (although it may yet be in the cradle)

be a desideratum in those branches. It simpli-

s, and obviates the necessity of any difficult

Iculation*:, and 1 have no doubt, if generally

duced to practice, would render most calcu-

ions as obsolete as the rules of Vulgar Frac-

ns would be to add dollars and cents together.

Any irregular shaped field may be surveyed

Ih a rod pole, protracted on a smooth board,

ih a carpenter's square and compasses and

> contents found in one sum, without regard

the courses or any calculation whatever— or

ided in any form that every farmer may learn

be his own surveyor with such cheap in-

jments.

Semi Geometry considers the contents of all

"^

I ds of geometrical Figures as numbers, teaches

vv to reduce any form to any other of the

le contents to find the contents or to add, sub-

:t, multiply, or divide them by each other in

Rule of Three and find the true proportional,

obtain an ansiver in any given regular form

hout knowing the contents, without any cal-

Ation whatever, simply, by a plain scale of

< ,al parts and pair of dividers.

Che difficulty in publishing the problems is

have circles printed without the expense of

ravings. Some simple, easy questions in

ich the diagrams of the answer will not re-

e circles, 1 may add to this account of the

;nce.

^.K^'

circle without any calculation

For Rod-pole Surveying.

2d. Suppose 1 have a true draught of any ir-

icguhir five sided field, say by :r scale of 30 to

the inch what is the true contents in one sura

without any calculation ?

To divide land by Rod-pole Surveying.

3d. Suppose a man has a large pasture-lot in

an oblique triangle of any proportion or di-

mensions. On any point in the hypothenuse,

there is a pond of water, and he wants it divid-

ed into five equal parts each to corner together

in the water. How am 1 to so divide it with

no other instruments than a rod-pole, and car-

penters' square and compasses ?

If these questions are not answered in three

months after insertion, life and health permit-

ting, I will send diagrams, and the answers

all in straight lines that may he printed with

precepts for the drawing of them. Or I would

correspond »vith any gentleman on the subject

provided it is through the medium of your pa-

per for the benefit of the rising generation, and

not from any motive of banter or vanity.

SAMUEL PRESTON.
Stockport, Pa. July 10, 1321.

BUTTF.R.

To the Editor nfihe jYeif England Farmer,

SiR^—Should the following remarks relative

to butter, meet your approbation, you are at li-

berty to publish them in your valuable paper.

Butter is a necessary and important article for

family use, and no householder thinks his stock

of provision complete without a good supply

thereof With many of our farmers this article

may properly be considered a staple commodi-

ty and a principal source of wealth. And not-

withstanding the low price it bears in the mar-

ket, the continual wants of the people make a

constant demand for it, so that the seller is al-

ways sure of finding a vent at some rate or other.

In order to make good butter a few things

are essentially necessary and ought always to

be observed. The best cows should be select-

ed, regard being had to the quality and not the

quantity of milk which they give. In summer
they should have plenty of sweet feed and dur-

ing the winter be kept upon the best of English

hay. They should always be milked, if possible

by the same person, and the one who milks

ought ever to be careful to milk them perfect-

ly clean as the strippings or that last drawn is

much the richest and best. Milk, v;hen taken

from the cow should be immediately strained in-

to broad shallow pans and placed if the weather

be hot, in as cool a situation as possible as this

will cause the cream to rise sooner and render

it somewhat better than if placed in a milder

temperature.

Every thing that is used about the milk or

cream should Le kept perfectly clean aod sweet

and the churning performed before the cream
becomes sour or changed by reason of age.

As soon as the butter is taken from the chum
it should be moderately salted and afterward*

worked over several times in order that every

particle of the buttermilk may be separated

iVom it. The want of caution here is probably

much oftener the cause of bad butter than the

want of more salt as very little of this will

preserve it when thoroughly cleansed.

. The tub or firkin into which butter is to be

packed down, if new, should be filled with wa-

ter and soaked several days, then emptied and

welt scalded with boiling whey, and then tho-

roughly dried.

After the cask is thus prepared the inside

should be well rubbed over with salt, when the

butter may he put down, being careful not to

fill the tub so full as to have I'he lid or cover

touch the top of it, which will tend to melt

the salt which should be sprinkled over the but-

ter, and thereby cause it to taint and spoil.

The practice of colouring butter ougtit to be

reprobated and abandoned, and even prohibit-

ed by law. No one will pretend that it is any

better in point of tase or fiavor for being facti-

tiously coloured, and \vhy should the health

and lives of people be endangered by such de-

ception. It is a notorious fact lb.it butter of

this description will command a higher price in

market than that which is equally as good or

better in every point excepting that it is un-

polluted and in its native state.

>\'hy do people who depend on the market

for their daily supply give the preference to

butter of this description, and thereby encour-

age knavery and deception to the injury of

those who are just and upright.

A candid, honest man would rather sell his

butter lor half its value, than make use of de-

ception and intiigue for the sake of getting an

extra price. In all cases honesty is the best

policy and every wise man will adhere strictly

thereto and eventually it will turn to his advan-

tage. CULTIVATOR.
IVorccster County, July, 1824.

BY THE EDITOR. We wish that our cultivators

would try the following receipt by Dr. Anderson for

preserving butter.

' Take two parts of common salt, one of brown su-

gar, and one of salt petre ; beat them together so as

to blend the whole completely, and apply one ounce of

this to every pound of butter ; work it well in the

mass, and close it up for use."

" This," says the Farmer's Assistant, " will cost

about a cent a pound more than by curing butter in

the usual way ; but its peculiar excellence is that but-

ter thus cured will keep sweet for two or three years ;

and its tase is much superior to that which is cured in

(he common way. It must not, however, be used

sooner than a month after it has been laid down, as it

does not acquire that rich marrowy taste, until about

that length of time. Butter, cured in this way, and

laid down for winter use, will then be found worth at

least twenty-five per cent, more than that cured by

salt alone."

Tlie naafro! colour of butter depends chi'- fly, if not
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altogether on the quality of the food with -which the

cows are supplied. Give them rich and nourishing

food, and the butter you make from their milk will

have a yellow colour and a delicate f3:»vour. It is

likewise said that the juice of carrots added to cream

will give it a yellow appearance. Feeding cows with

carrots will have a similar effect, and answer a still

better purpose. A poor half starved cow will yield but

little butter, and what yon do obtain will be inferior

in quality, as well as deficient in quantity.

ENGLISH BREED OF SWINE.

To the Editor of the .Vcw England Farmer,

Sir,—A few weeks ago you published a few

remarks of mine respecting a species of s\i'ine

(lenominnled the English breed.

These remarks it would seem have fallen un-

der the scrutinizing eye of Dr. Fiske, of this

town, a gcntlem.in who is justly deserving the

aUenlion and regard of the community, and for

whom 1 entertain feelings of high esteem and

respect on account of his laudable exertions in

promoting the interests of agriculture, &c.

It appears by a communication of his pub-!

lished in your paper of June 10, that he con-

siders his stock of hogs unjustly censured and

misrepresented by the remarks above alluded to.

He undertakes to prove in a very judicious

and proper manner the superiority of his over

other kinds of hogs, and intimates tliat if " I

should chance to have an interview with his

fa-miUj of this description he doubts not that I

shall leel impelled to give gentlemanly satis-

faction for having publicly traduced their char-

acter."'

Now I can assure the Doctor that in making
these remarks I had no reference to hisfamily
or any of his progeny. As I live more than

lour miles distant from him I never visited hi?

hcstye, and 1 do not know that ever I saw any

of the race.

I had reference particularly io a kind of hogs

brought from Cambridge by a gentleman in a

neighboring town contiguous lo this which he

v'allcd the English breed. Several of my neigh-

bours who reside within the limits of that town,

but who may properly be said to belong to this

vicinity, as 1 stated in my fonnrr communica-

•ion have incautiously ventured lo make trial of

them, and I should think if their statements can

be relied on to their great disadvantage.

As I have heretofore appnired as an anonymous
writer, 1 do not think il expedient now to men-

tion nan*es, but what I say, I solemnly avor in

my apprehension to be the truth and founded on

fact'i. Nut only have several farmers who have

obliiined this kind of hogs slated to me their dis-

approbation of them, but the gentleman who
first brought them into this region has in a dei

gree lost his conlidence in them. He informed

me not long since that ho liked them ou some
accounts but the gran<l ilifficnlty was, he could

not make them weigh enough. He said they ge-

fierally appeared plump and lusty, and fattened

«a';y, but they were too small. He stales to me
that ho slaughtered half a dozen of them last

spring being then about a year old, neither of

whicii weighed '200 lbs. and some of them fell

far short of it. He has now got rid of the whole
race, sav< one, and is -wishing to procure a lar-

ger kiixl 11 1 utuierstuod his intimations aright.

Dr. Fiske's acco»nt respecting bogs is truly

flattering and the testimony produced iu their
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favour is from such high and respectable sources,

that I think I should not hesitate to make trial

of them could I conveniently obtain some of the

breed. ! am confident that "I have no predi-

lection for any kind but the most profitable,"

and am as ready to yield to evidence as the

Doctor or any other man. A FARMER.
Worcester, July, 1824.

The following from the author of " Touches on Agricul-

ture,'''' should have been published some weeks since,

but want of room, rendered it necessary to postpone

the communication till the present period.

Brunswick, Me. June 14, 1824.

To the Editor of the M'ew England Farmer,

Sir,—Thanks, if I have not before sent them for

the kind review of my little " Touches on Ag-

riculture." In my ill health 1 have slowly tra-

velled among the farmers of Maine— tried some
experiments, which 1 hope will be useful ; re-

gret I should have made a mathematical mistake

as to the number of ap|)le trees suitable for an

acre. Dele 2 put by mistake on the left

hand, and the theorem is nearer correct.

May 20, on the banks of the Androscoggin, ice

in many places from 1-2 to an inch in thickness,

as you ascend from the tide waters at Bruns-

wick to Livermore. June 13, do. The apple

tree first showed the full expanded blossom here

June Isf. The caterpillar is claiming his full

share of green I'rom the leaf 1 adhere to my
process of burning them off as soon as they ap-

pear, rather than build a Babel in miniature,

iieavy as a Colossus to bear from tree to tree,

to give me the exquisite pleasure of squeezing

them lo death with my fingers. But de gnstibus

non est disputandiim [there is no di»iputing about

tastes.] Your correspondent on squeezing ca-

terpillars cannot be a subject of envy, and 1 ask

in sincerity, is not my burning plan a safer,

quicker and cheaper way ?

A few days since, a Cuckoo struck on a tree,

where I had burned oft" a caterpillars' nest, when
the inhabitants were not all at home. These
industrious Muscovites soon began to repair

their ruined castle. They worked four days

and I could hardly find a heart to disturb their

labours. The bird sought the nest, perforated

it in three places and in a moment took every
lodger for her dinner. I should advise thumb
and finger caterpillar squeezers, to purchase a

few ol these valuable birds for domestic use
;

but as it is late in the season for the ilestruction

of these unwelcome intruders, my advice may
be no better than an old .Mmaiuic.

The lil;ic opened in warm places June 1st.

1 have noticed lately, apple trees entirely kil-

led by the roosting of turkeys on them. This
seems to corroborate the assertion of the Rev.
T. M. Harris of the destruction of large forests

in Ohio.

June 18. I have heard from a number of

towns Ibis morning, that there was considera-

ble frost in low lands. Contrary to my expec-
tations grass promises but an ordinary crop in

sectioDJ of Maine, which have been considera-

ble exporters of hay to Boston. Clover 1 find

on lands in good case in blossom at three or
lour inches in height.

Ice lay on most lands from the last of Janua-
ry to the last of March, in Maine and the croj)s

are much winter killed.

An intelligent young man from the lakes at

the head of lumbering on the Kennebec, says

that on the 5th of May, snow was four feet deep
in the woods. The accounts from Quebec to

the 10th corroborate it. The red top grass has

not to my knowledge been fairly tested in the

low lands of Maine. 1 believe it to be most
certain, especially in cold seasons on deep,
springy lands, and holds out the longest. It

would much please an earnest advocate for

your paper to know how it is now estimated in

Massachusetts. I have given my opinion in my
" Touches on Agriculture."

I have just received a communication from
Mr. James Jordan, of Lewisfown, Me. an inquir-

ing farmer. He says, in 1823, he raised 24 bu-

shels of tine wheat per acre. Cora grew on
the l.md the preceding year. As he ploughed
the corn hills, he collected all the corn stumps
carried them from the field to bur7i into manure.
On a neighbouring piece they were knocked
to pieces on the surface. The wheat was cut

by the fly on the latter. On a strict examina-
tion of corn buts, he says, he finds a very small

maggot between the two first joints of corn
above the_ surface, and inquires may they not be

the origin of the Hessian fly. That takes wheat
between th'e same joints, and whether wheat
in the Rtiddle states is not often the immediate
successor of corn? Perhaps his suggestions

maj he worth a little inquiry.

Many men of literary acquirement, deem it

beneath the dignity of soaring minds to descend
to the examination of the minutice of nature:

and many farmers as well as unfeeling sportsmen,

seera totally ignorant of the value of small birds*

that sweetly carol around them. 1 am led to

these reflections from the recollection of an ex-

cellent dissertation on wanton bird shooting Id

the New England Farmer, vol. ii. page 317.
I have had a wren, (the smallest of birds, I

know, except the humming bird) that has been
imprisoned 30 hours, denounced as a nuisance
to society by all the neighborhood. I gave her
latitude ami departure, so that she might tra-

verse two windows in the room. After the agi-

tation arising from the confinement was over,
I drove the flies in the room to the windows
within her reach. She soon made a conquest
of them all. A neighboring farmer has just in-

l"orraed me that four young robins lay dead ia

their nest, and charges wrens with the mur-
der. Doubts whether the I'avourite robin falls

a victim to such a little bird, induce me to pro-

long confinement for further inlormalion. It ig

thought by many in Maine, that many large

birds fall victims to the a|iparentlv insiginJicaiU

wren. The nest of a wren has just been found
containing five feathered young. Bv an unani-

mous family vote of the robin losers, they have
been ordered to execution, my arguments con-

tra not prevailing. As
" All nature's difference keeps all nature's peace,'T

I have doubted, whether we ought to attei

lo break any of the smaller links in the cham
creation. c,

The martin is truly a domestic bird, build u
an habitation near your own, it is soon filled

with inhabitants. The swallow seeks your
barn. Some years since I was usually situated,

where musquetoes were abundant; many stag-

nant pools around. From a close examination
of the movements of the swallow, 1 conclude

one will take at least two thousand of these m»

:e,'T

imM
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sic;»l neighbours a clay ; and tifty of them may

give the farmer not a little trouble in a hoi

night.

I recollect a notice in the Boston Cenlinel

some tnenty-tive years since, that there had

been a famous blackbird hunt in a town but a

little to the northward of Boston on Election

day. 1040 birds were taken. Some good cause

thereunto moving they spared the Parson's

meadow. It was a year of canker worms. The
Parson disliking this cruel cport. spent the next

day in his orchard, and calculateil, that a black-

bird, whose nest was fifty rods distant, carrieil

as many worms to her nest that day, as the

sportsmen had killed birds the day before.

1 have noticed the recent dissertations on the

best method of destroying lice on the apple tree

and can only repeat what 1 have before said,

Irom mucli additional evidence, I am satisfied

the cheap composition 1 have uscd,kills the wood
lice instanter, keeps the woodpecker from

wounding, operates as a powerful manure and

makes the tree hold its fruit. These destroy-

ers both of fruit and tree are much more abun-

dant in the high latitudes of Maine, than in the

more southern New England Slates.

Author of Touches on Agriculture.

EASY METHOD FOR KILLING BED BUGS.

Ta the Editor of the JVew England Farmer,

Sir,— I read in your paper of July 10, a piece

from the American Farmer, staling that " a

strong decoction of red pepper, would speedily

kill or expel bed bugs.'' 1 tried the same twen-

ty years since ; it would kill them, but new
swarms would soon appear; I aftcrwarils tried

corosive sublimate, essence of (ob.TCco, l.imp oil,

yellow snuff, spirits of turpentine, linseed oil,

salt, brine, &.c. &c. wilh no betler success. In

1815, I used the following composition, and have
since used it once in two or three years, and

have not seen a bug in my bed since I iirst used it.

For two bedsteads, take six cents worth of

quicksilver, [crude mercury] and the while of

one hen's egg, beat them thirty minutes wilh a

feather, and apply the mixture wilh the feather

to all the joints, Sue. of the bedstead.

DORCAS.

From the Vermont Republican.

CUTTING GRAIN.

Grain should be cut earlier than is ordinarily

the practice, and before the tield is t'ully whiten-

ed.--Almost every farmer has his peculiar rule,

or modus operandi, by which he is governed.

My rule is to cijt my grain, when I can easily

crush the kernel wilh my thumb and linger.—

I

firil by experience, that there are many peculiar

advantages attending this practice of early cut

ting. In the first place, you get as much, or

more grain, notwithstanding the shrinking of the

kernel. But when made into bread, its superi-

ority is strikingly apparent. Your loaf will in-

crease in size and beauty, and its flavour will

be manilestly superior. The superiority of the

straw is another important consideration, in fa-

vour of this early cutting ; for cattle or horses

it is vastly superior, and even for purposes of

manure it is far preferable.—When grain stands

late in the field, many of the stalks are crip-

pled down, much is destroyed ty vermin and
birds, and immense quantities wasted in gather-

ing it by its scattering from the heads and sheaves.

.•\flcr cutting yourgrainat the ]>eriod I propose,

expose it a short time to the sun, then bind in

mall sheaves, and put it very nicely into the

hock.—After this you need not be in haste to

ret it irlo the barn ; should it stand out 20 or 30

days it will not be amiss. SICKLE.

Poison hy Ivy.—Many people during the sea-

on of hay-making, are grievously afflicted from

the poisonous effects of ivy.—To cure which,

my method has been, as soon as I feel its effects,

to hold the part thus affected as near the fire as

I can endure, for twenty or thirty minutes each

day, until the inflammation subsides. My hay-

makers, at my instance, have adopted this me-
thod of cure wilh uniform success.— Having al-

ways been easily affected by ivy, 1 have had

occasion to resort to this mode of cure for

thirty years past. In addition to my own expe-

rience, 1 have seen it recommended in several

agricultural papers. SCYTHE.

The Canada Thistle.— If has been thought next

to impossible to destroy this most troublesome

weed,—but experience has proved the follow-

ing method to be effectual, viz. :—Cut off each

Thistle about half an inch below the surface of

the ground, and then put on it a gill of coarse

salt. Fish brine may be used instead of salt,

and will answer the same purpose. If in a bed

of these thistles, a few should escape the first

year, the above operation should be carefully

performed on them the year following. The
summer season, when the thistles are in full

growth, is the proper time for doing this busi-

ness.

—

Con. Mirror.

Poiso7Mng by Arsenic.—A physician informs
us of the following c.Tse, which has recently

happened in his practice, at the northern part

of this city. The house, where the patient re-

sides, had been so much infested with rats, that

the occupant, after suffering awhile their alam-

ing depredations, mixed a quantity of arsenic

wilh Indian meal, and, besides in other haunts of

these mischievous animals, placed a quantity at

the mouth of an ash-hole, in the kitcheq. Un-
fortunately, one of his young children got to it,

and swallowed a considerable portion. As soon

as possible, large doses of sweet oil were».admin-

istered, and, immediately after, an emetic, by

which nearly all the meal was thrown off the

stomach. The child continued to be affected

wilh vomiting and drowsiness, accompanied with

severe spasms, and laborious breathing, until

alkalies were resorted to, in conjunction with

oil. After a close and unremitting application

of these remedies, for several days, the patient

became convalescent, and, we are h^ippy to say,

is now perfectly recovered.

—

Bos. Med. Intell.

JVahant.—" We cannot forbear speaking here,

of the wonderful coolness and beauty of the

climate at Nahant. Every body who wishes

to be refreshed and invigorated should visit that

delightful and salubrious spot. The air is ne-

ver as hot as in Boston by 15 degrees, and its

heal is always prevented from being uncomfort-

able, by the breezes from the ocean. Infants

who have languished under summer complaints

in this city and vicinity, have immediately be-

gun to recover, on being carried to Nahant

;

and we have often remarked a wonderful change
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in these little patients within an hour after their

arrival. Indeed we could go on and write co-

lumns on the blessed virtues of the Nahant air,

but the amount of them all would be, that every

body who wishes to get well or feel well ift

summer, must go down to Nahant.'"

—

ibid.

From the New York Statesman.

COMPARATIVE LONGEVITY.

Dr. Ramsay in his sko.lch of Souih Carolina,

in speaking of New-England, remarks, that"a»

many of their inhabitants rcuch 85. as of ours

who attain to 70." And 1 saw mentioned a few

days since, the great age of some persons in a

grave yard in Connecticut.

Some years ago I was in the town of Grotonr

in that State (Connecticut.) a high, hilly, rocky

district of country, within a few miles of the-

sea coast. In the second society, a parish of

that town, being detained by the weather one

rainy day, I had the curiosity to examine a re-

gister of the deaths of the inhabitants of that

society for 45 years past, not including those

which were occasioned by accidents, by disea-

ses of foreign climes, or occurred in the slaugh-

ter at Fort Griswold, in the American iirmy, or

the Jersey prison ship, &.C. The result exhi-

bited a degree of-longevity which I little ex-

pected to find, as well as I was acquainted with

the salubrity of the air, and temperate habits

of that region. And I am inclined to think, that

the schedule will bare a comparison with fables

of mortality in any other part of the world what-

ever. Of this, however, i leave the rei'der to

judge.

The total number ofdeaths was 623, of which

100 were of the age of one year and under,

leaving
..Over one year ^23

Of which were from 70 to 80 73
80 to 90 65
60 to 100 15

Over 100 1

Over 70 155

80 82

90 17

100 1

This gives 1 of 100 out of 623 births.

European registers give but 1 of 3126. (In

Charleston in 1790, of 8000 inhabitants, 100

were over 70 and 1 over 100.) We all know

that a billy country is favourable to long life.

But the different calculations and comparisons,

I cannot recollect, not having Price's tables, or

any other at hand. Perhaps this hint may in-

vite more interesting and useful recollections

on the subject. H.

From the American Farmer.

TO DESTROY COCK-ROACHES.
By a gentleman in the South.

The correspondent in the American Farmer

of the 25th inst. may be assured that the com-

mon Hellebore root, found on low grounds

and near water courses inMaryland and Virginia,

is as completely destructive to the cock-roach,

as arsenic or corrosive sublimate to the human
race.

Chip it with a knife, and strew where the

roaches will find it. They eat it with avidity

and as certainly perish.—Known Irom

ACTUAL EXPERIENCE."
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HEDGE FENCES.

In the New En-land Farmer of May 29, page 343,

vol. ii. we published an extract of a letter from James

Wbitelaw, Esq. of Ryejate, Vermont, requf iting: infor-

mation on the subject of " raising hed^res." The fol-

lowiuj article will supply the best in our power to ob-

tain, and perhaps the best that can be obtained. We
have waited on Mr. Qdincy, bow Mayor of this city,

requestinj further intelligence on this subject, and he

has assured us that the Hedge Fence, described below

has completely answered his expectations. It has

been supposed that the English White thorn was

better adapted to the purpose of forming fences than

the American thorn. Mr. Quincy, however, is of a

different opinion. He says, in substance, that al-

though the English thorn has a stem stronger than

the American thorn, its growth is slower, and it does

not retain its verdure so late in autumn. The Ameri-

can thorn on the whole, he thinks, is to be preferred

for the purpose of making fences ; although the Eng-

lish thorn has some qualities of a superior nature.

—

Soma assert, however, that a good post and rail fence,

the bottom of the posts being well charred or tho-

roughly scorched in a blazing fire, unless timber is ve-

ry scarce, is to be preferred to either. Dr. Cooper, ed-

itor of the last edition of Willich's Domestic Encyclo-

pedia, is of this opinion.

From the Massachusetts Agricultural Repository for

June, 1813.

ON THE AMERICAN HEDGE THORN.
BY HOir. JOSIAH aulNCT.

To the Corresponding Secretary,

Sir,—Live hedges are objects of so much im-
portance, in those parts of this State, wliere
stone cannot be easily obtained ; and knowing
that a mistaken opinion prevails concerning
the expense of this species of fence, 1 think it

will be useful to communicate the result of an
experiment made with an express reference to

this point.

In .March 1802,1 imported 10,000 seedling
thorns from the nursery of Thomas Main, near
Georgetown in the District of Columbia, of

that species which he calls tlie "American
Hedge Thorn." Tiiese were planted in a

hedge course, which, in its whole length, was
two hundred and fil'ty-five rods; so far as was
necessary, to fill that extent in one line, each
plant being five inches apart. The residue were
planted in a nursery for the purpose of tilling

vacancies, which might occur by death or acci-

dent.

The hedge course was made in a sord land,

ploughed of the width of four teet, and manur-
ed and prepared, precisely as if for Indian corn

;

except only that after ploughing, the centre,
for two feet wide, was turned over with the

spade. Without other preparation, the hedge
was planted in April, 180y, on a level, without
either bank or ditch.

As I intended this as an experiment, to test

the utmost cost of a hedge destined, not for or-

nament, but for farm use, I directed the tenant
of my farm, (Alpheus Cary of this town,) a ve-
ry faithful and intelligent farmer, to make a
separate charge for all the labor bestowed up-
o'.\ it in his account with me, and I paid,

without any question, every such charge at the
price he affixed; being determined that no par-
icular economy should render the apparent,
>ess than t!ie real expense I consider the ex-

periment now as completed, so far, at least, as I sufficient against every ordinary danger, for an

necessary for a satisfactory ascertainment ot\ex.pt:t\sc far less than ffly cents per rod. Practi.

the cost of this species offence. For the ex- '

"" '^ ''" >i-- ^
•

pense of the hedge, this year, has been nothing

except the annual trimming. It is, upon an av-

erage, nearly five feet high ; and a sufficient se-

curity against cattle, for almost tlie whole ex-

tent ; and is every day strengthening, without

any application of attention er labor.

The following is a statement of the expense :

ro ds, or 4207 1-2 feet is 8415 plants :—
say 8300 at $5 per 1000 ... is $42 50

Reserved in the nursery 1500 . . 7 50

10,000 plants $30
Package and freight

Cost of the thorns at and from Georgetown $53 75

Labor

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

(Jo.

1808, April. Equaltonine days, (ox-

(en and manure included) breaking

up and preparing hedge-course

Selting-oHt hedge
May, hoeing
June, hoeing & sundries

July, do.

August, do.

November^do.

13 days
4 do.

9 1-2 do.

7 do.

1 do.

5 do.

$14
12 92
4 00
11 63
7 00
1 00
5 00

Cost of labor, &c. first year

1809, April. Hoeing and filling

vacancies 3 days

May, June, Julv and August, hoe-

ing 19 1-2 days

November, treading snow, against

mice . 1 day

Cost of labor the second year .

lUlO, February. Cropping hedge,

one day
April and August. Hoeing and fill-

ing vacancies, 10 1-2 days

Cost of labor the third year

181 1, February. Trimming hedge,
one day ....

April and August, hoeing, 7 days
Sundries ....
November. Trimming hedge, one

and a half days

Cost of labour the fourth year

1012, April. Hoeing, 7 days
August do. 4 do.

Cost of labour the fifth year

1813, February. Trimming
hedge, two days

Whole cost of labour, &c.

Whole expense of making 235 rods

$53 55

$3 00

19 50

1 00

$23 50

$1 00

10 50

$11 50

$1 00
7 00
1 13

$10
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jrounil, for In thnt cnse they will certninly iis-

end the Ireo aprnin : gnlher up the nost care-

fully from the edjres, so as to break it as little as

possible ; take it direclly into your hand, exleiiil-

ng your tlmmh and lingers around it, and piil it

iito your pail ; never flinch, the caterpillars

won't bite you. When you have done, empty
^our pail into a river, or lar»e brook, or a fire,

tr bury the contents in the ground half a foot

leep, and tread down the earth hard and close.

>o that none may escaps. If any of the nest

irc inaccessible on tlie ends of limbs, reach the

Iwig with the end of a sharp saw and cut it

fT close to the body of the limb out of which it

jrows.

Now what signify rubbing oil on the nests

or squibbing them with gunpowder, or trying to

field a smoke under their noses? It is all non-

iense.—You may plague the poor creatures a

idle, if you take any pride in it, and injure your
rees a little ; and that's all.

This mode of taking the caterpillars is almost

s much easier and cheaper than other ways of
Hacking them as it is better. Two years ago

1 went through my orchanl in this way, and had
lard work of it. One year ago I did the same,
Jut found the labour small. The present year,

vhile the orchards of my neighbours where the

aterpillars have in ample form been insulted

vitii grease, and powder, and smoke, are over-
un ; there have appealed in mine scarcely half

1 dozen nests.

A Lover of Apples a)ul Ci<lcr.

IRON-WIRE BRIDGES AT GENEVA.
The two Bridges about to be described were

lung across the dry ditches ofthe fortiticalions

f the city of Geneva. The ditch across which
he first bridge is hung is 32 feet deep un.l tan

eet wide. It is bounded by the city wall on

ne side ; and by the counter guard on the

ther. The counter guard is about 70 feet wide,

he other side forms one boundary of the second

iitch, which is 22 feet deep and 77 feet wide
;

pen the country forming the other boundary of

he ditch.

The gate of the city, which stands on the

dge of the tirst'dilch, serves as a point ofsupport

o the wires of the first bridge, and also as a sta-

ion for the bridge-keepers. The counter-guard

as a stone arch, which in like manner, acts as a

loint of support to both bridges; and the outer

ate, on the country side of the second ditch, is

he other point of support to the wires of the

econd bridge.

The wire used in the construction of both

hese hanging bridges is about two millimetres,

rench measure, or 75 thousandths of an inch

hick: being known in the shops by the name of

Jo. 14. It is made up into lengths, or bundles of

n hundred wires each every single wire having

leen first stretched straight by a weight of 220
bs. These bundles were united by iron ties lor

be line of suspension proceeds uninterruptedly

cross both ditches .Tnd the intervening counter-

;uard ; it was too long for a single bundle.

There are three of these lines of suspension on

ach side of the bridges, made up in length ter-

oinating at each end by a ring, and connected

ogether by passing a strong iron bolt thro' the

•nii rings of the bundles placed side by side
;

he whole being rolled round with iron wire,

hich gives them the appearance ofcords The

longest of these bundles are 120 feet long, the

others rather shorter; and the whole six main
lines of suspension were made fast at one ex-

tremity to a mass of iron firmly fi.xed to the in-

ner gate of the city, then earned over the llrst

ditch across the stone support in the counter
guard, from thence over the outer ditch, and
lastly, passing over the outer gate, they are

made fast to iron blocks, which arc deeply buri-

ed in the ground, and loaded with heavy masses

of stone. To these six principal. Iioes, placed

lengthways of the bridges and intervening

counter-guard, others, composed only of 12

wires, are made last to the traverses, or pieces

of wood,which form the bottom of the sides; long

beams of timber are mortised to these, to which
the railings of the bridges, and upon the travers-

es,are fastened the planks, that form the road way
of the bridge. The whole of the work is well

pninted over; and the materials, both wire and

timber, of the best quality.

Before the bridges were begnn, a model was

tr.ade, 38 feet lon.g, hanging from two main lines,

each of which was composed of only twelve

wires, about the 73 thousandths part of an inch

thick. From these main lines hung eleven tra-

verses of wood, by means of four shingle wires,

two at each end. The traverses being planked

over, this model ivas found to have such strength

as to allow the persons, who went to see it not

only to march over it, but also to leap, jump,
fee. without the least failure or accident happen-

ing.

The whole time, from the first planning of the

bridge to the opening of it for passengers,did not

exceed six months. The engineer. Col. Dulour
estimated the expense at 16,000 francs, about

j£6C6 sterling, and the actual cost came within
one or two hundred francs, 4 or J£y. of the p^ti-

mate.

—

Mechanic's Weekly Journal.

NETTLES.
Every body knows that the leaves ofstinging

nettles are thick set with sharp prickles that

penetrate the skin when touched, and occasion

pain, heat, and swelling, which symptoms were
imagined formerly to ensue from the prickles

being left in the wounds they made. But the

microscope discovers something much more
wonderful in this common vegetabia, and shews

that its prickles are formed and act in the same
manner as the stings of living animals. Every
one of them is found to be a rigid hollow body,

terminating in the most acute manner possible,

with an opening near the end. At the bottom

of this cavity lies a minute vessel or bag, con-

taining a limpid liquor, which, upon the least

touching of the prickle, is squirted through the

little outlet, and, if it enters the skin produces

the mischief before mentioned by the pungen-

cy of its salts. Hence it comes to pass, that

when the leaves of nettles are considerably dri-

ed by the heat of the sun, they sting but very

little ; whereas such as are green and juicy pro-

duce violent pain and inflammation.

—

JV. Y. Mi-

Whoever will apply an ointment made of

gunpowder, brimstone, and common grease, be-

hind the necks of their Lambs, will be sure of

having them preserved from all kinds of ver-

min. The quantity necessary to be made use

of is so small, that a sixpenny worth is suflBclent

to dress upwards of 200 Lambs.

—

Con. Herald.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
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CLOSE OF -IHE SI'.COND VOLUME.
The second vo\ume of the New England

Farmer being terminated with the present num-
ber, it will, perhaps, be expected that the Edi-

tor, in due conformity to immemorial usage on

similar occasions, will take a retrospective

glance over the field of his former labours, and

a prospective view of that which lies before

him. With regard to our past performances,

we have no foundation for boasting; and as our
promises and pretensions have never been of a

high order, we hope we have not much to re-

gret for having greatly disappointed reasonable

expectations. Our efforts to deserve well of

the agricultural part of the community have

been unremitted, and we trust not altogether

unsuccessful. Nor have we, at present, any

reason to complain of want of patronage. O^r
subscription list has been, and still is constant-

ly, though gradually progressive, and has iijs

creased about one third since the commence-
ment of the present volume. Our correspon-

dents are, likewise increasing in number, and

in our opinion their communications, as our

woik advances, become more and more valuable.

The first mind.s in the country appear to be

turning th.?ir attention to its paramount interests,

and seem to be fully sensible that improvements

in agriculture, the art of all arts, and the only

«u-o ami [>ciuiar-.cnt basis of national, as well as

of individual prosperity, must lead the van of

all other improvements. The information,

which the Editor himself acquires from his cor-

respondents, as well as from other sources,

which are daily developed in the progress of

his publication, he flatters himself, has rendered,

and he doubts not, will continue to render him
better able to perform his task, as conductor of

this Journal, in a manner which will enhance its

utility, fand prove satisfactory to its patrons.

And, while life and health are continued, no

effort on his part shall be wanting to merit suc-

cess, in some degree commensurate to the im-

portance of the objects to which the New Eng-

land Farmer is devoted.

The Editor, however, does not presume to

believe that he has fully met the wishes and

expectations of all his readers and subscribers ;

and while to " err is human," and the opinions

and taste of mankind are as diversified as their

faces, he cannot hope to gain the entire appro-

bation of every individual. He has no doubt,

published accounts of some processes in Hus-

bandry, and Rural and Domestic Economy,

which will not bear the test of actual and repeat-

ed experiment. But his intentions have ever

been upright, and he has been solicitous not

to mislead the cultivator or economist by re-

commending receipts or modes of proceeding,
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which, on trial might prove nugatory, or injuri-

ous to the interest of those, for whose use his

intimations were designed. In stating improve-

ments, remedies, kc. which might be attended

with loss, danger or expense in case they did

not succeed, he has, generally, and indeed al-

ways except by inadvertence, given his authori-

ty for making such statements ; and after all has

rather suggested the supposed improvement for

consideration than prescribed it for adoption

without further inquiry. He wishes his readers

to think and judge for themselves, and would

attempt nothing more than to produce from

sources not obviou-s or accessible to every one,

materials for thought, facts, arguments and the-

ories for the judgment of his readers to operate

on. Whenever he has been or may be in an

error in his statements or recommendations he

will ever be open to conviction, and happy to

stand corrected by any of his reader?, corres-

pondents, or others, who will undertake so

friendly an office. He claims no merit of in-

vention or originality, but rests all his hopes of

approbation on the basis of zeal, industry and

good intentionij.

We are induced (o hope that we have not

gone very widely astray in our mode of con-

ducting the New England Farmer from the cir-

cumstance that the few complaints which have
reached us have been of a different and oppo-

site character. Some have intimated their dis-

pleasure because our paper has not been exclu-

sively devoted to agriculture an/1 .^ll.or aaslol

arts. Censorious persons of this description

are hostile to poetry, aneccfotes, iic. and would

have us publish nothing which is not directly

calculated to enhance the interest of the farmer,

by increasing or rendering more valuable the

plain that many of our articles are too prolix

and our directions, descriptions, and rules of

proceeding are so minute as to become tedious.

To this charge we confidently plead not guilty.

Articles, which relate to science or to art, must,

frequently, if not generally deal in detail or

they will not suit the purpose for which they

were intended. Obscurity may comport with

the sublime, but articles on the subject of agri-

culture are not intended to exhibit samples of

that species of composition. Poor Richard says

" He that would increase in riches

Must not hoe corn in silken breeches ;"

and he that would furnish remarks relative to

the culture of corn and potatoes, must not at-

tempt to clothe his ideas in brilliant phrases.

Perspicuity, in such a case, is the one thing

needful ; and it is better to make use of repeti

tions ten times repeated, than to leave any thing

doubtlul, which may be elucidated, even at the

expense of what might seem tedious prolixity to

persons, who feel no interest in subjects, which

come " home to the business and bosoms" of

the cultivators of the soil

The Editor has sanguine hopes that he may

be able to make the third volume of the New
England Farmer more interesting and useful

than either which has preceded it. As before

observed, his corespondents are increasing, and

other means of information are daily develop-

ing of which he will not neglect to avail him-

self for the benefit of his readers. He proposes

in tbo course of the tliird volume to give a

series of numbers on the management and dis-

eases of Horses, Sheep, and Swine, principally

extracted and abridged from authors of approv-

ed credit, and standard authority. These, tak-

en in conjunction with the essays published in

products of his soil. Another description of ">° ^''^^ ^'°'"'"^' ""'^'^'' "'*^ ''^''"l °*' " Diseases

iault-flnders require of us a greater quantity of
of Cattle" ivill compose an entire treatise on the

what is culled tight reading. They wish that a

of the present volume," but can assure them
that those sounds are harsh and grating ; and?';

that we greatly prefer the salutation " Please (6-

send to my address the JVezv England Fanner, com-

mencing with the third volume.''''

We have been requested, by a few of our sub-

scribers to discontinue sending them the paper

at (he end of the present volume, although they

have not paid their subscriptions. Those gen-

tlemen, are respectfully informed that it is a cus-

tom with printers not to discontinue their pa;

pers, till arrearages are paid.

The Index to the sscond volume will soon be

completed and forwarded to those who have ta-

ken all the numbers.

LAWD3 IN PEKSSTi.vANiA. I.T the advertising p,-4rt

of this day's paper wilt be perceived an article with

the signature of Robert H. Rose, which merits the par-

ticular notice of such of our young and enterprioing

cultivators as may be induced, either by choice or ne-

cessity, to leave the laud of their nativity. If deter-

mined on such a step, we think that their chance is

more promising in Pennsylvania, than farther to the

Soutli or West. The change of climate will not be so

great as to threaten a northern constitution. The dis-

tance from their New England friends not such as to

preclude occasional visits, and some degree of social

intercourse. The modes of husbandry and state of so-

ciety will be in a great degree similar to those to which

such emigrants have been accustomed, and they will

not be so far from navigable waters, good roads and

markets, as to render their surplus produce of little

value.

Coo.

large proportion of our columns might sparklel

with wit, sling with satire, or make one's eyes

like unto fou:ilainf, and hair to " quills on the

fretful porcupine" with the woeful and the ter-

rible. They can perceive nothing at all in a

])age or a paragraph which contains nothing

but what is useful, and may be turned to some
practical purpose in the economy of human ex-l

istence. Now, as it is impossible for us to go'

astray in different directions at the same time
and to turn to the right and left by simultaneous

movements, and yet we are censured for such

supposed incompatible deviations from the line of
our duty as a journalist, we are induced, from
that circumstauce to hope that we have pursu-
ed, pretty nearly the right path, and presented
to our readers the useful and the amusing in

about due pro|)ortion,s.

Some gentlemen, who appear to be, and
doubtle3.s are well wisheis to our paper, corn-

management, improvement and diseases of the

most useful and important kinds of animals.

The Editor and Proprietor of the New Eng-

land Farmer, respectfully solicit the continued

patronage of the friends to agricultural improve-

ments ; and would repeat a proposal formerly

made, that every subscriber should condescend

to consider himself an agent for the publisher,

for the purpose of procuring other subscribers.

Our subscription list, though respectable, as

relates to number, and the characters of those,

whose names compose it, is not yet so large as

to give a requisite share of that kind of encou-

\ragement, which is (he only permanent stimulus

long continued exertions. We enjoy the

' Pleasures of Hope," but these, if too long

eferred, may " make the heart sick," and the

and feeble ; and we think tliat it is now nearly

time for (he delighis of anticipation to give place

t« those of fruition. We apprehend that some

of our friends may salute us with the unwel-

cirae mandate, " Stop the paper from the end

Keport of the sale of Salon Sheep by Mesar

lidge. Poor & Head, at Roxbury, the loth inst.

Nos. 1, ram, $41, A. A. More; 2, ewe, 41, A. A.

More ; 3, ram, 49 1-2, 1. P. Dana ; 4, ewe, 49 1-2, I

P. Uana; 5, ram, 49, A. A. More; 6, ewe, 'T 1-2

Watson & Hurlbut ; 7, ram, 92, Thomas Thaxler ; 8.

ewe, 49, Thomas Thaxter, and lamb at 24 1-2 ; 9, ram,

57 1-2, J. Barrett ; 10, ewe, 41, A. A. More ; 11, ram.

4!1, Town ; 12, ewe, 56, Watson & Hurlburt ; 13, ram.

77, 1. P. Dana; 14, ram, 74, Watson & Hurlbut; 15,

ram, 73, Bushrod Buck ; 16, ram, 7?, Lernard Stone
;

17, ram, 75, !. P.Dana; 18, ram, 47, Withered; 19,

ewe, 55, 1. P. Dana ; 20, ram, 42, Chesbrook ; 21, ewe,

52, Breed ; 22, ram, 103, Clash ; S3, ew.«, 56, I. P.

Dana ; 24, ram, tiS, Watson & Hurlbut ; 25, ewe, 61,

Henry Rice ; 26, ram, 78, F. More; 27, ewe, 66, J.

Barrett ; 2r., ram, 72, Breed ; 29, ewe, 52, "Watson k
Hurlbut ; 30, ram, 80, Gen. Sumner ; 31, twe, 56, J.

Barrett ; S2, ram, 54, George M. Barrett ; 33, ram, 34,

B. Bussey ; 34, ram, 40, Cross ; 35, ram, 26, J. Field;

36, ram, 35, Cross ; 37, ram, £0, Grn. Sumne
ewe, 50, 1. P. Dana ; 39, ram, 54, J. Barrett ; 40, ewe,

50, 1. P. Dana ; 41, ram, 57 1-2, Bemis ; 42, 57 1-2 i.

P. Dana; 43, ram, 82, Watson & Hurlbut ; 44, ewe,

46, Watson & Hurlbut; 45, ram, 60, Wells; 46,

ewe, 65, Watson & Hurlbut ; 47, ram, 67 1-2, J. P.

Dana ; 48, ewe, 57 1-2. J. P. Dana ; 44, ram, 61, L.

Stone ; 60, ewe, 57 1-2, Samuel Lathrop, and lamb,

28 3-4 ; 51, ram, 66, Abbot ; 52, ewe, 75, Watson &
Hurlbut ; 53, ram, 138, Watson & Hurlbut ; 64, ewe,

77, W. & H. and a lamb at 38 1-2; 55, ram, 77, W.
& H. ; 5u, ewe, 77 1-2, I. P. Dana, and a lamb at 38

50; 57, ram, 101, Chesbrook; 68, ewe, 120, A. f

More ; 59. ram, 77, W. & H. ; 60, ewe, 79, L. Stone

61, ram, 101, J. .Mason ; 62, ram, 87 1-2, S. Whitman

;

63, ram, 67, S. Lathrop; 64, ram, 141, .foseph Strong

65, ram, 69, W.,&; H. ; 66, ram, 66, H. Rice ; 67, ram,

117 1-2, A. A. More ; 68, ram, 139, T. Thaxter; 69,-

ram, 107 1-2. J. P. D.ina ; 70, ram, 65, Gen. Sumner;
71, ram, 75, J. P. Dana ; 72, a lamb, 40, J. P. Dana.
The average price was $69 36.

Boston Daily Advertiser.
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FOREIGN.
Colombia—Papers to the 6th of June have been re-

eived from Bajrota. According; to these the govcrn-
;ent of Colombia is making; preparations to repel any
uvasion of their country, by Spain. In arlJition to fire

egular force of the country, 50,000 militia were ordcr-

d to be levied and disciplined for the field.

The latest accounts from Peru are to the end of

ilarch. Bolivar was concentrating; a strong; force in

Trujillo. Three thousand troops had arrived from Pa
lama and Guayaquill, and the Colombian Congress
ad decreed an additional reintbrcement of 9000 men
appears by a proclamation of Bolivar, that the Peru
ans were jealous of the Colombian troops, sent for their

rotection, and considered their object to be the usur-

lation of their country. This he pronounces to be iin-

ust ; and that having; liberated their country, " he
rill return to Colombia with his brother soldiers, \?ith-

ut carrying; even a g;rain of sand from Peru—leaving
ticm their liberty." He regrets that the Peruvian
'ongress deemed it necessary to confer on him the odi-

us authority of Dictator ; and that nothing but the
reservation of Peru, whose fate is so closely united
th that of Colombia, could have induced him to ac-

ept what would have been treason, both to Colombia
ud Peru to have refused.

From Ike Pacific.—Commodore Hull has received a
tter from several American Captains of vessels, dat-
i Calao, March 1, 1824, giving an account of a muti-

y by which the port was restored to the Spanish
', and of the depredations of an unlicenced soldiery

»r twenty five days on their property, and expressing
eir expectation of the Commodore's presence there
represent them on the shore with the Spanish Chiefs,

,d to protect them against the Peruvian Admiral
inise, who had treated them with outrage and insult.

hey mention that from the firing of Admiral Guise
ion their vessels, the China, one of the American
ips, was in a sinking condition from a 24 pound shot
""ich entered her below the water line, and before
:e could be righted so as to stop the leak, a great
irtion of her cargo was damaged, and perhaps ruined.
B has detained, under his guns, the ship Providence,
id the brig Herald, bccanae they Cied on I>fsr bc^wi*,

en they came along side in the night, and refused to

iswer, when hailed.

K'They add, " we have a large amount of .\merican
Bperty at stake, and we trust that you will come to
ur relief as soon as possible. Our cargoes for the
09t part are perishable, and we think we have a right
land them after having come so far to this our only
arket on this coast, and from the circumstance of
ring commenced discharging, while Callao was nn-
r the Patriot flag. This, Admiral Guise will not
rmit us lo do, and we are most anxiously waiting
r your presence, under the belief that our rights will
protected."

UO.MESTIC.
Ttit Author af ^''Finga!.—A dinner was given in

;w York, on the 15th inst. to the venerable Judge
'umliull, of Connecticut, author of the standard po-

1, M'Fiiigal. It was attended by the most eminent
erary ted scientific characters in that metropolis,
long whom were Chancellor Kent, Dr. Mitchell,
dges l.-.-lug, Edwards, und Van Ness; Generals
orton r.nd .-JT.ift; Colonels Gibbs, Pinkncy, Alston,
S. C. and Hp.ines ; Messrs. Gracie, Johnson, Catlin,
ntard, Sedgwick, Selden, Sampson, Hallock, J. Coo-
r, Verplank, Carter, Bleecher, A. Smith and Law-
ire. A number of patriotic, sentimental and hutnor-
s toasts were drank, and the whole proceedings cx-
oited proof that a poet's honours in the United
utes are not of necessity posthumous.

Grand Canal.—There are calculated to be upwards
twelve hundred crafts employed on the New York
inal. .

From the Counlry.—'' 'VVe have had an excellent

y season. One farmer within my knowledge, has got
o his barn 1 10 tons of hay which was not wet bv a
5p of rain. The vines sutler fro.-E the dry spell, hut
Jian com, potatoes, and the small jrrains promise
11."—Cen/iie/.
' In all our fields," says a Salem, N. J. paper, " we

hear not a murmur either about the worm or fly—the
blast or mildew. Frequent and plentiful showers make
the grass to grow, and the cattle to wax fat. Heallh
and plenty arc in our land. And, O Lord, for all this
goodness let us praise thic."

A friend called the other day to mention a curious
instance of combustion which took place in the hub of
a cart wheel. The wheel was boxed, but the axle
tree was not strained ; it was newly tarred and went
with a moderate load from Sirasbury to W'etaug, six
miles. It returned empty and was placed in asheil.
A fire was discovered from it the next morning, and Jhe
wheel and part of the cart body was burned. The
barn and house of the owner narrowly escaped. The
fire must have originated from the friction of the
wheels having set fire to the tar.

—

Conn. Mirror.

Rogufs Caught.—On the night of the 16th inst. sev-
eral articles of wearing apparel were stolen from (he
yard of Paul VVhitin, Esq. in Northbridge, and on the
next morning, the tracks of the naked feet were dis-
covered leading from the yard, and were followed to
this place, where they were lost, and no farther discov-
ery was made at that time. But subsequently having
heard that three negroes had been at Uxbridge on the
evening of the 16th, enquiring the way to Worcester
and Brookfield, Col. VVhitin was induced to renew his
pursuit on the I9th. By enquiry he found that three
persons, answering the description of those suspected,
had passed the Sabbath in this town, dressed apparent-
ly in the very clothing taken from his yard, and that
they had left the next morning on their way westward,
whither he pursued and took them in Leicester, with
the property which he had lost, in their possession.

—

Several other articles, supposed to have been stolen,
were also found with them.

It has been reported that a sailor was knocked down
and robbed by three blacks, in Smithfield, last week.
If so, it is not unlikely that the outrage was committed
by the persons who are now in custody Spy.

Look out for Rogues.—On Saturday night an at-
tempt was made to rob the Silversmith's shop of Mr.
Goodwin, kept in the second building of (he Phcunix
Bank in this city. The thieves cuccecrtod in cutliug-
through the wooden shutters, and in breaking a pane of
glass they awoke a couple of boys who slept in the
shop. Not knowing the cause of the noise they railed
out, when the thieves made off with one or two shew
watches, which were found the next morning thrown
into the State House yard.

—

Conn. Courant.

From J^ew Orleans—The steam ship Robert Fulton
brought New Orleans papers of the 1st inst. The wa-
ters in the upper part of the Mississippi were rapidly
rising at the last accounts. The Missouri, above its

junction with the Mississippi, was five feet higher than
ever before known. At St. Louis it was nine inches
higher than last year, and still swelling. Rain had
fallen continually for 10 days, and a great portion of
the State of Illinois was reported to be inundated.
The Ohio was also on the rise. There was serious
alarm at Natches and New Orleans, as the rising had
commenced at the former place.

[JV. York Statesman.

Erratum.—In our last paper, in giving an account of
the pedigree of the Herefordshire heifer, presented by
Sir Isaac Coffin to the Massachusetts Agricultural So-
ciety, in page 408, column 1st, line 27th, the following
sentence occurs :

"The Herefordshire Heifer is also from Waxey out of
Stately—Stately out of Tidy, daughter of .Mad Cap,
which was considered the best cow in England, and
the least bone, weighing eighteen score onrf a quar-

" The word " and" should hare been omitted. |

LANDS FOR SALE IN PENNSYLVANIA.
THE subscriber ofl'ers for sale in small lots to actual

settlers, or in larger tracts to others, thf following
lands in (he Stale of Pennsylvania, belonging to the
estate of the late Wm. liingham, viz : Itn hundred
andfiflij thousand atres in the counties of Bradford
and Tioga, at from three dollars, to lifo dollars fifty
cents per acre, according to situation ; and five hun-
dred //lortsonrf arrfj in the counties of Potter McKian
Venango, Armstrong, Jefferson and l.ycomin", at Ixo
dollars pec acre. The terras are ten ytars°for pay-
ments, three of (hem wiliiout interest. The land is

generally of a good quality, Will watered, intrrsecttd
by important roads, and iji a healthy situation. For
further particulars application may be made to agents
in the different counties, or lo

ROBERT H. ROSE,
July 24. Silver Lake, Pmntyhania.

GIRL FROM 10 TO 14 YEARS OF AGE.
WANTED to take from the country a girl of the

above ;ige, and of a good disposition, until she
is free.—Such an one will receive kind treatment, and
be taught the rudiments of an English^education—will
have her board and clothing found her,'and will be fur-
nished when free, with two or three extra suits.—None
need apply withoutgood recommendations. Inquire
at this Office. July 17.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE, &c.

[Revised and corrected every Friday.]

PATENT STEEL SPRING HAY FORKS.
JUST received and for sale at the Agricultural Esta-

blishment, No. 20, Merchants' Row, a large supply
of Goodwin's highly approved Patent Steel Sp'rino- Hai
and Manure FORKS. Also, a few dozen very superi-
or Rakes, Cam's cast steel Scythes, Dudley's warrant-
ed stetl back do., Bisbee's cast steel polished Shovels
—together with a great variety of other agricultural
implements. }^^^ jg

APPLES, good, to best,

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, . . ,

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. . . .

cargo, No 1, . .

" No2, . . . .

BUTTER, inspect. No. 1. new,
CHEESE, new milk ....

^ki^ned milk,
FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St.

Genessee, . . .

Rye, best .....
GRAIN, Rye

Corn
Barley
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort . .

HOPS, No 1, Inspection of 1323
LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS . . .

PORK, Bone Middlings . .

navy, mess,

Cargo, No 1,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, 1823,
Clover ....

WOOL, Merino, full blood,-washed
do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native .... do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, ls.t sort

PROVISION' MARKET.
BEEJ', best pieces ....
PORK, fresh, best pieces, . .

" whole hog, ....
VEAL,
MUTTQN,
POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub,

lump,
. . ,

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, . . . :

Indian, do. ....
POTATOES, new
CIDER, liquor, new . . .

HAY, according to quality,

1
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Br T. C. FESSENBEW.

" Let us do good unto all nun.''''

Let us do good to all mankind.

For such is charity's behest,

Thus happiness we here shall find,

And be hereafter ever blest.

The benefits which we bestow

When honest indig:ence we aid.

If not requited here below

In heaven will amply be repaid.

For unto men of liberal mind,

Friends to the needy and distrett,

The Great Bestower will be kind,

In blessing others they are blest.

Of wealth and power art thou possest.

Remember whence the loan accrues.

That God appoints the poor distrest

To be receivers of his dues.

Of all that you possess below

Death may deprive you any hour,

But what you rightfully bestow.

Is placed beyond the tyrant's power.

'Tis yours to give the child of need.

His due supplies of earthly kind.

Likewise that ' meat and drink indeed,''

Which nourishes the immortal mind.

'Tis yours to bid the needy know
Both how to live and how to die,

What gives them usefulness below.

And gains them happiness on high.

\or moves the man in any sphere.

However limited or low,

Who cannot give at least the tear

Of sympithy to want and woe.

And sometimes sympathy is all,

Which e'en a Croesus could impart,

.\nd drops, whicli flow at pity's rail.

Are balm of Gilead to tlie heart.

O, then let all, be good to all,

For such is charity's behest,

Be never deaf to misery's call.

And thou in blessing shalt be blest.

i^fscfllanp.

"C.^TCH A VV HAZEL ASLEEP."

" Thy spirit, independence, let me share,

Lord of the lion heart and eagle eye
;

Thy steps I follow with my bosom bare,

Nor heed the storm that howls along the sky."

A number of our ship cnrpenters, who recent-

ly turned out for higher wages, and a few sail-

maUers, hired a small sloop for the purpose of

celebrating the fourth of .)uly at the capes o(

the Delaware. On reaching the [liace, howev-
er, they were unable lo realize their anticipat-

ed enjoyment, and being iiili nf gin and inde-

pendence, they, after weighty deliberation, re-

solved upon ciuising in pursiiit of adventures.
Their stores were ample, and having appointed
a " commodore,'''' they set sail with '* buoyant
hearts and spirits free as air."

After cruizing for some time without success,
the United States' schr. Weazel hove in view
and gave to the almost drooping spirits of their
commodore the hope of accomplisliing some-
thmg worthy of himself I shall not pretend to
desciibe the soul piercing flash that darted

through the mist of the liquor from his half-'

bunged eye, when he first beheld his destined

prey, wounding the bosom of the amorous wa-

ters, that kissed the prow in sport and wanton-

ness. Nor shall I describe the shout of joy

which arose from the gallant crew, and rent the

troubled air, when orders were given to " bear

down upon her," and iliake het yield submissive

to their power.
This order was promptly obeyed : up went

the sails : each man lo his post ; and as the belli-

gerent forces floated towards each other, there

was
" A calm as still as death.

And the boldest held his breath

For a time."

But when within fl musket shot, the commodore,

with a degree of promptness which distinguish-

es our American commanders, ordered the

schooner to send her papers aboard immediate-

ly, or dread impending ruin. Captain Zantin-

ger, who was at a loss to understand the nature

of the demand, manifested, as the commodore
thought some reluctance in complying; when,
in order to enforce obedience to this modest

request, a musket was tired from the cabin win-

dow of the sloop. Captain Zantinger, unwilling

that the commodore should have all the fun on

his side, ordered a twelve pounder to be tired

over them, and squared off to give a second

broadside if necessary ; but on the clearing up
of the smoke, the pot-valor of our commodore
evaporated, and he, with half his crew, were
di'scovercd on their knees, exclaiming, "•' as you
are brave be merciful."

The boat was then sent aboard, not with

papers, but with orders to bring the commodore,
with his crew, aboard the schooner, where they
ivcre esHiniiici), niiil Captain Ziintinjjcr li.Tving

satistied himself that they were true and loyal

citizens of this commonwealth, in pursuit of

pleasure, after detaining them for four hours,

[lermitted them to return lo Iheirsloop, on their

promising that they would never attempt to

" catch a weazel asleep again."

—

Phil. Aurora.

A " Fish Slory.''''—One of the lads belong-
ing to the T. H. Smith pilot boat informed
us yesterday forenoon, that on his passage to

Sanily Hook, he fell in with a whale about 80
feet long, and when near him he spouted into

the air a large j)orpoise, \.^iich reached (he
distance of at least 10 feet. 7"lie por[ioise fell,

head foremost, into the mouth of the whale,
and was no doubt immediately swallowed.

JV'ea) York Gazette.

A Wit in Chains.— On Thursday last a priso-

ner being placed at the bar at (he Mayors
Court in Philadelphia, being called on lo plead
to an indictment for Larceny, was told by the

erk (o hold up his riglit hand. The man im-
lediately hold up his left hand—" hold your
iglit hand" said the Clerk : " Please your ho-

nour" said the culprit, still keeping his left hand
1 p. " Please your honour, 1 am left handed

;

End sure my right hand is on my left shoulder."

' Medicine.—The P.oston Medical Intelligencer

says, " (here is no doubt of the fact, that people
take too much medicine ; where ten actually

die of acute disease, ten more are doctored to

death at thier own solicitation "

Philadelphia Society for Promoting Ag-
riculture.

JOHN SCOTT, Chemist, late of Edinburgh, by hij

Wiix, made in the Year 1816, bequeathed the
sum of 54000, in the funded 3 per cent Slock of the U. S.

to the Corporation of the city of Philadelphia, to the in-

tent " that the interest and dividends, to become receiv-

able thereon, should be laid out in Premiums to be dis-

tributed among ingenious men and women, who make
useful inventions, but no such premium to exceed gSC:
and that therewith shall be given a Copper Medal with
this inscription—" To the most Deserving."—The
Select and Common Councils of the city of Philadelphia,

have entrusted "the Philadelphia .Society for piomot-
ing Agriculture," with the distribution of the -aforesaid

premiums and medals, and a Committee of that .'Society

have been appointed to attend thereto. The subscrib-
ers named as that committee, give notice that they will

receive applications for the same.
Certificates of the originality and utility of the in-

ventions must accompany the applications, which may
be directed " to the Committee of the Philadelphia
Society for promoting Agriculture, on Scott's legacy,"

and iorwarded free of expense, through the post ofSce,

A ilescription of the inventions, must be given in

clear language, and correctly written, accompanied by
drawings in perspective and detail, where necessary to

illustrate it. Where the invention is a composition of

matter, specimens of the ingredients and of the composi-
tion of matter sufficient in quantity for the purpose of

experiment, and to preserve in the Cabinet of the Sgci-

etv will be expected.
JAMES MEASE.
REUBEN HAINES
ROBERTS VAUX,
ROBERT HARE,
WM. H. KEATING,
ADAM ECKFELDT,

.'uly 10. Committee.

Imported Bull—SIR ISAAC.
Tins very fine young animal, just arrived from

England is of the true Htrefordshire breed, hav-
ing been presented to the " Massachusetts Society for

pr.A—ti*.^ Agriculture," hy Admiral Sir Isaac Coifip,
together with a superb COW of the same breed. They
have been placed by the Trustees on the Farm of John
Prince, Esq. at Jamaica Plain, in Roxbury for one year^

He will be permitted this autumn to go to but few cows'

at Three dollars each, which must be paid in advance.'
As many persons, however, who have nue cows, do

not wish to raise calves, Mr. P. will agree to take theffl

at six weeks old, at their veal value, and not charge
for the use of the Bull.—The Trustees hope by this!

means, many more fine animals will be raised for pub»
lick benefit. His colour is a beautiful dark nd.

,

The Pfrfigrf e which is furnished by one of the first

breeders of this stock in England says, " He was got by
VVaxey—Waxey was by Trojan, which was challenged
against ani/ htdl in Kvgland for 100 guineas. Wax-
ey's Dam was Brunette out of Margaret. ThisbuIPs
dam is Young Charmer own sister to the lirou-n ox that

won the' premium at Bath, last Christmas, and after-

wards was exhibited at Bristol for Show, and consider-
j

ed the fattest ox in the kingdom. Young Charmer
j

was out of Old Charmer, killed at Hereford for the

Chi'istmas Show of fat Beef and was superior to any
ther.'-." This pedigree might be extended further back,

but it is considered unnecessary to persons who will

view the animals.
Ro.rburi/. July 15, 1824.

R. GROVE'S Essnti on i,hce]i, in a pamphlet fom
]

' for sale at this Office. July 10.

F
TO PRINTERS.

OR sale at this OtTice BALL SKINS, at the usual

price?.

TERMS OF THE FARMER.

(f^ Published every Saturday, at Three Doi.i.jifS

per annum, payable at tlie end of the year— but thof»?j

who pay within si.rli^ dai/s from the time ot subscribing

will be entitled to a deduction of Fiftv Certs.

Qzj" No paper will oe discontinued (unless at th^]

discretion cf the publisher,) until arrearages are paii
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